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DUALITY

The Toman No. 2 Reproducer . . . judged by all
standards of beauty and tone quality as the finest
product of its kind on the market.
All Toman Products are most favorably priced. Guaranteed
quality inside and out. We invite inquiry from Manufacturers,
Jobbers and Dealers. Samples sent promptly upon request.

E.

2621

Toman

West

21st

&

Company

Place

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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New

Complete

Grebe

WITH
because

the addition of the Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six, dealers are afforded a complete line which can be readily sold
of the nineteen-year- old Grebe

will remain
A

sold because

tie-up with

of the minimum

this complete

satisfactory profits that come
Grebe Synchrophase ArC Six
List price, (less tubes) $227-50
An A - C operated receiver with
distinctive Grebe improvements for
better local and distance reception that will instantly appeal to
the buyer.
Grebe Synchrophase Seven A-C

An

Line

List price, (less tubes) *195-00
A-C receiver of such superiority that it will always be an outstanding leader.

Grebe Synchrophase Five

price, (less tubes) s10500
A readyListseller that offers unusual

Grebe

reputation, and which
servicing required.

Line will bring you those

only from

satisfied customers.

opportunity for quick turnover
and substantial profits.
Grebe Natural Speaker
rds
A Grebe-made speaker that affo
*350n0
e, ptio
pricrece
Listect
the final touch of perf
to any receiver.

Grebe No. 1750 Speaker
Grebe quality in List
a speaker
that
price, *17-50
may be sold at a low price without
sacrifice of volume or tone quality.

Send for
Booklet

Grebe Natural
Speaker

Jl~C

Six

TW

«f\#.
REG. US PAT QfFTRADE 1 ' A ft

A. H. Grebe 0 Company, Inc., 109 West 57th Street, New York City
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, California
- . Makers of quality radio since 1 909
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.

.

Radio

Music

Trade:

will have this
BRUNSWICK
fall a complete line of radio

embody the utmost in technical
excellence, in unequaled cabinet

receiving sets, in addition to the
Brunswick Panatrope, Brunswick

work, and in the same

Panatrope with Radiola combinations and Brunswick Electrical
Records.
This is a momentous

extraordinary musical results in
the Brunswick Panatrope and in
the Brunswick Panatrope with
Radiola.

step. But

The

from

For, after all, what

the public wants
great

radio is MUSIC. If there is any significant trend in radio lately, it is that the

radio public wants
in what it buys.
That

Brunswick

line for fall will

dealer will, of course, want Brunswick Radio. For there are advantages in
handling one complete line, from the standpoint of profit earning possibilities, etc., too
great to be ignored.

musical quality

So tempting is the new Brunswick merchandise, that the Brunswick dealer will have

will fully measure

the most desirable and complete line on the
market. Furthermore, his efforts will be

still more
Radio

Brunswick

be a great line. Every Brunswick

every other sort of manufacturer except a MUSIC house,

isn't it logical and timely that
music firm should make radio a part of its
line?

acoustical

skill in installation that has enabled Brunswick to secure such

ShiMwicfc
RADIO
REG. U.S. PAT OFF
SEE LICENSE NOTICE

isn't it logical? Now that you
have had radio produced by
almost

.

up to the musical standards of the house of
Brunswick we hardly need tell you.
It will

supported by a tremendous
tising campaign.

national adver-
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the

demonstrated

has become

twofold sales campaign — to those who already own sets and
to those who do not. The AC set has split the sales field
wide open. Take advantage of the opportunity. Owners

a reality. The uncertainties brought about by

of battery-operated sets can be sold AC models. Owners
of old, non-selective sets can be sold new, better models.
Owners of cheap sets are in the
market for better receivers.

has been eliminated

of new models

and the consequent cut-price campaigns
obsolete merchandise is history.

and "dumping"

of

In the first frantic days of radio
evils cropped up. Many
problems had to be solved to

many

a paying basis.

put radio on

The unfit dropped by the wayside, and those who profited by
their own mistakes and those
of others came

through

the

chaotic days stronger and better
fitted to make a success of the

Every
Read

— A

business under new and cleaner

These

Should

more

now

obtaining. Yes, the radio
growing along

The

Profits in Sales of Records
Survey Showing
crease in the
Unit

Sell the Radio
Barrow

the InRecord
, . (Page 6)

Programs .... (Page 8)

Tells Why

(Page 9)

healthy lines. It is on a firm
foundation. Intelligent merchandising and aggressive effort
are proving a profitable team.

—

By
(Page 16)

Management — By

Philip T. Clay
(Pages 20-21^
Creating a Record Demand for

Opportunity

Finest
Music — By
White

This is the year of opportunity for the dealer. Broadcasting events are on the air, of
interest to every man,

woman

and child old enough to think.
Sell broadcasting.

Step Up Summer
Sales
Robert L. Kent
Systematized

W.

Braid
(Page 30)

The fact is that the success of
the retailer in merchandising
radio depends entirely on himself. Sales are no longer lost
through ugly and faulty products. Competition is keener
than in the past, to be sure, but
the market is broader. The
swivel-chair sales manager

or

proprietor and the counterleaning salesmen are detriments
to profitable turnover.

Fight

for business. Wage a clean, aggressive battle for your share
of the consumer's dollar. Get
out of the rut. Realize on your
investment.

Mitchell's

eager for radio. Listening-in is
the great national pastime.
There are many lines being

Plan

Peps

Sales. .(Page 42)

It is the

made

and

The

sold.

public

is

Select your

lines carefully with a thought

displays and by word of mouth. Sell it every day to everyone
who will listen. Results are certain. Sa.les resistance is at
due to these wonderful

Market

Window
Selling — By
W.
A.
Stensgaard
(Page 40)

vital talking point to-day. Sell
it through advertising, window

a minimum,

The same holds true of speakers
and other accessories. The
market is there.

Articles

Sale

efficient conditions

and

business is now

Dealer

He
Gives Them
Service — By
John M. Schlacter
(Page 4)
Quick

Cents

The music-radio dealer is in much the same position as
the automobile dealer. Improved models open the way to a

concretely that stabilization in radio

unregulated marketing

Price Twenty-five

Bandwagon

should be the most prosperous year in the
THIS
history of the radio business from the standpoint
of the retailer. The Trade Show in Chicago last
month

World

programs.

With programs of such universal interest now

to local conditions and the purses of your customers
then get into the battle. Spend money

Cash in.

and

for advertising. Put

your sales message over and keep putting it over. Consistency pays dividends. Get rid of the mentally lazy salesmen,

on the air

and pending the dealer is in the best position of his career
to profit. The product is superior to anything he has had

if there are any of that type in your employ. Strip for action and make the most of this year. Take an active interest

to offer the public in the past. Both in actual performance

in the work

and appearance radio sets and accessories have been improved to the point approaching art. Fine models appeal
to the eyes as well as to the ears. Unsightliness has been

officers in every way and cooperate with your fellow merchants in their endeavors for the betterment of the business.

of your local trade association.

Concerted action will prevail in remedying conditions where
individual efforts will fail. Elimination of bad practices
means greater prosperity.

removed as a factor in selling. The product is right, but it
must be sold.

See second last page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue of The World
.

Support its

3

fcGi ives

Them

'By John

Harry

L. Wasserman

Winning

Factor

"Has the small business the same chance to
succeed today as it had ten or fifteen years
ago?" I asked Harry L. Wasserman, proprietor
of the United Music Store, Toledo, O. He replied in his snappy, aggressive manner — "yes,
and, what's more, the opportunities are greater
today than at any time in the past."
When he organized his present prosperous
phonograph, radio, record and small goods
business five years ago and leased a business
place downtown within a few hundred feet of
large powerful competitors he asked himself:
"What have I to offer people that the big
store does not have? How can I draw patronage to my store and hold it?" The answer is
simple, Mr. Wasserman declared. Personal contact; quick, high-grade service; the little touches
of appreciation, the smile, the cordial greeting;
things that will cement trade to a store. People like to feel the proprietor, the boss, is serving
them, or if not actually busy waiting on them
is at least greeting them. It's getting acquainted
with your customers and then making them
feel they are important factors in the scheme
of things. Subtle flattery perhaps, but it is
justified and it pays.
Few large stores can take the time for this —
or would care to. As a result of the plan the
enterprise is to-day doing four times as much
business as during its early history. That is,
Mr. Wasserman explained: — "We are now taking in $450 instead of $100 as formerly. The
matter of friendship should not be overdone,
For it has happened that friendship was carried
too far, so much so- that the store lost the sale
which it had been angling for to a competitor
who more effectively mixed salesmanship with
his friendly manner."
The Victor line has been dealt in from the
beginning. Later Brunswick products were
added and now Columbia's merchandise is to be
taken on. When the demand for radio goods
became insistent two years ago leading lines
were added to better serve customers. The
house has some very definite ideas about service
to both machine and radio purchasers. After a
sale has been completed the customer is visited
to ascertain if he is entirely satisfied with his
purchase. These little trips in nine out of ten
cases result in new customers. In the radio
section the house has found it profitable to
hire or to farm out its radio service work. As
soon as a radio set is sold a contract is made
with a service organization to service the set for
one year. Customers are sold or given one
year's service. Salesmen follow the calls as a
matter of customer satisfaction. At times in
the past season radio volume has exceeded machine volume. When a prospect is listed here
he is followed up and nursed along in a friendly
way until he is sold or dies. Not infrequently

Found

in Building

S ervice

cJM*. Schlatter

That

Courteous

Business

Despite

Service
Keen

people have bought after being on the prospect
list for two years or more.
It is very important that workers be acquainted with every phase of the business.
Therefore, meetings are held with salespeople

T

Harry L. Wasserman
and department heads two or three times a
week at which new merchandise, new releases,
timely topics suitable for store tie-ups and
trends in merchandising are discussed. These
get-together affairs maintain a high degree of
co-operation among workers. Mr. Wasserman
maintains that his force is not working for him.
but with him. Therefore if someone fails he
is not blamed — but Mr. Wasserman feels he
should be blamed and to a degree holds himself
responsible for an act of omission — in that he
must have failed to instruct the person in some
important particular. A diary is kept of the
daily activities of each worker at the meetings
and the little book sometimes figures in the discussions. Workers are paid a bonus at the end
of each six months. And occasionally in-between specials are offered for extra volume or
quick sales of a special buy of goods. The
force is asked to treat customers much the
same as they do guests at their home. The
patron is a profitable guest, for he leaves something which pays the workers salary.
A store should be neat, Mr. Wasserman
maintains, but not fancy Elaboration does not
create a homey atmosphere.
It makes patrons
4

Proved

the

Competition

uncomfortable and drives trade away. Always
cater to the average man. He is in the majority, and, therefore, does most of the buying. Windows here are considered real sales builders.
They are changed often and almost always have
a definite sales job to accomplish.
The illustration shown above is a good example. It
is a St. Patrick's Day window.
In the center is a brick, back of it erect is a record, "An
Irish Lullaby." Scores of other discs appropriate to the day as well as shamrocks and other
decorations add to the attractiveness of the
window.
The window, Mr. Wasserman said,
created a large amount of favorable and pleasant comment and sold many records. Another
window with a large pumpkin and trimmings
suitable to Halloween likewise sold scores of
discs and was remembered for months. Indeed,
it happens frequently that people will come and
ask for merchandise displayed in a certain timely window weeks after the trim was used. One
of the most successful windows used by the
store was a Mother's Day window. Records
for. mother were shown in small attractive containers which held two or three discs and sold
quantities.
A holiday display of a Sparton
radio as the central topic — arranged to appear
breaking through the wall of a room— attracted
many and sold sets. Holiday displays of machines for gift purposes wrapped in holiday
paper and tinsel and ribbon likewise sold machines. Window trims are never costly here.
For instead of using gold or silver cloth the
store uses silver or gold paper and variegated
crepe paper for backgrounds and for floor coverings for the windows.
The cost of a window
seldom exceeds $8 or $10 and usually does not
cost more than $3 or $4. Windows may be
coupled to the news of the day— music shows
coming to town, concerts and traveling artists,
school events and dozens of events of local or
national interest. The list is almost inexhaustible. The idea is the thing and the novel handling of an ordinary subject will attract people.
The house has a large following of foreign
record buyers— Spaniards, Italians, Mexicans
and Germans. These people are real music
lovers, hence they generally purchase records
of the better type. Mr. Wasserman personally
looks after the wants of many of these people
,
for he is able to converse with them in their
own tongue, being a master of seven languages.
Salespeople are instructed to sell records here
and not merely hand them out. They are familiar with the record story and the history of the
artist or the band and in that way are able to
impart to the customer much of interest and
thus make this appeal produce sales. Extra
sales pay the rent, is a slogan. Therefore, at
least one recor
d inued
in additonionpageto 9)
{Cont
the one called
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NICK

S

LUCA

On

Brunswick

Only

LUCAS records have been gold mines for the Bruns_j wick dealer.
No popular vocalist in years has
Recent Brunswick

Records

by Nick Lucas

"Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky" — voice
with orchestra . . . "For Old Times' Sake" — voice
and guitar.
3965
"When You Said Goodnight (Did You Really
Mean Goodby) ?" . . . "You're a Real Sweetheart"— voice and guitar with organ.
3966
"I Can't Do Without You" . . . "It Must Be
Love" — voice and guitar with piano.
3925
"Sunshine" ... "I Still Love You" — voice and
guitar with piano.
3850
"Without You, Sweetheart" . . . "My Ohio
Home" — voice and guitar with piano.
3773
"Blue Heaven" . . . "Among My Souvenirs" —
voice and guitar with piano.
3684
2 — Good Selections on Every Brunswick

Record — 2

had the vogue enjoyed by "The

Crooning

Troubadour."

Lucas' latest recordings for Brunswick are destined
to reach the same sales peaks attained by his earlier
recordings.

Brunswick

photography)

makes

Electrical Recording

each a musical

satisfies the purchaser

even when

(musical

masterpiece

played on

that

an old-

style instrument.
Lucas

is one more

proof of the fact that Brunswick

has the merchandise most in demand. Brunswick's
sales policies, plus the choicest artists, make Brunswick
the line of most profit for the music

dealer.

^nmswick

THE

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

Chicago,

New

York,

Branches

in ail Principal Cities

Profits

Quick
In

Sales

of

Records

Another factor has been the widespread musisales have
DURING the past year record
cal education of children. Music memory conincreased by leaps and bounds until at
tests in the schools throughout the country have
rethe
e
of
phas
this
the present time
been
instrumental in developing a knowledge of
table
and
profi
most
tail business is one of the
good
music, and this is reflected in the sales of
satisfactory for the retailer. An important facrecords.
tor in record turnover is that it brings quick
Radio as a Record Sales Aid
profit. The dealer whose business in machines
Radio,
too, has had its share in building
and other products is mostly on the instalment
record
sales.
Thousands of listeners-in who never
basis is usually in need of cash, and record sales
before
enjoyed
the finest type of music now
volume gives him the money to meet his obliown
phonographs
and buy records because the
gations and carry on his business without redesire
was
created
by hearing famous artists
s
anie
g
ncin
comp
sorting to the banks and fina
broadcast.
All
of
these
things have graded up
to the point where his overhead consumes the
the
musical
taste
of
the
public.
This is a form
profit made on sales.
of education which means dollars and cents in
Trend of Record Sales
A national survey just concluded by The
Talking Machine World has brought to light
some interesting facts regarding the trend of
There is a decided effort on
record sales. Most of the dealers who answered
the part of record manufacthe questionnaire report that the average unit
turers and dealers to increase
record sale has increased from ten to fifty per
the amount of the average
cent. In other words, the individual record
customer to-day is being sold ten to fifty per
record sale. A survey made
cent more merchandise on each visit to the
by The Talking Machine World
store. The average increase of unit record sales
revealed the fact that the
is twenty-seven per cent.
average unit record sale has
This is an important trend. It indicates two
during the past two years inthings. First, that the popular interest in
creased about 27 per cent.
are
people
that
and
increased
has
recordings
the
in
than
more
The
accompanying
article
phonographs
playing their
past. Second, that retail dealers are realizing
analyzes the record situation.
the necessity for actively promoting the sale
It is based on facts procured
of records, and with this in mind more attention
from the retail trade.
is being paid to salesmanship in the record department.
Business to-day is being departmentized and
each department is expected to show a profit.
the pockets of dealers. There can be no question about the value of sustained effort in
The talking machine store is a miniature department store, specializing in the sale of musi"selling" the public on good music. Experical products. Formerly records were carried
ences of dealers who have gone to some trouble
and expense in locating the music lovers of
simply because they were necessary to the enjoyment of a phonograph. The sales of records
their community and in cultivating them show
were incidental and no time nor effort was
that this type of customer is the most consistent
spent in most cases in pushing these items. Now
buyer.
Record Sales Promotion
many dealers are devoting considerable of their
sales promotion effort to the sale of records.
As has been mentioned, record sales promoThis department is receiving the same attention
tion is assuming greater importance in the eyes
that is given to the phonograph and radio deof retailers. The same tactics of follow-up that
partment, because the dealer realizes that a
sell phonographs are now selling records. The
^mall and frequent prqfit is worth going after.
telephone is being put to good use in bringing
He knows that in the aggregate the sum reaches
to the attention of customers and prospects the
respectable proportions. He knows also that
latest recordings in which they are most likely
if one department of his business does not pay
to be interested. Direct mail, window display
the profits from the sale of other merchandise
and other forms of publicity are proving effecis largely consumed.
tive sales builders. One dealer who does a conSales of Classics Increase
siderable foreign record business has evolved a
An analysis of the questionnaire showed that
card system in which he has separated his cusone of the important factors in increased record
tomers according to their nationalities. These
business has been the sale of the classics. These
people are constantly followed up by direct
sales include the very fine album sets that the
mail and regularly receive the supplements of
leading companies are featuring. The sale of
the records in the languages they know best.
a single album set reaches a respectable figAnother aggressive merchant uses a card sysure, and this is one of the reasons for the
tem as a handy reference regarding the musical
growth of the average unit record sales. This
taste of his patrons. Each sale is recorded on
indicates a marked tendency toward an increase
a card which is filed alphabetically and muin the liking for good music on the part of the
sically. There is a file for the lovers of good
music, and one for the jazz fiends. These files
public.
There are several other important reasons for
are subdivided according to type of music, so
the improvement in record business; first, of
that the dealer when planning a direct mail
course, is the fact that under the new method
campaign
fectively. can work one hundred per cent efof recording reproduction is far more perfect
Dealers Analyze Progress
than it ever was in the past. The new instrument also aided in better reproduction, giving
Excerpts from letters sent in by dealers durto music, lovers practically perfect performances.
ing this survey indicate concretely what is hap6

pening to the record business. Miss B. B. Steele,
manager of the talking machine department of
Stern Bros, on Forty-second street, New York,
says: "Our record sales keep up with last
year; in fact the demand for the ready-sale
numbers is greater and album sets have created
an additional demand. There is a decided tendency toward a better class of music, although
dance numbers are still very popular and are
making a quick turnover. We have sent special lists of records of all types to our customers, and have been quite successful in these
sales with personal responses as well as teleC. E. phone
Card,
orders." of the Paul-Gale-Greenwood Co.,
Norfolk, Va., stated that
Our record unit sale has increased about fifty per cent
over last year. The new album record sets have caused
the customer to purchase five records, whereas in some
instances he would have selected only one.
People are demanding better music. We have a number
of customers who are willing to buy classical music today who, a year ago, would not even have listened to
classics. We attribute this increase in business to the
new electrical Orthophonic recordings, and the national
advertising which has stimulated interest in better music.
For sales promotion we have a selected mailing list,
which is kept active. We have recently tried out a
plan of paying our sales ladies three cents on $1.00
Red Seal records and five cents on $1.50 ones, when a
customer purchases more than one record. This, we believe, has increased our Red Seal record business.
Denton, Cottier & Daniels, Inc., Buffalo, N.
Y., emphasize the fact that the unit of sales is
higher fhis year than that of last year, due in a
great degree to the demand for the new album
records sets. "In our opinion, were it not for
the album sets the sale of popular records
would predominate to an even greater degree
this year over last year," says this concern.
"There seems to be an appeal to those people
who are interested in the better class of music
to purchase symphonies or sets of certain types
of records in album form rather than in separate units. The album form of record distribution has in part broken down sales resistance."
R. H. Parks, advertising manager of the
Meiklejohn Co., Providence, R. I., says:
record
sales seem to indicate the following trends
buying:
record
inOur
1. Unit sales are slightly larger. Our total sales are
increasing. We fill more large orders than of last year,
with a slight increase in the number of customers.
2. The album record sets do increase the value of the
average sale. Their purchasers are included in a limited
clientele, however.

3. The bulk of our record business is still the
dance and ballad releases. We sell more of thepopular
grade music than formerly, but attribute it greatly tohighthe
fact that there are more classical selections available
by this time. Undoubtedly, there are a number of times
when customers buy a selection of a classical nature
because it has been made familiar through the radio
It
is merely a case of their discovering a fine tune hidden
behind a technical name.

Joins

Sales

of Brown

Staff
&

Hall

Co.

St. Louis, Mo., July 3.— The Brown & Hall
Supply Co., Atwater Kent distributor, has increased its sales staff to sixteen men by the
addition of C. E. Borntraeger, formerly sales
manager of the McGraw Electrical Appliance
Co., and O. M. Fisk, for the past six years
connected with the Brunswick Co. Both of the
new members of the sales staff have had wide
experience in the music-radio field and are well
known throughout this territory.
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There is nothing finer
than a Stromberg-Carlson
No. 6j6 StrombergCarhon uses 7 Radiotron
Tubes: 5 UY-227 A. C,
one UX-ij i-A Output
Tube, and one UX-280.
Price, less Tubes and
Speaker, East of Rockies

$245.00

ON/O

LE

modef-

ACTubc

STROMBERG-CARLSON
Low,

perfect in proportion, of softly gleaming

latest exquisite Stromberg-Carlson

two-toned

will be acclaimed

Walnut,

this

enthusiastically by

every Stromberg-Carlson dealer.
The operating unit of this new Receiver is identical with, and has all
the magnificent tone quality of the No. 635 Stromberg-Carlson

A. C.

Tube Treasure Chest — the same extreme sensitivity, the same keen selectivity, new Dual Circuit volume control, one tuning dial, and phonograph jack for electrical reproduction of records. It is arranged for use
with the Stromberg-Carlson

external Cone

Speaker (wall type or floor

type) — so necessary for correct acoustical effects.
The cabinet itself is superb. Matched Walnut Butts give the top a rich
beauty, while contrasting shades of paneling, delicate wood carved effects
and an escutcheon of real bronze, lend it distinction. A Walnut slide
which

may be used as writing table acts as a cover to close the front.

Easy access to the operating unit is provided at the back.
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO., Rochester, New York
Other Models Range in Price from $185 to $1205, East of Rockies
The Stromberg-Carlson Sextette Tuesday evenings at eight o'clock Eastern Daylight Time
through the NBC and 22 Associated Stations

Makers of 'voice transmission and voice reception apparatus for more than thirty years.

Sell

the
The

Radio

Presidential

Championship

Campaign

Fight

Will

Programs
and

Lessen

the

Heavyweight

Sales

Resistance

sanity in our judgments which can but redound
are still fresh in the minds of dealers. At that
NEVER before in the history of radio has
a dealer had the ammunition to offset
time dealers who hooked up with the coming
to the na-tional welfare."
It is a well-known fact that the Republican
any tendency toward a lessening of inbroadcast found sales reaching almost unbecandidate, Herbert C. Hoover, is not at his best
lievable proportions. In some cases 50 per cent
terest on the part of the public in radio activion the platform before audiences, and it is freely
ties during the Summer months that is his at
and more increases were the rule. It is true
surmised that the greatest percentage of his
the present time.
Every year, in fact every
that at the present writing there does not seem
ams
,
ast
month the progr
that are being broadc
to be the same interest in the coming competicampaigning will b~e done before the microphone. Gov. Alfred E. Smith, the Democratic
into millions of homes have shown improvetion, but as the date approaches and the newsstandard-bearer, on the other hand, never apment. Money in unlimited sums is being spent
papers play up the event public interest will
pears in a better light than before an audience,
so that the set owner with a turn of the dial
quicken, and on the day itself it will seem to
can be entertained, or instructbe a "natural" whether or not
ed, or edified. So frequent have
m^ ^
it is from the angle of sport.
These are the outstanding
become programs by the cream
of the entertainment world's
broadcasting features which
talent that it takes an event of
should batter down all Summer
JZ)ADIO will play the most important part in the
the importance or prominence
sales resistance. The receiving
campaign to elect the next president and the
set manufacturers are doing
of a heavyweight championship
dealer who neglects to incorporate the coming
bout or a nation-wide hook-up
their share and newspaper adwith artists located in cities at
vertisements and billboard pubbroadcasts by the candidates and campaign orators
licity are informing the public
both ends of the country paris overlooking his most potent sales argument.
ticipating to really rouse the
of radio's part in the political
radio audience.
There will be
Everyone is interested in the present campaign and
campaign. Throughout the entire country Atwater Kent
a heavyweight fight in a very
coming election to a most unusual degree. Cash
billboards carry illustrations of
short time, but there is somethe elephant and the donkey,
thing more important, somein on this interest. . . And don't forget the effect
the
emblems of the two major
thing that could not be arwhich the broadcast of a heavyweight championranged for any
sum which
ship fight has on sales of sets and accessories.
interrogated.
This
one of
wordis "WHO"
should be used by every dealer
with the
parties,
Make the coming one a real profit producer.
as the final clinching sales argumany tie-ups by manufacturers.
But the dealer must do his
ment. It is the Presidential
share. If trade has slowed up
campaign, and this struggle for
_
to any appreciable extent, use
the highest honor which a nation can bestow on any of its
the spare time to gather new7
citizens will this year be carried on largely and while it is probable that he will make the
prospects. Go over your list of set purchasers
over the air.
of a few years ago and see if they are not in
swing of the country carrying his platform diThe drama of the presidential election from
the mood to replace their old set with a new
rect to the voters, his speeches will not be connow until November when the votes are cast
fined to the visible audience, but through radio
and modern one. Don't confine your activities
to homes alone; restaurants, barber shops, ice
bears every indication of proving one of the
will be brought into the homes of every receiving set owner. Nor will the candidates be alone.
cream parlors — in fact, all places where people
most stirring in the political history of the nation. Everyone is interested; the candidates are
congregate — are extremely likely prospects and
The existing conditions, with the admitted posoutstanding personages; the issues are live and
sibilities ofa change of the party in command
never more than at the present time. Inaugurate your selling campaign with a series of
with the various influences which through the
of the nation, are certain to bring into the fray
letters. What are the people in your vicinity
the spellbinders of both parties. The campaign
personalities of the candidates and the resentinterested in? Is prohibition the big factor? Or
will be a brisk one undoubtedly, and with the
ments felt in different sections of the country
farm relief? Or the dozens of other issues?
radio it will be one that can be participated in
point the way to a change in the alignment of
Bring reference to the issue in your letters.
political power in many different States, the
by everyone owning a set.
The dealer who cannot sell a receiver to a Tell them to keep abreast with both parties by
opportunity of selling radio receivers was never
greater than it is now.
prospect by utilizing the advantages which it listening to the speeches of the candidates with
(he aid of a radio set.
In a recent address before the convention of carries now more than at any other time must
The opportunity for increased sales is ripe.
indeed be dealing with a man whose sales rethe Federation of Women's Clubs, Merlin H.
It remains for the dealer to take advantage of
sistance is impenetrable.
Aylesworth, president of the National Broadit and capitalize it for his own benefit.
It scarcely seems necessary to say anything
casting Co., stated that the next President will
be elected by radio. In part, he said that a voter
to dealers regarding the stimulation which the
Imports for the first quarter of 1928 amountseated in the comfort of his home may weigh
broadcasting of a heavyweight fight has on
ed to $1,069,000,000, the Chamber of Commerce
carefully every statement of the campaign orasales. The results of the most recent Dempseyof the U. S. reports.
Tunney
exhibition
viewed
from
a
trade
angle
tor, adding that radio is "certain to introduce a
8
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A Radiotron
for every purpose
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RADIOTRON
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RADIOTRON
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RADIOTRON

RADIOTRON UX-120
Power
AudioAmplifier
Stage OnlyLout
RADIOTRON UX-222
Screen Grid Radio
Frequency Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-112-A
Power Amplifier

Back of RCA Radiotrons isa national adverEvery Radiotron is tested
and inspected in 41 different
ways before it is approved

UX-280
ut-ai
UX-4T4
UV-ST6
UV-626

other vacuum rube. Be-

in the laboratories and factories of RCA, General

cause the story is convincing and performance
backs it up, RCA Radiotrons lead all other makes

Electric and Westinghouse.
The Radiotron is the joint product of RCA, Westinghouse
and General Electric, developed and perfecied in the same
great laboratories which give you the Mazda lamp. They
are the creation of the skilled radio engineers who made
modern
broadcastingNever
possible.
genuine
RCA Radiocrons.
use newEquiptubesyourwithset oldwithones
that
have been in use a year or more. See that your set is completely equipped with RCA Radiotrons once a year at least.

uJuiJvtubtsotherart xnaarn
ratti.

RADIOTRON UX-171-A
Power
AudioAmplifier
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Voltaat Regulator Tub*
RADIOTRON UV-876
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RADIOTRON UV-886
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tising campaign that is
larger and more impressive than that behind any

RCA

of vacuum tubes in volume of sales. Forceful
counter and window displays, folders, etc., help

Radiotron

you to get your share.
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18 —

Most popular of all RCA
receivers — the biggest
seller for "wired homes."
Carefree operation from
the lighting circuit — 110
volt 60 cycle, A.C Si 15
(less Radiotronsl

This sign marks the leading
dgater in ever) community

RCA RADIOLA 51— Combines the popular
Radiola 18 with the famous RCA Loud-

RCA RADIOLA 30A— The super -selective
RCA Super-Heterodyne in combination with
RCA Loudspeaker 100 A. Custom-built cabinet model
$285 (complete)

speaker 100A in a beautiful mahogany cabinet, walnut finish . $195 (less Radiotrons)
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RCA

is baching

paign ofsales

MAGAZINE

its dealers

promotion

ever

ADVERTISING

KCA

BY

in the

THE

the biggest camradio industry.

BROADCASTING

Big display copy for Radiola 18 and Loudspeaker 100 A in leading dailies over the
country.

MADE

with

ADVERTISING

Color and black and white pages in Collier's,
Literary Digest, Liberty and Saturday Evening
Post.
NEWSPAPER

seen

The new RCA Demonstration Hour every Saturday afternoon at 2:30 Eastern Standard Time.
HOME

DEMONSTRATION

A Radiola

18 demonstrated in the home by
the dealer usually stays in that home.
SALES HELPS
Dealer mats, descriptive literature, etc.
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LOUDSPEAKER

100A

The outstanding non-powered reproducer,
and the standard of comparison in the
industry.
$35

■

I
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DE
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LOUDSPEAKER

105

The finest radio reproducing instrument ever
designed. Unrivalled in range, capacity and
realism. Operates on 110 volt, 50-60 cycle A.C
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Barrow

Best

Tells

Merchandise,

Untiring

Service,

strations, Carrying Charges

following ofand definite policies plus determination hard work has enabled a
radio dealer in a small town to found a
business with a small capital of several hundred
dollars, and in a comparatively brief time build
to an annual gross of more than $100,000. The
dealer in question is William Barrow, Jr., of
Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y. A trifle more
than four years ago, in May, 1924, to be exact,
Mr. and Mrs. Barrow started a retail radio establishment with a total investment of $565 and
a Dodge automobile. The smallness of capital
proved no handicap, however, and the growth
of the business done by the Barrow establishment proved the soundness of the idea which
the proprietor had when he decided to enter
the field. This idea was that the average person seeks dependable merchandise and desires
to deal with a merchant from whom good and
courteous service can be secured at all times
and without quibbling.
The policies mentioned above as told by Mr.
Barrow to the Town Crier, the official RCA
house organ, are as follows:
"First of all we handle only the best of standard merchandise. Second, we render untiring,
sympathetic service. A customer's troubles become our troubles until they are remedied.
Third, we believe most heartily in home demonstrations, and credit over half of our sales to
the installation of a good radio in the prospect's home. Fourth, we pay our bills and expect our customers to pay theirs. If deferred
payments are desired, this privilege should be
paid for by the customer. Fifth, 'Trade-ins' are
a necessary evil of the business and there is
only one way to meet the problem. We allow
the customer what we think we can sell his
machine for. We do not want the reputation
THE

of giving 'liberal' allowances. Lastly, we try
to keep up with every development in the radio
field, but until a new development has proven

United

Music
Built

(Continued from page 4)
for is played for every patron. A leader or plug
record is always used and around this others
are featured. A stock of approximately 8,000
of the leading lines of records is carried. This
is watched carefully and as demand increases or.
diminishes buying is regulated. Overstock is
carefully avoided. The store is open evenings
and makes a specialty of catering to aftertheatre crowds. Often music used upon the
stage is featured in the window or is played
through a loud speaker to passers-by.
Recently the store has sold many combinations. It is the endeavor at all times to demonstrate amachine in the home instead of at
the store. People usually drop 50 per cent of
their sales resistance after seeing the instrument in their home. Never talk terms, price
or payments until after the prospect has heard
the machine, points out this aggressive dealer.
Instead of stating a definite arrangement of
terms try to get an idea from the customer of
what he thinks would be a good down payment
and a fair monthly amount to pay. In most instances it will be found that the customer is
willing to pay more than the store demands.
Always tell the truth when putting on spe-

His

itself in the laboratory and field tests we do
not push it on the customer."
This brief summation of his creed by Mr.
Barrow is an excellent thought for every dealer
to ponder over. Particularly interesting is the
store's attitude regarding home demonstrations,

Pet

DemonPolicies

them speaks strongly in favor of his stand.
Some time ago Mr. Barrow was an active
participant in the Radiola 20 contest sponsored
by the Radio Corp. and emerged the winner
of the second prize of $500. The accompanying
photograph shows a typical example of the
Display
Left: Window
Arranged by
Live
Dealer;
Below: and
Barrow Receiving
His $500
Prize From
Mr. Hendrickson

securing of interest or carrying charge and
trade-ins. These topics are among the most
debatable in the entire retail radio field and the
expressions of opinions regarding them by a
dealer who has been successful by following

Store,
on

Are

Home

Toledo,

Courteous

O.,
Service

cial sales, say the goods are discontinued models
or obsolete, odds and ends and the like. The
store has increased its floor space twice and
recently additional upstairs display space was
added. Mr. Wasserman believes much of his
success is due to his early training, which enabled him to study human nature and deduct
from this much of value in the sale of things
musical. He is a violinist of some accomplishment. He has always been interested in musical
goods, having sold various lines at odd times.
He was associated with the Ford Motor Co.,
Detroit, for a number of years, having under
him several thousand men of many nationalities.
He was also connected at different, times with
government of Detroit and Michigan.

Radiovision
New

Corp.

England

Appoints
Distributor

Exclusive distribution in the New England
States has been conferred upon the Post &
Lester Co., operating through its eight branches
for the sale of the Cooley Rayfoto picture receiving apparatus manufactured by the Radiovision Corp., New York.
9

manner in which radio merchandise is presented to the public in the Barrow store window.
The colors of the posters are matched by the
lampshade, and amber spotlights playing on the
cabinets made an attractive display.
This company manufactures a kit for receiving pictures broadcast by radio stations in the
homes of amateur experimenters and set builders. An interesting angle in connection with
this merchandise is the fact that a phonograph
is used as the means of rotating the cylinder
upon which the picture is received. It is believed that there will be a considerable sale of
second-hand phonographs to amateurs using the
Cooley Rayfoto apparatus, and that the longawaited outlet for phonographs taken in trade
will soon be established, as the Rayfoto Kit is
in full production and distribution.
The Radiovision Corp. has purchased the exclusive transmitting and receiving rights for
radio under the Cooley patents. It was also
learned that about 100 broadcasting stations
have applied for transmitting rights and that
the Voice of St. Louis has already a license and
that other licenses are pending with stations
throughout the United States.
World

at Paris

Exhibition

The annual Paris International Fair and Sixth
Salon de la Musique et du Phonographe was
recently brought to a close. More exhibitors
than ever before were represented, including
manufacturers of all types of musical instruments and accessories and music publishers. A
special section of the exhibition was devoted to
a group of music trade papers, including The
Talking Machine World.
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Swedish
in

Columbia

for the Advancement of Music. This new idea
was inaugurated at a Columbia dinner given

$10,000

Wins

Composer

Schubert

Contest

Kurt Atterberg Adjudged Winner of World-Wide Competition for Original Symphony
in C Major — Columbia Sponsors Parliament for Music Advancement
was later broadened to include any original
score in the spirit of Schubert, the prime requisite being "a return to melody." While completions of the "Unfinished Symphony" were
given a fair hearing, and in England and in
France won zone prizes, the Atterberg Symphony, as noted, is a fully original composition.
Austria and Poland were the two closest
rivals of Sweden for the grand prize, the former represented by a work of Franz Schmidt,
and the latter by Czeslaw Marek, aged thirtysix. Both composers are among the foremost
in their respective lands.
On behalf of the International Jury, of which
he was chairman, Walter Damrosch stated in

Kurt Atterberg, of Sweden, composer, conductor of the Stockholm Orchestra, and president of the Swedish Society of Composers, was
recently announced By Walter Damrosch to be
the winner of the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s
$10,000 grand prize for a musical composition
best recapturing the melodic spirit of Franz
Schubert.
The prize-winning work is an original symphony in C Major, and won a majority vote
from ten noted judges, of as many different
nations, for "power, melody, beauty of themes
and construction, a fitting Centennial tribute to
Schubert."
Kurt Atterberg was born in Sweden in 1888,
studied in Germany and is well known already
as the composer of many symphonies.
Immediately following the verdict of the jury
the Columbia Phonograph Co. announced that
in the near future it will both record and broadcast the prize score, and also all first-prize winning scores in the nine other international
zones, against which Sweden competed for this
grand prize. One thousand dollars had been
previously awarded in each of ten zones, America, England, France, Germany, Austria, Italy,
Spain, Russia, Poland and Scandinavia.
The Atterberg Symphony was adjudged to be
the best among five hundred compositions, submitted from twenty-six countries covered in
the ten zones, in the now celebrated contest
inaugurated last Summer by the Columbia Co.
This contest, at first announced as aiming to
"Unfinished Symphony,"
Schubert's
complete

York, July, 1928

announcing the grand prize winner: "The result fully justifies the world contest and realizes
the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s aim, achieved
through this melodic prize-winning score, of
challenging the extreme disorganized tendencies
of modern music."
The Schubert Prize Contest, which has been
a great international success, merely completes
the first phase of Columbia's Schubert Centennial, which in America has a national community scope, covering educational and musical
programs now being given in one thousand
cities and towns. These will culminate in a
Schubert Week, November 18 to 25, in commemoration ofthe Centennial of the composer's
death, November 19, 1828. A development from
the prize contest of more than passing significance is Columbia's announcement that it will
sponsor a permanent International Parliament

June 23, concluding the present Vienna Congress, and attended by officials of the Austrian
Government and the City of Vienna, the jurors
and many celebrities of the music world.
Through this parliament, Columbia establishes a$50,000 prize fund, for the years covered
from 1929 to 1938, inclusive, to be spent in
yearly prizes of $5,000 each, for "the greatest
service to the cause of music." Under the details of this fund a unique feature is that award
will be possible each year either to an individual,
for creative work, or to an institution, for service rendered the advancement of music internationally. All delegates to the present Congress
enthusiastically endorsed this plan as a logical
outgrowth of Columbia's service in sponsoring
the Beethoven ai/d Schubert years of 1927 and
1928, and added that the plan fills an important
gap in the Nobel prizes, which do not cover
music. Administration will be by a permanent
council of thirty members, three each from each
of the present ten international zones. The
function of the council will be advisory, Columbia reserving the right to make the yearly
awards from recommendations furnished by the
council. Vienna is proposed as the meeting
place for the council in 1929.
Future

of Talking

Movies

The educational possibilities of the talking
motion picture are unlimited, according to Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief broadcast engineer of
the Radio Corp. of America. Mr. Goldsmith
stated recently that while the synchronization
devices are at present confined to theatres, they
in time will be evolved for use in homes.
It has been reported that English interests,
including the British Brunswick and Duophone
Cos., have purchased the entire capital stock
of the German Vox and Talking Machine Co.
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MODEL 166—90
With No. 90 Reproducer, as
shown in illustration — nickel,
$8.50; oxidized or gold, $10.00.
Attachment only without Reproducer— nickel, $3.00; oxidized
or gold, $3.75.

HIS

is the latest design of attachment for playing lateral cut records

(Victor, Brunswick,

Columbia,

etc.) on the

Edison Phonograph. Fitted with the OroTone No. 90 Reproducer, it is unequalled
for volume, definition, and richness of tone.
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is a distinct absence of surface noise. With
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means quicker and easier change of needles
-and records.
The needle automatically
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rich tone assure

article of easy sale. This means profit to
dealers and satisfaction to users. Order
yours to-day!

The new Oro-Tone Catalog is just off the press, listing
description and prices of all principal products.
If you
haven't received yours send for it at once.
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Campaigns
Radio

to

tions and shop practice where wanting and
later another examination. This procedure will
continue until all service men are registered
as experts. After registration has been completed the organization of service men will be
brought together once a month for instructions
on current and new equipment. They will be
kept up to date by expert teachers.
This new activity by the St. Louis Radio
Trades Association will eliminate much of the
unsatisfactory radio service work reported to
members and to the Association itself. It will
also build good will so necessary to the sale of
radio equipment. Everyone knows how a set
owner, who has been unable to secure efficient
service, will spread propaganda against buying
of radio because they claim the things are not
perfected and no service men seem to know
how to correct mechanical trouble. This harmful publicity will thus be eliminated.

Better

Service

Work

St. Louis Radio Trades Association Examines Service Men and Issues Registration Cards to Those QualifyingAfter many months of local publicity preparation, the St. Louis Radio Trades Association
recently opened its campaign to develop better
radio service in the city. The opening feature
was an examination of the city's radio service
workers by the Association Technical Committee chairman, Geo. W. Van Sickle, of the Van
Ashe Radio Co.
All service men whose grading justifies will
be given a registration card to show they are
recognized by the Association as capable of
properly servicing radio equipment. The men
whose grading shows they are not properly
equipped with practical knowledge necessary to
gain recognition will be given special instruc-
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Branch

The Brunswick Salon, Inc., 668 Fifth avenue,
New York City, recently opened a branch at
Southampton, Long Island, which will operate
during the Summer months and close October
1. The store has been decorated in orange and
black and reflects the quality of the merchandise carried, which includes a complete line of
Brunswick Panatropes and radio combinations,
records and art cabinets. Miss Anna Abelowitz is manager of the branch establishment,
assisted by Miss Augusta Stern.
Chester Abelowitz, proprietor of the Brunswick Salon, has leased a bungalow for the employes of the Southampton staff and it has been
named "The Panatrope."
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Southampton

Charles Shongood has been appointed custodian of the Village Music & Gift Shop, 313
Bleecker street, New York City.
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Peerless Master-Phonic— $25.00 List

Appearance
Peerless Junior — $15.00 List

Peerless Vanity— $12.50 List
Dimension 3^4x12x13.
Four Colors

Two

Sales

Winning
Peerless

Styles

Beautiful Gold-embossed

Covered with genuine
Fabrikoid of heaviest

DuPont
quality

Elaborately decorated
multi-color effects

in

of Record

Artkraf

t

Albums

Album

Cover — Heavy Brown

Kraft Pockets

Peerless
Loose
Leaf
Album
Removable Pockets for Records

PEERLESS
ALBUM
PHIL. RAVIS, President
636-638

BROADWAY,

— Quality —Tone

NEW

YORK

CO.
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CHAS.

FRESHMAN

Freshman
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Inc.

Bldg., New York City

CHICAGO
2626 W . Washington Blvd.
and

CO.,

LOS ANGELES
800 N. Spring St.
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Summer
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Step
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Found

Portable
It an

Is Attested

Ideal

By Robert

Line

for

by
the

Dealers
Summer

L. Kent

fully 75 per cent of the portables originally
dealer in Flornecessary to for
set aaside
a large
of 'his
RETAIL talking machine ity
rented are retained by the renters.
establishment
display
of thesesection
instruments.
ida reports that the major
of his sales
There
is
a
growing
realization
that
portable
The Toledo dealer also has a large rental
s.
ument
are of portable instr
A dealer in
phonographs
can
be
sold
with
very
little
effort
s
o,
ument
rs
Toled
O., rents instr
to owne
of
business, although his method is slightly difif they are exhibited in the window and placed
ferent. He rents on a weekly basis and at the
Summer cottages and vacationists. Another
conspicuously in the store.
merchant in the heart of the business district
end of the period for which the instrument has
The Terminal Radio & Music Shop, located
been rented if the portable is retained by the
of New York reports that he has averaged sales
at
the entrance to the Long Island Railroad
customer, the money paid as rent applies on
of twelve portables weekly since early in May.
Most of this business is on a
the purchase price. Eighty per
— —
Selling
cent salesOutside
is the result.
cash basis, bringing the retailer
.
a direct return at small cost
Canvassing,
it seems, has
The record angle of these sales
also is of the most far-reaching
been
largely
discontinued
as
SALES resistance to the portable talking machine
importance.
a method of making sales. Howis practically nil. The price range is within the
Profitable Dealer Investment
ever, here and there throughout
What does this mean? The
the country there are dealers
reach of everyone; ownership of a cabinet type inwho add considerably to their
answer is that portable talking
strument is no impediment to buying a portable.
sales volume by going directly
machines are proving to be one
Some dealers have realized the appeal of the instruto the homes
of prospects.
of the best investments for the
talking machine merchants in
Some dealers procure the bulk
ment and are turning the public's interest into
of their sales through this
all parts of the country. These
profits. The present season with the vacationers
method of merchandising. The
instruments are selling rapidly
visiting resorts and taking holiday trips offers a
in small hamlets, medium-sized
portable phonograph is an ideal
cities and great metropolises.
particularly good time to present the new models
product for outside salesmen.
It fills a definite want. An
Sales are being made to ownto the public. Also remember that in most cases
ers of Summer homes, cottages
aggressive dealer located in one
portable sales are cash sales and mean records too.
and to campers.
Owners of
of the large cities along the
Hudson River makes capital of
canoes, automobiles and other
types of boats are buying. In
— — — — ^— —
the fact that in his vicinity
there are a number of public
the large cities where the twoor three-room apartment is in
amusement places, cottage coldivision of the Pennsylvania station, New York
vogue the portable is solving a serious problem
onies, etc., by sending out one man to make
because it supplies recorded music and does
City, and catering to residents of Long Island,
an intensive canvass of the territory. This
not take up the space of larger instruments.
man develops a number of sales of portable
both permanent and temporary, and to weekHere is a market that is broad enough to give
enders, etc., has since early in May been averagphonographs during the Summer season, usualthe dealer an excellent outlet no matter where
ing 12 portable sales a week, with an average
ly sells several large instruments, and a subhis store is located.
price of $20. The average record sale with
stantial number of records. This is good
No Dead Stock
each portable is $10. When the new Victor
business for the reason that all sales are for
portables were introduced sales of these models
Dealers who are getting behind their portable
cash.
Business in the store is slack at this
phonograph stock are delighted with the fact
were large, six being sold in one day.
period of the year, and the two salesmen in
that, in this department of the business at least,
Nat Cherry, manager, says a large business
the employ of the firm find time hanging
dead stock is conspicuous by its absence. In
is done renting portables for a three-month
heavily. The dealer alternates in sending these
season. The full price of the portable must
ihe first place the dealer is enabled to keep his
men out on the road, one man finding it easy
investment down to a minimum. He finds it be paid by the renter, and when the instruto handle the situation in the store and the
ment is returned, if it is in good condition, onepossible to handle a complete line of instruother profitably employed in an aggressive atHe stated that
ments without straining his credit, nor is it half of this price is returned.
tempt to increase sales.
The facts stand out clearly that the natural
tendency of sales to slow up during the Summer
season can be largely overcome by concentrating on lines that have the least sales resistance during that period. Get behind every department of your business — talking machines,
radios, records — but especially put some real
selling effort behind the portable phonograph.
Dulce-Cone
Radio
Talking
Machine
Hal P. Shearer Discusses

A

Get

In On

RADIO

Retail

These

$10,

Customers

Hal P. Shearer, general manager of Splitdorf
Radio Corp., Newark, N.--J-. cz\\s attention to
the significance of a recent survey as to men
and women retail customers in retail stores in
New York City, insofar as the survey has special application to radio.
"In the twelve types of stores for which the
survey gave figures," said Mr. Shearer, "radio
was touched by at least four of the classifications, and in three out of these four the women
customers far outnumber the men as shown by
the survey. This is of especial significance in
determining the methods of selling radio.
"In department stores, of course, the survey
showed that 82 per cent of the purchases was
made by women. In music stores the percentage of women purchasers was given as 78.

PROFITS

WITH
radio almost
universal, init'severy
easy
to include
a Dulce-Tone
talking machine sale — and you might as well
get that extra profit. Or sell Dulce-Tone to
former talking machine buyers.
Dulce-Tone makes an ideal loud speaker of
any phonograph, and it fits any make and
any radio set. Simply set the talking machine
needle in the Dulce-Tone reed, plug in.
and you have the full volume, the beautiful clear tone that only Dulce-Tone and a
talking machine can give.
The General Industries Co.
Dulce'Tone Division
Formerly named
The General Phonocraph Mfg. Co.
.Elyria, Ohio

Store

Retail

Fully guaranteed
Fits any rad i o
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STEINITE HAS ONLY A SINGLE DIAL, which is illuminated, and
marked off both by wave lengths and numerically. The dial, switch
and volume control are grouped together within the antique finished
escutcheon plate, placing the entire control of the set under the
finger tips of one hand.
SELECTIVITY of the new Steinite will amaze you. The sensitivity has been brought to a point where even powerful local stations
may be tuned out with ease.

THE NEW STEINITE HAS POWER in abundance— it has the
volume to reproduce music with all its overtones. The tremendous
power of the new Steinite is your assurance of super-performance.
ADJUSTABLE TO LINE VOLTAGES: An ingenious arrangement of
pin-jacks enables you to set the new Steinite at the proper voltage
range for every locality. A range of 85 to 130 volts is possible on
the Steinite, and once the average voltage is determined, the receiver may be set for that range with the assurance of perfect operation, and complete protection to the tubes.
WOOD CABINETS: All Steinite models, including the table model, are
encased in fine wood cabinets — finished in genuine Duco. Only fine
wood can make a radio a part of the furniture of the home.
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS embodied in the Steinite circuit are
extraordinarily large and heavy. The pure natural tone of the new
Steinite Electric AC radio and its ability to reproduce the entire
musical range, is largely due to the size of these transformers.
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IT IS A TRUE ALL ELECTRIC RADIO using AC tubes— one 227
type detector tube, four 226 type tubes, one 171 type power amplifier
and one 280 type rectifying tube in the built-in power pack. The
circuit, designed by Fred. W. Stein, is the result of years of experience in building electric sets, and gives complete protection to the
AC tubes.
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with

It is glorious
breath
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for super-perIt is housed in

rich beauty;

a beauty
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because —

VOLUME CONTROL in the new Steinite, controls volume perfectly. Itis possible to bring the volume down to a whisper without
loss of tone quality.

EVERY STEINITE RADIO IS EQUIPPED with a phonograph jack
which enables you to reproduce records through the magnificent
audio system of the receiver without removing the detector tube.
NO AERIAL IS NECESSARY for the operation of the Steinite Electric.
However, provision has been made for the use of an outside aerial
where it is desired.
THE

AC HUM FORMERLY ASSOCIATED with AC receivers has
been eliminated by the ingenious design and careful manufacture of
the cal
new
noise. Steinite. You may enjoy reception unmarred by mechani-

THREE POINT SUSPENSION is carried out throughout the set,
which gives it remarkable strength and stability.. It is practically
impossible to throw the set out of alignment by mishandling or
rough treatment — even by dropping it!

MADE COMPLETE UNDER ONE ROOF: STEINITE MAKES
ALL OF THE PARTS, including cabinets and consoles, used in
the construction of the Steinite set. Steinite's amazingly low prices
are made possible only by this "One profit manufacture" plan.
THE STEINITE ELECTRIC AC RADIO, in competition with many
other makes of receivers ranging in price to double that of the
Steinite, has consistently led in the reception of distant stations.

LICENSED BY RCA: The Steinite AC Electric Radio is fully licensed
under the patents of the Radio Corporation of America, The General
Electric Company, The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company,
American
also under The
Hogan patents. Telephone and Telegraph Company, and

All Steinite models are available for operation on either 25-40 or
50-60 cycle, alternating current—voltage range 85 to 130 volts.
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Steinite Electric AC

radio you are offered the

ARE!

the new Steinite. All controls — the single illuminated drum dial,
the volume control, the antenna compensator and the switch, are
grouped within the beautiful antique finished bronze escutcheon
plate, placing the entire control of the set at the finger-tips of
one hand.
The cabinet of the table model is made of Tanguile, the most
beautiful of all Philippine woods. The consoles are made of
American Black Walnut veneer, with burled walnut overlays.
All models are finished in genuine Duco which enhances and
preserves the original beauty of the fine woods.

finest achievement in radio's history — the highest point of
beauty, simplicity and convenience which has yet been attained.
The beautifully finished cabinet of the Steinite holds within it
a masterpiece of radio engineering — a precision instrument of
scientifically correct design, built carefully of the finest materials
so that it may give you care-free, perfect radio enjoyment for
many years.
There has never been a receiver as simple in its operation as

with

Maximum

Sales —

Minimum

Investment!

nation of consoles and
us itco-ordi
ingenio
AN set
possible for you to supply
makes
every radio need with a minimum stock investment. Thus, you may buy consoles separately and sets separately. It is only the
work of a moment to slip a Steinite table
set into a console; no tools are necessary.
Your investment in consoles is reduced — because you buy only consoles ; your investment
in sets is reduced — because you buy only sets.

The STANDISH— Model 263
The "Standish" console is a complete oneunit job, the chassis being inseparable from
the cabinet.
Including the fa. . ^
mous built-in polyphonic Speak- 4) 1 I
er, less tubes, the price is - Price, complete with tubes, $137.50

The speedy turn-over of Steinite radio last
year amazed dealers everywhere ; this year
it will make radio history! A powerful advertising campaign will smash a wide path
through the market. Intensive cooperation in
the form of colorful streamers, display cards
and
folders
will tie up your store to Steinite's
national
reputation.
Steinite's advertising and merchandising
throughout the season will impress you with
its thoroughness and effectiveness — with its
use of new-day ideas to put over a new-day set.

In

1928

Safeguard

and
Your

Steinite

:$7

5

Table Model No. 261
Simplicity itselfl Neat— clean-cut— most compact of
all. A cabinet of Tanguile, the most beautiful
of all Philippine woods, richly finished in Duco.
A six-tube tuned radio frequency receiver using
AC tubes. Comes in two types. Model
261 for 50-60 cycle current and Model 262 i
for 25-40 cycle.
The utmost in radio 1
Price, complete with tubes, $97.50
value -------

1929Profits

with

Superiority

^pHERE was never a radio year when the choice
of the right set, and an early franchise meant so
much as it does now. There is too much at stake to
warrant the slightest delay; competition will be too
strong for the dealer who does not have behind him
the selling force of a superior set at a low price.
will bring
complete'detafls
of The
the coupon
Steinitebelow
proposition
or you
a salesman
of your
nearest Steinite Jobber.
$130

Steinite
The SEVILLA— Model 266
The "Sevilla," a Spanish model console, sells
for $75. By inserting a regular $75 table
model you have a combination
of rare
$1
50
beauty. The speaker in this set
is the famous Polyphonic. Price,
less tubes Price, complete with tubes, $172.50

Mail

Radio
506

Company

S. Wabash
CHICAGO,

Factories:

Avenue
ILL.

ATCHISON,

KANSAS

The REMBRANDT— Model 265
The "Rembrandt" console sells for $55. By merely
slipping
table model
position you the
have $75a complete
job, into
including
the famous Polyphonic speaker, less
......
tubes Price,
complete with tubes, $152.50

STEINITE RADIO COMPANY
506 South Wabash Avenue
Dept. A, Chicago, 111.
Please send me the Steinite proposition.
Have my nearest Steinite Jobber send a salesman.

This

Coupon
NOW!

I Name
Street Address
City

.State

Mail this Coupon TODAY!
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Clarence Hoogland
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STEINITE RADIO
STEINITE SPEAKERS
RADIO BATTERIES
CUNNINGHAM TUBES
DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
TEMPLE SPEAKERS

STEINITE CABINETS
BALL AERIALS
AMPLIFIERS
ELECTRIC PICK-UPS
FINE RADIO FURNITURE
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
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Fred E. Burrall and His District
Managers Make a Quick Trip to
Steinite Convention in Atchison
One of the interesting highlights
of the recent
of distributors at the convention
Steinite Radio
Co.
factories in Atchison, Kansas, April
30, May 1, was the flight from
Green Bay, Wisconsin, to Atchison
by Fred E. Burrall, president of
the Mclntyre-Burrall Co., Steinite
distributor for Wisconsin and
upper Michigan,
district
managers. and five of his
After attending
the two-day
conference at the Steinite
factory,
radio flying troupe determined to
bring
electric
radio the
for first
1929 Steinite
to GreenAC Bay
by
air. With one of the new table
models as freight the party flew
from Atchison to Green Bay in
exactly four hours and forty-one
minutes. Arriving at the Wisconsin city, Mr. Burrall presented the
set to William Bubolz, a leading
Steinite dealer in Green Bay.
The trip lusfurnished
a striking
tration of the progress
in bothilaviation and radio. The spectacle
of a jobber flying to a convention
sponsored by a manufacturer and
rushing toback
the new
model
a dealer
by theseason's
same
route, all in three days, indicates
the relatively high importance of
radio in American life. The gen-

of

tlemen shown in the lower left
photograph from left to right are:
Lee H. Jelly, Oshkosh district
sales ;trictWalter
Jessen,
Madison
sales; Eddie
Merritt,
pilotdis-of
plane ; Fred E. Burrall, president,
Mclntrye- Burrall Co., Edward P.
Burrall, Wausau district sales, and
Everett
C. Jessen, Milwaukee district sales.
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Steinite

takes

Nation-

wide

these

pride

ALPHABETICALLY

BY

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
Protective Elec. Supply Co.

ATCHISON, KANSAS
A. J. Harwi Hardware Co.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
The Republic Radio Corp.. 54
No. Division St.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Peaslee-Gaulbert Co.

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
Mclntyre Burrall Co.

BOISE, IDAHO
Northrop Hardware Co., 8th &
Broad St.
BOSTON,

MASS.

George Collins & Co., 15 Deerfield St.

HARRISBURG, PA.
The Fromar Co., 25 So. Third
St.
HARTFORD, CONN.
The Hartford Electric Supply
Co., 234 Pearl St.
HAVANA, CUBA
Independent Electric Supply Co..
96 Obrapria.

BOSTON, MASS.
Lewis Electric Supply Co., Federal St.

HOUSTON, TEXAS
Peaslee-Gaulbert Co.

BUFFALO,

HUNTINGTON, WEST VA.
Air Ola Radio Co., 025 Tenth
St.

NEW

YORK

Pyramid
ware Ave. Supply Co., 140 DelaBURLINGTON, IOWA
Robert Donahue Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Peerless Electric Supply Co., 118
So. Penn. St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
American Supply Co., 2335 So.
Michigan Ave.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
National Radio & Supply Co.,
141 W. Washington St.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
C & D Auto Supply Co., 228 VV.
Seventh St.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Peaslee-Gaulbert Co., 413 W.
Main St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
M & M Co., 500 Prospect Ave.

MARION, OHIO
Marion Elec. & Supply Co.

DALLAS, TEXAS
Peaslee-Gaulbert Co., Earl &
Logan Sts.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
I. J. Cooper Rubber Company.

DAVENPORT, IOWA
Crescent Electric Supply Co.
DAYTON, OHIO
Burns Radio Co.
DENVER, COLORADO
Foster Auto Supply Co., 1550
Broadway.
DES MOINES, IOWA
H. E. Sorcnson Co., 210 Court
Ave.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Republic Radio Corp., 523 E.
Jefferson St.
DUBUQUE, IOWA
Crescent Electric Supply Co., 770
Iowa St.

MIAMI, FLORIDA
McDonald Electric Co., 367
N.W. 6th St.
MINEOLA,

L. I., N. Y.

Lydamore Radio Co., 151 Elderberry Rd.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Williams Hardware Co.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
The Apollo Radio Co., 228 Halsey St.
NEW YORK, N. V.
The North American Radio Co.,
1845 Broadway.
NORFOLK,

through

distributors

AKRON, OHIO
M & M Co., 131 E. Market St.

BLUEFIELD, W. VIRGINIA
Bluefield Hardware Co., 200
Blueficld Ave.

announcing

distribution

prominent
LISTED

in

VA.

Norfolk Motor Equipment Corporation.

CITIES

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
Schimmel Electric S: Supply Co.,
526 Arch St.
PITTSBURGH,

PENNA.

Kevstone Radio Co.,- 640 Grant
St.
POCATELLO, IDAHO
Salt Lake Hardware Co., First
& Carter Sts.
PORTLAND,

OREGON

J. M. Ward & Co., 53 Fourth St.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Kirkmycr Motor Co., Annex, 710
E. Grace St.
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
K & S Sales Corp., 79 Mount
Hope Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
1 Hmham. Carrigan, Hayden Co.,
Kansas & Division Sts.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
Salt Lake Hardware Co., 105 No.
3rd St. W.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Ave.
Schram & Ware, Inc., 619 Fourth
SIOUX FALLS, SO. DAK.
Larson Hardware Co. .
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
M. F. Bruning & Co., 163 So.
Lincoln St.
SPRINGFIELD,

ILL.

Capital City Paper Co., Fourth
& Madison Sts.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Campbell Iron Co., 819 Cass Ave.
TOLEDO, OHIO
H. Poll Electric Co., 512 Erie St.
TROY, NEW YORK
H. A. McRae Co., 137 River St.
TUCSON, ARIZONA
F. Ronstadt Company.
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Chas. Rubel & Co., 812 Ninth S_.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
M & M Co., 22 E. Front St.

Association

Will

Storedoor
Coast Trade
Storedoor

Regulate

Nuisance

Group

Asks Police to Refer All
Loudspeaker Complaints to Them

Miller, secretary, Music Trade Association of Northern
San Francisco, Cal., July 5.— In an effort to
California; B. S. Greiff, president, California Retail Radio
leave regulation of the loud speaker to the radio
Dealers' Association.
trade itself, the following resolution has been
To this end, the three bodies named have asked the
addressed to the members of the Health ComHealth Committee and the Police Commission to send to
our office any and all complaints. We will, thereupon,
mittee of the Board of Supervisors of this city
either in company with a police officer or acting for the
by the committee especially appointed by the
Associations without a police officer, call upon the offender.
music and radio trades:
Should correction of the case be impossible peaceably, we
Gentlemen:
will
then co-operate with the police in taking the necesAt a meeting held Thursday, May 24, at the Whitcomb
sary steps to have the nuisance abated under the ordiHotel at which representatives of the Music Trades Assonances governing public nuisances.
ciation of Northern California, California Retail Radio
The entire membership of all these organizations pledges
Association, and the Pacific Radio Trade Association were
itself to improve the tone quality of the reproduction of
all present, the complaint regarding the objectionable operainstruments now in use, to keep them inside their proption of loud speakers and phonographs in front of radio
erty lines and to see that the faults complained of are
eliminated.
and music stores was thoroughly discussed and the meeting pledged itself unanimously to the following program:
The above program, unanimously agreed to after full
To confine the operation of loud speakers and phonodiscussion, we feel will eliminate all cause for complaint.
graphs to a degree of loudness so that they can be heard
only to the curb line or so that they may be heard only
by those passing the retailer's place of business.
Detroit Electric Signs
W. J. Aschenbrenner, secretary of the Pacific Radio
Trade Association, presented the written agreement of '
fifty-three retailers of radio and music in the City of San
$100,000
Contract
Francisco, pledging themselves to the elimination of objectionable loud speaker and phonograph operation. This
list included all of the principal firms operating loud Agreement Covers Distribution of Jensen
speakers and phonographs and a large proportion of the
Dynamic Speakers in the Territory Comsmaller firms.
prising Michigan and Ohio
In order to facilitate control of such operation, it
was voted to invite the Health Committee of the Board
of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco,
Detroit, Mich., July 9. — A radio equipment
and the Police Commission to refer to the office of the transaction indicative of the bright business outPacific Radio Trade Association, 284 Chronicle Building,
look in this line for the coming months and
any complaint of objectionable loud speaker operation.
also
said
to be one of the largest orders ever
The following committee was appointed to see that the
placed by any distributor was closed here reagreement outlined herein is carried out: W. J. Aschenbrenner, secretary, Pacific Radio Trade Association; R. B.
cently between the Detroit Electric Co. and

SELL

«0Gf#H
LIST PRICE

bearing Mr. Jensen's name and covering various
phases of the dynamic principle and its application date back to 1912.
According to Mr. Abrahamson the new Jensen dynamic speaker was one of the principal
centers of interest at the recent Chicago Trade
Show. Many of the country's leading radio
receiver manufacturers have already announced
their intention of equipping their new console
models with the Jensen dynamic speaker, stated
Mr. Abrahamson. Units which operate with
a six-volt current supply from a storage battery, from 110-volt AC or DC house-current or
from "B" eliminators supplying 90 volts at 40
milliamperes, will be stocked by the Detroit
Electric Co. here as well as at all of its branches.
Initial shipments against the contract order
placed with the Jensen Co. are being made imcompany. mediately from Chicago to all six stores of the
The Edwards Music Co., Lockport, N. Y., was
recently incorporated with a capital stock of
$50,000 to make radios, pianos, etc. Directors
are M. J. Clute, A. D. Miller, K. E. Johnston.

A remarkable reproducer at a remarkable price.
Beautifully finished in polished nickel or gold
plate. A great seller.

(1 LOSS
'PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE MADE BY SYMPHONIC

REPRODUCER

Nickel Plated . . HO00
. . *1200
Gold Plated
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

' $5 00
Nickel Plated
. . *700
Plated
Gold
(Slightly
higher west of the Rockies)

An acoustical gem in a

This is the $8.00 number that has been so popular wirh phonograph dealers everywhere. A wonderful reproducer whose performance is so unusual that it sells immediately on demonstration.

magnificent settingsEach Symphonic and
Low-Loss Reproducer is
beautifully encased in a
gold embossed silken
container commanding

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE

attention and bespeaking its quality.

Nickel Plated . . $ 800
Gold Plated
. . HO00
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

Corporation
Sales
Pioneers and Leaders
in the Independent
Reproducer Industry
New
York
Ave.
17

Symphonic

370

headed by Peter L. Jensen, one of the country's
pioneer radio engineers and leading authority
on sound reproduction and acoustics. Patents

SYMPHONIC

For those who want the finest reproducer that
can be made, we present the Low-Loss Symphonic Reproducer, the result of the most painstaking experiments and trials. Exquisitely made,
it is encased in a handsome bronze finished
housing, with nickel or gold plated centerpiece.
LOW

the Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., of Chicago, 111.
According to H. A. Abrahamson, president of
the Detroit Electric Co., a contract for approximately $100,000 worth of Jensen dynamic speakers was placed by his company with the Jensen
organization. Under the agreement entered into the Detroit Electric Co. is given exclusive
distribution for this product in the lower peninsula of Michigan and will carry a stock not
only at Detroit but also at its branches in
Grand Rapids, Lansing and Saginaw. The
Toledo and Cleveland, O., branches of the company will also distribute the Jensen dynamic
speakers in their districts.
The Jensen Co., which has manufacturing
plants at Chicago, 111., and Oakland, Cal., is

Seventh
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your business and
DEPARTMENTIZE
make each branch of the enterprise show
a profit, declared Philip T. Clay, president of Sherman, Clay & Co., in an address
before the National Association of Music Merchants during the recent annual convention in
New York. Mr. Clay illustrated his talk with
a series of charts showing how the business of
each of the retail stores operated by this concern on the West Coast is analyzed and will
give the dealer an accurate idea of how to departmentize and how to determine the state of
business in each department.
The figures are taken from the books of one
of the Sherman, Clay stores doing a business of
$250,000 annually. The analysis of overhead
expense is especially complete, covering every
phase of operation. This has been divided under
three heads for the purpose of arriving at an
DEPARTMENTISED music store
1 PIANOPIANOS
DE PA RJMENT
ORGANS
Player
cabinets music
BENCHES
pads and scares
LAMPS
2 TALKING
MACHINE
TALKING
MACHINESS- RADIO DEPARTMENT
COMBINATIONS
R.ADIO
MOTION
PROJECTORS
TAUUNG PICTURE
MACHINECAMERAS
PARTS ANDAND ACCESSORIES
RADIO
f ILMS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA AND PROJECTOR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
3 R.ECOR.D
DEPARTMENT
RECOR.DS
ALBUMS
NEEDLES
4 SHEETSHEET
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MUSIC MUSIC
BOOKS
BAND AND ORCHESTRA MUSIC
5 BAND & ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT
BAND* INSTRUMENTS
ORCHESTRA
INSTRUMENTS
BAND AND ORCHESTRA
ACCESSOPJES
accurate determination of overhead costs. First:
General overhead, including salaries, heat,
phone, etc., is figured on volume of sales.
Second: Insurance and taxes are figured on investment. Third: Depreciation, rent and repairs
are based on space occupied, the total overhead being .16 per cent of total sales and earnings, exclusive of interest. This figure, of
course, covers the store as a whole. In addition the overhead of the various departments is
shown.
Profits in All Departments
The important point in this plan is that it
gives the dealer a knowledge of his business
operations that allows him to merchandise intelligently. These are days of the keenest competition, not only between dealers in the same
line of business, but between dealers in this industry and other businesses. All are battling
for a portion of the consumer's dollar. Retailing has reached the point where every department of the business must be profitable and
even service must pay its way. Elimination of
dead stock, slow moving merchandise, and nonprofitable lines are a necessity to put the business on a profitable basis. Hit or miss methods
of merchandising mean bankruptcy. No dealer
can survive for any length of time unless he
knows what he is doing, and he can obtain this
knowledge in only one way — accurate cost finding. The Talking Machine World has emphasized this point many times. There are many
dealers who make profit in one department or
on one line of merchandise and dissipate it in
another department or line. There are many

RECORD DEPARTMENT
SHEET MUSIC DEPT
DEPARTMENTAL
EXPENSES
.11

BAND fr ORCHESTRA
INSTRUMENT DEPT

Systematized
dealers who are making the sales end of the
radio department pay a handsome profit and
then spend the profit by fostering a costly
service department. Other merchants have
stopped this "leak" by putting the service department on a business plane; that is, they have
worked out a system of charges for service work
that eliminates losses in servicing radio. It has
been done and can be done by other dealers.
Don't Guess— KNOW
Talking machine merchandising is a problem
in turnover. The service required is practically
non-existent. The same holds true of records
and musical merchandise. Radio is different in
that the public demands a certain amount of
free service. Free service is reasonable up to
a certain point short of costing the dealer the
profit made on the sale. Every time a service
man makes a free call the dealer is spending
profits made on sales, regardless of whether he
BAND and ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENT
DEPARTMENT

charges up service cost to advertising or under
any other head. What is the profit in the
record department? How much is it costing to
sell talking machines? Radio? Service? Do you
know? If you do not, what you need is a cost
finding system. It is a foolish dealer who goes
along month after month knowing that he is
doing an excellent machine and record business,
or a fine radio sales volume and then wonders
why he does not seem to be making money.
Perhaps one department is eating up the profits.
The thing to do is to find out. Armed with exact
knowledge of the conditions, it is a simple
matter to institute the necessary reforms.
Turnover and Buying
Mr. Clay emphasizes the need of quicker
turnover to bring profits up to a satisfactory
degree. Recently information was received of a
dealer who proudly boasts of the fact that his
stock of recordings includes every disc made
by one of the leading manufacturers. His store
has a fine reputation and is known as the local
20
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headquarters for records. Questioning disclosed
the fact that he fell short of a two-time annual
turnover last year. His investment necessarily
is a large one, and the space occupied by the
department is costly, bringing up the overhead.
The fact is this dealer is not making money on
his record investment. Contrast this with the
five-time turnover achieved in the Sherman,
Clay & Co. store as illustrated at the top of this
page, and the fact that this store shows a net
profit of 14 per cent in the record department.
Another dealer has an investment in records of
only $300. His stock is small; overhead is kept
down as much as possible; he buys carefully
what he is convinced he can sell with reasonable celerity. He reports a twelve-time turnover for the last year. He is making money.
Profit hinges on turnover and turnover depends
largely on sensible buying and intelligent sales
promotion.
In connection with retail store operation Mr.
Clay said in part:
"The music store today must be an emporium
— an emporium of home entertainment. We
must sell those things that will amuse and entertain people in their homes. Before very long
every music dealer will be selling a combination
radio, talking machine and moving picture instrument. The automobile, the movie theatre
and the jazz bands have taken people away from
the home because they offered more attractions.
If the music dealers of the United States will
combine with the one object in view of selling
everything that will make the home more attractive, they will educate the people of the United
States to an appreciation of what home really is.
"We take the head radio or talking machine
salesman and put him in charge of. the branch
store. He sells the house he is working for to
the customer. He tells about the service we
give on radio, which is also characteristic of
the service that we give with a piano or reproducing piano.
"Two dealers came to me in the last three
months and told me that they were getting out
of the music business because they were too
old to learn a new business. We bought them
out. They were not too old to learn a new
business. They were merely too old to hire
somebody that understood the new business.

TALKING MACHINE and IUDIO
DEPARTMENT

GROSS
MARGIN
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They wanted to run the music business the way
they had run it the last thirty years.
Overhead Expense Charts
"I have prepared a series of percentage tables
that may or may not be of some benefit to
this Association. In some instances you will
say that I am wrong. Naturally, different conditions govern different arrangements of business. Every figure that I give today has been
worked out from experience. It has been demonstrated that a business can be run on these
percentages. In the first place, I am supposing
that the person who attempts to use these, figures is operating an honest business and if he
is not he would better change his methods and
get down to an honest business operation immediately, because he will lose out, and will be
out of the picture shortly. The day of advertising a $750 piano for $200 — the day of sending a
'hay wire' radio set out and lying to the customer about its performance — those days are
gone. People in this era are too smart. A man
who takes the customer's money through a lie
is a thief, and it doesn't take long for such a
reputation to spread in the community. People
will not willingly buy from some one whom
they know is trying to rob them. The purchasing public has become enlightened.
"To start with then, my advice to the music
trade is to handle all kinds of musical merchandise. Be a complete music store. Make
yourself the local headquarters for home entertainment, and if you are too old to learn this
new phase of the business yourself, or too lazy,
put a live one in to do the selling while you
watch the financing. Departmentize your business and make each department carry its percentage of overhead and make its share of the
net profit. See first of all that your overhead
is an honest overhead — cut out the non-producers and the relatives whom you have to support. If you have to support these relatives
give them stock in the company, and then they
only get theirs when the business pays. Sentiment is a wonderful thing, but overhead is like
taxes and insurance, it is going on all the time,
and there is no sense in charging things up to
general profit and loss. Make each department
of your business stand on its own bottom. Set
up an expense budget, a sales budget and an

inventory budget. Classify your expenses and
limit them. Check performance every month
with your budgets. You will soon find out
what is wrong. Correct the situation as you go
along and it won't be long, providing that everybody is really working hard, before you are
running a profitable business.
Overhead
"First, let us take up the subject of overhead.
What is it? Overhead is that group of store
expenses which are fixed, which must be contracted for no matter what the business conditions.

turnover. We all carry too much stock — too
much dead stock. If we were more careful in
our ordering and we pushed what we had on
our floors we would have more money available to operate our business — this departmentized emporium of music and home entertainment of which I spoke. You, whose stores
are close to manufacturers' plants should have
no trouble in having good turnover rates. We
have achieved these turnovers in some of our
stores. They can be achieved.
Dead Stock
"I mentioned something about 'dead stock.'
We all have too much dead stock. Why — because we order carelessly in the first place. We
make outlandish allowances in the second place,
loading up with unsalable merchandise, and in
the third place we allow salesmen to sell their
'pets' instead of pushing what we have carefully
SHEET MUSIC DEPARTMENT

"I will say here that overhead in the average
music store should not be more than 15 per
cent of the volume. Large stores in the large
cities may have a slightly higher overhead percentage, and small stores and those in the
smaller cities and towns can operate on a
slightly lower overhead.
There is one item in
PIANO
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•this list of overhead items which I wish to
comment upon and that is rent. I am often
asked what a fair rent is for a music store. My
answer is not more than 5 per cent of the total
volume of business. Paying rent beyond this
percentage is foolish and invites disaster.
"Now I would like to give you a suggestion
on how to cut down your overhead percentage
— that is the amount which is charged to each
department. And bear in mind that in cutting
down the overhead for each department, each
department makes more net profit and, of
course, the store makes more net profit. This
suggestion, however, is only feasible where department managers share in the net profit of
their departments.
Turnover
"These figures that I shall show you are
based on the actual working percentages of
one of our stores doing a business of $250,000
a year.
"Now

I would like 21to say something about

we do get stuck with 'dead' merchandise, we
are too cowardly to take our loss then and
there. I say to you, when you discover that
you have an article in your stock which is 'dead,'
take a good stiff 'mark down' like a man and
use the money to buy salable and seasonable
merchandise.
"To know just what lines of merchandise are
being sold profitably it is very necessary to
departmentize the modern music store so that
each type of merchandise stands on its own feet
and is merchandised at a profit according to its
own special requirements. In our concern we
have five separate departments."
K. W.

Radio

Takes

Co., Inc.

Over

Larger

Home

To facilitate handling of the increased business on the new Majestic electric receivers, K.
W. Radio Co., Inc., New York City, has taken
more extensive quarters in the Evening Graphic
Building at 350 Hudson street. It has over
4,000 square feet of space for offices and 10,000
square feet for warehouse, which occupies the
entire northeast corner of Hudson and Charlton
streets. For the delivery of Majestic sets two
new trucks have been ordered. Dealers are
rapidly being supplied with all models of the
Majestic sets, which are rolling into New York
from Chicago at the rate of five carloads a day
for this territory. L. C. Welling, president, will
shortly announce a house-warming.
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ARLIER

Each of the three models shown
herewith is equipped with an
antenna-plate which brings in
nearby broadcasts, ivithout an
aerial of any kind — permitting
instrument to be placed wherever there is a light-socket.

Model Ninc-jixtcen. Victor Electro/a Radiola.
List price, $750, complete with tubes.
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soloists or in choirs. They are urged to come
into the demonstration booths and hear their
favorite songs sung by a Victor Red Seal artist. Or if I know they have purchased a sheet
of music that happens to be recorded on Red
Profit
Wmii'i^
Safes
Wrinkles
Selling Victrolas to Undertakers— Gives Information Regarding Tube GuaranteeStudy the Record Releases — Co-operation Within the Organization — Pushes
Needle Containers — Let Radio Prospects Know What They Are Missing
Several months ago the Victor Co. in its
house organ pointed out to dealers the sales
market that awaited them in undertakers' establishments and stating that the electrically
amplified instruments were particularly adapted
for this trade. The same company in a recent
issue of the Voice of the Victor in substantiation of the suggestion made reports that the
Heppe Piano Co., of Philadelphia, has sold between 35 and 40 instruments to undertaking
establishments. This is mentioned not only to
point out to all dealers an established field
which should produce revenue but also to interest the trade in the sales possibilities which
exist outside of the home market. Especially
at this time of the year is the opportunity for
sales to stores, restaurants, resorts and countless other establishments where people congregate most fruitful.
No Misunderstandings
In order to avoid misunderstandings with
tube purchasers the James Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., encloses a printed slip with each
Radiotron sold, calling the customer's attention
to the fact that each tube is tested before it is
sold. The slip also explains the scope of the
manufacturer's guarantee. This simple method
has eliminated much misunderstanding regarding the dealer's liability when through some
fault of the purchaser the tube fails to function
properly after having been in the customer's
possession.
Know
the Catalog
A metropolitan dealer recently sold in a brief
period 500 records which were not featured in
the advertising of the company or by any special display posters but simply because he had
listened to all the Southern music records and
believed that the appeal of the selections would
be felt not only by lovers of old familiar tunes
but also by all classes of record buyers. With
this thought in mind he started to push the
record and his faith in it was justified. This

IMPRESSIVE

is not the first time such study of all releases
has aided a dealer. Some years ago a dealer
found a recording in the foreign-language releases that was of a particularly appealing quality. He featured it in his store-door playing
and sold thousands of the record. Other dealers followed suit and shortly afterward various
record manufacturers released the selection as
one of the popular list. The moral is to study
all releases carefully — popular, classical, stand-

Send

in Ideas!!

Perhaps in conducting your
business you make use of some
unusual method in selling radio, talking machines, records
or accessories, or perhaps your
method of servicing is out of
the ordinary. If these ideas
have proved successful, send
us a note telling of them.
Photographs will add interest.

ard, race, old-time tunes, race and foreign language— music is a universal language and many
gems are included under some classification or
other which if brought to the attention of the
public would prove big sellers.
Co-operation
Co-operation within the organization should
be the rule in every music store, and that it
leads to additional sales is exemplified by the
experience cited by Miss Rose Pill, of Davidson Bros., Sioux City, la., in her prize-winning
essay in the contest conducted by the Victor
Co. In part Miss Pill said: "Through the sheet
music department of the store I have found
out the people who sing in churches either as

SIMPLICITY

Seals, I say, 'Did you know Marion Talley
sings that?' or John McCormack, or whoever
the artist happens to be. 'We have it. Would
you like to hear it?'"Pushing

Needles

As a department store of all musical instruments and merchandise, Landay Bros.' main
store at Forty-second street and Sixth avenue,
New York City, overlooks no item of the stock
carried. During the past week or two on a
small revolving table in the main window needle
containers were featured. One type retailing
for thirty-nine cents included a record cleaner,
another selling for a slightly lower sum was in
the form of a box with three compartments for
different style needles. A sign urged phonograph owners to keep their needles orderly.
This reminder of a seldom featured article resulted in a great number of sales. It pays the
dealer to occasionally display and push items
such as these, for the average customer is prone
to forget them.
Program

Post

Cards

Keeping the radio set purchaser's interest on
the alert by sending him post cards daily featuring the programs to be heard over local
stations has been a most successful factor in
building prestige and stimulating business for
the Winter Haven Music & Radio Co., Winter
Haven, Fla., authorized RCA dealer. This
dealer sends out the cards each morning to all
customers and to likely prospects. He reports
that the practice has become so established that
if a customer misses the card he telephones to
secure the desired information. In addition to
cementing good will with customers the post
card policy has been of great assistance in closing sales, for the daily reminder of what they
are missing is very often the necessary touch
required to turn a prospect into a set owner.
Selling Records
An interesting example of what sales can
be secured for the record department by bringing the merchandise to the homes of customers
was furnished recently by Miss Mildred Larson, of the Hyatt Music Co., Portland, Ore.
This enterprising saleslady loaded a number of
the Victor Herbert album sets of Victor records
in a Ford roadster and visited the homes of customers who had purchased instruments from
the store. Instead of giving a sales talk on the
merits of the records she stated that she was
calling to see if the instrument was working
satisfactorily. She left the album for testing
purposes, with the result that she sold twentyone album sets in two days. As a matter of
fact a great many records will sell themselves
as these did if they can be brought to the attention of talking machine owners.
Appointed

Fada

Distributor

The A. Knoll Electric Supply Co., of Cincinnati, O., has been appointed exclusive Fada
distributor for that territory, according to an
announcement by. Louis J. Chatten, general
sales manager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.
Declares
in ASTON
Design
is nowhere better exemplified than in the cabinet shown here — 5-Ply walnut throughout;
face of matched butt walnut, 100% figure. Curly maple top border. Front doors inset
with ornamental pulls. Interior grille polychromed.
Write for catalog, showing a pleasing variety of beautiful designs.
ASTON
CABINET
MANUFACTURERS
Distinctive originality in design of High Grade Radio Cabinets
1223-1229 W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
24

Stock

Dividend

The Sparks-Withington Co.. Jackson, Mich.,
recently declared a ten per cent stock dividend,
and a cash dividend of seventy-five cents on the
common stock against twenty-five cents paid
formerly.
A new music store was recently opened at
Junction City, Kans., by Phillip Olsson. A
complete stock of band and orchestra instruments and Columbia records is carried.
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Over

Distributors

Includes Jobbers in All Parts of United
States, According to T. A. White, General Sales Manager of Company
Chicago, III., July 7.— That the interest in
dynamic speakers which was so marked during
the Radio Manufacturers' Association Trade
Show and Convention held during the week of
June 11 at Chicago was more than just curiosity on the part of the thousands of jobbers,
distributors and dealers who attended this event
is indicated by the business reported by at least
one manufacturer of dynamic speakers.
According to Thomas A. White, general sales
manager of the Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., fifty-five
distributing and jobbing connections for the
Jensen dynamic speakers were closed during the
week of the Trade Show and Convention. These
include jobbers in all parts of the country and
in practically every instance are the leading distribution outlets in their respective territories.
Indicative of the type of companies who have
cast their lot with the Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
for the coming season is the Detroit Electric
Co., Detroit, Mich., which has been given exclusive distribution for the lower half of the
State of Michigan and will also stock Jensen
dynamics at the Toledo and Cleveland, O.,
branches, and who placed an order for approximately $100,000 worth of Jensen speakers.
Mr. White was more than gratified with the
business done by his company at the Chicago
trade gathering. "Perhaps," he said, "we had
quite a jump on the other fellow as far as dynamic speakers are concerned, due to the fact that
we have been manufacturing them for the past
twelve months, are far beyond the experimental
stage and, what is most important from the
standpoint of the jobber and dealer, we are in
full production at the present time, ready to take
immediate care of the demands of jobbers who
have decided to distribute Jensen dynamic
speakers for the coming season.
"Prior to the Trade Show and Convention
cur organization felt quite certain that one of
the chief centers of interest at the RMA annual
meeting would be the dynamic speakers, and
that a large amount of business would be placed
during the week for reproducers of this type.
As far as our own experience was concerned,
it was well beyond anything we. expected. .
"During the week of the show we closed with
fifty-five new distributors. In practically every
instance they are the leading company in the
territory in which they operate. r Practically all
of them placed stock orders for immediate' ship-

THE
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COVER
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WORLD

very

important

message for phonograph
manufacturers
and

ment before leaving Chicago or gave us a figure
as to what their requirements would be and
confirmed them by formal purchase orders upon
their return home.

New
the

"Anticipating the demand which we felt sure
would materialize, we have been busy getting
our production facilities expanded. Our new
Chicago plant is being whipped into shape rapidly. Our Oakland factory is working at full
capacity. At the present time we are making
practically
immediate shipment of every order
received.

New

Views

Federal

Line

Silas E. Pearsall Co., Metropolitan Distributor,Week
Held "Open
House"
ers During
of June
18 for DealThe complete line of Federal Ortho-sonic
receivers, manufactured by the Federal Radio
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., was on display during the
week of June 18, at the showrooms of the Silas
E. Pearsall Co., New York, exclusive Federal
distributor in the metropolitan district. Mrs. L.
M. Green, president of the Pearsall organization, held "open house" for visiting dealers during the week. Luncheon and refreshments were
served each day. The entire personnel of the
Pearsall Co., as well as representatives of the
Federal Radio Corp., assisted Mrs. Green, who
stated that a very satisfactory volume of orders
was booked for the 1928-29 season. Enthusiastic expressions of opinion were heard on every
hand in regard to the appearance and performance of the new Ortho-sonic models.

"Reports coming to us from our salesmen,
letters from jobbers and dealers, inquiries from
set builders and interested owners of radio receivers, indicate a full acceptance of the Jensen
dynamic speaker and bear out the many complimentary statements made by those who visited
our demonstration rooms at the Stevens Hotel.
The pioneering work, the development and research in the perfecting of the dynamic principle and its present application by Peter L.
Jensen are readily acknowledged by the trade
and are certainly well expressed in the business
which our company is enjoying to-day for the
dynamic speaker bearing his name."
New

YorkTrade

Distributors
Grigsby-Grunow

for

Freed-Eisemann

Lektophone

The General Ignition Co., Milwaukee, Wis.;
the Crescent Electric Supply Co., Davenport,
la., and Madison, Wis., and the Michigan Chandelier Co., Detroit, Mich., were recently appointed distributors by the Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., of the new FreedEisemann line of receivers, speakers, consoles
and decorative tables. The Crescent Electric
Supply Co. of Dubuque, la., has been merchandising Freed-Eisemann products for a considerable period, and success with the line prompted them to handle it at Davenport and Madison.
Trade

Data

The Information Bureau of the Dubilier Connser Corp., New York City, has issued three
technical treatises of- interest id the trade. The
subjects covered are "Why By-Pass Condensers
for A. F. and R. F.?" "By-Passing the Grid Bias
Resistance" and "DubilieV Interference Device
No. 3."
What

„

. '

Radio

Licensee

Grigsby-Grunow Co., of Chicago, has been
licensed by the Lektophone Corp., owners of
basic patents on controlled-edge cone speakers,
to manufacture under their patents and improvements, according to a recent announcement. It
was stated that the Grigsby-Grunow Co. will
add a power-driven loud speaker constructed
under Lektophone patents to their current lire
of accessories, in addition to smaller controllededge speakers already on the market.
A.

Interesting

Co.

I. Wolfe

Opens

Store

New Haven, Conn., July 3. — A. I. Wolfe,
who has been connected with the musical instrument trade in Connecticut for a number of
years, recently opened a new music store at
10 Center street. Air. Wolfe was formerly manager of the New Haven and Bridgeport Landay Bros, branches. A complete stock of musical instruments is being featured at the new
establishment.

"

Servicing
and

to

means
the

to

the

Entire

Dealer

Industry

SPEEDY AND EFFICIENT SERVICING of radio receivers gives the best assurance of continued interest in
radio developments. Confidence in manufacturer and dealer means a more responsive market for new models. This
produces quicker turn-over, widens the channels of distribution and increases profits for all concerned. Moreover, with sets maintained in the best condition all those
commercial activities which underwrite the expense of
broadcasting are more ready to give their support, and
this means better programs and more business!
The Weston Model 537 A. C. - D. C. Set Tester
provides the means of servicing: radio receivers
in the LEAST TIME PER CALL, with the
LEASTEST COST
EQUIPMENT,
and therefore
at LOWand GREATEST
PROFITS.
Your
service man provided with this 6- -pound outfit
is prepared to completely service any set made
in from 10 to 20 minutes! No other equipment
is necessary. Take the time to investigate.
Write today for complete descriptive literature.
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
606 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, N. J.

dealers.
Model 537 A. C. and D. C. Set Tester
Read

it

Carefully

METER EQUIPMENT: Two 3%" diam. high grade
Weston models— 3-range A. C. voltmeter, 150/8/4 volts
and a D. C. volt-milliammeter, 600/300/60/8 volts with
1000 ohms per volt resistance, and two current ranges—
150/30 milliamperes. Simple to operate. A complete instruction book furnished with each unit.

WESTON
RADIO
INSTRUMENTS
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SPARKS-WITHINGTON
CO., JACKSON, MICH.
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TheType
new Italian
— *2622
X26 Renaissance
mahogany carved wood, cabinet speaker equipped with
UTAH Power Motor.

Type

X35 — s350»

Utah

Power

Utah

Motor

Speakers

nature-like

used
with

in
its

voice coil an ex-

clusive Utah feature — a
lasting

source

of depend-

able Radio speaker

power.

100 —alternating
Utah Dynamic
110 A volt
currentUnitlight
socket supply for field excitation
using Westinghouse dry rectifier.
Packed
to a wade
wood
§ j deep.
9" high, 1 9VZ'
and 1W
crate. Weight 19 lbs.
R 300 — Utah Dynamic Unit
6 to 12 volts direct current for field
excitation. Operates from A Battery.
Current consumption .5 to 1 ampere.
Packed 1 to a wood $ Q E* 00
crate. Weight 14V2 lbs. . . DOD 200 — Utah Dynamic Unit
110 to 220 volts direct current for field
excitation. current
Current consumption
excitation,
consumption 45
-to
to 90 milliami>eres. 8V2"high, T 'deep.
Packed 1 to a wood
crate. Weight 14V2 lbs
Utah Dynola Cabinet
made of 5 ply walnut
with genuine
Burl walnut front finished
in

Type X30— $3022
Beautiful genuine brown
mahogany cabinet speaker
equipped with Utah power
motor. One of Utah's leading new creations.

^Qoo
antique brown. $This
Cabinet
is
of
nondirectional design having
same grille and appearance both front and

back. Dimensions: 12V4*
high,deep.
15V4"Packed
wide and
I2V2"
1 to
a wood crate.
Utah Dynola Speaker
equipped with "A 100"

equipped with "R 300"
UTAH
RADIO
PRODUCTS
1615 South Michigan Avenue
• • •

COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois

equipped with "D 200"
s60o_o
Utah is licensed under Lektophone patents . . . Utah Dynola Power Speakers licensed under Magnavox patents
s65oo
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high-class music
Schubert' s Ninth

of its
COLUMBIA has announced as one
rks
hony
erwo
h
Mast
the Nint Symp
of
Schubert, the work which he numbered
next to his immortal "Unfinished" and which
was finished only eight months before his illness and death. Schumann was the first of the
world-renowned musicians to direct public attention to this astonishing tour de force of a
man obscure, neglected, poor and sometimes
hungry, who at the age of thirty-one was about
to lay down a life than which none has ever
been fuller of promise nor more cruelly cut off.
Schumann it was who spoke of the "heavenlylength" of this work, and music lovers during
a hundred years have not failed to echo this
just description.
It pleases me immensely to find the Columbia
Co. entering so heartily into the spirit of the
Schubert Centenary. Seldom has a man so astonishingly come into his own after he himself has passed off the earthly stage. Schubert
stands very close indeed to the top, one hundred years after his death, and there is verylittle probability of his being thrown down from
his pedestal within another century. For it
happened that he possessed authentic genius;
and that is why Columbia is offering thousands
of dollars in prizes to composers of 1928 in the
hope that the hundredth anniversary of the man
who died in 1828, leaving behind him an estate
officially estimated at the sum of $12.50, may
produce some music worthy to be classed with
the least of his.
The King of Melody
It is my sincerest hope that phonograph dealers will back up Columbia's efforts with genuine heartiness. It would be too bad if all the
good results had to be registered abroad, and
if the American response were lukewarm. For
in point of fact there simply is not another
composer whose musical output is so easy to
sell as is Schubert's. No other musician ever
has had so inexhaustible a wealth of melody.
Millions know the tune of the Serenade, of
Hark, Hark the Lark, of the Erl-King, or the
themes of the Unfinished Symphony. Millions
more ought to know the Rosamunde music, the
piano Impromptus and Moments Musicales, the
Trio in B flat, the Forellen Quintet, the string
quartet in D minor, to mention only a few. All
of these have been wonderfully recorded, and
overseas all of them are selling like the proverbial hot cakes. A Schubert song recital always brings out a full house, and Schubert's
music is always heard with eagerness via the
radio. The operetta Blossom Time, which dealt
with Schubert's life and was throughout built
(jii his music, had a great run and will probably be revived successfully again and again.
It is not obscurity, or the dreaded taint of the
"classical," which stands between Schubert and
the buying public. It is nothing else than unfamiliarity. To hear Schubert's music is to love
it. To love it is to want records of it at home.
Phonograph dealers are having put before
them at this time an extraordinary opportunity
to create in their several communities the beginnings of permanent music-loving and highclass record-buying groups. Such groups already exist in embryo waiting only to be

Symphony

molded into shape. Any phonograph dealer
who will announce to his community that he is
prepared to attend intelligently to the wants of
all who love good music, and who will let it be
known that he actually keeps adequate stocks
of the same, will find an immediate response.
"Hole in the Wall"
Two young fellows occupying a "hole-in-thewall" in New York are selling high-class records imported from half a dozen countries, as
well as all the first-class orchestral, ensemble
and solo music published in this country. They
have found that there is a public in New York
and its environs for enough of this music to
keep them going in first-class shape, and tliey
have hardly yet got into their stride. There
is a man in Chicago who for years has been
quietly doing the same thing and making a
goodly profit at it. Probably there are others,
too, who are cashing in on the opportunity.
One thing at least is certain: High-class records are the true foundation to-day of the prosperity of the phonograph industry. The one
thing which puts the phonograph on a pedestal
of its own in a class of one, is its ability to
reproduce faithfully, adequately and at will, the
finest music. And it is a demonstrable fact
that high-class records can be sold by any
dealer who will take the trouble to learn the
rules of the game.
The Man Himself
To get back to Schubert. It may truly be
said of him that from his first day to his last
he never knew what it was to be free of poverty.
Within a few months of his death, when at
last he was becoming known and recognized,
he is found dining on coffee and biscuits because he had not the less than 20 cents which
would have bought him dinner. He sells the
great B flat Trio for less than five dollars,
some of his songs go for 20 cents apiece. In
the inventory of his effects, made officially at
his death, is an item described as "a quantity
of old music valued at 10 florins": that is at
about $2. From this heap of music paper,
which his brother Ferdinand received, the pious
labors of Schumann and Mendelssohn disinterred an astonishing set of masterworks,
songs, piano pieces, quartets, trios, quintets,
octets, orchestral pieces. So astounding was
the number and so remarkable the quality of
the discoveries that for a time, as one after
another was announced, the rumor spread that
these were simply forgeries and that no such
mass of material had been left behind by the
dead composer. Yet we know to-day that all
of this was authentically Schubert's work. His
songs alone are 600 in number, and the total
of his works, great and small, is at least 1,000.
The Ninth Symphony of Schubert is one of
the most fascinating pieces of musical thought
ever expressed in terms of the orchestra. Its
great length has been criticized unfavorably,
but Schumann's description ("heavenly length")
really is juster. It is long; but then Schubert
wrote it, as he wrote everything, out of the
boundless wealth of man overflowing with musical imagination. What distinguishes him from
all other composers is his extraordinary power
to pour forth a stream of ever new musical

ideas, which sometimes tumble after each other
in a veritable torrent. He never is obliged to
resort to padding or to passage work, and
whenever he has done so we may attribute the
event mostly to his peculiar dislike for corrections and his habit of allowing a piece to go
to the publisher without that careful editing
which, even with a master melodist like him,
is always desirable. In the great C major Symphony, of which I am now speaking, there is,
however, not a bar of obscure passage work or
of frantic efforts to build bridges from one to
another part of the structure. It is long; but
only as a lovely dream may seem long to the
dreamer. It is long; as the time a lover spends
in gazing upon the face of his beloved may
seem long to the outside observer. It is long;
but its length is heavenly.
"Ineffaceable"
I shall never forget hearing this symphonyplayed by the New York Philharmonic, under
the baton of that genius, Mahler, now nearly
twenty years ago. It left on me then an impression which has never been effaced. Following the first hearing came music rolls for the
player-piano, nor shall I soon forget the hours
of fun I had puzzling out and piecing together
the skeleton of the delicate yet the solidly powerful, the beautiful yet the strong, the lovely
yet the virile, structure of this wonderful man's
thought. And now, after a long time of waiting,
broken only by occasional hearings in Chicago
and New York, Columbia tells me that I may
have the masterpiece for my very own, to hear
it when I will, to take it at a single meal or
to chew on a bit of it, to study it, to dissect
it and to come to know it as one knows the
alphabet. How much one owes to the phonograph manufacturers!
Incidentally, Messrs. Dealers, have you ever
thought that your sheet music department could
sell lots of those tidy little miniature scores of
orchestral music, now that high-class recordings
are coming out in album sets of whole orchestral work? Ask your wholesaler.
Grebe

Win

Winning twelve out of fourteen games played
thus far this season the baseball team of A. H.
Grebe & Co., Inc., pioneer radio manufacturer,
of New York and Los Angeles, has caused much
favorable comment in local newspapers as to
the probable outcome. Locally the Grebe team
is second to the Long Island Railroad team
which is in first place.
Baseball is not the only sport in which the
Grebe radio athletes are successful. In tennis,
bowling, handball, squash and billiards they
have shown equal aptitude.
M.

J. Barrett

in New

Post

Grigbsy-Grunow Co., of Chicago, manufacturer of the new electric Majestic receiver, has
appointed Milton J. Barrett special sales representative under the direction of Herbert E.
Young. Mr. Barrett will work out of Mr.
Young's New York office.
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Bosch Radio Model 28— for 110 volt AC
operation using seven alternating current
tubes and one power rectifying tube. Single
tuning dial electrically lighted, solid mahogany cabinet. Price $132.50 less tubes.
The

Bosch

Radio

Dealer

vides both profit and
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in

Radio

Dealers

sound
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flexible inventory
selling
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advertising.

Dealer acceptance of the
new Bosch

Plans is veri-

fying our assertion that
the Bosch Radio contract

Authorized Bosch Radio Dealers are now
showing the console Model 29B, specially
designed for them with super-dynamic
speaker and special high power speaker
supply. Console has sliding doors, beautiful
craftsmanship and selected woods. Bosch
Radio Dealers ane offering this console 29B
with super- dynamic speaker and special
high
supplyforwith
Bosch
Radiopower
Modelspeaker
28 Receiver
$295.00.

will be the outstanding
money

maker

this year.

A request will bring you
the interesting details.
Write the main office or

Authorized Bosch Radio Dealers are now
showing Model 28A console illustrated,
specially
for them Console
with thehasstandard Boschdesigned
Radio Speaker.
fine
selected and patterned woods, richly carved,
beautifully finished. Bosch Radio Dealers
are offering the console 28A with Bosch
Radio Speaker and the Model 28 Bosch
Radio Receiver for $197.50.

our nearest branch today
if you

want to be included in our new plans.

Prices slightly higher west
of Rockies and in Canada
AMERICAN
SPRINGFIELD.

BOSCH
MASS.

MAGNETO
Branches:

CORPORATION

New York
Chicago
Bosch Radio le licensed under patents and applications of H C. A. — R. F. L. and Lectaphone.

San Francisco

Money-Making
for

intimate knowledge which the local trade has
of conditions affecting the members. Resolve
therefore to take a greater interest in your
local group. If you are not a member at present, join up immediately. If you are a member
and your participation in the past has been
lukewarm, become more active and lend every
support, moral and financial, to the officers who
are laboring in your behalf and on behalf of the
trade as a whole.

Suggestions

Ambitions

Merchants

Profits From Photography — Establish Sub-Agencies in Small Resort Towns — The
Summertime Is Good Canvassing Time — Display the Quick-Selling Items — Support
Your Local Association — Disorderly Windows — Summertime Radio Reception
Many music dealers located in business sections or adjacent to railway terminals do a
profitable business especially during the Summer months by acting as receiving and distributing agents for film developing concerns.
If your store is situated in a center where many
office workers pass or near the depot where returning week-enders arrive, it will prove well
worth while to inquire into the possibilities of
securing such an agency. No investment is required and the efforts expended consist merely
of receiving rolls of film, taking the name and
address of the customer, turning over the assembled films to a messenger boy and when
the films are returned distributing them and
collecting the money. The profits made by
dealers advantageously situated reach sizable
proportions.
Sub-Agents
With the thousands of vacation resorts
throughout the country now in full swing the
aggressive music dealers located in cities and
towns supplying merchandise to as many as a
dozen smaller communities can reap profits by
establishing sub-agencies in each of the resort
centers. Usually one general store carries an
assorted line of foodstuffs, post cards, etc., etc.,
and there is no reason why sheet music and
talking machine records should not be included.
These community stores, especially those with
ice cream parlors, usually welcome such offers from the dealer because they can entertain
their customers while demonstrating records
and where the practice has been followed it has
resulted in greatly increasing the volume of
record sales.
Outside Selling
This is the time of the year when many
dealers extend the scope of their sales activities
by employing canvassers and going after business on the outside. It is not necessary for a
dealer to utilize the old system of door-bell
ringing, covering every house in the street and
then proceeding to the next. Use other variations of the canvassing system. For instance,
have you tried the occupants of the new apartment houses? This usually offers a most fertile
field for sales. Remember in the social columns
in the daily papers last month all the' notices
of June brides. These newly married couples
will be settling down this month and why not
be the one to sell them a talking machine or a
radio or both?
If business at the store has

slackened, why not have the regular floor staff
do a little outside work? Send them out in
the morning, because it has been found that it
is during that time that most housewives are
at home and there is less chance of wasting
time ringing door-bells in vain. If you have
for some reason or other lost track of former
customers, use the Summer months to renew
acquaintanceship with them. Delegate one of
your clerks or salesmen to compile a list of
former customers who have stopped coming to
the store and have him phone a certain number each day, inquiring if the instrument purchased is working satisfactorily and whether
or not they wish to have a service man call to
inspect it and see that it is in good order. Even
though no sales result from this form of exploitation work the good will engendered will
prove valuable.
Summer
Arrangement
Have you rearranged your store since the
warm weather arrived? There are a number
of items carried in every music store which
have a far greater appeal during the Summer
months than at any other time during the year
and it is but good business to give this merchandise a better location and more display
during this time than during the Winter when
they move more slowly. Portable phonographs,
for instance, and a host of other instruments
such as ukuleles, harmonicas, stringed instruments, etc. If possible display these nearer the
front door where passers-by can see them and
shoppers have an opportunity of examining
them. The same for records and sheet music.

"Too Busy1'
A store (not a music establishment) in New
York City recently displayed in the window
space a sign reading: "We Are Too Busy to
Dress This Window at Present, but We Are
Not Too Busy to Take Care of Your Wants at
Once." This sign reposing in the midst of a
most unattractive lot of debris might prove of
worth to an old customer, but it is doubtful if
any new customers would be attracted despite
the boast of activity. Yet many music stores
allow their windows to present equally disorderly appearances without the saving grace of
an explanation in the form of a printed message such as the above. Fortunately the number of dealers who fail to take full advantage
of their window's worth is becoming less and
iess, mainly due to the attention now being
given this form of publicity by talking machine
and radio manufacturers. If you as a dealer
do not feel it necessary or profitable to evolve
window dressings of your own design and made
to present some particular instrument or class
of merchandise, use the material which the
manufacturer has prepared at great expense
and which has received the best thoughts of
experts in attracting the eye of the prospective
customer.
Summer

Radio

There are still many people who feel that
with the arrival of Summertime real enjoyment
from a radio receiver ends until the advent of
Fall. This thought is the outgrowth of conditions as they were several years ago when
radio was still in swaddling clothes and static
reigned supreme during the nights of July and
August. Everyone acquainted with radio developments knows, of course, that with the vast
strides made in receiver construction and improved broadcasting facilities these conditions
no longer exist to the extent that a program
can be marred. Nevertheless, many of the public feel differently and it should be the self-appointed task of every dealer to conduct a campaign of education to the end that the misapprehensions be cleared away. Too often one's
knowledge of a fact presupposes that the same
knowledge is a common trait with others, but
radio has passed the novelty stage and the
general buying public no longer reads every
line in newspapers devoted to radio and its developments and improvements, so that the impressions gained several years ago still persist.

Re Associations
The annual conventions of the national associations of the music and radio trades were
held last month and successful gatherings were
reported at both Chicago and New York. Interesting addresses were made by prominent
speakers before the National Association of
Music Merchants and the Federated Radio
Trades Association and much valuable information imparted. The dealer's interest, however,
should not confine itself solely to the activities
of the national body. Important as is his support and co-operation to the officers of this
group, equally important is the work being accomplished by local associations and in many
cases close co-operation between dealers in a
State or city can accomplish much more than
can the national organization because of the

Sell Albums That Will Adequately Protect
Customers
Valuable Records
The
Loose

New

Leaf

National

Record

Beautiful

Album

in design.

Durable and flat-opening.
(Patent Applied For)
Write for descriptive list and prices.
NATIONAL

PUBLISHING

CO.

Factory and Main Office
239-245 So. American St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Salesroom:
225 Fifth Ave., New York City
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Portables

The heart of the United Electrical
Pick-up is our "Super-Magnet"
which insures exquisite tone quality and astonishing volume. Retailing at $16.50 complete, the
United Pick-up offers a highly
profitable field for Jobbers and
Dealers.
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THE

MOST

LL

PORTABLE

OF

MOTORS

KEEN
manufacturers, ever alert to buying trends on
the part of Dealers and public, are promptly meeting
the ever increasing demand for Better Portables. And
realizing that the motor is the most important unit in any
machine, they are today equipping portables with the new
United Motor No. 2. . . . Designed and built exclusively for portables, the United No. 2 is the one most
modern and efficient motor for its purpose.

No. 5
United Motor No. 5 for cabinet machines. Over 150,000 of these modern
motors were used during 1927. A standard, smooth-running, silent motor and a
real quality product at a reasonable
price-

MODERN

Dealers, too, realize that the United Motor in a portable helps them in their selling. It means a lot to be able
to guarantee a motor with confidence and to truthfully
say — "The

Samples gladly forwarded
to recognized Manufacturers
and Jobbers upon request.

Motor

in this portable gives you strong, silent,

lasting power at uniform speed." United equipped Portables sell easier and faster because they actually have
more

built-in value and do a better job!
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STEWART- WARNER
Model

802

Six receiving tubes. One rectifier
tube. FOUR tuned circuits. ONE
dial control. Calibrated wavelength dial, illuminated. Built-on
reproducer. Built-in light socket
aerial. Completely self-contained
and portable.
Price of set, plus speaker,
110

50

Without tubes
Prices slightly
higher west of
the Rockies.

XCJUEkctricKXDlO

lodel
Show,

802,

With

Built •on

Reproducer

outstanding sensation of the June Radio
this amazing new Model 802 has brought

Realism to radio and unparalleled money-making opportunity to the radio dealer. Small, compact, self-contained, portable, strikingly beautiful
in bronze Moire finish, its many new unique
features make it the preponderant value in radio

Other
Cabinet

entirely shields all working

parts.

Three tuned stages of radio frequency
with /our tuned circuits.
Built-in power

Features

amplification

pock. Taps for high or low voltage.

Built-in light-socket antenna, permitting reception of
ai broadcasts without any other inside or outside
rial.

The

new

and

Built-in

Stewart-Warner

Reproducer

is a built-on

part of Model 802. Cabinet and reproducer perfectly harmonize in design and in operation. Here
are beauty, performing efficiency, tone trueness
and operating simplicity that delight the radio
buyer, and make the Stewart- Warner dealer a
leader in the retail radio field. The Reproducer
is also sold as a separate unit.
of Model

802

Taps for connecting with either long or short outdoor
aerial, insuring maximum efficiency.
Safety cartridge fuse protects wiring against burn-ou
through short circuit.
One control for tuning, one for volume.
Gold-plated dial, calibrated in wave-lengths.
Electrical phonograph pick-up receptacles for instant
attachment.
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STEWART-

WARNER

REPRODUCER
Model

$1

435

/I

50

A new type magnetic cone speaker
with new tone depth and beauty
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies

STEWART-WARNER

All-Electric
Model

A.

C.

801

Without tubes
Same as Model 802, but without
built-on reproducer
The same style in battery-operated
set, 567.50

JheNew

Triumph

'"RADIO

REALISM
The new Stewart-Warner "800" group will help
you, Mr. Dealer, to establish a sound permanent
business — with remarkable money-making opportunities— with selling co-operation that means
constant growth.
REALISM is the word that sums up the perform-

Model 802, with its built-on Reproducer, is one
of the leaders of the All -Electric A. C. group.
Model 801 is the same receiving set without the

ing quality of the new "800" group. The StewartWarner "Electrical Ear" test enables reproduction
played. The "Electrical Ear"
exactly as sound
music minutest
of
records
vibrations of music as

for both the All- Electric and battery-operated
sets. Consoles are of new design, of striking

played and of the same music re-created by the
Stewart- Warner set. Comparison of the two
records proves a fidelity of reception that means
REALISM— and LEADERSHIP for Stewart- Warner
Radio, and for dealers who handle it.

Bros., Inc., National Sales Representatives. Here's
a range of style and price that meets all radio demands. And back of every set is the guarantee of

// you can secure the Stewart- Warner

Franchise

reproducer. Model 806 is a battery-operated set,
with cabinet of same design as A. C. Model 801.
There is also a complete line of Consoles approved

beauty — made by the Buckeye Cabinet Company, Springfield, Ohio, and sold through Studner

this 50-million-dollar corporation, with a 21-year
record of success and 18 million products in use.

you will have one of the most

valuable business assets a

radio dealer can own. An opportunity you can't afford to miss. Territories closing fast. Write or wire today.
STEWART- WARNER
SPEEDOMETER
CORPORATION
• CHICAGO
22 years in business— World-wide service — SO million dollars in resources— 4th successful radio year

STEWART

-

WARNERS

m RADI
hor*
Voice * AutO
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Sell?
As long-lived as Raytheon Tubes are, they do wear out finally.
Somebody

in your city will get a good share of that business.

\^hy not you?

Put this attractive sales-making carton where it can be seen instantly by everyone
entering your store. It will automatically bring you the business.
Put this silent but effective salesman to work for you by giving him a prominent
in vour window or show case.
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Last-Minute
J.

B.

Price

Manager

Appointed
of

News

of

Eastern

Allen-Hough

Mfg.

Co.

Will Be in Control of Sales of Allen-Hough Products in East — Allen-Hough Will
Market Nationally Marti Radio Receivers With Mr. Price in Charge of Sales
Don T. Allen, president of the Allen-Hough
Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis., manufacturer of Allen
portable phonographs, announced this week the

Don T. Allen
appointment of J. B. Price as Eastern manager
of the company. Mr. Price will be in complete charge of sales of Allen-Hough products

in Eastern territory and he is now making arrangements for offices in the Grand Central
district.
Coincidental with Mr. Price's appointment as
Allen-Hough Eastern manager, Mr. Allen also
announced that the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co.
will sell throughout the entire country the complete output of the Marti Electric Radio Co.,
Orange, N. J., manufacturer of the Marti
Radio receiver, one of the foremost electric
sets. The sale of Marti sets will be under Air.
Price's direction.
These important developments and expansions in the Allen-Hough organization will undoubtedly be received with enthusiastic approval by the company's clientele, for Don Alien and George Hough are among the most
popular members of the phonograph industry.
Although the company was only formed last
Fall, it has already gained a leading position in
the portable phonograph industry and AllenHough portables are now being merchandised
by representative dealers throughout the country. The company has grown far beyond all
expectations and with the addition of Mr. Price
to the executive staff the progress of AllenHough will gain added impetus. A considerable
measure of the success of the Allen-Hough
organization must be attributed to the manufacturing and merchandising experience of Don
Allen and George Hough, both of whom have
been identified with the portable industry for
many years.

the

Trade

J. B. or "Jack" Price, as he is familiarly
known in the music industry, needs no introduction to wholesalers and retailers of phonograph and radio products, for he has been associated with prominent members of both industries, including Stevens & Co., the Th. Goldschmidt Corp., manufacturer of the X. & K.
loud speaker products, the Diamond Match
Co.'s juvenile division and Harper Brothers
"Bubble Books." While connected with thescconcerns Mr. Price visited jobbers and dealers

from Coast to CoastJ. B.
and Price
he includes among his
business and personal friends the leading members of the phonograph and radio industries.
Mr. Price secured a general knowledge of merchandising from a seven years' association with
Robert H. Ingersoll & Co., the well-known
watch manufacturers, and he brings to the
Allen-Hough organization a merchandising
ability that is commensurate with the importance of his new activities and the future plans
of the Allen-Hough executives.
Welcome

New

Vice-Presidents
by

Freshman

Elected
Stockholders

Harry A. Beach Named Vice-President in Charge of Sales; W. J. Keyes, Vice-President and Treasurer, and George J. Eltz, Vice-President in Charge of Engineering
The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., has announced the re-election of Clarence A. Earl as
president and W. Edgar Miller as secretary at

charge of sales; W. J. Keyes, vice-president and
treasurer, and George J. Eltz, vice-president in
charge of engineering.
The election of Harry A. Beach to the vice-

Clarence A. Earl
a meeting of stockholders and board of directors on July 3. The following new officers were
elected: Harry
A. Beach, vice-president in

Harry A. Beach
presidency of the Freshman Co. will be gratifying news to his host of friends in the music(Continued on page 132)
32a

Sonora

DeForest

Affiliation

Alliance Between Sonora, Acoustic and
DeForest Organizations Well Received
— Important Announcement Waited
The recent announcement that the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., and the Acoustic Products Co. had made an alliance with the
DeForest Radio Co. has been received with
enthusiasm in the trade, for all of these organizations are splendidly equipped to contribute important products to the radio and
phonograph industries. As announced a few
weeks ago, P. L. Deutsch, president of the
Acoustic Products Co. and the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., and one of the foremost members of the music industry, becomes a member
of the DeForest directorate, while A. J. Drexel
Biddle, Jr., a director of the Acoustic Products
Co., is chairman of the DeForest board.
Within the next few weeks Mr. Deutsch will
issue an important announcement regarding
Sonora plans for the coming season, setting
forth the accomplishments of the company in
the past few months, its program from a manufacturing, merchandising and advertising angle,
and further details of the DeForest affiliation

Opens

Store

A new music store has been opened on First
street, Jena, La., by L. M. Welch. A complete
line of all musical instruments is carried.

32b
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Now, however, we find these same talking machine manufacturers
encouraging unusual efforts in compositions both here and abroad,
with prize offers coming from funds of twenty, forty and even
fifty thousand dollars. It is a movement that not only strikes the
fancy of the music lover at the moment, but is most certainly
building for the future of good music. It is a movement, too, that
is worthy of more than the passing comment that has been given
it in certain quarters.
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Offsetting the Summer

Lull

UNLESS all signs are misleading, the Summer lull in radio
interest, which in the past has been more or less pronounced,
should not be particularly annoying this year. Certainly the broadcasting stations, and those who have to do with their programs,
have not reported a curtailment of features that has taken place
in other years at this season, and with the Presidential candidates
using the radio in the campaign, some worth-while ring battles to
listen in on, and a greatly improved broadcasting service generally,
the dealer with the proper approach, coupled with the proper

Insuring Proper Servicing
WHEREAS
servicing for radio has been reduced to a notable
extent through the improvement in the apparatus itself, it
is found at the same time that such servicing as is necessary must
generally be of a distinctly high-class type capable of handling
what might be termed major problems. The reflection of this demand is found in moves being made in various localities to insure
competence on the part of service operators. St. Louis has led
the way by demanding that service men pass examinations and
secure certificates of proficiency before going out into the field,
and it is a move in the right direction. It may be unjust to say
that quite as many radio sets have been ruined by incompetent
service men as have been put into proper playing condition by
capable workers, but certainly the percentage of receivers ruined
through ignorance is high, as every dealer knows.

Every

Dealer

His Own

Policeman

IN the belief that it is much better from all angles to clean house
themselves rather than to have the police do it for them, several organizations of talking machine and radio dealers in various
parts of the country have taken steps to check the store-door
demonstration nuisance. The methods in some cases have not
been fully decided upon, but the authorities have at least shown
an inclination to let the dealers themselves work on the nuisance
and allow the police officers to chase criminals. The move is a
good one, reflects credit on those back of it and is deserving of
a full measure of success for the protection of those in the trade
who keep within the bounds of reason in demonstration work.
With the coming of dynamic speakers demonstration control has
become more essential than ever.

Those

Million

Record

Sales

follow-up, should not suffer unduly until September rolls around.
SALES
Closer Music

and Radio

Affiliation

sentiment in favor of a closer affiliation between the general music trade and the radio interests, both as concerns
manufacturers and retailers, is apparently suddenly gaining
THE

strength, with the growing realization that the music store represents the logical and the ideal outlet for radio products. The
latest evidence of this sentiment for closer co-operation is found
in the recommendation made by President Uhl, of the Western
Music Trades Association, that the name of the organization be
changed and its scope widened to take in the radio dealers. The
chief argument and the one that applies to a surprising extent
throughout the country was that a great majority of concerns
interested were, under existing conditions, compelled to take membership in two associations where one body could well handle the
situation. In other words, there is no need for duplication of
effort. This is a form of waste the trade can do without.

of single records running into millions of units are not

things of the past and did not die out with "Tipperary" and
"Dardanella." It is unnecessary to enlarge upon what the Two
Black Crows have done, and we now find Austin's record of "My
Blue Heaven" passing the million mark in sales, and his "Ramona"
beginning to crowd that figure. It appears that some dealers are
doing a consistent and profitable record business.
W aich Those

Great Movement

for Music

talking machine has admittedly been a great force in the
THE
development of musical appreciation and higher musical taste
on the part of the American public, and has brought the music
of the great organizations and the voices and playing of famous
individual artists into millions of homes where they would still
be strangers in the ordinary course of events. This educational
work, although both practical and profitable perhaps, has been
carried on not only in the homes but in the schools of the country,
and, broadly speaking, it would seem that the talking machine
companies in one way or another have done their share for music.

Songs

W-

E are now due for the regular flood of campaign songs,
extolling the merits of the opposing candidates in genuine
Broadwayese. Many of them will be recorded, and the dealer
who has the fewest regrets on election day will be the one who
remembers that there is nothing deader than a campaign song
after election, and places his orders accordingly.

Beauty
A

Campaign

in Radio

as a Sales t actor

in the appearance of radio sets will have an imporBEAUTY
tant bearing on sales, and there is a growing realization of
the importance of fine cabinets in breaking down sales resistance.
Dealers who get behind artistic cabinets will find them a source
of profitable revenue.

■

Being Good

Pays Dividends

YOUNG firm in New York starting in business on April 1,
and specializing in high-class records and particularly in
modern album sets, has already found it necessary to move to new
quarters with 100 per cent more space. This seems to answer the
question as to whether there is profit in this class of business.

A
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Lloyd

L.

Spencer

Important

New

in
Post

News

Paul

Morris

Thos.

A.

of

the

Trade

Joins

Edison,

Inc.

Appointed Sales Manager of Gross-Brennan, Inc., New York and Boston Stromberg-Carlson Representatives

Edison Phonograph Division Secures Services of Well-Known Musical Critic as
Director of Artists and Repertory

-Gross-Brennan, Inc., New York and Boston
representatives for the Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.. announced this
week the appointment of Lloyd L. Spencer as
sales manager of the company. Mr. Spencer
assumed his new duties on July 9 and is visiting
his many dealer friends throughout the territory covered by the company.
The appointment of Lloyd Spencer as GrossBrennan sales manager will be welcome news

Paul Morris, well-known New York musical
critic, has been appointed director of artists
and repertory for the phonograph division of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., bringing with him into
that office a broad fund of experience with
many different musical activities and a wide
acquaintanceship among musicians of all classes.
He will devote his energies to getting the best
possible talent in all branches of music and
turning it into records that will have a general appeal.
Mr. Morris was for seven years music critic
of the New York Herald, and when that newspaper was taken over by Frank Munsey he remained with the organization writing for both
the Sun and Evening Telegram .on musical and
dramatic subjects. Later he became music
critic of the New York Evening World, and
articles from Mr. Morris' pen appear at frequent intervals in the New York Times Smfday
Magazine. He was for some years music editor of the Theatre Magazine, and has contributed criticisms and essays to McClure's, The
Forum and other magazines. During a dozen
years of critical journalistic work he has heard
and passed judgment on every important new
artist and on every new composition of any
real significance. His acquaintance among musicians is wide and his knowledge of music extensive. Mr. Morris began his career as a
choir singer at the age of nine, and had learned
to play the trumpet before his twelfth year.
While at ihigh and preparatory school he played
the trumpet in theatres and in concert with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He attended the
University of Wisconsin and while there was
made student leader of the varsity band, appearing as soloist at all the concerts of that
organization. He was also baritone-soloist with
the Glee Club, and editor of the Song Book
which is still in use at the LTniversity. On grad-

"Movietone."
Mr. Morris
"The Maid of
also author of
dicated in the

is the composer of the operetta
the Moon," produced in 1911, and
the tabloid history of music syndaily papers.

J. L. Woods,

James

A.

Lloyd L. Spencer
to Stromberg-Carlson retailers throughout New
York and Boston, for Mr. Spencer is recognized
generally as one of the foremost sales executives in the music industry. He was identified
with phonograph activities for over twenty
years, and for a period of eleven years was
general sales manager of the Silas E. Pearsall
Co., New York, at one time one of the leading
Victor wholesalers in the country, and more
recently a distributor of radio products. For a
year and a half Mr. Spencer was general sales
manager of the Amplion Corp. of America,
manufacturer of loud speaker products, resigning a few months ago.
Gross-Brennan, Inc., headed by Benj. Gross and
Herbert A. Brennan, have been phenomenally
successful as Stromberg-Carlson representatives,
and in radio circles it is generally believed that
this firm has accomplished one of the outstanding jobs in the distribution of radio products.
The acquisition of Mr. Spencer's services is in
line with the exceptional growth of the GrossBrennan organization during the past twelve
months, and Mr. Spencer brings to his new
activities an invaluable knowledge of retail merchandising in metropolitan territory. In fact
he numbers among his personal friends a majority of the successful dealers in his territory
who know that he is intimately familiar with
their sales problems and can co-operate with
them along practical lines.
E. R. Palmer

With

Victor

E. R. Palmer, who has been connected with
the Blackman Distributing Co., New York City,
for a number of years, was recently appointed
to the New York district sales staff of the
Victor Talking Machine Co. and is covering the
Connecticut territory.

Bros.

Sales

Paul Morris
uating from college, Mr. Morris undertook a
tour of the Chautauqua Circuit as leader of a
band, soloist, and director of a brass auartet.
Upon coming to New York in 1912 he wrote
for a time for musical papers and when the
war came entered the army as song leader.
He trained the bugle corps for several brigades
of artillery and helped organize army bands,
eventually becoming band leader of the 25th
Field Artillery. Upon being mustered out he
joined the staff of the Herald and eventually
did considerable publicity work in the cause of
music, touring the United States and Canada
in 1927 in the interests of the Chaliapin Opera
Co. in "The Barber of Seville," and later organizing and carrying out a very successful
publicity campaign in connection with the opening of the new Roxy Theatre in New York, being the first publicity director for that enterprise. More recently he entered the field of
talking movies and was news editor of the

Showers
Manager

Concern Is Located in Bloomington, Ind. —
Prominent in Radio Cabinet Manufacturing Field
James L. Woods, Jr., familiarly known in the
trade as "Jimmie" Woods, is now sales manager of the Showers Bros. Co., Bloomington,
Ind., one of the country's largest furniture manufacturers and prominent in the manufacturing
of radio cabinets. Mr. Woods assumed his
duties a few weeks ago and is receiving an
enthusiastic welcome from his many friends in
the trade, who regard him as one of the most
competent sales executives in the industrv.
"Jimmie" Woods has been identified with radio
activities for a number of years and while associated with the Crosley Radio Corp. attained
an outstanding success, which will undoubtedly
be augmented in his present capacity.
The Showers Bros. Co. occupies tremendous
factories at Bloomington, Ind., and other points
in the Middle West, and although it has only
been identified with radio cabinet manufacturing
for several years has already gained recognition as one of the leaders in the industry. Its
new cabinet line for the coming season was
received enthusiastically at the Trade Show and
the factories are now working day and night to
meet the requirements of the trade.
2>2d

Join

i

Ramsey
Kolster

to
Staff

Sales Executive to Become Pacific Coast
District Sales Manager on August 1 —
Now With Pacific States Elec. Co.
Tames A. Ramsey, well-known sales executive
in the Pacific Coast territory, will become district sales manager of Kolster Radio on
August 1 with headquarters at San Francisco,
according to an announcement by Ellery W.
Stone, president of the Kolster Radio Corp.
Mr. Ramsey is now assistant general sales manager of the Pacific States Electric Co., in charge
of the radio department.
Four years ago Mr. Stone left the same desk
lo become president of the Federal Telegraph
Co. and was succeeded by Mr. Ramsey, who
now in turn will manage the Kolster merchandising interests on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Ramsey was formerly connected with the National
Carbon Co.
F. Delano

With

Brunswick

Frank Delano, who has had a wide experience in the talking machine and radio fields
through his connections with the Victor Co.
and Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., has joined the
staff of the Brunswick Co. as special record
sales promotion manager.
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DYNAMIC
Model 70— Gothic tabletype.Two-tone
cabinet, 12 inches walnut
in height.
For A.C. — D.C. — or storage battery oper- $
ation
») * *
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*
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DYNAMIC
Model 74 — Tiffany Table
of two-tone walnut, 36
inches inor height.
—D.C—
storage For A.C.
battery operation. 75
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unknown,
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present
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line— standing
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Balanced Armature
Model 64 — Farrand Junior
(Clock-type). Bronzed
metal cabinet, 12 inches in
height. Greatest speaker
0^:^*19^

its own

feet,
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outstanding
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instant-

Balanced Armature
Model 62 — Farrand Panel.
Richly frame,
carved, 12two-tone
walnut
JfcSJ C™
inches in height.
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Farrand

supremacy.
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wonderful
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Balanced Armature
Model 60 — Gothic table35
type.
cabinet,Two-tone
12 inches walnut
in height. . . .
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CITY,
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Carryola

*

CARRYOLA

. si

No. 40— $35

Very handsome. All metal parts gold plated; Tor.e
Modulator, Patented, exclusive Bakelite tone arm
and reproducer; Patented diaphragm; velvet turntable and Automatic stop. This new design is also
provided with a patented, built-in W ood Record
Container — 50 inch air column, new type horn
chamber and a motor that plays three full selections
without rewinding. Beautifully finished in heavy Black
or Brown Fabnkoid. Weighs only 23 pounds.

CARRYOLA

No.

20-$^

New type horn chamber and other substantial
improvements make this new model by far the
greatest value ever offered below $25,00.

MASTER

MODELS

FOR

EVERY
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tio

Qjhree

duces

Entirely

Improved

Nev)

Master

and

Models

FINER music — bigger, handsomer instruments- — with
the most amazing improvements ever built into a portable phonograph, mark the introduction of the new
Carryolas.factor in the portable phonograph business, it is only
(EAjjjmjtgi
As
the dominating
natural that Carryola should be first with outstanding improvements to
still further increase the popularity, sales and profits of its vast army of
successful dealers.

,4 i

We arelovers
proud
introc'uee
newacoustical
Master science
Models there
to theis
music
cf to
America.
In these
all thesplendid
world of
nothing that can be compared in VALUE, quality and richness of tone,
in refined beauty of design, or the mechanical perfection of the Carryola
line for 1928 and 1929.
You will be delighted with their new, larger sizes, refined elegance of
color and finishes, their new reproducers, volume control, Bakelite tone
arm and other features — together with the most extensive national advertising and sales program ever given to merchandise of like character.
In addition, you will welcome new prices on Carryola Porto Pick-up, with
regular models at $20.00 list, and a new electric motor model at $38.50 list.
The new $7.50 list price for the Carryola Electric Pick-up attachment for
playing records through any modern Radio Loud Speaker and which may be
used with any phonograph, is also now in effect.
See and hear these new models at your Jobber's.
The Carryola Company of America
The World's Largest •ZManufadu.ers of Portable Phonographs
645 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CARRYOLA

No. 30- $25

With longair column horncbamb'.r of unique design; Patented,
exclusive Bakelite tone arm and
reproducer and Patented diaphragm. Motor vAll play three
selections without rewinding;
Velvet turntable — finished in
new special design Fabnkoid, in
Black, Blue, Green, Red and
Brcwn.

HOME

AND

FOR

EVERY

(car&yqla)

PURSE

wm
.l«M:l:fiilW
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of

Pictures

Above — The Miller Music Store, of Salem, Mass., paid
high tribute to A. Atwater Kent in the window display
pictured herewith. Several models of Atwater Kent
receivers and speakers were grouped about a photograph
of Mr. Kent and a poster bore the words: "Mr. A.
Atwater Kent. 'The Pioneer of Radio.' The man who
made it possible for you and me to own a Good Radio."

Above — Gentleman Jim Corbett, former heavyweight
boxing champion of the world, has installed a Splitdorf
radio receiver, Lorenzo model, in his home at Bayside.
L. 1., and states that he receives great enjoyment from
the broadcasts of prize fights.

Above — Babe Ruth seemed real pleased when
presented with the neiv Opera model Amrad
combination electric radio and phonograph
by A. B. Ayers, general manager of the Amrad
Corp., who made the presentation when the
i ankees visited Boston and the Babe made his
first home run of the season.
^jiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinii^

^lllllll|]lllllllllllll!l!l!!!l]!ltl!!!llllllllllll!lllllllllll!!IB

Above — Firm believers in the efficacy of attractive
window displays, the Gray, Trimble & Smith Electric
Co., authorized Stromberg-Carlson dealer of Bloomington, III., shows several models of receivers and a cone
speaker in a simple yet eye-arresting manner.

Left — view
Thisof
partial
the new store
man
of the■ Kelsall
KlingMusic Co., 632
So.
v i 11 Fourth
e, Ky.,
Street, Louisshows an untiv e interior
usually attracarrangement.

Above — This photograph originally appeared in the Los Angeles Times and
shows Miss Pat Rambough. chosen as the prettiest girl at the Pageant of
Music in that city, demonstrating the Carryola Pick-up and the new Carryola
portable operating through the Radiola 18.
^Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll 111)11 '':

Above — The Greater City Distributing Co., New York
City, Kolster radio distributor, has equipped its delivery
trucks with the neiv electric daylight sign which attract:,
a great deal of attention. The light rays of reflected
by a mirror, making the name stand out sharply.

ailllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli;

Above — The National Carbon Co., Inc., sales managers tvith the neiv Eveready
die-cast aluminum receiving set and matched loud speaker unit ivhich was
introduced at the recent RMA Trade Shoiv. Seated, left to right: H. S. Schott,
general sales manager: Rodney Morison, Jr., Atlanta district manager; C. E.
Anderson, Kansas City district manager: J. M. Spangler, Chicago district
manager. Standing: C. B. Clendenin, San Francisco district manager; D. G.
Raymond, New York district manager: George Furness, manager of the RadioDivision of the National Carbon Co.
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RADIO

Still

MODEL
40
New Year's, now
unit. Full-vision
stages of T. R. F.

better

for

1929

A. C. The 1929 improvement on the famous Model 37, radio's best seller since
in more than 200,000 homes. More powerful, more sensitive. New sealed power
Dial. Satin finished in dark brown and gold or deep golden bronze and gold. Two
in conjunction with Atwater Kent coupling circuit, detector and two

■stages of A. F. Requires six A. C. tubes and one rectifying tube. For 110-120 volt,
50-60 cycle alternating current.
Without tubes,

$77

Prices slightly
higher West of
Rockies

MODEL 42 A. C. Similar electrically to Model 40, with addition
of automatic line voltage^ control. Many refinements in cabinet design
— crowned lid, panelled corners, ball feet. Full-vision Dial with
over-size numbers. Two stages of T. R. F. in conjunction with Atwater
Kent coupling circuit, detector and two stages of A. F. Requires six A. C. tubes and one rectifying tube. For 105-125
volt, 50-60 cycle alternating current.
Without tubes,
ATWATER

MODEL 44 A. C. Extra-powerful, extra-sensitive, extra-selective.
Crowned lid. Panelled corners. Ball feet. Automatic line voltage control. Local-distance switch. Full-vision Dial with over-size numbers.
Three stages of T. R. F. in conjunction with Atwater Kent coupling
circuit, detector and two stages of A. F. Requires seven
A. C. tubes and one rectifying tube. For 105-125 volt,
50-60 cycle alternating current. Without tubes,

KENT $86
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

$106
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RADIO

Still

better

for

1929

"RADIO'S TRUEST VOICE." Atwater Kent Radio Speakers: Satin finished— some in dark brown
and gold, some in deep golden bronze and gold. Models E, E2, and E3, same quality, different
in size.
Each t$Ji\)

Prices slightly
higher fTest of
Rockies

MODEL 48 battery set. Solid mahogany cabinet. Full-vision
Dial. Two stages of T. R. F. in conjunction with Atwater Kent
g circuit, a detector and
two stages
of batteries,
A. F. Six ^/^^
Without
tubes or
tubes required.

MODEL 49 battery set. Solid mahogany cabinet. Full-vision
Dial. Antenna adjustment device assures unusual selectivity. Three
stages of T. R. F., detector, two stages of A. F. Six tubes
required.
Without tubes or batteries,

:$68
4725 Wissahickon

Avenue

A. Atwater Kent, President

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Election of Officers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut Trade Association Held at the June Meeting
The annual election of officers of the Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., of NewYork, New Jersey and Connecticut took place
at the regular meeting held at the Cafe Boulevard, New York City, on June 27, and resulted
in practically the entire staff of officers being
re-elected as follows: President, Irwin Kurtz;
vice-president, Joseph H. Mayers; treasurer,
Albert Galuchie, and secretary, E. G. Brown.
The divisional and sectional vice-presidents
chosen were: radio jobbers, Maurice Landay;
phonograph jobbers and manufacturers, E. W.
Guttenberger; New Jersey dealers, S. S.
Spring; Brooklyn dealers, B. Ginsberg; Bronx
dealers, O. Rosenbaum; New York City, lower
East Side, L. Titefsky; New York City, lower
West Side, Julius Goldberg, and New York
City, upper West Side, M. Goldsmith. Otto
Goldsmith was selected by the Association as
salesmen's representative.
Irwin Kurtz, president, announced that he
had arranged a conference with the Police Department, and had reached an understanding
that no action would be taken by the authorities if dealers refrained from playing their talking machines and radio receivers at store doors
in such a manner that they constituted a nuisance to the residents and business people of
the neighborhood.
J. C. Fishel, of the Brooklyn Metal Stamping
Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., spoke briefly on the company's newest product, the B. M. S. Home
Broadcaster, an adapter which when attached
to the radio receiver allows of the set operator
speaking through the loud speaker after cutting
off the program which is being received. Although the Home Broadcaster is primarily intended as a novelty for a home party it also
should prove of value to dealers who demonstrate receivers to crowds outside their doors.
The Home Broadcaster allows them to make
announcements regarding the set and to invite
the public into the store.
It was announced that the next meeting of
the Association would be held in September
during the week of the Radio World's Fair,
when after the meeting the entire membership
would attend the exposition in a body. It was
decided to hold the annual outing in September,
and Otto Goldsmith was appointed chairman
of a committee to make arrangements for this
event, which is looked forward to by the entire membership of the Association.
Joseph H. Mayers announced that no action
had yet been taken in regard to selecting a paid
secretary and urged that those who felt qualified for the position make application at the
earliest possible moment.
Jensen

Radio

Sales

Adds
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to

Organization

Seven Men Now on Sales Force Calling
on the Wholesalers for Dynamic Speaker Manufacturer Located in Chicago

Chicago, III., July 6.— Two additional appointments to the sales organization of the Jensen
Radio Mfg. Co., with manufacturing plants located here and at Oakland, Cal., have been announced by Thomas A. White, general sales
manager of the company. These follow closely
the five appointments made a short time ago
by Mr. White and practically complete the
sales organization which is to call on the jobbing trade and manufacturers in the United
States for this company.
According to Mr. White, James H. Blinn,
U. S. National Bank Building, Denver, Col., has

been assigned the territory comprising the
States of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, while
Harry Merrithew, 713 South Ervay street, Dallas, Tex., will represent the Jensen Radio Mfg.
Co. in Texas and New Mexico. Both Mr. Blinn
and Mr. Merrithew are well known in the territories which have been assigned to them, having been identified with the radio trade for a
number of years past.
Columbia
Its

Increases
Office

Space

The space occupied by the executive offices
of the Columbia Phonograph Co. in the Manufacturers' Trust Co. Building, at 1819 Broadway, New York City, has been increased to
five entire floors. This is in addition to the
space devoted to the company's downtown
recording studios on Union Square, the three
floors occupied by the Columbia New York
Rranch, at 121 West Twentieth street.

Herman
Unique

Segal

Heads

Products

Corp.

New

Company Has Taken Over All Assets, Stock and Property of the Unique
Reproduction Co. of New York City

Herman Segal, well known throughout the
music industry, has announced the formation of
the Unique Products Corp., which has taken
over all assets, stock, contracts and other property of the Unique Reproduction Co. Mr. Segal
is president of the new corporation, and Martin
W. Segal is secretary and treasurer. It is stated
that the personnel of the new organization will
remain the same, and the same policies will
continue in force under the active executive
direction of Herman Segal. Headquarters will
be at 32 Union Square, New York, as in the
past. The Unique products have become popular through the trade and the company does a
large business.
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KELLOGG
Dept. B-Z59

L,

G.

Pacent

Europe

on

Is

in

Business

President of the Pacent Electric Co. to
Confer with Radio Engineers and Manufacturers Abroad
Louis Gerard Pacent, president of the Pacent Electric Co., and a pioneer in radio development and manufacturing, recently sailed
for Europe.
Conferences with radio engineers

The season is almost upon you. No time to
delay! Write or wire us that you are interested
you. we will send a representative to give you
and
full details concerning the Kellogg Line and
Kellogg merchandising plans for Fall.

Radio

SWITCHBOARD
<5c SUPPLY
Members R.M.A. and N.E.M.A.

Kellogg

in

CHICAGO

Schweig-Engel
Adds

Interesting

Brunswick

Line

The Schweig-Engel Corp., St. Louis, is now
equipped with a complete line of Brunswick
instruments and Brunswick records. Morris

Booklet

American

Fada

Distributor

Schweig-Engel Corp.'s Fine Store
Schweig, president of the Schweig-Engel Corp.
has be"en prominently identified with the phonograph business in St. Louis for thirty-five years.
Martin Schweig, vice-president, has been active
in the Advertising Club of St. Louis and together with S. B. Singer, handles the advertising and publicity for the firm. The floral contributions sent to them at the time they first
placed Brunswick products on sale to the public, indicates the popularity of the shop with
its friends and patrons. The company plans a
strong sales promotion drive.

Named
Enters

L. G. Pacent
and manufacturers in England, France and
Germany will occupy a portion of his time.
Mr. Pacent took with him considerable new
radio apparatus manufactured by his company
which will be introduced abroad in the "near
future. The Igranic Electric Co. of England
has been manufacturing the complete line of
Pacent parts and accessories for over two

Corp.

Program

The Eveready Hour, a famous broadcast feature which has been sponsored by the National
Carbon Co. on the air for a number of years,
is the subject of an interesting booklet which
has been prepared for broadcast listeners. It
tells the story of the Eveready Hour since its
inception and contains photographs of the
Eveready Orchestra and its conductor, Nathaniel Shilkret, as well as the galaxy of stars
and features which have been broadcast and
have become favorites with the public.
Latin

COMPANY

Radio

years. The Phonovox, it is announced, has enjoyed popularity both in England and on the
Continent, and on his trip to the Igranic plant
Mr. Pacent will start production activities on
the new model Phonovox with balanced tonearm, as well as consult with officials of the
English concern as to further manufacturing
and sales activities throughout Europe. He will
return to New York shortly after August 1.
Mr. Pacent planned to be present at the
inauguration of the Louvain Library, which was
made possible by contributions raised in the
United States. The American Engineering societies donated the clock and the carillon.
Eveready

♦

Kellogg offers a wide price range that gives
you a set to meet every price demand of your
better class trade. It pays to push Kellogg because every sale means an extra profit — the
difference between what you would make on a
$100.00 set and the profit on the Kellogg $169.50
Model — or between a $250.00 set and the Kellogg
at $375.00. You get these extra profits, not on
one sale alone, but on every one of the future
sales that a Kellogg Radio is certain to make for

Merchandise is important, of course. But the
stability and the permanence of the manufacturer
behind that merchandise is also of vital importance.

KELLOGG

♦

♦

uine accomplishment in radio development; these
are the things — in addition to merchandise — that
have influenced far-sighted dealers and distributors to tie up to Kellogg.

'ThePhauks <mm

The permanence of your manufacturing connections isjust as important today as it was two
years ago. Dealers who then selected their lines
with this thought in mind have prospered.
Dealers who will make their choice with this
thought in mind today are the ones who will
prosper in the future.

7heir

Caution

Merchandise

rP' WO years ago Kellogg published this adverA tisement headed "Permanence". Of the hundreds of radio manufacturers in business at that
time, only one out of six has survived!

The institution behind the Kellogg line means
everything to the dealer who looks to the future,
as well as to present profits. A third of a
century of successful manufacturing experience;
unquestioned financial stability; a record of gen-

Pick
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The appointment of Andres G. Jimeno as a
Fada distributor in Cartagena and Barranguilla
was announced by R. C. Ackerman, export manager for Fada Radio, upon his return recently
from a South American tour. Mr. Ackerman
reported that radio is beginning to take hold
in Columbia, and five broadcasting stations in
the principal cities of the country will be opened
in the near future.

Speaker

Field

Providence. R. I.. July 5. — The Martin-Copeland Co., of this city, has entered the field of
radio speaker manufacturing. This compaiiy
has been well known in radio circles in the
past as makers of Marco dials. The new line
of Marco Dynamic an.d Magnetic speakers are
described elsewhere in this issue of The Talking Machine World.
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Model 5 I 9,
with "B" chassis,
A

Line

from

$275.00
Model 5 16,
with "A" chassis,
$375.00

^77

Alt

5

Kellogg
Models
Priced

Complete
A'C

With
Tubes

Model 517,
$775.00

Edna

Thomas
Columbia
—

Phonograph Hour. She was a feature singer
at the Democratic National Convention in
Houston.

New
Artist

i

"Lady From Louisiana" Is Noted Singer
of Southern Spirituals, Street Cries and
Creole Folk Songs

Edna Thomas, "The Lady From Louisiana,"
is a new Columbia recording artist. She is
America's foremost singer of Southern spirit-

Miss Thomas's voice, listed as soprano, is of
great range, beauty, and cultivation, including
an alluring mezzo-soprano and even a contralto
register. Her diction, praised by Bernard
Shaw and McCormack, is another distinction of
her art.
Her second Columbia record, just issued, offers three short spirituals: "I Been 'Buked and
I Been Scorned," "Gwine-a Lay Down Mali
Life for Mah Lord," and "Somebody's Knockin'
At Your Door!"
Columbia

Releases

Schubert

Carryola
Aids

Display
Portable

Sales

Window

Display Supplied Dealers by Carryola Corp. Proves Effective in Aiding
Portable Sales at Gram Store

The Edmund Gram Music House, one of
Milwaukee's live phonograph dealers, recently
devoted an entire window to a display of Carryola portable phonographs. The display, as
shown, featured the complete line of Carryola
portables together with the new "Carryola Girl
card" which recently was sent to jobbers and
dealers throughout the country.
The Carryola Girl card is the most attractive

Symphony

The latest Columbia Masterworks release is
Schubert's Ninth Symphony, in C Major, the
next Schubert work in importance to the "Unfinished Symphony" (No. 8). It was Schubert's last symphonic work, written just before
his death.

Edna Thomas
uals, street cries, and Creole songs, many of
which she learned as a girl in her home in New
Orleans. She has made two world tours, covering Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia, and
in London holds the record engagement for
any American singer, sixteen consecutive
weeks of nightly appearances.
This season she has returned to America,
where she gave several New York recitals this
spring, and broadcast for a recent Columbia

This is the symphony's first appearance on
the American market. Owing to its importance, Columbia has provided a special leather
album for it, the third leather holder to be issued for the Masterworks sets, the others having been for Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and
the Wagner Bayreuth records. Sir Hamilton
Harty and Halle Orchestra are the recording
artists of the Ninth Symphony.
Opens

Branch

Store

A new music store carrying a complete line
of musical instruments was recently opened in
the Sallee Building, Pocahontas, Ark., by W. R.
Cooper. The new establishment is a branch of
the Cooper store at Walnut Ridge, Ark. D. W.
Nibert has been appointed manager.

How

Gram Featured Carryola Portables

piece of advertising material sent out b3r the
Carryola Co., and when placed in the window
or in a prominent place in the store the card
should help to promote the sale of many portables this Summer.
Miss Gunnis, who is. in charge of the portable
phonograph department in the Gram store,
stated that the results obtained from the window display were very gratifying, as. many portables were sold during the time the window
was in, and that no doubt the firm would repeat the window display again during the present Summer season.

w

INDOW
By
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window display is feeing mad
WHILE
one of the most exact sciences of
modern merchandising, many retailers
fail to reap the benefit of the progress of the
art because they do not realize the necessity
of adequately financing their display endeavors,
according to W. L. Stensgaard, manager of
Display and Equipment for Montgomery Ward
& Co. chain stores and president of the International Association of Displaymen, in a statement made just prior to the thirty-first annual
convention of the association held at Toronto.

"Window display," Mr. Stensgaard says, "has
long passed the infancy stage and has become
one of the strongest mediums of advertising—
a medium, in fact, which helps every other
form of advertising pay better when properly
co-ordinated. Among its intrinsic advantages
may be mentioned advertising with three dimensions, colorful presentation, and human invest appeal at the point of sale.
Advertising Expense
"Remarkably enough, all retailers are not exploiting these advantages as they might. The
main reason is that usually the smaller merchant is not willing to make the necessary investment. To make the proper presentation
of merchandise requires certain expenditures
for physical equipment and also for personnel
capable of developing and executing sales producing ideas. This, however, is no different
from other forms of advertising where the art
work, copy writing, planning and technical
work require skilled workmanship which necessitates an adequate investment. Financing better windows is a sound banking proposition,
based upon the cost of circulation, the standard by which advertising should be purchased.
"We have just completed a nation-wide sur-

W.

L. Stensgaard

vey of the cost of store-window circulation.
From this survey we find that if a merchant

salaries, decoration, rent, etc. In some stores
the dealers operate very efficient displays for
one-half of 1 per cent of gross volume. This is
easily understood because display equipment
and decorations cost the same for a fifty-foot
display front, regardless of whether the store
is located in a town of 10,000 or in a city of
2,000,000.

Window Circulation
"A survey of approximately 200 cities and
towns revealed that in the average city of less
than 100,000 population the average daily 'circulation' of the display window in the downtown district was about 10 per cent of the

city's population and that an average increase
of 37 per cent takes place on Saturday.

W. L. Stensgaard
will set up a budget and pay only a sum equal
to about one-third the cost of his newspaper
advertising, this will provide a sufficient sum to
properly handle displays in an efficient manner.
Cost Based on Sales
"Usually the cost to a store having annual
sales of less than a million dollars is about 2
per cent for maintaining the displays, including

"Usually, proper window presentation in the
smaller communities is a relatively greater need
than in the large cities. For consumers to shop
in the home town the merchandise must be
most attractively presented, as modern travel
facilities permit consumers to go to the city,
make their purchases, and return the same day.
"In order to provide a continuity of sales
creating force, it should also be pointed out,
the window display must be tied up with the
interior display. This can best be accomplished where both are under the same supervision.
This method allows for a closer co-ordination
and execution of ideas.
"In connection with the display pieces furnished retailers by manufacturers much waste
occurs, it being recently disclosed that only
about 32 per cent of such material was usable.
The manufacturer had little or no knowledge
of what constituted a good retail display, and
68 per cent of the material furnished represented aloss. These facts have been placed before thousands of manufacturers and advertising agencies and already a real improvement in
the types of dealer helps is noticeable, and they,
accordingly, will produce more sales.
"Without doubt modern art is here to stay
and space given it in window displays has done
much to establish it. This trend has now developed real beauty and usefulness and has
passed beyond the meaningless curves, angles,
etc., that were at first dominant. Modernistic
displays, effectively
be made to
— handled, can
;
yield remarkable results."

Value

of Window

Shown

Display

by Interesting

Tests

Some recent figures issued by the International Advertising Association give some interesting facts on window displays.

ELECT

RADihc
40

They are the result of a three-weeks' test
made by a large drug store with all of its windows. During this test period, all display material and merchandise was removed from the
windows and simple drapes were substituted.
The traceable loss in sales as a result in various departments was as follows:
Specialty sales
41 per cent
Candy sales
32 per cent
Rubber goods sales
22 per cent
Toilet goods
18 per cent
Soda
14 per cent
Stationery
10 per cent
Prescriptions
2 per cent
The total loss in sales amounted to nearly
$3,000. There is food for thought in this for
talking machine-radio dealers.

\
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Instantly gives you electrical
reproduction on any phonograph, broadcast through
your own radio, and retails
for just $7.50 with a liberal
profit margin for Jobbers
and Dealers.

T~~\EALERS have found a real "sales hit" in Phono-Link.
I J Quick, profitable, cash business . . . and why not . . .
every customer who ever bought a phonograph or radio now
wants electrical reproduction.
You give it to him for just $7.50 and in the simplest and
most complete form possible. For every Phono-Link comes
packed complete for any radio, with connectors for both AC
and battery operated sets and adaptors for old style tube
sockets. It's the easiest thing you've ever seen to attach
and operate
. . you don't even remove a tube to change
from
radio to . phonograph.
Phono-Link saves records. It is the lightest (2% ounces)
and most efficient pick-up ever designed.
You have in Phono-Link the fastest selling product ever in
this business. Take your profit . . . wire or write for merchandising plan . . . call your nearest Jobber for samples
. . . today !

Allen-Hough Manufacturing
Racine, Wisconsin

This

Attractive

Makes

Selling

Display
Easy !

NEW

Co.

FACTORIES:
YORK AND RACINE

Makers

of the famous
Allen Portables

kisix<;ix<;

THE

ALLEN

PORTABLE

No.

oniciL

Double

spring

profit

motor,

strong pulling, even runni g . . plays 3 to 4 records. A
feature of the Allen No. 6.

The

finest reproducer ever to grace

a portable — perfect
performance. A
feature of the Allen
No. 6.

Built in long air column
horn . . . more volume,
fuller rounded tone. A
featureof theAllen No. 6.

The

finest

More

portable

real

musical

ever

designed.

tone

quality, greater
'A
range, and much
ful-

ler volume
you've

ever

Allen
plus

than

any

heard.

quality
exclusive

portable
Standard

throughout
selling

fea-

tures—double spring, 3to 4-record
air

column

motor,
horn,

long
in-

comparable reproducer
—the

New

Allen

Method

of Reproduction.'

IE

AT

VICES

TO

'DEALERS

NEW

PORTABLES

HE

ALLEN

were

announced just in time for the big
selling season.
Dealers, everywhere,
tell us that the sensational new features
have

made

portable

them

quick

Never

before

selling easy . . . bringing

profits through
has the

rapid turnover !

public seen

such

values

... so many exclusive features — Double
Spring Motor, Remarkable Reproducer, Long
Air Column Horn, Beautiful Oil Painted
Album

( five colors ) , Cushioned

Tops

of

Velvety Padding. That's the reason Allen
Portables are selling so fast . . . they give
you something

real to offer your trade.

Just call the

Allen

samples,

merchandising

and

Distributor

near

helps.

you

for

Or write

direct for complete catalog, and local Jobber's
address. Share these quick profits . . . today!

ALLEW

^C^poRTABLESl^
ALLEN-HOUGH

MANUFACTURING

Racine
FACTORIES

— RACINE

COMPANY

Wisconsin
and

NEW

YORK

THE ALLEN
PORTABLE
No. 5
The most popular
portable on the
American market.
Now priced even
more favorably to
increase your sales
volume.

THE ALLEN
PORTABLE
No.

20

The only portable in it's price class
with a long air column horn, and
other exclusive features. A sure
seller in a big way!

EVER

CREATED
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Full

Having
Show;

observed

Vision

Ahead

the trade's developments

having examined

the many

at the Chicago

products

from

Radio

"a" to 'izzard"

and with a realization of the "value and performance" which is
being offered to the American public, we feel constrained to pay
tribute to the manufacturers
improvements
merchandise.

Speaking

and refinements

the 1928

of all Victor

line of Victor

tions and Electrolas

they have embodied

enjoys

position which

now

Machines,

an exclusive

in their

we desire to register

dealers our thorough

Talking

nality, exquisite beauty and

It may

which

frankly and impartially, however,

in the minds

supreme

in the industry for the outstanding

conviction

Radiolas,

that

Combina-

position — their origi-

general excellence

giving them

that

Victor has always enjoyed.

safely be said that Victor dealers have the paramount

opportunity

of realizing the greatest volume

of business

with

attending profits in all their experience.

C.

BRUNO

&

SON,

Inc.

Victor Distributors to the Dealers only
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in

Broadcast

Perryman

Phonograph Co. Sponsors Program Over Nation-wide Hook-up of
Stations — New Recordings Released

Distance

Paul Whiteman, Columbia's latest exclusive
recording acquisition, gave his first Columbia
broadcast on June 19 over station WEAF and
thirty-eight associated stations of the National
Broadcasting System in a gigantic Coast-toCoast hook-up, 10 to 11 P. M., Eastern Daylight saving time; 8 to 9 P. M., Central standard time; 7 to 8 P. M., Mountain standard
time, and 6 to 7 P. M., Pacific time. The hour
was entitled "60 Magic Minutes with Paul
Whiteman." This broadcast occurred the night
before the first release of the first five Columbia records by the Whiteman orchestra. All
selections played for the records were included
in the broadcast.
According to officials of the National Broadcasting Co., the concert was heard by radio
listeners in all parts of the United States as
well as the greater part of Canada and Mexico.
A special announcement regarding the broadcast was run in newspapers totaling over 25
millions of circulation, covering the entire
country.

Sales

Without

Distortion

construction
that

delivers

maximum

performance

AREFUL

Portable
Show

supervision
that
insures

Increase

Phil Ravis, President of Peerless Album
Co., States Volume for First Six Months
Is Ahead of Last Year

uniform

The volume of business on Peerless portables
and albums during the first six months of 1928
is far in excess of the same period last year,
according to Phil Ravis, president of the Peerless Album Co., New York, who recently returned to his desk from a Middle Western trip.
Part of the time was spent at the RMA Trade
Show in Chicago. Mr. Ravis announced that
he closed several excellent contracts on the
trip, and the Peerless factory will be in full
production the entire Summer.
Negotiations have been concluded for additional manufacturing space, which will increase
the Peerless production more than SO per cent,
Mr. Ravis said. The line of portable phonographs has been augmented with a new model
equipped with a double-spring motor, and other
new machines scheduled for early production
will have amplifying horns.
Lyman

Tubes

PERRTMAN

Columbia

Peerless

Radio

quality

The
have

Stage

Fred Ferguson of Abe Lyman
Marries Dorothy McNulty
Fame — Lyman

three

months

the

greatest

seen

quarter-year
man

Perry-

in

history*

All

cause Perryman
tubes

Trumpeter

Weds

past

for

are

be-

A*

C.

unsurpassed

performance

and

Star
profit

Orchestra
of Stage

possibilities*

Records Show's Hits

One of the most interesting events in the
theatrical circles in Chicago lately was the marriage of Dorothy McNulty, one of the featured
stars of the "Good News" company, and Fred
Ferguson, trumpeter of the Abe Lyman Orchestra, which is in the hit of that show.
Dorothy is one of the real hits of "Good
News." Remarkable ability to dance, an inborn comedy sense, and a role perfectly suited
to her ability, brings her dangerously close to
walking away with every performance. Ferguson is one of the featured players in the orchestra and his trumpet solo in the overture is
:•. bright spot in the show.
The photographer caught them here when
Ferguson was telling his new wife all about the
Brunswick records of a medley of "Good News"
tunes played by Abe Lyman's Orchestra.

Qet

Perryman
33

West

60th
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Electric
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Bergen,
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Complete
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proposition
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Inc.
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TUBES

for every . Radio

Purpose

Mitchell
's
Rental Plan
Effective

SEVERAL very clever merchandising ideas
are being capitalized upon by E. R. Mitchell, proprietor of the Liberty Music
House, Seattle, in order to stimulate phonograph business and sales of radios. A system
used last year, and which is expected to work
out equally as well during the present Summer

Plan
Sells Hundreds

Displays

Speed

Peps
of Portables and
Radio

Set

graph among all the standard makes which the
Liberty Music House carries. During the life
of this plan last Summer over 700 portable
phonographs were rented, a large number of
which were purchased afterwards. Other lines
of merchandise were effected materially as well,
and during the coming season outstanding re-

Sales

Sales
small sign alongside of them bears this message, "A Block Away and Still Dancing to the
Strains of Enchanting Music." A number of
real portable phonographs are scattered
throughout the window. The stimulus and interest that this window has already created
shows
remarkable
results irr boosting sales.

twaterKen

10 Down

mm

Utilizing Entrance to
season has again been adopted. This system is
an unusual method of merchandising portable
phonographs, by renting them for the entire
Summer up until Labor Day, September 5, for
$5. Selections may be made from any of large
stock carried, which includes new type Victrolas, Columbia, Carryolas, Brunswick and
Regal portables. At this time no portable
phonographs are being sold; they are all rented
in this manner. If after September 5, however, a person desires to purchase the portable
he may do so. Easy terms of one dollar a
week are featured on the convenient priced machines which range in prices from $15 to $40.
The original $5 can be applied on such a purchase or on the purchase of any radio or phono-

Jobber

Dealers

"The

Vacant Theatre Next t o Store to Create an Effective Display
A second idea capitalized upon by the Liberty
suits are again expected by this live dealer.
Music House has for its immediate purpose the
A very effective window trim in one of the
store windows keeps the interest of the people
selling of 1,000 radios in sixty days. A considerable number of empty radio and equipment
on this plan and continually informs the public
what the Liberty Music House is offering for
packing boxes are piled and packed around the
entrance of the old Liberty Theatre next door,
vacationers.
which has been vacant for some time. The box
An outdoor or ideal camping scene is feaoffice is completely hid from view by packing
tured in the trim. Artificial grass forms the
boxes on two sides and in front a huge dial
flooring of the window. By the use of a mirror
about four feet high with figures up to 1,000 and
edged with sand and gravel a lake is displayed.
hands that are moved daily for every twentyOn the lake are two cardboard figures in a red
cardboard canoe. Skirting the edge of the lake
five sets sold, shows how the campaign is proare several cardboard tents and shade trees. In
gressing. "1,000 radios in Seattle homes in 60
days" is written across the center of the dial.
between two of the tents is a portable phonoThe entrance doors in the back are covered
graph poster. At the extreme end of the winby means of a poster similar to those used in
dow a cardboard couple are dancing while a
all recent Atwater Kent billboards and ads.
The end of a cardboard house at one end has a
poster-like door bearing the following message:
"Daily Radio Program. (1) Eastern Radio
Broadcast, World's leading artists. (2) Pacific
Chain Broadcast. (3) Over 100 Programs from
local stations — entertainment, education and
and

S

Agree

demand

grows

—

and

grows

and

seemingly

is endless."

pleasure galore. Radio Homes are Happiest."
A window which fronts on the theatre entrance as well as the street is devoted entirely
to a trim featuring radios, with the Big Four
stressed, but with unusual prominence given
Atwater Kent radios during this merchandising
event. Sales are moving rapidly, the 700 mark
has already been reached and there is more
than a month left until the finish date.

Leipzig
Held

ELECTRIC

RADIO

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW
COMPANY
General Offices: 4540 Armitage Ave., Chicago, III.
42

Fair
in

to

Late

Be
August

The Leipzig Fair, said to be the largest trade
exposition in the world, will be held this Fall
from August 26 to September 1. Buyers from
forty-three countries are expected to visit this
fair, while a score of countries will send approximately 10,000 exhibits.
The Leipzig Fair is approaching its 700th
anniversary. Originally a picturesque medieval
trading center it has grown with the times into
the most cosmopolitan industrial exchange in
the world with 100 special exposition buildings
devoted to exhibits.
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IKE WILD-FIRE the outstanding performance of the new
De Luxe Model Phonovox has spread from coast to coast,
resulting in a trade demand
schedule.
The superb reproduction
the result of many

The two special Pacent adapters
which arenovox.packed
each PhoFor batterywithoperated
sets,
the one on the left Is used. For
A. C. sets, the adapter on the right
is used.

new

far exceeding

our estimated production

of this year in advance

electric pick-up is

and exclusive features — each a real sales-

building talking point, not offered by any other pick-up — such as —
changing from radio to phonograph reproduction without removing
the detector tube; the greater musical range. covered; for use in either
A. C. or battery set; uses the fibre needle without appreciable loss of
volume; the counter-balanced tone arm assures correct needle pressure on record and other equally important points.
Get on the Phonovox band wagon! Order a sample from your jobber and let results convince you. Right now is the big consumer Phonovox buying season. If unable to obtain
one from your jobber — write us at once and tve will see that you are supplied — promptly.

PACENT
ELECTRIC
91 SEVENTH
AVE.

CO.,
Inc.
NEW
YORK
CITY

Makers of the famous Pacent Radio Speaker
Manufacturing Licensee for Great Britain and Ireland
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford, England
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$ Drop us a iine today for pictures
of the merchandise in a de luxe vol-
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and advertising plans. <J You will
then obtain a clearer idea of the com-

ing radio season s possibilities.

1 1928 Kolster Radio Corporation, Newark, N. J.
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Distributors
THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1624 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
McCall Building
Memphis, Tennessee

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
203 Central Exchange Building,
804 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE CAMPE
611 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GROSSMAN BROS. MUSIC
COMPANY
2144 E. 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio
JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.
HAWAII MUSIC COMPANY
1021 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
L. D. HEATER
469i4 Washington St., Portland, Ore.
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, INC.
433 E. Twelfth, Cor. Wall Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
217 Whitehall St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
1315 Young St., Dallas, Texas
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
803-05 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
THE

Q. R. S. MUSIC CO.
1017 Sansom St
Philadelphia, Pa.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD
COMPANY
322 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Phonograph
Radio

MICA

Patents

Gramophone. Henry John Cullum, London,
Eng. Patent No. 1,671,350.
Phonograph Needle. Newman H. Holland,
Montclair, N. J. Patent No. 1,671,426.
Electric Phonograph. George B. Burch, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Leslie Stevens, Glen
Ridge, N. J. Patents No. 1,671,508 and No.
1,671,509.
Automatic and Coin-Controlled Multiple Phonograph. Harry Walker, Oil City, La. Patent
No. 1,671,752.
Process of Making Phonograph Records.
Frank E. Sincere, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Patent No. 1,671,788.
Combined Mechanical and Electrical Reproducer and Transmitter. Albertis Hewitt, Pitman,
N, J., assignor to the Victor Talking Machine
Co., Camden, N. J. Patent No. 1,672,063.
Sound Reproducer. William B. Witmore,
Orange, N. J. Patenj JSV. 1,672,796. Repeating Attachment for Phonographs. Wm.
B. Fageol, Oakland, Cal. Patent No. 1,673,235.
Process of Recording Phonograph Records.
William W. McLaren, Birmingham, Ala. Patent
No. 1,673,462.
Driving Mechanism for Talking Machines and
the Like. William G. Shelton, New York, N, Y.
Patent No. 1,673,847.
Actuating Device for Loud Speakers. Clair
L. Farrand, Forest Hills, N. V.; Ernest Ross,
East Orange, N. J.; Albert D. Silva, Forest
Hills, N. Y., assignors to the Farrand Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y. Patent No.
1,671,105.
Radio System. Robert L. Davis, Wilkinsburg,
Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co. Patent No. 1,671,466.
Universal Inductance Device for Radio Receiving Apparatus. Harry Wilbur Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., and Gordon O. Wilkinson, Ardmore, Pa. Patent No. 1,671,625.
Radio Grid and Filament Spacer. Walter J.
Skinner, Bloomfield, N. J. Patent No. 1,672,233.
Radio Broadcast Distributing System. Edward E. Clement, Washington, D. C, assignor
to Edw. F. Colladay, same place. Patent No.
1,672,370.
Fixed Radio Coupler. Martinus Sieveking,
New York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,672,396.
Attachment for Radio Receiving Sets. Peter
Mertes, Jr., St. Paul, Minn. Patent No. 1,672,686.
Electric Amplifier Circuit. Lewis M. Hull,
Boonton, N. J., assignor to Radio Frequency
Labs., Inc., same place. Patent No. 1,672,811.
Amplifier. Donald M. Terry, New York, N.
Y., assignor to Western Electric Co., same
place. Patent No. 1,672,840.
Duplex Radio Communication. Paul Ware,
New York, N. Y., assignor to Ware Radio, Inc.,
same place. Patent No. 1,672,855.
Radio Tuning Control Device. Charles E.
Kilgour, Cincinnati, O., assignor to the Crosley
Radio Corp., same place. Patent No. 1,673,079.
Loop Antenna. Frederick A. Kolster, Palo
Alto, Cal., assignor to the Federal Telegraph
Co., San Francisco, Cal. Patent No. 1,673,249.
Antenna for. Radios. Burle R. Jones, Tulsa,
Okla. , Patent No. 1,673,458.
•Loud Speaker. Arthur Atwater Kent, Ardmore, Pa. Patent No. 1,673,461.
Indicator Switch for Radio Circuits. Albert
C. Koeppler, Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,673,876.
Radiodial.
Eric G. Shalkhauser, Peoria, 111.
Patent No. 1,673,888.
Loud Speaker. Fay O. Farwell, Toledo, O.
Patent No. 1,674,323.
Radiodial. Hyman Matzner, New York, N. Y.
Patent No. 1,674,603.
Radio Receiving System. Russell S. Ohl, New
York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,674,696.
Radiotransmttter. William H. Priess, Belmont, Mass. Patent No. 1,674,740.
Radio
Apparatus.
Dorsey
F. Asbury,

DIAPHRAGMS
Immediate delivery — all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products
INTERNATIONAL

MICA

CO.

C»kle
Btriaf'sM PHILADELPHIA, PA. Fii»»»,*"phii».
Broomes Island, Md. Patent No. 1,675,018.
Loud Speaker System. Frederick A Kolster,
Palo Alto, Cal. Patent No. 1,675,031.
Dalhart

Recording

for

Velvet

Tone

Popular Singer of tDld Familiar Tunes and
Southern Ballads Sings for Exclusive
Recordings in Popular-priced Field
Vernon Dalhart has been signed by the Velvet Tone Record 'Corp. for exclusive recordings
in the popular-priced record field. Mr. Dalhart

Vernon Dalhart
is unquestionably one of the most popular recording and radio singers.

Yorkcame to New
Dalhart
yearstheagoTexas
Somefrom
His silver
Panhandle.
fresh
voice and charming personality soon won for
him a foremost position in theatrical and music circles, culminating in his engagement as
the leading tenor at the Hippodrome, then at
the height of its glory. Before long, however,
Vernon Dalhart, following his inclinations and
the advice of friends, began to devote his talent
to the Old Familiar Tunes and Southern ballads
that he knew intimately.
The demand for records by this artist grew
to such proportions that in recent years Mr.
Dalhart has found it necessary to devote his
time to recording and occasional broadcasting
duties, to the exclusion of theatrical engagements which in the past have proved popular
witn the public.
Victor

Instrument

Charts

The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently announced that the Instruments of the Orchestra
Charts are again available. This series consists
of twenty charts together with a valuable
handbook illustrated by Orthophonic recordings and lists for $4.00. The growing interest
in instrumental instruction in schools makes
the release of these charts particularly timely.
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THE

LIME

tytinamic

COMPLETE/

and

cAir

Column

SPEAKERS

The

Bloc Type
Chamber

TThE sensation of the R. M. A. trade show—
the complete Operadio line of Speakers to meet
every requirement —at every price level. Air
column speakers of the successsul Bloc Type
in three beautiful Table Models and one Dynamic Table Model, and three Handsome
Cabinet Models equipped with air columns of various lengths or with Op.
eradio Dynamic units, Bel Canto,
\
either type with or without
\
amplifier. Dealers find Op\
eradio the greatest profit
builder . . . with unusual turnover.

Tone

Designed to give accurate reproduction. The tone chamber is an
exponential air column cast in a
solid monolithic bloc of a new
material, "Vocalite"
light isweight
absolutely inert, non-vibrawhich
ting and unaffected by any climatic
conditions.

The

The

Junior
$15.00

Senior

The

Operadio

Dynamic Unit
Incorporates decisive improveManction.
ments in power
o
Operadi
special
ufactured underreprodu
the
of
output
the
designs to handle
sets built regardless of the
.
largest
rattling
power amplification used,
of
stages
without trace of distortion, blasting or

$15.00

The New Senior is last year's most popular
model, improved in performance with many
refinements of design and finish. Either will
deliver satisfactorily the output of any setup
to and including five and six tube neutrodynes, superhetrodynes, etc. using the 201-A
type tubes. Great volume, range and sensitivity. The Junior has a 30 inch air column,
Senior, 54 inch air column.

THE

WESTMINSTER

The newest and finest of the Operadio Air Collumn Speakers embodying all that is new and
beautiful in design. May be connected to any
set and will handle the output of any standard
amplifier system up to and including the 171
tube. Has a 61 inch air column.
Price $35.00

The

A beautiful cabinet model Dynamic Speaker
which will handle and give tremendous volume with undistorted tone fidelity. Recommended for sets employing power tubes or
equipped with separate amplifiers using
power tubes.
evouD.

C. $70;

The

The

St. Charles

no voit a. C. $90

Bel Canto

Obtainable with an 84 inch air column or Dynamic unit, 6 volt D. C. or 110 volt A. C. [with
or without an Operadio four or five tube
amplifier].
be used
in combination withAmplifiers
either air may
column
or Dynamic
units.

Barcelona

A very attractive speaker table of Spanish design equipped with 54 inch air column. A
beautiful cabinet that is also designed to accommodate anv standard radio set.
Price $42.50

Price Range,

$80.00

to $250.00

Sales Department
Manufacturer
OPERADIO

MFG.

St. Charles, Illinois
Greater Chicago District

The

CO.
The

Bel Canto

ZINKE

COMPANY

1323-25 S. Michigan
Chicago, Illinois

Ave.
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"The

Radio
Issued

Market"
by

NEMA

Analysis of the Radio Market Based on
Nation-Wide Reports of Dealers and
Jobbers Contains Information of Value
"The Radio Market," an interesting thirtytwo page booklet, presenting a picture of the
condition of the radio market based on nationwide reports from jobbers and dealers, for the
calendar year 1927 and the first quarter of 1928,
was recently issued by the National Electrical
Manufacturers' Association. The material contained is taken from statistical surveys by the
Electrical Equipment Division of the United
States Department of Commerce in co-operation
with the Radio Division of the NEMA and
shoufd prove of interest and value to jobbers
and manufacturers in adjusting production
schedules, establishing' seasonal quotas, allocating advertisement allotments and checking and
correcting merchandising plans
In studying the retail market, population and
and

Millions
Have

geographical location are both treated as important factors. The captions of the different
statistical tables and the titles of the various
charts give an indication of the value of the
booklet. They include: "Distribution of Radio
Dealers and Average Sales," "Distiibution of
Radio Dealers by Population Groups," "Relation
of Dealer Value to Population," "Distribution
of Radio Jobbers and Average Sales," "Dealers'
Sales by Geographical Subdivisions," "Comparative Dealers' Sales by States," "Manufacturers'
Monthly Sales of Sets and Accessories for 1927,"
"Sets Sold During 1927 by Geographical Subdivisions" and a number of tables showing the
average stocks carried by dealers at various
periods of the year. This is a most informative and valuable booklet.
Visits

BH

Offices

K. L. Allardyce Arnott, managing director of
Freed-Eisemann Radio (Great Britain), Ltd., is
in the United States for his bi-annual visit to
the executive offices of the Freed-Eisemann
Had:
la"dio Corp. in Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Chicago, III., July 1.— Frank F. Paul, general
sales manager of the United Air Cleaner Co.
of this city, manufacturer of United phonograph
motors, announced this week the opening of a
branch in New York City with L. Halperin as
Eastern branch manager. The United branch
will be located at 30 West Fifteenth street,
New York, and the company will keep a complete stock of all types of United motors at
this branch so that Mr. Halperin will be in
a position to make immediate deliveries to the
manufacturers in Eastern territory. The establishment of this branch will also enable the
company to make prompt L. C. L. shipments to
manufacturers in the surrounding territory. Mr.
Paul points out that Mr. Halperin is a member
of the United Air Cleaner Co.'s organization,
so that manufacturers will receive the same service and prices from the Eastern branch as they
have secured heretofore from the main office
in Chicago.
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A radio used only 3 hours a day requires
replacement of its Rectifying Tube
once a year. 6 hours of service daily
necessitates two replacements a year.
Raytheon BH

is the standard replace-

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING

Zenith

ment rectifying tube for millions of "B" Eliminators, now in
use. Nothing else will do.
This ready-made demand
filled. Why not by you?

must

be

Ask your jobber for the new Raytheon
display carton. Every time that carton
is emptied it represents a profit of
$7.20 for you.
COMPANY,

Cambridge,

Mass.

Instruments

Appoints

Agent

Burton-Rogers Sales Organization, Boston, Exclusive Agent in United States
for Supreme Set Testers
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daryt
on more than
one hundred different makes of
"B" Eliminators.

Manager

Appointment of Well-known Executive as
Eastern Branch Manager Announced by
Frank F. Paul Offices in New York

Corp.
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Arrangements were made at the Chicago
Show between the Supreme Instruments Corp.
of Greenwood, Miss., makers of the Supreme
set testers, and the Burton-Rogers Sales Organization with headquarters at 857 Boylston
for exclusive representaMass.,States.
-treet,tion inBoston,
the United
This sales organization, which will sell Supreme instruments to jobbers only consists of:
L. E. Moore, 857 Boylston street, Boston, Mass
Territory— New England, New York City and
State, east of Utica, New Jersey, north of Trenton. W. C. McCabe, 197 Hewitt avenue, Buffalo, N. Y. Territory— New York, west of Utica;
Pennsylvania, west of but not including Altoona. W. J. Bartlett, 1640 Crawford road,
Cleveland, O. Territory— Ohio, Michigan, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Indiana, south of Fort
Wayne and Lafayette. Earl N. Webber, P. O.
Box 142, Oak Park, 111. Territory— Illinois, Indiana, north of and including Fort Wayne and
Lafayette; Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota. Eli S. Davis, Coca Cola Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo. Territory — Kansas, Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri, except St. Louis. Angelo y
Perez, 133 School Lane, Springfield, Pa., Media
R. F. D. Territory — New Jersey south of and
including Trenton; Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia; Pennsylvania, east of and including Altoona. McDonough Bros., 212 Red
Rock Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. Territory — Virginia,
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee. H. M. Cree,
715 South Evay street, Dallas, Tex. Territory
— Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma. L. B.
Putnam, Denver, Col. Territory — Colorado,
Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Nevada, Idaho, except Boise; New Mexico. Paul Gardiner, 55
New Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.
Territory — California, Arizona, and Nevada.
Roy E. Vorhees, L. C. Smith Building, Seattle,
Wash. Territory — -Washington, Oregon, and
Boise, Idaho. M. Scott Gardner, 1421 Locust
St.. Louis, Mo. Territory — St. Louis and
street,
contiguity
The T. J. Bentell Music Shop, Rome, Ga., carrying afull line of musical instruments, held its
formal openi.ig recently.
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Phoenix

Big

Distributor

Business
Roy

Plans

Campaign

George Tells of the Three Months* Intensive Drive Planned by Stewart Warner Co.

The livest spot in the Southwestern radio field
just now is the Stewart-Warner Sales Co., Phoenix, Ariz., distributor of Stewart- Warner products for Arizona and west Texas. The new
"801" had just come in, and, within five minutes
of the time of getting it out of the crate, one
of the boys had it hooked up and the whole
force, together with a station full of visitors,
were listening in on a local concert number.
L. S. Gruey, general sales manager for the
district, was enthusiastic. "We're ready to
meet them all now," he said. "This machine
just about says it all, and it's the most compact
set yet devised. With that indestructible case
the fans can throw it in the car and go. We

in the past as a thing that is inevitable. The
radio dealers have pledged their co-operation
in this campaign, and, as a matter of fact, it
gives us the best possible opportunity of building up for permanent business. The construction work going on in the city is phenomenal
just now, owing partly to the public improvements, amounting to about $3,000,000, that are
being pushed to completion, and partly to the
activities of private enterprise engaged in
hotel construction, the aggregate of work now

under way assuring a tremendous payroll
throughout the Summer in the building trades.
"Is that a legitimate field for our business?
We are going to see that the workmen who
have that money to spend get a chance to hear
the best radio programs that we can possibly
command, and we are going to see to it that
they get acquainted with the kind of radio receiving sets we sell."
It is impossible
to come in contact with the
organization without noticing the activities of
a youngster by the name of Harold Arment,
picked for a place in the service department by
reason of his aptness in mechanics and rapidly
developing into a salesman of unusual ability.
"Radio is a religion with him," said Mr. Gruey,
"and he sells the people he comes in contact
with because he just can't bear to see anyone
without a set. His enthusiasm, along with his
ability to right any mechanical defect that
comes under his hand, makes him the ideal representative for the house to send out on work
of this character."

have nothing to say. It's all there."
Mr. Gruey's office has already booked a big
order for the new power merger operating in
his territory. Their forty stores are under contract to take ten each a month of these new
instruments for the next eighteen months, and
the check is already in the till for delivery of
the first 400.
Since the first of the year the company has
been working out its new plans of organization
under Mr. Gruey's management and his salesmen are starting out over the State after a
three-months' intensive campaign in Phoenix,
under the instruction of the new manager. Mr.
Gruey comes from the Coast, where he has
been connected with the Los Angeles office of
the Alemite-Stewart-Warner Sales Co. for the
past seven or eight years, and, during the first
few months of his direction of the Phoenix office, has cleaned up preparatory to making a
fresh start. In his first effort he managed to
sell out completely on his old models, and,
with a good eye to turnover, will concentrate
on the new designs and an exceptionally select
line of artistic cabinets. The atmosphere of
the place is the atmosphere of success and his
sales force goes out with the kind of training
that makes it safe to predict a good sales volume in the future.
"Phoenix offers a peculiar condition," says
Mr. Gruey, "owing to the fact that we are absolutely marooned from May until September.
Static is so bad locally that it is simply out of
the question to catch anything outside the city.
Whether it's the air or the soil, the fact remains
that as soon as the hot weather really sets in
all other sets are out. We've got to accept
that for Phoenix.
"That's all right, however; it gives us four
good months to concentrate the efforts of our
sales force on the outside territory, and our
district is a big one. We are putting on the
biggest campaign of radio history in the northern part of the State, where the conditions are
ideal from every point of view during the
Summer months, and will return to sell
Phoenix in the Winter, when the town is full
of tourists and the natives have returned from
their vacations with their radios all ready to
be serviced."
In the meantime Mr. Gruey is working with
two broadcasting stations in Phoenix to give
the local clientele the finest radio programs
they have ever enjoyed, Winter or Summer.
"We are going to give the public something
unusual throughout the Summer and are engaging the best talent available for this purpose. Local civic organizations are concentrating on an effort to keep people at home more
than usual this Summer and ward off the Summer slump that has been too readily accepted

RadioTubes
Legions of CeCo Tube users repeat on CeCo Tubes because
of the improvement they give in reception — increased sensitivity— more volume — greater clarity, and, of prime importance —
longer life — due in part to the exclusive CeCo process of
evacuation.
The Ceco is a tube proposition unequalled in sales and profit
making possibilities, and we help you sell them by extensive
advertising, including broadcasting.
Ask us for interesting and unusual piece of
printed matter entitled "Getting the most
out of your Radio", also catalogue sheet.
CeCo

MANUFACTURING
CO.,
PROVIDENCE,
R. I,
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Fifth

Annual

Atwater

Distributors'

Kent

Convention

Held

Four-Day Gathering of Company's Wholesale Representatives Voted the Most Successful in Point of Accomplishment of Any Ever Held — New Line Presented

The fifth annual Atwater Kent distributors'
convention, held at the Congress Hotel,
Chicago, June 6 to 9, inclusive, the four days
prior to the opening of the RMA Trade Show
and Convention in Chicago, from a business
angle and from the matter of accomplishment,
proved to be one of the most successful of the
Atwater Kent conventions.
A special train from the headquarters of the
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., in Philadelphia, and
special cars from other sections of the country,
brought the distributors to Chicago on Wednesday and at the opening business session on
Thursday morning practically 100 per cent attendance was reported.
Vernon W. Collamore, general sales manager
of the company, opened the convention and
presided over all successive meetings. Besides
his inspirational speech to the distributors, Mr.
Collamore continually forced home many interesting and vital points brought out by the other
speakers. His characteristic method of emphasizing the high spots predominated throughout
the entire series of sessions.
A. Atwater Kent, president of the company,
presented the new line, which is described in
detail elsewhere in this issue. In presenting
the line Mr. Kent announced that the factory
would produce 1,000,000 sets this year.
Every angle in the merchandising of Atwater
Kent products was presented by the speakers.
D. M. Bauer, advertising manager, told the plans
of his very important department of the business and introduced new window display pieces
and other dealer helps which were heartily
endorsed by the assembly.
The recent annual survey was described by
Henry Canda, of Barton, Durstine & Osborn,
New York, advertising agents, under whose
auspices the survey was made. Mr. Canda's
address brought out some very interesting and
helpful facts to guide the company's activities
and campaigns and to help the dealer and distributor toward the 1,000,000 set goal.
Ely Dyson, credit manager of the company,

spoke on terms, and Mr. White, of the Bankers'
Commercial Security Co., covered finance.
John McCoy, Southern district manager of the
company, introduced a very complete sales
manual, which will be supplied to the trade
within a few weeks. His giant reproduction of
the manual brought out stronger than words
the value of his help to the dealer and distributors' salesmen. L. A. Charbonnier covered
service and introduced an elaborate binder to
hold all service data sent out this year.
One of the outstanding addresses of the convention was that of P. A. Ware, merchandising
and sales promotion manager of the company,
whose long experience in the talking machine
and radio industries has provided him with a
vast fund of interesting and helpful information. Mr. Ware used a series of charts throughout his address, which lasted a full hour. The
appreciation of Mr. Ware's address was exthe diswhen
pressed upon its conclusion

M'f'g. Radio & Phonograph
HARDWARE
PERFECT
Portable Needle Cup
Open Stays Open
Closed Keeps Closed
Star Mach. & Nov. Co.
Bloomfield, N. J.

tributors rose and applauded close to three
minutes.
R. E. Smiley, assistant sales manager of the
company, whose oratory is looked forward to
at each convention, presented another very
forceful address at this year's meeting. Mr.
Smiley brought home to his listeners some of
the things necessary for them to do toward improving conditions in their sales and other
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Atwater Kent sets was presented by B. R.
Stauffer, treasurer and sales manager of the
Pooley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
J. B. Sechrist,- of the Red Lion Cabinet Co.,
Red Lion, Pa., interestingly presented the Red
Lion cabinets for the Atwater Kent line for
the coming year.
T. Wayne MacDowell, convention manager
of the Atwater Kent Co., outdid himself on the
entertainment features provided during the convention. Besides the breakfasts, luncheons and
dinners, two theatre parties were included,
"Sunny Days" and "The Nineteenth Hole." An
outstanding entertainment feature was "A
Night in China," held at the Congress Hotel,
followed by "The Days of '49," suitable costumes being freely distributed for these elaborate affairs which lasted well into trie morning.

Opening Meeting of Atwater Kent Distributors' Conclave in Chicago
departments in order to successfully sell their
The presentation of "Cabaret Night" on Saturday was a banner finale to the most unusual
quota of the 1,000,000 sets to be produced this
series
of entertainments ever presented in the
industry.
year. Other speakers included M. H. Aylesworth, of the National Broadcasting Co., who
During the convention over 100 dealers in
gave his optimistic views of the future of radio;
Chicago and vicinity had attractive window
Thomas Shipp, of Washington, D. C, who
spoke on the Atwater Kent Audition, and Miss
displays welcoming the Atwater Kent distributors to the convention and welcoming
Carrie Jacobs Bond, who added a few very
everybody
to the RMA Trade Show and Coninteresting and pleasing words on radio's help
vention. This was effected by P. A. Ware and
to the shut-ins.
his window-dressing staff.
The new Pooley line of radio cabinets for

Powel

Crosley,

Stock
One Hundred

to

Jr.,

Presents

Company

Employes

and Sixty-one Employes of Crosley Radio Corp. and National Label Co.

Presented With Stock From President's Private Holdings as Appreciation
One hundred and sixty-one employes of the
Crosley Radio Corp. and the National Label
Co. now are stockholders in the radio corporation through the generosity of Powel Crosley,
Jr., who has presented them with shares from
his own private holdings. Mr. Crosley is president of the corporation and owner of the other
company.
To every employe who had been with his
companies for three years or more Mr. Crosley
gave one share of stock for each year of their
association with him. In making this gift Mr.
Crosley spoke of it as "a token of appreciation
of co-operation in building the success of the
business." Both factory and office employes
received stock.
Mr. Crosley's business often has been
pointed out as one in which extraordinarily
agreeable relations exist between the head and
his associates.
Those who have watched his

rapid rise in the radio world attribute this relationship to the fact that Mr. Crosley ever has
been imbued with the desire to carry associates
with him and to make them more and more a
part of the organization. Many who received
the gift of stock have been with Mr. Crosley
for ten years, having joined him three years
before he entered the radio business.
In spite of the rapid expansion of the Crosley
Corp., new employes are said to have been assimilated and quickly inspired with the same
spirit of loyalty characteristic of those older
in service. "Family" parties at which Mr. Crosley has been host have contributed to the solidarity of the organization. Recently the Crosley Family, a monthly magazine, edited by and
for Crosley people, began publication at his
suggestion. The 161 new shareholders do not
include the employes who already had bought
stock on the open market.

The
Demand
for Quality
Never
Ceases
To learn the difference between ordinary Cotton Flocks and
"QUALITY" Cotton Flocks, order a sample bale of our Standard No. 920 for Phonograph Record Manufacturing.
CLAREMONT

WASTE

MFG.

CO.

Claremont,

N. H.
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receivers, unusually

selective.

All metal chassis — combines
strength with light weight.

greatest

Single

using

radio.

really fine, popular-priced

FEAT

Dial - electrically illuminated.

Two way selectivity - makes
all conditions.

receiver fit

All Self Contained in beautiful cabinets
of genuine walnut and mahogany
veneers.

Push-Pull Amplification
sired volume.

gives any de-

Full Ortho-sonic Tone, that deep,
rich, natural tone quality possible

only with Federal's
balanced circuit.

exclusive, patented

Easily adjustable to line voltages of from
100 to 130 volts. This gives maximum
performance with longest possible tube
life.
Unusual Compactness - Either table or
console model fits into the decorative
scheme in the smallest nook or corner
without rearrangement
moving the furniture.

of the room

or

Built-in Speakers in the console
model. Also furnished with Dynamic

Speakers.
Price, without tubes and accessories: Table Model, 60 cycle $130; 25cycle $140
Console

Model, 60 cycle $220; 25 cycle $230
(Slightly higher west of Rockies)
May also be had for battery operation

The new models are precision instruments of typical Federal standards thruout. Featured at the remarkably low prices they are bound to mean a real flood of business for
designated retailers this year.
For complete information wire, phone or write
FEDERAL
RADIO
CORPORATION,
BUFFALO,
N. Y.
OPERATING BROADCAST
STATION WGR AT BUFFALO
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio, Ltd., Bridgeburg, Ont.

FEDERAL
Licensed under patents owned and/
or controlled by Radio Corporation
of America, and in Canada by Canadian Radio Patents, Ltd.

RADIO
* Federal's fundamental exclusive development making possible Ortho-sonic reproNo. under
1,582,470
ductPatent
ion ispatented
LJ. S. Letters
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Cincinnati

at

Dealers

Higher

Report

Level

Sales

in

Than

1927

Satisfactory Demand for Cabinet and Portable Talking Machines — Record Sales Continue Steady — Panatrope-Radiola Shown in Model Home— Other Trade News
Cincinnati, O., July 9.— Dealers report that up
to the present time there has been a satisfactory demand for talking machines, the sales
being at a higher level than at this time last
year. Records, it is stated, are in fine demand
and moving rapidly. Portable machines have
been moving exceptionally well, and many
dealers expect them to be a sustaining feature
of the Summer trade.
William Graul, of the W. R. Graul Co., which
handles the Columbia and Kolster, is still away
taking a much-needed rest from business cares.
The new Starr talking machine, an electric
pick-up instrument, is attracting more than a
little attention in the store of the Starr Piano
Sales Corp. At this time there is only one
model, but other models are expected in a short
time and the trade is eagerly awaiting their appearance.
A handsome Brunswick Panatrope-Radiola
combination was a part of the furnishings of
the Chateau, a beautiful "exhibition" home that
was recently opened up to the public by the
builder, the instrument being furnished by the
E. M. Abbott Piano Co.
"We had the Panatrope-Radiola Combination No. 148-C in four 'model' homes the past
week and they attracted no end of attention
from thousands of visitors," explained E. B.
Daulton, manager of the local branch of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. "We can trace
several sales direct to this form of advertising.
We are having a big demand for portables, so
large, in fact, that sales are ahead of production,
and our sale of records are showing a fine increase. We are having quite a demand for
our new table model straight radio, as well n>
for our new console type straight radio. We
have received three models of the new Exponential type Panatrope, which is a mechanically operated machine, and orders for
samples of these have gone far beyond our
expectations."

Ernest C. Daulton, son of the local manager,
who is now assistant musical director in the
New York recording laboratory of the Brunswick Co., was here the first part of the month,
visiting his parents. H. H. Sellers, former assistant manager, but who now is on the road,
also was in the city the first week of the
month for a brief visit.
The Ohio Talking Machine Co. is now showing two new Victor combination models,
one of which is the No. 7-11, retailing at $250,
the other being the No. 7-26, retailing at $425.
Another new model, to be known as No. 9-16,
is expected soon after the middle of July.
"We have had a very satisfactory business
the first half of this year, it showing an increase
of one-third over the first half of last year,"
stated M. W. Fantle,. head of the M. W. Fantle
Co., who looks forward to a satisfactory sales
volume the balance of the year.
"The demand for our entire line is good, and
the Columbia-Kolster electric pick-up machine
is doing exceptionally well," said Miss Rose
Helberg, manager of the local branch of the
Columbia Phonograph Co. "A little later we
will have a new line to offer, this being the
Columbia straight radio. Records are moving
well, and taking everything into consideration
the situation is most encouraging."
Pacen
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Has

High

D.

Moore

in

Important

an

Position

Appointed Divisional Manager of Phonograph, Radio and Musical Instrument
Sections of City Stores Chain
New Orleans, La., July 5. — The many friends
in the trade of J. D. Moore, for the past seven

Voltage

Machines

made, that
economical

in the final test. You can. look to American Felt Company's
Felts for these "built-in" qualities — and get them!
For American Felt Company's Felts are made by an organization as particular as its most exacting customers — an organization backed by many years of sound experience in advising
... in recommending

of felt best suited to each requirement.
by all this.
Write us for quotations.
AMERICAN

J.

Recent experiments with the new Pacent 124
Phonovox, equipped with balanced tone arm,
the product of the Pacent Electric Co., New
York, brought to light a number of interesting
figures as to the value of a properly designed

It's only first-quality felt, properly and particularly
keeps on the job longer . . . that always proves most

manufacturers

It was explained that the increased voltage,
which means greater volume when desired, results from applying pressure by the dead-weight
principle. Thus, it was said, there is no lost
weight, wabbling of the pick-up in the record
groove, or superfluous weight which is apt to
wear away the record and shorten its life.

Pacent Electric Co. Gives Interesting
Figures Regarding Output Voltage of
Electric Pick-up Units

Talking

talking machine

and balanced arm. It was found that a number
of pick-ups used with tone arms selected at
random gave an average output voltage of 0.35
volts. The new type Phonovox, used on a number of conventional type tone arms, such as are
employed with the usual phonograph reproducer, gave an average output voltage of 0.6
volts. When the same pick-up was placed on
the new style balanced tone arm the average
output voltage increased to 1.25 volts. These
figures were recently announced by the Pacent
Electric Co.

Phonovox

■:v^^^3Fhriit*
• -»mmt.

For
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FELT

Our

the grade

customers

profit

COMPANY

211 Congress St, Boston
114 E. 13th St., New
325 So. Market Street, Chicago

York City

J. D. Moore
years manager of the music department of the
Maison Blanche store in this city, will be glad
to learn of his promotion to the important post
of divisional manager of the phonograph, radio
and musical instrument departments of the
stores comprising the City Stores chain. This
chain includes the following prominent department stores: Maison Blanche Store; Loveman,
Joseph & Loeb, Birmingham, Ala.; Lowenstein
& Bros., Inc., Memphis, Tenn.; the GoerkeKirch
N. J., and the Goerke Co.,
Newark,Co.,N.Elizabeth,
J.
J. D. Moore is well known to the music trade
throughout the country, for he has been identified with the music trade for fifteen years in
both the wholesale and the retail divisions of
the business. He has attained an outstanding
success at the Maison Blanche Store, which is
recognized in his recent promotion.
R. P. Crawley
Fada

Kansas

Appointed
City

Manager

R. P. Crawley has been appointed manager of
the Kansas City office of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
according to a recent announcement. Mr. Crawley is well known in Central and Far Western
radio circles, and is particularly well equipped
to handle the business of Fada radio in the
territory covered by the Kansas City headquarterswhich
,
is west of Missouri and the
State of Kansas.
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DYNAMIC

(Model 71) . $50

Balanced Armature — same cabinet (Model 61)
$35

DYNAMIC — (Model 75)
End Table
$75

BALANCED ARMATURE
(Model 63) Panel .... $25

w-tone
When

you consider

that Sandar

ity low-tone reproduction,
Speakers

Supremacy
is the exclusive

exponent

it is easy to understand

are first in public demand.

why

Sandar

Radio buyers everywhere

the rich, mellow, colorful bass effects — and Sandar
them. Feature

of qual-

seek

alone can satisfy

BALANCED ARMATURE
(Mode16S) Cabinet ./Kn/or $19.50

Sandar— and cater to the wishes of your trade. But

get in touch with your distributor now. Ten, wonderful,

new models.

SANDAR

SANDAR

CORPORATION,

LONG

ISLAND

CITY,

N.'Y.

*

*

Division o/Farrand

Mfg. Co., Inc.
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Day-Fan
at

Shown

Receivers

Distributors'

Convention

Presentation and Demonstration of Day-Fan's Latest Development, an 8-Tube AllElectric Receiver — Highspots of Conference Held at Dayton Last Month

Plans to make the radio season of 1928-1929
the most successful ever experienced were presented to a group of wholesale distributors by
officials of the Day-Fan Electric Co. at a conference in Dayton, O., in June.
A high spot of the meeting was the presentation and demonstration of Day-Fan's latest radio
development, an 8-tube all-electric receiver upon
which the production of the factory will be concentrated. The new set is offered in three high-

Those Present at the Day-Fan
quality cabinets, consisting of a table model, a
console and a consolette.
The president of the company, Lee Warren
James (succeeding Chas. F. Kettering, who remains as a director of the company), declared
that Day-Fan is reshaping its product and
organization, and in acquiring ample financial
resources had had a "new birth." He paid a
warm tribute to Chas. F. Kettering, former
president of Day-Fan and vice-president of
General Motors, in charge of research, whose
personal interest in Day-Fan's success, he said,
is undiminished and who will continue to interest himself in the laboratory end of the
business.
Chas. T. Lawson, sales manager, predicted an
unusually good radio season just ahead because
of the large demand for modern sets to replace
the battery type receivers which all but a small

percentage of the public now own. Day-Fan's
product this year has been built and priced to
enable the dealer to secure the most profitable
class of business. While not excessively highpriced, the set is not a cheap one. The price
affords the dealer a good profit on each sale
and has permitted the manufacturer to build
into the receiver a quality which it is expected
will reduce servicing to a minimum. Plans
for a strong newspaper campaign to the public
were detailed. Advertising is to be
concentrated, and its
volume will be in
direct proportion to
the needs of each
dealer.
The new set employs eightrectifying
AC tubes
and one
tube. There are four
stages of radio frequency; in the audio
output stage two
171 tubes are used
in push-pull. Power
Conference
supply is a builtin part of the chassis. Selection is by single
illuminated dial, with an auxiliary volume
control and a switch to cut down the power
when tuned to local stations. The set is protected by a fuse, for which two sets of clips
are provided, taking care of differences in normal current voltage in different localities. An
accessible connection is provided for a phonograph pick-up. The set is completely shielded
and is mounted on a heavy steel frame.
The demonstration revealed a beautiful tone
quality, unusually sharp selectivity, sensitiveness and the ability to fill a large hall with
music without distorting the tone. The cabinets which enclose the set this year are undoubtedly the most graceful and attractive that
Day-Fan has ever offered; a foremost designer
created the several models. Shown in the
photograph are distributors who were present

HYATT

The

Most

Perfect

Receiver
Beautiful in Design
Wonderful Reception and Tone
Built-in Loud Speaker
The Ideal Radio for the Home. Office,
Summer

Resort, Auto Trip or Anywhere
Two

Models

No. 1— DeLuxe six tubes
List price without
tubes and batteries
List price, complete
$75.00
price
No. 2 Music Box Model five tubes List$95.00
without tubes and batteries
List price complete
$60.00
$75.00
Send for circular and discount
JEWEL
PH0NOPARTS
CO.
510 NO. DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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the first morning of the conference, others-arrived the following day. Many distributors were
forced to wire their regrets due to various meetings that took place during the same week.
Top row, left to right: AV. E. Baker, vicepresident and general manager, Day-Fan Electric Co.; W. G. Biddle, M. D. Larkin Co., Dayton; H. G. Lihou, Erker Bros. Optical Co., St.
Louis; B. J. Mockenhaupt, Chicago; Mr. Noss,
Erker Bros. Optical Co., St. Louis; E. G. Evans,
Henkle & Joyce, Lincoln, Neb.; H. F. Reichart,
Roberts Empire Electric Co., Houston, Tex.; A.
W. Lynch, Atlanta, Ga.; C. J. Osterday, DayFan Electric Co.; J. Hochwalt, Day- Fan Electric Co.; J. B. Kemp, Kemp Equipment Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.; D. I. Drucker, Day-Fan Electric Co.;- G. A. Morgan, Tracy-Wells Co., Columbus; Seth Thomas, Day-Fan Electric Co.;
George Riser, Riser Bros. Co., Indianapolis; R.
M. Collett, J. Horace Lytle Co., Dayton; J. E.
Romig, J. Horace Lytle Co., Dayton; Hugh
Snyder, Snyder Electric Co., Staunton, Va.
Second Row: L. W. Schierloh, Day-Fan Electric Co.; W. M. Sanderlin, Farwell, Osmun Kirk
Co., St. Paul; Jack Heimann, St. Paul; F. H.
Johnston, Day-Fan Electric Co.; J. E. B. Kiibourn, Greenfield Electric Co., Baltimore; T. W.
James, Day-Fan Electric Co.; Robert Riser,
Riser Bros. Co., Indianapolis; M. L. Gibson,
New York; Horace Lytle, J. Horace Lytle Co.,
Dayton.
Front Row — standing: C. A. Clark, Repass
Auto Co., Waterloo, la.; Vic Youngblut, Repass
Auto Co., Waterloo, la.; O. F. Dail, Day-Fan
Electric Co.; C. A. Brown, Day-Fan Electric
Co.; W. S. Sanderlin, Jr., St. Paul; O. E. Lam,
Day-Fan Electric Co.; F. J. Loftis, Day- Fan
Electric Co.; C. E. Green, Day-Fan Electric Co.;
H. L. Brump, Day-Fan Electric Co.; A. H.
Thompson, Greenfield Electric Co., Baltimore.
Kneeling: Ben Hart, Day-Fan Electric Co.;
C. B. Cooper, New York; L. E. Paul, Des
Moines; H. G. Mattern, Day- Fan Electric Co.;
W. E. Pauley, B. J. Mockenhaupt Co., Chicago;
A. C. Franklin, Snyder Electric Co., Staunton,
Va. ; Chas. T. Lawson, vice-president in charge
of sales, Day-Fan Electric Co.
St.

Louis
a

Radio

National

Show
Exhibit

At the meeting of the Board of Directors of
the St. Louis Radio Trades Association last
month the Show Committee reported 75 per
cent of the show exhibit space sold and a splendid representation of nationally advertised
manufacturers. The show this year will follow
out the precedent set last year, which established it as one of the three really National Shows.
Exclusively a Radio Show is what the Southwest National Show at St. Louis is and its policy is a duplicate of New York and Chicago. No
retailers are allowed to exhibit. The only
names that appear in connection with exhibits
are the names of manufacturers whose products are exhibited or the trade name of the
product itself.
For the past sales record to radio-consuming public one has but to note the dealer's interest in the St. Louis show. Dealers are permitted to come into the exhibits where lines
they sell at retail are displayed and they are
allowed to sell merchandise to the public. No
merchandise is sold from display floor. All
sales are for later delivery. Only orders and
clown payments are taken at the show.
To

Establish

Musical

Mart

A permanent international musical mart will
be established in Grand Central Palace, according to an announcement by C. H. Benham, general manager for Conde Nast and his associates,
who recently purchased this well-known exposition building. The upper eight floors will be
devoted to sales marts of various products, according to the announcement.
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Now
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Plywood
most
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Atlas

Cases the handiest, safest and
economical

phonograph

containers
and

for

radio

shipments.

JRRV THE WEI CiHT - S/1 VE JFREIGti
ATLAS
PLYWOOD
CORPORATION
General Offices
PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
New York Office:90 West Broadway
Chicago Office: 649 McCormick Bldg.
SOUTHERN DIVISION
(formerly Empire Mfg. Co,)
GOLDSBORO
- NORTH CAROLINA
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Philco

Trio

Making

11,000-Mile

Trip

Harry Boyd Brown, Sayre M. Ramsdell
and Robert F. Herr Visiting Thirtyseven Cities for Dealer Meetings
Philadelphia, Pa., July 7.— The record mark
of a single merchandising trip will likely be
made when three of the sharpshooters of the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., of this city,
complete their educational campaign for the
new Philco receiving set among the dealers
from coast to coast and from Dallas to Toronto.
They will cover over 11,000 miles.
The trio faring forth on this enterprise and
who are termed the "Three Musketeers" by the
company officers are Harry Boyd Brown, merchandising and advertising counsel of Philco;
Sayre M. Ramsdell, sales promotion manager,

and Robert F. Herr, service engineer. Their
object will be to call in dealers from surrounding territory to a central city in which they
will outline to these dealers the elaborate merchandising, advertising and servicing plans of
Philco — all the details of the "NeutrodynePlus" construction, the comprehensive advertising program, the methods Philco offers dealers
to increase business, financing, trade-in plans,
and all the storekeeping aids that will be given.
Mr. Herr will outline what he believes to be
the most co-operative service ever put over in
!he radio industry.
The itinerary of this big whirlwind stunt is:
Baltimore, June 25; Philadelphia, June 26; New
York City, June 27; Boston, June 28; Buffalo,
June 29; Pittsburgh, July 2; Cleveland, July 3;
Detroit, July 5; Indianapolis, July 6; St. Louis,
July 9; Chicago. July 10; Minneapolis, July 11;
Des Moines, July 12; Omaha, July 13; Kansas
City, July 16; Denver, July 17; Salt Lake, July
20; Spokane, July 23; Seattle, July 24; Portland,
July 27; San Francisco, July 30; Sacramento,
July 31; Fresno, August 2; San Diego, August
6: Los Angeles, August 7; El Paso, August 10;
Dallas, August 13; San Antonio, August 14;
Houston, August 15; New Orleans, August 16;
Memphis, August 17; Louisville, August 18;
Cincinnati, August 20; Atlanta, August 22;
Charlotte, August 24; Toronto, August 30, and
Montreal, August 31.
When the "Three Musketeers" finish this
series of "hops" they will have traveled the
equivalent of more than a third the distance
around the world.

Omaha

circle

of
s

popularity is everwidening

because

fans notice the difference. Televocal
Quality Tubes
made

are

/
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in all stand-

ard types.
Write
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Expanding

The general office of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co., Chicago, has announced that
the Nebraska territory formerly served by a
jobber will now be under the supervision of
the branch office in Omaha. T. N. Tefft, formerly associated with Orchard & Wilheim,
Brunswick dealers of Omaha, has been appointed as Panatrope division sales manager,
working under the supervision of J. R. Flynn,
branch sales manager, who will have complete
charge of the branch office.
The new branch was organized by W. C.
Hutchings, assistant general sales manager of
the Brunswick organization, on a recent trip
to that territory. Mr. Hutchings also visited
Des Moines and Minneapolis on the trip.

for full
Atwater

description and

Kent

Lektophone

prices.

Gets
License

The Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,
has been licensed to manufacture controllededge cone speakers under the basic Lektophone
and Hopkins patents of the Lektophone Corp.,
it has been announced by Col. Robert Davis,
president of the licensing company. It was said
that with the recent development of powerdriven speakers and the broader application of
controlled-edge cone speakers largely necessitated by this change Lektophone Corp. has materially modified its original licensing policy to
conform to the needs of the radio industry and
to afford a greater measure of protection for
Lektophone licensees.

I

<

Corporation
Televocal Building
Dept. £2,

.

Televocal

588 12th Street
TTest New York, N. J.
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Quality
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F. A. D. Andrea, President of Fada Radio,
Discusses the Differences Between the
Two

Types of Manufacture

F. A. D. Andrea, president of Fada Radio,
in a brief statement, calls attention to the differences between sailing under the banner of

Brunswick

Branch
Their

York, July, 1928

Serenado,

Inc., Chartered

Serenado, Inc., of Huntington, W. Va., has
been granted a charter by the Secretary of
State to manufacture radios, phonographs, etc.
Capital $40,000. Incorporators, J. M. Parker,
M. L. Lusk, Glenn Sheppard, H. F. Moore and
A. C. Nelson, all of Huntington, and wellknown local business men.

F. A. D. Andrea
"Quality" and building radio at a price. Scorning the latter he tells of the exactions of quality standards. Mr. Andrea's remarks, as follows,
are of interest to everyone, in the trade:
"If you build radio at a price — then your test
in. material, labor, management must be price
standards. And you must seek always the
cheapest: Markets must be combed — bidders
compete — the lowest wins. You sacrifice everything for volume — price — speed.
"If we choose to sail under the banner of
'Quality' — our test begins in the laboratory.
. . . Will it do the job — best? Materials are
specified — not priced: analyzed first — then
quoted — microscopic painstaking studies — micrometer measurements — standards of excellence established — no efforts spared to hold to
an ideal — heartbreaking rejections— the engineer, the laboratory stand firmly against makeshifts— until out of this tremendous strain
comes — the final accepted model.
"It must be a masterpiece in engineering —
radio — audio — electrical — mechanical and tool
design. It goes on to our tool room for duplicate production. Skilled mechanics, whose
watchword is accuracy — with exacting caution
— accept their responsibility. Finally to the
manufacturing plant — to tool room and punch
press for delicate assembly and even more delicate adjustments — from first to final test — O. K.
— the outstanding feature that marks every step
is precision."
Stimulated

Radio

Sales

Robelen's Piano Store, Wilmington, Del ,
carrying a complete stock of Radiolas, Atwater
Kent, Kolster, Freshman, Sparton, Federal and
Majestic radio receivers, reports greatly increased sales due to the two political conventions held last month.
A new store, Speck's Music Shop, has been
opened at 410 East Lake street, Petoskey,
Mich., by Ralph Dean. Brunswick Panatropes,
Sparton radio receivers and other instruments
are carried and a strong sales campaign is being planned.
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During the last twelve years, the Flyer Motor
has been a leading factor in the development

for

Bette

of portable phonograph
records.

sales and resulting sales of

To this the Junior Motor

has for some time

contributed able assistance.
In announcing
Junior Motors,

the new
with

Master

Flyer and Master

their increased advantages,

wish especially to emphasize

we

just two points.

To you as a dealer, portable phonographs

for trade

growth, expansion and progress with the times must
have every improvement.
as important — and much

But this is not all. Fully
more

difficult to judge — is

the highest quality in every detail of the motor.
Quality always has been an outstanding
the Flyer and Junior Motors.

In the new

merit in
Master

Flyer and Master Junior, the same superiority of materials and precision workmanship are retained.
"Built like a fine ship's clock" in every way, with the
same careful tests and inspections.

One more vital point: Flyer and Junior Motors
be serviced in any phonograph
States.
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Uniform running speed even after playing the second full
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made
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Speed Regulator Bracket
Spring Barrel Complete
Winding Shaft Extension
6/32 Screw for Attaching!
No.
Speed toRegulatlating5443Bracket
Motor 1|

5283
5372
5383
5384
5391

601 3

5404

5394

9227

Order

Junil

direct fj
24-hoi\

406 Motor Mounting Screw
2558 Screw
for assembling
Governor Spring and
Weight
to Governor
Disc
5041 Fibre Escutcheon for
Winding Handle
5047 Metal
Escutcheon for
Winding Handle
5254 Spring Barrel Washer
5333 Governor Spring and
Weight Assembled
5391 Screw for Governor
Collar
5418 Felt for Speed Regulator
LeveT
5777 Speed Regulating Arm
5846 Spring Barrel Shaft
Rivet
5872 Governor Bearing Set
Screw
6009 Screw for assembling
Regulating Arm to
Regulating Brake
6013 Steel Washer for Mounting Screw
6039 Winding Handle
6533 Fibre Washer for Winding Shaft
6572 Speed Regulator
7534 Screw which Holds Bottom Plate to Frame
7554 Spring Barrel Cup Cover
7558 Winding Gear
7671 Motor Frame
7674 Governor Shaft
7678 Bottom Plate
7682 Governor Disc
7683 Governor Collar
7684 Governor Complete
r692 Screw
for assembling
Governor
Brake to
Frame

601lGovernor Bearing Set Screw
6012 Screw for Attaching No.
53 84 Bottom Plate to
No. 5383 Motor Frame
6013 Washer used under No.
6023 used
Screwto hold Pointer
6023 Screw
Arm to Post
6244 Winding Shaft and Pinion
Gear Assem.
6268 Spring Barrel Cover
6273 Spring Barrel Winding
Gear used to hold Turn8392 Spring
table on Shaft
9227 Spring Barrel Shaft Rivet
9234 Governor Spring Washer
9257 Spring Barrel Rivet
9409 Brake
9731 Screw for Attaching No.
5443
Clip Speed Regulating
Bracket to Motor Frame
9789 Governor Bearing
9804 Rubber Motor Mounting
Washer
9809 Steel Motor Mounting
Washer
9846 Governor Bearing Retainer
9906 Spring Barrel Washer
9913 Winding Shaft Spring
9924 Governor Spring and
WeightPinAssem.
10317 Cotter
Send All Orders to

5384
Flyer Motor

The General Industries Co.
Department
Elvria. OhioMR

5777
6039

5512

6572

Parts

9409

Motor

7682

Parts

O
5
391

7696

the Factory
zrvice

7674

7693 Winding Shaft Tension
Spring
Tip
7694 Speed
Regulating
Tension
Spring Arm
7696 Governor
Brake
Tip
7697 Turntable Shaft
7822 Short Turntable Shaft
7823 Long Turntable Shaft
Cup and

7697

7842 Main Spring
7843 Spring
with Barrel
Spring Complete
7848 Spring Barrel Shaft
7879 Intermediate Gear
8298 Winding Shaft
8397 Spring BaTrel Rivet
9234 Washer used under No.
2558 Screw
9409 Turntable Brake
9789 Governor Bearing
9846 Governor
RetainingBearing
Clip
9916 Rubber Washer for
Mounting Screw

T

( leai Barrel
7838 Spring

5041

5047

7694
Genuine

>eri'ice

Frame
5974 Spring
Cup and Gear
Assem.
6006 Spacing Washer use
Wind Shaft
406

5383

Motor
Parts
the Factory

24'h.i
Screw for attaching Wind-I
ing Shaft Tension Spring I
Governor Spring Screw
Motor Mounting Screw
Governor Shaft
Fibre Handle Escutcheon
Metal Handle Escutcheon
Cup Washer used under |
SpringArm
Barrel
Pointer
Post
Dial and Pointer Assem.
Governor Complete
Governor Collar
Winding Handle
Governor Disc
Felt Oil Retainer used |
around Turntable Shaft
Retainer for No. 5252 Felt |
Main Spring
Motor Frame
Motor Bottom Plate
Screw for Holding
Governor
Upper Spring BaTrel

5163
5167
5189
5204
5222
5251
5252

t 9846

g78Q

9924

0-

6Q06

6011

5189

^
516J

s

2558
1 5391923V-4'
t 5251 5204
*-

2558
2963
5003
5046
5047
5118

5167

O
~
A16 9731
f
7 5872.(416 a/
5443
3'92

8

416
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7683

7823

9846

7822

fl
9789

9234

o

2558

7684

7534

6009

7692

i

8298
.6 533

7838

7554

7558

7843
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The fourth annual convention of the Radio In addition to the RMA Conclave and Trade ihey came for one purpose only, and
Manufacturers' Association, and the second an- Show, the Federated Radio Trade Association that was to examine at first hand the lines of
radios and accessories that will be sold in the
and its affiliated bodies also convened at the
nual Trade Show, held in Chicago, June 11 to 14,

Partial View
was the most successful event staged by the industry. The convention resulted in discussions of
important phases of the industry, and illustrated
concretely how the members of the RMA, com-

of Fourth Annual Banquet of the RMA at the Palmer House
same time in Chicago. Details of this meeting retail stores during the next business year,
appear elsewhere in this issue.
More
than
See Prosperity in 1928-29 Season
eighteen thousand jobbers, dealers and manu- Optimism over the outlook for radio was
facturers crowded the Stevens Hotel, convenone of the outstanding impressions one received.

Another
prising the leaders in the industry, are concentrating on common problems and co-operating
in the development of radio.

Section of the Banquet of the RMA at the Palmer House
tion headquarters, as well as other hotels in Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers seemed to
the city. They came from all parts of the be universal in the opinion that radio to-day
country; pouring into the city like an avalanche
(Continued on page 58)
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timely talks on various radio topics. Among
the important matters settled at the convention
was the approval by the RMA membership of
the patent license agreement, which embraces
the exchange of patents held by members. Another matter was the setting of the day for the
banquet in connection, with the New YorkRadio Show Week, beginning September 9. The
banquet committee, headed by Paul B. Klugh,
voted to conduct the banquet on either Wednesday or Thursday night of the New York Show.
The day of the banquet will be observed as
National Radio Day, and in this connection the
trade will co-operate in bringing observance
of the day to the attention of the public.
Suggest Earlier Show
The RMA Show Committee, of which Herbert H. Frost is chairman, is giving consideration to the suggestion that next year's convention and trade show be moved forward to the
month of May. It is expected that if this is
done the result will be earlier marketing of
the new products with resultant benefit to the
entire trade. Where the show in 1929 will be
held and the date for the convention will not
be decided until some time in the future.

(Continued from page 57)
Eugene O. Sykes, member of the Federal Radio
is a tremendous improvement over the sets and
Commission
for the Southern zone; M. E.
accessories of a few years ago; programs
scheduled for the present year, including the
political campaigns, are of such an exceptional
character, and dealers are in such an excellent
position to profit, that prosperity in the radio
field is certain. This year, too, both wholesalers and retailers examined critically the new
products shown.
Stabilization a Reality
As was the case last year, no new or radical
improvements were featured at the exhibits. In
evefy case, however, refinements were noticeable. The exhibits emphasized the fact that
stabilization in the industry is an actuality. The
AC set, which was in a more or less experimental stage last year, has been improved to
the point where it is as nearly perfect as possible to produce. This type of receiver has
become tremendously popular with the public,
and the demand was reflected in the large number of AC sets shown. Another feature of the
Standine, from left to right: . H. H. Cory, Donald MacGregor, H. B. Richmond, Irwin Kurtz, Hon. Frank D. Scott,
exhibits was the dynamic type of speaker,
Harry P. Smith, L. E. Parker, Lester Noble, H. G. Erstrom, Geo. Riebeth, Harry Alter, Wm. P. Mackle, Chas. T.
Naddy. John M. Rcdell. A. M. Edwards. Seated in back row: Mr. Van Allen, Wm. Sparks, H. H. Eby, Julian
which has created a furor. The magnetic-type
Sampson. Wm. G. Biddle, Martin F. Flanagan, Sam Singer, J. F. Connell, Fred Wiebe. Seated in front row: Art
Haugh, L. S. Baker, National Broadcasting Association, Harold J. Wrape, C. C. Colby, A. J. Carter and John Tully
speakers also were shown in a wide variety of
improved styles. A distinct advance in radio
Tracy, of the Scripps-Howard newspapers; Earl Election of officers for the Radio Manufacfurniture design marked the exhibits. Artistic
C. Anthony, president of the National Assoturers' Association for the next year resulted
as follows: Major Herbert H. Frost, vice-president and general sales manager of the Kolster
Radio Corp., Newark N. J., president; Major
Frost was one of the founders of the RMA

and was its first president during two successful terms; he is one of the hardest-working
members of the Association, and through his
efforts much has been done to make this organization the successful body it now is. C. C.
Colby, retiring president, was presented with a
handsome watch. Vernon W. Collamore, general sales manager of the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., who has just
completed two terms as director of the RMA,
was elected a vice-president. Other vice-presidents elected were Morris Metcalf, treasurer
and general sales manager of the American
Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass., and
Lester E. Noble, president of the Federal Radio
Corp. of Buffalo, N. Y. John C. Tully, president of the Bremer-Tully Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago, 111., was elected treasurer. New directors elected were, two directors to replace Carl
St. Louis-Texas Delegations Upon Arrival to Attend Convention and Show
D. Boyd and Harold T. Melhuish, resigned;
designs were in evidence everywhere, and the ciation of Broadcasters; Harold J. Wrape,
modern radio set is fit to grace the finest home.
president of the Federated Radio Trade AssoM. Frank Burns, sales manager of E. T. CunBeauty of appearance is now generally recognized as an important factor in merchandising,
and the exhibits emphasized the fact that manufacturers are going to great lengths to produce
models that leave nothing to be desired in attractivenes ofappearance.
Speakers at the Open Meeting
Most of the business of the RMA during the
convention was conducted in closed meetings,
only one open meeting being held. This meetCaravan of 150 Taxicabs Transported the New York Delegation to Hotel
ing was addressed by Mayor W. Hale Thompson, who welcomed the delegates; C. C. Colby
ciation, and M. H. Aylesworth, president of the ningham, Inc., and John C. Tully. New direcresponded.
Among the speakers was Judge
(Continued on page 60)
National Broadcasting Co., who made brief and
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the human voice, a single instrument orthe full orchestration of symphonic compositions, this de luxe unit defies

C t RE
NAmustMIno
DYUCER
beTHE MARCO PROD
confused with any other
type of radio speaker, for, just
as the ROLLS-ROYCE stands
preeminent in the automobile
field, so does this new reproducer stand apart from any
reproducing device known in
the field of radio.

the descrip$v"e power of mere
words. We can only say that
its new-idea chassis perfectly
reproduces all frequencies in
the audio spectrum, which
literally means all frequencies
within range of the human ear.
The New MARCO DYNAMIC is
made in three models, w hich
list at $65.00, $67.50 and

Distinctly a quality product,
the MARCO has been made expressly to the highest quality
ideals and expressly for a class
of buyers who not only seek a
finer instrument but who can

$75.00, respectively. Standard
trade discounts. Literature
sent upon request.

afford to gratify their desires.
In design, the MARCO DYNAMIC
attains a totally new artistic
plane — a combination of delightfully pleasing proportions and dignified simplicity
— a beautiful case made of specially selected close-grained
walnut and rubbed to a soft,
semi-lustrous finish.

The

MARCO

DYNAMIC
CHASSIS
For radio and phonograph
installation; sold without case.
Type DU-110 (110 v-60 cycles). List. . . $50.
Type DU-90 (110 volt D. C). List . . . $40.
Type DU-6 (6 volt D. C). List .... $35.

In tonal quality, the MARCO
actually achieves the realism
engineers have sought for
years. Whether reproducing

\RCO

DYNAMIC
"Superbly

MARTIN-

REPRODUCED
9?
Beautiful

RADIO
PRODUCTS
PROVIDENCE,
I.
D R. CO
COREIAN

ESTABLISHED "Produ
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Convention

lors for the three-year term are Captain M. lained were Charles Marshall, tenor of the ChiSparks, president of the Sparks-Withington cago Civic Opera Company, who sang through
Co., Jackson, Mich.; George H. Kiley, vicethe courtesy of the Kolster Radio Corp. of

Jobbers

Visit

Buffalo

Exports

Steadily

Newark, N. J.; Cesare Sodero, conductor of the
orchestra provided by the E. T. Cunningham
Corp.; the Sylvania Foresters, quartet, sent by

Plant

Several wholesalers for the Federal Radio
Corp. were visitors to the plant at Buffalo,
N. Y., prior to attending the RMA Trade Show
at Chicago, and were given private introductions to the new "G" models. It was stated
that the new product more than met the expectations of the visiting wholesalers.
Among those who were in Buffalo were the
following: Mrs. L. M. Green, president of the
Silas E. Pearsall Co., Inc.. New York; A. D.
Sutherland, of Grier-Sutherland Co., Detroit.
Mich.; R. E. Gentry, of the Whitney Sporting
Goods Co., Denver, Col.; Forrest King, of
Paxton & Gallagher Co., Omaha, Neb..; J. A.
Barrett, of Listenwalter & Gough, San Francisco, Cal., and Mr. Adam, of the Wayne Hardware Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Radio

president of the Farrand Mfg. Co., Long
Island City, N. Y.; B. G. Erskine, president of the Sylvania Products Co., Emporium,
Pa.; N. P. Bloom, president of the Adler
Manufacturing Co., Louisville, Ky., and Lloyd

York, July, 1928

Are

Increasing

American radio manufacturers are aggressively developing a world-wide market for their
products, and exports of radio sets and accessories have now almost reached the $10,000,000
a year mark, Charles H. Winship, Jr., an execu-

Above: The Rochester delegation which arrived on special cars attached to the Twentieth Century Limited
attracted considerable attention because of its peculiar
mascot, the Eoornis Pterovelox Gobiensis, said to be the
only specimen extant of an ancient birdlike organism
which inhabited the Gobi desert.
Kight:

The Twin Cities were well represented by a delegation of the leading members of the industry who arrived
on June 12. They were met at the station by a reception
committee headed by Paul B. Klugh.
Below: The Los Angeles delegation arrived on June 9 and
immediately donned their colorful straw hats as they
paraded to the street to embark to the Hotel Stevens in a
fleet of taxicabs.

A. Hammarlund, president of the Hammarlund
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111.
The Annual RMA Banquet
Music was the predominating feature of the
program presented at the annual banquet of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association, which was
held Thursday night, June 14, at the Palmer

the Sylvania Products Co., Emporium, Pa.; the
Chicago Grand Opera Octette, entered through
the courtesy of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago; Allan McQuhae, popular Irish tenor, and

live of the Lektophone Corp., owners of basic
patents on controlled edge-cone speakers,
stated recently on his return from London.
"Since 1922 the radio export business has increased fourfold," Mr. Winship said. "The
United Kingdom, including Canada, Australia
and New Zealand, purchased nearly $6,000,000
of radio equipment during the past year, accounting for nearly two-thirds of our total export business. Italy. Spain and Japan imported
about one-fourth of this amount, and China's
imports totaled about $100,000 during 1927
Considerable expansion in exports is expected
within the next few years."
Many

House, and came as a prelude to the final closing of the fourth annual convention.
Three thousand guests attended the greatest
event the Radio Manufacturers' Association ever
held. Stations affiliated with the Red, Blue and
Orange networks of the National Broadcasting
Co. broadcast the program between ten and
twelve o'clock, making it available to millions
of Americans who were enabled to participate
in this history-making 1928 gathering of the
radio industry.
Among the distinguished artists who enter-

the Atwater Kent Quartet from Atwater Kent
of Philadelphia; Margery Maxwell, author-star
of the Chicago Civic Opera Co., chosen by the
All-American-Mohawk Corp., of Chicago; Cyrena Van Gordon and Phil Cook and Abe Mitchell, contributed by Sparks-Withington Co.,
Jackson, Mich.
The McDowell Music Co., Pawhuska, Okla.,
has been purchased by a corporation. C. J.
Harris has been appointed manager. Following the change, the store was redecorated.

Causes of Business
Failures in Year 1927

Of the 20,267 failures amonsr business concerns in 1927, Bradstreet's reports that lack of
capital and incompetence alone were responsible for more than two-thirds of the failures,
the figures being 7,071 and 6,990 respectively.
Nearly 82 per cent of all failures were chargeable to individuals operating business enterprises while only 18.1 per cent were due to
causes not within control of the individual.
Texas

Fada

Distributor

The Peaslee-Gaulbert Corp. of Louisville, Ky.,
has been appointed by F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
to distribute Fada Radio in Texas, exclusive of
the Panhandle, in addition to their present territory, which comprises the States of Kentucky
and Tennessee.
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DEALERS,

This

READ

THESE

$7.50 per Day in Profits!
"Our customers are delighted with
the
Electramuse and have showed
their appreciation by playing it
almost incessantly. It has averaged
about $7.50 per day since it was
installed."
j R
Prop Texas
Sugar Bowl,SEWELL
Nacogdoches,
"One of Most Profitable Investments We Ever Made"
"We consider the Electramuse one
of the most profitable investments
we ever made, and are more than
pleased with the results obtained,
not only with the direct in-take in
nickels, but also the additional trade
that we consider it is instrumental
to us."
in bringing
WORTHAM'S
Charlie CAFE,
Wortham,Memphis,
Prop. Tenn.
Increases

Business

Same

20%

"The first advantage of Electramuse
was an increase in my general business of more than 20 % besides the
money taken in cash by the instrument and the handsome return on
the investment after paying the payments to the company.
"I have had an Electric Piano in
my place but the Electramuse has
taken in $7.00 to each $1.00 receipts ofthe piano. I strongly advise
anyone in the catering profession
to install one of these marvelous
instruments."
=^Francisco,Prop
Paradise Inn, fSanm
Calif.

Coin-controlled,
Phonograph

Profit-Opportunity

CONVINCING

PROFIT

is

Now

YOURS!

TESTIMONIALS

' I ^HE remarkable money-making advantages of
1 the famous ELECTRAMUSE are now available
to DEALERS!
This handsome coin-controlled, continuous-playing phonograph gives a wonderful reproduction
of the finest music of the world's greatest musical
artists with a fidelity of tone unapproached by
any other musical instrument in its field!
Hundreds of retailers report daily earnings far
ahead of anything they ever anticipated.
ELECTRAMUSE has proved an overwhelming
success in many, many kinds of retail business
and in every type of location in big cities and
small towns.
With the Special Discount Plan we now offer
dealers, you, too, can duplicate the financial successes of these merchants, whose voluntary testimonials are printed on this page. Get in on this
golden opportunity NOW. Read the enthusiastic
letters. Then fill in and send us the coupon below.

Averages $75.00 per Month
"Our Electramuse is proving to be
one
the leading
the
town of and
since itsattractions
installationof has
averaged better than two dollars
and fifty cents ($2.50) a day.
"Even without this seventy-five
dollar ($75.00) a month revenue
I would consider it one of the best
investments I ever made. It has attracted lots of new business and
Neil E. Tripp.
entertains
everyone who
hears N.it."
THE
CLUB RESTAURANT,
Lake George,
Y.,
Averages

$4.40 per Day

"Our Electramuse is working fine
and I am well pleased with it, not
only as a drawing card and business
getter, but the receipts have more
than met my expectations being
$33.10 the first week and averaging
GRAY-PIPER
CO., Knoxville, Tenn.,
A. B. Piper.
$4.40
a day DRUG
since."

"A Very Good Investment"
"I am well pleased with my Electramuse, also with the record service
which insures me of a complete
change each week of the latest upto-date popular music.
"I consider this a very good investment and a product of merit that
W. WILSON,
Druggist,
will stimulate W.anyone's
business."
Cleveland, Tenn.

Over$l 72.00inOneMonth!
"Our S»pertone Model Electramuse
during the month of April took
in 8172.20," THE U.S. CAFE, iWinof.JV.D.

Averages $25.00 per Week
— and Takes Business A way

Says Most of 50 % Business
Increase is Due to
Electramuse!

Competitors!
"Fromfrom
the very
start my Electramuse has averaged in receipts
$25.00 a week. Never have I taken
out of the instrument less than
$20.00 during a single week and
many times I have taken out as
much as $30.00 and $35.00 over
a period of seven days. It is worth
many times its monthly payments,
due to its value to me as a business
stimulant. Now that I can furnish
my patrons high class music, I am
getting a great deal of business
E. L. YANTIS,
Yantis Toslee Suoppe,
away from
my competitors."
Indianapolis, Ind.

"My Concert Grand Electramuse
took in $105.00 the first fifteen days
after I had opened up my new place.
"Not only is this income from the
Electramuse beyond my anticipation, but / have had a 50% increase
in business over what I did in my
other place. I do not lay the increased
business wholly to the Electramuse,
because my new place is an improvement o ver my old one, but I do think
that giving my patrons high class
and the latest music is responsible
for at least one half of the increased
SAGE CANDY CO., Marion, Ind.
patronage."
Fred E. Sage.
"Is Best Investment

Here's

Opportunity
for

I Have

Oiggjer

Ever Made"
"Our average receipts from Electramuse have been $6.00 daily. Our
Electramuse has attracted enough
new customers to make the payments on the phonograph, without
considering the cash income these
customers contribute. It is the best
investment I Mever
& M made."
CAFE, St. Louis, Mo.
J. E. Moore, Prop.

Profits!

■% Product
IIOK

OHB

Y(»iir

HOKE

of
MFG.

World's Largest Manufacturers of Money-Making
Indianapolis,
Ind.

CO,

Equipment

/////.

Important

F.

R.

Meetings

T.

Wholesalers,

A.

Featured

Convention

Retailers

and

Manufacturers'

Representatives' Sections Report
Increasing Membership and More

Steadily
Activity

Manufacturers Relations Committee, presented
opening meeting of the Radio Wholedelphia; J.Lewis David, Dallas, Tex. Presia
very comprehensive treatise on the activities
salers' Association, held in the south balldent
Riebeth
gave a talk regarding the advanroom of the Stevens Hotel on June 9, of that committee during the past two months.
tages of belonging
the the
Manufacturers'
Repreopened the meeting of the Federated Radio
sentatives Sectiontoand
common meeting
The work regarding the tube situation, standn.
s
iatio
saler
Trade Assoc
The whole
were very
ard purchase forms and Code of Ethics was
place with jobbers and dealers which would be
well represented and made their plans for the
very highly thought of by all of the wholesalers
established through such a medium. Several
in attendance. Martin Wolf, of the Electric
other members gave short talks regarding the
week. This meeting created considerable inAppliance Co., of Chicago, outlined to the group
terest in the Association and several new appliadvantages as they personally saw them.
cations were received at that time. Peter
the past activities of the Association and the
The Dealers Section of the Federated held a
manner in which the electrical jobber fitted in- very enthusiastic meeting which was attended
Sampson, of the Sampson Electric Co., of Chicago, was elected president; Chas. Gomprecht,
to the Association picture. This meeting was
by over 250 dealers.
They progressed very
ing
of Trill
& Monnicely with their ortague, of Philadelphia,
ganization plans and
Federated
Radio
Trade
Association
have now organized
vice-president; J. F.
under the name of the
Connell, of Kruse-Connell Co., of IndianapNational Radio RetailBoard
of
Directors
1928
- —
olis, vice-president, and
ers Association affiliated with the Federated
R. J. Mailhouse, of the
Plymouth Electric Co.,
Radio Trade Association. They appointed
New Haven, Conn.,
a committee to further
secretary, and Harry
Alter, of the Harry
develop their organizaAlter Co., treasurer.
plans and
submit tion
a report
at anto early
The radio wholesaldate. Julian Sampson,
ers again held a meeting on Monday, at
president of the assowhich time they further
ciation, gave a very
comprehensive talk on
discussed their problems and stimulated inthe advantages of beterest in the Associacoming a member of
tion among the other
that group. Irwin
wholesalers who were
Kurtz, of New York
present at the ConvenCity, presented a very
tion.
interesting paper on the
radio situation, calling
On Wednesday the
attention to the fact
Federated resolved itthat the dealers were
self into its constituent
groups, each holding
the backbone of the disseparate meetings,
tribution side of the inbriefly as follows: The
dustry. Mr. Sampson
Association Section
HH.com sen H c cKnon imm alter ed e healy FRiowitBi
was very well pleased
with the outcome of
held a meeting for
the meeting and received applications from
highly successful and is the first time that a
problems general to the local trade associations.
At this meeting the Pacific Radio Trade Assogroup of wholesalers representing the radio in- prominent retailers throughout the country.
ciation of San Francisco, the Colorado Radio
dustry throughout the entire country got toOn Thursday, June 14, the Federated held an
Trade Association of Denver, the Lehigh Valley
gether for a discussion of their problems. The
open meeting which terminated in a Board of
Radio Trade Association of Allentown, Pa., and
Directors meeting. At this time the committee
Association is growing very rapidly and the interest
evidenced
in
it
at
this
meeting
showed
on
reorganization of the Constitution and Bythe Memphis Radio Dealers' Association of
Memphis, Tenn., all presented applications to
that many more new members could be exLaws presented a detailed and complete set-up
the Association Section of the Federated. These
for the new Federated. This new constitution
pected within the next few weeks.
The Radio Manufacturers Representatives Asnew members give this group a complete repprovides for four sections: The Radio Wholeresentation from coast to coast, which is the
sociation under the direction of Geo. Riebeth, of
salers Association; the National Radio Retailers
first time in the history of the organization
Minneapolis, Minn., president, accomplished a Association; the Manufacturers Representatives
great deal in the furthering of organization
that such a representation has been accomplishAssociation, and the section for local trade associations. The Federated considers this the
ed. Michael Ert, president of this group ex^ans. They followed the same zones as outpressed himself as being very well satisfied
lined by the Radio Wholesalers and elected a most important step in its career and with
with the results obtained. It is his opinion
director from each of the eight zones, who is the splendid progress being made by each
of the individual sections feels that it has now
that this section will help the local radio trade
to govern the activities of the Association in
association to form and prosper and work for
these particular localities. The interest became
rightfully assumed its place in the Great Trithe good of the industry.
so keen in this group and the time so limited
angle of the Radio Industry. Irwin Kurtz exThe Radio Wholesalers Association met at
for their discussions that they decided to hold
plained at considerable length the Capper-Kelly
the same time with approximately 250 wholeanother meeting at 11 p. m. on Wednesday.
bill which will be presented to Congress in Desalers present. President Sampson gave a very
cember and presented a resolution heartily enThis meeting was attended by manufacturers'
comprehensive talk on the advantages of bedorsing this measure which met with the aprepresentatives from the entire country and fifproval of the entire assembly. The Federated
coming a member and explained in complete
teen new applications were presented for memreconfirmed their decision to hold the next
detail the plans and workings of the associabership. The manufacturers' representatives
tion. J. F. Connell, chairman of the memberConvention in Buffalo, February 18-19-20, at
have received this movement with a great deal
which time they look forward to expending their
ship committee, submitted twenty new applicaof interest and look forward to co-operating
with it to find a common solution of their
tions for approval. These applications included
influence through the affiliations of several Canadian associations which were represented at
wholesalers from Portland, Me., to Los Anproblems.
this meeting. Ed. Healy and E. C. Metzger
The following men were chosen as chairmen
geles. Mr. Connell expressed himself as being
were selected to take the plac£ of Thos. White
very well pleased with the results of the memof their respective zones: John M. Redell, Chibership drive and spoke further regarding fuand C. S. Bettinger, both of whom recently recago; Harry P. Smith, Minneapolis; H. E. Hagsigned as directors.
ture plans. Harry Alter, chairman
of the
gerty, Ferndale, Mich.; R. L. Erlichman, Phila62
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Explanations

By W. W. Jablon
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.

The locating of the AC receiver deserves consideration from the standpoint of practical and
operating efficiency. It is desirable that the
receiver be located so that connections from
the aerial, ground and loud speaker approach
ihe instrument in the most direct manner and
that it should be readily accessible for tuning.
The aerial, ground and loud speaker leads should
not run parallel (for any great distance) with
the house-lighting lines.
Aerial and Ground
The most uniformly successful means for intercepting broadcast signals is an outdoor aerial
which may be 50 to 100 feet long, including
lead-in. It should be erected in the most advantageous location obtainable. No. 14 single
or stranded copper wire, tinned or enameled,
is most suitable for a good aerial, while No. 14
rubber-covered stranded wire is preferred for
the lead-in.
Next in efficiency is an indoor aerial which
may consist of an insulated wire strung around
the moulding or baseboard of the room, or
through a number of rooms. A short indoor
aerial used during the Summer months will be
found sufficient for reception of local stations
and will considerably reduce static disturbances.
Generally receivers are equipped with two antenna posts marked "Long" and "Short." A
long outdoor aerial should be connected to the
there is a
antenna post marked "Long." Where
minimum of interference distance reception will
be improved by connecting the long aerial to
the "Short" antenna post. A short outdoor or
should be connected to the "Short"
indoor aerial
antenna
post.
A good ground connection is essential for the
efficient performance of the receiver. Almost
any metallic circuit leading to the earth will
generally give satisfactory results, provided a
good, clean and tight connection is made at the
point of contact with the ground wire. It is advisable, however, to use a cold water pipe or
radiator to which an approved ground clamp
can be attached and a No. 14 wire soldered or
securely fastened. It may be noticed that the
operation of the AC set is not affected when
the ground connection is removed as formerly
in battery-operated receivers. This is due to
the capacity ground being obtained through the
power supply unit. A good ground connection
should always be used, however, to minimize
the possibility of a hum and give added operating ability.
The loud speaker should be attached to the
connecting terminals marked "Loud Speaker."
posts are marked "plus" and "minus"
These
since it is necessary with some loud speakers
to attach the connecting cords to the receiver
binding posts with the correct polarity. It is
very important to use a good loud speaker capable of carrying the full rated output of the
power audio amplifying tubes and reproducing
the full range of frequencies.
Errors Costly
After the proper location of the receiver has
been selected and the necessary aerial, ground
and loud speaker connections have been made,
the vacuum tubes should be inserted into the
receiver sockets, which should correspond to
the markings on the tube bases. Care should
be taken that the correct type of tube is placed
in each socket. The new RCA and Cunning-

ham tubes are referred to in this article, since
most AC receivers are designed and adjusted
for their use.
An error such as inserting a 226-tube into a
171 type socket would mean the immediate
burning out of the tube. The detector tube
type UX227 or C327 has five prongs which are
unevenly spaced to insure correct insertion in
the socket. The full-wave rectifier tube UX280
or CX380 should be inserted in the power unit.
With the "Off-On" switch of the receiver in the
"Off" position, plug the power supply cord into
the house lighting circuit. Do not attempt to
operate on direct current, or alternating current
other than 50-60 cycle, unless the power unit
is marked for 25 cycle operation. If you are
in doubt concerning your power supply, communicate with your electric lighting company.
Servicing the AC Receiver
The popularity of the AC receiver can be
traced not only to its simplicity of operation,
but also to the fact that it is as foolproof and
trouble-proof as careful, painstaking construction permits. Formerly with battery-operated
radio receivers sources of trouble not in the
receiver itself were too numerous for the average layman to determine and service correctly.
Since radio's most common complaints were
due to rundown storage and dry "B" batteries,
a voltmeter and a messy hydrometer were
necessary accessories and even this extra equipment did not prevent batteries going dead in
the midst of an interesting program.
Even with the advent of the "B" battery eliminator, which rapidly replaced the dry "B" batteries, the consumer's service troubles did not
end since many so-called eliminator devices
utilized variable voltage regulators requiring
frequent adjustment, which, if done with accuracy, necessitated the use of an expensive high
resistance voltmeter only owned by a regular
serviceman. Condensers in the first eliminators
were frequently punctured, due to overstrain
caused by incorrect operation of receiver. Also
lesistances would burn out or would not hold
the voltage constant under load. In the design
of
AC receiver
pack"
has the
beenpresent
constructed
with an the
extra"power
large safety
factor, making servicing troubles practically
nil. There are no variable controls requiring
adjustments.
Effects of Line Voltage Changes
In most localities a 110-volt 50-60 cycle alternating current prevails. However, at certain
times the line voltage may fluctuate as much as
ten volts below or above normal and in the
latter case such an occurrence may result in
materially shortening the life of the AC tubes.
Well-constructed AC receivers guard against
excessive line voltages by means of a switch
for high and low voltage. In the better class
of AC receivers a "line voltage control switch"
is located on the power unit compensating for
line voltage fluctuations of 90 to 127 volts, or
- an automatic line voltage governor is supplied.
By securing the correct setting for the line voltage control switch when making an installation,
AC tube trouble will be eliminated.
The Hum Adjuster
In an AC receiver there will be no reception
for approximately thirty seconds after the
switch is turned on, due to the fact that the
tubes must first reach their proper operating
64

temperature. Generally a "hum-adjuster" is
provided to eliminate or reduce to a minimum
any electrical hum that may be heard.
To accomplish the adjustment, first tune the
receiver out of range of a broadcasting station
and then slowly turn the adjusting screw by
means of a screwdriver to the right or left
until the hum entirely disappears or is reduced
to a minimum.
If, after obtaining the best possible adjustment, an annoying hum is still present, it may
be due to a poor electrical surface on the tube
prongs or an unbalanced 226 type tube. In
such cases the detector or first audio or power
tubes should be removed from their sockets
and the tube prongs cleaned, and the tubes
replaced. If this does not remedy the trouble
then the first audio tube should be removed
from its socket and replaced by a tube from
one of the radio frequency sockets. Changing
this tube may require another adjustment of
the hum-adjuster. It is also advisable to try
reversing the plug in the AC socket for best
results.
Maintenance
The AC receiver, once installed correctly,
should require no attention unless the receiver
is physically or electrically damaged through
misuse. The tubes are the only item in a wellconstructed AC receiver which need replacing,
and they will give satisfactory operation over
a long period of time under normal conditions.
In some localities fluctuations in the electric
power supply line voltage when heavily taxed
during the evening may cause the volume in
the speaker to increase and diminish. The small
lamp used to illuminate the dial is a miniature
base Mazda Type T-3 Panel Indicator 6-volt
.15 ampere bulb and can be obtained at any
electrical supply store.
Victrola

8-9 Introduced

The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently announced a new model Orthophonic Victrola,
No. 8-9, especially designed for the foreign-domestic trade. The instrument has the latest
developments in Orthophonic reproduction, a
non-set automatic eccentric groove brake,
spring-balanced lid supports and a twelve-inch
turntable. The metal fittings are gold lacquered
and gold-plated, and space is provided for five
record albums. It is contained in an upright
cabinet in oak veneer, Baronial oak finish with
polychrome decorations. The dimensions are
inches deep.
45^4 inches
Feature

Musical

Director

Boston, Mass., July 5.— Paul Bolognese, musical
director of Grey Gull Records, Inc., of this city,
has been featured in recent literature of this
company. Mr. Bolognese has completed three
years with this company and was previously
one of the musical directors of the Emerson Co.
Wilburt K. George, who has been associated
with the Dunlap Music Store for several years,
has opened a music store on Croton avenue,
sic Shoppe.N. Y., to be known as George's MuOssining,
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Increases

Brunswick

Dealer

Music Shoppe, of Goose Creek, Tex., Finds Installation of Record Demonstrator
Benefits Record Sales to Great Degree and Also Aids Machine Sales

The Music Shoppe, Brunswick dealer of
Goose Creek, Tex., is merchandising the Panatrope in a most scientific way, having taken
advantage of every possible opportunity to sell
this instrument. A few of the sales ideas of
J. W. Fondron, manager of that shop, will
illustrate just why this man is one of the most
successful music dealers in the country to-day.
He states that he has never set down a code
of rules to follow in order to obtain an objective in sales volume. The Shoppe has one code,
however, and that is to be enthusiastic, regardless of whether the sales are to their liking or

Music Shoppe's Truck Advertises Line
not. Another thing on which they base their
success is their confidence in Brunswick products, and the Brunswick representatives they
come in contact with. They say, "We believe
there is no better musical instrument in the
world than the Brunswick Panatrope, and we
do not hesitate to let customers make direct
comparisons when they so desire. We have
made many sales with another highly esteemed
make of machine in the same room. It has been
proven to us time and again that there is hardly
such a thing as 'sales resistance' to Brunswick
records and Panatropes."
Goose Creek, Tex., is a small town, close to
Houston, a city of 250,000 people, whose daily
papers (three of them) cover their territory
thoroughly. The Music Shoppe, up to October,
1927, was located in the rear of a pharmacy,
where it was crowded for space to display the
instruments, and when more than one customer
was in the store it was most inconvenient.
In October, 1927, the Shoppe decided to rent
a new store building. The building was painted
and arranged inside according to their ideas.

They had been averaging about $2,400 a month
the last three months they were located in the
rear of the drug store, and naturally expected
a slump in their volume of sales the first sixtydays in the new location. In anticipation of
the lower volume of sales, they doubled their
advertising in the local paper and went after
their sales leads with increased vigilance. The
results were not only surprising, but startling.
Where they were spending between $40 and
%M per month for advertising, they spent, and
are still spending, $75 to $100 monthly. They
claim the secret of their newspaper advertising
is making friends with the editor of the paper,
who has assisted them no end through his
news columns. In the new quarters with its
up-to-date record compartments, three private
uemonstration booths, lounges and bright interior their business increased $7,000 in the last
five months of the year, over the first five
months of the year. A large part of the volume
in sales is records. From February 15 to the
end of March, 1927, they did not have a P-13
demonstrator, and averaged about $89.50 per
day. On the first of April they installed a P-13
and the sales picked up to $106 per day. The
iollowing might prove interesting:
In cramped quarters without P-13 demonstrator they averaged $89.50 per day. In same location with P-13 demonstrator they averaged
$106 per day, and in the new location with a
P-13 demonstrator they averaged $303 per day.
This average is based only on the six working
days of each week.
Mr. Fondron says:
"To the trade I want to state frankly that
we wouldn't think of operating our store without the P-13. It not only sells records — it sells
machines. People are delighted when they
learn they can have the same resonance, volume and sweetness of tone in their own homes.
I advise every Brunswick dealer to carry a big
stock of Panatropes as well as records. People
have come in to 'see' the $90 model and have
left our store with the $165 model. We thought
we were loaded in February, which by the way
is a short month, and we couldn't believe it
when we counted up at the end and found we
had sold twenty-eight machines during the
month; that is, one a day. We are dealers in
THE

LINE

OF

Interior View of the Music Shoppe
Brunswick products exclusively, and would not
think of adding any other line.
We use the mats and advertising forwarded
to us by Brunswick, and improve our ads
wherever possible by adapting them to local
conditions. The Semi- Weekly, the local newspaper of Goose Creek, has been of great assistance to us. We believe in Brunswick, in advertising, in our home editor, and his paper,
in the entire range of Panatropes, and furthermore, we believe we can get our share of business as any man can if he puts his heart and
soul into it.
"The only accurate way to make a musical
survey, that is, the number of musical instruments in the home, the kind, model, age, etc., is
through personal contact. In this we have
been exceedingly successful, and this data is of
great assistance to us."
Zenith

Buys

Automatic

Many
Patents

Company Has Delayed All Applications
for Licenses Until Negotiations for Patents Mentioned Were Consummated
Chicago, III., July 6. — The Zenith Radio Corp.,
of this city, has purchased, in addition to the
Marvin and Vasselli patents, the Heath patent
No. 1,638,734, British Patent No. 257,138,
Canadian Patent No. 264,391, French Patent
No. 607,436, Belgium Patent No. 331,166, and
United States Patent Re. No. 17,002, in further
strengthening its position in the control of
automatic radio. There are also seven other
patents controlled by Zenith pending in the
patent office. In a recent statement the Zenith
Co. declared that it has delayed acting upon any
of the applications for licenses until the negotiations were consummated.

PROFIT

STYLE 21
Genuine MahogWalnut
only. any or

STYLE 17
Genuine MahogPhonograph
only.
any or Walnut
PHONOGRAPHS AND
RADIO CABINETS

STYLE 21-B
Same with both
top panels hinged
t o accommodate
Radio Panel.

Excel phonographs, radio cabinets
and combination instruments have
been designed to meet every exacting taste. They are produced in all
popular finishes and styles, including
Upright, Console and Wall Cabinets
— a complete line. Our centrally located factory and excellent shipping
facilities insure prompt deliveries
and attractive trade prices.
STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany.
Golden or Fumed
Oak.

Excel

The models illustrated show several
products of the EXCEL line, mechanically and acoustically up-to-theminute in every detail. The -EXCEL
line is
customers'
-eye,
earappealing
and -purst.to -the
Your
request
for a catalog and price list will be
given prompt attention. Enterprising
dealers will find the EXCEL line
well worth investigating.

STYLE 48
Walnut Radio Console. Built-in
loud speaker and battery compartment. Accepts 7" x 18"
panel.
Phonograph Manufacturing Company
402-414 West Erie St., Chieage, HEnois

STYLE 2
Gum Mahogany,
Golden
or Fumed
Oak.
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No. 1840. A very high class consolette that can
be sold at very low price. Fits all standard sets
and speakers. Sold with or without the No. 100- A
RCA Speaker

No. 99. Federal Cabinet- SI" high, 24" wide,
18" deep— the de luxe piece of the season — butt
walnut veneer over 5-ply construction. Moulded
decoration and maple overlay.
Illustrative
and

of a complete

tables— last word

line of handsome

in design— 5-ply construction

out—finest walnut veneers— beautiful
dull-rubbed

style— all models

lar receivers— unsurpassed
without

the No. lOO-A

radio

made

acoustical

finishes

cabinets
through-
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popu-
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Service

Radio Servicing Has Kept Abreast With Other Developments in Industry, and Dealers
Are Making It Pay — Scientific Methods Now Used by Leading Houses

A

SATISFIED customer is conceded to be
one of the best advertisements for a retail store and the word-of-mouth adverdone
tising by this type of buyer often is more

In the Lyon & Healy
for instructions twice
completely dismantled,
of all parts, after which

store the men assemble
each week. A set is
voltage readings taken
it is reassembled. This

York, July, 1928

It may be that some dealers might agree with
the statement that a testing laboratory is more
or less essential, but that the cost of installing
one is prohibitive in view of the amount ot
business they do. Such dealers might do well
to try and emulate the example set by the
Blanchard Radio Corp., of Providence, R. I.,
which used the testing bench illustrated herewith co-operatively with the Kinnecom Electrical Engineering & Construction Co. of the
same city. Perhaps a similar arrangement
might be made with other electrical or radio
dealers in cities or towns where individual
dealers are loath to install a laboratory.
Exports

and

of Talking

Imports
Machines

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking Machines and Records for April —
Some Gains Over Year Previous

Testing Bench Used by
potent in bringing in business than is the printed word. In the early days of radio, the- question of keeping set buyers satisfied was one that
brought gray hairs to the heads of dealers, for
service in those days was the bugaboo ot the
trade and was, to a certain extent, a hit or
miss proposition. The problem of servicing has,
however, kept abreast with other developments
in radio, and just as the present-day radio receiver is far superior to the early instrument,
and broadcasting has been vastly improved, so,
too, has service been placed on a scientific level,
with service men thoroughly trained.
Live radio dealers today have service and
testing laboratories with trained men representing them and service, instead of being a constant form of worry, has become a branch of
the business that not only pays its way but also
brings in a profit that compares favorably with
the other departments of the store. In addition
to keeping the customer satisfied and thus creating good-will and bringing in profits, many
dealers report that the proper operation of the
service department will result in the sales of tubes and accessories and many times opens
the way to sales of new receivers.
One of the accompanying photographs gives
a view of the service and testing laboratory of
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, one of the most successful music and radio outlets in the country. Robert H. Campbell, manager of the radio service department, states that service pays
if properly rendered. In part h-e sa-ys:"Thescientific.'way to service is with a complete testing outfit having AC and DC meters to completely analyze the troubles in tube or set. An
outfit of this sort is carried by every man in
our service department."
COTTON
FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious foreign matter eliminated
for
Record and Radio Mannfactoring
THE PECKHAM MFG. CO. 23£Xztl<.Tl

Blanchard Radio Corp.
method thoroughly familiarizes the technicians
with all parts of Radiolas or other receivers so
that the service men feel competent to enter
customers'
mediately. homes, locate and adjust trouble imIn speaking of the testing laboratory Mr.
Campbell says: "We have found that we can-

not conduct an efficient service department
without a properly equipped testing laboratory.
Our bench is equipped with the necessary meters to analyze any trouble. Strips for various
models are attached to the panels and operated.
Meter readings are taken in actual operation.
Should our radio technician be unable to determine the trouble in the home the part is
taken to the laboratory, where expert trained
men put it through a rigid test, correcting the
trouble and returning the part to the customer."

Washington, D. C., July 9— In the summary of exports and imports of the commerce
of the United States for the month of April,
1928, the following are the figures bearing on
talking machines and records.
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during April, 1928, amounted in value to
$37,053, as compared with $52,511 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1927.
The four months' total ended April, 1928,
showed importations valued at $146,162; in the
same period of 1927, $127,187, a very substantial
increase.
Talking machines to the number of 11,784,
valued at $496,114 were exported in April, 1928,
as compared with 11,975 talking machines,
valued at $436,742, sent abroad in the same
period of 1927. The four months' total showed
that we exported 45,146 talking machines, valued
at $1,930,064, as against 43,019 talking machines
valued at $1,517,605 in 1927.
The total exports of records and supplies for
April, 1928, were valued at $252,210, as compared with $262,663 in April, 1927. The four
months ending April, 1928, show records and
accessories exported valued at $1,145,369, as
compared with $896,647 in 1927.

The countries to which these machines were
sent during April, and their values were as
follows: Europe, $15,012; Canada, $21,271; Central America, $27,294; Mexico, $40,639; Cuba,
$50,516; Argentina, $82,070; Brazil, $35,020;
Chile, $24,571; Colombia, $50,797; Peru, $6,550;
other South America, $46,714; British India,
$123; China, Hong Kong and Kwantung, $12,099; Philippine Islands, $30,284; Australia, $16,279; New Zealand, $405; British South America,
$523; other countries, $35,947.
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Clark

Music
Aids

Co.

Air

Project

Pioneer Music House Has Had Name of
City Painted on Roof in Large Letters
as Aid to Aviators Flying Overhead
Syracuse, N. Y., July 7. — In connection with
recent efforts to "put over" Syracuse, New
York, in the matter of aerial transportation and
to further facilitate local interest in aviation,
now that Syracuse has just been added to the
list of cities designated as official United States
mail airport, the Clark Music Co. has had the
word "Syracuse" painted on the roof of its
large six-story building on South Selina street.
The letters are about eleven feet high and being

{IsTrvice instrument^]
A
At

the

HIT

Chicago

Show

The Supreme testing instrument is the outcome of three years'
is the
only instrument
giving development.
tube oscillationIttests
on
A.C. or D.C. tubes, and the quick and sharp
balancing or re-aligning of condensers in single
dial control radios or others by plugging into
the last stage of audio. This instrument has also
a modulated Radiator for 24-hour use to take
the place of broadcast stations in test work.
Continuity tests are made quickly from the
radio socket, and complete readings of filament,
grid and plate circuits .given. Tests can be made
for readings, with and without load. Other features of great aid to the service man are numerous, such as testing condensers; playing
radios with open transformers; scientifically rejuvenating up to 12 tubes at a time; demonstrating condenser, choke coil outputs and capacity outputs on radios not wired for that
purpose. Such things as a 500,000-ohm resistance
for testing various volume controls and fixed
capacities from .001 to 2. mfd. are additional
features. The traveling case carries tubes and
comes fully equipped with all tools and supplies
necessary for a man to immediately do any
service job.

painted white against a dark background are
easily visible to aviators flying over the city.
Clark Music Co. is one of the oldest and largest
music houses in the entire East and is this year
celebrating its seventieth anniversary. It handles a complete line of Victor, Columbia and
Brunswick products.
New

CeCo

Factory

Representatives

L 100-A'
MODE
Instrument lifts
out of traveling case for
store use. Fully equipped with instrument, every
service tool and supplies necessary for a man to
step out on a job. This case contains compartments for everything and has a swinging tube
shelf designed for instant accessibility, but absolute protection to tubes. Under this swinging
shelf are felt-lined compartments for small tubes,
oscillator coil, etc. Has strong lock and key.
Strong
-overed
case, size
10^2 x brass
18 x 7
inches, leatherette
with leather
handle.
Polished
trimming. High resistance meters. Fully guaranteed. Gold button and membership in the
Supreme League goes with ownership. A League
of Service Men. Also continuous use of our
Engineering Department to help you in your
problems. Price Complete ....
$98.50 net
Equipped with 0-3, 0-18, 0-150 volt portable A.C.
meter with leads, in leather case, $11.00 extra.
We use an external A.C. meter so line voltages
can be comesobtained
any point.when
This plugged
meter bepart of theat instrument,
in,
but any A.C. meter with leads will do.
Installment plan $28.50 cash and 8 monthly
payments of $10.00 each. With A.C. meter, $29.50
cash and 9 monthly payments of $10.00.
Ask your jobber or send order
direct with your jobber's name.
THE SUPREME IHSTKUMEHTS
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI

CORP.

E. Hotchkiss
Shamrock

With

Mfg.

Co.

Appointed Manager of Chicago Branch —
Formerly With Pathe and Sonora — Will
Also Represent Vitalitone
W. E. Hotchkiss, widely known throughout
the music-radio industry, has been appointed
manager of the Chicago branch of the Sham-

H. H. Steinle, General Sales Manager of
CeCo Mfg. Co., Announces the Appointment of Several New Representatives
Providence R. I.. July 6 — H. H. Steinle, general sales manager of the CeCo Mfg. Co., of
this city, has announced the appointment of
several new factory representatives for CeCo
tubes as follows: R. H. Reeb will serve CeCo
jobbers and dealers in Indiana; Cliff Lindgren
will cover the western half of New York State,
west of Syracuse; Arthur L. Lang will cover
the eastern half of the Empire State, east of and
including Syracuse, with the exception of New
York City, where two men will cover the trade.
E. R. Peel will extend the usual CeCo co-operation" to all dealers and jobbers in Iowa and Nebraska; J. R. Hedquist will represent CeCo in
Minnesota, western Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota; Lawrence LeVoie will perform
the same duties in West Virginia, and Borrough Murphy and Kenneth Murphy will cover
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, "North and South Carolina and Virginia.
Making

New

Electric

Phonograph

Motor

Stevens Mfg. Corp. Going into Production
on Motor Which Operates from AC or
DC — System is New Development
The Stevens Mfg. Corp., New York, is going
into immediate production on a new electric
motor adapted for phonograph operation, according to Clifford E. Stevens, treasurer.
"In portable phonographs, this new motor
will operate from three dry cells," said Mr.
Stevens. "It is designed for use by set manufacturers and builders of phonographs in producing phonograph-radio combinations. It will
operate from either alternating or direct current,
and will cost one-half the price of any other
motor on the market to-day. Its governing system is a new development, accurate to a hair,
and is not affected by fluctuations of current. It

Patents
Applied For

W.

York, July, 1928

is the smallest known motor for its purpose."
Mr. Stevens stated that in connection with the
introduction of this new electric motor, the
Stevens Mfg. Corp. will furnish a new die cast
ball-bearing aluminum turntable. It is said that
a great deal of interest has been expressed by
manufacturers in this combination motor and
turntable, and volume orders are being booked.
Three

New

Jobbers

W. E. Hotchkiss
rock Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., according to a
recent announcement by Nate Hast, general
sales manager of the Shamrock organization.
Offices and warehouse have been established
at 533 South Wabash avenue, affording 8,500
square feet of space for efficient service to
Shamrock distributors and dealers in the Middle West. A fully equipped service department
will be maintained.
Mr. Hotchkiss, who is a graduate of Cornell
University, represented the Pathe Phonograph
& Radio Corp. for many years, and was originally associated with his father with Sonora.
In conjunction with the Shamrock dynamic
electric receivers Mr. Hotchkiss will represent
Vitalitone dynamic speakers and the cabinets
of the Plymouth Phonograph & Radio Co.

"Miss
Kolster
Is a Prize

Radio'
99
Winner

"Miss Kolster Radio" won a silver cup, a
theatrical engagement and second place among

Splitdorf
Appointed

Hal

P. Shearer, General Manager, Announces Appointments of Padgitt Bros.,
Wyeth Co. and Auto Supply Co.

Hal P. Shearer, general manager of the Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., has announced
the appointment of three new Splitdorf distributors. The Wyeth Hardware Co., St.
Joseph, Mo., will cover eastern Kansas and
Missouri and Nebraska territory; Auto Supply
Co., Hutchinson, Kan., to cover central Kansas
territory, and Padgitt Bros., Dallas, Tex., central Texas. Mr. Shearer reports a most satisfactory lining up of business and a volume far
in excess of early expectations.

"Miss Kolster Radio"
300 girls in the beauty contest recently conducted to choose "Miss St. Louis" for the International Pageant of Pulchritude at Galveston, Texas. She was entered in the contest by
the Straus Co. of St. Louis.
An increase in the value of American manufactured products exported during the first
three months of 1928 offset a decline in foreign
sales of a number of leading raw materials, a
report issued by the Foreign Commerce Department of the Chamber of Commerce states.
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are licensed under the
patents— Enough said

O'Neil Speakers
LEKTOPHONE

of

nnounon

the

The

new

line

O'NEIL

FAMOUS

RADIO

Model L.S.19. Oval Full
Super fin-X
high,Bronze
ish. 20-in.
Ship.
RiggedIllumi
natedListby$25.00
two
unit.
.--r-/
lamps.
colored

SPEAKERS

Model C.105. Clod
el, walnut
high.
Super
X unit.12-in.
List S30.00

■Now

Ready

The New O'NEIL Super X unit, a conceded standard of comparison in speaker units, is an integral part of these speakers.
This unit is a non-adjustable condensed type in which the vital
parts are protected by a transparent shield from dirt, dust, or
any foreign element, thus insuring the smooth operation of the
speaker at all times. O'Neil speakers are "fool-proof" being
permanently adjusted at the factory.
O'NEIL Speakers are completely FACTORY BUILT and
TESTED. Their full, rich, natural and mellow tones proclaim them as quality instruments for use with the new electric,
or battery sets. They range in price from $14.75 to $69.50 —
an appeal to the pocketbook
— and full appreciation of
them means to SEE, HEAR
and EXAMINE them.

fit-p- ^„
DX-5
r.05Equi
lted speake
Modemic
dynaour
with
ft' ful
stanrdard
and drypower
Rectifie
disc with
Transformer for operation from
r appahouse current.ed. No othe
List $65.00
ratus requir

ped

Set and Cabinet Makers
will be especially interested
in the New O'NEIL Chassis
Speaker which also has the
new Super
made
with Xor Unit.
withoutIt'sa
Baffle Box (10-in. x 10-in. x
6^-in.). Special prices on
request.

This

is a

Dynamic

Year

hi

O'NEIL

MANUFACTURING
"The

Famous
West

New

O'Neil

CORPORATION

Radio

York, New

Speaker"
Jersey

Model L.C.501 Console
Cabinet. Two-tone Walr\lSU
W39 in.X xunit.
D14VsH31V4
in.
A 7oi-» in.
hut-x Super
List $69.i0
THE O'NEIL LINE
D.99 Round 17-in. dia. Beautiful
Mahogany
List $14.75
L.S.19
Rigged Ship 20-in. 25.00
Bronze Full
finish
C. 105 Walnut Clo-k 12-in 30 (0
L.C.
501 Console Cabinet, two-tone 69.50
Walnut
T.S.503
Consolette Table, two-tone 48.50
Walnut
CX21 Chassis Speaker without
Baffle Box
16.00
C.B. 18 Chassis Speaker with Baffle
Box
18.00
Also complete line of dynamic speakers.
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Three-Day
Sparton

Convention
Equasonne

Marks
Introduction

Representatives of Ninety Sparton Wholesale Houses Attended Gathering — Five Patents Granted on New Model — Will Rogers Entertained Guests
Representatives of ninety Sparton radio disiributors were guests of the Sparks-Withington
Co., Jackson, Mich., at the annual convention
held by that company on June 6, 7 and 8, at
which time the distributors were given the first
glimpse of the new 1928 line of radio receivers
developed by the Sparks-Withington Co. The
convention was opened on June 6 by a luncheon
meeting, attended by fifty magazine and newspaper representatives, who were the personal
guests of Capt. William Sparks, president of
the company.
At this meeting the publication

trically-operated radio-phonograph combination
instrument. The phonograph, which employs
an electric pick-up and power amplification,
plays twelve records of any size and changes
each record in nine seconds. The instrument
contains a Sparton radio receiver and the same
loud speaker is used to reproduce both recorded
;uid broadcast music.
The publication representatives were enter' tained in the afternoon with a trip through the
State penitentiary and the Sparton radio plants.
Three hundred people were seated at the

York, July, 1928

1L3LL
I J SPRING LUBRICANT
IT CI FV'<i GRAPHITE PHONO
Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitely.
Put
up
in
1,
25 andput50-pound
cans for cans
dealers.to
This lubricant5, 10.
is also
up in 4-ounce
retail
at
25
cents
each
under
the
trade
name
of
LURLIlri
MACHINE LUBRICANT
NOISELESS TALKING
FIIRFKA
Write for special proposition to jobbers
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St.. NewYork
used as the headquarters for the dealers, where
a lost and found department, and telephone and
telegraph service were installed. Road markers
and signs on all highways leading to Jackson
directed the dealers to the fair grounds, and
hotel reservations were made at the leading
hotels from twenty-five to seventy-five miles
around Jackson, for those dealers who wished
to stay overnight before returning to their respective homes. The dealers were conducted
through the Sparton radio plants and in the

Those Present at Jobber-Dealer Meeting Sponsored by the Sparks-Withington Co.. Jackson, Mich.
representatives saw and heard the new Sparton
banquet held at the Jackson City Club on the
evening a mass meeting was held at the high
school auditorium, Will Rogers, the famous
evening of June 6, when Captain Sparks as
Equasonne radio receivers and Professor Glastoastmaster, and Colonel Winthrop Withington,
humorist, acting as master of ceremonies. Mr.
gow, research engineer of the Sparton organizaRogers was especially secured by Captain
welcomed the distributors in behalf of the comtion, described the new circuit. Eighty publications were represented at this meeting, and on
pany. After elaborate entertainment, furnished
Sparks for the event and flew from his home
by several orchestras, vaudeville entertainers,
the following day newspaper accounts, of the
in Beverly Hills, Cal., to Jackson, Mich., to
and radio stars, the new line of Sparton Equameeting and descriptions of the Equasonne cirheadline the evening's entertainment.
cuit appeared in the daily press throughout the
sonne radio receivers was placed on exhibition
After the entertainment the Sparton distribuand described in detail to the distributors.
country.
tors were transported to Chicago for the openDuring the course of the convention Captain
On June 7, the second day of the convention,
ing of the RMA Trade Show on a special train
the business sessions were held at the Hotel
Sparks announced that five patents had already
as guests of the Sparks-Withington Co.
been issued upon the new Equasonne circuit
Hayes, led by Harry Sparks, general sales manager, E. T. Hutchison, assistant general sales
and that the Sparks-Withington Co., at the end
of its second year in the radio field had risen
manager, and V. A. Searles, advertising manChanges
Name
to
from 67th to fourth place in volume of sales
ager. The distributors were urged to devote
Clarostat
Mfg. Co.
and, at that moment, before the Sparton dism ire attention to the department store, musicradio
dealer
and
to
the
better
type
of
furniture
tributors had seen the new receivers, the company had four times as many orders on file for
store, in the belief that these three types of
Personnel of American Mechanical LaborTune, July, August and September, as had been
outlets are ably equipped to .merchandise a
atories, Inc., Remains the Same With
placed for the same period in 1927.
quality line of radio receive*s such as is proJohn J. Mucher as President
duced under the Sparton trade name.
At this meeting Captain Sparks also anThe American Mechanical Laboratories, Inc.,
nounced the formation of the Nucraft Corp., of
Mr. Searles outlined the advertising camJackson, Mich., of which he is president. The
Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacturers of the Clarostat
paign which will carry the Sparton sales mesand other variable resistance products and radio
Nucraft Corp. manufactures an automatic elecsage to- all corners of the United States. The
accessories, has announced a change in name
Saturday Evening Post and Liberty, billboard
advertising, display material and other dealer
to Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc. The personnel of
helps will be used in aiding the retailer in the
the organization, its policy and its products, reTalking Machine
main as formerly," with John J." Mucher, presisale of Sparton products. The events' of the
dent and Charles Golenpaul, vice-president and
second day were climaxed by a dinner and ensales manager.
tertainment atthe Jackson Country Club.
Springs and Repair
On the final day of the convention, 2,000
"This change in name is for the purpose of
insuring a closer identity with our Clarostat
Sparton dealers were guests of the SparksParts
Withington Co. The Jackson fair grounds and
products," said Mr. Golenpaul. "The entire line
will be continued and will be manufactured and
exposition hall, near the Sparton factory, were
NONE BETTER IN QUALITY
sold by the Clarostat Mfg. Co."
TYPE M RECORDING
WAX
NONE LOWER IN PRICE
MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
Developed for Electrical
For Loud Speaker* and Talking Machine*
RADIO MICA
Recording. Works at 70* or
The Rene Manufacturing Co.
Normal Room Temperature
American Mica Works
Montvale, New Jersey
F. W. MATTHEWS
ToiA&Tf.
47 West Street
New York
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Molloy-Davis
in

Co.

Cabinet

Brunswick
Field

Creates

Artist

Operatic

H.

Role

Elisabeth Rethberg, Brunswick Recording
Star, Created Title Role in New Strauss

A new organization in the radio furniture
held has made its debut, the Molloy-Davis Co.,
with offices in New York and Philadelphia. The

At the Grand Opera Festival held in Dresden on June 6, Elisabeth Rethberg, Brunswick
recording artist, created the title role in the
new Richard Strauss Opera, "Die agyptichc
Helene" (The Egyptian Helen), the libretto of
which was written by Hugo von Hofmansthal.
Mme. Rethberg will complete her engagements
in Dresden in time to return to Ravinia — "The
Opera House in the Woods" on the outskirts
of Chicago, where some of the most popular
operatic artists appear during the Summer. In
addition to Mme. Rethberg, other Brunswick
exclusive artists will be included in the Ravinia
programs, such as Florence Easton, Mario
Chamlee and Giuseppe Danise.

T. J. Molloy
R. S. Davis
sponsors of this company are Thomas J. Molloy
and Russell S. Davis, both of whom have had
many years' experience in the radio business.
Mr. Molloy has been connected with radio
since its inception and enjoys a wide circle of
friends throughout the East. He resigned his
position as sales representative with the Atwatei
Kent Mfg. Co. just a year ago to handle the
output of the American Furniture & Cabinet
Co. of Philadelphia.
Russell S. Davis spent over three years with
the Atwater Kent Co., resigning his connection
as divisional sales manager some two years ago.
Shortly afterward he took over the reins as sales
manager for the Motor Parts Co., radio distributors of Philadelphia. "Russ" Davis is well
known in the radio jobbing field.
The Molloy-Davis Co. has contracted to handle the entire output of the American Furniture
& Cabinet Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and the Home
Furniture Co., York, Pa. These two companies
will make a complete line of distinctive models
and designs, covering a wide range of prices.
It will be their policy to sell and ship direct
to dealers and jobbers throughout the East.
Russ Davis will have his headquarters in New
York to cover New England, New York State
and the metropolitan area, while Tom Molloy
will handle Pennsylvania, Maryland, Southern
New Jersey, Delaware and Washington, D. C.
The Molloy-Davis Co. has established headquarters at Room 1007 Fox building, Philadelphia, Pa., and will shortly announce the New
York address.

Co.

Sales

Drive

PROvrnENCE, R. I., July 6.— Harry H. Steinle,
general sales manager of the CeCo Mfg. Co.,
of this city, is hard at work on a sales cam-

Declares

Quarterly

Dividends

Camden, N. J., July 5.— The Board of Directors
of the Victor Talking Machine Co. recently declared the following quarterly dividends to
stockholders of record at the close of business
July 2, 1928: $1.75 per share on preferred stock
(sixty-nine shares old stock outstanding), payable July 16, 1928. $1.75 per share on 7 per
cent cumulative prior preference stock, payable
August 1, 1928. $1.50 per share on $6 cumulative convertible preferred stock, payable August
1, 1928. $1 per share on common stock, payable August 1, 1928.

Electrad

Plans

General Sales Manager of CeCo Mfg. Co.
Making Efforts to Surpass All Previous
Sales Records — New Men Added

Opera "The Egyptian Helen"

Victor

Steinle

CeCo

Organization Represents the American Furniture & Cabinet Co. and Home
Furniture Co. in the East

New

H.

Keeps

Publishes

Technical

Booklet

'•The Electrad Truvolt Divider Manual," an
attractive booklet, has been published by Electrad, Inc., New York, manufacturer of resistors
and other radio products and accessories. The
booklet tells in detail the theory and practical
application of resistors to radio equipment, and
contains a wealth of statistical information of
great value to radio engineers and service men.

For

Real

H. H. Steinle
paign for the coming season that is designed
to make' CeCo tubes surpass all previous sales
records. In anticipation of this intensive campaign the CeCo sales staff has been augmented
by the addition of a number of new men. The
sales policies of the CeCo Mfg. Co. have been
in the capable hands of Mr. Steinle for a number of years.
in Touch

by Wireless

L. M. Clement, chief engineer of Fada Radio,
kept in touch with his office at Long Island
City by wireless while he was on a Western trip
recently. Each night at 11:00 P. M. he received
reports from A. A. Leonard of the Fada Engineering staff, who sent the- messages from his
own station at Forest Hills, L. I.
The LTnited States Pipe Organ Co. was recently incorporated in Delaware to deal in
organs, pianos, talking machines, etc.

Radio

Profits

sen pre
mi

er

RCA

to Extend

Lectures

by

Music

"AC"

RADIO

Damrosch

An extension of the music recital lectures
broadcast during school hours last winter by
Walter Damrosch and designed to assist music
instruction in both public schools and colleges,
is to be provided during the next school year
by the Radio Corp. of America. The lecures
will be broadcast over the system of the National Broadcasting Co., which will make them
available to virtually every schoolroom in the
United States. These music lectures, first tried
out by the NBC as an experimental venture in
the use of radio by schools, are expected to be
followed by school hour courses in science, history, economics and languages.
The formal opening of Al's Music & Specialty Shop, 2010 Elm street, Dallas, Tex., of
which A. Lemaitre is proprietor, was held recently. The new establishment carries Columbia Viva-tonal records an3 phonographs, Zenith and Majestic radio receivers, Allen portables and other musical instruments.

Table Model — Solid walnut cabinet, front
panel natural wood mounted on heavy steel
back panel.

under

your

own

private label !

A Quality Product — sold under Unconditional Guarantee — Everything one can
ask for in radio — Looks — Performance
— Price. Table and Console Models.
Made for either type AC Tubes
5 No. 22 7 and 1 No. 171, or 5
No. 401 and 1 No. 403. Licensed
under U. S. Navy Patents and
Hogan Patent No. 1,014,002.
Open View — Note ready accessibility of
tubes, power supply, etc.

Send inquiries now.

Line up for next fall.

mmm
mwmt
tmmm
Radio since 192C
Established 1905
Dept. 265, 3800 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
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New

Shamrock

Line

Models

of

Radio

Introduced

to

Trade

Entire 1928-29 Line of Shamrock Receivers Introduced to Distributors at Banquet —
Business Tabooed Yet Many Orders Received for Early Shipment
banquet held in the Gold Room of the Washington Restaurant in Newark.
Several hundred

A large, and enthusiastic gathering of Shamrock Radio dealers and distributors and mem-

York, July, 1928

ager of the Shamrock Co. The room was decorated in green, and the entire line of 1928-29
Shamrock receivers were on display and were
tuned in to provide musical entertainment. A
five-piece orchestra alternated with the broadcast reception.
In a short address of welcome Mr. Rose declared that all discussion of business matters
was taboo for the evening, but following the
banquet he and his associate, Mr. Hast, were
surprised with orders for 1,000 Shamrock receivers purchased by dealer guests present.

Shamrock Mfg. Co. Was Host to These Dealers at Washington Restaurant, in Newark, N. J.
bers of their organization were entertained re- guests enjoyed the hospitality of Herman Rose, A varied program of theatrical entertainment
cently by the Shamrock Mfg. Co., N. J., at a
president, and Nate Hast, general sales manand vaudeville made
an enjoyable evening.
Aids

transmission, the Raytheon Mfg. Co., of Cambridge, Mass., has launched an extensive campaign of research and special production in cooperation with television experimenters.
"We do not assume for a single moment that
television has arrived at a commercial stage or

Experimenters

in

Television

Tests

Raytheon Mfg. Co. Launches Research
Campaign in Co-operation With Television Experimenters

anything even approaching such refinement,"
states D. E. Replogle, of the Raytheon engineering staff. "However, we do believe that
the time is ripe for television experiments both
at the transmitting and the receiving end, on

With the development and introduction of
Raytheon tube s for television reception and

-KANE

WALL
The

Needle
THE

NEEDLE

EVERY
.

THE

for Which

TEST

NEEDLE

There

THAT
FOR

HAS

THE

WITH

A

Is No

Substitute

WITHSTOOD

PAST

spectacular development of radio broadcasting."

12 YEARS

LIVING
o

an extensive scale. Therefore, as headquarters
for gaseous tubes of all kinds, we are prepared
to co-operate with experimenters and others in
the development and production of special
tubes for television requirements.
"Our research staff, headed by C. G. Smith,
inventor of the Raytheon tube, and its predecessor, the S-tube, has had long experience in
gaseous conduction. Experiments have been
conducted with every conceivable gas, electrode, spacing, arrangement, insulator and so
on. We have studied the effects of gas pressure until to-day we can produce tubes of a
given starting voltage, luminosity, responsiveness and so on.
"We therefore wish to co-operate with television experimenters in the development of the
necessary neon tubes and photo-electric cells
of regular or special design, to the end that
this young art may receive the maximum cooperative effort of amateurs in repeating the

R.

PROFIT

A.

Muller

Atlas
The
[

Original

10-Time

Needle

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
AND
SOLD
THROUGHOUT
THE
WORLD

3922

Fourteenth

Manufacturing
INCORPORATED >
Avenue

Also Jazz, Concert

and

Petmecky

Co.
Brooklyn,

Needles

Plywood

Corp.

Boston, Mass., July 6.— Ralph M. Buck, president of the Atlas Plywood Corp., of this city,
has announced the appointment of R. A. Muller
as general production manager. Mr. Muller was
chief engineer of the C. L. Stevens Co., of Boston, which for the past six months has been
making professional time studies in the Atlas
plants, that have resulted in reductions in manufacturing costs. In this new position he will be
responsible for the efficient operation of the
six Atlas plants.

V

WALL-KANE
Needle

With

N. Y.
The Victor Talking Machine Co. has issued a
quick reference list for record sales people containing a complete list of all records issued
since the last edition of the catalog.
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THE
FAD
A "1C
Operates from A. C. light socket
(90-130 Volts, 25 or 60 cycle) —
Single dial — Uses 6 tubes and
rectifier — 7 tubes total — Illuminated Station Finder — Adjustment for long or short
antenna— Smooth volume control — Completely shielded —
Self-contained in handsome
velvetex-finished cabinet.
WITHOUT TUBES

IT*/
THE

BIG

EEYCND

HERE

PARADE

IN

€UEXTI€N-IX

EADICTHIX

FADAlO
C.

ELECTRIC

An outstanding value — where
price and precision meet —

11C

Sales volume — Profits are yours — if you own
FAD

the

A FRANCHISE — Get in line early— join the

PARADE
nearest

OF

PROFITS— Get in touch

with your

Fada jobber — or write us — for open locations and the most profitable franchise in radio.

F. A. D.

ANDREA,

INC., Long

Island

City

NEW
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Kellogg

Executives

Honor

W.

L.

Jacoby

Dinner Tendered President of Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co. on the Occasion of His First Anniversary
One hundred Kellogg department heads and
their assistants recently sponsored a dinner in
honor of W. L. Jacoby, president of the Kellogg

York, July, 1928

by amplifiers to six different sections of the
theatre. In addition to this feature, the drop
Designed
Beautiful
curtain is a facsimile of an Atwater Kent
Amrad
Exhibits
speaker and another curtain at the front shows
a radio set. When this curtain is raised it discloses the Stanley Orchestra playing in the
Joe Malott, Amrad Territorial Sales Manager, Reveals Unexpected Talent in
inside of a huge radio cabinet. Walter Cunningham, Philadelphia representative for the
Designing Exhibitions at Show
Atwater Kent Co., co-operated with the StanJoe Malott, who represents Amrad as terriley Co. in preparing this, feature.
torial sales manager in the South, as well as a
The tie-up of radio with theatrical producpart of Ohio, nearly worked himself out of a
tions is ah idea of P. A. Ware, merchandising
and sales promotion manager of the Atwater
Kent Co., who feels that this type of entertainment is advantageous to radio rather than the
hackneyed form of cheap comedy as has been
expressed previously on the stage concerning
radio.
1
CeCo

Executives

Lengthy

Trade

on
Trip

Ed. R. Fiske, Assistant General Sales Manager of CeCo Mfg. Co. to Visit Every
Distributor Throughout Country

W. L. Jacoby
Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago. The affair was an informal stag pary held in the Black
Cat room at the Edgewater Beach Hotel. A
variety of entertainment was provided between
courses and after the dinner, nearly all of the
entertainers being recruited from the staff of
the Kellogg organization.
The occasion celebrated the first anniversary

Providence, R. I., July 5.— Ed. R. Fiske, assistant
general sales manager of the CeCo Mfg. Co.,
Inc., announces his intention to visit every
CeCo distributor in the country during an' extensive tour which began this month. His itinerary
will bring him to the West Coast after covering
Joe an
Malott
job by demonstrating
assortment of hidden
talent during the Crosley convention in Cincinnati and the RMA Trade Show in Chicago.
"Joe" was called upon by the Amrad sales
department to design, install and supervise the
Amrad displays used at the two conventions.
For the C osley convention he designed a stage
with a background of black velvet that war.
pronounced one of the most beautiful things
the exhibitors had ever seen. He had three Amrad exhibits to produce for the trade show, the
principal one in the ballroom of the Blackstor.e
Hotel, and all three were both brilliant and
striking, yet carried the dignity and beauty
wJiich he felt should be associated with a highpriced radio line.
The upshot of it was that Malott had to

of Mr. Jacoby's association with the Kellogg
company, and an interesting feature of the
dinnei was a special souvenir program which
contained poems and songs especially written
in his honor. The frontispiece of this program
was a cartoon depicting Mr. Jacoby's office,
showing the activity which is typical of the
manner in which he directs the business. Some
comedy broadcasting was done through a Kellogg radio receiver with the speakers and musicians talking through a microphone in an adjoining room. H. C. McCluskey, controller of
the Kellogg Co., acted as master of ceremonies. The purpose of the dinner was to shcr
appreciation for being associated with a "gogetter" such as is the directing head of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
Atwater
in

Kent

a Stage

Plays Prominent

Radio
Feature

Part in Stanley Co. of

America Presentation "Radio Night" a
Forty-Minute Broadcasting Sketch
Atwater Kent radio is scoring an effective
hit in a new Stanley Co. of America presentation, "Radio Nights," a forty-minute sketch of
broadcasting as it is actually executed in the
studio and as it is received in the home. Buddy
Page, Stanley Theatre master of ceremonies,

Ed. R. Fiske
each distributing center in every State from
Rhode Island to Los Angeles and thence north
to San Francisco, Portland and Seattle, the
turning point for the return East.
New merchandising methods, as they apply
to CeCo tubes, will be stressed, and information
on several new types of vacuum tubes, exclusively CeCo, will be divulged. Mr. Fiske's major
endeavor is to assist in increasing sales and
profits for every Ceco dealer.
The entire South will be covered in a like
manner immediately after the return from the
West so that each and every CeCo distributor
will receive the earnest attention of the CeCo
headquarters in addition to the co-operation of
the local CeCo salesman.
At the conclusion of the Western tour on
which Mr. Fiske will make a complete market
survey, reports will be compiled for guidance
over the season in forming new policies and
procedure for the benefit and protection of all
CeCo dealers and jobbers.
Ted Lewis and His Band, Columbia artists,
returned to New York City the week of July

Featuring Atwater Kent Radio
uses an Atwater Kent set and speaker on the
stage to illustrate tuning in the well-known
vaudeville artists who sing through the microphone on the stage, the voice being transmitted

9 for an engagement at Keith's Palace Theatre, following which they sail for Paris, to
play for eight weeks there. The New York engagement follows a transcontinental tour that
ended with a three weeks' booking in Los Angeles in June.

vigorously argue with the general sales manager in order to keep all of his territory. Having done such superb work at the conventions
the idea was to attach him to the sales promotion department to supervise similar displays
throughout the country. Joe says he is going
to keep any further versatility hidden until after
he has written his quota of business.
Madden-Schenkel
Represents

Irwin

Co.
Co.

The Madden-Schenkel Co., Inc., New York,
has been appointed national factory representative for the Robert W. Irwin Co., of
Grand Rapids, Mich. This latter company, although only just entering the field of fine radio
furniture, has been one of America's premier
cabinet manufacturers since 1845. The MaddenSchenkel Co., which will merchandise the entire
output of radio furniture of this factory, has
adopted the policy to sell only through one
exclusive jobber in a territory. Emil S. Schenkel left his headquarters on July 10 for an
extended cross-country trip in the interest of
the new line and carried with him a model of
each cabinet.
New

Outing

Portable

Soon

Max Willinger. president of the New York
Album & Card Co., New York City, maker of
Outing portables, reports that several new models of the Outing line are in course of preparation and will soon be ready for the trade.
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Charles

Freshman
Dealers

Freshman

Co.

Host

During

to

Trade

Show

Executives Entertained 600 Dealers as Guests at Supper Party and at

Musical Comedy, "Good News" — Actress Presented With New
One of the most enjoyable social affairs held
during RMA Trade Show Week in Chicago
was the buffet supper and theatre party of the
Charles Freshman Co., Inc. In appreciation of
the co-operation of its dealers the Freshman

Freshman

Set

Co. present were Clarence A. Earl, president;
H. A. Beach, general sales manager; James
Frye, assistant sales manager; George Eltz,
chief of the engineering division; Wm. S. Taussig, technical expert; Paul Weil, advertising

York, July, 1928

in almost as clear as our local stations. You will understand why I am so enthusiastic about the Federal when
I tell you I got a 250-watt station, WKEN, at Kenmore,
N. Y. I wrote and told them what I had heard them
playing at the time and received a letter from the station
telling me I was right.
"Since I bought my set last October, I have picked up
273 stations and all but 42 of these are outside of California, some in Canada,
—Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, Porto Rico,
Australia and Japan."
Grebe
Sets

Will
to

AC

Convert
Operation

Factory Prepared to Convert BatteryOperated Synchrophase Sets Into New
Model Synchrophase Seven AC Sets
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York City,

Freshman Theatre Party During the
executives entertained 600 guests at supper at
the Stevens Hotel, and later transported them
in special buses to the Selwyn Theatre to see
the performance of the college musical comedy
"Good News." The entire lower floor of the
theatre was reserved for Freshman guests. The
performance was unusually well conducted, as
the entire cast quickly caught the spirit of the
occasion. In one of the scenes showing the
room of a couple of college students hung an
appropriate penant labeled "Freshman — Your
Ultimate Radio."
Between acts, two young ladies from the Chi-

RMA

Trade Show Held in Chicago

manager; Martin Zatulove, special representative; Ernest S. Hilber, manager, Chicago district; M. C. Schoenly, manager, St. Louis and
Kansas City; Walter C. Epstein, Pacific Coast
manager; T. S. Clark, Michigan manager, and
many others.
Philco

Plans

Broadcast

New
Features

The Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philaof the "Philco Hour,"
Pa., creator
and whichdelphia,has
placed on the market a new
radio receiving set, is perfecting new features
for its microphone programs. These follow
Philco's consistent adherence to the dissemination of music that has stood the test of time.
Philco's great feature, "Memories of the Theatre," which take music-lovers back to "The
Merry Widow," "Chocolate Soldier," "Prince
of Pilsen" and the host of other distinguished
musical successes, continues in popularity. The
idea will now be expanded to include new entertainment. The announcement will be made
in due time.
Philco was among the first to inaugurate
consistent coast-to-coast broadcasting through
a chain of stations linking the continent. As
this season advances the present twenty-eight
stations on the Red and Blue network and the
seven on the Pacific Coast in the Orange Group

Presentation of Freshman Radio to Stage Star
cago office of the Freshman Co., Miss Nolan
and Miss Matt, appropriately dressed as college girls with the word "Freshman" across
their sweaters, appeared on the stage and presented Miss Betty Gallagher, the leading lady,
with a model M outfit with stand and speaker.
Miss Gallagher was completely surprised, but
after regaining her composure she saw Clarence
A. Earl, president of the Freshman Co., in the
audience and invited him to come up on the
stage to receive her expressions of appreciation.
Flashlights were taken of the presentation,
and then for the first time in the history of
Chicago a flashlight of the entire audience was
taken from the stage. Special permission from
the fire department was necessary. Both photographs are reproduced herewith, and many
prominent figures in the music-radio industry
may be seen in the orchestra seats.
Among the representatives of the Freshman

recently announced that the company's factory
in Richmond Hill is prepared to effect the conversion of battery-operated Synchrophase receivers into the new model Synchrophase Seven
AC for jobbers, dealers and consumers. The
complete cost, including additional rewiring,
extra material and the external power unit, is
put at $55.
The Grebe Service Engineering Department
issued the following statement regarding conversion of the Synchrophase Five receivers:
"We have received a number of requests with
respect to the conversion of the Synchrophase
Five receiver. It is our experience that there
is and will be a normal demand for battery
or socket-power operated instruments, and in
view of the Synchrophase Five's economical
current consumption from "B" batteries, we do
not recommend, nor will we be in a position
to convert this set for AC operation.
"The Synchrophase Five is very sensitive to
changes in capacities existing throughout the
receiver; and changing any of the wiring in
this instrument will unbalance the tuned stages
and seriously impair the efficiency of the set.
It is impossible to correct the balance by a
readjustment of the balancing condensers after
the wiring changes for AC operation have been

Panatrope
made." Homes

in

Better

Exhibition

Two of the most attractive booths at the
Shop-in-Nashville, and Better Homes Exposition, held in Nashville, Tenn., the early part of

will be increased. Philco's broadcasting is carried on all the year round.
Radio

"Bug" Praises
Federal Ortho-Sonic

Buffalo. N. Y., July 5.—C. G. Lowry, of 2363
Van Ness avenue, San Francisco, Cal., feels he
is justified in "crowing" about his six-tube
Federal Ortho-sonic AC radio set, for he has
been able to get almost unbelievable range with
uncanny clarity. Mr. Lowry, in a letter to the
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo manufacturer of
the Federal Ortho-sonic sets, says he is able to
get Eastern stations with the same clarity and
volume as that of local stations. He said in
"I :have your six-tube Ortho-sonic Electric set and I
part
want to say it is as near perfect as radio can be at this
date. For tone quality it is wonderfully sweet and for
distance it is a "pip." Most of the Eastern stations come

Exhibit of the Castner-Knott Co.
June, featured the new Brunswick Panatrope
and Radiola. The Brunswick booth of the
Castner-Knott Dry Goods Co. is illustrated
herewith. Standing at the left of the picture
is Charles E. Carraro, salesman, and at the
right is T. T. Marshall, local representative of
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. The booth
of the Harley-Holt Furniture Co. attracted wide
attention. Through these attractive displays
many sales could be traced, as well as many
good prospects.
Australia shows a bigger per capita sale of
"Two Black Crows," Columbia records, than
the United States or any other individual country the Columbia Phonograph Co. reports.

)
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Some
Not
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Radio

Realize
■
<
Zj/

It
/ ,

i/r
a sensible hard-headed ra1/1/ HY will
A A dio buyer suddenly turn philanthropist under the influence of some

Yet, after all, what brings in the profits
and customer good will? What spreads
the fame of a dealer? The performance

genial, entertaining and clever talk?

and reliability of the radio he sells!

Why will a radio man forget radio — forget the fundamentals of performance, per-

Shamrock
years.

Amidst

this fact for

a thousand

conflicting

claims we have merely said this:

fect mechanism and eye value — and buy
radio like the cowboy of years ago used
to fight — "without

has maintained

"Here

is a fine receiver — built by

engineers, styled by artists. Here is
a radio that gives all the necessary

fear or judgment."

"I'll take ten carloads," he'll say when his
business judgment should prompt him to

volume

and distance plus unusual selectivity and tonal value. We believe
it will stand up against any in the

reply "tell it to Sweeney."
Salesmen's methods in selling radio are
frequently 20 years behind the times.

country.
test.

Let

performance

be the

They still sell good fellowship, entertainment, "what my company will do," etc.
The last thing they think of is— the radio
set iselff

"Now there are many good receivers
on the market. We know that me-

If he could take a phonograph

very top. We know that it has built
customer good will for thousands of
dealers throughout the country. We
know that it will bring profits to you.

chanically Shamrock ranks

record of

the conversation and play it to himself in
his more reasonable moments perhaps
the radio man would realize the truth
of this.

at the

Why not hear it demonstrated?"
Shamrock Cabinets are available in finishes to accord with every color
scheme — Antique Walnut, Chinese Green Lacquer, Mandarin Red
Lacquer, Ebony, Ivory, and Crackle. Their beauty of design and decorative hand-carved wood panel make them effective on any type of table,
cabinet, or console, yet they are modestly priced at only $95 list.

T.Verybodtfr

LEADERS
160

Summit

BY

likes a Shamrock

PROVEN

Street

PERFORMANCE
Newark,

N.

J.
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W.

Duff

Chosen

Amplion

Gold
Seal President
At the recent annual meeting of stockholders
of the Gold Seal Electrical Co., the following
officers were elected: President, James W. Duff;
vice-president, Edward E. Eagle; treasurer,
William E. Duff, and secretary, Fred R. Angevine. A new board of directors was also elected,
consisting of the following: James W. Duff,
Edward E. Eagle, Fred R. Angevine, William
E. Duff, Frederick J. Pope, P. J. Hanlon, and
Dr. A. J. Raggi.
The Gold Seal Electrical Co. is the manufacturer of Gold Seal radio tubes and electrical
appliances and its products have achieved national popularity.

Corp.

Moves

"Radio

to Larger
Quarters
The Amplion Corp. of America, which maintained its factory and offices at 531 West Thirtyseventh street, New York, recently moved to
133 West Twenty-first street with manufacturing and office space of 10,000 square feet.
A line of dynamic as well as magnetic speakers will shortly be announced to the trade by
the Amplion Corp., according to W. L. Woolf,
general manager of the organization, who
stated that a microphone for broadcasting or
other public address purposes has also been developed in the Amplion engineering laboratories. The new home provides better facilities

No

York, July, 1928

Longer

an Indoor
Sport"
Radio should no longer be considered an indoor sport to be enjoyed exclusively during
Fall and Winter months, Pierre Boucheron, advertising manager of the Radio Corp. of America, stated recently.
"The transition from indoor radio to outdoor
radio now goes on quite unnoticed," said
Mr. Boucheron. "The broadcasting service continues month after month with the same high
level of efficiency. The musical programs are
a matter of established routine, and with the
Summer months they take on a somewhat
lighter vein in keeping with the public mood

for the company's growing business.
for pleasure."
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Units

reception of super-excellence, utilizTODAY — Greene leadership in the
ing the newest AC, or lower cost
Radio Power field is more pronounced than ever. The 1928 RMA
DC-tubes. Here is a special DryTrade Show proved it. Enthusiastic
— UNEforl919
Electric "A"; "A-B" and "ABC"
light-socket combination for receiving
acceptance by jobbers and dealers,
sets of every type meeting all voltage
confirmed by hundreds of orders for
the Great Greene Line for 1929 quickly became one
requirements (25-40, or 50-60 cycle) regardless of
of the most sensational topics of the show.
power-line variations.
Consistently, Greene advanced engineering has
Here is popular-priced "packaged-merchandise" for
o ver-the-counter selling, requiring no service man to inkept step with each new DC and AC-tube improvestall, and no servicing-after-sale. Shrewd dealers will
ment with important new power principles for miniconcentrate on this line — for the
mizing AC hum-m and line-voltnext twoyears — and profit richly.
age noises so characteristic of
JYoW- Jor ALL- ELECTRIC
modern AC receivers.
Immediately request full deAG or DC- RADIO
scriptions and complete sample
Thus, again, Greene scientific
shipment to be billed through
research contributes advancea nearby Greene distributor.
ments of priceless value to the
industry by quickening general
Then — subject these units to
of "all-elecpublictric" acceptance
radio.
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any test — let your own ears
prove the indescribable superiof AC-radio
Great ority
Greene
way. powered the

HUM-M'

ATTACH
THIS COUPON
TO YOUR
LETTERHEAD— MAIL TODAY!
GREENE-BROWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 5100 Ravenswood Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
I am interested in the huge sales possibilities of the Great Greene Line for 1929. Please send full descriptions of your AC Units
Name
Address
□ Dealer
□ Jobber
If samples of A and B Units are desired, confirm by separate letter stating jobber's name.

!
O Manufacturer I
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Frank
With
Pioneer

secretary, and W. R. Brown, treasurer, known
since 1910 as high frequency engineers and producers of quality electrical and radio products.
The sales division of the Joy-Kelsey Co. is located at 211 West Wacker Drive, where Mr.
Reichmann will be located and is available for
consultation on speaker designs, sales and production.

Reichmann
Joy-Kelsey
Radio

Co.

Manufacturer,

Former

Maker of Thorola Sets, Joins Old Established Loud Speaker Concern

Visiting StewartWarner
Wholesalers

I

Friends of Frank Reichmann, one oi the pioneers of the radio industry, will be interested
in learning that he has joined the Joy-Kelsey

Amrad

Announces

Additions

to

Staff

York, July, 1928

Jerry Golten, Traveling Radio Engineer
of Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,
Begins Coast to Coast Trip
Jerry Golten, traveling radio engineer of the
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago,
111., has just begun a trip which will take him

Medford Hillside, Mass., July 7.— W. H. Lyon,
general sales manager of the Amrad Corp., of
this city, has announced the appointment of
three new members to the Amrad staff.
L. D. Trefry will cover the New England
territory for Amrad. Mr. Trefry for the past
three years has been a radio dealer, and for
that reason knows the problems of the men
w ith whom he will contact. Prior to becoming
a dealer he spent several years at sea as a radio
operator, and has been in the radio business
since its inception.
E. H. Troan, who will cover New York City,
was formerly announcer at WHEC, the broadcasting station at Rochester, New York, and
prior to that was associated with the Zinke
Co. of Chicago.
Edgar K. James has recently joined tne Am
rad sales force in the capacity of Mershon sales
engineer. Mr. James is well known throughout
the radio manufacturing field.
Frank Reichmann
Co., Chicago, manufacturer of a complete line
of speakers, dynamic cones, both AC and DC
magnetic cones, and radio chassis of seven and
eight tubes, including shielded grid tubes.
Mr. Reichmann originated and built the
Thorola speakers, also the Thorophone dynamic and Thorola receiving sets. With the new
interest in speakers aroused this year by the
improved tone possible in dynamic construction, the trade is alert to new speaker products and it is expected that Mr. Reichmann,
with his years of radio experience dating back
to 1912, long before the days of broadcasting,
will produce a product of merit.
The Joy-Kelsey Co. is a radio pioneer, having produced setb and various radio products
continuously since the early crystal-set days.
This organization has three experienced executives in G. A. Joy, president; Roy Augustine,

H.

Emerson

Yorke

a Benedict

His many friends in the talking machine trade
are tendering their congratulations to H. Emerson Yorke, of the New York recording laboratories of the Brunswick Co., who was married
on Friday, June 29, to Miss Solita Birdenia
Palmer, at Greenwich, Conn.
Adds

Victor

Line

The Terminal Radio & Music Shop, 244 West
Thirty-fourth street, New York City, recently
added the complete Victor line, specializing in
lecords and the new portable Victrolas. Joseph
Polan, proprietor of the store, reports that sales
of the new merchandise have been more than
satisfactory. A strong sales drive is planned
to feature the Victor line.

Jerry before
Golten he has completed
irom Coast to Coast
travel and seen the last jobber. The introduction of the new Stewart-Warner "Series 800"
radio line is the occasion for the present extensive trade trip.
Mr. Golten is widely known in radio circles
throughout the country, most of the places he
will cover in the next few months being old
territory to him. Even before his duties in
connection with Stewart-Warner sent him to
all parts o'f the country he was a familiar figure
at important radio meetings and he has a thorough understanding of trade problems.
Steinite
Team

Basketball
Is

Champion

Steinite Radio Co. Is Well Represented on
Basketball Court by Team Which Won
Championship of League
Atchison, Kan., July 7. — A splendid example of
the active, enthusiastic spirit which dominates

ELECTED!

the operation of the Steinite Radio Co.'s fac-

"The

Speaker

of

House"

the

Steinite Basketball Team

Stevens
LG-28 Gothic Model. Beautiful in
tone^beautiful in design; within
is water-proof Burtex Conoidal
Cone which never requires <DQC
readjusting
*p£<J

Manufacturing
46-48

Corporation

East Houston

New

York

City

St.

tory here is furnished in the Steinite basketball team.
The Steinite basketball team was champion
of its league for the 1928 season. Regular
practice is held under the direction of capable
coaches and the men put into their practice
the same pep and go that characterizes their
work at the plant. The entire factory is thoroughly interested in the activities of the team
and there is always a good turnout at a Steinite
basketball game.
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BremerAppointed
Tully Sales Manager
Harry H. Southgate Occupies New Post —
Formerly Kolster Sales Manager — Active in Radio Since Its Inception
Harry H. Southgate was recently appointed
sales manager of the Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co.,
according to an announcement received from
that company, which recently moved to its new
and larger quarters at 656 West Washington
boulevard, Chicago. Mr. Southgate occupied
the position of sales manager of the Kolster
Radio Corp. for several years, and has been
active in the radio field since its inception. Several years ago he resigned his position as sales
and advertising manager of the U. S. Motor
Truck Co. to become manufacturers' agent in
the early days of broadcasting.
Gilman Anderson, formerly sales manager of
the Bremer-Tully organization, has been ap-

pointed assistant to John Tully, president, and
this move is expected to permit Mr. Tully to
devote more time to plant activities and expansion plans.
The new Bremer-Tully office and plant on
Washington boulevard is the fourth building
which the firm has occupied since it was
founded seven years ago. Two acres of floor
space are now being utilized, and the firm maintains several thousand employes. Mr. Tully
was recently elected treasurer of the RMA, and
in LaGrange, 111., a Chicago suburb, where he
resides, he is vice-president and chairman of
the finance committee of the First National
Bank of that city.
Grebe

Leases

aerial
with

to
that

use
set

you've bought
Just connect it to your set and plug into the
nearest light socket. This little device uses
absolutely no current, requires no lightning
arrester, and cuts static down to almost zero.
You will get the same perfect reception as
you've
just listened
— because
we always
demonstrate
with to
thehere
Dubilier
Light
Socket
Aerial. Expensive? No, sir 1 Only $1.50."
More dealers than you can count are showing off their receivers to best advantage with
this unique aerial, and then selling them at
good profit with every set. Others are including the Dubilier Light Socket Aerial in
the purchase price of equipped sets as an
added inducement. Have you tried out either
of these plans? If you're not equipped to
collect on this nationally advertised aerial,
phone your jobber today for a trial supply.
Packed individually in attractive counter display cartons of ten. They are available
through any good radio distributor.
Dubilier Condenser
4377 Bronx Blvd.

Corp.
New York

Dubilier
LIGHT- SOCKET AERIAL

No.

15-8

Popular-priced Instrument Is Housed in
Cabinet of American Walnut With
Overlay — Advertising Helps Prepared
Panatrope Model 15-8 is the latest instrument
to be introduced by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., of Chicago.
The new instrument is

Space totaling 13,000 square feet has been
leased by A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., radio manufacturers of New York City and Los Angeles,
m the Ford Building, on Northern boulevard,
in Long Island City, New York. This additional plant space will be used to consolidate
the present shipping and storing facilities of the
Grebe plant at Richmond Hill, and will be used
exclusively as a shipping base and warehouse.
By acquiring this new space a large section of
the Grebe factory in Richmond Hill, Long Island, will be available for the manufacture of
new apparatus. At the present time manufacturing space is in great demand at the Grebe
plant. The Ford Building is conveniently located, having its own railroad siding, and is in
close proximity to other transportation facilities.
Panatrope
Resort

Chapman's Ice Canyon, one of the most famous resorts in California, is situated at the
junction of Ice House and San Antonio Canyons, fifty-two miles from Los Angeles and
fourteen miles north of Upland, on one of the
finest highways in California. It is on the
slopes of "Old Baldy" in the very heart of the
mountains. Here the Brunswick Panatrope
plays continually for the guests. A Model P-ll
was sold to the Ice House Canyon resort by

best

Panatrope

Space

in California

the

Introduces

Large

Additional

Brunswick

"Here's

Brunswick

York, July, 1928

Swanie's Shop, Upland, Cal., one of the most
aggressive Brunswick dealers in that section of
the country. They are continually on the alert
for logical places where Panatropes can be used,
and the Ice House Canyon is only one of many
similar places where this dealer has placed the
Brunswick instrument. Sales of this kind are
profitable and result in publicity.
New

Store

Chartered

The Minium-Conrad-Hause Co., Hagerstown,
i\Id., was recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $25,000 to deal in phonographs, pianos,
radios, musical merchandise, etc. The store is
located at 17 South Potomac street, in the
Lakin Building. The Victor line of talking
machines and records are carried.
Eby

Making

Tip

Jacks

Philadelphia, Pa., July 3. — The H. H. Eby
Mfg. Co., manufacturer of Eby sockets, binding
posts and AC harnesses, .has augmented its
products by a new line of tip jacks, the result
of a year's investigation of this market.

"Variety"

Praises

Lombardo

Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians,
Columbia recording artists, have twice within
the past few months been accorded enthusiastic
praise by Variety, the New York theatrical
weekly, which is regarded as the bible of the
profession.

Panatrope Model 15-8
a popular-priced console with the cabinet finished in American walnut with a beautiful overlay. The instrument is 32)4 inches wide, 36
inches high and 20J4 inches deep. A new allmetal reproducer diaphragm, combined with an
enlarged amplifying tone chamber, produces a
clear tone with ample volume in the new instrument. Panatrope Model 15-8 retails for $150.
The Brunswick Co. has designed several advertising helps which will be used by Brunswick dealers to introduce the Model 15-8 to customers and prospects in their respective localities. These dealer helps include window
streamers, illustrated pamphlets and newspaper
advertisements,
name and address.which will bear the dealer's
Thorens

Motor
Unique

Used

in

Demonstration

A Thorens electric motor is now being used
to demonstrate that the Thorens automatic
lighter will, with one filling and one flint, light
approximately 2,000 consecutive times. Two
demonstration machines have been built in the
New York offices of Thorens, Inc. On one of
the machines the lighter is mounted on the turntable, and through a device placed on top and
underneath the turntable the lighter is constantly opened and closed. A counter on the
side shows the number of times the lighter has
flamed. The other machine has a lighter
mounted on top of the cabinet and the opening
and closing is done through the turntable inside of the cabinet with an automatic counter
in front.
R. K. Kind, general manager of Thorens, Inc.,
announces that these demonstration machines
will
be produced
purposes in dealers'
windows
whereverfor itdisplay
is desired.
It was also announced that Hermann
Thorens, at Ste. Croix, Switzerland, has perfected a new electric motor which will be sold
for approximately half the price of the present
model. Samples of this new motor will be
ready for exhibit to the trade soon.

The music store of C. M. Mahood, Warren,
Pa., has moved to a new location in the Exchange Restaurant Building.
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entmiizatiofi

of

capital,

Reduces

experience,

Costs

manufacturing

Improves

of two veterans in the radio
MERGER
field, The Mohawk Corporation of Illinois
and the Ail-American Radio Corporation — trailblazers and originators of refinements that contributed tothe advancement of radio, created a
mighty organization comprised of well-qualified
experts. Through the sound, scientific and unfailing principle of Centralization it has provided
a line of Radios of unsurpassed sensitivity, selectivity, precision of operation, naturalness of
tone, beauty of design and finish — yes — "Radio's
Realistic Close-up" — at prices never before approached for true economy.
Probably never in the history of Radio have
dealers been extended values of so irresistible a
character — so many selling advantages and buying appeals. Quality, variety, beauty, dependability, money-saving prices — every element essential tosubstantial business development!

The All-American Mohawk Corporation
dealer franchise is worthy of investigation and
serious consideration. It grants more than the
mere privilege of All-American Mohawk Cor-

AM- American
V V V
4201 Belmont Avenue

facilities

Quality

poration representation. In reality it is a definite
trade treaty with a progressive, aggressive, thoroughly experienced and entirely capable manufacturing and merchandising organization that
extends unstinted co-operation, assuring peak
sales and increased profits. It embraces tested,
highly productive plans for trade promotion. It
is a pledge of the loyalty and support of a firmly
established manufacturer — a guarantee of business
permanency on a most satisfactory and profitable
basis. Sign and mail the coupon for complete
details. Let your own

unbiased judg-

ment weigh the worth of All^^■"^\
American Mohawk Cor-^„0^°^
\
poration prod- ^,
\
\
termine the
many money- i
making advantages of
our liberal
dealer - fran^
chise.

hohawk
Department 67

(brpomtkm
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

36
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FIRST

onora

SONORA presents as the initial product of its great
new line of phonograph and radio instruments, the
new Sonora Portable, an instrument which sets the

instruments ... a tone chamber

highest musical standard in portables.

inches thick) ... a motor

air-tight to prevent tone leaks ... an appearance of distinction and quality ... a unique shape and size (only 5V2
wind

new

Sonora

Portable offers dealers an opportunity

enable dealers to make

real sales and

real

profits. Every dealer in musical instruments should round
out his line with this new Sonora Portable.
Many

new and astounding features have been built into

this remarkable

instrument ... a new

type bellows repro-

ducer such as usually is found only on high priced cabinet

type record

encloses each record in a separate heavy

duty envelope to protect it from injury.

for exceptional profit. Its many unique features, its amazing tone and volume, its attractive price and its luxurious
appearance

of the long playing type, easy to

and absolutely silent ... an accordion

container which
The

43 inches long and sealed

You've
nor

seen

never
such

heard

beauty

such

tone

in a Portable

In addition to its marvelous

brilliance of tone and wealth

of volume, the new Sonora

Portable has a beautiful ap-

pearance, resembling when

closed a luxurious traveling

case which alone might have cost far more than the price
of the complete instrument.
This new Sonora Portable offers real and lasting
value for your customers' money — and provides
a generous profit for you on every sale.

Your

customers

will soon

be asking about the

new Sonora Portable — they will want to compare it
— in tone, in volume, in appearance and in value.
And

unless you are acquainted with all of its features you will be unable to answer their questions.

Prepare yourself. Send the coupon

on the next

page TODAY for a personal demonstration
strument. Then you can judge for yourself.

in-

And you'll agree, we think, that the new Sonora
Portable is a real musical instrument worthy of
its place in the great new line of musical and radio
instruments which Sonora is soon to announce.

This new Sonora bellows-type reproducer
has been designed especially for use on the
Sonora Portable. It is responsible in large
measure for the superior brilliance of tone
and wide musical range of this remarkable instrument.

The distinguished outward appearance ofthe Sonora Portable resembles that of a luxurious
traveling case, while its lightweight steel construction and
unique shape { only 51/3 inches
thick} make it very easy to carry.

CLEAR

AS

A

BELL
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OF

A

GREAT

NEW

LINE

Portable

Twelve

Features

of

the

new

Sonora

Portable

1. New Sonora bellows-type sound box.
2. Tone chamber 43 inches long, sealed air-tight.
3. Tone chamber not pierced by crank shaft as in
old type portables — no tone leaks.
4. Sturdy steel frame construction — everlasting.
5. New

shape and size — 17% x 13 x 5J^.

6. Easy to carry — light weight and only 5% inches
thick.
7. Beautiful heavy duty Spanish-grain morroceline padded covering.
8. Choice of dark blue or rich brown cover with
blended interior finish.
9. Interior hardware gold finish — exterior trimmings of solid brass.
10. Accordion type record container.
1 1. Each record separately enclosed in heavy paper
envelope to protect it from injury. Envelopes renewable.
12. Long playing motor, easy to wind and abso
lutely silent. Motor easily accessible

List Price

30

Take advantage of the dealers' personal demonstra
tion offer. Send for a Sonora Portable to compare with
other portables — in tone, in volume, in appearance,
and in -value. Send the coupon TOD A Y for complete
information about the unusual profit opportunity
dealers are offered by the new Sonora Portable.

PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION COUPON
Sonora Phonograph Company, Dept. A68,
50 West 57th Street, New York City
Gentlemen: Please ship
Sonora Portables
for personal demonstration and comparison. It is
understood that these will be invoiced at your best
price for this quantity. Also please tell us about
your unusual opportunity for profit to dealers.
Name
Address
i--.
City _

, State :

The

Newest

in

Radio

A. H. Grebe & Co., New York, N. Y.
Grebealternating
"Synchrophase
new
currentSeven
model AC,"
of thea
Grebe Synchrophase Seven, single-dial
radio receiver, employing external
power unit, $195, 7 tubes, all operating
controls mounted on the front panel.
Including a new switch for local stations or distance. Single-dial control.
Circuit permits equally efficient reception on both high and low-wave
lengths. Special circuit developments
are responsible for the nullification of
oscillation and elimination of detuning
effects, due to differences in vacuum
tube characteristics.
Grebe CR-19, a

Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson,
Mich. Sparton Equasonne table type,
seven-tube receiver. Model 69, finished
in walnut.
$149.50 complete with

Equasonne Table Model 69 With
Cabinet Sneaker 29
tubes.
Illustration shows Model 69
with
Sparton
Equasonne cabinet
speaker,
Model$55.29. Retail price of cabinet speaker,
The Sparton Equasonne Open Console, Model 79, containing built-in
Grebe Synchrophase Seven AC
Consolette
new short-wave receiver completely
shielded,
with for
screen-grid
tubes, and equipped
having facilities
narrow
and wide frequency band reception,
the latter necessary for television
work. tweenCovers
all meters.
wave lengths
be10 and 80
Uses five
tubes. The control of volume is variable from headset level to loud speaker
volume. Grebe Dynamic Console
Speaker and Power Amplifier. One of
these models is especially designed to
accommodate the Synchrophase AC-6
on its top. Another model of the
Grebe Console Speaker is produced in
a smaller unit, minus the power amplifier, but with vacuum tube excitation.
In the De Luxe model of the Grebe
Synchrophase line, the new Dynamic
Speaker and Power Amplifier, as well
as the Synchrophase AC-6 receiver and
its associated power units, are all included in one console. The Grebe Synchrophase AC-6 and Grebe Natural
Type Speaker
wereJune
described
and The
illustrated in the
issue of
Talking Machine World.

Fhilco

Models:

(1) Console.
(2) Table Model in Color.
(3) Philco Table
Speaker.
(4) Console Speaker
models
in
the
line
illustrated
in the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.,
June issue of The Talking Machine
Philadelphia, Pa. The Philco Consoie,
World. Philco speaker, $25, handa modern conception of Louis XVI
decorated to match table cabinet,
period, $200. Philco Table Model in $27.50. Philco Console Grand speaker
vivid color, decorated by hand, $125.
table,
$50, including
These models described
and other
er designed
to match new
PhilcoPhilco
Tablespeaksets.

_

— rr- 1

\

jrJISPIlf'''
(1) 31 Console.
Freshman Models:
Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New
York City. Model M Table set, AC
one illumicontrol,
operated,
nated dial,single
completely
enclosed chassis
and power supply, stippled bronze finish, dull gold highlights, $99 less tubes.
Model M Console, AC operated, same
chassis as table model, housed in dis-

(8) M SpeiiU*
(2) M Table.
tinctive genuine walnut or mahogany
console, built-in speaker, sliding doors,
completelv concealed panel, $175 less
tubes. "M" Table Model speaker,
aluminum construction, stippled bronze
finish, dull gold highlights, $30. Also
Model M Floor stand, designed for table set. optional use as a combination
radio book stand or with speaker, $10.

ji .
"
9
Equasimne Open Console Model 79
speaker, seven-tube receiver, finished
in walnut. $199.50 complete with tubes.
The Sparton Equasonne Senior Console, Model S9, containing built-in

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. Freed-Eisemann Model
Great 80, metal cabinet with wrought
iron table, finished in multi-hued ef-

Sandar Dynamic Speaker; Table Model
Sandar Corp., Long Island City,
N. Yr. Sandar Dynamic speaker, table
model, $50; cabinet Junior model,
$19.50. The Sandar Knd Table model

Electrad Truvolt Divider
mounted in any desired position. The
Electrad lead-in and the Electrad lamp
socket antenna
wereRMA
described
lustrated in the
Trade andShowilsection in the June issue of The World.

Freed-F.isemann Great 80
fects. Other Freed-Eisemann receivers
and speakers were described and illustrated in the RMA Trade Show section
in the June issue.

Sandar Cabinet Junior Speaker
75, and the Panel model, were described as well as illustrated in the
RMA Trade Show section in the June
issue.

Equasonne Model 89
speaker,
finished
in walnut,seven-tube
complete receiver,
with tubes,
$375.
The Sparton Equasonne DeLuxe
Console, Model 109, nine-tube receiver,

Fansteel Products Co., North Chicago, 111. Balkite A-3 seven tube, AC
operated table model, $197.50. Complete line of Balkite radio receivers

Electrad, Inc., New York. The Electrad Truvolt Divider, designed to give
proper plate and grid voltages for the
radio receiver under all conditions.
Connects to the output terminals of
the filter. A wire wound resistor having five adjustable contacts. Gives maxfixed voltage
of approximately 180 imum
volts,
a variable
135 volts, 90
volts and 45 volts, also two grid biases
each with a voltage variation of about
15 volts. The intermediate grid bias
tap will supply grid bias of from 1 to
20 volts, and the grid maximum bias
tap will supply 20 to 40 volts. May be

Balkite A-3
was
described
and inmodels
A-7
were issue.
illustrated
the A-5
JuneandTrade
Show
88

Equasonne DeLuxe Console Model 109
$495, toncomplete
with single-dial
tubes. All control
Sparreceivers are
with the dial readings in kilocycles.
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Here's

Performance

Really

Protects

That

Dealers!

is no guarantee like satisfactory service when a product is put
THERE
into use. And that's something that has to be built into a radio set.
You can't just write it down on paper.
McMillan Radio, because it produces tone you cannot distinguish from
the original — because it offers thoroughly dependable AC operation — and
because it's enclosed in distinctly beautiful cabinets, exclusively McMillan
in design — is a safe bet for live and far-sighted dealers.
It is a radio with a generally recognized reputation for faithful performance. Radio at a price well within range of average pocketbooks. These
two facts, together with liberal discounts and rapid turnover mean worthwhile profits.
The McMillan EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE completes the protection
to dealers. When you sell McMillan Radio, you know you are going to get
all the dealer profits that are to be made in your territory.
,
Why not investigate today this stable line of quality radio receivers?
There may be an opportunity open in the locality you serve. Address all
inquiries to

THE WARWICK
This console promises unprecedented popularity. Its features
are: Compactness and accessibility; the last word in design —
unrivalled tone. Height, 52";
width, 26^4"; depth, 17^"; shipping
weight, 120 lbs. Highest quality
American Walnut with satinwood
below. Reversible gunmetal hinges.
Unequalled quality of reproduction.

McMillan
1421

radio

S. Michigan

corporation
Ave., Chicago, III.
Prices Ranging

From

$160

Combines
Distinctive

to $285

These
Features

AC

Operation—
Tubes—
Tremendous volumeEight
without
distortion
Extreme sensitivity — Uses full wave
rectification — Low Power consumption— (Cost of operation is just equal
to burning one 60-Watt Lamp at the
time set is turned on) — Exclusive
cabinet designs — Latest creation in
speaker construction — Licensed
under RCA, Hazeltine and Hogan
Patents.

THE

WESTMINSTER

Exclusive McMillan model. Surfaces of finest American Walnut.
Latest design speaker of unmatched tonal quality. Doors in
two-way matched figure divided in
centejr by bead. Reversible gunmetal hinges. Height, 51 ; width,
shipping
26% ; depth,
weight, 120 lbs.

THE YORK COMBINATION
This combination fulfills a very definite need
in the American home. Compact and exceptionally flexible — essentials particularly demanded by the smaller apartments and houses.
The table design matches cabinet in every
respect for quality and beauty. Carefully
selected American Walnut, especially treated
for finish. This is a real radio-musical instrument. Built-in speaker of exceptional tone
quality. Height, 39"; width, 27"; depth, 16";
shipping weight, 95 lbs.

THE

WESTCHESTER

Another exclusive model of finest American Walnut. Bevelled corners, exquisite shadings and a
general note of richness combine to make it a
striking piece of furniture. Height, 10"; width.
25"; depth, 16"; shipping weight, 40 lbs.

McMILLA
TRADEMARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

ELECTRIC

THE

LINE

OF

DISTINCTION

The

Newest

in

Radio

straight resistance coupler! with a 250
power tube in the output. Cabinet of
burl walnut. Model 32 as shown, $295;
in table form, $215.

Fada: (1) Model 70. (3) Model 31. (3)
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., Long Island
City, N. Y. Fada Model 11, $135;
Model 30, $187.50; Model 31, $235;
Model 50, $225; Model 70, $340. These

Model 50. (4) Model 11. (5)
models were described,
models oftratedsets
and speakers
and described
in
Trade Show section in the

Model 30
and other
both
illusthe RMA
June issue.

Kolster Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.
Magnetic cone reproducer, model KG,
table type, $35. Kolster console and
table model receivers, AC. DC and

micrometric control of detector action,
as well as grid leak functions in general. Resistance of 1/10 to 10 megohms in several turns of knob. Is silent and holds any adjustment indefl
nitely. waveEspecially
desirable
in shortreception. Also
recommended
for AC detector tubes and grid ieaK
of resistance and impedance coupled
amplifier. Table type Clarostat and
Clarostat light socket antenna plug,
were illustrated and described in the
RMA Trade Show section in the June
issue of The World.

Amrad Concerto
The Amrad Corp., Medford Hillside,
Mass. The Concerto, $320; The Sonata, $475. These models as well as
the two others comprising the Amrad

Splitdorf Salem Model
Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.
The Salem,
— $150$290.extraMembers
for book-of
case top ; the$575
Avon,

Kolster Magnetic Cone Reproducer
battery operated types, were described
and illustrated in the RMA Trade
Show section in the June issue.

Amrad Sonata
Symphonic Series were described in
the June issue of The World. The
Nocturnetrated last
andmonth.
Opera models were illus-

National Carbon Co., New York City.
Eveready AC receiver, 7 tubes, in
maple cabinet of natural maple finish.
Eveready loud speaker unit shown on

Eveready AC Receiver and Speak 'r
table at right. Other Eveready sets,
AC and battery operated types, were
illustrated and described in the RMA
Trade Show section in the June issue.

Grid Leak Clarostat
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Formerly American Mechanical
Laboratories. Grid Leak Clarostat, for

Radiola 51
Radio Corp. of America, New York
City. Radiola 51, a socket-power receiver in a console cabinet with enclosed loudspeaker. Employs the radio circuit and power unit of Radiola
18 in combination with the 100-A cone
type loudspeaker. One UY-227, a UX171-A, a UX-280 and four UX-226 Radiotrons are employed. Cabinet is of
matched walnut finish. Lists at $195
without tubes.

Browning-Drake Model 32
Browning-Drake
Corp., Cambridge,
Mass.
NewIn Browning-Drake
AC
receiver.
either table or 1929
cabinet
form. Radio frequency end of the set
uses four tuned circuits operated by a
single control without any auxiliary
tuning devices.
The audio circuit Is

Splitdorf Avon Model
the "Senior"
of Splitdorf
models
described
lastgroup
month.
The Corao
and
Devon models illustrated in the June
issue of The World.

Corwico AC Adapter Harness
Cornish Wire Co., New York, N. Y.
Corwico AC Adapter Harness for converting battery operated sets of six
or less tubes to house current AC without rewiring. Separate harnesses provided for RCA type and Arcturus cable type tubes. Adapters supplied with
an RCA type harness. Ample provision
made trolforsupplied
"C" with
biasing
volume Type
conall and
harnesses.
"R" Adapter Harness for RCA type
$8; typeCable
"A" type
Adapter
90 tubes,
for Arcturus
tubes,Harness
$5.

Windsor Speaker Model 260
The AVindsor Furniture Co., Chicago,
111. New all-wood speaker, with balanced neavy reed unit and special tone
filter. Windsor table speaker shown
is Model No. 260. List price $30. Fur-

Windsor Reproducer Unit Model 255
nished in solid walnut, antique finish
and brown and gold stippled finish.
Windsor reproducer unit complete
with tone filter in chassis form with
plain wood case. Size 9!4 inches
square, by 6 inches deep. Model 255,
price $15.00.
Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. 3.
Arcturus type 22 AC shielded-grid
tube; tual
amplification
muconductance, 445constant,
microhms400;
; plate
to
control
grid
capacity,
0.04
micromicrofarads; filament voltage. 15.0:
heater current, 0.35; plate voltage, 135;
shield grid voltage, 30.0: control grid
bias 1.0,Tube
and isplate
impedance for900.000
ohms.
recommended
gen
eral amplification
purposes
in
the
conventional r.f. and a.f. circuits.
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THE OPERA
This magnificent console
contains the combination
Amrad Radio and Phonograph. French Renaissance
design, period Louis XIV, of
richly figured,
hand-carved
walnut.
Dimensions
56|4x
32xl8I/4 inches.
The radio
purely type,
electrical houseis current
using power
tube UX-250
UX-210.
The Dynamic
Poweror
Speaker is RCA 105, and
represents the highest
achievement • in radio tone
production. Illuminated dial
with bronze escutcheon plate
enameled in color, and single dial control. Has the
finest type
modern record
electricalofphonograph,
compartment, etc. ■ Price,
$875 (without tubes).
Priced slightly higher west
of the Rockies.

"The Opera" is one of the
all-electrical Amrad models
of the Symphonic Series.
Each model has a dynamic
power speaker built into the
cabinet, each is single-dial,
eight tubes, remarkably selective and cased in a beautiful and thoroughly modern
cabinet of rare woods.
We urge you to HEAR and
SEE the new Amrad line
before finally determining
your 1928 set-up. Five great
engineering laboratories
have cooperated to produce
the finest radio receiver for
modern broadcasting conditions, the cabinets are lovely examples of furniture
craftsmanship — and the
prices are RIGHT!
Shall we send you full information?

The
Amrad
Corporation
Medford Hillside, Mass.
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr.
Chr. of the Board

The

Symphonic

Series

RAID

The

Newest

in

Radio

gold and polychrome with lower shelf
to accommodate Radiola speaker. Console table and bench designed to conform with Crosley receivers to accommodate Showbox, Gembox and Jewelbox. Soanish design, finished in antique gold and polychrome with lower
shelf to accommodate Radiola speaker.

sign
Zenith Model 33
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, III.
Model 33 table type, AC operated, 7
tubes, $150; model 34, console electric

Farrand Mfg. Co., Lone Island City,
N. Y. Farrand Junior speaker, clock
type, $19.50; Panel Model, $25; Builtin Table Model, $45; Dynamic Tiffany
Table Model, $75. These speakers were

described, and the Farrand Gothic
speaker and Console Grand model were
both illustrated and described in the
June issue in the RMA Trade Show
section.

CeCo Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. CeCo
Radio Tubes. CeCo type S-27, general
purpose, for use in all sets requiring
tubes of the Kellogg or McCullough
type. Eliminates the use of overhead
harness connections which are affixed
to the side pins of the base on this
tube. Fil. volts 3, Amp. 1.1, plate
volts 180 max., $5; CeCo type Ol-B,
general purpose.
Low filament con-

also be obtained with built-in dynamic
speaker, $220. Is available for 60
cycle as well as 25 cycle current.

Zenith Model 34
receiver, $230; model 35 high-boy. console electric receiver, $270. Complete
Zenith line was described and models

of

Marco Dynamic Chassis
cabinet, but with different

grille, $30.

Slaglc Model Ten 29-A
Slagle Electrical
Radio Corp.,
(Division
Cnited
States
Corp.),
Ft. Wayne,
Ind. Slagle model 29-A, AC operated,
10 tubes, directional in-built loop.

's

Slaglc Model Ten
dynamic power speaker, $500; model
Ten 29-B, 10 tubes, AC operated, directional in-built loop, dynamic power
speaker, $600;
model
Ten 29-C,
AC
operated,
10 tubes,
Tachnidyne
circuit,
directional in-built loop, dynamic power
Zenith Model 35
35 and Show
39 were
Trade
issue.illustrated in the June
sumption, a filament current saving
substitute
for
the "A"
type AC
(201-A).
May also be used
in special
sets
where filaments are wired in series
and fed from rectifiers of the 280 or
•J.-il tvpe. Fil. volts 5, Fil. Amps. 12o.
Plate"
voltsM-26
135 and
max.,AC-22
$3.50.
tubes type
wereCeCo
described
and
illustrated
in
the
June issue of The World.

Fedora] Ortho-sonic Model G-10
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
AC and battery operated receivers,
seven tubes. Model G-10, push-pull
amplification combined with Federal
Ortho-sonic patented balanced circuit ;
single control, illuminated scale encased in mahogany or veneer cabinet
with space for battery or current supply devices, $130. Operates on 60 cycle
cu'Tent, and is also made for 25 cycle
cu rent. Model G-40 is encased in condole cabinet with built-in speaker. Can

Console Table and Bench for Radiola 18
Art Specialty Co., Chicago, III. Console table and bench designed to con-

Marco Dynamic Reproducer
Martin-Copeland Co., Providence, R.
I. New line of Marco Dynamic and
Magnetic speakers. Marco Dynamic
reproducer in rich dull rubbed walnut
finished cabinet. Three models, tvpe
D-110 (110 v. 60 cycles AC), $75; type
D-90 (90-110 v. DC), $07.50; type D-6
(6 v. DC), $65. Marco Dynamic chassis for radio and phonograph installaConsole Table Receivers
and Bench for Crosley
tion. Type DU-110 (110 volt 60 cycles),
$50; type DU-90 (110 volt DC), $40;
form with RCA No. 18 receiver.
type DU-6 (6 volt DC), $35. The MarSpanish design, finished in antique 92
co Magnetic reproducer in similar de-

Slagle Model Ten 29-C
speaker,
$750. Complete
line ofin Slagle
radio receivers
was described
June
Trade Show issue,
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y^^u/ O the same new and revolutionary circuit
C
\ which made Slagle Radio so outstanding
^

last year, valuable additions and refinements have been made, until the performance

of the new Slagle challenges
actual broadcast.

detection

Naturally

of quality

Slagle

standards

from

the

cannot

include the lower reaches of radio's price range,
as almost every conceivable feature providing
beauty,

convenience,

of musical

power,

expression

range

and

is abundantly

richness
supplied.

For

the Nineteen Twenty-Eight and Nine season the trade-mark above will identify five
console models which we sincerely believe to
be the finest built in quality radio to-day — two
of them including a phonograph combination.
If the

June

Trade

Show

in Chicago

is a fair

criterion this season will show an unprecedented demand for radio of the higher type, for
people
good

are fast realizing
radio

how

really is. This

distinctly
should

different

be especially

interesting to Distributors and Dealers — it
means real business, real profits and fewer
service calls.

i

Slagle

Write

or wire

facts

on

the

us for complete
SLAQLE

Radio
Fort

Wayne,

line

Company
Indiana

Division United States Electric Corporation

Licensed under patents of Radio Corporation of America and
associated companies — also The
Technidyne Corporation.
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The

Newest
Complete Bremer-Tully line of radio
receivers and models 6-40-C console

in

Radio

Case of 20-gauge metal. Size nine and
one-half inches high, nine inches long,

mm
Bremer-Tully Model 8-20
and 6-40-R table model were illustrated
in the June Trade Show issue.

three and seven-eighths inches wide.
Finished in rose leaf green enamel,
with black base and panel. Shunt
resistances may be obtained for operating
Radiola 28 or
any other 199 tubetype
receiver.
Rockies)
$37.50. List price (east of

Bremer-Tully Model 8-21
Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.
Model 8-21, AC operated, S-tubes, $375;

Minerva AC Table Model
Minerva Radio Co., Chicago, 111. 7
tube AC model,
operated
model ; 7-tube
console
AC table
operated.

Great Greene AC Syncrofilter. Light
socket ABC power for conversion by
rewiring of battery-type DC tube sets
to AC-tube operation. Either RCA,
Arcturus, Marathon, McCullen or other
AC tubes of similar characteristics
may be used. Dry, batteryless, contains no acid.
Requires no water.

Special models for all sets made in two
distinct types. Models AJ and RJ,
designed for use by manufacturers,
utilize
the 12-contact
Jones-Multiplug
for
connection
to the set.
Models AB
and RB, designed for use by jobbers
and dealers, employ fixed output binding posts plainly designated. These
units operate with type 280 full-wave
rectifier tube. A receptacle is provided for plugging-in switch-cord so
that power can be turned on or off
by a 110-volt switch on the receiver.
Size of units, six and one-half inches
high, ten and one-half inches long, six
inches wide. May be installed inside
or outside the set cabinet. Case of 20gauge metal, attractively finished in
olive green enamel. Six-foot cord and
plug included. List price (east of
Rockies) $37.50.
Special AC Syncrofilter Compact,
manufacturers model. These units are
constructed similar to above, but are
smaller in size, five and one-half
inches high, fourteen and one-half
inches long, ihree and one-half inches
wide. A 12-contact Jones Multiplug
set connector, fixed binding posts, or
rubber-covered output leads are optional and subject
requirements.
Case to
of manufacturer's
metal, finished
as
desired.

Minerva AC Console Model
Operadio Mfg. Co., St. Charles, III.
Junior model, 30" air column; model

Bremer-Tully Model 7-71
Model 8-20, AC operated, 8-tubes, $230 ;
Model 7-71, 7-tubes, AC operated, $245;

Raytheon
Mfg.
Co., Cambridge,
Mass. Raytheon Foto Cell for those
desirous of experimenting with the
transmitting end of television with
radio photographs and other teonnique
utilizing the
eye."
Intended
for so-called
translating"electric
light variations into varying signal intensities.
High sensitivity together with rugged
and reliable construction claimed.
Maximum voltage of 550 applied between cathode and anode. The KinoLamp. For television reception. Neon
tube so sensitive that the slightest
change in current intensity results in
a corresponding increase or decrease
of the pink luminosity. It is the varying light, in conjunction with the holes
in the revolving scanning disk of the
television apparatus, which weaves a
pattern of light dots into a living
image.
resistance
the tubeit
is from Dynamic
1000 to 1500
ohms, ofmaking
practical for operation with the — 71
type power tube. Also manufacturers
fier tubes.
of the
Raytheon B-H and other recti-

Operadio Model 84 A
and Westminster models were illustrated in the June Trade Show issue.

Bremer-Tully Model 7-70 and Dynamic
Speaker

Kellogg Model 514
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago, IU. Model 517, DeLuxe, AC
operated, console model hand-carved

Kellogg DeLuxe Model 517
walnut cabinet, $775; model 518, highboy secretary model, AC operated.

Kellogg Model 518
$225; model 514. AC operated, walnut
console. $495. Model 519, AC operated.
F

Operadio Junior Speaker
S4-A
84" air
line ofwith
Operadio
loudcolumn.
speaker Complete
products
was described and the Operadio Senior

Bremer-Tully Model 6-41
Model 7-70, 7-tubes, AC operated, $150;
Model 6-41, AC operated, 6-tubes, $190.

4

Greene-Brown Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Sup"A."
Electric
Dry for
Greene
Great plies
"A" power
receivers
radiobatteryless,
Dry and
using DC tubes.
requires no water, contains no acid.
Employs two special Syncrofilter
y condenser
heavy-dut
three
chokes,"
rectifier.
dry-plate
efficient
banks, and
cycle, 90
50-00
on
Operates
B-16.
Type
to 135 alternating current. Maximum
at
amperes for
one-half
output,
adjustment
rheostat
Has and
0 volts. two
fixing voltage requirements of all 5 to
10 tube sets. Pin-jacks provided on
front panel for insertion of voltmeter,
with prong-socket receptacle for connecting a "B" power unit. Six-foot
lamp-cord is equipped with push-butswitch
and
"A" time.
bothsame
off at the
"B" tonunits onfor orturning
94

Kellogg Model 519
walnut console, $257. Complete line of
Kellogg radio receivers was described
and models 515 and 516 were illustrated
in the June Trade Show section.
Pearl Radio Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.
A new straight line gang condenser,
the "Pearlco Push and Pull." Claims
greater and fuller separation of all
stations obtained. Condenser capacity
can be increased or diminished to meet
demands of various set manufacturers.
and weighs
Measuresin 35lA"
x
complete
lbs.x V/*"
nished
copper
Partsor nickel
shielded
finish.; fur-
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The

Newest

Radio

The

Creation

Cabinet

Popular

Hit

THE

of

the

Design

Chicago

CASWELL

Consoles

With

Number

Show

* RUN

HUNTINGTON,

CONSOLE

in

Y AN

CO.

INDIANA
Personality

25— List Price

$1 12.00

Beauty of design and finish — spacious stationary compartments and drawers — make this Radio Console most
desirable, and its dual use adds an economy feature
unexpected
Furnished

in

a

console

of

such

superb

design.

with installation panels for any standard set.
Sold Direct to Jobbers

Photos
Descriptions
Prices

of this and
Cabinets

other

Caswell-Runyan

Consoles,

Tables

will gladly be sent you on request. Write

booklet showing

the entire 1928-1929

line of new

and

for our
"consoles

with personality."

The

Caswell-Runyan
HUNTINGTON,

Co,

INDIANA
Number

25— List $112.00

The

Newest
Excello Products Corp., Cicero, III.
Model R-47 console cabinet specially
designed for standard radio receivers,
$65; model R-44, combination phonograph-radio console, cabinet only $100,

in

Radio

using the Newcombe-Hawley dynamic
cone chassis; constructed of walnut
with a satin-wood front ; made in three

Pierce-Airo Model AC-171
supply unit; housed in heavy steel.
Other features of this chassis were
described
the RMA
section in thein June
issueTrade
of TheShowWorld.

Newcombe-Hawley Portable Radio Reproducer
models — for battery-operated sets — for
100 to 200-volt DC operation and 110115-volt 60 cycle operation. Complete
line of Newcombe-Hawley radio reproducers was described and models
107 and 906 were illustrated in the
June Trade Show issue.

Bush & Lane Model 4-B
Bush & Lane Piano Co., Holland,
Mich. Model 4-B console, $160; model
T-C console with model 5 DeLuxe

X'tah Dynola Speaker
Utah Radio Products Co., Chicago,
111. Utah Dynola speaker made of
five-ply walnut, equipped with A-100
unit, $75; R-300 unit, $60; and D-200

Excello Model R-47
with phonograph equipment, $1S0; with
phonograph equipment and cone
speaker, $200, with phonograph equipment and dynamic
speaker, $235.

Bush & Lane Model 7-C
chassis, $235. Complete Bush & Lane
line of radio receivers was described
and
model in
5-CtheandJune
tableTrade
type Show
were
illustrated
issue.

Excello Model R-44
Complete line of Excello cabinets was
described
and models R-43 and R-41
were
issue. illustrated in June Trade Show

Findlay Crosley Radio Table
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. T. Findlay Crosley
models for Gembox, Showbox, Jewelbox, made with or without Dynacone
or Musicone
speakers. Findlay-

Crosley Bandbox 001
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O.
Crosley Bandbox, 601 ; Crosley Jewel-

Ptah Model A-100 Dynamic Unit
unit,
$65.AC Model
110-volt
light A-100
.socketdynamic
supply, unit.
$50.
Complete line of Utah loud speaker
products was described and models 30
and
were issue.
illustrated in our June
Trade 26Show

Day-Fan Table Model
Day-Fan Elec. Co., Dayton, O. DayFan 8 1928-1929 table model, 8 tubes,

Croslcy Jewelbox 10+
box, 704, and Crosley Dynacone
speaker.
Complete Crosley line for

Crosley Djnaco.ie
the coming season was described and
the Gembox and Showbox were illustrated .in the June Trade Show issue.

Findlay Stewart-Warner Table
Stewart-Warner No. 9-801 console
table especially
designed
for StewartWarner,
801 and
802 with
speaker
attached.
Table
for
Radiola
receiver was illustrated in the June 18issue
of The World.
Pierce-Airo, Inc., New York. Chassis
of receiver model AC-171, 8 tubes with
rectifier; electric illuminated dial;
Newcombe-Hawley Mfg. Co., St.
operation with compensatCharles, 111. Portable radio reproducer 96 singleing dial
control and self-contained power

Case Model 73-C
Case Electric Corp., Marion, Ind.
(Division of United States Elec. Corp.)
Model 73-C, DeLuxe console, $250.
Complete line of Case radio receivers
was described and models 66-A and
73-B
Show were
issue.illustrated in the June Trade

Day-Fan Console Model
AC
operated;
push-pull amplification,
$150
handsome
Also ; speaker
table,console
$55. model, $295.
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Model 18
with the new patented disappearing speaker.
When the lid is opened the speaker drops
automatically into position. When the lid is
closed the speaker automatically disappears.
Size 36" high, 25" long and 15" deep. Made
to jit all models of Atwater Kent Radio.

nother

/- NNOUNCING/l

really

exclusive

-the Patented 'Disappearing Speaker
This season Red Lion has gone a step
For the past two years Red Lion Cabfurther in offering the dealer a cabinet
inet Company has specialized in

I RED

LION

producing
been

made

feature

radio cabinets of real individuality. As these cabinets have
only for Atwater

Kent

Radio Sets, they have afforded
Atwater Kent dealers an exclusive
line of radio furniture.
RED

LION

CABINET

CO.

with a patented feature which cannot
be duplicated by other manufacturers.
This is the disappearing speaker as
shown in Red Lion Model 18.
Red Lion Cabinets will be nationally
advertised as usual.

Makers of Fine Furniture

RED

LION,

PA.

The

Newest

in

Radio

V

Console Model
(Molloy-Davis Co. Phila. Factory Agts.)
Complete line of table and cabinet
furniture. Model 201 table for table
type of standard radios, equipped
with RCA 101A speaker. Also two
types of console cabinets in two-tone

All-American Mohawk Corp.: (1) Model 60 AC Set. (2) Moder 80 Battery Set. (3) Model 61 Console.
(4) Model 62
Hl-Boy.
(5) Model 65 Hi-Boy.
(6) Model 66 Phonograph Combination.
(7) Model 83 Console.
(8) Model 85 Console. (9) Model 86 Console. (10) Model 88 Phonograph Combination
model 66 phonograph combination,
$137.50; model 62 Hi Boy, AC operated,
AU-Ameriean Mohawk Corp., Chi$172.50: model 60 AC operated, $92.50;
$265. Complete All-American Mohawk
coga, 111. Model 83 console, AC opermodel
80.
AC
operated,
$127.50;
model
ated. $250; model 85 console, AC operCorp. line described in June Trade
61 console, AC operated, $165.00; model
ated, $195; model 86 console, AC operShow issue.
88, phonograph
combination, $425;
ated, $235; model 65, AC operated.
model, with the exception that it is
Mfg. Corp.,
New York,
equipped with AC dynamic Unit and
N.O'Neil
J. Complete
line West
of dynamic
and
dry
disc rectifier. Dynamic Unit-Chasmagnetic radio speakers. Console cabsis DC Model D-509, for operation with

O'Neil Console Cabinet Speaker LC-105
inet
$69.50; TC-503,
O'Neil Clock
C-105,speaker
$30; Model
radio Model
table
with magnetic speaker, $48.75; with
dynamic speaker, $65; magnetic Unit-

O'Neil Radio Table TC-503
6 volt battery or battery eliminator,
$35; DC Model D-511, for DC light

MLnilux Sales Corp., New York. An
imported miniature loud speaker measuring only 5l/i inches in height, handmade in twelve different color combinations, $20 and $22.50. Designed for
use in the boudoir, sun porch or bedroom.

O'Neil Clock Model C-105
socket operation, 110 or 220 volt, $10;
AC Model A-510, for AC light socket

O'Neil Magnet Unit Chassis CX-21
Chassis, Model CX-21, $16. The foregoing models were described in the
June issue of The World. Model D-99
speaker
speakerin were
also
describedandandLS-19
illustrated
the June
issue. Model D-507 with DC dynamic
unit, walnut
$50. Cabinet
twotone
to matchfinished
standardin radio
sets. Model A-506 same as foregoing

Console Model With Drop Lid
effect,
one with
drop doors,
lid and* both
the other
with center
opening
completely hiding set when closed.

O'Neil Model D-507
operation
tifier, $45. equipped with dry disc rec-

Home
98

Table Model 201
Furniture
Co., York, Pa.

Model 24 Radiomode
Radio Allied Mfrs. Assn.. Chicago,
III. Model 24 Radiomode, $59.50. Complete line described, and models 67 and
108 were illustrated in June Trade
Show issue.

J
Vitalitone Radio Corp., New York,
N. Y. Vitalitone
described in the JuneDynamic
issue of speaker
The World.
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Oime
Tried
and

Oime
Proved
B-T 7-70
$150.00

EVERY feature of this bigger and better B-T
line reflects the extensive radio experience of
the manufacturer.
Seven years of outstanding achievement
success is behind it.

and

Furniture of surpassing beauty.
Performance

No essential to radio merchandising success has
been overlooked.
Get the B-T line now!

beyond anything at equal prices.

City
Name . .
Address

The coupon will bring further details
COUPON

Selling policies that consistently protect the
dealer.

.State
TMW-7

BREMER-TULLY
656-662

WASHINGTON

MFG.

COMPANY

BLVD.

CHICAGO

The

Newest

in

Radio

tained from last year. Model E-2
similar to Model E, but smaller in
size.
Model
smallest edge.
model in the
line and
withE-3,
controlled

(1) Model 40. (2) Model E-3. (3) Model 4. (4) Model E.
(5) Model 44. (6) Model E-2
current. Model 44 AC. $106. Described
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelas extra
powerful,Cabinet
extra sensitive,
exphia, Pa. Complete line of radio sets
tra selective.
refinements
and speakers. Model 40 AC, 577. 1929
similar to. Model 42 AC with automatic
improvement on the popular Model 37.
Increased power and sensitivity. New
line-voltage control, full-vision dial
with oversize numbers and local-disseated
power finished
unit, full-vision
dial.
Metal cabinet
in dark brown
tance switch. Seven tubes. Model 48,
and
-gold,
or
deep
bronze
and
gold.
battery set, $49. Solid mahogany cabiSix AC tubes, one rectifier tube. 110
net, full-vision dial and six tubes.
to 120 volts, 50 to 60-cycle AC, Model
42 AC, $S0. Similar electrically to Model 49, battery set, $69. Solid mahogany cabinet, full-vision dial, anModel 40, with the addition of autotenna adjustment device, six tubes.
matic line-voltage control. Many reAtwater Kent radio speakers. Satin
finements in cabinet design. Crown
finished in either dark brown and gold,
lid, paneled
feet, fullvision
dial withcorners,
oversizeball
numbers.
105
or deep bronze and gold. Three models,
to 125 volts. 50 to 60-cycle alternating
each $20. The largest. Model E, re-

. Steinite Standard Model
Steinite Radio
Co., Chicago, 111.
Standish model, $115. Complete line
of Steinite radio receivers was described and the model 161 and Sevilla
console were illustrated In the June
Trade Show issue.

Demand

City

Home

The Gramophone Shop, specialist in
imported records, which was opened
on April 2 at 126 East Forty-first
street. New York City, by W. H.
Tyler and Joseph F. Brogan, moved
on July 2 to new and larger quarters
at 47 East Forty-seventh street. The
floor space in the new store is triple
that formerly occupied and the interior is finished and furnished in a
manner consistent with the quality of
the products carried. The Gothic style
is employed and a color scheme of
cream and oak lends attractiveness to
the establishment.
The entire rear wall is fitted with
shelves housing the collection of album
sets of records carried. A balcony
contains the offices and large booths
are provided for record demonstrations. Since moving to the new store,
Messrs. Tyler and Brogan have added
two members to the store's staff.

Atwater Kent:

June

Gramophone Shop
Moves to New

Far

for

Above

A laboratory for dealer problems has
been established at the Buffalo plant
of the Federal Radio Corp., designed
to increase the efficiency of service to
Federal Ortho-sonic dealers, it has
been announced by Lester E. Noble,
president.

Radio

in

Normal

Kansas

Activity

Excellent Crop Conditions Reflected in Heavy Ordering by Dealers — Paul's and
Standke's Add Okeh Record Line — Western Missouri and Kansas Fada Dealers Meet

American Bosch 3Iodel 29-B
American Bosch
Magneto Corp.,
Springfield, Mass.
Model 28-A and
29-B were described in the B.MA Trade

American Bosch Model 28-A
Show section in the June issue of The
World. Model 2S was both illustrated
and described in the Trade Show section of the same issue.
Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York.
Complete line of mica condensers and
light socketdesigned
aerials. forDubilier
"A"
Condenser
use in Dry
A power
circuits. These polarized condensers
designed for use in all circuits employing dirgct currents up to 15 volts,
where high capacities are required.

Kansas City, Mo., July 6. — The outstanding
feature of phonograph and radio business in
Kansas City during June has been the unusual
demand for radios over the normal activity in
this month of the year.
The Kansas City territory is in fine condition
with excellent prospects for the greatest wheat
crop in a number of years. The crop conditions
are reflected in the heavy ordering of the dealers in Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri. Although the harvest is some weeks off yet, the
dealers are optimistic about Fall business.
Business with the Artophone Corp. branch
in this city is fine at this time, according to
J. C. Clinkenbeard, branch manager. Every
month since the establishment of the office has
brought a nice increase in business, and June
has
Paul's line
and ofStandke's
have been
each unusually
taken on big.
the Okeh
records
and report fine success with it.
E. Oberstein, treasurer and sales manager of
the Okeh Co., visited the Kansas City branch
the last of June. Mr. Oberstein is arranging
lor a recording expedition here early this Fall.
The Brunswick branch here reports that May
business was normal and it enjoyed a nice increase during June. T. H. Condon, head of
the phonograph division, reports that his dealers are very optimistic about phonograph prospects this Fall.
The Sterling Radio Co., Kolster and Columbia distributor in this city, is enjoying a materially increased business at this time over the
same period of last year. According to C. M.
Willis, sales manager, Kolster business during
May and June showed a 350 per cent increase
over those months last year.. The prospects
for brisk business in Columbia machines during
the next few months are excellent. The dealers
are eagerly awaiting the new Columbia 930,
which is being introduced at this time.
Paul's Music Store reports that June has
been an outstanding month in the sale of combination Victor machines. Record business has
been fine.
A meeting of Fada dealers from Western
1 00

Missouri and Kansas was held in Kansas City
at the Hotel President on June 25. G. E. King,
sales manager of the company from Chicago,
was the principal speaker. More than seventyfive dealers attended the dinner, at which time
the new line of Fada radios was shown. The
meeting was under the direction of R. P. Crawley, manager of the Kansas City branch. Mr.
Crawley held a dealers' meeting in Wichita on
June
The 27.Harbison Mfg. Co., distributor for Crosley, Amrad and Federal, is looking for the biggest radio year since it has been in business,
according to J. H. Harbison, of that company.

Eveready
Shown

Radio
in

Line

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Pa., July 7. — The National Carbon
Co. had a display of the new line of Eveready
AC and battery-operated radio receivers that
will be on the market this season, at the
Webster Hall Hotel, on July 2. The National
Carbon Co., distributors were the guests of
F. M. Berdan, district sales manager, and
E. S. Fox, radio sales manager. Distribution
policies were discussed, although the meeting
was particularly to demonstrate the unique departure of the new radio sets from the varied
types announced by the trade for the coming
season. Each receiver of the new line, which
is composed of three models, may be used as
a table model set without in any way detracting
from the beauty of the receiver. The local
dealers were much impressed by the display
and the demonstration.
The Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., radio manufacturer, Philadelphia, Pa., received considerable
publicity from the local press during the Western Music Trade Convention in Los Angeles.
Both the Evening Express and the Record published Convention specials in which the first
pages were devoted to Atwater Kent news.
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Your
1Q28 Features
IFew radios AT ANT PBICE combine
ALL of tlvese features which are essentia] to today's radio reception.
TlieCrosley Radio Corporation

AMPLIFICATION
Neutrodynel040*10=ljOOO
Other systems 5*5*5=125
CrosleyRadios tune efficiently
Crosley
ne
is sharp,
sensitive Neutrody
and selective.circuit
Distant stations
are
easily
found.
without squealing. Local stations tune

Crosby Radios are shielded
nt
shieldse from each other
Each element
shielded
simum
provides maximum
selectivity and is featured in thee most e:expensive sets.

set has

served you well

but you

will
1928

n°t be satisfied with its
straiti&t strin&y tones when

j^SEit

j\
\ /
!
vM
i
m /^r Z*~

you hear a nm

toned

power speaker Crosley set

8 tube SHOWBOX $80
Genuine Neutrodyne, 3 stages radio
amplification, detector, 3 stages audio (last two being 171 push-pull
power tubes) and 280 rectifier tube.

miff

6 tube
$'*\r' New Dynamic
**^J Amaz/ftf Speaker
/ "JDYNACONE

8tubeJEWELB0XS95
Genuine Neutrodyne 3 stages radio
amplification — 227 detector tube, 3
stages audio frequency, and 280 rectifier. Shielded coils, modern illuminated dial and highly selective.

AC ELECTS

Five Days

Crosley Radios
are very selective
In crowded districts where many local
stations fill the air you find means of
listening to ONE at a time.

Crosley
Radios have^reai volume
Volume may
be Increased to tremendous
proportions without distortion.

Crosley Radios can be*
softened to a whisper
A positive
control down
enablesto operator to out volume
any program
faint
and scarcely audible reception.

CrosleyKadios
fit any kind offurniture
Outside cases are easily removable and
chasses are quickly fitted into any type
of shape console cabinet.
Crosley Radios
have illuminated dials

When the pennant
winners meet...

s greatest
radio

Free Trial in Your Own
Home
GEM BOX1
Crosley originated the idea of a national policy of home demonstration. Home is the place to buy a radio set. Compare
a Crosley radio set with any other that you are contemplating buying and you will choose the Crosley. If you have
electric current in your home, your set should be a modern,
AC electric receiver. A converted battery set is out of date.
If you pay more than $65.00 for a radio' set, it should have
two 171 output tubes, push-pull instead of one, eight tubes
instead of seven. To be up-to-date, your new radio set
should be designed to take and supply the current for a
power or dynamic type of speaker. Crosley sets are so designed. Other sets designed for power speaker use are much
more costly. You should demand the tone quality and the
performance resulting from high power output coupled with
dynamic speaker. Your set should be completely shielded
and incorporate the highly sensitive genuine, neutrodyne circuit. It should have a modern illuminated dial. An examination of Crosley radio sets will show you many other modern
exclusive features.
of. No sets that approxi$25.00 New Dynamic Dynacone Amazing Speaker!
mate Crosley prices can compare in performance. Why
The Dynacone is a new revolutionary speaker at a price
pay a high price for a set
that Crosley?
can compare favorably
less than many good magwith
netic speakers. The first
Tube Gembox
minute you hear this new re- Six
producer, itwill thrill you to AC Electric, $65.00
Self-contained AC electric rea new conception of what
ceiver. Itutilizes two radio,
radio broadcast reception
detector, two audio and a
should be. Crosley manufacturing speed and straight
rectifier tube — 171 power output tube. Designed for use
line methods permit the exwith the new Crosley Dynamtremely low price.
ic power speaker. Operates
Why Pay More Than
from 110 volts 60 cycle AC
Crosley Prices?
We urge you to listen to a house lighting current.
Crosley prices do not include
Crosley radio set, try it, put
tubes.
it to any test you can think

Crosley Radio
Corporation
Powel Crosley, Jr.,i$&>.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
'MonUina .W/yoming ,
Colorado. 'New Mexico
mdWm, prices
slightly hi^ier.

6 tube BANDBOX

$55

An improved
of the to1927
receiver that ledmodel
the world
better
radio. Genuine Neutrodyne — every
modern fitting and refinement including illuminated dial. The set
you canrent issafely
buy where— selective,
AC curnot available
sensitive.

5tube BANDBOX Jr.$35
Operates entirely from dry cells and
is especially
where
electric
current designed
is available
for ACno
radio
or
recharging
storage
batteries.

Improved MUSICONE $15
'
The outstanding Magnetic type 4z
speaker available, still maintaining
its leadership, today, as from its
inception in 1925.

Your name..
Address..
MailNearest
thia coupon
the factory.
dealer willto bring
you
receiver checked.
Please ceiver
let andmeproper
try re-speaker,
Iwithout
have checked,
obligationin my
for own
5 days.hor
JEWELBOXL
SHOWBOX
GEMBOX L
BANDBOX ;

BANDBOX JR.
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Snap Coyer
BRIGHT
NICKEL
AND
OTHER
FINISHES

stays

forentzen.
Manufacturer of

f Jf
SIZE S&INVj
0THERMANY
,/
5TYLES
(tio.7-C)/Jf
AND SIZES

PHONOGRAPH
HARDWARE

AND

AND

NEW — Distinctive,

June

Greater

Sales

Than

CABINET

SPECIALTIES
NEW

YORK,

in

Individually

DeForest

1927

Designed

I

and

Co.

Stewart

Reorganized

The Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York
City, reports having received a promising volume of orders for the coming season, and that
business for the month of June was markedly
greater than that for the corresponding period
of a year ago.
In referring to this excellent business George
Palmer, general sales manager of the company,
stated: "There is every indication that a brisk
radio season is just beginning, and that there
will be plenty of business for all of us. One factor which is most noticeable in present radio
trade is the demand for the better grade of components by the manufacturers of radio sets.
Whereas a year ago such items as condensers
were bought largely on a price basis, the demand for this season is for quality and reliability, first of all, and price as a secondary
consideration. This attitude is certain to be reflected in a marked decline of servicing on the
part of radio dealers, which must mean a substantial saving for the entire radio industry in

Complete recapitalization and reorganization
of the DeForest Radio Co. has been announced.
It is said that all indebtedness has been canceled and new financing has been completed.
The plant in Jersey City is being remodeled and
re-equipped for utmost efficiency, according to
the announcement.
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John L. DuBreuil has been appointed manager of the Chicago office of Fada Radio. Mr.
DuBreuil brings to his new position a wellrounded experience in executive and sales duties.
He has been associated with the Columbia
Graphophone Co. and the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., and latterly was vice-president and
general manager of the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co. His earlier experience
was gained with the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.

descriptive literature.
A wide variety of lone
arms and sound boxes is
also available.

Ave.

and

James W. Garside, an executive long experienced in production and merchandising activities, has been elected president and general
manager of the DeForest Co. The new board
of directors is as follows: A. J. Drexel Biddle,
Jr., trustee, Duke Foundation, chairman; Wiley
R. Reynolds, chairman of board, Reynolds
Spring Co.; James I. Bush, vice-president,
Equitable Trust Co.; Arthur B. Westervelt, vicepresident, American Trust Co.; Harris Hammond, president, International Petroleum Co.;
P. L. Deutsch, president, Sonora Phonograph
Co.; Victor C. Bell, A. D. Mendes & Co., and
Olando P. Metcalf, Metcalf, Mclnnes, Allen &
Hubbard.
An advisory board, comprising men long
prominent in the radio and allied industries, reporting directly to the president, will shortly be
announced. The new organization plans the
early production of a complete line of perfected
vacuum tubes, as well as radio receivers and
accessories. The DeForest Co. will also be
associated with the Sonora Phonograph Co. in
the production of radio receivers and phonographs, ithas been announced.
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New Financing Completed — James W.
Garside New President and Manager
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°scar GroganStarts Tour
Oscar Grogan, popular Columbia recording
artist, started a three months' tour of Loew's
Southern circuit on July 9. The tour will conclude in October with Ohio and Canadian dates.
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Stewart-Warner

Moves

Sales Co. Now

Located

in New Line
and Being
Larger Displayed
Quarters — Full 1929
Radio
Omaha, Neb., July 7.— The Stewart-Warner
Sales Co., this city, has moved to larger quarters at 2559 Farnam street, in order to have
adequate facilities in that city for a complete

New Home of Stewart-Warner Omaha Branch
display of Stewart- Warner radios and auto accessories. L. W. Peterson, popular and capable
manager of the Stewart- Warner Sales Co., is
the exclusive distributor in the Omaha territory.
"In selecting our new location," Mr. Peterson
said, "much thought was given to securing
adequate space not only for our sales floor
but also for housing ample stocks of merchandise to supply our great numbers of dealers
located throughout Nebraska and western Iowa.
We have a full showing of the new 1929 Stewart-Warner radio line (series 800), including
the famous new Model 801-A, with built-on
reproducer and built-in light socket antenna,
and also models with the new receivers installed
in the consoles."
New

Edison

Phonograph

Portable
on

Market

Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J., introduced last month an attractive new portable
phonograph embodying a number of original
structural features of Edison design, including
a new type of sound box. The new instrument
is light in weight, attractively finished, has a
compartment for an adequate number of records and is possessed of tonal qualities that
compare favorably with much larger machines.
The first models introduced to the trade are
equipped to play lateral-cut records exclusively.
Ted Lewis and His Band, exclusive Columbia
record artists, sail for Paris this month to complete an eight weeks' engagement at the Casino
and Ambassadeurs' clubs.
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Salesmen and Branch Office Staffs Attend Two-day Session at Company's Plant — Ray
H. Manson Demonstrates Two New Receivers — Advertising Plans Discussed
Rochester, N. Y.,
ference ever held
Co. featured trade
From the opening
McCanne, president

LANE

Pioneers

July 7.— The best sales con- sion, however, was given over to Ray H. Manby the Stromberg-Carlson son, chief engineer, who described and demonactivities here last month. strated the two new Stromberg-Carlson receivsession, to which W. Roy ing sets and speakers.
of the Stromberg-Carlson W. T. Eastwood, advertising manager, was

A-C

in
Radio

Present

The

Model

4-B

A SEVEN TUBE
RECEIVER
OF
QUALITY
AND
PERFORMANCE

Those Present at Stromberg-Carlson Sales Conference in Rochester
Co., welcomed the visting salesmen and branch
chairman of the Saturday morning session, at
which advertising policy, publicity, broadcastoffice forces, until the final dinner at the Rochester Club, the two-day session was packed
ing, dealer co-operation and direct-by-mail literature were discussed. George A. Scoville,
full of interesting and inspiring features.
sales manager, was chairman of the afternoon
Friday, June 1, was devoted entirely to
session, which was given over to collecting,
the telephone division of the Stromberg-Carlson
business, with E. A. Reinke, assistant sales
servicing and merchandising the 1928-1929 radio line. Optimism over the outlook featured
manager, as chairman of both morning and
the entire meeting.
afternoon sessions. The Friday evening ses-
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Officials of the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. Outline Merchandising and Advertising Plans — A. Victor & Co. Open Large Music Section — Other Trade News
Buffalo, N. Y., July 9.— A division office of the
radio section of the United States Department
of Commerce has been opened in Room 518,
Federal Building, Buffalo, under the direction
of Inspector Milton W. Grinnel.
Music store proprietors in all parts of western New York attended a special demonstration of the new Victrola-Radiola combinations given in the ballroom of the Hotel Statler, with Everett M. Vester, division sales manager, in charge. Later Mr. Vester conducted
a similar demonstration for northern Pennsylvania Victor dealers in the Hotel Lawrence
at Erie, Pa.
The Buffalo branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co. has on display at its Main street
store one of the new Viva-tonal models combined with the new Kolster set.
One of the finest talking machine and radio
stores in this section of the State occupies the
entire sixth floor of the new store building of
A. Victor & Co., just opened in Genesee street.
In a spacious area giving ample space for the
visitor to appreciate the beauty of the building
as well as the attractiveness of the various
models are shown the entire line of Victor and
Brunswick machines, also the Radiola-Victrola
combinations, RCA and other radio models.
Thousands of visitors who have called at the
department since its opening have indicated
they regard it as one of the finest they have
ever seen.
More than 150 dealers and jobbers of the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. attended a
luncheon in the Hotel Statler, at which Harry
Boyd Brown, merchandising and advertising
counsel of the company, was the speaker. Mr.
Brown outlined the company's national advertising campaign and predicted it would quickly
stimulate national interest in the company's

products. Other speakers were Robert F. Herr,
service engineer; Sayre M. Ramsdell, sales promotion manager, and Lawrence E. Grubb, western New York district manager, who will conduct a co-operative advertising campaign in
which dealers in this territory will participate.
The new Whiteman Columbia records are
making an especially big hit here, as Mr. Whiteman appeared in person with his band at Shea's
Buffalo Theatre for a week's engagement at the
exact time of the first releases.
Several

Recent

to Edison

Additions
Record

Artists

A number of new artists of wide reputation
have recently joined the ranks of those recording for Edison records. Among them are
Frankie Marvin, younger brother of the "Frankie and Johnny" family; the Ponce Sisters,
Ethel and Dorothea, and Bob Pierce, the "Old
King Cole," of broadcasting fame. The first
records by these artists appeared in recent Edison lists. Another Edison feature that is proving most successful on records is Arthur Field
and His Assassinators, who play some snappy
dance music, with Mr. Field doing the excellent
vocal work.
Guy

Lombardo

on

Tour

Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians,
Columbia dance artists of Chicago, whose recent records have, attracted big attention, started
a new tour on July 3rd in Pennsylvania, continuing through Ohio, Michigan and Illinois, with
a week in Detroit. Columbia is advising dealers
to cash in on the unusual press notices given
this ensemble over widespread territory lately.

BUSH & LANE MODEL 4-B
SEVEN TUBE RECEIVER
Retail Price— $149.50
"The Commander of the Air"
PIONEER EXPERIENCE
Setsthe value of Bush & Lane
— A-C
assures
SUPERIOR RADIO PERFORMANCE
— the year round
— assured SELECTIVITY,
DISTANCE,
BEAUTY

TONAL

SERVICE NECESSITY
— practically eliminated
PERFECTED TO THE LIMIT
HUMAN SKILL
FULLY GUARANTEED

OF

ALL

THESE OUSTANDING SELLING POINTS ARE GUARANTEES
OF —SUPREME
reasonably QUALITY
priced
Radio
Worthy
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Receivers
of Their
&

Name

LANE

Industries
Holland,

Michigan

Write for\complete dealer's franchise,
and for information on our several
console models.
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Dealers Took Advantage of Public Interest and Installed Receivers in Public Places —
Crosley and Amrad Dealers Hold Meeting — Philco Dealers View New Models
Featured by sales talks and exhibitions of
the Crosley and Amrad radio equipments, dealers who handle the two lines attended a meeting at the Fort Henry Club, near Wheeling,
W. Va. Representatives were present from
western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and West
Virginia. Speakers on the program included
R. W. Lowrie, of Medford Hills, Mass., district
sales manager of the Amrad Co.; Neil Bauer,
of Cincinnati, sales manager, of the Crosley
Co.; R. W. French, of Pittsburgh, Crosley field
representative, and J. R. Wells, of Cleveland,
O.. sales manager for the Buckley-Dement Co.
The W. J. Mullen Co., of Sewickley, Pa., has

Pittsburgh, Pa., July 7. — The popularity of
radio was never so intensified as during the
recent conventions of the two great political
parties at Kansas City and Houston. Pittsburgh radio dealers were quick to sense the
sales trend of radios by placing in operation
in their places of business and other public
places radio receiving sets, so that the public
could "listen in." The reception in this city
was exceptionally good and as a result sales
of radio receiving sets were larger than had
been anticipated. Hamburg Bros., distributors
for the Federal Ortho-sonic radio receiving
sets, report a very brisk demand for this line.
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■o higher compliment could be paid any loudspeaker manufacturer
than the great interest shown in the 1929 Rola speakers by those attending the Chicago R.M.A. Show. Rola won a position of merited popularity through performance, unparalleled in the history of the radio industry.
Of the speakers shown and demonstrated, the Rola Console Model 35 attracted byfar the greatest attention and comment. This speaker is equipped
with the new Rola D-110 Dynamic Power Unit and is operated directly
from the 110-volt AC socket. In this speaker, with its adequate baffle surface, the Rola Dynamic Unit performs in a manner little short of marvelous.
The new Rola Dynamic Power Speaker is an outstanding achievement in
realistic broadcast re-creation. It is built in the following models:
Rola Model 30
J^ist Price $75
Rola Model 35 .... J^ist Price $110
A console model with top dimensions 18
A table model dynamic designed for effiby 30 inches, sufficient to accommodate
cient operation with ouptut of 171, 210
and
250 tubes.
any standard radio set.
IN ADDITION to the new dynamic pow er speakers, The Rola Company has further
improved and refined its famous balanced- ■armature reproducers, increasing sensitivity,
power, and range to an unheard-of deg ree in this type of instrument. This new
speaker is built in the following models
Rola Model 25 .... £ut Trice $60
An attractive radio table representing the
RADIO SET &
finest type of modern design, equipped with
FURNITURE
built-in Rola M Magnetic-armature Unit.
MANUFACTURERS :
Rola Model 20 ... . J^ist Trice $35
Write for prices on the
A cabinet type speaker unequaled for
dynamic and magnetic
eye-value, performance or dependability
units, ready for installation in console sets or
in the magnetic speaker class.
radio furniture.
Write for the name of the nearest Rola jobber and
detailed information on new Kola 1929 speakers
THE
ROLA
COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
612 N. Michigan Ave.
Forty-fifth O Hollis Sts.
4 7 IF. Sixty- third St.
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been granted a Pennsylvania charter with a
capital of $25,000 to sell radio.
The Serendado Company, Inc., of Huntington, W. Va., has been granted a West Virginia
charter with a capital of $40,000 to engage in
the manufacture of radio and phonographs.
The Grigsby-Grunow Co. of Chicago, manufacturer of the Majestic radio, has appointed
Hamburg
Bros., Pittsburgh, as exclusive wholesale distributors.
William J. Knerr and G. Russell Knerr,
operating as Knerr Bros., Atwater Kent dealers, at 104 North Second street, Harrisburg,
have announced their withdrawal from the
retail selling trade to devote their entire time
to wholesale distribution of Atwater Kent
products in central Pennsylvania with headquarters in Harrisburg.
The C. C. Mellor Co., S. Hamilton Co., Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Lechner & Schoenberger,
J. M. Hoffman Co., Schroeder Piano Co., as
well as the larger department stores, such as
the Rosenbaum Co., Gimbel Bros., Joseph
Home Co., Boggs & Buhl and Campbell, have
fine displays of portable phonographs, as well
as the regular line of Victor, Columbia, Brunswick, Edison and Sonora instruments.
Gray & Martin, music dealers in the Jenkins
Arcade, have on display a fine assortment of
the McMillan radio sets. The Warwick and
Westminster models appeal, it was stated, to
the patrons who wish to have a design in keeping with modern equipped dwellings, where the
furniture styles are of a high and artistic type.
Under the auspices of the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. a luncheon meeting of radio
dealers was held in the Blue Room of the
William Penn Hotel recently. About eighty
dealers from Pittsburgh and other western
Pennsylvania points were present. A display
and demonstration were made of the new Philco
radio receiving set.
The meeting of the dealers was held immediately at the close of the luncheon with Allen
Dayton, Pittsburgh, branch manager, presiding.
The first speaker was Sayre Ramsdell, of the
Philco sales promotion department, who emphasized the part that the company would play
in aiding the dealers. R. F. Kerr, service engineer, gave a very interesting and informative
talk, devoid of technicalities, on the new Philco
line. Harry B. Brown, advertising counselor
of the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., gave
a very happy talk on the dealer aids and general advertising and publicity plans of the company and stated that the dealers of the Philco
radio set would be limited to about 4,500 for
the entire country, and that all would be given
definite and positive sales aid. L. E. Gubb, division manager of the company, with headquarters in Buffalo, attended the meeting. The
local Philco distributors are C. R. Rogers &
Co., 5434 Penn avenue, East Liberty, Pittsburgh.
Harold Kay is the local sales manager.
The W. F. Frederick Piano Co., Zenith distributor for western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio,
West Virginia and northern Kentucky, held its
dealers' convention in its new display rooms,
527 Penn avenue, recently. The new Zenith
models for 1928 and 1929 were viewed.
Luncheon was served in the Roosevelt Hotel.
H. Rewbridge presided. After a cordial address
of welcome and brief remarks, Thomas H.
Endicott, general Sales manager of the Zenith
Radio Corp., gave an address, supplementing
his remark's with a motion picture film, showing in detail the process of manufacturing
Zenith radio receivers.
About 250 radio dealers of the tri-State district attended a dinner and display of Fada
radio sets in the ballroom of the William Penn
Hotel on June 26. Thomas Jenks, sales manager of the Pittsburgh Auto Equipment Co.,
presided. H. B. Smith welcomed the dealers
and C. A. Mewborn, of the Pittsburgh Press
advertising department, spoke on the value of
"tie-up" advertising in selling radio merchandise. H. J. Stutz told the dealers of the new
Fada line and outlined the publicity and general policies of the company.
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cago Radio Show, and while in the Illinois
Powel

Crosley,
Press

at

Jr.

Praises

Chicago

Luncheon

President of Crosley Radio Corp. Pays Tribute to Press at Luncheon Attended
Crosley Representatives and Newspaper Men and Trade Publication Editors
The Crosley luncheon given in the beautiful
ballroom of the Blackstone Hotel on June 14
was one of the enjoyable features marking the
RMA Convention.
In addition to more than

by

no doubt radio would have developed along
natural lines this wonderful invention's progress was due to the publicity given it more
than anything else. He thanked the press in

City had a sales conference with the company's
three jobbers, the Radio Sales Co., of Memphis,
Tenn., the Sterling Radio Co., of Kansas City,
and the Harbour-Longmire Co., of Oklahoma
City, Okla. He also conducted a sales conference of the members of the Sterling radio
staff at Kansas City later in the month at w.hich
the policies of the Columbia Co. for the balance
of the year were discussed.
In the radio field, chief interest centered
upon the district meeting of approximately 150
Crosley and Amrad dealers from eastern Missouri and southern Illinois which was held at

Luncheon Meeting of Crosley Distributors at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago
the American Annex Hotel here. The Geller,
fifty Crosley distributors, there were as many
general for its kindly attitude toward the radio
Ward & Hanner Hardware Co., distributor of
visiting newspaper men and editors of radio
industry and predicted that there will be no
the Crosley line in St. Louis, was host to the
trade magazines.
end to its development as long as the press
continues such an attitude.
Several very entertaining features gave zest
gathering, the purpose of which was to demonstrate the new line of receivers as well as the
Mr. Crosley also thanked the City of Chicago
to the occasion, but probably the most interAmrad sets.
esting of all was a nice little speech by Powel
for its very courteous welcome and entertainThe new Fada receiver and speakers were exment and referred to it as one of the most
Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley Radio
hibited to some 100 Fada dealers in the St.
Corp. Talking extemporaneously, Mr. Crosley
progressive cities in the world, with a wonderLouis territory at a convention and dinner held
paid the highest tribute to the representatives
ful future. The meeting was marked by enduring the latter part of the month at the Corothusiasm on the part of those present.
of press and trade papers. He said that while
nado Hotel at which Beck & Corbitt, local distributors, were hosts.
Rodger W. Pigeon, territorial representative
Introduction
of New
Models
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., who has been assigned to duty in the St. Louis district for the
past two and one-half years, has been transAids
Sales
in St. Louis
Area
ferred to the Omaha district.
Kohler V. Wrape, formerly a partner of R.
Columbia Kolster Model No. 960 Proves Big Seller— Victor Models 7-11 and 7-26 Prove
W. Bennett, has been appointed local representative of Showers Bros., well known to the trade
Boon to Victor Business — Inaugurates School for Radio Service Men
as makers of radio cabinets.
The Colin B. Kennedy Corp. has moved from
Victor Co. has been placed in charge of the
St. Louis, Mo., July 6.— Talking machine and
St. Louis to Highland, 111., where a new plant
service department and the company is inviting
radio business in the St. Louis district was unfor the manufacture of AC radio receivers has
usually good/ during June. Practically all of local dealers to send their service men to the
new school.
been
built.
the dealers in the city report an excellent deThe Walter Ashe Radio Co. has moved from
mand for records and instruments.
The recent introduction of the new combinaColumbia business has been accentuated by
tion models, 7-11 and 7-26 also has proved a its former headquarters at Tenth, near Pine, to
Eleventh and Pine streets.
boon to Victor business in St. Louis, according
the recent introduction of the new ColumbiaKolster Model No. 960. The demand for this
to officials of the Koerber-Brenner Co., local distributor. The jobber reports a good demand
instrument has been tremendous, according to
Gulbransen
Declares
generally for the new line, being exceeded only
company officials w.ho added that large orders
by the demand for records.
are being placed by dealers throughout the terThe Artophone Corp., local Okeh distributor,
Regular
Dividend
ritory, notably the Baldwin Piano Co., Stix,
has been making extensive preparations to
Baer & Fuller, Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney's
formally introduce to the trade a new line of
The Gulbransen Co., Chicago, declared the
and others. In addition, it was stated there has
phonographs
and
portables.
The
first
showing
regular
semi-annual 7 per cent dividend on prebeen a brisk demand for the new Columbia portof the new line will be made at the American
able No. 161.
ferred stock, payable July 1, to stockholders
Furniture Mart in Chicago. The company is of record. This dividend represents an unOne of the most notable additions to the Coproducing
a new line of moderate priced radio
broken record of payments on the preferred
lumbia list of dealers in this section during restock. While radio activities in the Gulbransen
cabinets and portable phonographs featuring
cent months is the Walter L. Rhein Piano Co.
the new circular tone chamber. The company
factory are separate from piano activities the
of Belleville, 111., which has contracted for the
recently announced the addition of Joe Lippel
firm has announced that the radio production
full line of Columbia products, including the
to
its
force
of
salesmen.
He
will
specialize
in
is
utilizing the capacity of the plant in excess
electric reproducing phonographs.
of normal piano production, and that this should
The Koerber-Brenner Co. has inaugurated a record service to dealers. Al Tate Preston also
be reflected in increased earnings.
new school for service men, in an effort to ihas been added to the company's sales force in
Kansas City. He will travel over the Nebraskaequip them with a better knowledge of probThe sales staff of Edmond, Inc., Atwater
Iowa territory.
lems connected with their branch of the indusKent
distributor of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has
N.
B.
Smith,
district
manager
of
the
Columtry. C. H. Packard who has been for the past
been increased.
bia
Phonograph
Co.,
was
a
visitor
to
the
Chieight years in the research laboratory of the
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at

Distributors
Convention

1928-1929 Merchandising Policies Outlined by Otto N. Frankfort — Lloyd R. Maxwell
Tells of Advertising Campaign — Distributors Make Tour of Factory
The annual distributors' convention was held Flanagan,
executive
secretary of the Radio
by the Ail-American Mohawk Corp., Chicago, Manufacturers' Association, welcomed the dison June 8 and 9, at the Stevens Hotel, °n that tributors to Chicago in behalf of the RMA
city, at which time the new line of radio re- and the radio trade show management,
ceivers and radio-phonograph combination in- Mr. Frankfort outlined the 1928-1929 mer-

Those Present at All-American Mohawk Corp. Distributors' Conference
chandising policies of. the company, describing
struments manufactured by the company were
the
newspaper advertising campaign which
displayed and described and the sales program
would
be launched shortly to promote the sale
for the coming year outlined. The first business session was called to order by Otto N.
of the All-American Mohawk line, billboard advertising, window displays, dealer helps and
Frankfort, vice-president in charge of sales of
other
advertising
material of this nature also
the All-American Mohawk Corp., at the Hotel
being
in
the
process
of preparation. He preStevens on the morning of June 8. E. N. Raudicted
that
the
music-radio
store would be one
land, president of the firm, welcomed the disof the final and permanent outlets for radio
tributors, stating that the same standard of
precision manufacture would be carried on in products and urged the distributors to concentrate alarge part of their sales effort upon the
the future as in the past by the All-American
music trade.
Mohawk organization. Gustave Frankel, viceLloyd R. Maxwell, president of Williams &
president, in his welcome to the distributors,
Cunnyngham, Chicago, advertising counsel for
stated that All-American Mohawk Corp. was
the All-American Mohawk Corp., also addressed
not forced to rely upon the production schedules
of other manufacturers in making its products,
the distributors, describing various phases of the
but that the new line of radio receivers would
advertising campaign which would be placed
behind the All-American Mohawk products.
be manufactured complete in every detail in the
Lee Robinson, business manager of The Talklarge All-American Mohawk plant.
J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the
ing Machine World, discussed the music-radio
Blackman Distributing Co., New York, redealers' steady rise to prominence in the. merchandising of radio products.
sponded for the distributors, stating, during the
A
trip
through
the All-American Mohawk
course of his talk, that the success of a manufactory occupied the afternoon, and here the
facturer is measured mainly by the good-will
distributors inspected the various manufacturing
which it enjoys from its distributors.
M. F.

The
Findlay

Talk

of

the

Show

Metal Console Tables for A. C. Receiving
The Elaborate Display of Findlay Metal Consoles was the
running mate of every Popular Radio Exhibit at Chicago

Sets

Tables Specially Designed For —
AMERICAN BOSCH
KOLSTER
RADIOLA
ATWATER KENT
SHAMROCK
BREMER-TULLY
STEINITE
CROSLEY
FADA
STEWART-WARNER
FREED-EISEMANN
VICTOR
Sold Exclusively through Authorized Distributors of the above
mentioned sets.
The Findlay Policy thoroughly Protects the Dealer in the lines he represents. In
addition to our Authorized Built-in R.C.A. No. 100-A Speaker Model, we hold Exclusive
rights for mounting the Crosley Dynacone in our Crosley Metal Consoles.
"FINDLAY CONSOLES SELL SETS"
Robert

Findlay

Manufacturing

Co., Inc.

"Makers of Fine Metal Console Tables"
Show Rooms— 242 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Office & Works — Metropolitan & Morgan Avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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processes which bring forth the completed radio
receiver. They also saw and heard the complete
new line of All-American Mohawk radio receivers and radio-phonograph combination instruments.
The convention was climaxed by a banquet at
the Bryn Mawr Country Club, where the distributors were entertained by a string quartet,
soloists and dancers. On Saturday, June 9, the
entire day was devoted to the allocation of
territory and the discussion of individual problems with the various distributors.

Ass'n

Committees

Re-

appointed for 1928-9
C. J. Roberts, president of the National Association of Music Merchants, has instructed the
executive secretary to announce the reappointment of the following standing committees for
1928-1929:
Membership Committee — H. H. Fleer, Lyon
& Healy, Chicago, chairman ex-officio; Milton
Weil, Krakauer Bros., New York; J. J. Glynn,
James & Holmstrom Piano Co., New York.
Press Committee — H. H. Fleer, Lyon & Healy,
Chicago, chairman; Charles H. Yahrling, Yahrling-Rayner Music Co., Youngstown; E. Paul
Hamilton, Frederick Loeser & Co., Brooklyn;
W. Otto Miessner, Miessner Institute of Music,
Milwaukee.
Resolutions Committee — Robert N. Watkin,
Will A. Watkin Co., Dallas, Tex., chairman; A.
D. La Motte, Thearle Music Co., San Diego;
A. L. Maresh, Maresh Piano Co., Cleveland.
Legislative Committee — Frederick P. Stieff,
Chas. M. Stieff, Inc., Baltimore, chairman; W.
S. Bond, Weaver Piano Co., York, Pa.; C. S.
Andrews, Andrews Music Store, Charlotte, N.
C; Joel B. Ryde, Fuller-Ryde Music Co., Indianapolis.
National Piano-Playing Contest Committee —
J. Bayley, Bayley Music House, Detroit, chairman; W. Otto Miessner, Miessner Institute of
Music, Milwaukee; C. R. Moores, Packard Music
House, Fort Wayne, Indiana; Miss Helen Curtis, Chicago, honorary member.
New

Majestic

Now

Being

Radio

Delivered

A great deal of -interest centered in the new
Majestic electric radio exhibit and demonstration at the Hotel Commodore, New York, during the Musical Industries Convention in June.
This set is now in delivery in the Eastern
market. Orders for over 400,000 Majesties
have been placed by the Majestic Distributors,
and Herbert E. Young, the Eastern sales manager, reports that the factory at Chicago is now
shipping about fifteen hundred sets a day.
During the RMA Trade Show in Chicago
many dealers visited the Grigsby-Grunow factory to view the entire operation of manufacturing the new Majestic electric receivers. Every
part and parcel of this set is made in these
factories, which occupy nearly one-half million
square feet of floor space.
Grebe
Coast

Jobber

on

Changes

the
Name

San Francisco, Cal., July 5. — WeinstockNichols Co., distributor of radio products of
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., of New York and
Los Angeles, has moved and changed its firm
name to Robert Weinstock, Inc. The new address of the company is 643 Mission street.
Newly appointed officers of the company are
Robert Weinstock, president and general manager; W. A. Creelman, vice-president and sales
manager, and Marshall Robinson, secretary and
credit manager.
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Fada
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Executive

Pre-

dicts Record Year
R. M. Klein, General Manager of F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc., Predicts Sales of 2,500,000
Receivers During 1928
That 2,500,000 radio receivers will be sold to
the public in 1928 is the estimate of R. M.
Klein, general manager for Fada Radio. The es-

club demonstrations, Kolster has placed the
new chassis, which is used in the six-tube console and table models, in a carrying case. A
magnetic cone speaker has also been fitted into
a convenient case, thus enabling the Kolster
dealer to equip himself completely for outside
sales activities.
"It has been found that an average of $12
is spent by a dealer in time and transportation
to ship a stock set to a home for demonstration," said Major Herbert H. Frost, vice-president. "Now when a prospect wants to know
how Kolster will sound in his own home the
dealer can pick up the carrying case and walk
out with him to his home. The tubes are carried in padded cups, the aerial is fastened to
the lid of the case and unwinds like a tape
measure, and the ground wire has a tight clamp
to snap on to any convenient connection."
Sonora

Sustained

Name

R. M. Klein
timate is based on a careful check-up made during the recent Chicago gathering of the company's sales and distributing representatives
from all parts of the country.
"This is no idle assertion," explained the Fada
general manager. "If anything, my estimate is
conservative. It is more than likely that 2,500,000
receiving sets represent a minimum figure for
the calendar year and that this number will be
exceeded. Because F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., has
been in business since the beginning of presentday radio, this organization through its wide
affiliations is able to sense the general public
acceptance in advance and I am perfectly willing to go on record that the industry will hit
the 2,500,000 set mark this year, and perhaps
go well above it. Needless to add, this means
the largest business in the history of the radio
industry and, from a dollars and cents angle,
places radio a notch higher in the grouping of
outstanding industrials."
Kolster
Home

Chassis

for

Demonstrations

Chassis Provided in Carrying Case for
Dealer's Use in Home Demonstrations
— Cone Speaker Also Provided
A new departure in the way of sales assistance to dealers has been announced by the

Home Demonstration Outfit
Kolster Radio Corp., Newark, N. J. In order
that dealers may make more home, office and

Heads

Sparks

Phono.

Corp.

President of Sparks-Withington Co. is
Presiding Head of New Corporation
Making Automatic Combination Unit
Capt. William Sparks, president of the SparksWithington Co., Jackson, Mich., on June 6 made
the initial announcement of the formation of a

Controversy

From

Impressed

William

in

Washington, D. C, July 6. — The United States
Daily Record stated last week that the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., had been victorious in its
opposition to the registration of the word
"Sonatron" as a trade-mark for radio tubes.
The applicant for registration was Harry
Chirelstein, of the Sonatron Tube Co., Chicago, and the original decision handed down
by the Examiner of Interferences sustained the
opposition of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.,
to the registration of the word "Sonatron" for
radio tubes. This decision was appealed by
Mr. Chirelstein, but the Commissioner of Patents sustained the Examiner of Interferences.
Schechtor & Lotsch, of New York, were the
attorneys for the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.
Visitor

Capt.

York, July, 1928

France

With

C?.pt. William Sparks
new corporation of which he is also the presiding head. The new firm, which is known as the
Phonograph Corp., has filed articles of association for the purpose of manufacturing and distributing an automatic combination phonograph
and radio receiver.
The new automatic instrument, illustrated
herewith, plays twelve records of any size, or
of assorted sizes, changing from one to the

Radio

Professor Bernard Trouvelot, of the French
National School of Horticulture, has spent
some time in this country studying farm conditions and the radio activities of the Department of Agriculture.
The angle of America's leadership in radio
that most impressed Professor Trouvelot was
the ratio -of radio sets to farm homes, and the
fact that one American manufacturer of radios
alone, Atwater Kent, has produced 50 per cent
more radio receivers than all the radios, of all
makes, owned in France. The total number of
radio receivers in France, he estimates, is about
1,250,000, while Atwater Kent's production will
pass the 2,000,000 mark early this Fall.
To offset the difficulties due to the scarcity
of radios in farm homes the French Government, Professor Trouvelot says, is planning to
set up receiving equipment at central points in
all farm villages, where the people may gather
in groups to hear the farm broadcasts.
Freed-Eisemann
Shown

at

Line

Meetings

Jobber meetings throughout the country at
which the new Freed-Eisemann radio products
are being shown to dealers are now being held.
The new line has met with an enthusiastic reception, according to reports to the executive
offices of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Among the distributors who have already held
dealer rallies are John V. Wilson Co. and Bigelow & Dowse Co., Boston, Mass.; Wholesale
Radio Equipment Co., Newark, N. J.; J. H.
McCullough & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., and the
Syracuse Auto & Radio Co., distributor in the
Syracuse, N. Y., territory. All of these meetings were well attended.

New Automatic Phonograph-Radio
other in nine seconds. A Sparton radio receiver
is used in the instrument, the same speaker' utilized by both the radio receiver and the phonograph, which reproduces the records by electrical amplification.
The new product was first displayed before
fifty newspaper and magazine representatives
at the Jackson City Club on June 6, the opening
day of the Sparton radio distributors' convention. The record changing device is unique in
principle and very simple in operation and if
desired, before the conclusion of any selection,
(he turntable may be stopped and the record
passed on to a receiving drawer by the turning
of a switch. The tone control provides for a
volume of sound suitable for either use in the
home or in large auditoriums.
The Phonograph Corp. will occupy the former
Jackson Motors Building, in Jackson, recently
purchased by Capt. Sparks. Other members of
the corporation are Harry G. Sparks, Clifford
M. Sparks, William J. Corbett, and Leland S.
Bisbee. The automatic phonograph-radio combination instrument, which is finished in walnut,
will retail for $875, complete with tubes.
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deep
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of CWoocl
Since the dawn of the first day,
the symphony of Life has been
carved on the bark of trees . . .
Wood is nature's chosen and
unsurpassed method of expressing the universal language of

Tripl-Tone

List

Speakers

Tflpl'TOYlC js a 3-inch speaker. At a turn of the dial you
have cone reproduction at its best. At another turn you have molded
wood tone chamber reproduction at its best, especially for speech.
And still another turn, you have both together.

§6.00
BlcYldift^

No. 112
FAIRFAX "GREEN CAP" UNIT
A sensitive, heavy duty unit, expressly built to withstand the power of modern A. C. operation.
Will stand output of largest power amplifier without
distortion and retain the full range of tonal frequency.
It will remain constant in its faithful reproduction of voice
and music, under the most severe tests.

the best qualities of tone chamber

reproduction and

the superb FAIRFAX "GREEN-CAP" UNIT, together with that
of the FAIRFAX "GREEN-BOX" CONE, in one combination,
TRIPL-TONE furnishes a thrill of realism hitherto thought impossible by radio.

l\/l(XTltlfctCttlTCYS may install Tripl-Tone speakers in their
own cabinets and consoles. Very appropriate for floor models. Easily
mounted.

Attractive manufacturers' prices.

J o\)\)CTS vvill find Tripl-Tone a real profit-maker, both by catalog and direct sales. Something new.

List
$15.00

T)cCtlcTS vvill find a "fan-interest" unique and fascinating in
Tripl-Tone as an individual speaker for home installation and also in
cabinets, consoles and floor models equipped with Tripl-Tone.
Send for samples, electros and literature

No. 201
GREEN BOX
FAIRFAX CONE ASSEMBLY
With a wider range of frequency than heretofore
secured ; with tones more sweet and mellow and withal
more realistic than ever ; with a sturdier construction
eliminating mechanical disadvantages.

Molded
219 WEST
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CHICAGO
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CHICAGO,

Inc.
ILLINOIS
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Stewart-

Warner

Introduced

at

"800"
Jobbers'

Series
Convention

Distributors From All Over the United States Attend Annual Gathering — Company's
Advertising and Merchandising Plans for Coming Year Received With Enthusiasm
The

convention of Stewart-Warner distributors was timed to coincide with the Trade
Show in Chicago and to permit attendance at
both events. The show was of particular interest

radio advertising and merchandising plans for
the coming year. The new program was enthusiastically endorsed by all present after
suggestions had been asked for, discussions

Stewart- Warner Distributors
to Stewart- Warner men this year as the new
"800" Series was successfully introduced there.
The general comments on both show and convention indicated satisfaction and marked enthusiasm.
One of the highlights of the convention was
the advertising meeting held at the Palmer
House on June 13. Interesting and informative talks were given by R. H. Woodford,
radio sales manager; by A. B. Dicus, advertising manager; by W. D. Mcjunkin, president of
the Mcjunkin Advertising Company, and by
others.

at Conclave in Chicago
held, and all angles of the plan carefully ex-

Presentation

was

Demand

made

of the company's

for

plained.
Other features of the convention were equally
instructive and helpful. A thorough inspection
of the large plant in Chicago was made under
the guidance of the leading officials of the company. Practically a whole day was given up
to this part of the program. Special demonstrations of the new radio sets by StewartWarner engineers had a profound effect in
making vivid to the distributors certain fundamental factors in radio production. Daily visits
were made to the show at the Stevens Hotel,
both as a group and individually.

Portables

land Is Big

Aid

to

in

Cleve-

Record

Sales

Cleveland Distributing Co. Now in Possession of New Home — Smith Co. to Handle
Federal and All-American Mohawk Corp. Lines — Cleveland T. M. Co. Moves
Cleveland, O., July 5. — Portable phonographs
moved better than other musical merchandise
during the month, owing to vacation time, and
the sales of records were also stimulated because of the demand for portables.
After seventeen years of service with the
Starr Piano Co., Robert E. Taylor, general
manager of the Cleveland branch of the company, has resigned and is now connected with
the Kohler Industries, representing their lines
in Ohio.
W. W. Dowell, formerly of the Sterling Mfg.
Co. of this city, is now vice-president and
general manager of the Sterling Sales Corp.,
representing a number of radio manufacturers.
At the same time Mr. Dowell, associated with
E. C. Sterling as president, and others will market the entire product of the National Tube
Mfg. Corp., of Cleveland, maker of AC tubes.
A mid-Summer exhibit of speakers, cabinets
and radio parts is being planned.
The Cleveland Distributing Co., distributor
of Atwater Kent products in northern Ohio, is
now in possession of its new quarters at 5205
Euclid avenue, this city, and President Ray H.
Bechtol has transposed two entire floors of the
new building into a de luxe radio salon. From

display room has the tone and fittings of a
salon or reception room. On the second floor
is a spacious auditorium with walls of antique

the street display glass to the dealers' auditorium on the second floor an extremely artistic
handling of all details is evidenced.
The main

New Home of Cleveland Distributing Co.
plaster, heavily beamed ceiling and Roman
archway.
Executive, sales and publicity offices

York, July, 1928

of an imposing nature with a homelike reception room adjacent complete the modern equipment of this progressive distributor.
The Federal and All-American Corp. radio
lines will be handled by the Smith Co., according to E. Hershberger, manager of the company. The new models of both lines are now
on display at the company's showrooms at
Euclid avenue and Twentieth street. The announcement that the Edison line will include
radio phonograph models has created a great
deal of interest among Edison dealers and the
Smith Co., distributor for the Edison line in
this territory, reports many inquiries.
The many friends of Harry Valentine, vicepresident of the Dreher Piano Co., sympathize
with him in the loss of his wife, who passed
away after an illness of more than a year.
E. S. Germain, district manager for the
Brunswick Co., with headquarters at the Cleveland office, has been transferred to Philadelphia.
Several Brunswick artists appeared at local
theatres during the month and their appearances aided local dealers in the sale of their
phonograph records.
The Cleveland Talking Machine Co. is now
in new quarters at 4900 Euclid avenue. The new
home is handsomely furnished and contains
beautiful display rooms for showing a full line
of Victor instruments.
Columbia dealers had quite a tie-up during
the month with the appearance of Art Gillham,
exclusive Columbia artist, who played an engagement at Loew's State Theatre. The local
branch received many extra orders for his records from dealers.
Estimates
Sales

Kolster

at

$20,000,000

Kolster President, Ellery W. Stone, States
Sales to Distributors Will Exceed
$17,000,000 During 1928
Ellery W. Stone, president of the Kolster
Radio Corp., has issued the following interesting statement:
"When the recent Radio Show opened in
Chicago, where the industry's 1928 models were
displayed to the trade, Kolster Radio had already received bookings exceeding $12,000,000
from but thirty of our seventy distributors. A
conservative estimate of the additional bookings to be received from the balance of our
distributors indicates that total sales to our distributors in the United States only will exceed
$17,000,000 in 1928. These figures do not include sales to the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
those of our Canadian and European subsidiaries and revenues of Federal Telegraph Co.
from billings against and royalties from the
Mackay System covering the manufacture of
equipment for and the commissioning of the
Mackay Radio Stations across the Pacific and
Sayville. These additional revenues from our
subsidiary companies in 1928 should exceed
$3,000,000 or a total exceeding $20,000,000."
Edison

Distributing

Branch

in

Richmond

Richmond, Va., July 5.— Wholesale distributing
headquarters for several States will soon be
opened at 1204 East Main street by the Edison
Distributing Corp., with P. J. Costello in
charge. This branch will distribute Edison
radios and phonographs and other new products
of the Edison plant throughout the district
made up of Virginia, North and South Carolina, District of Columbia and the border
counties in Tennessee and West Virginia. Mr.
Costello, who will manage this local enterprise, was formerly manager of the wholesale
department of the C. B. Haynes Co., Inc., for
twenty years prominent jobbers of phonographs.
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Eveready

Paul

Whiteman's

Visit

Stimulates

on

Dealers
Cities'
Twin
for
Sales
Full-Page Advertisements Feature Whiteman
Columbia Records — Columbia-Kolster
Combination Shown — Beckwith Distributing Icy Ball Refrigerators
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., July 7. —
Paul Whiteman was here the week of June 23
and played to vast and enthusiastic audiences
at the new Minnesota Theatre. Consequently
Columbia headquarters, the Kern-O'Neil Co.,
spent overtime hours on filling demands for
Whiteman records. On Wednesday, the 20th,
full-page advertisements in the Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Duluth papers told the world of the
Whiteman Columbia affiliation. The Whiteman
orchestra broadcast through thirty-eight stations
over WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, and reached
every town in the Northwest.
The Kern-O'Neil Co., Columbia distributor, is
showing the new Columbia-Kolster radio and
phonograph combination. It is an unusually
beautiful and efficient instrument and the retail
trade is enthusiastic about it.
The Columbia radio, the first straight radio
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., produced by
the joint efforts of the Columbia and Kolster
companies is expected any day here.
C. C. Hicks, manager of the George C. Beckwith Co., Victor distributor, returned from the
Victor convention at Camden on June 10. Never
bromidic, Mr. Hicks expresses the belief that
a wonderful year will be unavoidable. He feels
that the new Victor line is unequaled and especially adapted to the Northwest territory. That,
together with the fact that delivery will be
made in July instead of October, an aggressive
newspaper campaign, a receptive market and
energetic sales promotion can only mean that
dealers and the jobber will reap a rich harvest.
The Beckwith Co. received a carload of Icy

Ball refrigerators, which, as a fill-in line, has
met with unqualified success.
Lawrence Lucker, of the Lucker Sales Co.,
is gratified by the business done the first half
of the year, and anticipates an even busier six
months in Sparton, Kellogg and Mohawk lines.
The company has sold four times more Spartons this year than in 1927, and three times as
many Kellogg models.
Eight members of the Lucker force attended
the convention, and they have had six men in
the field in the East to give their dealers the
best possible products. High-priced goods
seem to be the most in demand.
The Lucker Co. contemplates handling a new
device invented by Professor Springer, dean of
the Electrical Engineering College of the University of Minnesota. It is called the Tru Tone
loud speaker mounting, and it absorbs overtones in speakers and suppresses any undesirable noise.
McNamee, world-famous radio announcer, of New York, has just been booked
for the Seventh Annual Northwest Radio &
Electrical Show in the Minneapolis Auditorium
the week of September 24, according to H. H.
Cory, manager of the show. He will supervise
the programs and introduce the artists just as
he does in the big chain programs. In addition
to the appearance of Mr. McNamee, arrangements have already been made for the appearance of John Philip Sousa and his seventy-fivepiece band, and a number of other world-famous
radio artists. The booth spaces at the show
are already practically all sold.

Polar

Batteries
Expedition

Power Equipment of Stoll-McCracken
Expedition to Siberian Arctic Regions
Includes Number of Eveready Batteries
The Stoll-McCracken Expedition to the Aleutian Islands and the upper Siberian Arctic region will keep in touch with civilization through
the short-wave radio transmitter, operated by
Edward Manley, who, although only twenty-one

Graham

Edward Manley Using Eveready Batteries
years old, has already been a member of three
expeditions to the Far North. His power equipment will include a large number of Eveready
Layerbilt "B" batteries, manufactured by the
National Carbon Co., New York.
The Radio Sales & Service Co. and the HilleBaldwin Music House, Independence, Kan.,
have consolidated and are now known by the
latter name. The Columbia line is handled.
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New

Temple

Attention

U. S. Pats. Pend.
Model 15 Air Column Speaker
Model 15 is the refined and improved air
column speaker — the same type of speaker
was founded
Temple
—upon
but which
now better
thansuccess
ever. $29.00.

at
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engineering has set another standard.
N Temple
AGAI
Again
has Temple leadership in reproducer design been
acknowledged by the trade from one end of the country
to the other. 3,000 of the country's leading buyers — men who
recognize and demand the finest in reproducer quality and
workmanship — registered at the Temple exhibit — and bought.
demonstration was easily one of the "high spots"
ThetheTemple
of
show — "Temple" was the talk of almost every gathering.
Tftfe new Temple line is more attractive than ever before.
Two new table models are the major items — one, the famous
Temple Air Column Speaker of new and improved construction,
and the other, the new and sensational Temple Air Chrome
Speaker. Both are outstanding for their faithful reproduction,
response to all frequencies and ability for handling tremendous
volume without distortion.
The refined beauty of their design, the genuine walnut panels
lend an eye appeal which is bound to tie a big sales factor.
These two speakers together with a complete line of both
Air Column and Air Chrome models for cabinet installation
offer you in one complete line reproducers that will meet every
speaker requirement — all backed by Temple reputation, skill
and manufacturing excellence.
Write today for complete information.

1915
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Center

Speakers

TEMPLE,
So. Western Ave.

Inc.
Chicago,

U. S. A.

S

of

w

U. S. Pat. No. 1,672,796
Model 20 Air Chrome Speaker
Model 20 Temple Air Chrome represents
a sensational new development in loud
speakers. The open radiator consists of
two sections, instead of one, driven by
the powerful Temple Double Action Unit,
thus tonal
substantially
increasing the volume
and
range. $35.00.
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Radio

Plans
New Showroom
and Offices
of Wholesale Radio
Equipment Co

New

York

in

Fine

Newark, N. J., are American Bosch Magneto
Corp., Freed- Eisemann Radio Corp., E. T. Cun-

Jobber
New

Home

Wholesale Radio Equipment Co. Moves to
New Offices and Showrooms — Area of
10,000 Square Feet Is Occupied
The Wholesale Radio Equipment Co., one of
the most prominent distributors in the metropolitan district of New York, recently moved
into beautifully equipped new showrooms and
offices at 992 Broadway. An area of 10,000
square feet, twice the size of Wholesale Radio's
old quarters, places the organization in a position to render up-to-the-minute service to its
dealer clientele.
To celebrate the opening of the new establishment, Mortimer and Sam Salzman, executive
heads of the Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.,
entertained metropolitan district dealers at
luncheon. Sam Salzman presided at the luncheon buffet, and Mortimer supervised the serving of liquid refreshments.
Among the lines of radio products handled
by the Wholesale Radio organization in the
metropolitan district, including the branch at

Mortimer Salzman
ningham, Inc., and the Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Landay Bros., music dealers, recently leased
5,000 square feet at 340 Fordham road, NewYork City, for a long term at an aggregate
rental of $160,000.
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Assn.

Busy

Year

Midwest Radio Trades Association Exacts
Dealer Pledge to Observe Slogan of
"Truth in Radio" From Members
The Midwest Radio Trades Association is an
organization made up of wholesale and retail
dealers who are merchandising radio equipment
in the Chicago territory. Any retailer who
handles radio sets or accessories is eligible
for membership in this group. However, this
organization has adopted certain fundamental
principles that are necessary to sound merchandising and each dealer member will have to
indicate his willingness to practice these before
his membership can be accepted.
"Truth in Radio" is the slogan of the Association and it states exactly what these progressive merchants stand for. Every effort
will be made this coming year to induce all
radio retailers in the Chicago district to be
fair with their customers. They know that
satisfied customers are a necessity to a
profitable industry and every retailer who misleads his patrons is simply hurting future trade
conditions.
Then, too, the men who are directing the
activities of the Association realize that the
radio dealer could probably care for the needs
of his customers more efficiently if he had the
opportunity to exchange ideas and listen to
suggestions from men who have the information he needs. To accomplish this, a very comprehensive program has been arranged for the
coming year and because of this fine program
the officers of the Midwest Radio Trades Association are looking forward to a year filled with
pleasant activity.
The meetings of this Association are held
regularly once a month at the Electric Club,
30 North Dearborn street, Chicago, and the
program began with a large booster rally on
Friday, June 22. G. W. Sulley, prominent merchandising authority of the National Cash
Register Co., gave a splendid talk that was
very helpful to all the dealers present. At each
regular meeting during this Fall and Winter
season other nationally known speakers are
going to appear before the Association. In
addition to these speakers, the program committee is also securing the services of the leading theatrical people to furnish a class of entertainment that is certain to attract large
audiences.
The Association also invites any out-of-town
dealers passing through Chicago to stop at its
offices, or, should they be in town when the
meetings occur, to come and listen to the programs that have been arranged.
Arcturus
Its

Doubles

Types

of

Tubes

Compelled by the necessity for varied design
of tubes, due to variations in receiver models,
the Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J., announces that in the course of one year it has
more than doubled the number of different
types of tubes in its line. It is said that future
production plans contemplate a further increase
in types during the next twelve months in
anticipation of still more effective combinations.
Exclusive designs, highest quality and beautiful finish, combined with
remarkably attractive prices have placed UDELL Cabinets among the
recognized leaders in the industry; a recognition based on many years
of experience in building quality products.
Catalog on request
THE
UDELL
WORKS,
Inc.
28th STREET at BARNES AVENUE

INDIANAPOLIS

Add

to Polymet

Sales

Staff

Two more sales representatives have been
appointed by the Polymet Mfg. Corp., New
York City. J. L. Simon will call on the radio
manufacturers and jobbers in the New England
territory, and I. Schubot will cover Michigan
and northern Ohio.

JOHN H.WILSON, Manager

324 WASHINGTON

ST., BOSTON, MASS

Introduction
Aids

ENGLAND

of

New

New

some of his relations. He also visited the
Grand Canyon, Yosemite Valley, and spent
some time in Los Angeles. It was a much
needed rest for Mr. Burke, who has been working very hard in the past year.
New Majestic Line Boosts Sales
The securing of the Majestic franchise for
the New England territory has meant a great
deal to the F. D. Pitts Co., of Columbus avenue, according to Manager F. D. Pitts. It arrived in time to revolutionize the business of
the month of June and send it 152 per cent
ahead of June of last year. And the prediction
for the rest of the Summer guarantees that a
similar fate will befall last year's figures for
the months of July and August. Close to 300
dealers have been franchised since the securing
of the Majestic line, and with each signing up
came a good initial order. In fact, it was necessary for this company to secure a four-story
structure in the rear of their present one to
facilitate the shipments of Majesties to the eager
dealers. So that, Summer will not mean any
dull period at the Pitts plant, but quite the reverse, as Manager Pitts feels that it will be
high pressure even to the Fall.

Models

England

Dealers

Columbia, Victor and Majestic Atwater Kent Distributors Report a Most Satisfactory
June— Portables Selling Well — Whiteman Columbia Records in Demand

Models 40 and 42 AC, and the new E2 Speaker,
there is good volume of business. This company is expecting a very early Fall business
and is pointed to that objective. All vacations
of the staff will have been completed by the
first of August. The sales staff as a group will
pay a visit to the Atwater Kent factory during
the week of July 16. They will be in charge
of Thomas E. Burke, sales manager of the
company, and will secure pointers for the Fall
avalanche.
Joseph Burke, president of the company, is
expected back this week from the Pacific Coast
where he went after the music trade convention
in New York. This trip was purely a pleasure
one and at San Francisco Mr. Burke visited

Boston, Mass., July 7.— Business for the Columbia Phonograph Co. of this city is still in fine
fettle due to the demand for the new Paul
Whiteman records. Six records have been made
since the announcement of Whiteman's exclusive recording for Columbia and there has
been a record demand for eaoh number. Portable business, too, has been good, but is expected to be even better with the advent of the
new portable which is due for distribution this
week. It has many advantages over the other
models and a fine sale of these is anticipated.
Manager "Bill" Parks, of the company, left recently for .Georgia, where he will pass his Summer vacation with his family.
Praises New Victor Models
Alan Steinert, manager of the Eastern Talking Machine Co., 85 Essex street, Victor distributor, has great praise for the merchandising
capability of the Victor Co. as evidenced in the
dealer distribution of the new models which
made their appearance in the warerooms of this
city a few days ago. These models are the
beautiful combinations, featuring fine cabinet
work with the high class talking machine and
radio combination.
More portable machines were sold in the
month of June, it was revealed by Mr. Steinert,
than were sold during the entire Summer of last
year. Another noteworthy fact about the type
of business being done at this time is that the
highest priced goods is moving better than the
low or medium priced. Records still hold to a
very .high volume, which is to be expected when
the strength of the portable business is known.
Roy Forbes, sales manager of the Victor Co.,
was a recent visitor here.
New A. K. Models Popular
A period of marking time has been the case
with the J. H. Burke Co., Atwater Kent jobber
for New England. There is no great demand
411
for any of the older models, but for the new

Victor

A. K. Sales

New

O'Neil

Speaker

Chicago, reports that the new models made a
big hit at the Chicago Show.
Congratulations
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Minot, of Duxbury,
Mass., have announced the marriage of their
daughter, Grace Ethel, to Arthur Frederick
Carter. The happy couple will be "at home"
after September 1, at 180 Commonwealth avenue, Boston, Mass. Mr. Carter has a host of
friends in the talking machine trade, due to
his connections in the past with prominent
organizations, who will join the staff of The
World in extending congratulations.
mil

Catalog

An attractive catalog presenting the O'Neil
speaker line has been prepared by the O'Neil
Mfg. Corp., West New York, N. J. Besides
illustrating and completely describing both the

+

Factory

a merchandising

ily, intelligently and
Dealers
—

Ditson

Dynamic and Magnetic types of speakers, tEe
mechanism of the speaker is minutely portrayed. A distinguishing feature of the catalog
is a tabulated index at the side whereby the
information desired may be instantly referred
to. The catalog is of a suitable size and is
punched for use in jobbers' catalogs.
E. J. Clark, who
sales recently
manager returned
of the O'Neil
organization,
from

The June issue of the Jumbo Bulletin, published by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., announces that since January 1
the company has made and sold six times as
many sets as in the corresponding period of
the highest previous year.
Another feature article reports the findings
of the 1928 survey which is summed up in the
heading "A. K. Leads in Sales, Popularity and
Good Will." This report was gathered by
twenty-four reporters covering seventy-five
typical communities in twenty-four States.
Organization news and merchandising stories,
window display and advertising suggestions
complete a particularly attractive issue.
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Introduces

Combination
First Models

of

New

Line Have

and 9-16 Cover Wide

Three
Models

New
to

Trade

Several Outstanding Features — Models 7-11, 7-26

Price Range — Antenna

The first three models of the new Victor
line for 1928 were recently introduced to the
trade and shipments have already been made.
In its announcement the Victor Co. stated that
it was guided in the making of the models
by the experiences of dealers all over the country and that every phase of public preference
had been studied with care.
The merchandising leader of the 1928 combination line is the Victrola Radiola combination No. 7-11, completely equipped and listing
at $250. This instrument combines the Orthophonic Victrola with the Radiola 18, is AC
operated and has the improved cone reproduc-

Plate for Local Reception

The second of the new
trola-Radiola combination
equipped, listing at $425.
the Electrola, the Radiola

models is the ElecNo. 7-26, completely
This model combines
18 with a concealed

Electrola-Radiola 9-16
ished in a combination of walnut solids and
straight-grained quartered-oak veneered panels,
with a decorative inlay of white holly and ebony at the top. The antenna plate to be used
for local reception is concealed in the rear of
the cabinet. The size is 54 inches high, 30}$
inches wide and 17J4 inches deep.

Coast

A.

K.

Being

Victrola-Radiola 7-11
ing unit. It is housed in a wall type cabinet
of Early American design which harmonizes
with almost all surroundings and is finished in
either walnut or mahogany veneers. Another
feature is the antenna plate which serves for
local reception. The model is
inches high,
29^4 inches wide and 17 inches deep.

Victrola-Radiola 7-26
cone reproducer and a specially designed Victor tone chamber in a distinctive wall type
cabinet of the popular Early English design.
Both Electrola and Radiola are operated from
the same power unit and complete volume control is provided for both radio and records.
The new Victor antenna plate is also used in
this model. The cabinet is finished in fine walnut veneer. This model is 54 inches high, 29)4
inches wide and 16 inches deep.
The Electrola-Radiola combination No. 9-16,
the third of the new models, is completely
equipped and lists at $750. This model offers
electrical record reproduction improved by the
new Victor power unit, Radiola 18 radio reception, both through the new Electro-Dynamic
power reproducer especially adapted for this
purpose. The cabinet housing the combination
is based on the early English style and is fin-

Convention

Held

on

the

Goods

Go

Road—

— insist on quality plywood cases. Cases light in weight, hence economical
in handling and shipping. Cases built of sturdy Birch and Maple shooks
cleated with Spruce cleats. Cases accurately and thoroughly manufactured
with modern machinery. Cases having the earmarks of an organization
thoroughly experienced in producing them.
NO

Above are outlined the qualities of our sturdy plywood cases. They cost
more.
We shall gladly send you a trial order.

Manager

In the June issue, through a misunderstanding, itwas stated that Irving Sarnoff was manager of the radio division of Stanley & Patterson, Inc., prior to the organization of his new
firm, Sterling Radio & Electric Co., New York.
Mr. Sarnoff was associated with the radio department of Stanley & Patterson, but John DiBlasi is manager of that department and has
occupied that post for many years. Mr. DiBlasi is one of the best-known figures in distributing circles in the metropolitan district of
New York.
Houston

Conclave

Stimulated
Northern

:Maine

Plwoojl
Statler

Building

Boston,

Mass.

13

Radio

Sales
Your

July

San Francisco, Cal, July 6.— The annual Atwater Kent convention sponsored by Ernest
Ingold, Inc., will be held at the St. Francis
Hotel Friday, July 13. The convention is expected to attract nearly a thousand radio men
from northern California, and each year is one
of the outstanding events in the radio world.
The fourth edition of the Atwater Kent Follies, adancing musical extravaganza, in twenty
or more acts, will be given.
L. M. Willis, R. E. Smiley and T. Wayne
McDowell, all of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
of Philadelphia, will appear on the afternoon
program, which immediately follows a buffet
luncheon. The Atwater Kent orchestra,
a
speaker of national prominence, and several
guest artists will also appear. The entire Atwater Kent radio line and the Pooley line of
furniture to go with it will be' shown.

J. DiBlasi

When

York, July, 1928

Sales

It is generally conceded that both the Republican and Democratic national conventions induced the purchase of radio sets. However,
tangible figures were presented by H. T. Stockholm, Atwater Kent district sales manager, in
whose territory Houston, Tex., is located. Mr.
Stockholm reports that in the three weeks preceding the Democratic Convention over 1,000
Atwater Kent sets were shipped to the convention city alone.
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Philadelphia

Most Active Summer in Radio That Trade Has Experienced — Business Summaries
First Six Months of 1928 Show Sales Increase Over Same Period of 1927
Philadelphia, Pa., July 7.— With the closing of
the semi-annual accounts among the talking
machine and radio dealers there is a certain
satisfaction to the trade in the improved records of business for the first six months of
the year. While the demands of the season
are confined to certain commodities that just
now are more active than the standard instruments of year-round sales, there nevertheless is
a glowing report of the business in these lines
that is optimistic. Wholesalers of records report that the semi-annual summary shows the
demand for six months to be in advance of the
same period of last year, and sales of talking
machines of the latest improved types are
slightly above those of 1927.
Radio Sales Continue Satisfactorily
However, the most pleasing side of the semiannual accounts is that of radio sales, this year
being the most active Summer that the industry has ever known. While former years
showed a falling off of sales in radio at this
season, this year the demand has been growing
for the modern electrical types that are being
disposed of almost as soon as they arrive in
the hands of distributors and dealers. Advance
showing of radio sets for 1928-29 indicate that
dealers are ready for the stocking of these on
a larger scale as the popularity of AC operation grows among the public.
Sales of talking machine accessories, radio
supplies and repair parts have been fairly well
maintained despite the slower pace of industry
as the doldrums of Summertime intervene In
the business world.
New Victor Models on Display
Interest of the trade is concentrated upon
Distributors

for Eastern

the newer types of talking machines, radiophonograph combinations and straight radio
sets that are being shown or are about ready
to be introduced to the trade. Among the talking machines that are ready for the inspection
of the dealers and on exhibition at the headquarters of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors,
Inc., are the Fall models 7-11, which will be
ready for delivery in late Summer; 7-26
Radiola-Electrola Combination and the 8-9
Orthophonic, built for Americans of foreign
extraction who desire volume and colorfulness
in cabinet designs.
Victor Jobbers' Sales Staff Reorganized
Reorganization of the sales staff has been
effected through the assignment of new territories to the various representatives of the
Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., 835 Arch
the new quarstreet, preparatory to removal tostreet.
By the
ters at 232-240 North Eleventh
will
concern
mid-month the wholesale Victor
be entirely removed to the new and modern
home acquired late in 1927 while the structure
was in course of construction. In the staff
changes C. W. Kohl is assigned to cover south
lersey, after serving for some time as assistant
to Manager Raymond J. Boldt, of the record
department; Harold Creger is to cover north
Philadelphia after transfer from south Jersey
and Delaware; Frank Hovey, who looked after
all the city trade, is now confining his attention to the southern section and west Philadelphia trade; George Tatem will travel the
Harrisburg, Pa., and Lancaster sections, while
Albert Hughes, formerly looking after Williamsport, Easton and Allentown, will represent
the firm in the surrounding towns and cities and
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KOLSTER
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We

offer the largest stocks of nationally known radio
lines in the East, together with a Service, not infallible, but embodying the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation to the limits of our
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218 Chestnut St., Sunbury, Pa.
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PA.

Delaware.
The
cities of Wilkes-Barre and
Allentown have not yet been assigned a special
sales representative. They formerly were covered by Representative Tatem. With its revised
sales organization, the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., will during the next six months
feature an extensive sales drive.
Harry E.
Ellis, general sales manager, is planning to
spend more time in the field in the future.
Victor Record Conference
After a very interesting record conference
held by the Victor Talking Machine Co. in the
Camden
factory, the Philadelphia wholesale
record sales managers have been convinced that
these merchandising talks promoted by the
manufacturer throughout the past year have
been clearly demonstrated as valuable aids.
This year marked the first of sales conferences
for distributors and was held in the week following the distributors' meeting in early June.
Wholesale record managers from the Philadelphia trade who attended and were highly complimentary of the results obtained
in the
business sessions of the program were Raymond J. Boldt, record manager of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., and William
Wendt, of the record department of H. A.
Weymann & Son, Victor wholesaler.
H. Royer
Smith, head of the firm bearing his name, of
this city, was the principal speaker of the
dealers and he outlined a successful record retailer's experiences. The Royer Smith store is
one of the thriving talking machine houses of
the Quaker City and recently extended its store
to accommodate an extensive record business.
The speakers from the Victor Co. were Miss
Madeline Davis, head of the record promotion
division, with talks on record merchandising;
Robert Wetherald, chief of the record order
section, whose topic was record systems, and
Daniel Desfoldes, whose interesting treatise of
foreign record distribution outlined his experiences as head of the foreign record order
department.
G. Erdman and Walter Clark gave
interesting talks on artists and repertoire, as
heads of the department devoted to recording
artists. They also outlined the art of making
records and the recording of artists with a most
important talk on how artists are built up so
that their fame creates demand for the records.
More than eighty record managers attended
and distribution houses from all parts of the
nation were represented.
H. A. Weymann & Son Feature Artist
H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Victor distributors of this city, have addressed through their
sales promotion department a letter to the trade
featuring the new Jimmie Rodgers record. This
popular Victor recording artist has commissioned the Weymann string instrument factory
to make a Weymann guitar for his exclusive
use in his future recording work and radio
broadcasting. The Weymann factory has now
in process of manufacture a special style Weymann guitar to be known as the "Jimmie
Rodgers Special," which will be priced to retail

at lessVictor
than "$100.
Dealers Hold Annual Outing
Outstanding in the social gatherings of the
trade held during the past month was the annual outing of the Philadelphia Victor Dealers'
Association, at Morris-on-the-Delaware, on
Tune 6. From the forenoon on through the
late evening the time was most enjoyably
passed in the many diversions provided in the
program of sports, swimming, boating, dancing
and in the refreshing dinner served in the
Mohican Club House on the grounds. The big
sporting event between the wholesalers and the
(Continued on page 118)
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retailers was the contest on the diamond when
the Wholesalers triumphed over the Retailers'
nine. To Frank Reinick, of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., was allotted the duties of
umpire. Prizes were awarded the winners in
the quoit, peanut, broom polo and other
matches of the novelty sports program. Following a delicious dinner of planked shad the
dealers danced until the late evening, when the
auto caravan that brought the group to the
scene of the day's outing began its homeward
journey. Homer Davis supplied the program
of entertainment as chairman of the committee
of the outing, while J. Ralph Wilson, president
of the organization, extended a word of greeting to his associates at the dinner.
To Display New Brunswick Radio Sets
One of the newest of phonographs and radio
models being introduced to the trade with the
advent of the Summer season is the new
Brunswick Radiola. It is a beautiful line of
ladio sets as well as ornamental furniture for
the home. The new designs are to be ready
for trade inspection in the Quaker City within
the next few weeks. The 3KRO, in walnut
cabinet and with walnut loud speaker of the
Highboy type, retails at $237.50, while the new
combination 3KRO, also of walnut in the Panatrope style and Radiola, retails for $395, and
the 5KR, with speaker unit separated from the
cabinet, sells for $172.50.
Feature Brunswick Recordings
Tying in with the appearance of the two famed
Brunswick artists, Arnold Johnson and his
orchestra, featured in the George White
"Scandals," and Harry Richman, also of
the "Scandals," the Philadelphia branch of the
Brunswick made broad announcements of the
recordings of these entertainers in the various
dealers' stores and through the daily press and
other exploitation mediums. The sales during
the month on these records were consequently
larger than former months. Joe Rines, another
artist in the Brunswick list, will appear at the
Steel Pier this Summer and his records are to
be brought to the front in sales drives.
Brunswick Sales Meeting Held
With the assignment of the management
reins of the Quaker City branch to the capable
hands of Ernest S. Germaine, there was held
a special sales meeting of the organization
combined with a luncheon session at the Adelphia Hotel in mid-month. E. E. Neil, district
manager, presided with a word of goodly im-
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port for the local offices in the affiliation of
the new manager and then turned the meeting
over to Manager Germaine. With an outline
of sales work to be achieved under his regime
he won the applause of his workers.
Hawley Bros. Open Store
Hawley Bros., who opened their new store
in Williamsport, Pa., on June 29, gave to the
section one of the most attractive music
emporiums in the up-State city. Philadelphia
associates of Hobert Hawley, until last month
on the Brunswick staff, journeyed to the dedication scene of the new quarters, with Mr. Neil
and Manager Germaine among the guests. The
store, located at 216 West Fourth street, will be
devoted to the sale of general musical merchandise and a complete line of Brunswick phonographs and records.
Elk Artists Entertained
When the Big Elks Convention occurred in
Pottsville, Pa., in late June the group of artists,
the "Famous Forty" of the Elks Lodge, were
entertained with recordings of their own make
at the store of Howard I. Paul, Brunswick
dealer. They were entertained by the State
lodges and by the Paul store forces at dinner
throughout the convention, while the Philadelphia branch associates were among those who
extended hospitality to the visiting Forty
singers. Those from Philadelphia who welcomed the visitors were Managers Neil and
Germaine and up-State Representative Theodore Fairchild, now connected with the Brunswick record department.
Brunswick Portables in Demand
There has been a widely scattered demand
for Brunswick portables this season, from the
accounts of the local branch. The portable
has been exceptionally active this Summer and
has won many friends because of its excellent
construction and all-wood tone chamber, providing clearer reproduction qualities.
Penn Reports Consistent Demand
Among the distributors of radio devices holding a broadly maintained Summer sale is the
Penn Phonograph Co., 913 Arch street, where
the popularity of the Zenith and the Majestic
sets have been keeping shippers busy in the
normally dull period. Since the introduction
of these new sets to the public there has been
a continued demand which consumes all factory
consignments by the dealers. President T. W.
Barnhill, of the Penn Co., sails July 15 for a
prolonged vacation tour, taking in Havana and
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a swing through the Canal to the Pacific Coast.
Returning, the trip will be made via Kansas
City from Los Angeles and then on to Chicago,
before the Fall season commences. Secretary
and Treasurer Henry F. Miller spent several
days in the New England section on an auto
tour, while Sales Manager D. Wilson Mayberry
is taking a well-earned rest after a strenuous
campaign on the Zenith and Majestic in the
Poconos.

Columbia Radio Set to Be Shown
The newest of Columbia Phonograph products, the Columbia radio receiver, is to be
featured here during the Fall, according to
announcement made at the Quaker City headquarters of the Columbia Co. There is much
advance inquiry over the new product from
dealers who are eagerly looking forward to its
advent. Several models of the Columbia radio
receiver are to be shown late in August.
Share in Sons' Honors
Proud parents associated with the Columbia
staff here shared in the honors conferred upon
their sons in the graduating classes of the past
month. J. D. Westervelt, of the sales organization, is being congratulated upon the
matriculation of his son Joseph from Harvard,
and the conferring of his A.B. degree. The
younger Westervelt will continue at Harvard
in a post-graduate course. Assistant Manager
W. J. Lawrence was especially elated with the
graduation of his son, William B. Lawrence,
who stood in the honor line at the Northeast
High School, and his associates in the trade
have showered the genial assistant with their
congratulations.
Whiteman Recordings Sell Well
Following the release of the broadly proclaimed Paul Whiteman records by the
Columbia Phonograph Co., there has been a
record-breaking demand for his numbers.
Fifty-five dealers in the local industry were
tied in the big advertising campaign in the
Evening Bulletin, in co-operation with the
manufacturers on June 20. Whiteman, according to advance sales, is to be a valuable asset
to the dealers.
Honor Frank H. Stewart
Frank H. Stewart, one of the pioneer electrical supply jobbers of the Quaker City
featuring radio, was tendered a testimonial
luncheon by the Electrical Supply Jobbers at
the Manufacturers' Club in the early days of
June following the merger of his business, the
Frank H. Stewart Electrical Co., with the General Electric Co. Mr. Stewart began his career
as electrical supply salesman for O. D. Pierce
and in a short time was head of his own establishment. With the sale of the business to
the General Electric Company the title is
changed to the General Electric Supply Corporation. The old organization will remain
intact with Frank Carnell, general manager,
continuing in that capacity. Mr. Stewart will
retire from active business and will devote particular attention to the Gloucester (N. J.)
Historical Society, of which he is president
and to which he has given a great deal of attention in the past.
Federal Dealers Hold Conference
Cordial relationship between manufacturer,
distributor and dealer was the keynote of the
social program and business sessions held on
July 2, at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel, and
festered by the trio of representatives of the
Federal Radio Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.,
when the new 1928-29 line of electrical sets of
Federal Radio were introduced to the local
trade. Representing the 267 dealers who are
connected with the retail representation in this
territory the group of Federal retailers listened
to an instructive and informative program with
competent speakers outlining the sales policies,
advertising and merchandising plans for the
coming months.
New Federal Line Displayed
With the genial hospitality of the local distributors, the firm of R. E. Tongue & Bros.
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Co., Allegheny avenue and Amber street, the
manufacturers, the Federal Radio Corp., cooperating in the welcome extended, the day's
business sessions were interspersed with entertainment and a banquet served in the evening.
The morning's session opened with a word of
greeting by President R. E. Tongue, Sr., and
was followed with brief but hearty messages
of good will towards the dealers by other
officers of the local distributors, vice-president,
R. E. Tongue, Jr.; secretary and treasurer,
William C. Tongue, and assistant treasurer,
Glendon Tongue. Representing the factory,
Charles J. Jones, on behalf of the manufacturers, was enthusiastic in his message of
optimistic portend from the producers and
then gave his attention to the interesting features of the sessions in explanation of the new
developments of the line of Federal AC sets
that were on display in the Betsy Ross Room
of the hotel.
C. J. Jones Represents Factory
Assistant Sales Manager Jones journeyed
here from Buffalo to give his message direct
to the dealers and in his talks were impressive
sales factors that spurred the dealers to greater
interest and enthusiasm over the coming Fall
business. He related the high spots of the advertising campaign to be carried on in the
key cities of the nation in the daily press with
co-operative dealers' advertisements in trade
publications and nationally distributed magazines for the 1928-29 season which will bring
the seven attractive models of the Federal line
to the attention of the majority of the population of the nation's readers.
He then turned his remarks to the merchandising end of the business and the prospects
that are in line of adherence to the sales campaigning programs laid out. He said it was
generally conceded that the trade was about
to enter the most highly competitive season
known to the industry. Continuing, he said:
"With this thought in mind the Federal Radio
Corp. will supply merchandising and advertising programs in an attempt to gain most results
per dollar of expenditure and create greater
popularity and demand deserving of the general
Federal line." In describing the merchandising
plans he stressed that the new G10-60 AC
Federal receiving set was unanimously acclaimed by the visiting dealers, who voiced the
opinion that they were confident the new addition to the line would add tremendously to
the prestige of the entire Federal line. He
assured the dealers that the Federal policy of
retailers' representation which has been in force
for the past two and one-half years will continue and that the retailers will be upheld by
both manufacturers and distributors to their
best interests.
R. E. Tongue, Jr., Acts as Chiarman
R. E. Tongue, Jr., who was chairman of the
conferences, presided at the various sessions
and after his word of greeting turned his re-
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Velvaloid

marks to the new models, the advertising programs and general merchandising plans. He
assured his audience of the full co-operation
of his firm in advancing their welfare with
mutual benefit of distributor and his followers
in the retail ranks. Glendon T. Tongue spoke
on "Service" and introduced the new line of
speakers which the firm also will distribute
among them, the Temple, made by the Temple
Manufacturing Co., and the Rola, made by the
Rola Manufacturing Co., both of Chicago.
Many Dealers in Attendance
Among the dealers attending were: Wanamaker Department Store, C. J. Heppe & Son,
Philadelphia; J. H. Troup Co., Harrisburg and
Lancaster, Pa.; Robelin Piano Co., IXL Co.,
Wilmington, Del.; Bush & Bull Department
Store, Williamsport, Pa.; Select Furniture Co.,
Scranton, Pa.; Frank A. Whitenight, WilkesBarre, Pa.; E. R. Snyder, Brown Music Store,
and the W. E. & L. J. Bridegam, Reading, Pa.;
H. B. Herr, Lancaster, Pa.; Castle Radio Co.,
Van Dorn & Hemple, and H. G. Tussner, Atlantic City; Kohler Music House, Clyde Kressly, Bethlehem, and others.
The Tongue Co. will take care of the needs
of the dealers in Federal radio receivers and
supplies in eastern Pennslvania, south Jersey,
Delaware and the Eastern shore.
R. C. Cameron With Franklin Co.
Robert C. Cameron, formerly connected with
the Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co., Long Island
City, now is associated with the Franklin Electric Co., 50 North Seventh street, this c'ty, as
manager of radio sales. He formerly represented the Sleeper Co. as district sales manager
at headquarters.
"» Sparton Dealers to Meet
Sparton radios for the coming Fall will be
on display here at the special sales conferences
between the manufacturers and the local distributors to be held during the outing now
being planned at one of the leading country
clubs. The meeting and outing session is set
for July 19, though the place is still under
discussion. There will be 175 dealers attending
with the local distributor, the J. V. Kane Co.,
and the factory, the Sparks-Withington Co.,
Jackson, Mich., acting as hosts. Captain Wayne
Sparks will address the gathering as ambassador from his firm, while J. V. Kane will
represent the distributor and Professor Roy S.
Glasgow, of the Washington University, consulting engineer of the factory, giving a practical talk on the new sets.
"Ramona" Tie-up Effective
the

Brush

Ideal for advertising purpoiei or reiale. Write ui for full information.
PHILADELPHIA
BADGE
CO.
Manufacturert
942 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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When

Record

screen

showing

of "Ramona"

made its appearance here at the Aldine Theatre, the tie-up made by the Philadelphia
Victor Distributors, Inc., brought out a record
sales volume for the dealers on this number.
J. A. Fischer a Commuter
J. A. Fischer, head of the J. A. Fischer Co.,
of this city, manufacturer of the Valley Forge
line of talking machine replacement materials
and the Val-phonic reproducer, is Summering
at Atlantic City. Mr. Fischer commutes from
the seaside resort to his office each day.
Dealers View Philco Line
Dealers in the Philadelphia territory were
the guests of the Philadelphia Storage Battery
Co., also of this city, at a luncheon tendered
at the Hotel Sylvania on Tuesday, June 26.
The occasion was the visit of the "Three
Musketeers," Messrs. Brown, Ramsdell and
Herr of the Philco organization, who are on
a tour of the principal cities from coast to
coast. The dealers viewed the new Philco sets,
after which all adjourned to the main ballroom
where luncheon was served. Peter Kane, Philco
manager of the Middle Atlantic Division, presided and interesting addresses were made featuring the line, merchandising plans, advertising
and construction by Sayre M. Ramsdell, manager of sales promotion; Harry Boyd Brown,
sales and advertising counsel, and Robert F.
Herr, service engineer.
Two New Peirce-Phelps Branches
Peirce-Phelps, Inc., Majestic distributor of
this city, has established two branch offices, one
at 116 South Second street, Harrisburg, and the
other at 5 Nesbitt Court, Wilkes-Barre. The
Harrisburg offices are in charge of A. Earl
O'Brien, who has been connected with the
Peirce-Phelps organization almost from its beginning. D. L. Mansell, in charge of WilkesBarre territory, was formerly on the sales staff
of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., and
more recently with the Mohawk Radio Co.
covering New York City and State.
Philip I. Grabuski Back From Trip
Philip I. Grabuski, president of Everybody's
Talking Machine Co., manufacturer of Honest
Quaker main springs and talking machine replacement material, returned to headquarters
recently from an extended trip. Mr. Grabuski
reports Everybody's business ahead of corresponding periods of other years. Samuel Fingrutd, treasurer and general manager, is once
more a commuter from Atlantic City.
Wilkening, Inc., Holds "Open House"
Wilkening, Inc., successor to the M. P. Radio
Co., of this city, Crosley and Amrad distributor,
(Continued on page 120)
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held "open house" at headquarters on North
Broad street, during the week of June 25. The
headquarters were open both day and evening
.-Hid buffet luncheons and suppers were served
to the visiting dealers. Both the new Crosley
and Amrad models were displayed on the main
floor and in the private display room on the
third floor. Assisting Carl and August Wilkening and Sales Manager Marsden in greeting the
guests were F. W. Lockwood, district field
manager of the Crosley Corp. of Cincinnati,
O., and W. L. King, New York and Philadelphia
manager of the Amrad Corp. of Medford Hillside, Mass.
To Hold Series of Bosch Dealer Meetings
As the exclusive Philadelphia distributors of
the Bosch radio products, the Lewis Radio Jobbers, 45 North Seventh street, will begin on
July 9 a series of radio shows throughout the
territory. The first of these will be held at
the Americus Hotel, Allentown, Pa., beginning
on the 9th and continuing for three days. Factory sales representative for the Eastern States,
Harry Russell, of the American-Bosch Co.,
of Springfield, Mass., will be among the speakers, along with J. Struckman, of the Bosch
factory service division, while the local distributors will be represented in the rostrum
by M. J. Lewis, of the firm; E. J.
Cohen, salesman of the staff covering that section, and Jack Philips, ,of the service department of the Lewis Co. There will be other
shows held at Reading July 12-13, at the Berkshire Hotel; July 16 to 18, at the Ritz
Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, and the entire
week of July 23 at the Sylvania Hotel, in this
city, when the dealers from this section will
have an opportunity of viewing the various new
models.
These consist of a table set retailing

for $132.50 in walnut cabinet with seven tubes.
This may be converted into a console by merely slipping it into a cabinet on the console
design made by the firm, and retailing at $65,
providing for a console set at $197.50 without
the necessity of the dealer having to carry the
additional expense of two distinct sets and the
economy of stocking coincident to the latest
innovation. . There will be two shows daily
with the Bosch receiver in operation. One will
be given over to the public between the evening hours of 7 to 10, while demonstration
radio programs will be held for the dealers
during the sessions of sales talks and merchandising programs.
Franklin Co. to Sponsor Meeting
While the successfully conducted campaign
carried on during the month of June on DayFan radios brought to the local distributors
of that commodity a new line of dealers, the
Franklin Electric Co., distributor, 50 North
Seventh street, is now planning for further
developments in this territory for the sets and
for the Sleeper radio line, in the new Fall
types. In the month of August there will be
a dealers' sales conference held in a large central city hotel, to be selected later, when the
retailers will hear Gordon C. Sleeper, of the
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co., Long Island City,
tell of the newest developments of his firm,
and Charles T. Lawson, vice-president and general manager, elucidate on the latest of the
Day-Fan radios, made by the Day-Fan
Co., of Dayton, O. This dealers' conference is being developed under the newly
appointed sales manager of the Radio Division
of the Franklin Co., Robert Cameron. The
Day-Fan line was highly received in the upState trade during the month of June when a
drive carried out by Sales Manager Cameron
and his sales representative for the section,
William Collinson, worked in conjunction with
the factory in a sales conference held at the
dealer's store in Easton. The Wil-Bor Radio
Co. disposed of 150 receivers during the cam-
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paign. Dealers from Shamokin and Allentown
also attended. There were on display the new
Day-Fan electric sets in walnut cabinets.
There now is being shown the new Sleeper
receiver in the two latest models at the Franklin headquarters.
Radio

in South
Aids

Africa

Phonograph

Sales

The growing popularity of radio broadcasting
in South Africa, instead of adversely affecting
the phonograph business, is giving it a marked
impetus, according to a report by Assistant
Trade Commissioner E. B. Lawson, Johannesburg, made public June 12 in a statement by the
Department of Commerce. The full text of
the statement follows:
"The popularity of certain types of broadcasting programs," Lawson states, "reflects to some
extent the popularity of phonograph records.
These programs contain frequent gramophone
recitals, which, aided by press publicity, have
been
records.very effective in promoting sales of
"So-called 'jazz' music, according to observers, is not as popular as heretofore. This is
evident from the results of a gramophone competition carried out in March by the Cape Town
broadcasting station. Thirteen hundred listeners-in participated in this competition carried
out by that station. Seven records were played
and listeners were asked to place them in their
order of popularity. An analysis of the replies
showed that in the five most popular selections
not one 'jazz' record was included."
Polymet

Issues

Radio

Manual

A new loose-leaf manual of engineering data
pertaining to the radio industry has been published by the Polymet Mfg. Corp., New York.
It is designed for use by radio engineers and
manufacturers' purchasing agents.

BRIGHT
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STAR
POWER.

It's Guaranteed!
HERE

isto radio
the most
contribution
since important
the introduction
of

the vacuum tube — the Bright Star AmplipowerBattery
— the most powerful, longest-lived
"B"
ever produced!
AMPLIPOWER IS GUARANTEED TO GIVE
SATISFACTORY SERVICE FOR 12 MONTHS
ON THE BASIS OF THREE HOURS USE PER
DAY,
TYPE! WITH ANY TUBES OF STANDARD
Think what this means to you, in terms of
sales! Now you can offer your customers a
"B" Battery with a binding guarantee- a batten7 which assures superlative reception at
absolutelyminimumeostper hour of service!
The Amplipower is being aggressively
advertised — the demand already indicates
an unparalleled popular acceptance.
Be amongst the first to sell the only guaranteed "B" Battery — ask your jobber about
the Amplipower TODAY, or communicate direct with us.
BRIGHT

STAR
BATTERY
HOBOKEN, N. J.

Chicago
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THE

QUALITY

CO.

San Francisco
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Ames

Y., on the new 1928-29 line of Freed-Eisemann
receiving sets, magnetic and
and DC
AC
and cabinets. The book
speakers
type
dynamic
let is illustrated throughout, and tells the story
of Freed-Eisemann radio in complete detail.

Are

Directors

Columbia

New

New Directors Elected at Annual Stockholders' Meeting — Both Have Had Long Trade
Experience— Entire Board of Officers Re-elected— Record Attendance at Meeting
At the recent meeting of stockholders of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., held at the
executive offices of the company, New York
City, there were present, or represented by

Clay

Branch

Sherman, Clay & Co. have opened a new
branch store in Eureka, Cal., with temporary
quarters on Sixth street, under the management
of E. H. Howe, formerly of Santa Rosa. R. A.
Daniels, manager of the Santa Rosa branch,
completed arrangements for the new store.

came manager of the Dictaphone division of
Columbia's activities, achieving splendid results. He left the company in 1920 and rejoined
it in 1926 as assistant to the president.
Mr. Ames has been connected with the Columbia organization for about eighteen years,
serving as secretary and treasurer for the past
three years, having occupied other positions of
trust and responsibility prior to that time.
Freed-Eisemann

Sherman,

New

A. K. Service

Manual

The new service manual and parts price list
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. is arranged in
loose-leaf form. This permits the manual price
list to be kept up-to-the-minrte for new pages
can readily be inserted or substituted for obsolete ones whenever necessary.

Booklet

An attractive booklet has been prepared by
.the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N.

—

II

Frank Dorian
proxy, 79,305 shares out of a total outstanding
of 82,523 shares, more than 96 per cent. This
bespeaks the interest taken by the stockholders
in the remarkable progress made by the company during the past year.
The directors were unanimously re-elected
and Messrs. Frank Dorian and F. J. Ames of

Attachment
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2
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Value

KENT
ATTACHMENTS

Quality
Material
Workmanship
Simplicity
Durability
Practicability

Reg. V. S. Pat. Off.
Noteworthy for
Beauty
Grace

'WIN
BY

THEIR
THEIR

F. J. Ames
the Columbia executive organization were
elected to membership on the Board. The Board
is now composed as follows: Louis Sterling,
Frederick J. Ames, George R. Baker, Mortimer
N. Buckner, Henry C. Cox, William C. Dickerman, Frank Dorian, William C. Fuhri, Fred
W. Shibley and H. Mercer Walker.
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PLAY."

With

and

Execution

its full curved,

goose-neck,

made

continuously

of seamless

tapered

brass

tubing,

correct in principle, faultless in design, delightfully harmonized and carefully assembled, it is
Tfie Latest and

A few days after the stockholders' meeting
the Board of Directors met and re-elected Louis
Sterling, chairman of the Board; H. C. Cox,
president and general manager; W. C. Fuhri,
vice-president; F. J. Ames, secretary and
treasurer, and R. H. Barker, assistant secretary
and assistant treasurer.
The election of the two new directors was
in recognition of long and efficient service. Mr.
Dorian in 1897 opened Columbia's European
branch in Paris, and later as European general manager, established branches in Germany,
Italy, Austria and the British Isles. He returned to the United States in 1909 and be-
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Plans

Latin

Service

American
Association

Volney L. Held, importer and dealer of
Bayate, Oriente, Cuba, a regular contributor
to the columns of The Talking Machine World,
is working in conjunction with several other
sales executives in forming a service association
in Latin America which should prove of value
to both manufacturers and dealers. It is to
be known as the Latin American Trade Service
Association and has for its object the securing
of salesmen, distributors and agents in Latin
America for manufacturers in the United
States. The work of the organization will
cover all lines of merchandise. The Association plans issuing a catalog in Spanish for the
benefit of Latin American buyers.
Federal

Radio

Meet

in
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S
TRIC
ELEC
AC
RADIOLA No. 28 MODELS:
7-2 VictorNo. 25 MODELS:
RADIOLA
RADIOLA
No.
20
MODELS:
VV
9-15
Victor
7-1 Victor
9-1 Victor
7-3 Victor
Borgia-1 No.
Victor28 RCA
Radiola
7-30 Victor
Alhambra-II Victor
Cordova-8 (Brunswick)
Florenza Victor
Alhambra-I Victor
Radiola No. 25 RCA
Radiola No. 20 RCA
RADIOLA
No. 16 MODELS
7-10 Victor
Cordova-6 (Brunswick)
Radiola No. 16 RCA
The possibilities of making money through power amplification are unlimited.
There is a demand in every city. Also — you can turn your stock into cash
immediately and add a real profit too. Dealers everywhere are converting
their radios and radio phonographs into power amplified AC Electrics — with
the famous powerizer power amplifier.
The PX-2 Power Amplifier is a two-stage
power
whichtube
can ofbe aenergized
either amplifier
the detector
radio setfromor
through any form of magnetic pickup, providing sufficient volume for homes or small halls
— frequently used for demonstrating records
or speakers by dealers.
List Price

(Tubes extra)

$75.00
Uses the No. 226 in the first stage, the No.
210 in the second and the No. 281 as rectifier
— is provided with volume control.

Edison
Powerizer PX-3 is a very powerful amplifier, three stages, using the UY-227 in the
first stage, UY-227 in the second stage, and
the new UX-250 in the third stage; has a
tapped input and a tapped output and has
both a volume and tone control. Special
scratch filter. It has a tapped input and
output
that set,
it may
be appliedor J6'a
atapped
detector
of asoradio
a microphone,
phonograph. It can handle from six to eijrht
seats.
speaker
units, and can fill a house of 1,"?*G0
List Price
(Tubes necessary— two (2) UY-227, $185.00
two (2)
UX-281;
and one (1) UX-250).
-

in New York, and New York University's
Campus this Summer, introduced his latest
composition, "March Electric," which he has
dedicated to Thomas A. Edison. The march
has made a great hit, and the playing of it has
been enjoyed by millions over the radio.
Mr. Goldman's composition is in the usual
march form, although a novel effect has been
introduced. Undulating chord progressions
have been written, constantly rising and swelling, forming a transition from a low, sombre
key to the high brilliant key of the finale depicting the change from darkness into light.
Condenser

of

phonographs —

Buffalo

Edwin Franko Goldman, whose march compositions are so popular, and whose famous
band is one of the attractions at Central Park

Dubilier

line

Amplifiers

Power

Dedicates

March

complete

Men

Buffalo, N. Y., July 6. — Factory representatives
of the Federal Radio Corp. throughout the
country were called to the home office for a
ten-day parley prior to opening of the Radio
Manufacturers' Association convention in Chicago, June 11. Kenneth E. Reed, sales manager, presided over daily sessions at the Hotel
Statler and the Elmwood avenue plant of the
company. Practically a dozen men representing the sales organization were in attendance.
During their Buffalo visit the salesmen also
received a thorough technical training under
the direction of L. C. F. Horle, chief engineer
of the Federal Radio Corp., being thoroughly
grounded in the technical qualities of the new
Federal Ortho-sonic models before they were
introduced to the trade at the Chicago exhibit.
A new sales and service program for the 192829 season also was introduced by Mr. Reed.
Goldman

York, July, 1928

Powerizer PXP.250 is a very powerful threestage thepush-pull
is unique inis
that
amount amplifier.
of emerging Itamplification
unlimited, using our own system of sectional
units. Push-pull 250 units may Le added at
will. Two units are sufficient to fill a house
with at least 2,500 people; consists of onestage UY-227, one-stage push-pull No. 171,
and one-stage push-pull No. 250; has a tapped
input and output. For tonal quality and
power,
fication. this is the last word in power ampliList Price
$250.00

Catalog

The Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York
City, has just published a new socket power condenser catalog. This catalog contains a complete line of condensers and condenser blocks
for the A and B circuits of the socket power
set, as well as special interference elemination
devices. The new catalog also specifies condenser blocks for various standard radio power
circuits and rectifiers. An analysis of each Dubilier condenser block is given, showing the capacity and maximum DC working voltage of
each section.
A new booklet has been prepared by the
Daven Corp., Newark, N. J., describing equipment necessary for television receivers, and
listing the line of accessories now being manufactured by the Daven organization.

(Tubes necessary — one (1) UY-227, one (1)
UX-280. two (2) UX-171, two (2) UX-281, and
two (2) UX250— tubes extra).
All of our units use alloy steel transformers,
entireto
oververytheglad
maximum
insuring range.
audible
We volume
would be
handle any special problem that you may
have on amplification. Write for Bulletin
TM-3.

The Pioneers in Power Amplification Have Important News for You
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ce"
ordesign. "A
ri
pe
No. 824r
— Cabinet ofSu
German
sixteenth
century
Tops,
Anothe
ends and doors
of selected
wellfigured
figuredwalnut
"Walnut
of 5 with
ply
construction.
Matched
and well
overlaid
pressed wood carvings and moulding and trimmed with artistic
design, genuine cast brass pulls. Drawer faced with matched
well figured Butt Walnut with heavy brass hardware in
antique English finish.
Size of cabinet— Width 27y2", depth 18", height SUA"
Shipping weight — Approximately 135 lbs.
Superior Radio
skilled craftsmanship

Cabinets for the coming season reflects the
and artistry in radio cabinet furniture that has

established for itself an outstanding
1927-1928.

name

No. 824 is only one of many

Superior

Cacinei

during the radio season of
attractive numbers.
COMPANY
MICHIGAN

National Sales Agents
Studner

Newcombe-Hawley
Jobbers'

Convention

Highly Successful Sales Gathering Held
at St. Charles, 111., Prior to RMA
Convention — Big Attendance
A highly successful sales convention was
held at St. Charles, 111., on June 9 and 10, by
Newcombe-Hawley, Inc., manufacturer of radio
reproducers.
A large group of Newcombe-

Brothers,

67 W. 44th St.. New York
28 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Inc*

Hardware Co., Peoria, 111., and first caddy —
Arthur Grindler, of Beckley Ralston Co., Chicago, 111.
Other prize winners were N. B. Williams, of
Williams Hardware Co., Streator, 111.; Kenneth
Ridgway, of Ridgway Electric Co., Freeport,
111.; E. M. Wise, of Roberts Toledo Co., Toledo,
O.; P. R. Sturgeon, of G. K. Thompson Co.,
Boston, Mass.; Lester Graham, of Graham Selzer Co., Peoria, 111.; Harry Lucker, of Lukko
Co., Chicago, 111., and Roy Waite, of Erskine
Healy Co., Rochester, N. Y.
After the convention the jobbers returned to

Newcombe-Hawley Radio Jobbers at Successful Conclave
the radio trade show headquarters at the
Hawley radio jobbers attended the convention,
which opened at the new Hotel Baker, at St.
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, to inspect the NewCharles, with a luncheon on Saturday, June 9.
combe-Hawley displays in the ballroom and
demonstrations rooms. Altogether the sales
This was followed by a general meeting at the
convention was a huge success.
St. Charles Auditorium, at which time the extensive 1928-1929 line of Newcombe-Hawley
radio reproducers was displayed and discussed.
Stevens
Announces
Plant inspections were also included in the features of the day.
A rousing sales dinner was held at the St.
New
Speaker
Line
Charles Country Club, which was followed by
A new line of Dynamic and Dynetic radio
a golf tournament in which the following jobspeakers will shortly be announced by the
bers were prize winners: First low gross —
Stevens Mfg. Corp., New York, pioneer in the
Ward Walker, of Isaac Walker Hardware Co.,
Peoria, 111.; first low net — James A. Ago, of speaker manufacturing field. The new products
will have a number of exclusive features, acLewis Electrical Supply Co., Boston, Mass.;
cording to Clififord E. Stevens, vice-president.
blind bogey — Roy Swann,
of Isaac Walker

Goold

Bros.

Along

Built

Sound

Lines

Both Members of Firm Are Accomplished
Musicians — Has Been Sonora Representative for More Than Ten Years
The Goold Bros., now Goold Bros., Inc., of
Buffalo, N. Y., Sonora dealers, started life as
professional musicians, following in the footsteps of their father. George A. Goold is a
violinist and T. Amesbury Goold a 'cellist.
About twenty-five years ago George Goold
took a partner and entered the music business.
The partnership was dissolved in the Summer
of 1912. At that time G. A. Goold expected
to retire permanently from the music business.
The stock of merchandise had to be disposed
of and it was left largely to T. Amesbury Goold
to sell it.
The present business is the outgrowth of
the closing up of the old. It was operated for
two years under the name of T. Amesbury
Goold. At the expiration of this time G. A.
Goold again entered the firm as co-partner, the
name being changed to Goold Bros. After several years of successful operation the company
was incorporated, and in 1918 became Goold
Bros., Inc.
The enterprise that started in 1912 from the
selling out of the old was very small. Both
men knew music, and both worked hard. In
the early days they instituted a strictly oneprice policy, a policy which at that time was
not followed by most dealers. This policy has
been adhered to ever since and has undoubtedly
done much towards the remarkable growth of
the company. A branch store was opened at
Niagara Falls and later another one at Kenmore, N. Y. At present larger quarters for the
main store, offices and studios are being contemplated. The business is one of the leading
factors in the music field in Buffalo, the result
of sound management.
The Goolds have been enthusiastic Sonora
dealers for oven ten years and are among the
largest Sonora dealers in New York State.
The hobby of both brothers is golf. They
were leaders, particularly G. A., in the building up of the Transit Valley Golf Club at
Buffalo, one of the finest, if not the finest, golf
clubs in western New York. But, unlike many
enthusiastic golfers, they both play good
games, regularly turning in scores in the seventies and eighties. The Goolds will take on
most anybody, both in golf and selling phonographs, radios and pianos.
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Art L. Walsh, General Manager and VicePresident, Phonograph Division, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and Hal Shearer, General Manager,
Splitdorf Radio Corp., Discussing Production
Problems at Atlantic City

Richmond

Edison

Job-

bing Branch Is Opened
P. J. Costello in Charge of Local Distributing Office of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
Richmond, Va., July 6.— Wholesale distributing
headquarters of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., have
been opened at 1204 East Main street, in
charge of P. J. Costello, formerly wholesale
manager for C. B. Haynes Co., Inc., for many
years distributor for the Edison phonograph
line here, as well as local dealer. Simultaneously with giving up the wholesale representation in tfiis territory, the Haynes Co. resigned
its local connection, retiring from business, its
entire stock being cleared at auction. The
firm had been identified with the talking machine trade here for upward of a quarter of
a century. The early part of the war period
Ellie Bowman acquired the controlling interest
in it, becoming president and treasurer. He
retained these offices up to the time of the
firm's retirement. In recent years the store
had been located at 19 West Broad street.
Mr. Bowman says that he has no particular

Complete

plans for the future. In addition to the Edison
lines, the firm had been handling several lines
of radio, including Atwater Kent and Crosley.
The new Edison wholesale headquarters here
will distribute the company's products throughout the district made up of Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, District of Columbia
and the border counties of Tennessee and West
Virgina. R. P. Karch, general supervisor of
the company, who was here for a few days
looking after arrangements, announced that the
company expected to have complete lines of
radio sets, combination machines, portables and
other new products on the market in time for
the early Fall trade.
Walter D. Moses & Co., local Victor dealer,
are giving the interior of their establishment a
thorough overhauling.
Alexander Cowan has opened an exclusive
phonograph shop at 118 North Eighteenth
street, handling the Columbia line and Okeh
and Vocalion records.
James K. Polk, Inc., has been given distributing rights for Vocalion records.
J. C. Howlett, of South Boston, Va., is giving up a lease at 420 East Grace street, this
city, where he had been operating a music
store for the past two or three months,
handling Stieff pianos and the Victor line. He
is returning to South Boston to assume direct
charge of a music store he has been running
there for twenty-five years.
David Wolf, secretary of Goldberg Bros.,
Lyric distributors, and Miss Henrietta Sycle,
reporter for the Richmond News Leader, were
married in Norfolk, June 23.
Involuntary bankruptcy proceedings have
been instituted in Federal Court at Lynchburg
against J. E. Snow, dealer of that city.
Plans are already being shaped for the Annual Radio Show of the Richmond Radio
Dealers' Club to be held in September.

Features

Honest

Quaker

Line

Announcement was made in the June issue
of this publication of the entrance of the PennDixie Distributors, Inc., into the phonograph
jobbing fiefd acting as direct factory distributors of Honest Quaker products. Due to an
error the location of this firm was given as
Montgomery, Ala. The proper address is 2327
Fifth avenue, North, Birmingham, Ala.

That

Radio

Job!

"Il^HETHE
an oldcomplete
set your the
service
man providing
goes to pep
up, tone
or whethervolume
it's thecontrol.
latest
* * set you Rare it's
selling—
job by
a real
The above pictures tell the story. Radio can and should be controlled and
to fit the occasion—
and at the finger-tips of the listener-in. Also, the Table Type Clarostat will prove the most
profitable accessory you ever sold.

Don't overlook the Clarostat Antenna Plug. It does away with the costly, troublesome
and sometimes dangerous
antenna installation. It makes a good antenna out of any lioht
socket or outlet. Sells on sight.
Stock both these radio accessories — and keep your cash register
from, getting rusty!
Ask your jobber about the Clarostat Line.
Or better and
still,prices.
write us for informative
literature
Clarostat Mfg. Co., inc.
285-7 North Sixth Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CLAR05TAT
Reg. TJ. S. Pat. Off.

News
in

of

Toledo

Trade
Territory

Music-Radio Business Is Above That of
Last Year — Introduction of New Models
Speeds Sales — Other News

Toledo, O., July 7.— Summer trade in the music
stores in general is above last year. Radio
sales in a number of enterprises exceed the
same period a year ago two to one. The July
4th holiday speeded up portable sales to such
an extent that stocks ran low in several stores.
The outlook here is for a brisk Summer volume.
At the Lion Store Music Rooms the warm
weather has, it seems, added zest to sales of
radios and combinations.
At the J. W. Greene Co., talking machine
sales are more than double those of last year
and the radio total is also much larger, according to W. W. Baillie, manager. The house
recently added the Majestic radio. The Atwater Kent 40 and the E 2 speaker are upon
the floors. As soon as the new Sparton models
are available an aggressive Summer radio drive
will be launched here. Carryola. QRS and Victor portables are moving briskly.
The United Music Store, Harry Wasserma..
reported, is enjoying a very satisfactory Julv
volume of radio and machine trade. The
Majestic radio has been added, also Columbia
records. Brunswick portables are selling briskly. A holiday window of small machines produced the best portable trade for the season
in years. The house has added the Majestic
radio. Collections here are holding up very
well — with scarcely any delinquents.
Frank Flightner, Columbia dealer, stated
July demand has opened in a mighty pleasing
manner. The new Kolster-Columbia model
promises to rival earlier types in popularity.
The Sonora radio is also moving briskly. The
new Whiteman Columbia recordings have become the choice of Columbia owners. The
store has taken on the Majestic radio.
At Grinnell Bros., the 7-11 Victor combination is setting a fast pace for other models.
The Majestic radio has been added to the Atwater Kent, RCA, Kellogg, Freshman and
Freed-Eisemann. Carl Rule, of the Lima, O.,
store, is vacationing at Thornapple Lake, Mich.
M. E. Higgins. formerly connected with the
local store, has been transferred to the Pontiac, Mich., branch.
Grinnell's recently opened a branch at Port
Sharp.
Clinton, O., which is in charge of Mrs. Vivian
Plans are shaping for the convention of the
Ohio Music Merchants' Association, which will
be held early in September at the Commodore
Perry Hotel, General Chairman Henry C. Wildermuth stated. Already more than twenty-five
reservations have been made for display space
by manufacturers. A golf tournament at Highland Meadows Country Club, at which many
prizes will be awarded, will be a feature.
The Jobbers' Radio Show at the Hotel Lorraine, July 12 and 13, will be largely attended,
according to Cliff Johnson, general chairman.
The Toledo Radio Co., Sparton jobber, will
this week receive samples of the new models
shown at the factory exhibit in Jackson, Mich.,
recently, President Chas. H. Womeldorff stated.
A campaign for Fall business will be launched
with the arrival of the new merchandise.
The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co. is enjoying abetter than usual Summer radio trade.
Electric sets here, as in most stores, have the
call. Portables, too, are moving briskly.
New

;

the

Columbia

Artists

One of Columbia's newest and most popular
vocal teams is "The Nifty Three," a novelty
trio, comprising soprano, tenor and baritone.
The trio was organized by Dale Wimbrow,
composer and Columbia artist.
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Interest

Aroused

Show

by

Brings

RMA

Clinton R. White, WCRW, Chicago, president; M. Mayer, WPEP, Waukegan, 111., first
vice-president; Charles Messter, WCBS,
Springfield, 111., second vice-president; D. H.
Harrell, WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., secretary;
Ben Sanders, WKBB, Joliet, 111., treasurer;
Hersh Miller, WCLS, Muncie, Ind.; Charles
Middleton, WRAF, LaPorte, Ind.; Noble B.
Watson, WKBF, Indianapolis, Ind.; C. L.
White, WJAK, Kokomo, Ind.; C. L. Beardsley,
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.; C. W. Wermich,
WKBI, Chicago, and C. L. Carrell, of station
WHBM, Chicago.

Trade

Sales

to

Dealers

Reports From Trade Indicate Satisfactory June Business Despite Inclement Weather
— New Models of Receivers and Combinations in Greatest Demand
Chicaco, III., July 7. — The four weeks immediately following the Music Industries Chamber
of Commerce Convention in New York City
and the RMA Trade Show in Chicago have
been fairly successful from the standpoint of
retail sales, according to reports received from
the trade throughout the Middle West. While
this section of the country has suffered from
inclement weather during the past ten days,
a condition which impeded sales in every line
of business to quite some extent, the month
of June was considered quite satisfactory from
the standpoint of sales by the majority of the
trade in this territory.
The RMA Trade Show, held in Chicago,
brought with it, through newspaper reports and
broadcasting, a tremendous amount of consumer interest which was immediately reflected
in radio sales. More and more of the new
1928 radio products have been making their
appearance and most retailers report that there
is a keen interest in the new radio receivers,
loud speakers and cabinets which are appearing on the market. The combination instruments, containing both radio receivers and
electric pick-up talking machines, are also
claiming a large share of the public and retail
trade interest.
Portable phonograph demand is increasing
as mid-Summer approaches and many dealers
report heavy sales on the small instruments.
Record sales in practically all cases are ahead
of the corresponding period for 1927.
Brunswick Dividend Declared
The directors of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. authorized a dividend of 1^4 per cent
that was paid July 2, 1928, on the outstanding
preferred stock of the company, as of record
June 20, 1928.
H. L. Williams Moves Westward
H. L. Williams, recently appointed advertising manager of Silver-Marshall, Inc., Chicago,
radio parts manufacturer, has been forced by
the continued ill health of Mrs. Williams to
move to the West Coast. He will locate near
San Francisco after a short vacation in the
Southwestern part of the country.
A. S. Howell Paid Tribute
Albert S. Howell, chief engineer of the Bell
& Howell Co., Chicago, maker of motion picture cameras, was awarded the Wetherill Medal
on May 16 by the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. The Wetherill award is for outstanding discovery, invention or development in
physical science. This distinction was conferred
upon Mr. Howell for the development of motion picture cameras and projectors adaptable
to the amateur. As chief engineer of the Bell
& Howell Co., Mr. Howell has been responsible
for the designing of the Filmo camera and projector, the work which entitled him to this high
and honorable award.
Independent Broadcasters' Association
Independent Broadcasters have formed a national organization to protect the right of communities to retain their local broadcasting facilities under the new radio law. The battle will
be waged before the Federal Radio Commission
under the name of the Independent Broad-

casters' Association, with headquarters in Chicago. The officers and directors of the new
Association are as follows:
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Raycroft

Is

Radio

Head

Officers Elected for Radio

Division of

NEMA — Benjamin Gross Presented Interesting Paper — Details of Meeting
At the closing session of the annual convention of the radio division of the Electrical
Manufacturers' Association on June 7, at the
Hotel Drake, Chicago, L. B. F. Raycroft, vicepresident of the NEMA, was named for the
third time to head the division. George A.
Scoville, vice-president of the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., was elected chairman
of the merchandising council, with H. Curtiss
Abbott, sales manager, Crosley Radio Corp.,
vice-chairman; George Lewis, Arcturus Radio
Co., chairman, vacuum tube section; L. W.
Chubb, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
chairman, receiver section; Julius Weinberger,
Radio Corp. of America, chairman, transmitter
section, and H. L. Olsen, Fansteel Products
Co., chairman of the power supply section.
The convention, the highlights of which were
detailed in the June issue of The Talking Machine World, was held from June 4 to 7 and a
number of interesting addresses were given. H.
Curtiss Abbott discussed trade-ins and said that
with the universal acceptance of self-contained
all-electric sets a standardization of trade-in
values should be arranged. He also said that
any attempt to place a valuation on a batteryoperated set should be based on the receiver
and not the accessories. R. I. Duncan, of the
Radio Institute of America, detailed the course
of instruction in merchandising which is being
prepared by the NEMA radio division in conjunction with the institution.
One of the most interesting papers presented
at the convention was that of Benjamin Gross,
president of Gross-Brennan, Inc., New York
and Boston, representatives of the StrombergCarlson Telephone Mfg. Co., on the subject
"The Manufacturers' Problems With the Dealer." Mr. Gross touched on the franchise system, stating the need for a franchise with a
real meaning and stated that strict terms are
best for both dealer and manufacturer. Other
points covered included: the proper representation of manufacturers by dealers, under which
he discussed the number of lines the dealer
should carry, the effect of the dealer carrying
too many lines, and stated that the dealer's
credit is impaired with too many sources of
supply; discounts; trade-in problems; dealer
credit standing; dealer service; the chain store

and department store problems and, in conclusion, stating that the trouble with the radio
industry is that it shows too low a net profit,
there is too frequent shifting of trend, excessive shifting of lines by jobbers and dealers
destroying permanency and destructive competition by manufacturers for jobbers and by
jobbers for dealers.
Thomas F. Logan, president of Lord &
Thomas & Logan, New York City, advertising
counselors, spoke on broadcasting as an advertising medium, saying that the microphone carries on where the printing press leaves off.
Other speakers included H. B. Lewis, vicepresident of the Commercial Paper Co., who
said that instalment selling was on a firm basis
and recommended certain terms of collection
and financing, and Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
president of the Institute of Radio Engineers
and chief broadcast engineer of the Radio Corp.
of America, who urged co-operation between
the radio engineers and manufacturers so that
sound engineering principles be supplemented
by a comprehensive knowledge of conditions in
the radio industry.
The convention was brought to a close on
Thursday evening with a banquet at which the
members were addressed by Congressman Clyde
Kelly, co-author of the Capper-Kelly bill now
pending at Washington, who spoke on the subject of "Price Maintenance."
New

Manufacturers
Altoof the
Fibre
Needle
Cutter

Accurate!
The
Alto
Automatic Stop
For Phonographs
Accuracy at low cost means
satisfied
customers. Simple
Fits un-to
der the turntable.
attach. With a record of
ten iceyeaTS
in the satisfactory
phonographservm-

Alto Mfg. Co., 1647 Wolfram St., Chicago, 111.
Canadian Distributor: Universal Supply Co.. Toronto. Oat.

Stewart-Warner
New
Line Welcomed
Radio
R. H. Woodford, Radio Sales Manager of
Stewart-Warner Corp., Pleased at Public's Reception of New Line
"The reception given our new radio series
when shown for the first time at the Trade
Show," said R. H.
Woodford, radio
sales manager of
the
n e r Stewart-WarSpeedometer
Corp., more
Chicago,
111.,
"was
cordial

Watsontown

Models

Ready

than

One of the outstanding features of the Radio
Trade Show at Chicago was the large number
of modern art cabinets on exhibition, accord-

Private

Cars

Have

Federal

Receivers

The private car of the Minister of Railways
of Canada has been equipped with a Federal
Ortho-sonic receiving set by the Tait Radio
Sales of Toronto, Federal distributor. A similar
set also will be installed on the official train
of the American Railways Association, which
convenes in California this year. Federal
models E-10 and E-40 were selected for these
installations.
Federal Ortho-sonic receivers are giving satisfactory service in the private cars of several
executives of Canadian and American railroads.
Lady Willington, wife of the Governor General
of Canada, has requested a similar installation
for two private cars which were especially built
for her as "traveling apartments."
Dealers

Feature

in Fine

Radiola

Window

18

Displays

The recent announcement of the new RCA
Radiola 18 was followed by a remarkably
successful window display and aggressive sales
campaign among RCA authorized dealers
throughout the United States, according to reports to the general offices of the Radio Corp.
of America in New York. Every step in the
scheme of procedure was carefully mapped out
in advance, according to RCA executives, and
750,000 illustrated descriptive folders were sent
to dealers in addition to 45,000 window posters
and 15,000 dealer newspaper mats. Advertisements in newspapers and magazines announcing Radiola 18 are said to have cost over a
quarter of a million dollars.

most

optimistic fellow
could hope for. A
real hit, none big"By keeping close

Soon

ing to Edward J. Biel, manufacturers' representative, New York City. Mr. Biel announced
that the Watsontown Table & Furniture Co.,
which he represents, will shortly introduce several new numbers especially designed for the
1928-29 radio receivers.

th e

tab on questions
and comments of

R. H. Woodford

visitors we discovered there were
fourinterest.
big points
0f
Far
ger!

and away the most-talked-of feature was realism of tone. I've no idea how many times
we explained in detail the 'Electric Ear' process by which we test our instruments for accuracy and truth in reproduction. Next to 'realism' the feature attracting the most attention
was the new finish. The unusual and exclusive
'Moire' finish in shades of brown and bronze
was chosen by Stewart-Warner after a contest
for the best finish for a radio set and we're
more than pleased to see the public backing us
up in our choice.
"Two other points, the doubly calibrated
tuning dial and the electrical phonograph pickup, received about an equal amount of attention.
Regular dial index numbers are stamped in
black and wave-lengths in red. The high degree of accuracy necessary for wave-length
calibration accounts for its use only on the
•finest sets made. The phonograph pick-up receptacles are simple to work, requiring no additional wires or attachments."
Issue

Interesting

Volume

"Novice Corner" is the title of an elementary
handbook treating of the gramophone or talking machine, just issued by The Gramophone
Publications, Ltd., London, W. I. For those
who are interested in the best performance of
talking machine records, and the care and
understanding of the talking machine, this little
volume will be found of great value. The bulk
of the matter has been contributed by Mr. P.
Wilson, who conducts the technical department
of "The Gramophone" magazine, and with the
other contributors there has been assembled a
great deal of important material the perusal of
which will interest and stimulate readers into
a wider appreciation of the merits of the modern talking machine and the modern record,
both of which have aroused enthusiastic praise.
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Oregon
Co.

Phonograph

Dealers

Organize

Well-Known Sales Executive Holds Post
of Marketing Manager — Has Wide Acquaintance Throughout Country

Will Be Subsidiary Branch of the Oregon
Music Trades Association — Warde W.
Robinson Appointed Chairman

Harry E. Sherwin has joined Howard Radio
Co., Chicago, as marketing manager, according
to an announcement by A. A. Howard, president. Mr. Sherwin is well known to the radio
trade from Coast to Coast, owing to his long
service in radio merchandising. His connections with Fada, Garod and Crosley have given
him broad acquaintanceship with jobbers and
dealers not only throughout the United States
but in Canada and Mexico. In a recent statement Mr. Sherwin says: "Backed by the standard of quality continuously maintained by
Howard Radio throughout the entire six years

Portland, Ore., July 2— The managers of the
phonograph department of the music stores or
the city have organized a subsidiary branch
of the Oregon Music Trades Association, which
is not to be an independent organization but
simply a branch of the parent body. The first
meeting of the group was held early last month
in the Chamber of Commerce and was attended
by eighteen dealers and sales people. They
will not elect officers, but Sidney Johnson,
manager of Sherman, Clay & Co. and president
of the Oregon Music Trades Association, apof the Hyatt
pointed Warde W. Robinson,
Music Co., as chairman of the phonograph
group and he will be in charge and preside
The initial meeting was- an
at the meetings.
interesting one. Many important matters were
Richard Montgomery, of the J. K.
discussed.
Gill Co., spoke of the record broadcast situation and stated that in his opinion broadcasting
would not be harmful to the trade if the public

Using Kolster Set in Broadcast Tests
while actually broadcasting during July and August, and the results of the experiments will
be reported to the Radio Commission.
Herbert V. Akerberg, engineer, and Don Barnard, manager of WAIU, and Franklin D. Doolittle, owner of WDRC, New Haven, are credited with the successful tests held last Winter.
The method of synchronization involves the use
of crystal control for the wave lengths, and the
temperature of the crystal is controlled by a
thermostatic device perfected by these men.
Annual

Outing

Ditson

Harry E. Sherwin
of manufacturing gives me background that
makes a very solid foundation for merchandising plans. The new factory, the establishment
of facilities for greatly increased production, the
improved product turned out by the engineering
staff and the strong financial position of the
company give me the inspiration to establish
wide distribution.
"The decision to begin this season with the
extension of distribution to every section of the
United States places a line of dependable radio
receivers built with inspection and test behind
them that can only be comparable to the finest
watch making. Local advertising in each community will be adequate to carry the Howard
message, and carefully planned display material
is in process of designing to make that connecting link between advertising and merchandise.
"While the model range runs above two thousand dollars, there is a receiver designed for
the masses; this, the Green Diamond Eight,
actually employs nine tubes. The compactness
and extremely low price will make quick sales
and large distribution. The company being a
licensee of Radio Corp. of America, and associated companies, Hazeltine Corp. and Hogan
single-tuning control patents, issued and pending, gives the trade full protection."

Kolster

Set

Used

Broadcasting

of the

Get-Together

Club

Boston, Mass., June 25. — The annual Summer
party of the Get-Together Club of the Oliver
Ditson Co. took place last Saturday, when over
100 members went to Pemberton, a popular
shore resort, for the day. Despite unfavorable
weather conditions, the program was carried out
with great success. There were the usual picnic
games and the factory force trimmed the store
representatives in a baseball contest. The treat
of the day was an old-fashioned clambake. The
guests of the day were Mr. and Mrs. William
Arms Fisher and Mr. and Mrs. David C. King.
Plans

to Make

Connections

Fada

Trade

in South

Africa

J. W. deHaas, export representative for Fada
Radio, recently sailed for South Africa to make
investigations and establish further trade connections for F. A. D. Andrea, Inc. He will appoint Fada distributors and study radio conditions in that part of the world. Mr. deHaas
plans to be away about five months, and on the
return trip he will visit England and several
other European countries with a view to securing the latest data and establishing direct relationswith
.
Fada connections there.
The R. B. Rose Co., Inc., New York City,
recently filed a schedule in bankruptcy.

given a sample of the new numwere simply
bers instead of them being used until they
Skiff, an invited
George
threadbare.
were
guest and advertising agent of the Oregon
Journal, spoke of the value of advertising the
phonograph to put it over to the buying public.
George Fullman, in charge of the wholesale
department of the Brunswick Co., suggested
that a weekly review of the new record releases be written up and the Portland papers
A petition
be asked to publish the review.
to this effect was signed by those present, with
the proviso that the dealers would abide by
the decision of the critics of the papers. Randall Bargelt, of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
spoke on merchandising ideas and said that
business could only be obtained by those who
went out and got it, both as to phonographs
and records. Among the visitors present was
W. Evans, sales manager of the Northwest
Victor Distributing Co., of Seattle, who advanced some splendid ideas on sales promotion
Mr. Robinson, the
of the portable phonograph.
that regular monthly
announced
chairman,
meetings would be held.
E. B. Hyatt, of the Hyatt Music Co., 386
Morrison street, has announced his retirement
from the music industry and is now putting on
a closing-out sale of phonographs, records, and
in fact his entire stock. He recently disposed
of his radio department to F. R. Woodbury,
an expert radio man, who will continue the
radio department in the same location.
The Seiberling-Lucas Music Co. purchased
the Conn-Portland Music Co., at 211 Broadway.
G. F. Johnson, of the G. F. Johnson Piano
Co., 410 Morrison street, who recently closed his
doors, has opened up again for business.

Electric

Pick-Ups

in
Manufacturers

Tests

Two stations of the Columbia Broadcasting
System are operating on a single wave length
on Tuesday nights. These tests began during
a Kolster Radio Hour last Winter with a Kolster
set used by the engineers as a check on the
results. Station WAIU, Columbus, and station
KMOX, St. Louis, have been synchronized,
permission having been secured from the Federal Radio Commission, and various methods of
synchronization are to be tried out by the Columbus station in conjunction with KMOX

Modernize your phonographs or portables
with an electric pick-up.
foe*
Write us for particulars. We are specializing
upon manufacturer's needs and will he pleased
to quote.
BROOKLYN
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Sparks- Withington
Circuit

New

Is

Equasonne

New

Development

Circuit Is Said to Make the Lower Wave Lengths of Broadcast Band Equally
Valuable With Higher Channels — Has Extreme Simplicity and Sturdiness

A new system of radio broadcast reception
known as the Equasonne pre-selective circuit
has been developed by the Sparks- Withington
Co., Jackson, Mich. The new Equasonne circuit is
said to be a marked advance in the radio art
and the new receiver is the result of two years
of painstaking work of the Sparks-Withington
engineers, in collaboration with Lester Jones,
of New York City.
The Equasonne circuit, according to the
manufacturers, makes the lower wave lengths
of the broadcast band equally valuable with the
higher channels and at present there are only
250 broadcasting stations between 550 and 1,000

kilocycles and 500 stations between 1,010 and
1,500 kilocycles.
In addition to the uniformity in its selectivity
throughout the broadcasting wave band, it is
stated that there is a complete elimination in
the new Sparton receiver of all balancing or
neutralizing adjustments. The usual intermediate stage of audio amplification is also eliminated and a 25-watt power tube may be
operated direct from the detector. This is possible because a maximum undistorted amplification of 15,000 is obtained in the radio amplifier.
The set is operated direct from the lighting
circuit and uses standard tubes.

Jewell

Radio

Test

Bench

Many requests from jobbers and dealers have come to us for a service panel or
bench which would contain, interconnected, all the instruments necessary to completely check the circuits and general working condition of radio receiving sets and
accessories. The Jewell Pattern No. 580 Radio Test Bench has been designed for
that purpose.
The bench proper is substantially made of hard maple with a top of generous
size, 24 x 42 inches. The working surface is 36 inches high. . A tool drawer is included.
The testing panel is steel, black enamelled, with all markings engraved directly
in the steel and filled with white. The panel carries seven instruments, as follows :
0-7.5 volts D. C; 0-75 volts D. C. ; 0-150-300-750 volts D. C. ; 800 ohms per volt;
0-15-150 D. C. milliamperes ; 0-4-8-16 volts A. C. ; 0-150-750 vohs A. C, and 0-1.5-15
microfarads.
The panel is supplied with binding posts, so that all instruments can be Used
individually and with switches to cover all ranges. It is also supplied with a plug
and cord, so that all circuits in a radio set can be tested along with the tube, which
may be placed in a socket in the panel. A pair of outlets are arranged to be connected to the 110-volt, 60-cycle, A. C. line, so that line voltage may be read and a
set plugged into the outlets. Line voltage is also used for measuring the capacity
of condensers.

This Radio Test Bench is a web made, carefully designed and practical piece
of equipment which jobbers and dealers who have a large quantity of servicing to
do will find very efficient as a part of their testing equipment. Large, precision type
instruments with long scales can be read to a high degree of accuracy. Readings
are simultaneously and independent of each other.
Our descriptive circular Form No. 2004 describes the Radio Test Bench in
detail. Write for a copy.

Jewell

Electrical

1650

Walnut

Instrument

Street, Chicago

"28 Years Making Good Instruments'"

Co.
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All the selecting is done direct from the antenna, the impulse passing through a single
dial selector unit which allows a band of ten
kilocycles to pass. No tubes are employed in
this "band pass filter" selector. The exactness
of this device makes the lower zone of the
spectrum as valuable as the higher wave
lengths. The new Sparton Equasonne is said
to select so accurately that any noise and interference is eliminated as completely in the
short as in the long wave length. The dial
is calibrated exactly to kilocycles, thus permitting an almost automatic selection of stations,
and the set has a pre-selector unit, with all of
the tuning accomplished before there is any
amplification.
The amplifier unit, with six tubes, one of
them operating as a detector tube, amplifies the
impulse received 15,000 times. This amplifier is
said to be unique in that it automatically tunes
itself to the incoming frequency, no matter
what the wave length. This has been made
possible by taking advantage of the electrostatic capacity between the tube electrodes.
In the new circuit this capacity has been
purposely exaggerated to a point where it
changes with the impressed frequency by exactly the amount needed to keep the coil connected across the tube tuned to resonance at
all times. This results in an automatic stability,
so that the circuit is said to exhibit absolutely
no tendency to oscillate, thus eliminating all
necessity for balancing or neutralizing condensers.
The new detector circuit, the maker states,
can cope successfully with the relatively large
voltage furnished it by the amplifier, without
overloading or producing distortion. The detector can handle up to forty or fifty volts,
and this permits working direct into the grid
of a 25-watt power tube without an intermediate stage of audio amplification. This elimination of one audio stage is said to improve the
tone quality and materially reduces the background of tube noise and alternating current
hum. An improvement has also been obtained
in the ratio of signal to static, thereby reducing
this interference.
The extreme simplicity and sturdiness of the
Sparton Equasonne receivers have been subjects of much favorable comment. The makers
state that its construction makes possible the
location of any trouble by simple testing at
three points, and when located any difficulty
can be remedied in three minutes by substitut
ing a new, complete unit at very nominal cost.
The Sparton Equasonne receivers are illustrated and described in the New Products section
I
of this publication.

" Radio

Not

Seasonal"

Says

Dr.

Goldsmith

Radio, unlike canned goods, has no Winter
or Summer season, according to Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, chief broadcast engineer of the Radio Corp. of America.
"If we mentioned Wintertime or Summertime phonograph music," Dr. Goldsmith said,
"we might be laughed at because phonographic
presentations have come to be accepted as a
permanent form of entertainment in mid-Winter
and mid-Summer alike. And by the same
token, when radio programs are maintained
from one end of the year to the other at the
same high levels of excellence, with little difference to indicate the passing seasons, it becomes decidedly out of order to speak of seasonable radio.
"As for the radio listener-in, there is just as
much reason to listen in during the Summer
as during the Winter. Music enlightenment, contact with the world, thrilling sporting events
and other program features form a rich mental
background for our Summer life. Whether it
be at home, on the farm, in the Summer boarding house, on the water, or anywhere else,
there is a place for radio entertainment."
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Manager

Has Had Long Experience With Federal
Radio Corp. as Field Salesman — Will
Direct Widespread Ad campaign
Buffalo, N. Y., July 8. — S. M. Doak, who entered the service of the Federal Radio Corp.
several years ago as field salesman, has been
promoted to advertising manager. Recently he
Has been manager of the company's sales and
service division. At a conference of Federal
wholesalers and retailers who represent every
section of the country it was decided to conduct

the new type of electrical recording has put into the record a wealth of tone and that the buying public is not satisfied unless they reproduce
from the record all the music that has been re-

Stoner

Columbia

New

Brunswick

Deca-Disc

Looking

Sale

Dividend

Declared

The directors of the Brunswick Co., Chicago,
111., have authorized a dividend of 75 cents per
share on the outstanding common stock of the
company to stockholders of record as of
August 5 and payable August 15.

Store

Jesse French & Sons Piano Co. held formal
opening of their new store at 261 Dauphin
street, Mobile, Ala., on July 10.

The

Inc.,

Stoner & Heath, Inc., manufacturers' agents,
of 122 Greenwich street, New York City, were
recently appointed representatives for the Eulmatic Creatone made by the Deca-Disc Phonograph Co., in the States of New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, eastern Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland and the District of Columbia. This representation does not include the
metropolitan territory. Stoner & Heath are well
known in the territory they cover and they have
developed a successful business.

Outing

Officials and employes of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., New York City, gathered on
Saturday, June 30, for the observance of the
annual outing, which this year took the form
of a sail up the Hudson to Indian Point and
return. While at the resort dancing, swimming and an impromptu ball game kept all
entertained and the event was voted a huge
success despite an unexpected shower.
Open

Heath,
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corded by the artists."
Annual
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Victor

Department

Now
Permits

Us
to

S. M. Doak
an extensive advertising campaign for the new
Federal Ortho-sonic sets starting at once. Both
trade journal and newspaper space will be
used. Mr. Doak will direct the campaign.
Eleanor C. Spencer, former correspondent
of The Talking Machine World at Buffalo, has
been appointed assistant advertising manager of
Federal. Both appointments are now in effect.
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building

up
Velvet

Tone

Demand

Record
Is Brisk

The newly organized Velvet Tone Record Co.,
1819 Broadway, New York City, reports business
as being exceptionally satisfactory. J. M. Collins, sales manager, is elated at the fact that
the company has secured the exclusive services
of Vernon Dalhart for recording popular-priced
records and anticipates banner sales from the
recordings of this artist. Other artists under
exclusive contract to the Velvet Tone organization include Annette Hanshaw and Paul Small
of Small and Little, now being featured with
Paul Ash at the Paramount Theatre, New York
City. Herman Rose, well known in recording
circles, is in charge of the recording laboratories
of the new company.
Audak

Plant

of dealers' good will enables us to offer unusual
distributing facilities, organization and experience to

manufacturers

WE
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SHORTLY
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products.
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COMBINATION

RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

INSTRUMENTS

. FOR

EARLY

DELIVERY

Rushed

Interest in the talking machine and its true
tonal reproduction is greater than most people
imagine, according to Maximilian Weil, president of the Audak Co., New York, maker of
the Audachrome and other reproducers. In substantiation ofthis statement Mr. Weil calls attention to the fact that the Audak factory is
working at full capacity throughout the Summer months and that the volume of June business was decidedly ahead of the same month in
other years. "The appreciation of tonal fidelity
in the reproduction of records is greater than
ever before.
I attribute this to the fact that
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With

Stewart-Warner

Corp.

It

Is

a

Sensation!

Combination

James Mayer, who recently associated himself with the radio department of the StewartWarner Speedometer Corp., is a well-known
figure in the radio world. Since the very inception of broadcasting, Mr. Mayer has been

PhonoRadio
The

Cabinet

WELLINGTON
Pierson offers this
year a wide choice
of beautiful
nets that maycabibe
equipped with
Electric PhonoRadio
graphs Sets.
as well as
Again proving
Pierson Leadership
in the niture
Radio
field. Fur-

BE

FIRST

WITH
PIERSON!
Model No. 863
James Mayer
identified in one capacity or another with the
industry. In the last few years he has given
most of his time to sales work.
At present he is on a tour of the Middle
West, visiting distributors and dealers. Both
the large cities and the smaller towns in the
territory will be covered by Mr. Mayer in this
first trip as factory representative. Well acquainted in the district he is now traveling, he
will renew old friendships.
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Nickel in the
Slot Electric
Automatic
Phonograph
Holds and plays
5 disc records
automatically.
P r a c tically
new. Have 600,
and won't last
long, at only
$165
won'teach,
takeanda
life time to pay
for themselves.
ATLAS
SALES CO.
Taylor
Street
Kaukauna,

Fada

Closed

Entertains

Jobbers

Big

During

at Banquet

Business

Trade

Show

International Sales Conference at Chicago
Concluded by Dinner in the Crystal
Room of the Blackstone Hotel

$8,450,834 Sales Contracted for at Distributors' Convention and Trade Show by
All- American Mohawk Corp.

inRadio's
conclusion
Marking the
during
Chicago
conferenceof inFada
ternational sales
the RMA Trade Show, a dinner was given in
the Crystal room of the Blackstone Hotel on the
evening of June 12. It was attended by Fada
distributors and other guests. It is said that

Chicago, III., July 6.— E. R. Rauland, president,
Ail-American Mohawk Corp., announces that the
company, during the convention of its distributors, and during the Radio Trade Show, had
closed contracts for sales running to $8,450,834.
This compares with approximately four million

Wisconsin
Otto

Heineman
on

Sails

European

Trip

Okeh President Will Visit London, Paris,
Berlin and Switzerland — Says Okeh Business Is Ahead of 1927
Otto Heineman, president of the Okeh Phonograph Corp., New York, sailed July 9 on the
"Aquitania" for a short trip abroad. According to his present plans Mr. Heineman will
visit London, Paris, Berlin and Switzerland,
spending a few days at the Leipzig fair before
returning to New York about the middle of
September.
Prior to sailing Mr. Heineman commented
upon the fact that the Okeh Phonograph Corp.
had enjoyed during the past six months a very
heavy sales volume, well ahead of expectations,
and showing a substantial increase over 1927.
Mr. Heineman commented particularly upon the
remarkable "come-back" made by the phonograph in the past year, stating that in his opinion the phonograph has now resumed its former position as one of America's necessary
forms of entertainment, and from all indications
will continue to increase in popularity year after
year. The demand for portable phonographs
is one of the outstanding features of the industry, and Mr. Heineman sees in this tremendous sale of portables a marked impetus to
record business. Sales of Okeh records are
well ahead of last year, and in every branch
of their organization the Okeh Phonograph
Corp. reports a substantial gain over last year.
Victor

Plant

in Hollywood

Fada Jobbers Entertained at Banquet at the Blackstone Hotel
this is the first time that the Crystal room has
dollars' worth of business transacted by the
been closed to the public in ten years.
company for the entire year of 1927.
Several novel arrangements characterized the
"The increased amount of business is due to
social gathering. There were no speeches, but
the approval expressed by distributors throughout the country for All-American Mohawk
plenty of professional entertainment was provided by noted stars of the air and stage. F.
Corp. radios, and is an indication of their conA. D. Andrea, president, with other officials
fidence in our company's aggressive merchanand executives of Fada Radio, welcomed the
dising
ability," said Mr. Rauland.
visitors.
"Shipments so far this month and last month
Among those present was Nicholas T. Teves,
have been 30 per cent more than that of a
of Honolulu, who traveled 4,800 miles to attend
year ago for the same period. An increase of
the Fada Show and study radio conditions in
over 45 per cent is shown so far in 1928 over
the United States.
1927. The large volume of sales and shipments
made by this company can in no small measure
be attributed to two outstanding features which
Making Trade Survey
are included in the All-American Mohawk
Corp. models— our new radio-phonograph comPhiladelphia, Pa., July 7.— C. W. Geiser, of the
binations, which were shown during the Radio
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of this city, is engaged
Trade Show. The All-American Mohawk Corin a special survey for the Atwater Kent Co.
poration factory — a 94,000 square foot plant — is
which will carry him as far as the Pacific Coast.
working on double shift since the first week in
While in Colorado Mr. Geiser's plans include a
June to meet the requirements of our distribuvisit to his parents.
tors for radio receiving sets."

Consider

the

New

Veralectric

A large plot of ground in Hollywood, Cal.,
has been purchased by the Victor Talking Machine Co. as a site for a plant in which it will
carry on the work of sound synchronization for
films, it was recently announced by E. R. Fenimore Johnson, executive vice-president of the
company.
Announces

Resignation

in New

Post

D. P. Dewell, formerly assistant advertising
manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
New York City, now occupies the post of advertising manager of the export department of
the company.

Phonograph

DAILY, this remarkable innovation in the
phonograph field is gaining prestige and
profits for aggressive dealers. This fine machine, a new creation by Vincennes artists
and engineers, has been pronounced a revelation in its quality of reproduction and construction. The Vincennes Veralectric is
destined to do big things for dealers who desire to stimulate phonograph sales. Its list
price is only $385.
All Vincennes phonographs open new avenues
to quick returns and handsome profits. A popular seller is the Vincennes Rivoli phonograph,
listed from $49.50 to $180.00. The Vincennes
Veraphonic phonograph, with our patented
Veraphonic reproducer, is listed from $95.00 to

The resignation of Martin Zatulove, traveling
supervisor of sales of the Charles Freshman Co.,
Inc., New York, has been announced. Mr. Zatulove has been connected with the Freshman Co.
since 1924, devoting his time to extensive travel
throughout the United States, co-operating with
the company's dealer organization.
D. P. Dewell

VINCENNES

Model 150 Ver aphonic
VINCENNES

$195.00.
You can "cash in" on the growing popularity
of this money-making line. Any of the Vincennes
distributors will supply you with full details of
the attractive Vincennes dealer discounts.
PHONOGRAPH

Vincennes, Indiana, U. S. A.

MFG.

CO.
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Stockholders

{Continued from page 32a)

radio industry. Mr. Beach has been associated
with the music trade in the jobbing, distributing,
sales and merchandising divisions for more than
a score of years. He was manager of the traveling department of the Victor Talking Machine
Co. for many years, and later became Eastern
sales manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. in charge of the Atlantic Seaboard territory, relinquishing that post to become general sales manager of the Charles Freshman Co.
In this capacity Mr. Beach has built and welded
together a national sales organization which is
particularly well equipped to render efficient
service to Freshman dealers throughout the
country.
Mr. Keyes joined the Sonora Phonograph Co.
as assistant treasurer in 1922 and later was
elected secretary and treasurer and a director
of the company. Latterly he was treasurer of
the Acoustic Products Corp.
Mr. Eltz has been in charge of engineering
development and research work in the Freshman organization for several years. He was
formerly with the Western Electric Co. and
Clapp Eastham Co., and his experience in radio
and electrical engineering goes back to 1904.
Outlining the future policy of the Charles
Freshman Co., Mr. Earl, who was formerly one

Arrow

Electric

Winner

of

&

of the best-known executives in the automotive
field and who possesses a wide knowledge of
modern production and merchandising methods
gained as first vice-president of the WillysOverland Co. and in other executive posts, in
a statement regarding company plans, said:
"Our intention is to ■ make a good product
economically and then sell it at a fair price,
so that both the dealer and the consumer will
realize the benefit. We are going to protect
the dealer first, last and always. We will give
the public an advanced-design receiver. The
cabinet will be built for the radio, and to meet
the public's need. We will not build our receivers to fit any style cabinet that happens
along. The new Freshman line will not be a
Ford nor a Rolls-Royce series. One of the
first and most important outposts we intend to
strengthen is that of service to the public, with
a clear-cut, prompt and fair service policy. The
Fall line of Freshman receivers includes improved metal and wooden cabinets, and a 'mystery' .model chassis, which will not be placed
on the market for several months."
Mr. Miller has been secretary of the Freshman Co. for many years and is thoroughly
equipped to carry on his duties under the reorganization.

Radio

Federal

Co.

Sales

Is

time until it closed. Winners have been declared and congratulatory messages are pouring into the offices of the winners.
The Arrow Electric & Radio Co., Inc., of
Jersey City, was the international prize winner, having made the greatest number of Federal Ortho-sonic radio sales of any dealer in
the United States and Canada during the period of the contest. Al Levine, president of
the company, was formally presented with
the Federal Radio Corp. prizes by Mrs. L. M.
Green, president of the Silas E. Pearsall Co.,
Federal Ortho-sonic wholesalers in the New
York City territory. He received a beautiful engraved silver loving cup 28 inches
high, together with a choice of eight other valuable prizes, such as a lady's diamond wrist
watch, match golf clubs in leather bag, 21-jeweled Hamilton watch, etc.
The four groups were classified as follows:
Group A, including dealers in the United
States and Canada in cities with a population
over 100,000; Group B, in cities between 25,000
and 100,000; Group C, in cities between 10,000
and 25,000 and Group D, in cities of less than
10,000 population. This means of classification
gave every dealer an equal opportunity to win
a prize. The four group prizes are of equal
value and well worth competing for. Each
winner in the group contest will be awarded an
engraved 24-inch silver loving cup and their
selection of a number of additional valuable
prizes. Formal presentation of the Federal
prizes
made by each dealer's wholesaler
in the will
near be
future.
The group A contest was won by The Radio
Studio of Omaha, Nebr. ; group B, by Prest
& Dean, Long Beach, Calif.; group C, by Yudkins, Danbury, Conn.; and group D, by the
Brecht Drug Co., Yankton, S. Dak.

Contest
Victor

The International retail sales contest conducted by the Federal Radio Corp. of Buffalo,
N. Y., makers of Federal Ortho-sonic sets, in
conjunction with its national trade-in plan, was
a great success. The trade-in plan of the
Federal Corp. for its retailers in United States
and Canada has had marvelous reception and
has been a means of stimulating radio business

A Phonograph and
Loop Operated
Radio
Receiver
Combination
Both units speak over a new
Electro-Dynamic Power Speaker
in conjunction with a push-pull
Amplifier of the most advanced
type. One switch changes from
Radio to Phonograph INSTANTLY. Set requires no
Antenna or Ground, but provides for their use if desired.
Direction of loop is controlled
from mostthein selectivity.
panel, insuring the utPrice, with Dynamic Speaker,
loop, power unit and Amplifier,
but less all tubes .... $5t)0.00.

Radio

A Complete Line
of Fine Radio Sets

Model 67 A
Seven tube A. C. Neulrodyne Receiver.
Single Drum Dial Control; beautiful
wood cabinet, including A. B.C. power
supply
built-in,but but
Price complete
less easily
all lubes.accessible.
. S98.0*
O.A.P. Rating 620,000.

*

Machine
Dividends

Reported by Trade

in all sections of the two countries. Out of
362 reports submitted by retailers who entered
the contest, an increase in sales volume is
shown of from 162 per cent to 182 per cent
over the same month a year ago.
The warm enthusiasm and keen though
friendly rivalry that marked the opening of the
contest did not cool for a moment from that

Case

Talking

Declares

International Retail Sales Contest Conducted by Federal Radio Corp. Together With
Trade-in Plan Proves Big Success — Large Sales Volume

York, July, 1928

from $98to$5oo
With the Strongest Selling Feature in
the Field— Q.A.P.I
Here is radio value expressed in terms your trade
will understand, appreciate and prefer. The new
Case measures up to the most exacting 1928 standards of perfect radio reception.
It is the first set to be rated for O. A. P. (OverAll Power) an unbiased comparative test of radio
set efficiency which gives the actual amplification
of an entire set, based upon N. E. M. A. standards
created by the Institute of Radio Engineers.
No competing radio set anywhere near the price
of the Case has greater power or beauty of design.
This season the public wants to know what it is
paying for. O. A. P. will be the outstanding feature of the industry as a result of this demand.
Be the first in your community to introduce
this big selling idea.

Send for a treatise on the O. A. P. theory
CASE ELECTRIC
CORPORATION
DIVISION UNITED STATES ELECTRIC CORP.
MARION
INDIANA
POWER PROVES THE CASE

The Board of Directors of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. on June 22 declared the following
quarterly dividends to stockholders of record at
the close of business on July 2, 1928: $1.75 per
share on preferred stock (sixty-nine shares old
stock outstanding), payable July 16, 1928; $1.75
per share on 7 per cent cumulative prior preference stock, payable August 1, 1928; $1.50 per
share on $6 cumulative convertible preferred
stock, payable August 1, 1928, and $1 per share
on common stock, payable August 1, 1928.
Seek

Lower

Coast

on Radio

Rates

Combinations

San Francisco, Cal., June 22. — Frank Bates,
traffic expert for Sherman, Clay & Co., stated
to-day that efforts are being made to bring westbound shipments of combination talking machines and radios down in rates. At present
rates are higher on radio than on talking machines and the trade wants to make them equal
by bringing down the rates on radio. The
matter has been taken up with the Transcontinental Freight Bureau.
G. T. Taylor

in New

Post

G. Todd Taylor, manager of the phonograph
department of the Glen Bros.-Roberts Piano
Co. and formerly in charge of the phonograph
department of the Daynes-Beebe Music Co.,
Salt Lake City, has accepted a position with the
QRS Co., San Francisco. Mr. Taylor is an expert music store window trimmer, and some of
his windows whilst at the local music stores attracted considerable attention.
The Given Electric Co. recently held the
formal opening of its store at 730 Braddock
avenue, Braddock, Pa.
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Phono

Radio

Beauty
Excello

Furniture

and

Quality

Combination

meets

every

of

Console

demand

This attractive model, the hit of the RMA Trade
Show, accommodates any radio set up to 24 inches
long and switches instantly from radio to phonograph reproduction.
Comes completely equipped with G E Electric
Phonograph Motor, electric pickup, tone arm, automatic shut off, volume control, etc. Also Cone or
Dynamic speaker.
Cabinet work of true Excello quality.

R 44
Model
Closed

EXCELLO
Carry ola
Make

Catalogue of complete line on request.

If rite today.
Model R 44

m'
CORP. 4824 M'ASS*
DUC
PRO
Pacific
Coast TS
Representative — Pacific Sales Corporation, 426 Larkin St., San Francisco, Calif.

Jobbers

Airplane

Tour

Party of Fourteen Fly from Chicago to
Home of President of Carryola Co. and
to the Plant at Milwaukee
"Carryola," a huge tri-motored Ford monoplane, took off from Chicago marking the Carryola Co.'s appearance
at the RMA Radio

Reading from left to right: Lester Joyce, C. E.
Bailey, Ray Reilly, A. F. Beyer, Reed G. Landis,
H. C. Schultz, Lester Burchfield, E. N. Quarters, Peter Prime, a Pilot
Trade Show in Chicago on June 12th. Ray
Reilly, general sales manager of the Carryola
Co. of Milwaukee, sponsored the trip to the
Carryola plant along the beautiful lake shore.
The trip was negotiated by fourteen passengers
who enjoyed a beautiful day. The party consisted of the following distributors: Lester
Joyce and C. E. Bailey, of the C. E. Bailey Co.,
Boston, Mass.; A. F. Beyer, T. E. Swann Co.,
San Antonio, Tex.; H. C. Schultz, H. C. Schultz,
Inc., Detroit, Mich.; E. N. Quarters, H. C.

The Plane Carryola
Schultz Co., of Cleveland; Lester Burchfield, of
T. E. Swann Co., Dallas, Tex.; Ray Reilly, sales
manager of the Carryola Co.; Peter Prime, Carryola Co., and three licensed pilots under direction of Major Reed Landis, U. S. A., former
World War Ace and president of Reed G. Landis Co., advertising counsel for the Carryola Co.
The entire assemblage flew to Crooked Lake
Farm at Oconomowoc, Wis., to the estate of

O. L. Prime, president of the Carryola Co.,
where they were greeted by Mr. Prime, F. W.
Busche, vice-president, and H. G. Wild, secretary and treasurer of the Carryola Co. After a
brief visit the plane again took off for Milwaukee where the group visited the entire wonderfully equipped Carryola factory inspecting
the motor plant, foundries, plating, inspecting,
woodworking and electrical departments.
After a visit of about two hours the party
again took off from the municipal airport at
South Milwaukee back to the Chicago landing
field: The trip returning took about forty-five
minutes. All were enthusiastic about the wonderful system incorporated in the manufacture
of Carryola portables that are produced at the
rate of over a thousand a day, and about the
airplane trip.
The following day Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Meyer,
of the Leo. J. Meyberg Co., San Francisco, and
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Sherman, of the Leo J.
Meyberg Co., Los Angeles, in company with
Ray Reilly made a similar visit by automobile
and showed great interest in the manufacture
of the products they were exploiting.
Hiler

Audio

Corp.

to Expand \

The successful adjudication and the declaration of validity of the tuned double impedance
patents held by the Hiler Audio Corp. in the
U. S. District Court of Massachusetts, was the
opening gun in the program of expansion instituted by this organization.
Edward E. Hiler, American engineer and inventor of the tuned double impedance system
of audio amplification, has successfully negotiated with various manufacturers and has issued licenses to these manufacturers. Negotiations are pending with several others and it is
the purpose of this patent organization to
license some of the reputable radio receiver
manufacturing concerns.
Very successful tests have been recently completed and incorporation of the Hiler system
into some of the most popular receivers is only
a matter of a very short time. The licensees
of the Hiler Audio Corp. at the present time
are Zenith Radio Corp., General Radio Co.,
American Specialty Co., Ford Mica & Radio
Co., Kenneth Harkness Laboratories, Inc., and
Leslie F. Muter Co.

New

Atwater

Kent

Slogan

"Another radio upstairs — for the family convenience" isa new solgan adopted by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Davega

Open
Opens

and

New

Largest

Store

Is Located at Broadway and Forty-second
Street — Has Wide Expanse of Show
Space — Carries Many Lines
Davega United Sport Shops, Brunswick,
Atwater Kent, Frced-Eisemann and StrombergCarlson dealers, added another and the largest
link to their already lengthy chain of stores
throughout the metropolitan district. The newest Davega store is strategically located in the
Knickerbocker Building at Forty-second street
and Broadway, ofttimes referred to as "the
crossroads of the world." The store occupies
a large area on the second floor of the building
which is reached by two private elevators, operating from a private entrance, with show windows on the ground floor. The second floor
is also equipped with a wide expanse of show
windows which provide particularly effective
window display on this important corner.
The talking machine and radio department
is attractively furnished and ample space has
been provided for the many lines retailed.
H. D. Berkley, well-known in talking machine
and radio circles, is manager of the new store.
Mr. Berkley's past experience well qualifies him
lor the important post he now occupies, for he
has been engaged in the New York field for
over fifteen years, occupying managerial positions with such well-known houses as Bloomingdale's, Landay's, Hearn's and the Blout chain
of stores.
The formal opening was held on Wednesday,
June 27, at which time representatives from the
entire talking machine and radio industry called
and extended their best wishes to Manager
Berkley, A. Davega, president of the company,
and H. Benjamin, and through the courtesy of
the various manufacturers recording and broadcasting artists and orchestras were present to
add to the celebration. Many members of the
trade expressed their best wishes in floral offerings as well.

On

European

Trip

J. Newcomb Blackman, founder and president
of the Blackman Distributing Co., New York
City, Mrs. Blackman and their daughter, Miss
Betty Hamilton Blackman, sailed for Europe on
July 6. They will visit England, France, Holland, Germany and Switzerland before returning in September.

Western

Music

Fifth

Annual

President

E. H.

Including

Radio — Urges

Children
Los Angeles, Cai.., June 28. — The Fifth Annual
Convention of the Western Music Trades Association got under -way most auspiciously on
Tuesday morning when President E. H. Uhl,
of Los Angeles, delivered the opening address
in which he stressed two important points. First
he recommended changing the name of the
organization to the Western Music and Radio
Trades Association in order to embrace radio,
which he characterized as one of the most active lines in the musical instrument business,
and secondly, urged the inculcation of musical
ideas and interest in juveniles by a course
of musical study in the public schools. Both of
the recommendations were placed in the hands
of committees to be reported upon on the final
day of the convention.
In advancing his suggestion that the scope of
the association be broadened to take in radio,
Mr. Uhl stated that the interests of the radio
and music trades association so overlapped that
in many instances the two organizations were
duplicating effort and virtually the same firms
were holding membership in the two bodies.
"When you return to your homes," Mr. Uhl
told the delegates, "get in touch with your
school board and tell them that the boy who
blows a bugle isn't likely to blow a safe. Music
constitutes an outlet for youthful energy and
supplies an objective. Let every delegate at
this convention do all in his or her power to
advance music in the public schools of this
country. Music has a place there, just as have
mathematics and history."
L. E. Behymer Speaks at Luncheon
At a luncheon held in the Cocoanut Grove of
the Ambassador Hotel on Tuesday immediately
after the business sessions, L. E. Behymer, impresario of Los Angeles, delivered an inspirational address in the course of which he strongly
endorsed Mr. Uhl's sentiments relative to music
in the schools. "This country sooner or later,"
CLICK

Trades

With

Uhl

Meetin

Recommends

Change

Continued

Importance

of All

Work

of Name
to Impress

Types

he said, "will be embarked on a great waveof
musical enthusiasm. It is bound to come when
virtually everyone will be not only a music
lover, but a player of musical instruments. That
situation will be a highly democratic one, due to
the far-reaching and all-inclusive nature of the
enthusiasm with which music will be accepted.
Every board of education should be solicited at
once, asking that credits be given' for courses in
For the day the regular convention session
was
held in the morning, but, following the
music."
luncheon, the meeting broke into two gatherings, one devoted to bands and orchestras, and
another to sheet music.
Sheet Music Division Meets
In the latter section Harry Neville, of Los
Angeles, pointed out that sheet music counters
in most of the big music stores are almost completely ignored in computing the day's business
activity. He urged that semi-annual meetings
of the sheet music department heads and the
song shop owners of every section of the country be held, and particularly recommended that
such meetings be scheduled for the immediate
future on the Pacific Coast. "Conventions of
this nature," he said, "may embrace several
States, as, for instance, California, Oregon,
Washington and Utah, and value of the interchanged ideas soon would mount to big figures."
The Band and Orchestra Division
Speakers before the band and orchestra division commended metal clarinets, and foretold
that an era of metal instruments soon will be
in vogue. F. A. Norton, of San Francisco, said
a Los Angeles concern, the National Musical
Instrument Co., now is manufacturing steelbodied guitars, and declared he had recently
seen a metal string bass. He declared the Los
Angeles factory now is engaged in experiments
on a violin with a metal body.
Earl R. Stone, of Los Angeles, reported that

WITH

of

Music

the piano accordion is being accepted as a recreation by many local business men. He declared aready sale has been found among physicians, attorneys and executives who possessed
a knowledge of music, especially of the piano.
Such business men, he said, appreciate the harmony of which the instrument is capable and
gain bodily exercise at home from playing it.
Enlarge Scope of Store, Says Clay
The great enlargement of the scope of the
average music store, so it will include stocks of
everything that constitutes home entertainment,
was
cisco. advocated by Philip T. Clay, of San FranMotion

picture cameras

and

projecting

apparatus, he said, rightfully belong in the musical instrument store, for the purpose of the
music establishment is to bring about greater
home happiness and entertainment. As yet, he
declared, many musical instrument dealers view
radio as an element foreign to their business,
but radio, due to its musical background, is one
of the most logical of the recently adopted
musical instrument sales possibilities.
Mr. Clay, incidentally, repeated, for the most
part, the address he delivered before the National Association of Music Merchants in New
York recently, on the operation of a retail
music store. This address, which created a profound impression, is published in full with the
accompanying charts elsewhere in this issue of
The Talking Machine World.
The registration was below what was expected for the opening day, the total scarcely
reaching the 500 mark, according to A. G.
Farquharson, the Association's executive secretary. Greatly increased attendance, however,
was evident on the second day, as large delegations arrived from San Francisco and the
Northwest.
The Uplifters' Club, a branch of the Los
Anareles Athletic Club, situated in Santa Monica

BUCKEYE

Model

Hold

CABINETS

37

A beautiful burl walnut cabinet with diamond
matched walnut doors which slide in and out. Hand
rubbed, lacquer finished.
Receiver easily installed by lifting lid which raises
and set rests behind panel.
Dimensions 22%" wide, 16%" deep, by 37%" high.
List price $47.50 without speaker. Choice of
speaker furnished.
This is only one of a varied line of cabinets which
constitute the Buckeye offering for 1928-29.
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canyon, west of Los Angeles, was the scene on
Tuesday night of a dinner and entertainment
given by the Atwater Kent Radio Mfg. Co., to
which all delegates and their wives were invited.
Delegates Visit Pageant and Exposition
During the afternoons, those delegates who
were not engaged in business transactions or in
attendance at the special meetings visited the
International Music Pageant and Exposition,
given in the Ambassador Auditorium, situated
nearby the convention hall. The exposition was
declared the most complete display of musical
instruments ever held. While one of the Association convention sessions was in progress the
pageantry was staged to reveal to the public
the effect and beneficial power of music. Actors,
pantomimists and scenery carried out the theme
of the pageant, which was declared by the delegates to be a huge merchandising force.
Second

Day

Session

HPHE second of the Western Music Trades'
Convention yesterday, Wednesday, was
given over entirely to discussions of various
phases of radio and of the radio trade, and there
were many illuminating facts presented by
authorities for the consideration of the dealers.
Uhl Urges Higher Markup
Ed. H. Uhl, president of the association, introduced the subject by declaring a higher
markup on radio instruments was an urgent
need for the dealer. He declared that with
more profit available in pianos, many of the
dealers were likely to devote the better salesmen to the bulkier instruments, and to neglect
the radio end of their business. He further
pointed out that when instalment merchants
discounted their paper, sometimes at twenty
per cent, there was little profit left in radio
sales.
Servicing Still a Problem
C. H. Mansfield, of Los Angeles, manager of

the radio department of the Piatt Music Co.,
declared service constituted one of the considerable menaces to the radio industry. He said
with many firms promising what he characterized as "wild performances," in other words
declaring their sets would work wonders and
would bring in stations so far remote that such
performance actually would be an impossibility,
the customer, on trying the instrument, would
discover its inability and would demand service
call after service call, thereby running up tremendous losses for the dealer.
The one way to obviate this needless difficulty, he said, is to promise only a thirty-day
service period after the method of the automobile dealer and to instruct salesmen emphatically to make no "wild statements" pertaining
to the product. Cut service costs further, he
recommended, by handling only recognized and
thoroughly tried radio sets. The better sets,
he pointed out, will require but little servicing.
Co-operation of Manufacturers Needed
Without the co-operation of the manufacturer, Mr. Mansfield said, the dealer has little
chance to succeed. One of the most necessary
co-operative moves, he declared, constitutes the
manner in which new models are introduced,
for premature announcement of these models
invariably halts sales, and the fact that many
manufacturers do not sufficiently guard against
and do not take steps to curb rumors puts
the dealer at a distinct disadvantage.
"I frequently have had my customers," he
continued, "advise me of models of which I
had no knowledge either definite or remote.
When these stories became widely circulated, it
sometimes was found they were without foundation or were baseless. However, they had their
disastrous effect on business.
"Some manufacturers give a guarantee against
price drops, but to my knowledge none of them
give any kind of guarantee against issuance of
new models. One manufacturer to my knowledge has changed models three times within

the past nine months, each time coming out
with practically the same set at a lower price."
Television Still Distant, Says Lambert
Announcement of television was characterized as premature both by Mr. Mansfield and
by I. E. Lambert, assistant general attorney of
the Radio Corp. of America, New York.
"Television," said Mr. Lambert, "of course is
an assured fact, but it is as yet in the laboratory stage. Just as is the phonograph which
runs a motion picture of the band, singer or
raconteur as the record is played, television is
not yet ready for handling by the unskilled layman.
"Overenthusiastic newspaper stories telling
of television's accomplishment and the announcement ofthe movie phonograph have had
their disastrous influence in slowing sales all
over the country. Positive knowledge has come
to us on repeated occasions wherein prospective customers have hesitated or have actually
refused to buy because they expected immediate introduction of these two new marvels."
Richard E. Smiley, assistant sales manager
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,
said: "The radio industry is going through its
usual 'spring season,' with attendant rumors
flying thick and fast. We hear of companies
that are going to revolutionize the industry,
until one wonders if the plans of all will be
successful. Of course, all of this is ridiculous
because many of the companies which have announced extremely ambitious programs are
most certainly not in position to finance them."
"Is radio a specialty or a commodity," he asked,
declaring that many firms were forcing radio
into the latter class of merchandising. After
many millions of dollars have been expended
in placing a manufacturer's name before the
public, he said, radio should be exploited from
that basis.
Competition among music and radio merchants, Mr. Smiley continued, is being con{Continued on page 136)
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(Continued jrom page 135)
siderably sweetened b3r better understanding
and the influence of trades associations. If the
radio and the phonograph were once competitors, he said, that competition no longer exists,
as to-day any broad-minded merchant realizes
that both are traveling hand in hand, with the
phonograph giving permanently recorded music
and the radio the current music, news and
concerts.
The Importance of Trade Journals
Trade journals were paid a great compliment
by Mr. Smiley, who declared they were decidedly important factors in bringing the modern viewpoints to the industry simultaneously
in all parts of the country, The trade journal,
he said, stands as a common meeting-place for
men of an industry and the value of this influence cannot be over-estimated.
Royal W. Daynes, of Salt Lake City, president of the Consolidated Music Co., declared
jazz music soon will go through a refining process and that after this transition, which will
eliminate crazed antics of drummers and shrill
squeaks of clarinets, jazz will be recognized and
accepted by the finest musicians of all nations.
Third

Day

Session

A T the final session of the convention, following the recommendation of President
Uhl at the first session and the attention given
to radio problems on Tuesday, it was voted to
change the name of the organization to the
Western Music & Radio Trades' Association.
The vote was unanimous and the move was endorsed by many prominent members of the
association.
Royal W. Daynes the New President
Royal W. Daynes, of the Consolidated Music
Co., Salt Lake City, was elected president, and
his city was chosen as the next meeting-place
of the convention. Other new officers are Ellis
Marx, of the Ellis Marx Music Co., Sacramento, first vice-president; Shirley Walker, of
Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco, second
vice-president, and John Elliott Clark, of Salt
Lake City, secretary.
It was left to Mr. Daynes to appoint his own
treasurer, and executive secretary from Salt
Lake City musical instrument men, thereby
swinging the control of the western association
for- the coming year into the intermountain
region.
In his address of acceptance, Mr. Daynes
devoted himself to an invitation to all members
of the Association to attend the next convention, and refrained from outlining his official
policies other than pledging himself to serve
the industry to his best ability.
Radio Men Appreciative
After the change in name of the organization
was effected, Walter Fagan, Los Angeles radio
dealer and a leader in the industry in the southwest, was called by E. H. Uhl, still presiding
as president, to describe the radio dealers' reaction to the alteration.
He characterized the move as "more than a
sound one," declaring that great changes in the
distribution of musical instruments were coming from within the industry itself.
"Radio and music are identical," he said, "and
you will never divorce them. Radio is entertainment, like a piano. But the adoption of a
resolution and the change of an association
name means little other than a reflection of an
internal condition. To make it mean something
real to the industry, radio must be adopted as a
business, a thoroughly recognized and respected
one, by all musical instrument houses."
Committee to Confer With Radio Men
He concluded with recommending that a committee be appointed at once to confer with the
radio trades associations in all sections of the
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west, relative to their being absorbed into the
larger and more comprehensive "Music and
Radio Trades Association."
"Radio manufacturers will find the musical
instrument house a natural outlet for their
product," Ed. A. Geissler, vice-president and
secretary of the Birkel Music Co., Los Angeles,
stated from the floor of the convention. "The
music store is the place for all home entertainment, and a separation of music and radio
should not even be implied."
Philip T. Clay, president Sherman, Clay &
Co., San Francisco, recommended adoption of
the change in name on grounds that manufacturers and the public should have notice served
on them that radio and music are one. He also
pointed out that by the amalgamation of organizations, one convention yearly could be held,
of the allied industries presmembers
all
with
ent, and there would be an elimination of dues
and other upkeep of a needless Association.
The only change in the board of directors
was the election of W. W. Bradford, KnightCampbell Music Co., Denver, and Ernest Ingold of Ernest Ingold, Inc., San Francisco, to
the places formerly occupied by E. B. Hyatt,
of Portland, Ore., and Ellis Marx.

Warns Against "Vocational Selfishness"
Orra E. Monette, Los Angeles banker, addressed the meeting on financial subjects, concluding with a warning against "vocational selfishness," which he characterized as a too-oftenencountered condition into which any business
man may fall, when he places his own vocation
and his immediate business activity above that
of his community interests.
Take part in civic and community activities,
Mr. Monette advised, pointing out that a business man is only part of his own community
and the community and individual prosperity invariably are proportionate.
Shirley Walker, prior to being elected to
office, told the complete story of the piano contest conducted in San Francisco two years ago,
under auspices of the San Francisco Call, declaring itobtained for the piano industry thousands of dollars' worth of publicity which could
never have been secured otherwise and saying
the contest created innumerable young pianists.
He advised tying up with one newspaper,

Carryola Co.'s Booth at Pageant of Music, Ambassador
Hotel. Los Angeles; Leo J. Meyberg Co., West Coast
distributor, in charge. Ray Reilly, Carryola Co., and
E. Tindell attended Pageant
Veteran

of

Radio

Furniture

Industry
»

C. A. Backus, Manager of Radio Cabinet
Division of Caswell-Runyan Co., Has
Been Active in Radio Since 1921
C. A. Backus, manager of the radio cabinet
division of the Caswell-Runyan Co., Huntington, Ind., is considered one of the veterans in
the radio furniture field, for he has been active

making the event a part of that newspaper's interests, thereby obtaining a much more wholehearted editorial co-operation than could have
been engendered if the subject were placed as
an open news story for all papers.

Raytheon
QRS

Explains

Merger

Report

Cambridge, Mass., July 6.— The June issue of
the anThe Talking Machine World carried
nouncement that the Raytheon Mfg. Co., of this
city, radio tube specialists, had absorbed the
radio tube division of the QRS Co. of Chicago.
Since that date the Raytheon Co. has issued a
formal announcement of the details of the absorption wherein it is announced it was in part
settlement of the suit against the QRS Co. for
alleged infringement of the gaseous rectifying
tube patents.
The Raytheon organization, with its additional capital, is working on plans for marked
expansion of its facilities, personnel and products, in order not only to maintain its established leadership in the radio rectifying field,
but also to engage in various allied endeavors.
Among the new lines shortly to be announced
will be Neon letters for advertising signs, as
well as special tubes for television, including
both photo-electric cells for transmitting and
kino-lamps for receiving the images.
The offices of the Pathe Phonograph & Radio
Corp. and the Perfect Record Co. are now located at 114 East Thirty-second street, New
York. This removal applies to the offices only.
The factory remains at 10 Grand avenue, Brooklyn.

C. A. Backus
in the designing, manufacturing and marketing
of radio cabinets since 1921, the year in which
radio became a commercial possibility.
The Caswell-Runyan Co. twenty-four years
ago started operations with a force of thirty-five
men in its factory, and the business has grown
until at the present time there are between 700
and 800 furniture craftsmen employed in the
huge plant in Huntington. The 1928 line of
radio furniture produced by the Caswell-Runyan Co. consists of five consoles and two radio
tables equipped with any loud speaker which
the jobber desires. The firm enjoys nationwide distribution and also exports a considerable
quantity of radio furniture to France, England,
Switzerland, Mexico and other foreign countries.
Howard

Model

Is Well

Received

Harry E. Sherwin, general sales manager of
the Howard Radio Co. of Chicago, III, on a
recent visit to the Eastern distributors of the
Howard line, stated that since the introduction
of the Green Diamond receiver, listed at $125,
sales amounting to $1,800,000 at list prices have
been booked. The de luxe Howard models are
selling satisfactorily and the outlook is for the
best
tion. year ever enjoyed by the Howard organiza-
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a

very much bigger sales are being secured on his
12-inch records in the new $1.00 price than had
been anticipated by even the most optimistic
dealers. Dealers have been interested to note

Baltimore
Satisfactory

Level

First Six Months of 1928 Bring Satisfactory Sales Volume to Dealers — Trade Confident of Increasing Business — New Columbia Models in Demand

Baltimore, Md., July 9.— The conclusion of the
first half of 1928 finds music-radio dealers expressing themselves as being highly satisfied
with the sales volume for the first six months
of the year and confident that before 1929 comes
round a record-breaking year will have been
enjoyed. Comparisons with the past year have
been resultful in showing that 1928 has been a
good year with the trade. Another feature of
the business accomplished this year has been
the tendency toward the higher-priced merchandise in both talking machines and radio
receivers. Record sales have been consistently
good and the unit sale at the present time is
considerably higher than at any other period.
The introduction of the many new album sets
is in most cases the reason for this condition.
The month of June has been productive of
fine business, due in a large measure to the
new models placed upon the market. A great
many members of the trade were out of town
during the first half of the month attending
the Music Industries Convention at New York
City and the RMA and Federated Conventions
and Annual Trade Show in Chicago. All came
back full of optimism for a banner year.
Columbia sales in Maryland, Virginia and
North Carolina reached a heavy volume for the
month of June, and completed a very satisfactory first six months' business. Many dealers are enjoying the largest sales that they have
ever secured in their history. The new Columbia-Kolster models are the biggest factor in the
great dealer enthusiasm at this time and the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., has been unable to
supply the demand, although big factory shipments have been promised.
Those dealers fortunate enough to get this
new model machine have found it so salable

model. The Quantico Music Co., in Quantico,
Va., reported similar success on their first Columbia-Kolster model which was sold to the
Marine Corps.
Almost equal in enthusiasm was the greeting
accorded the new $375 Columbia-Kolster reproducing phonograph. The new $100 and $200

also a growing sale on Ted Lewis records. Columbia dealers in the Virginia section found
dance records considerably stimulated by the
visits of Jan Garber and His Columbia Recording Orchestra.
At the Congress Hotel, Chicago, during
RMA Show week, about twenty-five Atwater
Kent dealers from Baltimore, Md., were entertained at a dinner sponsored by Parks &
Hull, Baltimore A. K. distributors. Just as
soon as Parks & Hull learned that so many of
their dealers from Baltimore were in Chicago
attending the Trade Show they got together

Baltimore Atwater Kent Dealers at Congre ss Hotel, Chicago, Guests of Parks & Hull
straight acoustic models contributed to the big
with Ed Meany, A. K. representative for their
machine business that has been done in this
territory, and arranged for the special dinner,
meeting.
territory in the last several weeks. The sales
speakers, etc., to insure the success of their
on the $200 model for the month of June were
Among the speakers were R. E. Smiley, A. K.
much ahead of the sales on the $275 and $300
assistant general sales manager; J. F McCoy,
models combined in June a year ago.
Columbia dealers are doing a big business
A. K. Southern territory manager; E. M. Freleigh, of the Bankers Commercial Trust Co.;
with the schools on the new Columbia portable
Harry Humphries, of the Pooley Co., and
No. 161, in this territory. The Summer school
of music held annually at Salem College, N. C,
George Coleman, of the Red Lyon Cabinet Co.
Bob Green, of Parks & Hull, acted as chairman
has just purchased a Columbia-Kolster model
No. 900 for use in teaching music appreciation
and also addressed the meeting on closer cooperation between the distributors and the
to many music teachers, who come to this Sumdealers.
mer conference.
that they couldn't keep stock on their floors.
Columbia dealers in this territory are cleanMany applications for the new Columbia line
The Budacz Music Co. got the first instruare coming in at a rapid rate and Columbia
ing up on the sale of Paul Whiteman records.
ment delivered at Baltimore, and sold it within
10 minutes after opening the machine up. They
Wholesalers are having much difficulty allotHis recording of "Constantinople," coupled
ting dealer agencies. Among the stores to sesold their second $600 machine the next day,
with "Get Out And Get Under The Moon," has
cure Columbia franchises are the Hecht Furnibeen the biggest seller on the list, although
and several days later sold their third $600
ture Stores of Baltimore, Schaub Music & Radio Co. of Baltimore, and Zepp Music Co. of
Baltimore. The Hecht Stores announced their
new Columbia department with a big ad in the
Baltimore Sun which contained also fhe first
announcement to the public of the new Columbia-Kolster models.
Watch
A group of twenty-nine radio dealers and
eight radio distributors in this territory are coPaul
Whiteman
I
operating with the Maryland Radio Board of
Trade in an effort to stimulate business during
the Summer months. Enough money has been
and abroad are cashing in
The sales on the first Coraised to pay for a series of twelve advertiselumbia Records of Paul
on these marvelous recments which are appearing over a period of
Whiteman have reached
ordings. People everytwelve
months when aggressive merchandising
where are watching and
astonishing volume. Never
is most needed.
before has the world faThe advertisements which are at the present
for Whiteman's
waitingColumbia
mous artistry of Paul
latest
Records.
time occupying three columns in the Baltimore
Whiteman been recorded
Watch for, stock, display,
Sun tie-up with the current broadcast programs
so utterly "like life itself."
and
inform the public of the major events which
these
play, and advertise
Dealers in every nook
records as they come out.
rue being put "on the air" during the Summer
months.
and cranny of this country
Write us for details.
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Brilliantone

Display

The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., New York
City, has evolved a particularly attractive and
at the same time efficient record display easel
for the dealer's use. This easel is so constructed
that the record is held firmly, greatly lessening
the chance of its warping. The easel calls attention to Brilliantone needles in an unobtrusive way. Dealers from all over the country
have written in requests for this easel.
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Many

New

Distributors

Enters

Appointed

in

Milwaukee

Gaulke, Ische Bros., K. K. Radio Co., McLean
Radio Store, Nelson Radiola Shop, Northern
Radio & Supply Co., Orth Music Co., Standard
Furniture Stores, Real Radio Service Co., The
Schunck Co., Uptown Music Shoppe, Wack
Sales Co., D. A. Bock, Mueller Radio, Inc.,
Barnes McGovern Co., Beierle's Saxophone &
Radio Shop, Circuit Electric Co., J. Mandelker
& Son, Inc., B. S. Wisniewski.
Yahr-Lange, Inc., distributor of the SuperBall antenna, is co-operating with other Milwaukee jobbers in a Mid-West Market Week,
to be held in Milwaukee from August 27 to
September 1, during State Fair Week, when

Badger Victor Dealers and Salespeople Who Visited Camden
Machine Co., Wisconsin jobbers for the comretailers from Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota,
pany, reported a very valuable and pleasant
Iowa, Illinois and Indiana will be their guests.
trip. Members of the party toured the East
Merchandising conferences and display and adand in many cases visited at the music convenvertising sessions for the benefit of the retail
tion in New York before their return.
dealers will be features of the week.
The Interstate Sales Co. has announced its
The Flanner-Hafsoos Music House, Inc., is
appointment as distributor of Kolster radio sets
featuring the Carryola portable and Manager
and that it will continue as distributor for the
Matthies reported a good demand for portables
Bosch and Slagle lines. The company formerly
during June in spite of poor weather conditions.
jobbed the Freed-Eisemann.
The Edwin Tillman Song Shop featured the
The Morley-Murphy Co., 454 Milwaukee
Victor and the Victor record "Ramona" in the
street, has been named distributor for Balkite
lobby of the Garden Theatre in Milwaukee durand Eveready radio receivers for the Milwauing the time that the picture of that title played
kee-Wisconsin territory.
there. Good sales results were achieved.
Michael Ert, Inc., of 530 Jefferson street, has
Kesselman-O'Driscoll, one of the largest rebeen announced as distributor for the Alltail and wholesale music houses in this section
American Mohawk Corp.'s line.
of the country, has become wholesale and reVernon Maurer, of the Badger Radio Co., 480
tail representative for the Iroquois electric
Market street, distributor of the Majestic in
refrigerator
in the Fox River Valley and northMilwaukee and Wisconsin, is enthusiastic over
ern
part
of
Wisconsin.
radio business for the Summer and the outlook
lor Fall.
Milwaukee Majestic dealers include the Bates
Appointed
New
York
Radio Corp., J. B. Bradford Piano Co., McCoy
Roberton Radio, Boston Store, Buestrin-HanShamrock
Sales Agent
son Co., Dependable
Furniture
Co., A. E.

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation"
advertisement
intended
this Department
occupy a space
of four lines,
agateformeasure,
and it willto
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without
cost. Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.
WANTED— Radio Salesman with car to sell
radio products. Big commissions. Address Box
No. 1651, c/o Talking Machine World, 420
Lexington Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— Manager and assistant buyer is
open for position. Long experience in phonographs and
radio. Prefer representing radio distributor in or near
Philadelphia. Address replies Box No. 1650, care Talking
Machine World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED by radio cabinet-maker and polisher. Can adapt any standard sets to radio cabinets.
Many tion.years'
experienceAddress
and looking
permanent
posiBest references.
Box No.for1652,
care Talking
Machine World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED by phonograph mechanic and radio
finisher on cabinets. Would like to connect with retail
stores.
experience
and position
at presentin atcityheador
of chain Twenty
of radioyears'
stores.
Will take
out of town. Address Box No. 1653, care Talking Machine
World, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Corp.
Field

Speaker

Field

Interstate Sales Co. Will Distribute Kolster Radio Products — Morley-Murphy Co.
Named Balkite and Eveready Distributor — Ert Jobs All-American-Mohawk Line
Milwaukee, Wis., July 7.—G. K. Purdy, of the
George C. Beckwith Co., this city, distributor
of Federal, Ail-American, Mohawk and Crosley
radios, is enthusiastic over Summer radio business, and declares that from all indications this
Fall is going to see the heaviest volume of
demand which the radio trade has ever experienced. The Beckwith Co., recently appointed
distributor for Crosley radios in Milwaukee and
Wisconsin, reports that it has quite a few of
the new models in stock and that these are
being shipped out at a rapid rate.
Victor dealers who participated in the trip
to Camden sponsored by the Badger Talking

Sales

Are

P. W. Mack, Inc., Is Exclusive Sales Representative in New York Metropolitan
District for Shamrock Radio Line
Appointment of P. W. Mack, Inc., as exclusive
sales representative in the metropolitan district of New York for Shamrock radio has
been announced by Nate Hast, general sales
manager of the Shamrock Mfg. Co., Newark,
N. J. Percy Mack and Perry Saftler, executives of P. W. Mack, Inc., are prominent figures in radio trade circles in New York, and it
is said that they have already interested two
large outlets in the Shamrock distributor franchise.

George H. Kruse Appointed Sales Manager for Boudoir Loud Speaker — Has
Had Wide and Varied Trade Experience
The Minilux Sales Corp., 18 East Forty-first
street, New York City, has entered the radio
field with Le Minilux speaker, a hand-made miniature
radio speaker particularly
designed for the boudoir,
or bedroom,
sun porch
which is described in the
Newest in Radio section in
this issue.
has
H.ed Kruse
George
sales manappoint
been
G. H. Kruse
ager of the Minilux Sales Corp. Mr. Kruse
is thoroughly familiar with the talking machine
industry having been connected with practically
every branch of it. From 1909 to 1911 Mr.
Kruse played professional baseball; 1912 to 1914
he traveled from Coast to Coast as a representative of the McKinley Music Co., and put over
the idea of selling sheet music through phonograph demonstration; in 1915 and 1916 he gained
a -clear insight into efficient distribution as assistant traffic manager of the Chevrolet 'Motor
Car Co. During this period he also found time
evenings to serve as a "four-minute man" selling war bonds. In 1917 he conducted a phonograph shop in Indianapolis; in 1918 he acted as
a special representative of the Pathe Phonograph Co.; in 1919 he conducted the phonograph department of the Adam, Meldrum &
Anderson Co., Buffalo, with a staff of seventeen
men; from 1920 to 1923 he sold The Talking
Machine World merchandising and advertising
service to dealers throughout the country; 1924
to 1926 Mr. Kruse was in business for himself
with advertising novelties, and prior to his connection with the Minilux Sales Corp. was advertising manager of Carpet & Rug News.
With his particularly wide and varied experience Mr. Kruse assumes his new duties well
equipped to successfully merchandise this new
speaker.
Mr. Kruse reports that a number of the leading metropolitan department stores have already taken on Le Minilux, including Wanamaker's and Stern Bros, in New York City,
Hahne's in Newark, and the Frederick Loeser
store in Brooklyn. This is in addition to a large
number of music-radio houses in the East.
H.

C.

Holmes

Important

in

an

New

Post

The appointment of H. C. Holmes as general
sales manager of the DeForest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J., with headquarters in the main
office of the plant, has been announced. Mr.
Holmes has been closely identified with the
radio industry for many years, principally in
the production end. He was vice-president of
Henry L. Crowley & Co., manufacturers of
synthetic ceramic products, widely employed in
the production of vacuum .tubes, and secretary
and general manager of the Isolantite Co. of
America.
"We shall shortly be ready with a complete
line of standard type DeForest audions," Mr.
Holmes stated. "I am planning to tour the
country very shortly, visiting the radio trade

"Shamrock is doing the biggest business in
its history in other sections of the country,"
said Mr. Hast, "and we are confident that our
product will become just as popular in the

in all jobbing and distributing centers."

metropolitan area."

Stockholders of the Charles Freshman Co.,
Inc., New York, subscribed close to $1,000,000
for additional stock under their rights which
expired on July Sth, according to Clarence A.
Earl, president. The new stock was offered at$5.50 per share.

Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley
Radio Corp., and Mrs. Crosley sailed for Europe
on the Mauretania June 30. They will return
to Cincinnati the first week in August.

Freshman

Stock

Taken

Up

Musical

Merchandise

Manufacturers

Meet

Enthusiasm Aroused Over Manner in
Which Various Divisions Are Welding
Into Strong Organization
THE regular monthly meeting of the Musical
Merchandise Manufacturers Association
(Eastern District) was held at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, New York City, Tuesday evening, June
26, and all those present were rewarded by a
number of very interesting and enlightening
discussions.
A topic that merited particular enthusiasm
and approval was the manner in which the
various divisions of musical instrument manufacturers, by their pronounced spirit of cooperation, are strongly welding together an
industry of which the ambition and energetic
promotional work will soon earn the recognition and standing in the world's market it
really deserves.
The members of the National Association of
Musical Instrument & Accessories Manufacturers are particularly proud of the part they have
taken in the general promotional activity for
the industry. They feel as though they have
profited immensely by the experience gained in
their four years of organization work and that
realization of the definite and aggressive plans
now being worked out for the immediate future
will permit them to make other great forward
strides. They are also exceedingly gratified
over the parts which different of their members
have been assigned by the Music Industries
Chamber of Commerce and the spirit of co-operation with which their ideas have been greeted
and the conditions confronted by their division
of the industry have been understood.
The Musical Merchandise Manufacturers Association (Eastern District) luncheon given on
Tuesday of convention week, the open forum
of manufacturers, jobbers and dealers held
Thursday morning of the same week, the educational bulletin service sponsored by the Associated Musical Instrument Dealers of New
York and the Musical Merchandise Manufacturers Association (Eastern District) and the
promotional work planned by the Chamber
have already done and will continue to do their
bit toward the aims and accomplishments of
the industry as a whole.
The convention at the Hotel Commodore was
voted a big success at the meeting in that it
accomplished its fundamental purpose, to permit of an interchange of ideas between the
manufacturers, jobbers and dealers and to keep
alive the spirit of co-operation that forms the
foundation for continued success.

Henry

G. Lomb

Writes

Standardization

on

Summertime

Offers

Question

In Magazine Article Defends Principles of
Standardization Even as Applied to
Artistic Instruments
"Standardization in the Music Industries" is
the title of an article by Henry C. Lomb, president of the National Association of Musical
Instruments & Accessories Manufacturers in the
Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science for May.
That no two enterprises could be farther
apart than standardization and the music industry is indicated by Mr. Lomb in this latest
article. "For is not art, in its very essence,"
the author asks, "the free expression of an
unfettered soul, undefiled by the rules and proscriptions of that pedantic and hamstrung exactitude which standardization postulates?" He
undertakes, however, to defend standardization
and even offers evidence to show that economic
waste can be eliminated from the manufacturing methods predominating in the industry.
"As intimated above," Mr. Lomb concludes,
"the final question whether standardization,
wisely administered, will redound to the benefit
of applied art and to the music and other industries dependent thereon can perhaps best
be found by inquiring into the public ends that
these industries seek to serve. ... If standardization can help to make available to these potential music lovers and art lovers the pleasures
and the benefits to be derived from the cultivation of music and art, then the industries in
question owe it to themselves and to their public to embrace its teachings and profit by its
lessons, as so many industries have already
done. . . . Standardization holds out its hand in
service, not for mastery."
The Graves Co., Danville, Va., recently
opened, is featuring fretted instruments.

Dealers'

Opportunity

Small Items of Musical Merchandise Have
Exceptional Appeal During the Vacation Months — Tie-ups Needed
Talking machine dealers who conduct musical merchandise departments have during the
present months an excellent opportunity of
stimulating the sales volume of this department
by featuring the smaller items of merchandise.
Ukuleles, harmonicas, tenor banjos and similar
instruments, while enjoying an all-year round
sale, have a particularly active appeal during the
Summer months, and it behooves the live dealer
to take advantage of the public demand.
Many dealers are loath to put extra sales
efforts behind these instruments because of the
low cost of the items, figuring that the energy
thus expended would be used to better advantage in exploiting the instruments costing from
$200 to $1,500, but the trouble is that as the
Summer rolls by the necessary sales campaign
is put behind neither class of merchandise.
It is not necessary to expend much money
in the campaign to increase the sales of small
items of musical merchandise. Devote a portion of your window display space to an attractive presentation of the items, move the
interior displays nearer to the entrance of the
store and dress them attractively so that customers who enter to make some other purchases might be attracted to buy, and run an
occasional small ad in the local newspapers.
Dealers in localities where there is a large
transient trade or adjacent to railroad stations
where people going on week-ends or vacations
pass will find window displays particularly effective. When the public is holiday-bound it
usually is in a spending mood, and ukuleles and
harmonicas have a natural decided appeal for
those persons who are planning vacations.
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The Northwestern Band Tournament will be
held on July 22 at Oconomowoc, Wis.
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Steinite

Factory

Indelible

Tour

Makes

Impression

on

Visitors

H. S. Alexander, Advertising Manager of the Steinite Radio Co., Gives Impressions of a Well-spent Day in the Steinite Plants at Atchison, Kan.

(The accompanying article giving the details of a trip
through the Steinite factories at Atchison, Kan., will give
some idea of the phenomenal progress made by this organization during the past few years. Steinite radio receivers
are manufactured in three large factories occupying 250,000
square feet with laboratories and experimental tower in
Atchison. Fred W. Stein, president of the Steinite Radio
Co., has been active in radio since the early days of
crystal sets, organizing the Steinite Electrical Labs, thein
1919. He directs the laboratory work and designs
Steinite radio receivers. Oscar Getz is vice-president and
general manager of the company with headquarters at
Chicago; Jacob Abelson is treasurer with headquarters at
Chicago, and Lester Abelson is general manager of the
factories at Atchison. — Editor.)
It seems just a little uncanny to walk in off the
streets of Atchison, a typical Kansas town, into
a factory employing between eight hundred and
a thousand people and hear the hum of motors,
the swish of belts, planers singing at high speed,
punch presses groaning under their terrible
strain, dollies rolling over the floor, etc.
The Steinite factory may not impress one
as being so very large as you approach it. This
is because it is on the side of a hill and you
enter building No. 1 at the second floor. As
you approach the building there is nothing to
indicate that there is another floor below the
street level. You step from the office section
of the building into a great open room, where
lines upon lines of sets are coming through
with clock-like precision, starting at the end of
the line a mere skeleton, emerging from the
other a completed chassis.
After you have passed from one room to another, through one door and out another, you
are then just about satisfied that you've seen
it all, but before you know it, you are led downstairs to the first floor. You didn't know there
was a floor below — it takes you by surprise.
Here you find another series of big open rooms.
More production lines — line after line, turning
out chassis in unbelievable quantities.
You are then ushered through a heavy steel
door into the ground floor of building No. 3
the latest addition to the Steinite factories.
Here you hear high-speed planers making a lot
of noise, then come the shapers, running at a
speed that deafens you. You are in the new
Steinite furniture factory where the cabinets
are made from start to finish. Another door
is opened and you step into a room that is
terrifically hot. You smell "banana oil," which
is a popular name for the smell of Duco lacquers.
After visiting four large floors in the furniture
factory you start back for the general offices.
On the way back to the office you are taken
over to the emergency hospital. Here you find
attendants dressed in white — everything is .in
white enamel and immaculately clean. Providing an emergency hospital is an example of
the care and thought Steinite gives its faithful
employes, the best employes in the world!
Back in the office again — here they help you
on with your coat and hand you your hat. Just
about the time you begin to wonder if they
are trying to get rid of you politely, you are
informed that a car is waiting outside to drive
you over to factory No. 2.
What?
Another factory?
Yes, sir — over in factory No. 2 you are to
see the most interesting part of it all.
After a short drive of about two blocks you
are taken into the power-pack factory. Here
you see power packs made from start to finish.
For the first time you get the significance of
our oft-made statement that Steinite makes sets
from start to finish in our own factory, even
including the filter condensers.
Here you see odd-looking machines attended
by girls, winding alternate layers of special

paper and tinfoil. The utmost care is used in
winding condensers. Let me state here that
Steinite maintains one of the most complete
machine shops in the industry, where nearly
all of our special machines used in the manufacture of special parts, are designed and built.
The delicate machines used in winding filter
condensers were made in our own machine shop.
After a condenser unit is completely wound
it is carefully pressed into shape. From here
these units pass over into a department that
is protected by steel netting, so you cannot get
too close to the high-voltage apparatus used
in testing filter condensers.
Current is fed into these condensers at a
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Finally a smile may creep on his face and he
will phone the office downtown to send a messenger out after this particular piece of apparaa halftus.
nothing. Accompanying this he will send
dozen charts that to you or to me will mean

Stein's
in Fred
to be
Should
his
turnoffice
he will
arrives
and data
coil happen
this you
when
back on you for a few moments and will switch
his conversation on business, advertising, sales,
dealers' problems, etc., over to language containing words like milliamps, cycles, kilocycles,
contours, curves, proportions, logotts,
milliwa
merithic scales, etc.. He will lay down a ruler
showing fourteen agate lines to the inch in discussing advertising with you and pick up an
engineer's slide rule which has to do with trigonometry and calculus.
In the ground laboratory you'll find sets of
every imag inable make. Some of them intact
and working — others torn down completely.
Here you will find a motor and some wheels
geared together in a makeshift sort of a fashion, fastened to a toggle switch, or to a rheostat; or some other piece of apparatus that is
under test. You'll find a counting machine fastened on to this queer-looking contraption. Upon
inquiry you may learn that some new piece of
apparatus that is subject to mechanical wear
is being deliberately worn out and data is being gathered to determine how many times it
will operate without falling to pieces.
Over in one corner you'll find apparatus for
producing electrically perfect musical notes,
from the lowest audible note to the highest. In
another corner you'll find a low-wave transmitting set and receiver. The tower itself is a
fascinating thing. As you stand at its strong
concrete base and follow its steel beams on up

Fred W. Stein
voltage that is far beyond anything they are
subjected to in ordinary use. The high voltages
that are handled here are powerful enough to
sing you to sleep, should you come in contact
with them.
They give the condensers enough current to
break down if they are the least bit weak. A
large meter board is mounted on the wall in
front of the testers; as a condenser "fills up"
a meter on the board gives a reading. Each
condenser is then discharged and filled again.
When it is discharged the second time, it passes
on to the drying ovens, where the last bit of
moisture that may have been absorbed from
the air is driven out.
They are then sealed into what appears to
be a big kettle, which must weigh several tons.
A heavy lid, that looks like a vault door, is
bolted down and pumps start extracting every
possible bit of air from the container. When
vacuum of a certain degree is reached, then the
impregnating insulating material is turned into
these kettles. From here these condenser units
are "canned." The canning department looks
for all the world like a kitchen in a large hotel.
In this building you see every step taken in
building power packs from the raw materials.
From here you are then driven out to the
laboratory. It is about a mile and a half drive
up some steep hills. When you get within a mile
of the laboratory you are met with that familiar sight — the Steinite Laboratory Tower.
You first enter the ground-floor laboratory.
This place invites work and concentration.
Here you will find three or four assistant engineers working on some new development — some
new device that is to be incorporated in our
sets.
One may be winding an air-core coil. When
it is finished he will put on a head phone, attach the tips to an odd-looking box full of
meters, dials, etc., he will connect the coil to
be tested, turn knobs, watch meters and listen.
He may do this for an hour straight with a
heavy frown on his face. He may wind another
coil, using larger or smaller wire this time.

to the lofty perch on top it appears to be touching the clouds. The 12x12 room on top of
the tower is used in special research work.
You'll satisfy yourself on one point, and that
is, all the real manufacturing institutions aren't
confined to the larger cities. Here you'll find
a New England manufacturing atmosphere
planted
rightcountry.
in the center
of the world's
richest farming
The setting
is something
fore.
unique, you've never seen anything like it beSteinite gives Atchison a flavor all its own.
The one thing that will impress you most is
the average intelligence of Steinite workers.
Here you do not find that typical big city
"dun i care" attitude. Here you'll find that most
of the workers have had at least a high school
education and many of them a college education. They are intelligent, neat, careful and
they believe in Steinite. They're for Steinite.
They feel a personal interest in the whole institution. They're a part of the whole, and they're
proud of the work they are doing.
If you were to go to Atchison to-day you'll
find unusual activity in the laboratory, engineering and production departments. You'll
find some of the most interesting machinery
used in the radio industry. One press in particular which has been recently installed is
heavy enough that with one operation it will
draw a pan-shaped sub-panel into shape direct
from a flat piece of steel.
Incidentally, let me say here," that the keynote of the 1929 line of sets is strength. The
new season's line of sets are designed with the
idea that— they-xran-be' dropped "from the top of
a building without throwing anything out of
line. In other words, a set must first operate
perfectly before it leaves the factory, and its
internal construction is such that it will easily
stand the roughest sort of treatment in transit.
Elaborate plans have been laid for attaining
even greater efficiency in manufacturing this
season. The routing and scheduling of materials is being given great attention. Rigid,
automatic inspection is being introduced. Mr.
Hawkins, a noted automobile production engineer, is in charge of the work of so tooling up
the parts of the set that they almost fall into
their right places on the assembly line.
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York— Robert T. Stanton

Fifteenth Annual Meeting Held at the Hotel McAlpin, New
Elected President of Association

The fifteenth annual convention of the National Association of Sheet Music Dealers
opened on Monday, June 11, at the Hotel McAlpin, New York City, and was brought to a
close on Wednesday, June 13, with the election
of officers for the coming year. The election
resulted as follows: Robert T. Stanton, of Lyon
& Healy, Chicago, president; John Harden, of
the Harden Music Co., Inc., Springfield, Mass.,
secretary and
T. J. Donlon,
vice-president;
treasurer. The Board of Directors as elected
follows: J. Elmer Harvey, Grinnell Bros., DeM. Gamble, Gambletroit, Mich.; William
Hinged Music Co., Chicago, 111.; Charles W.
Homeyer, Charles W. Homeyer & Co., Boston,
Mass.; William H. Levis, Levis Music Store,
Rochester, N. Y.; Edward P. Little, Sherman,
Clay & Co., San Francisco, Cal.; Holmes R.
Maddock, Whalen, Royce & Co., Toronto, Canada; S. Ernest Philpitt, S. Ernest Philpitt & Son,
Miami, Fla.; Joseph M. Priaulx, C. H. Ditson
City; Paul A. Schmitt,
& Son, New York
Schmitt Music Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Oliver
Shattinger, Shattinger Piano & Music Co., St.
Louis, Mo.; Harvey J. Woods, Woods Music
Co., Seattle, Wash., and William H. Witt, Robinson's Music Store, Washington, D. C. The
following publishers' representatives were also
named as members of the board of Directors:
William Jacobs, Irving Berlin, Inc., New York
City; Jacob Henry Ellis, Sam Fox Publishing
Co., Cleveland, and Otto P. Schroeder, Flushing, L. I, N. Y.
At the opening session J. Elmer Harvey,
president, summed up general conditions in the
industry, stating that the outstanding evils are
the practices of some publishers competing with
the dealers in selling teachers, schools and colleges at discounts and terms that no dealer can

largely responsible for the formation of the
Association. Thomas J. Donlon, secretary and
treasurer of the Association, next rendered the
treasurer's report, which showed a balance of
more than $500 with all bills paid.
Paul A. Schmitt, of Minneapolis, Minn., read
a paper on "Chain Store and Mail-Order Competition" in which protest was made against
publishers selling through these channels. He
was followed by John Harden, of the Harden
Music Co., Inc., Springfield, Mass., who spoke
on the evils of the trade, centering his attack
on chain-store competition.
Mr. Harden advocated the formation of a
central buying association which through its
quantity orders would permit dealers to compete -with syndicate stores. He listed the advantages such a plan would possess, but in the
discussion which followed it was pointed out
that to be nation-wide such a project would
cost more than $1,000,000. It was finally decided to have the chair appoint a committee to
study the matter. A committee was also appointed to present the opinion of the Association to the publishers at their Tuesday meeting
with respect to chain-store competition and the
sending of music to teachers on consignment.
Papers by Ruth Hunt of the sheet music department of the A. Gresset Music House,
Meridian, Miss., on the subject of chain-store
competition, by Paul J. Mueller, of the William
A. Kaun Music Co., Milwaukee, and Ed. Patton,
of Ed. Patton, Inc., Omaha, Neb., on consignment orders to teachers were read by secretary
Donlon in the absence of these members.
The greater part of the second session on
Monday afternoon was devoted to a discussion
on catalogs and public school music with a
paper on the subject of public school music being read by Mr. Donlon in the absence of A.
possibly meet, and in supplying at dealers' disB. Campbell of the Campbell Music Co., Provicounts music schools, stores having no regudence, R. I., who had prepared it. The matter
lar sheet music department and book stores not
of music reviews in the daily newspapers was
carrying sheet music or music books. Other
also a subject of discussion.
points touched upon by Mr. Harvey included
The third session opened on Wednesday
the high wholesale cost of popular music and
morning and the need for a general catalog,
the impossibility of raising the retail price, and
containing all the copyright and non-copyright
the practice of giving orchestrations to leaders,
publicatio
ns in the American field was spoken
which he stated was being overdone. Followof. W. L. Coghill, Eastern representative of the
ing this talk J. M. Priaulx delivered a tribute
John Church Co., stated that a resolution had
to the late Raymond Heffelfinger, who was
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by the Music Publishers' Assobeen adopte
ciationdrespecting the compilation of such a
general catalog for the mutual benefit of the
retail and publishing trades. A monthly supplement will be issued to keep up-to-date.
Other subjects discussed at this session included: "Penalizing the Retailer by the Publisher on Small Orders," "Using Sheet Music
as a Bait by Concerns Outside the Sheet Music Trades" and "Sales Promotion."
Following the final session of the convention
about 125 sheet music dealers and publishers attended the outing at Briarcliff Lodge, Westchester County, New York, the party being
Music Publishers' Association for
by the dealers.
givenvisiting
the
The afternoon was given
over to games, both indoors and outdoors.
William

Arms

Heads

Publishers

Other Officers Elected at Thirty-fourth
Convention Include Harold Flammer
and Carl T. Fisher
The thirty-fourth annual convention of the
Music Publishers' Association was held at the
Hotel Astor, New York City, on Tuesday, June
12, and was attended by about forty members.
The meeting was a closed one, but it is understood the chief topics of discussion were the
effect of radio broadcasting on sheet music
sales and the matter of securing newspaper reviews of new editions of music. The problems
of credits and sales promotion were discussed
informally and many new viewpoints developed.
Officers for the coming year were elected as
follows: William Arms Fisher, president; Harold Flammer, vice-president; Edwin L. Gunther,
secretary, and Carl T. Fisher, re-elected as
treasurer. Directors for the coming year were
chosen as follows: Walter Coghill, J. F. Cooke,
George Fischer, Sam Fox, H. W. Gray, Michael
Keane, J. T. Roach, Charles A. White, Isidore
Witmark, H. B. Crosby and Deane Preston.
Establishes

a Record

With the issuance of the Victor August and
September bulletins, the Victor Co. will have
established a record for the number of recordings on a popular song. "Ramona," the Feist
publication, has been made by Whiteman, Gene
Austin and Dolores Del Rio and will be released in the following languages: Spanish,
German, Polish, Italian, Greek and by a combination of violin and guitar, making ten Victor
releases of the big hit.
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Several
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Has
Hits

"I'm on the Crest of a Wave," "What D'ya
Say" and "Pickin' Cotton" Said to Be
Outstanding Hits of Show
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The new edition of the George White "Scandals of 1928" is now in full swing and is playing to capacity audiences, as has been the rule
of this show for a number of years past. The
"Scandals" opened in New York City on July 2,
and immediately won the praise of the reviewers from metropolitan newspapers. As was the
case last year, De Sylva, Brown and Henderson wrote the musical score for the production,
and just as the revue of 1927 brought forth the
song hits "Black Bottom," "Birth of the Blues"
and "Lucky Day," so, too, did this year's presentation bring forward a number of "hits"
which will be whistled, sung and listened to
for a long time to come. The outstanding songs
of the new "Scandals" are "I'm on the Crest of
a Wave," "What D'Ya Say?" and "Pickin' Cotton," with several other songs which are not
far behind the leaders, including "American
Tune," "Alone With Only Dreams" and "Where
You Carved Your Name With Mine."
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., are publishing the musical score of "Scandals."
Robbins
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GOODBVE*

SAID

"That Wonderful Night and You" Was
First Exploited During European Tour
of Rich and His Orchestra
7%

I'M

HOME'

WINGIN'

Freddie Rich, who returned recently from
Europe with his Hotel Astor Orchestra, has

CHIQUITA

THAT'S

(W

brought back a new waltz, "That Wonderful
Night and You," which he completed abroad
and which will be a feature of the catalog of
the Robbins Music Corp., New York, in the

(VIAMMV/

Fall. Mr. Rich's success touring the British
and German variety circuits created a unique
situation in giving an American waltz hit its
first exploitation in England and the Continent,
prior to its popularization in the United States.
Air. Rich's foreign tour was acclaimed and it
was only his prior American contract with the
Hotel Astor in New York which demanded his
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early return. "That Wonderful Night and You"
is now receiving an intensive radio plug on the
National Broadcasting Co.'s chain by Freddie
Rich and his augmented orchestra, which recently opened its Summer season atop the Hotel
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Astor Roof Garden. Along with "That Wonderful Night and You," the Robbins Music
Corp. has added two feature numbers to its
//
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catalog, "Just a Little Bit O' Driftwood," the
melody fox-trot by Abe Lyman and Benny
Davis, and "Sweet Ella May," by J. Russell
Robinson, writer of "Mary Lou."
Many

Releases

"I Ain't

Got

Made

of

Nobody"

Triangle Number Made Three Ways by
Vitaphone — Numbers Show Promise —
Joe Davis Signs Recording Contract
Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music Publishing Co., and known to radio audiences as
"The Melody Man," recently signed a contract
to record for Velvet Tone Records. His first
release is "So Tired" and "Is It a Sin, My Loving You?" Mr. Davis' recording and radio activities are not interfering with his work as
head of his publishing firm, for he recentlyissued a special dance arrangement of "I Ain't
Got Nobody (and Nobody Cares for Me),"
done by Bob Haring.
This song, incidentally,
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was recently made three ways by the Vitaphone
Corp., and Mr. Davis expects to see a reflection
in sheet music sales throughout the country.
The first recording was by Gus Arnheim and
His Ambassadors; the second by Stoll, Flynn
& Co., and the third by the "Roaring Forties."
This same selection was also recently recorded by Ted Lewis and His Band for the
Columbia catalog together with another Triangle number, "A Good Man Is Hard to Find."
Other Joe Davis Songs that are stepping out
at the present time include: "Dusky Stevedore,"
"Right or Wrong," "All Day Long" and "You'd
Rather Forget Than Forgive."
New additions to the Triangle catalog include a novelty piano solo, "Punch and Judy,'
by Paul Vincent, and "Barbecue Rhythm," by
Muriel Pollock. A jazz version improvised by
Ruby Bloom will also be released on "I Ain't
Got Nobody."
Alfred

&

Co.

Instrumental

Issue
Catalog

Alfred & Co., New York City, recently issued
a new catalog listing the firm's publications, including awealth of material of interest to every
musician. Among the items listed are "Hot
Tunes for the Modern Dance Orchestra,"
twelve numbers by leading writers and arrangers; afox-trot version of Tschaikowsky's
Nut Cracker Suite; "That's All," a series of
original roll-offs for the dance orchestra; the
Symphono Jazz Series, the Symphonic Overture Series, saxophone solos, arrangement for
saxophone quartets, brass quartets, "hot" violin
solos and a variety of other arrangements for
solos by other instruments.
Also included in the catalog are "Yamekraw,"
negro rhapsody, "Jazz Breaks" for leading instruments and "96 Symphonic Interludes" in
fox-trot and waltz tempo, by F. Henri Klickmann.

You're

a Real

Sweetheart"

a

Hit

The Summer hit, that seems destined to follow "Ramona" as leader in the Feist catalog, is
"You're a Real Sweetheart," which has commenced to show up both professionally and
commercially in a big way. The song was written by Irving Ceasar and Cliff Friend. Cliff
Friend's melody is of the type that one remembers and likes. Leo Feist, Inc., New York, in
realizing that "You're a Real Sweetheart" is
of the best-seller variety, is starting a campaign
behind the number, the first step of which is a
folder describing the song and sent out to the
trade this week.

Jobber

Co-operation

High tribute was recently paid to the catalog
of Leo Feist, Inc., in the action of the Chas. E.
Wells Co., of Denver, Col., which recently sent
out to the trade a circular listing a number of
songs with the caption: "New hits for which you
will have a positive demand." The circular
listed twelve selections and every single number
was a Feist song. They are "You're a Real
Sweetheart," "Last Night I Dreamed You
Kissed Me," "Don't Cry Baby, Don't Cry,"
"Gotta Big Date With a Little Girl," "Lonesome in the Moonlight," "Down Where the Sun
Goes Down," "I Tore Up Your Picture When
You Said Goodbye," "I'm Wingin' Home,"
"That's My Mammy," "Waitin' for Katy,"
"Goodnight" and "Too Busy."
This exploitation work of the Wells organization was unsolicited and was a complete surprise to Feist officials, nevertheless a welcome
one. This concern is one of the most successful in the Middle Western territory.
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Is
Favor

Broadway Music Corp.'s Campaign Song
Being Featured by Vaudeville and
Radio Artists — Special Records
"He's Our Al," the latest issue of the Broadway Music Corp., gives every indication of proving to be one of the outstanding songs of the
present political campaign. The number, which
is by Albert Von Tilzer and A. Seymour Brown,
and which was introduced by Frank McCormack in the Anvil Chorus Show, is every day
looming bigger and better. Many vaudeville
teams have included the song in their routine,
and it is being heard regularly from the larger
broadcasting stations.
Several of the recording companies have
taken advantage of the selection to make special releases of the number and to urge dealers
to tie up with the timeliness of record releases
when the people of New York and of the country at large are vitally interested in the selection
of Governor Smith as a presidential candidate.
The front cover contains a reproduction of one
of Governor Smith's favorite photographs, and
this in itself, setting aside the merit of the song,
will prove a big selling point.

(World of Music)

original office space which
they occupied.
Despite the warm weather, Ager, Yellen and
Bornstein are busy in the exploitation of a
new catalog in addition to "My Pet" and "I
Still Love You." The new songs include: "If
You Don't Love Me," "Oh, You Have No
Idea," "I'd Rather Cry Over You," "Baby Doll"
and "Since She Learned to Ride a Horse."
Berlin

Catalog

of Big "Hits"
Number
The Summer catalog of Irving Berlin, Inc.,
New York, is in full swing and as usual several
"dark horses" have made their appearances as
unexpected hits. One of these is "Lonely Little
Bluebird," which has a wide professional following already, and is selling well on sheet music
counters. "Hello Montreal," "What of It, We
Love It" and Gene Austin's number, "Old Pals
Are the Best Pals After All," are likewise doing
well. "Get Out and Get Under the Moon," of
course, is close to the top of the list and is
gaining every day in sales and general popularity. In addition, "Ups and Downs," "Beloved," "Sunshine," "I Can't Do Without You"
are among the best sellers.

Ager, Yellen & Bornstein now occupy practically all of the third floor of their headquarters at 745 Seventh avenue, New York City.
By the addition of their new offices, which they
have leased for five years, they doubled the
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Trades

H. E. Richardson Chosen President —
Other Officers Are Chester Ristow, C. H.
Carr, J. M. Redell and A. Alter

Albert L. Smith, general manager of the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, in
company with W. Hildebrand, of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.; N. H. Lawton, of the Victor Talking
Machine Co.; W. F. Barrin, Sonora Phonograph
Co., and L. R. Ahearn, of the Columbia Phonograph Co., appeared before the Official Classification Committee at Niagara Falls on Thursday, July 12, to represent the manufacturers,
jobbers and retailers of phonographs in the
matter of a proposed increase in rates by the
railroads on L. C. L. shipments on phonographs
and phonograph-record combinations, from firstclass to one-and-one-half first-class in all classification territory.
A brief presented in behalf of the phonograph
men cited that the existing rate had
been in existence for more than 20 years despite repeated efforts on the part of the carriers'
to increase it, thus indicating the fairness and
reasonableness of the rate. It is cited that the
present trend in phonograph design is for higher
weights and lower values for a unit of volume,
which provides less justification for an increase.
In the event that the Classification Committee
rules for an increase in rate, the petitioners ask
that they be allowed to ship combination cars
of radios and phonographs, straight phonographs
and records, third class, 24,000 pounds minimum.

Chicago, III., July 9. — At a recent meeting of
the Midwest Radio Trades Association H. E.
Richardson was elected
to the presidency, wi.th
Chester Ristow and C. H.
Carr as vice-presidents;

Ralph Dean has opened a new music store,
called Speck's Music Shop, at 410 East Lake
street, Petoskey, Mich.
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John M. Redell, secretary, and Arthur Alter,
treasurer.
The

following members were chosen as directors: Joseph Lazar,
William Haedike, Richard Baskind, Max Shore,
Harry
Alter, Martin
Wolf and A. E. Simon.
H. E. Richardson
The
Midwest Radio
Trades Association is planning a year of important activities in the interest of the members and the trade.
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Delegation Representing Phonograph
Trade Appears Before Official Classification Committee to Oppose Changes

Radio Dealers to Organize
k
Youngstown, O., June 30.— Radio dealers of
Youngstown will meet July 9th to form an association. This announcement was made this week.

NXYO
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Leo Feist, Inc., New York City, has announced the following new publications as
Class "A" or twenty cents a copy until July 31,
after which they become Class "B" or twentytwo cents per copy: "You're a Real Sweetheart,"
"Don't Cry Baby," "Chiquita," "Lonesome in
the Moonlight," "Gotta Big Date with a Little
Girl," "I Tore Up Your Picture When You
Said Goodbye" and "Is It Gonna Be Long?"
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Radios

To Paul Brooks, owner of the Brooks Music
House, Altoona, Pa., goes the honor of being
the first dealer to place an order for the new
Edison radio with Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
who recently announced its entrance into the
radio and radio-phonograph combination field.
Despite the fact that Mr. Brooks is located in
the soft coal region, where strike conditions
have slowed up business for several years,
his order calls for a carload of the new models
even though no announcement has yet been
made regarding prices, discounts or specifications.
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LIST FOR JUNE 29
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
2142S Star Spangled Banner Victor Mixed Chorus 10
America (My Country 'Tis Victor
of Thee),
Mixed Chorus 10
35921 Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life (The Dream Melody
from "Naughty Marietta"),
Waring's Concert Orch. 12
Chloe (Song of the Swamp),
Paul Whiteman and His Concert Orch. 12
35922 Hearts and Flowers — Intermezzo,
Victor Concert Orch. 12
The Glow-Worm — Idyl, with Organ and Chorus,
Victor Concert Orch. 12
21395 (1) Mother Dear, O Pray for Me. (2) Hail,
Queen of Heaven, Ocean Star,
Mark Andrews 10
Organ,
Land— Andrews
(1) He Leadeth Me. (2) Bculah Mark
10
21373 O Mary, Don't You
NegroJubilee
Spiritual,
UticaWeep—
Institute
Singers 10
Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray — Negro Spiritual,
Utica Institute Jubilee Singers 10
21396 Tust Across the Street From Heaven — Piano,
Jack
10
To-morrow — Piano
Jack Shilkret
Shilkret 10
21245 Ben Dewberry's Final Run Jimmie Rodgers 10
In the Jailhouse Now
Jimmie Rodgers 10
21399 Pale Moon (An Indian Love Song),
National Cavaliers 10
Down by the Old Mill Stream .National Cavaliers 10
DANCE RECORDS
Took Advantage of Me (From "Present
21398 YouArms')
— Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Do I Hear You Saying (I Love You) (From
"Present Arms")Paul
— Fox-trot,
Whiteman and His Orch. 10
21425 What's the Reason? (From "Greenwich Village
Follies") — Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch. 10
— Fox-trot,
Me the Sunshine (From "Keep Shufflin' ")
Give
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch. 10
21393 Y Como le Va? — Tango Argentino,
International Novelty Orch. 10
El Choclo — Tango Argentino,
International Novelty Orch. 10
21397 Hallucinations— Fox-trot Coon-Sanders Orch. 10
Slippin' Around — Fox-trot,
Red and Miffs Stompers 10
Hilo Orch. 10
21424 Louisiana Lullaby— Waltz
Fox-trot Hilo Orch. 10
My Bird of Paradise—
RED SEAL
1330 A Maori Slumber Song (Nine, E Nine!)
(Dearest) (Princess Te Rangi Pal).
Frances Alda 10
Waiata Maori' (N. M. Alfred Hill),Frances Alda 10
6827 Hamlet — Hamlet
Soliloquy
("Now
I Am
Alone") (Shakespeare) (Act II, Scene 2),
John Barrymore 12
Soliloquy ("Ay, Edward
Henry VI — Gloucester's
Will
(Part Use
III. Women
Act III,Honorably")
Scene 2), (Shakespeare)
John Barrymore 12
Organ,
9121 Piece Heroique — Part 1 (Franck)—Marcel
Dupre 12
Piece Heroique— Part 2 (Franck)—Marcel
Organ, Dupre 12
C826 Valse de Concert— Part 1 (Glazounow, Op. 47),
Alfred Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch. 12
Valse de Concert — Part 2 (Glazounow, Op. 47),
Alfred Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch. 12
(Lauder),
9205 I've Just Got Off the Chain Sir
Harry Lauder 12
(Lauder),
Oh, How I Weary, Dearie, forSirYouHarry
Lauder 12
1329 La Capricciosa (Reis),
Master Yehudi Menuhin 10
Allegro (Fiocco) Master Yehudi Menuhin 10
3049 A la Luz de la Luna (By the Light of the
Tito-Schipa-Emilio de Gogorza 10
LosMoon)
Rumberos (The Rumba Dancers) ,
Tito Schipa-Emilio de Gogorza 10
LIST FOR JULY 6
21439 Tell Me You Love Me (That's All I Ask of
You) — Fox-trot
Waring's Pennsylvanians 10
Fox-trot,
to Me—
You Gotta B.BeF. Good
Goodrich
Silvertown Cord Orch. 10
21438 Louisiana— Fox-trot,
, ,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Dixie Dawn — Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
You— Fox-trot,
21437 Sweet Sue— Just
Ben Pollack and His Californians 10
Singapore Sorrows — Fox-trot,
Ben Pollack and His Californians 10
The Revelers 10
e
21448 Mammy Is Gon
The Revelers 10
Dream River
Marvin 10
Johnny
You
Love
21435 I Still
Johnny Marvin 10
My Pet
LIST FOR JULY 20
21462 That's My Mammy— Fox-trot.
Henry Thies and His Hotel Sinton Orch. 10
When You're Smiling — Fox-trot,
Henrv Thies and His Hotel Sinton Orch. 10
Ain't No Sweet Man That's Worth the
21464 There
Salt of My Tears—
Paul Fox-trot.
Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Paul
Fox-trot.
Sugar —
Fox-trot.
21463 I Still Love You—
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch. 10
I'd Rather Cry Over You (That Smile at Somebody's Else)Nat
— Fox-trot.
Shilkret and the Victor Orch. 10
Pipe Organ.
21461 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky—
Tesse Crawford 10
Jesse Crawford 10
Beloved— Pipe Organ
21343 The Bum Song "Mac" (Harry McClmtock) 10
Hallelujah, I'm a Bum.
"Mac" (Harry McClmtock) 10
LIST FOB JULY 27
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL
1 (Thomas).
35924 Raymond — Overture— PartVictor
Symphony Orch. 12
Raymond — Overture — Part 2 (Thomas).
Victor Svmnhonv Orch. 12
35926 Suite of Serenades— Part 1 (Herbert); No. 1
— Spanish: No. 2 — Chinese.
Paul Whiteman and H:s Concert Orch. 12
. Suite of Serenades — Part 2 (Herbert) — No. 3

21449
21459
.
21458
21457
21465
21494

21466
21477
21495
21497
21498
21496
21450

6828
1333
1328
1332
1334
1335

Record
— Cuban; No. 4 — Oriental,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Narcissus (From "Water Scenes")
(Nevin),Orch.
Victor Concert
Spring Song (Mendelssohn),
Victor Concert Orch.
Jesus, Lover of My Soul (Wesley-Marsh) Pipe —
Organ
'
Mark Andrews
(1) My Jesus, As Thou Wilt! (Weber); (2) Oh
Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go (MathesonPeace) —Parson
Pipe Organ
Truthful
Brown (Robison),Mark Andrews
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
The Devil Is Afraid of Music (Robison),
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
Climbin' Up De Golden Stairs,
TheVernon
Little Dalhart-Carson
Green Valley, Robinson-Adelyne Hood
Vernon Dalhart-Carson Robison
My Hula Love— Medley March,
Hilo Hawaiian Orch.
Kawaihau Waltz (Kealakai),
Hilo Hawaiian Orch.
Bugle Calls of U. S. Army— Part 1: "First Call"
— "Guard Mounting" — "Drill" — "Sick" — "Assembly"— "Adjutant
s Call" — "ToBernard
the Colors"
— "Reveille"
— "Retreat"
Baker
Bugle Calls of U. S. Army — Part 2: "Tattoo"
— "Taps'^ — "Mes" — "Commence Firing" —
"Cease Firing" — "Fix Bayonets"Bernard
— "Charge,"
Baker
No News (Or "What Killed the Dog?"),
Frank Crumit
The Three Trees
Frank Crumit
Constantinople
California Humming Birds
Somebody Sweet Is Sweet on Me,
California Humming Birds
I Wonder
Franklyn Baur
Beloved
Franklyn Baur
DANCE RECORDS
That's My Weakness
Now —and
Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret
the Victor Orch.
You're Wonderful — Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me— Fox-trot,
Johnny Johnson and His Statler Pennsylvanians
There's
About a Rose (That Reminds
Me ofSomething
You) — Fox-trot,
Eddie Harkness and His Orch.
Sorry for Me — Fox-trot,
Charlie Fry and His Million Dollar Pier Orch.
Look
— Fox-trot,
CharlieWhat
Fry You've
and HisDone
Million
Dollar Pier Orch.
Till We Meet Nat
Again—
Waltz,
Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
Good Night— Medley Waltz,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
RED SEAL
Etude in D Flat (Liszt)
Harold Bauer
In the Night (Schumann) Harold Bauer
La Boheme — Valse di Musetta (Musetta's
Waltz) (Puccini) — In Italian. . .Lucrezia Bori
Valse
d'oiseau (Bird Waltz) (Varney)
In
French
Lucrezia —Bori
Oh Promise Me (De Koven) — Violin,
Renee Chemet
Love's Garden of Roses (Wood). Renee Chemet
Estrellita (Ponce-Heifetz)— Violin,
Tascha Hcifetz
Valse Bluette (Air de Ballet) (Drigo-Auer) —
Violin
Jascha Heifetz
The Sweetest Story Ever Told (Stultz),
Hulda Lashanska
Manow),
Curley-Headed Babby (Clutsam) — Plantation
Song
Hulda Lashanska
March of the Caucasian Chief (Ippolitow-IwaLeopold Stokowski-Philadelphia Symphony Orch.
Dance Orientale (Glazounow).
Leopold Stokowski-Philadelphia Symphony Orch.

Columbia

Phono.

Bulletins

12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
10
12
10
10
10
10
in
10

Co., Inc.

MASTERWORKS SERIES
10
Set 88 — Schubert (Centennial Edition) — Symphony No. 9,
In G Major. In Fourteen Parts, on Seven
Records — With Album; by Sir Hamilton Harty
and Halle Orch.
67430-D On (Borodine),
the Steppes of Central Asia — Parts 1 and 2
Orchestra Paris Conservatory (Dir. P. Gaubert) 12
CELEBRITY SERIES
7161- M William Tell Overture— Parts 1 and 2 (Rossini) Berlin State Opera House Orch. 12
(Pietro Mascagni, Conductor)
7162- M William Tell Overture— Parts 3 and 4 (Rossini) Berlin State Opera House Orch. 12
(Pietro Mascagni, Conductor)
5083*1 La Traviata: Je suis aime de toil (I Am Beloved by Thee)
Solo. Opera 12
Georges(Verdi)
Thill, —ofTenor
the Paris
Herodiade: Air de Jean — Adien done, vains
objets (Farewell, Vain Pleasures of Earth)
(Massenet) — Tenor Solo,
Georges Thill, of the Paris Opera 12
50S2-M Herodiade: II est doux, il est bon (Kind Is
He and Good) (Massenet) — Soprano Solo,
Mme. Marilliet, of the Paris Opera 12
Lohengrin: Chant d'amour (Elsa's Love Song,
Act 2) (Wagner)
— Soprano
Solo.Paris Opera 12
Mme. Marilliet,
of the
147-M Melodic (Gluck-Kreisler) — Violin Solo.
Yelly D'Aranyi 10
Rondino (Beethoven-Kreisler) — Violin Solo,
Yelly D'Aranyi 10
4041-M Liebesfreud
(Love's Joy) (Kreisler)
Solo
Toscha— Violin
Seidel 10
Schon Rosmarin (Fair Rosmarin) (Kreisler)
—Violin Solo
Toscha Seidel 10
148JVI Chanson Triste (Tschaikowsky)—
'Cello Nifosi
Solo, 10
A. Phillip
Largo (Handel) — 'Cello Solo, A. Phillip Nifosi 10
5084-M Allegro
Moderato
(Schubert-Tertis)
Vio'a 12
Solo
Lionel— Tertis
Berceuse (Arensky-Tertis) — Viola Lionel
Solo. Tertis 12
146-M Libestreu (Brahms; Op. 3, No. 1) — Soprano
Solo
Elsa Alsen 10
Sanpische Ode (Sapphic Ode) (Brahms) —
Sonrani So'o
Flsa Alsen 10
5086-M Marrhe Mi'itaire— Parts 1 and 2 (Schubert)
1-14
— Piano Solo
Ethel Leginska 12

149-M Bedouin Love Song (Pinsuti) — Baritone
Solo,
Fraser Gange
Nancy Lee (Adams) — Baritone Solo,
Fraser Gange
5085-M Interludium in Modo Antico
(Glazounow),
Musical Art Quartet
Alia Spagnuola (Glazounow),
Musical Art Quartet
5080- M Siegfried: Grand Fantasy — Parts 1 and 2
(Wagner). .Band of the Garde Republicaine
George Hamilton Green
5081- M Siegfried: Grand Fantasy — Parts 3 and 4
(Wagner) .. Band of the Garde Republicaine
STANDARD AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
50071-D Maritana Overtures — Parts 1 and 2 (Wallace),
Columbia Symphony Orch. (Dir. R.H. Bowers)
1418-D The Humming
Bird — Fox-trot; Xylophone
Solo
George Hamilton Green
An Indian Story — Fox-trot; Xylophone Solo,
1403- D Washington Post March
Columbia Band
El Capitan March
Columbia Band
1414- D Jack and Jill — Saxophone Solo. Andy Sannella
Aileen — Saxophone Solo
Andy Sannella
1404- D (a) I Been Buked and I Been Scorned;
(b) Gwine-a Lay Down Mah Life for Mah
Lawd — Soprano Solo
Edna Thomas
Somebody's Knockin' at Your Door! — Soprano
Solo
Edna Thomas
1417-D Auld Lang Syne (Old Scotch Air)— Male
Quartet
The American Singers
My Old Kentucky Home The
— Male
Quartet.Singers
American
POPULAR INSTRUMENTAL
1425- D Back
Your Refrain
Own Back
Yard — Pipe
Organ,
withinVocal
by Charles
Kaley,Charles
Milton
Our Bungalow of Dreams — PipeMilton
Organ,Charles
50070-D La Paloma — Instrumental,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
La Golondrina — Instrumental,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
50069-D The Merry Widow— Waltz, with Vocal Refrain Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
MyWaltz,
Hero with
(FromVocal
"TheRefrain,
Chocolate Soldier") —
Paul Whiteman
and His Orch.
50068-D TheRefrain
Man I Love
Paul— Instrumental,
Whiteman and with
His Vocal
Orch.
My VocalMelancholy
Refrain, Baby — Instrumental, with
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
1401- D Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me— Foxtrot, with Vocal Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Evening Star (Help Me Find My Man) —
Fox-trot, with Paul
VocalWhiteman
Refrain, and His Orch.
1402- D Constantinople — Paul
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Refrain,
Whiteman
and His
Orch.
GetwithOutVocal
and Get
Under
the
Moon
—
Fox-trot,
Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
DANCE MUSIC
1428-D I Ain't
Nobody
Nobody Singing
Cares for
Me) — Got
Fox-trot,
with (And
Incidental
by
Ted Lewis
Ted Lewis and His Band
A Incidental
Good Man Singing
Is Hard byto Ted
Find —Lewis,
Fox-trot, with
Ted Lewis and His Band
1416-D Foolin' Time — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
When the Moon Comes Peeping Thru — Foxtrot, with Vocal Refrain,
Leo Reisman and His Orch.

10
10
12
12
10
10
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
10

10
10

10
1415- D Phi Delta Theta Dream Girl— (Waltz, with
Vocal Refrain by Jan
Seger
Ellis and
a "Phi",
Garber
His Orch. 10
Dear
of Delta Sigma Phi— Waltz,
with Old
VocalGirlRefrain,
Jan Garber and His Orch. 10
1426- D Just
a Night
Meditation
Fox-trot,
with 10
Vocal
Refrain.for...Ben
Selvin— and
His Orch.
Chilly
Pom Pom Pee
Refrain
Ben— Fox-trot,
Selvin and with
His Vocal
Orch. 10
1412-D I'm— Fox-trot,
Riding towith
GloryVocal
(With
a
Glorious
Girl)
Refrain,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.) 10
Dixie Dawn — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.) 10
1424-D I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
"Blackbirds
of 1928") The
— Fox-trot,
with 10
Vocal
Refrain
Knickerbockers
I Must Have That Man! (From "Blackbirds
of 1928") — Fox-trot, withTheVocal
Refrain,
Knickerbockers
10
1405- D Sh-h! Here Comes My Sugar — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Sam Coslow),
Tracy-Brown's Orch. 10
Danger! (Look Out for That
Gal)— Fox-trot,
Tracy-Brown's
Orch. 10
1405- D Ready for the River— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Pinkey Hunter,
Emerson Gill and His Bamboo Garden Orch. 10
My withBlueVocalRidge
Mountain
HomeKaley,
— Fox-trot,
Chorus
by Charles
Charles Kaley and His Orch. 10
1406- D LeiSinging,
Lani — Fox-trot, with Incidental Singing.
Norman Clark and His South Sea Islanders 10
Dreamy Hilo Bay — Waltz, with Incidental
Norman Clark and His South Sea Islanders 10
141 1-D Whisper Sweet and Whisper
Low — Ramblers
Fox-trot, 10
California
Anything
to
Make
You
HaDpy
—
Fox-trot,
with 10
Vocal Refrain
California Ramblers
1432-D Sweet Lorraine — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain,
The Radiolites 10
If I Can't Have You (I Want to Be Lonesome—I Want to Be Blue)— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain by Nelson Bitterman,
Gerald Marks and His Orch. 10
That's What I
Strum (Do.
1430-D Hum
Do) and
— Fox-trot,
with Do,
VocalDo.Refrain,
"Doc" Cook and His 14 Doctors of Svncopation 10
trot, with Vocal
_
Is on My Mind) Fox(LoveRefrain,
I Got Worry
10
Syncopation
of
Doctors
14
His
and
Cook
"Doc"
1361-D Stay Out of the South! (If You Want to Miss
a Heaven on Earth)— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Burtne'tt'and
Los Angeles
Biltmore with
Hotel Orch. 10
S,..*.et
Sue— Just
You— Fox-trot,
Refrain,
_.. „ , , Vocal
, , ' ,„
Orch. 10
Hot-1
Biltmore
Angeles
Los
and
Burtnett
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10
1413-D My Angel — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Lady's Hawaiian Serenaders
(Like a Bird That's on the Wing) I'm
Wingin' home — Fox-trot, with Vocal Kefrain,
Eddy's Hawaiian Serenaders
1431-D Rosette — Waltz, with Vocal Refrain by Seger
Ellis
Eddie Thomas' Collegians
(How Can You Stay So Far Away) So Long
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain by Murray,
Layson and Newlin,
Max Fisher and His California Orch.
1422- D My Little Covered Wagon Pal — Waltz, with
Vocal Refrain Eddie Thomas' Collegians
Moments With You — Waltz, with Vocal Refrain Eddie Thomas' Collegians
VOCAL NUMBERS
Out of Ike
the (Cliff
Sky —Edwards)
Vocal,
1427-D Tust Like a Melody Ukulele
Anything You Say! Ukulele
— Vocal, Ike (Cliff Edwards)
Ruth Ettmg
1420- D Beloved— Vocal
Now!
My Baby Don't Mean "Maybe"
Because Vocal
Ruth Etting
Lonesome But Me — Vocal,
1429-D Nobody's The
Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
In My Sweetheart's
ArmsPianist
— Vocal,(Art Gillham)
The Whispering
1434- D When I Lost You — Vocal,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Lonesome for You — Vocal,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
1433-D Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me— Vocal,
Seger
Ellis
Seger Ellis
Was It a Dream?— Vocal
Vocal,
1407-D I Wonder if You Miss Me Tonight—
Oscar Grogan
Oscar Grogan
Sentimental Baby— Vocal
(That ReRose
a
1421- D There's Something
About
minds Me of You),
The Girl Baritone (Kitty O Connor)
of Forgetting You,
That's Just My WayBaritone
(Kitty O Connor)
The Girl
1435- D Old Pals Are the Best Pals After All— Male
Goodrich Silvertown Quartet
Quartet
Hollywood Rose— Male Quintet,
The Singing Sophomores
1423- D From Midnight Till Dawn— Vocal
The Nifty Three
The Nifty Three
Sleepy Town— Vocal

Brunswick

LATEST

RECORD

Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus bybertScrappy
Lam-Orch.
Colonial Club
Marche
Militaire
No.
1
(Schubert)—
Concert
Orch
Brunswick Concert Orch.
Moment Musical (Schubert) Brunswick
— Concert Concert
Orch., Orch.
3945 TooChorus
Busy by(Miller-Cohn)—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Frank Sylvano,
3909

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1010
10

10
10
10
10
10

Records

LIST FOR JULY 19
Calls
239 Billy in the Low Ground— WithHisDance
'Possum Hunters
Bate and Calls,
3 Dr Humphrey With
Dance
Eighth of January—
Dr. inHumphr
Town,ey Bate and His 'Possum Hunters
241 Bie Ball
W. Caplinger's Cumberland Mountain Entertainers
Sa\v' Caplinger's Cumberland Mountain Entertainers
3928 Ramona (Gilbert-Wayne) -Organ Solo^ Dunstedter

Girl of My Dreams (Clap^-Organ^olo,
"Present
(From
ge of — Me
Advantaodgers)
Took (Hart-R
3936 YouArms")
Vocal
, with
Fox-trot
Chorus by Dick Robertson,
Orch.
Lopez
Casa
His
Vincent Lopez and
(From
You"?
"I Love
Saying:
I Hear You
Do "Present
Arms") (Hart Rodgers)— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Laurence Wolfe,
Orch.
Vincent Lopez and His Casa Lopez
Vocal
3940 Etiquette Blues (Grub)— Fox-trot Sixwith
Jacks
Jumping
Trio
with Yocal
Constantinople (Carlton)— Fox-trot,
Chorus by Tom Stacks Six JumpingMeJacks
3943 I Think of What You Used to Think ofVocal
(Lyman-Turk-Hanley) — Fox-trot, with
Chorus; Eddie Dunstedter at Organ,
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
with Eddie DunRag Doll (Brown)— Fox-trot,
California Orch.
stedter at Organ... AbeYouLyman's
Me (KahnKissedwith
I Dreamed
Night mbardo)
3944 Last
Vocal
Fox-trot,
—
Green-Lo
Straights Orch.
Charley
.
Sylvano
Frank
Chorus by
Midnight Till Dawn (Torey-WimbrowFrom
Abbott)— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus sbyOrch.
Charley Straight
Frank Sylvano
Tenor,
I'm Blue (Rose-Little-Harris)—
3947 Gee ButOr
Freddie Rose
ch
with
Mine)
(Lovely
Closer
Little
Cuddle Up a
(Hauerbach-Hoschna) — Tenor, with Orch
Freddie Rose
ie-Sizemore) — ComeWrong (Gillesp
3949 Right or dienne,
-Peggy English
with Orch
son) —
a-Brown-Hender
You with(DeSylv
ng e,
Forgetti
English
.Peggy
.
Orch
Comedienn
ComLAviez
Vous
(Si
Known
But
15178 Had You
Tenor, with Orch.;in
pris!) (Bordese-Denza)—
Violin Obbligato by Frederic ; •Fradkin;
• Mario Chamlee
French
o)— Tenor,
(Collet-LeoncavallMario
Serenade FrancaiseFren
Chamlee
ch
with Orch.; in
— Scene)
zo
(Intermez
Market
Persian
a
20067 In
lno,
with Vocal
(Ketelbey) — Concert Orch.,
Brunswick Concert Orch.
Inter(Characteristic
Garden
In a Monastery
Orch., with
mezzo) (Ketelbey) — Concert
Orch.
Concert
k
Brunswic
Vocal Quartet
ed) (From "Die Meister30138 Prize Song (PreisliWilhelmj
) — Violm Solo,
) (Wagnersinger"
e by Andre Benoist,
Pianofort
with
Albert Spauldmg
— Violin
Nocturne in E Flat (Chopin-Sarasate)
Benoist
Andre
Solo, with Pianoforte by
Albert Spauldmg
LIST FOR JULY 26
237 Three Nights' Experience — Vocal and Guitar,
John B. Evans
The Kicking Mule— Vocal and Guitar. John B. Evans
238 Garfield March— Fiddle and Guitar,
Kessinger Brothers (Clark-Luches)
Kanawha March— Fiddle and Guitar,
Kessinger Brothers (Clark-Luches)
Voices.
My Lover, Goodbye— Male
242 Goodbye,
Kanawha Singers
with Orch
I Was
(Where
Town
Country
That Good Old
with Orch Singers
Born) (Robison)— Male Voices, Kanawha
Montreal (Rose-Dixon-Warren)— Fox-trotand
3884 Hello,
with Vocal Chorus by Scrappy Lambert,
Jack Denny and His Orch.
Vocal Effects
(But I
There's Always a Way to Remember
Can't Find a Way to Forget) (Fain-Pollack)
—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Scrappy
Jack Denny and His Orch.
Lambert
3891 I'd Love to Go Around With You (If Love
Makes the World Go Round) (Herscher-Gouraud-Hays-Alexander)— Fox-trot, with VocalOrch.
Chorus by Scrappy Lambert. . Colonial Club
I'm Always Smiling (Darcey-Hays-Herscher) —

Charley Straight's Orch.
Just a —Night
for Meditation
Pollack)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal ( Young-Lew.sChorus by
Frank Sylvano
Charley Straight's Orch.
3948 I Don't Care (Dowell) — Baritone and Piano,
Chester Gaylord (The Whispering Serenader)
Happy
Go Lucky
Lane (Lewis- Young-Meyer) —
Baritone
and Piano,
Chester Gaylord (The Whispering Serenader)
3950 My with
Little Orch
Dream Boat (Davis-Coots) —Eddy
Tenor,
Ti.omas
If I Could Look Into Your Eyes (Goodman) —
Tenor, with Orch
Eddy Thomas
3951 It Was trot,
thewith Dawn
Love (Davis-Coots) — FoxVocal ofTrio,
Herb Gordon's Hotel Adelphia Whispering Orch.
Adoree
— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Ernest (West)
Charles,
Herb Gordon's Hotel Adelphia Whispering Orch.
10238 Fortunio's
Song (Chanson
de Fortunio)
bach)— Baritone,
with Orch.;
in French,(Offen10
Giuseppe Danise
French Regimental Marching Song (Le Regiment De Sambre Et Meuse) (Cezano-Planquette) — Baritone, with Orch.; in French.
Giuseppe Danise
(0241 Mighty
Lak' a Violin
Rose Obbligato
(Stanton-Nevin)
— Soprano,
with Orch.;
by Fredric
Fradkin Edith Mason
From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water (Eberhart-Cadman) — Soprano, with. Orch. ..Edith Mason
LIST FOR AUGUST 2
198 Mandy Lee (Chattaway) — Vocal Duet, with
Piano, Violins, 'Cello and
Chimes,
Frank
and James McCravy
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (MacDonaldCarroll) — Vocal Duet, with
FrankOrch.,
and James McCravy
3858 Mock
the
Mocking
Bird
(Dixon-Stept)
— Baritone
and Yodeler, with Piano,
The Record Boys (T. Ford-F. Kamplain-L. Cobey)
TryBaritone
to Behave,
Mister Moon
(Costello-Marr) —
and Yodeler,
with Piano,
The Record Boys (T. Ford-F. Kamplain-L. Cobey)
3894 Moonlight
LaneChorus
(Green-Francis-Glogan)
— Waltz,
with Vocal
by Scrappy Lambert,
Joe Green's Novelty Marimba Band
Sweetheart
Lane (Herscher-Rockwell-Hays) —
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Frank Munn,
Joe Green's Novelty Marimba Band
3960 Chilly trot,
Pom-Pom-Pee
(Wendling-Bryan)—
Foxwith Vocal Chorus
by Orch.,
Jimmy Joy's — Orch.
Today Is Today (Grossman-Ash-Kaufman).
■
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus. .. -Jimmy Joy's Orch.
3963 Stringing
Along
(Rubinoff)
—
Novelty
Violin
Solo, with Orch
Dave Rubinoff
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me (Lombardo-Green-Kahn) — Violin Solo, with Orch.,
Dave Rubinoff
3964 Weary Weasel (Lyman) — Fox-trot,
Abe Lyman's Sharps and Flats
San (McPhail) — Fox-trot,
Abe Lyman's Sharps and Flats
3967 Sweetheart
o' Mine (Morton-Melrose) —Frank
Tenor,Sylvano
with Orch
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me (Lombardo-Green-Kahn) — Tenor, with Orch.,
Frank Sylvano
15179 Darling
Nellie
Gray
(Hanby)
—
Soprano
and
Male Trio, with Orch.,
Marie Tiffany and Male Trio
Ol'with
Car'lina
(Cooke) — Soprano
and Male
Trio, Trio
Orch
Marie Tiffany
and Male
LIST FOR AUGUST 9
203 TheGuitar
Drunkard's
Dream — Vocal Duet, with
and Mandolin,
Lester McFarland-Robert A. Gardner
May I Sleep in Your Barn To-night, Mister?
— Vocal Duet, with Harmonia, Guitar and
Mandolin ...Lester McFarland-Robert A. Gardner
243 Take Your Foot Out of the Mud and Put It in
the Sand — With Dance Calls,
Dill Pickle
Rag,
Dr. Humphrey
Bate and His 'Possum Hunters
Dr.
Humphrey
Bate— Waltz,
and Hiswith
'Possum
Hunters
3833 Hawaiian Smiles (Earl)
Hawaiian
Instrumental Trio
.Hanapi Trio
Hawaiian Bluebird (Morgan-Porter-Swanstone)
— Waltz, with Hawaiian Instrumental Trio,
Hanapi Trio
3946 Song of the Islands (King) — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Scrappy Lambert. . Colonial Club Orch.
Moonlight on the Lagoon (Parish-Jacoby) —
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Eddy
Thomas,
Colonial
Club Orch.
3959 You're the First Thing I Think of in the Morning (Tracy-Stanley) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Jimmy Joy's Orch.
I Got Worry (DeRose-Trent) — Fox:trot,
Joy's Orch.
3961 Margie (Davis-Conrad-Robinson)
— Jimmy
Fox-trot,
Red Nichols and
His Five Pennies
Panama — Fox-trot. Red Nichols and His Five Pennies
3962 The Grass Grows Greener ('Way Down Home)
(Yellen-Dougherty) — Male Quartet, with Piano
by William F. Wirges
Ritz Quartet
Sweet Elaine (Armstrong-Gerard) — Male Quartet, with Piano by William F. Wirges,
Ritz Quartet
Edison
52289

52295

52297
52304

Disc

Records

DANCE RECORDS
Ma Belle
(From
ThreebyMusketeers")—
trot, with
Vocal"The
Chorus
Elliott Stewart,FoxLouis Lilienfeld with His Biltmore Orch.
I'mFromAwayYouFrom
the World
When Chorus
I'm Awayby
— Waltz,
with Vocal
Vaughn de Leath. .. .Ernie Golden and His Orch.
The St. Louis Blues — Fox-trot,
Palais d'Or Orch.
mpet Virtuoso.and
B.A.Rolfe.Tru
Chorus,
with Vocal His
— Fox-trot,
Beautiful
His Palais d'Or Orch.
mpet Virtuoso.and
B.A.Rolfe.Truthe
Fox-trot,
Street From
JustwithAcross
Vocal Duet
Clyde Heaven
Doerr —and
His Orch.
Blueberry Lane — Fox-trot, with Vocal Duet.
Clyde Doerr and His Orch.
Vocal Duet,
The Yale Blues— Fox-trot, with
Clyde Doerr and His Orch.
You May Be Right— You May Be Wrong (But
Right or Wrong I Love You) — Fox-trot, with

BULLETINS— (Continued frcm page 144)
Vocal Chorus by Ernest Hare,
Dave Kaplan, with His Happiness Orch.
52305 Girl of My Dreams — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Al. F'riedman and His Orch. — Theo Alban
Gal Sal
Fox-trot
Winegar'sand Penn.
Boys
52328 My
Fireworks
— —Fox-trot.
.. Duke Yellman
His Orcn.
High Hat
—
Fox-trot
..Duke
Yellman
and
His
Orch.
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
80895 Second Hungarian Rhapsody American
— Part 1 Concert
(Liszt), Orch,
Second Hungarian Rhapsody American
— Part 2 Concert
(Liszt), Orch.
52293 The Skaters Waltz (Waldteufel) The Edisonians
Valse Bluette (Drigo)
The Edisonians
52294 Arkansas Traveler — Calls by S. C. Schultz; with
John F. Burckhardt at the Piano,
John Baltzell (Champion Old Time Fiddler)
Pandora
Waltz— With John F. Burckhardt at
the Piano,
John Baltzell (Champion Old Time Fiddler)
52301 Ramona — Violin Solo, with Louis Spielman at
the Piano
Louis Kaufman
Little Log Cabin of Dreams — Violin Solo, with
Louis Spielman at the Piano. .. .Louis Kaufman
52303 Was It a Dream,
Frederick Kinsley on the Midmer-Losh Pipe Organ
Little Log Cabin of Dreams,
Frederick KinsleySPECIALS
on the Midmer-Losh Pipe Organ
52292 Oshkosh,
Dale His
Wimbrow
Del-Mar-Va Songster)
and
Rubeville(The
Tuners
Roll Off'a My Green,
Dale HisWimbrow
Del-Mar-Va SongsterJ
and
Rubeville(The
Tuners
52302 Southern Jingles
Pioneer Male Quartet
Southern Songs — Medley Pioneer Male yuartct
52298 Tinker,
Tailor,
Soldier,
Sailor
(All Waiting at
the Old Barn Door),
Jack Kaufman and His 7 Blue Babies
What's the Color of a Yellow Horse?
Jack Kaufman and His 7 Blue Babies
52250 In
Garage— A Darky
SketchSketch,
... Two Dark Knights
Thea Bricklayers—
A -Darky
52292
„,„,

52307
n,™
52308
52309
52310
52317
52318

52329
57029

60070

The East Bound Train,
Knights
„,Ernest
and His Dixie Dark
Mountaineers
, _ to.
_ . V._ Stoneman
™Ihe Unlucky
Road'
Washington,1'wo
Ernest V. Stoneman
and His Dixie Mountaineers
The Death of Floyd Bennett. . Vernon Dalhart & Co
The
Cradle (Kirkpatrick
Vernon Dalhart & Co.
Lord,Empty
I'm Coming
Vernon Home
Archibald and The ),Calvary Choir
What Must
it Be toHollinshead
Be There? and(.Mills-Steb
Redferne
Vernon bms),
Archibald
Just Across the Street From Heaven,
MomentsJ. Donaldson,
With You, with Will Donaldson at the Piano
J. Donaldson, with Will Donaldson at the Piano
AndandtheSings
Green Grass Grew All Around — Plays
Old King Cole (Bob P.erce)
Pipe O Briar — Plays and Sings,
Get
and Get UnderFrankie
the King
Moon,
„ Out
„
Old
Cole and
(Bob His
Pierce)
Marvin
Uke
Oh! You Have No Idea,
Tomorrow,
„
Frankie Marvin and His Uke
The Ponce Sisters (Ethel and Dorothea)
body Else),
I'd Rather
Cry Over You (Than Smile at SomeThe Ponce Sisters (Ethel and Dorothea)
C-o-n-s-t-a-n-t-i-n-o-p-I-e,
Jack Parker and Will Donaldson
Mississippi Mud
Jack Parker
GENERAL
GROUP and Will Donaldson
GERMAN
Vergnugen der Jugend (Pleasures of Youth)
(E. Ruffer) — Mazurka Gottsmann's Zither Trio
O' Sweet
kehr zuruck,
susser Traum!
Turn Back,
Dream) du(Maximilian
C. R.(OAndorff,
Op.
23) — Fantasie
Gottsmann's
Zither Trio
•SPANISH
Tango.
Mi Guitarra (My Guitar) (Lorenzo Barcelata) —

(Gone)
— Bolero.
60071 'Se
Esto Fue!..
es Paris
(This (Ernesto
Is Paris)Lecuona)
(M. del
OlmoJ.
Padilla)— Paso Doble.
Tango.
Jurame
(Promise, Love)
(Maria Grever) —
60072 Labios
Cancion.Rojos (Red Lips) (Maria Grever)—
Donde Estae Corazon? (Where Is My Love?)
(L. Martinez Serrano) — Cancion Mexicana.
60073 Nunca (Never) (Ricardo Lopez M.-A. Cardenas
P. Guty) — Cancion Yucatesca.
Muneca Quiero Ser (I Want to Be a Doll)
(Edurado Montesino-Jose Padilla) — Couplet.
60074 Volvere. . . . Volvere (I'll Return) (Jose Moreno
S.) — Cancion Mexicana.
Queja
Pampera (Manuel Barajas) — Tango.
— Rosina.
60075 Galleguita
— Tango.
La Cancion (J.delMarcoleta)
Olvido (The
Unforgotten Song)
(F. Romero-G. Fernandes Shaw-Jose Serrano)
By Milla Dominguez — Soprana in Spanish — Acompanada
por la Rondalla Usandizaga
GENERAL GROUP
SPANISH
60076 Ramona (L. Wolfe Gilbert-Mabel Wayne)— Vals.
Ojos de Juventud (Eyes of Youth) (A. Guzman
Aguilera-Arturo Tolentino) — Vals.
60077 Granada (Isaac Albeniz) — Serenata.
Asturias
(Isaac Albeniz) — Leyenda.
Tango. (My
60078 Tesorito
Precious One) (Adolfo Aviles) —
Claveles de Espana (Pansy of Spain) (Luciano
Gaston) — Paso Doble.
All by Rondalla Usandizaga (Spanish String Ensemble)
Edison
5518
5525
5526
5527
5529
5531
5532
5533
5534

Blue

Amberol

Records

Quit Knockin' on the Jail House Door,
Willard Hodgin
Well, the Irish and the Germans Got Together,
Arthur Fields
They Landed Over Here From
Over
There,
Arthur Fields and Chorus
When the Redeemed Are Gathering In,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Sally Goodwin,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
The Old Maid and the Burglar,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Tin Pan Parade. Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Aloha Land Serenaders
Dream River
Girl of My Dreams— Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
Friedman and His Orch.
Alban onAl.page
by Theo (Continued
146)

146
THE
5535
5537
5538
5539
5541
5542

The Talking Machine World, New
LATEST

RECORD

BULLETINS — (Continued from page 145)

My Gal — SalViolin
— Fox-trot
Boys
Ramona
Solo Winegar's
LouisPenn.
Kaufman
Arkansas Traveler (Calls by S. C- Shultz),
John Baltzell (Champion Old-Time Fiddler)
Hey! Hey! Hazel — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Rounders
The Death of Floyd Bennett. Harry
.VernonReser's
Dalhart
& Co.
TellChorus,
Me You're Sorry — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Tom Timothy and his Frivolity Club Orch.
Okeh

York, July, 1928

41061
41062

Records

LIST FOR JUNE 25
DANCE RECORDS
41049 Dream
House
(Foxe-Cowan) — Fox-trot,
Vocal Refrain
with
Walter Krausgrill's Balconades Orch.
Sarita (Glick-Burton) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain Walter Krausgrill's Balconades Orch.
41050 That's My
(Pease-Baer-Nelson) — Foxtrot, withMammy!
Vocal Refrain,
Dorsey Brothers and Their Orch.
Dixie Dawn (Trent-DeRose) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain. . .Dorsey Brothers and Their Orch.
41051 I Must Be Dreaming (Dubin-Flaherty-Sherman)
■— Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Joe Venuti and His New Yorkers (with Ed Lang)
'Taint So,
'Taint So (Robison) — Foxtrot, withHoney,
Vocal Refrain,
Joe Venuti and His New Yorkers (with Ed Lang;)
VOCAL RECORDS
orry
41052 S
for Me (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)Vocal,
Justin Ring's
Dutton
Last
NightwithI Dreamed
You Trio.
Kissed.. .William
Me (KahnLombardo) — Vocal, with Justin Ring's
Trio, Dutton
William
41053 When I Lost You (Berlin) — Vocal, with Justin
Ring's Trio
Lillian Morton
That's My Mammy! (Pease-Baer-Nelson) — Vocal,
with JustinHAWAIIAN
Ring's Trio
Lillian
Morion
MUSIC
41054 Na Pua Eha (The Four Flowers) — Singing,
with Hawaiian Guitars; Yodeling by Mike
Hanapi
Quartet
Wai o Minehaha (Minehaha Falls) Kalama's
(Waialeale)
— Waltz Song; Singing, with Hawaiian
Guitars; Bass Solo by Bob Nawahine,
OLD-TIME TUNES Kalama's Quartet
45224 Yodel Blues— Parts 1 and 2 (Martinez) — Vocal,
with Guitars
Val and Pete
45225 Casey Jones — Instrumental,
Bob Skiles Four Old Tuners
Uncle Bob's Favorite — Instrumental,
Bob Skiles Four Old Tuners
45226 My withWildVocal
Irish Rose (Olcott)—Honolulu
Instrumental,
Strollers
Old Oaken Bucket — Instrumental, Honolulu
with Vocal,Strollers
RACE RECORDS
8581 Nightmare Blues (Spivey) — Vocal, with Guitar
and Piano Accomp
Victoria Spivey
Murder in the First Degree (Spivey) — Vocal, with
Guitar and Piano Accomp
Victoria Spivey
8582 The Eagle Stirs Her Nest — Sermon, with Singing Rev. J. M. Gates and Congregation
Hell Wasn't Made for Man — Sermon,
Rev. J. M. Gates and Congregation
8583 Shiftin'
Gear Blues — Vocal, with Piano Keghouse
and
Guitar MyAccomp
Keghouse Blues — Vocal, with Piano and Guitar
Accomp
Keghouse
EUROPEAN RECORDINGS
3226 Zampa — Overture, Parts 1 and 2 (Herold) —
Symphony Orch
Grand Symphony Orch.
5144 Ein Wanderer (Brahms) — Contralto; Sung in
German; Piano Accomp
Karin Branzell
Der Tod Und Das Maedchen (Schubert)— Contralto; Sung in German; Piano Accomp.,
Karin Branzell
LIST FOR TULY 5
dance Music
41055 Constantinople (Carlton) — Fox-trot,
Fred "Sugar" Hall and His Sugar Babies
Chilly Pom Pom Pee (Wendling) — Fox-trot,
Fred "Sugar" Hall and His Sugar Babies
41056 Because My Babv Don't Mean "Maybe" Now!
(Donaldson) — Fox-trot.
Joe Venuti and His New Yorkers (with Ed. Lang)
Just
Like a Melody Out of the Sky (Donaldson)
— Fox-trot,
Joe Venuti and His New Yorkers (with Ed. Lang)
VOCAL RECORDS
41058 ('Cause I Feel) Low-Down (Trent-DeRose) —
Vocal, with Piano bv Ted Shapiro . Sophie Tucker
Oh! You Have No Idea (Ponce-Dougherty) —
Vocal, with Piano bv Ted Shapiro. Sophie Tucker
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
41059 Somebody's
—
InstrumentalWrong
...Boyd(Marshall-Egan-Whiting)
Senter and His Senterpedes
Eniale Blues (Russell) — Clarinet Solo, with
Piano; Guitar bv Ed. Lang
Boyd Senter
41060 The_
March— Instrumental ; Zither,
with Rollicking
Piano.
The Wav to Your Heart — Instrumental; Zither,
with Piano.
OLD-TIME TUNES
4 5227 Bouquet Waltz — Instrumental,
Oscar Harper's Texas String Band
Kelly Waltz — Instrumental,
Oscar Harper's Texas String Band
4 5228 When
RollandIs Banio.
Called Up Yonder— Vocal,
with the
Guitar
Bela Lam and His Greene County Singers
Follow Jesus — Vocal, with Guitar and Banjo,
Bela Lam and His Greene County Singers
45229 Beautiful Belle— Instrumental, with Singing,
Fiddling Bob Larkin and His Music Makers
Saturday Nieht Waltz — Instrumental.
Fiddling Bob Larkin and His Music Makers
RACE RECORDS
Down CUrquhart-Williams) — Fox-trot.
It
8584 Shake
Clarence Williams' Washboard Five
Red River Blues (Williams) — Fox-trot.
Clarence Williams' Washboard Five
8585 Chloe (Kahn-Moret) — Vocal, with Orch.. Eva Taylor
Back in Y'our Own Back Yard (Jolson-RoseDreyer) — Vocal, with Orch
Eva Taylor
8586 Sweet Potato Blues (Smith) — Vocal, with Piano
Johnson
Lonnie
and Guitar
Bedbug
Blues
—
Part
2
(Grainger)
—
Vocal,
with
Piano and Guitar
Lonnie Johnson
LIST FOR TULY 15
D\NCE MUSIC
Without You (Berlin) — Fox-trot,
Do Trio,
Can't Vocal
41057 I with
Gus Arnheim and His Ambassador Hotel Orch.
Feelin' Good (From "Rain or Shine") (YellenMurphv) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Trio,
Gus Arnheim and His Ambassador Hotel Orch.
Me (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) —
for with
41063 Sorry
Fox-trot,
Vocal Trio,

41064
45230
45231
45232

8587
8588
8589

3227
5145

Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
Don't Keep Me in the Dark, Bright Eyes
(Bryan- YVendling) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Trio,
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
VOCAL RECORDS
Beloved (Kahn-Sanders) — Vocal with Orch.,
.Seger Ellis
Sweet Sue — Just You (Harris-Young) — Vocal,
with Orch
Seger Ellis
I Ain't Got Nobody (And Nobody Cares for
Me) (Graham— Vocal, with
Orch.;Miller
Assisted
by DanWilliams)
Fitch
Emmett
Lovesick
Blues (Mills-Friend) — Vocal, with
Orch.; Assisted by Dan Fitch Emmett Miller
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
Clowin' the Frets
— Instrumental
Trio,Trio
The (Gonzales)
Los Angeles
Biltmore Hotel
Hard to Get Gertie (Yellen-Ager) — Instrumental Trio. The Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel Trio
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
Blues in a Bottle — Instrumental, with Vocal,
Prince Albert Hunt's Texas Ramblers
Katy on Time — Instrumental, with Vocal,
Prince Albert Hunt's Texas Ramblers
Somethin'- Doin' — Mandolin and Guitar,
Nap Hayes-Matthew Prater
Nothin' Doin' — Mandolin and Guitar,
Nap Hayes-Matthew Prater
On the Banks of the Old Omaha (Jenkins)—
Vocal Duet, with Instrumental,
Andrew Jenkins-Carson Robison
The Sidewalks of New York (East Side, West
Side) (Lawlor-Blake) — Vocal Duet, with InAndrew Jenkins-Carson Robison
RACE strumental
RECORDS
Blue Valley Blues (Williams)— Blue Yodel, with
Piano
Clint Jones
Mississippi Woman
Blues (Williams) — Blue
Yodel, with Piano
Clint Jones
Ghost
Blues (Smith)— Vocal,Blue
with Belle
GuitarCreeping
and Piano
MyPiano
Daddy's
Coffin Blues (Smith)— Vocal,Blue
with Belle
and Guitar
Old Broke Up Shoes (Crawley)— Clarinet, with
Vocal, Piano and Guitar Accomp. .. Wilton Crawley
I'mClarinet,
ForeverwithChanging
Sweethearts
(Crawley)
—
Vocal, Piano
and Guitar
Accomp.,
Wilton
Crawley
(EUROPEAN
ODEON RECORDINGS)
LABEL
Luxemburg Waltz (Lehar) — Orchestra,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Gipsy Love Waltz (Lehar) — Orchestra,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
The Barber of Seville — Overture, Parts 1 and 2
(Rossini) — Symphony Orchestra,
Pietro Mascagni, Conducting the Orchestra
of the State Opera House, Berlin

668-H

669-H
661-H

667-H
672-H

662-H
663-H
666-H

670-H
671-H

15694
15695
15696

10
10

10
10
10

1156 Generosity.
. .Rev. A. W. Nix and His Congregation
Throwing Stones,
Good-Bye, Rev. A. W. Nix and His Congregation
1162 In Time of Trouble Jesus Will Never Say
The Guitar Evangelist (Edward W. Clayborn)
God's Riding Through the Land,
The Guitar Evangelist (Edward W. Clayborn)
1164 I'm Gonna Start Me a Graveyard of My Own
(Jackson) — Voice, with Guitar Jim Jackson
I'm a Bad Bad Man (Jackson) — Voice, with
Guitar
Jim Jackson
1183 Dirty Blues (Williams) — Vocal, with Piano,
Irene Mims
Close Fit Blues (Williams) — Vocal, with Irene
Piano,Mims
1184 I Know That You Know (Youmans) — Fox-trot,
Jimmie Noones' Apex Club Orch.
Sweet Sue (Harris- Young) — Fox-trot,
Jimmie Noones' Apex Club Orch.
1185 Four
Five Chorus,
Times (Hellman-Gay) — Fox-trot,
with orVocal
Jimmie Noones' Apex Club Orch.
Every Evening (IMEXICAN
Miss You) (Rose-'McHugh) —
Fox-trot
Jimmie Noones' Apex Club Orch.
8133 Las Arenas Plateadas Del Amor (Silver Sands
of Love) (Introduciendo: Triste Mar Hawaiano) ( Sanders-Carlo-Breau-Roberts)
— Vals, Band
Miami Marimba
Las Campanas Del Monasterio (Monastery
Bells) (Leslie-Wendling)— Vals,
Miami Marimba Band
8135 Cuckoo Vals — Vals
Bands Municipal
Mariquita — Vals
Bands Municipal
8141 Hay un Lirio (Valle) — Male Trio, with Violin,
Guitar and Clarinet
Trio Jaliciense
Los Gavilanes (Pespunte) (Valle) — Male Trio,
with Violin, Guitar and Clarinet. .. Trio Jaliciense
8142 Las Perlitas (Valle) — Polka. Orquesta de Jose Reyes
Amelia (Valle) — Vals
Orquesta de Jose Reyes
8143 Tampico Hermoso — Garza; Vocal Duet, with
Orch
Cuadro Mexico
Virgencita (Al Calo No Puedes) (Valle) — Vocal
Duet, with Orch
Cuadro Mexico
OLD SOUTHERN TUNES
5199 LaywithMyHarmonica,
Head Beneath
— Vocal Duet,
GuitartheandRose
Mandolin,
Lester McFarland-Robert A. Gardner
Sweet
— Vocal Duet, with Harmonica,
GuitarAllalee
and Mandolin,
Lester McFarland-Robert A. Gardner
5219 Rattler Tree'd a 'Possum— Singing by Lloyd
Reaves
Reaves' White County Ramblers
. .Reaves'
Whitewith
County
5220 Arkansas
Cricket onWagner
the Hearth
— Singing,
Guitar,Ramblers
Edd Rice
In the Harbor of Home, Sweet, Home (DenisonHolmes) — Singing, with Guitar
Edd Rice
5221 You Taught Me How to Love You, Now Teach
Me How to Forget (Drislane-Bryan-Meyer) —
Voice, with Violin and Guitar Buell Kazee
In the Shadow of the Pines — Voice, with
Whistling, Violin and Guitar
Buell Kazee
5222 G'wine to Raise a Rucas Tonight,
W. Caplinger's
Cumberland Barn
Mountain
Chicken
Reel — Old-Fashioned
Dance,Entertainers
W. Caplinger's Cumberland Mountain Entertainers
5223 Old-Fashioned Hill (Vaughn-Hazelwood)— Mixed
Quartet, with Organ... Flat Creek Sacred Singers
He Loved Me So (Barratt-Hudson) — Mixed
Quartet, with Organ .... Flat Creek Sacred Singers

10
10
10

8573

10

8574

10
10
10
10
10
10

8575
8576
8577
8578

8579
8580
8592

10
Vocalion Records
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
Memories
(Kahn-Van
Alstyne) — Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus by Eddy Thomas. .. .Vocalion Orch.
That Naughty Waltz (Take Me in Your Arms
Again and Waltz) (Stanley-Levy) . .Vocalion Orch.
That's How I Know I Love You (KahalWheeler-Snyder) — Tenor, with Piano. Elmo Tanner
Just Across the Street From Heaven (NewmanHarris-Shay) — Tenor, with Orch Elmo Tanner
If I Can't Have You (I Want to Be Lonesome
—I Want
to Be Blue) (Donaldson) Elmo
— Tenor,
with
Piano
Tanner
I Orch
Still Love You (Yeller-Ager) — Tenor,
Elmo with
Tanner
Should I Be Sorry? (Kapp-Eller-Johnson) —
Tenor, with Orch. .. .Harold "Scrappy" Lambert
You'd Rather Forget Than Forgive (JohnsonDavis) — Tenor, with Orch.,
Harold "Scrappy" Lambert
All Day Long (Cross-Preston-Stanley) — Vocal
Chorus by Eddy Thomas. .. .Miami Marimba Band

8582

664-H

15693

10
10

15697 Poor People (Kassal-Lombardo; Miami
— Vocai
Lnoi usBand
Marimba
" Lambert.
t> ,
r, by "Scrappy
Milt Shaw and His Detroiters
lhat's
JNow by(Ureen-atept)
trot, My
with Weakness
Vocal Chorus
Al Shayne, — roxMilt ihaw and riis Detroiters
RACE RLCORDS

10
10
10
10

665-H

15661

Harmony
Records
MID-SUMMER RELEASES
Just
a Melody
withLikeVocal
Chorus,Out of the Sky — Fox-trot,
Chuck Campbell and His Orch.
Lonely Little Bluebird — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Chuck Campbell and His Orch.
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me — Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
I Chorus
Must Be DreamingLou
— Fox-trot,
Gold and with
His Vocal
Orch.
Old Man
Sunshine — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Broadway Bell Hops
That's
Justwith
My Vocal
Way Chorus,
of Forgetting You —
Fox-trot,
Broadway Bell Hops
That's
Weakness Now —TheFox-trot,
with
Vocal MyChorus
Harmonians
Because
My Baby
■ — Fox-trot,
with Don't
Vocal Mean
Chorus,"Maybe" Now!
The Harmonians
Do I Hear You Saying: "I Love You"?
(From Chorus
"Present Arms")
— Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Musical
Comedy Orch.
YouArms")
Took — Advantage
of
Me
(From
"Present
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Musical Comedy Orch.
You're a Real Sweetheart — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain
Newport Society Orch.
Just a trot,
Little
Way Refrain,
Away From Home — Foxwith Vocal
Newport Society Orch.
Singing,
For Old Time's Sake — Waltz, with Incidental
Andy Sannella and His All Star Trio
Rosette — Waltz, with Incidental Singing,
Andy Sannella and His All Star Trio
Was It a Dream? — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
Chorus,
For Old Time's Sake— Waltz, with Vocal
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
Come
Back Chiquita
Waltz, Society
with Vocal
Chorus
Bar— Harbor
Orch.
Good Night — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
I Tore Your Picture When You Said GoodBye (But I've Put It Together
—
Vocal
IrvingAgain)
Gillette
He's Worth His Weight in GoldIrving
— Vocal.
Gillette
That's My Weakness Now — Vocal Duet,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
Gotta Big Date With a Little Girl— Vocal Duet
Billy Tones-Ernest Hare
The Song of the Shut-In — Vocal. Mack Allen
Since Mother's Gone — Vocal Mack Allen

WaswithIt Vocal
a Dream?
Chorus(Coslow-Spier-Britt)
by iaay ihomas, — Waltz,

8581

8583
8584

85S5

8586
8587

Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS
Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky — Fox-trot,
The Rounders
Too Busy — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Georgie Porgie — Fox-trot. . Pelham Inn Society Orch.
Sweet Lorraine — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Constantinople — Fox-trot. . Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Sorry for Me — Fox-trot. .. Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Get Out and Get Under thePelham
Moon —InnFox-trot,
Society Orch.
Out of a Clear Blue Sky — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Lou'siana Lullaby — Waltz. . .Hollywood Dance Orch.
When the Harvest Moon Is Shining
Waltz, Players
Dixie —Marimba
Is It Gonna Be Long? — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
I Must Be Dreaming — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Just a Little Way Away From Home — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
The Bells of St. Mary's— Fox-trot,
Pelham Inn Society Orch.
Dixie Marimba Players
I Wonder— Waltz
Dixie Marimba Players
Rosette— Waltz
Mississippi Mud — Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
.The Original Indiana Five
— Fox-trot.RECORDS
Moten Stomp VOCAL
Constantinople-^Male Duet, with Novely Accomp , with Macy-Ryan
Orch.
Johnny Loves Maggie— Tenor Solo, Irving
Kaufman
Accomp
OldGrown
Young — Papa's
Mama's Grown
Accomp. .Jack Kaufman
Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Oh1 You Have No Idea — Baritone Solo, with
Jack Kaufman
omp
Orch. aAcc
Real Sweetheart — Voice, with Orch.
You're
Nancy Walker
Accomp
Now—
Meanp MaybeNancy
Don't
Baby
My
Because
Walker
Accom
Orch. Duet, with Novelty Accomp..
It— 'Male
Love with
WeVoice,
Macy-Ryan
—
I Love to Dunk a Hunk of Sponge Cake
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.. Jack Kaufman
NOVELTY RECORDS
Under the Moon — Vocal and
Out and Get
GetInstrumental
Quartet,
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
Was It a Dream? — Vocal and Instrumental
Serenaders
Quartet. .Eddie Lewis and His Tropical
Laugh— Octo-Chorda Solo, with
Laugh,
Piano Clown,
Accomp
R°7 Smeck
Dear Little Pal, Hawaiian Quintette, Vocal
South Sea Islanders
Refrain
the Sky—
Out ofAccomp.,
a Melodv
Like Solo,
JustChorda
with Piano
RoyOcto-Smeck

Th '. Talking Machine World, New
5588
5589
8590

8591

York, July, 1928

Rose
o£ Hawaii — Hawaiian Quintet,
Kef rain
Southwith
Sea Vocal
Islanders
Sunnyside Lane — Vocal and Instrumental Quartet,
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
On a Mountain Trail in Old Hawaii — Vocal and
Instrumental Quartet,
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
Fireworks — Clarinet Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,
Bob Fuller
Here 'Tis — Clarinet Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,
Bob Fuller
Two Wise Owls — "Mule Mileage" — Comedy Dialogue Cook-Fleming
Two Wise Owls — "The Dish Washer" — Comedy
Dialogue
Cook-Mitchell
STANDARD RECORD
March of the Toys (From "Babes in Toyland")
Adrian Characteristique,
Schubert's Concert Orch.
Pan— March
American — Morceau
Adrian Schubert's Concert Orch.

147

CONSTRUCTIVE
ISSUE
Ready

Reference

OF

Service

torial) 3
4

Quick Profits in Sales of Records. . .

6

612 Trinkets — Fox-trot The Peacock Inn Orch.
It's This One To-day and That One Tomor ow— Fox-trot
Baylor's Crescent Orch.
613 Afraid of You — Fox-trot,
Andy Richard and His Orch.
— WaltzYou...Baylor's
614 Just
Last One
Night Dream
I Dreamed
Kissed Me —Crescent
Fox-trot,Orch.
Andy Richards and His Orch.
Just You and I — Fox-trot. . .Baylor's Crescent Orch.
615 Louisiana — Fox-trot
Sherman's Globe Trotters
Will You Be Lonely?— Waltz,
Baylor's Crescent Orch.
616 Dream Kisses — Popular Vocal
James Anderson
You're More Than a Pal to Me — Popular Vocal,

Selling the Radio Programs
Barrow Outlines His Sales Methods.

8
9

Boys
Laugh-Waltz
617 Laugh,
Ping SingClown,
— Fox-trot
.BlackBeuTectrd
Diamond Orch

Suggestions for AmMoney-Ma
bitious king
Merchants

Bell

Banner

Records

Records

Step-Up Summer

Profits

16

Systematized Management
20-21
Profit-Winning Sales Wrinkles
24
Creating a Record Demand for Finest
Music
30
32

Last-Minute News of the Trade. ,32a-32d

IN

THIS

WORLD

THE

for Salesmen,

Get on the Band Wagon — (An EdiHe Gives Them

ARTICLES

Dealers

and

Department

Heads

Mitchell's Plan Peps Sales
Latest Phonograph and Radio Patents

42
46

RMA Trade Show and Convention
Was the Most Successful Ever
Held
5 7-60
Important Meetings Featured Conventions of Federated Radio
Trajde Association
Properly Locating the AC Receiver. .
Constant Demonstration Increases
Sales for Live Brunswick Dealer . .
Modern

Testing Equipment a Necessity for Efficient Radio Service . . .

62
64
65
68

Newest in Radio A Department Devoted to Descriptions and Illustrations of the Latest Radio Receiving
Sets and Accessories
88-100

Off-Setting the Summer Lull
32b
DANCE RECORDS
7131 C-o-n-s-t-a-n-t-i-n-o-p-l-e — Fox-trot,
Those Million Record Sales
32b
San Lanin's Dance Orch.
Western Music Trades Hold Fifth AnBoo-Hoo-Hoo — Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
A Great Movement for Music
32b
7132 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky — Fox-trot,
Campus Boys
nual Meeting
1 34-136
Closer Music and Radio Affiliation. . 32b
When You're in Love —Nathan
Fox-trot,Glantz and His Orch.
In
the
Musical
Merchandise
Field.
. . 139
Ensuring Proper Servicing
32b
7133 Georgie Porgie — Fox-trot,
Lou Raderman and His Orch.
Steinite Factory Tour Interesting and
Every Dealer His Own Policeman. . 32b
Somebody I Know — Fox-trot,
Instructive
14C
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Watch Those Campaign Songs
32b
7134 Rosette — Waltz
Royal Marimba Band
Gleanings
From
the
World of
Art in Radio Pays
32b
My Last Waltz With You — Waltz,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Music
141-143
7135 Get Out and Get Under the Moon — Fox-trot,
Being Good Pays Dividends
32b
Lou Raderman and His Orch.
Latest Record Bulletins
144-147
Try to Smile — Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
Window Selling
.
.
40
3
trot,
7136 The Bells of St. Mary's—
Lou FoxRaderman and His Orch.
:
A Pretty Girl — A Pretty Tune— Fox-trot,
7137 Sweet
Lorrain^Fox-trot.
CORRESPONDENCE
Somebody's
Making a Fuss .—..^"^X^mpu^Bo^
Fox-trot,
.
c„
_ FROM
_. . LEADING
. CITIES
.
,_ .
, .
The Original Indiana Five
Cincinnati,
52 — Kansas City, 100 — Buffalo,
103 — Pittsburgh,
104 — St. Louis, 105
7138 I Must Be Dreaming — Fox-trot,
.
. ,,_ .
Gold and His Orch.
— Cleveland,
110 — Minneapolis and St. Paul, 111 — Boston, 113 — Philadelphia, 116Ever Since I Met That Girl—LouFox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.
120— Toledo, 124— Rich mond, 124 — Chicago, 125-126 — Portland, 127 — Baltimore,
7139 Lou'siana
Lullaby
— Waltz Majestic
137— Milwaukee, 138.
Carolina Home
— Waltz
Majestic Dance
Dance Orcfl.
Orch.
7140 Persian Rug — Fox-trot,
Herbert Spencer and His Orch.
Straight Back Home — Fox-trot. .Missouri Jazz Band
0248 Two Wise Owls — "Mule Mileage" — Comedy DiaDomino
Records
7141 I Wonder — Waltz
Royal Marimba Band
logue Cook-Fleming
What Good Are Tears ?^Waltz.
Two
Wise Owls — "The Dish Washer" — Cook-Mitchell
Comedy
DANCE RECORDS
Imperial Dance Orch.
Dialogue
7157 Mississippi Mud — Fox-trot. . .Hollywood Dance Orch.
0249 Fireworks — Clarinet Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,
4153
Georgie
Porgie
—
Fox-trot.
.Pelham
Inn
Society
Orch.
Puttin' on the Dog — Fox-trot. .. .Missouri Jazz Band
Sweet Lorraine — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Bob Fuller
POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
Here 'Tis — Clarinet Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,
4154 C-o-n-s-t-a-n-t-i-n-o-p-l-e — Fox-trot,
7142 Mama's Grown Young — Papa's Grown Old —
Bob
Fuller
Sam
Lanin's
Dance
Orch.
STANDARD RECORD
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp. — Jack Kaufman
Sorry for Me — Fox-trot ... Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
I Found Her — Male Duet, with Nov.TheAccomp.,
4155 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky — The
Fox-trot,
Radio Imps
0250 March of the Toys (From "Babes in Toyland")
Rounders
Adrian Characteristique,
Schubert's Concert Orch.
7143 C o n-s-t-a-n-t-i-n-o-p-l-e — Male Duet, with Nov.
PanMarch
Americana — Morceau
Too
Busy
—
Fox-trot
The
Rounders
Accomp
The Radio Imps
Adrian
Schubert's Concert Orch.
4156 Lou'siana
Lullaby
—
Waltz.
..
Hollywood
Dance
Orch.
I Love to Ride a Camel — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
When the Harvest Moon Is Shining,
Accomp
George Beaver
Dixie Marimba Players
7144 We Love It — Male Duet, with Nov. The
Accomp.,
4157 Is it Gonna Be Long? — Fox-trot,
Radio Imps
Van
Veen
to Renovate
Lou Gold and His Orch.
I Always Knew — Baritone Solo, with Orch. AcI Must Be Dreaming — Fox-trot,
comp Ralph Haines
Lou Gold and His Orch.
7145 You're a Real Sweetheart — Voice, with Orch.
Bruno
&
Son
Offices
4158 Get Out and Get Under the Moon — Fox-trot,
Accomp
Nancy Walker
Pelham Inn Society Orch.
There's No Place Like Home, Sweet Home —
Out of a Clear Blue Sky — Lou
Fox-trot,
Tenor Solo, with Orch Accomp. ...George Beaver
Gold and His Orch.
7146 Because
My
Baby
Don't
Mean
Maybe
Now
—
■
Van Veen & Co., Inc., New York City, manufac4159 Just a Little Way Away From Home — Fox-trot,
Voice, with Orch. Accomp
Nancy Walker
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
turer of talking machine and radio wareroom
Bring
Back
My
Lovin'
Man
—
Voice,
with
Orch.
The Bells of St. Mary's — Fox-trot,
Accomp
Nancy Walker
Pelham Inn Society Orch.
equipment, has announced through Leon ToNOVELTY RECORDS
4160 I Wonder — Waltz
Dixie Marimba Players
bias, secretary, that it has been awarded the
7147 Laugh Clown, Laugh — Octo-Chorda Solo, with
Rosette
—
Waltz
Dixie
Marimba
Players
Piano Accomp
Roy Smeck
4165 Mississippi Mud — Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
contract
for the interior decoration and equipRose of Hawaii — Hawaiian Quintette, with Vocal
Moten Stomp VOCAL
— Fox-trotRECORDS
.. The Original Indiana Five
Refrain
Hawaiian Troubadours
ment of the new offices of C. Bruno & Son,
7148 Get Out and Get Under the Moon — Vocal and
4161 You're
a Real Sweetheart — Voice, with
Inc., Victor distributor, New York. In policy
Instrumental Quartette. .Hollywood Harmony Four
Accomp
NancyOrch.
Walker
Sunnyside Lane — Vocal and Instrumental Quarwith
the recent expansion announced by WilBecause
My Baby
Mean MaybeNancy
Now Walker
—
tette Hollywood Harmony Four
Voice, with
Orch. Don't
Accomp
7149 JustChorda
Like Solo,
a Melody
Out
of
the
Sky
—
Octoliam
J. Haussler, general manager of the com4162
Constantinople
—
Male
Duet,
with
Novelty
Aewith Piano Accomp. ....Roy Smeck
comp
Macy-Ryan
pany, the Bruno organization is adding the
Dear
Little
Pal
—
Hawaiian
Quintette,
with
Vocal
Johnny Loves Maggie — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Refrain
Hawaiian Troubadours
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
seventh floor in the building which it now oc7150 Was it a Dream? — Vocal and Instrumental
4163 Mama's
Grown
Young
—
Papa's
Grown
—
cupies at 351 Fourth avenue to its equipment.
Quartette
Hollywood Harmony Four
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.. Jack Old
Kaufman
Lei Lani (Wreath of Heaven) — Hawaiian QuinOh!
You
Have
No
Idea
—
Baritone
Solo,
with
Van
Veen
& Co. will construct the executive
tette, with Vocal Refrain ... Hawaiian Troubadours
Orch. Accomp
Jack Kaufman
offices
in
quartered
oak. Three large offices will
7151 Here 'Tis — Clarinet Solo, with Nov. Accomp.,
4164
We
Love
It
—
Male
Duet,
with
Novelty
Accomp.,
Bob Fuller
Macy;Ryan
be
provided
for
the
three executives in the VicAlligator Crawl — Clarinet Solo, with Nov. AcI Love tone
to Solo,
Dunk
Hunk Accomp
of Sponge Cake
comp Bob Fuller
with a Orch.
Jack— BariKaufman
tor distributing end of the business, William T.
NOVELTY RECORDS
7152 Don't You Think of Sister and Brother — Voice,
Haussler, Jerome Harris and Charles Sonfield.
with Guitar Accomp
Willard Randolph
0244 JustChorda
Like Solo,
a Melody
Out Accomp
of the Sky —RoyOcto-Smeck
with Piano
TheVoice,
Engineer's
Hand Accomp
Was on the
Throttle
—
A special feature of the equipment will be a
with Banjo
Willard
Randolph
Rose of Hawaii — Hawaiian Quintet, with Vocal
Refrain
South Sea Islanders
spacious display room in the Spanish design for
7153 TwoComedy
Licorice
Drops
—
"The
Dish
Washer"
—
Dialogue
Cook and Mitchell
0245 Laugh, Clown, Laugh — Octo-Chorda Solo, with
Victor
merchandise. Every detail has been
Two Licorice Drops — "On the Laundry Wagon"
— Comedy Dialogue
Cook and Mitchell
PianoLittle
Accomp
..Roy
Smeck"
Dear
Pal
—
Hawaiian
Quintet,
with
Vocal
worked
out in the proper motif. The walls will
Refrain
South Sea Islanders
SPECIAL RELEASES
be in Craftex finish and iron grille windows
0246
Get
Out
and
Get
Under
the
Moon
—
Vocal
and
7129 In the Evening — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Instrumental Quartet.
will add to the treatment of the period.
Eddie Lewis and His Tronical Serenaders
The Way You Looked at MeHollywood
— Fox-trot. Dance Orch.
Mr. Tobias also reports that Van Veen &
Was It a Dream? — Vocal and Instrumental
Quartet. Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
7130 Rag Doll — Fox-trot Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Co.
have just concluded important alterations
What Do I Care? — Fox-trot,
0247 Sunnyside Lane — Vocal and Instrumental Quartet.
Al Lynch and His Orch.
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
in
the
radio and piano departments of the
7154 Too Busv — Fox-trot
Campus Boys
On a Mountain Trail in Old Hawaii — Vocal and
Instrumental Quartet,
Bloomingdale department store in this city.
Stayin' Home Nights — Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders

•. ? - 9
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Arms—

Reproducers

With

Tone

and

Real

Quality!

well

made,

too

I

Quality

of tone and quality of manufacture are essential in your tone-arms
if your machines are to please the ear
and eye
service.

and

give

years

of reliable

Empire Tone-Arms will satisfy the
most exacting requirements in these
essentials.

The

many

thousands

of

machines using Empire Tone-Arms
bear testimony to this statement.
No.

12 Tone- Arm

In addition

to these

models

we

No.

5 Reproducer

have

several other styles of tone-arms for
portable and regular phonographs.
There is an Empire
every machine.

Tone-Arm

to fit

Write

for quotations on your requirements. Empire prices are extremely
reasonable.

The

Empire
Parts

Phono
Co.

Established in 1914
WM.

J. McNAMARA,

10316

Madison

Cleveland,

Premier
Mexican

President
Avenue
Ohio
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Mexicana,

S. A., Balderas

110, Mexico
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D.
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PROFITS

NEW

The new Toman No. 3 Reproducer — latest
addition to the famous Toman line of Reproducers and Tone-Arms. The No. 3 instantly restores fine definition and delicate tone shading to any
phonograph — no matter how old. A real seller for
replacement purposes. It is equipped with the special
Toman duraluminum diaphragm, hand lacquered to
protect it against climatic changes. Special double grip
screws hold reproducer to tone-arm — always in proper
playing position. A positive locking back without screws,
prevents loosened parts from interfering with perfect performance. Artistic in design and built to bring out to
best advantage tone qualities of the new electrically
recorded records — the No. 3 is bringing Jobbers and
Dealers a nice volume of new profitable business.
No.

3

The famous Toman "Helical" Arm is shown here with
the No. 2 Reproducer — an ideal combination for phonographs with long horns. The Model H is absolutely
air-tight in construction. There is no possibility of loosening parts with vibrations which distort perfect sound
transmission. Cast of selected metal alloys, constructed
on soundest scientific principles of musical reproduction,
the Model H is right in every way. In combination with
the No. 2 Reproducer, it produces on long horn phonographs, music unsurpassed for volume, tone quality, and
definition.

All Toman Products are most favorably priced — Guaranteed
quality inside and out. We un ite inquiry from Manufacturers.
Jobbers and Dealers.
Samples sent promptly upon request.

Model
H-2
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sale
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te
CQornseobleet

Tone — clear, true, natural,
freedom from A-C hum.

of the Grebe

Selectivity — ■without loss of
tonal fidelity.

The

Illuminated Dial in kilo3

Grebe

this handsome

Synchrophase

growing

Consolette

army

in addition

A-C

cabinet

model

Six gains prestige —

is a timely offering to that rapidly

of radio enthusiasts

to superiority

tivity and ease
<JBe Qrebe Consolette^
with its mahogany finish,
(which matches panel on
set) and self-contained loud
speaker is a masterpiece of
the cabinet making art.

shows

there's profit not only in its ready sale but in the minimum of servicing required after it has been sold.

Local-Distance
Switch
<5
Antenna Control
cycles.
Line Voltage Control

dealer who

THE

Volume — without distortion.

Six

of tonal

of operation

who

are demanding,

quality, range, selec-

established

by the Grebe

Synchrophase A-C Six, an article of furniture
they can justly be proud.
Write for Booklet
A. H. Grebe

of which

TW

& Co., Inc., 109 West 57th Street, New York
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif.
JVlakers of quality radio since 1909

City

■I
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Brunswick Radio,
table model 5KR
and Model "A"
Speaker. Receiver
to list at $115,
less tubes. Model
"A" Speaker to
list at $35.

Brunswick

A

great

music

musical

house

now

standards

as

Radio!

offers

the

Radio

of

Brunswick

the

same

high

Panatrope

1IKE the Brunswick Panatrope, Brunswick Radio
-J represents the combined achievements of The
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company, Radio Corporation of America, General Electric Company, and AVestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
The most advanced engineering triumphs in both the
super-heterodyne and tuned-radio-frequency fields are
made available in Brunswick Radio, plus acoustical
refinements which a great music house like Brunswick
is able to give. Furthermore, Brunswick Radio is
offered in cabinets of the same fine workmanship and
beauty for which Brunswick is noted.
Tone quality . . . better music ... is what people want.
Brunswick Radio is designed to give it to them. It is
the kind of radio you would expect a great music house
to produce.
Brunswick Radio, the Brunswick Panatrope, and the
Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola constitute the most
complete and attractive line available to the music
dealer ... a line that will be kept before the public in
consistent and frequent large-size magazine and newspaper advertisements. All supported by Brunswick
Electrical Records !
Get ready for this great new line. Advertise it. Give
it window space. Get the sales "story" clearly in mind.
Be ready to do a larger, more profitable business in
Brunswick instruments this fall.

Brunswick Radio, console type, Model 5KRO.
List price $2 1 5, less tubes

THE

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

Chicago

«

New

York

«

Branches

in Principal

Cities

The
Vol. 24.

Talking

No.

8

New

Times

Machine

York,

August,

World
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Have

Price Twenty-five

Changed

from selling foodstuffs or other home

talking machine dealer is in a better position
THE
than ever before in the history of the trade to build
business on a sound, profitable foundation. A few

purchased

years ago his existence depended

is why both talking machines

necessities. One

because it sustains life and the other must

sold on the basis that it adds to the enjoyment

practically entirely on one

Cents

is
be

of life. That

and radio sets must be con-

item of merchandise; to-day he has two lines allied to each
other in such a manner that there is a double appeal to the

stantly "sold." That is why the dealer who plans a sales
compaign gets the bulk of the business in any community.

public. The talking machine dealer has been replaced by
the music-radio merchant.

That is why the salesman who constantly "sells" his product
achieves better results than the

Radio has taken such a strong

man

who

hold with the trade and public

the questions put to him by a

alike that the progressive merchandiser has found it emi-

Every

Should

prospect. That is why the salesman in a small store who, when

Articles

a customer stood in the doorway to ask about a set displayed
in the window, did not make a

Dealer

nently worth while to give this
Read

line equal store space with the
talking machine

Changed

Marketing the Portable — By C.
N. Tunnell
{Page 4)

and radio.

"Loan Receipt" Helps GUI Sell
Radio — By M . T . Bridston . .{Page 6)

Conditions

Circumstances

have

Selling
Records — By
Reber

revolu-

Analyzes

tionized the talking machine

Effect

business. First, the introduction of artistic models built on

as

the

Retail

have given the dealer a superior

B.

Cost
Sales

C.
{Page 8)
{Page 9)

Radio

stimulate public interest and
break down sales resistance.

for a demonstration.

He

was

too "tired" to stop leaning on
the counter and get to work on
the job of selling. The moral
of this incident is obvious.

Willis
{Page 9)

Sets. . . {Page 1 6)

Selling the Music Lovers — By W.
Braid White
{Page 32)

to

sale, because he neglected to invite the customer into the store

of Store

Builds by Being Consistent— By Ray George. . . {Page u)

Selling Costly

records

product that has done much

on

Newland

of recording as well

reproducing

Display

Arrangement —
By
Parker

a new principle broadened the
sales field. Second, improved
methods

These

and to place

the strongest kind of sales promotion effort behind both the
talking machine

merely shows an instrument or set and answers

Drastic Change in Policy
GimbeVs Business

Aids
{Page 40)

Persistence
Something more is needed in
this business of selling talking
machines

and

radios than

a

store. Persistence and knowledge are requisites. Know
merchandise and know
customers.

There

your
your

is nothing

Third, radio has made it possible for the dealer to develop

new

an entirely new department

is by far the most important
factor in selling. More sales

bears

of

his business, because the public
has been and still is eager for radio and sales have come

in that thought, but it
repeating.

Persistence

the air has developed and stimulated national musical taste

of talking machines and radios can be attributed to followup than are made to transients on their first visit to the store.
The dealer who advertises persistently; who uses direct mail

to the point where it is reflected in increased sales of talking
machines, records and other musical instruments. These are

regularly; who ties up with musical and broadcasting events;
who takes the names of transients who have demonstrated

important advantages for the retailer to consider, especially
now, when competition is so keen that there is a more or

their interest by making

less great tendency to pay too much

deals that are hanging fire, and who

comparatively

easily. Fourth, musical

entertainment

via

attention to the less

fortunate aspects of retail talking machine and radio merchandising aswell as increasing competition.
This is an ideal situation. It gives the dealer something
he never has had before, because each of his two principal
items of merchandise stimulates the sale of the other. It
gives the forward-looking retailer the opportunity of doing
some exceptionally effective sales promotion. Merchandising music and home

entertainment

equipment

is different

inquiry regarding a machine

radio; who sends out good salesmen or saleswomen
become

or

to close

aggressive to

turn the wavering prospect into a customer, gains by this
persistence. He gains sales. He profits. He builds good
will. He insures his own success. Modern business is a far
cry from the storekeeping of twenty years ago. The public
is from Missouri and must be shown.

The opportunity for

selection is great and the potential customer is discriminating
enough to sense the true value of a product.
business today depends largely on salesmanship.

See second last page for Additional Index of Articles in this issue.
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Getting the

Marketing

R.

E.

the

Simpson's

Phonograph

as

a

Salesmen
"Card"

Portable

Use
of

Portable

Introduction

By C. N. Tunnell
large talking machine is the best prospect for
give the live leads and win an invitation and
a man's busied that
conced
IT is general
a portable, or the purchaser of a portable is
ction; but R. E.
ness card ly
is his
introdu
introduction into the prospect's own home
later
shown the logic of buying a large phonowhere
the
entire
family
can
see
that
their
home
Simpson's salesmen use a portable phonograph for an added bit of beauty within the
is
not
complete
without
one
or
more
talking
.
n
uction
graph for their introd
Simpso is manmachines. These leads obtained at the shop or
home. This retailer further finds that his portager of the music department of the W. C,
able customers are generally his largest buyMunn Co. department store, of Houston, Tex.
at the factory are generally ones that mean a
ers
of records, as they use the machines for
large percentage of sales. A concrete example
This department manager has made an outparties
and outings that suggest all the latest
standing success in the sale of all size and price
that shows average results was recently demondance hits and new music.
strated when one of these salesmen used his
talking machines this past twelve months; but
A Quick Money Turnover
this fact is especially true in regard to the lines
portable for his introduction to the employes
The portable talking machines of the W. C.
of a large tool and machine company. With
of portable machines featured.
Munn Co. are sold for five dollars cash and
Use Portables for Demonstration
a direct demonstration, the salesman closed the
five
dollars a month. This sales plan means
There are two outside salesmen for phonoday's work with the sale of four portable mnthat the machine is converted
graphs for this firm. They do
into cash within four, five or six
not depend upon a brief case m^^^^^—
months, a fact that means a
and a lot of illustrated literaquick turnover of money as well
ture to sell their merchandise;
accompanying article describes the methods
as stock. And with this selling
THE
they use a portable talking maof a live sales manager in building profits through
plan the returns and reposseschine to actually demonstrate
sions are cut to the minimum.
their merchandise. It matters
the sale of portable phonographs. Outside salesmen
It is the first impression of the
little to the salesman whether
are used in a new way to go after talking machine
prospect that usually means a
or not he is gunning for the sale
sale or the loss of a sale with
sales and sources of business are explored that most
of an expensive cabinet machine
this
firm; and by using the portor the sale of the cheapest portdealers do not even think about. Creating demand by
ables for an introduction these
able in stock; he uses just this
first
impressions
have brought
getting
to
workers
in
industrial
plants;
bringing
the
method of driving home his
this
department
a
large increase
opening sales wedge.
product to the attention of boat owners and other
in
profits.
Selling in Unusual Places
Too much stress cannot be
tested sales-building plans are discussed by this sucUsing the portable for an inplaced on the beneficial results
cessful retail talking machine merchant
troduction wins the way into
of obtaining
prospects from
machine shops, large wholesale
^^^^"■■■S
groups
of
people
at industrial
houses, factories and other ^^mwm^^m—m
plants,
such
as
are
utilized by
places where there is a large
the
outside
sales
staff
of
the
Munn
establishchines
and
two
large-type
talking
machines.
And
number of talking machine prospects.
Selling the Boat Owners
ment. Not only is much time and effort saved
here the salesmen for the W. C. Munn Co. use
But portable sales are not confined to the by demonstrating before a crowd of prospeca bit of diplomacy. They do not go crashing
industrial
workmen. These phonographs are
tive buyers rather than to individuals, but the
any gates to enter plants or factories where
used
as
the
introduction
into
every
type
home.
enthusiasm
aroused in one or more of a large
good
they would not be welcome. Instead
As Houston is located on a canal that joins
crowd
is
likely
to become infectious and arouse
who
superintendent
the
terms are gained with
it with the Gulf of Mexico, many people of the
the
desire
to
purchase
an instrument in listenplant
the
in
music
allow
to
gives consent
city own motor boats, house boats, and other
"cold"
ers whoprospects.
if approached as individuals would be
during some particular hour, or over the
crafts that are used for week-end trips, pargrounds of the plant where the employes may
ties and general recreation. The portable phobefore
pleasure
own
their
stop and listen at
nograph solves the introduction problem of
and after working hours.
!
entering
the
homes of these prospects with
Phillips' New Store Opened
The Right Location
the explanation that this little machine is just
Generally, a favorable location is obtained
the
very thing for the speed ship or boat. If
Morgantown, W. Va., August 4. — The new eswhere it will be necessary for the greate'- numtablishment of the S. A. Phillips Music Co.,
the
prospect already owns a phonograph of
ber of employes to pass on their coming and
which was formally opened recently, is one of
the
more
expensive
type
then
particular
stress
going from work. And as many factories, mathe most attractively equipped to be found in
is placed upon the portable as being the soluchine shops and similar institutions have worktion for music on the boat. It is pointed out
any part of the country. One of its many feamen working at different shifts, there are prostures in a living-room, artistically furnished, in
that
no
beach
party
or
week-end
cruise
can
be
demonstration
the
by
going
and
pects coining
complete without a portable talking machine
machine at all hours of the day.
the rear, facing the entrance, in which a purfor entertainment and for dance music.
chaser may hear his favorite music in a homeIt might be advanced that the tired workThe customer who does not own a talking
like setting. The main floor is devoted to a
man or office girl would not care to stop after
machine of the better class is centered on just display of pianos. In the talking machine and
finishing a day's work; but actual experience
radio department on the mezzanine floor are
proves to these salesmen that the tired man or
such a machine. Simpson's salesmen find that
woman is the one that quickly responds to
it is an easy matter to talk in terms of a qualshown the Victor Orthophonic, Brunswick Panrestful music. With this fact in view, a bit of
ity-type machine by having the portable for atrope, the full Edison phonograph line, includactual concrete demonstrations of the latest
common-sense psychology is used in the selecing the radio combinations and Americanhits in records. The customer or prospect is Bosch, Sparton and Atwater Kent radios. Sheet
tion of the records that are played for the
made to see that the portable machine fur- music and small musical instruments are also
benefit of the workmen of the public institunishes good music that is well worth the retail
handled. This business was founded here by
tions and results have been excellent.
price, but that a larger and more expensive
No High Pressure Selling
S. A. Phillips, the present proprietor, in 1902.
machine is just the article of home furnishing
At these demonstrations no particular stress
that is necessary to blend in with the general
is made to close a sale; as it has been found
color scheme and decorative program of the Lee Morse Given New Slogan
that factory managers are opposed to highhome.
And by featuring the talking machine
pressure salesmanship to close sales among
to
be
just
what is needed for a certain corner to
"The Mellow Swanee Voice" is the new detheir employes on the building grounds; but on
scriptive slogan just adopted for Miss Lee
complete the attractiveness of the room the
the other hand, these plant managers cooperate
Morse by Columbia, to accompany hereafter all
sales argument is doubly forceful.
in the spirit of furnishing music for those that
advertising of this popular Southern singer.
Although many retailers sidetrack the sales
wished to listen and deem it perfectly ethical to
of portable machines thinking that they may
Miss Morse's latest Columbia record couples
obtain the names and addresses of prospects or
replace the sale of a larger machine, Simpson
to even make a direct sale where the prospect
Irving Berlin's "When I Lost You" and a
finds that they are more generally supplemenexpresses a desire for the machine.
composition by Miss Morse herself, "Lonetary sales. The person who already owns a
It is just the portable demonstrations that
some for You."
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Feature

Artists

of

Sealy

BILLY
HILLPOT

Their

Air

Weavers

HERE

on Brunswick

Radio

Program

Records are the authors of one of the

quickest acts to "take" on the air. Phil Cook and Billy
Hillpot are clever young men known to millions through their

First

programs for the Sealy Air Weavers.
Brunswick

Record

Hillpot (Morpheus)

"discovered" by Ben Bernie of Brunswick

was

Record fame. Hillpot

was appearing in night-clubs with "Scrappy" Lambert, Brunswick
artist, when Ben Bernie took them under his wing and helped
"That's

My

Weakness

Now!"

them get important night-club engagements.

"Cotton and

Morpheus" are members of the Brunswick family and have
turned out a record that will speed up the cash register for the

u y
Cause

My

'Maybe'

Baby

Don't

Now!"

.

.

Mean
. 3969

Brunswick dealer. Feature this first record by these new Brunswick stars and watch for others.
2 — good selections on every Brunswick

THE

Now

BRUNSWICK

- BALKE

- COLLENDER

CO., Chicago

• New

York

• Branches

Record — 2

in all Principal

Cities

"Loa
n
Helps

Re
ce
Gill
Sell
Radio
ipt"
By M. T. Bridston

dark cloud on the horizon of radio
THE
merchandising is in the home demonstration, and, perversely enough, it is in the
home demonstration that the radio sale must be
made. This is a problem that has long had
the consideration of Hurst P. Harrison, manager of the radio department of the J. K. Gill
Co., Portland, Ore., toward the end that he now
uses a system of home demonstration that efficiently simplifies this situation.
Unsatisfactory Methods
The "dark cloud" is familiar and ominous
enough to many radio merchandisers. Mr.
Prospect is interested in a radio to the extent
that he expresses a desire for a demonstration
in his home, half promising that if the set gives
good performance he will buy it. Installation
is made, and the salesman drops around in the
evening to talk to the prospect. Incidentally,
there isn't so much talking — real sales talking
done — as listening to the performance of the
set. This means that the salesman doesn't
"close," and leaves the prospect to "try the set
and see what it will do."
This unsatisfactory premise to a sale develops even more phlegmatically. At the end of a
week of such "trying" the dealer finds that Mr.
Prospect has a number of grievances against
the set — there are noises, and so and so station is weak, or a neighbor tuned in a station

period, and keep it on the dot. Without stating
as much in so many words, Gill customers are
made aware that they will be permitted to have
the radio in their home for the stipulated period
and no longer. Mr. Harrison rarely allows this
loan period to extend over three days. The period
of time is set by talking over the situation with
the customer and the signing of the "Loan Receipt" follows. This method reverses the situation often observed, namely, that a prospect
"consents" to a demonstration in his home, and
the dealer regarding it as a favor to put his machine in for trial. A "loan" is a different matter
altogether.
If the prospect does not have an antenna in-

that Mr. Prospect couldn't get on his trial set.
He wants to try the XYS set owned by Mr.
Neighbor, but if the dealer No. 1 cares to, he
may leave his set there, and they'll compare
them. The dealer, afraid of losing the sale altogether, agrees to this unfair stipulation.
And his agreement snags up his stock investment even more securely, for the more sets
the prospect is allowed to have in his home for
demonstration the less chance has Dealer No.
1 of closing. Batteries and tubes are weakened— at the dealer's expense — and it is also true
that the set with the freshest impression — the
last one he has tried — is the one that he finally
purchases. A set may be tied up anywhere from
weeks to months in this procedure, and still not
chalk up a sale.
Solving the Problem
This is the situation which Mr. Harrison has
corrected through the use of a "Loan Receipt"
form, worked out by himself, coupled with a definite procedure in "loaning out a radio." The
very word — "demonstration" is not used in talking with a prospect entering the Gill radio department. The more significant word "Loan" is
the term. Prospects do not make objection to
signing a "Loan Receipt" definitely stating the
terms on which they take out a radio on approval.
The prospect affixes his signature to the following stipulations :
"Received of the J. K. Gill Co. the following {here is
entered description of set, model of speaker, etc. . . . ).
This merchandise is delivered to me on APPROVAL
and will be left with me ON TRIAL, with no obligation
on my part, except to care for same, and same to be
called for in
days, or if approved,
such terms of sale arranged to suit my convenience
(within reason.)
"It is understood and agreed that the above merchandise
will not be removed from my address, given away, or
otherwise disposed of, without due notice to the J. K.
Gill Co., and then only with their consent in writing,
except in case of fire or other possible damage while in
my ± possession,- then -same" to be removed and protected
as though the property were my own.
The crux of the method is to set a definite loan

H. P. Harrison
stalled already, the Gill store explains that a good,
permanent antenna will be erected, and that
whether the set is purchased or not, the usual
charge for an antenna will be made. Generally
a flat rate of $10.00 applies. It rarely happens
that a prospect makes an objection to this plan,
and when he does he is not in the market for a
radio at all, and might as well be lost before
time investment has been made in him.
Salesman Follows Up
The salesman makes a call on the evening following installation, taking time to go over every
point thoroughly. The second evening the prospect is given a breathing spell to try out the radio for himself, alone, and the third evening the
salesman calls prepared to close. The loan period is up, the prospect knows, and this psychologically puts him in a buying mood. He is given
an incentive toward decision. Instead of rushing
him through this procedure, the salesman takes
the viewpoint that he is seeking to close a legitimate business deal that has hung long enough.
Mr. Harrison has also worked out another form
that is beneficial in achieving radio profits. He
has placed a "clincher" on his conditional contract of sale — this in the form of a promissory
note that binds the purchaser whether the machine is still in his possession or not. It is particularly beneficial in safeguarding the dealer when
the repossession of a ruined machine is necessi6

tated. It is in the form of a printed addendum
to the contract:
"For value received, I promise to pay to the order of
the J. K. Gill Company, at their office in Portland, Oregon Dollars, in Gold Coin of
the United States of America, with interest thereon, in
like Gold Coin, at the rate of
per
cent per annum from date until paid, payable in monthly installments of not less than $
in
any one payment together with the full amount of interest due on this note at time of payment of each installment. The first payment to be made on the
day of
192.., and a like payment on
the
day of each month thereafter, until
the whole sum, principal and interest, has been paid; if any
of said installments are not so paid, the whole of said
principal sum and interest to become immediately due
and collectible at the option of the holder of this note.
And in case suit or action is instituted to collect thi.«
note, or any portion thereof, I promise to pay such
additional sum as the Court may adjudge reasonable as
attorney's fees in said suit or action."
"Progressing" the Prospect
While the foregoing suggests that Mr. Harrison
has devoted considerable time to the mechanic*
involving the sale of radio, it does not follow that
he has not given equal care to determining a
right and a wrong way to progress a sale. Indeed, an answer to the observer is in his statement
that 80 per cent of the machines sold from hi?
department cost $200 and over. He has worked
out a way to "progress" the prospect.
Mr. Average Customer, when he comes in to
look around, usually has a figure of $150 in mind.
However, Mr. Harrison doesn't worry about this,
nor even start showing him his lower-priced line.
He takes Mr. Average Customer into a beautifully appointed private room, where a $1,300 electric
machine is installed. The customer is amazed at
the liquid-toned performance, and he is likewise
amazed at the price attached to it. Mr. Harrison
assures the prospect that he "just wants him to
hear it," answering the protest that he had
"nothing quite so expensive as that in mind."
From $1,300 Mr. Harrison proceeds down to
$650, $375 andPractical
so on. Psychology
The sales psychology back of this method is
that $375, for instance, is but a small price compared to $1,300; yet the $375 customer would
think $375 "too much to pay" if shown that
model first. Working DOWN to $375. however, is another matter. This is a departure
from the old sellism expounded by many a
merchandiser not to educate the customer's
taste above the price he can afford to pay —
but it is a departure that is achieving results.
Not long ago the Gill Co. sold one of the
$1,300 models directly through this method, the
purchaser being well able to afford the price,
but not aware that such radio performance
could be bought. The point is to present the
prospect to the machine as a visitor, not as a
prospect, Mr. Harrison tells you.
$1,800,000

Edison

Insurance

The Thomas A. Edison industries have obtained for their employes a plan of group
insurance aggregating $1,800,000, covering approximately800
1
men and women. The plan
has been underwritten by the Travelers Insurance Co., and has been made available to employes of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Edison
Storage Battery Co., Edison Storage Battery
Supply Co., Edison Phonograph Distributing
Co. and the E. K. Medical Gas Laboratories.
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The No. 635 Stromberg-Carlson
Treasure Chest
Uses 5 UY-2.2.7 A. C,one UX-171-A
Output
andTubes.
one UX-2.80
— a Tubes
total
of 7R.C.A.
Price, less
and Speaker, East of Rockies $i85.

The No. 636 Stromberg-Carlson
Console Model
No. 10 Cone Speaker
A n-inch Seamless Cone
Speaker. Complete with
long cord.$40.
Price, East of
Rockies,

Uses 5 UY-2.2.7 A. C, one UX-171-A
Output and one UX-2.80 — a total
of 7R.CA.Tubes. Price, less Tubes
and Speaker, East of Rockies $145.

TROMBERG-CARLSON

TONE

is not

merely a coined phrase — it is something
tangible, very definite in the minds

of most

veryradio

dealers and innumerable

users of radio — indicating a

beauty and faithfulness

of reproduction

become
There

the standard
are many

by which

which

has

radio tone is judged.

reasons for this superlative

quality of tone. The experience of thirty years

berg-Carlson Cone Speakers are brilliant examples ofStromberg-Carlson Tone . The cabinetry
of both Receivers is so rich and graceful as to

making telephones. The use of perfectly balanced circuits to avoid regeneration. Scientific

set new standards.

total shielding. The two new Stromberg-Carlson Receivers shown above as well as the Strom-

than Stromberg-Carlson
able at heretofore,

Stromberg-Carlson

Telephone

Mfg.

The prices of both are lower
quality has been obtain-

Co., Rochester,

N. Y.

Other Models Range in Price to $12.05, East of Rockies
Hear the Stromberg-Carlson Sextette through the NBC

trailb
Makers

of voice transmission

and zz ^Associated Stations

rison

and voice reception apparatus for more
MM

than thirty years.

ELLING

EGORDS

By

B. C. Reber

recorded for Okeh. These all stimulate sales
artist from each of these manufacturers. ConIN measuring the success of a record deand, while the sale is always uncertain, as is
partment nothing so determines that sucsequently itis necessary to stock all to satisthat of sheet music, it is good while it lasts.
cess as a thorough
knowledge
of the
fy the trade. This is a condition which has
Attractive Store Aids Sales
been brought about by radio broadcasting.
records the public appreciates, and an ability to
Each manufacturer will also have certain recgive them what they like. In this respect the
"Probably one of the greatest incentives
toward record sales is in having an attractive
ords which he will develop to a greater extent
record department of the Household Furniture
Co., of San Antonio, Tex., has made a worthy
place. All of our booths are equipped as nearthan others. One may be noted for its clasly homelike as possible. They are roomy, well
sics; another for its dance selections; and a
record, and the story of its success has been
ventilated
and
comfortable.
Visiting
one
of
third
for its song hits. By having all these
related by A. P. Kolosky, manager of the delines we are able to offer the best at all times.
our booths provides more than a place to try
partment, in a most interesting manner.
A Successful Policy
out a record; it is a room of pleasant and
Buyer Percentages
comfortable
surroundings;
it
is
a
place
where
"Our sales are showing a constant increase,
"The sales in any department are based on
and we believe that much of
percentages," Mr. Kolosky explained, "and in order to assure ^^^^^^^^
a
is due to having
increaseknowledge
this
^^^^^^^^^
thorough
of our
lull success in your department
it is necessary to know these
trade and in catering to their
wishes. We have so educated
percentages and cater to them
our customers that they know
accordingly. The younger set
PERCENTAGES
govern the sales in any departJment
of
the
talking
machine
business,
according
we will watch out for any new
will come in for a certain perrecords that they might enjoy
centage of your sales on dance
to the successful dealer whose views are expressed
and, when they come in, we will
records and popular hits. Oldin the accompanying article. Discussing record sales
have them ready.
er men and women will prefer
"As the new announcements
classics, novelties or specialin particular, he points out that "buyer percentages"
ties. Each class represents a
are
sent out each month, we
give the dealer a certain index regarding the potential
check them to determine how
percentage of your total sales,
demand for recordings of various kinds. There is food
and in order to have complete
we may best serve our customfor thought in this article for every dealer who
efficiency it is necessary to beers. We have done this concome thoroughly acquainted
sistently, and our customers
handles records, since it points the way to increased
know as soon as they study the
with your trade and know what
business and the elimination of slow-moving record
folder that if there is a new
they want in recordings.
merchandise which results in frozen assets
. . . .
record in it they will like
"Here in San Antonio we
have a large business among the
we will have it. Such a practice
negroes. Approximately 40 per
assures a steady and consistent
cent of our record business is
trade at all times and helps to
done with these people, and,
build up a profitable business.
the setting is ideal to create a sale; it is a
while they will purchase a certain number of
"There is also some good business to be had
replica of all that could be desired in a home.
records that are popular, there are certain selecby specializing on unusual records. We specialtions that will sell big to them alone.
"We train our sales people to be courteous
ize on records for negroes, on Spanish and Gerand attentive and we endeavor to cultivate this
man selections, and on other similar recordings.
"The negroes are a class of people who enso that it will be natural and not mechanical.
joy crooning such as blues, etc. They are also
People have come to realize that we are not
There is, however, such a thing as spending
strong on banjo selections, string instruments,
afraid to put these in stock. They come to us,
and in buying these they hear others and buy
a
dollar's
worth
of
time
in
selling
a
fifty-cent
and sacred music or 'spirituals.' If you get a
record, and we endeavor in every way to avoid
good supply of these selections in for this trade,
them. Thus it is that our business grows."
this so that our sales will be as efficient as
you may rest assured that they will be picked
they are satisfactory.
up quickly by your negro customers.
Travels 6,000 Miles to
"The majority of people who come into the
"It is not hard to sell a negro. Give him a
store
come
in
to
buy,
and
it
is
not
much
good blues record, let him hear the tune, and
Sing in A. K. Radio Hour
trouble to sell them something they will like
he is sold. It is never necessary to play both
and enjoy. Then there are a few who will
sides, for he is more interested in the one tune
Traveling approximately 6,000 miles and
to wait for the other selection.
need a little urging to buy, but this can be
spending 160 hours on the train in order to
attended
to
if
the
sales
people
are
properly
"One good feature about this kind of business
sing thirty-two minutes before the microphone
trained. But it is the ones who come in and
is that it is all cash. If we were to trust these
is the achievement of Suzanne Keener, colorapeople too far they would be in every day
will poke around all day without buying anytura soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Co.
thing that must be guarded against.
buying a dozen or more records, and, while
She will broadcast on August 19 over the
they make some of our best customers, we
"Have what the patrons want, what they
Pacific Coast network in a concert presented
like, and sales will be speeded up. This gives
have found it advisable to have all such busiby
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,
ness on a cash basis.
the sales people more time to wait on others,
and its Pacific Coast distributors, Ray Thomas,
and keeps the sales force down to a minimum.
"In addition to our negro trade, approxiInc., Los Angeles; Ernest Ingold, Inc., San
There are many good departments that are not
mately five per cent of our total volume will
Francisco, and the Sunset Electric Co., of
making any money because their sales people
be in Spanish records, while another seven per
Portland,
Seattle .and Spokane.
entertain the customers rather than sell them.
cent will be for the German class of people.
Miss
Keener
is the first of the great artists
Business is a matter of selling, and not a social
Possibly another five per cent will cover all
affair
and
it
should
be
conducted
briskly.
appearing
on
the
Coast Atwater Kent proother nationalities, except the American, which
grams this year. Others include Toscha Seidel,
will cover the remainder.
Complete Record Stock
Richard Bonelli, Nicolai Orloff, Madame Luella
"We are carrying five makes of records at
"Songs are more popular than dance hits,
Melius, Leo Luboshutz, William Simmons and
although they run very close. Our dance
the present time and will add another soon.
a number of others who have achieved fame
records will make up about forty per cent of The five' we are stocking are: Brunswick, Voin this and other countries.
calion, Okeh, Paramount and Columbia. We
our total volume, while the songs will make
intend
to
stock
Victor
records
within
a
short
up fifty-five per cent with the remaining in
time, thus rounding out our stock.
novelties, specialties, etc.
New Music Store Opened
"There are some who will think that this is
"Artists who have been popularized over
the radio and who have records are sure to
too much, but we have not found it that way.
The Whitehall Music Shop is the title of a
help sales, especially if they are well known
new music store to be opened in Whitehall,
Each record manufacturer has a group of selected artists who record for him alone. In
as Nick Lucas, Gene Austin, Art Gillham and
N. Y., by Alexander Sidur, who at present conothers, or are local like Don Jose, who hag
selling, however, one customer may admire an
ducts ajewelry business.
8
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Rotfiorron
forA every
purpose
RADIOTRON UX-20I-*
RADIOTRON UV-199
RADIOTRON UX-199
RADIOTRON WD. 1 1
RADIOTRON WX-12
RADIOTRON UX-200-A
RADIOTRON UX-120
RADIOTRON UX-222
RADIOTRON UX-1I2-A
RADIOTRON UX-17I-A
RADIOTRON UX-210
RADIOTRON UX-240

A Radiotron
for every purpose
RADIOTRON UX-201-A
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON UV-199
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON
UX-199
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON WD-11
Detector Amplifier

Nation-wide broadcasting,
for audiences of millions, has been

RADIOTRON UX-250
RADIOTRON UX-22E
RADIOTRON UY-227
RADIOTRON UX-280
RAOIOTRON UX-231
^DIOTfiON UX-W4
RAOIOTRON UV-876
RADIOTRON UV-886
TKe standard by
u fiich other vacuum
tubes are rated

RADIOTRON WX-12
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON
UX-200-A
Detector Ontil
RADIOTRON UX-120
Pinrer
A uiiioAmplifier
Stttyr OtiluLast
RADIOTRON UX-222
Screen Grid ftaitio
Frequency Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-112-A
Power Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-171-A
Pouer Amplifier Last
Audio Stage Unly
RADIOTRON UX-210
Penier Amplifier 0*ritlat<ir
RADIOTRON UX-240
Detector Amplifier for
Resiatance-cov pint
A mphficatiort
RADIOTRON UX-250
Power Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-226
A.C. Filament
RADIOTRON UY-227
A.C. Heater
RADIOTRON UX-280
Full-Have Rectifier

made possible by the development
of RCA Radiotrons for all uses in

RADIOTRON UX-281
Half-Wane Rectifier
RADIOTRON UX-874
Voltaite Reuutalor Tube
RADIOTRON UV-876
Ballast Tube
RADIOTRON UV-886
Italian Tube

edged standard in vacuum tube design in the 'radio industry
Radiotrons are die bean of the receiving set- To numtam fine reception the vacuum tubes in your set should be replaced with ntw
R.iditxrons at least once .1 year. Do nor use new tubes with old.
Best results arc obtained by changing jII tubes at one time.
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Two big hours on the air over the National Broadcasting Company network:

"best sellers", including the four great

L. The Friday morning

weeklies — Collier's, Liberty, Literary Digest

Hour

and Saturday Evening Post.

FARM

JOURNAL

Special color and black-and-white

2. The Saturday afternoon RCA Demonstration Hour every week, to provide
the best music for RCA Radiola dealer
demonstrations.

pages

merchan-

DEALER

dise specially adapted for best results in
unwired homes.

NEWSPAPER

carry still more
that has been

the country will

of the big RCA

SALES

HELPS

Sales-pulling Window Displays for every-day
merchandising and special sales drives.
Direct-by-Mail campaigns to bring in new
customers and keep old ones on the books

ADVERTISING

City dailies all over

for the schools, begin-

ning in October.

ADVERTISING

in farm papers featuring RCA
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RCA

LOUDSPEAKER

103

A new model of the famous 100A. Specially designed
case, with rich tapestry cover — a beautiful ornament for
the home as well as a superb instrument. $37.50

RCA

DE

LUXE

LOUDSPEAKER

105

d! the world's knowledge of radio acoustics is embodied
in this wonderful reproducing instrument. Operates on
110 volt, 50-60 cycle A. C. Will supply "'B" and "C"
potentials for receiver.
S3 50
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Analyzes
Cost

of

Window

Extensive

SURVEY made in seventy-three cities of
the United States shows that the average
cost of window display circulation is
$1.11 per 1,000. A report on the findings of the
study was read at the convention of the International Association of Display Men in Toronto
recently by W. L. Stensgaard, president of the
Association, and display manager of the Montgomery Ward & Co. stores.
"In determining the cost of circulation we
have taken actual counts during various times
of day between 8 a. m. and lip. m.," Mr. Stensgaard continued. "Comparative counts were
also made on week-days and Saturdays. The
average increase of circulation was about 45 per
cent on Saturdays. This should indicate thaf
Saturday window circulation compares favorably with that of Sunday newspaper circulation.
It also means that we are justified in giving
greater attention to the power of displays for
Saturday's circulation.
"We have included in the cost of 'display' the
expenditures for display equipment, settings,
materials, salaries, lighting, and a fair rental for
the space occupied by the display window. This
has been computed at the rate of annual expenditure, and when we consider that the circulation count was taken at perhaps the year's
lowest average (the month of January) our cost
of circulation would be considerably less could
A

Effect

on

Store
Daniels

Survey

Display
Display
Outlined

Circulation
by W.

"If our budget for display window operation
were determined by the cost per 1,000 of display
window circulation, using $1.11 per 1,000 as a
basic figure, the retailer's business throughout
the country would prosper by a sound bankable
investment, and this amount would be sufficient
to allow much increased interest in his display.
"Take, for example, a city of 169,000 population. The average daily circulation was found
to be more than 22,000, with the average Saturday circulation over 32,000. This would mean
an approximate annual circulation of 8,550,000.
Basing the value of circulation at $1.11 per 1,000,
the annual expenditures on display would
amount to $9,490.
"Considering that this circulation count was
taken in January, we can easily estimate that
the average annual circulation will be at least
25 per cent higher, this taking into consideration the holiday season and the many months
in the year when display window shopping is
much more comfortable than it is in January.
This would allow us an additional amount of
$2,375, making a total window display budget
of $11,865.
"In this amount would be included decoratives, display fixtures, salaries of display department chargeable directly to windows.
To the

Sales

of

Arrangement
& Fishers Store in Denver

Sales by Improving
By

Boosted

Interior Store Display

Willis Parker

The phonograph and record demonstration
booths of the phonograph department of the
Daniels & Fishers Store, Denver, Colo., are
much larger than the average booths, and the
heavy carpets so commonly used have been replaced with beautiful tile-patterned linoleum.
Several reasons are given by Manager W. T.
Marsh for using linoleum. The first is that in
his opinion, and in the opinion of others, the
music from the phonograph sounds much better than it does when the floors are deadened
with heavy carpet. Carpet seems to absorb
some of the sound waves, he avers, and there
isn't as much resonance as would be otherwise.
An exaggerated example of the sound-deadening
qualities of carpet and heavy fabrics is contained in the furnishings of a radio broadcasting
studio where carpets and draperies galore are
used to break the resonance so that there will
not be so many echoes and re-echoes to interfere with the transmission of the music over
the microphone.
The linoleum contains some sound-deadening
qualities and prevents disturbing echoes, but not
so much as heavy carpet. It is better, however, than wooden floors, for there the sound
waves rebound with greater velocity and
strength on account of the hard surface.
"Another reason for the linoleum," continued
Mr. Marsh, "is the wearing quality. We found
that the carpets we were using did not remain

in good appearance for more than five years,
although it was expensive material. We expect
this linoleum to last fifteen or twenty years.
It will be easier to clean, also, and by keeping
it waxed and polished it should always present
a good appearance.
"A third reason is that many of our customers like dance music, buy dance records
and frequently desire to test out the rhythm
of the music by dancing a few steps to the
music. The waxed linoleum permits this much
more than carpet does."
Turning to other features in the department —
features that have more to do with merchandising than beauty and comfort — we find two
kinds of record racks being used. One is constructed for the better display of the latest
records and the other is for the presentation of
bargains in recordings.
The first is a sloping rack set upon a table
that is four and a half feet long and 27 inches
deep. The rack slopes upward and backward
so that the rear is 24 inches higher than the
top of the table. The records stand on edge
with the face outward and they slope a trifle
at the top so that they are not in danger of
falling off. One record overlaps the one next
to it about three inches, which permits a larger
number of records to be displayed in each row.
but not enough overlap to interfere with reading the titles of the selections. There are four
9

on

L. Stensgaard

we determine the average circulation during the
entire year.

Retail

Based

Cost

above figures should be added any income secured by the display department through the
resale of used fixtures or materials.
"When the display appropriation is determined through circulation, we believe it really
is more accurate and justified, because many
iimes the gross volume of the store is below
par by reason that merchandise displays and
advertising are not producing. When this is
the case, we usually find that the merchant is
not making the proper investment to create his
merchandise presentations, and usually his business is ailing because he is not able to analyze
the reason for his non-success.
"Usually a store doing in the neighborhood
of a $1,000,000 volume cannot expect efficient
displays in, say, 100-foot front for less than two
per cent. Usually the store doing the $1,000,000
volume would be located in a smaller town.
The decoratives for a 100-foot front in the small
town will cost exactly the same as they would
for the same store in a large city doing perhaps many times this amount of business, but
occupying no more space.
"The store doing in the neighborhood of
$25,000,000 can usually operate windows around
an entire block for one-half of one per cent.
When we arrive at a reasonable appropriation
based on circulation we come nearer to doing
justice to both the small and large store."
rows of records on each rack, and two racks
(two tables). In the drawers of the tables are
accessories, such as phonograph needles.
"We find that by displaying the latest musical hits in this manner," said Mr. Marsh, "we
increase our sales, because the sight of the
new records and their titles is more effective
than to list the titles on a long sheet of paper
and hang the list conveniently in the salesroom or record demonstrating booth."
In each record booth, and placed conspicuously on the wall, is a long rack in which three
or four records may be placed with all of the
records in view. Over the rack is a neatly
printed card informing the reader that here is
a bargain — three records for a dollar.
"This plan helps us sell many of our slow
moving records and cleans up our old stock,"
explained Mr. Marsh. "People frequently will
buy three records for a dollar, regardless of
the popularity of the titles, because the bargain
idea appeals to them. Also, many people like
to hear the old numbers and will pick them up
in this manner. These sales are generally in
addition to the sales of newer numbers which
the customer came in to hear."
Wm.

R. McElroy

Go.

Moves

The Wm. R. McElroy Co., district manager
for the Steinite Radio Co., covering western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, with headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pa., has moved from its
former location at 631 Penn avenue to new
quarters in the Chamber of Commerce Building,
Suite 604.
Local of
singing
contestsKent
in this
year's radio
audition
the Atwater
Foundation
have
already been held in several States, and from
early reports it would seem that this year's
audition would result in bringing before the
public anofrier group of remarkable voices
among the younger generation for radio and
concert work.
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Consolation prizes ... all right
in their way, but they don't
weigh
enough. up
We the
don'tfamous
know
who thought
maxim quoted at the left, but
we certainly do not like it for
an aggressive business, as well
as the "whole loaf" idea. Do
♦

AUDACHROME
"The Standard by Which All
Others Are Judged and Valued"

♦

♦

A sprinter who takes the
bronze medal for third place
will hide his chagrin at not
you?
having won the gold medal for
first place . . . but you may be
sure he fought like fury for the
higher honor and only accepts
the "consolation" because he
did not succeed in doing better.
♦ ♦ ♦
Business is so much like sport

the

Whole

parting

Loaf!

a naturalness

that

delights

the

ear

and makes the hearer appreciate good music.
This is how
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possible
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why

they

that

they

matter
is to

let

see

that way. It's all right for a
dealer to be satisfied with less
than his quota of sales if he has
really tried hard to get more of
them without success. But the
weak fiedthing
to do
is to your
be satiswith what
comes
way
automatically, without making
an intelligent effort for more
with "half
contented
. beingwhen
.a . loaf"
you are entitled
to much more if you'd try a bit
harder.
♦ ♦ •
See things as they are. All
your customers who own talking machines should be buying
records of you regularly. To
those who don't own a talking
machine, you should be selling
the
idea of buying
and
AUDACHROME
will one
help— you

leave with a higher appreciation of good
music in their souls and AUDACHROME

there, too.

and

under their arms. It's a good trick — and
any dealer can perform it. Make up your

Your sales possibilities are a
big circle, within which lies the
smaller circle of your actual
sales. The relative size of the
two circles depends entirely

mind

upon YOU

half

more
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that
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♦
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and your methods.
♦ ♦ ♦

Half a loaf is better than none
. . . but
who wouldn't
rather
have
the whole
loaf?
♦ ♦ ♦
And you can get it!
♦ ♦ ♦
As others are doing.
♦

♦

♦

That is why AUDACHROME
means so much to the music
trade !
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to

2,500,000

Reach

Receiving

Sets

G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., General Manager, Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair, Makes
Interesting Analysis of the Radio Market in the United States
"Contemplation of the radio market in the
United States based on present-day knowledge
of the field presents a picture that is truly an
inspiration to any man in the radio business,"
stated G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager
of the Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair, which
is to be held in Madison Square Garden, September 17 to 22, inclusive. An estimate of
2,500,000 sets for 1928-29 is made by Mr. Irwin,
who points out, at the same time, that a fair
sized goal to shoot at is one set for each of the
28,000,000 homes in the United States.
"At the present time there are 8,000,000 sets
in the country which operate with loud speaker
volume," Mr. Irwin states, "and of this number
30 per cent, or 2,400,000 are away out of date,
admittedly inefficient and totally inadequate.
Moreover there are between 3,000,000 and
4,000,000 sets, in addition to the 8,000,000
with loud speaker volume, which are divided
among the 'one lungers', crystal sets, etc. These
3,000,000 to 4,000,000 pieces of radio apparatus
are crying for replacement.
"The 2,400,000 obsolete sets which operate a
loud speaker but feebly, whenever a station can
be tuned, added to the 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 entirely obsolete sets, gives a replacement total of
between 5,400,000 to 6,400,000 sets. To be ultra
conservative, let's call it 5,500,000.
"On top of this vast replacement market is a
much larger one — in homes which have never
possessed radio sets. Such prospects reach the
staggering total of 16,000,000 to 17,000,000, depending on whether the 3,000,000 or 4,000,000
estimate of absolutely obsolete sets is used. In

an

addition it is well to remember that there is
another virgin field for radio sets which adds
350,000 more prospects each year. This is represented by the yearly increase in the number
of homes in this country.
"Without considering foreign demand it is
apparent that there are nearly 22,000,000 prospects for radio sets right this minute, and on
the basis of these figures an estimate of 2,500,000 sets for the year does not seem out of line."
Here is how Mr. Irwin divides the radio
market:
Increase in homes each year.... 350,000
Homes without radio of any kind,
at least
16,000,000
Sets
needing
replacement, at
least
5,500,000
21,850,000
Columbia
WABC

System

as

Key

York, August, 1928

White, president of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, and Alfred H. Grebe, president of the
Atlantic Broadcasting Corp. This will permit
the Columbia Broadcasting System to furnish
radio entertainment to its vast radio audience
every night, and on Sunday afternoons, starting
on September 2, 1928, according to the terms of
a long-time agreement entered into by the chain
and the new key station.
The facilities provided at the inception of
the Columbia Broadcasting System a year ago
were designed to supply the radio audience
with entertainment in periods of two hours'
duration on Sunday afternoons, and Sunday.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings. All
of these programs have been broadcast on a
nation-wide network, now consisting of nineteen stations. At that time it was thought that
this amount of entertainment would be adequate, but popular demand has made expansion
of service imperative. Early this year the
Columbia Broadcasting System entered into
three-year contracts with the Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co., whereby wire lines are ready to
carry Columbia programs for sixteen hours a
day every day in the week. The added key
station and expanded studio facilities provided
by WABC complete the arrangements.

Adds

Stewart- Warner

Station

Public Demand Responsible for Expansion
of Columbia Broadcasting System
The demand of the radio audience for more
of the Columbia Broadcasting System's "programs will be met through the use of Station
WABC as an additional key station, and the
expansion of Columbia broadcasts to include
Tuesday and Thursday nights, according to a
joint statement just issued by Major J. Andrew

Earnings

Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp. and subsidiaries report for the quarter ended on June
30 net profit of $2,226,050 after depreciation and
Federal taxes, equivalent to $3.71 a share earned
on 599,990 shares of no par stock. This compares with $1,387,284, or $2.31 a share, in the
preceding quarter, and $1,508,878, or $2.51 a
share, in the second quarter of 1927. Net profit
for the first half of 1928 totaled $3,613,334 after
the same charges, equal to $6.02 a share, against
$2,570,926, or $4.28 a share, in the first half of
last year.
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The Newland Music Co., Phoenix, Ariz., is
one of the best organized phonograph shops
in the state, and Fred L. Newland, founder and
manager of the business, in eight years of continuous service has succeeded in gaining for
the firm a place of real distinction. A quick
turnover, an artistic salesroom and an aggressive sales force outside make this experienced
dealer in Edison and -Columbia machines an
example whose business methods contain the
story of his success.
Steady Drive for Sales
Mr. Newland never gets excited over trade
conditions and never lets up on his steady campaign for new customers. His business has
an air of stability and he plans his sales campaigns and drills his salesmen with the same
enthusiasm that he applied when the phonograph was a novelty. Every Monday morning
he meets his sales force and lays before them
the outline of a week's work. Lists of prospects are given to each one on the force, the
routes to be covered are mapped out and the
sales points that are particularly seasonal are
very carefully gone over.
Concentrating Sales Effort
From time to time an attack is made on
certain groups of prospects. The farmers of
the Salt River Valley are canvassed according
to the crops that are being harvested, such as
the lettuce farmers, the cotton growers, and
the cantaloupe shippers; during the months
of May and June of the present year the lists
were made up from the names of workmen
engaged on several big building projects that
are under way in the city of Phoenix; the
payroll of the Coolidge dam project furnished
prospects for a complete canvass earlier in the
year; and for eight years this has been the
constant policy of the house. It has been the
steady business builder and Mr. Newland has
never wavered in his intention to completely
cover his field and keep it covered. "Go where
the money is," says Mr. Newland. "You'll get
your share of the business."
Limiting the Line
Lines other than phonographs have been carried at times by this concern, and in radios
especially Mr. Newland has. been successful in
getting a large proportion of his business over
the counter. When radios were new, he instructed his salesmen in the line he carried and
he helped them to sell radios, but he never
threw the reins to the customers in this business. Free demonstrations are made on occasion and a certain amount of legitimate servicing is done on the radios sold, but there is
never any wild scramble on the part of the
firm to crowd out other dealers who are over-

anxious to promise prospects the impossible
from the standpoint of good business.
"I make it a rule to have every prospect
come into the store and let me talk with him
before sending out a radio on free demonstration," says Mr. Newland. "I have no fixed
rule as to what I will do, but talking with the
customer gives me the chance to work out a
plan that will be satisfactory to him and at the
same time not be ruinous to me."
Selling Records «
The case for holding records is notable in
the Newland Shop. One entire side of the store
is taken up with a big, well-organized, openshelf case, and in this are displayed as fine an
assortment of records as is usually stocked in
only the largest stores.
"Records constitute 15 per cent of the volume
of our business," says Mr. Newland, "and I have
worked out a plan that has proved satisfactory
in handling it. No trade-ins are made and no
records are sent out on approval. We sell
records for cash only. But we do take every
occasion to let it be known that our stock of
records is kept complete and readily available.
Uses Live Mailing List
"Our mailing list includes every customer who
has ever bought a machine of us, and, once a
month, he receives the bulletin of new records
through the mail with the suggestion that he
keep these for reference later and that he come
in and hear those played that seem likely to
appeal to his tastes. Our record business is
steady and leads to a large percentage of our
replacement orders on machines. It is remarkable how many customers, when they hear a
record played on a new phonograph, are open
to the suggestion that the old machine at home
be traded in for a new one. My particular business is to gather prospects for my salesmen,
and the performance-rooms here in my store
develop a surprising number of such prospects.
"To me, anyone who is interested in hearing
a record played is a possible prospect for a
new machine. Instead of taking it for granted
that the customer has a machine with which
he is entirely satisfied, I make inquiry to find
out the exact state of the instrument he has
at home. The fine new types of machine can
be made to make their own appeal to any
music lover who is without one. That is the
theory on which I meet every inquirer for a
Consistent Advertising
Mr. Newland leaves it to his salesmen to
record."
sell the customer and contents himself with
gathering prospects. His attitude toward advertising ismost conservative and he watches
the results most jealously. "The best adver-

tising," he says, "is that which ties my name
up with a name known nationally and conthe name of 'Edison,'
stantly advertised,
and I always
make like
it a point to feature the
prominent name in my local advertising so as
to gain the advantage of cumulative publicity.
When hundreds of thousands are spent in national advertising of the thing I have to sell,
I count it better business to use my copy
merely to 'point up' that national advertising
than
to attempt
land Music
Co. to make a spread of the New"Direct mail has proved to get me better results than any other form of advertising that
1 have tried. For sixty dollars I can put 500
mail letters such as are sent out by the manufacturer into the hands of 500 known prospects,
and repeat it for twelve months. And it gets
far more than a casual glance, as my experience
in Mr.
this Newland
type of publicity
has usedshows."
newspaper space advantageously intying up his firm name in the
public mind with some particularly popular record that is being widely talked about. This
was the case with the "Two Black Crows" records, of which he sold an enormous number in
proportion to his other business. "I sold a great
many of the records, but I was trying only to
break even. I was using that record, with its
repeated popularity in the different numbers of
the series, to tie up the public mind with
the fact that this is a phonograph shop and
that our record department is something exceptional. Itry to make it so, and I try to
make my publicity count."

Appointed New England
Kellogg Representative
Thomas H. Owen has joined the radio sales
staff of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
and he has been assigned to the New England
territory. Mr. Owen has been spending several
weeks at the Kellogg plant in Chicago, where
he has been observing manufacturing methods
and attending sales meetings.
Artists

Featured

in Window

The Associated Music Publishers, of 140 West
Forty-second street, New York City, featured
the pictures of twenty Columbia artists in their
window of the week of July 16, attracting
large crowds. The window also displayed a
Columbia-Kolster phonograph, model 901, the
new Columbia portable in its handsome pale
blue leather case, Paul Whiteman records and
Masterworks Albums.
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Selling

Costly

"Sponsorship Plan"
Proves Winner
for
(The following article is reprinted from the Retail
Ledger, of Philadelphia, because it deals with a new
phase of radio merchandising that has proved successful,
and it should interest every dealer. — Editor.)
FOLLOWING the line of least resistance
is a common human failing that for a
long time caused radio sales in the higherpriced ranges to suffer in the big radio department of Hale Brothers, Inc., San Francisco,
Cal. But a "sponsorship plan" making each
salesman responsible for the sales and promotion of a certain line has made the path to
bigger sales so exceedingly interesting that the
volume in more expensive models has been
stepped up to a marked degree.
Line of Least Resistance
Before the introduction of the sponsorship
plan, Hales' particular problem was this: the
department featured its own house radio, built
to its own specifications and offered complete
and installed for $98.50. It was an excellent
instrument at the price and with the name of
the store behind it just about sold itself. That
was the trouble. The set was intended by
Hales' to meet the needs of many of their customers who wanted a satisfactory radio and
couldn't pay more. But it sold so easily that
salesmen didn't exert themselves in pushing
other better lines with patrons who could just
as well have afforded them.
A Changed Situation
"The sponsorship plan has changed this situation radically. It has just about tripled enthusiasm for the sale of more expensive radios.
At the same time it has created a spirit of
friendly and helpful rivalry among salesmen
that was somehow lacking before," explains
Arnold G. Maguire, radio sales manager. "The
result has been that while lower-priced sales
have kept up, those of costlier instruments have
gone far and away ahead of former figures."
The sponsorship plan works out in this manner: Each of the four salesmen in the department "sponsors" a particular make of radio in
a way that in many respects makes him a department manager as far as that radio is concerned. In addition to the house set, four
other lines of radio are carried, so responsibility
is not shared on any make. When a salesman
sells a radio in his own particular line he receives the full amount of commission allowed
on that radio. When he sells another make,

Radio

of Merchandising
Radio Sets
Hale Bros, of San Francisco

other than the house set, he receives 70 per
cent of the usual commission; the regular
sponsor for that radio receiving 30 per cent.
Only half the usual rate of commission allowed
on other instruments is given on the house set,
which is every salesman's territory as far as
sales are concerned.
Salesmen on Commission
Salesmen in Hales' radio department work
entirely on a commission basis and the sponsorship plan has proved thoroughly satisfactory
both from the store's and the salesmen's viewpoint, for both are making more money. Many
of the unsatisfactory points of the straight
commission plan in a department store have
been eliminated by Hales' pro-rating feature.
When a customer comes into the department
and asks to be shown a certain make, unless
the sponsor of that instrument is busy he is
usually turned over to him. But if the customer doesn't happen to be particularly interested in any special make, the sponsor naturally
tries to sell his own radio. If he finally selects
another, however, the salesman's effort does
not
go unrewarded,
doesn't
receive
as much
as if it had though
been hishe own
instrument.
At the same time the sponsor of that instrument comes in for a share of the commission.
Salesmen Responsible for Details
"The apportioned commission plan makes it
especially worth while for the sponsor to 'step
on it hard' in selling his own line," states Mr.
Maguire. "It is also fair to the other sponsor
whose radio he may finally sell, for this sponsor
has also done a definite amount of work in
promoting that sale. That is true because each
salesman, beside selling, does the buying in his
line after conferring with the sales manager.
With him, he decides what numbers will be
carried. He is responsible for the advertising
of his particular radio and he co-operates with
the display department in featuring window
showings in his line. He must keep stocks
filled in and in good condition. The plan relieves the department management of a tremendous burden of responsibility for details and
leaves it free for general promotion effort."
Every instrument is featured in a separate
booth with the name of the instrument prominently indicated over the door. Since the
store set is common property, this instrument
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also is shown in each booth for convenient
demonstrations.
Beside his general floor sales and promotion
work each salesman is also responsible for a
definite amount of follow-up work and must
spend one morning each week outside the department. Mr. Maguire, whose time is not
limited, works on big installations in hotels,
restaurants and other public places.
After closing a sale, the salesman attends to
the details of writing up the contract, takes
the customer to the credit department and
arranges the delivery date. The work of the
installation men is carefully routed and they
report to the department by telephone three
times a day. In this way delivery schedules
are followed closely. Unless some credit problem arises, sets are installed within twenty-four
hours after purchasing. Ninety per cent of the
sets sold are installed within this time limit.
When the contract is signed, the customer is
given a booklet outlining important points
about radio reception and telling exactly what
he may expect to receive in the way of servicing. For the first thirty days unlimited free
service is given. After that, except where the
trouble is due to a fault in construction, servicing is charged for at the rate of $1.50 an
hour. Special pains are taken to see that the
purchaser gets started off on the right foot,
not only in learning how to operate the instrument but to get the best possible results.
Insuring Customer Satisfaction
During the busy season when there is a tendency, even with the best of intentions, to cut
down on the amount of time given to instructing
the customer along these lines, a special service
man follows up each installation within three
days, calling on the customer to thoroughly
test the installation and seeing that the purchaser is perfectly happy with his new instrument. Hales' are now featuring a special twelve
months' service contract which offers for a
radio what corresponds, to a monthly oiling,
greasing and inspection for automobiles. This
service is offered at $12 a year, with twelve
monthly inspections, and is being contracted for
by a large percentage of customers.
Home-Demonstration Plan
Hales' permit home demonstrations, but on
an unusual plan. The customer must pay in
advance 10 per cent of the value of the radio
he is having sent out, the same amount he
would have to in purchasing an instrument on
extended payments. If he is not really satisfied, he may return it within forty-eight hours
and his money will be refunded, minus any
labor charges, including the installation of an
aerial if that was necessary. This method meets
with no objection on the part of the prospective
purchaser who is acting in good faith and at
the same time eliminates the "joy-riding demonstration-hound" who wants free entertainment at the dealer's expense.

PROFITS
Orchestrope

WITH
radio almost
universal, init'severy
easy
to include
a Dulce-Tone
talking machine sale — and you might as well
get that extra profit. Or sell Dulce-Tone to
former talking machine buyers.
Dulce-Tone makes an ideal loud speaker of
any phonograph, and it fits any make and
any radio set. Simply set the talking machine
needle in the Dulce-Tone reed, plug in,
and you have the full volume, the beautiful clear tone that only Dulce-Tone and a
talking machine can give.
The General Industries Co.
Dulce-Tone Division
Formerly named
The Generai^Phonocraph Mfg. Co.

Scores

in Concert

The W. P. Fowler Music Co., of Duncan,
Okla., is one of a large number of dealers who
have been featuring to very fine advantage the
merits of the New Orchestrope made by the
Capehart Automatic Phonograph Co., Huntington, Ind. At a concert given recently by the
Fowler Co. with this instrument as the entertainer, crowds of people proclaimed the Orchestrope the latest in phonographs, not only in
automatic operation but in sound reproduction.
This instrument automatically plays both sides
of twenty-eight records and replays them indefinitely asrequired.
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To
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GREAT
new

GALAXY
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Exclusive

. . . Hi*

Columbia

Record No. 50070-D
12 inch 81.00
La Paloma
La Golondrina
Record No. 50069-D
12 inch $1.00
The Merry Widow . . . My Hero (from
"The
Chocolate Soldier") (Vocal Refrain)
Waltzes.
Record No. 50068-D
12 inch $1.00
The Man I Love (Vocal Refrain)
My Melancholy Baby (Vocal Refrain).
Record No. 1465-D
10 inch 75c
Pickin' Cotton . . . American Tunes (Vocal
Refrains) Fox Trots.
Columbia

"New
Records — Made
Reg. U. Process"
S. Pat. Off.

Columbia

Recordings

Record No. 1401-D
10 inch 75c
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me
(Vocal Refrain) . . . Evening Star (Help
Me Find My Man) (Vocal Refrain) Fox Trots.
Record No. 1402-D
10 inch 75c
C-O-N-S-T-A-N-T-I-N-O-P-L-E ( Vocal Refrain) . . . Get Out and Get Under the
Moon ( Vocal Refrain) Fox Trots.
Record No. 1441-D
10 inch 75c
Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky (Vocal
Refrain)
"Maybe"
Ask
the New

Star*,

. . . Because My Baby Don't Mean
Now! ( Vocal Refrain) Fox Trots.
for a Columbia Record
Way — Electrically —Viva-tonal

PAUL

released

WHITE1IA\
to

Record No. 1444-D

date

are:

10 inch 75c

That's My Weakness Now ( Vocal Refrain
by Rhythm Boys) . . . 'Taint So, Honey,
'Taint So ( Vocal Refrain) Fox Trots.
Record No. 1448-D
10 inch 75c
Come Back CHIQUITA (Vocal Refrain)
Waltz . . . Lonesome in the Moonlight
Fox Trot.
Record No. 1464-D
10 inch 75c
I'm on the Crest of a Wave . . . What
D'ya Say ( Vocal Refrains) Fox Trots.
Recording — The Records without Scratch
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in

Formed

Co.

Widely Known Executive Becomes a Partner in Redfield-Coupe, Inc., Advertising
Agency — Headquarters in New York
Frank J. Coupe, one of the most widely
known merchandising and advertising executives
in the music-radio industry, who for several

wealth of advertising and merchandising experience of more than twenty years. At that time
he organized the advertising agency of Coupe
& Wilcox, and later became associated with C.
Snowden Redfield in the Redfield Advertising
Agency, to which he has now returned as a
partner. He then became vice-president of the
Sonora Phonograph Co. in charge of advertising and sales, a post which he resigned to become vice-president of Dorrance-Sullivan & Co.
J. C.

Stanley

With

Again

Federal

Corp.

J. C. Stanley has returned to the sales staff
of the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., manufacturer of Federal Ortho-sonic receiving sets,
covering the Northwest territory with headquarters in Minneapolis. Included in this territory are Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
and South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska and Colorado, and Mr. Stanley will visit practically the
same wholesalers as he did when he was formerly associated with Federal.
F.

J.

Fox

Co.

Frank J. Coupe
years has been vice-president of the advertising
agency of Dorrance-Sullivan & Co., New York,
has announced his resignation to become a partner in the newly formed company of RedfieldCoupe, Inc., formerly the Redfield Advertising
Agency, with headquarters in New York.
Mr. Coupe brings to his new organization a

SELL

mmmm
LIST PRICE

(ILOSS

Florian J. Fox has been appointed chief engineer of the Farrand Mfg. Co., Long Island
City. Holding a Bachelor of Science degree
from Yale University, Mr. Fox has had considerable experience in the design of audio amplifiers, power amplifiers, electric pick-ups and
loud speakers, and is the inventor of several
patented improvements. Mr. Fox was formerly
connected with the Bell Telephone Laboratories
in New York, and until recently was with the
audio netodepartment
of the American Bosch MagCorp.

Distributors

Kelvinator-Cleveland Co., Fobes Electrical
Supply &Co.,
Collins
Electric
Sickels
Preston
Co. to
Feature Co.
Lineand
Recently the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co., Chicago, announced the following four new
distributors of Kellogg radio products. The
Kelvinator-Cleveland Co., Cleveland, O., will
provide outlets for Kellogg radio products in
north central and northeastern Ohio. This
concern is a large distributor of Kelvinator electric refrigerators and has a fine following of
dealers who are able to merchandise radio, and
A. E. Bottenfield, the general manager of this
firm, is enthusiastic about the possibilities of
Kellogg radio receivers in Ohio.
The Fobes Electrical Supply Co., San Francisco, Cal., will distribute Kellogg radio products in northern California and western Nevada. This old-established electrical supply
house ihas branches in Portland, Ore., Seattle
and Spokane, Wash. The Collins Electric Co.,
Des Moines, la., will represent Kellogg in central Iowa. The Collins Co. has a large
dealer following in the electrical supply field,
and the firm has been in business for over twenty years. Sickels & Preston Hardware Co.,
Davenport, la., will feature Kellogg in part of
northwestern Illinois and eastern Iowa. This
firm has been in the wholesale hardware business for many years, and is one of the oldest
in Iowa, having been established in 1851.
The Cayce Yost Co., Nashville, Tenn., held
a preseasonal showing of Atwater Kent radio
on July 25 to 27, which was largely attended. Special invitations were sent out and
the entire affair was handled i« a thorough way.
Enthusiasm marked the event.

svertonip
'PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE MADE BY. SYMPHONIC

reproducer

Nickel Plated r * #500
. . $700
Plated
Gold
(Slightly
higher west of the Rockies)

Gold Plated
. . H200
(Slightly higher west of /he Rockies)

An acoustical gem in a

This is the $8.00 number that has been so popular with phonograph dealers everywhere. A wonderful reproducer whose performance is so unusual that it sells immediately on demonstration.

magnificent setting, — >
Each Symphonic and
Low-Loss Reproducer is
beautifully encased in a
gold embossed silken
container commanding

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE

attention arid bespeaking its quality.

Nickel Plated . . * 800
Gold Plated
. . $1000
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

Symphonic

Seventh

Engineer

Four

Appoints

A remarkable reproducer at a remarkable price.
Beautifully finished in polished nickel or gold
plate. A great seller.

Nickel Plated . . $1000

370

Chief

Co.

SYMPHONIC

For those who want the finest reproducer that
can be made, we present the Low-Loss Symphonic Reproducer, the result of the most painstaking experiments and trials. Exquisitely made,
it is encased in a handsome bronze finished
housing, with nickel or gold plated centerpiece.
LOW

Farrand

Kellogg

Sales
Corporation
Pioneers and Leaders
in the Independent
Reproducer Industry
New
York
Ave.
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Grubbs

in

Im-

portant Victor Post
Appointed Commercial Vice-President of
the Victor Talking Machine Co. — Formerly With Office Equipment Industry
An important addition to the executive personnel of the Victor Talking Machine Co. was
made recently by the appointment of Harry C.
Grubbs to the newly created office of com-

Company. His demonstration of the service
possibilities of the Dalton machine and his intensive and effective sales methods so impressed
the assistant to E. E. Shumaker, at that time
the purchasing agent, that he introduced Mr.
Grubbs to his chief. Mr. Shumaker was at
once interested, and later, after he had become
president of the Victor Co., he took occasion
to learn more of the abilities and achievements
of Mr. Grubbs. Mr. Grubbs is already known
to a part of the talking machine trade, for since
joining Victor he has made a tour of the East
and Middle West, visiting the principal markets and studying prevailing conditions throughout this territory at first hand.

L.

H.

the

Ragsdale

Showers

J. A.
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Prestele

With

Gross-Brennan,
Will Cover

Westchester,

Inc.

Rockland

and

Orange Counties for Stromberg-Carlson
Radio Distributing Organization
J. A. Prestele is the latest addition to the
organization of Gross-Brennan, Inc., distributor
of Stromberg-Carlson radio products, with
headquarters in New York City. Mr. Prestele,

With

Bros.

Co.

Well-known Executive in the Radio Cabinet Field Appointed Representative for
the Central Western Territory

H. C. Grubbs
mercial vice-president. Mr. Grubbs has for
twenty-four years been connected with office
equipment industry and comes to Victor from
Remington Rand Business Service, Inc., of
which organization he was general sales manager of the mechanical division.
Born on a farm in southwestern Missouri,
Mr. Grubbs began his business career in 1904,
when he entered the factory of the Universal
Adding Machine Co., at St. Louis. In December of that year he joined the Dalton Adding
Machine Co. (then called the Adding Typewriter Co.) and worked through practically all
the departments of the factory up to the posit:on of foreman of the assembling department.
In 1909 he went to the company's San Francisco branch as repair man, where, being
anxious to try his hand at saleswork, he paid
for an assistant repair man out of his own
meager salary and devoted part of his time to
selling. The record he made was so successful that he was offered a sales agency in Richmond, Va. He opened his office there in 1912
and began the task of opening up new territory
in Virginia and West Virginia, since this was
the first Dalton agency in that section of the
country.
In 1915 Mr. Grubbs went to Pittsburgh as
supervisor of agencies for the Eastern district,
comprising Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,
New Jersey, West Virginia and Virginia. In
1916 New York State and all of the New England district were added to his territory and
his headquarters were established in New York,
where he also took charge of the metropolitan
office of the Dalton Co. As head of this territory, which had. formerly been three separate
sales districts, he built up a strong sales organization with twenty-five agencies actively
functioning in the interests of Dalton.
In the Fall of 1920 he was made vice-president of the Dalton Adding Machine Co.,
director of foreign and domestic sales, and a
member of the board of directors. When the
Dalton Co. was merged into the Remington
Rand organization in 1927 Mr. Grubbs became
general sales manager of the mechanical division, in which were included the Remington
typewriter, Powers tabulation, Line-a-Time and
adding machine divisions. He remained in this
position until he resigned in May to join the
Victor Talking Machine Co.
Mr. Grubbs' first contact with Victor was
made several years ago when he visited the
purchasing department at the Camden plant to
close a sale of Dalton adding machines to the

L. H. Ragsdale, a pioneer in the radio cabinet business, has been appointed by Showers
Bros, as its representative in the Central Western territory. The Showers Bros. Co., one of
the largest furniture and cabinet manufacturers
in the country, has factories in Bloomington,
Ind.; Burlington, la., and Bloomfield, Ind., and
its radio cabinets have become nationally popular with the music-radio trade.
Mr. Ragsdale formerly served as sales manager of the H. T. Roberts Co., of Chicago, and

A. Prestelewith the Atwater
who was formerlyJ. connected
Kent Mfg. Co., has a thorough knowledge of
the radio field, and according to H. A. Brennan, of the firm, his acquisition, together with
the recent appointment of Lloyd Spencer as
sales manager, will strengthen the organization
and pave the way for a record year in the distribution and sale of the Stromberg-Carlson
line of radio receiving sets.
Dubilier
New

Opens
Branch

Two
Offices

New Offices Opened in Philadelphia and
Chicago — G. E. Palmer, of Dubilier
Corp., Is Optimistic Over Outlook

A new booklet in full color entitled "Getting
the Most Out of Radio" is being offered by
the Radio Corp. of America to all RCA Authorized Dealers for distribution in the Fall to their
public. The front cover, back cover and two inside covers are for the individual dealers' own
•advertising messages. Throughout the booklet
full-color illustrations appear showing RCA
Radiolas and speakers in attractive settings.
This piece of co-operative sales promotion is
available at a cost of $2.50 per hundred, including envelopes, in lots of not less than five hundred. It is a practical sales aid.

The Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York
City, has announced the opening of two new
branch offices, one in Chicago and the other in
Philadelphia. The Chicago office, located at 330
South Wells street, is managed by Fred Damarin, well known in radio circles in the Middle
West. A complete stock of Dubilier products
will be carried to meet the urgent requirements
of manufacturers and jobbers in the territory.
The Philadelphia office at 1524 Chestnut street
is in charge of Joseph H. Myers, who has been
in close touch with this territory for some time
and is well fitted to serve the radio trade in
this field.
George E. Palmer, general sales manager of
the Dubilier Condenser Corp., has just returned
from an extensive trip throughout the East and
a large part of the Middle West.
"Things look good to me," states Mr. Palmer.
"The best proof I can offer in substantiating
that statement is that the large manufacturers
of high-class receivers have practically doubled
their original commitments for condensers by
now. Also, delivery schedules have been advanced about 30 days by certain radio set manufacturers, indicating that they are speeding up
their production in anticipation of early resumption of brisk trade. Release for condensers has
come through from companies in the East and
Middle West at least three weeks before we

The Forbes-Meagher Music Co., of Madison,
Wis., is enjoying a great demand for portables
and doing especially well with the new Victor
portable styles.

them."
expected
The Greenstone
Talking Machine Shop, Inc.,
Chicago, 111., has changed its name to the
Emerald Radio Shop, Inc.

L. H. Ragsdale
his activities have taken him over the entire
country. His six years of selling radio cabinets have brought him in contact with leaders
in the industry from coast to coast and he
understands thoroughly every phase of the
radio cabinet business.
New

RCA

Booklet
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THE SEVILLE
Butt Walnut front, attractively overlaid in rippled maple. Equipped tvith
RCA 100-A Speaker. Accommodates
all makes of radio sets. Height 42";
width 32"; depth 16". List price with
speaker $85. Without speaker $62.50

No piece of furniture in the modern home is inspected so often and so critically as the
radio cabinet. It is becoming more and more the focus of family life, and its selection
is an important
You

matter.

will render your customers

a real favor by selling them

Wasmuth-Goodrich
Radio

Furniture
available to retailers everywhere.

Its variety of rare woods, its artistic design, its superlative finish and honest,
sturdy craftsmanship assure permanent
satisfaction and pride of ownership for

Write

many a year to come
reasonable prices.

first dealer in your community

Wasmuth-Goodrich

—

Radio

at eminently
Furniture

is

distributed by the strongest, most reputable wholesalers — easily and quickly

at once for folders describing

entire line of Wasmuth-Goodrich
nets to house

Svmohonic

York

cabi-

any set you handle. Be the
to show

this quality line at reasonable

prices!

Get in touch with your jobber, or write
direct — today.

Wasmuth-Goodrich
New

the

City

Company
Peru,

Indiana

Sales Corporation, National Sales Managers, 370 Seventh Ave., New

York City
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Sates
Wimi'ng
Profit
Selling Sets "Stripped" Brings Up the Sales Total— Theme
ford Opportunities for Record Tie-ups — Photos of
Attract Attention to Window — Other
Following the practice of the automobile
dealer who sells automobiles without many of
the accessories which are essential to the greatest utility and attractiveness, the radio department of the Jones Store, Kansas City, Mo., has
found that by selling radio receivers "stripped"
and allowing the customers to purchase the accessories one at a time the average price of a
transaction is greater than if the set was sold
complete, "ready to operate." The manner in
which this works is somewhat along these
lines: The customer enters the store determined to pay no more than, say, $125; he examines a "stripped set" that retails for about $100
and after hearing it demonstrated decides to
buy it. He learns that for about $50 more he
can purchase the necessary equipment, but the
accessories, although efficient, are not as high
grade or attractive as numerous other models
that can be seen about the department and of
which he inquires. The upshot is that nine
times out of ten the customer "sells himself"
on accessories which bring the total cost of the
sale to almost double whatiie had intended to
buy whereas if the cost of the set complete at
the same figure had been offered him when he
first entered the store he would have regarded
it as far too much.

Wrinkles
Songs of Feature Films AfRecording Artists
Ideas

ing tie-ups with such moving pictures to stimulate record and sheet music sales but the following letters recently sent to their dealers by
the Philadelphia Victor Distributors relating
to this matter are timely and merit reprinting.
The first reads:
"You know from past experiences that the musical theme
of the big feature photoplays on Victor records have
always sold well and especially when the picture was showing near you. 'Ramona' affords a wonderful opportunity

Send

in Ideas

!!

Perhaps in conducting your
business you make use of some
unusual method in selling radio, talking machines, records
or accessories, or perhaps your
method of servicing is out of
the ordinary. If these ideas
have proved successful, send
us a note telling of them.
Photographs will add interest.

Theme
Songs for a dealer-theatre tie-up and as the picture will be
.
shown at the
theatre in
During the past year or two the musical
on
we suggest
score accompanj'ing
feature motion
picture that you embrace the opportunity and make the most of
films has taken a more important part in mak..
r i
rn.
the theatre
ing the presentation
successful.
the theme ,• "Get
, in touch
. , with
,
. . manager
m • ,for
. window
,
Q
c
.
display material and urge him to play Ramona by Dolores
SOng of the SCOre has been particularly of vital Del Rio, who is the feature star of the picture, on the
interest and as with "Charmaine" as an integral stage as a prologue, having a spotlight thrown on the
part of "The Big Parade," "Diane" occupving a Victrola.
.,
. with
... iiuti
•
/~i
»
"Look over this
'Ramona'
similar
part
What . ti
Price
Glory,
count... list
. of
... .. recordings and use
r
J'
as many as possible
in
your publicity.
less other songs have been identified with malist of RAMONA RECORDINGS
disposal for directing atat y°ur
means We
every
"Use
been
has
successful
So
presentations.
film
jor
it_
,
, ,by these songs .in aiding
...
,-, tention
to 'Ramona.'
can supply thevi
records jand if
the part played
a him
...
-i.-i.
c
^ J
J
°
°_
there is any other way in which we can help you, do not
to prove profitable that at the present time no hesitate to call on us."
Broadway presentation is featured without ar- A similar letter with window display suggesrangements having been made to popularize the tions was sent out regarding "Laugh, Clown,
subject matter of the film through song: wit- Laugh," reading:
ness "Ramona" and "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh." "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," the latest Lon Chancy feature
titles. It photoplay, will be shown at the
of the films of the . same
the themes
,
.
j .
theatre in
on
scarcely seems necessary to point out to deal- . ,T , _
, ,, .
.
, .
J
_
.
.
As Laugh, Clown, Laugh is a story of circus life, a
ers the opportunities that await them in effect- unique window display can be arranged as a tie-up with

Phono

Radio

Beauty
Excello

and

every

An unusual and interesting display which attracted much attention and resulted in greatly
stimulated records sales occupied the window
of the Bloomingdale Music Rooms on Fulton
street, Brooklyn, N. Y., during the period of
that store's second anniversary the latter part
of June. Small photographs of seventy-five
Victor artists were pasted on the window in
artistic arrangement; ribbon streamers attached
to the window ran back to the rear of the
window space where an enlarged reproduction
of a Victor record reposed behind the new
model portable Victrola. The display was exceedingly effective. It had the quality of arousing attention, for one could see passers-by
glance at the imposing list of artists and then
walk along the length of the window perusing
the names of the songbirds and entertainers.
Clever Display
The Ray Nunnallee Furniture Co., Van Alstyne, Tex., recently featured a window picturization of a Columbia record release entitled
"A Corn Licker Still in Georgia." The record
describes vocally the process of operating a
still, and the Nunnallee window showed it visually, including a log cabin and barn, enclosed
by an extensive rail fence of the snake pattern,
with barnyard fowl pecking at grain, and
Georgia mountaineers working the still.
Nat

Greene

a Benedict

Nat Greene, vice-president of the Polymet
Mfg. Co., New York, was recently married to
Dr. Esther Tuttle of Boston. Following a
honeymoon at Lake Placid in the Adirondack's,
rhe bridal couple will reside in New York City.
The Bennab Music Co. & Sport Shop, New
York, has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $10,000. S. Loewy, 2 Lafayette street, is
named as sole incorporator.

Furniture

of

Quality

Combination

meets

the picture. Use sawdust on the floor of window and
make a window valance from white paper conforming with
circus tenting, to give the window trim a circus effect.
Get from the theatre manager a 3-sheet picture of a clown,
mount it and build the balance of your window around
it. We have available balloons featuring 'Laugh, Clown,
Laugh, on one side and on the other the records by
Waring's Pennsylvanians
Cooper Lawley.
"The cost of these balloons is $2.25 per 100 and there
are many ways in which they can work for you. Of
course, you can use some in your window, blowing them
about with an electric fan. You might also use barrel
hoops covered with plain paper and broken in center with
'Laugh, Clown, Laugh' Victor records showing through.
"Don't stop with a window trim. Get the theatre to
play the records and use every medium at your command
to feature 'Laugh, Clown, La^igh'."
Feature Artists

Console

demand

This attractive model, the hit of the RMA Trade
Show, accommodates any radio set up to 24 inches
long and switches instantly from radio to phonograph reproduction.
Comes completely equipped with G E Electric
Phonograph Motor, electric pickup, tone arm, automatic shut off, volume control, etc' Also Cone or
Dynamic speaker.
Cabinet work of true Excello quality.
Model R 44
Closed

Catalogue of complete line on request.

Write today.
Model R 44

EXCELLO

PRODUCTS

CORP.

4824 W. 16th St., Cicero, 111.
(Suburb of Chicago)
Open

24
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The

most

important

consideration

for you

in veiling portable phonographs — jn>( as
in selling an\ other merchandise i- to sell
l>l»'iii> <»f them — in sell ;il a profit — and
to satisfy your customers!
For

right yearn PALS

ha\«- been

doing

jusl thai for I* VL dealers throughout I h «■
country — they have stood the test of time!
However, PALS arc not resting on past
laurels. Ever) new improvement in acoustical design has been applied to them, ami
the PALS of to«la\ have tour qualih equal
to large cabinet models.
I'\L Supreme pictured here i~ the
greatest achievement in the portable
industry.

There

are also five other

models ranging in price from $10
list to S t0 list that )
an
sell lo great advantage.

Smui /or sunt pie* /<> vmir ni'arvsi
johhrr <ir write direct It
us fur Johbcr x
atlilrrss.
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00
PAL

List
(Slightly Higher in the West)

Supreme

fcfc
Supreme

in

Every

Sense

of

the

Word

30

/ways
/a;

[Z, eads

Its

Appearance
Its

Pleases—
Tone
Its

Never
PAL

before

Supreme.

has

Quality
Low

a portable

Without

"shouting

Amazes—

Price

phonograph
from

the

Produces

been

Business!

as "quietly"

housetops"

jobbers

successful
and

as

dealers

have been doing a tremendous business on this "wonder"
phonograph.
demand
has not been forced.
It came as the result of sheer merit.

The
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POWER

The United Pick-Up . . . The
most exceptional product in the
entire field. Bringing electrical
reproduction, with full volume and
velvet tone, to any phonograph
e
v
"Superwith our famous
Equipped
Magnet
" and
comple
i
te with arm,
cord, plug
r
and volume control.
Retailing at only $16.50, this
United masterpiece offers a highly
profitable business in converting
mechanical phonographs owned by
customers now .an your books.
Send for samulcs to-dav'

e United No. 2 — a motor that is to-day supreme
in the portable field. Includes all the exclusive
United features which aid your selling so greatly.
urdy, silent, durable unit that compares favorably with the more expensive cabinet motors.
Strong-pulling, even-running and equipped with
noiseless worm-gear wind^ the United No. 2 is accepted everywhere by Dealers as the most modern
of portable phonograph motors.

(PHONOGRAPH
UNITED

AIR

DIVISION)

CLEANER

COMPANY
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with

this

MOTOR

that are United-equipped
PORTABLES
now have a motor which is not only
the most efficient — but even
ing than ever before. A
barrel and stronger spring
capacity and absolutely true
. . . Perfect performance to
trade !

stronger pulllarger spring
give increased
running speed
guarantee the

With United, your customer knows that
the heart of the portable will never miss a
beat. He is assured more value for his
money — complete satisfaction . . . Manufacturers tell us it is a great sales help for
the Dealer to be able to say — "The motor
in this portable is made by United. It gives
you sturdy, sure, silent, lasting power at
even-running speed."
For cabinet phonographs, the famous
United No. 5 is supreme in the field ... A
quality motor that was used in over 150,000
phonographs

during

1927 alone!

Samples

The famous United No. 5 motor for cabinet
machines. Efficient, silent, smooth-running—a quality product at a most reasonable price. More than 150,000 cabinet
phonographs were equipped during 1927
with this superior mfttor.

and quotations gladly sent to recognized Manufacturers and Jobbers, so that
they may actually see how United Motors
give the utmost in reliability for their
Dealers.
Write . . . to-day!

Skilled workmen, specialists in phonograph
equipment, design and

Export Offices: 163 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

9705

Cottage

Grove

Avenue,

Chicago,

Illinois
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All'Electric

A. C. Combination

This combination of Model 801-A
Receiver with Model 4 3 5- A Reproducer attached to the cover is
a completely self-contained radio.
Six receiving tubes. One rectifier
tube. FOUR tuned circuits. ONE
dial control. Calibrated wavelength dial, illuminated. Built-in
light socket aerial. Price of set,
$94.50, attachable speaker,
bination,
$16.50. Price of com-

without tubes
$110.50
West of$113.50
the Rockies

XCJUFkctrwKXDlO

starts the

NOW

greatest

Stewart -Warner
Dealer,

to make

gest in sales and
Here's
The

the

wonder

invites

it YOUR

will win

"800"

radio, bringing

ism of tone

best

you,
and

year.

features

Mr.

Model

big-

beauty

distinctive
801-A

and

with

many

and

outstanding.

its commanding

advanced

features,

is

profits.

line that

marvelous

radio

reproduction,

for you.

more than merely a new set. It's a new
and better type of radio, opening new

series. This

new

rich

unmatched

real'

building opportunity
Warner dealer.

has sensational

fields

of

money-making,
for every

tradeStewart-
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THESE

sets are perfected

by the exclusive

Stewart- Warner "Electric Ear" test, which
records minutest sound vibrations of music as
broadcast and of the same music re-created by
the radio set. Comparing the records, our engineers make adjustments which insure for
Stewart-Warner sets an unmatched realism of

economies. These qualities in the "800" series
give greater selling advantages to StewartWarner dealers.
Learn

about

Neiv

Stewart' Warner

"Nation-wide Acceptance Plan for Retail Sales.
It will help you win new business, with every
sale virtually a cash sale for you.

tone — startling in its trueness.

Complete

Tone Realism, beauty, simplicity, superselectivity; low prices through manufacturing

the

made

line of approved

Console

cabinets,

exclusively for Stewart-Warner.by
eye Manufacturing Co., of Springfield,

BuckOhio.

Learn about our Franchise. One of the most valuable assets a dealer can own.
Don't miss this opportunity. Territories closing fast. Write or wire today.
STEWART-WARN

ER

SPEEDOMETER

CORPORATION

• CHICAGO

22 years in business — World wide service — 50 million dollars in resources — 4th successful radio year

S T

E WART

-

WAR

NERTh£

TX^o

ority
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for

RCA

RADIOLA

T hese

models

plify the finest

truly

60

exem-

in radio

cabinet

design.

Exquisitely
Model 101 Radio Table
Genuine
walnut
veneer,
width 3414"; depth 17".

the

full

finished

beauty

o£

to show

the

wood

height 32"
grain.

Built

to

Radiola

accommodate

IS

and

E

iquipped
Peerless
or

Radiola

both
60.

100- A,
RCA
with
Peerless
Dynamic

scientifmounted
Speakers,
ically and acoustically
to
enhance

the

remarkable

tone

speaker

o£

these

units.

Model 201
Maple overlays on genuine walnut veneer, height 44J4"; width 3454"; depth
17 1-8"; panel overall size 30"; wide 10"

I ncreased
facilities
prompt

manufacturing

enable

us

to

make

deliveries.

SUPERIOR

CABINET

206
Model

12

Genuine walnut veneer, height 4454";
width 3454 "; depth 17 1-8"; panel overall
size 30"; wide 10".

BROADWAY,

CORP.

N.

Y.
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Friends
Employes'
Sales
Radio
Increase

the exposition, which will be held in the RayenWood auditorium.
The George S. Dales Co., Akron music store,
has been moving its newest record releases by
placing a young lady in the lobby of the store
with a machine for demonstration purposes.

to

Sales

Volume

Employes of Herman Straus & Sons Co. Solicited Radio Business From Their Relatives
and Friends and Sold Seventy-seven Sets in One Week's Time

Added space will be available for talking machines and records when alterations now in
progress ihave been completed to the store of
the Kratz Piano Co., South Howard street,

vertisement in Sunday newspapers telling the
public what the store was doing. Stickers were
used on all carry and delivered packages. Each
employe submitted a list of prospects, and from
this list the employes were checked daily as
to the progress they were making.

one of the oldest of Akron's music stores.
Al Waltamat, one of the best-known talking
machine and piano salesmen in the Canton area,
long identified with the Alford & Fryar Piano
Co., has left this firm to do special sale promotion for the W. F. Frederick Piano Co., at
Pittsburgh.

Employes of the Herman Straus & Sons Co.,
Atwater Kent dealers in Louisville, asked their
friends "Have you a radio?" and sold seventyseven sets in one we-ek.
This firm wanted to find out what would
happen when employe interest was centered
on radio. So it was decided to have an Employes' Radio Week and divide the employes
under two "generals," each of whom subdivided
their teams under captains and lieutenants.
The program for the week was explained to
employes at a mass meeting. A daily news
sheet, "Aerial News," giving the standings of
the teams and brief sales messages, was distributed each morning at the employes entrance. Frequent sales meetings were addressed
by officials of the firm. Each employe wore
a badge reading "Employes' Radio Week," and
had a sheet giving his quota and the rules of
the contest. Quotas were based upon selling
or non-selling classification.
It was suggested that each employe approach
his family and other relatives and friends with
the simple question "Have you a radio?" A
five per cent commission was awarded on every
set sold. Employes buying sets for themselves
got the regular store discount.
The week was started with a half-page adTrade

News

From

Akron-Canton

the
Field

Dealers Looking Forward to Busy Fall
Season — W. E. Pyle in New Post — New
Stores Opened — Other News
Akron-Canton, 0., August 7. — Outlook for the
talking machine and radio in this section of the
State seems good for Fall, as industrial conditions are somewhat improved and money is
easier than it has been for some time.
The A. B. Smith Piano Co., one of the largest of Akron music stores, will move soon after
September 1 to a new location.
W. E. Pyle, many years manager of the talking machine and radio departments of the William R. Zollinger Co., Canton department store,
has resigned and has taken a position in the
radio department of the Canton Hardware Co.

THE

COVER

popular business man.

was a window display
a modern dining-room
through the Atwater
the display were heard

Important

Superheterodyne Patent

many days after Employes' Radio Week came
to an end. These extra sales have brought sales
volume up to a satisfactory point.

Major E. H. Armstrong Gets Patent Covering Simplification of Super-heterodyne
Type of Radio Receiving Sets

in this city. He has a large local following.
Radio dealers of Canton plan their annuai
radio show to be held in the City Auditorium
about the middle of September. No dates have
been fixed for the annual exposition and it is
not known who will promote the show this
year, although news is eagerly awaited.
Fifty Akron and Summit County radio dealers met here last week. Harry Bevington, of
the North American Radio Sales Co., spoke on

A new patent covering the simplification of
the super-heterodyne type of radio receiver has
been issued to Major Edwin H. Armstrong, of
Yonkers, N. Y., and by him assigned to the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. This latest
patent of Major Armstrong covers a three-tube
super-heterodyne receiver instead of the usual
six, seven, eight or more vacuum tubes. In this
modified super-heterodyne the incoming wave
of a high frequency value is converted to the
intermediate frequency by means of one tube instead of the customary two. It- is claimed that
this frequency conversion is effected with such
efficiency that it is possible to eliminate one or
more of the amplifying tubes after they have
been transformed to the intermediate fre-

"Radio Merchandising.''
Radio dealers of the Youngstown area met
July 9 to form an association. More than
forty dealers plan to enroll in the new organization, w.hich will hold meetings monthly. The
annual radio show will be held some time in
September.
Plans already are under way for

Here

is a

Counter

quencies.

Tube

Which

Checker

Requires

No

Batteries

This
The

or any other
supply
A.
C. —
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—90
to
130
volt source of

direct
Operates
A.C.
from Light
the
Socket

OF

a

A feature of the week
showing the interior of
and
a family listening
sales."
Kent 37. Comments on

O. F. Deal, long head of the O. F. Deal Hardware Co., Canton, has sold his interest in this
store and ihas opened a sporting goods and
radio store in North Cleveland avenue. Deal
will feature the RCA line of radio receiving
sets and accessories.
Catterall, Inc., is the name of a new radio
store opened in Canton recently in W Tuscarawas street. John B. Catterall, many years with
the O. F. Deal Hardware Co., is head of the
new concern. Mr. Catterall is a well known and

INSIDE

BACK

has

"The results more than justified our efforts,"
says Charles J. Murray, sales promotion manager of the Herman Straus & Sons Co. "At
the close of the contest seventy-seven sets had
been definitely placed in the homes of Louisville, and seventy-five additional names furnished by employes to our radio department
are now being used. We have a selling organization now, better attuned to selling in
their own department, better salesmen of their
own merchandise, more loyal to the store, more
eager to demonstrate their helpfulness to customers, and we have made of March a month
comparable to any month of the year in radio

issue

of

WORLD

very

important

message for phonograph
manufacturers
and
dealers.

Read

it

Carefully

Model

533

WILL TEST EVERY TYPE OF TUBE
C. — having filament voltages of 1.5, 2.5, 3.3, 5 or 7.5 volts, including
filament type rectifying tubes)
(A. C.
Proper Voltage Regulation
is quickly obtained by means of the Voltage Adjusting
Dial and the Voltage Indicator.
Check Tubes at the Time of Sale
It prevents comebacks and makes satisfied customers.
WESTON
Your jobber mill supply you, or write direct to:
RADIO
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
606 Frelinghuysen Ave.,
Newark N. J.
INSTRUMENTS
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Forwar

Since

A.

C.

Reception

EQUASONNE

"The biggest thing in Radio since
the transition from battery to

filter", that PRE-TUNES
the incoming signals, filters interference

light-socket

and

operation"

is the

verdict of radio experts. "The
most impressive instruments of
the year" say dealers everywhere.
Absolutely new — entirely different— the New

Sparton

EQUA-

SONNE— is a year ahead in sales
profit possibilities as well as

and

in engineering

outside noises before amplification. You tell him about the
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upon

of musical

which fullness and resonance depend. These, too, are
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Let him

new.
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only a matter
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amazing
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the amazing purity and richness of tone. You explain to him
EQUASONNE
THE

of three
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how

it is

minutes

to

service.

"wave

band

is the

biggest

sales point of all — Price. Starting
at $149.50, including tubes,
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the EQUASONNE

in an exquisitely
cabinets

ones.
you

any

him

Finally, then, there

every
Then

Tell

its clean-cut

store,

on the lower

of the dial; explaining
first time

When

overtones —

for

purse.

values

beautiful

every
We

offers
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line

been

approached.

to write

home

believe

Sparton

line of
and

that the

in this New
have

We

never

invite you

for the interesting

details.

SPARKS-WlTHINGTON CO., JACKSON, MICH., U. S. A.
Pioneer* of Electric Radio without batteries of any kind
(234)
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Corrugated
Rules

Box
for

Maker
Packing

Lays

Down

Radio

Sets

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co. Points Out Improvements in Shipping Methods — Result of
Experimentation — Unit Shipments Introduced by Corrugated Box Industry
When the radio industry sprang up a few
years ago and developed almost overnight into
gigantic proportions it discovered that its
packaging problems had been largely anticipated, and solved. This was because the corrugated fibre box industry already had evolved a
modern package for phonographs and electrical
goods. The principles developed were readily
applied to the packaging needs of manufacturers of radio sets.
Few radio manufacturers are aware, perhaps,
that they fell heir to the benefits of a quarter
century of experimentation and intensive study
conducted by box engineering specialists. It

would be difficult for the manufacturers to appreciate these developments fully without having experienced the inconvenience and losses
imposed by cumbersome boxes stuffed with
straw, excelsior and other highly inflammable
interior packing materials.
The principle of "unit" shipment was introduced by the corrugated box industry. It was
made possible through containers designed especially to meet the requirements of varied
manufactures in the electrical goods industry.
A particular product was measured and fitted
with a special container with the same care
that a man is measured and fitted with clothes.

York, August, 1928

The vacuum cleaner illustrates the point. It
once was the practice to ship two or three
heads in one box, several handles in another,
and a third contained various parts. Obviously the system was a great inconvenience to
the dealer, as he was compelled to unpack the
shipment, sort' and count the parts to verify the
invoice, and then assemble the machines. Box
engineering specialists eliminated all of this unnecessary expense and inconvenience and the
radio manufacturer found the principle ready
to hand.
The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co., of Sandusky,
O., one of the nation's largest corrugated box
concerns, lays down these general rules for
packing radio sets as a unit;
dling.
First: The contents must be so' anchored
in the box that they cannot be shifted in hanSecond: No two separate articles are allowed to touch each other.
Third: No highly finished, fragile or protruding parts are permitted to come in contact
with the box walls.
For the shipment of small radio sets staunch,
double-faced board is used. There are cushions at the bottom, ends and top which anchor
the contents an inch from all sides of the container. When the lids are folded over and
sealed the radio set is anchored as solidly as
if it were a part of the box. At the same time
the
cushions are resilient enough to absorb
shocks.
Cabinet radios also are shipped in corrugated
containers, the body in one container and legs
and frame in another. The body is anchored
about two inches from- the sides of the box
with cushions similar to those used for the
small sets.

A public, ready to replace troublesome apparatus with
a modern radio to serve their pleasure for years to come,
is demanding high quality in performance and appearance
along with simplicity and convenience Such a critical
attitude is like a searching spot light which, turned on the
Day-Fan 8-tube all-electric receiver for 1928-29. illuminates all: the splendor of its tone, its greater selectivity, its
sensitiveness, and its full, true-to-life volume A wonderful set. a co-operative newspaper advertising plan, and
exclusive dealer policy combine to make the Day-Fan
franchise most valuable this year
The new Day-Fan is an 8-lube. self-contained all-electric set.
with 4 stages of radio frequency and employing two I 7 1 power tubes
in push-pull in the last audio stage It is completely shielded, and
an excellent mechanical job
Cabinets are ol beautiful American walnut and make an instant appeal.
Table model sells at $ I 50.00 less tubes and speaker
Table model, plus the speaker table, at $205 00 less lubes
Console, less lubes $295.00.
Full details on request Write today
DAY-FAN ELECTRIC CO, Dayton, Ohio

Benefits shippers derive irom corrugated containers are twofold. Fir,st, a substantial reduction in shipping tooni costs which runs as
high as 50 per cent. Second, good will is created. The rece:ver's freight costs are lowered,
he can take invoice readily, store the good;
in dustproof packages, or deliver sets to purchasers in the original containers. Protection
from damage in transit is a feature which benefits all concerned.
Eveready
Prices

Battery
Are

Reduced

Increased Demand for Layerbilt Batteries
Made Possible Price Cut by National
Carbon Co., Inc.
Reductions in the prices of its two Eveready
Layerbilt batteries have been announced by the
National Carbon Co., Inc., New York. The
company states that a"greatly increased demand
for Layerbilts with .the new flat cell construction'makes possible these reductions.
Prices on No. 485 and No. 485 Layerbilt are
reduced 75 cents and 55. cents respectively, with
dealer prices lower in proportion. The new list
prices of No. 485 is $2.95 instead of $3 50, and
No. 486 is $4.25 ' instead of $5. Announcement
.has also been made of the addition to the Eveready line of a small 45-volt battery, No. 762,
which is expected to be very popular.
Dealers were notified of these changes in a
letter from H. S. Schott, genera! sales manager
of the National Carbon Co.
R. T.

Stanton

Honored

R. T. Stanton, who heads the retail and wholesale sheet music departments at Lyon &
Healy's, Chicago, has been elected to the board
ot directors of the Music Industries Chamber
of Commerce. Mr. Stanton is one of the best
known and most widely experienced men in
the sheet music trade. He was also elected to
the presidency of the National Association of
Sheet Music Dealers at the New York Convention in June.
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$50.
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winding.
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Highly decorated
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Full

size

piano

hinge.

S shaped
tone-arm
and
Add-A-Tone
reproducer.
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plated

hard-

ware.
Heavy
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border

effects.
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Junior

Two

Write
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for samples

includes

$15
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and

Peerless

list; Peerless

Winning
Peerless

discount

Vanity

in four
$25

of Record

Arfkraff

Beautiful Gold-embossed

the

Peerless

colors,

list.

Albums

Album

Cover — Heavy Brown

Kraft Pockets

Peerless
Loose
Leaf
Album
Removable Pockets for Records

PEERLESS
ALBUM
PHIL. RAVIS, President
6S6»638

Champion

quotations.

Master-Phonic

Styles

on

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

CO.

$12.50

list;
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E of ownership has long
PRID
been an established fact
with
§26«o
X26 —Renaissance
The Ty
newpeItalian
mahogany carved wood cabinet
speaker equipped with UTAH
Power Motor.

Utah

a new

owners.

and complete

Now,

with

line of im-

proved models, Utah Speakers
will win even greater customer

al.
approv
To
specialize
on

the full Utah

line is to insure

for yourself

lasting profits and customer
satisfaction. Prepare today for
the growing

trade-tide

that will

pass your door — unless you
are amply stocked with Utahs!

«30°o maX30 — brown
Beautiful
Type genuine
hogany cabinet speaker equipped
with Utah power motor. One
of Utah'sleading new creations.

Full information to responsible dealers upon request
UTAH

RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
1615 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Utah Dynola Cabinet made
of
walnutfront
withfinished
genuinein
Burl5plywalnut
antique
brown.
ThisCabinet
is of nondirectional design
having same grille and appearance bo t h fron t and
back.
Dimensions:121/2<'high,
15'/2'wide
121/2'deep.
Packed one and
to a wood
crate.
Utah Dynola
Speaker
equipped with "A 100"
$75.00
equipped with fc*R 300"

WE

ARE

MANUFACTURERS,

$60.00
equipped with "D 200*'
$65.00
NOT

110 volt alternating current light
socket supply for field excitation
using Westinghouse dry rectifier.
9" high, 9V2* wide and 7>/2' deep.
ASSEMBLERS
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PERFORMANCE,
have

won

for

Utah

GRACE

leadership

and

among

BEAUTY

radio

speakers

Utah is licensed under Lektopbone patents. . . . Utah Dynola Power Speakers licensed under Magnavox patents

Each month W.
Braid White will
suggest methods
of stimu lating
retail sales of

Creating

Demand

a

for

Intelligent pr omotion of sales

Record

Finest

of good
means
more music
substantial success

Music

high-class music

for the retailers
Selling

IN an advertisement which has recently appeared in the columns of trade papers the
Columbia interests urge dealers to push
the sale of Master-works sets "because they
sell." With change of names the argument
applies equally well to the Victor Musical Masterpiece series or to any other fine album sets
of high-class records. All of them do sell.
Now this is already a well-established fact.
I do not mean to say, indeed, that dealers will
find these sets selling as easily as single records
by some favorite dance orchestras, but what 1
do say is that the habit of buying a set costing
from four to twelve or fifteen dollars is a habit
which can be, and actually is being, created
among an ever-growing and already large number of persons.
Facts vs. Fancies
Let me be perfectly candid in talking about
this matter. It is always easy to become "inspirational," as the detestable phrase has it,
and to spout nonsense which has not the slightest relation to fact. Thus, for commercial
purposes, chambers of commerce will declare
that Podunk, say, is to-day the world's musical
center. But when they say that the chambers
of commerce are not stating facts. They are
engaged in selling Podunk, which is quite a
different thing. Jazz may be, and often is, extraordinarily ingenious. In some of its most
elaborate forms jazz is a remarkable example
of musical craftsmanship; and it does apparently express the ideas of this age with some
directness. But to say that therefore it is
beautiful or aesthetically satisfying would be
as absurd as to say that the belly-room of a
piano factory at pin-filing time is as beautiful
as Schubert's Rosamunde Impromptu for the
piano. In fact, the analogy is closer even than
appears on the surface. Jazz may be, jazz is,
the musical pabulum of the majority; yet, curiously enough, there is actually less satisfaction
and less profit in filling the carelessly chosen
needs of the majority than the carefully thoughtout wishes of the minority. What is popular
is always cheap, what is cheap always sells
easily, what sells easily everybody tries to sell,
what everybody tries to sell brings the minimum of profit to each individual trying to do
the selling. And there you are.
Now note this: the only objection ever seriously put forward by a dealer against putting
effort into fine records ran somewhat like this:
"A man or woman who wants a dance record

the Music

Lovers

or the 'Two Black Crows' comes in, asks for
it, pays for it and walks out. The whole operation consumes five minutes of the time of one
clerk. On the other hand, when a customer
comes in who is interested in this so-called
artistic music he or she wants to fuss around
and hear a dozen records before buying one.
The time consumed is an hour of the time of,
not any, but the one clerk in the store who
knows the difference between symphony and
sympathy and who does not think, when the
customer mentions Bach, that he or she is
tailing about what the dog does when strangers
come to the door."
And the Answer
The argument is not frivolous. Yet it is
fallacious. Let us grant, though it is granting
too much, that all customers who want dance
records know exactly what they want. Buyers
of this class nevertheless buy records one at a
time. They do not buy in sets, and their preference is for the cheapest record they can get
which will fill the bill. Dne may be able to sell
them occasionally some well-known name of a
dance orchestra leader, but the effort to do so
is as great as to sell one against another interpretation ofa piece of good music.
On the other hand, the argument about the
buyer of high-class records is worth nothing
save in the case of buyers who have no idea
what they want. Now such buyers are not
more frequent in the case of good than of bad
music. Of course if the customer is disposed to
lounge away an afternoon in a hearing room,
and if the clerk is ignorant and careless, without any ability to suggest records, to help
along, or to accelerate the sale, then of course
much" time may be wasted; but does not the
same chance apply in the other class of music
also? And now that album sets have appeared,
now that it is possible to get a set of records
in an album containing all of a celebrated piece
of music played by a celebrated soloist or ensemble, without cuts and with a fidelity once
deemed impossible, there is no more difficulty
in selling a set of four or six than a set of
one. It is all a question of attracting to the
store the type of person who is interested in
that sort of thing. For to such a person the
name and the music of, not one but of several,
whole works will certainly be familiar. It is
as easy to sell the five or six records of Schubert's B flat trio as to sell the records of one
movement of it. Another thing: the album

Fall Trade

aeven
single
record
does notor usually'
all
of one
movement
section contain
of an extended work. In order to save space one movement will be brought to an end and the next
one will be begun on the same face of one
record; and so on. Thus the album set becomes a set to be bought complete, if at all;
and the task of the salesman becomes that
much easier.
The Ultimate Question
Ultimately of course the whole thing comes
down to the question of attracting the right
kind of buyer to the store. Can it be done? Of
course, it can be done! Is it worth it? Just in
so far as it is better to sell from four to six
records at $1.50 apiece to one person than to
sell one record at $1.00, so is it worth while to
go after the buyers of high-class records, who
are the music lovers of the community.
But this much has to be remembered, in fact
everlastingly kept in front of the mind. Public taste is a queer thing and the collective taste
of that part of the public which enjoys fine
music is even queerer. To that part of the
public the phonograph is still little understood,
lor the absorption of the majority in jazz has
clone a very great deal to obscure the achievements of the phonograph in the reproduction
of fine music. How many of the members of
the leading woman's music club in any community of, say, 50,000 inhabitants really have
heard the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra's
playing of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony on
a fine Orthophonic or electric pick-up phonograph of the latest type?
Of course we are not going to turn America
overnight into a musically cultivated land.
Would that we could do it; but we cannot, and
there is no use in pretending that we can. Yet
the great fact remains that there is a musicconscious minority which is steadily growing in
numbers with the growth of symphony orchestras, of choral societies, of bands and orchestras in high schools, of piano-playing contests
and so on. This minority is ready to be sold;
but this minority remains in great part ignorant of what the modern phonograph and the
modern record are. The dealer then has before
him a virgin field.
The Music Electric Co., Walla Walla, Wash.,
recently held a formal opening. Kolster radio
and Columbia phonographs are handled.
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Records.

Sell Albums

The
Loose

sets are now being put out in such a way that

New

Leaf

National
Album

in design.

Durable and flat-opening.
(Patent Applied For)
Write for descriptive list and prices.
NATIONAL

PUBLISHING

CO.

Factory and Main Office
239-245 So. American St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Salesroom:
225 Fifth Ave., New York City
Albums
32
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The

above question "Are You Tone-ConsciousP" is the theme of a powerful
national newspaper campaign appearing this Fall in all the large distributing
centers of the country.
This

Models 516 and 519

preliminary

announcement

of

Kellogg's sales producing advertising
for Fall is made possible through the
enthusiastic co-operation of Kellogg
distributors. Dealers seeking the trade
of the best people of their communities
should write the nearest Kellogg jobber
for more information.
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Models

Price

throughout

Range

of

$775M

Table Model 515— $169.50
[ West of Rockies. S178.5G]

Model 516— complete Console, $375
[ West of Rockies, $'i00]

Model 519 — complete Console, $273
I ll est of Rockies, $195 ]
. N spite of its wide price range, the Kellogg
line offers one uniform, high standard of quality. All models are built with the same circuits, the same precision, and are given the
same rigid inspection. The claims you make
for Kellogg performance will apply to whatever set may meet the price ideas
of your customer.

Model 514 —complete Console,$495
[ West of Rockies, J525]

This announcement is made through the cooperation of the
Distributors forming the Kellogg family.
Any dealer desiring details of the Kellogg franchise should write
or wire the Distributor serving the territory in which he is located.
If you are interested— and do not have a Kellogg distributor
already operating in your locality, we invite you to write direct
to us. We will gladly serve you direct until such time as a
distributor may be appointed.
KELLOGG

As fine furniture, Kellogg cabinets leave nothing to be desired. The designs shown here
speak for themselves. In selection of woods;
in workmanship; in finish, each cabinet, from
the Model 518 to the $775 Model 517, the
quality is that of the finest furniture— a
qualitv fullKELLOGG.
worthy of the name —

SWITCHBOARD

Distribution in Illinois and Indiana
The northern parts of these two states are our own "front yard".
To be able to use them as a '"proving ground" — to develop
new plans for the benefit of our distributors in general, we
cover them direct from the factory.
To retail dealers in this section, we urge immediate action if you are
interest ed in a Kellogg franchise. If your territory is open, we will welcome
a chance to show you all that we have to offer; not only a splendid line,
but an advertising and merchandising plan that will insure the sale of a
real volume of Kellogg sets.
&

SUPPLY

CO.,

Chicago

9
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There is real money to be made on Kellogg
Radio in every "live" town in Southern
California. If your locality is not yet closed,
wire or phone us for details.
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you full details concerning this
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you see the Kellogg line;

Avhen you hear of the advertising and merchandising plans;
then — and not 'til then can you

IMAGI
NE Paderewski attempting to play
the Second
Hungarian Rhapsod on a
CLAVICHORD-that primityive^™
with only four octaves instead of the
modern seven!

FranKellogg
the lay
appreciate
chise. Let us
these plans
before you. Write or wire.

To realize how beautiful radio music can
be, you must hear the Kellogg. Then you
hear every note, from the lowest to the
highest. You get the harmonics and overtones that give each
ment its purity
and richness— in fact, instru
its very identity.
"You hear it ALL with

Would it sound like Paderewski? Would
it give you any true idea ot the fire and
brilliancy of the Second Hungarian Rhapsody? Of course not! There would
lacking the thunderous peal of the bass —be
the twinkling, sparkling
notes of the treble; there
would be lacking most of
the contrast, color and variety
of this beautiful, stirring
work, played by a master.

That illustrates what happens to good music when
reproduced by a radio incapable of giving you the
full range of tones. Lacking

the low notes, radio music is thin— without
the high notes, it lacks color and brilliancy.
The charm and true beauty of the music
is gone!
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There are some very desirable localities still open for Kellogg dealerships. Ifyours is one of them, wire or phone us at once for details.

<* yXl USIC! Pure, unalloyed music! What blissful rest it brings
V^tfv to the tired mind— what soothing comfort to the weary soul
— as, seated deep in your easy chair, you drink in the rich, glorious,
colorful tones of some great orchestra playing the inspired music
of a master! Isn't it worth while to have a really GREAT radio
in your home? One that brings you the very SOUL of music? —
pouring forth, with exquisite fidelity, the sweet, hushed melody,
the rich, sonorous harmony, the varied tones of every instrument
— blending them all with perfect beauty. Such a Radio is KELLOGG.'
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago

KELLOGG
^
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with

the

There is a Kellogg Dealer near you, offering
a full assortment of Kellogg Models for
your selection. They are priced from
$169.50 to $775.00— each one in a cabinet
of good taste and splendid finish. All but
the table Model and Consolette are equipped
with built-in speaker, making a COMPLETE
set, ready to operate when plugged into the
light socket. All Models are priced complete with the famous Kellogg A-C Tubes.
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Kellogg Radio
Distributed Exclusively
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an

dealer!
aggressive
Seldom, if ever have we seen such a combination of appealing merchandise backed
by so powerful an advertising campaign. Though we are new members of the
Kellogg family, we are closing up our territory quickly. If you would like full
details, write or wire us at once.
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—LONGFELLOW

jYf USIC! Pure, unalloyed music! What blissful rest it brings
I to the tired mind— what soothing comfort to the weary soul
— as, seated deep in your easy chair, you drink in the rich, glorious,
colorful tones of some great orchestra playing the inspired music
of a master! Isn't it worth while to have a really GREAT radio
in your home? One that brings you the very SOUL of music? —
pouring forth, with exquisite fidelity, the sweet, hushed melody,
the rich, sonorous harmony, the varied tones of every instrument
— blending them all with perfect beauty. Such a Radio is KELLOGG.'
Keffogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago

There is a Kellogg Dealer near you, offering
a full assortment of Kellogg Models for
your selection. They are priced from
$169.50 to $775.00— each one in a cabinet
of good taste and splendid finish. All but
the table Model and Consolette are equipped
with built-in speaker, making a COMPLETE
set, ready to operate when plugged into the
light socket. All Models are priced complete with the famous Kellogg A-C Tubes.
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There are many things about the Kellogg
dealer franchise that every aggressive dealer
should know. You will be interested. You
cannot help it. Let us lay these plans before you. Just wire or phone us.
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As exclusive distributors of Kellogg Radio, we
do far more than merely stock and deliver merchandise. We are here to help you sell — and will
gladly assist in working out all of the many
advertising and selling plans developed by the
manufacturers of Kellogg Radio. Write or phone
us for details of this money-making franchise.
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Weekly Insertions in Metropolitan Dailies and Leading Newspapers in Key Cities to
Start in September — Tone of Kellogg Set Will Be Dominant Feature of Campaign
An extensive newspaper campaign, starting
the first week in September, will bring to the
attention of millions of readers throughout the
United States the features of Kellogg radio receivers, manufactured by the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago. Metropolitan
dailies and leading newspapers in key cities
throughout the country will be used in the
campaign, which will consist of weekly insertions throughout the season. Full pages, halfpages and quarter-pages will be used, in black
and white, rotogravure and color rotogravure.

on

Into

In each advertisement the individual distributor's name will be given a prominent place
in the copy. In addition, the Kellogg franchise
includes a liberal advertising allowance plan
which makes it possible for all Kellogg dealers
to have this advertising appear over their own
firm name in the local press.
"The Radio with the Cathedral Tone" is the
keynote around which all Kellogg advertising
this year is built, tone being stressed as the
dominant feature. There will be three distinct
(Continued on page 109)

Manufacturing Operations of Company's
Complete Line of Radio and Phonographs Largely Centered at Saginaw
"After several months of development and
preparatory work, the Sonora Phonograph Co.,
Inc., has started production of its new line of

Brunswick

Line

Are

Announced

Radio Receivers, a Combination Panatrope-radio Receiver and Cone Loud Speaker
Introduced to Trade — Company Plans Intensive Drive to Launch New Models

An announcement of far-reaching importance
was recently made at the Chicago headquarters
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., introducing several models of the new Brunswick radio
receivers. Samples of these instruments were
first shown at the Music Industries Convention
in New York City and at the Radio Manufacturers' Convention in Chicago, and on both occasions music dealers from all parts of the country accorded high enthusiasm to all of the models displayed by the company.
Detailed descriptions and illustrations of the
two models of straight receiving sets, the Panatrope-radio
combination
and the Brunswick
Harry

Elkan

Joins

Symphonic

Corp.

Lambert Friedl Announces Appointment
of New Sales Manager — Has Been Identified With Radio for Several Years
Lambert Friedl, president of the Symphonic
Sales Corp., New York, national saies representative for the radio cabinet products of the
Wasmuth-Goodrich Co., Peru, Ind., and manufacturer of Symphonic sound boxes, announced
this week the appointment of Harry Elkan
as sales manager of the company. Mr. Elkan,
who will make his headquarters at the executive offices of the company, 370 Seventh avenue, has already started on his first trip
through Eastern territory and is meeting with
considerable success.
Harry Elkan has been identified with the
radio industry for several years, having for
the past two years been associated with
Stevens & Co., New York, manufacturers of
loud speaker products. He is keenly enthusiastic regarding the sales possibilities for the
Wasmuth-Goodrich line of cabinets which is
is now being marketed by representative jobbers throughout the country, and Mr. Elkan's
past experience in the industry will enable him
to co-operate efficiently with the wholesalers
and retailers of Wasmuth-Goodrich cabinets
as well as the users of Symphonic sound
boxes throughout the country.

speaker, Wihich are the first offerings of the new
line, appear in the Newest in Radio section in
this issue of The Talking Machine World. In
design and in execution the cabinets housing
these instruments are representative of the artistry in fine furniture which has always been
characteristic of Brunswick products. Model 5
KRO, a highboy console, is finished in American
walnut and with doors that fit back flat against
the sides of the cabinet, presents a pleasing
harmony of simple dignity and ornamental detail with high eye-appeal. All the hardware is
in antique oxidized finish. The Panatrope-radio
(Continued on page 100)

New

United

Motor

to Be

Portable
Marketed

The phonograph division of the United Air
Cleaner Co., Chicago, will announce in the near
future a new portable phonograph motor for
the larger portable models which are appearing
on the market and which are enjoying increased
popularity. It is understood that the new
United motor will have a much larger recordplaying capacity than the popular United motor
No. 2 which has met with unusual success.
The new addition to the United Air Cleaner
Co. plant, southeast of the original structure,
has been completed and part of the machinery
ind a large amount of new manufacturing
equipment has already been moved into the
new building. The new addition contains ten
thousand square feet of floor space and is of
the same construction and general design as
the original unit.

Percy L. Deutsch
phonographs, radios and combination instruments that are expected to set a new- standard
in the industry," announced P. L. Deutsch,
president of the Acoustic Products Co. and the
Sonora Phonograph Co. The company's plant
is working at full capacity. The line of products will be most complete and advance showings of the various instruments, all of which
will be presented to the public in September,
have been most enthusiastically met by dealers.
The Sonora Co. is headed by men who have
been closely allied with highly successful concerns in the past and its research facilities are
such that the highest type of product will be
produced. The line to be manufactured for the
Fall trade will include radio receiving sets,
electrical and acoustical phonographs, combination radio and record-playing instruments,
dynamic loud speakers, tubes and records.
Manufacturing operations will be largely
centered in the Saginaw, Mich., plant, though
some of the production will be in the company's plants in the East. The electrical
apparatus will be manufactured at the Acoustic
Products Manufacturing Co.'s plant located at
Stamford, Conn.
Sonora-Sonatron

Thomas
After

Logan
Short

Dead
Illness

Thomas Francis Logan, president of the advertising agency of Lord & Thomas and Logan,
of New York, and one of the most prominent
executives in the advertising world, died on
August 9 at his Summer home at Ardsley-onHudson, N. Y., following a short illness.
32«

Agreement

Reached

The Sonora Phonograph Co. and the Sonatron Tube Co. have amicably settled the dispute involved in connection with the trade
marking of "Sonatron," to which opposition was
originally made by the Sonora Phonograph Co.
The Sonora Phonograph Co. has withdrawn all
opposition and has stipulated to permit registration of the Sonatron name and trade-mark.
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was regarded as providing an outlet for records, and in addition
paving the way for the sale of a more elaborate instrument to the
same customer at a later date. It is a viewpoint that should not be
lost track of today for it still holds good if the plan is followed out
consistently by the retail talking machine dealer.
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New Merchandise for Old
REPLACEMENT
sales in radio mean increased sales volume
and they also mean trouble for the dealers unless they are
handled intelligently and cautiously. The dealer who is so anxious
to close a single deal that he will allow for an old outfit a sum far
beyond its real value and likewise far beyond any amount he will be
able to realize from it, is simply fooling himself. He has increased
his turnover, it is true, but has done it only by replacing new merchandise for which he has paid or must pay good money for antiquated models that are likely to find their way to the junk heap.
The value of any old receiver is simply the amount it can be sold
for after handling and selling costs have been added to the original
allowance. Any other form of operating means cutting into the
profits, which, according to the majority of dealers, are all too small
under anv conditions.
Cashing

In On

Movie

it the Poor

Fight or the Radio?

WHEN

(Registered in the U. S. Patent Office)
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M usic

discussing the progress of talking movies and the coming of television, it might be well for talking machine record
dealers to .consider what great opportunities are offered by existing
combinations of music and films for increased record sales. Hardly
a feature film is released nowadays without being accompanied by
some special music written around the theme of the picture, and
with each showing of the picture, that particular musical selection
gains just so much more publicity. Outstanding examples of music
selections that have won tremendous popularity with and through

WHILE

motion picture features are "Ramona," and "Laugh, Clown Laugh,"
and there are others of like promise coming along rapidly. The
dealers who have tied up intelligently with the showing of films in
their own communities have realized substantially on record sales
with aggregate results that are fairly impressive.

Selling the Portable — and Then
APPARENTLY
it is another portable phonograph year, and
no better evidence of the attractiveness of this field can be
found than in the check-up of the number of concerns that have
entered it within recent months. Perhaps, in a good many cases,
the total sales enjoyed by some of the pioneer concerns may not
measure up with those of previous years, for they are being spread
among an increasing number of manufacturers, but in the aggregate
the showing of machines produced and sold for 1928 will be very
substantial.
In the old days the sale of a table model or a portable

Tex Rickard realized nearly $3,000,000 gross as a result of the Dempsey-Tunney fight in Chicago last year his
success was attributed to aggressiveness and good showmanship,
but when he dropped to below a million and took a substantial loss

on the Tunney-Heeney fight in New York last month the radio was
to blame, according to the promoters. It will take more than the
wails of Rickard to convince the sporting public that it was radio
rather than a second-rate fight which caused the trouble. So far as
records show, radio has aided very substantially, rather than
hindered any worth-while event or project. The sporting fraternitv
seems to feel that without the radio the Tunney-Heeney battle would
have proven just as much a failure.

So that's that !

Still Depends Upon Merchandising
ONE
dealer complains that the discounts on phonograph and
radio merchandise are too small, another that the overhead is
excessive, still another that the field is crowded and yet in every
case there is to be found a competitor who is doing a consistent
and profitable business. In a great majority of cases it all depends
upon the aggressiveness and merchandising ability of the individual.
There is one fellow who does the orthodox thing in an orthodox
way and gets orthodox results, while in the next block is another
dealer who gets out of the ruts, uses initiative, and makes money.
Merchandising is not a rule-of-thumb proposition, but still depends
and will always depend, upon individual ability. The dealer who is
not making a go of it would do well to analyze his personal equipment and his methods before he complains of outside influences.
Had w as a Med

ium for Service

OVER -seventy-five per cent of radio owners, according to a
recent survey, make regular use of the time signals over the
radio to regulate their watches and clocks ; over sixty-three per cent
tune in regularly for religious services; fifty-eight per cent depend
upon radio for the weather reports ; twenty-seven per cent maintain
regular interest in university lectures ; over twenty-two per cent in
talks on health ; eighteen per cent on reports regarding road conditionsabout
;
eleven per cent in stock market reports and so on. For
the dealer who has confined his selling talk and demonstrations to
musical values alone, these many other interests should open up
numerous new avenues for radio sales. If selling entertainment can
produce such wonderful results, then selling radio service should
lead to the establishment of new distributing records, and it does
render real and essential service,,
.[.
;

Maying the Programs Better
WHATEVER
may be the final results of the efforts of the
Federal Radio Commission to drive numerous stations off the
air, with a view to clearing up the channels for the benefit of those
stations rendering service regarded as worth while and satisfactory,
it is certain that the Commission's activities have had the effect of
bringing about a distinct improvement in broadcast programs generally. One has but to compare this Summer's program with those
of last Summer to appreciate this progress, and even further improvement ispromised by various stations in the Fall.
THE official announcement of the placing on the market of Edison
radio receivers and radio-phonograph combinations, made this
month, has been received with wide interest by both phonograph and
radio divisions of the trade as marking the entrance of the earliest
of phonograph manufacturers into the radio field. The placing of
the name Edison on radio has not been a matter of impulse but of
careful consideration, and there is no question but that its significance will be widely appreciated because of Thos. A. Edison's
prominence in the electrical and music reproducing fields. Its effect
upon the public in its relation to the development of radio interest
will be well worth watching;.
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Appointed Sales Manager of Prominent
Manufacturer of Radio Speakers and
Accessories Located in Cleveland
Cleveland, O., August 7. — William B. Nevin,
well known throughout the radio industry, has
been appointed sales manager of the Sterling
Manufacturing Co., of this city, one of the foremost manufacturers of radio accessories and
whose latest product is a complete line of dynamic and magnetic loud speakers. Mr. Nevin

News

of

according to Mr. Frankfort, "Lyric" as the
trade name for these receivers was finally decided upon a short time ago.
"Lyric" is not new to radio dealers or the
public, for radio transformers manufactured by
the All-American Radio Corp. under the name
"Lyric" became internationally known for quality, performance and a rich, mellow tone.
"Lyric" transformers, it is claimed, are the
largest-selling radio transformers in the world.
These transformers are used exclusively in the
new All-American Mohawk six- and eight-tube
receivers because of their known dependability
and performance. Mr. Frankfort stated that
the widespread appreciation of the importance
of good transformers in accurate, clear-cut reof "Lyric" as the
name of theproduction
newmade the
line choice
a simple one.
Under the personal supervision of Mr. Frankfort, an advertising campaign, conservative in
language but of ample size, is virtually complete, and is scheduled for release within a
short time. Newspapers will occupy an imbringing "Lyric" radio
in public.
positionthe
receivers portant
before

E.

H.

McCarthy
the

Majestic

the

Trade

RMA

Convention

Trade

Show

1929

and
Plans

Industry's Conclave to Take Place Some
Time Between May 15 and June 15 —
Meeting Place Not Yet Decided
Announcement that the Fifth Annual Convention and Third Annual Trade Show of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association would be
held in the late Spring of 1929 has been made
by Major Herbert Frost, president RMA.
When
the Fourth Annual Convention and

Joins
Staff

Popular Radio and Phonograph Executive
in Charge of Operations in Metropolitan
Territory — Long Identified With Trade

W. B. Nevin
has been identified with the radio trade for over
ten years, his sales experience dating back to
1920, when he was sales and advertising manager for John Firth & Co., of New York. T.he
advertising which he prepared at that time for
such products as Baldwin phones, Vocaloud
loud speakers and similar products set a standard in radio publicity at that time for effectiveness and timeliness.
In 1922 Mr. Nevin became sales and advertising manager of the Colin B. Kennedy Corp.,
of St. Louis and San Francisco, and attained
outstanding success in this important work.
After leaving the Kennedy organization Mr.
Nevin became a stockholder and officer of the
Operadio Corp. of Chicago, with an office in
New York in charge of Eastern sales. For
over a year he has been associated with the
Sterling Manufacturing Co. and a short time
ago took over the sales and advertising for
this well-known organization. He believes that
the coming season will be the biggest in the
history of radio from the standpoint of gross
sales, pointing out that the average fan is now
sold on electric socket operation and, moreover,
the general adoption of power amplification
with a corresponding improvement in tone quality will make for increased confidence in radio
performance.

"Lyric"
Name

Chosen
as
for New
Sets

"Lyric," according to Otto N. Frankfort,
vice-president in charge of sales of the AilAmerican Mohawk Corp., Chicago, is the name
by which the new six- and eight-tube radio
receivers manufactured by this firm will be
known. At the annual Radio Trade Show held
in Chicago in June the All-American Mohawk
line was officially presented to the trade, and,

E. H. McCarthy, for the past five years vicepresident and general sales manager of the
Symphonic Sales Corp., New York, is now in
charge of metropolitan operations for the
Grigsby-Grunow Co., through Herbert E.
Young's office, 33 West Forty-second street.
New York. Mr. McCarthy retired from the
Symphonic organization on August 1, taking
with him the cordial good wishes of Lambert
Friedl, head of this company, and the other
members of the staff.
Majestic dealers and jobbers in metropolitan
territory will welcome the appointment of Mr.
McCarthy, for he has been identified with the
merchandising of phonograph and radio products for over ten years. He is thoroughly
familiar with the retailers" sales problems as
lor over five years he was in charge of the
Columbia Phonograph Co.'s advertising and
dealer service department in Boston. He
therefore brings to his new work a thorough
familiarity with merchandising activities which
will enable him to co-operate advantageously
with Majestic wholesalers and retailers throughout the territory.

Electrical
Labs.

Research

RCA

Licensee

Electrical Research Laboratories, Chicago,
have been granted a license by the Radio Corp.
of America to manufacture Erla radio products
under the patents of the Radio Corp., General
Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
and the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
George Pearson, president, and Fred Wellman,
vice-president and general manager, of the Erla
organization, were in New York recently negotiating with David Sarnoff, vice-president of
the Radio Corp. of America, and the license was
granted a few weeks ago. Electrical Research
Laboratories manufacture six- and seven-tube
radio receivers, dynamic speakers, an electrical
phonograph pickup and phonograph amplifier.
i2d

Major Herbert H. Frost
Trade Show, at Chicago, last June, drew 24,657
of the country's radio dealers, jobbers and
manufacturers, and thereby set an all-time record, enterprising cities with go-getting convention bureaus attached to local Chambers of
Commerce become radio-conscious.
Now RMA officials are being besieged with
invitations from half a hundred cities, each convinced that it has the most to offer the radio
men of the country. Consequently the exact
place for holding the next convention and
Trade Show is undecided. It is known, however, that the officials of the radio manufacturers give due consideration to the trade in
its preference for meeting somewhere near the
center of the nation's population. This leads to
the view that Chicago will offer some serious
competition to other cities.
Some time between May 15 and June 15
(1929) is tentatively named as the bracket dates
between which the convention will be held.
Two other national radio associations will hold
meetings of their own concurrently with the
RMA. They are the Federated Radio Trade
Association and the National Association of
Broadcasters, which, with the RMA, compose
the radio triangle. Each maintains its separate
identity, attempts the solution of its own problems, but works together for the improvement
and betterment of radio. The Radio World's
Fair, which this year is to be held in Madison
Square Garden, September 17 to 22, and the
Chicago Radio Show to be held October 8 to
14, are the two public shows which the Radio
Manufacturers' Association sponsors.
The Baird Television Corp., of Delaware,
chartered with a capitalization of 1,000,000
shares of no par value, has absorbed the Baird
Development Corp. of New York. Early in
May it was announced that an American syndicate has purchased the LTnited States, Canadian and Mexican rights of the Baird Television
Development Co. of London.
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THE

LIME

cDtjnamie

COMPLETE/

and

cAir

Column

SPEAKERS

The

Bloc Type
Chamber

Tone

\

Designed to give accurate reproduction. The tone chamber is an
exponential air column cast in a
solid monolithic bloc of a new light
weight material, "Vocalite" which is
absolutely inert, non-vibrating and unaffected byany climatic conditions. Air
columns 30 to 84 inches.

Ol'F.K ADIO offers a complete line of Speakera to meet every requirement— at every price
leri-l. Air column speakers of the successful
Bloc Type in three beautiful Table Models
and <»ne IK namic Table Model and three
Handsome Cabinet Models equipped
v i tli air columns of •» arious lengths
or with Operadio Dynamic units,
either type with or without
amplifier.
Dealers find
Operadio the greatest
profit builder ....
with
n n n su a I
^HS
turnoi e r .

The

Operadio

Dynamic Unit
Incorporates decisive improvements in power reproduction. Manufactured under special Operadio
designs to handle the output of the
largest sets built regardless of the
stages of power
amplification used,
without trace of distortion, blasting or
rattling.
5 Volt D. C. $35
110 Volt D. C$40
100 Volt A. C. $50

The
Senior

The

^
Junior
$15.00
$25.00
The New Senior is last year's most popular
model, improved in performance with many
refinements of design and finish. Either will
deliver satisfactorily the output of any set up
to and including five and six tube neutrodynes, superhetrodynes, etc. using the 201-A
type tubes. Great volume, range and sensitivity. The Junior has a 30 inch air column,
Senior a 54 inch air column.

The

Geneva

A table model Dynamic Speaker, scientifically constructed with a sounding board giving maximum baffle effect. Beautiful in design and finished in rich walnut. Furnished
with Dvnamie Unit.
6 Volt D. C. $55;
110 Volt D. C. $60
110 Volt A. C. $70

The WESTMINSTER
The newest and finest of the Operadio Air Column Speakers. May be connected to any set
and will handle the output of any standard amplifier system up to and including the 171 tube.
Has a 61 inch air column. PRICE, $35.00

The

The

Barcelona

A very attractive speaker table of Spanish design equipped with a 54 inch air column. A
beautiful cabinet that is also designed to accommodate any standard radio set.
Price, $42.50
Manufacturer
OPERADIO

MFG.

St. Charles, Illinois
GREATER CHICAGO DISTRICT

CO.

j
The Bel Canto
©5 Obtainable with an 84 in. air colunin or Dynamic Unit, 6 Volt D. C.
or 110 Volt D. C. or A. C. [with or without an
Operadio 4 or 5 tube amplifier] . Amplifier may
be used in combination with either air column
or Dynamic Units. Price Range, $80 to $275
■— Pacific Coast prices slightly higher

St. Charles

A beautiful cabinet model Dynamic Speaker
which will handle and give tremendous volume with undistorted tone fidelity. Recommended for sets employing power tubes
or equipped with seperate amplifiers using
power tubes.
6 Volt D. C. $70
110 Volt D. C. $80
110 Volt A. C.
Sales Department
The

ZINKE
COMPANY
1323-25 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Carryola
NetoMetal Air
Column
jL
Horns
Are

MODEL THIRTY
(Metal Horn)
The most remarkable value in portables today. 50 inch
air column metal horn (as shown above) constructed
according to the exponential curve theory, a product
of our own laboratory. Heavy nickel plated hardware
— large motor plays three records with one winding — patented Bakelite tone arm — beautiful Bakelite repro'
ducer with patented tripod diaphragm — special
patented lock catches — exclusive DuPont fabrikoid in
5 colors black, blue, green, brown and red, with linings
to match — plush covered turn tables. Measurements
inches 19high,
12 % inches wide and 16 inches long
—8H weight
pounds,
Retails at $25.00

MODEL TWENTY
(Metal Horn)
A truly outstanding value in its price class, having a
long air column metal horn (as shown above.) producing
true tone quality and abundance of volume — nickel
plated hardware — two record spring motor — metal
tone arm — sensitive Duro aluminum metal diaphragm
— made in three colors of genuine DuPont fabrikoid in
black, blue or brown with inside linings to match —
plush covered turn rabies to harmonize — wood album
holds 15 records. Measurements 7 'A inches high, 12
inches wide and 14 % inches long, weight 12 pounds.
Retails at $15.00

T HE

CARRYOLA
WO

FLLD

S

LAFtG

C OMPANY
EST

^

AMERI

MANUFACTU

R.E
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Portables

Greeted

Enthusiastically

MODEL FORTY
(Metal Horn)
A wonder portable for appearance, tone quality and
volume. 60 inch air column metal horn, (as shown
above) our own laboratory product made according to
the exponential curve theory. Heavy gold plated hard'
ware — special spring motor plays three' records —
automatic stop — Bakelite tone arm — Bakelite reproducer with patented tripod diaphragm — plush covered
turn table, patented automatic album holder and lid
support — lacquered wood finish inside — r outside
covering extra heavy fabrikoid in two colors, brown or
black. Measurements 9 'A inches high, 13 14 inches
wide, 17K inches long, weight 23 pounds.
Retails at $35.00

ivl
OF

I LW.A.U
P O
R. T

Trade

CARRYOLA ELECTRIC PICKUP can be
used with any Radio set and phonograph. Simply re»
place the reproducer with the pickup furnished and
attach cord tips to prong of the detector tube and to
round post of radio set. Records reproduced electrical'
ly through Radio speaker. Volume control built in.
$7:50 list. AC or DC form.
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of

Pictures

Left
Stewar
tIf a r—n eradio
r Series
"800"
sets
delivered to Indianapolis iti record
hop. From left
to ri°ht: Pilot of
the plane: L. L.
Banford. Indianapolis distributor
for Stewart-If archanic, and V. L.
ner : plane's
Bolton,
manager me-of
the Nationalture Co.FurniRight — An Atwater
Kent triumvirate —
Ray T h o m a s.
Southern California Atwater Kent
distributor : Allen
McQuhae. Irish
tenor and the
"largest radio in
the uorld" which
Mr. Thomas
ulated. manip-

Left — fT alter Johnson, manager of the Nen ark Bears
and one of the greatest
pitchers ever in baseball, receiling an Atwater Kent AC
radio set from City Commis
sioner Hone on "If alter
Johnson
Day" ai N.
theJ.team's
stadium. Newark,
The
set was a gift of B. & O.
Inc., Atwater Kent jobber
Right — Sales staff of the Amrad Corp. Back row — left to
right: R. U. Clark, 3rd:
Carl J. Main: D. A. Betts:
E. H. Troan; L. B. Trefry;
C. J. Smith. Front row —
left to right: R. M. Lourie;
James J. Nolan, Western
Division Manager: If . H.
Lyon. General Sales Manager: W. L. King. Eastern
Division Manager, and J. A.
Malott

Below — International Jury (sealed) in Columbia Phonograph Co.'s Schubert
Centennial Contest uhich awarded $10,000 prize to Kurt Atterberg of
Sueden for an original symphony. Left to right: Adolfo Salazar, Spain:
Alexander Glazunou. Russia: Guido Adler. Austria: Donald Francis Tovey.
England; Dr. Richard Schmitz. Austrian Minister of Education, (non
juror): Dr. Michael Haimsch. president of Austria, (non juror): Walter
Damrosch, America. Chairman of Jury; Emil Mlynarski. Poland: Unspecified lady: Franco Alfano. Italy: Max Schillings. Germany, and Carl
JS'ielson. Scandinavia

Above — The attractive manner in uhich the Sparks-It ithington Co. presented
its new line of Sparton Equassone radio receivers to its ivholesale representatives at theSimilar
jobbers'displays
cotivention
the company's
plantmeetings
at Jackson.
recently.
are held
being atused
at the dealer
uhichMich.,
are
now being held throughout the country and at which company officials are
explaining the features of the new line. A number of these dealer gatherings
have already been held and in every instance the correspondents of The
Talking Machine World report that the enthusiasm with nhich the trade
greeted the new models cannot be stressed too much. The advertising department ofthe Sparks-fl ithington Co. has prepared a large amount of material
to assist dealers in launching their campaigns on the neiv Equasonne models
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of

Musical

Sonora

having a standard approach for all our men
on the various articles of musical instruments,
so that everyone would tell the same story,

Activity

Dealer

to

telling what it does, not how it does it."
Mr. Cox started in business in 1915 as a salesman for the Langenberg Milling Co., of St.
Louis. It was not long before he became sales

Success

Lester Cox, President of the Ozark Motor & Supply Co., Has Had Long Experience in
Music Industry — Prepares for Active Campaign on Sonora Phonograph-Radio Line
Largely as the result of continuous sponsoring of musical activities and seven years of
hard work in the music industry, Lester Cox,

manager, "but resigned in 1917 to enter- the
United States Air Service, where he made" an
enviable record as a pursuit pilot. When !he
left the army in 1919 Mr. Cox organized and
managed the M. & W. Motor Co., distributor
for Studebaker Motor Cars throughout Southwestern Missouri, southeastern Kansas and
northeastern Oklahoma. In 1921 he purchased
an interest in the Martin Bros. Piano Co. of

plugging and keeping on the job." Then in
the next breath he adds, "I am a great believer in luck. The harder I work the more
luck I seem to have." Perhaps it is luck, but
with the modification he expresses it sounds
more like plain intelligent hard work that has
brought the success he chooses to call luck.
Mr. Cox has for years been an advocate of
good music. The Boy Scout Band in Springfield',. Missouri,, is the largest in the United
States, having approximately three hundred and
sixty-five members. There are .more public
school students enrolled in music in Springfield than in any other city its size in the country. This interest in music is largely due to
Mr. Cox's efforts. In addition to this he has
sponsored the Civic Music Association, which
has been responsible for the development of
all the musical activities in his territory and
has helped to promote the musical interests of
the entire community and the country surrounding it.

Lester Cox
president of the Ozark Motor & Supply Co.,
of Springfield, Mo., distributor for the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., in eastern Missouri, has
become one of the most successful retail operators in the music industry.
Mr. Cox says regarding his business success, "It has been purely a question of hard

Springfield, Mo., becoming secretary and general manager of that company and vice-president of the Martin Finance Co., in which
capacities he served until he purchased the controlling interest in the Ozark Motor & Supply
Co. on Jary&ry first of this year, and became
president 0$ the company.
This company is now laying plans for an
intensive sales campaign in connection with
the new line of Sonora instruments which will
be on the market by September. This line will
be most complete, including radio sets, electrical and acoustical phonographs and combinations, electric reproducing instruments, loud
speakers, records, etc.

Mr. Cox's ability to organize and to build
up organization loyalty to a remarkable degree, either in business or out, has undoubtedly
been responsible for his outstanding success.
But what is more interesting to those who
work for and with Mr. Cox is the fact that he
has a reputation for building men, and, though
young, has developed a number of successful
business men.

Declares
on

Public

Is Sold

Combination

Models

Public acceptance of the combined radio and
phonograph was recently stressed by R. P.
VanZile, Chicago district manager of Fada
radio. "The public is sold on apparatus that
makes it possible to utilize the phonograph as
well as the radio, particularly through electric
pick-up devices," said Mr. VanZile. "From the
trade viewpoint this is an exceedingly interest-

"My main thought all the way along in selling musical merchandise," Mr. Cox is quoted
as saying, "is to take it away from the old idea
of selling the piece of merchandise and in turn

ing development."

SS5SZSZSZSSZSS

The

name

Temple

and

Compelling

its

Significance

THE

name TEMPLE is recognized wherever radio exists as perfection in speaker design and construction. And herein lies a tale of an organization that has earned the name of being "Leaders
in Speaker Design." An exacting standard of measurement — an organization that is unequalled anywhere for its laboratory and manufacturing facilities, that is why TEMPLE is synonymous with quality.
The Temple laboratory staff, headed by Prof. Paul G. Andres, consists of nine graduate engineers.
These men are constantly at work developing reproducers worthy of the Temple name. Temple
speakers, therefore, are not the result of mere ideas, but of careful and painstaking research in an
electro-acoustical laboratory that is second to none in the country.
These factors account for the immediate acceptance of the two new Temple offerings — the new
Model 15 Air Column and the new Model 20 Temple Air Chrome speakers. Model 15 is the wellknown mathematically correct exponential Air Column made famous by TEMPLE, and now at a point
of perfection never before approached. Model 20 is the sensational Temple Air Chrome — a new and
startling development in the reproducer field. Its open radiator consists of two sections instead of
one, driven by the powerful Temple Double Action unit, thus substantially increasing the volume and
the tonal range.

Model 15
Temple Air Column
Speaker $29

DEALERS— WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS
Model 20
Temple Air Chrome
Speaker $35

TEMPLE,
1915

S. Western

Inc.

Avenue

Chicago,

I

VaVaVaVaYaVa

Leaders

In Speaker

Design

U. S. A.
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Peerless

Announces

Champion
At

Last!
AN

ELECTRIC
TURNTABLE
that

cannot

create

noises
in

Radio-Phonograph
Loudspeakers

Bodine Type RC-10 Electric Turntable is a high-torque
spring-supported electric turntable
with a reliable Bodine Induction
Motor. There are no brushes or
commutator to cause trouble or

New Instrument Has a Double Spring
Motor and Other Important Features —
It is a Popular-Priced Product

create crackling noises in the loudspeaker.
The surest way to eliminate noise
and motor interference in electric
phonographs is to use an electric
turntable with an induction motor.
Brushes and commutators will
spark, no matter how carefully they
are made.
Reliability and noiseless operation
make this electric turntable ideal
for phonographs and radio-phonograph combinations.
Exceptional

Features

of the Bodine Type RC-10
Electric Turntable
1. No brushes or commutator to cause
noises in the loudspeaker.
2. Spring support absorbs any vibration.
3. Mechanically noiseless operation.
4. Accurate governor control.
5. Compact unit construction.
Mail

the

Coupon

today!

Picture

Radio
Broadcast

First Showing of Cooley Rayfoto System
of Transmitting and Recording Radio
Pictures in the Home
The New York trade was invited to attend
the first private showing and demonstration of
the Cooley Rayfoto System of transmitting and
recording high-speed radio pictures in the home.
The affair was held at the Hotel Mayflower
on July 9 and 10 from 10 in the morning until
10 at night, and was under the personal direction of Edgar H. Felix, of the Radiovision
Corp., New York, owners of the Cooley Rayfoto System and manufacturers of the Cooley
Rayfoto Receiving Kit. The sending and receiving apparatus were at opposite ends of the
same room and the visitors were able to witness the demonstration of the sending and
receiving of the picture at one time.
Literature and signs called attention that
four broadcasting stations had adopted the
Cooley System for broadcasting pictures and
were sending out pictures at regular intervals
for owners of Cooley Kits.
Closely co-operating with the Radiovision
Corp. was the Foster-Saphin Co., factory representative in the metropolitan territory. Both
Byron Foster and Al Saphin were present to
greet their many friends in the metropolitan
trade. Both were formerly connected in radio
and talking machine circles. Byron Foster, it
will be remembered, was at one time president
of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. and later
was identified with the Davega-Knickerbocker
interests. He is also active in the affairs of
the Talking Machine & Radio Men, Inc., the
Metropolitan trade association.
Demand

Broadcast

Time

Declaring that there is room on the air for
all existing broadcasting stations the Independent Broadcasters' Association presented
resolutions to the Federal Radio Commission
demanding the immediate allotment of a "major
portion" of the nation's radio facilities to independent community stations.

Portable

Enthusiasm

Durability, Forty-three-inch Tone Chamber and New Type Reproducer Are
Features of Latest Sonora Product

p
The Peerless Album Co., New York, has announced to the trade a new portable, the Peerless Champion, which is said to be the only
portable on tne market with a double spring
motor retailing at the popular price of $20.
"This is a real opportunity for the dealer and
the public," said Phil Ravis, president of the
Peerless Album Co. "It is made possible
through a fortunate purchase of the entire stock
of two-spring portable motors of a leading manufacturer. This motor was formerly used in
machines retailing at $35 and $50. The Peerless Lhampion plays three records in one winding, has a decorated record box in colors, fullsized piano hinge, nickel-plated hardware S^haped tone-arm and Add-A-Tone reproducer,
and is finished in heavy DuPont fabrikoid with
contrasting border effects. While our purchase
comprised a large number of motors, our production on the Peerless Champion will necessarily be limited to the quantity of motors in
hand and it is a case of first come first served

Demonstrate

Sonora

Arouses

Portable

on Mr.
thisRavis
specialstated
buy." that the Peerless factory is
now operating at capacity on the regular line
of portables and albums, in addition to the
Champion, all of which are in demand.

THE
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The arrival of the new Sonora portable
phonograph has been marked by great enthusiasm with which dealers and buying public alike
have acclaimed it. The Sonora portable is small
in size and light in weight, but its steel frame
insures durability. The portable is encased in

New Sonora Portable
a heavy Spanish-grain morrocoline. It has a
forty-three-inch sealed air column tone chamber, air-tight from soundbox to flare. This
feature, and the new bellows type Sonora reproducer, it is claimed, results in mellowness
of tone and depth of reproduction. The reproducer is a bellows type soundbox specially
adapted to this instrument. The motor is of
the long-playing, easy-winding type. All the
interior hardware is gold finished, the exterior
trimmings solid brass.
An extensive dealer-help campaign has been
inaugurated and will be supported by trade publication advertising. Four-color descriptive booklets and direct mail campaigns have been prepared for use by dealers. The window-display
material for the Sonora portable is unique.
Seven individual cut-outs, lithographed in eight
colors, depict a camping scene at a lake side.
The scene is realistic and arresting. In addition to this there are lithographed window
streamers and other material.
The Sonora portable is the first of the newline of instruments of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., Inc. Others, including radio sets, electrical and acoustical phonographs and combinations, electrical reproducing instruments, loud
speakers, records, etc., will follow in rapid succession, itis announced by the company.
i

Fada

Dealers

Meet

A meeting of Fada retailers for the purpose
of discussing dealer problems was recently held
at Bridgeport, Conn., by Post & Lester, New
England distributors, for F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.
Among those who attended from the Fada plant
at Long Island City were R. M. Klein, general
manager; C. M. Sherwood, metropolitan sales
representative; F. X. Rettenmeyer, of the Fada
engineering staff, and H. J. Winsten, advertising counsel.
Introduce the "Adrianola"
A company is in process of formation which
will soon be incorporated for $100,000 to manufacture the "Adrianola" automatic phonograph
in Fond du Lac, Wis. Sylvester Adrian and
his brother, Matthew Adrian, are interested in
the enterprise, the former being the inventor.
The new corporation will have its manufacturing plant at 22 East Second street, Fond du
Lac, with offices in Milwaukee.
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\NSTA\r

ACCEPTANCE
At the Crosley-Amrad

Convention

there was a

/
m

spontaneous and enthusiastic interest in the allelectric models of the

Symphonic

Series

At the Chicago Trade Show thousands
of retail dealers crystallized this enthusiasm by applying for the Amrad
franchise.

You owe it to yourself and to your customers
to see and to hear this line. Each model is

The Opera
Combination radio and electrical phonograph. Richly
figured, hand-carved walnut.
Both radio and phonograph
are purely electrical, with
built-in Dynamic power
speaker and illuminated
single dial.
Price $875
(without tubes)

all-electric ; each has a built-in Dynamic
Power Speaker; each is encased in a handsome cabinet — and the prices are amazingly
low for radio sets of such outstanding quality and performance.
SPECIAL

THE
MEDFORD

HILLSIDE,

J. E. Hahn, President

MASS.

AMRAD

Handsome console of walnut with decorative panels
of satin-wood and zebra
wood. The most modern,,
purely electrical radio and
finest namic
type
built-in Uses
Dypower speaker.
Price
$475
eight tubes.
(without tubes)

FEATURES

The chassis includes a tone control in
the rear of the Chassis, enabling the
user to adjust the tone of the receiver
to suit his taste, emphasizing either
the high or the low notes.
It also has an electrical phonograph
pick-up attachment which becomes effective by throwing a small switch,
employing the audio amplifying system
and electric dynamic speaker for phonotype —ofgiving
richness graphs
andof anyvolume
tone, the
even fullin
the case of small portable phonographs.
One of the outstanding features is that
which permits the use of the electrical
connection for the receiver (through
the lamp socket) as an antenna and
ground in which case neither outdoor
nor indoor antenna is necessary. Best
results, however, can be obtained by
use of an outdoor antenna and ground
wire. The principal use of the antenna
plug-in ceiver
is either
in indemonstrating
rethe home or the
in the
display room.

The Nocturne
Console model in
walnut, built - in
Dynamic
speaker.
Purely electrical.
Illuminated single
dial control and
bronze escutcheon
plate enameled in
color. Double
shielded.
Price $295
(without tubes)

The Sonata

The Concerto
Beautifully proportioned modern
cabinetican andof oriental
Amerwalnut. Electric
Dynamic power
speaker
into
cabinet.builtPurely
electrical, single
dial Price
control.$320
(without tubes)

CORPORATION
2235 S. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Powel Crosley, Jr., Chr. of the Board
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ABOUT fifteen months ago Gimbel Bros.,
New York department store, moved the
music sections to an entirely different
location, opening a street level store that extended from one block to another with a great
amount of window display space facing both
streets. Coincident with the move, a new
manager was appointed for the talking machine
and radio departments and a drastic change in
the establishment's policy was decided upon.
William Schneider, who for some time past
had made an enviable reputation for himself as
manager and buyer of the talking machine department of Bloomingdale's, was appointed as
buyer of the departments in the new store.
Under his direction the music-radio sections of
the Gimbel establishment has completed a most
satisfactory year, considering the change in location and the more important change in policy.
Formerly the Gimbel store specialized in disposing of vast quantities of liquidated merchandise. These sales, with the utmost in price appeal as their outstanding factor, moved a great
quantity of radio receivers. Terms were extremely reasonable, purchasers being called
upon to make only small payments and to continue monthly payments over a period of from
one year to eighteen months. The results from
this type of selling were not long in making
themselves apparent. Servicing charges ran
high. The amount of repossessions was out of
all proportion.
With the advent of the new management the
policy was changed. Only standard merchandise was, and is, carried. Instalment sales are
made on the basis of one-third down, balance
within six months. The results of this policy,
according to Mr. Schneider, are a substantial
and satisfactory business, with better profits,
less servicing and repossessions kept down to a
minimum.

Changes

Successful

There are a number of factors responsible for
the success which the Gimbel store has enjoyed
for the past year. Aside from the quality of
merchandise carried and the method of operation, the store's location must be awarded a

that would not be attracted to a music section
in a department store that was located on an
upper floor and would necessitate visits through
crowded aisles.
Consistent advertising has also played its part
in sustaining business and advertisements of the
Gimbel music section appear regularly in all
the leading metropolitan newspapers.
In a recent interview with The Talking Machine World William Schneider commented
upon the present trend toward the AC operated radio receivers, stating that practically
every prospective customer is insistent upon
direct AC operation. The combination instruments are also faring well in popular favor.
During the past few months the modernistic
style radio receiver has come in for a share of
the public's favor and with the advent of the
Atwater Kent modernistic AC receiver,
a display of which
window
occupied
weeks,
these

for store's
some
the
many of
instruments

were sold. clination
The toward
incabinets finished in
the moderni stic
manner has led Mr.
Schneider to have
special cabinets made
up so that a wide
variety
models will of
be the
available
to those customers
who desire radio instruments to correspond to the modern
furniture and draperies with which
they
furnished
their have
homes.
Not

Artistic and Eye-Arresting Display Staged by Gimbel Bros.
only are these cabinets modernistic
proportion of the credit. Located between
in finish but they are extremely modern in that they
Sixth and Seventh avenues on Thirty-second
serve the purpose, not only of housing the
and Thirty-first streets in quarters especially
designed for music warerooms with ample space
radio set, but of providing a secretary, a cellarette, a telephone desk and numerous other adfor display and demonstration, customers are
juncts which will give the cabinet a utilitarian
naturally attracted. A large and varied stock
value far in advance of those now in vogue.
of radio receivers of the four or five leading
makes is always on the floor with an assortment of cabinets to please the most fastidious.
The fact that the store is located on the street
Newspapers Test FreedEisemann Model 60
level has also had its effect in bringing in trade

The Freed-Eisemann Model 60 DC receiver
was recently tested by several newspapers, including the New York Herald Tribune, Boston
American and Brooklyn Daily Times. Reports
to the headquarters of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., stated that reception was entirely satisfactory under exacting
conditions.
Dispose

of Wholesale
Small Goods Business

Tonk Bros. Co., Chicago, musical merchandise distributors, have purchased the wholesale
small goods and piano material departments of
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, with the exception of
Lyon & Healy accordions and harps. For the
present the wholesale department of Lyon &
Healy will continue to function, but within the
next two or three weeks the wholesale stock
of the concern will be transferred to the Tonk
warehouse at 623 South Wabash avenue, and all
orders will be filled by that company.
Important

40
ELECTRADikc

British

Merger

The Duophone & Unbreakable Record Co.,
Ltd., of England, has gained administrative control of the French and British Brunswick companies, according to arrangements just concluded, itis reported by the Duophone Co. The
Brunswick Companies are licensees of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., of Chicago.
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Instant electrical reproduction, broadcast through your
own radio, from any phonograph. Retails for only
$7.50, with a liberal profit
margin for Jobbers and
Dealers.

DEALERS
have found that Phono-Link is already the
selling sensation of the trade . . . Quick, profitable
cash business and an absolutely unlimited market . . . For
every phonograph and radio owner prefers electrical reproduction of his favorite selections . . . And it doesn't tak*. the
public long to recognize a new and better way of getting it.
The moment the customer sees and hears the Phono-Link,
your sale is made ... So simple to attach and operate . . .
comes complete with connectors for both AC and batteryoperated radios and adaptors for old-style tube sockets. Ready
to instantly attach to any radio set made . . . you don't even
remove a tube to change from radio to phonograph . . . The
lightest pick-up ever designed (barely 2Y2 ounces) and therefore the least wearing on records.
A real seller!
Everyone to whom you've ever sold a radio or phonograph
will immediately want a Phono-Link. Can you imagine a
more open and profitable market? . . . By all means wire or
write your nearest jobber for Merchandising Plan and samples
. . . today ... or write us for his address and details !

Allen-Hough Manufacturing
Racine, Wisconsin

This Attractive Display
Makes Selling Easy !

NEW

Co.
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Allen Portables

GREATER
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Double
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spring

MARKET

motor,

strong pulling, even runni g . . plays 3 to 4 records. A
feature of the Allen No. 6.

The finest, rt;
ducer ever to grace
a portable — pel
feature
of tl
performanct
No. 6.

Built in long air column
horn . . . more volume,
fuller rounded tone. A
featureof theAllen No. 6.

The

supreme achievement in portables. The one instrument which

combines

finest

tone

treme musical range
volume.

Equipped

air column

quality,
and

reproducer,

fullest

with
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and

ex-

long

superior
double

spring, 3- to 4-record motor.
Standard Allen quality,
us

exclusive

features

selling
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ALLE\

GREATEST

SELLING

LINE

PROFITS

PORTABLES

ever

offered the trade — that's what Dealers
■re saying of the new Allen portables.
Sensational new features . . . Greater values . . .
Easier

sales . • . Rapid

quicker

that brings

profits!

wanted

better portables . . . And

here they

!

You

turnover

|

.

are — built to your demand . . . Double Spring
Motor, Remarkable Reproducer, Long Air
Column Horn, Beautiful Oil Painted Album
(rive colors), Cushioned Tops of Velvety Padding— and many other exclusive features . . .
^Hre sellers — something
ade!
Just call the Allen
samples

and

unusual

Distributor

merchandising

to offer vour

nearest

helps.

you
Or

for

write

direct for complete catalog and local Jobber's
address . . . Plan to do so . . . Today!

ALLEW

^C^poRTABLESl^

ALLEN-HOUGH

MANUFACTURING

Racine
FACTORIES — RACINE

and

COMPANY

Wisconsin
YORK
NEW

THE ALLEN
PORTABLE
No. S
The most popular
portable on the
American market.
Now priced even
more favorably to
increase your sales
volume.

THE ALLEN
PORTABLE
No.

20

The only portable in it's price class
with a long air column horn, and
other exclusive features. A sure
seller in a big way!

EVER

The market is created for
you by consistent advertising in THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST reaching
over 3,000,000 homes!

CHEAT
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C> /l\\JJOTinjust
of
sense
acceper
the anoth
the word, but a new re^^■producer bviilt upon the
finest Dynamic Chassis known to
radio science — a reproducer that
is rapidly being accepted as the
undisputed leader in its class — a
reproducer that is finding favor
with thousands who seek a rich
dignity of design which reflects
good taste and harmonizes with
well-appointed interiors — a reproducer that is winning the endorsement of music-lovers who seek
undistorted reception of the
splendid programs now current among the nation's key broadcasting
stations. In the MARCO DYNAMIC
REPRODUCER a new leader is born
that will make both friends and
profits for the radio trade.
The New MARCO
in three

DYNAMIC

models,

which

is made
list at

$65.00,$67.50and$75.00,respectively. Standard trade discounts.
Literature
sent upon request.

///

7

\

\

\

MABTINCOPELAND
CO
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

M

M

<

O

REPRODUCER

IRjacfio
~Pro
ESTABLISHED
1880
The

ducts

MARCO

DYNAMIC

CHASSIS

Type— DU-110
(110-volt
60 cycles).
List - $50
Type DU-90 (110-volt
D.C.) List ■ - - $40
For radio and phonograph
Type DU-6 (6-volt
installation; sold without case.
D.C.) List ■ - • $35
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FIRRTMAK
Baird Combines Electric Phonograph
With Television Principles in Disk Device— Double Grooves Utilized
A radio system which utilizes a phonograph
record with two needle tracks, one of which
reproduces the voice of the singer while the
other reproduces the singer's features, has been
perfected by John L. Baird, radio television inventor. According to a statement just made by
Capt. Oliver G. Hutchinson, managing director
of Baird International Television, Ltd., of London, Eng., who is at present visiting New
York, the device, which is said to be small and
compact, will plug into an ordinary radio set
or phonograph. It can be used to entertain
the owner with either broadcast television
images intercepted simultaneously with the
radio artist's voice or provide like entertainment entirely from two recordings on the
phonograph disk. The machine is to be produced for home use as soon as feasible.
Only one televisor scanning-disk apparatus
is necessary for one owner, as the radio set,
phonograph and television receiver may be
combined compactly in the same console. Such
a combination, called "phonovision," is to be
demonstrated here soon by engineers of the
American-Baird Television Corp., whose offices
are in New York.
"Paul Whiteman, playing his latest jazz piece
on the record, will be visible leading the orchestra, as the record was actually made in the
recording studio," according to Captain Hutchinson. "Baird's phonovision by gramophone
records is accomplished by two needles instead
of one. The image of the singer, or of whatever the record happens to be, will be reproduced, as well as the sound."
The principles of recording such a record
follow: First the recording in the phonograph
laboratory will be mechanical vibrations corresponding to both light and sound. Both sets
of vibrations will be retained on the disk for
phonovision, just as are those of sound for
the ordinary record. The lights and shades
reflected from the faces and forms of the singer
or group before the light-sensitive photo-electric cell will be transformed into feeble electric
currents, which, after great amplification, will
be made to actuate a cutting tool to inscribe
on the wax master-disk the vibrations corresponding to the scene. Instead of placing the
vibrations mechanically on the wax disk they
could be used electrically to actuate a radio
transmitter and be put on the air as radio
television. In the same way sound vibrations
created by the entertainer or musical group
before the microphone will be simultaneously
changed into another set of mechanical vibrations to cut the voice groove on the record.
The reproduction of the record on a phonovision machine is just the reverse in principle.
The record is run at the proper speed, the
sound groove vibrations fed into an electrical
amplifier and through a loud speaker are heard
by the auditor as sound. The light vibrations
are fed through a separate amplifier, actuate a
neon tube and appear through a Nipkow or
television scanning disk as impulses of light
which are assembled as an image when the
Nipkow disk is rotated at the proper speed.
Fada
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Tested

The Fada Radio receiver has 419 separate
and distinct tests before the final test of being
turned on in the home of the purchaser, in
addition to dozens of visual inspections, according to Louis M. Clement, chief engineer of F.
A. D. Andrea, Inc., Long Island City. These
tests include 262 before assembly, 154 after assembly of the chassis and three final tests, including the air test.
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Can
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Competition

Methods Employed in Selling Specialties Have Proven Successful, and Dealers Might
Employ Them With Profit, States Richard E. Smiley, of the Atwater Kent Co.
An interesting and informative address was
given by Richard E. Smiley, assistant sales
manager, Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., before the
Western Music Trades Convention, held at Los
Angeles, Cal., recently. He said in part:
The radio industry is going through its
usual seasonal period, with its attendant
rumors flying thick and fast. We hear on one
side that a certain company is going to revolutionize the entire industry, and on another
side that another company will absolutely
dominate the market to the exclusion of many
older and more familiar names. All of you
music men have been through the same condition time and time again, and it seems almost
ridiculous to sound a note of warning that you
men study rather thoroughly and seriously any
and all propositions which are offered to you.
It is not my wish to detract from anyone's
activities, but anyone who cares to study the
situation at all cannot fail to realize that if
all the present programs are carried out the
radio industry will find itself considerably overproduced, with dire results. It is largely within
the power of you men, in so far as the Pacific
Coast is concerned, to prevent such a condition.
Is radio a specialty or a commodity? Sometimes, as I view the entire situation from coast
to coast, I am inclined to believe that too many
of us are forcing radio into the commodity
class, which, according to my observations, is
almost diametrically opposite to the way you
are handling the rest of your business. You
men have been raised in a school of the keenest
sort of competition and it often seems that the
very lessons which gave you success in the
other fields are being utterly ignored in this
business.
It seems to me that merchants as a whole
are prone to forget one point, and that is the
consumers' viewpoint. Shall we say that the
millions of dollars which have been spent in
placing a manufacturer's name in the minds of
the public be for naught? Shall we say that
the influence of millions of satisfied owners be
entirely wiped out? Shall we say that the

manufacturer's good will built over a period
of years will vanish as fog before the sun?
No, because these things are too thoroughly
entrenched in the mind of the public and are
gained only after years of expensive, arduous
and painful labor. If you were to ask me what
is the most valuable asset in any proposition
I would say that it is a combination of these
three things. Yet on every hand we see merchants utterly ignoring it, casting it out of
their business life without any thought as to
its cost or value. And if these conditions are
true and the merchant is sound in doing so», it
seems to me that we are challenging the effectiveness of national advertising, both newspaper and magazine, and the part it plays in
the business of a successful merchant. National advertising, in my opinion, is the Gibraltar that safeguards the average retail dealer's existence.
Constituted as it is at present, I cannot conscientiously believe that the radio business is
a specialty business, because too many of the
fundamentals of a specialty business are being
ignored. The present policy of many dealers
in handling a large variety of lines, both
competing and non-competing, in so far as
price is concerned, cannot last long, because,
sooner or later, under such policies certain
manufacturers are going to be forced to find
certain retail distributing outlets that will be
solid enough to withstand the varying winds
of a "radio spring." There is something
radically wrong with the dealers of the radio
industry when almost overnight their affections wander from a tried and tested manufacturer with whom they have done business
for a number of years to the "rainbow lure"
of any new proposition that happens fo come
down the street. Surely, such a condition cannot last for long, and sooner or later someone
will have to pay the piper.
All of this brings me up to the subject as
indicated on the program:
Who is your competitor? What is your
competition?
Perhaps that question
can be
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best answered by calling to your attention the
growth of the trade association idea. Once
upon a time merchants in the same line of
business looked upon one another as bitter
competitors, but as time went on they realized
that if they became friendly competitors their
mutual interests would progress much more
rapidly and profitably. Thus, we find music
merchants gathering together several times a
year for the purpose of exchanging ideas in an
endeavor to learn more profitable and better
methods in order that they may more effectively lure the average person's dollar into their
store. The trade association idea is really the
outgrowth of the merchant's realization that his
hard and keen competition existed not within
dustry.
his
own line of business but from another inOne of the most important factors in bringing this viewpoint forcibly to the attention of
you men have been the trade journals, ever
alert and on their toes. These men, with their
programs, are a splendid asset to the industry,
in making it possible for merchants to have a
common meeting place where new methods and
policies can be discussed, tried and passed on
to others. Their value to this industry cannot
be overestimated and if there be by any chance
any of you men here who are not regular subscribers to the trade journals of your industry
you are overlooking an excellent opportunity to
become a better, more successful merchant.
Our other competitors find it quite advantageous to employ outside salesmen and while
here and there we find some people opposing
it, yet as a whole it has proven quite successful and a considerable volume ot business is
being done that way. The sales of several
companies which I can think of offhand total
in excess of $250,000,000.00 and probably, if an
accurate figure of the entire total could be had,
it would run into staggering figures. It does
not seem to me that we can sit at a meeting
of this kind and say we will or will not employ this method of securing sales, but we must
be guided by our competitors, just as they, in
many instances, must be guided by what we do.
I do not believe that the general proposition
of outside solicitation is wrong, but I think
in many instances our methods need some correction. Last year in talking with a man in
San Francisco he made the statement that it
required more real ability to operate an outside crew successfully than it did to operate
the store. I cannot vouch for the correctness
of this statement, but I do know there is a lot
more to outside selling than merely hiring a
bunch of men and turning them loose, without
much direction or supervision, on a straight
commission basis. One of the most successful
operators that I know pays his outside men a
salary and bonus, and his results have been so
excellent that he says he will never again return to straight commission. This whole subject of outside men is so large that I do not
want to go very far into it, except to touch
upon it in the light of our other competition,
and also to draw, from the methods by which
the outside men work, a lesson for our inside
store management. Most of us realize that unless we send out outside men to the prospect
with a clear understandable story, featuring the
product, we are licked before we start, but yet,
like the proverbial Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
we deliberately handicap our inside salesman
in his efforts to sell by confronting the prospect with an array of merchandise that cannot
help but confuse. I do not mean that the
dealer should necessarily handle one line exclusively, but if he fmds it necessary to handle
more than one line, would it not be wiser to
have these lines non-competing? No salesman,
I care not who he is, can do justice to his
house or himself as long as he, in almost the
same breath, must tell the same story about
several different mak'es of radios. When he is
forced to do that he becomes merely an ordertaker, and not a specialty salesman.
Let us look for a moment at some of the
(Continued on page 44)
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/* or full particulars write, wire or phone the H. T. Roberts Co.,
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sold, and yet hundreds of dealers throughout
the country make it hard to have demonstrations in the home, while the other competition
is making it as easy as possible. And so I
could go on at great length pointing out to
you how this other competition, your competitors, are using every means at their command

Talks
Dealers

(Continued from page 42)
other methods our competitors employ in the
sale of their merchandise. I do not know accurately, but I would hazard a guess that each
week ten to fifteen pieces of direct mail reach
me. In the past six months, if my recollection
serves me correctly, I have received two pieces
on radio and one piece on phonographs, yet
countless pieces of automobile, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, yes — even metal weather
stripping, and porch enclosure literature have
reached me. We cannot sit by idly and with
a wave of a hand say that all of this goes into
the waste paper basket, for such is not the
case. The constant hammering of these
messages is not without effect, and already the
desire to purchase one or two of these items
has been created, and that you will admit is
going a long way toward making a sale.
Too many radio merchants whom I have
contacted have boasted of the high initial down
payment they have secured and also of the
high cash sales they have made. It is nice to
make a big cash sale, but the trend of American
buying is more and more toward extended payments. Recently the head of a finance company showed me the amount of their total purchase of radio paper; I expressed surprise at
the smallness of the amount, but I was even
more surprised when he replied that the average radio merchant had not encountered the
necessity of making a greater use of deferred
payments. Observation leads one to believe
that our other competition is not waiting for
the necessity, but have gone out aggressively
and have offered every inducement possible
with the facilities at their demand. One radio
manufacturer, realizing the need for a broader
and more efficient finance plan, has recently
made arrangements whereby any dealer handling his line, who cares to, will find his problem of financing sales practically solved.
As I talk, the matter of demonstration comes
to mind. With a few minutes of phoning I
could have half a dozen different specialties on
their way to my house for a demonstration,
and yet a recent survey of some 400 dealers
shows that over 50 per cent will do no home
demonstrating except when the sale is practically assured, and as a last resort. A radio
in the home, on demonstration, is 75 per cent

MODEL

to get the public's dollar.
Industry against industry — our industry selling music, happiness and entertainment, pitted
against almost every industry which contacts
the home. And what can happen to a divided
industry is best illustrated by calling to your
attention the situation which existed last Fall
in the radio business, where on one side we
had certain manufacturers offering AC sets,
and on the other hand manufacturers who, believing that AC sets were too far from perfection
to place their name on them, told the pub'ic
that after all the battery-operated set was the
dependable set for the home. Now that condition has passed, and thousands of people who
have been waiting for the OK of the entire industry are ready to buy, or willing to be sold.
As evidence of this, one prominent manufacturer who introduced a perfected AC receiver,
around the first of this year, has produced and
sold over 200,000 receivers, breaking tradition
and upsetting the old theory that when the
snow leaves the ground there is no radio business to be had.
We look into the future with confidence, a
united industry agreed on the type of product
they will have to sell. They will spend much
for advertising, for sales promotion work —
they will put into their sets the greatest values
possible — they will do everything within their
power to wage a successful battle against the
other competition — but from that point on the
outcome depends upon you men who contact
the public. Never before has the outlook been
quite so promising.
Record

Fada

Radio

Sales

The largest volume of sales for June in the
history of Fada Radio has been announced by
R. M. Klein, general manager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc. Entering July with the factory running full blast, a fifty per cent increase in sales
over the corresponding period of 1927 has been
recorded for June, and the total for the first six
months is also record-breaking, according to
Mr. Klein. Floor space in another building has
been occupied by Fada, to care for growing
business.

AC-171 CHASSIS

This sturdy chassis with self-contained power
supply fits into any standard cabinet or console.
Power amplification assures highest quality reproduction of voice and music

Now

Available
THE

SelfContained

in

Cabinets

FAMOUS
Power

PierceAiro

Amplification

7

Chassis

CABINET MODEL AC 172
This distinctive two-tone russet bronze
metal cabinet houses the famous 7-tube
PIERCE-AIRO Chassis with self-contained
power supply.

Tube

Electric

To meet the demands of our trade, we offer the
1929 PIERCE-AIRO AC Chassis housed in a
beautiful cabinet. These two PIERCE-AIRO
jobs enable dealers to meet demands for either
a high-class chassis or a fine receiver, at prices
that are within reason and pay the dealer a
worthwhile profit.
Learn more about these two PIERCE-AIRO
jobs. Write for circular giving complete
specifications, prices and discounts, or order
a sample PIERCE-AIRO for a tryout in
your store.

'
Inc.
RO,
PIERCE-AI

INen York lity
J,23 Fourth Avenue
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Still

Experimental

in
Stage

Fred D. Williams, Vice-President of the
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Discusses Future of
Television — Encourages Amateurs
That television has arrived cannot be denied.
It is here, even if in the form of a crude yet
mightily interesting experiment. In fact, it is
going to be the broadcasting story all over
again. Most of us can recall those days when
a lone radio amateur, here and there, operated
a radio telephone transmitter and gave phonographic concerts over the air for such radio
enthusiasts as were willing to build a receiving
set and tune in. And just as broadcasting was
fostered and developed and popularized by the
efforts of a handful of radio amateurs, so may
we expect radio television to develop until it
attains that ultimate perfection we have every
reason to expect.
It is well, however, to issue a note of warning at this time. In the first place, let us be
reasonable with television technique. Those
who hope to see large screen images, with detail comparable with the excellent motion pictures of to-day, and with the entire world before them, are doomed to keen disappointment.
We might as well disillusion them from the
very start. Television technique, at this time,
cannot handle more than a very small screen
size, say 1J4 by lyi inches, while the detail is
only of the modest variety. A face, hand, large
type, a simple mechanism — these can be produced fairly well, so that the imagination is not
too severely strained. In a face, for instance,
it is possible to see the eyebrows and the teeth
in the case of good transmission and reception.
However, it is useless to expect to identify individual hairs or gold teeth.
Nevertheless, one gets a tremendous kick out
of television experiments. The wonder of flashing living images through space even exceeds
that of flashing the human voice or music
through space. I have seen a group of hardboiled radio experts just as fascinated by the
television reception of the WLEX signals from
Lexington, Mass., as a group of boys performing an autopsy on an old phonograph. What
I mean is that the results themselves are of
perhaps secondary interest, for it is the technique itself that is so fascinating. Imagine, if
you will, the transmitting end, with its powerful arc light, its whirling scanning disk sweeping a beam of light across the face of the
sitter, the reflections picked up by the marvelous electric eyes or photo-electric cells and
translated into modulations of the transmitted
wave; and then step over to the receiving end,
with its sensitive receiver, its amplifier, its
g'owing neon tube, the scanning disk, and the
tiny image flickering before you, in perfect step
with the prototype in the distant broadcasting
studio! The thrill of the thing is wonderful.
There is vast room for research and development and even true invention in the television
technique. Just as the early radio workers were
more interested in their circuits than in the
signals they intercepted, so must it be with
television for some time to come.
Two of the main elements, namely, the photoelectric cell and the neon glow tube, have been
solved. Most of the transmitting stations are
employing the Raytheon Foto-Cell, while most
receivers are utilizing the Raytheon KinoLamp. The solution of these problems has
naturally fallen in the field of gaseous conduction, and have therefore been solved by specialists in those fields. But the problems of scanning disk patterns, synchronism, distortionless
amplifiers and many others still invite the inventive boy or man. And there may be fame
and fortune — just around the corner.
The Curran Music House, Sharon, Pa., is
conducting a successful drive on the new Majestic electric radio.
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Distributors
THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1624 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
McCall Building
Memphis, Tennessee

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
203 Central Exchange Building,
804 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE CAMPE
611 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GROSSMAN BROS. MUSIC
COMPANY
2144 E. 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio
JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.
HAWAII MUSIC COMPANY
1021 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
L. D. HEATER
469i4 Washington St., Portland, Ore.
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, INC.
433 E. Twelfth, Cor. Wall Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
217 Whitehall St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
1315 Young St., Dallas, Texas
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
803-05 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
Q. R. S. MUSIC
1017 Sansom St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

STERLING

CO.

ROLL & RECORD
COMPANY
322 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

MICA

Patents
DIAPHRAGMS

Phonograph Record Rotating Mechanism.
Alexander Roy Davidson, Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada. Patent No. 1,675,697.
Record Stop. Edmund S. Geer, New York, N.
Y. Patent No. 1,675,852.
Phonograph. Cecil K. Lyans, Baldwin, N. Y.,
and Albert Hathorne, Du Bois, Pa. Patent No.
1,676,101.
Electric Phonograph Circuit. Julius Weinberger, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Radio
Corporation of America, Delaware. Patent No.
1,677,806.
Combined Radio and Phonographic Recording
and Reproducing System. Paul Goldsborough,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Patent No. 1,676,491.
Sound Conveying Apparatus. Otto R. Grass,

RECORD

THE

Radio

Chicago, 111., assignor to the Oro-Tone Co., same
place. Patent No. 1,676,493.
Driving Mechanism for Talking Machines.
William W. Moyer, Camden, N. J., assignor to the
Victor Talking Machine Co., same place. Pat.
No 1,676,660.
Radio Tuning Dial. Leonard E. Dorsey,
Coatesville, Pa. Patent No. 1,677,075.
Indicating Means for Radio Apparatus. George
360.
L. Lang, South Orange, N. J. Patent No. 1,675,Radio Receiving Circuits. Chris L. Volz, Detroit, Mich. Patent, No. 1,675,473.
Radiotransmission. Raymond A. Heising, Milburn, N. J., assignor to the Western Electric Co.,
Inc., New York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,675,888.
Radio Apparatus.
Josef Henrik, Hallberg, New
York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,677,589.
Radio Tuning Device. Oshel C. Staats, Ripley,
W. Va. Patent No. 1,677,737.
Radiotube and Method for Operating Same.
Earl L. Koch, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Fredcrick S. McCullough, Wilkinsburg, Pa. Patent
No. 1,677,896.
Console Radio Cabinet. Johan O. Bergman,
Rockford, 111., assignor to Rockford Novelty Furniture Co., same place. Patent No. 1,678,032.
Picture
Is

Broadcasting

Gaining

Rapidly

The Radiovision Corp., New York City, announces that stations KSTP, St. Paul, Minn.,
and WJBI, of Scranton, Pa., have joined the
growing list of stations broadcasting pictures
through the Cooley Rayfoto process on their
radio schedules. Among the other stations in
the chain are WMCA, New York City, which
broadcasts a picture playlet every Wednesday
night and pictures three mornings each week;
WTMJ, Milwaukee,; KMOX, St. Louis; WOKO, Mt. Beacon, N. Y.; WDEL, Wilmington;
WWJ, Detroit; WFI, Philadelphia; CKNC, Toronto; and CJRN, Winnipeg.
R. M.

Klein

Analyzes

Retail

York, August, 1928

Radio

Market

The "upstairs" group, or those with the greatest incomes, are going to be a big factor in
radio sales this year, in the opinion of R. M.
Klein, general manager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
Long Island City. This means selling radios
over wider price ranges, Mr. Klein pointed out,
and giving the dealer a larger market both for
moderate priced sets and for the higher priced
merchandise.
To the single phase of simplification may be
accredited a tremendous portion of the increased volume of sales for the industry, Mr.
Klein further commented.
The Sterchi Music Co., Terre Haute, Ind.,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$5,000 to take over several stores.

Immediate delivery — all slzet
Send for free samples and pricea
All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL

MICA CO.
Baring"" 5M PHILADELPHIA, PA. mJ^'ntiM.

Built

Big

From

Business
a Small

Start

The

Fromar Co., Steinite Radio Distributor of Harrisburg, Pa., Grossed
$1,500,000 in the Last Three Years

One of in
the the
mostEast
successful
wholesaleCo.,
concerns
radio*
is the Fromar
25
South Third street, Harrisburg, Pa., headed by
Troy B. Wildermuth. Mr. Wildermuth, who
now distributes the Steinite radio line, started
in 1914 with capital of $60. Early in his career
he saw the advantage of confining his
efforts to only highclass merchandise
and the soundness
of this policy has
been concretely
demonstrated by the
growth of the business. The company
T. B. Wildermuth first handled both
radios and accessories and in 1925 handled radio
exclusively. During the years the firm has
been in business sales have topped the $4,000,000 figure and in radio alone during the last
three years the books show sales of more than
$1,500,000. This is a remarkable achievement
when it is considered that this volume of business was done in a territory within a radius of
seventy-five miles of Harrisburg, the company's
headquarters, with only three salesmen.
Proper

Use

Pick-up

of Magnetic

in Playing

Records

The volume from a magnetic pick-up used to
play records through the audio amplifier of
the radio set depends a good deal upon the
design of the amplifier itself and upon the tubes
and battery voltages employed, as well as the
method of connecting the phonograph pick-up
to the radio receiver, according to officials of
the Pacent Electric Co., New York, manufacturer of the Pacent Phonovox.
It was pointed out that the new secret of
securing added volume lies in leaving the detector tube in its socket, instead of removing
it as under the old method. New style Pacent
adapters for both battery-operated and AC sets
are available which fit over the prongs of the
detector tube. Once the adapter is in place,
the tube is put back in its socket and need not
be removed when records are played.
Markets

New

Record

Album

A new record album, finished in a highly decorative effect in four colors, red, blue, brown
and gold, is the latest addition to the line manufactured by the Peerless Album Co., New
York. This album was designed primarily for
manufacturers of portables who desire an album
which will improve the general appearance of
their portable cabinets. Phil Ravis, president of
the Peerless Album Co., explained that this new
product will also be available to the public
through dealers, and will carry an appeal to the
record collector.
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ymlnohawkCbrpomtim

LYRIC

RADIO

EW — a new, capable, progressive and resourceful
organization resulting from the merger of the Mohawk
Corporation

of Illinois and

the Ail-American

Corporation — new, advanced
—new

sets, of unsurpassed

manufacturing
excellence,

nograph combinations presenting
refinements — new
merchandising

beauty

methods — new

ing ideas and

plans — new

and

facilities

radio and

new

of design

Radio
pho-

features — new

and

finish — new

forceful

low prices — new

advertisappeals

radio buyers — new and greater opportunities
ers to do a bigger, more profitable business!

to

for deal-

NEW — that's exactly what the public wants ! Radio
buyers are keenly on the alert for something new and
better.

You

have

Corporation
back

it — in the

All-American

line of Lyric Radios

of it all — reputation

purpose,
Radio

by fair dealing,

Buyers

Tell your

for 1928-1929.

established

in-, the field of radio — confidence

Mohawk
And

by two pioneers

created

by keeping

by honesty
faith with

of
the

of America.

customers

that you have

something

new

and better. They'll listen eagerly. Prove it — you can do
it with the All-American Mohawk Corporation Lyric
Radio.

MODEL

88

Really the utmost in phonograph and Radio
combination. Furniture superb, Eight- tube
Electric Radio Set; chassis same as Model 80;
Radio Corporation of America Electric pick-up;
General Electric Induction Motor, concealed
velvet turntable; Electro Dynamic Speaker;
compartment for record albums. For operation
on 110- Volt A.C 60-Cycle Current. This model
furnished wilh Electro Dynamic #J
Speaker only. Complete less tubes. *IP
Slightly
prevail on Lyric
AilAmerican higher
Mohawkprices
Corporation
Radios in the Western states.

and

Super excellence and greater value are convincingly evident in operation, beauty of appearance

price economy.

A few choice

territories

dealers.

Wire

or write

up with

a leader!

ALL-AMERICAN
4257

Belmont

are still open

for complete

MOHAWK
Avenue

-

to reputable

particulars.

CORPORATION
Chicago, Illinois

Line
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Sets

Radio

Equasonne

Sparton

Toledo

Trade

Capt. William Sparks and Other Speakers — Sparton Officials at Meeting — Toledo Radio
Co. Moves — Radio Jobbers' Show a Big Success — Other Trade News
Toledo, O., August 4. — The Toledo Radio Co.,
Sparton wholesaler, has moved to larger and
more elaborate quarters in the National building, 136 Huron street. This is the third time
this concern has moved within the past few
years. Chas. H. Womeldorff, president, stated
the new location will give the concern three
times the present floor space and will make it
possible to add lines not heretofore possible
on account of cramped store space.
On July 30th the Toledo Radio Co. held a
one-day convention for all Sparton dealers in
♦he Toledo territory. At this time the new
Sparton sets were displayed and the significance

of the newly developed Equasonne fully explained. Capt. Wm. Sparks, president of the
Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich., makers
of Sparton receivers flew to Toledo. With him
came Prof. Glasgow of Washington University,
St. Louis, Mo., technician of the radio division
of Sparton. Other officials of the factory attended and addressed the dealers on service,
sales and advertising features and plans for developing more radio business.
The Toledo Radio Jobbers' Show held recently at the Hotel Lorraine was a pronounced
success from every standpoint, reported Clifford Johnson, president of the Toledo Radio

Radio

for

HP

HE

popularity

of CeCo

A*

Tubes

C.

Sets

A. C. Tubes

radio public is firmly established,

with

the

gained by their

outstanding performance in clarity, sensitivity, volume, absence of A. C. hum and — of prime importance
— maximum operating life.
The

CeCo

line of A. C. Tubes

not

only

embraces

all the popular types, but includes several "special
purpose" types — enabling CeCo dealers to meet every
tube requirement.
Type M-26 (226) Amplifier: A \y2 volt, 4 prong, UX
base, 1.05 amp. A. C. tube for operation on alternating
current through

a step down

transformer.

Price $2.50

Write for particulars regarding the CeCo trade proposition
and a copy of an unusual folder: "Getting the
Most Out of Your Radio."
CeCo

Manufacturing

Co., Inc., Providence,

R. I.
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Trades Association, which sponsored the affair. The dealers attendance was large and the
sale of sets for early delivery was most gratifying. Directory of exhibitors includes — StewartWarner Products Co., Stewart-Warner radio;
Toledo Radio Co., Sparton radio; S & P Radio
Co., Bremer-Tully sets; Detroit Electric Co.,
G/ebe sets; Heat Power Engineering Co., Zenith sets; Toledo Automotive Equipment Co.,
Kolster radio; James MacDermott Co., Philco
line; Union Supply Co., Freed-Eisemann radio;
Cleveland Distributing Co., Atwater Kent sets;
Roberts-Toledo Co., Majestic sets; Aitken, Rauio
Corp., Crosley sets; F. Bissell Co., Radiolas,
Radiotrons; French Battery Co., Ray-o-Vac batteries; H. Poll Electric Co., Steinite radio;
Lake States General Electric Co.,' W. G. Nagel
Supply Division, Radiolas, Radiotrons.
A meeting to complete arrangements for the
convention of the Ohio Music Merchants' Convention which will be held here September 12
was held recently at the Commodore Perry Hotel, the convention headquarters. Robt. Taylor,
president of the association, and Rex Hyre, secretary, of Cleveland, were in attendance. Henry
C. Wildermuth, of the Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co., Toledo, is chairman of the committee
on arrangements and of the golf committee. He
stated that the other committees were all functioning nicely and that plans for the biggest convention the state association has held are practically completed already. W. W. Smith, president of the J. W. Green Co., is chairman of the
finance committee and Henry Stucke, of Grinnell Bros., is chairman of the' entertainment
tommittee. Other members are C. B. Trowbride, manager of the Cable Co.; Fred N.
Goosman, ot Grinnell Bros.; Warren L. Kellogg, of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.;
Carl Landgraf, of the Greene Co.
T. W. Reade, president of the Phonograph
Supply Co., wholesaler, left last week on a buying trip to New York, Philadelphia and other
Eastern points. While in the East he will also
interview a number of manufacturers with a
view to interesting them in exhibiting their
products at the convention of the Ohio Music
Merchants' Association in Toledo.
The State Music Co. recently held an opening
of its new store in the Van Ness Building.
The LaSalle & Koch Co., Toledo department
store, has added the Victor line.
Stanley Roberts, president of the RobertsToledo Co., jobber of Majestic radio, recently
was host to a number of retail managers.
Bob Higgins, formerly of Grinnell Bros., Toledo, has been appointed sales manager of Grinnell Bros.' branch at Pontiac, Mich.
Gulbransen

Publicity

The Radio Division of the Gulbransen Co.,
Chicago, recently sent to dealers handling Gulbransen radio products a muslin banner, ten feet
wide by three feet high, printed in two colors
black and yellow, and reading as follows: "See
the Gulbransen Radio — A-C Table and Console
Models — Sturdy — Dependable — Matchless
Beauty — Come in for Demonstration." This
banner is equipped with eyelets and may be
hung on the outside or inside of the music
store. The Gulbransen Co., it is said, has found
a splendid response on the part of its merchants to the new radio product. The first
tests of the Gulbransen radio receiver have
shown that it gives unusual reproduction and
measures up to Gulbransen standard in every
way, according to word received from the Chicago headquarters of the company.
New

Federal

Wholesalers

The Metropolitan Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111., and the Swanson Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Evansville, Ind., have been appointed wholesalers by the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N.
Y., and will serve Federal Ortho-sonic retailers in their respective territories.
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The 1928-29 Radio Season promises to be the greatest in history. The
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The operator's satisfaction and the dealer's profit depend on a maximum
of service on the part of the receiver, which shall necessitate a minimum
of service on the part of the "trouble

man".

The super-simplicity,which is the basis of the latest Freshman designs, will,
we are confident, meet with the hearty approval of public and trade alike.
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Outlook for American Manufacturers Is Not Bright Because of Raising of Tariff Barriers— Low-Quality Merchandise Is Flooding Market
Sydney, Australia, July 15. — The talking
machine trade, like the piano trade in this
country, is more or less suffering general trade
depression. It has been prostituted by the
methods of firms without standing or prestige
offering inferior instruments at excessive prices
and ridiculous terms. Trade has to a certain
extent got away from the legitimate houses
to the department stores and fly-by-night furniture dealers.
The department and furniture stores have
accepted the phonograph trade as a side line
and, like much of the cheap furniture, the instruments have been of very poor quality and
made for quick sale. The quality invariably
is bad, but unfortunately the majority of the
public are not able to discriminate between the
junk lines and those marketed by the legitimate
music houses.
Nevertheless, the illegitimate trade has been
responsible for the overflow to the consuming
market, consequently the depression is very
marked. Innumerable small tradesmen and
furniture makers have been producing phonographs and are also partly responsible for the
glutted market.
Owing to the heavy import duties, some of
the world's best-known manufacturers are
now building their instruments in Australia
and other local factories of standing are now
well established. Two factories in Sydney are
producing very fine instruments, equal in tone
to the best imported lines, though possibly not
so refined in the cabinet work and finish.
There is a tendency in Australia to raise tariff barriers, which will mean exclusion of many
imported lines, and the outlook for American
manufacturers is not very bright. The opinion in commercial circles generally is that
the tariff question has been overdone and our
politicians have run mad on the point.
Australia is essentially an agricultural country and never can be an exporter of manufactured goods because of her geographical position and labor conditions. Australia's success
as a nation depends on the products of the soil
and fortunately some of our statesmen realize
that the agriculturalist needs protection and
help as well as the manufacturer, but the few
so disposed are more or less overwhelmed by
the majority of politicians, many of whom have
prejudicial interests.
The entire musical manufacturing industry
in Australia employs but 1,600 hands and two
good-sized American factories could oversupply local requirements in phonographs, pianos
and player-pianos, yet there is an enormous
tariff barrier to protect a comparatively insignificant industry, the result being that a few
people and a few shareholders only benefit.
Countries feeling they are excluded from
Australia by tariff walls are themselves raising
tariff walls so that Australia may in time find
that there is no overseas market for her wool,
wheat, butter and other agricultural products.
Trade depression in Australia has not been
so severe for many years and one of the
reasons rs the present tariff wall, which has put
some of the smaller men out of business and
there will be more to follow.
Record manufacturing has made considerable
progress and the three leading companies of
the world now have their own plants operating
and producing a very good record, many of
them from the imported matrices. There has
been some local recording, and progress is being made in this way so that in time most of
the records used will be manufactured in Australia. The tariff wall has also been placed
against the importation of records, which is

stimulating the local manufacturer though not
benefiting the public.
Australia's trade with America in phonographs will, run in the future more to accessories, like motors, tone arms, sound boxes, and
other supplies, than to finished instruments;
the completed job has little chance on account
of the high landed costs, of competing with the
locally manufactured instruments, which are
of good average quality when produced by
established manufacturers.
This condition, which, although interesting,
militates against the average purchaser, who

must put up with a more or less inferior product or pay an exorbitant price for an instrument which is low priced in the country of its
origin, is undoubtedly more a matter of politics than of economic conditions and time alone
can change the status of the present laws. The
only outstanding grace that can be seen from
present conditions is that local manufacturers
may be stirred to attempt to produce some
article of merit that might afford a basis of
comparison with imported products, but it will
be quite some time before such a condition
reaches a satisfactory conclusion.
Wendheiser

Store

Moves

Rockville, Conn., August 7. — The Wendheiser
Music Store, one of the oldest music establishments in this vicinity, having been established
in 1889, recently moved to new quarters at
21-23 Main street. George P. Wendheiser is
proprietor of the store.
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ORE than one hundred different makes of "B" Power Eliminators are
specially designed to take only Raytheon BH Tubes.

The millions of these eliminators, now in use, make a steady and dependable
market for millions of Raytheon BH Tubes for replacements.
You can make a lot of sales for yourself, and at the same time do your
customers a real favor, by advising them to replace the Raytheon BH in their
eliminators after each 1000 hours of service.
A slight decrease in distance or volume is usually
a sign of diminishing power in the eliminator,
which may be corrected by the replacement of
the Raytheon BH Tube.
Ask your distributor for Raytheon BH in the
attractive, sales-making display carton. On this
carton of four tubes, costing you $10.80, you make
a clear profit of $7.20.
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Speed

Production
at

Farrand

Plant

Lee R. Hurlburt, Recently Appointed Factory Manager, Installs Conveyor System
for Production of Farrand Speakers
Lee R. Hurlburt, who was recently appointed
factory manager of the Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Long Island City, and his engineering organization have just completed the installation of a
complete conveyor system in the Farrand plant
which closely resembles the conveying lines

is said that the five scattered Farrand factories
have been consolidated into one smooth working unit and more than twenty different items
of production have been put into successful operation. It is announced that the plant is now
working three shifts in some departments and
two shifts in others. The inspection lines are
said to be so exact that an average of less than
2 per cent rejects of the completed product are
received at the final test tables.
The Farrand Co. states that it produces in
its own plant practically all of its speaker. The
company has its own machine shop, toolmakers,
coil, condenser and bobbin departments, a paint
shop and four automatic conveyor lines wherein it produces drivers only on one line, converts the drivers into chassis on the second
iine, and puts the chassis into finished speakers on the third line, the fourth line serving as
a pick-up for the delivery of finished and semifinished products into stock.
Radio-Art

Cabinets

Exhibited

Lee R. Hurlburt
used by tire and automobile manufacturers.
Mr. Hurlburt was for many years production
manager of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.'s plant
at Jeannette, Pa. Except for the unloading of
material into the storeroom, which, owing to the
variety of sizes and types, such as furniture,
etc., cannot be accomplished by conveyors, it
is announced that there will not be a single
truckler in the entire Farrand plant, although
more than four hundred employes will be constantly employed upon the conveying lines of
the company geared up for a daily production
of 6,000 completely housed dynamic or permanent magnet speakers.
In the Farrand plant the Sandar line of dynamic and permanent magnet speakers are produced in addition to the complete Farrand line
of speakers which this year is said to be the
most comprehensive in the company's existence. In a period of less than four months, it

No.

A

New

Jewel

Suitable

for portable

to

Trade

i
Eastern dealers were entertained recently at
a private showing of new Radio-Art cabinets
sponsored by the Musical Products Distributing
Co., Inc., New York, at the Hotel McAlpin.
Twenty-one cabinet models were on display,
covering a wide range of designs and prices.
Refreshments were served to the visiting members of the trade during the three days of the
exhibit, which was in charge of B. D. Colen,
president, and John Graham, assistant sales
manager of Musical Products Distributing Co.
DeForest
Denies

President
Tube

Rumors

Denial of rumors that the reorganized DeForest Radio Co. is about to introduce a revolutionary vacuum tube has been made by James
VV. Garside, president.
"We have no intention of launching a radically new tube at this time," Mr. Garside said.
"It is true, however, that we are rapidly getting into production on a new and improved
line of DeForest audions, which will cover the
usual standard types for battery and socketpower operation. Announcement of these new
audions will be made at an early date."

195

Tone

and

medium

Arm

"S'' shape with goose neck throw back —
Length 9 in., diameter of opening at base
in.

A wonderful
price.

tone arm

at the price.

Manu-

facturers— write for detailed description and
You will be surprised.
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PHONOPARTS
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N. Dearborn

Distribute

Graybar

the

Radio

Sets

Graybar Electric Co. to Distribute Complete Line of Receivers — Has Branches
in All of the Principal Cities
Of unusual interest to the radio and electrical
industries is the announcement by G. E. Cullinan, vice-president in charge of sales for the
Graybar Electric Co., New York, to the effect
that his company will soon distribute a complete line of Graybar radio receiving sets.
Graybar now has offices and warehouses in
sixty-eight principal cities, a complete national
system of distribution. Mr. Cullinan pointed
out that the company's entry into the radio set
field is a logical move, as it was one of the
first to distribute radio products, the Western
Electric 10-D speaker, 7-A amplifier and later
the Western Electric cone speaker coming to
the trade through the Graybar Electric Co., then
the supply department of Western Electric.
Graybar also has been active in the technical
aspects of radio, some 170 Western Electric
broadcasting stations now operating having
been sold through this organization.
Since 1926, when the name Graybar was
adopted, the company has been a large national
advertiser and now enjoys an acceptance in the
American home gained through the marketing
of a complete line of Graybar housekeeping appliances through nationwide dealer outlets. Advertising plans for the Graybar radio receiver
include color pages in national magazines, rotogravure and black and white advertising in
seventy leading newspapers, color inserts in
trade publications, direct mail, window displays,
dealer helps, etc.
Mr. Cullinan stated that Graybar's reputation
for quality is an assurance that its receiving
sets will be of highest caliber, and their promotional plans are indicative of a determination to
become a factor in the distribution of radio.
Dreher

Store

Sold

to Lyon

&

Healy,

Inc.

Chicago, III., August 4. — Lyon & Healy, large
retail music house of this city, has purchased
the Dreher Piano Co.'s business in Cleveland,
giving the Chicago concern control of one of
the oldest music houses in Ohio, Henry Dreher,
president of the Cleveland company, plans to
retire from active business, it is reported.
Plans of Lyon & Healy in connection with the
operation of the Dreher business,, according to
R. E. Durham, president, include a continuance
of the policies of the Dreher Piano Co. as well
as expansion in directions which Lyon & Healy
have found profitable.
Interesting Article in
Plaza Go. House

Organ

The July issue of "Sound Facts," the monthly
house organ of the Plaza Music Co., New York
City, contained an interesting article entitled
"While the Iron Is Hot (and the Weather
Too)," written by C. J. Kronberg, president
of the Plaza Music Co., who recently returned
from a European trip. It contains some excellent suggestions upon the merchandising of
portables. This interesting house organ is in
its third month and in its 16-page size has become very popular with Plaza dealers.

priced

phonographs, also electric pick-up units. A
tapered brass tone arm made in the popular

1%

Will

York, August, 1928

A-G Dayton Representative
in the New York Territory

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Friedman-Snyder Co., of 15 Park place,
New York City, has been appointed Metropolitan representative of the A-C Dayton Co., of
Dayton, O., which makes a complete line of AC
radio receiving
Wave
Adapter. sets and the Flewelling Short
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Be prepared for the big selling season. Order a stock from
your jobber. If he cannot supply you, ivrite us at once.
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ELECTRIC CO., INC., 91 7th Avenue, N.Y.
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RCA

Ad.

Manager

Radio

Analyzes

Retail

Selling

Methods

Pierre Boucheron in Interesting Article in NEMA News Divides Selling Into "Inside"
and "Outside" Varieties and Details Methods of Each Type

TO-DAY selling is no longer recognized
as a single, unified branch of activity,"
says Pierre Boucheron, advertising manager,
RCA, in an interesting article in the Nema
News, the organ of the National Electrical
Manufacturers' Association. "Retail selling, for
example, we may divide into two parts, one
of which we shall call outside selling, and the
other inside selling. Let us first consider the
'inside' variety.
Inside Selling
"The primary factor leading to dealer success
is the location of his store. It should be obvious that he should locate on the best available
street and that he should select his site with
Hue regard for its accessibility, its conspicuousness, and the number of people who may reasonably be expected to pass by it in the course
of a day. In these considerations the dealer
should compare the estimated size of the business with the prospective renting costs.
"Second in importance is the dealer's windows. Suitable and attractive window display
is a most important factor in a retailer's business. He should be advised to trim his windowweekly; to use novelty appeal with arrestingprimary color effects and flashers at night; to
use human-interest demonstrations, manufacturers' displays and price cards. Above all, he
should be cautioned to avoid hackneyed or
common displays of merchandise.
"Third in importance is the dealer tie-in with
the manufacturers' national advertising campaigns. Local advertising, w.hich is a cardinal
form of tie-in, should do three things:
1. Contain a timely appeal.
2. Feature the product and the price.
3. Display the dealer's name and address in
bold type.
"Closely allied with this type of sales promotion is the liberal use of mats, electrotypes and
photographs which should be furnished upon
the request of the dealer. Above all, it must
be recognized that it is the insistent and localized, rather than sporadic and general type of
advertising, which ultimately brings success.
"The movies, billboards and car cards can
also be utilized in helping the dealer increase
his sales. The conspicuous display of a number of twenty-four-sheet posters on billboards,
located at strategic points from the standpoint
of traffic flow, offers the means of an effective
advertising campaign at a minimum expense.
In addition it Is well worth the dealer's while
to investigate the possibilities of a yearly carcard campaign on the local trolley line or bus
line. Movie slides, too, containing the name
and address of the dealer, are assured of a large
audience at the local or neighborhood theatre.
"No discussion of the components of what
is known as inside selling would be complete
without a consideration of the possibilities of
printed announcements, handbills and dodgers.
Fairs, club functions and the like present a fertile field for the general circularization of publicity material of this sort.
Outside Selling
"Those who actuallv do come into a dealer's
MTg.

Radio & Phonograph
HARDWARE

PERFECT
PorUbU Heedle Cub
Open SUyj Open
Cloced Keeps Closed
Star Mich. & Nov. Co.
Bloorafield, N. J.
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tomer. A mail campaign may be employed
purely as a seasonal effort, applying extra pressure during the best selling months of the year.
During this period, which, in the radio field,
takes in the months from October to March,
it has been found advisable to send out anywhere from two to six or more mailings, each
ten days apart.

"Let us consider the direct-mail appeal in a
series of printed letters and messages which
constitutes the medium of the dealer's best and
most direct introduction to his prospective cus-

"Then again, the direct-mail effort may be
spread over a whole year, and this practice has
rapidly been gaining favor of late. In this connection it is to be noted that the mailing list
is of paramount importance, for all advertising, to be effective, must reach the right kind
of people. Experience in the radio business has
taught that the best results for getting names
of prospects are obtained from the satisfied customers. It is always good policy, therefore, to
keep in touch with the customer and inquire
about the results he is getting with his set.
Another good way of building up a comprehensive mailing list is to make a survey of the
'key families' in the city or district — people who
are acknowledged leaders in its business and
social life. The recommendations of this class
always carry weight. Although these two
methods are perhaps in widest use, several others have suggested themselves. Among these
may be mentioned the readily obtainable lists
of income tax reports, telephone subscribers,
automobile owners, voters and members of
social and business clubs. But regardless of
its source, the mailing list represents the market on which the dealer is concentrating, the
battleground of his efforts, and it must be as
select and as comprehensive as possible.

Jobber

First

shop comprise but a very small percentage of
the potential market. They are outnumbered
at least ten to one by the persons who pass
by his store without even thinking of entering.
It is to this vast body of possible radio owners
that outside selling addresses itself. A survey
of the opinions of a number of successful dealers indicates that there are four factors which,
above all others, have aided in building up
their sales. These may be correctly grouped
under the heading of outside selling. They are:
1. In addition to local newspaper advertising,
a direct-mail campaign introducing the store to
a selected list of prospects.
2. An extensive use of the telephone in following up a mail introduction.
3. The further following up of these mail
and telephone calls by the personal visit of
an outside salesman.
4. Actual demonstration to the prospective
customer.
Direct-Mail Appeal

Is Host

Ortho-sonic

to

Half

Dealer

Dealers

of

Philco

Meets

Held

R. E. Tongue Bros. & Co. Sponsor Meeting in Philadelphia — More Than 100
Retailers Present at the Conclave

Trade Centers From Boston to Los Angeles Already Covered — Officials Continue Through South and East

More than one hundred Federal Ortho-sonic
retailers were recently entertained at a dealer
parley and dinner in Philadelphia by R. E.
Tongue Bros. & Co., distributors for the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. R. E. Tongue,
Jr., was master of ceremonies, and R. E.
Tongue, Sr., delivered a welcoming address.
C. J. Jones, assistant sales manager of the
Federal Radio Corp., introduced the new Orthosonic G10-60 AC receiver, which was accorded
hearty acceptance. Mr. Jones outlined merchandising plans for 1928-29, including Federal's
advertising policy and campaign, and also discussed increase of retailer discounts and a continuance of the Federal Designated Retailer
policy w.hich has enjoyed marked success since
its inauguration three years ago. Mr. Jones was
followed by Glen Tongue, who outlined the
mechanical structure of Federal apparatus and
discussed service matters. A, number of new
retailers were accepted for the Ortho-sonic line
in 1928-29.

The first week of August marked the completion of the first half of the country-wide schedule of dealer meetings being held by the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
manufacturer of Philco products.
These meetings are making it possible for
the trade in each important center to receive
first-hand detailed information of the merchandising plans prepared for the new all-electric
Philco receiver and Philco speakers.
That this localized method is effective has
been evidenced by the interest and the large
attendance of the meetings already held. Thus
far, the important trade centers from Boston to
Los Angeles have been covered, and by the end
of August the last lap along the Southern
route and up the Eastern seaboard will have
been completed.
These meetings are conducted by Sayre M.
Ramsdell, sales promotion manager; Robt. F.
Herr, service engineer, and Harry Boyd Brown,
advertising and merchandising counselor, of the
home office and the local Philco manager.

A. K. Radio

on Exhibit
New

One would hardly think that an educational
exhibit was the place to display radio apparatus, but the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. in its
enterprising methods of promoting radio in
general, included an elaborate booth in the National Education Exhibit held recently in
Minneapolis, Minn.

Concern

in Greeley,

Col.

The Dickey-Sanders Music Co., of Greeley,
Col., has been incorporated with a capital of
$25,000 to do business at 1013 Eighth avenue,
that city. The company will sell musical instruments, radio sets, phonographs and electrical
appliances. H. W. Sanders will be manager.
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The
Demand
for Quality
Never
Ceases
To learn the difference between ordinary Cotton Flocks and
"QUALITY" Cotton Flocks, order a sample bale of our Standard No. 920 for Phonograph Record Manufacturing.
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R. T. Cassidy Tells How O. Soderberg, Victor Dealer, Sells Victor Portables by
Demonstrating Instrument at Every Possible Outdoor Gathering of the Public

"Put your portables on the air outdoors
where people want to hear them and can judge
their tone. It will keep your talking machine
and record sales business up to standard."
This is the advice of O. Soderberg, of Soderg
berg's Victrola store, Sandusky. Mr. Soderberthe
is out this season to make a record selling
new Orthophonic Victor portables. During
the first two weeks this type of machine was
on the market he sold thirteen and he hopes
to average at least a machine a day throughout the vacation months. Mr. Soderberg and
his Victor portable are as inseparable hotweather pals as Mary and her little lamb.
Wherever Mr. Soderberg goes in his car the
portable goes too and he goes just everywhere
throughout his home city and county.
July 4 found them at the County Fair
Grounds, where they entertained crowds at the
municipal Fourth of July celebration both afternoon and evening. Mr. Soderberg had an
especially constructed booth for this occasion
and was assisted by Victor men from Cleveland. But he doesn't need these accessories to
make sales. In fact the July 4 demonstration
was planned to introduce and advertise the new
type of portable rather than to sell it. When
he is out to sell Mr. Soderberg looks for people as they go about their every-day work and
play. These are his best prospects.
Band concert nights at the city parks Mr.
Soderberg is on the job with his portable to
play between band numbers. Hot nights when
swimming and boating parties are to be found
at the parks and numerous lake resorts Mr.
Soderberg and the Victor are there too. Many
of his sales this season are being made to the
owners of speed boats which sail on Lake
Erie. Young people buy portables to make
music for their dances and beach parties. Older people like to have them so that they may
have their symphony music and old-time tunes
at their Summer cottages. Mr. Soderberg finds
that auto camps are good places to sell portables. A big family reunion held at an outdoor amusement place offers prospects too.
'Watch the daily newspapers," says Mr. Soderberg. "Wherever people gather for outdoor
amusement there is likely to be a chance for
you to sell portables. Let your music do most
of the talking. . A good portable will almost

sell itself if you give it half a chance and one
satisfied portable customer brings you several
others. It is an endless chain.
"Portable sales keep up your Summer business in the record department. Summer is
usually considered the dull season for records,
but I do not find it so. My Summer business
is heavier than Winter because it is constantly
being stimulated by my portable sales. Portable buyers are frequently as good as or even
better record customers than buyers of larger
machines. This is especially true in the Summertime when the younger set is keen for the
'hot' new dance numbers every week."
News
in

of

the

Kansas

Columbia-Kolster

Trade
City

Combination

of July business with Paul's. The new Columbia-Kolster combination has met with immediate approval, according to this store, and
they expect this to be a prominent feature of
Fall business. The two new Victor combinations priced at $425 and $250 have been very
active. Record business is good.

Kellogg

Bowlers

Chicago

Win

Tournament

To state that Kellogg bowlers roll a wicked
ball which tosses the pins right and left is putting it entirely too mild. They know the game.
Plenty of practice during the past bowling season prepared them for Chicago's West Side
Industrial Bowling Tournament which was held
at Bensingers' Bowling Alleys in Chicago recently. These boys had little trouble in piling
up a total score of 2918 for three games and

Instru-

Kansas City, Mo., August 7. — With the month
of July over, following a period of very accept- _
able activity in both the phonograph and radio
lines, dealers and distributors here are ready
to go into their Fall business confidently expecting one of the biggest seasons in both lines
in the history of the business. This has been
by far the best radio year the dealers have ever
had, according to reports of dealers.
Outstanding in the Summer demand is the
activity of combination machines. The new Columbia-Kolster combination, which is just being introduced to the trade here, is meeting
with instant success wherever it is demonstrated. The two new Victor combinations are
in good demand as well.
J. W. Jenkins' Sons' record department reports fine record business throughout the Summer. According to Miss Wilcox, head of the
department, they are not experiencing the Summer slump which they used to feel. The new
Orthophonic portable is proving very popular
here, according to Jenkins.
The Sterling Radio Co. reports demand for
Kolster and Columbia merchandise far ahead
of last year. At the present time they ihave on
order $400,000 worth of Kolster radios, and the
demand for Columbia machines is on the increase and has been throughout the Summer.
The Sterling Co. has expanded its sales force.
Charles M. Gaffney will be in the new sales promotion department, E. G. Hildner will cover the
city territory for tihe Columbia line only, and
E. F. McNees has been appointed to cover the

Kellogg Bowling Team
edging out the nearest aspirants for first place
by a neat margin of 195 points, bringing the
championship to the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co. Left to right in the picture are
William Hennessy, Frank Mizaur, Frank Holub,
Frank Vancura and Stanley Owczarek.
New

Splitdorf

Distributor

The Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., has
announced the appointment of the Goodnew
Specialties Co. as a distributor for the State of
New Hampshire. Roger W. Keene is president
of the new distributing organization.
Buys

Arison

Music

Shop

Daniel Castcllanos, Inc., 61 Whitehall and 1
South streets, New York City, ihas purchased
the Arison Music Shop, 45 West 116th street,
New York City. This establishment will be
operated as a branch of the main store.

Electric

Pick-Ups
Sor

Air-coiumn
Speakers

Manufacturers
Modernize your phonographs
with an electric pick-up.

Exponential
Air-Column Horns
Dynamic Units (or
Exponential
Air-Column Horns
We are the only company manufacturing
a dynamic unit with a full floating coil
for Exponential Air-Column Horns. All
Racon Dynamic Speakers or Units may
be had either for A. C, D. C. or Battery
operation.
Write for Catalog and Prices

territory in southwest Missouri and northwest
Arkansas districts.
Of particular importance is the coming dealer
meeting to be held by the Sterling at the Hotel
President on August 9. A similar meeting will
be held in Wichita on August 7.
Combination machines have been the feature

Meets With Continues
Trade's Approval
—
RecordmentBusiness
Consistent
— Combinations Selling Well

Dynamic
Speakers
Cone

Exponential
Drum-Type

Area
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Write us for particulars. We

or portables

are specializing

upon manufacturer's needs and will be pleased
to quote.
BROOKLYN
720
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CORP.

Brooklyn,
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Bosch Radio Model 28— for 1 10 volt AC operation using seven alternating cutrcnt tubes and
one power rectifying tube. Single tuningdial
electrically lighted, solid mahogany cabinet.
Price
$132.50 less tubes.

Authorized Bosch Radio Dealers are now showing Model 28A console illustrated, specially designed for them with the standard Bosch Radio
Speaker Console has fine selected and patterned woods, richly carved, beautifully finished.
Bosch Radio Dealers are offering the console
28A with Bosch Radio Speaker and the Model
28 Bosch Radio Receiver for . . . $197. 50.

BOSCH

RADI

Dealer acceptance of the new Bosch plans is verifying our assertion that the Bosch Radio contract
will be the outstanding money-maker

this year.

The Bosch contract is based on sound merchandising principles and provides profits and advantages not to be had in any other contract.
A wider selling range, a strong price advantage, a
more flexible inventory investment are prominent
features of the Bosch Dealer contract.
The new Bosch

Authorized Bosch Radio
Dealers are now showing the
console Model 29B, specially
designed for them with superdynamic speaker and special
high-power speaker supply.
Console has sliding doors,
beautiful craftsmanship and
selected woods. Bosch Radio
Dealers are offering this console 29B with super-dynamic
speaker and special highpower speaker supply with
Bosch Radio Model 28 Receiver for . . . . $295 00.

AMERICAN
SPRINGFIELD
BRANCHES:

Receiver

is far ahead

in

performance and appearance — it is backed
by the Bosch traditions of precision
workmanship and Bosch national advertising. A request will bring you the
interesting details. Write our main
office or our nearest branch today,
if you want

to be included in our plans.

Prices slightly higher west of Rockies and in Canada — Bosch Radio is
licensed under patents and applications of R. C. A.. R. F. L., and Lektophone

BOSCH
NEW

YORK

MAGNETO
CHICAGO

CORPORATION
- MASSACHUSETTS
SAN FRANCISCO
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Firm's

London

"White

Elephant"
Radio
Sale
Victor Hyde Describes a Sale Put on by
a London, England, Store That Moved
Slow-Selling Radio Merchandise
A fresh and novel form of sale advertising
was successfully featured by Catesby's, Tottenham Court road, London, England, to promote
a "White Elephant" radio goods sales in the
first weeks of July. "Truth in Advertising" on
the window showcards was given a frank and
candid — and Jiumorous — twist that appealed to
the public, and sales proved this.
"We've heard a report (unconfirmed at present) that the British Museum are after these.
Any way we are presenting them to you foi
25s. each" was their way of selling off some
horn type loud speakers that had proved slow

in moving. As most readers are probably
aware, the British Museum in London collects
antiques. Other showcards were equally as
original. While sale advertising is, of course,
vigorously conducted in England, this is a new
form of sales boost in that country.
The sale, which opened with throngs round
the windows, was a great success. To support
the title there was a reproduction of a white
elephant in a corner of each showcard, and an
almost life-size model of an elephant draped in
white in one of the windows. An illuminated
eye winked at the public stopping to inspect
the displays of radio products.

you
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Farrand

Starts

Expansion

on
Program

Well-known American Financiers Have
Recently Become Identified With the
Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc.

tised.

The Farrand Co.'s foreign business is developing very rapidly and its export shipments during the current season, it is announced, are
much larger than at any previous time in its
history, a very fine state of affairs.

"Radiotrician"
Place

Write

for full

description and
prices.

Televocal
Corporation
Televocal Building
Dept. G-3
588 12th Street
West New York, N. J.
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GRAPHITE
PHONO
SPRING
LUBRICANT

Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitely.
Put
up
in
1,
25 andput50-pound
for cans
dealer*.to
This lubricantS, 10,
is also
up in cans
4-ounce
retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of
ijURLilin
MACHINE LUBRICANT
ess talking
noisel
KA
FITRF
Write for special proposition to jobbers
iLSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St.. NewTork
Martwel

Sales

Co.

Organized

Paul S. Weil and Martin Zatulove Head
Firm to Advertise and Merchandise
Radio Products on National Scale
Paul S. Weil and Martin Zatulove, two wellknown figures in the music-radio industry, both
of whom were associated until recently with
the Charles Freshman Co., Inc., have joined

George H. Kiley, vice-president in charge of
sales, has recently closed contracts with a number of manufacturers, it is said, for their entire
requirements for the coming season for both
dynamic and permanent magnet type speakers.

plete line, nationally adver-

PV'Q
* J

Is Newly

Several notable figures in American finance
have recently become identified with the Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc., Long Island City, which is
said to be starting on its greatest era of constructive expansion. New directors include
Robert Law, Jr., chairman of the Murray Hill
Trust Co., and William Dewey Loucks, attorney and financier. It is also understood that
Matthew C. Brush, a director of many corporations, has acquired a substantial interest in the
company. James A. Dunn, vice-president of the
Barnsdall Oil Corp., is a director and large
stockholder, and Dudley M. Mason, well known
in the rubber industry, has also acquired a substantial interest and has been elected director
and chairman of the board.
Have

II CI
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of

Takes

Service

Man

Newly Coined Word to Add Dignity to
Service End of Radio Business
"Radiotrician" is the newly coined word now
applied to the young man who installs and services radio receivers and its use is to become increasingly prevalent in such cities as Chicago,
St. Louis, Buffalo, Dayton, Rochester, Minneapolis and Milwaukee, where local radio trade
associations have arranged for the education,
examination and registry of men who service
radio receiving sets.
Under the auspices of the Federated Radio
Trade Association, the idea of radio installation
and service, only by men who have proven their
ability, is spreading to all parts of the country.
In the opinion of executive secretary, H. G.
Erstrom, it is these trained service men who
are to become the radio merchants of to-morrow and for this reason training is of the utmost importance to the trade.
"For the trained man, radio has no blind alleys," recently stated Mr. Erstrom, "and future
radio merchants are going to come from among
the men who become qualified radiotricians.
Under the plan outlined by the associations, the
public will be the gainer because fundamental
training and experience will provide the background for successful merchandising. Radio receivers of to-day give service and when properly installed by competent men and operated
according to directions, performance is most
reliable."

Paul S. Weil
forces and organized the Martwel Sales Co.,
Inc., with offices in the Paramount Building,
1493 Broadway, New York. The activities of
the new company will be devoted to advertising and merchandising of radio products on a
national scale, with exclusive sales representation on each line. It is announced that a large
staff of salesmen will operate from branch offices which will be established in key cities.
It is planned to make the main office headquarters for the out-of-town trade on their
visits to New York with all necessary facilities
at their disposal.
The line of Magnatron tubes, manufactured by
the Connewey Electric Laboratories, Hoboken,
N. J., is the first product to be merchandised
by the Martwel Sales Co. and announcement
will "Be made shortly of the addition of a cabinet line, a dynamic speaker and an AC chassis.
Mr. Weil was advertising and sales promotion counsel for the Charles Freshman Co. for
the past six years, while Mr. Zatulove was
traveling supervisor of sales for that company.
Desk

Model

Radio

Set Cabinet

Receiving
Is Popular

Red Lion, Pa., August 6. — The popularity of
the desk model cabinet for radio sets continues
as strongly as ever, according to a recent
statement issued by the Red Lion Cabinet Co.,
of this city. Red Lion desk models have
reached a total sale of over 80,000 units, which
is pointed out as probably the greatest popularity ever attained by any one distinct type of
radio cabinet. This has led the Red Lion
Cabinet Co. to continue the development of
these models by bringing out two new and
artistic numbers of this type, as well as a new
console type described and illustrated in the
Newest in Radio section in this issue.
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Cups
to

Dealers

Arrow Elec. & Radio Co., Inc., of Jersey
City, Winner in International Sales
Drive — Awards to Group Winners
The Arrow Electric & Radio Co., Inc., of
Jersey City, has been presented with the engraved loving cup illustrated herewith by the

in the Fall providing for instruction to pupils
as they sit in their classrooms. Practically
every school will be equipped with a receiving
set and at specified times lessons on a particular subject will be broadcast to all pupils of a
certain grade.

A.

Speaker

Oakland, Cal., August 4.— The popularity of
dynamic speakers has resulted in a great increase in sales of Magnavox products, made by
the Magnavox Co., of this city. Although many
regard the dynamic speaker as something new
in radio, the Magnavox Co. has been making
them for seventeen years.
The Magnavox Co. recently issued a series of
extremely attractive pieces of descriptive literature in color on plated stock illustrating the
various models of Magnavox dynamic speakers. Four models are shown, including the
Belvedere, Beverly, Aristocrat and Cordova.
The illustrations show the speakers in home
surroundings and over each picture is the slogan "Get All Your Set Can Give." On the reverse side of each circular appear full descriptions of the model and its qualifications. The
Belvedere, Beverly and Aristocrat are each
made in four models.
Weds

Uniontown, Pa., August 7.— Clemence W.
Wadsworth, of the sales staff of the W. F.
Frederick Piano Co., this city, was recently wed
to Miss Elizabeth A. Engle, of Grantsville, Md.
The ceremony was solemnized in the Methodist
Episcopal church, Grantsville, with the Rev. J.
E. Johnson officiating.

Ortho-sonic First Prize Cup
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., for having
won a recent international retail sales contest.
The Arrow Electric & Radio Co. sold the greatest number of Federal Ortho-sonic radio receiving sets in a recent thirty-day drive.
Retailers in the United States and Canada participated. The contest was conducted by the
Buffalo manufacturer. The inscription on the
cup reads, "Awarded to the Arrow Electric &
Radio Co., Inc., Al Levine, President, Jersey
City, N. J., for selling the largest number of
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio Receivers during the
Federal Radio Corporation's international sales
contest for the month of April, 1928."
The four groups were classified as follows:
Group A, including dealers in the United
States and Canada in cities with a population
over 100,000; Group B, cities between 25,000 and
100,000; Group C, cities between 10,000 and 25,000, and Group D, in cities of less than 10,000
population. This means of classification gave
every Federal retailer an equal opportunity to
win a prize. The four group prizes are of
equal value _and well worth competing for. Each
winner in the group contest has been awarded
an engraved twenty-four-inch silver loving cup
and their selection of additional salesmen's
prizes. The Group A contest was won by the
Radio Studio, of Omaha, Neb.; Group B, by
Prest & Dean, Long Beach, Cal.; Group C, by
Yudkins, Danbury, Conn.; and Group D, by
the Brecht Drug Co., Yankton, S. Dak.

Radio

in Public

Schools

Pittsburgh, Pa., August 6.— A new plan of education by radio will be inaugurated in this city

Lillian

a
By

Utica

M.

Guth

Honored

Miss Lillian M. Guth, credit manager of the
Plaza Music Co., New York, has been paid a

That the AC tube has a definite and permanent place in broadcast receivers has been
amply demonstrated, according to officials of
the Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J. It was
stated that the argument that AC tubes are
but a passing fancy, and that they would eventually bow to DC tubes operated by rectifiers,
has been settled in favor of the AC tubes.

Build

in

signal .honor by the New York Credit Men's
Association of which she is a member. At a recent meeting she was appointed vice-chairman
of the Bankruptcy Law Committee of this Association. Itis pointed out that this is particularly notable because Miss Guth will be the
only woman on the committee.

Profitable

Radio

Business

Selling f&fMl&tL

AC"
under

your

RADIO

own

private

label!

A new

way to merchandise Radio Receivers— Embodying every feature of upto-the-minute Radio. Unconditionally
Guaranteed.
Chassis
Table Model. Solid walnut Cabinet, front
panel natural wood mounted on heavy steel
back panel.
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Utica, N. Y., August 4. — Atwater Kent radio
dealers from thirteen counties in New York
State gathered at Hotel Utica, this city, on July
18 for an all-day business meeting under the
auspices of the Stiefvater Electric Co., Atwater
Kent distributor. E. G. Stiefvater, president
of the company, opened the meeting by delivering an address of welcome to about one
hundred dealers.
Speakers of the morning session included
John A. O'Brien, assistant territory manager of
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., who presented the
new Atwater Kent radio line for the 1928-1929
season and outlined the plans of the company
on the one million set program for this year.
Joseph Graham, territory representative of the
Pooley Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., presented the
new Pooley line of radio furniture for Atwater
Kent sets.
Charles Coleman, representing the Red Lion
Cabinet Co., Red Lion, Pa., presented the Red
Lion radio cabinets. Charles Craig, assistant
service manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.,
outlined the service policy for the 1928-29 season and extended an invitation to the assembled dealers to attend the modern service school
at the factory. After lunch, the speakers were
Chester A. Smith, general sales manager of the
Stiefvater Electric Co., who addressed the dealers on direct house-to-house solicitation, and
A. C. Stiefvater, president of the company, who
delivered an interesting talk on finance. In
the evening a dinner was held in the ballroom,
followed bv an entertainment.

Literature

Wadsworth

Hold

Retailers From Thirteen Counties Gathered at the Hotel Utica in July — 1928-29
Line Introduced to the Dealers

Dynamic Speaker Line Illustrated and
Described in Circulars in Color Prepared
by the Magnavox Co. for the Trade
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For those desiring to purchase their own
cabinets and make up their own sets, we
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Automatic
Sell

Phonograph

Your

Fellow

Is Prac-

Merchants

By E. O. Hobbs
Sales and Advertising Manager, Capehart Automatic Phonograph Corp.

INVENTIVE America! Adaptive Business
America! America has become used to the
spectacle of seeing herself looking to new
ideas — and ideals — in its business, political and
social life. These have been exemplified in the
bicycle and automobile and radio — the "14
points" of Wilson and the wide vision with
which our social contacts are carried out in
this day and age.
Just about the time we all think the ultimate
has been reached in a certain line of business
endeavor, along comes a new adaptation of an
old principle which revolutionizes all previous
conceptions of value or scope and opens up an
entirely new market; a market that has already
become a vast one for the music dealers and
one, heretofore, to which they have not had access. Such is the market which confronts the
music dealer of America to-day since the automatic phonograph has crossed his vision and
opened up an entirely new vista of sales pastures— green, virgin and untrampled ground that
is awaiting his sales efforts.
The principle of the phonograph has remained unchanged since its inception, but the
greatest advancement has been in the recording
of the human voice and its reproduction; with
little thought, comparatively, given to the
mechanism that makes this reproduction possible. Meanwhile, however, inventive geniuses
have been quietly at work upon the principle
of continuous playing of many records, and almost at once their efforts have been poured
forth to an astonished and, you might say, an
awaiting market.
Some of these new productions have been
worked out on somewhat similar scales, but
with varying degrees of improvement, and today the market is being "cried" with a number
of very high-grade and practical automatic
phonographs, which not only give the hearer
a continuous program of music, but, with some
of these instruments, also an electrically ampli-

A

New,

Simple

fied and volume-controlled reproduction. Here,
too, they vary. Some have perfected an arrangement that selects a particular record at
will, according to the user's desires, while others go so far as to provide a very large number
of continuous playing records, which are
changed and turned in the one operation.
This perfection was not possible a few years
ago, and it is only due to the great strides
which have been made in the radio world that
to-day finds the phonograph industry facing a
rebirth and a new and enlarged market for the
reproduction of the world's masterpieces of
music, continuously and automatically played
and changed. The music dealer has not been
slow to see the vast possibilities that have
been opened to him. Already, some of the
companies supplying this market have made
new plans which make available to the music
trade the participation in this market, which
heretofore has been closed to them, owing to
the policy of selling direct from factory to user,
ignoring the music dealer entirely in this growing commercial installation field.
But the old law of averages works in many
cases, and a quiet analysis of the possibilities
of the field has shown that the legitimate music
dealer is the logical source through which to
really merchandise this new product, and now
he is being asked to consider this field — and
the live dealers are quick to see the immense
advantage they can secure by handling this
new automatic phonograph, and on an exclusive
basis, in miny cases.
The phonograph business enjoyed the largest
year it ever experienced in 1927, and this also
in the face of the fast growing radio business.
However, instead of forcing the phonograph out
of the field, as so many dealers thought the
radio would, it has broadened the market for
music. While the radio has grown, yet it must
be credited with having helped the market for
good music, but it was a one-time proposition,

Tube
Pattern No. 150

Checker

Jewell has developed a tube checker that is indeed simple. It is so simple that all
that is required to prepare it for testing tubes is to plug the attached cord into a 110volt, 60-cycle outlet.
This new tube checker, known as Pattern No. 150, is somewhat similar in
appearance to other Jewell tube checkers which have earned an enviable reputation
for accuracy and reliability, but differs in that all tubes can be tested without resorting
to batteries of any kind. This is accomplished by incorporating a transformer which
furnished the required voltages, making use of alternating current instead of the
conventional A and B batteries.
All tubes can be tested from the WD- 11 and 199 tubes up
A five-prong socket is supplied with an adapter for 4-prong
enables adjusting the filament in conjunction with the 0-48
Plate current is read on a 0-15 milliammeter.
This new tube checker is described in our Form No. 2004.
Jewell

Electrical
1650

Walnut

to the 210.
tubes and a rheostat
volt A.C. voltmeter.

Instrument

Write for a copy.

while to have the pleasure of listening to a
repeat of a favorite piece of music, the phonograph naturally fell heir to this most profitable
growth of the worth of good music.
It was but natural that with this rapid growth,
and with the same rapid growth of nearly every
industry supplying the wants of a busy people,
the inventive geniuses of the musical world
would turn to the ultimate in the reproduction of record playing — the automatic phonograph. This, now an accomplished fact, has enlarged the market for records, and opened an
entirely new field for sales cultivation. With
the enlarged field came the supply, and the
music dealer to-day can choose from a growing
source and handle the instrument most suitable for his community and his market.
Advertising one's business toward the end of
attracting more trade has long been the theme
of the successful merchant. This same merchant, in every community, has been quick to
see the great future in store for him who could
first utilize this new automatic phonograph as
a means toward attracting more retail trade,
and whether or not he gave away his music,
or made his customers pay for it through the
coin-operated feature, the fact remained that
the public was — and is — attracted to a live store
by new methods, and especially so when that
store utilizes the most susceptible of methods —
that of good music — and this is being proven
daily in nearly every city in America to-day.
This article holds no brief for any one particular instrument on the market, but is primarily for the purpose of showing the music
merchant the trend of the market, and the new
article which ofttimes completely upsets tradition, and makes a broad pathway for itself.
This the automatic phonograph is certainly
bound to do. The merchant who ignores this
new field is but depriving himself of that portion of a good market in his own community
which by all rights he should not overlook.
Profits will be made in the sale of automatic
phonographs, and the firm that pioneers in this
field in the way of retail sales to his fellow
merchants, speaking principally of the commercial installation feature alone, will reap the
harvest of profits which always accrue to the
pioneer who blazes the trail and who becomes
known as a leader in his community.
It is but logical to suppose that this trend
of automatic reproduction of music will extend
in the near future to an instrument designed
and priced for home use, and that is another
huge market awaiting the successful merchandiser. Last, but not least, television is but
around the corner, literally speaking, and within the next several years that field will be waiting for cultivation the same as the automatic
phonograph field is awaiting the live dealer today. That the wide-awake merchant of musical
merchandise has seen the vast possibilities of
this field was shown at the recent National
Music Show, held at the Hotel Commodore, in
New York, where the reception accorded the
automatics was simply astounding. Times
change — the wise merchant watches the tide.

Co.

Appoints Distributors
New distributors recently appointed by the
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
include the following: Providence Electric Supply Co., Providence, R. I.; Iowa Auto Market,
Des Moines, Iowa; Stowe Supply Co., Kansas
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City, land,
Mo.,
Me. and Talbot Brooks & Aver. Port-

Street, Chicago

"28 Years Making Good Instruments"
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This is going to be a big radio year. It will be even bigger if you handle Federal.
Phone, wire or write for details.
FEDERAL
RADIO CORPORATION,
BUFFALO, N. Y.
OPERATING BROADCAST STATION WGR AT BUFFALO
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio, Ltd., Bridgeburg, Ont.

,
al
er
Radio
l
c
s
Licenced
under patents
controlledRadio
hu Radio
Corpora* Federal'
a fundamental
exclusive
Ortholion
of America,
and in owned
Canadannd\or
by Canadian
Patents,
Ltd. tonic
reproduction
is patented
underdevelopment
U.S. Letter making
■ Patent possible
No, 1 ,582,470
FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION,
1738 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York
Please send me complete details of the Federal proposition.

Name
Address

to line

voltages of from 100 to 130 volts —
full Federal Ortho-sonic tone — unusual compactness — tremendous vol-

Prices - without tubes
Table Model

care

City.
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Prince

Visits

Nippon-

ophone
Co.'s Plant
Prince Fujimaro Yamashina, of Japan,
Calls at Tokyo Subsidiary of the Columbia Phonograph Co.
His Imperial Highness, Prince Fujimaro
Yamashina, of Japan, recently visited the plant
of the Nipponophone Co., Columbia Japanese
subsidiary, at Tokyo, as shown herewith. His

Imports
of

and

Talking

Exports

H.

Machines

Racon
Vice-President
Sales Executive Elected Officer of Racon
Electric Co. — Has Had Long Experience
in Automotive-Radio Fields

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking Machines and Records for May —
General Increase Over the Year Previous
Washington, D. O, August 4. — In the summary
of exports and imports of the Commerce of the
United States for the month of April, 1928, the
following are the figures bearing on talking machines and records:
The dutiable imports
of talking machines and
parts during April, 1928,
amounted in value to

R.
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Fletcher

Made

H. R. Fletcher, recently elected vice=president
of the Racon Electric Co., New York City, is
receiving the congratulations of his many
friends in the music-radio industry. Mr. Flet-

$48,109, as compared with
$50,786 worth which
were imported during
the same period of 1927.
The five months' total
ended May, 1928, showed
importations valued at
$194,271; in the same
period of 1927, $257,973,
a substantial decrease.
Talking
machines to
the number
of 11,754,
valued at $504,838, were
exported in May, 1928,
as compared with 9,812
talking machines valued
at $415,865, sent abroad
in the same period of
1927.
total

Prince Fujimaro Yamashina Visits Nipponophone Plant
Highness is seated, and the others, left to
right, are: L. H. White, vice-president (who
reports that his silk hat was checked at the
door); J. R. Geary, president; George Sosai,
sales manager; T. Iwaski, works manager; T.
Natsume, advertising manager.
At the recording studio, His Highness applauded a concert of Japanese and foreign
music, and showed eager interest in inspecting
the electrical recording apparatus. He did not
rest, in fact, until he had examined every department of the plant, over a period of three
hours and a half. At the conclusion of the
visit, His Highness expressed his appreciation
for a most instructive and enjoyable afternoon.
C. M. Pearson, formerly with the Columbia
Phonograph Co. and more recently with the
Denver Dry Goods Co., is radio manager of the
B. K. Sweeney Electrical Co., Denver, Colo.
ELECTRIC

MOTORS

electric motor

will shortly be placed
on the market by
Hermann Thorens.
Samples will soon be
available. Write for
descriptive literature.
A wide variety o) tone
arms and sound boxes is
also available.

Inc.

Sole Distributors for U. S. A.
450 Fourth

Ave.

New

Opening

The Chas. E. Wells Music Co., Denver, Colo.,
has organized a free music instruction class.
TYPE

THORENS,

Stores

Following a program of extending their activities, Landay Bros., Inc., New York City,
who operate a chain of retail music stores in
the Metropolitan district, recently opened a new
store at 540 East Fordham road, Bronx, New
York City, and will open a palatial salon at
583 Fifth avenue in the very near future. The
new store in the Bronx, which is the third serving the residents of that borough, occupies an
entire building.
The new Fifth avenue establishment will be
the successor to the Landay store which was
formerly located at Fifth avenue between
Thirty-eighth and Thirty-ninth streets. This
store will carry, in addition to all the latest developments inmusical and radio instruments, a
larsre stock of fine art cabinets and treasures.

of the world' famous
Thorens Motor

new

exported 56,900 talking machines, valued at $2,435,502, as against 52,831 talking machines,
valued at $1,933,470 in 1927.
The total exports of records and supplies for
May, 1928, were valued at $295,586, as compared
with $240,181 in May, 1927. The five months
ending May, 1928, show records and accessories
exported valued at $1,440,955, as compared with
$1,136,828 in 1927.
The countries to which these machines were
sent during May, and their values, were as follows: Europe, $18,913; Canada, $29,115; Central
America, $28,939; Mexico, $45,910; Cuba, $47,003; Argentina, $100,622; Brazil, $39,778; Chile,
$15,014; Colombia, $46,031; Peru, $10,238; Other
South America, $45,426; British India, $457;
China, Hong Kong and Kwantung, $5,972;
Philippine Islands, $8,976; Australia, $17,790,
New Zealand, $5,952; British South Africa, $1,888; Other Countries, $36,814.
NewLanday

By the Manufacturers

The five that
months'
showed
we

York

M

RECORDING

WAX

Developed for Electrical
Recording.
at 70* or
Normal
RoomWorks
Temperature

City

F. W. MATTHEWS

ZgS&.TT.

H. R. Fletcher
cher is one of the best known sales executives
in this field as well as in the automobile trade.
He joined the Racon Electric Co. this year as
sales director, following previous connections as
an executive of Amsco Products, Algonquin
Electric Co. and director of sales and advertising of the Apco Mfg. Co.
Eighteen years of Mr. Fletcher's experience
was gained in the automotive industry, first as
a salesman, then as district manager and sales
manager for the Stewart Motor Corp., resigning to become vice-president and general manager of the C. T. Silver Co., distributor, and
later became general manager of the Stutz Motor Car Co. His wide experience has made him
thoroughly familiar with the trade.
RCA

Denies

of Trade

Charges

Commission

A general denial of the charges contained in
the recent complaint of the Federal Trade Commission against the Radio Corp. of America, alleging that the RCA is using unfair methods
of competition in requiring radio manufacturers
to use its tubes under a licensing agreement for
the initial installation, has been filed by the corporation. The Trade Commission based its
charges on section 9 of the agreement between
the RCA and radio manufacturers, this clause
requiring the use of Radiotron or Cunningham
tubes. Licensees of the corporation under section 9 of the agreement must equip receiving
sets leaving their factory with one of these
The Radio Corp. further denied that its own
" - those of the licensees under
of tubes. with
types together
sales,
the license agreements, constitute 95 per cent
of all the receiving sets produced in the United
States. In asking that the complaint be dismissed, the RCA contended that the replacement market for tubes was larger than the market for initial installation.
MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speaker* and Talking Machine*
RADIO MICA
American Mica Works
47 West StPMt
Now York
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ANewJBig

Profit

Opportunity

ELEC

oilers

attractive

discount

operating ELECTRAMUSE, the coin-controlled continuous playing phonograph and are making big profits —
from s90 to 8165 per month!
As a dealer you now have this same opportunity to pile
up profits easily and quickly. Our new Dealer Discount
Earns More in 4 Weeks Than Another
Type Instrument Did in 20 Weeks
LAKE WORTH, FLORIDA
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,
Indianapolis, Indiana
Last year we had a machine of another make placed in the
store on a percentage basis. The twenty weeks that this machine worked for us showed, beyond all doubt, the possibilities and advantages of owning our own machine. The first
four weeks operation of the Electramuse in our store, the net
earnings were more than the percentage we had received
from the other machine the entire twenty weeks it was here.
— COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP
"Is Best Paying
Department in My Place"
MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,
Indianapolis, Indiana
I feel that I cannot say too much for the Electramuse. It has
more than exceeded my expectations as far as receipts are
concerned, and as a business stimulant it has no equal. It is
by far the best paying department I have in— my
W. place.
P. BROOKS
y% Product

!

Plan is taking like wild-fire. Dealers everywhere are
accepting it and are making the most money they
ever made with a coin-operated musical instrument.
ELECTRAMUSE is a wonderful music-marvel and moneymaker ideally suited for your business. It sells itself.
Read the enthusiastic letters here from users. They tell a
story of easy profits that should interest you immensely.
Don't pass up a real chance— fill in and mail the coupon.

"Leaves Me MARION,
MonthlyINDIANA
Profit of*80.00"
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,
Indianapolis, Indiana
My Electramuse was installed the first of January of this year.
The first fifteen days it took in 8105.00; the first month my
receipts
were $225.00.
came back
to me
the
first month,
and sinceMythatdown-payment
time this machine
has earned
its
payments
each
month
and
left
me
a
monthly
profit
of
about 880.00.
But this is best of all : — My trade has increased most satisfactorily. If the Electramuse did not take in a cent, it would still
remain an excellent investment and a sure business builder.
-SAGE
CANDY COMPANY
by Fred E. Sage
Earns s7.00 per Day
RICHMOND, VA.
When we have a full house, the Electramuse, which replaced
the one that was costing us thirty dollars a month for records,
brings in about seven dollars a day. We feel that we can safely
recommend this form of music for any place where people
congregate to eat, or where a soda fountain
6v B.is popular.
C.MOORE'S
King
— D INTY

of

Hoke

Mfg.

World's Largest Manufacturers of Money-making
Indianapolis,

plan

"My Receipts A verage *6. 00 per Day "
RICHMOND, VA.
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,
The Indianapolis,
Electramuse isIndiana
working perfectly. No
doubt you will be interested to know tbat my
receipts from the instrument have been on an
average of S6. 00 a day. Our business has also
showetl a steady increase which we attribute
solely to the installation of the instrument.
— SUBLETTS' INN
by V. H. Vaughn

FERE'S A STORY of profits to interest you,
1L Mr. Dealer! Retail merchants by the score are

&

Dealers

TBAMLSE

Takes in$ll 4.50 in One Month!
KAUFMAN, TEXAS
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,
Indianapolis, Indiana
The Electramuse is the biggest
|money-maker I ever saw. Last
month it took in *114.50. You
really have got something good.
— CLAY'S CAFE
by S. C. Clay

Holcomb

for

Co,

Equipment

Indiana

Owns Two Electramuses —
and Buys Three More!
HOBART, OKLAHOMA
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,
Indianapolis, Indiana
I am enclosing my order for three Supertonc Electramuse
machines. As you know I have already two Grand models.
Have had one machine in my lunch room here in Hobart one
year this month. It has lacked less than S15.00 of paying
for itself since I have had it. The other machine has been in
use eight months and is paying me well.
I have found from actual experience over a year that the
Electramuse will pay a handsome profit — many times more
than anything else of like amount invested.
— GUST ELLW ANGER
Says "More Than Satisfied"
ST. CROIX FALLS, WISC.
I am more than satisfied with the Electramuse. My customers
say they have never seen an instrument like it, and they all
seem to be crazy about it. I know it is one thing thev will
not tire of. The first three days I had the instrument, I took
in fifteen dollars.
— ROY H. PERSON

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co Dept.
—Indianapolis, ind.
Without obligation on my part, send me all data
on your new Electramuse Dealer Discount Plan.
I Name .
| Street.
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Joins

Brunswick

Co.

Sales Organization of Studner Bros., Inc.,
Featuring Several Leading Lines of
Cabinets, Covers the Entire Country

Will Handle the Record Sales Promotion
Work for That Company — Long Record
of Achievement in the Trade

The sales organization of Studner Bros., Inc.,
manufacturers' representatives, New York and
Chicago, completely covers the entire country.
Besides the New York and Chicago headquarters, Studner Bros, have offices and display
rooms in various other strategically located
cities throughout the country.
At these dis-

Frank A. Delano has joined the staff of the
record division of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. for the purpose of handling record sales
promotion work for that company. Mr. Delano
is particularly well qualified for his new post,
because of his long experience in handling that
sort of work. He is well equipped musically,
having at one time sung in opera and was for a
number of years in charge of the Red Seal

G. H. Armstrong
twenty-eight men on the staff, both Myron and
Jack Studner, principals of the organization,
spend much of their time with the trade.
Growing

Interest

Amateur

Wm. W. Davies
play rooms the lines of the various cabinet
manufacturers which this company represents
are displayed, including models of the Superior
Cabinet Co., Muskegon, Mich.; S. Karpen &
Bros., New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Michigan City, and Buckeye Mfg.
Co., Springfield, O. There is also displayed a
complete line of Gordon motors.
An example of the thorough coverage of the
trade made by Studner Bros., Inc., is to be
found in the State of Ohio, where three men
serve the trade in the interests of the Studner

in

Television

Cambridge, Mass., August 6. — The Raytheon
Mfg. Co., of this city, which, in addition to its
line of radio tubes, manufactures the Raytheon
Foto-Cell and Kino-Lamp for television purposes, reports that the interest in amateur television experimentation is expanding steadily. In
a recent announcement from th-e Raytheon Co.
it is stated that several stations have, been
licensed for experimental television transmission on the frequency band of 4700 to 4900
kilocycles. WCFL of Chicago has been granted
a license to transmit television signals on short
waves, while WLEX of Lexington, Mass., has
been granted a similar license under the call
letters 1-XAY.

F. A. Delano
School conducted by the Victor Co. More recently he has been doing promotional work for
wholesalers and others in the trade and his contact with dealers, coupled with the wide knowledge of record merchandising, should stand him
in good stead in his new position.

Splitdorf

Kisselburgh

Issues

Artistic

an

Portfolio

In keeping with its slogan, "Beauty in
Radio," the Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N.
J., has issued a portfolio containing specially
processed photographs of the Splitdorf line of
the radio receivers. All of the art furniture
consoles are shown as well as two table models
patterned after an old world jewel case. The
front cover presents the manufacturing facilities back of the Splitdorf line through the
illustrations of the various plants of the Splitdorf-Bethlehem Electrical Co., the parent
organization.
Ernest

Urchs

Passes

a

Is Now

Columbia

Artist

Columbia's latest record list carries a first
coupling by Alexander Kisselburgh, prominent
American concert baritone.
Mr. Kisselburgh,

Away

Ernest Urchs, head of the wholesale department of the concerts' and artists' bureau of
Steinway & Sons, of New York, and widely
known to the talking machine trade, died on
July 12 at his home in New York, at the age
of 64, following an illness of more than six
months.
A. P. Handel
lines. William W. Davies, who is in charge
of the Ohio territory, is in Cleveland, with
offices in the Chester Twelfth Building. Associated with Mr. Davies is Albert P. Handel in
the efficient covering of this State. There has
also been established a Cincinnati office at 3837
Spring Grove avenue, in charge of G. H. Armstrong.
In addition to the service afforded by the

Mr. Urchs had been connected with Steinway
& Sons for 34 years and during that period he
was active in musical affairs and was an adviser
of many musicians. Many years ago he was
the representative of the Phillips & Crew Piano
Co., of Atlanta, Ga., as distributor of Victor
talking machines. He was well known to the
executives of the Victor Co. and the former
National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers. Mr. Urchs is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Emma Urchs, and a daughter, Mrs. Edgar M.
Pope.

Alexander Kisselburgh
who has a large following on the Pacific Coast,
gave a successful Carnegie Hall recital in New
York City the past season, and has been active
this Summer iri Festival appearances in the East,
including participation with Ethel Leginska in
New England. His first Columbia record,
coupling "Danny Deever" and "The Song of
the Flea," is said to exhibit a fine manly voice
notable for clearness of diction.
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avox

Dynamics

Aristocrat Model
Beautiful butt burl walnut
cabinet finished in two tones.
For A-Battery Operation . $70
For AC Operation $85

"Dynamic

by Magnavox.

rich, full and

vivid

dible range. A
without
radio
FIRST
SPEAKER
FIRST

rs

sets

are

made

as built-in

Every

. . . over

cascade

distortion.

Speakers

ake

realism is radio's newly acknowledged refinement . . . originally

sponsored
Cordova Model
(Below)
Combining rectifier and power
amplifier. Takes place of last
audio stage in set. Walnut cabinet.
AC Operation. $1 75 . without lubes.

pe

tone

entire

of volume

America's
with

au. . .

finest

Magnavox

equipment.

DYNAMIC"
Oakland, California

"Beverly Model
Gracefully proportioned
cabinet finished in light
mahogany.
For A-Battery Operation #55
For AC Operation .... $70

Chicago, Illinois

Belvedere Model
A beautiful floor screen of
rich two-tone walnut.
For A-Battery Operation $50
For AC Operation ...$65

Units Only: D. C. $35, A. C.
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Northern
Kent

California

Dealers

Dr. Cabell Greet, Professor of English in Barnard College, who is in charge of the recording.
"The phonograph record will furnish a valuable supplement in teaching the history of the

Atwater

Attend

Convention

English language," said Dr. Greet, "because it
will be an exact re-creation of the human voice.
There is really no convenient, practicable notation capable of indicating all th-e qualities of
speech. A phonetic alphabet sufficiently exact
to show the nuances of American dialects requires so many characters that it is difficult to

More Than 700 Dealers Attend Meeting at Which New Line Is Presented — Ernest
Ingold, Inc., Host to Trade — Interesting Addresses Prove Feature of Gathering
The annual convention, tendered to Atwater
Kent retailers of Northern California by Ernest
Ingold, Inc., each year, wound up in a glittering finish at the St. Francis Hotel, San
Francisco, Cal.
It was by all odds the largest and most enthusiastic gathering in the history of these
meetings. More than seven hundred retailers
sat patiently through a vivid afternoon program in the Italian ballroom, embracing a complete showing of charts covering the radio industry, a presentation and description of the
Atwater Kent line for the year, an elaborate
display of Pooley, Red Lion, and independent
cabinets, descriptions of developments in tubes,
a new Atwater Kent finance plan, a comprehensive outline of a five-million-dollar advertising schedule, a campaign for "better tone
in the home," and a general review of radio
as a business and of the industry.
In the evening the Atwater Kent Follies
presented an extravaganza, "One in a Million,"
in celebration of the manufacturing schedule
of the Atwater Kent Co., which calls for a million sets during the current year.
The speakers for the day included among
others Ernest Ingold, president of Ernest Ingold, Inc.; H. S. Hinze, secretary and treasurer
of Ernest Ingold, Inc.; Melvin DeLyons, vicepresident of the same company; T. Wayne
McDowell, of the Atwater Kent Co.; L. M.
Willis, Pacific Coast, manager for Atwater
Kent; R. E. Smiley, assistant general manager
of the Atwater Kent Co.; T. J. Mercer, of the
Bankers-Commercial & Security Co.; Don E.
Gilman, manager of the National Broadcasting

Co.; E. W. Butler, of E. T. Cunningham, Inc.;
W. George Coleman, the Red Lion Mfg. Co.,
of Red Lion, Pa., and T. W. Warren,, of the
Pooley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Atwater Kent Quartet was heard at the
close of the evening session, as was the Atwater Kent orchestra, which "is heard on the
air each Sunday night. The convention was
staged on such a scale that the entire second
floor of the St. Francis Hotel was used.
Dialect

Records

Columbia

Aid

Students

YCON

proven

equipment,

Write

Motor

for Catalog

Bruno

Increases
Space

Floor

for Victor

by William J. Haussler, president of the company. In addition to the Victor department,
this new floor will have the executive offices
of Mr. Haussler and his associate executives
in charge of Victor activities, Charles Sonfield,
vice-president, and Jerome Harris, secretarytreasurer. An elaborate Victor demonstration
and showroom is being arranged, in line with
the firm's policy of pursuing a vigorous campaign in behalf of Victor products.

phonograph
manufactured

by

men

who

have

in

the

industry

been
for

a

generation.

of Motors,

Tone

Arms

and

Reproducers
509
Tone

POLLOCK-WELKER,
Kitchener,
Cable Address:

Polwel, Kitchener

Ont.,

Line

The addition of a new floor devoted to Victor
products gives C. Bruno & Son, Inc., Victor
and musical merchandise wholesalers, 44,01)0
more square feet of floor space at 351 Fourth
avenue, New York, it was announced recently

99

"HEL

102

It will probably be difficult to find the exact
dialects desired, added Dr. (jreet, because of
the
tendency toward standardized language
handle."
among educated people. Students who have
studied English and grammar for twelve or
fifteen years tend to become self-conscious
about their dialect and to smooth out peculiarities in their speech.
Each person tested will be called upon to
read a fairy story about a baby rat into the
microphone. This story was written especially
for this purpose by Dr. Hans Kurath, Professor
of German at Ohio State University, and contains many words and expressions.

Students who can speak the pure dialect of
their native localities are being sought at
Columbia University to make phonograph records of their speech, which will be used in
teaching phonetics in colleges. The Present
Day English Group of the Modern Language
Association, which originated the movement for
recorded dialects, has obtained an appropriation
of $500 from the university and is now seeking
to complete its repertory from the 14,000
Columbia students at the Summer session.
The association has made several records, but
lacks satisfactory examples of dialects from the
Cape Cod section of Massachusetts, Edisto
Island in South Carolina and from districts in
Illinois, Missouri and the Southwestern States.
A fee of $10 has been offered to any student
who can furnish a pure dialect.
The records will be of value to students and
professors of classes in English, according to

The
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The

Edison

quality, in perfect keeping with controls of inlaid maple and trimming of statuary bronze.
The doors fold bach flat against the sides.

of any householder.
Size 42l/2" x 22" x 16"
Price, including Dynamic Speaker,
less tubes: $260.

you

would

46" x Dynamic
22%" x 18"
Price, Size
including
Speaker,
less tubes: $315.

expect,

the

Edison

Radio is advanced, foolproof, electrically correct and beautiful. It has many
exclusive features which

and

Model R-l.
Radio with Dynamic Speaker.
Charmingly compact, it adjusts itself ideally to
the modern home. . . . Blended walnut finish
and panels of burl maple attest its handsome

Model R-2.
Radio with Dynamic Speaker.
Simplicity brought to a new perfection. The
cabinet is in blended walnut finish, relieved
with burl maple panels. A graceful piece of
furniture which reflects credit on the good taste

S

Radio

make

getter. The Edison
Long

for an out-

standing performance.

Distance"

HE

is truly the "Local and

receiver.

Edison

Radio

has a super-power

1
amplifier using the new R.C.A. "250"
tube. It also has an inbuilt new-type, extra

OR

local stations, the Edison

tuned

radio

frequency

Radio

receiver

is a
of

super-selectivity. It is the best receiver that
could

be designed

for local work

exclu-

sively. At the turn of a switch its whole
character

changes.
leashed. It then

A new

becomes

power

is un-

a receiver

great sensitivity, and a champion

of

distance-

size Peerless Dynamic
the Edison

gives superb

grees of volume,
on bass notes.

quality at all de-

with a startling response
It can be tuned

a whisper

or tuned

volume.

The

controlling

Speaker. As a result,

down

to

up to full orchestral

Edison

way

the Dynamic

plishes amazing results.

of using and

Speaker

accom-

Radio-Phonograph

Combinations

Model C-2. Radio and Electric Phonograph.
Completely electrified. The cabinet of blended
walnut finish, with its ornamental panels of burl

Model C-l. Radio and Electric Phonograph.
An exact reproduction of an Italian Credenza,
handsomely carved from solid walnut, with rich

maple, fits pleasingly into any interior, harmonizing with other furniture. Its doors fold inconspicuously back, flat along the sides, revealing
four gold-embossed record albums.

polychrome motifs. Built-in record containers.
Special super-power amplifier using two "250"
tubes and two new-type, extra-size Peerless
Dynamic Speakers. This model is the acme of
sound reproduction.

Size 4814" x 281/4" x 18"
Price, including Dynamic Speaker,
less tubes: $495.

Size 483^" x 43" x 20"
Price, including two Dynamic Speakers,
less tubes: $1,100.

*0

U

AWVW\A/VW

A LL models

are for A.C. operation, using

3 stages of radio frequency,
tector, and super-power
single dial control

and

radio to phonograph)
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concealed

phono-

switch (from

on the front panel.

the Edison

of advanced

Radio

is a notable

design and electrical

efficiency.
HTHE

Radio

that here, at last, is a line of dependable sets, sets which

sets offered by a company
is a guarantee

the public wants,
whose

very name

of fair dealing, of stability,

and worth.
O tie up with Thomas

A. Edison, Inc.,

is a step urged by common

faces a ready-made

sense, jus-

by the unsettled state of the radio market.

demand.

It is the most

Place your order at once.

radio in America.
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dealer, this fact is significant.
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Edison

asked-for

to know

amplifier. All have

graph jack, with change-over
Throughout,

a de-

quality flood the market,

so many

For in a

sets of questionable

page.

nearest

jobber,

Communicate
listed on

next

Deliveries start in September.
THOMAS

A. EDISON,

Inc.

Distinguishing

The

EDISON

Radio

Features

RADIO

-Phonograph

. . . The Chassis. Three stages of radio

"227" tube, one "250"
"281" rectifier. The
and rigidly constructed,
against high voltages.

Adequate adjustment for voltage fluctuations. The circuit is highly shielded.
. . . Super -Power
models

Amplifiers.

All

are equipped with super-power

»»<i

Combinations
divisional numbers.

Calibrated wave-

lengths are also shown.
nated from the interior.

frequency, detector, and two stages of
audio. For A. C. operation — using four
"226" tubes, one
tube and one
chassis is solidly
and is insulated

of

Dial is illumi-

. . . Phonograph Jack on Radios. A
radio to phonograph change-over switch
is located on front panel of radio. Consequently, jack does not plug in from the
front, but concealed lead-in gives permanent installation. Thus every radio is
potentially a combination radio and
electric phonograph.

amplifiers, using the new RCA "250"
tube. One reason why the Dynamic

. . . Radio-Phonograph Combinations.
Fully electric. Each contains in addition to the Edison Radio an electric

Speaker gives so remarkable a performance with the Edison Radio and Radio-

phonograph, electrically driven. Has
the only electric pickup that plays all

Phonograph

types of records — both hill-and-dale and
needle-type. A marvel of ingenuity —
developed in the Edison Laboratories,
the birthplace of the phonograph. The
only truly universal electric combination.

Combinations.

. . . Dynamic Speakers Built In. A
nation-wide investigation has shown that
the year ahead is to be a "dynamic year."
In the Edison Radio and Radio-Phonograph Combinations the new-type extra
size Peerless Dynamic Speaker reaches
its greatest excellence by the use of a
"250" tube and thru our method of
control.
. . . Long Distance Switch. The Edison
Radio for local work is a straight radio
frequency receiver of super-selectivity.
When distance is desired, the turn of a
switch makes it sensitive to the highest
degree. Distant stations which cannot
be heard with the average radio frequency receiver can be brought in with
fine volume.
. . . Tuning Control.

ATLANTA
155 So. Forsyth St.
DENVER
1636 Latcrence St.
ORANGE,

N. J.

Single Dial with

. . . Cabinets.

Cabinets are

made in our own plants, of the finest
woods, specially selected for grain.
Solidly built and finished to endure, they
rank with the furniture of the finest
homes.
. . . W orkmanship. Only expert electricians of long experience touch anv
part of an Edison set. The Edison Radio
owes much of its quality performance
to this high-class workmanship.
. . . Inspection. Every set must undergo numerous inspections under the rigid
Edison standards, such as is given all
Edison products.

Edison Phonograph Distributing Co.
CHICAGO
ROSTON
96 South St.
3130 So. Michigan Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
608 First Ave. N.
1215 McGee St.
PITTSRURGH
RICHMOND
1204 East Main St.
909 Penn Ave.

CLEVELAND: B. W. Smith, Inc., 2019 Euclid Ave.
OGDEN: Proud fit Sporting Goods Co., 2327 Grant Ave.

Edison

DALLAS
500 Elm St.
NEW ORLEANS
128 Chartres St.
SAN FRANCISCO
1267 Mission St.

PHILADELPHIA: Girard Phonograph Co.. Broad and Wallace Sts.
ST. LOUIS: Silverstone Music Co.. 1114 Olive St.
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Volney L. Held, Who Has Covered Latin America for Thirty Years, Gives Some Interesting Information to American Manufacturers Planning to Enter This Market
(Volney L. Held, the writer of the following article, has
covered the Latin American territory for the past thirty
years. Any talking machine or radio manufacturer who
is planning to enter this field and who desires information and advice regarding the best method of procedure
can secure the same by writing the Talking Machine
World and Mr. Held will give them the benefits of his
experience either through the columns of this publication
or by replying directly by mail. — Editor.)
In the June issue of The Talking Machine
World Volney L. Held, importer and dealer of
Bayate, Oriente, Cuba, submitted for the benefit

on a tryout basis. He secures a receipt for the
outfit and the dealer's promise to pay ten cents
for each fifteen-cent package sold. The dealer
is almost always willing to try the plan for he
makes no investment and no chance of having
unsalable merchandise left. At the end of thirty
days the dealer is in a position to judge whether
or not he wants to take on the line and order at
regular prices.
"In the past many manufacturers of the
United States failed in building business in Latin
America because they thought it was a good
place to get rid of instruments which were imperfect. The manufacturer who tried this lost
out, whereas the one that gave the same merchandise and same attention to his export trade
as he did to his home markets won out.

BUSH

&

LANE

in
Pioneers

A-C

Radio

Present
The

Model

A Seven

Tube

9-C
Neutro-

dyne Receiver Licensed
Under RCA and Hazeltine Patents.

"Another thing to remember is that in selling the Latin American trade one must be a
good mixer and meet the dealers on an equal
footing, for if they get the idea that you think
you are superior to them in any way you may
as well pack up and travel, for there will be no
more sales at that point. The Spanish-speaking
people are little understood by the American
public, who have only a passing view of their
customs and manners, but in my thirty years' experience Ihave found them good business men
and am proud to have a great number of
them as friends.

Volney L. Held
of the dealer readers of this publication a record
trade-in plan which he has been using with success. Other angles of music merchandising in
Latin America as viewed by Mr. Held are of
interest because they show the great difference
in methods used in Latin American countries.
"Catalogs and consumer literature to be used
in selling the public in Latin America should be
prepared differently from those used in selling
the North American public because of the barter system of purchasing which is in vogue in
Latin America," points out Mr. Held. "The
customer entering a store begins his purchases
by pricing different articles and is seldom sold
on the first price offered; he must get the merchandise for less. To make this clear, let me
give an example:
"Customer: 'What is the price of that phonograph that has been in your store so long it is
getting mouldy?'
"Salesman: 'Only $150, lady, it is one of the
best machines for the money and, while it may
seem a little high, it is a bargain to any one who
knows the market.'
"Customer: 'That's too much. I won't pay
more than $100 for it.'
"From this point the price is haggled over
and the instrument is finally sold for $110; $40
less than originally asked but in this case $10
more than list price.
"Other articles are purchased in the same
manner and the bill is totaled up, making
$200.90. The 90 cents is by the same system
eliminated and the customer goes home happy
thinking she has received $280 worth of merchandise for $200. The dealer is satisfied for he
cleared $20 over list prices.
"In securing dealers to take on a line the
manufacturer must bear in mind that Latin
American merchants must be shown. We will
suppose that a manufacturer is seeking to put
a new phonograph needle in the territory. This
would be the best method. The jobber's representative visits the dealers with a supply of
display stands filled with the packages of
needles and places a stand in the various stores

"A few years ago shippers in the United
States received a great number of complaints
from Latin American points that shipments
were received in bad condition with shortages
of merchandise due to faulty and insecure packing. In forwarding merchandise two things
should be considered. One, that the case be
strong enough to withstand rough handling and,
secondly, that it he securely closed to prevent
stowaways or deckhands from opening it and
stealing part of the contents. Faulty packing is
on the wane, however and merchandise is now
arriving in much betteer shape than heretofore.
"Although this is the dull season in Cuba and
business is slack I expect to see a large increase in the amount of talking machines and
records exported from the United States to
Latin America. The reason for this opinion is
that for the past few years European firms have
flooded Latin America with a cheap grade of
phonographs and other musical instruments.
They sold on their appearance and price, but
after a few months in the tropical climate they
became worthless as the sound boxes began to
crack and the glued parts became loose. On
the other hand, United States firms such as the
Victor, Columbia and Brunswick became better
known and better established and I believe that
it will be very hard for any European manufacturer to get a leading position in Latin
America for years to come.
"Manufacturers frequently make the mistake
of giving too much territory to a single distributor and consequently their products do not secure proper representation. For example: a
manufacturer or his agent goes to Havana, selects adistributor and gives him all of Cuba to
cover and feels that he is well represented. The
truth of the matter is that he is represented in
but one province out of the six which comprise
Cuba. None of the provinces work together
and to really secure the proper results a general agent or distributor should be appointed
for each province."
Wallace R. Lynn, of San Francisco, Cal., has
been appointed Pacific Coast representative of
the Belden Manufacturing Co., of Chicago, 111.,
according to an announcement made at the company's offices.

Bush & Lane Model 9-C
Retail

Price

$225

Model 9-C is equipped with Model 5
Deluxe seven-tube neutrodyne all-electric receiver. The cabinet is of Louis
XVI period design, beautifully finished
in walnut. Single drum dial control, calibrated in both wave lengths and kilocycles. Equipped with Cecilian speaker.
The

Bush

&. Lane

Dynamic

Speaker Is Coming !
Bush & Lane also announce their
dynamic loud speaker, listing at $60, perfected by experts in collaboration with
their acoustic piano experts whose years
of experience in the manufacture of
beautifully toned instruments have produced amarvelously toned speaker. All
Bush & Lane receivers can be equipped
with the dynamic speaker at an additional
list price of thirty dollars.
THE LAST WORD IN
REPRODUCTION!
Radio
Worthy
BUSH

Products
of Their Name
&

LANE

Industries
Holland,

Michigan

Write for complete dealer's franchise, and
for information on our several console
models.
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MODEL 40 A. C. The 1929
improvement on the famous
Model 37. More powerful,
more sensitive. New sealed
power unit. Full-vision Dial.
Satin finished in dark brown
and gold or deep golden
bronze and gold. Requires six
A. C. tubes and one rectifving
tube. For 110-120 volt, 50-60
cycle alternating cur- Snpj
rent. Without tubes,
• •
MODEL 41 D.C. set.
Requires five D. C. tubes and
two power tubes. g*j»
Without tubes,

"RADIO'S TRUEST VOICE." Atwater Kent Radio Speakers: Satin finished— some in dark brown
and gold, some in deep golden bronze and gold. Models E, E2, and E3, same quality, different in size.
Each S20

O I
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MODEL 42 A. C. Similar electrically to Model 40,
with addition of automatic line voltage control. Many refinements incabinet design — crowned lid, panelled comers,
ball feet. FULL-VISION Dial with over-size numbers. Requires
six A. C. tubesand
one rectifying
For 110-120
£~
voit,50-60
cycle alternating
current.tube.Without
tubes, S(J \J

and

MODEL 44 A. C. Extra -powerful, extra-sensitive,
extra-selective. Crowned lid. Panelled corners. Ball feet.
Automatic line voltage control. Local-distance switch. FuLLvision Dial with over-size numbers. Requiras seven A. C.
tubes and one rectifying tube. For 110-120 volt, 50-60
106
oycle alternating current.
Without tubes,

It

man-

of pioneer-

radio

always

how.

know

at first hand

a radio

set

silver. Dealers

it, too. That's why so many dealers have
concentrate on Atwater Kent Radio.

means

MODEL 48 battery set. Solid mahogany cabinet. Fullvision Dial. Two stages of T. R. F. in conjunction with
Atwater Kent coupling circuit, detector and two stages of
A. F. Six tubes required.
S y4 /A
Without tubes or batteries,
J

know

decided

to

On the air — every Sunday night — Atwater Kent Hour — listen in!
Prices slightly higher West of the Rockies
Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio

ATWATER
4725

Wissahickon

KENT
Ave.

MANUFACTURING

A. Atwater Kent, President

. '

MODEL 49 battery set. Solid mahogany cabinet. Fullvision Dial. Antenna adjustment device assures unusual
selectivity. Three stages of T. R. F., detector, two stages of
Without tubes or batteries, 8'/TO
VJC3
A. F. Six tubes required.
CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Sales Volume in Most Retail Stores Reported as Being in Advance of Last Year — Gross
Co. Prepares for Intensive Fall Selling Campaign — New Models Aid Business
large audience. We removed all of the merchandise from our first floor, our balcony and
our basement, filling them with chairs. Three
instruments were used, one in each place, and
thus all present were able to hear clearly."
Miss Rose Helberg, manager of the local
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., who
spent her vacation in Atlantic City, returned
August 4. According to Miss Helberg business
is holding up very well, sales being at a higher
level than in the corresponding period of last
year. Records, it was stated, are in exceptionally good demand, especially the popular numbers and late "song hits."
The Otto Grau Piano Co. is at this time paying special attention to the sale of talking machines, and in connection with its work it has
devoted its big show window to a fine display
of the Victor line. "While there is the usual
Summer lull," explained Otto Grau, "there is
always some business to be had, provided one
keeps trying to get it. We are devoting our
spare time to getting ready for our Fall cam-

Cincinnati, O., August 9. — Dealers report that
the demand for talking machines in most cases
is better than in mid-Summer of last year. Combinations, itis stated, have been moving best.
At the store of the George P. Gross Co. it
was stated by Carl J. Rist, manager, that they
are developing prospects and completing arrangements for an intensive selling campaign
in the Fall. This company is sending a letter
each week to a cerefully selected list, not with
an idea of getting an immediate response, but
in order to "set the recipients to thinking," as
Mr. Gross explained the matter, and pave the
way for the salesmen. One method of developing a fine list of prospects the company is using
with great success is to watch the building permits and thus secure the names of people who
are going to build new homes. "When a family
moves into a new home," explained Mr. Gross,
"it will spend at least some money on new
furnishings, and by taking advance steps to
have a new talking machine included in the
budget there always is a fine chance of making
a sale. Very often the same thing applies to
renters who are moving to another home, and
we always watch for these.
According to G. E. Hunt, retail manager for
the Starr Piano Co., the new Starr Electric
Pick-up machine is being well received by the
public. At this time orders for future delivery
are being taken, but an ample supply is expected
soon. According to Richard Peavey, manager of
the Biddle Brunswick & RCA Shop, which is
located in the Starr store, there is now considerable "drop-in" trade.
"Our efforts to induce the public to buy an
RCA outfit in advance of the recent TunneyHeeney combat met with splendid success," explained E. M. Abbott, head of the E. M. Abbott
Co. "We not only sold a number of combinations in advance of the fight, but we also sold
a number after the fight was over. The evening
on which the affair took place we entertained a
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none ofofustheareM.idle."
M. W.paign, soFantle,
W. Fantle Co., who
had just returned from his vacation, spent in
St. Joseph, Mich., stated that while away he
made arrangements to act as distributor for a
radio concern, the name of which he will announce a little later.
According to Miss Nan Tighe, manager of
the Baldwin Victrola Shop, the new 9-16 Electrola bids fair to become a "wiz." "Our record
sales are exceptionally good," explained Miss
Tighe, "and all of our models are moving unusually well for the season."
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s local
branch has just received for demonstration purposes a very attractive phonograph known as
No. 15-8, to retail at $150. It is announced
that Models No. 9-8, retailing at $95, and No.
12-8 are now ready for delivery. Other new
machines that have been received for demon-
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Temple,
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Helps

Inc.,

Prepares

Display

Series of Six Window Streamers Pertaining to Timely Events to Be Issued
— Counter Displays Available
Chicago, III., August 6. — Temple, Inc., manufacturer of Temple Air Column speakers, this
city, is preparing a series of interesting window

CHROME

MODEL. 15
AIR

SPEAKERS

COLUMN
An Attractive Dealer Aid
streamers for the use of dealers, stressing the
happenings of nation-wide interest which are
available to radio set owners by big broadcasting hook-ups. This series will consist of six
streamers, all on timely subjects. The first was
issued in conjunction with the Tunney-Heeney
fight, and depicted two boxers in the centerpiece with the announcement at one side:
"Ringside Seats Via Radio," and at the other
the invitation, "Get Your Radio Supplies and
Temple Speakers Here." It will be noted that
the advertising on all the streamers will be
subdued, and the general interest item brought
up to full prominence. The other streamers
will cover the election campaign, world series
baseball games, election returns, football games
and the sixth will relate to Christmas.
Other dealer material which has been prepared by Temple, Inc., consists of a series of
two counter and window displays, one of which
is herewith illustrated. Both displays are
identical except that one pictures model No. 15
Temple Air Column speaker and the other illustrates model No. 20 Air Chrome Temple
speaker. Both cards are in eight colors and
constitute desirable material for display purposes, especially in smaller organizations, where
possibly but one speaker of each kind is carried and those kept in the demonstration room.
In such cases the eye appeal of the speaker is
not made use of and the display card serves
this purpose.
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Console K. R. O. and Table Model
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Much attention has been attracted
book the Brunswick Co. has issued,
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Canada will soon have de luxe feature programs through its own chain, according to reports received by the Freed-Eisemann Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., from the G. & J. Sales
Co., at Toronto, a Freed-Eisemann distributor
in the Dominion. It was stated that the TransCanada Broadcasting Co. is being organized and
will operate along the same lines as the National Broadcasting Co. in the United States.
It is said that the chain will operate in two
sections, Eastern and Western, except on events
of national importance when both will be
linked together. The first program is expected
to go on the air about September 1.
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Reg U.S.Pat.Off.
During the last four years this trade mark has
been used on hundreds of thousands of our portable phonographs, shipped to nearly every country in the world!
The sterling qualities of Artone Portables have
been proven by their phenomenal success and by
the fact that complaints or returns for any cause
whatever have been negligible.

horns

The eyevalue and performance of our portables
have always been a step ahead of the crowd.
Our new line, ready next month, will continue
to justify these claims. You will be amazed
that such fine portables can beproduced at such
reasonable prices.

performance

The above facts are important for portable
buyers to consider
Berg

A. T. &

S. Co., Inc.

Long Island City, N. Y.

values
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Models Displayed and Demonstrated on Night of Big Whiteman Broadcast —
Trade Reports Business Greatly Increased Over Summer of Past Year

Baltimore, Mo., August 7.— The talking machine
and radio wholesale and retail trade in this
territory reports that figures for the Summer
business compared with similar months of 1927
show decidedly favorable increases. It is hard
to determine just what factors are most responsible for the improvement in trade conditions, but there can be no doubt that new
models have played a large part. For instance,
since the introduction of the new ColumbiaKolster combination instruments Columbia
dealers have reported an extremely fine demand
for them and with a number of sales of the
$600 model and the $375 model, it does not take
long for the store's sales volume to mount to
sizable proportions. Dealers in other lines
likewise report that the public's favor seems
to be directed toward the higher-priced instruments with which the dealer can find no fault.
Portables have enjoyed a splendid season
here and records continue to sell consistently.
The new Paul Whiteman Columbia releases
caught the attention of record enthusiasts immediately, due in large measure to the splendid
introduction planned by the Columbia Phonograph Co., backed up by untiring efforts on the
part of Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., local distributors, and not only did these records sell
well but they also helped to stimulate the sales'
of other recordings. The ever-closer alliance
between motion pictures and music as exemplified by every feature movie having an outstanding theme song is in part responsible for
the large sales of records.
Parks & Hull, Atwater Kent radio distributors, recently had their territory enlarged
now covers the entire State of
firm
the
and
Maryland, most of Virginia and the entire
Eastern territory of North Carolina. With the
addition of territory several new salesmen have
been added to the staff and a number of accounts have been opened.
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Columbia jobber
for the States of Maryland, Virgina and North
Carolina, recently held a big banquet at the

Alcazar, in this city, which was attended by
approximately 250 dealers. This was probably
the most enthusiastic meeting of its kind ever
held in this territory. Dealers came in from
both near and distant points, some of them
making 400-mile automobile trips just to be
present. A large banquet preceded the meeting
itself and in addition to a splendid dinner, the
dealers greatly enjoyed the singing and
yodeling of Roy Evans, well-known Columbia
artist. Addresses on the latest developments
in the phonograph, radio and television business
were made by L. L. Andrews, president of the
company; Frank B. Walker, of the Columbia
Recording Department in New York City, and
by William H. Swartz, vice-president of the
local organization. Mr. Swartz emphasized the
remarkable development of the phonograph
business in general, and of the Columbia Co.
in particular, pointing out ways and means of
increasing dealers' business and profits during
1928. At the end of his speech he predicted the
greatest profits for Columbia dealers in the
1928-29 season they had ever enjoyed, irrespective of whether other companies secured increases or decreases this season.
At the conclusion of his address Mr. Swartz
pulled the cord which withdrew the curtains
from the platform on which the new Columbia
models were displayed. Large flood lights
threw a brilliant light upon the beautiful cabinets of the new instruments, while a special
silver curtain at the back of the platform
brought out the cabinet work and wood finish
in a remarkable manner. Dealers were so enthusiastic that they jumped to their feet and
applauded these new instruments vigorously for
several minutes. It sounded almost like a
Democratic demonstration at the Houston convention.
When the applause died down the announcement came in over the big radio set, which
occupied the center of the platform, that the
National Broadcasting Co. would broadcast a
program of
phonograph
Columbia
special

Push

"Sixty Minutes With Paul Whiteman and His
Orchestra," now an exclusive Columbia record
artist. This announcement brought further applause. A complete demonstration of the new
instruments was then made, and the dealers
permitted to make close inspection of the new
designs. Dealer after dealer greeted the
Columbia executives with enthusiastic predictions as to big increase in business of Columbia
in this territory and further appreciation of the
splendid meeting which had just been successfully concluded.
William Braiterman of the Braiterman-Fedder
Co., of this city, manufacturer of Brafco products and distributor of the Valley Forge line
of talking machine main springs and repair
material, addressed a letter to his many friends
in the trade from Los Angeles, Cal., where he
recently completed the first half of his twentyfifth transcontinental trip. Mr. Braiterman expressed himself as well pleased with his reception by Brafco customers on the 3,000 miles
he traveled and also upon the daily reports he
received from Baltimore headquarters on the
volume of business transacted in his absence.
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The Thornola portable phonograph and the
Thornola electric pick-up, manufactured by
Thorn Industries, Inc., Syracuse, N. "Y., will
shortly be placed on the market by Earle V.
Hennecke, Inc., New York, a sales organization
which has obtained world-wide merchandising
rights on both products. The portable carries
six ten-inch records, plays two records with one
winding, is equipped with speed regulator and
needle box and is finished in six colors.

New
ColumbiaWliole

Radio

Guests

of Eastman

Among the distinguished group of scientists
and other public men who attended the initial
presentation of motion pictures in full natural
colors for amateur photographers shown by
George Eastman, .head of the Eastman Kodak
Co., in Rochester, N. Y., on July 30, were Thos.
A. Edison, Major-General James G. Harbord,
president of the Radio Corp., and E. F. W.
Alexanderson, the well-known inventor. The
new process, culminating years of experience,
is so revolutionary as to place it alongside the
discovery of film and the invention of the moving picture. Mr. Edison and his family, with
General Pershing, were guests at Mr. Eastman's
home over the week-end.

Portables

Columbia offers your customers atruly remarkable
line of portables from

Appointed

The Barber Distributing Co., Inc., New
York, music and radio distributor, has announced the appointment of H. Block as head
of the radio department to succeed David Ulman, who is no longer connected with that organization. Mr. Block has had ten years' experience in the music-radio field in both the
wholesale and retail end. He was also at one
time sales manager of the Alexander Oil Burner Corp. Mr. Block, in addition to his duties
in the radio division, will have general supervision of sales in all departments of the Barber
Distributing Co.

Notables,

Now's the season of the
year when portable sales
are at their peak. Display
them in your windows,
demonstrate them in your
store.

York, August, 1928

Federal

Distributors

Three important wholesale appointments in
the Middle Western territory have been announced by the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo,
N. Y. manufacturer of Ortho-sonic receivers.
The new wholesalers are the Dakota Radio Co..
Jamestown, N. D.; Swords Electric Co., Rockford, 111., and the Motor Equipment Co. of
Wichita, Kans.
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Edison

Introduces

Radio

Radio-Phonograph
Two

and

Combinations

Models of Straight Radio Receivers and Two Radio-Phonograph Combinations
Operate on AC Current and Are Equipped With Dynamic Speakers

The Edison radio and the Edison radio-phonograph combination are now realities, and few
developments in the trade of recent years have
aroused the interest that has been occasioned by
the placing on the market of the several attractive models of radio receivers and combinations bearing the Edison name and backed by
the Edison reputation in phonograph and electrical circles.
When the announcement was made some
weeks ago to the effect that Thos. A. Edison
had found a radio receiver to which he was
willing to give his endorsement, it naturally
aroused considerable interest and speculation on
the part of both the trade and public, for it is
a known fact that Mr. Edison had hesitated during the early days of radio to join the headlong
rush into the new field, but was inclined to
bide his time until the stability of the new industry could be definitely established, so that
one might deal with facts rather than theory.
When the announcement of the new Edison
radio plans were first made there were already
in work the several models that have just been
made available to the dealers and the public,
these models being the result of long research
and careful experimenting. Just what they offer in mechanical and electrical equipment and
cabinet work may be realized from a perusal of
the photographic reproduction found at the
opening of the Newest in Radio Section of The
World this month.
That those in charge of the development of
the Edison radio have had their fingers on the
pulse of the industry is evident from the fact
that the four models thus far introduced, two
straight radios and two radio-combinations, are
not only designed to operate direct on AC current, but are equipped with dynamic speakers in
every instance, in the belief that this type of
power speaker is what will be demanded during
the coming year. In fact, the Model C-l, the
most expensive of the series, is equipped with
two dynamic speakers in order to insure perfect reception and reproducton
of all tonal

CAnd

values — an important departure in radio design.
Descriptions of the mechanical features of the
various models will be found under the illustrations in the Newest in Radio Section, but there
are a number of features worthy of emphasis.
For instance, the radio equipment is properly
protected against high voltages and voltage fluctuation; the sets are equipped with special
switches to provide for maximum efficiency in
the reception of either local or distant pro-

up is purely an Edison development and a
genuine piece of ingenuity.
So far as appearance goes every effort has
been made to provide cabinets of unusual attractiveness. All the cabinets are made in the
Edison plant of specially selected woods, and
are built solidly and in conformity with the
best furniture-making practice. Regardless of
the price, the cabinet work in every instance is
of a character that should fit well into the most
exclusive homes.
•Much of the credit for the development and
placing on the market of the new Edison radios
and radio-phonograph combinations must be
given to Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president and
general manager of the phonograph division of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., who took care of the
many details connected with the experimental
work and the selection of equipment of the type
to meet the strict Edison standards. The ultimate result represents the work of many months
on the part of Mr. Walsh and those associated
with him, and may be said to be the forerunner
of other Edison developments to be announced
in due course and which will prove highly interesting to the music trade as a whole.
When the proposed entrance of the Edison interests into the radio field was made public some
time ago Edison dealers throughout the country, as well as others, became deeply interested
and the actual placing of the new instruments
on the market has been awaited with more or
less impatience. The influence of the Edison
name was amply proved in a number of cases,
several dealers taking occasion to place immediate orders for the new instruments before
learning of their price, of their structural features, or even when they would be ready for delivery. The actual products which have just
been placed on the market would appear to fully
justify this confidence.

Arthur L. Walsh
grams; the radios are equipped with phonograph
jacks with concealed lead-ins, which simplifies
the hook-up with the phonograph when desired, and the phonograph combinations are
fully electric, including the electric motor drive
and electric pick-up.
It is claimed for the Edison radio-phonograph
combinaton that ft is the only truly universal
electric combination inasmuch as it is provided
with a pick-up that plays all types of records,
both hill-and-dale and needle type. This pick-

Interesting
Out

cJ^Cew^D

Direct

Mail

(from

Advertising

a Woman's

viewpoint)

This new form of non-technical advertising, written by and for
women, is the newest form of presenting a technical subject in a
clear, understandable way.

Women's interests, which are now turning to all of the modern
devices, make it easy for them to vision your product.
Address The Sales Promotion Department

Facts

Brought

in A. K. Radio

Survey

Interesting facts are brought out by a recent survey made by the Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., of Philadelphia, Pa. It has been pointed
out that radio has become a universal Summer
sport, both indoor and out. Besides the radios
taken to camp those remaining in the cities
are finding it a genuine comfort to stay at home
and be entertained by the radio rather than
"dressing up" and going out. Another interesting fact brought out is that in some localities
nearly all purchases of AC sets at this time
are by former owners of battery sets.
Specht

CA&ain

Something

York, August, 1928

Bands

for Europe

Barney Zeeman, personal representative of
Paul Specht, has returned from a European
tour where he booked a number of Specht
bands in Holland, France, England and
Switzerland. Among the bands to play abroad
under the Specht banner will be the University
of Michigan Orchestra. This unit will open
at the Mille Collone Cafe in Amsterdam early
in August. The Purple Knights (a Williams
College orchestra) will open at the Thalia
Theatre. Other Specht units will open European engagements at Aix le Baine, and Chateau Madrid in Paris. The tours will include
visits to Zurich and Berne, according to the
route of the orchestra. Another group of Specht
bands will sail in September to open at Monte
Carlo and Nice. Paul Specht, himself, and
orchestra are playing a month's engagement
at Swiss Gardens in Cincinnati.

The

Schilling
PRINTERS

Schilling Building

-

Press,
of QUALITY

-

Inc.

137-139 East 25th St., New York

New

Gold

Seal

Offices

The Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc., 250 Park
avenue, New York, has leased a new suite of
offices at its present location. Plans for the
new offices provide for a model arrangement,
embodying efficient operation of all executive
and clerical activities.
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&

Healy

Purchased

by Chicago Establishment— New Philco Models
Shown at Dealers* Meeting— Majestic Distributor Opens Branches— Other News

Cleveland, O., August 7.— While business in
general was pretty quiet during the month
there was plenty of activity, especially among
the wholesale trade, who staged their annual
dealer meetings and demonstrations.
The most important event in retail music
circles for a number of years in Cleveland was
the purchase of the business of the Dreher
Piano Co. by Lyon & Healy, of Chicago, and
the retirement of Henry Dreher, president and
founder of the company, from business. Work
on remodeling the store is now well under way
and is expected to be completed September 1.
Philco dealers of this territory were the
guests of Carl Hiler, Cleveland representative,
at a luncheon meeting at the Hotel Cleveland,
and saw models of the 1929 line and heard
addresses by Harry Boyd Brown, merchandising and advertising counselor; Sayre M. Ramsdell, sales promotion manager, and Robert
Herr, service engineer. Plans for the coming
season were outlined.
The North American Auto Supply Co., exclusive distributor for Majestic receivers for
the northern portion of Ohio, has opened
branches in Akron and Canton for the purpose
of better serving dealers.
New models of the Ail-American Mohawk
Corp. and Federal Ortho-sonic lines of receivers
were received by the Smith Co., of East Twentieth street and Euclid avenue, during the month,
and the sales force has called on the entire
dealer organization and found much enthusiasm
for the new models. A large number of new
dealer accounts have been added. According
to officials of the company, interest continues
high in the announcement of the new Edison
radio and combination instruments.
The Cleveland Distributing Co., 5203 Euclid
avenue, opened its beautiful new quarters for
public inspection the latter part of the month,
and a large crowd of interested spectators
thronged the rooms during the evening. The
rooms were decked with flowers for the occasion, and a complete line of Atwater Kent
models and Pooley and Red Lion cabinets, for
which the company is a distributor, were on
display. During the month a four-day sales
conference was held and this was in charge of
R. H. Bechtol, president of the company, and
T. E. Chadwick, sales manager, who outlined
to the men the policies and plans for the coming season. Various angles of sales and advertising were gone into by John McGuigan, Jr.,
district sales manager for Atwater Kent. H.
T. Stockholm, district sales manager for the
Pacific Coast, was a visitor and attended some
of the sales meetings. Addresses were also
made by factory representatives of the cabinet
companies.
Fada dealers from all over northern Ohio
gathered in Cleveland at the Wade Park Manor
for their annual meeting and banquet, which
was held under the auspices of the George
Worthington Co., distributor. There was a
very good attendance and the meeting was in
charge of D. Aitken, manager of radio sales for
the company.
The Crosley and Amrad lines of radio receivers are now being distributed in this territory by the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.,
and the new models are now on display at the
new home of the company on Euclid avenue.
The Detroit Electric Co., distributor for
Grebe radio receivers and other radio apparatus,
moved the early part of the month to new
and larger quarters. The company was formerly located at 1712 Chester avenue. The company, which is a branch of the Detroit Electric
Co., of Detroit, Mich., covers northeastern

Ohio, and in addition to Grebe products distributes Jensen dynamic speakers and other
well-known accessories.
The Buescher Co., on Huron road at Euclid
avenue, has just completed remodeling and redecorating the entire store, which now presents
a most attractive appearance.
Dealers from the northern portion of Ohio
accepted the invitation of the H. C. Schultz
Co. to view its new home at East Seventeenth
street and Payne avenue, into which it moved
early in the month. The company, which is a
distributor of Sonora products and Magnavox
and Peerless speakers and Hyatt portable radio
and small goods, has exceptionally good facilities for display purposes.

Decision

in Lektophone

Suit

San Francisco, Cal., August 4.— On May 10,
1928, the suit of the Lektophone Corp., of New
York City, against the Rola Co., of Oakland,
Cal., manufacturer of Rola loud speakers, for
infringements of patents held by the New York
corporation, was tried in San Francisco. Counsel for the Lektophone Corp. claimed infringement of Hopkins patents No. 1271527 and No.
1271529, pertaining to cone type loud speakers,
and the Rola Co.'s defenses were invalidity and
non-infringement.
Federal Judge George M. Bourquin, sitting
in the United States District Court of California, Northern District, heard the case and
handed down a decision on July 17, 1928, which
follows, in part:
"The method is as old as Archimedes, its
employment in infinite variety preceded Hopkins and his use of it was analogous, mechanical aggregation rather titan combination
and not an invention. . . . None of the eight
claims of the second patent having been infringed, the issue of validity need not be and
is not determined. It is observed, however,
that at best these patents are combinations of

what was old in the art, and effect little if
anything more than difference in degree; that
is, increased volume or loudness by increased capacity or area. They are somewhat
analogous to a patent for a fifty-gallon barrel
by the inventor discovered possible in a world
of five-gallon kegs, hardly invention, even when
i he first time made (always is a first time, however obvious and mechanical), and though extensively used. . . . The decision is that
claims 29 and 30 are invalid and the others
not infringed. Decree for defendant."
Col. Robert Davis, of counsel for the Lektophone Corp., stated that this decision would
be appealed immediately.
Sociology
Make

Students

Radio

Survey

An interesting study of the influence of radio
upon society was made last semester by the
students of Educational Sociology of the California State Normal School, California, Pa., in
which 929 families were surveyed. It was discovered that 271 families, or 29.06 per cent, had
radios, of which 82 per cent used the instruments regularly, 7 per cent used their sets
occasionally and 10 per cent never used them.
The reports showed that practically everybody
that owns a radio uses it to regulate their
timepieces, and that athletics, religion and music
other than dance music were the most popular
types of broadcasting in the order named.
Following these three weather reports and
dance music were the next popular features.
The survey covered residents of California, Pa.,
and adjacent sections.
Chas.

Freshman

Co.

Added

Capital

Gets

The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., has received
$1,125,000 net in cash, taking into consideration
subscriptions by old stockholders and the funds
provided by the bankers with whom an underwriting agreement was made, it has been announced by Clarence A. Earl, president, in a
recent letter to stockholders. "This additional
capital," Mr. Earl said, "enables us to carry
on our plans for development of this business
along sound lines."

Performance
That

and

Builds

Real

CASE

The COMPACT
A Profit Leader. Eight tubes
(including rectifier). Full AC
operation; single dial control;
artistic wood cabinet. Three
tuned stages. Complete <
(less tubes) ......

Beauty

AC

at

a

Price

PROFITSNEUTRODYNES

Here's a complete line of AC operated sets with
sales appeal for every class of buyer.
For the masses an 8-tube (including rectifier) table
model for only $98. Finer sets for the classes in artistic
consoles from
$175
up to radio'sat supreme
musical creation—the CASE
GLORITONE
$500.
That means satisfaction and greater profits in every
CASE!

CASE sets are noted for their greater power stage
by stage assuring remarkable sensitivity, selectivity, and
incomparable tone.
The CASE chassis is
built to withstand rough
8
$9rigidly
handling in shipment and years of satisfactory operation
in the hands of users.
Write today for details of the money-making CASE
franchise and sales promotion plan that builds business
for you in YOUR community.
CASE ELECTRIC CORP.
MARION, INDIANA
DIVISION UNITED STATES ELECTRIC CORP.
CASE
Master

Builder

of Fine Radios

Radio's supreme musical instrument. The finer CASE Ninetube Neutrodyne (including rectifier) in combination with electric phonograph. Dynamic
speaker.uriousLoop
Luxcabinet, operated.
gold
fitted.

Less tubes. . .

$500
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Electra-

Automatic

Two Models of New Instrument, Grand and Super-Tone, Now Available — Company
Has Long Record of Achievement — Record Exchange Service Insures Newest Music
A recent entry in the field of automatic
musical reproduction is the Electramuse, a
coin-controlled, continuous-playing, electrically
operated phonograph made by the Holcomb &
Hoke Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Inc. There is a

round out the organization a force of four
hundred salesmen is acquainting merchants
with Holcomb & Hoke equipment in all four
corners of the eountry.
There are two models of the Electramuse,
the Grand for average-size places and the
Super-Tone, which is electrically amplified, for
larger places, where greater volume is desired.
Both models are finished in soft antique polychrome tones, a handsome art panel with
illuminated scene decorating the top of the instrument, and it occupies a small amount of
floor space.
The Electramuse Record Exchange Service
insures a regular change of music and plays an
important part in helping the merchant maintain his steady flow of business.
Every sub-

Electramuse Installation at Sage Candy Co.,
Marion, Ind.
background of successful accomplishment behind this latest enterprise, for the firm has
enjoyed a highly successful business for thirtyfive years with its other well-known products.
With a capitalization of $2,000,000, a wellequipped, up-to-date plant and an engineering
staff of experts of many years' experience, the
Holcomb & Hoke organization has met with
unusual success in supplying the merchants'
demand for profit-making products. The distribution of Holcomb & Hoke's products and
service is national in scope and in order to
thoroughly cover the market forty-five sales
offices have been opened in strategically located
centers, each in charge of a manager. To

Electramuse

Installation, American Grill,
Berkeley, Cal.
scriber to this service, at a nominal cost of
exchange, receives a new supply of records of
the leading makes every two weeks, only the

Electramuse Super-Tone Model
best and most up-to-date music being selected.
The Electramuse Exchange Service is handled
by a staff of musical experts, who see to it
that only the latest: and surest song hits are
supplied. Records sent out to subscribers of
Electramuse Exchange Service are sent postpaid, are kept for a period of two weeks on
the Electramuse and then another set of new
and different records is sent out.
Restaurants, confectionery stores, drug stores,
hotels, clubs, department stores, lodges, Y. M.
C. A.'s and similar places have already installed
the Electramuse, as well as several steamships
catering to pleasure-seekers. Recently the Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co. opened the field of
sales of Electramuse to dealers and operators
with a special discount plan limited to one I
dealer in cities of 100,000 o'r less.

"Radio
in Education"
Is New
RCA
Booklet
A booklet entitled Radio in Education has
been prepared by the division of education of
the Radio Corp. of America, outlining the part
which RCA will play in school educational concerts during the coming year.
In a letter to all RCA authorized dealers J.
L. Ray, general sales manager, points out that
school authorities are continually asking advice
as to the kinds of sets best suited for their
purposes, and the new booklet designates three
types. Mr. Ray called particular attention to
RCA Radiola 28 and speaker 104 as a combination specially adapted to schoolroom work.
Joins

Exclusive designs, highest quality and beautiful finish, combined with
remarkably attractive prices have placed UDELL Cabinets among the
recognized leaders in the industry; a recognition based on many years
of experience in building quality products.
Catalog on request
THE
UDELL
WORKS,
Inc.
28th STREET at BARNES AVENUE

INDIANAPOLIS

Pyramid

Supply

Go.

Buffalo, N. Y., August 4. — Richard Cameron,
inventor of the Cameron antenna, recently became connected with the Pyramid Supply Co.,
140 Delaware avenue, distributor of Steinite AC
receivers. Mr. Cameron has a wide acquaintanceship in Western New York.
Hall

Music

Co.

Opens

The Hall Music Co., Inc., succeeding the
McComber Piano Co., recently held formal
opening of the new store at 19 South First
street, Fulton, N. Y. The Victor and Brunswick lines are carried, as well as radios.
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Smithcraft Radio Tables accommodate all standard table model
receivers with base dimensions
23"xl4" or less. You need no
large stock of various sized
tables to fit individual makes.

Tables and Benches will appeal instantly to your trade.
All that is truly artistic in
modern
tions.

Both

furniture design
flected in these unique

Tables

available

and

is recrea-

Benches

in a wide

are

range

of

harmonizing color combinations. They are extremely
light in weight,
and

durable.

primarily

as

they are ideal
in the home.
Color

yet are rugged
Altho

radio

designed
furniture,

for general
Table
Code

Bench
Code

Antique Brown and
Pale Gold
A-l
Black
and Silver
Gray
A-2
Chinese Vermilion
and Black
A-3
Blending Greens . . A-4
Yellow Ochre and

all colors
Slightly higher West of Rockies

Black

Smithcraft Benches are upholstered with beautiful velour
tops. These benches harmonize
in color and design with Smithcraft Tables, making an attractive and charming combination.

JOBBERS
DEALERS

A-5
Table

29"
Height
4"
Top
of
Size
Speaker
Clearance 23"xl
between Shelf and

$7.00 COLORS
Slightly higher West of Rockies

Top
Shipping
Weight..

use

isy2"
23
lbs.

J-l
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
Bench

18"
10"x21"

13 lbs.

Valuable territory is still available. Write us for full distribution details.
If your jobber cannot supply you, order sample direct on your
letterhead— or we will ship C.O.D. if desired.

ITH

MASTER
THE

Mail

A. L.

SMITH

IRON

WORKS

IN

METAL

"CHELSEA,

this coupon today!
Please send me (check enclosed) (C.O.D.) sample of SMITHCRAFT
in
(color).

Name

State.

MASS.

Table and Bench

My jobber's name and address is

Street
City . . ,

CRAFTSMEN

r.
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Bring
Highest

Dealers prefer Atlas Cased shipments of
radios and phonographs for that reason.
The re-sale value of Atlas Plywood Cases
is high because these scientifically constructed containers are so strong and well
made. Atlas Cases will still be found "on
the road" long after less carefully built

Second-Hand

Prices

boxes have reached the kindling-wood pile.
It will pay you to pack and ship your
phonographs and radios in sturdy Atlas
Plywood Packing Cases. They give best
protection and save you money in the
bargain.

mm
THE WEIGHT ~ S&VE F'R EIGHT
ATLAS
PLYWOOD CORPORATION
General Offices
Park Square Building, Boston, Massachusetts
New York Office, 90 West Broadway Chicago Office— 649 McCormack Building
Southern Division (formerly Empire Mfg. Company)— Goldsboro, N. C.

Pittsburgh
Spar

Dealers
ton

View

Equasonne

New
Receivers

Standard Talking Machine Co. Host to Local Trade at Demonstration
of Sparks-Withington

of New

Products

Co. — Fada Dealers Hold Convention — Other News

Pittsburgh, Pa., August 7.— Over 125 radio
dealers were guests of the Standard Talking
Machine Co. at an informal gathering in the
auditorium of the company, when the new
Equasonne of the Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich., was displayed and demonstrated to
the dealers. The meeting, held during the
afternoon of July 27, was presided over by Wallace Russell, general manager of the Standard
Co., who introduced J. C. Roush, president of
the company. The speaker of the afternoon
was to have been Captain William Sparks,
president of the Sparks-Withington Co., who,
however, was detained when his airplane was
forced to descend some miles east of Harrisburg, and he sent a wire stating that he would
not reach Pittsburgh until 11 p. m. In this
emergency M. H. Goodsell, district sales manager, took the floor and gave a very interesting
;alk on the new Equasonne and explained the
merchandising plan. At the conclusion of his
talk the dealers viewed the three models that
were on display. Later dinner was served on
the roof garden of the Chatham Hotel with Mr.
Russell as master of ceremonies.
Announcement was made that, due to the
inability of Capt. Sparks to attend the meeting,
he would be glad to have the dealers attend a
meeting at the Standard Building in the morning and that he would defray the extra expenses of any dealers who came from points
100 miles and more distant from Pittsburgh.
Capt. Sparks was greeted by a large number
of dealers on Saturday morning at 9:30 and he
made an interesting talk.
With liabilities of $74,470 and assets of $94,600, of which $57,000 is due on accounts, the
Pioneer Music House, Inc., of Indiana, Pa.,
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the
United States District Court here.
The second annual district convention of the
Fada radio dealers was held at the Hotel
Prichard, Huntington, W. Va. Several of the
latest design radios were on display and their
operation was explained. The principal speaker
was L. J. Stutz, a representative of the F. A.
D. Andrea Co., w.ho spoke on "The Romance
of Radio."
Through the courtesy of the Winter Piano
Co., of Erie, Pa., Atwater Kent radio sets were
installed at two local theatres of the city and
a popular restaurant during the recent TunneyHeeney boxing contest. As a result of the excellent reception it was stated that a number
of Atwater Kent sets were sold.

Columbia business has been stimulated by the
recent introduction of the new ColumbiaKolster model No. 960. The demand has been
rather encouraging, according to local dealers.
The new Columbia portable No. 161 has also
had a brisk sale.
The Pittsburgh Brunswick branch reports
that sales of the Brunswick phonographs and
the combination radio-phonograph models have
been rather good for the past few weeks and
the outlook is excellent.
The Federal Ortho-sonic, of which Hamburg
Bros, are the Pittsburgh distributors, is meeting with popular demand in the tri-State territory. Federal dealers are enthusiastic over the
fine work that was done by the Ortho-sonic
during the recent national conventions and the
Tunney-Heeney contest. Reception was reported as "excellent" by scores of owners of the
Federal radio receiving sets.
Talking machine dealers report that while
sales for July have been slow, there is a feeling
that with the passing of Labor Day there will
be a marked improvement in business. Victor,
Columbia, Brunswick, Sonora and Edison
dealers are agreed that the outlook for Fall

Angeles to San Francisco, while they discussed
Columbia activities of years ago. During his
stay in Los Angeles Mr. Fuhri met C. A. Delzell, of the Columbia Stores Co., a Columbia
distributor at Denver, and at Butte, Mont., he
spent a few hours with Charles Spencer, of the
Columbia Stores Co. of Salt Lake City. They
all spoke enthusiastically regarding the outlook
for Columbia business, commenting particularly
upon the substantial increase in Columbia record sales since the first of the year.
Mohawk

Bowlers

a Successful

Had

Season

Pictured below is the Mohawk Radio Bowling
Team of Chicago, which just closed a very
successful season in two prominent Chicago
leagues. The quintet also contested in several
regularly sanctioned tournaments.
Gustave Frankel sponsored the team during
the past season as the representative of the

business is "most hopeful."
W.

C.
From

Fuhri

Home

Western

Trip

Vice-President and General Sales Manager
of Columbia Co. Pleased With Business
Prospects Throughout the West
W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales
manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
returned to New York recently after a trip to
the Pacific Coast, which included a visit to the
national convention of the Western Music
Trades Association at Los Angeles. While on
this trip Mr. Fuhri visited San Francisco, Salt
Lake City, Seattle and Butte, calling upon
Columbia branch managers and Columbia dealers in the various cities. He was particularly
pleased to find that the new Kolster-Columbia
combination was meeting with an enthusiastic
reception everywhere, and Columbia dealers are
planning to feature this quality instrument in
their 1928 campaigns.
W. E. (Pop) Henry, for many years identified
with the Columbia organization and one of
Mr. Fuhri's old friends, drove him from Los

Mohawk Radio Bowling Team
Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, which merged with
the All-American Radio Corp. into the present
All-American Mohawk Corp., manufacturer of
the Mohawk American six- and eight-tube, onedial radios and combinations. Because of the
quintet's commendable record during the past
season, Mr. Frankel, vice-president of the new
organization, indicated he would back them
again this Fall as the Mohawk Ail-Americans,
also tying the team up with a broadcasting
program. Standing, left to right, the members
of the team are: Walter Trettin, Albert Morgan,
Charles Levy. Seated: Charles Grussing, Bernard Hochstadter (captain), and C. Pudham.
The Niles Phonograph Shop, 505-509 Fourteenth street, Denver, Col., has added to the
space occupied by adding an adjacent store to
those already occupied, almost doubling its floor
space. A complete line is carried.
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President

Scientific

on

Expedition

Vocalist of the Goodrich Silvertown Cord
Orchestra Stops at Offices of Standard
Radio Co. of Milwaukee

Phonograph Records Can Be Played on
Model 801 Without Additional Wiring —
Accurate Tuning Assured

Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr., Leaves
Chicago With Isle Royale Expedition in
Search of Traces of Prehistoric Man

Although the Silver Masked Tenor is busy
touring the country with the Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orchestra, he occasionally pauses

One of the features of the new "800 Series''
Stewart-Warner radio receivers is an easily applied arrangement for playing phonograph records by means of the receiver without additional wiring. Two phone tip receptacles are
provided to make the necessary connection, and
with this arrangement Model 801 provides record reproductions with an unusual degree of
accuracy, shading, correct tone value and volume, according to R. H. Woodford, sales manager of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.
The drum-type tuning dial on the StewartWarner "Series 800" receivers is gold-plated,
illuminated from behind, and is twice calibrated.
The regular dial index numbers are stamped on
the surface in black, and the wave lengths in
red. Such marking demands complete tuning
accuracy, which can only be obtained by absolute precision in condensers and coil, and the
manufacturer states that the gang condensers
used in the set run true to form throughout
the entire range of wave lengths. Crystal-controlled oscillators, similar to those used by
broadcasting stations to insure maintaining
their assigned wave lengths, hold the tuning
coils to the most exact limits possible.

Three ships, comprising the Isle Royale Expedition, bearing scientists, doctors and equipment, left Chicago for a two months' trip on
July 21 for the western -end of that island in
northern Michigan, where it is hoped some
trace of prehistoric man and his methods may
be uncovered.
The expedition set forth under the auspices
of the Milwaukee Public Museum and is financed by Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr.,
president of the Zenith Radio Corp., of Chicago, and B. A. Massey, vice-president of the
Falmolive Soap Co., Chicago.
Heading the

Silver Masked Tenor Enjoys Kellogg Radio
to listen in on a good radio program. He
stopped at the display rooms of the Standard
Radio Co., Kellogg distributor in Milwaukee,
just before his recent appearance at the Wisconsin Club in that city. He is seen here listening to a program which is coming to him
through a Kellogg model 510. He favors this
particular model and has one at his home in
New York. This well-known tenor has been
broadcasting almost since the advent of radio,
and his programs have been heard through
WEAF, New York City. He broadcast from
an Atlantic City, New Jersey, station a short
time ago.

Joins

Sparks-Withington

Go.

Dr. Stoll, a noted Swiss engineer, recently
joined the Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson,
Mich., and is active in the radio experimental
and development work of that company. He
was formerly professor of mathematics, chemistry and physics at the University of Zurich,
Switzerland.
Receiver

for Finance

Corp.

A receiver has been appointed for the Manufacturers' Finance Corp., Ltd., Toronto, CanaThe Allied Music Shop, of Valparaiso, Ind.,
da, and a number of music dealers are being
has purchased the Tom Browne Music Co., oi
pressed for payment of their accounts. A
the same city, and is operating it under the
statement by the receiver indicated that assets
name of the Allied Music Shop and the Allied
are well above liabilities, and it is believed a
School of Music.
reorganization will be effected.
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Classic

Beauty

in

ASTON

Design

is uniquely displayed in this ideally
proportioned cabinet. Full length
doors of matched butt walnut are
embellished

with

imported

Composers

mar-

is of S-ply walnut. Interior grille polychromed.
the interesting

Aston line. Write

for our catalog.

ASTON

MANUFACTURERS
CABINET
Distinctive Originality in Design of
High Qrade Radio
1223-1229

W.

Lake

Cabinets

St., CHICAGO,

Kolster

brought into "American
homes by
radioingreceivers.
Both are owners
of modern
Kolster
sets. In a letter to the Kolster Radio Corp.,
Newark, N. J., recently, Mr. Cadman stated that
he was delighted with his new Kolster from
every standpoint.
Gollings

|

Praise

Two of America's most popular composers,
Carrie Jacobs Bond and Charles Wakefield Cadman, are devoted radio fans, and both are enthusiastic about the benefits of fine music be-

entire cabinet

all about

The expedition was headed by the ship "Naroca," in charge of Commander McDonald, the
ship "Margo," in charge of Mr. Massy, and the
"Swastika," in charge of U. J. Herrmann, Chicago. During their absence on Isle Royale the
expedition will use radio communication with
the mainland, the same call letters, 9XN, being
used as when Commander McDonald made his
trip into the Arctic with Commander McDonald MacMillan in 1925, and tfTe Zenith broadcasting apparatus originally used on the S. S.
'Peary" during the 1925 MacMillan Arctic ex-

A schedule of communication will be mainpedition.
tained with Commander MacMillan, who is now
studying the Norse ruins in Labrador, as the
j ruins on Isle Royale may also prove to be
Norse. Guy E. Farley, of LaGrange, 111., operator of Station 90J, will work a regular schedule at 8 p. m. each evening with Roy Wilcox,
operator of 9XN on board Commander McDonald's ship, the "Naroca."

quetry inlay in a distinctive motif
at once rich and restrained. The

Learn

Commander McDonald's Ship, the Naroca
group of scientists is George A. West, president and founder of the Wisconsin Archaeological Society, and also president of the Milwaukee Public Museum. He will be aided by
George R. Fox, director of the Edward K. Warren Foundation, of Three Oaks, Mich., and
Prof. Baker Brownell, of Northwestern University, Evanston, who now holds the chair of
professor of contemporary thought.

|
j

ILL.
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to Build

New

Home

Collings & Co., Victor distributors of Newark,
N. J., are planning to start operations to erect
a building on Frelinghuysen avenue, Newark,
which will house the business. The site covers
20,000 square feet and plans call for a building
of several stories completely equipped for Victor distributing work.
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/Veic Jensen Model 6 Cabinet
New Model
Jensen Dynamic Speakers
D-4
Jensen Dynamic Speaker Unit for 6 volt
Operation - -- -- -- -- -D-5
Jensen Dynamic Speaker Unit for 90 to
180 D. C. volt Operation D-4AC
Jensen Dynamic Speaker Unit for 110
volt A. C Operation ------D-64 Jensftn Model 6 Cabinet with D-4 Dynamic Speaker Unit - ------- D-65 Jensen Model 6 Cabinet with D-5 Dynamic Speaker Unit -------D-64AC Jensen Model 6 Cabinet with D-4AC
Dynamic Speaker Unit ----D-74 Jensen Model 7 Console with D-4 Dynamic Speaker Unit -------D-75 Jensen Model 7 Console with D-5 Dynamic Speaker Unit D-74AC Jensen Model 7 Console with D-4AC
Dynamic Speaker Unit ------{Licensed undei Magnavox patents)

$40.00
43.00
55.00
55.00
58.00
70.00
75.00
78.00
90.00

A YEAR ago the Jensen Dynamic Speaker inaugurated a new era of radio
reproduction. Today the market is flooded with quickly designed and
hastily assembled dynamic speakers, but Jensen holds undisputed leadership. No single event in the radio industry holds such significance as Peter
L. Jensen's development of the dynamic speaker and we predict that no
other manufacturer will be able to duplicate such established supremacy
without years of research and manufacturing experience in the dynamic
speaker field.
The new Jensen models recently announced introduce an entirely new
vogue of cabinet design. A new perfection of beauty has been attained
surpassing all previous standards of radio furniture design. These new
models are equipped with a small toggle switch instead of a clumsy feedthrough switch, and the cords are silk covered to match the cabinet finish.
These and all the other distinctive Jensen qualities and exclusive features
are possible because Jensen Dynamic Speakers are built to a quality standard with price a secondary consideration. Volume production and manufacturing experience account foT their moderate cost.
Public acceptance of Jensen Dynamic Speakers has been assured for the
past year. Dealers and jobbers are finding a ready market for them. We
advise writing or wiring at once for complete information regarding wholesale or retail distribution in your territory.
Jensen

Radio

338 N. Kedzie
Jensen D-4AC Unit

Manufacturing

Company

Avenue
/
/
V
CHICAGO,
212 9th Street, Oakland, California

ILLINOIS

Jensen Dynamic Speakers are made in types to operate with 110 volt A. C. house current, 6 volt storage battery, "A" eliminator or trickle charger, 110 volt D. C.
house current and 90 to 180 volt D. C. current as provided by many of the late model radio sets. The sensitivity of the instruments is the same in any case.
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STAR
POWER,

Guaranteed

"B"

Battery

THERE'S tomers
no should
realneglect
reason their
why radio
your cussets
in warm weather — there's a flood of
entertainment on the air; sporting events
of national interest; concerts by famous
bands and orchestras.
And this new Bright Star "B" Battery —
the powerful, long-lived Amplipower —
will improve the performance of any set!
Your customers can equip their radios
with Amplipowers and forget them for
a year— BECAUSE AMPLIPOWER
IS
GUARANTEED
TO GIVE SATISFACTORY SERVICE FOR 12 MONTHS
FROM DATE OF PURCHASE, WITH
ANY TUBES OF STANDARD TYPE!
is creating a sensation
Amplipower
everywhere — winning unparalleled popular acceptance — building good-will and
earning greater profits for dealers who
sell it!
Get your share of this profitable business— ask your jobber about Amplipower
today, or write direct to us.
BRIGHT

STAR
BATTERY
HOECKEN, N. J.

Chicago
NINETEEN

Jiffycases
With

YEARS

Popular

Radio

Shippers

Packing Case Made by the Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Co. Utilizes
a Minimum of Storage Soace
During the past several years an amazing
amount of progress has been made in the designing and manufacturing of radio receivers,
and the cabinet manufacturers have aided by
making the radio receiver an article of livingroom furniture. In fact, during the past few
months the phrase "radio furniture" has been
in its ascendency and is being widely used in
the selling of radio and radio cabinets throughout the country. The manufacturers whose
business it is to prepare packing and shipping
cases for radio products have also kept pace
with developments, and, as a result, to-day we
find radio receivers arriving in the hands of
distributors and dealers with a very small
amount of breakage or harm done to the cabinet or the receiver.
The Zenith radio receiver shown herewith is
packed for shipment in the Jiffycase, a plywood pack, built for manufacturers by the
Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Co., Gladstone, Mich. The Jiffycase is a sturdy packing
case made of light yet strong plywood panels,
which are reinforced to meet the requirements
of all types of loads. The receiver is protected
from mars and scratches by Kimpak crepe
wadding.
The Jiffycases are usually shipped to the radio
or cabinet manufacturer in knock-down form,
utilizing a minimum of storage space, for they
may be assembled as needed by the manufacturer in a short space of time. The Jiffycase
is so constructed as to reduce the amount of
shipping room necessary, and they are made in
a variety of styles, the firm maintaining a staff

BUILDING

THE

of packing experts who co-operate with manufacturers in designing special shipping cases
for specific receivers and cabinets. The Jiffycase is built of hard maple and yellow birch,
the two woods which ranked the strongest in
recent tests of three-ply panels conducted by
the United States Department of Agriculture.
The Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Co.
maintains a large plant at Gladstone, Mich.,
and among its other products are veneers, plywood, maple flooring and lumber.
W. J. Mot-

QUALITY
Columbia

San Francisco
LINE
Issues

Schubert
Masterworks

Album

CO.

Album

Set No. 89 Contains

Eight Twelve-Inch Records With
teen Songs by Leading Artists

Six-

In response to widespread calls for a Masterworks Album of Schubert's songs the
Columbia Phonograph Co. released on August
10 such an album. Set No. 89, as its next offering in this year's Schubert Centennial observances which it is sponsoring. Eight
twelve-inch records carry sixteen representative
songs, sung individually by Elsa Alsen, soprano; Sophie Braslau, contralto; Charles
Hackett, tenor, and Alexander Kipnis, basso.
Thus Margaret's famous "Spinning Wheel"
song, from Goethe's "Faust," requires a soprano
soloist, and is properly entrusted to Mme. Alsen. The equally dramatic "Wegweiser," or
"Sign Post," written for basso, is given to Mr.
Kipnis, and. so on. This album is the first
all-vocal album issued in Columbia's Masterworks Sets, as tribute to Schubert, whose
genius in song was particularly outstanding.

Big Majestic

Zenith Set Packed in Jiffycase
tel is general sales manager of the company,
and C. L. Strey, general sales representative of
the firm, makes his headquarters in Wabash,
Ind. In Chicago the firm is represented by
Republic Box Co., and in New York City by
Rulofson & Sayre.

Radio

Demand

Shipments of Majestic electric radio receiving sets by the Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago,
manufacturer, during the month of June, 1928,
represented net sales of $2,240,760.07, of which
$1,874,226.24 represented billings of radio receivers and $366,534.33 represented tube equipment therefor. Estimated net earnings of the
Fedcompany for June after all charges except
eral taxes are expected to exceed $220 000.
Factory production in July was scheduled in
excess of 2,000 console type receivers per day.

fePNILADELPNIA^S

Consistent

Record

Feature

of

Sales

Prove

Philadelphia

Trade

Local Distributors Report Marked Increases in Record Sales for Month of July —
Philadelphia Victor Distributors Hold Formal Opening of New Home
Philadelphia, Pa., August 7. — Despite the depressing Summer weather and the general slower pace of industry the talking machine trade
held very well in many of its branches which ordinarily show declines in the dog days. Outstanding in the sales of the month was that of
records, with many of the local distributing
branches showing marked gains in July. Talking machines were in fairly active demand
among the retailers while the distributors were
optimistic in reporting the demands for the
month and regarding Fall outlook.
While the June demand for radio was most
gratifying to the distributors in the Quaker
City trade, July witnessed the quieter trend for
their customarily slow-selling Summer trade
wares. Though business was slackened it still
held above the same period of 1927 when the
usual falling off in demand occurred. There is
a great deal of interest shown by the dealers in
the new types of radio that will be the main
features of Fall offerings and chiefly in the electrical sets of improved makes that have been
brought out in the past two months. Combination radio and phonographs, too, hold the interest of the retailers with a brisk demand looked
for when the September days are at hand. This
optimistic attitude for the Fall is assumed by
the dealers and distributors upon the present interest that is being shown by the trade, and
from the orders already placed by the firms.
Talking machine manufacturers report a
broader demand for both combinations and the
popular-priced models. Manufacturers of accessories and parts report a satisfactorily maintained Summer demand for mainsprings, sound
boxes and other parts. Portable talking machine producers are engaged on the usual Sum-

mertime schedule with a fairly good advance
business to keep all hands busy for the next
few weeks.
Hold Formal Opening of New Home
Dealers in the Victor talking machines were
included among the numerous visitors who attended the opening dedication of the new home
of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., at
240 North Eleventh street, in the most modern
of buildings just completed at this address and
known as the Manufacturers Exchange. The
new structure is 16 stories in height and is
especially constructed to permit of elaborate and
attractive display quarters for manufacturers
such as the Victor Co. The Philadelphia Victor
Distributors, Inc., occupies the first and basement floors of the building with more than
50,000 square feet of space available for offices
and warerooms.
The formal opening of the new home was
held on July 30th and 31st when a steady stream
of visitors journeyed to the new location to
inspect the enlarged distribution quarters.
Among those prominent in the industry attending the open house celebration were President
E. E. Schumacher and Vice-President E. F. R.
Johnson, of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
along with Salss Manager Grubb and Roy A.
Forbes. They congratulated President Louis
Buehn on his expansive new home and expressed admiration for its attractive appointments and furnishings that harmonized with the
old ivory and mahogany decorative scheme.
Those from the firm who welcomed the vibitors
were, besides President Buehn, Vice-President
Harry A. Ellis; Secretary Frank B. Reinick; W.
L. Anderson, manager of the service department; Record Manager Raymond J. Boldt and

several members
of the sales organization.
Those who visited the new home were taken
through the various offices of the executives
and shown private offices for the officials, then
through the Board of Directors' Room with its
handsome surroundings, and were conducted to
the display room in the right wing of the floor.
In the display room were shown a complete assortment of the line of talking machines, Orthophonics, radio combinations and Electrola type

General Offices, Phila., Victor Distributors, Inc.
machines made by the Victor Co. These are to
be permanently on exhibition in the new location. Adjoining the main offices, where the executives and staff are centered, the record department is located. All steel rafts hold the
tiers for record filing and the packing department is connected with this room so that all
shipments may be handled with despatch. Back

A Corner of the Record Department
of the general offices are the warerooms for
portables and service division for repair work.
The basement is devoted to the warehousing
of larger machines. Many floral tributes were
spread around the modern home and with the
artistic and attractive furnishing enthused the
stream of visitors with the up-to-date quarters.
Artistic Brunswick Displays
The J. R. Wilson Co., Brunswick dealer of
Philadelphia, is located in one of the most

s

:0

SI

J. R. Wilson Co.'s Brunswick Display
prominent and select business sections of the
Quaker City. Thousands of people pass by its
windows daily and invariably find a beautiful
Brunswick display. Here the Brunswick products are featured in a way that will attract the
attention of every passerby. A good example
of the firm's effective displays is one recently
run in which a model of the Brunswick Panatrope was featured beneath a beautiful and
startling large scroll on which there was the
word Brunswick. A few pictures of Brunswick
artists and a short selling message on the Pana(Continued on page 82)
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irope, beside the palms and light, completed
this attractive display.
Louis Buehn Takes Over Building
With the acquisition of the new home the
former quarters of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., at 835 Arch street, have been
taken over by the Louis Buehn Co., which removed from 1025 Arch street, just a few squares
away. The increased demand for the Atwater
Kent radios, for which the Buehn Co. is distributor, necessitated the larger home. The
Buehn Co. will occupy the entire four floors ol
the building for the display and warehousing of
the Atwater Kent receiving sets and loud
speakers made by that company.
New Edison Line Soon on Display
As the September month arrives the local distributors of the Edison Phonograph will have
on display the newer types of radio and combinations of radio With talking machines in the
headquarters of the Girard Phonograph Co.,
Broad street above Wallace. There will be shown
four of the new models in the new types with
two complete six-tube radio AC sets and two
combination radio and phonograph sets. The
combination radio and talking machine types
will be adapted for all records of the prominent
manufacturers. They and the radio sets will be
combined with the dynamic loud speakers. These
will be on display late in August and will be
ready for delivery in early September. The
Girard Co. also distributes the Magnavox Speakers for the Philadelphia territory.
Exhibit Latest Brunswick Products
For the purpose of acquainting the dealers
with the latest models of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co., there was held during the last
week of July an exhibition of the improved and
most modern radio line and combinations. From
July 30th to August 4th, the Adelphia Hotel featured the Brunswick with dealers' discussions
and sales talks as part of the program and a
social touch in the luncheon hour when the local offices of the Brunswick extended the hospitality of the manufacturers with District Manager E. S. Germain in charge. The line shown
included three new radio sets, the latest combination Panatrope and radio and three mechanical models, 9-8, 12-8 and 15-8, all with the enlarged tone chamber productive of richer tonal
qualities. There were two uprights and a console model in the lot, with attractive cabinets.
Visitors from all over the State journeyed here
to view the new sets and lines of phonographs.
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In the closing days of the week sales talks were
given to the fourteen members of the sales staff
for this territory, with District Manager of the
Panatrope Division Germain as the speaker.
Theodore Fairchild, who is manager of the
record department of the Brunswick, reports
that the sales of records during July were 150
per cent greater than in the same month of
1927. The record department has, for the convenience of the dealers, compiled a list of 25
records which are the best sellers in the present
season and these have been helpful in sales
promotion during the hot weather.
Tying up with the Tunney-Heeney fight the
Brunswick Co. gave special radio service
through its own sets on the roof of the Adelphia
Hotel throughout the evening of the bout.
There were seven Panatropes placed on the
Steel Pier in Atlantic City the same evening,
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H.A.WEYMANN
& SON,lNC:
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia, Pa.
Victor Wholesalers

with loud speaker units for reporting on the
bout throughout its duration.
Stages Special Concert
Pat Conway, nationally known band director,
now playing at Wildwood, N. J., for the Summer season, gave a special concert on July 28
with the Famous Forty, of Elks Club, Brunswick recording artists, in conjunction with his
program for the evening. The concert was
staged in Convention Hall and the local dealers
and Elks Fraternity joined in promoting the
entertainment. W. K. Waldis, who is assistant
to District Manager Germain, of the Quaker
City office, journeyed to Wildwood for the week
and aided in the exploitation of the program at
the shore resort, tying up with the dealers. He
was accompanied by John Neubeck, of the sales
staff. Both spent the week in advertising exploits and in
displays
among
the dealers' shops.
Plans
Series
of Displays
There will be a series of displays of the new
Brunswick Phonographs and radios in the coming month with a specified round of up-State
territory including the cities in central Pennsylvania and the coal regions, beginning with the
State Capital at Harrisburg. The route will
cover Pottsville, Reading, Scranton, Wilkesbarre
and other points where the Brunswick is sold.
Assisting With Victor Promotion
Miss Irma Groell, who until her recent attachment to the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., 240 North Eleventh street, was connected with the Victor Talking Machine Co., is
now assisting with sales promotion work for
the local wholesale house. Miss Groell will conduct promotion programs similar to those followed by the Victor Co. for the Victor Distributors. She will aid in sales promotion work in
the individual dealers' stores, going to the various houses and taking part in the sales of
records
tomers. by direct personal contact with the cusInaugurates Truck Sales Service
During the month of August a specially arranged truck sales service is being featured by
C J. Heppe & Son, 1117 Chestnut street. With
a corps of women sales representatives a campaign of the various better residential sections
of the city is being made. The women workers
make door-to-door sales appeals while a salesman closes the deal with delivery directly from
the truck driven along with the working forces.
(Continued on page 84)
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The Atwater Kent radio, Zenith and RCA
radios and the Victor talking machines are delivered with the closing of the sales contract.
The machines are hauled along, with six of each
included in the two truckloads, and demonstrations are held immediately that a prospect is
secured in the canvass of the homes. During
the month of July the C. J. Heppe & Son,
talking machine section under management of
Leo Cromson, disposed of a large number of the
new Victor combinations selling at $250 and a
fairly large number of the $450 model combination recently produced.
Sales of Valley Forge Line Grow
Early August sales of the Valley Forge main
springs and the Val Phonic reproducers, made
by the J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street, have
been growing, with many inquiries for future
deliveries. The Fischer Co. has been especially
active in view of the hot weather and demands
for the season have been beyond expectations.
The Summer months, ordinarily quiet for
talking machine parts and accessories, have been
most satisfactory so far. The Val Phonic has
been very active and orders are increasing as
the Fall needs are anticipated.
T. W. Kohl in New Post
T. W. Kohl has been assigned by the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., to cover the
southern section of New Jersey for the local
distributors of the Victor. W. W. Riday, is
the newest sales representative for the Wilkesbarre and Scranton, Pa., section, both now looking after their respective fields for the coming
Fall requirements.
Displays Cooley Rayfoto Picture Receiver
The Radiovision Corp., New York City, staged
a week's demonstration of the Cooley Rayfoto
picture receiver at Strawbridge & Clothier's department stores, this city, from July 16 to July
21. The dealers were addressed by Stuart
Rogers, the company's sales manager. Motor
Parts Co. has been allotted the distributorship
of the Rayfoto product for the entire Philadelphia territory.
Isadore I. Margolies has taken on the agency
for the Cooley Rayfoto Kit in this city and
"also in Camden, N. J.
Dealers Tie-up with "Ramona"
Two tie-up programs were made with the
appearance of the screen version of "Ramona"
by two local Victor dealers, Taylor Bros., and
Louis P. Morsbach. Taylor Bros., whose store
is located in the mill district in Kensington at
3030 Kensington avenue tied in with the Allegheny Theatre while the Morsbach store was
featured in conjunction with the showingf.of
Ramona at the Broadway Theatre, just adjoining the store. Both houses were represented
at the theatres with stage and outside displays.
Outside there was a large six-foot Victor record reproduced on a baffleboard which was
connected with a Victrola in the ticket booth.
On the reproduction of the record were the
words "You Are Now Listening to The New

York, August, 1928
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Victor Record, 'Ramona'." On the stage an
Orthophonic played "Ramona" while the orchestra accompanied the machine rendition of
the Del Rio record. A trailer on the screen also exploited the "Ramona" recordings and announced in that tie-up they could be bought at
the dealer's.

Lang Co. Expands
The Lang Piano Co., with headquarters at
1204 West Columbia avenue, has added another
store to its chain of piano, general musical merchandise, talking machines and radio stores.
The latest house is located in the Germantown
district with store at 5847 Germantown avenue.
It is being directed by Max Lang, head of
the firm. There are now five stores conducted
by the firm all carrying talking machines and
radios along with other musical wares. Recently
the store in West Columbia avenue took on the
Brunswick phonographs and radio combinations, the first talking machines to be carried
"n the main store. Meyer Lang, who conducts
the Ridge avenue store of the company, is now
sojourning in Europe where he will visit the
manufacturing centers for musical instruments
with a view to importing several lines. During
his absence his younger brother and student of
the University of Alabama, Morris Lang, is
looking after the management of the business.
The traveling member of the firm will return
in September in time for his brother to resume
studies at the University.
Featuring Fada Radio
Dickel Distributing Co., 1327 North Broad
street, local distributor for the Fada radio, during the past month made a drive on the newer
type of electrically operated receiving sets of
that make. The new Fada 10 was exploited in
the co-operative advertising with a large number of Quaker City dealers combined in the
factory ads largely featured in the local press.
Two large central city department stores now
are making the Fada radio permanent stocks
with N. Snellenberg & Company and the Strawbridge & Clothier Store carrying the Fada 10.
T. W. Barnhill Touring Country
President T. W. Barnhill, of the Penn Phonograph Co., distributor of the Zenith and Majestic radios, 913 Arch street, is touring the country with a view to spending several weeks in
California. He will remain in the West until
the middle of August. The Penn Co. distributed
a large number of the Majestic radios that
were bought for the Tunney-Heeney fight. The
Zenith made a very good showing with its
larsie list of dealers who tied in the extended

advertising campaign which the Evening Bulletin carried in the past month.
E. T. Eiler Convalescent
E. T. Eiler, of Schuylkill Haven, Pa., dealer
in talking machines and radio with the Victor
a special line in stock, was stricken on July 19th
with an attack of the heart which confined him
to his bed for several days. He still is obliged
to remain away from business pending complete
recovery from the ailment, but is rapidly improving in health.
News Gleanings

Assistant Manager William J. Lawrence, of
the Columbia Phonograph Co., who has been
vacationing at the seashore, returned to his desk
during the current week. Joseph Westervelt, son
of Columbia sales representative, J. D. Westervelt, who graduated from Harvard University
in June, is confined to the Jefferson Hospital
with an attack of appendicitis, where he was
operated on in late July.
Manager Jeanne Kutisz, of the record department of the Ludwig Piano Co., 11103 Chestnut
street, who was confined to her home for several weeks with pneumonia, is now at her desk
again, completely recovered.
The store of G. M. Andrews & Son, located
in Woodstown, N. J. is now reopened after a
modernizing of the premises and the extension
of floor space. The firm represents the Victor
Co. in the New Jersey town, and special dedication of the remodeled quarters was held on
July 20th when local friends and associates participated inthe re-opening program.
Macintosh Bros., Victor dealers with headquarters inWoodbury, N. J., now are remodeling and modernizing their store. The space has
been extended, the interior redecorated, and a
larger bulk window installed in the front gives
two attractive display spaces. New booths have
been installed along with record files.
Carson's Radio & Music House, 1041 South
street, is now enjoying the new quarters that
recently were completed under a modernizing
and rebuilding program which began several
weeks ago. During the week of August 6th a
special program was held at the store in celebration of the newly constructed business quarters. New record racks, hearing booths and
counters have been installed.
H. R. Baldwin, who has been most successfully engaged in piscatorial pursuits along the
Jersey coast during a vacation of several weeks,
is back at his talking machine headquarters in
Haddonfield, (Continued
N. J., andon plans
a busy season.
page 86)
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218 Chestnut St., Sunbury, Pa.

The Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc.,
are urging their dealers to tie-up with the advertising of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
which will start in the Fall and will use the
Evening Public Ledger and the Evening Bulletin as mediums.

Is Fresh-

man Sales Manager
Promoted to Sales Managership of Chas.
Freshman Co., Succeeding H. A. Beach
— Has Long Been Active in Trade

James A. Frye, formerly assistant sales manager of the Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New
York, is receiving the congratulations of his

Michael Friedman has opened a general radio
shop at 2331 North Front street in the Kensington section.
Louis PolakofF and his brother, Benjamin Polakoff, who have been associated with the Parker
Kadio Stores and the United Radio Stores, with
ing in various sales territories in the South,
Pacific Coast and New England, and became
assistant to Mr. Beach when the latter was
manager of the Victor traveling department.
He then became sales manager of the Victor
wholesale department of the Knight Campbell
Music Co., Denver, Col., leaving that post to
take the position of New England manager for
the Victor Co. He was appointed assistant
sales manager of the Freshman Co. in 1927.
"Plans for increased business are well under
way," said Mr. Frye. "The company is now in
a position to expand, and our policy is to weld
together the closest co-operation between factory and dealer, so that the dealer may enjoy
satisfactory sales at a profit."
Harger

&

Blish

Distribute

Now

Columbia

Prominent Des Moines Concern Appointed
Wholesaler for Columbia Line for Most
of the State of Iowa

J. A. Frye
many friends in the music-radio industry upon
his promotion to the post of sales manager of
the Freshman organization. Mr. Frye succeeds
Harry A. Beach, who was recently elected vicepresident and general sales manager.
In his new executive responsibilities Mr. Frye
will continue a happy association with Mr.
Beach which began many years ago when both
were with the Victor Talking Machine Co. He
joined the Victor organization in 1916, operat-

several branches in the city, during the past
month withdrew from the various concerns, filing their withdrawal notice with the State Bureau of Investments. Harry Polakoff, brother
of the retiring members, will continue the business and conduct the several stores with main
offices at 625 Market street.
Philadelphia associates of the Atwater Kent
Co. learned with regret of the passing of one of
the former officials of that radio and electrical
manufacturing concern, former Vice-President
and General Manager Walter J. Little, whose
m passing took place in Atlantic City in the midJuly days. Mr. Little was Summering at his
shore home when he succumbed to acute heart
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W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales
manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
announced this wetk the appointment of Harger
& Blish, Inc., of Des Moines, Iowa, as wholesale distributor of Columbia products for the
State of Iowa except Council Bluffs and Sioux
City. Ha rger & Blish, Inc. started the distribution of Columbia products on August first,
and they have already experienced an active
demand for Columbia Viva-Tonal phonographs,
Columbia-Kolster radio combinations, Columbia-Kolster electric reproducing phonographs
and Columbia New Process records. This firm
is one of the leading wholesalers in the central
west and the organization has won the esteem
and friendship of the dealers throughout the
territory. They are admirably equipped to give
excellent service to Columbia dealers and are
making plans for a banner Fall season.

A voluntary petition in bankruptcy was filed
by the Pioneer Music House, Inc., of Indiana,
Pa., in the United States District Court of Pittsburgh. The firm, which dealt in a general line
of musical merchandise, including talking machines and radio, stated its liabilities as $74,470
and assets as $94,600, of which $57,000 is due on
accounts. The music concern is one of the oldest in the trade in the western section of the
Keystone State.
Yates and Lawley, exclusive Victor recording
artists, were the guests of the B. B. Todd Co.
in a two days' appearance at the music house of
that concern, 1306 Arch street, in the late days of
July. The two artists tied up the exploitation
of their recordings during their appearance at
the Earle Theatre here under the management
of the Stanley Co. While the guests of the
Todd Co. they autographed for the customers
their Victor records "Laugh, Clown. Laugh" and
"Back In Your Own Back Yard" during the
noon lunch hours. As a result there was a good
demand for these recordings.

Edison

Managers

Conference

in

Hold

Orange

Heads of Distributing Branches for Edison Products Gather at Headquarters
to Discuss Sales Policies and View the
New Radio and Combination Products
A general conference of the branch managers
of the Edison Phonograph Distributing Co. was
held at the company headquarters in Orange,
N. J., last week, the conference starting on August 8 and winding up on Saturday. The
managers were addressed by Arthur L. Walsh,
vice-president and general manager of the
phonograph and radio division of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., who outlined the sales policies to be
followed in the marketing of the new Edison
ladio and radio-phonograph combinations.
Other members of the executive staff also talked to the managers on various pertinent subThe district managers were enthusiastic over
the new Edison products and particularly over
jects.
the great interest shown by dealers in the new
line, hundreds of the latter having taken the
occasion to make inquiries regarding styles,
prices, etc., even before the products were ready.
Although the various sessions at the factory
were devoted strictly to business, during the
evening and following the conference on Saturday, branch managers were royally entertained by the company executives.
On or about the first of September there will
be held special displays and demonstrations of
the new Edison phonograph and radio-phonograph combinations, at a number of points
throughout the country, and chiefly where distributing branches are maintained. These displays will enable the dealer to study the new
instruments first hand, and will also prove a
meanstire line.for acquainting the public with the en-
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SLAGLE RADIO for the Nineteen Twenty-eight and Nine season
again utilizes, the same new and revolutionary circuit which made
its performance so outstanding last year. Important additions and
refinements have been made, and almost every conceivable feature
providing beauty, convenience, power, range, and richness of musical
expression, is abundantly supplied.

Some interesting facts on radio profits
await Dealers writing to the factory.
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Division United States Electric Corporation
Licensed under patents of Radio Corporation of America and associated companies— and The Technidyne Co
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First Trade Exposition Attracts Exhibits of Fifty Manufacturers and Their Representatives and Distributors at Hotel Statler — New A. K. Models Arrive
Boston, Mass., Aug. 7. — Considering that it is
practically mid-Summer, business in both talking machines and radio outfits has been more
than normal; and those dealers who did not
expect much of a Summer demand have been
most agreeably surprised. The big fight in New
York, for one thing, held the attention of radio
enthusiasts; and as a forthcoming event which
is going to mean much in the radio world there
is the election in November, and all that leads
up to it, meaning political gatherings at which
some of the big men will be speakers. Dealers
are therefore anticipating a good business in
advance of mid-Fall, and most of them are
stocking up with desirable merchandise.
Radio Trade Show a Success
At the Hotel Statler for two days, August 1
and 2, the first New England Radio Trade Show
was held for the benefit alone of the dealers,
for the public was not invited, their opportunity coming when the big exposition is held
later in the Fall at Mechanics Building. This
is the first time that such a show has been held,
and it afforded a good opportunity for the men
of the trade to see and hear the latest offerings
in the business. Fifty of the leading manufacturers and jobbers occupied seventy-six booths,
and the show was in charge of Clarence F.
King, sales manager for Sheldon Fairbanks Exposition, Inc. There were several meetings held
for dealers who were visiting the show. Among
those who had good exhibits were the Victor
Talking Machine Co., M. Steinert & Sons and
the Atwater Kent Co.
Received Latest A. K. Model
The J. H. Burke Co. has just received samples of the newest Atwater Kent model, No.
532 console, which is not yet out to the trade.
This model is to be featured in big window
displays in both Boston and Providence, tine
windows to be dressed by Atwater Kent representatives, who are coming here from the fac-

tory. Also being shown along with this model
is the new Atwater Kent speaker, E2 and E3.
A local visitor to the Burke Co.'s warerooms a
few days ago was Percy Ware, promotion manager of the Atwater Kent Co.
Joe Burke's trip west was a great success,
socially (for he visited relatives on the Coast)
as well as business-wise.
Reports Good Columbia Business
After spending two weeks in Georgia (he
knows the State well, for he's a Southerner, you
know) Bill Parks was in New York for a time
visiting the executive offices of the Columbia,
for w.hich, as the trade knows, he is the New
England representative. Bill saw the new radio
models and when he got back here on July 19
he was well informed on what the company is
to put out this Fall. Then he started off again,
this time to visit the trade in his own jurisdiction, spending his time especially in Vermont
and Massachusetts; then to Portland, Me.
Brisk Brunswick Business
The record business in particular is reported
to have been unusually good this Summer thus
far, one learns at the local warerooms of the
Brunswick and the radio types of instruments,
too, are showing up well insofar as volume
of sales goes. New models that are especially
popular are 5KR and 5KRO as well as the
Brunswick A speaker. Two new field men have
been added to the local Brunswick staff. They
are R. J. Shevlin, formerly of Charlotte, N. C,
whose territory here is to be the States of New
Hampshire and Vermont; and H. H. Sheldon,
of Providence, wfio is to have several of the
counties in Massachusetts. J. B. Elliott, the
sales manager, who took hold here a few months
ago, and who is rapidly acquiring a valuable
knowledge of the territory, is back from a few
days' trip. W. H. Stevens, of the Brunswick
ctafT. spent two weeks at Eastham, down on the
Cape; and J. H. Keim, the expert mechanician

of the staff, has returned from a trip to New
York and Philadelphia.
Many Dealers Add Line
The local quarters, through Manager Shaw,
has just announced a number of new Brunswick
dealers. These include John O'Shea, Inc., of
Holyoke; E. O'Brien DeWitt of Roxbury; W. I.
Main, of Wakefield, R. I.; Colonial Music Co., of
Augusta, Me.; Up-Town Music Co., of Providence; George LeClair, of Augusta, Me.; Gideon
Picher, of Augusta, Me.; R. D. Brocher, of
Salem; Falmouth Radio Co., Service at Central
Drug Co., Winthrop; Konczanon Music Co.,
Worcester, and H. N. Bennett, Winchester.
F. D. Pitts Co. Busy
Manager F. D. Pitts, of the F. D. Pitts Co.,
returned a few days ago from a trip to Quebec,
which trip was taken in lieu of his expected fishing trip earlier in the season to the wilds of
Maine. He reports business as "really wonderful" and the month of July, he added, would
prd"bably average 70 per cent over the same
month of a year ago. Mr. Pitts thinks that the
prospects are very good for a big Fall business
and all his departments are getting in line to
meet the demand for the makes which the house
carries, the Majestic, of course, being considerably in the
spotlight insofar as the Pitts Co.'s
business
is concerned.
Majestic

Radio

Dealers

Meet

The. Roycroft Co., of Minneapolis, Minn.,
Majestic distributor, sponsored a meeting of
Majestic radio dealers in the Northwest territory at the Nicollet Hotel on August 7. Among
the speakers were: William C. Grunow, E. D.
Coots, Western Sales Manager of GrigsbyGrunow Co.; R. O. Foster, of Foster & Waldo,
this city; Louis Melamed, advertising specialist,
and H. H. Cory, secretary of the Northwest
Radio Trade Association.
Special

Victor

Release

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has issued
a special release of the coupling, "That's My
Weakness Now" and "Get Out and Get Under
the Moon," both sung by Helen Kane The
vertising.
record is being featured in the company's adm
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compact and adjusts itself ideally to
modern home. Is 40 inches by 22lA
inches by 18 inches in size. Price, including dynamic speaker, less tubes,
Model C-2 radio and electric phonoCompletelywalnut
electrified
cabinet ofgraph.
blended
finish in
witha
ornamental panels of burl maple, de$315. ture.
signedDoors
to harmonize
any furnifold back with
inconspicuously,
flat along the sides, revealing four
gold-embossed record albums. Is i8'/2
inches Price,
by 2SJA
inches by
18 inches
size.
including
dynamic
speak-in
er, less tubes, $495.
Model C-l radio and electric phonograph is an exact reproduction of an

using
"250" extra
tube; size
all
models the
havenewtheRCA
new-type
Peerless dynamic speaker built-in ; a
long distance switch when turned on
increases distant station performance;
the single
has wave
divisionaldial
numberstuning
and control
calibrated
lengths and is illuminated from the interior; a radio to phonograph change-

Edison Model B-l
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N.
3. Edison radio with dynamic speaker.
Model R-2 ; Edison radio with dynamic
speaker, Model R-l ; Edison radio and
electric phonograph. Model C-2, and
Edison Radio and ■ Electric phonoC-l.instruments
The distinguishing
features graph,
of Model
these
are : the
chassis with three stages of radio frequency, detector and two stages of
audio. AC operation — using four "226"
tubes, one "227," one "250" and one
"281" rectifier.
Chassis
and
rigidly
constructed
and isissolidly
insulated
against high voltages ; all models are
equipped with super-power amplifiers

Edison Model C-2
hill-and-dale and needle type. The cabinets enclosing the instruments are
specially made of the finest woods in
the company's
plants.
manship is of own
the best
and The
everyworkset
undergoes numerous inspections under
rigid Edison standards.
Model R-2 radio with dynamic speaker housed in a blended walnut finish
relieved with burl maple panels is a
graceful piece of furniture. i2l/2 inches by 22 inches by lfi inches in size and
lists for $260, including dynamic speaker, less tubes.
Model
R-l with dynamic speaker is
housed in a cabinet of blended walnut
finish and panels of burl maple in
keeping with controls of inlaid maple
and trimmings of statuary bronze.
Doors fold back flat against sides. Is

Edison Model R-2
over switch is located on the front
panel of the radio set in the combination models — the jack, however, does
not plug in from the front but a concealed
lead-incombination
gives permanent
lation;
instrumentsinstalare
fully electric with the only electric pickup that plays all types of records — both

diola 100-A speaker built-in. No. 942,
table cabinet with enclosure for set,
also equipped with 100-A Radiola
speaker.

Utah Speaker Model 65
Utah Radio Products Co., Chicago.
Utah Model 65 dynamic speaker, finished in Ave ply walnut, antique
brown finish, embossed. Width 16!/2
inches, height 18 inches, depth 6 inches. Equipped with Utah R 300 dynamic unit, 6 to 12 volts direct current,
$50; equipped with D 200 Utah dynamic speaker, 110 to 220 volts direct
current, $55; equipped with Model A
100, 110 volt alternating current, $65.
Model 55 dynamic speaker housed in
an inexpensive mahogany cabinet providing ample baffle for cabinet use and
installation where the speaker is in an
inconspicuous position. The price of
Model 55 Is $5 above the list prices of
Models R 300, D 200 and Model A100,
Utah dynamic units, listing at $35,
$40 and $50 respectively.
Watsontown Table & Furniture Co.,
Watsontown, Pa. Complete line of
radio cabinets and tables. Shown herewith Model 943, an all electric phonoradio cabinet, equipped with dynamic
speaker, Baldwin electric phonograph
motor and turntable, Pacent De Luxe
model Phonovox pick-up, Master Power switch with pilot light, completely
wired to plug in radio set, large record
drawer, drawer panel arrangement for
radio set. No. 945, radio speaker table
in the Art Moderne type, finished in
brown banded in black, Radiola 100-A
speaker built-in, 16 inches by 30 inches
top to accommodate set. No. 946. This
radio speaker table carries the modern
influence in making one piece of furniture do the work of both table and
bench. Shades of brown
with black
borders are used and the 100A
Radiola
speaker is built-in. 18 inches by 24
inches top. Also presents for the coming season Model No. 944, same ex-

Radio

Freed-Elsemann
Model
NR-80 and
Magnetic Speaker Model 345
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. Model No. 80, available
for both AC and DC current, there
being two types of AC receivers — for
25-40 cycle supply as well as for 60
cycles. Is housed in both metal and

Watsontown Table 943
terior cabinet as Model 943, but without phonograph combination, equipped
with Radiola 100-A speaker or dyna-

Edison Model C-l
Italian Credenza, handsomely carved
from solid walnut, with rich polychrome motifs. Has built-in record
containers and special super-power
amplifier using two "250" tubes and
two new-type, extra-size Peerless
dynamic speakers. Is 48J4 inches by
43 inches by 20 inches in size. Price,
including two dynamic speakers, less
tubes, $1,100.
metal and walnut finish. Model 80
W-AC contains seven tubes besides the
rectifier tube, incorporating three
stages oftransformer
tuned radiosupplements
frequency. the
An
output
audio stages.
tuningtuning
condensers operating Four
by a single
drum are utilized. The radio stages
are fully neutralized. Matched copper
inductances are used with individual
copper compartments for each coil.
The receiver has an illuminated dial
and the cabinet bears an ornamented
bronze statuary escutcheon plate. The
set lists for $125.
New Freed-Eisemann console, one of
a dozen models just introduced and
which arc moderate in price.
Radio Corp. of America, New York
City. signed
RCA
transformer
deto insureoutput
the proper
application
of loudspeakers to any type receiver
or power amplifier. Is intended as an

RCA Output Transformer
efficient coupling means for outputs in
excess of 10 milliamperes of direct current and serves to by-pass the direct
current component
with minimum
resistance so as to operate
the power
tube at highest efficiency while transferring the alternating current component to the loudspeaker. An increase in volume and a marked improvement in tone quality result from
the use of this matched output transformer.any
This accessory
is not
required with
of the present
models
of RCA Radiolas when the RCA Radiola 100-A is employed: -

Watsontown Table 945
mic speaker. No. 940, a walnut table to
accommodate all standard radio sets.

Freed-Eisemann Console
walnut cabinets. With the walnut
cabinet is included the new FreedEisemann magnetic model speaker
No. 345, which also comes in both

Watsontown Table No. 946
No. 941 similar to 940, but with Ra89

Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York.
Dubilier Spark Suppressor, type PL1083, a vention
new devicetype
of interference
preintended
for use directly
across
sparking
or
arcing
contact
points. Claimed to effectively prevent
interference with radio receivers in the
vicinity, eration
alsocausedto by
eliminate
in opstickingerrors
contacts.
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one UX-280. Designed for use with
Brunswick Model "A" speaker. Uses
either indoor or outdoor antenna.
Cabinet finished in American walnut
with exterior metal parts in oxidized
antique finish. Cabinet is 27J4 Inches
wide, 9}4 inches high, 81$ inches deep.
Price, complete with tubes, $137.50.
Model 5KRO, console highboy. Cabinet finished in American walnut with
exterior metal parts in oxidized antique finish. Cabinet is 27 inches wide.
47J4 inches high, 15 inches deep.
Specifications of radio receiver are the
same as for Model 5KR. Built-in
speaker of electro-magnetic cone type,
with output filter. Designed for use
with either outdoor or indoor antenna.
Retail price, complete with tubes,

electro-magnetic cone type, finished in
American walnut, mantel clock design.
1554 inches wide, 1254 inches high. 7
inches deep. Designed for use with
Brunswick table type receiver, model
oKR, but an effective reproducer with
any receiving set. Retail price $35.
Model 5KR, table type, seven-tube
radio receiver, employing three stages
of tuned radio frequency amplification,
detector and two stages of audio frequency amplification, with power tube
in second stage. Single dial control,
operates over a range of 550 to 1,400
kilocycles. Impedance output permits
passage and amplification of entire
frequency range. Set operates directly
from light socket supplied with either

Brunswick Model 5 KRO
Brunswiek-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, 111. Model "A" loud speaker,

Model A Sneaker and
5 KR Receiver
25-40 cycle or 50-60 cycle, 105-125 volt

Brunswick Model 3 KRO
alternating current. Tubes include four
UX-226,one UY-227. one UX-171-A and

$237.50.
Model 3KRO, Brunswick PanatropeRadiola. combining Model 5KRO and
electrical Panatrope reproduction. In
highboy consoie cabinet. Radio receiver is in lower section of cabinet,
just below loud speaker. Electrical
record reproducing equipment is In top
section of cabinet, with entire lid
opening as in model P-13 Panatrope.
Cabinet is in American walnut finish
with exterior metal parts in oxidized
antique finish. Storage space for
twenty records at left of turntable.
Equipped with induction type electric
motor. Retail price, complete with
tubes. $395.

Excel Phonograph Mfg. Co., Chicago,
III. No. 90 radio cabinet, burl walnut
finish. Designed especially for Atwater Kent, Crosley, Fada receivers.

opening 28 inches x 7J4 inches x 15
inches. Cabinet is 40 inches high, 32
inches wide, 18 inches deep.
No. 93. Same as No. 94 in finish
and design. Overall dimensions, 40
inches high, 26 inches wide, 18 inches
deep. Accommodates sets up to 21
inches x 7}£ inches x 15 inches.

verts a battery set into the usual
electric, employing the 171 Radiotron
in the last stage. Supplies current for
six or seven 226 tubes, two to three
227s
andoff171s.
on and
switch.Hum control — external

en brown chosen to blend harmoniouslytion.withHasany
of interior
decorathestyle
ability
to carry
the
volume of a power tube with unusual
purity, clarity of sound and fidelity of
reproduction.
List price $27.50; in Far
West
$30.

Brunswick

Showers
Bros.
Co., Bloomington.
Ind. Model J 55, radio cabinet, slide
door model, genuine ash burl overlays
are used in the front panels; screen

Radio Receptor Co., New York. Complete line of powerizers. Model PX-2.
a power amplifier, $75, for ordinary

Powerizer Model PX-2
radio or phonograph 1 use. Slightly
higher power than used in electric
phonographs. PX-3, $1S5, a supertone,
superpower amplifier using three stages
of amolification and employing the new
Excel Model 93
Panel opening 24 x 9.14 x M'/i inches
deep. Cabinet is 54!4 inches high, 29
inches wide, and IS inches deep.
No. 95 Highboy cabinet, finished in
burl walnut. Furnished with any loud
speaker desired or without speaker.
Panel opening 2S'/2 inches wide, 9Ji

Showers Cabinet
back is used to insure
tion and the Showcs
tilated bottom is used

Model J-55
proper ventilaimproved venin this cabinet.

Bodine Electric Co., Chicago, III.
Bodine radio motor-generator set
which converts direct current to singlephase, 60 cycle alte'Tiating current,
enabling dealers to successfully demon-

Bodine Motor-Generator
stiate and test AC radio receivers and
accessories. This improved model incorporates a new filter system and a
change in design permitting the filter
and regulating rheostat to be enclosed
in the base of the set, thereby protecting them from damage. The set
delivers 250 watts, sufficient to operate
any radio bination.
or It isradio-phonograph
sary.
small, compact comand
easily handled. No wiring is neces-

Decatur Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, X. \\. Decatur cabinet power
speaker, type 12S in two toned walnut cabinet of heavy construction. Is
Powerizer Model PX-3
supertone
tube music,
UX-250,dance
designed foramplifying
use in concert
halls, auditoriums, etc. Although designed for tremendous tone, it can be
regulated to ordinary room strength.

Pierce-Airo Seven-Tube Chassis
Pierce-Airo, Inc., New York City.
Pierce-Airo seven-tube chassis is nowavailable
a handsome
russet bronzeinmetal
cabinet. two-tone
The chassis
market.
is the same as that formerly on the

Decatur
Excel

Model 94

inches high, 13'A inches deep. Cabinet is 5454 inches high, 3Zy2 inches
wide, and 18 inches deep. Contains
ample space for Radiola IS.
No. 94. Finished in burl walnut,
with space for speaker below. Panel

Cabinet Speaker

solidly
built volume
to withstand
abuse," will
handle any
and is particularlv
designed to pick up weak signals. No
separate battery or light connections
are needed. This model is 12 inches
high and 10 inches wide ; weighs 9
pounds.
List price $35.
Decatur power cone finished in gold-

General Model Powerizer
General model, $54, a powerizer that
givesardpower
all standsets withamplification
A, B and C for
supply.
Also
makes the Powerizer Junior which con-

90

Chicago-.Tefferson Fuse & Electric
Co., ing
Chicago,
testAC tubes,III.NoTube
291,checker
which for
enables
the set owner to locate worn-out or
paralyzed tubes and keep the receiver
in efficient working order. Is equipped
with a meter, two sockets for the four
or five prong tubes, a rheostat and a
push button. The tube is inserted in
the socket, the rheostat set to a prereadingreadings
given onarethetaken
instructiondetermined
sheet and
with the button up and down. The
difference in the readings shows the
condition of the tube.
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NEWCCMBE-HAWLEy
CADI©
REPRODUCER/
The most complete line of radio reproducers ever offered by one
manufacturer. Covers the three leading types of loudspeakers
— Magnetic — Air Column — Dynamic. Alert dealers and
jobbers appreciate the outstanding sales advantage of one
complete line, and are featuring the Newcombe-Hawley line.
Send for latest bulletins today!
MAGNETIC

CONE

Table
For large receivers
such as R.C.A. Model
18 A. C. sets.

Portable
A beautiful portable
reproducer in burl
walnut cabinet.
DYNAMIC

REPRODUCERS

CONE

AIR COLUMN

REPRODUCERS

Table

Portable
Equipped thaniel
with Baldwin
Naunit.
Air long.
column is
56
inches

REPRODUCERS

IN

With NewcombeHawley 72-inch air
column andNathaniel Baldwin unit.

ALL

MODELS

fry*

Table
With D. C. or A. C.
Dynamic Cone Reproducer. Wide
enough to hold most
radio receivers.

The Heart of Newcombe-Hawley
Dynamic Cone Reproducers
A remarkable unit of unsurpassed tone
quality and volume. Furnished for battery
or A. C. light socket operation.

Portable
Satinwood front.
Dynamic Cone Reproducer.
MAIL
Radio-Phonograph
Combination
With Dynamic Reproducer, electric
turntable pickup,

THIS

With Dynamic Cone
Reproducer.
Console 1

Portable
Burl walnut cabinet.
Dynamic Cone Reproducer.
COUPON

Newcombe-Hawley, Inc.
203 First Ave., North, St. Charles, III.
Please send at once latest bulletins
on the Newcombe-Hawley Line.
Name

Large Console
For large R. C.A.
Model 18 and other
large sets.
Dynamic With
Reproducer.
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illuminated dial, voltage regulator,
1854 inches wide, 9 inches high, 10l/2
inches deep, price $145. Also Simplex

Simplex 8-Tube Set
speaker, new type power motor (magnetic) cone, designed especially for
high power amplification.

F. A. Hinners Co. (1) Type A-S5.
(2) Type S-27. (S) Chassis Type B
Plate. (4) Chassis Type B Frame.
(5) Console Type B.
F. A. Hinners & Co., Inc., New
undesirable cabinet resonance. ChasYork. Type B speaker, chrome steel
sis for table models and baffleboard
magnet, steel alloy armature and armounting 9 inches diameter, 5'A inches
mature spring of spring steel, pole
deep $13.50; console model 9?4 inches
pieces of silicon steel and laminated.
by 9Vs inches by 5?4 inches deep $16;
Two windings are used on coils, die
chassis plate 9Mi inches by 93<ji inches
cast coil housing and armature support.
Filter arranged to cut off undesirable
by
5?4 inchestypedeepB $13.50.
containing
chassis, Type
$35; A-35,
Type
and crating high frequencies. Back of
cabinet enclosed with padding to avoid
S-27, containing type B chassis, $27.

Bright Star Amplipower Battery
Bright Star Battery Co., Hoboken,
N. 3. Amplipower radio B battery.
Guaranteed by manufacturers to give
twelve months' service on the basis of
three hours use per day, with any
tubes of standard type.

Sterling Table

Model Dynamic

Sterling Varitone speakers are made in
two models, oneSpeaker
in a handsome table

Sterling R-2 Varitone Speaker
design and the other a cabinet type of
solid walnut.

Sterling Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O. Complete line of Sterling dy-

type, with built-in speaker. When
closed,
both the concealed.
radio panel The
and speaker
speaker are entirely
located below the receiver case autofolds up horizontally.
Reversingmatically
the action,
the speaker drops

Operadio Barcelona Model
Operadio Manufacturing; Co., St.
Charles, 111. Barcelona speaker table,
Spanish design with same air column
as used in the new Senior Operadio

Findlay Console for Stewart-Warner
Robert Findlay Mfg., Inc., Brook-

Red Lion Cabinet Model 18
down into vertical position when the
shelf is lowered to reveal the dial
board. Will accommodate any of the
Atwater Kent AC models and is built
to contain the new Atwater Kent Model E-3 speaker. Two new models of
the desk type have also been produced.
Desk Model 40 and Secretary Model
121.

Operadio St. Charles Model
model. Finished in walnut, 30 inches
high, 1554 inches deep, and 27 inches
wide. Price $42.50. St. Charles model
— electro dynamic speaker in art attractive cabinet 30 inches high, 15;4 inches
deep, and 27 inches wide. Model 42
equipped for 6 volt $70; model 52
equipped for 110 volt AC $90.
Red Lion Cabinet Co., Red Lion. Pa.
Model 18, compact cabinet of console

Simplex Speaker
Simplex Radio Co., Sandusky, O.
Simplex AC operated 8 tube set available for either 25 or 60 cycle current,

Sterling Console Dynamic Speaker
namic and Varitone magnetic speakers.
Sterlingvided in magnetic
are for
pro-6
four formsspeakers
of chassis

Sterling R-4 Varitone Speaker
volt DC, 110 volt DC. 110 volt 50-60
cycle AC and a special model for 110
volt 25-40 cycle AC. Two furniture
models are provided, one being a console type and the other a table type.
92

Findlay Table for Kolster
lyn, N.
Y. Complete
line 94)
of metal
{Continued
on page
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The

ORCHESTROPE

plays 28 records on both
sides continuously, turning
and changing them automatically ... 56 selections
. . . four hours of uninterANY

rupted harmony without
attention.

Its powerful amplification, immense volume, remarkable clarity and its
outstanding beauty and
smartness make

the ORCHESTROPE the ideal

instrument for public entertainment.

The American Public loves music for its entertainment— music that is exactly recorded as the
Great Masters themselves play it!
Heretofore it has been impossible to reproduce
the exact tonal qualities of an Orchestration with
enough controlled volume to overpower the distracting noises of a large audience. This feat has
been accomplished. THE ORCHESTROPE can
be distinctly heard in the most crowded dance
hall. The shuffling and scraping of hundreds of
feet are drowned in the music of this wonderful
instrument. And, too, THE ORCHESTROPE
can be volume controlled to record the sweetest
melody to perfection in the most exclusive surroundings.
Hotels, Clubs, Restaurants and Dance places have
accorded THE ORCHESTROPE a most tremendous welcome.
To a limited number of reliable dealers will be
granted a local sales franchise. We suggest that
you lose no time investigating this market.
7
2

THE/ CAPE#HART

Sold only through

The

Capehart

Automatic

Factory

and

Qeneral

Phonograph

Offices: HUNTINGTON,

INDIANA

Dealers

Corporation
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(Continued from page 92)
tables for all standard makes of radio
sets. Shown herewith Model 4/20-21,
made exclusively for Kolster 20 and
21AC receiving sets, and to be sold exclusively through authorized Kolster
distributors. Equipped with lower shelf
to support speaker. Model 9/801-802.
made for Stewart-Warner AC models
801 and 802, and to be sold through
authorized Stewart- Warner distributors. Provision has been made to suspend speaker under set as illustrated,
or it may be placed on lower shelf.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Model 7 Console, containing Jensen
dynamic speaker unit. Front, back

Adam

Stein,

Acoustic

Jr., Made

Early

Executive
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Showing

Filtertone

of
Planned

Production Manager of Acoustic Products
Co. Is Elected to Vice-Presidency —
Has Had Long and Varied Career

David Grimes to Demonstrate His New
Device Before Federal Radio Commission at Washington, D. C.

Adam Stein, Jr., production manager of the
Acoustic Products Co., has been elected vicepresident of that company. Mr. Stein is recognized as one of the foremost radio engineers

David Grimes, radio engineer, has announced
that his new device, Filtertone, for the elimination of heterodyning will soon be demonstrated
before Federal Radio Commission, Washington.
"It has been the attitude of the Federal Rad o
Commission and the individual Commissioners,"
said Mr. Grimes, "that the remedy for heterodyning lay in the development of the radio art
and not in the elimination of broadcasting stations. I have communicated with the Commission and have been invited to show my device "
Tobe

Deutschmann
in

a New

Factory

Manufacturer and Importer of Technical
Apparatus Moves From Cambridge to
Canton, Mass. — In Modern Plant
Cantox, Mass., August 7. — The Tobe Deutschmann Co., manufacturer and importer of technical apparatus, formerly located in Cambridge,
Mass., has now taken possession of its new
A. Stein, Jr.
in the world to-day. He is now in entire charge
of the production and engineering activities of
both the Acoustic Products and Sonora Phono-

Jensen Model 1 Console
and sides of cabinet are of one piece
of wood. Has built-in toggle switch
located in rear of cabinet. Finished
in walnut, hand rubbed, with contrasting color offsetting molded edges at
top, bottom, and around grille. Grille is

Jensen Model 6 Cabinet
of hand-carved design, backed by brocaded, gold cloth. List prices, — With
D-4 dynamic speaker unit, $75,- with
D-4 AC namic
dynamic
unit, $78. unit. $90, with D-5 dyModel C Cabinet, containing Jensen
dynamic speaker unit. Cabinet is of
same finish and design as cabinet of
Model 7. List prices — equipped with
D-4 dynamic unit, $55, with D-4 AC
dynamic
unit.
$58. unit, $70, with D-5 dynamic
Gray

Sales

Go. Opens
New York

Offices

The Gray Sales Co., radio manufacturers'
representative, which has operated in the New
Y'o.-k metropolitan territory for seven years
from the Philadelphia office, recently opened a
New York office and showroom at 222 Fulton
street, New York City, with Max Witz in
charge. Among the lines represented are those
of the Webster Co., consisting of "A" and "B"
eliminators, voltage regulators, etc.; Fidelity
Radio Corp., loud speaker units, magnetic cone
and dynamic speakers; Union Metal Products
Co., aerials, metal tables for sets, etc.; Gardiner
& Hepburn, Inc., and the R. B. M. Mfg. Co.

graph Companies.
Mr. Stein was graduated from the University
of Pittsburgh in 1903 with the degree of electrical engineer, and joined the Fessenden National
Light Co., where he remained until 1909. In
1909 and 1910 he made a survey of various
wireless stations; namely at Old Point Comfort, Va.; Washington, D. C; Brant Rock,
Mass., and at stations in Cuba and Brazil.
From 1910 to 1916 Mr. Stein served as commercial engineer with the American Telephone
X: Telegraph Co. and the Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co.
In 1916 he went to the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co. as works manager and assistant
chief engineer where he contributed materially
to the inventive and experimental activities of
that company. In 1919 Mr. Stein joined the
General Electric Co. as managing engineer of
the radio department, remaining there until his
appointment as production manager of the
Acoustic Products Co. in January, 1928.
C.

J. Hopkins

Extended

Trip

Making
Abroad

Manager of Foreign Department of Crosley Radio Corp. Is Making Business
Trip in Mediterranean Area
Charles J. Hopkins, manager of the foreign
department of the Crosley Radio Corp., sailed
from New York, July 28 on the steamer
"Roma" for an extended business tour of the
Mediterranean countries.
Among the trade centers to be visited by Mr.
Hopkins are Naples, Rome, Florence. Venice,
and Milan in Italy; Barcelona and Madrid in
Spain; and Lisbon in Portugal. Returning to
the United States in the Fall, Mr. Hopkins will
sail from Cherbourg, France.
While crossing the Atlantic the "Roma" is
expected to pass close to the steamer bearing
Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the corporation,
back to the United States. Mr. Hopkins will
communicate with his chief via radio.

factory in this city. This company's trade-mark
"Tobe" has become nationally known wherever
condensers are used. It is pointed out that this
move to larger quarters is due to the rapid
growth and steadily increasing volume of sales.
The new Tobe factory has 92,000 square feet
of floor space, situated in the center of Canton,

New Tobe Deutschmann Factory
and offering every facility for increased production. In addition to its regular line of condensers and resistors, it also produces the Tobe
"A" Supply Unit and Light Socket Aerial.
E.

E.

Shumaker

From

European

Back
Trip

President of Victor Talking Machine Co.
Is Enthusiastic Regarding Activities of
Company's

European Affiliations

E. E. Shumaker, president of the Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., returned recently to America after spending six weeks
abroad. Regarding the outlook for Victor
activities this. year, Mr. Shumaker stated that
1928 Victor earnings should show a material
increase over last year and the official Victor
figures issued
Mr. Shumaker's
return substantiate thissince
statement.
Mr. Shumaker
was
also keenly enthusiastic regarding the activities
of the Victor European affiliations, stating that
the annual report for the year ending June 30
showed sales and net earnings well ahead of
the previous twelve months.
A voting contest recently conducted by a
Paris, France, newspaper resulted in Thomas
A. Edison being chosen as the world's greatest
inventor. The phonograph and the electric
lamp are given as his greatest achievements.
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Model 18, Spinet (with disappearing speaker; open)
This view shows the speaker as it appears when in
use. As the folding shelf in front of the dial board
is lowered, the speaker automatically swings down
into its operating position. Design Patented.

Model 18, Spinet, (with disappearing speaker; closed)
Finished in Walnut. Cabinet is 25 inches long, 16
inches wide, and 38 inches high. For use with
Atwater Kent Sets 40, 42 and 44, and Atwater Kent
E-3 Speaker. List Price, 845.

THE

four new

meeting
reception

Cabinet

Lion

Red

models

with

shown

a most

from

Atwater

above

are

enthusiastic
Kent

dealers

Their beauty, practicability and convenience make these cabinets fitting furniture

bid fair to outdo

the

for the new and highly-developed Atwater
Kent Receiving Sets and Speakers. Atwater

popularity of the previous season's
sellers in Red Lion Cabinets.

big

Kent

everywhere.

RED

They

LION

CABINET

and Red

profit-making

COMPANY,

Lion

are a sales-winning,

combination.

RED

LION,

PENNA.
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Louis

Distributors

Many

Open

Phonograph

Accounts

Local Branches Announce Opening of New Departments — Artophone Introduces New
Portable Models — Aeolian Co. of Missouri Occupies Remodeled Building
St. Louis, Mo., August 7.— The beginning of
the last half of 1928 finds the talking machine
and allied trades in the St. Louis district
generally maintaining the high standard of
business that characterized the first six months
of the year.
The local branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co. reports that business has been accentuated by the opening of four new accounts
— the A. Runnels & Sons, of Mulberry Grove,
111.; H. M. Dewey Co., of Marshall, 111.; Johnstone Hardware Co., of Cairo, 111., and the J.
H. Neeley Co., of Thayer, Mo. All of the
dealers have taken on the entire list of Columbia products.
The Ponce sisters, Columbia artists, were
members of Nat Nazarro's stage show at
Loew's State Theatre here the latter part of
the month. The two sisters are popular, and
Columbia dealers took advantage of their
presence in the city to feature their recordings.
Announcement was made also during the past
month that Ed Lowry, master of ceremonies
at the Ambassador Theatre here and popular
Columbia artist, will record a new series of
records for Columbia. An early release of
these records is expected and local dealers are
confident that they will give added stimulus to
Columbia business in the city.
The introduction of two new portable models,
77 and 88, have aided Artophone business in
this section. The 77 is covered with a beautiful fabrikoid, obtainable in several different
colors and embossed with an attractive gold

At these New

York and Chicago radio shows the trade

and public meet. Set manufacturers
~ ^uew

stipple. The outstanding features of this instrument, however, are the new specially constructed tone chamber, which is soldered instead of welded, and the metal record album
which automatically opens and closes with the
lid of the portable. The 88 is similar in many
respects to the new Artophone 60, insofar
as general appearance is concerned. The company also reports that designers are busily
engaged in producing blueprints on new radio
cabinets to supplement Artophone's popular
models now on the market.
Three new salesmen have been added to the
Artophone road force. Charles Keyes, of Nashville, and Al Tate Posten, former St. Louis
newspaperman, have been assigned to the Kansas City branch of the company, while M. M.
Johnson was sent to Memphis. The company
also has added Eugene Beumer and A. C.
Strieker to its St. Louis force. Beumer was
assigned to the position of assistant general
correspondent under Jesse Kramer, secretary,
while Strieker, a former newspaper feature
writer and artist, has been obtained to take
over the position of advertising manager.
One of the most outstanding features of the
past month's activity in the local trade was the
announcement by the local branch of the Brunswick Co. that the Schweig-Engel Co., formerly
exclusive dealers in radio, had taken on the full
line of Brunswick products. The company is
one of the largest RCA and Atwater Kent radio
dealers in the city, but recently decided to
install a phonograph and record department in

will display many

York, August, 1928

its two attractive and busy stores at 4930 Delmar avenue and 5911 Tiaston avenue.
Practically 50 per cent of the quota of
Brunswick radios and loud speakers allotted to
the local branch of the company have already
been disposed of, despite the fact that the company has not yet started making deliveries.
Brunswick reproducing instruments and combinations are moving in good volume, according to H. E. Brown, manager, who added that
sales of Brunswick records in this district had
shown an increase of nearly 100 per cent during
the first six months of this year as compared
to last year.
During the past month the Aeolian Co. of
Missouri, local Victor dealer, formally reoccupied its remodeled building at 1004 Olive street.
Announcement was made during the past
month that the Vance Electric Co., of St. Louis,
has been made exclusive distributor of the AllAmerican Mohawk Corp. radio line; L. E.
Nelson has been appointed district
sentative of the Arcturus line; and
man & Hoffer, of Kansas City, have
sole distributors in St. Louis of the

sales reprethat Lindebeen made
Zenith line
of products. The latter firm will also represent the Peerless line of loud speakers.

L.

J. Smith

Joins

Radiovision

Corp.

The Radiovision Corp., New York City, has
announced the appointment of Lombard J.
Smith to cover Southern California territory
running north to Bakersfield and including Los
Angeles. A. J. Anderson will sponsor the Rayfoto product in San Francisco and south to
Bakersfield. It is also reported that B. H.
Rosenberg, who represents the Radiovision
Corp. in the vicinity of Minneapolis and St.
Paul, has already lined up several jobbers to
handle this picture receiving kit.

displays set the radio vogue, affording the trade and publie an opportunity

to learn what's what

in radio for the

models for the first time. Parts manufactur- 1928-1929 season. Dealers should commence talk- ^
^ers will show the latest in accessories. These ing these shows now and tell their customers to
SEE THESE SPECIAL FEATURES
Television ;*'Televox" the mechanical man ; the Radio Controlled
Train; the Cardiagraph, that draws pictures of the human
heart's actions; and many electrical and radio developments from the experimental laboratories of the
General Electric and Westinghouse Manufacturing Companies.

MADISON

NEW

SQUARE

GARDEN

COLISEUM

YORK

INCLUSIVE

INCLUSIVE

SPECIAL BUSINESS SESSIONS

RADIO
U J. HERRMANN

MANUFACTURERS
Mano&in&

Director

OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
from 1 to 11 P.M.

SHOW
G. CLAYfON

ASSOCIATION
IRWIN

JR.

General

/lana&er
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Cabinets

and

Tables

Write for descriptive illustrated catalogue of the complete new Lund line which includes suitable radio
Prompt shipment.
Low prices.
cabinets and tables for every set and every requirement.

THREE

BIG

LEADERS

No. 3. 5-ply Walnut top, size 24 x 14 inches.
Price for table, $14.00.
Price
complete
anteed magnetic
speaker,
$24.00with guarNo. 123. Takes any panel
up to Price,
21 x \0l/2
$90.00 inches.

No. 513. Takes any panel
up toPrice,
21 x $98.00
11 inches.

No. 3. Walnut consolette, takes A. K., Crosley or
any 18x7 panel. Price for cabinet, $25.00. Price
complete with guaranteed magnetic speaker, $35.00

No. 119. Takes any panel
up to 21 x W/z inches.
Price, $92.00

No. 125. Takes any panel
up to Price,
21 x 10J4
$98.50 inches.

No. 25. Walnut cabinet, matched burl Walnut doors.
Takes any panel up to 21 x 10 inches. Price, $55.00

No. 131. Takes any panel !
up to 21 x VP/2 inches.
Price, $126.00

1018 South Wabash

Ave., Chicago, Illinois

No. tery .or
13. AC
Suitable
batsets. for
Takes
anyinches.
panel Price,
up to 21$42.00
x 8J4
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Indications Are That Event in Madison
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Square Garden
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Fair
Sept.

17

Will Be Largest and Most

Complete Ever Held — Radio Industries Banquet to Be Held on Tuesday, Sept. 18
priate cards. These may be obtained upon application to Mr. Irwin.
The Fifth Annual Radio Industries' banquet,
sponsored by the National Association of Broadcasters, Radio Manufacturers' Association and
the Federated Radio Trade Association, is announced for Tuesday, September 18, at the Hotel Astor, New York. The radio listeners of
the country will be entertained with a special
two-hour broadcast. Linked together from 10.00
p. m. to 12 midnight Eastern daylight saving
time will be the Red, Blue and Pacific Coast
networks of the National Broadcasting Co., the
Columbia Broadcasting System and a large number of other stations not included in either

The Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair to be
held in Madison Square Garden, New York,
during the week of September 17 to 22, bids
fair to be the largest and most complete in the
history of the radio industry, according to G.
Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager. It is announced that the entire exhibition space in Madison Square Garden, comprising 60,000 square
feet, will be filled with receivers and accessories
from the factories of 250 of the country's leading radio manufacturers. It is said that many
new models which were not quite ready for display at the Chicago Trade Show in June are to
be exhibited at the New York fair for the first
time, including a number of models which have
been developed since June.
The opportunity which the exhibitions provide dealers and jobbers to inspect new lines
all under one roof will be facilitated by the

chain', but which are members of the National
Association of Broadcasters.
Th-e most popular announcer from each of
the four networks' will officiate before the microphone one-fourth of the time. Witnessing the
broadcasting will be some 2,500 members of the
radio industry, dealers, jobbers and manufacturers. The general chairman of the Radio Industries Banquet is Paul B. Klugh, of Chicago,
ice-president and general manager of the
Zenith Radio Corp.

management of the Radio World's Fair, which
has arranged for special trade show hours from
11.00 to 1.00 p. m. each day; excepting the opening day, at which time the public will not be
admitted. Each dealer or jobber wishing to inspect exhibits before the doors are thrown open
to the public at 1 p. m. may obtain credentials
for two company representatives by making the
request in writing to G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager, 1800 Times Building, New York.
In order to focus the attention of retail buyers
on community dealers during the New York
Show, Mr. Irwin has arranged to furnish without cost to those New York metropolitan dealers who make the request in writing a complete
window trim consisting of streamers and appro-

Buckeye
Open

RCA

Station

Directory

"The RCA Radiotron Broadcast Station
Directory" is an attractive booklet in color
which has been prepared by the Radio Corp.
of America, listing broadcasting stations
throughout the country, with spaces for dial-

Phono

View

Radio

Model
This

cabinet

No.

and

apron

setting notations. This information is given,
together with complete descriptions and illustrations of the entire line of Radiotron tubes
designed for various purposes. An important
feature of the booklet is a chart giving the
average characteristics of receiving Radiotrons.
Plaza

Music

Issues

Co.

House

Organ

"The Bugaboo of Turnover" — a new slant on
the turnover problem, is the title of the leading
article in the August issue of Sound Facts, the
new house organ published by the Plaza Music
Co., New York. This article was written by
Miss G. Cheadle, merchandise manager of the
Plaza Co. The balance of this sixteen-page
magazine is given over to both the presentation of Plaza merchandise and helpful hints on
merchandising.

Combination
Closed

44

is of Walnut

ful Burl doors

Otto Heineman, president of iie Okeh Phonograph
Corp., and Joseph Wolff, Head of Quality Factories, Inc.,
Conferring Together on the Aquitania Regarding a New
Phonograph Venture. The Lady in the Photograph Is
Mrs, Wolff, and It Is Stated on Good Authority That
the Coloring of Mr. Heineman's Nose Is Due to Sun
Exposure and No Other Cause.

Vieiv

with beautiand

finished

in rubbed lacquer. As a whole
artistic treat to the eye.

it is an

SPECIFICATIONS:
Equipment: Gordon electric induction
motor, Gordon electric pick-up, volume
control, "on and off" switch, RCA 100-A
cone speaker, two (2) phonograph record
albums Dimensions: 50" high, 30%''
wide, 16^4" deep. Packed in veneer case.

List price —
complete
$130.00
j.o.b. Springfield. Ohio
Manufactured by the

Buckeye

Manufacturing

Company

Springfield, Ohio
National
Studner
New

York

City: 67 West

44th

St. ,

Sales Agent

Brothers,

Inc.
Chicago,

111.: 28

E. Jackson

Blvd.
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Tripl-Tone

Cabinet

Speakers
No. 79.1 — Tripl-Tone Cabinet
Speaker. Aristocrat of floor
speakers. The Tripl-Tone
Speaker
Unit No.
standard equipment
with301thisis model.
Tripl-Tone
the
"S-in-1"
speaker
with the golden voice.
Price S80.00
Will be furnished with S-foot
exponential tone chamber and
Fairfax
Reproducing"Green-Cap"
Unit. Price
$70.00
Height 32", width 22y4", depth

No. 570 — Tone travel (i feet;
made of all wood. A graceful, compact, non-vibrating
Molded Wood Tone Chamber. Comes to you completely mounted in plywood box,
measuring 12" wide, 15" high
and 12" deep. Price §13.00
Also S-foot Tone Chamber,
Xc. 595 measuring IS" wide,
21" high and 15" Price
deep. $18.00
No. 570

16".
No. 301
No. 301— Tripl-Tone. At a turn of a
dial you have cone reproduction at its
best. At another turn you have tone
chamber reproduction at its best, especially for speech. And still another
you have a combination of both, and
this combination
is positively
entrancing. Manufacturers
and jobbers
can
easily
install
Tripl-Tone
in
their
own
console.
Price S30.00
Height 9H", width 1634". depth S?S".

No. 112 — Fairfax "GreenCap" Unit. A sensitive,
heavy duty unit, expressly built to withstand the
powei of modern A.C.
operation. Price $6.00
No. 112

Send

MOLDED
219

West

for catalog and

WOOD

Chicago

Avenue

full details on complete

PRODUCTS,

line

Incorporated
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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Look

horizon

You

business

to

See

be

had

on

every

hand

Nobody can SEE beyond the horizon, but everybody must LOOK
beyond it in order to get ahead. Whether you pilot a ship, aeroplane or
a business, you must look further than the immediate prospect. You
must CHART your course according to what you KNOW lies ahead as
well as what you can SEE just ahead.

T H E N E W
O |{ I Z O N

"The New Horizon" — a tremendous, powerful selling medium just made available by the
Victor Talking Machine Company to all Victor
dealers, clearly indicates a broad, swift channel
to successful new business.
"The

New Horizon" is truly the most phenomenal collection of selling plans and ideas

that has ever been put before the talking machine trade. Everything in this book is concisely, precisely and convincingly presented so
that nothing is left to chance in arousing the
prospect's interest and closing the sale.
The Victor Dealer who reads, studies and applies the selling plans and ideas embodied in
"The New Horizon" will be a better dealer. He
will be more successful, prominent and valuable.

IT'S
HERE
!
1n with All electric

We

Have

C

351

FOURTH

f

what to do with every piece of selling and advertising matter. Understand the exclusive points
of sales appeal that it embodies and so get the
benefit of the brains and practical ideas obtained
at a cost of thousands and thousands of dollars
and made available to you for nothing.

_
9

I sc. These Rca<fy-Ma</t Ads
in Vnur Local Newspaper

Remember, you are in the talking machine
business permanently. You want to be a big

JuStVLVG
and play! IN

merchant and a successful one, and "The New
Horizon" will help you to realize your dreams
if you will but "follow through." Bruno is
ready, willing and anxious to help any Victor
jJealer who will help himself.

BRUNO

&

Victor

to the Dealer

Distributors

SON,

AVENUE

1834 — Almost

to brass tacks.

Put your head and hands to "The New Horizon"
right now. Learn the facts it conveys. Know

It

VICTOR'S Powerful
New spaper Campaign
begirm
Week of A

Lose no time in getting down

a Century

of Dependable

Inc.
Only
NEW

Service to the Music

YORK,

Trade —

1928

N.

Y.
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Carryola

Makes

Corp.

Additions

to

Extensive

Production

Plants

Additional Floor Completes Motor Division, Making It One of Most Modern
Country — New Building Is Equipped for Nickel, Bronze and Gold Plating

in

new and completely equipped modern

experimental laboratories with the usual skylight and glass sides, research machinery with
experienced engineers in charge, who are constantly developing new and advanced ideas in
portable phonographs both mechanically and
electrically.

The Carryola Co. of America, Milwaukee, In addition to this it has added a building adWis., has added an additional floor to its steel joining the steel and brass foundry that is complant, which completes the motor division, makpl.etely equipped for nickel, bronze and gold

Announcement comes from the Carryola Co.
that it has also increased production in the
woodworking assembling plants and all departments to a capacity of several thousand a day.
Carryola has grown each year of its existence

Carryola Woodworking and Assembly Plant
ing it one of the most modern and complete plating. Large expenditures have been made
phonograph motor, tone arm and reproducer for new machinery, tools and dies which are
plants throughout the entire country.
now in operation and aiding in production.

Carryola Steel Plant
in the portable industry, manufacturing nothing
in the Carryola plant but portable phonographs
and electric portable pick-ups.

Pooley

Co.

Issues

Attractive

Catalog

The Pooley Co., Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturer of radio cabinets for Atwater Kent sets,
has issued its new catalog for the coming season fully describing and illustrating the eight
models of the new line. The new catalog is
artistic in appearance and half-tone engravings
present the various models in full detail. At
the same time the new series of Pooley bulletins for the 1928-29 season are announced.
These bulletins are intended as a clearing house
containing everything of trade interest.
Sylvania

Display

for Trade

The Sylvania Products Co., Emporium, Pa.,
manufacturer of radio tubes, has recently prepared a new and attractive lithograph display

Shamrock

Prospects

Exceedingly

Bright

Nate Hast, General Manager of Shamrock
Mfg. Co., Tells of Jobbers' Enthusiasm
for the Coming Season

Prospects are bright for an excellent business
year on the Shamrock line of radio receivers,
according to Nate Hast, general sales manager
of the Shamrock Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., who
has just returned to his desk from a trip
through New York State and New England.
"In Syracuse the Howard Radio Co. is enjoying asplendid success with Shamrock, which
they have handled exclusively for four seasons,"
said Mr. Mast. "In Rochester three distributors are interested in our line and we will

close with one very shortly. In Buffalo, we
are negotiating final details with a prominent
distributing house there. The Southern New
York Electric Co., with headquarters at Binghamton and a branch at Elmira, has handled
the Shamrock line for four seasons and is
very enthusiastic. The Sanford Motor Supply
Co., at Williamsport, Pa., expects to do volume
business on Shamrock this year. Our forethought in furnishing the Shamrock set in a
Duco lacquered wood cabinet instead of metal,
and finishing it in five colors, has proven to be
a successful idea. Eigty-five per cent of the
demand is for cabinets in colors.
"The Shamrock line was displayed at the
recent Boston Trade Show, and our New England distributors are booking heavy orders.
L. M. Welch has opened a new, complete
music store on First street, Jena, La.

ELECTED!

"The

Speaker

of

the

sign to be distributed free of charge to all
Sylvania dealers. It is reproduced for window
display and in a smaller size for counter display in retail establishments.
The Hille-Baldwin Music House, of which
Earle Hille is proprietor, in Independence, Kan.,
has acquired the business of the Radio Sales &
Service Co., which is now part of Hille's store.

Stevens
LG-28 Gothic Model. Beautiful in
tone — beautiful in design; within
is water-proof Burtex Conoidal
Cone which never requires d>OC
readjusting
«p^O

House"

Manufacturing

Corporation

46-48 East Houston
New York City

St.
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Showers

Cabinets

[CONSOLE

as

RADIO

0
Ideal for Crosley

Radio
I
CABI

In Showers cabinets he fiinds
VALUE — comparable to the
VALUE in Crosley receivers.
Showers gigantic production
methods create economies that
cannot be realized in smaller
concerns.

in

N

ET

-milh

(wfr

DYNACON
*

5

0

THIS
is SHOWERS most amazing
-i- value - - MODEL C-3 CONSOLE,
equipped with the new CROSLEY
DYNACONE, the greatest loud speaker
achievement of 1928. This beautiful
walnut veneer console stands 38 inches
high. Exquisitely matched patterns of
beautiful grained veneers and genuine
wood carvings are splendidly handled
in a decorative note of real beauty.
There is nothing in the radio world to

Manufacturing operations
by the straightline or mass production method
the most econom
cal way of producing merchandise today. Showers use this
method to produce the
Showers Crosley radio
cabinets—
1928-29'sVALUE.
greatest radio icabinet

compare
value.

CROSLEY

In the world's
largest
furniture
manufacturing
plant are found the greatest economies of production.
Because of Showers' great
resources, are permitted:
1. Construction engineering that
gives strength and durability
without sacrificing grace and
beauty.
2. Use of rare and costly woods in
decorative treatment.
3. Designing talent of the very best.
4. Use of genuine wood carvings.
5. Use of baffle boards to give the best
possible tone effect to the Crosley
speaker — the DYNACONE.
Through their many years of furniture
building experience, Showers are able to give
the world values in radio cabinets that comCANNOT MEET.
experience
results in petition
well built
furnitureThismade
to conform
with the furniture mode of today.
Sell your customers the BEST — Showers cabinets at prices below competition. Mail the coupon below for complete information.

with this wonderful

super-

Radios

interchangeable with
SHOWERS
Cabinets
This is the real advantage of selling SHOWERS
cabinets for CROSLEY receivers.
Any Crosley set can be installed in any ShowersCrosley cabinet. Selection of cabinets and
receivers is made by the customer.
With this feature dealers can sell
their customers easily and permit them to select the cabi"V
net which they like best.

as*0?,
•^.ps ..\a^.n\e „«*»»

COUPON
SHOWERS BROTHERS CO.
Dept. 26 — Bloomington, Ind.

I

I am interested in the combination of 1
value
you further
and Crosley
make and
possible.
send me
literature
advise Please
me i ■j
a sale franchise is open in my territory. |

RS

SH

E
OW

Name
Address

ERS
BROTH
S
R
E
W
O
SH
ON, IND.
BLOOMINGT

CO.
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OS
Replace
Old

is

Your

Radio!

ew

Your radio may seem to be pretty
good — but you will not be satisfied when you hear the new, improved, full-toned Crosley sets.
Few radios at any price combine
ALL the following features which
are so necessary to the fine radio
reception you may have today.
Crosley gives you them ALL at
the world's lowest prices.

AC

eledri

■it

CVv

r3di,"Hi

n*bl,

Perf

receivers

'Per,
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radio

models

pt'on
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Tl .c CroiJcy RjJ.o Q>- por J I ion
AMPLIFICATION
IJfeutnidvnelfl'lO'lO-LOOO
Other systems 5"5*5'125
(nsleyikdios twteeffiaextfy
The Crosley neufrodyne circuit is sharp, sensitive ami
selective. Farms and homes
remote from broadcasting stations will welcome the great
number
stations
with theseof new
sets. available

bett
22^
*erf,.,

Crosley Radios are shielded
Each element is shielded from
each other. This improves the
efficiency of the set. Stations
close together are easily separated TIils feature is featured in
the most expensive radio.
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Crosley Radios are selective
In the lower end of the dial
where stations are crowded
together you will appreciate
the selective qualities of
Crosley
You atonlya
listen to radio.
ONE station
time with Crosley.
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lube

Neulrodynj
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IrosleyGEMBOX^i

mm]

Crosley Radios
have volume
The volume
of Crosley
dios is phenomenal
for Rathe
slight amount of battery or
AC current consumed. The
volume may be increased
tremendously
without distortion.

Self-contained AC electric receiver. Utilizes two radio, detector, two power and a
rectifier tube (171 power output tube).
Operates from 110 volt 60 cycle ACdiome
lighting current.
Try this amazing set.
Prove to your
self on a 5 DAY FREE TRIAL IN YOUR
OWN HOME that no radio that approximates Crosley prices can compare in
performance. Why pay higher price?

p6&
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Win "?*
toft-

nitt
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Pe

Cro&ley Radios
can be softened to a
whisper
The volume control of
Crosley sets is so positive
that the operator may cut
any broadcast program
down to faint and scarcely
audible reception.

This wonderful little Gembox is designed to use the new and astounding dynamic
DYNACONE

ft. i

the Crosley power speaker, which
is radio's greatest development,
this year. A genuine dynamic
speaker selling for $25 equals
ANY in pure realistic tone — •
unmatchable in price.

Crosley Radios
fit any kind of
furniture
Outside cases of Crosley
radios are easily removed
for installation into any
cabinet. Such installations are quickly made.
Any one the least bit
handy
with tools can
make them.

»4C **S

5 lube dry cell operated
BANDBOX
Jr. $35.
with
— — ™~--^ output
Uses 120
199 power
tubes
tube.
Ideal
set where
reage batterycharging oisf storin
convenient.
Uses
type
D Muslcone
for speaker.
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Brunswick
Line

literature is said to be one of the most attractive
ever distributed in the music trades. Other sales
aids prepared by the Brunswick Co. to assist
dealers in launching the new models include
color pamphlets, window streamers, prepared
newspaper advertisements and electros.

Radio
Announced

(Continued from page 32a)
combination is also housed in a highboy console cabinet with the receiver in the lower section and with an attractive grille covering the
loud speaker. American walnut with hardware
of antique oxidized finish adds to the beauty of

Unusual
for

Publicity
Plaza

Products

A new type of advertising has been entered
into by the Plaza Music Co., New York, whereby the names of its products will be seen on
the highways from coast to coast.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McNamara, of Cullom,
111., are the owners of a house car which has
all the comforts of home, including a standing
bed, two closets, running water and a kitchenette. After a pleasant Winter spent in the
balmj- South the McNamaras journeyed up to
New York and are now leaving on a trip to
the Coast. On the front of the car has been
installed one of the new daylight signs which
reads "Pal Phonographs." The sides of the
car call attention to "Pal Portable Phonographs" and the back of the car to "Veribest
Phonograph Needles."
Splitdorf

B. E. Bensinger
this cabinet. The model "A" speaker of the
electro magnetic cone type, representing the result of extensive development work, is in a walnut case of mantel clock design.
The announcement of these models of the new
Brunswick radio line is to be followed by a
gigantic campaign appearing in leading newspapers and magazines throughout the entire
country. With the placing of the new models
on the market a beautiful brochure fully describing and illustrating the instruments was
sent to every Brunswick dealer. This piece of

Officials
Making Trade

Tour

Walter Rautenstrauch, president, and Hal P.
Shearer, general manager, of the Splitdorf
Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., recently started
on a tour of the leading cities of the country to
address dealer meetings. An exhibit and
demonstration of the complete Splitdorf line
will take place in every city visited.
J. L. Heltebrake has opened a new music
store, called the Milroy Music Co., at 569 Lincoln avenue, Winnetka, 111.,

SUPERIOR
Muskegon,

World, New

Joins

York, August. 1928

AU-American

Mohawk

Corp.

Staff

E. R. Kuhn, Eastern sales manager of the
All-American Mohawk Radio Corp., Chicago,
111, announced this week the appointment of
Fred J. Neidig as a member of the company's
Eastern sales staff. Mr. Neidig, who was formerly connected with the Yonkers Electric
Light & Power Co. and the L. S. Brach Mfg.
Co., will visit All-American Mohawk jobbers
and dealers in the Eastern territory, co-operating with them on the development of their
sales. Mr. Kuhn recently spent three days in
Philadelphia attending a very successful dealer
convention at the Hotel Sylvania sponsored by
the Philadelphia Motor Accessories Co., AllAmerican Mohawk jobber in that city. Mr.
Kuhn stated that the dealers were very enthusiastic regarding the new product with particular interest being manifested in the various
phonograph-radio combinations.

E.

C.

Appointed

Hill

Sales

Federal

Head

field representay special
formerl
Hill,
E. tiveC.of the
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.,
Radio
Federal
has been appointed manager of the sales and
service division of the company, succeeding S.
M. Doak, who was recently promoted to the
post of advertising manager. This is in line
with the Federal policy of promoting to vacant
executive positions men who have served in
the field organization.
Mr. Hill has been with Federal for three
years. Previously he was with the Edison
Phonograph Co. at Chicago, and the Baldwin
Piano Co., Cincinnati and .has a wide understanding of retail problems.

Leads

Again

Mich.

Two

New
No.

Models
818

This beautiful model cabinet has a combination
of wood treatment that should command immediate attention. The center panel on the
doors is of nicely figured Carpathian ElmOn either side there is figured Zebra wood and
the top and bottom of Oriental Walnut. The
front apron has a center portion made of East
India Rosewood and with Walnut on either
end. Dimensions of this cabinet are as follows :
443/8" high
15%" deep
23%" wide
No.

819

Beautiful cabinet made in Walnut with the
doors in beautiful burl. The overlays are
of Maple and finished in a beautiful color to
harmonize with the rest of the cabinet. This
cabinet is finished in a lacquer hand-rubbed
finish and accommodates most of the popular
sets. lows : Dimensions of this cabinet are as folNo. 818

50" high
Superior

28" wide

O APINET

muskegon
Studner

Brothers,

Inc.

16%" deep

No. 819

Company
michigan

National Sales Agents

67 W. 44th St., New York
28 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
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"THE

BELL

BELLPHONIC
WITH

THE

PHONIC

T«AOE

TO

TONED

PORTABLES
NEW

TWO

WINDING.

No.

ARE

HEINEMAN

NUMBERS

PLAY

PORTABLE"

5, 10 AND
TO

7

EQUIPPED

MOTORS.

1 1 ARE

THREE

WILL

NOW

GUARANTEED

RECORDS

PLAY

BELL-

THREE

AT
TO

ONE
FOUR

RECORDS.

MODEL

No.

7

PORTABLE

IS

THE

BUILT

THREE-PLY

ONLY

WITH

VENEER

CON-

CEALED TONE CHAMBER
VIOLIN

CONSTRUCTION.

CHAMBER
THE

COMBINED

MATCHED

TONE

ARM

GIVES

AND

FORTH

A

OF
THIS

WITH

SERPENTINE
REPRODUCER
THAT

DERFULLY CLEAR AND

WONLIFE-

LIKE TONE.

NO. 10.

NO. 11.

LIST $20.00

Samples

THE
40-46

WEST

20th

LIFTON
STREET

Sent on Approval.

LIST $15.00

Write

NO. 5.
Us

LIST $12.50

Today.

MANUFACTURING
NEW

CO.
YORK

CITY
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Snap Coyer
BRIGHT
NICKEL
AND
OTHER
FINISHES

stays
OPEN
orentzen.

CLOSED
OB-

Manufacturer of

SIZE
Wliyj
YLES
(No.7C.)/^jToTH
ANDERAST
SIZES

PHONOGRAPH
HARDWARE

AND

AND

RADIO

METAL

15S Leonard St.

NEW — Distinctive,

Business

Exceptionally

SPECIALTIES
NEW

in

Individually

Designed

is "going like wildfire."
At the Standard Radio Co.. 150 E. Wells
street, jobber of the Kellogg line, I. R. Wittuhn
reported business as being very satisfactory.
There will be a big Kellogg exhibit at the Wisconsin State Fair which will be held in Milwaukee during the last week in August, Mr.
Wittuhn announced.
Eric Pfleger, secretary-treasurer of the General Ignition Co., 347 Florida street, distributor
of the Freed-Eisemann line, reports that the
company has gotten well under way.
One of the most enthusiastic reports on Summer business is given at the George C. Beckwith
Co., 341 Broadway, by G. K. Purdy. manager.
Mr. Purdy also announced that the Orth Music
Co., one of the live Milwaukee music retailers,
has taken on the Crosley. Other important key

PARTS

RENE
MFG. CO.
MONTVALE, N. J.

Plated — QR1LLES

Milwaukee

Good,

Milwaukee, Wis., August 7. — Radio business in
the Wisconsin territory is exceptionally good,
according to a survey which showed the season
at the opening of August as far ahead of last
year, and the prospects for Fall good. During
the Summer months a number of changes have
taken place in the Wisconsin field, and various
new lines are now being handled by different
distributors.
The distribution of the Federal radio in Wisconsin is now being handled bv the MorlevMurphy Co., 454 Milwaukee street. Charles E.
Willert, manager of the company, reports that
business looks very good and that radio is above
the average this season.
The Yahr-Lange Co. has opened up with
strong activity on the new Ball selling at $4.75.
During the early part of August Fred Yahr
made a swing around Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
down to Chicago and St. Louis, visiting the Ball
distributors. Yahr-Lange has sectional distributors in Salt Lake City, Denver, Los Angeles,
Spokane, Dallas, St. Louis, Boston, and Kansas
City. Mr. Yahr stated that J. W. White is calling on the trade from Milwaukee to Buffalo.
Sidney Neu, manager of the radio department
at Michael Ert, Inc., featuring the All-American Mohawk Corp. line, says that the Mohawk

REPAIR

N. Y.

NONSPILL
-NEEDLE
CUPpatent PENDIN&

and

Say

Dealers

Morley-Murphy Co. Now Distributing Federal Ortho-sonic Line — Yahr-Lange
Putting Strong Campaign Behind New Antenna — Trade Prepares for Fall

SPRINGS

YORK,

Samples and Prices on Request

kuoR Stay-Arm

Radio

CABINET

Co.

retailers in the State who are selling the Crosley
are the H. C. Prange Co., Sheboygan; the Wilson Music Co., Oshkosh, Wis.; Vandenburg Music Co., Green Bay; and the Kramer Furniture
Co. at Fond du Lac. The George C. Beckwith
Co. is featuring the Crosley and Amrad.
Richard Zinke, manager of the Interstate
Sales Co., Kolster and Bosch distributor, says
that activity on radios during the Summer has
been particularly satisfactory, and has given a
basis for real confidence in the Fall and Winter.
Flanner-Hafsoos, Inc., retailer featuring the
Kellogg, and Atwater-Kent lines, has recently
completed the fitting of all its radio demonstration rooms with an installation which allows the
use of AC sets in every room. The house has
erected four outside antennae, and now reports
that it gets a wonderful reception which is.helpt til in demonstrating^ sets. The Flanner-Hafsoos
house also reports that the Carryola PortoPickup is going very well.
The music department at Gimbel Bros, store
is being improved, and remodeled to furnish a
more suitable background for the store's phonograph, radio, and piano lines.
The Badger Talking Machine Co. reports that
the new combination Victor model 7-11 recently
placed on the market is meeting with popular
approval and the house is experiencing heavy
re-orders on it.
Milwaukee Victor dealers held their annual
picnic on Thursday, August 2, at the Summer
home of P. J. Rinzel, of the Rinzel-Tesch Co.,
on Okauchee Lake.
Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick representative in
Milwaukee, reports that things are opening up
very well and point to a big Fall business.
"During the Summer record business has been
excellent," said Mr. Lovejoy. Abe Lyman's
recording of "Good News" has been in exceptional demand. Al Jolson numbers have also
been enjoying a heavy demand, and they have
been effectively featured by dealers.
When the planes in the national reliability
air tour arrived in Milwaukee on July 26 the
Crosley-Waco plane was accorded a rousing
reception arranged by the George C. Beckwith
Co., Crosley distributor in the Wisconsin territory, under the direction of G. K. Purdy, manager. A number of Crosley dealers were on
hand to greet the plane, and after it had been
"parked" at the airport, gathered round to have
their pictures taken. The Beckwith Co. had
arranged to serve lemonade to all the Crosley

Crosley-Waco Plane in Milwaukee
fans at the county airport in Cudahy, and Mr.
Purdy reports that there was much appreciation of this, particularly among the youngsters.
Minilux

Speaker

Display

for

Trade

Importers of Le Minilux Radio Speakers
With Effective WinDealers
Supplying
dow Display
Material
The Minilux Sales Corp., New York City, importers of Le Minilux speakers and who recently introduced this particularly attractive and
petite speaker to the trade, has evolved a window display for the dealers' use which is already
appearing in various sections of the country.
This display, which is furnished the dealer

Minilux Speaker Display
with his initial order, consists of lithographic
reproductions of sea shells reproduced in a particularly attractive blending of colors to form a
fitting background for the display of the speaker. The sets are three in number, one large
and small. The accompanying photograph
shows a display that has been effected through
the use of this material.
WANTED
Radio Cabinet Salesmen
Good live line. Eastern, Western and Southern
territories are open. References necessary. GOLDSMITH PIANO CO., 1227 Miller Street, Chicago, 111.

I
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Radio

Furniture

Jdrjflmericab^inedt

m URNITURE'S

Jfonies

greatest

genius now turns to
radio. Would that it
were possible to show
in actuality the true beauty

of

these gorgeous pieces, the magnificence ofdesign, the richness
of the rare woods, the proud, unhurried craftsmanship.
Here

is radio furniture

you may

well be proud to show — the product of the Robert W. Irwin Co.,
of Grand

Rapids, one of Amer-

ica's oldest and
ture builders.
Already,

greatest furni-

although

the line has

been but recently created, it has
met

with

truly remarkable

suc-

cess. A number of the country's
largest and most influential
wholesalers

have already signed.

Everywhere
dering.
the

dealers too are or-

They

appreciate

tremendous

fully

advantage

of-

fered by a cabinet line which
from

completely

steps away

present-day

competition — a line

so gorgeously beautiful —
sensibly priced.

MRTW.

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

IRWIN

FACTORY

West

4

4&

all

yet so

(Q

REPRESENTATIVES

MADDENSCHENKEL
INCORPORATED

19

so

Street

COMPANY3

Mew

York
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Cabinet

Opportunity
A reputable radio manufacturer has small stock of
table model cabinets in two
sizes and types which may
be bought reasonably as a

Display of Kolster Radio Products Arranged by John G. Rapp Corp., Los Angeles, California Jobber for the Kolster
Radio Corp., at a Recent Meeting of Southern California Dealers. The Gathering Was Addressed by Dr. F. A.
Kolster, Chief Research Engineer
Lektophone

Licenses

Smith

With

Studner

D.

Bros.

Studner Bros., Inc., national sales representatives of New York and Chicago, have announced the appointment to their staff of Herman Smith. Mr. Smith is well known in the
radio trade through his former connection with
the United Radio Corp., maker of Peerless
speakers, and previous to that he was connected with the Music Master Corp.

It

Is

a

W.

at

May

Is

Care of Talking Machine

Host

Enjoyable

A

\^ orld

New

York

Outing

D. W. May, Inc., Newark, N. J., one of the
leading wholesalers in Eastern territory, officiated as host to over 250 of their dealers at
a carnival and outing held on August 8. This
is an annual event for the dealers served by
D. W. May, Inc., and, as usual, Mr. May and
the members of his organization were perfect
hosts, providing the dealers with a continuous
round of entertainment and jollity from early
morning till late at night and leaving nothing
undone to give originality to the various
amusement stunts.
A feature of this year's outing was the presentation in a row of tents of the various products distributed by the May organization.
Executives and sales representatives from the
different manufacturing
companies
were in

charge of the exhibits, and the dealers were
keenly interested in the demonstration of the
products. Among the lines represented in this
unique method of dealer demonstration were
the following: Allen portable phonographs,
Marti sets, Majestic sets, Shamrock sets,
Philco sets, Newcombe-Hawley speakers, Stevens speakers, Peerless speakers, Cunningham
tubes, Burgess batteries and the television kits
made by the Daven Mfg. Co. Don T. Allen,
president of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., Racine,
Wis., was awarded a special prize as the longdistance visitor at the outing.
J. H. Burke

Go.

Visits

Staff
the A. K. Plant

The entire sales force of the J. H. Burke Co.,
of Boston, Mass., Atwater Kent distributor, visited the Atwater Kent factory in Philadelphia

Sensation!

Combination

Box

420 Lexington Avenue

Jensen

The Lektophone Corp., which owns and controls important patents on controlled edge
radio cone speakers, has issued a license to
the Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., Oakland, Cal., and
Chicago, 111., for the manufacture and distribution of new dynamic and other speakers, it
was recently announced by Col. Robert Davis,
president of the corporation.
H.

job lot.
Address "Manufacturer"

PhonoRadio
The

Cabinet

WELLINGTON
Pierson offers this
year a wide choice
of beautiful cabinets that may be
equipped with
Electric Phonographs
as well as
Radio Sets.
Again proving
Pierson Leadership
in the Radio Furniture field.

BE

FIRST

WITH
PIERSON!
Model No. 863

America's

Foremost

Line of Radio

J. H. Burke Co. Staff at Atwater Kent Plant
recently. After a tour of the factory, where they
saw over 5,300 employes busily engaged in producing aportion of the 1,000,000 sets which will
be made this year, they had lunch a.t the Alden
Park Manor in historic Germantown. The afternoon was spent at the ball game, after which
followed a business session at the Penn Athletic
Club. John McCoy, special Atwater Kent representative, spoke on the "Tone In The Home"
campaign and "New Roads to Radio Sales."
Leon Charbonnier, service manager, covered
service.

Furniture
Studying

The

Pierson
Rockford,

Company
Illinois

at Federal

Plant

F. B. Hobbs, former manager of the Federal
Radio House, at Auckland, New Zealand, is now
located at the plant of the Federal Radio Corp.,
Buffalo, N. Y., where he is making an intensive
study of factory methods. Mr. Hobbs will remain at the Federal plant for about six months.
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Pride

in

Your

Quality

But—What
About That Shipping Case?
You have spared no expense or effort to make your goods the finest of their kind that the
market affords. You do this from pride and for the business reason of making them so
attractive to your customers that they will buy and continue to buy.
BUT
case? — what about that important first impression on the buyer when he opens your shipping
We

Take
Pride
in Our
Quality
Birch and Maple Plywood Cases with Spruce Cleats
carry your product to destination with complete protection. There is no weaving, all rough
handling
are absorbed,
and the smooth
protect yourandgoods
from chafing,
dust and shocks
moisture.
And in addition
there isone-piece
neatness panels
in appearance
a distinct
saving
in weight.
Our
timber ofresources,
new machinery
years' experience
in theexcellent
manufacture
plywood cases
enable us equipment
to produce throughout
a container and
of 18
outstanding
quality.
And these quality cases cost no more.

Northern

Statler

RCA

Boston,

Best

Join

the

The best earnings for the second quarter of
any year in its history has been reported by
the Radio Corp. of America for the quarter
ended June 30. Gross revenue from sales, communications, real estate and other sources
amounted to $11,690,679, as compared with
$6,183,050 for the June quarter of last year.
Gross revenues were $16,792,547 for the first
quarter of 1928. Deductions for expenses,
patent amortization, depreciation, estimated
Federal taxes and accrued reserves for yearend adjustments totaled $10,284,774, against
513,669,674 in the first quarter and $5,757,463
in the June quarter of 1927.
The net profit for the quarter amounted to
$1,401,905, compared with $425,587 in the June
quarter last year, while net profit for the first
quarter of 1928 totaled $4,524,779, against
$552,365 in the first half of 1927.
The profit for the half-year was equal to
$3.31 a share earned on 1,155,400 no-par common shares, after a half-year's dividend requirements on 395,597 shares of $50 par 7 per cent
preferred stock as compared with $1.39 a share
earned on the preferred stock in the first half
of 1927.
This showing is expected to be reflected in
substantially higher annual earnings this year,
because the Radio Corporation's more profitable
half-year period is the second. In 1927 net
income for the full year was equal to $6.15 a
share on the common stock after preferred
dividends. In the first quarter of the current
year net profit was equal to $2.40 a share on the
common stock after preferred dividends, while
in the first quarter of 1927 32 cents per share
on the preferred stock was earned. In the second quarter of 1928 net profit was 91 cents a
common share after preferred requirements,
against 7 cents a share in the second quarter
of 1927, the increase illustrating substantial
growth of the corporation's earnings.
In 1927 the September quarter profit was
$2.80 a share on the common stock, and in the
final quarter $3.45 a common share after preferred dividends.

Mass.

and wholesale sales promotion. Mr. Bailey's
experience with radio covers several years of
research work, particularly with speakers, and
for this reason he is firmly convinced that the
Majestic super dynamic speaker is truly the
last word in radio reproduction.

Majestic

Eastern
Quarter's
Earnings
Gross Revenue for Quarter Ending June
30 Amounted to $11,690,679, as Compared With $6,183,050 Last Year

and wholesalers in the metropolitan territory.
G. L. Bailey is a new Majestic sales representative who will operate out of the New
York office. Mr. Bailey's experience covers
many years in the phonograph trade, particularly nine years with the Columbia Phonograph
Co., covering Chicago and New York territory,
and he is very capable in the field of retail

Maine

Building

Reports

Herewith Exclusive Photograph of the Newlyweds Taken
at Higby Lodge, Big Moose Lake, in the Adirondacks,
Showing Very Plainly the "Reason" Why Emerson
Yolrke, of the Brunswick Recording Laboratories, Joined
the Loyal Order of Benedicts

A trial car will convince you.

Sales

Staff

Milton J. Barrett Appointed Special
Majestic Sales Representative — G. L.
Bailey Is Other New Addition
Several additions have recently been made to
the sales and field staff of Grigsby-Grunow
Co., manufacturer of Majestic electric radio.
Milton J. Barrett, well known to the radio
trade of New York and Philadelphia, has been
appointed special sales representative for
Majestic in the East. Mr. Barrett will make
his headquarters at the Eastern offices of
Majestic at 33 West Forty-second street, New
York City, but will spend a large part of his
time in direct contact with Majestic retailers

No

Sale

without

is

D'Almaine Appointed
Bodine Sales Manager

The Bodirie Electric Co., Chicago, manufacturer of fractional horsepower electric motors
and electric phonograph motors, announced that
H. D'Almaine has recently been appointed assistant sales manager. Mr. D'Almaine was
formerly advertising manager of Louis Allis
Co., Milwaukee, Wis., and, previous to that,
assistant sales manager of Charles Cory & Son,
Inc. He also was assistant manager of the fuse
department of the Federal Electric Co., in
charge of sales promotion work for jobbers and
dealers.

complete

these

A necessary accessory to every
set, new or old, factory built or
home built. A real tone and volume control at the operator's fingertips. Attached without tools
or changes in wiring.

TABLE

H.

two—

Eliminates the troublesome, costly, messy
antenna installation. Just insert in nearest
light socket or outlet. Sells on sight at a
handsome profit to you.

antenna

TYPE

plug

VARIOSTAT
^AROSTAX
// you are not yet acquainted ivith the CLAROSTAT
line, ask your jobber or xvrxte us for sales literature
Clarostat
285

N.6th

Mfg.

Co., inc.,

St., Brooklyn,

N.Y.
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Buffalo
for
Committees

Coming

Dealers
Federated

Appointed to Make Arrangements

Buffalo, N. Y., August 8. — Every one identified
with the radio industry in this section is getting
behind plans to make the annual convention of
the Federated Radio Trades Association, to be
held in Buffalo next February 18, 19 and 20,

4* JPVMPi

H@HTSQ£KET.
AT LAS
^A better
andT!more
practical aerial.

-

the greatest in that organization's history.
Plans for the convention were discussed recently at a conference at which members of
the trade from all parts of western New York
were present.
Elmer C. Metzger, president of the Buffalo
Radio Trades Association, was named chairman
of the committee which will be in charge of
convention arrangements. Herbert C. Siller,
president of the Rochester Radio Trades Association, was named vice-chairman; and Arthur
T. Haugh, past-president of the Radio Manufacturers' Association, was named honorary
chairman and chairman of the main contact
committee.

This Tobe product is GOOD and
does the work for which it was de-

Edward W. Wrape, president of the Federated Association, was the speaker at the
meeting and expressed pleasure at the plans
which are being made to make the gathering
one of the most notable of all time. The
Buffalo Association has engaged L. S. Thomas
as its full-time secretary and he will have
charge of much of the detail in arranging for
the convention. Mr. Thomas also is working
on plans for the fifth annual Buffalo radio show
to be held in the Broadway auditorium September 17 to 22, inclusive.

ELECTRICAL
OUTLET

BINDING POSTS
CONNECT TO GROUND
OR ANTENNA OF SET
WALL SOCKET

A Better Aerial or
Tobe Would

Never Build It

perfect

signed. The device combines — a
antenna or ground, a

through

way

power

outlet and

eliminates the necessity for lightning arrester. Uses no current.

Reduces

Static Pick-Up

to a Minimum
Compare

this light socket aerial

with others — if you have never
used one you are in for a pleasant
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MASS.
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Federal Radio's extensive national advertising
campaign will get under way the latter part
of this month, it is announced at the big Elmwood avenue plant. Following the first showing of the new Federal models at the Chicago
exposition, Federal dealers have been placing
stock orders which are a mute testimony to
the enthusiasm with which they have been
received. Production at the Federal plant is
being speeded and it is expected that close to
600 Ortho-sonic sets a day will be turned out
there when production reaches its peak the latter part of this month.
The Rochester radio dealers held their annual mid-Summer picnic at Springbrook Inn,
Caledonia, N. Y., on July 19, with a large crowd
in attendance.
Neal. Clark & Neal, one of Buffalo's pioneer
talking machine and, later, radio houses, has
engaged the facilities of Station WKEN for
broadcasting from 6 until 7 o'clock each evening except Sunday. Attractive programs are
being presented.
The Victor Co., which recently opened a
music and radio department occupying an entire floor of its new building in Genesee street,
has added Federal models to its extensive radio
line and is showing them in a special section
of the store.
Nearly 300 persons were guests of Harold
B. Alderman, western New York Sparton distributor, at a dinner meeting in the Hotel
Statler recently. Edward T. H. Hutchison,
sales manager of the company, was the principal speaker at the dinner, outlining plans for
distributing the new Sparton models. Others
who spoke were G. L. Goodsell, district representative; Ken Lee, service department manCOTTON
FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious forforeign matter eliminated
Record and Radio Mannfactaring
THE PECKHAM MFG. CO. "ftEZfcSEr1

ager, and Douglas P. Rigney, of A. H. Grebe,
Inc., of New York. Roland H. Davidson, sales
manager of the Alderman Co.. predicted a pronounced trend toward all-electric sets this
season. A vaudeville program followed the
speaking.
The King Mfg. Co. is operating its Buffalo
plant at top speed, producing hundreds of sets
a day. but still being far behind dealer orders,
it is reported by officials.
A special showing of the new Zenith radio
sets was held recently in the Hotel Lafayette
by the Joseph Strauss .Co-, Buffalo district distributor. William Gaynor, East Coast sales
manager for Zenith, was in charge of the display, aided by G. W. Dodson, of the LTnited
Radio Corp. Many dealers attended the showings of the Zenith products.
A similar showing of Crosley and Amrad
sets was held in the same hotel by the H. D.
Taylor Co., Buffalo distributor, this display
being opened to the public after dealers had
called and expressed their satisfaction with the
general lines shown.
F. B. Hobbs, of Auckland, New Zealand, has
been a visitor to the Federal plant here, studying production of these sets, for which he is
manager of New Zealand sales. There is a
wide field for radio sales in that region, Mr.
Hobbs said, as there are only 40,000 sets for a
population of 1,500,000 persons.
Selling in New Zealand is somewhat different
from merchandising in America, Mr. Hobbs
declared, it being the general rule that
a prospective purchaser will have half a dozen
sets sent to his home on approval and then
purchase the one he likes best. It is customary*
for "sellers to guarantee reception from stations
within 1,200 miles before sales are made.
Fire caused several thousand dollars damage
in the talking machine and radio store of the
Columbia Music Shop at 451 Michigan avenue.
J. E. Henderson to Pay
)
Visit to Pacific Branches
J. E. Henderson, Brunswick record sales
manager, spent the week of July 23 vacationing
in Minneapolis with Selman Schulz. Mr.
Schulz is a son-in-law of Mr. Henderson and
district manager of the Minneapolis Brunswickbranch. Mr. Henderson leaves for a tour of
the Pacific Coast, where he will visit each
branch in the Far West in the interest of the
record department and with the thought in
mind of giving the West Coast a personal report of the Brunswick plans in connection with
its line for the immediate future.
New

Victor

Models

Include

to

the Radiola

64

The Victor Talking Machine Co., in a recent
announcement to its dealers, stated that the new
Electrola-Radiola combinations to be presented
in the Fall will include the new RCA AC
superheterodyne receiving set, Radiola No. 64
A series of meetings of Victor dealers will be
held in the very near future, at which these
instruments and the new Automatics will be
introduced to the trade.
Casson & Bartlett recently opened a store
for the sale of talking machines, radios and
other musical instruments at 509 Belmont avenue, Springfield. Mass.
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Products

Cabinet Type Talking Machine, the Consolette and Two New Portable Phonographs Are Placed on Market
The QRS Co., Chicago, is introducing a new
cabinet type talking machine known as the Consolette. The instrument is motor-driven from
power supplied by the three dry cell batteries
placed in a space in the bottom of the Consolette. When the power supply needs replenishing the old dry cell batteries may be
removed and new ones installed with a minimum of trouble, as no wiring is necessary.
The Consolette is finished in genuine walnut
throughout and is forty inches high, eighteen
inches wide and nineteen inches deep. It contains an entirely new amplifying system, utilizing the principle of sound deflection to amplify
the vibrations from the record. The Consolette
retails at $98.50 and will be ready for delivery
early in September.
The QRS Co. is* also placing upon the market
a new electric portable phonograph finished in
black elephant hide fabrikoid and retailing at
$50. Model No. 25-A is another new QRS
portable which is now making its appearance.
The QRS exponential tone chamber is a feature of Model 25-A and it is equipped with a
record album accommodating both twelve-inch
and ten-inch records. This new instrument is
finished in several attractive colors, brown, red,
blue and black, and retails for $25.
A complete display of QRS products, including the new QRS movie camera and projector,
will be maintained at the convention of the

Charles F. Cooper, talking machine and
radio dealer, now has two stores, both of
which are doing exceptionally well. One store
is at 9217 Grand River avenue, in the very heart
of one of the best retail sections of Detroit;
the other is at 11641 Dexter boulevard. In the
radio field Mr. Cooper features the Majestic.
The Grinnell Bros, radio concert broadcast
over WJR on Sunday, July 22, was dedicated
to the Victrola department of the main Detroit
store, of which H. W. Porter is manager. The
concert comprised late record hits of the Victor
Co., including such artists as Paul Whiteman,
Gene Austin, The Revellers, Jack Shilkret,

Columbia portable, the new artists now making records, and the new models of the Columbia-Kolster. Mr. Devine predicts a record year
for the Detroit branch.
A. O. Berlin recently opened the Rialto Music
Shop at 6336 Gratiot avenue. This store features Victor, Columbia, Sonora and RCA,
handling both talking machines and radios.
When Guy Lombardo and his orchestra
(Columbia artists) recently played an engagement at the Eastwood Park Dance Pavilion,
Manager Reddaway of the People's Outfitting
Co. music department arranged for a half-hour
broadcasting over Station WJR. It had a
tendency to stimulate the sale of his records
throughout the city.

Frank Crumit, George Olsen's Orchestra, etc.
The Central Music Co., of 4707 Michigan
avenue, has opened a second store at 3930 Fenkell avenue. Samuel Ramey, proprietor, has
appointed M. Proza in charge of the store.
Thomas Devine, in charge of the Columbia
wholesale branch here, reports very good July
business, exceeding last year for the same
month.
He attributes this increase to the new
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In Bankruptcy
A petition in bankruptcy has been filed
against Bernard M. Honig, doing business as
the Royal Radio Supply Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Ohio Music Merchants' Association to be held
at the Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo, O.,
starting September 10.
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Dealers From All Sections of Michigan
Attend Radio Show Conducted Exclusively for Trade — Majestic Selling Well
Detroit, Mich., August 6.— Dealers in radios
and phonographs from every section of the
State were in Detroit the latter part of July
to attend the radio show given by the distributors and manufacturers' representatives in
Michigan. The exhibition took place at the
Book-Cadillac Hotel and was not open to the
public — being exclusively for the trade. There
were about 150 exhibits. Harry Abrahamson,
of the Detroit Electric Co., jobbers for the
Majestic radio, was chairman of the show. The
entertainment feature of the affair was a banquet and dance held at the Oriole Terrace, the
special entertainment being under the command
of Charles W. Hamp, Columbia record artist,
and a now featured entertainer over Station
WWJ, Detroit.
One order for 500 Majestic radio sets to be
delivered to one dealer before December 1 made
the entire staff of the Detroit Electric Co.
smile during the trade show held at the BookCadillac Hotel the week of July 23. Harry
Abrahamson, president of the company, said
that never since he started in th-e radio business
has a receiver set met with such a reception
as the new Majestic.
The Detroit Music Co., whose store on
Woodward avenue was recently destroyed by
fire, has opened offices on Brush street, near
Columbia, for the collection of accounts. The
firm was one of the oldest Columbia phonograph dealers in the city. Charles Smith, secretary-treasurer, would not state definitely
future plains, as there are many financial matters to be adjusted because of the damage by
fire and water.
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Madden - Schenkel Co., Manufacturers
Representative, Reports Great Demand
for Radio Furniture in All Sections
The Madden-Schenkel Co., Inc., New York
City, manufacturers' representative, reports that
in the short space of one month distributors
have taken on the Robert W. Irwin line of
radio furniture in almost every section of the
country and plan to feature it.
The Robert W. Irwin Co. has long enjoyed
a reputation in furniture circles as the producer

has built up a designing staff that is said to
rank high among the furniture factories.
Immediately upon the conclusion of the negotiations Emil S. Schenkel, of the MaddenSchenkel Co., proceeded with plans which had
been carefully laid out beforehand and started
on a trip which carried him to a large number
of the leading distributing centers of th-e country. Mr. Schenkel took with him a caravan of
the entire eight models constituting the line, or,
in other words, traveled with over one ton of
samples. Through the use of express and motor vans Mr. Schenkel was fortunate in having

World, New
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away Mr. Schenkel appointed resident representatives inPhiladelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and other cities.
Herbert

E. Young

Majestic

Sales

Is
Mgr.

Herbert E. Young, for the past two years or
more Eastern sales manager of the GrigsbyGrunow Co., with headquarters in New York
City, has recently been made general sales manager of the company. Mr. Young will be in full
charge of the sales department of Grigsby-Grunow Co., having complete direction of the personnel and handling the distribution of Majestic
electric radio products.
Mr. Young has made an enviable record in
the service of the Grigsby-Grunow Co. in the
Eastern territory and his influence and the effect of his work has been so far-reaching that
distributors throughout the country will be
pleased to know he has accepted the post as
director of sales for Majestic.
New

York
Adds

Jobber
Steinite

Line

planned. Simultaneously with Mr. Schenkel's
caravan another caravan in charge of the
Chicago representative of the company traveled
out of that city.

Carl Kaufman, president and general manager of the Auto Hardware & Equipment Co.,
radio distributor, New York*- City, has announced that, in addition to the Splitdorf line
of receivers, his organization has taken on the
distribution of Steinite electric radio, made by
the Steinite Radio Co. of Chicago. The Auto
Hardware & Equipment Co. is also distributor of Cunningham tubes, Stevens loud speakers, Sterling line, and Westinghouse batteries.

Mr. Schenkel is familiar with jobbers' needs
and in several instances co-operated with them
bv organizing several cabinet shows. While

The Music Shop, 20 East Main street, McLeansboro, 111., has been incorporated.

Emil Schenkel at His Desk

Robert W. Irwin

of high-grade furniture. This concern is the
successor through consolidation of two of the
oldest Grand Rapids furniture manufacturing
institutions, the Phoenix Furniture Co., organized in 1871, and the Royal Furniture Co.,
organized in 1889. Robert W. Irwin, president
of the company, is a firm believer in the importance of proper designing and accordingly

his samples with him at each hotel on the date

Deca
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Waynesboro,
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Co.
Pa.
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{Continued from page 32a)
types of advertising copy, the "cathedral
theme" mentioned above, characterizations of
"tone-conscious" people and a third type, more
analytical in character. The query "Are you
tone-conscious?" appears in all of the advertisements and is used to awaken the reader to
the fact that radio has now reached a state of
perfection which makes it acceptable and pleasing to the most discriminating tone-conscious
ear. The third type of Kellogg advertising
copy, which is more analytical in character, depicts the piano, the organ and the symphony
orchestra, and, by a unique type of illustration,
calls attention to the fact that all notes, both
the highest and the lowest, are broadcast, and
are in the ether, but the radio receiving set is,
literally, the "neck of the bottle," which determines whether or not these notes are reproduced.
In this issue of The Talking Machine World
there appears an attractive sixteen-page advertising section sponsored by the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. and its distributors. In
this advertisement reproductions of the three
types of advertising copy mentioned above are
shown and serve to give a very definite idea
of the attractiveness and appeal which the
newspaper advertising campaign will contain.
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. has
announced the following distributors and the
individual territories which each distributing
organization serves: Boley-Oliver Co., New
York City, factory agents for the metropolitan
area; Grinnell Bros., Detroit, Mich., distributors
for southern Michigan; J. W. Jenkins Sons
Music Co., Kansas City, Mo., distributors
for Kansas, northern Oklahoma, northwestern
Arkansas and western Missouri; the KelvinatorCleveland Co., Cleveland, O., distributors for
northeastern Ohio; Lucker Sales Co., Minneapolis, Minn., distributors for Minnesota and
western Wisconsin; Morris Auto Supply Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., distributors for central New
York; Northeastern Radio Co., Scranton, Pa.,
distributors for northeastern Pennsylvania;
Raymond Rosen & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., distributors for eastern Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey; Standard Radio Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., distributors for Wisconsin and northern
Michigan; Atlantic Radio & Marine Co., Boston, Mass., distributors for Rhode Island, New
Hampshire and eastern Massachusetts; Sickels

& Preston Hardware Co., Davenport, la., distributors for eastern Iowa and west central
Illinois; E. S. Hughes Co., Abilene, Tex., distributors for northwestern Texas; Collins Electric Co., Des Moines, la., distributors for central
Iowa; Fobes Supply Co., San Francisco, Cal.,
distributors for central and northern California; Collins-Kelvinator Co., Inc., Los Angeles,
Cal., distributors for southern California, and
Henry J. Rowerdink, Rochester, N. Y., distributors in Rochester territory.
Sonora
and

Branch

Jobbers

Heads

Superior
Record

Enjoying
Sales

Volume

Three Carloads of Superior Cabinets Recently Shipped to Pacific Coast —
Manufacturing Space Is Increased
The largest volume of business in its history
is being enjoyed by the Superior Cabinet Corp.,
New York, according to B. J. Greenbaum, executive head of the Superior organization.
Incidentally, three carloads of Superior cabinets

Convene

Sonora Phonograph Co. Executives,
Branch Managers and Distributors Discuss Plans for Intensive Campaign
The first conference of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., to discuss its new line of products which will be presented to the public in
September was held at the New York office
of the company recently. The sales staff was
represented by A. J. Kendrick, vice-president and
general sales manager of the Sonora Co.; H. B.
Haring, Eastern sales manager; H. L. Spencer, New England sales manager; H. B. Bibb,
Mid-west sales manager from Chicago, and H.
E. Gardiner, Western sales manager from San
Francisco. G. A. Michel, of the Belmont Corp.
of Minneapolis, Sonora distributor for Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Montana,
and H. C. Schultz, of H. C. Schultz, Inc., of
Detroit, Sonora distributor for Michigan and
eastern and northern Ohio, were also present.
Adam Stein, Jr., vice-president of the Acoustic Products Co., and W. A. Thomas represented the engineering department of the
Sonora Co.; C. A. Craig, of the sales promotion department, and C. A. Richards, the export department.
Sales, distribution and advertising were
fully discussed and plans laid for an intensive
sales campaign for the six months starting
September first. Electrical reproducing instruments, radio receiving sets, electrical and
acoustical phonographs, electric combination
radio and record-playing instruments were exhibited.
At the close of the conference Percy L.
Deutsch, president of the Acoustic Products
Co. and the Sonora Phonograph Co., gave a
dinner on the roof of the Lombardy Hotel.
At the dinner Mr. Deutsch at some length disclosed and presented plans for the future of
Sonora.

Big Shipment of Superior Cabinets
were shipped recently to the Pacific Coast,
consigned to Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Portland distributors, the illustration herewith
showing this large shipment being loaded on
freight cars at the company's private siding.
"We recently increased our manufacturing
space 21,000 square feet, which is almost double
the area heretofore in use," Mr. Greenbaum
said. "Our sales for July, this year, were 262
per cent over July, 1927, and for the first seven
months of 1928 our volume was two and onehalf times greater than last year. It is significant to note that our smallest month this
year has been bigger than the biggest month
last year. We are now operating a national
sales organization, with distributors located at
strategic points, and are bringing out several
new models, which will be displayed at the
Radio World's Fair in Madison Square Garden
in September."
New Firm

The Hurtt-Jones-Koeder Co., 110 Curt street,
Pekin, 111., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $25,000, to manufacture and deal in
musical instruments.
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No. 50. Combination Radio Phonograph.
Beautiful Genuine burl walnut cabinet.
Phonograph equipped with electric pick-up
and Peerless speaker. Radio panel openAmple space
for radio
supplying 7"xl8".
and records.
Furnished
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electric or spring motor.
Write for Descriptive Bulletin Covering
Our Complete Line of Radio Cabinets and
Phonographs.

No. 51. Consolette. Genuine burl walnut finish. Two spring motor plays six
selections with one winding. Latest type
tone arm arid reproducer. Large amplifying chamber assures great volume and
fidelity of tone.
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several mediums, not dependent upon any one
alone for its success, but each helping the other,

Displays

has been this merchant's plan of attack. This
year the Hobrecht Co. has one highway bulletin on each of the four main roads leading
toward Sacramento, with a total monthly circulation of about 250,000 devoted to Mohawk
radio sets. This would seem very conservative,
but Mr. Hobrecht stated that this medium has
been employed for ten years and has always
been successful when backed by other forms
of advertising. Among the other mediums used
extensively are the daily newspapers, where
Hobrecht advertisements appear regularly.
In addition, however, Hobrecht does not fail
to make good use of one of the surest means

Help
Hobrecht's
Sell
Radio
J. C. Hobrecht Co., of Sacramento, Uses Several Advertising Mediums to Keep Sales of
All-American Mohawk Products at Peak During the Summer Months
Retailers throughout the country are convincing themselves daily of the futility of sitting
idly by, bemoaning tkeir lot during the Summer
months. Convincing proof of the aggressive
merchant's ability to help himself is apparent.
Availing themselves of the stimulation of public

York, August, 1928

an Eastern city is cited. This group is conducting afour months' co-operative campaign,
economical enough for each merchant individually and large and powerful enough to insure results. Their advertisements, which are
appearing at regular intervals, are designed to

1020

Electric

All-American Mohawk Corp. Radio Display of Hobrecht's
One
interest in radio events w-hich good advertising
excite interest in public events. No trade-marks
or sales features of specific radio products are
insures, many dealers are showing promise of a
profitable Summer season. An article in the
mentioned and only the participating dealers
are named in these advertisements.
July 5 issue of Printers' Ink Weekly agrees that
Summer is not the best period for radio reActivities of the J. C. Hobrecht Co., Sacraception or business. It does not agree with
mento, Cal., offer still more convincing proof
the merchant, however, who lets public indifferof dealers' ability to cope with the situation
by means of advertising. J. C. Hobrecht, head
ence go unchallenged. According to this authority a lavish advertising campaign is unof the company, recently addressed a communinecessary. What is necessary, it is suggested,
cation to the All-American Mohawk Corp.,
is a moderate, well-planned campaign to keep
Chicago, concerning his company's experience
public interest alive in important and interestin merchandising Mohawk radio receivers during events to be broadcast.
ing the Summer.
By way of showing other merchants a specific
Mr. Hobrecht's story is one of advertising.
plan, the experience of a group of dealers in
A conservative, well-planned campaign, using

STARTLING

PRICE

"^tiadio

or st.

of Hobrecht's Attractive Billboards
at their disposal in putting Mohawk radio products in the limelight. By means of attractive
window displays the whole campaign is tied
up directly with the store. During their Spring
opening, an annual affair, the store windows
were the scene of an especially attractive display and of unusual interest to the many people who crowded the streets on the first warm
evenings. A broadcasting studio was employed
this year, where prominent artists from the
Pacific broadcasting stations appeared. As Mr.
Hobrecht relates, "The active windows hold the
crowds." Nor is this phrase limited to windows. The active, wide-awake radio merchant
today is selling performance.
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Big
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Dealers

Demand

for

vertising campaign which will help to promote
the sale of Bosch products. In addition Radio
Tayles describes the Jensen dynamic speaker,
Findlay radio tables produced especially for
Bosch radio receivers and Cunningham tubes,
all being lines which C. S. Tay, Inc., distributes
in this territory.
Perfect New Tube
Sonatron Tube Co. engineers have perfected a
tube which is based on the requirements of AC
circuits, the X171 AC. This tube is the result
of exhaustive experiment and research and is
{Continued on page 112)
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Most Satisfactory Phonograph and Radio Business in Several Years — H. H. Eby Mfg.
Co. Opens Branch Office — Tay, Inc., Issues House Organ — Other News
Chicago, III., August 8. — The music-radio trade
in the Middle West is enjoying a more satisfactory business this Summer than has been
its lot for several years past. The presidential
year "bugaboo," so evident in 1924, has not
put in an appearance, and. judging from present
indications, a recurrence of that situation of
four years ago will not take place this Summer
or Fall. Another indication of the healthy
condition of this section of the country is the
activity in Summer resorts and watering places
throughout the Middle West. The attendance
of the public at places of this character is indicative of the fact that they have money to
spend, and are spending it, something which
Summer resort operators have not witnessed
to such a great degree in recent years. In
Michigan and Wisconsin, both States well spotted with lakes and resorts, dealers are reporting
a very gratifying demand for phonographs,
records and radio equipment. The crop forecast is also very encouraging, and the morale
of the farming communities is higher, due to
prospects of good Fall crops and the promises
of the two major political parties of early farm
relief.
The sales of talking machine records continue to be very satisfactory, exceeding in most
cases that of July, 1927, and June of this year.
There has been a marked rise in interest displayed in electrical reproducing talking amchines during the past few weeks, and dealers
report many sales of this type of instrument.
There has likewise appeared a lively demand
for radio-phonograph combination instruments,
many of which have been placed upon the market, and several manufacturers, whose original
lines did not include such a product, are planning to introduce combination machines in the
near future.
The slight slump in portable phonograph
sales which took place in June has entirely
disappeared, and is forgotten in the lively demand now being felt for the small machines.
Manufacturers' plants are rushed to capacity,
and the portables are, for the most part, passing
through the distributors' hands to the dealer
with no opportunity or cause for lengthy warehousing— a fine state of affairs.
Eby Co. Opens Branch Office
The H. H. Eby Mfg. Co. has opened a branch
office in Chicago, at 205 West Wacker drive.
E. R. Peel is in charge of the Chicago office,
and will direct the mid-West affairs for the
Eby Co. at the new location. Mr. Peel was
for two and one-half years sales manager of
the radio division of the Benjamin Electric Co.,
Chicago. In the earlier days of the radio industry he was associated with Station WOC,
Davenport, la., in an engineering capacity.
An Interesting House Organ
C. S. Tay, Inc., Chicago, Bosch distributor,
recently issued volume one , number two of
Radio Tayles, its house organ. Radio Tayles
is a very interesting publication containing a
large amount of interesting news and editorial
comment for the dealers to which it is sent
each month.
The publication devotes consid-

erable space to the activities of Chicago dealers, descriptions of the complete line of Bosch
radio receivers and loud speakers, and the ad-
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created especially for the 171 sockets in AC
sets. The new tube is said to offer longer life,
volume is appreciably increased, and the tone
quality is correspondingly better, according to
the maker. Due to the large number of new
sets which use either 1 or 2 171 tubes, Sonatron
officials anticipate a huge demand for this new
tube and the firm's executives state that although many thousands of these tubes are already in use, there has not been a single instance
of dissatisfaction.
J. M. Redell Opens Offices
John M. Redell, well-known radio tradesman,
recently announced the opening of his offices,
at 360 North Michigan avenue, Chicago. Mr.
Redell represents Molded Wood Products, Inc.,

the Benwood Linze Co., Acme Electric & Mfg.
Co. and the National Tube Mfrs., Inc.
X-L Radio Laboratories Move
The X-L Radio Laboratories, Chicago, have
recently moved their headquarters and factory
to 1224 Belmont avenue, where larger floor
space and increased equipment permit both
greater and more economical production. The
former quarters of the firm were barely sufficient last year and appeared inadequate for
the 1928-29 program planned by the company.
The X-L Radio Laboratories manufacture precision variodensers and X-L push posts, used
as standard equipment in many manufactured
i eceivers and by custom set builders and its
products are in great demand.
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Milwaukee and Chicago Dealers Build
Sales Volume by Attractive Window
Displays of Portable Phonographs
The accompanying photographs illustrate
two exceedingly attractive dealer window displays, examples of well-arranged, eye-attracting

Carl Euler's Brunswick Display
exhibits which help to boost sales. Carryola
portable phonographs are shown in both of the
displays, together with the Carryola electric
pick-up, records, ukuleles, motion picture cameras, etc. One window appeared in the music
store of Carl Euler, Milwaukee, Wis., and the
other was sponsored by the Brunswick Music
Shop, 3206 Lawrence avenue, on the northwest
side of Chicago. In the Brunswick Music Shop
display the well-known Carryola Girl predominates, occupying the most important part of
the window display, while the sign's to the left

Attractive Exhibit at Brunswick Shop
and right of the large display card invite the
passer-by to come into the shop and and listen
to the Carryola portable phonograph. Results
have been excellent.
Aeolian

Go.

York, August, 1928

in Yonkers

Yonkers, N. Y., August 1. — The Aeolian Co.,
New York, has leased the building at 14 Main
street, this city, for a period of twenty years
at an aggregate rental of $265,000, and as soon
as complete alterations are made, the firm will
open it as a retail sales branch handling the
full line of Aeolian products. An entirely new
front will be installed and handsome display
rooms are planned.

of
in

the
So.

Trade
California

Listenwalter & Gough Appointed Vocalion
Record Distributors for State — Piatt
Adds Majestic and Kolster Lines

Manufacturers
of the
Alto
Fibre
Needle
Cutter

Accurate!
The
Automatic

Alto
Stop

For Phonographs
Accuracy at low cost means
satisfied customers. Fits under the turntable. Simple to
attach. With a record of
ten iceyears
in the satisfactory
phonographservmQ - .yOr-Q*-^ duatry.
Alto Mfg. Co., 1647 Wolfram St., Chicago, 111.
Canadian Distributor: Universal Supply Co.. Toronto. Ont.
A special exhibit of television will be given
at the Radio Show in September under the
direction of K. G. Ormiston, radio technician.
C. E. Winters, special representative of the
Victor Talking Machine Co., recently consummated adeal whereby the beautiful public park
in Anaheim will be equipped with one of the
great Auditorium Victrolas.

Oro-Tone

Attachment

Los Angeles, Cal., August 1.— The melting-pot
Edison
for the New
of music trades, phonograph and radio, continues. Radio distributors in Southern CaliforWell-Known Firm Brings Out New Prodnia have already flirted with phonograph
uct— Designed for Playing Lateral Cut
records and portables and now an electrical
Records — Important Features
jobber of many years' standing and distributor
of radio has become wholesale representative
A new Edison attachment, the Model 166, has
for an old-time line of phonograph records.
just
been announced by the Oro-Tone Co.,
Listenwalter & Gough are now distributors of
Chicago, 111. The model 166 is the latest deVocalion records for the State of California.
sign of attachment for playing the lateral cut
The Radio Show Beautiful, which is the Sixth
records, such as Victor, Brunswick, Columbia,
Annual Radio Exposition held in Los Angeles,
will take place September 2 to 8, inclusive.
Larger floor space will be occupied than ever
and will aggregate over 70,000 square feet, comprising the main Ambassador Auditorium and
an annex constructed along identical lines so
as to make up a harmonious whole. Nearly all
of the exhibit space has been sold, the exhibitors including many new concerns and 93
per cent of last year's booth renters.
In addition to the several other radio lines
already represented by the seven stores of the
Piatt Music Co., the complete lines of the new
Kolster and the Majestic have been installed.
Supported by a big and vigorous advertising
and publicity campaign, the phonograph and
radio department of the Southern California
Music Co. has met with phenomenal sales of
Majestic receiving sets during the last five or
six weeks and Manager Van Doren and his
salesman have been enthusiastic to a degree.
Speaking before 170 members of the Radio
Trades Association of Southern California at
their July meeting, held at the Breakfast Club,
Naylor Rogers, manager of radio station KNX,
himself a director of the Association, urged
radio salesmen to keep in touch with the radio
Model 166 Edison Attachment
broadcast stations and advise them in regard
etc., on the Edison phonograph, and it has a
to programs which are broadcast. He claimed
number
of improved distinctive features which
that these men, through their constant contact
constitute definite improvements on former atwith customers, are in a position to make many
tachments of this type.
and timely suggestions.
The new Model 166 has a full curved throwOver 300 Southern California Sparton dealers
back arm which permits change of needles and
■held an enthusiastic convention at the Breakrecords
with ease and speed. The needle adopts
fast Club, Tuesday, July 24, under the auspices
the proper playing position automatically and
of Pacific Wholesale, Inc., Southern California
clears the record completely when control lever
distributor of Sparton radio receivers, with
is depressed. The attachment permits an easy
Walter M. Fagan, president, acting as host. Interesting talks were given by E. S. French, of swing and is notable for its complete absence
Brooks, Smith and French, on the new Sparton
of surface noise. Edison owners will appreciate the fact that the Model 166 has a full
circuit; by Leigh Borden, Pacific Coast sales
range
of travel and will play any size record.
manager, Sparks-Withington Co., on dealers'
sales problems; by Frank Perviante, service
A very ready sale for this latest Oro-Tone
product is expected.
engineer, Sparks-Withington Co., on retail sales
promotion and on the best use of the new illusThe B. L. Rich Music Store, of Fitchburg,
trated Sparton manual. After the business
sessions a banquet and dinner was given with
Mass., under the management of Mrs. Harriet
a delightful musical entertainment of orchesA Wellington, has moved to a completely remodeled store at 356 Main street.
tra music and special singers.
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Aids

English

Portables

Brunswick dealers of Richmond, Va., report
excellent sales of Brunswick portables, attributed to an attractive window display in which
the Brunswick portable and Brunswick records
were featured by the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

Firm

Produce

to

Phonovox

9
Louis G. Pacent, president of the Pacent
Electric Co., New York City, recently returned
to his desk from an extended European trip.
Mr. Pacent visited England, France and Germany and arranged to place the Phonovox in
production at the Igranic Electric Co. in England, which has been manufacturing the complete line of Pacent products for more than two
years. The European trade is very much interested in the new American radio products,
according to Mr. Pacent.
Walter

Roche

in New

Post

Walter Roche, formerly connected with the
Chicago headquarters of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
has been appointed general sales manager of
the Victor Electrical Supply Co., of Brooklyn,
N. Y., Philco distributor.

Effective Portable Display
Just at this season of the year the suggestion
of music by means of a portable is timely.
As shown by the accompanying photograph
of the Times-Dispatch window, the arrangement combines simplicity and unusual attractiveness. The Brunswick portable has a newtype horn which is said to increase its tone
range more than 100%. The exponential-horn
principle employed in the exponential type of
Brunswick Panatrope is applied to this newest
Brunswick portable model.

Kellogg

Signboard

Attracts

Passers-by

Tegtmeier-Rothe & Co., Chicago, believe in
using every possible method of bringing Kellogg radio products to the attention of people
in their community. This store, which is located on the South Side, is one of the busiest in
the city. In addition to radio products, a complete, up-to-date stock of sporting goods and
washing machines* is carried. The store is
situated on South Michigan avenue, one of the
busiest thoroughfares leading to and from the
city, and as there is a slight curve in the street
a large Kellogg signboard above the store
strikes the eye of motorist and pedestrian for
several hundred feet.
Radio

Movies

Installs

Showcase

A model window display showcase has been
installed in the reception room of the Radio
Corp. of America's executive offices in the
Woolworth Building, New York. Visiting
dealers and jobbers have displayed a great deal
of interest in this model window, according to
RCA officials.

Shipments

Best

Ever

The greatest volume of July shipments in the
history of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. has
been announced by Joseph D. R. Freed, president, who stated further that August shipments
are expected to show an even larger proportion
of increase.
"The rate of production of Freed-Eisemann
sets and speakers is much greater than any previous month of August, and some departments
are working nights," Mr. Freed stated. "Reports from our jobbers on the amount of business done so far and forecasts for the Fall and
Winter are the most enthusiastic ever received.
Orders for magnetic and dynamic speakers are
Keeping pace with the orders for the new sets."
A petition alleging bankruptcy was recently
filed against the Stewart Industries, Inc.,
Chicago, 111., makers of radio supplies.

and ever-growing "SUPREME Service League" with its gold button emblems and membership cards is formed of SUPREME users. This League is dedicated to the betterment
of radio service, and has its own organ, "The SUPREME Service League News." You
get your gold button emblem and membership in the League with your instrument.

Demonstrated

Model

Freed-Eisemann

The
Subject
o£ the Hour—Radio
Service
RADIO SERVICE WORK has become more and more a scientific problem and requires
of the service man that he be efficiently equipped both in knowledge and in the physical
means for quick and effective work. Technical knowledge has been gained by the greater
majority of our service men to an extent not thought possible in past years with other
than a technical schooling and education. But has the physical apparatus necessary to
utilize this knowledge kept pace with this advancement?
That was the question that led to its answer in SUPREME instruments, the first complete arrangement of apparatus for efficient and thorough radio service work. Not only
does the SUPREME fulfill the needs and desires of the technical service man, but its use
is quickly understood by those less fortunate in technique.
Continuity tests for reading all circuits from the radio socket are, of course, the first
essential, but the SUPREME does not stop there. What proper test of a radio tube can
be made without knowing its oscillating qualities? Take a few new tubes and notice that
they all give the same normal current emission. But, upon obtaining oscillation test, their
real working value becomes apparent. It is tests of this nature that make the SUPREME
Sound technique.
All testing apparatus must be based on sound fundamental principles, and the principle
used in the SUPREME for balancing or lining condensers is sound but simple.
When an audio stage of the radio and the SUPREME oscillator are both drawing on the
same plate supply, and the current being consumed is shown on the milliammeter, any sudden
change in plate supply, such as happens when a stage of radio frequency becomes resonant
with an external frequency, will show in a sudden small change in the milliammeter reading.
Thus, we have a practical method of bringing each stage of radio frequency to resonance
with both a meter reading and an audible click.
There are many features to the SUPREME, and each one based on the need of service
men for quick and efficient testing. Tubes can be rejuvenated and condensers tested for
breakdown. Radios with open transformers can be played and condenser choke coil outputs can be demonstrated on radios not wired for that purpose.
With its many other features the SUPREME will also throw out a modulated wave
for testing radios, when no station is on the air. A well designed instrument — even to the
carrying case which has tube shelves and compartments for all tools and supplies. Everyis furnished"ofwith
the instrument,
to thethesolder
and electric
soldering
The thingproducers
SUPREME
did not down
stop with
instrument,
however,
as the iron.
popular

The first demonstration of radio motion pictures was given at the laboratories of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,
Pittsburgh, on Wednesday, August 8. The
spots of light which make up the picture are
transformed into frequencies transferred to a
radio wave and broadcast as electrical energy.
In receiving the picture this process is reversed.
This system has been worked out by Dr. Frank
Conrad, of the Westinghouse Co., and it is said
that commercial development is considered
possible in the very near future. Regular transmission of radio pictures will begin from station KDKA within the next few months, it was
announced.
RCA

July

SUPREME
INSTRUMENTS
CORPORATION
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI

Supreme
Set Testers
Instrument lifts out of traveling case for store
use. Fully equipped with instrument all service
tools and supplies necessary for a man to step
out on a job. This case contains compartments
for everything and has a swinging tube shelf
designed for instant accessibility, but absolute
protection to tubes. Under this swinging shelf
are felt-lined compartments for small tubes, oscillator coil, etc. Has strong lock and key.
Strong leatherette covered case, size 10^x18x7
inches with leather handle. Polished brass trimming. Gold button and membership in the
SUPREME League goes with ownership. A
League of service men. Also continuous use of
our Engineering Department to help you in your
Model 100A
problems.
0-50-100 Milliammeter: 0-10-50-250 Voltmeter;
1000Model
Ohms per
100B Volt
0-50-100 Milliammeter, combined with 0-5 Ampere Scale;
0-10-50-250-500 Voltmeter; 1000 Ohms per Volt.
Either Model equipped with large 0-3, 0-18, 0-150
volt, portable A. C. meter with leads, in leather
case, $11.00 extra. We use an external A. C.
meter so line voltage can be obtained at any
point. This meter becomes part of the instrument when plugged in, but any A. C. meter with
leads will do, if you
Modelalready
100A have one.
Time payments $28.50 with order and 8 monthly payments
of $10.00. With portable A. C. Meter, $29.50 with order
and 9 monthly payments of $10.00. 5% oft for cash.
Model 100B
Time payments
$34.50
order A.
and C.9 Meter.
monthly $35.60
payments of $10.00.
Withwithportable
for
with cash.
order and 10 monthly payments of $10.00. 5% off
Place order through your jobber or direct to factory
with your
name. Trade references must accompany ordersJobber's
to factory.
Unconditionally
Guaranteed
refunded
if instrument is returned In —tenMoney
days cheerfully
for any reason.
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Dis-

Announced

Officials of Sparks-Withington Co. Are
Touring Country — Capt. William Sparks
Making 5,000-Mile Air Tour

Production Plans of Holland, Mich., Manufacturer Include Marketing of the New
Dynamic Radio Speaker

Captain William Sparks, president of the
Sparks-Withing-ton Co., Jackson, Mich., maker
of Sparton Equasonne radio receivers, left the
headquarters of his firm on July 23, in his new
six-passenger airplane, for a tour of the prin-

Bush & Lane Industries, Holland, Mich.,
makers of Bush & Lane radio receivers, will
introduce in the near future a dynamic loud
speaker, according to advices received from the
headquarters of the company.
The new dyna-

Sparton Executives With Jumbo Manuals Ready for Tri ps to Dealer Meetings — Left to Right: Louis Gruen, E. T.
Hutchinson, Capt. Sparks, "V. A. Searles, Harry Sparks
cipal cities of the East and Middle West. He
mic speaker, to be known as the Model "C"
is visiting various Sparton distributors on his
Cecilian, will be described in the Newest in Radio Section of The World in a future issue.
5,000-mile air trip, co-operating with the jobbers in the staging of dealer meetings at which
Several new distributors have recently been
the new Sparton receivers are being displayed
appointed by Bush & Lane Industries, includand demonstrated, and the sales campaign for
ing the August H. Meyer Co., Oshkosh, Wis.,
the season mapped out.
distributors for the eastern part of Wisconsin;
During the period extending from July 23
F. B. King Co., Oakland, Cal. ; Pennsylvania
until August 25 all Sparton distributors
Radio Mfg. Co., New Castle, Pa.; Cooper
throughout the entire United States and Canada
Brothers, New Kensington, Pa.; Jones Music
are holding similar dealer gatherings, in colHouse, Washington, Pa.; and Windsor-Poling,
Akron, O.
laboration with the Sparks-Withington Co., at
which from 100 to 500 dealers will be present
Chicago headquarters of the company were
at each meeting. Capt. Sparks; Harry Sparks,
recently opened at 549 W. Randolph street in
general sales manager; E. T. Hutchinson, ascharge of George W. Marquis, manager of the
sistant general sales manager; Louis Gruen,
Chicago territory. At this office there is a
sales division supervisor; E. R. Brower, sales
complete
all Bush '&forLane
models
division supervisor, and V. A. Searles, adverand
also a display
stock of ofmerchandise
the Chicago
tising manager, are all touring the country
trade. Arrangements were completed a few
at the same time, each accompanied by a servweeks ago for a branch office at 2644 Fond du
ice engineer, aiding the jobbers at their indiLac avenue, Milwaukee. Wis. Joseph J. Gill,
vidual meetings. Mr. Searles and W. S. French,
well known in the Milwaukee radio trade, is in
of Brooke, Smith & French, Detroit, advertising
charge of the Milwaukee office.
counsel to the Sparton organization, have been
on the Pacific Coast, co-operating with the
R. H. Woodford Plans a
Western jobbers.
A "Jumbo" sales manual, containing charts,
photographs of factory operations, etc., exactly
the same manual as is used by the Sparton jobbers except for its giant size, is being employed
by the Sparton executives in their addresses to
the dealers. Displays of the Sparton line of
radio receivers similar to that employed at the
Sparton jobber convention in Jackson, in June,
are also being used in the distributor meetings.
The meetings start at noon and are climaxed
with a dinner in the evening. Open discussions
of dealer sales and service problems are held,
the service engineer leading the technical discussions, and the receivers are demonstrated.
Kolster
on

the

Common
Stock

Now

Exchange

The no-par common stock of the Kolster
Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., was recently admitted to listing on the New York Stock Exchange, one of the two radio stocks recognized
by that organization. This is the only security
of the Kolster Co., as there are no other stocks,
bonds or funded indebtedness. No shares of
the subsidiary companies, Federal Telegraph of
California, Brandes Products of Newark, Canadian Brandes of Toronto, and Brandes, Ltd.,
of London are traded in.

Visit

to the West

Coast

R. H. Woodford, radio sales manager of the
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., spent a
few days in New York recently and subsequent
to his return to Chicago will leave for the
Pacific Coast, starting on this trip about August
18. Mr. Woodford is planning to visit all of the
retail trade centers on the Coast and, judging
from the reports of the Stewart-Warner organization in this territory, the new products
for the coming season are meeting with an
enthusiastic reception. Mr. Woodford spoke
very optimistically of the outlook for the coming season, stating that the Stewart-Warner
800 series was receiving the hearty endorsement
of the trade and that, judging from all indications, the 1928 Fall season would bring a sales
volume far ahead of previous seasons.
Two

New
Edison

Salesmen

for

Richmond

Branch

Richmond, Va., August 1— B. F. O'Neil and
E. C. Hatton, both men of wide experience in
the phonograph field, have joined the sales force
of the new branch of the Edison Phonograph
Distributing Corp., of which P. J. Costello is
manager. The new branch will distribute
Edison products throughout several States.

York, August, 1928

Victor's

Quarterly
Gain
Shows
Income

Statement for Second Quarter Lists Income, After Deductions, at $1,270,686.28
— Is Increased Over First Quarter
Camden, N. J., August 7.— The financial statement of the Victor Talking Machine Co. for the
second quarter of 1928 shows a net income for
the three months, after deductions for depreciation and provision for Federal income taxes, of
$1,270,686.28, as compared with $1,004,249.99 for
the second quarter of 1927, or an increase of
$266,436.29.
In submitting the report to stockholders the
Board of Directors of the company points out
that the net income of $1,270,686.28 for the 1928
period is after adjustments amounting to $296,353.40 resulting from the acquisition during the
quarter of the assets of wholesale distributing
companies.
The report shows net sales, less returns and
allowances, for the period totaling $9,911,528.82,
compared with net sales of $9,467,028.34 for the
same period of 1927. Net income of the company for the six months ended June 30, 1928,
amounted to $2,838,887.59, equivalent, after the
preferred stock dividends, to $2.70 per share of
common stock outstanding at the end of the
period. For the corresponding six months of
1927 net income was $2,006,235.86, equivalent, on
the same share basis, to $1.57 per share of the
common stock.

Rotor

Corp.

Markets

Phonograph

Rotors

Synchronous Rotor Made in Two Types,
One of Which Is Designed for Portable
Use — Has Several Features
Dayton, O., August 4.— The Rotor Corp. of
America has placed two types of phonograph
rotors on the market and is creating a fine demand for its products. The synchronous phonograph rotor, Type A, is a simple and durable

Phonograph Rotor Type A
piece of apparatus and will carry the heaviest
pick-up. The rotor has the essential requirements of low price, noiselessness, constant
speed, durability, lightness, compactness and
low-current consumption. Its dimensions without spindle are: height, \Y% inches; width,
inches, length, 7 inches. The list price is $25,
complete with turntable.
The type B rotor is considerably smaller,
being 3^ inches by \Yi inches. It is intended
for portable talking machines, weighs 2J4
pounds and can be supplied with a 10-inch velvet-covered turntable, in either nickel or oxidized copper finish. It is designed for a mounting board J^-inch thick. The rotor proper in
this type runs at 300 r. p. m., and this speed
is reduced by means of a steel spur and a
bakelite gear to 80 r. p. m.
Televisor

Is Perfected

The Baird Televisor is now perfected and is
being produced in quantities for sale at the
Radio Exposition in September, a recent dispatch from London states. The television set
will perform the dual role of receiving programs
and showing animated pictures. The perfected
instrument has aroused much enthusiasm
among those who have viewed it.
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Built

Los Angeles, Cal., August 4. — The Famous Department Store of this city recently conducted
a special campaign on Carryola Master portables and the Carryola pick-up with excellent
results. One of the methods which played a

Carryolas Featured in Fine Display
big part in building sales volume for the instruments was the demonstration of the instrument in a glass booth built at the entrance to
the store. A beautiful young lady was selected
to do the demonstrating and tremendous
crowds were attracted to view the display. The
story of the Carryola Electric Pick-up was told
by means of display cards which were changed
frequently by the demonstrator. Hundreds of
instruments were sold during the campaign.
The Carryola Girl window display supplied by
the Carryola Corp. of America was prominently
shown in the display.

Fight

Music

Merchants

Announce

Carryolas

Window Demonstration by Live Coast
Carryola Representative Sells Large
Number of Portable Instruments

Thousands

Ohio

Listen
Via

to

Kolster

Huge Crowd Gathers in Newark Park to
Hear Tunney-Heeney Fight Returns —
Other Cities Have Demonstrations
The night of the Tunney-Heeney championship bout was Kolster night in Newark, N. J.,
where a receiver with eight power speakers was
placed in the center of Military Park in the
downtown section. Bright lights shone down

Kolster Radio "Brings in" the Fight
on the speakers and a 16-foot sign "Kolster
Radio," on each side A huge balloon also bearing the words "Kolster Radio" raised the aerial
100 feet in the air. A crowd estimated at 5,000
heard the blow by blow description. A motion
picture theatre in Newark also had a Kolster
speaker and sign on the stage.
Public radio parties were also held in many
cities throughout the country. Kolster equipment in motion picture theatres in New York,
Brooklyn, Houston, Tex., Cleveland, O., Portland, Ore., gave the fight to their audiences,
and reports are being received daily by Kolster
Radio Corp. telling of similar stunts elsewhere.
A large crowd on the boardwalk at Asbury
Park, N. J., was entertained and several thousand people listened in Times Square, Seattle.

Program

for

Annual

Convention

Nineteenth Annual Gathering of Association to Take Place at New Commodore
Toledo, From September 10 to 12 — Many Interesting Talks Scheduled
Toledo, O., August 6. — The program for the
nineteenth annual convention of the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio has now been completed and in view of the interesting details
announced, those who attend the sessions are
promised an active and worth-while three days.
The convention will be held at the New Commodore Hotel, this city, on September 10 to 12,
inclusive, and local members of the association
have been very energetic in preparing plans
for the entertainment of the visitors.
Monday morning, September 10, will be given
over to registration and to the visiting of exhibits, alarge number of which have been arranged for by various manufacturers and
jobbers. On Monday afternoon at 1 o'clock
there will be held the opening business session.
At this session there will be heard the
reports of the council and of the advertising
advisory committee, of which Earl Poling of
Akron is chairman, and a resolutions committee
will be appointed. A feature will be an address
by Corley Gibson, president of the Autopiano
Co., New York, on the promotion of the piano
and player-piano. On Monday night at 8:30
o'clock there will be held a "get-acquainted"
meeting, a new idea at convention functions,
when the visitors will be the guests of the
Toledo committee. There will be a door prize,
a handshaking prize, booster prizes, etc., a roll
call and numerous stunts.
The second business session will be held on
Tuesday afternoon following a special luncheon in the ballroom of the Commodore Perry,
with Henry C. Wildermuth as chairman. The
visitors will be welcomed by Mayor Wm.
C. Jackson, of Toledo, with a response by Robert E. Taylor, president of the association and
entertainment will be provided by the famous
Ice House Quartet of Toledo, which is really
a noted male chorus made up of prominent
local business men. The business session on
Tuesday will start immediately after the official
photograph is. taken. F. B. Beinkamp, chairman of the Advancement of Music Committee,
will present his report, following which Robert
C. Dunn, of the Ohio Savings Bank & Trust
Co., will deliver a talk on finance. On Tuesday
evening the convention delegates will be taken
on an auto trip to La Tabernilla, on the shore
of Lake Erie, for a fish dinner, which will be
followed by entertainment and dancing.
The business session on Wednesday will open
with a report of the Mutual Insurance Committee presented by Henry S. Stucke of Toledo,
chairman, followed by a report of the Legislative Committee and the Membership Committee. Harry B. Harter of the Airway Corp. of
Chicago will talk on salesmanship, following
which the report of the Resolutions Committee
will be received and acted upon and officers
elected for the coming year. On Wednesday
evening will be held the annual dinner and
dance at the Commodore Perry Hotel, at which
President Robert E. Taylor will act as toastmaster, and the principal address will be delivered by Myers Y. Cooper, candidate for Governor of Ohio. Entertainment will be provided
by Maud Lakins and chorus and dance music
will be provided by the Tune Tinkers' Band.
All the business sessions will be held during
the afternoon hours in order to leave the mornings free for the visiting of the exhibits.
The local committee has made special arrangements for the entertainment of the ladies
while the men folk are in session, although the
former are welcome to attend the business
meetings if they so desire. On Monday eve-

Hotel,

ning, for instance, there will be a bridge party
lor the ladies at the hotel under the direction
of Fred N. Goosman; on Tuesday afternoon an
automobile sightseeing trip with Henry S.
Stucke as guide, and on Wednesday at 12:30 a
luncheon provided by the Phonograph Supply
Co., followed by a style show at the store of
LaSalle & Koch Co The ladies have, of course,
been included in the plans for the fish dinner
on Tuesday and the annual banquet on Wednesday night.
The general convention committee consists
of A. C. Wildermuth, chairman; W. W. Smith,
Fred N. Goosman, Henry F. Stucke and Warren L. Kellogg. W. W. Smith is chairman of
the Finance Committee, Henry S. Stucke of
the Entertainment Committee, H. C. Wildermuth of the Golf Committee, Fred N. Goosman
of the Get-Acquainted Committee and William
Whitney of the Transportation Committee, all
of them being assisted by members of the local
trade. Mrs. Henry F. Stucke is chairman of
the Ladies' Reception Committee.

Toledo

Dealers

Sparton

Attend

Convention

Sparks-Withington Retail Representatives
View New Sparton Models — Company's Officials Give Addresses
Toledo, O., August 7.— The second annual convention for Sparton retailers in the Toledo territory was recently conducted by the Toledo
Radio Co. The meetings were held in the J. W.
Greene Co. Auditorium and were patterned after
the recent national convention held by the
Sparks-Withington Co., maker of Sparton sets
at the factory in Jackson, Mich.
Capt. Wm. Sparks, president of the company,
his son, Harry Sparks, and Prof. Roy Glasgow
of Washington University, technician, addressed
the dealers on sales and advertising as well as
service. The new Equasonne developed by
Sparton was dwelt upon at some length. Samples of the new sets were shown. It is expected
deliveries will start within ten days.
A feature in connection with the convention
was a section in the Toledo Blade devoted to
dealer advertising covering the entire Toledo
territory. Along with these appeared announcements by the wholesalers and the factory. Also
an illustrated story relating the history of the
Toledo Radio Co. and its officers.
Lunch at noon and a dinner in the evening
was tendered the dealers, their wives and guests
at the Vanity Fair. After the evening session
Capt. Sparks presented new model radio sets
and Sparton bugles to a number of dealers.
On August 1st the Toledo Radio Co. moved
into new quarters at 136-138 Huron street which
will give it three times the former floor space.
This is the second time the company has outgrown its quarters in a few years.
A large number of orders were placed by the
dealers while at the convention. Officers of the
Toledo Radio Co., include — Chas. H. Womeldorff, president; Stanley Ball, vice-president;
Arthur Laybourn secretary-treasurer. E. A.
Kopf, Fred Fame and Leonard Murphy.
The Belmont Music Shop, Tremont and Belmont avenues, Bronx, N. Y., has greatly increased its patronage through a series of
nightly
concerts
played on the Victor Electrola.

J. Newcomb

Blackman

lines Views
New

York

Instrument

Distributor
as Possessing

Mr. and Mrs. J. Newcomb Blackman and
Miss Betty H. Blackman, their daughter, sailed
for Europe recently on an extended trip and
will not return until about September first. Before sailing Mr. Blackman was asked for his
views as to the outlook in the talking machine
and radio business. He replied as follows :
"We recently sold our stock of Victor products to the Victor Talking Machine Co. and
retired as a Victor distributor. This naturally
excited considerable surprise and comment and,
in the absence of some definite statement which
might be termed as explanation, many wrong
conclusions were arrived at in the trade. We
did not lack confidence in the future of the
Victor business; in fact, as vice-president of
the French Nestor Co., Victor distributor in
Jacksonville, Florida, I can assure you that we
consider the outlook excellent and our present
business even better than expectations, when
one realizes what Florida has been going
through.
"In New York, however, we have had a most
highly competitive condition and have suffered
through duplication of effort and uneconomic
competitive activities. In other words, for
many years there have been too many Victor
distributors. We tried to merge and thus bring
about economies so often effected through that
means. The plan seems to have worked well
in Philadelphia, but the attempt in New York
failed, at least for the present.
"Looking ahead and realizing that we were
handling products that were going to become
seriously competitive through the combination
of the radio and talking machine, we felt it a
good time to concentrate on the radio end of
our business, which had grown to a large volume. Perhaps our long connection with the
Victor Co. made radio manufacturers feel that
with possible future radio expansion of the
Victor Co. we would eventually again become
exclusively Victor. On the other hand, it was
only reasonable to suppose that the Victor Co.

on

Out-

Trade

Sees Combination
Best Possibilities

would not have the same confidence in our
efforts as before, knowing that we had built
up such a large business in the radio branch
of our organization. So we decided to discontinue our Victor wholesale business and
concentrate upon and further build up the radio
department.
"It was, of course, with much regret that we
discontinued a relationship extending over a
generation, but a pleasure to know that, in doing
so, the deal was closed on a basis whereby
both the Victor Co. and we were fully satisfied
and retained the friendship and good will of
each other. We are free to carry on our business without any restrictions against handling
talking machines either separately or combined
with radio. This privilege was absolutely essential if we were to continue in business and
handle radio.
|
"Anyone who visited the Chicago radio show
must have noted the trend of both the talking
machine and radio manufacturers to adopt and
make a part of their product either the talking
machine or the radio, and therefore combination instruments were very much in evidence.
The automatic talking machine is very much
in the limelight and apparently is going to be
the answer for the person who prefers his own
program but objects to being obliged to change
records constantly. ' The electric radio set now
puts radio on the basis of the automobile when
self-starters were perfected to the point of general acceptance.
"With electric operation and the doing away
of batteries and so forth comes also the introduction of the dynamic speaker. The latter
is being universally adopted as the ideal means
of reproducing talking machine records and of
getting the finest radio reception. The uncertainty of electric energy necessary to operate a
dynamic speaker has for some time limited its
use and withheld from the market the ideal
instrument of the future, namely, the one that
combines the talking machine and radio.

ATTRACTIVE
ADDITIONS
TO THE SEASON'S LINES
FINDLAY
Metal Consoles for A. C. Sets
An elaborate display of FINDLAY Metal Consoles
should be a running mate for every line you handle.
Tables Especially Designed for
AMERICAN BOSCH
ATWATER KENT
BREMER TULLY
CROSLEY
EVEREADY
FADA
FREED-EISEMANN

KOLSTER
RADIOLA
SHAMROCK
SONORA
STEINITE
STEWART-WARNER
VICTOR

Tables
may be supplied with built in speakers'. Ask your
distributor.
Sold
Exclusively
mentioned
sets. through Authorized Distributors of the above
The Findlay Policy thoroughly Protects the Dealer in the lines he represents. In
addition to our Authorized Built-in R.C.A. No. 100-A Speaker Model, we hold Exclusive
rights for mounting the Crosley Dynacone in our Crosley Metal Consoles.
"FINDLAY
Robert

Findlay

CONSOLES

SELL

SETS"

Manufacturing

Co., Inc.

"Makers of Fine Metal Consoles"
Show Rooms— 242 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Office & Works — Metropolitan & Morgan Avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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J. Newcomb Blackman
"I believe the greatest future of the combined
radio and talking machine industry lies in the
combined instrument, and when there is added
to it the automatic feature permitting a program of an hour or more and the automatic
changing of records we have what the public
has been waiting for.
"One of the greatest tributes to the development of the talking machine as a means of
furnishing music for entertainment and dancing
is evidenced in the new amusement park "Playiand" recently opened at Rye, New York, where
music is furnished entirely by mechanical instruments. The apparatus used to amplify and
make audible public speeches in the largest
auditorium further demonstrates the possibilities of the combined instrument and the automatic feature as applied to records. Remote
control enables the moving picture operator to
furnish synchronized music for his film and
from the same control booth operate not only
the moving picture machine but the talking
machine which furnishes the music. Dance and
other musical entertainment or radio programs
are now successfully controlled on board ship
from the purser's office, while the loud speakers
are distributed in the lounge rooms or on deck
where dancing goes on.
"The broadcasting programs now linking the
various large cities in the country with the
best wired programs make possible competitive
short-distance broadcasting by air and correspondingly reduces static to the point where
it is the exception rather than the rule within
a reasonable distance of the broadcasting station. Just as we saw the passing of the
nickelodeon with the introduction of the wonderful moving picture palaces showing expensively made films, so we are now going
through the period where the ordinary radio
and talking machine will make way for the
super combined instrument running into hundreds if not thousands of dollars.
"Of course the leading talking machine and
radio companies, well established and with large
capital and efficient organizations, have every
advantage of experience and leadership. These
manufacturers are realizing that they will need
the same kind of wholesalers, namely, those
whose capital and experience extending over
years will enable them to introduce their lines
among the most desirable merchants capable
of handling a high-class musical product.
"So without attempting to comment upon
what our future plans are, I can say that we
are prepared to develop our business along
lines that will meet the changed conditions and
by Autumn expect to have in the radio lines
that we have been distributing — the Fada and
All American-Mohawk — a complete line of instruments, including some very wonderful
combinations. We will of course encourage
the manufacturers with whom we have present
connections in the introduction of so complete
(Continued on page 117)
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a line of instruments that we need not look
elsewhere for anything missing.
"For many years we handled but one make
of talking machine and the line was so inclusive that we were seldom willing to listen
to the idea of handling any other line. The
same was true of the Victor Co. as regards
seeking additional distributors. We will welcome the time when radio manufacturers will
make their connections with distributors with
no thought of a change the following year
because they made too many sets and their
existing distributors could not promptly sell
all that must be sold. And we distributors will
welcome the time when the manufacturer and
the product will be so reliable and stable, dependable and up-to-date, that we can handle
but one line, do a large business and cover a
large territory to the mutual satisfaction and
profit of the manufacturer, distributor and
dealer.
"The industry, I believe, is very quickly being
reduced to a few large and dependable radio
and talking machine manufacturers. Radio
combined with the talking machine will call
for distributors equipped and organized to
handle and properly introduce such instruments.
The success in the Victor line, we believe, came
about largely through the factory sticking to
their distributors and the distributors in turn
representing exclusively the Victor line. It has
been the exception rather than the rule for a
radio wholesaler to be able to put his eggs
all in one basket, because the eggs were so
uncertain, the basket was being shifted so
often, or even upset. And, to be fair to the
manufacturer, how could he depend upon the
average distributor being loyal to him? In
how many cases did the distributor have the
necessary capital, organization and experience
to justify his being given the exclusive distributorship in his territory?
"The successful dealer, in my judgment, will
handle as few radio and talking machine lines
as possible. He cannot afford to do otherwise.
The investment required by the dealer and the
distributor in any of the outstanding complete
radio lines, including radio combinations and
the newly introduced automatic talking machine,
will be such as to preclude the possibility of
handling several different lines.
"The more the manufacturer expects of the
distributor the more that distributor naturally
will look for from the manufacturer. If he is
to be exclusive, the distributor is going to
expect that manufacturer to keep up-to-date, to
be prompt with his improvements following the
accepted and dependable trend of the business,
and frankly not to have too many distributors
in a given territory. To measure up to his
expectations the manufacturer will also require
that the distributor have sufficient capital to
pay his bills promptly, to carry in stock sufficient goods to give prompt service and to sell
only such dealers whose business policy is a
credit and not a detriment to the business.
"The leading talking machine and radio
manufacturers will go on and the survival of
the fittest will be very much in evidence this
year. But so it will be with the distributor
and the dealer. There is an old saying that
'birds of a feather flock together,' and I hope
that will be true this year. In other words,
let the manufacturers, distributors and dealers
of a kind flock together. If they do, the elimination of the undesirable element will be accomplished more quickly in that manner than by
any other method.
"For the next two months I am going to take
a long-needed rest, but I shall keep my ear to
-the ground and when I return I hope to be
ready to start another twenty-five years of
activity and I expect it to be in the combination radio and talking machine business.
"Radio will not, in my judgment, become a
monopoly except to such extent as may be
necessary to regulate it for the good of all.
The pooling of patents has probably been justified and may continue to be, but it must not
be carried to the point of exciting general

complaint on the part of the radio-loving public. I hope the leading radio men of the
country will take a lesson from the pages of
talking machine history. If they do, they will
not abuse any privileges they may now have
to the point of bringing about extreme legislation or governmental interference."
P.

A.

Ware

Making

Tour

of

Country

P. A. Ware, merchandising and sales promotion manager of the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co., is making another tour of the country,
speaking at the numerous dealer meetings
scheduled during August and September. He
will cover Minneapolis, Mason City, Omaha,
Dubuque, Milwaukee, Green Bay, Des Moines,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Wichita, Denver, Oklahoma City, Dallas, San Antonio, Houston,

Shreveport, Little Rock and then come East
to address the delegations of dealers expected
to visit the Atwater Kent factory in force during September.
Cass

B. Riddle With
the Showers Bros.

Cass B. Riddle, who for a number of years
was connected with the Victor wholesale department of E. Blout, Inc., and who has a wide
dealer acquaintance in the metropolitan territory, has been appointed New York and New
Jersey sales manager of the Showers Bros. Co.,
radio furniture division. Mr. Riddle has opened
offices at 55 West Forty-second street. M. A.
Miller, formerly in the radio jobbing business,
has been named as Mr. Riddle's assistant.
The National Electric Phonograph Co., Chicago, was recently incorporated.

'Rola Model T>-110
£ist Trice . . . $50

Magical
in ^Performance
The new Rola Dynamic Power Unit, the outstanding loudspeaker achievement of the radio industry, is almost magical in its performance. Its marvelous rendition of the deepest

bass and the highest treble without distortion and with every
note kept in proper balance has proven sensational wherever
demonstrated. The Rola Dynamic Power Unit sets new standards for power and quality of reproduction. + t t f t f t
The following Rola speakers are equipped with the Rola Dynamic
Power Unit (Model D-110)for operation directly on 110-volt AC socket:
Rola Model 35. A console speaker
Rola Model 30. Table model designed for efficient operation with type
with ample baffle surface for super-re1 7 1 , 2 1 0 or 2 5 0 tubes. L«7 Price, $75
production. Topdimensions (16^2 x
30 inches)give sufficient space forany
Rola Model 2 5-D. Radio speaker tastandard radio set. . Lift Price, $no
ble with built-in unit. Lift Price, $90
l^pla Magnetic- Armature Speakers
These speakers are far in advance of this type of speaker formerly
manufactured by the Rola Company. Simplified construction, entire
elimination of all cone rattles, and a volume capacity heretofore believed possible only with the dynamic type of speaker— these are outstanding characteristics of improved Rola Magnetic-armature speakers
Rola Model 25. A radio table with
Rola Model 20. Cabinet speaker repbuilt-in magnetic armature
unit. $55
. .
resentative ofthe finest magnetic arLiSt Price,
mature design. . . List Price, $35
^Ask your jobber for full details on the i<)2<) line of Rola loudspeakers, orwrite factory for name of Kola jobber nearest you
THE

ROLA

Go.

COMPANY

CHICAGO
NEW YORK
612 North Michigan Avenue
47 West Sixry-third Street

OAKLAND, CALIF.
Forty-fifth and Hollis Streets
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Charlie

Davis

Band

Is Vocalion

Artist

Well-known Indiana Aggregation Will
Record Exclusively for Vocalion Catalog— Leader Is Known as Composer
Charlie Davis, new and exclusive Vocalion
recording artist, who heads one of the best
known musical aggregations in Indiana, has had

Charlie Davis
a long career before he reached his present
standing. While at college he organized a five
piece band which toured the States, providing
dance music for fraternities and sororities and
other clubs. Owing to the limited size of this
orchestra he had to double on many of the instruments, which is responsible for his versatile
musical skill.
Mr. Davis comes of a musical family, his
father having played in the same band as James
Whitcomb Riley, the Hoosier poet. His present orchestra, the Indiana Stage Orchestra, is
rated as one of the finest organizations of its
kind, and Vocalion record fans can look forward
to some really fine recordings from it. In addition to being a conductor Mr. Davis is also
a composer and his "Copenhagen" is well
known. He recently composed "Suppose Nobody Cared" and has a new number to be issued in the Fall entitled "My Apache Man."
News
in

of

the

Trade

Richmond

that the Electrola-Radiola, priced at $425, is
especially popular with his trade. He regards
this machine as the best of its kind the Victor
people have ever put on the market.
The Richmond distributing office of James
K. Polk, Inc., has taken on additional territory.
Heretofore this branch office has been covering Virginia, North Carolina, District of
Columbia and eastern West Virginia. Recently
Maryland and all of Delaware except the city
of Wilmington was added to its territory. It
has also taken on distributing rights for the
Vocalion line of records for Virginia, Maryland and the District of Columbia, Manager
Charles J. Rey announces. Mr. Rey has just
returned from a business trip through northern
Virginia. He reports that he established a total
of twenty-six new accounts on the trip. He
also reports the addition of two new salesmen
to his staff. They are F. M. Greene and P.
W. Stillman. Mr. Greene, formerly with a
music house in Durham, has been assigned to
central Virginia and central North Carolina
territory. Mr. Stillman is traveling eastern
North Carolina. He is originally from Elizabeth City, N. C.
The Corley Co. plans to move into its new
home at 213 East Broad street about September
1. Since the fire which destroyed its old home
at that site last Fall, it has been temporarily
housed in a building at 217 East Broad street.
Its new home is now nearing completion.
P. J. Costello, manager of the new distributing office of the Edison Co., 1204 East Main
street, is just back from a trip through North
Carolina, where he has been establishing new
accounts and looking into the business situation
generally. John M. Wiley, his assistant, was
in charge during his absence.
The fourth annual show of the Richmond
Radio Dealers' Club will be held next month
in the ballroom of the Mosque Theatre, the
dates fixed being September 18, 19, 20, 21. According to Ben Hoffman, president of the club,
practically all the jobbers and dealers in the
city have agreed to have exhibits at the show.
Part of the program will be broadcast each
evening over WRVA. A special feature of the
show will be demonstrations showing progress
made in television.
James A. Steere, of the Steere Radio Co., and
Miss Marjorie S. Rye, daughter of Mrs. Emma
G. Rye, of Richmond, were married August 1.
Jack Herbert, formerly manager of the radio
department of the Columbia Furniture Co., is
now with the Steere Radio Co.
The L. F. M. Department Store has just
opened a record department in the basement
in charge of Miss Eunice Lawrence. All the
standard lines are handled.

Area

an All- Year-Round
Business, Says J. D. R. Freed

Radio
Dealers Report That Combination Instruments Are Gaining in Favor — James K.
Polk, Inc., Expands — Other News
Richmond, Va., August 7.— Dealers report combination instruments are getting more and
more popular. Many people feel that they must
have radio, and they also find it difficult to
get along without a phonograph, which dispenses music at all times, no matter what the
static and other conditions are. So, instead of
buying two separate instruments, they find it
cheaper and more convenient to get two in one,
as it were. According to Robin A. Frayser, manager of the radio department of Howell Bros.,
his trade frequently wants a combination instrument, whereas he handles only radio. As a
consequence, he is planning to take on this
type of instrument in the Fall. He has not
decided, however, just what line he will handle.
In the opinion of Kenneth Lord, manager of
the phonograph department at the Columbia
Furniture Co., Victor dealer, the VictrolaRadiola is getting to be a big seller. He says

"The word 'season' can now be taken out of
the radio vocabulary," said Joseph D. R. Freed,
president of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,
recently in discussing conditions. "For the first
time the industry is upon a sound all-the-yearround basis. Spring and Summer purchasing
this year broke all records. The public understands that there is no let-down in radio entertainment during the Summer, and, therefore, the
old practice of silencing sets during July and
August has been abandoned."
Bush

&

Lane

Distributor

The F. B. King Co., Oakland, Cal., was recently appointed as distributor of Bush & Lane
radio receivers, manufactured by the Bush &
Lane Industries, Holland, Mich. The King
organization, upon its appointment, issued an
announcement to the trade, stressing the qualities of the Bush & Lane radio products, and
the prominence of the manufacturer in the musical instrument field.

"Ramona"
in

York, August, 1928

Recording

Brunswick

Display

Goldenberg, Brunswick Dealer of Washington, D. C, Makes Effective Tie-up
With Popular Film Presentation
The aggressive music merchant is always on
the alert to turn every conceivable event into
a sales opportunity for himself.
He seizes

Goldenberg's "Ramona" Display
these opportunities and ties them up with his
business so that he can cash in to the utmost.
A fine example of this is the window display
tie-up made by Goldenberg, Brunswick dealer
of Washington, D. C., with the motion picture,
"Ramona," the Brunswick record of that same
name and the theme song of the photoplay.
In the large windows was produced an exceptionally attractive display. The motif of the
display, like that of the picture, is Spanish. A
background of plaster board with artificial ivy
climbing its wall, represented an exterior view
of a Spanish hacienda, and the name "Ramona"
was featured above the open doorway. Artificial grass lent an outdoor atmosphere. Distributed throughout the window were scenes
of the photoplay and a large picture of Dolores
Del Rio, starred in the movie, and a life-size
cut-out of Miss Del Rio and Warner Baxter
on opposite sides of the window. In the center, in front of the doorway, was a cut-out
of the star in a dance pose, accompanied by a
figure playing the guitar.
Several signs featuring the record and tie-up
with the picture and a group of Brunswick
records distributed throughout the window
completed the window display.
Columbia

Records

$50 Each!

When Captain Kingsford Smith, hero of the
first American-Australian flight, reached Sydney,
New South Wales, the Columbia Phonograph
Co. was ready with a commemorative record,
copies of which sold at auction at a benefit
show that evening for from £5 to £10 each.
The records were auctioned by Miss Gladys
Moncrieff, member of the cast of "Rio Rita,"
and carried the autograph of Captain Kingsford Smith, who was present. The record,
Columbia No. 01140, couples selections called
"Smithy" and "Kingsford Smith (Aussie Is
Proud of You)" — "Aussie" being Australia.
The benefit occurred June 11th. On June 8th
at 9 a. m., Columbia had received the music
scores; at 11 a. m. had recorded them; and by
June 10th had despatched records all over Australia and shipped to New Zealand.
Opens

in Hagerstown

Hagerstown, Md., August 6. — The MiniumConrad-Hause Co., 17 South Potomac street,
Hagerstown, Md., has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $25,000. The officers of the
company are S. E. Minium, president; H. M.
Conrad, secretary, and William G. Hause, treasurer. Wilmore Harp, former proprietor of the
Harp Victor Shoppe, which has been purchased
by the new music house, will be associated as
manager of phonograph and record department.
The concern is handling the Steinway and Stieff
lines of pianos as well as a complete line of
talking machines.

Display
Weymann
Interest
Arouses

Prizes Aid
Bureau's
Growth
Band
School

Artist Plays
Popular
Silver Bell
B & D

Philadelphia, Pa., August 4. — A particularly attractive musical merchandise display was presented in the Chestnut street windows of H. A.
Weymann & Son, Inc., of this city. The display featured Weymann string instruments and
Buescher band instruments. As may be seen,
an artistic effect was arrived at. Added to this
was the fact that the instruments shown in the

Letters showing the direct value of the work
of the National Bureau for the Advancement
of Music are continually being received by C.
M. Tremaine, its director. One recently received
from G. R. Prescott, director of one of the Iowa
school bands, specifically speaks of the influence
of the Bureau's prizes on the growth of school
bands throughout the United States and fol-

Groton, Conn., August 3. — Genevieve Tighe, of
the Happiness Girls, is a very clever young
lady banjo artist, according to David L. Day,
general manager of the Bacon Banjo Co.
The Happiness Girls comprise a company of
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_....]

How Weymann Featured String and Band Instruments
lows this up with a statement that the local
accompanying photograph in the center of the
Board of Education has substantially increased
window were displayed on a revolving turntable which created considerable attention and
its appropriation for instruments.
stopped the passers-by on this busy shopping
thoroughfare.
Dr.

Will

Hohner
to Return

ten artists who have been making a big hit
wherever they have appeared. They have been
playing Keith Theatres in and around New
York and are playing the Summer season on
the Poli Circuit in New England. "Miss Tighe
is the outstanding hit of the show with her
clever banjo playing and dancing," states Mr.
Day, "and she is also a splendid pianist. Needless to say, she plays a Silver Bell banjo."

Sails
to Europe

Dr. Will Hohner, of M. Hohner, Inc., celebrated manufacturers of Hohner harmonicas
and accordions, sailed this week for the Hohner
factories in Trossingen after several months
spent in America, during which time he visited
many parts of the country and met many of
America's business leaders, including Henry
Ford, who entertained him at the Ford plant.

The

Oldest

and

Q
UN
Largest
Musical
R

The Elks' Club of Spokane, Wash., working
in conjunction with Sherman, Clay & Co., has
organized a harmonica band which in a short
time has reached a flourishing condition.

Merchandise

House

in America
BACON
Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 183*
BANJOS
Sold by Representative
Music Merchants

>

C.BRViTO
§• SON,lNC.
351-53Fourth Ave. NewYorkCity

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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Memories

Above:

the

Trade

The "Anthropomorphized"

O. Flash"

Issued

B. & O. Radio, Inc., Atwater Kent distributor
of Newark, N. J., started this month the publication of a house organ, the B. & O. Flash,
designed solely "to help the dealer sell more
Atwater Kent radio and the products which
go with it." The first issue carried a foreword
by A. Atwater Kent welcoming the periodical.

Show

Above : The Kellogg Kids

A Bit of Kellogg Service
Right:

"B. &

of

Kellogg AC

Tube

Ludwig

Bieringer

With

Columbia

Co.

H. C. Cox, President of Company, Announces His Appointment as Phonograph Production Manager
H. C. Cox, president of the Columbia Phonograph Co., New York City, recently announced
the appointment of Ludwig Bieringer as phonograph production manager of the Columbia

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
and it will
four lines, agate bemeasure,
occupy a space of Replies
forwarded without
will also
be inserted free.
cost. Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.

REAL opportunity for two high-class livewire floor salesmen. Men with experience and
with past records preferred. Good salary and
commission. This opportunity is open due to
the fact of an expansion in the business of one
of Brooklyn's largest retailers. Write stating
full particulars. Address Box No. 1659, c/o
Talking Machine World, 420 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
WANTED— A Radio
Watkin Co., Dallas, Tex.

Salesman. Will A.

RADIO SALESMEN WANTED — Opportunity for large earnings is offered by manufacturer of Radio Speaker Tables who
desires capable resident Sales Representatives for each of the
following territories: New York City, Newark, and Northern
New Jersey; Boston and New England; Philadelphia. Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey: Delaware: Pittsburgh. Western Pennsylvania, Western New York, West Virginia; Cleveland. Ohio and Michigan: Baltimore. D. of C.
Virginia; Chicago District; St. Louis District: Southern
States; Pacific Coast.
Representatives must have a following in the Radio Trade —
Product is high-grade, fully guaranteed and priced to meet
any and all competition — Liberal commission proposition and
other non-competitive lines 'may be carried — State in first
letter full details of past experience, present connection and
exact territory at present covered — All correspondence confidential. Address Box No. 1658, care Talking Machine
World. 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

in shop management and cost accounting. In
1922 he became a Sonora official, first as production manager and later as works manager.
In July, 1927, he was appointed a member of
Sonora's executive committee. In the midst of
these activities Mr. Bieringer found time to
complete courses at Columbia University . in Industrial Engineering and Business Administration.

Joseph
on

Berg
Sails
European
Trip

President of Berg A. T. & S. Co. to Visit
Several Countries — New Artone Portable to Be Introduced Soon
Joseph Berg, president of the Berg A. T. &
S. Co., Long Island City, manufacturer of the
Berg Artone portables, left for Europe during
the latter part of July to join Mrs. Berg, who
had preceded him abroad. Air. and Mrs. Berg
will visit France, Germany, Switzerland and

WANTED — Resident salesman to handle
good selling article. Address Box No. 1654,
c/o Talking Machine World, 420 Lexington
Ave., New York, N. Y.
SALESMEN— Sideline — Here's your opportunity to earn an attractive income. Liberal
Commission Basis. Read our advertisement on
pages 34 and 35 in this issue. Le Minilux
Speakers are only sold to high-class department stores — leading piano and radio shops —
jewelry and gift shops. Are you the man for
this unusual opening? State full particulars in
first letter, outlining past experience, trade
called on, age, etc. Exclusive territory. Address Box No. 1655, c/o Talking Machine
World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Ludwig Bieringer
organization. Mr. Bieringer, who is to function
as one of the official staff of the president's
office, is to have complete supervision of all
details of phonoraph production.
Born in Germany, Mr. Bieringer has traveled
extensively in Europe, and from 1918 until his
present connection he was with the Sonora
Phonograph Co., at first in a consulting capacity
on the manufacturing end, with special interest
POSITION WANTED— Sales manager for radio manufacturer or buyer for chain stores. Seven years' experience in radio industry. A record of achievements — not
alibis. Address Box No. 1656, care Talking Machine
World. 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
POSITION WANTED by expert phonograph repairman. Twenty years' experience on all makes of American andphonographs
foreign motors,
also twenty
years' experience
selling
and radio.
Can manage
entire musicin
store. Address Box No. 1657, care Talking Machine
World. 420 Lexington Ave.. New York, N. Y.
HAVE factory space 50 x 125 in Chicago. Want
to distribute radio products and cabinets. Must be
nationally known merchandise. Manufacturer to supply merchandise, we to job it. Have past experience.
Reliable party. Known to the trade. What have
you to offer? F. Krai, 5819 West 22nd St., Cicero,
111.
Attention -"Radio Manufacturers
A wholesale musical instrument concern of established reputation seeks a jobbing agency for New
York and adjacent territory for well-known line of
radio sets and accessories. Address Box 1660, care
of Talking Machine World, 420 Lexington Ave.,
New York.

Roumania. Although Mr. Berg's trip is primarily a pleasure one, he plans to give some
attention to the growing foreign business of
the company. This end of the business has
reached such proportions that A. Chaves, experienced in the export of musical instruments,
has been appointed as export manager.
E. R. Manning, treasurer and sales manager
of the company, reports that the domestic business thus far this year is also substantially
ahead of the same period of last year.
The Berg Co. has announced that new models
of the Artone portable will be presented to the
trade about September 1.
Fada

Popular

in Brazil

Radio is taking a firm hold in Brazil, according to R. C. Ackerman, export manager for
Fada Radio, who recently returned from a
South American trip. Business conditions are
good, Mr. Ackerman said, and Fada is enjoying
a steadily increasing volume of business in that
section of the world.
Raytheon

Literature

The Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass.,
has issued an instructive article upon "Rewiring the Old Receiver for Series-Filament
Operation." It is written by D. E. Replogle, of
the Raytheon engineering staff. It is technical
in nature and illustrated by the use of four
wiring diagrams.
The Claypool-Lacey Music Co., Crawfordsivlle, Ind., has filed an amendment to its charter, increasing its preferred stock from $15,000
to $50,000; the common stock remains at $25,000.
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Day — Somewhere'
Theme Song of "The Red Dance" Is
Being Published by De Sylva, Brown &
Henderson — Has Erno Rapee Melody

De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., New
York, have recently secured the publication
rights of the song, "Some Day — Somewhere
(We'll Meet Again)" which is the theme song
of the photoplay, "The Red Dance," now playing at the Globe Theatre, New York. Like
"Angela Mia (My Angel)" the theme song of
"Street Angel," this number has an Erno Rapee
melody and the publishers are planning parallel
campaigns for the trade on both songs. "The
Red Dance," featuring Charles Farrell and
Dolores Del Rio, will have its national release
in another few weeks and opportunity for tie-up
with local showings will be afforded music
dealers in various sections of the country. The
picture, which has Movietone accompaniment,
has already been booked in the principal cities
of the United States and Canada and is
scheduled for a long run.

He's Our
Increase

Central Hotel; William Matthews and His
Arcadia Danceland Orchestra; Richie Meyers
and His Columbia Park Orchestra; Meyer
Davis and his Nassau Hotel Orchestra, Long
Beach, L. I.; William Patrick at Villa Richard,
Cotesville, N. J., and many others.
Second

The popularity of "He's Our Al" is keeping
pace with the developments of Gov. Smith's'
party in the Presidential race, according to Will
Von Tilzer, head of the Broadway Music Corp.,
New York, publisher of the number. Several
of the large syndicate stores handling Pathe
records in their music departments have been
effecting a tie-up with the new Pathe release
of "He's Our Al," backed up by "The Sidewalks of New York" (East Side-West Side).
Posters and displays of both songs have been
set up in the chain stores, and music clerks in
charge have reported good sales of both of
these numbers.
In the meantime "He's Our Al" continues to
be sung in all parts of New York City as well
as reaching millions of people over the radio.
It is being featured regularly by such individuals and organizations as the following: Buddy
Kennedy, master of ceremonies at Oakland's
Terrace; Gene Bartell, singing in Young's
Restaurant; Jimmy Carr, in the Silver Slipper;
Scotty and His Venetian Gondoliers, at the Park

FIVE

ABOVE

IRVING

in Fall

Plans for a second series of "Red" Nichols
orchestrations of old hits from the catalog of
the Ed. B. Marks Music Co., New York, have
been announced recently and will probably be
released this Fall. This will include such former

Sam Fox Song, Theme of Fox Film
"Fazil," Subject of Attractive Window
Display by Southern California Store
Los Angeles, Cat.., August 3. — The manner in
which music dealers are realizing the tremendous sales possibilities which lie in their grasp
through the practice of co-operating with local
moving picture theatres which are presenting
films which feature a theme song is well illus-

favorites as "By Heck," "Play That Barber
Shop Chord," "Old Man Jazz," "Blues My
Naughty Sweetie Gives to Me," "Has Anybody
Seen My Corinne?" "My Little Dream Girl,"
"There'll Be Some Changes Made" and "Leg of
Mutton." It is also probable that one or two
original "Red" Nichols numbers will be included. It is the intention of the Marks concern to build up a "Red" Nichols catalog that
will be both musically meritorious and commercial, in view of his prominence and influence in
the field of present-day dance arrangements.
The first Nichols orchestrations will be off the
press shortly.
"Angela

Mia"

Big

Seller

Following the national release of the Fox
film, "Street Angel," De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., New York City, report that sales
of the theme song, "Angela Mia" (My Angel)
grew to such proportions that it outsold any
other number in the very active catalog by
which the firm is represented. This song was
written by Erno Rapee and Lew Pollack,
writers of "Charmaine" and "Diane." The success which this song has encountered is due
in no small measure to the vigorous campaign
placed behind it by the publishers.
'Flower

of Love"

a Hit

"Flower of Love," the theme song of the
beautiful film "White Shadows of the South
Seas," which has scored such an emphatic success, is proving to be as popular as is the
presentation of which it is so much a part.
The song, which is published by Irving Berlin,
Inc., New York City, is the product of Dr.
Billy Axt and David Mendoza.
Jack Mills, Inc., has changed its name to
Mills Music, Inc.

RECORD

SONGS FEATURED

of Nichols

Orchestrations

Al"
Shows
in Demand

Broadway Music Corp. Campaign Number
Shows Regular Growth With Interest in
Campaign Developments

Series

ured
Feat
lay
Disp
ts'
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olit
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RECORD

BY ORCHESTRA

BERLIN

INC.,

AND VAUDEVILLE
1607
121

Features "Neapolitan Nights"
t^ated by the accompanying photograph of a
window display which occupied a large section
of the show space of the Southern California
Music Co., of this city. The film "Fazil" was
being shown at the Carthay Circle Theatre and
the Sam Fox Publishing Co. number "Neapolitan Nights," is the theme song of the film.
The background of the display consists of
:i number of title pages of the songs which are
illustrated with a scene from the motion picture. The centerpiece of the display shows a
scene suggestive of the title of the song. The
direct tie-up with the theatre was made through
the inclusion of a large photograph of "The
Great Elinor," director of the theatre's orchestra. Officials of the Southern California Music
Co. have informed the Sam Fox Publishing Co.
that the results from the display were most
satisfactory.
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"Jumping
Jack"
Issued
Makes
by Berlin Standard
Composition Written by Bloom, Seaman
and Smolev, Published as Piano Solo
and a Dance Orchestration
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Whiteman

Record

(W

One of the latest of the young artists who
has won wide fame through her record and
radio engagements is Miss Annette Hanshaw,
who recently recorded the Triangle Music Publishing Co.'s big success, "I Ain't Got Nobody

Hit

of

Featured

Chicago, III., August 7.— One of the most attractive and effective window displays presented
in conjunction with the release of Paul Whiteman's Columbia record releases was that which
graced the display space of the Brunswick
Music Shop, 3206 Lawrence avenue, this city, a
photograph of which is printed herewith.
The Feist hit "Last Night I dreamed You
Kissed Me" was the title of the record selected
as having the greatest appeal and the center
poster invited the passing public to enter the
store and hear the recording. While the display was primarily designed to feature the

''CHIQUITA*
^THAT'S

Hit

and also in dance orchestration form. "Jumping Jack" has been featured on several coastto-coast radio hook-ups, and appears to be the
type of novelty number which will be longlived. A new edition with lyrics will be off
the press shortly and should open an additional
field for the song.

Feist

KISSED

VOU

Recording
of Triangle

DOWN

I DREAMED

UPVOUR

The Irving Berlin Standard Music Corp., New
York, has recently released its first popular
novelty tune, entitled "Jumping Jack," which
is showing up well professionally and commercially. This number, written by Rube Bloom
in collaboration with Bernie Seaman and Marvin Smolev, has been issued as a piano solo

York, August, 1928

flflAMMV/

Annette Hanshaw
and Nobody Cares for Me." This recording is
said by many who are familiar with Miss Hanshaw's past work to be characteristic of her
ability in the rendition of songs written in the
lighter vein. Miss Hanshaw recently signed
a contract to record for the newly organized
Velvet Tone Record Co., of which Herman
Rose is recording manager. In addition to her
recording engagements, Miss Hanshaw is heard
ever the radio at regular intervals and is said
to have been engaged to be featured in a Broadway musical production in the Fall.
New

'IS(TILL
IT GON
YOU NA
BELONG6ETO LONG
ME)
?

Feist

Publications

Leo Feist, Inc., New York City, recently announced the following new publications which
TOO
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Brunswick Shop's Whiteman Record
Whiteman recording, it was also a timely Summer window chiefly through the inclusion of
items such as portable phonographs, music
rolls, ukuleles and sheet music.
Publishes

Film

Theme

Dealers who have been taking advantage of
the tie-up afforded by theme songs of motion
picture films should welcome the appearance
of the latest First National production, "Lilac
Time," starring Colleen Moore, which has for
its theme "Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time,"
a Leo Feist, Inc., publication. The film has
already been released in all of the larger cities
of the country and practically all of the leading
record manufacturers have announced releases
of the number.

SONG

these publications become class "B."
Triangle

Increases

Irving

Berlin's

Latest

"Yasha Michaeloffsky's Melody" is the title
of the latest song from the pen of Irving Berlin. This novelty number, the first of its type
which Mr. Berlin has written in a long period,
has an irresistible melody and a clever set of
lyrics and in the opinion of officials of Irving
Berlin, Inc., should prove a leader in its field
The song was introduced over the radio by
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare on Thursday,
August 2.

Space

The Triangle Music Publishing Co., Inc., New
York City, of which Joe Davis is head, has
more than doubled its floor space through taking over an adjacent suite of offices at 1658
Broadway. The additional space will be used
to enlarge the professional department and to
increase the facilities of the packing and shipping departments.
Piantadosi's

LIMING

CRADLE

until August 31 are listed as class "A" or 20
cents per copy: "Down Where the Sun Goes
Down," by Isham Jones and Verne Buck;
"Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time," theme song
of "Lilac Time," by L. Wolfe Gilbert and
Nathaniel Shilkret; "Googily Goo," by Benny
Davis and Dudley Wilkinson, and "Evening
Star" (Help Me Find My Man), by Roy Turk
and Fred Ahlert. On and after September 1

Two

Hits

Al Piantadosi, head of the music publishing
firm bearing his name, is proud of his present
catalog and is elated over a recent occurrence
with more than a little justification, for the
firm's twro hits were selected for recording by
Paul Whiteman and both records were issued
as special releases by the recording company
The two numbers in question were "Louisiana"
and "Dancing Shadows." Mr. Piantadosi reports large orders for both numbers from syndicates, jobbers and dealers.

The Talking Machine World, New
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More
Song

or

Score

One of the big numbers of the recently
opened Earl Carroll Vanities is "My Arms Are
Open," written by Ned Washington, Ed Lowry
and Michael H. Cleary, and published by Ager,
Yellen & Bornstein. The song is sung by Joey
Ray in a gorgeous set featuring the pulchritudinous Dorothy Knapp.

Spencer Williams, writer of "I Ain't Got
Nobody," has just written a novelty piano solo
entitled "Solitude," which is being published
by the Triangle Music Co. Joe Davis states
that he believes the number will go over in the
same manner that "Soliloquy" did.
M. Witmark & Sons, New York City, report
that "California, Here I Come," so popular
four years ago, seems due for a big revival,
largely through the fact that the song was
played to a standstill at the Republican National Convention in Kansas City. Herbert
Hoover is California's favorite son and it looks
as though the song will take on the character
of a campaign song.
Spier & Coslow, Inc., have moved into their
new offices on the fourth floor of 745 Seventh
avenue, New York City, having vacated their
former quarters in the same building. The
move gives the firm practically double the former floor space and gives much-needed facilities. A professional department will be opened
in the Fall.

Roy Evans, one of the newest of Columbia's
record artists, who has a distinctive manner of
singing and yodeling a popular song, has recorded two numbers of the Triangle Music Co.
for his latest release. The coupling includes
"Dusky Stevedore" and "I Ain't Got Nobody."

Marked
St.

Paul

Activity
and

"Fiagaro," a dance novelty, released recently
by De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., New
York City, has made an instantaneous appeal
to the Eastern dance orchestras, many of whom
have included it in their programs. The song
was written by Sidney D. Mitchell and Otto
Motzan and has a special Arthur Lange arrangement.
M. Witmark & Sons, New York City, report
that Sousa and His Band are featuring in their
concerts a Victor Herbert Medley which gives
prominence to such numbers as "Gypsy Love
Song," "Kiss Me Again" and "I'm Falling in
Love With Someone." The bulk of the Herbert
compositions were published by the House of
Witmark.
An announcement which should prove of interest to music dealers carrying records and
sheet music is that Warner Bros, are making
a Vitaphone film of "My Man," featuring Fanny
Brice. The Victor Co. recently released a record of this number by Miss Brice and there
is a steady demand for sheet music copies."My
York Man"
City. is published by Leo Feist, Inc., New
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"Ten Little Miles From Town," by Gus
Kahn and Elmer Schoebel, recently issued by
Irving Berlin, Inc., New York City, is proving
a most popular seller and has every indication
of being a real "natural." The song has proven
popular with the profession and equally a favorite with the public, as attested by the sales of
sheet music copies.
Spier & Coslow, Inc., New York City, recently signed up Ray Canfield for a long term|
to compile folios and books exclusively for
them. Mr. Canfield has a wide reputation on
the Pacific Coast and has arranged his own
original symphonic melody ukulele parts for
Villa Moret and Sherman, Clay & Co. He is
the originator of many new effects on the
ukulele.

Reported

Minneapolis

St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., August 7.—
Northwest music dealers found July a month
of contradictions and where a dull period in
radio usually obtains the past six weeks proved
quite the opposite to many of the merchants.
A most interesting report on the first six
months of 1928 comes from the Brunswick
offices. The phenomenal increase of 760 per
cent over last year's earnings is announced
from the general offices and the Northwest
branch shares substantially in that gain. S. C.
Schulz, manager of the Northwest headquarters,
believes that that mark will not be lowered
in the last six months of the year if present
indications are fulfilled. The new Brunswick
line, together with excellent conditions in the
territory, can only mean increased sales. Letters from the men on the road expressing this
optimism are substantially backed up with
orders. There is much interest in the new
Brunswick radio. The company will designate
the radio line as the "5" series and the new
combinations as the "3" series. Another big
seller is anticipated in the Brunswick improved
Exponential machine, now known as the 12-8
and which has new eye appeal in lines and
woodwork, interior grille and clearer tonal
properties. The instrument still sells at $125.
The Brunswick territory has been somewhat
revamped with a consequent change in the
force. J. E. Henderson, Jr., has gone to Aberdeen, S. D., where he will establish his headquarters for covering the two Dakotas. W. E.
Tarock succeeds Mr. Henderson at the City
Service desk and in charge of record promotion.
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J. E. Henderson, Sr., spent a few days in Minneapolis on his way to the Western Coast. He
gave
a
talk
on record sales to an enthusiastic
meeting.
George A. Michel, president of the Belmont
Corp., Sonora distributor, has just returned
from New York, where he attended the
presentation of new models and plans for the
coming Sonora season July business was very
good, largely through an aggressive sales campaign by the dealers. Radio sales were benefited by the Tunney-Heeney fight. The
Belmont Corp. will have a display of the
Sonora line at the Twin City Market Week
show, which is now being held at the Cream
of Wheat Building. This is for dealers only
and the railroads have offered reduced fares
which will bring several thousand to the show.
Farrand speakers and Berkey and Gay cabinets
have been added to the Belmont line.
A very gratifying increase over the July
books of last year is the report of the Geo. C.»
Beckwith Co., Victor distributor. C. C. Hicks,
manager of the company, states that the new
combinations have received a tremendous ovation from the trade and the supply is the only
cause for anxiety. The record business is fine,the Automatic continues to be in heavy demand
and the prospects for the last half of the year
show inspiring opportunities for a big increase.^
Foster & Waldo have astonished the whole
music trade with their campaign on Majestic
radios. R. O. Foster states that the sales have]
been phenomenal and that July was the busiestj
month the firm has ever known.
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LIST FOR AUGUST 3
Ready for the River — Fox-trot.
Coon-Sanders Orch.
Oh! You Have No Idea — -Fox-trot,
Coon-Sanders Orch.
American Tune — Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music
I'm On the Crest ofGeorge
a Wave
— Fox-trot,
Olsen
and His Music
Don't Wait
Till
the
Lights
Are
— Fox-trot,
Henry Thies and His HotelLowSinton
Orch.
Say "Yes" Today
—
Fox-trot,
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
The Dance of the Blue Danube — Pipe Organ,
Jesse Crawford
I Can't Do Without You — Pipe Organ,
Jesse Crawford
Daffy Ditties— Part 1
Cliff Friend
Daffy Ditties— Part 2
Cliff Friend
LIST FOR AUGUST 10
C-o-n-s-t-a-n-t-i-n-o-p-l-e — Fox-trot.
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
Who Wouldn't Be Blue?
Fox-trot,and His Orch.
Ted —Weems
Pickin' Cotton — Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music
Blue Grass — Fox-trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
You're a RealRoger
Sweetheart
Fox-trot.
Wolfe — Kahn
and His Orch.
Lonely Little Bluebird — Fox-trot.
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
Oh! You Have No Idea
Johnny Marvin
I'm Tired of Making Believe Harold Yates
Chlo-e (Song of the Swamp) .... The Rounders
Ready for the River
The Rounders
LIST FOR AUGUST 17
Chiquita — Waltz,
Victor Arden-Phil Ohman and Their Orch.
TwelveVictor
O'Clock
Waltz— Ohman
Waltz, and Their Orch.
Arden-Phil
Dusky Stevedore
—
Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
When Sweet Susie
Goes Steppin'
— Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret
and the ByVictor
Orch.
I Can't Give You Anything But Love — Fox-trot,
Johnny
Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
Sweet Lorraine
— Fox-trot,
Johnny Johnson and His Statler Pennsylvanians
Rosette
Jesse Crawford
For Old
Sake
Jesse
Was
It a Times'
Dream?
The Crawford
Revelers
Beautiful
National Cavaliers

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Columbia Phono. Co., Inc.
MASTER WORKS SERIES
Set No. 89 Schubert : Selected Songs; Ave Maria; Litanei;
Du bist
die Ruh';
Gretchen
and das
Spinnrade
Elsa
Alsen.
Erlkonig;
Tod und
Madchen— By
—
Die Junge Nonne; Die Forelle; Haidenroslein — ■
By Sophie Braslau. Serenade; Who Is Sylvia?
— By Charles Hackett. Am Meer; Aufenthalt;
Der Wanderer; Der Doppelganger; Der Lindenbaum; Der Wegweiser — By Alexandria Kipnis.
(8 Double Disc Records, With Leather Album).
CELEBRITY SERIES
153-MThe Man I Love (Gershwin-Gershwin) — Contralto Solo Sophie Braslau 10
If I Could Look Into Your Eyes (Goodman) — Contralto Solo
Sophie Braslau 10
4042-M TheTenor
Sunshine
of Your Smile Charles
(Ray-Cooke)
— 10
Solo
Hackett
Believe Me, If All Those Endearing Young
Charms — Tenor Solo
Charles Hackett 10
152-MPale Moon (Logan-Kreisler) — Violin Solo.
Sascha Jacobsen 10
To a Wild Rose (Macdowell-Hartmann) —
Violin Solo
Sascha Jacobsen 10
150- M Love's
Magic (Grey-Twohig) —Barbara
Mezzo-Soprano
Solo
Maurel 10
In the Heart of the Hills (Lee-Kerr) —
Mezzo-Soprana Solo
Barbara Maurel 10
151- M Polonaise in E Flat — Parts 1 and 2 (Chopin)
— Piano Solo
Jose Echaniz 10
SACRED MUSIC
1438- D Blest Be the Tie That Binds — Male Quartet.
Shannon Quartet 10
Jesus, Lover of My Soul — Male
Quartet,Quartet 10
Shannon
STANDARD AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
50078-D Song of the Flea (Moussorgsky) — Baritone
Solo
Alexander Kisselburgh 12
Danny
Deever
(Kipling-Damrosch)
— -Baritone 12
Solo
Alexander Kisselburgh
50073- D KolVioloncello
Nidrei— Parts
1
and
2
(Burch;
Op. 47) 12
Solos
Felix Salmond
50074- D Polonaise in A Flat — Parts 1 and 2 (Chopin:
Op. 53) — Piano Solo
Ignaz Friedman 12
50075- D Traumerei
(Schumann);
Moment Musicale
(Schubert) Catterall String Quartet 12
Ave Verum (Mozart),
Catterall String Quartet 12
1439- D Down Deep Within the Cellar —Wilfred
Bass Solo,
Klenn 10
Robin Hood; Armorer's Song —Wilfred
Bass Solo,
Glenn 10
1447-D Rag Doll— Piano Duet— Fox-trot,
Constance Mering-Muriel Pollock 10
High Hat — Piano Duet — Fox-trot,
Constance Mering-Muriel Pollock 10
1437-D Absent — Tenor Solo
Lewis James 10
Good Night, Little Girl, Good Night — Tenor
Solo
Lewis James 10
50072-D Tales from the Vienna Woods (Strauss; Op.
325)— Waltz,
Johann Strauss and Symphony Orch. 12
Morning Papers (Strauss; Op. 279) — Waltz.
Tohann Strauss and Symphony Orch. 12
50076- D Barber
of Seville: Overture— Parts 1 and 2
(Rossini),
British Broadcasting Co. Wireless Sym Orch. 12
50077- D In a Persian Market (Ketelbey) — Male Chorus,
Odeon Orch. 12
In a Monastery Garden (Kete'bey) — Male
Chorus
'
Odeon Orch. 12
1450-D Thinking
of Thee—
Vocal,
Yaarab Chanters of Atlanta (F. Cundell, Dir.) 10
Little Mo'l'er of Mine — Vocal
Yaarab Chanters of Atlanta (F. Cundell, Dir.) 10
1444-D That's
Weakness
Now — Boys.
Fox-trot, with
Vocal MyRefrain
by Rhythm
Paul Whiteman and His Otch. 10
'Taint
Honey, 'Taint So — Fox-trot, with
Vocal So.Refrain.
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10

Record

1465- D I'm on the Crest of a Wave (From "George
White's Scandals")
— Fox-trot,and with
Refrain
....Paul Whiteman
His Vocal
Orch.
What
D'ya
Say?
(From
"George
White's
Scandals") — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Refrain,
Paul Whiteman
and His
Orch.
1464-D Pickin'
Cotton
(From
"George White's
Scandals") — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Paul Whiteman
and HisRefrain,
Orch.
American
Tune
(From
"George
White's
Scandals") — Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
1448-D Come
Back Chiquita — Waltz, with Vocal
Refrain ....Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Lonesome in thePaulMoonlight
— Fox-trot,
Whiteman
and His Orch.
1441-D Just Liketrot, witha Vocal
MelodyRefrain,
Out of the Sky— FoxPaul Whiteman and His Orch.
Because
My
Baby
"Maybe" Now!
— Fox-trot, with Don't
Vocal Mean
Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
DANCE MUSIC
1467- D In Refrain
a Bamboo Garden
Fox-trot,and with
Leo —Reisman
His Vocal
Orch.
'Cause
I
Feel
Low-Down
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Refrain. Leo Reisman and His Orch.
1451- DI'm Refrain,
More Than Satisfied — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians
frain,
The Cannon Ball — Fox-trot, with Vocal ReGuy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians
1452- D Washington
and Lee
with
Vocal Refrain
Jan Swing
Garber— Fox-trot,
and His Orch.
V. M. I. Spirit — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Jan Garber and His Orch.
1463-D Down
the Sun Goes Down — Fox-trot,
with Where
Vocal Refrain,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
Nagasaki — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
1445- D Too Busy!
— Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Refrain.Dir.)
Clicnuot
Club Eskimos
(H. Reser,
Beautiful
Face.
Have
a
Heart
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Refrain,
Clicquot Club Eskimos (H. Reser, Dir.)
1468- D Cheerio — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
The Radiolites
OneRefrain
Step to Heaven — Fox-trot,Thewith
Vocal
Radiolites
1443-D Nothin' Doin' — Fox-trot,
Donald Lindley and His Boys
Slidin' Around — Fox-trot.
Donald Lindley and His Boys
1462-D Don't
Keep with
Me Vocal
in the Refrain,
Dark, Bright Eyes —
Fox-trot,
The Knickerbockers
Away From You — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain The Knickerbockers
1440-D Dream River— Waltz,
withCraig
VocalandRefrain.
Francis
His Orch.
All Day Long — Waltz,
with
Vocal
Refrain,
Francis Craig and His Orch.
VOCAL NUMBERS
1471-D That's My WeaknessUkulele
Now — Ike
Vocal.
(Cliff Edwards)
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
"Blackbirds of 1928")— Vocal.
Ukulele Ike (Cliff Edwards)
1455-D Wa-Da-Da
(Everybody's Doin' It Now) —
Vocal Grandma
Trio.. .Paul
Whiteman's
Rhythm Boys
That's
— Vocal
Trio,
Paul Whiteman's Rhythm Boys
1454-D Happy Days and Lonely Nights — Vocal,
Ruth Etting
Lonely Little Bluebird— Vocal. ... Ruth Etting
14,-)3-D Memories of France — Vocal Seger Ellis
I Still Love You — Vocal
Seger Ellis
1466- D Don't
the Her
Dark,Blue
Bright
—
Vocal.Keep
Lee Me
Morsein and
GrassEyes
Boys
Be Sweet to Me — Vocal,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
1446- D It's Lullaby Time— Parts 1 and 2— Vocal
Duet
Ford-Glenn
1449-D_ Dusky
Stevedore— Vocal
Roy Evans
Georgia's Always on My Mind — Vocal,
Roy Evans
1469- D I Tore Up Your Picture When You Said
Good-bye (But I've Put It Together Again)
— Vocal
Oscar Grogan
The Church Bells Are Ringing for Mary —
Vocal
Oscar Grogan
14/0-D\ou Took Advantage of Me (From "Present
Arms!") — Vocal Duet,
Vaughn de Leath-Frank Harris
Do I Hear You Saying: "I Love You"?
(From "Present
Arms!")
— Vocal Duet,
Vaughn
de Leath-Frank
Harris
1400-D La Rosita— Vocal
James Melton
When Love Comes Stealing. .. .James
Melton
1436-D Stay Out of the South!— Vocal . Creole Crooner
LiT 01' Home — Vocal
Creole Crooner
1371-D Dream House — Vocal
Charles W. Hamp
Masquerade— Vocal
Charles W. Hamp

Edison

Disc
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in
DANCE RECORDS
52300 She Didn'tdentalSay
She Didn't Say "No";
Singing, "Yes";
She Only Said
"Maybe" — Fox-trot, w'ith InciB.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch
Singing,
I wo Blue Eyes— Fox-trot, with Incidental
, B-A.Rolfe(Trumpet
and Palais d'Or Orch.
32311 My
Pet— Fox-trot, withVirtuoso)
Vocal Chorus,
Tom
Timothy
and
His
Frivolity Club Orch.
Chorus,
Tell Me You're Sorry — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Tom Timothy and His Frivolity Club Orch
32319 Deep Hollow — Fox-trot,
B.A.Ro!fe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch
(To-morro
w's with
To-morrow
To-day Is To-day
Fox-trot,
Vocal) Chorus,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch
32321 Tomorrow — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Paiais d'Or Orch.
Ida! Sweet as Apple Cider — Fox-trot,
Winegar's Penn. Boys
Chorus,
:>232h Who
Wouldn't Be Blue? — Fox-trot, with Vocal
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
When Sweet Susie Goes Steppin' By — Fox-trot,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
52327 You're
Just aChorus,
Great 124
Big Baby Doll — Fox-trot,
with Vocal

Piccadilly Players (M. Morris. Dir.)
Just
a Little
o' Driftwood
— Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus.BitPiccadilly
Players
(M. Morris,
32342 After I ve Called You Sweetheart (How Can IDir.)
Call Youby Happy
Friend)Jack,
— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Georgie
— Fox-trot,Al Friedman and His Orch.
_
. „Porgie.
Chorus,
52343 lhats
My
Weakness
— Fox-trot,Palais
with d'Or
VocalOrch.
-i, , -I-.. B A Rolte(Trumpet Now
Virtuoso)and
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky— Fox-trot,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
Virtuoso)and
INSTRUMENTAL
RECORDSPalais d'Or Orch
52313 Paddy Ryan's Favorite Irish Jig,
C. Shults
(Two Old-Time Fiddlers)
FlowersJ. Baltzell-S.
of Edinburgh
Hornpipe,
John
Baltzell
(Champion
Old-Time Fiddler)
52314 It Is Night (Black),
Hotel Commodore Ensemble (B. Levitow, Dir.)
(Strauss) — Intermezzo,
The Whistlers
Hotel Commodore
Ensemble (B. Levitow, Dir.)
52338 Because
(d'Hardelot),
Rollo
on the Midmer-Losh Pipe Organ
Ave MariaMaitland
(Schubert),
Rollo Maitland on the Midmer-Losh Pipe Organ
52340 Soliloquy (Bloom)— Piano Solo Will Donaldson
Sapphire (Bloom)— Piano Solo Will Donaldson
80894 El Pano Moruno (From "Suite populaire Espagnole") Raymond
(De Falla-Kochanski)
Violin.CarlSolo,Flesch
with
Bauman at the— Piano.
JotaFalla-Kochanski)
(From "Suite— Violin
populaire
(De
Solo,Espagnole^')
with Raymond
Bauman at the Piano
Carl Flesch
SPECIALS
52296 Maui Girl (Girl of the Island of Maui),
Mid-Pacific Hawaiians (W. Kalama, Dir.)
Manao Healoha (Thoughts of Love),
Mid-Pacific Hawaiians (W. Kalama, Dir.)
52312 We Parted by the Riverside,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Down on the Banks of the Ohio,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
52315 Didn't I Tell You? (That You'd Come Back),
Jack Parker-Will
You Can Tell Her Anything
Under theDonaldson
Sun
(When You Get Her Under the Moon),
Jack Parker-Will Victor
Donaldson
52322 My Angel (Angela Mia)
Hall
Needing You
Victor Hall
52323 Mamma's Grown Young, Papa's Grown Old,
Jack Kaufman and the Seven Blue Babies
Since She Learned to Ride a Horse,
Jack Kaufman and the Seven Blue Babies
52324 King
Ever —Glorious
(From "The Crucifixion")
(Stainer)
Tenor
Charles Hart
My Hope Is in the Everlasting (From "The
Daughter of Jairus") (Stainer) — Tenor,
Charles Hart
52330 Cherie Chilly- Pom-Pom-Pee,
The Radio Franks (Bessinger-Fain)
Come on Along With the Blue Bird,
The Radio Franks (Bessinger-Fain^
52331 I Got Religion (Bibo-Wimbrow) The Rollickers
Ready for the River (Kahn-Moret) . . The Rollickers
52332 Love Is a Ticklish Thing
Willard Hodgin
An Ugly Gal's Got Something Hard Willard
to Beat, Hodgin
52333 Shout
I'm Home (Dixon) —
Dave Hallelujah!
Kaplan at 'Cause
the Piano,
The Happiness Boys (Billy Jones-Ernest Hare)
Must
You Kaplan
Wear aat Moustache?
— Dave
the Piano, (Silver-Meskill)
The Happiness
Boys (Billy Jones-Ernest
52339 More Than
Anybody
Frances Hare)
Sper
We Love It
Frances Sper
52341 Giggling Gertie. . .Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Dusky Stevedore. Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
52344 That's
Just at Mythe Way
De Nat
Piano, of Forgetting You — Joe
Eleanor Blake (The Beaux Arts Girl)
TheChristie
Man atI the
Love Piano
(Gershwin-Gershwin) —Janet
Ken Hall
52345 My Pet — Novelty, Singing
and
Saxophone,
Frank Wallace and His UWe
Gotta Big Date With a Little Girl — Novelty,
Singing and Saxophone,
GENERAL GROUP— GERMAN
RECORDS
Frank Wallace
and His J'ke
57030 Myrthen Blatter (Myrtle Leaves) (Bernen) —
Walzer; Male Voices, with John F. Burckhardt at the Piano
Manhattan Quartet
Katzen (Werth) — Serenade; Male Voices, with
Tohn F. Burckhardt at the Piano,
Manhattan Quartet
57031 Ein kleines Malheur (A Little Mishap) (Franz
Wildt,
Op. 127)
Mannerstimmen in deutsch ;
Male Voices
in —German,
Arion Male Chorus (Georg Friedgen. Dir.)
Das Dorfgeheimnis (Hans und Liese) (The Village Secret) (Otto Wellmann, Op. 254,_ No.
1) — Mannerstimmen in deutsch; Male Voices
in German,
Arion Male Chorus (Georg Friedgen. Dir.)
57032 Mutter-Segen (A Mother's Blessing) (A. Opladen,
Op. 18)in— German,
Mannerstimmen in deutsch;
Male Voices
Arion Male Chorus (Georg Friedgen. Dir.)
Mein
Blumelein (Myin Flowerette)
Behle) —in
German,
Mannerstimmen
deutsch; Male(A. Voices
Arion Male Chorus (Georg Friedgen, Dir.)
Edison Blue Amberol Records
5521 Scotch Reel.
J. Baltzell-S. C. Shultz (Two Old-Time Fiddlers)
5523 Hello." Montreal. Arthur Fields and His Assassinators
5528 All Go Hungry Hash House,
Ernest Love,
V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
5530 Careless
Ernest
V. Stoneman
5536 He Was Nailed
to the and
Cross,His Dixie Mountaineers
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
5540 The Empty Cradle. . .Vernon Dalhart and Company
5543 Honolulu Sweetheart of Mine,
Aloha-Land Serenaders
5544 Soliloquy — Piano Solo
Will Donaldson
5545 The Unlucky Road to Washington,
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Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
Arthur Fields
After
I've
Called
You
Sweetheart
(How
CanStewart
I
Call You Friend)
Elliott
She's a Great, Great
Girl
—
Fox-trot,
Arthur Fields and His Assassinators
To-morrow — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
5553 Mamma's Jack
GrownKaufman
Young, and
Papa's
the Grown
Seven Old,
Blue Babies
5554 Ramona — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,The Florida Four
5546
5549
5550
5552

Brunswick

Records

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 6
248 Blue Yodel
(Rodgers) — Vocal, with Yodel and
Guitar
Frank Marvin
Away Out on the Mountain (Harrell) — Vocal,
with Yodel and Guitar
Frank Marvin
249 Blue Yodel, No. 2 (Rodgers) — Vocal, with
Yodel and Guitar
Frank Marvin
In the Jail House Now (Rodgers) — Vocal, with
Yodel and Guitar
Frank Marvin
3933 Sergt. Jock McPhee
(MacFarlane) — Tenor,
with Orch
Sandy MacFarlane
Granny's
Highland
Hame
(MacFarlane)
Tenor,
with Orch
Sandy — MacFarlane
3970 Dream
House
(Cowan-Foxe) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Darling
(Jenks-Petrone) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal
Chorus
Abe
California Orch.
3987 Yellow Dog Blues (Handy) Lyman's
— Fox-trot,
Duke Ellington and His Orch.
Tishomingo Blues (Williams) — Fox-trot,
Duke Ellington and His Orch.
3988 Ginger Bread Brigade (De Leath) — Comedienne,
with Orch
Vaughn de Leath
Mother Goose Parade
(Bibo-Breau-Sturm) —
with Orch
Vaughn de Leath
15181 TheComedienne,
School of the Fauns (From the Ballet
"Cydalise and the Satyr") (Pierne) — Symphony Orch... .Cleveland Orch. (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
Shepherd's
Symphony Hey,
Orch.,a Morris Dance (Grainger) —
Cleveland Orch. (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
FOR SEPTEMBER 13
240 Willie, LIST
the Weeper (Rymal-Melrose-Bloom) —
Voice and Ukulele,
Marc Williams (The Cowboy Crooner)
Sioux Indians — Voice and Ukulele,
Marc Williams (The Cowboy Crooner)
250 The Bluefield Murder,
Roy Harvey and the North Carolina Ramblers
George Collins,
Roy Harvey and the North Carolina Ramblers
3981 Dream
House
(Foxe-Cowan) — Vocal with
Ukulele and Guitars,
The Yale Trio (of Yale University)
Sweet Ella May
(Renard-Alpert-Robinson) —
Vocal, with Ukulele and Guitars,
The Yale Trio (of Yale University)
3989 Imagination (Livingston) — Fox-trot,
Red Nichols and His Five Pennies
Original DixielandRedOne-step
Nichols(Jordan-Dizie),
and His Five Pennies
3990 Missouri Squabble (Hayton-Holst-Kretzmer) —
Fox-trot
Carroll Dickerson's Savoy Orch.
Black Maria (Rose) — Fox-trot,
Dickerson's Savoy Orch.
3991 Goodbye My Lover,Carroll
Goodbye — 'Male Voices,
with Orch
Kanawha Singers
That Good Old Country Town (Where I Was
Born) (Robison) — Male Voices, with Orch.,
Kanawha Singers
20066 Alexander's
Ragtime
Band
(Berlin)
— With
Vocal Duet,
Vincent Lopez and His Casa Lopez Orch.
The Darktown
Strutter's
Ball (Brooks)—
cert Series; with
Vocal Refrain
by Quartet,ConVincent Lopez and His Casa Lopez Orch.
50142 Forza Del Destino (Swear in This Hour) (Solenne in quest'ora) (Act III) (Verdi) — Tenor
and Baritone, with Orch. — In Italian,
Mario Chamlee-Richard Bonelli
Martha — Lost, Proscribed (Solo Prafugo) (Act
I) (Flotow) — Tenor
and Baritone, with
Orch. — In Italian. .Mario Chamlee-Richard Bonelli
Okeh
41065

41066

41067

41068
45233
45234

45235

8590

Records

LIST FOR TULY 25
DANCE MUSIC
Evening Star (Help Me Find My Man) (TurkAhlert) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Dorsey Brothers and Their Orch.
Forgetting You (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Dorsey Brothers and Their Orch.
Happy Go Lucky Lane (Lewis-Young-Meyer) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Harry Reser's Jazz Pilots
That's My Weakness Now (Green-Stept) — Foxtrot, with Vocal Duet Refrain,
Harry Reser's Jazz Pilots
VOCAL RECORD
Little Log Cabin of Dreams (Hanley-Dowling)
— Vocal, with Orch
Noel Taylor
Think of Me Thinking of You (Abbott-MarvinWimbrow) — Vocal, with Orch
Noel Taylor
HAWAIIAN MUSIC
On the Beach at Waikiki — Singing, with Hawaiian Guitars
Kalama's Quartet
Aloha Oe (Farewell to Thee) (Liliuikalani) —
Singing,
with Hawaiian
Kalama's Quartet
OLD-TIME
TUNE Guitars.
RECORDS
The Great Judgment Morning — Vocal, with
Piano
Friendship Quartet
Abide With Me — Vocal
Friendship Quartet
The Mansion of Aching Hearts (Lamb-Von
Tilzer) — Vocal, with Guitar and Violins,
Andrew Jenkins
In the Baggage Coach Ahead (Davis) — Vocal
Duet, with Guitar and Violins,
Andrew Jenkins-Carson Robison
Zends Waltz — Instrumental, with Vocal,
Raggedy Ann's Melody Makers
Waltz Medley — Instrumental, with Vocal,
Raggedy
RACE RECORDSAnn's Melody Makers
Happy Blues — Vocal, with Guitar Accomp.,
Tom Dickson
Death Bell Blues — Vocal, with Guitar Accomp.,

LATEST

RECORD

Tom Dickson
8591 Deep Blue Sea Blues (Alexander) — Vocal, with
Guitar
"Texas" Alexander
Bantam Rooster Blues (Alexander) — Vocal, with
Guitar
"Texas" Alexander
8592 Mountain City Blues (Troutt) — Fox-trot,
Clarence Williams' Orch.
Lazy Mamma (Gray-Gifford) — Fox-trot,
Clarence5 Williams' Orch.
LIST FOR AUGUST
DANCE MUSIC
41069 Ready for the River (Mood Indigo) (KahnMoret) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
The Goo-fus Five and Their Orch.
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (FieldsMcHugh) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
The Goofus Five and Their Orch.
41070 Beloved
(Kahn-Sanders)— Waltz, with Vocal
Refrain by Seger Ellis,
The Royal Music Makers (Joe Green, Dir.)
I Wonder (Davis-Silver-Pinkard) — Waltz,
The Royal Music Makers (Joe Green, Dir.)
41071 My Baby
Came Red
Home
(Fields-Newman-Gardner)— Fox-trot.
McKenzie
and His Music Box
From Monday On Red(Barris-Crosby)
McKenzie and— Fox-trot,
His Music Box
VOCAL RECORD
41072 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky (Donaldson)— Vocal, with Orch
Lillian Morton
Evening Star (Help Me Find My Man) (TurkAhlert) — Vocal, with Orch
Lillian Morton
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
41073 Serenata (Bloom) — Piano Solo
Rube Bloom
That Futuristic Rag (Bloom) — Piano Solo,
Rube Bloom
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
45236 BillInstrumental,
Wishes He Was Single Again— Vocal, with
Bill Chitwood and His Georgia Mountaineers
Raise
Rough House To-night — Vocal, with
Instrumental,
Bill Chitwood and His Georgia Mountaineers
45237 Old Folks Get in Bed — Instrumental, with Vocal
Refrain
Ford-Grace
Hide Away — Vocal, with Fiddle and Guitar,
Ford-Grace
45238 Why Don't You? — 'Male Quartet,
with
Organ,
Simmons Sacred Singers
Mother, Oft I Think of Thee — Male Quartet,
with Organ
Simmons Sacred Singers
RACE RECORDS
8593 Empty Bed Blues — Part 1 (Johnson) — Vocal,
with Piano and Cornet
Elizabeth Johnson
Empty Bed Blues — Part 2 (Johnson) — Vocal,
with Piano and Cornet Elizabeth Johnson
8594 I Am a Pilgrim — Jubilee
Silver Leaf Quartet
I Can Tell the World — Jubilee . Silver Leaf Quartet
8595 Lame Duck Blues (Williams) — Three
Instrumental,
Blues Chasers
Nothin' But Blues (Roberts) — Instrumental,
Three Blues Chasers
EUROPEAN RECORDINGS
3228 Merry Widow Waltz (Lehar)— Orchestra,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Wiener Blut (Strauss) — Orchestra,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
5146 Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, Parts 1 and 2
(Liszt) — Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and the Orchestra
of the State Opera House, Berlin
LIST FOR AUGUST 15
DANCE MUSIC
41074 Sweetheart
Lane (Herscher-Rockwell-Hays) —
Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,
Billy Hays and His Orch.
My VocalAngelRefrain
(Rapee-Pollack) — The
Fox-trot,
with
Okeh Melodians
41075 Come Back Chiquita (Gilbert-Wayne) — Waltz,
with Vocal Trio
Southern Melody Artists
Memories of France (Dubin-Robinson) — Waltz,
with Vocal Trio
Southern Melody Artists
41076 The Man From the South (Bloom) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Refrain Joe Venuti's Blue Four
Pretty Trix (Venuti-Lang) — Fox-trot,
Joe Venuti's Blue Four
41078 West End Blues (Oliver)— Fox-trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
Fireworks (Williams) — Fox-trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
VOCAL RECORDS
41077 I Can't Give You Anything But Love (FieldsMcHugh) — Vocal, with Orch
Seger Ellis
Don't Keep Me in the Dark, Bright Eyes
(Bryan-Wendling) — Vocal, with Orch.. Seger Ellis
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
45239 My Isle of Golden Dreams (Blaufuss) — Instrumental, with Singing
Honolulu Strollers
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Stanton) — Instrumental,
with Singing
Honolulu Strollers
45240 Love's Old Sweet Song (Molloy) — Vocal, with
Instrumental Accomp.,
Zack-Glenn
I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen (Westendorf) — Vocal, with Instrumental Accomp.,
Zack-Glenn
45241 Drowsy
Moonlight (Williams) — Singing,
Guitar
GeorgewithWhite
Swanee Blue Jay (Williams) — Singing, with
Guitar
George White
RACE RECORDS
8596 Too Busy! (Miller-Cohn) — Vocal, with Louis
Armstrong and His Hot Four,
Lillie Delk Christian
WaswithIt Louis
a Dream?
(Coslow-Spier-Britt)—
Vocal,
Armstrong and His Hot Four,
Lillie Delk Christian
8597 West End Blues (Oliver) — Fox-trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
Fireworks (Williams) — Fox-trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five .
8598 Been Some Changes Made (Since You've Been
Gone)
(Razaf-Johnson) — Vocal Duet, with
Piano
Butterbeans-Susie
Watch Your Step (Williams) — Vocal Duet, with
Piano
Butterbeans-Susie
Banner

Records

DANCE RECORDS
7158 Who Wouldn't Be Blue—Ernie
Fox-trot,
Golden and His Orch.
Bring Back My Lovin' Man —Hollywood
Fox-trot, Dance Orch.
7159 If You Don't Love Me — Fox-trot,
Fred Rich's Dance Orch.
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My Window of DreamsAdrian
— Waltz,
Schubert's Salon Orch.
7160 That's My Weakness Now
Ernie— Fox-trot,
Golden and His Orch.
If I Can Ba-Ba-Baby You — Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band
7161 Two Lips to Kiss My CaresSamAway
— Fox-trot,
Lanin's
Dance Orch.
Out of a Clear Blue Sky — Lou
Fox-trot,
Gold and His Orch.
7162 Don't Cry, Baby— Fox-trot. Lou Gold and His Orch.
I'm Sorry and You're Sorry Hollywood
— Fox-trot, Dance Orch.
7163 You're a Real Sweetheart —Sam
Fox-trot,
Lanin's Dance Orch.
Swanee Sue — Fox-trot
Missouri Jazz Band
7164 The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
—
Fred Waltz,
Rich's Dance Orch.
When the Harvest Moon Is Shining — Waltz,
Royal Marimba Band
7165 Blue Grass — Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
I Wanna Go Back to Indiana — Imperial
Fox-trot, Dance Orch.
7166 'Cause I Feel Low Down — Fred
Fox-trot,
Rich's Dance Orch.
I Found Her — Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
7167 Sorry for Me — Fox-trot. . Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
The Dance of the Blue Danube
Fox-trot,
Lou —Gold
and His Orch.
7168 That's Just My Way oftrot Forgetting
You
Fox-Orch.
Ernie Golden and — His
When You're Smiling — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
7169 Sluefoot — Fox-trot Joe Candullo and His Orch.
A Jazz Holiday — Fox-trot,Joe Candullo and His Orch.
7170 Chiquita— Waltz Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
I Wonder if You Care — Waltz,
Majestic Dance Orch.
7171 Just a Little Way Away From
Home — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's
Dance Orch.
Is It Gonna Be Long? — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
7182 Indian Love Call — Fox-trot, Holywood Dance Orch.
Blue Danube Waltz —Adrian
Waltz, Schubert's Concert Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
7172 That's Mymental
Weakness
— Vocal and
Instru- Four
QuartetNowHollywood
Harmony
Johnny Loves Maggie — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
George Beaver
7173 My Pet — Vocal and Instrumental
Quartet,
Hollywood
Harmony Four
Big Brown Eyes — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Ralph Haines
7174 Oh! You Have No Idea— Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Jack Kaufman
Don't Send Your Wifey to the Country — Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
George Beaver
7175 In My Bouquet of Memories — Baritone Solo,
with Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
Where the Bluebird Builds Its Nest — Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
7176 I Tore Up Your Picture — Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
George Beaver
Silver's More Precious Than Gold — Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
7183 Memories of France — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Charles Dickson
My Orch.
Last Accomp
Waltz With You— Tenor Charles
Solo, with
Dickson
NOVELTY RECORDS
Phil and Jerry
7177 The Ventriloquist and His Dummy— Part 1,
Phil and
The Ventriloquist and His Dummy — Part
2, Jerry
7178 Memories of the South — Part 1 — Tenor Banjo
Solo, with Piano Accomp
Roy Smeck
Memories of the South — Part 2 — Tenor Banjo
Solo, with Piano Accomp
Roy Smeck
7179 Way Out on the Mountain
Voice, with
Frankie— Wallace
and Guitar,
His Guitar
Ben Dewberry's FinalFrankie
Run — Wallace
Voice, with
Guitar,
and His Guitar
7180 Blue Yodel No. 1— Frankie
Voice, with
Guitar,
Wallace and His Guitar
In the Jail House Now
— Voice,
with and
Guitar,
Frankie
Wallace
His Guitar
7181 There's a Whippoorwill a'Calling — Male Duet,
Carson J. Robinson-Francis Luther
A Accomp
Mother's Plea — Tenor Solo, withFrancis
Novelty
Luther

684-H

682-H

679- H

673-H

680- H

681- H

678-H

Harmony
Records
DANCE SELECTIONS
Too Busy! — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Jim Andrews. .Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Anything You Say! — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Jim Ernie
Andrews,
Golden and His Orch.
Two Lips (To Kiss My Cares Away) — Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Frank Bessinger,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Evening Star (Help Me Find My Man) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Jim Andrews Chuck Campbell and His Orch.
If Chorus
You Don't
Love Me
— Fox-trot, with Vocal
by Irving
Kaufman,
The Harmonians
Lonesome in the Moonlight — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields,
The Harmonians
Memories
of France — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Bar
Kaufman,
Harbor Society Orch.
Dream River — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
Irving Kaufman.. Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Don't
Cry, Baby
(Cry Baby
—
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
ChorusDon'tby Cry)
Jerry
White..
Golden Gate Orch.
Every
WeekWhite,
— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Night
Chorusin bythe
Jerry
Golden Gate Orch.
Dream House — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Robert Wood. . . .Musical Comedy Orch.
Georgie Porgie — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Frank Bessinger,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Somebody Sweet Is Sweet on Me — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
{Continued on page 126)
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RECORD

BULLETINS — (Continued from page 125)
Novelty Accomp.,
Down Where the Sun Goes Down — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields,
Carson J. Robinson-Francis Luther
Arthur Ross and His Westerners 10
There s a Whippoorwill
Male Duet,Luther
Carson a'Calling—
J. Robinson-Francis
687-HWhen
(The Whole
Smiles You're
With Smiling
You) — Fox-trot,
with World
Vocal
Chorus by Jim Andrews,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners 10
Regal Records
Don't Keep Me in the Dark, Bright Eyes —
DANCE RECORDS
Fox-trot,
with
Incidental
Singing
by
Jim
Andrews,
8593 That's My Weakness Now—
ErnieFox-trot,
Golden and His Orch.
Andy Sannella and His All Star Trio 10
689-H Jeannine
I
Dream
of
"Lilac
Time"
—
Waltz
Who
Wouldn't
Be
Blue?—
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
„
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Bar Harbor Society Orch. 10
8594 Don't Cry Baby— Fox-trot. Lou Gold and His Orch.
Anita — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Irving 10
The
Dance
of
the
Blue
Danube — Fox-trot,
Kaufman
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
8595
Sluefoot—
Fox
-trot
Joe
Gold and His Orch.
Candullo
Lou
693- H I'm Walking Between the Raindrops — Foxor„_ Deep,
trot, with Vocal Chorus by Dick Burnett,
Hollow — Fox-trot. Joe Candullo and His Orch.
The Harmonians 10
8596 Blue Grass — Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
When Eliza Rolls Her Eyes — Fox-trot, with
'Cause I Feel Low-Down — Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus by Lester Cortes,
Fred
Rich's Dance Orch.
Jerome Conrad and His Orch. 10
8597 The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi — Waltz,
Fred Rich's Dance Orch.
686-H I'm on the Crest of a Wave (From "George
Dream River — Waltz. . Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
White's Scandals") — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Robert Wood,
8598 You're a Real Sweetheart —Sam
Fox-trot,
Musical Comedy Orch. 10
Lanin's Dance Orch.
Pickin' Cotton (From "George White's ScanWhen You're Smiling — Fox-trot,
Sam
Lanin's Dance Orch.
dals")—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Robert Wood
Musical Comedy Orch.
8599 That's Just My Way oftrot Forgetting
Fox-Orch.
Ernie Golden You
and — His
(From "George White's
D'Ya — Say?
692-H What
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by 10
Scandals")
If You Don't Love Me — Fox-trot,
Fred Rich's Dance Orch.
Robert Wood
Musical Comedy Orch.
It Was the Dawn of Love — Fox-trot, with 10
8600 Two Lips to Kiss My Cares Away— Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus by Tom Frawley,The Astorites 10
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Just a Little Bit of Driftwood — Fox-trot,The Rounders
with Vocal
Mud — Fox-trot,
694- H Mississippi
Chorus by Lester Cortes,
8601 Chiquita — Waltz Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Jerome Conrad and His Orch.
My Window of Dreams — Waltz,
Chorus
Vocal
with
Fox-trot,
—
Schubert's Salon Orch.
May
Ella
Sweet
10
VOCAL Adrian
RECORDS
Harmonians
The
Burnettwith Vocal Chorus by
by Dick
690- H Blue Grass— Fox-trot,
10
8602 That's MymentalWeakness
Now — Vocal and InstruQuartet,
The Astorites 10
Tom Frawley
Vocal
Eddie
Lewis
and His Tropical Serenaders
with
Stevedore — Fox-trot,
Dusky
Chorus by Jerry White,
My
Pet
—
Vocal
and
Instrumental
Quartet,
10
Golden Gate Orch.
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
VOCAL SELECTIONS
8603 I Tore Up Your Picture— Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
675- H Laugh! Clown! Laugh!— Vocal,
10
Irving Kaufman
In My Bouquet of Memories — Baritone Solo,
Irving Kaufman 10
with Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
Blue Over You — Vocal
8608 Memories of France — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
683-H Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky—
Paul Vocal,
Small
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
If You Don't Love Me — Vocal.. Paul Small
There's
Something
About
theAccomp.
Name ..Rodman
of Mary —Lewis
AllBaritone
Solo,
with
Orch.
After
Pals Are the Best Pals
674-H OldVocal,
NOVELTY
RECORDS
10
The Melody Man (Joe Davis and His Piano) 10
8604 Blue Yodel No. 1 — Voice, with Guitar,
Frankie Wallace and His Guitar
Think of Me Thinking of You— Vocal, Piano) 10
The Melody Man (Joe Davis and His Small
Way Out on the Mountain
— Wallace
Voice, with
Frankie
and Guitar,
His Guitar
-Paul
691- H Chiquita— Vocal
—Vocal,
8605
Ben
Dewberry's
Final
Run
—
Voice,
with
Guitar,
Jeannine I Dream of "Lilac Time Paul
Frankie Wallace and His Guitar
Small
Mack Allen 10
In the Jail House Now
— Voice,
with and
Guitar,
685-H Floral Wreaths— Vocal
Frankie
Wallace
His Guitar
ht— 1010
To-nigAllen
Alone Mack
Boy Sings
Choir ca
A Vo
l All
8606
Steamboat
(Keep
Rockin')
—
Male
Duet,
with
Novelty Accomp.,
676- H Oh! You Have No Idea— Vocal,
10
Carson J. Robinson-Francis Luther
l, in 10
e— yVocaMart
That Brand New Model of MinHapp
There's a Whippoorwill a'Calling — Male Duet,
Carson
J. Robinson-Francis Luther
COMEDY SKETCHES Happy Martin
8607 Hawaiian Blue Skies — Steel Guitar Solo,
2—
Roy Smeck
and
1
Parts
677- H Elder Tackson's Sermon—
Ed. McConnell
Sketches
Comedy
Forget
Me
Not,
My
Hawaiian
Rose
—
CLARINET SELECTIONS
110
Guitar Solo
RoySteelSmeck
. .Bob Fuller
10
688-H Nameless Blues— Clarinet Solo.
Ridiculous Blues— Clarinet Solo... Bob Fuller
Vocalion Records
Domino Records
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
DANCE RECORDS
4166 That's My Weakness Now— Fox-trot, .„._..
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Fox-trot,
Who Wouldn't Be Blue?—
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
and His Orch.
4167 Sluefoot— Fox-trot Joe Candullo and
His Orch.
Candullo
Deep Hollow— Fox-trot. JoeChi—
4168 The Sweetheart of Sigma Fred Waltz
Rich's Dance Orch.
His Orch.
Dream River— Waltz .. Nathan Glantz and His
Orch.
and
Gold
4169 Don't Cry, Baby — Fox-trot. Lou
Fox-trot
The Dance of the Blue Danube—
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Lou Gold and His Orch.
4170 Blue Grass— Fox-trot — Fox-trot,
'Cause I Feel Low-Down
Fred Rich's Dance Orch.
FoxForgetting You—
Just My Way ofErnie
4171 That's
Golden and His Orch.
trot
If You Don't Love Me — Fox-trot,
Fred Rich's Dance Orch.
Schubert's Salon Orch.
Adrian
Waltz
4172 Chiquita—
My Window of Dreams — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
4173 You're a Real Sweetheart — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
When You're Smiling — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
4174 Two Lips to Kiss My Cares Away — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Just a Little Bit of Driftwood — Fox-trot,The Rounders
VOCAL RECORDS
4175 I Tore Up Your Picture — Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
In with
My Orch.
BouquetAccomp
of Memories — Baritone
RodmanSolo,Lewis
4176 That's MymentalWeakness
Now
—
Vocal
and
InstruQuartet,
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
My Pet — Vocal and Instrumental Quartet,
Eddie Lewis and His Tropical Serenaders
4177 Memories of France — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
There's
Something
About
the
Name
of Mary —Lewis
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp. ..Rodman
NOVELTY RECORDS
0251 Blue Yodel No. 1 — Voice, with Guitar,
Frankie Wallace and His Guitar
Way Out on the Mountain
Voice, with
Frankie— Wallace
and Guitar,
His Guitar
0252 Hawaiian Blue Skies — Steel Guitar Solo,
Roy Smeck
Forget Me Not, My Hawaiian Rose — Steel
Guitar Solo
Roy Smeck
0253 Ben Dewberry's FinalFrankie
Run — Wallace
Voice, with
and Guitar,
His Guitar
In the Jail House Now
—
Voice,
with
Guitar,
Frankie Wallace and His Guitar
0254 Steamboat (Keep Rockin') — Male Duet, with

15698 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky (Donaldson)— Tenor, with Orch.,
HaroldWhen"Scrappy"
Lambert
I Tore Up Your Picture
You Said
Good-bye (But I've Put It Together Again)
(Morse-Donnelly) — Tenor, with Orch.,
Harold "Scrappy" Lambert
15699 Was
a Dream? (Coslow-Spier-Britt)—Dick
Tenor,Powell
withIt Orch
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me (KahnLombardo) — Tenor, with Orch
Dick Powell
15700 If You Don't Love Me (Yellen-Ager) — Tenor,
with Orch
'
Dick Powell
Rosette
(Lombardo-Newman) — Tenor,DickwithPowell
Orch
15702 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky (Donaldson)— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Charlie Davis and His Orch.
You're trot,
a Real
Sweetheart
(Berlin-Friend)
— Foxwith Vocal Chorus
by Dick
Charlie
Davis Powell,
and His Orch.
15703 Dry Martini (Pettis-Goering) — Fox-trot,
Jack Pettis and His Pets
Hot Heels, (Pettis-Goering) — Fox-trot,
Jack Pettis and His Pets
15705 Clarinetitis (Goodman) — Clarinet Solo, with
Piano and Drum
Benny Goodman
That's
a
Plenty
—
Clarinet
Solo,
with
Piano Goodman
and
Drum
Benny
15706 Lona Lu (Herscher) — Hawaiian Instrumental,
with Vocal Chorus by Rudy Vallee,
Franchini's Serenaders
Isle of Moonlit
Sky Chorus
(Schoo) by
— Hawiian
Instrumental, with Vocal
Rudy Vallee,
Franchini's Serenaders
RACE RECORDS
1176 What's the Use of Being Alone (Bradford) —
Fox-trot . . .Johnny Dunn's Original Jazz Hounds
Original Bugle Blues (Bradford) — Blues Foxtrot Johnny Dunn's Original Jazz Hounds
1186 Sixth
Street and
Moan Guitar
(Cole-Jones) — Voice, Kid
with Cole
Harmonica
HeyHarmonica
Hey Mama
Blues
(Cole)
—
Voice,
with
and Guitar
Kid Cole
1188 Ready for the River (Kahn-Moret) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus,
Jimmy Noones' Apex Club Orch.
Forevermore
(Gatthelf-Burtnett) ■— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus,
1189 Tin Roof Blues, Jimmy Noones' Apex Club Orch.
King Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
(New Orleans Rhythm Kings)
West End Blues (Oliver),
King Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
(New Orleans Rhythm Kings)
1191 My
Own
Lonesome
Blues
(Carr) — Vocal
with Piano and Guitar
Leroy Carr
How Long — How Long Blues (Carr) — Vocal,
with Piano and Guitar
Leroy Carr

1193 You're
Leavetar
the Old Home,LuiuJim'—
Vocal, Going
with to
Gui
Jackson
Careless Love Blues — Vocal, with Guitar,

1195 Lord Keep Me With a Mind— Sermon, with
Singing ..... ...Rev. D. C. Rice and Congregation
Leaving All to Follow Jesus— Sermon, with
Sing^ks°"
ED RECORofDS Prayer _Lu,u
15676 TheSinger,
T withSACRGarden
Beautiful
Gospel
Piano
Fioyd Jones
'7-;7 D' C Rice and Congregation
Tli^'W'
15fi7fi He
Ransomed
(Johnstoneo-Henderson
Gospel
Singer, Me
with Pian
Floyd)—Tones
8134 Sendero de Amor (Path of Love) L y C
ras
Espinosa
Hawa
de iana
los Montero
Vals, con
s s)— Miami
Guitar-'JBand
Marimba
MEXICAN
o,,„ o ,
t,t at"S Brazos
8144 Ramona
(Wayne) (In— Your
Tenor, Arms)
con (WaggnerOrquesta,
Tip.ca
. ...
Jose Moriche
8144 T?a™
Naraee-Green)-Vals
Miami Marimba
Band
Porque Me Has Besado Tu (Because You
Kissed Me) (Bodet-Manjarrez)— Waltz
8145 F1T£?°
El Pial (Valle)—
Vocal Duet,
witha Orch.,
Jose Moriche
Tipic
r' Orquesta
n,„i~ a
■ ->r-j „ ,
Cuadro Mexico
(Valle)— Vocal Duet, with
mi
O h
MeXiC0
''
ftz' " ' ltlt
(Valk^Wa
Rio' Vienen
Dei 'Que
*^
Dolores
8147 De
A^t^
Las Tres
5202 IheGuitaBroke
n
nt—
geme
Enga
Vocal Duet, with
r and Mandolin,
Give My rLove Lester
McFarland-Robert
Gardner
to Nell,
O! Jack-Vocal A.Duet
with Harmonica,
Guitar
^
andTuT
Mandolin,
*
It
RN
THE
SOU
?LD
B
Th
5202
...
Lester McFarland-Robert A. Gardner
5225 f°pe
W,a'tz-e:,
Where
Reaves'
the
Silvery
County
Ramblers
ColoradoWhite
Wends
Its Rambl"r
Way
(Scogg
ins-Av
?o°oWenwa,tArkanSaS-£eaVeS'
White
Counfy
nl)— Vocal,
with
Guitar

Daly)—
Vocal, and
withtheGuitar
Tn (Allen
th,
Emry Arthur
Cumberland Singers
rff >°f ^he Flty That Has No Heart
fin
5226 I Got a
£cal 'Effects^"'^ ^
5227 The Song of the Prune (No Matter How
Young
Ba"d
a Prune
^
C°'e String
Vocal
Cheatem-Wit
It's Always
BillWr.nkl
Full of Band
S??7 TV,„
c„ es)-Vo
rice,,h May
„withBe fes,
James
Guitar, Cole
Violin and

Baritone, with Banjo and Guitars,
S^^J^
5229 T^&^p^
Let
That
0^'
Liar
Alone—
'^f^
^jrE
Tenor, with with^G
Guitar utta^
and
Emry Arthur
Arthur
'i Emry and Henry
TW r;, ai
letHarmonica
r"" ,

Sees

Return

Fashioned

of

Old-

Music

Box

The old-fashioned music box is comi
ng back
according to R. K. Kind, general mana
ger of
Ihorens, Inc., New York. "About 1892
the
appearance of the phonograph caused musi
c
box sales to dwindle," Mr. Kind said. "However, there seems to be a reaction at the present time because our sales of music boxes, espethe larg
are musi
increasing 'and I
ventureciallyto
saye mode
thatls,
most
c stores will
again carry Swiss music boxes, those operated
with a disc as well as those playing by mean
s
of a cylinder." Mr. Kind also stated that there
is a rapid increase in demand for novelties
which contain musical instruments.
Hawley

New

Bros.

Store

Open

in Williamsport

Philadelphia, Pa, August 4.— Philadelphia
friends and associates of the head of the firm
of Hawley Bros., Williamsport, Pa, attended
the recent formal opening of their newly acquired store, located at 216 W. 4th street. The
head of the firm is the former traveling representative ofthe Brunswick Co, Hobart A. Hawley, who resigned from the Philadelphia branch,
to enter business with his brother Oliver.

Continuous

Program at
the Pacific Radio

Show

San Francisco, Cal, August 3.— Eight broadcasting stations are joining in a program of
continuous entertainment for the fifth annual
Pacific Radio Show, to be held in the civic
auditorium during the period of August 18 to
25. It is estimated that between 350 and 400
artists will be presented in the first attempt
to provide continuous entertainment during the
radio exposition.
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to

Products

ISSUE
Order Already Has Been Placed for Radio
Compasses, Receivers, Speakers and
Head Sets for Antarctic Use
An order has been placed by the Byrd Antarctic Expedition for Kolster radio compasses,
broadcast receivers, speakers and head sets, it
has been announced by Ellery W. Stone, president of the Kolster Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.
The expedition is scheduled to sail from New
York on August 15 for a year and a half of
exploration around the South Pole.
"This scientific expedition of fifty-five men
will be more completely equipped with radio
apparatus than any band of explorers in history,
and, because lives depend upon it, great care
has been taken in its selection," said Mr. Stone.
"It is a matter of profound satisfaction to us
that Commander Byrd and his radio experts
have chosen Kolster equipment. It has been
selected to withstand the extreme conditions of
150-mile gales and temperature changes from
125 degrees above while crossing- the equator
to 50 degrees below in the Antarctic."
Adrianola
to

Make

Corp.

Is

Automatics

—
\
New Milwaukee Firm, Capitalized at
$100,000, Will Manufacture Two Types
of Automatic Phonographs

Fond du Lac, Wis., August 4.— Automatic
phonographs for amusement places will be
manufactured here on a large scale soon, following the organization of the Adrianola Corp.,
a $100,000 company.
Sylvester Adrian, inventor of the phonograph,
and one of the active members of the organization, has announced that the corporation will
have its manufacturing plant at 22 East Second
street, with offices in Milwaukee.
Two types of machine will be made, both
coin-operated. One will allow the patron to
pick out any one of eight records, the other
playing the records on both sides in succession.
A representative of the company will be in
charge of the machines in a territory and will
change the records each week. A loud speaker
may be attached and music furnished to many
rooms at once from the one record.
Pacific
Opens

Radio

Chain

Eastern

Office

The American Broadcasting Co., operating a
network of Pacific Coast stations, has opened
offices at 119 West Fifty-seventh street, New
York City, which will be maintained in addition to the main quarters in the Lloyd building,
Seattle, Wash. It is understood that a Salt
Lake City station will be added in the near
future to the chain, which now comprises stations in Seattle, Portland, Spokane, San Francisco and Los Angeles, linked up by Postal
wires. The net work is said to reach 1,600,000
homes in an area of seventeen states. G. A.
Coats has been appointed Eastern representative in association with F. C. Dahlquist, general
manager.
Record

Broadcasting

Ready Reference
{ia^iasi^iMMi><iK^

Times

Have

OF

THE

for Salesmen,

torial) 3

Marketing the Portable

4

"Loan
Receipt"
Helps
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Radio
•

6

Selling Records

8

Analyzes Display Cost

9

Effect on Retail Sales of Store Arrangement 9
1928-29
Radio
Consumption to
Reach Total of 2,500,000 Sets. .

12

Selling Costly Radio Sets

16

Profit-Winning Sales Wrinkles ....

24

Sales
to Employes'
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Radio
Sales Volume

25

Corrugated Box Maker Lays Down
Rules for Packing Radio Sets. ...
Creating
a Record
Demand for
Finest Music

32

Selling the Portable — and Then... .
Was It the Poor Fight or the Radio?
Still Depends Upon Merchandising.
Radio as a Medium for Service. . . .

32b
32b
32b
32b

Making the Programs Better

32b

CORRESPONDENCE
Akron-Canton,
Cleveland, 73—
waukee, 102 —
— Richmond, 1

Ted

Heads

Sponsorship of Musical Activity Aids
Sonora Dealer to Success
Drastic Change in Policy Aids Gimbel's Business
Radio Dealers Can Learn From Outside Competition
Latest
Phonograph
and Radio
Patents
RCA Advertising Manager Analyzes
Radio Retail Selling Methods. . .
Outdoor Portable Talking Machine
Demonstrations Build Sales ....
Get Behind Automatics
Latin American Field Is Fertile One
if Trade Is Properly Sold

33
40
42
46
52
54
58
65

Gleanings
From
the World of
Music
121-123
Latest Record Bulletins
124-126
FROM

LEADING

CITIES

25 — Toledo, 48 — Kansas City, 54 — Cincinnati, 68 — Baltimore, 70 —
Pittsburgh, 76— Philadelphia, 8 1 -84— Boston, 88— St. Louis, 96— MilBuffalo, 106— Detroit, 107 — Chicago, 111-112, Los Angeles, 112
1 8 — Minneapolis and St. Paul, 1 23.

casting; eighty-five stations of the National
Broadcasting Co. and nineteen stations of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, with several
independent stations and a number of shortwave transmitters carried the voice of the candidate to all parts of the world.
Fine

Department

Hobrecht's Sell Radio
110
Ohio
Music
Merchants Announce
Program for Annual Convention
1 15
J. Newcomb
Blackman Outlines
Views on Trade
116-117
In the Musical Merchandise Field . . 119

Last-Minute News of the Trade. .32a-32d
New Merchandise for Old
32b
32b

and

Newest in Radio — A Department
Devoted to Descriptions and Illustrations of the Latest Radio Receiving Sets and Accessories. . . . 89-94
Window and Outdoor Displays Help
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Cashing in on Movie Music

WORLD

Dealers

Edi-

Changed — (An

THIS

IN

ARTICLES

CONSTRUCTIVE

Lewis

Publicity

Unusually fine publicity featured the recent
appearance of Ted Lewis, Columbia artist, at
the New Orpheum Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
For a week prior to his arrival and during the
three weeks' period of his engagement the entrance to the playhouse carried large cut-outs
of the artist, using a record twelve feet in
diameter, with several smaller ones, and banners announcing the "High-Hatted Tragedian
of Jazz." A Columbia-Kolster phonograph
likewise played the latest Ted Lewis records
afternoons and evenings in front of the theatre.
Purchases

Music

Store

Eugene Wilder, formerly a representative of
the Robert Morton Organ Co., has purchased
the Indianapolis Music Shop, Inc., at 4170 College avenue, Indianapolis, Ind. The shop carries a complete line of Victor Orthophonies,
records and several of the leading makes of
radio receivers.

Garber

Orchestra

at Palace

Jan Garber and His Orchestra, exclusive Columbia recording artists, recently appeared as
a feature act at the Palace Theatre, New York
City. This ensemble is popular with college
students, and a recent Columbia record release
by it coupled the college airs of Washington
and
Lee University and the Virginia Military
Institute.
To

Broadcast

Opera

Weekly

Portions of productions of the Chicago Civic
Opera are to be broadcast each week during
the 1928-29 season over a network of stations.
The first of the programs to be heard on October 31 will be sponsored by the Fansteel
Products Co.
Emphasize

Stability

Elbel Bros., South Bend. Ind., in a recent
advertisement stressing the stability and permanence of its business, made known to the
readers of the newspaper that during the years
of its existence seventy-seven other music
stores in South Bend had opened and closed.
Declare

Brunswick

Dividend

Hook-up

Herbert Hoover's speech formally accepting
the Presidential nomination of the Republican
party, delivered on August 11, was heard over
a network of broadcasting stations numbering
over 100, the largest chain ever used in broad-

C. E. Vaughan recently purchased the interest of W. A. White in the White Music Co.,
Gainesville, Ga., and is now sole owner. He
will operate the store under the name of the
Vaughan Music Co. and will occupy the same
location at 30 West Washington street.

Directors of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., Chicago, have authorized a dividend of 75
cents per share on the outstanding common
stock of the company to stockholders of record
at the close of business on August 5, 1928, and
payable August 15, 1928.
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Edison Needle Type Reproducer. Exclusive design.
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Over 3 feet of horn.
Built-in Resonance Chamber.
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Superior Motor. Plays three
records on a single winding.
Built-in Record Container.
Holds 20 records (40 selections i.
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I^rformance
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cabinet machine, yet it's really a handy portable
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Send your order without delay
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portable business
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this new needle type portable in
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product— the soundest assurance of
musical excellence — and rapid, easy
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A fitting testimonial to Toman quality is the fact
that this Toman reproducer is used exclusively on
the many thousands of Allen Portables which have
been sold.
All Toman Reproducers and Tone-arms are most favorably
priced. Guaranteed quality inside and out. We invite inquiry
from Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers.
Samples sent
promptly upon request.
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the

transition

of the

r-t^^j piano from old-fashioned
square and upright atrocities to
the graceful baby grand, radio has
now

reached

a stage of develop-

No.Table
2250
This table with
self- contained
speaker has been
designedmonizetowith harand
carry the Grebe
Synchrop h ase
Seven A-C.

ment where "home atmosphere"
is becoming a most important
factor in the sale of receiving sets.
No. 222J
Console No. 820
An Italian type cabinet which
combines with its beauty the incompatable featutes of the Grebe
SynchrophaseA-CSix. ForGrebe
A-C Six and Grebe Seven A-C.

To

meet

this profitable condition

Table

Grebe has produced a widely
varied line of cabinets and tables
whose

sheer

beauty

will

add

stantly converts
This table
inthe Grebe SynSix into a piece
chrophase A-C
of impressive
furniture. No.
1750be Speaker
may
installed
under table.

a

touch of unmistakable good taste
to the most fastidious home.
No. 2249

Send for Booklet T IV which
fully describes the new Grebe
cabinets and tables.

A. H.

Grebe

& Company,

109 W. 57th St., New

Table

Inc.

York City

Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Ivlakers of quality radio since 1 909

De Luxe Console
The last word in radio reception
— a receiver so flexible that the
volume can be controlled from a
whisper to the full tone of a btass
band. Equipped with Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six.

This table
convetts
the Grebe
Synchrophase
A-C
Six into an
impressive piece
of furniture. It
contains
comdynamic a type
partment for
speaker.

'Power

Amplifier
Table

Maximum
power without
distortion isadded
V J Tl ABC MARK RCC. US. PAT. OFF. R
SWCHROPHAS

Jl

C

to
the A-CSynchrophase
Six by
this table
which
incorporates a
and
two 2speaker
50 type
dynamic
tubes-push-pull.

Six

Back of each cabinet
or table is the tonal
beauty, range and
selectivity of the
Grebe Receiver
making them doubly
saleable.

Buckeye Console
A cabinet
genuine
black walnut which offorms
a fit setting
for
the tonal beauty of the Grebe
Synchrophase A-C Six. Also
adapted for Grebe Seven A-C.

TRADE MARK
REG. US PAT. OFF.

Qrebe Synchrophase
A C Six
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Brunswick Super-heterodyne Model 5 NO, list $175 without tubes. Brunswick Model "A" Speaker, $35.

Super-heterodynes,

In
More

to Choose

Record-Playing
Than

Any

Brunswick's
From

on Brunswick

Instruments

Other

and

Manufacturer

Great

New

Too

Line

in

Radio
Offers

THINK, Mr. Brunswick Dealer, what you have to offer
this year as compared with your competitors :
. . . Radio of SUPER-HETERODYNE
as well as tuned-radiofrequency type.
. . .The Brunswick Panatrope, the world's first electrical reproducing instrument.
. . . The Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola in new models,
including the new all-electric Model 3 KRO, listing at a
lower price than any such combination has ever been offered
. . . $395. '
at before
All
supported by Brunswick Electrical Records ! Truly, a
great line, worthy of the name of Brunswick.
To keep this fine merchandise before the public, Brunswick
is making announcements every week from September until
Christmas in The Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, and Sundav
newspapers in 108 cities !
In fairness to yourself, this great line and this advertising
merit an exceptionally aggressive selling effort by your
organization.

PANATROPES
• RADIO
• RECORDS
PANATROPE - RADIOL AS

THE

BRUNSWICK

-BALKE-COLLENDER

Brunswick Super-heterodyne, Model 5NC8.
To list at $375, less tubes.

CO.,

Chicago,
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York

•
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in All Principal Cities
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Industry

finer example exists than obtains in the radio field to-day.
Retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers are combining
Common

problems are discussed and

plans made for the elimination of harmful
results of these discussions are

\928

Price Twenty-five

Gets

the members of an industry reach that
WHEN
stage of enlightenment where they co-operate for
the general welfare progress is inevitable. No

for mutual advantage.

World

Machine

Talking

The

practices. The

Cents

Together

ihrashed out. The number of speakers at this meeting has
been limited to one or two, so that ample time will be
available for floor discussions. It is through meetings such
as this, where

members

of an industry get right down

Ihe business of examining

the troublesome

to

phases of their

trade, that the greatest good can be derived. No man can
fail to benefit by attendance at a meeting of this kind.

already manifest in the radio

The problems of one dealer
usually are the same ones faced

industry. Better understanding exists in all branches of

by other merchants, whether
or not they happen to handle

the trade and profits are replacing losses that resulted
from inefficient merchandising
methods. In a few words, the
industry really has become
stabilized to the point where
it is on an equal plane with
older businesses. This is an
achievement that reflects credit
on the men

in the radio field

have had the foresight to

who

see the value of co-operative
effort and who have put forth
their best efforts to bring about
a better understanding.
Value of Discussion

Every

Dealer

Read

These

given over to consideration of
trade problems.
Dealers,
wholesalers, manufacturers and

the same line. Here competitors can meet in such a way

Articles

that they part better friends
and go back to the operation of
their businesses with knowledge

Building the Sales Unit — By B.
C. Reber
(Page 4)

that may lead to bigger profits.
Telephoning
—By C.N.

the Portable
Tunnell

Prospect
(Page 6)

No better suggestion can be
made than to urge every dealer
to make it his business not only

Heppe Canvasses — Women
Can-'
vassers and Home Demonstrations Win Sales
(Page 8)

to view the exhibits but to par-

Selling the Trade-in Radio
By J. H. Reed

the purpose outlined.

Price Specializes
guage
Werley
Build

At the recent trade show in
Chicago considerable time was

Should

in Foreign
Records

ticipate actively in the discussions at the meetings held for

Sets —
(Page 9)

A Vital Move

Lan(Page 12)

Another

Music House Exhibits
Live List of Radio Prospects— By D. Allen DeLong(Page

16)

That the talking machine and
radio business are now allies in

Building an Ad Character — A
Sales Promotion Idea That

the full sense of the word

Gained Patronage — By Roy
George
(Page 20

is

evident and the standard phonograph isjust as important an
item to the progressive dealer
as the standard radio receiver

only to their own problems but
also considered them in the
light of their effect on the entire industry.

There

were

joint meetings and gatherings devoted only to members of
the association holding them.
Out of it all came much good.
The Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair, complete details
of which appear elsewhere in this issue, gives the trade
another opportunity to prepare the way for better business.
First, of course, the public showings of the new
of which

this year

at the Radio World's Fair will
be the exhibit of phonographs.

broadcasters gave thought not

many

vital move

models,

will be on exhibit for the first time, are,

or should be, of vital interest to every member

of the trade.

and the combination

phonograph

and radio, and it has a

definite place at an exhibit such as the Radio World's Fair.
This is a new era in merchandising. The inefficient fall
by the wayside.

So do the lazy. Knowledge

that opens the door to profits. Know

is the key

your business thor-

oughly. Get the other fellow's viewpoint. He may know
something you do not. No man can know it all. Make as
frequent contact with other men in your line of business

The dealer will have the opportunity during certain hours

as possible. The manufacturer has thoughts on retail merchandising that are of value. Many manufacturers of

of the day to examine

the radio models he will feature dur-

radio are proving this by the fine dealer helps they are

ing the next year and he will be able to compare the relative merits of the various lines, so that the problem of se-

preparing to break down sales resistance encountered by
retailers. The wholesaler and his salesmen are in constant

and

lecting the best products for his purpose should be simplified. Another feature of the program will be a dealer
jobber meeting at which mutual problems will be

contact with retail merchants

of many

have information

money

that means

exchange of ideas means

See second last page for Complete Index of Articles in this issue
3

types and they often
in your pocket.

broader knowledge.

The

Building
Fox

the

Go.

of

San

Antonio

creased Record Sales

Sales
Has

by Two

Greatly
Simple

Unit

In-

Plans

By B. C. Reber
sales have jumped from one or two records
any trouble, then she will look at that and sevIN San Antonio, Tex., the Fox Co. has an
each to three to six. At the same time we
eral others before she is through. And each
enviable reputation for the manner in which
it does things in a big way. If a new
have been able to handle this increase in busitime she picks up a record, the sales possibilities are increased.
record is announced, this firm does not follow
ness without increasing our sales organization.
the general practice of cautiously ordering a
"Placing the popular hits in groups of three
"Another feature which we have adopted and
is an elaboration of the first plan. Practically
few dozen, but is more apt to order several
which has proved very successful is the use of
hundred. Then will follow a sales conference
all the customers who pick up one of these
folders for popular hits. We had a lot of these
record holders which would hold three double
of the employes of the phonograph and record
books appreciate the value of getting the three
latest hits in a nice holder at a reasonable cost.
department. All the sales incentive of this
disc records at a time, but we Trad not had
record will be brought out. The work will
the sale we had anticipated. To take care of
Consequently, instead of buying the one record,
which often resulted before, they now buy the
start, and within a few weeks the order will
this, we had cards made by our window trimthree in order to get the holder.
have been sold and another placed.
mer which read, 'The Latest Hits.' These cards
were made the same size as the outside cover
Probably one of the chief incentives that this
"These two plans are simple, economical and
effective. We have had both in
firm has in boosting its record
effect for several months, and
sales is in simple plans it devises which naturally increase
the results have been far greatsales with a minimum amount
er than we had anticipated.
adoption ot the chain store policy oi displayof sales work. Recently the
THE
They have increased sales withing records Hat on the counter has increased sales
out increasing costs, and we
firm worked out two unique
consider them good plans for
plans for increasing sales which
for the Fox Co. without any increase necessary in the
have proved very successful,
any department of this kind.
sales staff, as plan requires minimum of attention to
The success of the Fox Co.
and which are worth passing
in promoting record sales by a
on. They are described by
customer. Use of folders containing three records
William Malone, manager of
departure from the usual methwhich are offered customers as the latest hits is
ods of record sales promotion
the department.
another
plan
used
by
this
company
which
has
proved
indicates
concretely how much
"For several years," Mr.
worth
while
it is from the
successful in increasing the unit of sale. Both plans
Malone began, "it had been our
policy to have our records
standpoint
of profits for the
have the virtue of increasing profits without requiring
retailer to devise new and more
placed behind the counter in
tiers as is the general practice.
effective methods of exploitaany addition to the store's overhead
tion. No matter what the loThrough this plan we sold a
cation, there is bound to be a
■
goodly number of records. It — ™—
certain amount
of transient
is not our habit, however, to be
of these record books, and were glued over
business, but where a determined and original
satisfied with doing our quota of business. We
the original cover.
effort is put forth sales can be increased. This
want to do better than the average, so we are
"In these folders we then placed the three
applies to records as well as to other lines of
constantly working out plans which will assist
latest hits that had been brought out during the
us in attaining this end.
merchandise featured by the music dealer.
and placed the volumes in a conspicu"We began to look around for means of in- month,
ous place on our counter. Within a few days
creasing our record sales and found tha£; the
we noticed that a number had been sold, and
E. C. Carlson
in
chain stores were selling more records per inwithin a few weeks we had quite a brisk sale.
dividual than the other stores. We endeavored
New
RCA
Ad. Post
"This was another inexpensive plan which
to find an explanation for this, and discovered
sold three records instead of one, and gave
that these stores had their records out on the
satisfaction at the same time. We offered a
counter where the customers could see them,
District Advertising Manager Named
collection
designed to appeal to the greater
pick them up and read the selections, and thus
Assistant Ad Manager in Charge of
number of record buyers, and we were able
Sales Promotion Has Long Experience
save the sales people considerable time in bringto increase our business without additional cost.
ing the records from the shelves.
At the same time we moved those record books
"While this may seem like a small matter,
E. C. Carlson, until recently district adverwhich had been on our hands, but which had
it plays an important part in increasing sales,
tising manager of the Radio Corp. of America
failed to sell.
as we were soon to find out. We studied the
at Chicago, has been appointed assistant ad"We find that there is always a good opporplan and decided to give it a trial in our own
vertising manager of RCA in Charge of sales
tunity for increasing sales if a. little initiative
department. We had a counter constructed so
promotion, with headquarters in New York. He
is put behind the cause. The best business polthat the records would lie flat, and had small
has assumed control of all the sales promotion
icy lies in working out a plan which will inboxes for each record. This brought a large
activities
of the company, and will co-ordinate
crease sales and profits without increasing the
part of our stock out before the customer, and
the
functions
of the district advertising divioverhead. That is a point we always take into
we noticed an immediate increase in sales.
sions
with
the
general advertising department.
consideration when we have some problem; — to
"A great advantage in this plan is that it
Mr.
Carlson
brings to his new position a
work out a plan that will accomplish what is
greatly helps sales during rush days such as
wealth
of
experience
gained through five years
desired without raising the sales cost.
Saturdays, etc. Customers who have heard
of RCA district work in which he was brought
certain selections and are anxious to obtain the
"On our counter we keep those records which
into close contact with radio distributors and
record will come in to inquire if we have it. are in the largest demand. The popular song
dealers. He was formerly connected with the
It may happen that the sales people will all and dance hits, the musical numbers, etc. • By
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Cheney Talking Machine
be busy at that time, so the customer looks
placing these all out in front we give the cusCo., Rue Motor Co. and the Chicago and North
over the stock. The desired record is found,
tomer an opportunity of seeing them all. FreWestern Railway.
q
u
e
n
t
l
y
a
customer
who
had
planned
on
buying
and possibly several others are selected. When
only one record will see others and buy from
the sales person is at leisure to wait on the
A. H. Mayers Touring Europe
three to six. This results from having the
customer, the greater part of the sale has alrecords where they may be seen, and not back
ready been transacted by the customer. It only
of the counter where they stand in tiers.
remains to make out the sales slip and take the
A. H. Mayers, proprietor of the New York
City music stores bearing his name, is touring
money of the purchaser.
"People like to pick things up and examine
them; and they will appreciate it more readily
Europe, accompanied by Mrs. Mayers. In a
"We have had this plan in effect for several
months and have found it one of the best sales
if they can do this without the services of a
recent message to The Talking Machine World
sales person. If a customer asked for a record,
stimulators we have ever used. It not only eduMr. Mayers writes: "Tell the World we are
she would feel under obligations to the sales
cates the customers to wait on themselves, but
giving Europe the once over." At the time of
person. But if the record is where she can
writing Mr. and Mrs. Mayers were viewing the
it gives them the opportunity of finding other
beauties of Budapest.
examine it without putting the sales person to
records in which they are interested, and our
4
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Recent
"When

Sims

Records

Summer

Is Gone" . . . "If I Lost
You'
4010
. . "Improvisation"
20069
,

''Are You Thinking of Me Tonight?" . . .
'

'

'

'

'

'

Brunswick

Only

Master of Modulations" grows
of "The
npHE
JL everyvogue
month.
Latest recordings for Brunswick by

^

%P

On

^

W

■kj*

|ee
himseli:
ord

Tinclude two Pia™ rhaPf dies wdttfn ^
"Improvisation,
No. 20069, a 1 2-inch rec-

Each

rhapsody is an original fantastic piano
study, containing the colorful, modulating passages
... modern and blue breaks . . . and the ever-chang.
r
.
G
ing rhythms lor which 01ms is noted.

Thi§ [$ the music

'

kind

of music

fhe gims fan§ want_and

that makes

it>s the

more

Call" . . . "Deep in My
3799
Heart Dear"
... * *

worshipers of this
gifted Pianist- Sims, like other Brunswick artists, is
being given nation-wide advertising in connection with
his newest Brunswick Records. There is profit for you

"Meditation" ... "Some of These Days"

in Lee Sims records — make

"Indian Love

3764

the most of them!

Panatropes • Radio • Records • Panatrope-Radiolas^^^
THE

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

Chicago,

New

York.

Branches

in all Principal Cities

Telephoning

the

Portable
By

Chas.

Prospect

N. Tunnell

music through the purchase of this economical
sales force of Thomas Goggan & apartment house prospect is further shown that
THE
the portable is no handicap on moving day,
Bros., music dealers of Houston, Tex.,
talking machine. As many laborers are not
works on the theory that every person
permanent
citizens and unsettled, they are told
just pick it up and carry' it in the car; then
when a home is built or a larger house taken,
is a prospect for a portable talking machine;
that the portable is easy to move, can be placed
it is a simple matter to trade it in on a larger
and judging from the volume of business this
anywhere in the home with little room, and inenterprising concern has done in this line, this
sures good music at a small cost. Terms are
machine, or that the purchase of a larger mais more of a fact than a theory.
made attractive to these prospects, as most of
chine and keeping the portable will have its
advantages of already having a good supply of
Telephone Builds Prospect List
them buy on instalment.
records on hand.
Sell on Time Payments
C. W. Courand, manager of the phonograph
Interesting the Students
But regardless of what class of prospects is
and radio section of the business, uses the telebeing reached with portable suggestions, the
phone to reach the largest possible list of
Working in co-operation with the telephone
portable prospects.
Throughout
the entire
terms are kept ranging from five to fifteen
girl are salesmen for the firm who know pracSummer and a portion of the Autumn months,
tically all the graduating high school students.
dollars and more generally ten to fifteen dollars as a cash payment. This
he keeps a girl busy telephoning
prospects. In starting out with ^m m
has been found to be a satis^^^^^^^^^
the
telephoning
of portable
factory figure that makes the
purchaser
feel that there is
prospects the general telephone
months,
and Autumn
the Summer
DURING
directory
is used. Naturally,
enough
paid on the machine
Thomas Goggan & Bro., of Houston, Tex., use
that it is a purchase and not
this general list is somewhat of
a rental. This payment plan
a hit or miss method, with not
the telephone to solicit portable talking machine
a high percentage of sales as
has been adopted since a trial
business. A girl using the telephone directory as a
at a smaller down payment. An
compared
to the number of
people telephoned;
but from
list of prospects, telephones, varying the sales appeal
outside selling club was organthis general list live prospects
ized. The list of prospects supto fit the class of family phoned. In the better homes
are obtained that go into a list
plied the sales force with a
select list where there was no
in restricted districts, its appeal for outings, etc., is
that does return an extremely
doubt as to the credit rating.
high percentage of sales.
stressed; in small apartment districts its compactness
This telephone girl has city
No other person was sold a
is the feature; students, camps, laboring classes, the
directories and maps to enable
portable on this plan, but prospects of this list bought fifty
her to know in what particular
portable has a special appeal for all
machines within a few days at
part of the city a certain street
hm^hkb
one dollar and ninety-five cents
is located, and from informa- ^^mr^^^^m
as a down payment. Ninety
tion supplied by outside salesA list of these students is worked by the tele- per cent of these machines were repossessed.
men and others, she knows the particular class
phone girl to determine the ones who are going
In practically every instance, the customer was
of prospects which lives in every section of the
satisfied; but after a time they decided that they
away to college. Telephone suggestions show
city. This information makes it possible to
had
little in the machine and would be getting
many of these students where they will ceruse just the right suggestion and get an intertainly
want
to
take
a
portable
along
as
well
as
a
good
deal to let the machine go back.
ested hearing from the person to whom she is
Record Contract With Portables
a good supply of records. Personal calls are
telephoning.
made on the students who are going away for
Just as the down payments are kept large
Intelligent Sales Appeal
enough to make the sale remain a sale, every
The prospects living in the better homes of the next school term as well as on other
students who express an interest in a portable
salesman is encouraged to sell a record contract
the restricted divisions, and in the better resitalking machine.
with the sale of each portable. If the portable
dence sections of the city are approached with
Camps Offer Good Sales Field
is sold for thirty-five dollars, the customer is
a particular sales appeal. In some instances
prompted
to make the contract at fifty dollars
And
just
as
the
telephone
is
used
advantageit is possible from the canvassers' records to
or more, with the additional amount covering
tell if the prospect owns a talking machine or
ously in reaching the student trade, it is successful in getting in contact with the girls and
not, and if she owns one of the more expensive
records, eight or ten to be taken with the maboys
attending
Slimmer camps. Newspaper
chine, the others to be taken as issued.
types. If it is found from the list that a cabUse Radio to Sell Portables
reports of approaching Summer encampments
inet type talking machine is owned, or if this
Radio advertising is used in selling portables
supply leads, while the information picked up
information is brought out in the telephone
from the various clubs and organizations afford
and records by this firm. A local broadcasting
conversation, the individual is told about a fine
the list of members to telephone. These prostoned portable available for the prospect that
station broadcasts an "Early Riser's" program
pects are made to picture the pleasure to be
is just the very thing to keep life and music
from six forty-five to eight forty-five o'clock
added to the camp outing with a portable. And
each morning. Records are supplied by Gogin the week-end party, the motor tour, or the
in order to relieve the customer of any worry
motor boat cruise. The average prospect of
gan's for these programs, while at each proin
packing and carrying the machine, it is
gram the announcement is made that these
this particular clientele is told about the portable talking machine being small, well built,
records are furnished by this music store, and
pointed out that the firm is prepared for packing the machine and shipping it on ahead to
and especially suitable for keeping in the car.
may be purchased at the store. This fact
be available when the party arrives at camp.
When telephoning prospects who live in an
brings in many new customers and old ones for
It is just these suggestions that have moved
apartment house district, the portable as a
new records as well as builds up a large mail
supplementary sale is not so much stressed,
many portables to people going on tours and
order business. Once each week several hunas many of these prospects do not have room
dred words of information are given during the
to Summer camps who would not have purchased a portable otherwise or would have
for a larger machine. The sales girl points out
programs regarding the many uses of portahJes
waited until they reached their destination.
the advantages of having a portable that works
for every person, and for every purpose.
Another Excellent Market
in well with the idea of small living rooms, etc.,
Goggan's have built up a portable talking machine business that is showing a fine increase
that are commonly found in the average apartThe industrial and laboring- class of prosment houses. These prospects are assured
pects prove to be good buyers of portables.
in volume each season, but in addition to these
And here, still another appeal is made to these
that the portable may be had in a machine with
direct profits, the portables have broken the
prospects. In the first place, they are told over
practically the same good tone as the larger
ground for the sale of larger and more exthe telephone that the portable machine makes
machines, and will give the owner the same
pensive machines as well as taught more cusit possible for every family to enjoy the latest
advantages in playing all the latest hits. The
tomers to buy records oftener.
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new

Heights
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excellence even more
TONAL
pronounced than that for which
Stromberg-Carlsons are already
famous. Sensitivity and selectivity
more marked than ever. Cabinet work

Art Console

Included in the Stromberg-Carlson
line this season are two Receivers

having tremendous wealth of volume
and cabinets of a magnificence suited
to the stateliest room.

No. 635 Stromberg-Carlson
Treasure Chest. Operates on A.C
Tubes in 50-60 cycle areas. Uses 5 UY117
A.C, oneRCA.
UX-171-A
one UX-180
Tubes.Output,
Price, and
less
tubes and Speaker $185.00

This new Stromberg-Carlson line
will enable authorized dealers to offer
a high grade Receiver for every home.
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
rochester, n. y.

type cabinet, the other in an

Hi

ytromberg-Carlson Receivers
forDirectCurrent areas range
in price from $zo; to $98
All prices quoted here are
East of Rockies. Slightly
higher Rockies and W est and
Canada.

are com-

of reception may now obtain it.
There are also two larger Receivers

employing the new improved A. C.
Tubes — one in a Treasure Chest or
Table

cabinet. Both

pact, beautiful in proportion and so
priced that the thousands who have
longed for Stromberg-Carlson quality

of greater beauty in design and finish
— these latest models eclipse all previous standards of musical reproduction.

Quality

No. 1 Magnetic
Pick-Up Outfit
For reproducing records
through
the audioPrice,
systemwithof
the Receiver.
long cord and plug.. ..$55.00

|

wsst

[tern

<5^very Stromberg-Carlson
equipped
with a bandy jackis
which makes possible electrical reproduction of records
through the wonderful audio
system of the Receiver.

No. 636 Stromberg-Carlson
Art Console. Operates oq A.C. Tubes in 50-60
cycle areas. Uses 5 UY-Z17 A.C, one UX-171-A
Output,
UX-180 R.C.A. Tubes. $145.00
Price,
less tubesandandoneSpeaker
No. 744 Stromberg-Carlson
Price, No. 744 A.C. Receiver, for 50-60 cycle A.C.
current areas, complete with 11 R.C.A. tubes and
loop but not including Speaker $1105

No. 10 Cone Speaker
Pedestal
type, seamless
Cone Speaker
with diameter
of 11 inches.
Price,
with long cord and plug $40.00

No. 11 Cone Speaker
SimilartoNo ioCone Speaker
but of Wall Type. Cord and
tassel
of brndedand silk.
Price,00
withlongcord
plug $jj
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Women
Canvassers Provide the Prospects and
Home
Demonstrations
Sell the Radio Receivers

The idea of a truck loaded with instruments
have been the result of canvassing and our
IF the public will not come to the store to
or
sets
accompanying
the
canvassing
team
has
purchase talking machines and radio remethod of following up inquiries," said Mr.
ceiving sets get the product into the homes
been abandoned, according to Mr. Cronson. The
Cronson. "We have taken a leaf from the
sales manual of the electric appliance people
women canvassers are assigned to a territory
of prospects. This is the policy that has
brought considerable business to C. J. Heppe
and they leave in the morning accompanied
and have found it profitable We are now sell& Son, one of the leading retail music houses
ing a comparatively large number of combinaby a salesman who starts them on the day's
tion instruments, an interesting trend in the
in Philadelphia, Pa.
work. The salesman then goes back over the
business that indicates a desire on the part of
A Dependable Sales Builder
ground covered the day before and devotes his
a certain class of the public to have both the
The value of strong, consistent outside selling
time to working on leads supplied by the
women canvassers. Occasionally the salesman,
talking machine and radio instruments comas a means of bolstering up business was conbined in one cabinet. An illustration of how
cretely proved several years ago when the conif he has an automobile, will take an instrument with him. The women canvassers do not
cern found itself with a large stock of old
the inquiry follow-up plan works out is an
incident that happened a short
model talking machines on hand,
according to Leo M. Cronson, ^^^^^^^^
an
had received
inquiry
fromWe Atlantic
City reago.
^^^^^^^^ time
manager
of the talking machine and radio department.
garding one of the more expensive combination models,
"At that time people were not
OUTSIDE
selling has been used by C. J. Heppe &
the
cost
being
$425. About the
buying," he said, "and we deSon of Philadelphia for several years and it has
cided upon a drastic change in
same time we had a mail inour merchandising policy to
quiry on an inexpensive radio
proved its worth in bolstering up business. Women
maintain sales volume. We
set
from
a nearby town. Withcanvassers cover a district under the direction of a
out bothering to resort to mail
planned a canvassing campaign,
but along different lines than
selling we loaded both instrusalesman who starts them on the day's route and stays
the usual outside sales drive.
ments on a truck and sent them
within the locality to arrange a home demonstration
to the homes of these people.
We procured the services of
when a likely prospect is unearthed. The salesmen
Of course a salesman was also
four women canvassers. These
were divided into teams of two
on the job. The result was that
on the Heppe staff spend three days of each week on
we made both sales. This is
each. Each team was accomthe outside following leads and arranging demonstraconcrete evidence of the value
panied by an experienced salesman. The teams were assigned
tions. Follow-up of inquiries with home demonstraof this sales promotion plan."
It is a significant fact that the
definite streets in the foreign
tions has proved to be the best source of sales.
sections of the city and they
policy of canvassing for talking
machine and radio business is
were instructed to cover every
being followed with success by
person living in those streets.
music
houses of the character
We believed that by a thorough canvass of the people in
of C. J. Heppe & Son, whose long experience
fill
out
any
cards
for
future
follow-up.
But
a neighborin selling music has particularly fitted them
hood the law of averages wiuld give us a when a "hot" prospect is located she immedifair number of sales. Here is how the
ately notifies the salesman who is certain to with an understanding of the best methods to
women worked. One woman canvasser visited
be used in placing musical instruments in the
be nearby, and he then gets busy and usual!}'
the homes on one side of the street and the
home.
Dealers who have not tried outside sellsucceeds in making arrangements for a demonstration in the home.
other confined her activities to the opposite
ing to any extent would do well to give this
side. The salesman remained with the truck
method a trial. It has proved its merit over a
Follow-up of Inquiries
loaded with instruments which was stationed
This department has found that inquiries,
long period of years.
at the end of the street. As quickly as the
when properly handled, very often lead to sales.
Each inquiry is carefully noted on a card and
women canvassers succeeded in interesting prosDeJur
turned over to a salesman whose business it is Consolidate
pects the salesman had an instrument installed
and worked to close the sale. We put up
to go after the sale. Each salesman in the
and Amsco
Corps.
department spends three days of the week in
prizes of various kinds to stimulate the canvassers and in addition they were paid a small
the store and three days on the otuside, thus
Consolidation of the DeJur Products Co.,
salary and a commission on sale?. The girls
giving all the men the opportunity of following
their own leads. When the salesman has a lead
Inc., and the Amsco Products Corp., both of
we selected were inexperienced, but this proved
New York, has been announced. The name of
no handicap as we provided them with a sales
to follow up he places the instrument or radio
talk that we had found most effective. When
set in which the customer or prospect may be
the new organization is the Dejur-Amsco Corp.
interested in the back of his car and sets out
a prospect was uncovered we immediately put
Quarters affording a total floor space in excess
for the home of the individual. Whether the
an instrument into the home on a trial demonof 40,000 square feet will be maintained in two
buildings, according to Ralph A. DeJur, presistration of twenty-four hours. A longer period
prospect asked for a home demonstration or
dent of the new company. Approximately
of demonstration than this is useless, we have
not makes no difference. The idea is to get
found. Quick work, once the machine is placed,
the instrument into the home. Usually there
20,000 square feet Vill be devoted to the manuincreases the chances of a sale. Usually the
facture of variable condensers, and the remainis little resistance to the plan. There is a great
ing space will be occupied in the manufacture
salesman made his follow-up call in the evening
deal more resistance on the part of the proswhen the entire family was at home. The
pect to the thought of coming to the store for
of power resistances, rheostats, variable resista demonstration.
results were astonishing. We averaged a sale
ances and other radio parts. A new developa day, and when it is remembered that this
Home Demonstration Easy
ment laboratory equipped with the latest condenser and resistance measuring devices will be
was a period when the talking machine busiHome demonstrations of radio receiving sets
installed
to augment the present equipment.
ness was in a very lethargic state the results
are a simple matter to-day, says Mr. Cronson.
were very satisfactory indeed.
The AC sets are very nearly foolproof. It is
Same Plan Used to Sell Radio
easy for the salesman to install the set, the
Succeeds Dodge Music Go.
actual work taking but a few minutes. And
"Substantially the same plan is now being
used to sell radio receiving sets and the results
these installations are very satisfactory from
The Dodge Music Co., Anacortes, Wash.,
to date are just as satisfactory as they were
the point of performance and once the customer
closed out recently after thirty years in busiwhen we started the drive exclusively, in the
ness. It is succeeded by the de Remer Music
tunes in on an interesting program selling beHouse, of which H. L. de Remer is proprietor.
comes much easier. "Most of our sales recently
interest of the talking machine."
8
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A Radiotron
for every purpose
RADIOTRON UX-201-A
RADIOTRON UV-199
RADIOTRON UX-199
RADIOTRON WD-11
RADIOTRON WX-12
RADIOTRON
Dbkic o-hUX-200-A
RADIOTRON UX-120
RAOIOTfttNUX-222
RADIOTRON UX-112-A
RADIOTRON UX-171-A.
RADIOTRON UX-210
RADIOTRON UX-240

A Radiotron
for every purpose
RADIOTRON UX-201-A
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON UV-199
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-199
Detector Amplifier

Smashing

pages and impressive
newspaper
advertisements are tellingyour
customers

RADIOTRON UX-250
RADIOTRON UX-226
RADIOTRON UV-227

RADIOTRON WD-11
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON WX-12
Detector Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-222
Screen Grid Radio
Frequency Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-112-A
Power Amplifier

RCA
MADE
RY

It's repeat sales that count, and
your

RADIOTRON UX-280
Full' Wave Rectifier
RADIOTRON UX-281
Half-Ware Rectifier
RADIOTRON UX-874
Voltage Regulator Tube
RADIOTRON UV-876
Ballast Tube
RADIOTRON UV-886
Ballast Tube

sure

The standard by
which other vacuum
tubes are rated

patient research

customers

and

RCA

RCA

millions

You

may

RCA
MADE

BY
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CORPORATION
•

of any
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That
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vacuum

and
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and experience

ment and perfection.

their own

when

back
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The

folders, etc., help you

SAN FRANCISCO
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spent

RCA Radiotrons in
volume of sales.
Novel counter and
window displays,
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Radiotrons

they will come

tube on the market.
have

NEW

OF AMERICA

is because
value

publicity behind it.
No other tube equals

Radiotron
OF THE
R A D I fl i \

RADIOTRON UY-227
A.C. Heater

CORPORATION

that

spread and consistent

equipment and replacement.
Radiotrons are the heart of the receiving set, To maintain
line reception, the vacuum rubes in your set should be replaced with new Radiotrons ar least once a year. Donor
use new rubes with old. Best results are obtained by
changing all tubes ac one time.

RADIOTRON UX-210
Power Amplifier Oscillator
RADIOTRON UX-240
Detector Amplifier for
Resistance-coupled
A mplificatwn
RADIOTRON UX-250
Power Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-226
A.C. Filament

other vacuum

tube has such wide-

specify them for tests, initial

RADIOTRON UX-171-A
Power
AudinAmplifier
Stage OnlyLast
RADIO

No

receiving instruments They
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AMERICA
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broadcast reception.

uses in both transmitting and

RADIOTRON UV-376

RADIOTRON UX-120
Power Amplifier Lout
Audio Stage Only

how

Radiotrons improve

Leading makers of radio sets recognize RCA Radiotrons as the
standard vacuum tubes for all
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Detector Only
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RCA RAD 10 LA 18— Most popular
type Radio/a ever built. Entertaining
,i million listeners every night. Finelydesigned receiver of broad range and
capacity for simplified A. C. bouse
current operation. Wonderful tone,
illuminated tuning dial. Solid mahogany cabinet, walnut finish.
$115 {less Radiotrons)

RCA RADIOLA 5 1— The nationally popular "18, "
with A. C. electric operation, in a specially designed
cabinet with RCA Loudspeaker enclosed. All ready
to connect to aerial and ground, and bring in the
best that's on the air. $195 (less Radiotrons)
RADIO

CORPORATION

KCA
MADE

BY

THE

OF

RCA RADIOLA 16 — Designed to give the finest
radio entertainment in homes not wired for electricity.
Battery-operated. A receiver known for its wonderful
performance and long life in thousands of homes all
over the country. . . $82.75 (with Radiotrons)
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RCA LOUDSPEAKER lOOA—Over threequarters of a million of ibis type of RCA
speaker are now in use. Their sturdy construction and uniformly fine performance have
made them the most popular of all reproducers. $29

RCA LOUDSPEAKER 103— The famous
"100 A '' in a new dress. The speaker made
a thing of beauty as well as utility. Tapestry
covered. A beautiful ornament that will fit
into any scheme of decoration. . S^j. 50

RCA DE LUXE LOUDSPEAKER 10}— A
\upet -reproducer of wonderful range, tone fidelity
and capacity. Operates from A.C. house current.
Willwhich
supplyit "B"
and "C" Beautifully
voltages for designed
receiver
to
is attached.
cabinet
#350

ELLER

RCA

Loudspeakers

are

fast-moving
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—of

whatever
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the

This sign marks the
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every community.
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advertising.
with classihas either
to do with

DEAD-LINE — and classified
What has a dead-line to do
fied advertising? And whai
e
a dead-lin or classified advertising
selling used radios?
Much, says J. E. Waldrop, manager of the
radio and phonograph department of the Cable
Piano Co., in Atlanta, Ga. For classified advertising isused by him to move radios over
the dead-line.
"One of the most serious troubles with which
the dealer in radios is faced," says Mr. Waldrop, "is the accumulation of radios that have
been traded in. They occupy valuable space.
Thej- require attention before they can be sold
to the public. They become obsolescent in a
surprisingly short time. And, unless the dealer
is constantly on his guard, he soon finds himself with twenty-five or thirty instruments that
he cannot dispose of and that he must break
up and burn to get rid of. The dealer has to
take enough loss on the radios he trades in
without wilfully adding to it by allowing his
instruments to accumulate.
A

"Therefore we have set a dead-line on the
number of used radios that we have in the shop.
That dead-line is ten instruments. As soon as
we get eleven machines, we start to move them
by concentrated sales effort.
"And the best way to do this, we have discovered, is through classified advertising. We
select the best value among the radios which
we have accumulated during the week, and
groom it for the sale. We write an attractive
advertisement about it and insert it in the clas-

Victor

Through

Dealers Are Unaware

Wealth

Trade-in
Number
of Trade-ins

Classified

Advertisements

By J. H. Reed
sified advertising columns of the papers. And
this advertisement not only serves to dispose
of this instrument, but others as well. When
do we advertise? If our stock on hand is a
large one, we may run an advertisement on
Tuesday and on Wednesday evening, again on
Friday evening, and finally on Saturday morning. We always advertise at least one instrument on Friday evening and Saturday morning.
Why? Because the class of people who purchase used radios is those who are on a salary.
They get their money on Saturday morning.
Friday evening they are probably figuring on
ways and means of spending their money, and
if we reach them then with the item they want
— a real bargain in a used radio set — the
chances are that we will sell them before the
week is over.
"We never advertise more than one radio at
a time. It isn't necessary. You see, the radio
we advertise serves as a leader. If a prospect
comes in who doesn't particularly like it, we
have other radios at bargain prices that we
can show him. While if someone comes in
after the particular instrument has been sold,
we tell him that we are soiry, but we have
some others that represent just as real values
and induce him to look at them. In this way
we not infrequently dispose of all the instruments that have accumulated above the "deadline" but sell out all save one or two of these
that we had in stock.
"One classified ad does not cost much. But
if it is written in the proper manner and used
at the right time, it will sell surplus stock of

Foreign-Domestic

Contains
Many

the
Co. Limits the

of

Catalog

Musical

Gems

of the Sales Possibilities of the Records Made

for the

Foreign Born — D. Des Foldes Writes Foot-notes for Bulletins Listing Records
Despite the fact that one of the greatest classes
of record buyers of the present day is that of
foreign-born residents many dealers have neglected to solicit this business. It is a known
fact that the peoples of many European countries are far in advance of citizens of this country in musical appreciation, and this love of
music has been transmitted by them to their
children. Record manufacturers have recognized the vast market which is represented by
the foreign born and are regularly releasing
records for their consumption. Nevertheless
many dealers have been loath to study the possibilities ofencouraging this trade, with the result that the business naturally gravitates to
some competitor who is more alert and more
willing to make himself acquainted with the
wants of this type of record buyer.
A glance at a recent issue of a bulletin (No.
18) sent out on behalf of the foreign-domestic
series of records, issued by the Victor Talking
Machine Co., gives an idea of the wealth of
material available in this class of record. A
great number of dealers are no more aware
of these releases than they are of the releases
of some record company whose pro'ducts they
do not carry, yet music is said to be the universal language and is an art which boundaries
of nations or languages do not limit.
The bulletin in question was sent out to Vic-

tor dealers last month and contained records
to be placed on sale on August 17. Foot-notes
with explanatory remarks regarding each record were supplied by D. Des Foldes, head of
the foreign-domestic department. They included: In the International Series a coupling
of two polkas, "Nava" and "Ha! Ha!" novelty
selections, especially suited for outdoor or
store-door playing and "Dreams of Schubert,"
a medley of popular Viennese waltz tunes,
timely because of the interest in the Schubert
Centennial now being celebrated all over the
world; in the Croatian-Serbian series, a comic
sketch, "The Divorce," with a native orchestra
is featured. The foot-note to this release gives
the Jugoslav population of fourteen of the
larger cities in the United States, stating that
Chicago has 20,000 of this race with New York
housing 15,000 and Pittsburgh third with 12,000, giving an idea of the large market.
Other languages included in this bulletin are
Finnish, German, Greek, Jewish, Italian, Lithuanian, Polish, Swedish and Spanish-Mexican.
Naturally the records listed in each instance
are intended primarily for the natives of the
countries mentioned, yet the greater majority
of these records could be played before an
audience of native-born music lovers and find
a ready market. Some years ago, well within the
memory of every dealer, a waltz record, "Cielito
9

radios over the week-end. Which radios arc
easiest to sell? Combinations. We have no
hesitancy in offering good trade-in values on
combination radios and phonographs, for, even
if the instrument is not an electrical one, it is
comparatively easy to equip it for electrical
current. We sell our traded-in combinations
almost as fast as we take them in.
"On the other hand, small battery-operated
sets are the most difficult to dispose of. Even
in the rural districts the better class of farmers
live in town or have their own electric light
plants, so that they, too, demand direct plug-in
sets. So the only thing we can do is to allow
a low trade-in value and get what we can for
them, pricing them so that people of the most
moderate means can get them for their homes.
"The radio dealer can, if he will, control his
trade-in situation. In the first place, he can
refuse to take any instruments which he
knows he will not be able to re-sell, or else
place such a low value on them that he can
break them up or give them away. In the
second place, he can prevent the accumulation
of old traded-in sets by setting a dead-line at,
say, ten or fifteen sets, and getting busy on
the selling end if the number rises above this
point. And in the third place, he can utilize
the classified ad column to good advantage in
selling his used stock. Its cost is low and its
pulling power, when properly worded and used,
is astonishingly effective."
A deal line — and classified advertising. They
form a combination that can be effectively used
in preventing the accumulation of trade-ins.
Lindo" was issued as part of the SpanishMexican listing. After a time this record had
become so popular that practically every record
manufacturer released the selection played by
a modern dance orchestra and as part of the
regular popular releases. This is one instance
of the sales that are possible of gems hidden
in the foreign language series.
Aside from the sales possibilities among the
entire record-buying population there are
enough foreign born and their descendants in
this country to insure a handsome profit by
selling these records only to those for whom
they were originally intended. There is scarcely
a talking machine dealer to-day in whose territory there are net some foreign born. As
the Victor bulletin points out, there are over
183,700 Lithuanians in eighteen of the principal
cities of the United States — Chicago being the
principal haven with over 87,000 of this race
making their homes there. Lithuanians are
good record customers, and for a dealer to
neglect the sales possibilities of this nationality
or of any nationality is to overlook a sure
source of profit.
Another angle, and one that should not be
overlooked, is that to these people who still
speak the mother language of their countries
the talking machine is still the principal and,
in fact, only means of home entertainment,
whereas English-speaking people divide their
attention between the talking machine and
radio receiver. There are, it is true, some programs being broadcast in foreign languages,
but at best they are few and far between, and
are concerned with but a few of the foreign
languages. Look over this Victor bulletin on
U. S. foreign records. Then study your market, decide what records should be carried and
go after this extra record business with vigor.
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Records

Seattle
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Carries

Languages

FRED P. PRICE has the unique distinction
of conducting the only foreign record
booth in Seattle, and has been operating
it for nearly seven years. He is located in
the Seattle Pike Place Market and his booth is
the haven for record seekers from every land.
Besides Mr. Price himself, the sales personnel
includes Mrs. William King, who efficiently
carries on the business during his absence, and
Earle Hatch.
Records, new or second-hand, classical or
sacred, in every language are available. The
counters are divided into partitions which are
each devoted to records from a certain country.
A card with the name of the country on it
helps to identity the records in each partition,
which taken in order, read something like this:
German, Suomalaisia, Scandinavia, Swedish,
Norske, Danish, Classical Imported Records,
Italian, Croatian, Serbian, Armenian, Russian,
Greek, Turkish, Polish, Ukrainian, Spanish,
Hungarian, Bethanian, Holland-Dutch, Roumanian, French. Welsh, Arabian-Serbian, Belgium, Gaelic, etc., forty-two languages in all
being represented.
All domestic records are carried in Columbia,
Victor and Brunswick, and include everything
from old-time music to the very latest hits.
Complete catalogs are carried in all makes of
records.
The stocks consist of every record

Where Fred Price Does a Large Foreign Record Business
record music used by that station from Mr.
that is made and every record that can possibly
be obtained in any foreign language. Four
Price's booth. At all odd times these records
average-sized hearing rooms are used.
are used to fill in during the various broadcasts and sometimes for two- and three-hour
"A big mail order business has been built
up and is very successfully carried on. Records
periods during the day nothing but such records
are played.
are shipped extensively throughout the terriAlthough Price specializes in records he does
tory west of the Rocky Mountains as well as
throughout the entire country. An occasional
sell an occasional phonograph. He handles the
shipment has been made to Australia, while it Victor. Columbia and Brunswick lines.
is not at all unusual to ship them frequently to
the old country," stated Price.
Okay Shop Opens Branch
With regard to business conditions Mr.
Price declared: "Business is very good, and it
The Okay Radio Shop, Washington, D. C,
is good the entire year around. While most
opened a branch store in the Transrecently
dealers were not doing so well during July,
portation Building, Seventeenth and H streets,
for us it was one of the best months that we
a complete line of radio products,
where
W.,
N.
have ever had. We did nearly 30 per cent more
including the Crosley and Freshman lines of
business at that time this year than we did
radio receiving sets, will be carried.
last year. There is nearly always a crowd buying records, and we have never seen a slack
Sells Radiolas to Hotel
time
yet."
Newspaper
advertising is used in many of
Bristol, Va., September 4.— The Bristol Radio
the foreign papers. In local American papers,
Co., Inc., of this city, recently installed several
ads are tied up with most of the Columbia,
models of Radiola 17 in the Hotel Bristol.
Victor and Brunswick activities.
Every room in the hotel has radio service.
Radio station KVL is furnished with all of the
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Annual

Co.
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the Syracuse Journal on Monday, August 20.
This section created a great amount of attention and was responsible in a large degree for
the splendid business which resulted from the
show. As one member of the Clark firm put it,

Has
Show

Third Annual Showing of New Models
Held August 20 to 25 — Four-Page Newspaper Radio Section Used

"the best proof perhaps that the radio section
registered is the fact that dozens of customers
came into the store with copies of the section in

Syracuse, N. Y., September 4.— For the third
successive year the Clark Music Co., of this
city, staged a radio show where complete exhibits of the radio lines carried by the establishment were displayed to the public. The exposition started on August 20 and continued until
Saturday, August 25, during which time crowds
of interested prospects visited the store and
many sales were made.
A four-page Clark radio section appeared in

their
The hands."
four newspaper pages were devoted to a
series of interesting articles regarding the development of radio, news of the Clark establishment, photographs of the store executives and
views of the stores and advertisements of the
different lines carried, which include: Kolster,
Fada, Freshman, Radiola and Atwater Kent receivers, Simonds cabinets and Sylvania tubes.
These shows have proved of marked value as
an aid to sales.

Peerless

World, New

Federal

York, September, 1928

Radio

Names

New

Corp.
Jobbers

Thomas H. Peacock has been appointed
wholesaler for Federal Ortho-sonic Radio in
the Canadian territory of Calgary and Edmonton, in the province of Alberta. Other wholesaler appointments recently announced by Kenneth E. Reed, sales manager of the Federal
Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., are Swanson Electric & Mfg. Co., Evansville, Ind.; Brown & Sehler Co.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Sterling Electric
Co., Minneapolis, Minn., and the Fort Smith
Radio Co., Fort Smith, Ark.
A new radio store has been opened in the
Park Plaza apartment building, Larchmoht,
N. Y., by R. L. Durrell.
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By D. Allen DeLong

the Autumn months, when business begins to ascend after the customary Summer cycle of sluggishness, the
Werley Music House, of 28 North Sixth street,
DURING

rented for the week's duration of the exhibit.
One of these always finds the Werley Music
House represented with an exhibit.
While the booth space is necessarily small,

home, or a trial, is asked. Others do not commit themselves, but do offer for the clever salesman an opening which he can follow later.
The advantage of the exposition is to bring
a concentration of people into one spot. While
only a certain percentage of passersby at the
store may pause to look, practically everyone
must see what the Werley store has to offer
in the booth, for they have come to the exposition for this purpose.
Therefore, the firm gets direct results to a
large gathering. Usually, during the week of
the exhibit, they have made fifty or more sales,
and possess a list of from 300 to 500 people
who are interested. The nominal fee required
for space in such an affair unquestionably
makes it one of the most profitable mediums in
the merchant's yearly calendar.
Phonograph
in

Safety

Records
Campaign

Portable Phonographs and Records to Play
an Important Part in Industrial Safety
Drive in Quebec

One of Many Exhibits Staged by the Werley Music House
and the opportunities for adequate decoration
Allentown, Pa., and branches in Palmerton and
somewhat limited, the Werley store creates an
Nazareth, Pa., begins to work upon developeffective atmosphere, by the use of a red velvet
ment of a prospect list for its salesmen during
the Autumn and Winter.
backdrop, which hides the unsightliness of the
After many years of haphazardly collecting
plain booth wall, and sets off the fine mahogthese lists from the marriage license records,
any of talking machine cabinets, etc. Here
they have models playing all day long, attractgraduation rosters, and general house-to-house
work, the firm has hit upon the solution of its
ing by actual demonstration passersby who
long for music in their homes. There are men
problem by co-operating in the annual business shows which are conducted in almost every
always at hand to explain the mechanics of
American community at various periods of the
their products and to demonstrate in any possible way the merits of the line.
year. They secure thereby a list of possible
In a courteous manner, and without forcing,
customers sufficient to carry them through a
the salesmen readily can judge whether or not
full Winter's activities.
There are shows of various kinds, such as a
these people are interested enough to follow
up. Many times the actual sale is made on
radio show, and a general good business show,
the floor direct. Often a demonstration at the
conducted annually in Allentown.
Booths are

ne

Dulce

Radio
Get

Talking
In On

RADIO

Machine

Speaker

These

PROFITS

WITH
radio almost
universal, init'severy
easy
to include
a Dulce-Tone
talking machine sale— and you might as well
get that extra profit. Or sell Dulce-Tone to
former talking machine buyers.
Dulce-Tone makes an ideal loud speaker of
any phonograph, and it fits any make and
any radio set. Simply set the talking machine
needle in the Dulce-Tone reed, plug in,
and you have the full volume, the beautiful clear tone that only Dulce-Tone and a
talking machine can give.
The General Industries Co.
Dulce-Tone Division
Formerly named
The General Phonograph Mfc. Co.

Montreal, Canada, September 5. — Gramophone
records made especially for the purpose will be
employed by Industrial Section of the Province
of Quebec Safety League for the further extension of its campaign for accident prevention
among workmen, according to the latest bulletin of this organization. Arthur Gaboury, secretary-general tothe league, outlined the particular purpose and working methods of this
scheme. First of all, he reiterated, the league
seeks the prevention of accidents through the
education of the public.
Mr. Gaboury explains it thus. The industrial
section has a membership of 549 employers,
including practically all the largest industrial
and utility firms of the province. These companies at present have the service of the league
for accident prevention among their employes.
Until now this service has been chiefly in the
form of literature.
The industrial section believes, however, that
its program is not adequate, or at least is not
bearing the results that are possible and within
the range of its function, it was stated. Very
soon the "portable noon-hour speaker," as Mr.
Gaboury terms it, is to be installed in the
plants and shops of the members of the industrial section. The "speaker" will be in the
form of a gramophone, and monthly records
giving
by an official
of
the "good
league punchy
for the safety
benefittalks"
of employes
will
be utilized in this service. All subjects regarding accident prevention of local interest will be
dealt with on these records each month The
proposal is to use these in each plant at the
noon hour when the employes are having lunch
and when they have time to listen.
Represents

Fada

in Indiana

A. C. Stevens has been appointed to represent
Fada Radio in northern Indiana. Mr. Stevens
is well known to the trade in this territory,
and will operate from the Chicago headquarters of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc. L. E. Holcombe
has been transferred from the Indiana territory to Chicago, where he is now covering the
west side and the Loop district.
The Wedel Co., 520 Second avenue, Seattle,
Wash., carrying a complete line of radio products is building a large mail-order business.
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MOIMI
C-2-LI8T
PKKK:
8160.00. Price west of Rocky
Mountains
same.
CABINET:
Height
11$$"
— Width,
25" — Depth,
\ U4 .
Art Moderne design of Oriental walnut veneer,
high lighted,
with antiqued
ivory white and ebonized mouldings making a piece of very fine furnitureRADIO SET: A. C, four stages of radio frequency and one detector. Single
tuning control, variable condenser bank and rotating illuminating dial.
Easily read through opening in the front panel. Instrument operates on
the ordinary house current of 110 volte, 60 cycles, alternating current—
no batteries required ; simply plug in. The amplifier, power pack and radio
set use the following tubes: l-CX-371 or UX-171A ; 5-CX-326 or UX-226;
l-CX-327 or UX-227; l-CX-380 or UX-280. Tubes are extra. FINISH: The
ornamental dial escutcheon is oxidized antique bronze. The cabinet hardware is gun-metal finish. A jack i - provided -o that the amplifier may be used
for the reproduction of phonograph records.

MODEL

C-3

LIST PRICE $300.00
Price went of Rocky Mountains . . . 8220.00
CABINET: Height, 45-13/16"; Width, 21^"; Depth, 16". High-boy —
ewly English design, walnut finished, using a striped walnut veneer. The
lines of the case are straight and of simple character, making a very effective ensemble. The instrument panel and speaker-are located back of the
swinging doors and are of straight lines, in complete harmony with the
balance of the case. RADIO SET: This Columbia Radio set consists of three
stages of radio frequency and one defector. Radio signals are received
through the three stages of radio frequency and tuned by means of a single
tuning control operating a variable condenser bank and rotating an illuminated dial. This dial is easily read through an opening in the front panel.
Built in loud speaker gives tvpical Columbia reproduction — "like life itself "
The instrument operates on the ordinary house current of 110 volts. 60
cycles, alternating current, no batteries required: simplv plug in. This set is
supplied also for use with D. C. current. The Columbia amplifier, power
pack and radio set use the following tubes: — 1-CX-371A or UX-171A;
4-CX-326 or UX-226; l-CX-327 or UX-227; l^CX-380 or UX-280. These
are not included in the list price of the set. FINISH: The ornamental dial
escutcheon is ox idized antique bronze. The cabinet hardware is gunmetal finish. A jack is provided so that the amplifier may be used for the
reproduction of phonograph records.
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MODEL
List Price $^*.>.UO
Price west of Rocky Mountains . . . 8300. OO
CABINET: Height, <17";Width,23";Depth, 16". High-hoy — modern
English period, walnut finished, front and dial board of figured butt
walnut, a piece of fine furniture.
RAD1 0 SET : This Columbia Radio set consists of four stages of radio
frequency and one detector. Radio signals are received through the
lour stages of radio frequency and tuned by means of a single tuning
control operating a variable condenser bank and rotating an illuminated dial. This dial is easily read through an opening in the front
panel. Built iu dynamic loud speaker gives typical Columbia reproduction — "like life itseifm The instrument operates on the ordinary
house current of 110 volts, 60 cycles, alternating current, no batteries required; simply plug in. The Columbia amplifier, power pack
and radio set use the following tubes:
1 — CX-371A or UX-171A; 5— CX-326 or UX-226; 1— CX-327
or UX-227; 1— CX-380 or UX-280 and 1 — CX-381 or UX-281.
These arc not included in the list price of the set.
FINISH : The ornamental dial escutcheon is oxidized antique bronze.
The cabinet hardware is gun-metal finish. A jack is provided so that
the amplifier may be used for the reproduction of phonograph records.

AIODEL

C-5
List Price $350.00
Price west of Rocky Mountains . . . $375.00
CABINET : Height, 18"; Width, 24"; Depth, 19". High-boy type English 18th Century, walnut finished. A pleasing example of the cabinet
makers art, hand-carved veneered with finest butt walnuts.
RADIO SET: This Columbia Radio set consists of four stages of radio
frequency and one detector. Radio signals are received through the
four stages of radio frequency and tuned by means of a single tuning
control operating a variable condenser bank and rotating an illuminated dial in conjunction with it. This dial is easily read through an
opening in the front panel. A built in dynamic loud speaker with
power amplification makes the set capable of delivering tremendous
volume whileoperates
still retaining
Columbia's
instrument
on the ordinary
houselife-like
currentreproduction.
of 1 10 volts, The
60
cycles, alternating current, no batteries required; simply plug in. The
Columbia amplifier, power pack and radio set use the following tubes:
1— CX-310 or UX-210; 5— CX-326 or UX-226; 1— CX-327 or
UX-227; 2— CX-381 or UX-281. These are not included in the list
price of the set.
FINISH: The ornamental dial escutcheon is oxidized antique bronze.
The cabinet hardware is gun. metal finish. A jack is provided so that
the amplifier may be used for the reproduction of phonograph records.
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COLUMBIA - KOLSTER VIVA - TONAL
The Electric Reproducing Phonograph
"/ifce life itself"
Model 901
List Price #475.00

COLUMBIA

ELECTRIC VIVA -TONAL
and
RADIO COMBINATION

KOLSTER

"Zifce life itself"
Model 960
List Price 8600.00
The completeness
Phonograph

of the Columbia

Combinations,

line: Phonographs,

and Electric Reproducing

tion, offer progressive dealers the opportunity
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Schubert Week, Back to Melody. Nov. 18-25. Organized by Columbia
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Company

Customers
Harry

Leonard,

Customers

plan of authorizing his customers to
THE
act as sales agents enabled Harry
Leonard, Abilene, Kan., to dispose of
about 150 radio sets in a few months' time.
This is a good sales volume for a country town
store with limited patronage.
"I aim to keep my customers working m
the interests of my radio business," he remarked, when interviewed. "About 60 per cent
of my customers become part time salesmen.
They sell on a percentage basis, and pay their
own expenses. The secret of success in this
method of distributing radio sets is to choose
the right type of customers to act as part time
agents. A number of my part time salesmen
are high school students, who are favorably
known and liked by their associates.
"I sold a radio set to a farmer, and his boy
appeared to have the making of a salesman, so
I appointed him as agent in his locality. Within
a short time he had sold fifteen sets, and was
in touch with several good prospects. Then I
interested a railroad man in my proposition,
and he made a good volume of sales. A young
barber purchased a set, and believed he could
find a number of buyers among his patrons, so
I told him to go ahead and boost business. It
didn't take him long to sell ten outfits.
"It is easy to see that the plan of having a
number of zealous agents selling on a commission basis is bound to boost volume at a rapid
rate. I need a number of part time salesmen,
because my territory is so extensive. I cannot
depend solely upon the patronage of Abilene

to Act

Are
of Abilene,

Kan.,

as Sales

Agents

By Clement

White

Salesmen
Authorizes
on

His

Commission

people, as the town has only about 3,500 people,
and competition is keen, so I aim to work the
rural districts intensively. I have secured a
lot of profitable business from farm folks, and
from the small towns in the vicinity of Abilene.
"The fact that I have turned my stock once
a week for several weeks in succession proves
the soundness of this sales plan. I aim to
feature a good representative stock. Medium
priced outfits are best sellers in my territory.
I handle the big deals myself; I have sold several expensive outfits, and expect to land more
of these profitable orders.
"I don't allow competition to interfere with
my sales activities. Through aggressive canvassing and demonstration I sold high-priced
sets to six parties who were considering the
purchase of other makes of radio when I first
got in touch with them. I strictly avoid pricecutting sales, as I think price-cutting is detrimental to a profitable business. The potential
demand for quality radio is adequate to insure
a profitable business provided intensive sales
methods are followed.
"I do not maintain a regular service department, as I find it advisable to pass service work
on to a specialist. After installing a radio set,
I make one free service trip, then, if I receive
another call from the customer, I recommend a
man who devotes his entire time to this work.
My policy of selling quality radio cuts down
the number of service calls to the minimum."
House-to-house canvassing is the most successful sales aid used by Mr. Leonard, and all

of his part time salesmen are equally enthu
siastic regarding this method
of getting in
touch with live prospects.
"I do some newspaper advertising, and keep
my stock attractively displayed," remarked Mr.
Leonard. "But if I depended solely upon advertising aud display for boosting sales I would
lose a lot of profitable business. When I am
ready to work a new portion of my territory,
I concentrate my efforts upon winning an
order from a prospect who has the making of
a salesman. After selling him, I show him
how he can add to his income by soliciting
orders from his friends. As a rule, little persuasion is required to induce an enthusiastic
customer to become a part time salesman. One
reason my part time salesmen have such success at closing deals is due to the'ir enthusiasm,
which has cumulative effect in awakening interest in the minds of the friends they interview. When a customer is thoroughly sold on
the merits of his radio, he is glad to make
special effort to point out its superior features
to his acquaintances.
"There is no doubt in my mind regarding
the need of aggressive sales methods on the
part of any one who features radio. I know
of no other line of merchandise which is so
receptive to lively selling campaigns. On the
other hand, lack of aggressive sales methods
reduces sales to a level where the business
doesn't pay a profit. I am in favor of the plan
of having a number of zealous part time salesmen on the job."

SELL

SYMPHONIC

For those who want the finest reproducer that
can be made, we present the Low-Loss Symphonic Reproducer, the result of the most painstaking experiments and trials. Exquisitely made,
it is encased in a handsome bronze finished
housing, with nickel or gold plated centerpiece.
LOW
mmm
LIST PRICE

A remarkable reproducer at a remarkable price.
Beautifully finished in polished nickel or gold
plate. A great seller.

(ILOSS
'PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE MADE BY SYMPHONIC.

reproducer

Nickel Plated . . $1000

d ted. .. ' $500
Gold
Pla
NickelPlate
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

Gold Plated
. . $1200
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

An acoustical gem in a
magnificent setting —
Each Symphonic and
Low-Loss Reproducer is
beautifully encased in a

This is the $8.00 number that has been so popular with phonograph dealers everywhere. A wonderful reproducer whose performance is so unusual that it sells immediately on demonstration.
It

gold embossed silken
container commanding

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE

attention and bespeaking its quality.

Nickel Plated . ,- * 800
. . «1000
Gold Plated
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

Symphonic

370

Seventh

Sales
Corporation
Pioneers and Leaders
in 17
the Independent
Reproducer Industry
New
York
Ave.
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A COMPLETE electric phonograph when
attached to radio which provides astonishingly natural and beautiful tone quality — the
tone and volume equivalent to the high priced
instruments. Easy to install. Switches instantly
from radio to phonograph without removing
tube. Encased in beautiful walnut cabinet. Uses
Pacent silent induction electric motor requiring no winding. Demonstrate it to your radio
set customers.
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Accessories

Outstanding

FIRST in the field, the new model
Phonovox, THE electric pickup is
fully justifying its leadership. A popular priced piece of merchandise that
has a tremendous appeal to every radio
and phonograph owner. Here are sales
that are easy to make; just demonstrate
it to your set and phonograph
customers.

J

The Pacent PHONOMOTOR

li^^

$lf.00

J

List Price

with turntable

^

INDUCTION TYPE which means no
brushes, no sparking, long wearing.
Absolutely silent. Nothing to get out
of order. The most scientifically engineered phonograph motor on the market.
These trouble proof Pacent accessories
will build you quick, profitable business.
Write or see your jobber today. Get
samples
IT NOW.and information — but — DO

Attractively cartoned in
a compact and colorful
display container — ideal
for counter use.
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ELECTROVOX
The Modern 'Music Reproducer

PACENT
91

SEVENTH

price
similar

range
type

of everyone —
merchandise

PHONOVOX
The Electric Pickup

ELECTRIC

appeal
in your

instantly —
experience.

PHONOMOTOR
The Silent Induction Motor

COMPANY,
NEW
YORK

AVENUE
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for Over 20 Years
"Manufacturing Licensee for Qreat Britain and Ireland, Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford, England

Inc.
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Shop

George

Brunswick Shop, Phoenix, Ariz., has
THE
made a real success under the management of George Ripper, mainly because
his first big interest is in business; but he has
had an unusual support in the person of Mrs.
George Ripper, who has made her first big interest— Music.
"Melodie-Mae" is a real live character in
the Salt River Valley, and her bright, chatty
letters to the folks are read with interest as
they appear in the local press every week, and
result in a very definite volume of business
coming to the Brunswick Shop. The character
is the creation of Mrs. Ripper, and, more than
that, is Mrs. Ripper. Her interest in music is
unmistakable any time you happen to talk
with her, and it is the good fortune of the
customers and of the shop that she is able to
kindle something of this same enthusiasm in
the people she comes in contact with.
"The idea of the Melodie-Mae letters came to
me in the night," says Mrs. Ripper, "as so
many things do. That's when I plan my window trimming and special sales efforts of every

ELECT

-MELODIE-MAE
the record girl says,
Dear Folks:
"Here comes the
bride!" LOTS of 'em,
and today is the LAST
day you can buy her«
that adorable little
Panatrope, 6 record*
and a bridge lamp for
$104.50. Only $8.50
down and $8.48 a
month. It will be
something entirely different from the usual
run of gifts, and a lasting one of joy and
pleasure for the new
couple in their new
home.
Now that Old Sol is
warming up the Gold
Spot we are going to
need something to pep

MELODIE-MAE
MELODIE MAE
\the record girl says
Hello, Folksy
The Record Girl
Says:
Now I AM excited /or I
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in time
know everything worth for
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vaca
too.
while is being done by I'll dare to tion
say it is
electric
ity these day,, and
the best in town for
s>_ncestomac
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's hear
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cootkinisg ini, the money, a brand
new portable JUST
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put s onoutshi
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tend an "electric ' cookbefore. Has a brand
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?
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wouldn't come for fear
new tone-arm and reproducer and 3Vi feet
of being "shocked." Now
. »{an
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of horn (in a PORTstands for tut
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MELODIE-MAE
the record girl says:
Dear Folks:

I see you are out at the
gate looking for my let' world.
ter and I wouldn't disappoint you for the
Summer is about to
give way to Autumn,
with her colors of brown
and gold, and it will not
he long until we will be
doors again,evening's
and then
inspending
Iwhat
will our
we turn to for
our recreation?
Now, I'm going to
make a suggestion. I
have told you many times
of the advantages of the
us
up, An
and "we've
got
Panatrope. Its amazing
IT."
UNUSUAL
dandy
success is due to the fact
that, it is new in~J>rin
and
Newspaper Column Conducted by "Melodie-Mae" That" Is Widely Read
column
of very interesting musical chatter.
kind. After I got the character in mind, the
One of these referred in an offhand way to
writing of the letters was easy. I just let
an exceptionally attractive merchandising tie'Melodie-Mae' hold the pen."
up of a small Panatrope, a bridge lamp, and
The chatty letters with the cartoon of "Mela
group of selected records. The single referodie-Mae" sitting at her harp have been widely
ence was sufficient to create an active demand.
read and favorably received from the first, and
Another
example, of a more lasting nature, was
their pulling power has been constantly evident.
the announcement of a record exchange and
Customers quote from the letters and even
come into the shop with the advertisement in
the appeal was made on the basis of housetheir hands to ask about something that is cleaning. Something in that appeal started the
line coming and it has continued ever since.
mentioned in a conversational way.
Two things make these letters go: They sugTwo very definite instances, that show something of the psychology of advertising, effected
gest music and they create a.'mosphere. The
atmosphere created is. the atmosphere of the
complete sales clean-ups without any of the
home and Mrs. Ripper has the happy faculty
usual display advertising and in spite of the
of running in a single line about the weather
fact that the announcements were made with
apparent casualness in a single paragraph of or the breakfast table that just naturally catches
her readers where they are; and from there
the letters where thev were buried under a
she soon takes them to where she wants them,
and that's the Brunswick Shop.
A good example of Mrs. Ripper's special
publicity campaigns was displayed at the annual Electric Cooking School conducted by one
of the local newspapers. The Brunswick Shop
secured the exclusive privilege of making a display, and for five days Mrs. Ripper conducted
a musical program of from thirty to forty
minutes in the presence of from 1,400 to 1,500
of the leading women of the community, and
so well did she manage the concerts that they
were featured in the news reports.
An attractive booth was arranged at the front
of the hall for a general display, and, in addition, five big Panatropes were placed in different parts of the hall in a general hook-up with
the microphone of the speakers' platform.
At the opening of each program Mrs. Ripper
appeared in person and outlined the group of
records she had selected for their entertainment, calling their critical attention to the very
great advances that have been made in the
methods of recording and reproducing the very
finest things musically. Her personality gave
the concerts all the color of an artist's presence
and she was careful to direct the critical appreciation of her auditors to the products of the
Brunswick Shop. Among her ingeniously contrived programs was one patterned after the
manner of a radio program, announced as com-

RADikc
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ing from station Music, "Melodie-Mae" announcing, and her recipe for music "served to
a turn" on five Panatropes was published
among the many recipes carried away from the
cooking school.
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! ! The greatest

aggregation of musical exhibits ever put on wheels. The
Victor Caravan will swing into your territory soon.
Here is a tremendous

traveling exposition created to

help Victor dealers all over the country. Carloads
advance

dope. Volumes

of money-making

prising announcements.
Be there with your crowd

when

of

facts. Sur-

the show

starts.

You'll see things you've never seen before in all your
life. Get pointers you will remember and use for months
to come.
Wherever

the Caravan

has gone, it has played to

capacity audiences. Everybody

has flocked to see it.

He has come away filled with inspiration and salesammunition for the big fall season, for the new horizon
that is at hand.
Ask your jobber when the Caravan will arrive. If for
any reason you miss the Caravan in your vicinity, grab
a train afterwards for the nearest town
worth three times the railroad-fare.

on its route. It's

For this is THE BIG SHOW — dramatizing the dawn
of the most profitable Victor season in history. It brings
you the opportunity of a lifetime. All your friends will
be there. Plan to be among them when the curtain
goes up!

CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY,

U.

S.

A.
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Overlooked
Exclusively

in Telling
Columbia

By H. W. Clock
Advertising Manager, Columbia Phonograph Co.

PAUL WHITEMAN has been established
definitely in the public mind as an exclusive Columbia recording artist. His first
records have already sold beyond all expectations. Record buyers are heeding the slogan
of Columbia's big initial publicity
and advertising campaign — they are
asking Columbia dealers for Paul
Whiteman's Columbia records.
Never before in the history of the
phonograph industry has a campaign
of such scope, with such a concentrated punch, been launched to
identify a recording artist with a
phonograph company. After weeks
of careful preparation, with as much
care to details as is given by a military commander in preparing a
drive, the advertising and publicity
forces, which had been leading up
to the main merchandising attack
through converging advertising
lines, joined forces and went over
the top on the evening of June 19.
This was the much heralded Paul
Whiteman radio hour, entitled
"Sixty Magic Minutes with Paul
Whiteman," sent over forty stations
of the National Broadcasting Co.
to every corner of the Continent of
North America, and to the entire
world through the short wavelength
station of the General Electric Co.
at Schenectady, N. Y. This hour,
during which Paul Whiteman held
the center of the aerial stage, was
a revelation to even those who
thought they knew their Paul
Whiteman.
Preparing the Stage
Weeks before this event the
Columbia Phonograph Co. had sent
out stories to the domestic and foreign press and important tradepapers announcing that Paul Whiteman had signed a contract to record
exclusively for Columbia. Included
in one of these stories was a short
biography of Paul Whiteman,
sketching his remarkable career.
Copies of this biography were sent Columbia
dealers for local use. The public was also informed as to the forthcoming broadcast. An
unusual and striking streamer, tying up Paul
Whiteman's trade-mark head, a microphone
and the Columbia trade-mark, was distributed
to dealers for use on their windows. On the
day of the broadcast 140-line radio announcements were run in the morning and
evening papers of every radio broadcasting
high spot in the United States. The circulation of these papers alone totaled nearly
twenty millions of copies. Thus the stage was
set for the barrage laid down as it were for
the big event.
Carefully Planned Radio Program
The radio program itself was carefullyplanned to give the listeners-in a maximum of
enjoyment, and, at the same time, enable the
Columbia dealer to cash in on the results to
the very greatest extent possible. The hour
opened and closed with the recording of Columbia's "Magic Notes." The numbers chosen for
broadcasting, combining popular selections with
those of what might be' considered of a stand-

ard nature, gave Whiteman full opportunity to
demonstrate his remarkable versatility and at
the same time please all tastes. Many of these
numbers he had just recorded for Columbia.
The continuity announcing each selection was

Paul Whiteman
colorfully worded. The opening, closing and
quarter-hour announcements wherein lies the
advertising value to the advertiser and his dealers, laid special emphasis upon two points; first,
that Paul Whiteman had signed a contract for
a long term of years as an exclusive Columbia
recording artist; second, that his first Columbia records were to go on sale the next day at
the stores of all Columbia dealers. .These two
facts were impressed upon the radio audience;
other advertising points, such as that of the
new Columbia radio set, were subordinated.
One of the quarter-hour announcements was
devoted to a short biography of Paul Whiteman, thus tying up the program with previous
press notices.
The Follow-Up
This radio program was immediately followed up the next day by the appearance of a
big 1,200-line advertisement tying up with the
broadcast and featuring the five Paul Whiteman records of ten selections just going on
sale. This advertisement appeared in morning
and evening papers in the high spots all over
the country.
24

The first five records, as well all subsequent
ones, carried the Paul Whiteman label especially designed by Columbia in four colors for
this artist. Each record was contained in record
envelope also especially executed in four striking
colors, a novel departure in the phonograph business. These labels and
envelopes were used to great advantage by thousands of dealers all
over the country in dressing their
windows and identifying their stores
with the big advertising and publicity campaign. In the meantime
dealers' selling aids of many lands
had been produced and forwarded
to Columbia dealers for staging
their own Paul Whiteman campaigns in their localities and in
tying up and cashing in on the great
national drive.
Advertising Tie-Up
The basis of these dealer advertising helps consisted of three
newspaper advertisements — one column, two columns, and three colums — featuring Paul Whiteman's
trade-mark head, and carrying
straightforward copy, with the
slogan, "Ask for a Columbia
Record." These advertisements
were made available to the dealer,
in mat, electro and stereo form
with the understanding that the
dealer was to be permitted to use
them under the terms of the liberal
Columbia dealer co-operative advertising plan, by which the company
pays for half the cost of the space.
Each of these dealer advertisements
listed the first five Whiteman records in such manner as to permit
the substitution of new records as
they are released.
Other Dealer Helps
In addition to the three dealer
advertisements, four Paul Whiteman
cuts were supplied Columbia dealers
in mat, electro and stereo form for
their use in local papers. These
consisted of line cuts of Paul
Whiteman's trade-mark head in two sizes, and
half-tones of a photograph of Paul Whiteman,
also in two sizes. Among the helps furnished
by the company for dealers' windows and stores
were a special Paul Whiteman hanger featuring all five records; a window streamer, executed in attention-arresting colors, and a Paul
Whiteman four-page folder presenting a
biography of Paul Whiteman and playing up
his first record release.
The regular monthly Columbia window display service, for which many Columbia dealers
subscribe, featured a giant head of Paul Whiteman as the central panel. Four small cards
depicting Whiteman in various poses, for use
in the window or on the counter, and a large
window streamer completed the display.
Paul Whiteman slides in colors for use bydealers in moving picture theatres rounded out
a campaign which is the most pretentious ever
staged by a phonograph company in exploiting
a single artist. The volume of sales of the
Columbia dealers who tied up with the campaign has already proven the results to be
greater than anticipated.
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applies to every Sonora

Radio and makes Sonora the year's
outstanding performer in all classes
from the smallest model to the finest
7-tube instrument.

The trade and the public are now
offered, under one name — Sonora — a
complete range of musical instruments, artistically perfect, beautiful
to the eye and to the ear!
The

Glorious

— alone

or

MELOOON
with

Radio

The Melodon is a name you will see
brilliantly advertised next month in
nearly all the important magazines
and in scores of great newspapers.
It stands for absolute perfection in
electrical reproduction of sound, by
record or in combination with radio.
There are four Melodons, one alone
and three in combination with radio,
which give you, for the first time, an
instrument equally faithful for the
resonance of the bass and the clarity
of the treble. Here for the first time has
the

Eurythmic

Principle

of Sound

Waves been applied practically to the
electrical reproduction of music.
You

will agree with

SOIVORA

Acoustic

PHONOGRAPHS

the leading

dealers who already have heard laboratory models in New York that these
marvelous instruments provide pure
and faithful reproduction which is a
new delight to the critical ear. And
that is logical, for the Melodon and the
Melodon with Radio are the highest
developments in the application of
electricity to the art of reproducing
music.
The

Two

]Vew
RAMOS

fBy its radically new conceptions,
Sonora has taken the radio out of the
class of an electrical apparatus, and
changed it to a musical instrument of
surpassing fineness and beauty. The
new Eurythmic Principle of musical

Sonora presents with pride, instruments that set new standards for
acoustic reproduction. This and the
beauty of their cabinets will on sight
and sound establish these new Sonoras
as leaders of their type.
Played with any record, but especially with the new electrically made
Sonora records, soon to be put upon
the market, the phonograph
a new height of expression.

will reach

Look carefully at the beauty of the
cabinets, and note the many special
Sonora features, as you study these
pages and the 11 models of this important announcement. And be sure
to read page 8 — it will profit you well
to get in early on the Sonora business
to be done !

SONORA

PRESENTS

A

COMPLETE

NEW

Model .4-46. This beautiful instrument is the
Sonora Melodon with Radio. It is a De Luxe
Model — an electrical reproducing instrument for
all records of lateral cut type — -in combination
with radio, that sets a new standard for glorious
musical reproduction. Of the treasure chest type,
one is offered a choice of richly toned. Spanish
grained leather canopies and bases of various
designs to form different combinations suiting
individual tastes. A "7 tube" radio set employing afull complement of eleven tubes. It oper-

THE

NEW

SONORA

MELODON

WITH

RADIO

LINE

OF

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

. . .

ates on 110 volt 60 cycle A-C. (also supplied for
25 cycle). Employs the high- voltage, long-life
Sonora tubes, giving remarkable performance in
both record and radio reproduction. Automatically starts and stops all records without pre-set
and includes record albums of unique design.
Embodying all latest and best developments, it is,
in addition, designed for use with Sonora "longplaying" records — a forthcoming Sonora feature.
Operates without antenna for local stations and
on short, inside antenna for remote stations.

- GLORIOUS

MUSIC

"CLEAR

AS

A

BELL"

THE

MELODON,

THE

MELODON

WITH

RADIO,

RADIOS,

AND

PHONOGRAPHS

Model A-44. This instrument — the Sonora
Melodon with Radio — sets a new standard in
the industry for good taste, in keeping with
Sonora's reputation for beautiful cabinet work
as well as leadership in musical reproduction.
It is English Renaissance in character, with
beautifully grained Butt Walnut panels blending with Crotch Walnut and Oak Burl overlays. The electrical apparatus and characteristics are exactly the same as in Model A-46.
Provides decorated record albums — books of
lovely design with illuminated covers. Like
all other Sonora Radio and Combination
instruments this model operates without
antenna for local stations and on short,
inside antenna for remote stations.

Model A-40. A Sonora Melodon with Radio. This
instrument is designed to sell at a popular price and
will quickly establish itself as a leader in the field.
While it does not incorporate all of the features of the
more expensive models, nevertheless it establishes new
standards in performance regardless of price. Contains a
"six tube" radio set which actually employs nine tubes.
Operates on 110 volt, 60 cycle, A-C. (also supplied for 25
cycle). Employs the long-life, high- voltage Sonora tubes.
Automatic start and stop non-preset device for all records. Decorated record albums. Cabinet of Hepplewhite
design. Combining East India Satinwood, Australian
Walnut and Zebra Wood, ornamented with hand carving, creating a cabinet in extremely good taste.

SONORA

PRESENTS

A

COMPLETE

NEW

Model A-36. In this instrument we
present a radio that represents the highest
development in the art of musical reproduction. The tonal quality is such that
it will be accorded an immediate acceptance as a true musical instrument while
its beautiful cabinet will gain it a prominent position in the home. It operates on
110 volt, 60 cycle, A-C. (can be furnished

FOR

18

YEARS

SONORA

INSTRUMENTS

LINE

OF

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

.

in 25 cycle also), is a "seven tube" set
employing eleven tubes, including those of
high -voltage long-life Sonora design. The
cabinet upholds Sonora standards in exquisite furniture, and is William and Mary
period. Recessed doors of Crotch Walnut,
paneled in American Walnut. Operates
without antenna for local stations and on
short, inside antenna for remote stations.

HAVE
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GLORIOUS

MUSIC
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MELODON,

THE

MELODON

WITH

Model A -20. The new Sonora Melodon,
full electric operation, for those who prefer
a record playing instrument of the very
highest type. It may also be used for radio
reproduction in combination with radio
sets. It operates on 110 volt, 60 cycle, A-C.
(also furnished for 25 cycle), employs a
total of six tubes (including the Sonora
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SONORA
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RADIO,

RADIOS,

AND

PHONOGRAPHS

high-voltage,$long-life tubes), and is designed for use in connection with "long
playing" records — a forthcoming Sonora
feature. Equipped with automatic start and
stop non-preset device. Cabinet, of new and
distinct design, is early Renaissance, of Japanese Curly Ash, Butt Walnut and Striped
Australian Walnut. Dull rubbed finish.
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CABINET

DESIGN

SONORA

PRESENTS

A

COMPLETE

NEW

LINE

OF

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS.

Model A-30. A popular
priced, "six tube" radio set,
actually employing nine
tubes. Tbe combination of
Sonora high-voltage, longlife tubes, with a highly efficient circuit design, result in
an instrument of marvelous
performance. Used on 110
volt, 60 cycle, A-C. (also
furnished for 25 cycle). Self
contained loud speaker as in
all other models. Cabinet of
Australian Walnut, East
Indian Satinwood and Rosewood overlay. An instrument as musically perfect
as it is beautiful.

Model A-50. A marvelously perfect dynamic loud speaker, 10 inch cone,
that brings out the very best in radio. The same speaker used in Sonora Radios.
May be employed with standard design radio sets equipped with output
transformer. Requires 110 volt, 25 or 60 cycle, A-C. external current supply.

Model j4-32. The characteristics of this instrument are the same as those
of Model A-30, the only difference being in the cabinet design. Here is a creation to please another taste — one which again exemplifies Sonora leadership
in craftsmanship as in glorious musical reproduction.
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PHONOGRAPHS

Models
,4-14 and A-12—
The
characteristics
of these
two popular-priced acoustic
phonographs are identical, the
only difference being in cabinet
design. Model A-14 is Hepplewhite, Model A-12 of conventional design. Both instruments represent the highest
standard of acoustical reproduction and embody certain
notable points. (1) non-preset,
full automatic stop, operating
on any standard lateral cut
record. (2) SpecialSonoradouble
diaphragm reproducer. (3) Ball
bearing, brass, tone arm. (4)
Full exponential, air column
tone chamber, Sonora design.
(5) Long playing, heavy duty,
double spring motor (supplied
also with universal type electric
motor if preferred.

The New Sonora Portable . . New in shape and size, embodies all the wealth of volume and brilliance of tone of many expensive cabinet phonographs — yet it's as easy to carry and as luxurious
in appearance as a smart overnight bag. Among its fourteen distinctive features are a Sonora bellows-type reproducer, 43-inch air
column tone chamber completely air tight from sound box to flare,
absolutely silent motor, and a special accordion-type record container.
Furnished in deep blue or rich brown padded morrocolene cover.
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Methods

of

Dealers

Handling

Relate

Trade-ins

The Trade-in Radio Receiver Is Dangerous but Inevitable — St. Louis Radio Trades
Association Members Tell of Individual Methods of Handling This Problem
At a recent meeting of the St. Louis Radio
Trades Association an interesting discussion
on the question of trade-ins was held and important facts regarding this trade problem were
developed. Arthur Brandt, chairman of the
meeting, introduced the subject by a statement
in which he said that the trading in of a used
radio sets was becoming a frequent happening
and will become more frequent in the future.
With this situation, he stated, the policy of
the dealer on trade-ins must be a good one,
or he will take a loss instead of a profit on
the transaction where a trade-in is involved.
To illustrate his remarks the chairman took
as an example the sale of a radio set which
amounts to $150. Assuming that the dealer
does not make over 10 per cent net on his
gross sales the profit would be $15. If a tradein is involved and $30 is allowed for the old
instrument, the sale becomes one of $120, 10
per cent of which would be $12 less the cost
of selling the trade-in instrument. Mr. Brandt
stated that he found the average dealer sells
the traded-in set for the same amount he allowed for it, and the cost of selling this set
is as much as selling a new set. In his talk
the chairman showed that ' the cost of doing
business amounted to 30 per cent of the gross
sales and should the dealer sell the traded-in
set for the $30 allowed on it the cost of selling
would be $9, which, deducted from the profit
of $12, leaves an ultimate profit to the dealer
of $3 instead of the $15 which the sale of a
new set would bring without a trade-in involved. If the dealer makes less than 10 per
cent of his gross sales the profits are lessened
and in many cases a loss is incurred.
After this outline was given by the chairman
of the meeting a general discussion was indulged in by the members. J. E. Sampson was
the first dealer called and the general trend
of his remarks was that he discouraged tradeins on anything but current models and that
he would not allow in excess of one-half of
what he was positive he could sell the tradedin set for.
Mr. Hoosier, of Scruggs, Vandervoort &
Barney, said that his experience as a department store manager was that grief would come
unless the trade-in situation is handled differently than the music business handled it in the

past. He stated that pianos traded in by his
company were considered as a total loss until
resold and until that time they were put in
stock and valued at $1. He stated that the
mark-up from cost is double and that although
the radio discount is 40 per cent arid the piano
discount is 50 per cent, still trade-ins have
been a losing business for the music dealer.
Mr. Gross, of Famous & Barr, said his company would not offer for resale any old sets
taken in trade, it being against the company
policy to sell anything but absolutely new merchandise. He said they allowed 5 per cent of
the total cost of the old equipment offered in
trade and the new equipment purchased. In
other words, old equipment costing $200 and
new equipment costing $300, a total of $500,

Colley-Minnich
Is Jensen

Co.
Jobber

Will Distribute Jensen Dynamic Speakers
in Tennessee, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi
and the Virginia Territory
The Colley-Minnich Co., Norris Building,
Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed sales representative for the Jensen Radio Manufacturing
Co., Chicago, dynamic speaker manufacturer,
according to Thomas A. White, general sales
manager of the Jensen organization. The
Colley-Minnich Co. represents the Jensen
organization in the States of Tennessee, North
and South Carolina, Mississippi, Albama, Virginia, Georgia and Florida.
In commenting on this latest appointment,
which now completes the Jensen sales organization for the entire country, Mr. White said,
"We feel particularly fortunate in having obtained the Colley-Minnich Co. to represent us
in the South. Both J. E. Colley and W. F.
Minnich have been identified for many years
with the jobbing trade in the South, and while

Model
528

For
a

would secure a $25 allowance for the customer.
Mr. Ermantraut, of the Ermantraut Music
Co., stated that his set rule on trade-ins is to
allow 10 per cent of the purchase price of the
new equipment sold.
Ed Gross, of Gross Bros., followed the rule
of allowing $2 per tube, $1 for old storage battery regardless of make or condition, $4 for
speaker, any type, and $5 maximum on eliminator, any type. He said that he has been highly
successful in the pursuit of this plan.
Mr. Baker, of the Baker Music Co., said his
policy of accepting trade-in merchandise and
the allowance on the same was measured by
the condition of his stock of used equipment
on hand. In other words, if his stock was
overburdened he either refused to accept old
equipment or did accept it at a. figure practically the same as nothing in the way of an
allowance. If his stock is low on used equipment he follows the policy of allowing 50 per
cent of what he believes is the possible resale
price of the old set.
Other dealers gave their views and several
stated that the Trade-in Red Book of the Association was the best medium they had discovered as a guide to trade-in activities.
their sales activities have been largely in the
automotive field, they have recently entered
the radio field also. An intensive sales campaign to round out the distribution of Jensen
dynamic speakers through the jobbing and retail trade in the South is already under way
through the
H.

Colley-Minnich organization."

T. Melhuish

S. Obsusin

Resigns

S. Obsusin, who has been manager of the
European Phonograph Co., New York City, recently resigned this post and states that after a
brief vacation period he will re-enter the trade.
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Dealers will find a ready sale for this
new Weston portable A. C. instrument.

COVER
OF

This
The

issue

A new design throughout — especially
made for testing A. C. supply and tube
voltages, yet suitable for any A. C.
testing requirement within the range
of the instrument.

of

WORLD

message for phonograph
manufacturers
and

A small, durable and inexpensive instrument, yet embodying most unusual
electrical and mechanical features.
Furnished with each instrument is a
pair of special connecting cables.
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INSTRUMENTS

Carefully

Post

H. T. Melhuish, formerly manager of sales
administration of the Radio Corp. of America,
has been elected vice-president of the General
Contract Purchase Corp. in charge of its radio
division. The election of Mr. Melhuish follows
the recent acquisition by the Industrial Acceptance Corp. of the General Contract Purchase
Corp. and its affiliated companies, heretofore
owned and operated as instalment financing
subsidiaries of the General Electric Co.
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"The Little Giant of the Air"
MODEL Q— All-electric Table Model
Using 1X222 Shielded Grid Tube
(tu£.) $69.00

MODEL N-12
All-electric
With Dynamic Speaker
Using UX250 Power Tube
GSL)

1

$195.00

"An Immediate Sale is a Temporary Advantage, but a Satisfied Customer is a Permanent Asset"
"Simplified
for. And

Radio"

gives the dealer the most

this season — "Simplified

Radio"

effective selling argument

is exclusively

a Freshman

he could wish

selling argument.

"Simplified Radio", plus the Freshman policy of quality construction throughout, assures
a dependability never before attained by any receiver — and all in the way of performance
that can truthfully be claimed for radio today. Models list in price from $69 to $350.
Write

for full particulars about
CHAS.
NEW

the most

valuable

Franchise

FRESHMAN
CO..
YORK - CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES

in Radio
INC.

today.
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Prepares
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Plan

Sales Promotion Plan Devised by Crosley Co. Takes Burden From Shoulders of Dealers— Follow-up of Customers Should Prove Particularly Effective
In an endeavor to encourage its dealers to
adopt an aggressive policy of selling this season, the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O.,
maker of Crosley radio products, has prepared
a comprehensive, workable, profit-building plan
for the benefit of its authorized retail representatives. This plan is an interesting departure
from former methods used, which in the main
consisted of having the dealer purchase thousands of expensive prices of direct-mail literature, mail them and trust that the prospects
would visit the store. The Crosley plan abandons this method and suggests that small lists
be compiled carefully and mailings be made on

V

The

a time-table schedule, after which a personal
call by a salesman be made for the purpose of
demonstrating the sets.
In the detailed explanation of the plan prepared by the Crosley organization it is estimated that a salesman working on part time on
the proposition should average about fifteen
calls a week. It is therefore suggested that
the direct-mail plan and the follow-up plan be
laid out in units of fifteen names for each
salesman in the employ of the dealer.
The Crosley Co. has prepared three handsome
mailing pieces, each with a different sales appeal stressed. These pieces are to be sent out

Biggest

ever

Support

CeCo

Advertising

offered

in

History

in the CeCo history has greater support been offered phonograph, music and
radio dealers to help them sell CeCo Tubes:

NEVER

and no greater sales and profit-making opportunity
was ever offered. With the high quality and performance ofCeCo Tubes and their generous dealer
discount — backed up by advertising and broadcasting activity' — the CeCo dealer proposition is one
that no live dealer can afford to pass by without
investigation.
Consumer

Leading newspapers throughout the country also will
carry the CeCo message of tube quality and service regularly twice each week, establishing a consumer acceptance
that is bound to result in real sales volume and worthwhile profits.
Broadcasting

Starting Monday, September 17th, at 8 P.M. and for
many Mondays thereafter, CeCo will broadcast an interesting and unusual musical program of high quality
throughout the 18 stations of the Columbia Broadcasting
System — entering millions of homes by invitation and
providing a direct contact with 100% tube buying public.
Every radio set owner — every radio listener — will become acquainted with CeCo Tubes — overcoming sales
resistance and making the CeCo selling job a relatively
easy one.

There's a CeCo Tube
for every Radio Need

The stage is set for the biggest year in CeCo History. Get your
share of the increased sales and greater profits. Write for full
particulars. We do our full share to help you sell CeCo Tubes.
CeCo

MANUFACTURING
702

EDDY

STREET,

COMPANY,

PROVIDENCE,

R. I.

Inc.

York, September, 1928

at intervals of one week, and after the third
message has been sent the salesman should
call at the home to make arrangements for a
home demonstration or to seek to induce the
customer to visit the store for a demonstration.
The second week after this campaign is started
mailing piece No. 1 is sent to a new list of
names, and this is kept up until all prospects
have been thoroughly covered.
In order to take as much of the burden as
possible from the shoulders of the dealer, this
plan is offered completely addressed and
stamped, ready for mailing. All that remains
for the dealer to do is to see that the pieces
are mailed regularly, and to keep a record of
mailings for follow-up by the salesmen.
A brochure recently sent dealers gives the
entire plan in the greatest "detail. The first
advice is to make a list of prospects, and following this is a number of tried and proved
methods of securing prospects. This is followed by the plan mentioned above with specimens of the three pieces of literature which are
to be sent customers and prospects.
The Crosley Sales Promotion Plan does not
end when the receiver is sold, and placed in
the home of the customer. Realizing that a
dealer's greatest asset is a list of satisfied customers who can be depended upon to give
word-of-mouth advertising because of their satisfaction, the Crosley Radio Corp. has prepared
a series of three postcards to be sent to set
purchasers. The first of these is to be sent a
few days after the set is delivered and installed.
It merely thanks the customer for his order and
gives the dealer's assurance that he is certain
that the set will be liked. Owner follow-up
No. 2 is to be mailed two weeks after the instal ation ofthe set. It reads: "Just wanted to
make sure that your new Crosley is giving
satisfaction. Remember we are always at your
call. We want your Crosley to please you in
every way." This continued interest in the
customer, and the desire to be of service, is certain to please him and leads up to the sending
of follow-up No. 3, which is in the form of a
return card to be sent out three weeks after
the installation of the receiver. This card asks
for an expression as to the owner's reasons
for satisfaction with his purchase and allows
space for the names of three others who can
be recommended as prospects.
Carroll

Elec.

Holds

Advertising

Publications such as Popular Science Monthly, Radio
News, Radio Broadcast, Radio Doings and others will
bring the CeCo sales message before not only the general
public but the influential group of radio enthusiasts.

Chain

World, New

Co.

Dealer

Meets

The Carroll Electric Co., of Washington, D.
C, and Baltimore, Md., distributor of the
Freed-Eisemann line of receivers and speakers,
is conducting very successful dealer meetings,
according to reports to the Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp, Brooklyn, N. Y. Harold Berman,
of the Freed-Eisemann sales promotion department, spoke on merchandising at both meetings
and gave a technical description of the new
developments and refinements incorporated in
the latest model receivers.
Southern
Hold

A. K. Dealers
Annual

Convention

Nashville, Tenn., September 6. — The fourth
annual convention of Atwater Kent dealers
from central Tennessee, southern and western
Kentucky and northern Alabama was recently
held at the Andrew Jackson Hotel, this city,
sponsored by the Braid Electric Co., Atwater
Kent distributor. The gathering attracted
about 200 prominent dealers and the three-day
session concluded with a banquet presided over
by George Hay. Among the principal speakers
during the session were: E. L. Hollingsworth,
J. H. McKee, J. S. Dagney, L. S. Still, G. M.
Fischer and J. O. Smith. W. W. Bambill, head
of the Braid Electric Co., presided over the
business sessions of the convention.
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Sonora
New

Home

Increase in Business and Anticipation of
Demand for the New Sonora Products
Lead to Move to New Quarters
The Cleveland branch of H. C. Schultz, Inc.,
prominent wholesaler of musical instruments,
and Sonora distributor for Michigan and parts

Sonora Display at H. C. Schultz, Inc.
of Ohio, has been moved to new quarters at
East Seventeenth and Paynes avenues, in Cleveland. This move was necessitated by the new
plans and forthcoming new Sonora products as
well as an increase in the company's Ohio business of 1,000 per cent during the past year.
The new branch building is modern in every
respect.
Both warehouse and office furniture

New Home

Co., distributor of musical supplies, phonographs and records. When this business was
sold to the Record Sales Co., of Cleveland, Mr.
Schultz again joined the Columbia Co., and
took charge of sales in Detroit. In 1925 he
took over the sales of Sonora products in
Michigan, at that time distributed by Yahr &
Lange, Inc., of Milwaukee. In May, 1927, Mr.
Schultz formed H. C. Schultz, Inc., and purchased the Michigan interests of Yahr & Lange
and the Ohio interests of the Pennsylvania
Phonograph Co. at Cleveland. At the same
time he took over the distribution of Sonora
products in both territories. Larger quarters
were secured in Detroit, and on the first of
June a small branch was opened in Cleveland.
Starting with less tha.n 200 accounts of their
predecessors the concern has built up a national reputation on musical merchandise, and
now caters to nearly two thousand music dealers. A volume of business amounting to little
less than a million dollars was done the first
year, a remarkable showing, reflecting credit
on the management of the firm.
Golden

for

Process

Louisville, Ky., September 5.— The Golden Sun
Co., of this city, recently announced that it has
perfected a new gold-finished processed aluminum to be used in the manufacture of the Willett patented diaphragm. This metal is the result of a long laboratory research, and is said
to develop a powerful volume without blasting
or the usual metallic shrill. The reproduction
of the voice is said to be perfect and free from
distortion. This new metal will be used exclusively in Sun phonograph reproducers and radio
units. The retail price of the type M-28 will
not be increased and dealers' discounts will
remain the same as heretofore.
Answers

and equipment are of the most up-to-date type
of steel construction. The floor space is ten
times that of the former establishment and includes warehouse, office and showrooms.
Ten years ago H. C. Schultz began his career
in the field of musical merchandising by taking
charge of the Cleveland sales of the Columbia
Phonograph Co. In a short time he had become vice-president of the Kennedy-Schultz

Carryola

Service

A list of most frequently asked service questions and the proper answers thereto has been
prepared by H. W. Holcombe, manager of the
service department of Fada radio. The questions and answers are to a great extent typical
of those in connection with sets used with batteries, power supply equipment, or AC receivers.

Dadlas, Tex., September 6. — The Edison Shop,
of this city, reports that it has secured a most
satisfactory volume of sales of Carryola port-

Carryola Window at Edison Shop
able phonographs attributable directly to the
attractive exterior and interior merchandising
displays. The accompanying photographs
give an indication of the manner in which this
establishment presented the Carryola line to
the residents of Dallas.
The hand-lettered poster conveys the vacation and outing idea to the passer-by, who can-

Interior View of Edison Shop — Note Carryolas
not help but be attracted by the generous display of Carryola Master portables. This merchandise isdisplayed with other musical products that have their greatest appeal in the SumThe Carryola
are
shown merin months.
five distinct
colors with"Masters"
the beautiful
bakelite tone arms corresponding.
Upon entering the store the first thing that
greets the eye of the prospective purchaser is
a long display comprising about seventy Carryola Master portables in one line, all open and
ready to play — an impressive showing.
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Not just another equipment but a distinct improvement in tone reproduction as well as
mechanical construction and finish. A perfectly
balanced reproducer for playing records made
by the electrical method. No other needle
Edison equipment is quite so good in tone quality— and it has great volume.
JEWEL

Features

Dallas, Tex., Dealer Presents Products to
Prospects in Attractive and Interesting
Window and Interior Displays
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Meeting

A new departure in the study of radio merchandising was inaugurated by the Northwest
Radio Trade Association at its meeting at the
Lowry Hotel, St. Paul, in August. Poster
Hannaford, of Noyes Bros. & Cutler, made a
presentation and demonstration of the complete
Fada line of receiving sets. Dealers expressed
a great appreciation of this form of meeting
occasionally in order to study the merchandise
of some of the well-known manufacturers, not
from the point of price comparison or selRng
methods or discounts, but from a standpoint of
salable features incorporated in the equipment
being offered to the public.
Art Gillham, exclusive Columbia recording
artist, known to radio, record and theatre audiences as "The Whispering Pianist," recently
started a lengthy tour of the Pantages circuit,
having opened in Indianapolis on August 26.
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Learn
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Berkey & Gay Radio
Furniture
For full particulars write,
wire or phone the Radio
Allied Manufacturers
Corporation, 1340 South
Michigan Ave., Chicago,
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Sales Division

of the

Berkey Company.
4 Gay Furniture
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substantial success

Music

for the retailer

high -class music
Rachmaninoff's

better indication of present-day trends in
the phonograph business could possibly be
given than the action of the Brunswick Co.
in bringing out Rachmaninoff's second symphony,
a piece of work which stands out among the
crowd of modern compositions in virtue of a
dignity, a coherence and a sober magnificence
which are all too rare to-day and all the more,
therefore, to be welcomed.
A few years ago even one movement from a
modern symphony, at least if its author were
still living, would have been regarded as simply
impossible from the commercial standpoint. Today we have complete works given us as
recorded by musical ensembles of the very first
class, nor is the taste or courage of the record
to a few supposedly "safe"
publishers Itlimited
classics.
is now becoming common to have
recordings of works by living men, and the
field of opportunity is thus being steadily
widened for every music lover. I am frankly
an enthusiast, but even such an enthusiast as
I had not dared to hope for anything half so
good as a Rachmaninoff symphony.
Well, it has come, and thanks are hereby
publicly expressed to the Brunswick Co. They
have done a noble piece of work. I sincerely
hope that their dealers will now do their part
in making this release a big success and so
encouraging the company to go still deeper
into the work.
Rachmaninoff is a name known to every piano
student in the country and to a great host besides. His C sharp minor Prelude has been
played, arranged, even jazzed all over the country for longer than one dares to think. The
man himself has been living for eleven years in
this country and so has become thoroughly
identified with American musical and social life.
He is so interesting a personality moreover and
has done such an extraordinary amount of fine
work in music that a few words about him here
will be useful and very interesting.
Life
Sergei Vassilievich Rachmaninoff was born in
the province of Novgorod, Russia, in 1873, and
is therefore now in the fifty-sixth year of his
age. He entered the famous Conservatory of
Music of Moscow, a government institution, at
the early age of nine years and studied with the
best teachers, including his cousin, the famous
pianist, Alexander Siloti, and the composers
Taneiev and Arensky. The gold medal for
piano playing was awarded to him ten years
NO

Second

Symphony
New York gave the work its first American
presentation. I remember that concert very
well. The music from the very start took my
fancy. It struck me at once as both powerful
and significant. It was the voice of a man who
had something to say, who had a grasp upon his
material, who was coherent, vigorous and yet
restrained. There is about this music none of
the wild nonsense which constantly tempts one,
at hearing Stravinsky and some of the other
ultra-moderns, to ask what it is all about and
what on earth the composer is trying to say.
Rachmaninoff writes music that anybody can
understand whose musical understanding rises
above the infantile. If I were asked to sum up
in a few words my impressions of his music, I
should say that it is much like the man himself,
who is a giant in physical size and strength,
a thinker and a scholar, an artist of tremendous
mentality backed by equally vast technical powers and who combines profound passion with
complete ability to hold his powers in restraint.
Rachmaninoff is a true Russian, with all the
brooding, passionate nature of his countrymen;
but he never allows himself to lose his balance, never rushes to extremes, and possesses
a command over his materials and an ability to
control his handling of them at least equal to
that which was possessed by his great compatriot Tschaikowsky, who died the year after
;he younger man left the Moscow Conservatory.
There are superficial resemblances between
Rachmaninoff and Tschaikowsky, but the latter's
individuality is his own and although he is Russian he is never, so to speak, Cossack.
I think that this may be said even of such
powerful and striking works as the second piano
concerto which promises to become as popular

later in 1892 when he was nineteen. During
the same year he left the Conservatory. A long
concert tour, through Russia followed, but meanwhile the young musician was composing and a
one-act opera was presented by him the following year in a competition organized by the
Conservatory. Composition continued to be his
principal occupation for the next four years,
after which for a season he practiced the conductor's art at the Private Opera of Moscow.
For the next five years, again, he devoted himself mainly to composition, and then spent two
years in Germany, mainly at Dresden. He was
from the first extraordinarily talented, and rapidly became a remarkable pianist, vigorous and
technically flawless, a competent conductor of
orchestra and a most individual and interesting
composer. The training so finely given at the
Moscow Conservatoire enables almost any talent, no matter how modest, to express itself.
A great talent or, even more, a great genius
can ask nothing better than to be taught the
elements at this place, which still survives after
all the horrors and terrors of the past revolutionary ten years.
In 1899 Rachmaninoff came to London, and
during the season 1909-10 he toured the United
States as pianist, presenting mostly his own
compositions, previously mentioned, which at
that time were little known, with the marked
exception of the prelude in C sharp minor,
which in fact had suddenly sprung into popular"The" Prelude
ity some years previously.
This famous piano piece which has been arranged for orchestra, for organ and for military
band, as well as played innumerable times by
innumerable piano students, is one of a group of
five pieces for piano, two hands, published as
opus 3. To the majority of us this piece identifies Rachmaninoff, just as another equally innocuous but, somehow, taking trifle has forever
tied up the name of Antonin Dvorak with the
name Humoresque. The E flat nocturne is all

as Grieg's or as Rachmaninoff's own C-sharp
.minor piano prelude.

that millions know of Chopin's music, and to almost everybody Scharwenka and "Polish
Dance" mean the same thing. Which is sad
but so.
The Symphony
Rachmaninoff's second symphony was composed during 1906 and the first performance
took place in Russia shortly afterwards. In
1909 it was played in London and in the same
season the Russian Symphony
Orchestra of

Fall Trade

great
and As
givepure
us music
Rachmaninoff's
second step
pianoforward
concerto.
indeed, I
believe his third concerto to be superior, but the
(Continued on page 33)

Will Bring Increased
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The
Loose

No one need be afraid of Rachmaninoff's second symphony. It is logical and clearly expressed musical thought, deep feeling and deeper brooding presented with the firm hand of a
master draughtsman. Rachmaninoff sticks to
his thought closely. He never lets go of the
thread of his ideas. So he is never too hard to
follow, never too complex, never too involved.
Something More
I hope now that Brunswick will take another
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United

Pick-Up

Equipped with our f amous"Super-Magnet, "
the United Pick-Up brings electrical reproduction to any phonograph. . . with full
volume and velvet tone ! Complete with
arm, cord, plug and volume control, it
retails for only $16.50 — giving you a highly
profitable business.
Send for samples.
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A. C. Combination
This combination of Model
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Line Consists of Acoustic and Melodon Electric Phonographs, Radios, Combination
Radio-Phonographs, Loud Speakers and Sonora Vacuum Tubes
The name "Sonora" is well known in the
music trades and has been for many years, but
there are, however, many unusual and compelling facts about the new Sonora that the trade
in general should know.
During the last year many important changes
have taken place in the Sonora organization.
New money, new blood, new thoughts and new
ideals have been gathered together a.nd brought
forward to reorganize, redesign and renew
Sonora plans and products.
In announcing the new line to representatives
of the trade A. J. Kendrick, vice-president and
general sales manager of the Sonora Co., said,
"There are a good many reasons why the
name 'Sonora' is on the tongues of hundreds
of dealers this year. The news of the new
Sonora has spread throughout the land. Every
dealer, whether Sonora dealer or not, will find
his Fall business affected by the remarkable
Sonora instruments and our proposed tremendous advertising attack.

Electrical

"Those behind Sonora intend to make this
line the most representative and original in the
field. It is created for distribution through the
music trades. It offers the dealer with a real
music department a broad spread of completeness and variety with a minimum number of
items. This cannot but be of great help to
dealers when you take into consideration the
heavy stocks they have carried in an effort to
show a representative line heretofore, a condition occasioned largely by rapid and radical
changes of types, models, designs and apparatus, during the last few years.
"The new Sonora, coming into the field at
this time, when stabilization has largely become a fact and not a promise, offers a new,
complete and advanced line of products with
the great advantage of limitation in number of
styles and models, making for quick turnover
and light inventory investment.
"The distribution of this new line will be
{Continued on page 134)
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Victor

Instruments

Over 400 Dealers From New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut Attend
Luncheon Meeting at Which Complete New Victor Line Is Presented
Over four hundred dealers from New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut
gathered in the large ballroom of the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York, on Wednesday, September 5,for the first showing of the complete
new line of instruments which the Victor
Talking Machine Co. is presenting this Fall.
The meeting was one of a series being held during the month in the largest cities of the country and was presented under the auspices of
the following Victor wholesalers: C. Bruno &
Son, Inc., Chas. H. Ditson & Co., Collings &
Co., and the New York Talking Machine Co.
William J. Haussler, president of C. Bruno &

General Manager of Perryman Electric Co.
Wins Well-Deserved Promotion — Has
Wide Merchandising Experience
H. B. Foster, for the past three years general
manager of the Perryman Electric Co., New
York, manufacturer
of Perryman
tubes, has

Consolidate

tories have been located for a number of years.
The Electrical Research Laboratories were recently licensed by the Radio Corp. of America.
Under this license the consolidated corporation
is empowered to manufacture, besides certain
types of radio receivers, both combination radiophonographs and dynamic amplifiers under
patents controlled by the Westinghouse Electric
Mfg. Co., Western Electric Co., General Electric Co., American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
and associated companies.
The merger of these two firms, following as
it does the general trend toward consolidation,
is expected to add materially to the already ex{Continned on page 130)

Retail

Vice-President

and

New Company to Be Known as Erla Corp. — Electrical Research Labs. Pioneers in
Manufacture of Recording Apparatus — Greene-Browne Power Units Well Known
Chicago, III., September 7. — Another important
consolidation in radio was effected this week
with the announcement of the merger of two
prominent firms in the radio industry. Electrical
Research Laboratories, Inc., pioneers in both
the design and manufacturing of electrical reproducing apparatus used in combination radiophonographs and in making radio parts and
complete receiving sets, and the Greene-Brown
Manufacturing Co., manufacturer of the Great
Greene line of power units for radio apparatus.
The new company will be known as the Erla
Corp., with general offices at 2500 Cottage
Grove avenue, Chicago, where a spacious plant
and offices of the Electrical Research Labora-

Perry-

Son, Inc., presided at the meeting, extending
cordial welcome to the dealers in behalf of the
Victor Talking Machine Co. and the jobbers
and pointing out the tremendous sales possibilities for the new Victor products which comprise instruments appealing to every class of
purchaser. Harry C. Grubbs, commercial vicepresident of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
gave a very interesting good-will message to
the dealers which was received enthusiastically.
Mr. Grubbs emphasized the fact that the Victor
Talking Machine Co. is leaving nothing undone
to give dealers throughout the country maxi(Contintted on page 130)

H. B. Foster
been elected vice-president of the company.
Mr. Foster, who is widely known throughout
the radio and phonograph industries, well deserves this promotion, for under his direction
the Perryman Electric Co. has attained a foremost position among tube manufacturers. A
considerable measure of his success may be
attributed to the fact that Mr. Foster has been
identified with important merchandising organizations during the past ten years, and thereby
gained an experience which has enabled him to
co-operate to splendid advantage with the distributors and retailers of Perryman tubes. The
Perryman Electric Co. is now working to capacity, and at present it is a question of production rather than sales, with the sales volume far ahead of any year in the history of this
successful organization.
Thomas
to

A.

Open

Edison
Radio

Fair

An interesting announcement in connection
with the Radio World's Fair in New York is
that it will be opened on Monday, September
17, by Thomas A. Edison in person. Mr. Edison's hesitancy about appearing in the limelight
is generally known, but he was finally persuaded
to start the Radio World's Fair on its way,
which may be taken as reflecting the interest
held by this noted inventor and pioneer in the
electrical and phonograph field in the newest
electrical development, the radio.

The third annual Akron, O., radio show will
be held in the local armory, September 19, 20,
21 and 22, and will be the largest ever staged
there. It is being sponsored by the Akron
Times Press. Entertainment will be furnished
V radio stars of station WTAM.
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dangerous tying up of capital and an increase in selling difficulties.
Even switching from one line to another is costly, for it means unloading the discontinued stock and rebuilding local public interest in
the new line. The dealer who carefully selects a few good lines and
sticks to them consistently is building for permanence.
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ground and watches carefully before he leaps. The high pressure
boys, most of them, have really worthwhile products to offer and
the danger is not that he is likely to get an inferior line, but rather
that he is in danger of stocking too many lines, which means a

(Registered in the U. S. Patent Office)
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The Fifth Radio World's Fair
THE Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair will he held in Madison
Square Garden, New York, next week, with some two hundred

The

Growing

Problem

oj Financing

IN the phonograph-radio field volume sales of instruments by retailers are the main objectives, with the new instruments manufactured and priced for the primary purpose of insuring rapid
turnover of stock. To attain the desired end. a great bulk of the
business is of necessity done on the instalment basis, and this fact
brings with it a problem in financing that can in no sense be ignored.
Not long ago, a prominent member of the industry declared that investigation had shown there were only about 600 music dealers in a
position to carry their own instalment paper, which leaves some
thousands of others who must be relieved of the burden of their
paper in some form or another if they are to keep their capital
sufficiently liquid and their business in good shape. How to finance
this paper at a cost that will still leave sufficient profit for the retailer himself is the problem that should be considered by the trade
as a whole. Various manufacturers and finance companies have
gone a long way toward meeting the situation, but as the volume of
business grows so will the problem and it cannot be left to chance
for a complete solution. Hit-or-miss movements are likely to complicate rather than to clear up the situation.

The

Question

of Style Changes

that there will be another opportunity offered to center public interest on radio-phonograph products. Coupled with the score of
local radio fairs held in various cities and towns of the country, the

THE question of style changes, particularly in the radio line,
is becoming increasingly serious. It has come to a point in
many cases where the manufacturer has made some minor, even
though worthwhile improvement in his product, incorporated in
his regular line of machines, and designated those instruments
with a new model letter or number. The result is that sales of other
models in the line suffer. The public wants the latest and it is
willing to pay more for the best. Despite the natural desire to
keep ahead of the procession, it is strongly recommended that where
new improvements are of a minor nature, they be incorporated in
the product without any undue fanfare. Such a course will make
for the stability of the line and reduce materially the amount of

show should prove a solid groundwork on which to build sales volume for some months to come.

slow-moving stock. The situation has reached a point where it
must be recognized and some remedy devised.

manufacturers of radio and phonograph apparatus, parts and accessories showing the latest products in their lines. This may be
regarded as the last call to the trade and the public before the latest
radio-phonograph products are presented for the Fall and Winter
seasons. Although the trade is said to be stabilized, the fact remains
that many new instruments, some of them quite revolutionary in
type, are scheduled to make their official debut at the fair, and
whatever the effect on the trade itself may be, the fact remains

Sound

Discussion

Vs. Loose

Tal\

TRADE

association meetings have developed to a point where interest lies in not how many speeches are to be made, but rather
in what constructive discussions are to be held. The day of the

long-winded talker, who has said nothing much of value after his
remarks have been analyzed, is past, and we now look to the individual who can bring to the convention sessions some tangible and
valuable business thought that may be taken away by those who
attend. The various organizations in the music-radio trade, and
particularly those having to do primarily with the latter product,
have shown the effect of this new attitude. They talk not of conditions as they would like to have them, but of conditions as thev
really exist, and as a result generally get somewhere in their discussions. Plain hot air at conventions is rapidly finding its way into the
discard and is being replaced by sensible discussion.

High

Pressure Selling and the Dealer

HIGH

pressure sales methods, although they often realize substantial returns for the manufacturer and the jobber, all too
frequently serve to stampede the dealer who, confused by a flood
of. claims and promises, is likely to get considerably tangled up in
his radio-phonograph line unless he keeps his feet solidly on the

Creating Distinctive Advertising
THE radio-phonograph dealer who can devise some particular
type of advertising that is distinctive and will be associated constantly with his establishment in the public mind, has gone a long
way toward building up an advertising campaign that is going to
pay him not only immediate but cumulative profits as well. The
characteristic arrangement of copy, the adoption of a worthwhile
slogan, the use of some particular design, all have a tendency to
keep the public in touch with what the dealer is doing. A particularly fine instance of this type of characteristic advertising is found
in the case of the Brunswick Shop, Phoenix, Ariz., whose "Melodie
Mae"ousand
hercity.
sayings have won wide recognition in that prosperWestern

The

Rejuvenation

of the Phonograph

WITH
Brunswick-Balke-Collender stock reaching a new high
level, Victor Talking Machine Co. stock bringing the highest
price in its history, the Columbia Graphophone Co. of England
declaring a 60 per cent cash dividend and 100 per cent stock dividend within a period of 15 months, and other companies in the
phonograph field also showing genuine activity, there can be no
question as to the come-back of the industry. If money talks, then
it is doing some very satisfactory shouting in this trade at least.
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TYPICAL
C UPERIOR

Radio Cabinets

make

the

ideal housing for the Receiver of the

speaker units aids greatly in ultimate
sale to the consumer.

better type — embodying the finest in
Cabinet design they are exquisitely
finished to show the full beauty of the
choicest woods.

Through increased manufacturing facilities we are enabled to make prompt
deliveries on all models.

O

The optional equipment of RCA 100A,
Peerless or Peerless Dynamic, Speakers,
mounted scientifically and acoustically to
enhance the tone of these remarkable

SUPERIOR

206

Write for complete list with prices and
when at the Radio World's Fair see the
entire line on display in Booth 4,
Section CC. Exposition floor.

CABINET

BROADWAY
lnavijou ui/-o/co/ M

CORP,

NEW

YORK

Last-Minute

News

Newcombe-Hawley

and

of

the

Appointed

United

Factory
Reproducers
Consolidation of Two

Important Loud

Corp.
Speaker

Manufacturers

Reproducers' Corp. — Selden May Is President of New
A consolidation of two of the important companies manufacturing loud speakers lias been
announced by Jess Hawley, former treasurer
of Newcombe-Hawley, Inc., and now vicepresident of the new company, United Reproducers Corp. The other unit in the consolidation is United Ra.dio Corp. of Rochester, N. Y.
The consolidation places United Reproducers
Corp. in the front rank of loud speaker makers.
With the announcement of the formation of
United Reproducers Corp. came details of the
financing, which was handled by Thompson,
Ross & Co., New York and Chicago bankers.
There were issued 75,000 shares of preference
and participating class A stock with one-fifth
of a share bonus of class B stock. According
to Ernst & Ernst, the combined net earnings of
the predecessor companies for the year ending
April 30, 1928, were $513,603.12. Such earnings
are over three times the annual requirements

Grigsby-Grunow
Stock

in

New

High

Gains Fifteen Points in Day to Reach New
High of 240 — Report Gives Company's
August Sales as $3,750,000
The record-breaking rise on the Chicago exchange of Grigsby-Grunow Co. stock has
created widespread interest in financial circles
and throughout the radio industry. As this article is being written, Grigsby-Grunow jumped
sixteen points to a new high of 240, closing at
239, a net gain of fifteen points for the day,
September 6. On September 6, the Chicago
Journal of Commerce devoted a considerable
amount of news space to the Grigsby-Grunow
stock rise, which read in part as follows:
"The statement on good authority that a split
of the shares of the Grigsby-Grunow Co. may
be regarded as a certainty was reflected in the
action of the stock of that company on the
Chicago Stock Exchange yesterday. Grigsby
rose 25 points to a new all-time high record at
225 and closed only a point under that level.
"Another factor in the uprush of the stock
yesterday was the statement in the same quarters that the company's sales during August
aggregated approximately $3,750,000 and that
current business indicates sales of around $4,500,000 for this month. Sales of this volume for
August and September would represent decided
improvement over estimates for these months
by B. J. Grigsby, president of the company,
some time ago when it was stated that the production schedule called for $2,900,000 in saks
for August and $3,600,000 in September. This
figure also compares with sales of $2,200,000 in
June and $2,600,000 in July, which months
turned in an estimated net profit of approximately $8 a share on about 70,000 shares of
stock outstanding.
"While no authoritative information is available as to the basis upon which the stock would
be split, general gossip in financial circles seems
to regard a four-for-one split as most probable.
Based on 85,050 shares outstanding at present
this would necessitate an increase in the authorized capitalization to at least 350,000 shares.
There are 100,000 shares authorized at this

in

Merger
Forms

Trade

the United

Company — Other Details

for cumulative dividends on 75,000 shares of
class A stock, and after deducting such dividends were equal to the amount required to
pay additional participating dividends on such
class A stock, and dividends on 150,000 shares
of class B stock now to be outstanding at the
rate of $1.53 per share on both classes of stock.
Selden May, former president of United
Radio Corp., heads United Reproducers Corp.
The other officers are Jess Hawley, Albert
Newcombe, former president of NewcombeHawley, Inc., and Arthur T. Haugh, formerly
of United Radio Corp.

Carryola

Agent

in N.

Y.

Edward Biel Will Represent Carryola Co.
in Metropolitan District as Exclusive
Factory Representative
Announcement was recently made that Edward J. Biel, manufacturer's representative, 11
West Forty-second street, New York City, has

Part of Mr. Hawley's statement intimates
the introduction of something new in radio
speakers. He states that the company expects,
in the near future, to start production, and also
license the manufacture of a new electro-static
type of radio reproducer to which it has a basic
patent control
time. Early action on the split-up is anticipated.
"Grigsby-Grunow Co. recently offered stockholders rights to subscribe to one share of additional stock for each five shares held. The
rights were offered to stockholders of record
August 14 and expired August 24.
"Since the stock purchase rights were announced on August 2, Grigsby's shares have had
an appreciation in market value of slightly more
than $95 a share."
George
Thos.

Gordon
A.

With

Edison,

inc.

George Gordon, a radio man of long and
wide experience, has been appointed chief of
the service department of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
and is already engaged in organizing a staff
to look after the servicing of the new Edison
radio. It is the plan of the company to have
a specially trained service man at each of the
distributing points by the time the new instruments are placed in the hands of the dealers,
and Mr. Gordon will see to it that this is accomplished.
He will make his headquarters in Orange, but
will visit the distributing branches at intervals.
At the present time he is engaged in preparing
a comprehensive book of instructions on the
regulation and repair of the Edison radio, well
illustrated, and at the same time both intelligible and comprehensive.
In the early days Mr. Gordon was associated
with the DeForest Radio Corp., and for some
years past has been retained as consulting engineer for various radio companies.

New

Freshman

Radio

Line

Refinements designed to produce the maximum efficiency, ruggedness, simplicity and reliability were embodied by the research and
engineering departments of the Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New York, in the new Freshman
line of radio receivers, details of which were
announced as this edition of The World went
to press. The new receivers will be fully described and illustrated in the Newest in Radio
section in the October of The World.
32d

Edward Biel
been appointed exclusive factory representative
for the Carryola Corp. of America to cover the
metropolitan territory which includes northern
New Jersey, the lower Hudson Valley and several counties in Connecticut.
In addition to the regular line of Carryola
portable phonographs, the Carryola Co. manufactures a"Porto-Pick-up" which embodies the
popular Carryola electric pick-up and Carryola
turntable and motor which enables any person
having a radio receiver to play records through
the loud speaker of the set. Mr. Biel states
that Carryola products will be distributed in this
territory through reputable jobbers and appointments will be announced in the very near future.
Kalman
Okeh

Berthold
Executive

in
Post

Appointed Manager of Foreign Language
Division of Okeh Phonograph Corp. —
Long Connected With Trade
Kalman Berthold, associated with foreign
language record activities for many years, has
been appointed manager of the foreign language record division of the Okeh Phonograph
Corp., New York City, succeeding W. A.
Timm. For many years. Mr. Berthold was connected with the Philadelphia branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., specializing on the sale
of foreign language records and attaining considerable success in this work. More recently
he was identified with the Victor Talking Machine Co. in a similar capacity, and his intimate
familiarity with all phases of the marketing and
recording of foreign language records welJ
qualifies him for his new post.
The annual meeting of the North Carolina
Music Merchants' Association will be held at
Raleigh, N. C, on September 21. C. J. Roberts
and D. L. Loomis, president and secretary of
the National Association will attend.
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High

Score

on

Every

The richly carved grilles, revealing the choice grain of the genuine walnut, set a new standard in
speaker design and finish.

Speakers
Sterling
Sell by Eye and Ear Appeal
EXCELLING on every engineering test —
* awarded first honors by some twenty
musicians and orators who, from a group of
the world's best reproducers, selected the one
Speaker that appealed most to the ear — chosen
for their artistic craftsmanship by women, who
love and appreciate beautiful furnishings —
STERLING SPEAKERS have completely fulfilled the expectations of their engineers and
cabinet designers whose aim was to produce
speakers with irresistible sales appeal.
In the store Speakers by Sterling outstrip competition bytheir impressive appeal to the eye
and ear. The various models in Dynamic and
Vari-Tone types, comprise an assortment that
"finds ready acceptance among customers in
all walks of life — for all kinds of receivers.
Sterling's simple request is: Compare! Ask to
be shown Sterling Quality in Sterling Speakers.
The Sterling Manufacturing Co.
2831-53 Pj-ospect Avenue ■ Cleveland, Ohio ■ U. S. A.
MOTE! This is to be the season of set-improvement by
present radio owners — improvement and refinement
provided by Sterling Power Units and the Screen
Grid Preamplifier as well as with Sterling Speakers.

Test

1A_

*
Dynamic
Table
Model
Encased
elaborate
walnut cabinet
of unusually
distinctivein anhoes.
An instrument
of rare
beauty.
Height, 12^"; width, 15"; depth, 9"
Dynamic Floor Console
Dignified isin adesign
andof finish
thin Sterling;
Dynamic
Console
distinctive
walnut grain.thing
Mechanically
and beauty.
artisticallyChoice
the
leader of all dynamics.
Height, 38"; width. 17%*; depth, Ufa"
VARI-TONE MODELS
The Varitone control is employed for varying
the tone to compensate for differences in radio
sets — may also be used to give sharp*
incisive reproduction for oratory or
depth of tone for musical renditions.
R-2 Vari-Tone
I
Modernistic
The
color schemein isdesign.
deep, rich
brown,
shadedThegoldmetalon
the
grillewith
structure.
cabinet
is
purposely
made
heavy
to
avoid
within itself. false vibrations
Height, 11";
width, ll1:
r-4 <m
Masdepth,
t erf u y/2*1
11 y de- A
signed
exe- ||3m
cuted
inand
walnut.
Thegenuine
entire
Vari-T
i>prak*r
is anone
exact S"
carved
with
replica
ofmodela handthe beautiful
grain |p|
even
grille.
of the Inwoodtheretained
Height, 11%": fj
width 10";
depth, iii"

R-2

mm

V

MODEL TWENTY
(Mewl Horn)
A truly outstanding value in its price class, having a
long air column metal horn (as shown above1 producing
true tone quality and abundance of volume — nickel
plated hardware — two record spring motor — metal
tone arm — sensitive Duro aluminum metal diaphragm
— made in threi* colors of genuine DuPont fabrikoid in
black, blue or brown with inside linings to match —
plush covered turn tables to harmonize — wood album
holds
' i inches12 high,
inches 15widerecords.
and 14HMeasurements
inches long, 7weight
pounds.12
Retail at $16.00

ADDRESS

MmBEpFm

MODEL THIRTY
The most remarkable (Metal
value in portables today. 50 inch
air column metal horn (as Horn}
shown above) constructed
according to the exponential curve theory, a product
of our own laboratory. Heavy nickel plated hardware
— large motor plays three records with one winding —
patented Bakelite tone arm — beautiful Bakelite reproducer with patented tripod diaphragm — special
patented
lock catches
— exclusive
DuPont
fabrikoid
5 colors black,
blue, green,
brown and
red, with
liningsin
to match —plush covered turn tables. Measurements
8H
inches 19high.
121, inches wide and 1(S inches long
— weight
pounds.
Retails at $25.00

OF

►SSrestwdistributor
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r~\
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NOW!
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Profits

HERE at last is a Loud Speaker which people
in the select homes and women of taste have
long sought — a Speaker that will harmonize with
the furnishings of any room, and be a real decoration. No longer does Milady have to wonder
where she can hide the Loud Speaker. Now she
can place it upon the dressing table, in the dining room, library or bedroom, and feel confident that it is adding rather than detracting from
her decorative scheme.
The popularity of Radio reception upstairs as
well as downstairs is spreading throughout the
country. Le Minilux is just the Speaker to fill
this ever-increasing demand.
Le Minilux Speakers do not conflict with any
line that you now handle and, moreover, every
Radio set owner present or future is a prospect
for one or more.
Le Minilux, a beautiful miniature

speaker, is only

5V£" in height. There are color combinations and
designs to harmonize with any type of furnishings. It has a delightfully clear, soft tone which
will not blast, but will flood the room with music
and add immeasurably to the pleasure of Radio
reception.

IE Minilux Speakers are just starting to sweep the
J country. Our salesmen are just beginning to
cover their territories now. Such leading stores as
Wanamaker's, Stern's, Hahne's in Newark and
Loeser's in Brooklyn are now featuring them, as
well as a large number of music houses. Right now
is the time for you to get on the "band wagon" and
start reaping YOUR EXTRA PROFITS. Remember,
there is no competition. Take advantage of this
opportunity — TODAY.
You will have your first opportunity
tite and decorative
World's Fair in New
Show in Chicago.

to see this pe-

Speaker at this year's Radio
York — and later at the Radio

Le Minilux is entirely made by hand in a style typically Parisian. There are 15 different color combinations and designs. List prices; $20.00, $22.50 and
$25.00. Regular dealer's and distributor's discounts.
Write today for full information.
Visit our showroom

when

in New

York

City.
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Different

Combinations

SEE

OUR

EXHIBIT
AT

THE

FAIR
WORLD'S
RADIO
Madison Square Garden, New York City, September
17th to 22nd inclusive, Booth No. 6 Section E.E.,
Exposition Floor — also at the Chicago Show, Coliseum,
Chicago, Illinois, Booths Nos. 3 and 4 Section B. B.

Photo

is actual

size of speaker
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To hear music over the radio is the common

Chassis and
built-in speaker
With "B"
Model 516
$275
Chassis and
built-in speaker
With "A'
Other models priced
$375
complete
Kelloggwith
A-C Tubes,
ranging
to
$775 from $169.50

Are

Chairmen

Sweet, hushed
mony—

melody

or rich, sonorous burst of harr

every note distinct, true — every instrument

brought out clearly and unmistakably - that's music as
it is brought to you by the new Kellogg Radio.
It reminds you of the soft and clear and sweetly blended
chimes — exultant notes of a deep, resonant organ - tones
of golden- voiced choristers — evening sunlight shining
through rose windows. The Kellogg is majestic.

You

Tone

Appointed

at RMA
Directors'
Meeting
First Meeting of New Board Held at Buffalo — Will Issue Statements on Television —
Phonograph Manufacturers Invited to Exhibit at Future Shows

and new services for the radio
WIDER
c
publi and industry by the Radio
Manufacturers' Association are under
way. The RMA Board of Directors, at their
first meeting of the 1928-1929 year at Buffalo in
August, prepared for expansion of activities.
A new and immediate enterprise of the RMA
is to give the radio industry and the public
exact facts regarding the development of television. On motion of former President C. C.
Colby, of the RMA, a special committee was
directed to make a thorough survey of television and formulate a carefully digested statement for the public and the industry. President Frost appointed on this committee as
chairman H. B. Richmond, of Cambridge,
Mass., director of engineering of the RMA, together with B. G. Erskine, of Emporium, Pa.;
A. J. Carter, of Chicago, 111., and M. F. Burns,
of New York, all of whom are identified with
television development.
Support and development of broadcasting,
co-operative radio advertising, and other interindustry activities were planned by the RMA
board, together with the extension of RMA
service for individual members. The plan for
interchange of radio patents, recently approved
by the RMA membership at the annual meeting in Chicago, is to be developed, with continued up-to-the-minute information for members of the association.
Many proposals for increased industry and
member service were made at the round-table
discussion of the directors, who received reports on the highly successful show season of

lot of millions.

To be deeply moved and thrilled by the very SOUL of
some musical masterpiece is a joy reserved only for those
who possess a great radio!

Model 519

Committee

York, September, 1928

last year, and of the prospects for the coming
radio events, including the Fall shows at New
York and Chicago, and the Fifth Annual Radio
Industries Banquet, September 18, at the Hotel
Astor in New York. With the space at the
Madison Square Garden World's Fair, opening
September 17, reported over 92 per cent sold by
G. Clayton Irwin, of the Radio Manufacturers'
Show Association, the RMA board decided to
open up the Fall public shows in New York
and Chicago to the exhibition of phonographs.
Planning the third annual trade show for
next Spring, the RMA show committee, now
headed by Morris Metcalf, of Springfield, Mass.,
was directed to secure information regarding
tacilities and accommodations in a larger number of Eastern and Middle Western cities.
Steps also were taken by the RMA board to
secure more reliable statistics regarding the
radio industry than now are available.
In lining up the RMA for the 1928-29 year,
the Association's fiscal year beginning August
1, President Frost appointed the following as
chairmen of the various RMA committees:
Broadcasting Committee — B. G. Erskine.
Contact Committee— A. T. Haugh.
Credit Committee — T. Sheldon.
Distribution of Publications Committee— L. E. Parker.
Engineering Division— H. B. Richmond.
Fair Trade Practice Committee — W. L. Jacoby.
Finance Committee — John C. Tully.
Foreign Trades Committee — G. H. Kiley.
Legislative Committee — C. C. Colby.
Membership Committee — H. H. Eby.
Merchandising Committee — L. E. Noble.
Patent Committee— Fred D. Williams.
Hawley.
Public Relations
& Educational
Committee— J. B.

Conscious

?

Resolutions Committee — T. K. Webster, Jr.
Show Committee — Morris Metcalf.
Statistics Committee — L. A. Hammarlund.
Traffic Committee — \Ym. Sparks.
Attending the Buffalo meeting were four new.
RMA directors, George H. Kiley, of Brooklyn;
B. G. Erskine, of Emporium, Pa.; N. P. Bloom,
of Louisville, Ky., and L. A. Hammarlund, of
New York.
The board also reappointed the following
executive officers: Bond P. Geddes, executive
vice-president; M. F. Flanagan, executive secretary; John W. Van Allen, of Buffalo, legal
counsel, and Frank D. Scott, of Washington,
legislative counsel. The next RMA board of
directors' meeting will be held in New York
during the period of the Madison Square Garden show in September.

Speak-O-Phone
New
Record

Has
Device

A new device for personal voice records has
been perfected by Speak-O-Phone, Inc.. New
York, and will shortly be announced to the
trade. S. Popper, executive head of the SpeakO-Phone organization, described it as "instant
photography of the voice on a record."' The
features of these records, according to Mr. Popper, are that they are non-breakable, mailable
and permanent.
"This invention opens a broad field," said Mr.
Popper. "Records of this type are particularly
adaptable for special events, birthday and holiday gifts, and as family records, making the
market a most attractive one."
Handles

Gary

Advertising

The Cary Cabinet Corp., of Springfield, Mo.,
manufacturer of radio furniture, recently announced the placing of the advertising account
with Brockland & Moore, Inc., of St. Louis.
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Qreat

Advertising

for

a

Qreat

Product!

1
j
A
Powerful
Combination!

Insuring

a Profitable

Attracting

Business

Good

Dealers

Everywhere

This advertising will appear in newspapers

"Are you Tone-Conscious?" . . . "Hear
Kellogg — the Radio with the Cathedral
Tone, and your tone-consciousness
will prompt you to select Kellogg

— concentrating its tremendous pulling power
in every section where good Kellogg dealers
are selling.

above all others."
This is the theme
powerful

of the most unique and

advertising that has ever been

sprung on a public, hungry for better quality
in radio reproduction.

KELLOGG
Dept.

Imports

and

of Talking

Ask

us for the plan that will put it in

YOUR local paper — over your own name.
Advance proofs are ready. Would you like
to see them?

SWITCHBOARD

&

25-96

Exports
Machines

Carry ola

Prepares

Brochure

for

Jobbers

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking Machines and Records for June —
General Increase Over the Year Previous

Entire Line of Ten Different Models Illustrated and Described — Is Contained in
Embossed Fabrikoid Cover

Washington, D. C, September 4. — In the summary of exports and imports of the Commerce
of the United States for the month of June,
1928, the following are the figures bearing on
talking machines and records:
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during June, 1928, amounted in value to
$58,265, as compared with $58,263 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1927.
The six months' total ended June, 1928, showed
importations valued at $252,536; in the same
period of 1927, $316,236, a substantial decrease.
Talking machines to the number of 18,388,
valued at $617,636, were exported in June, 1928,
as compared with 9,460 talking machines valued
at $376,617, sent abroad in the same period of
1927. The six months' total showed that we
exported 75,288 talking machines, valued at $3,053,138, as against 62,291 talking machines,
valued at $2,310,087, in 1927.
The total exports of records and supplies for
June, 1928, were valued at $306,474, as compared
with $227,958 in June, 1927. The six months
ending June, 1928, show records and accessories
exported valued at $1,747,429.
The countries to which these machines were
sent during June, and their values follow:
Europe, $28,434; Canada, $33,698; Central
America, $30,714; Mexico, $70,367; Cuba, $54,899; Argentina, $79,534; Brazil, $73,237; Chile,
$22,289; Colombia, $54,575; Peru, $8,692; other
South America, $51,933; British India, $413;
China, Hong Kong and Kwantung, $27,060;
Philippine Islands, $23,289; Australia, $15,188;
New Zealand, $5,049; British South Africa,
$1,893; other countries, $36,102.

Carryola Co. of America, the manufacturer
of Carryola portable phonographs, located
in Milwaukee, Wis., announces to distributors

Cover of Carryola Brochure
delivery of a beautiful brochure showing the
entire Carroyla line for the coming season.
This brochure is handsomely embossed on a
brown fabrikoid cover with the embossing in
gold. It contains a loose-leaf arrangement picturing individual models of the Carryola line.
At the present time ten different models are
shown and more of these will be added from
time to time showing to the distributors the
issuance of new Carryola products. This
brochure will be furnished to distributors and
their salesmen over the entire country.
Artists

on Tour

Paul Whiteman's Rhythm Boys have signed a
contract with the Keith-Albee circuit for a tour
that will cover the mid-West.

SUPPLY
CO.
CHICAGO

Research

Results

Improved

in

Reception

Statement of RCA Officials' Connection
With Announcement of New Line Emphasizes Progress of the Industry
Pointing out that years of intense research
and constant development have served to confirm the soundness of basic principles represented in the super-heterodyne circuit, officials
of the Radio Corp. of America stated recently
that with the application of AC tubes to the
super-heterodyne circuit, following the example
set with the improved tuned radio-frequency
circuit, broadcast reception has taken another
step forward toward the ultimate of perfection.
This comment was made in connection with the
announcement of the new line of RCA Radiolas,
with self-enclosed loud speakers of the dynamic
type, and a new speaker of artistic design. Several unique and advanced features are included
in the new RCA models, which are illustrated
and described in the "Newest in Radio" section of this issue of The World.
Radiola 16, battery operated, and Radiola 18,
AC operated, have been retained in the RCA
1928-1929 line as well as loud speaker 100A
New principles are embodied in this speaker.
"With every consideration of purse, location
and operation adequately met," the RCA announcement states, "the new apparatus represents the culmination of eight years of unrelenting research, engineering and production
since the first radio program was placed on the

Opens

Radio

Store

A new radio store has been opened in the
Park Plaza apartment building, Larchmont,
N. Y., by R. L. Durrell.

air."
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Capehart

Appoints

District

Managers

Five New District Managers Appointed to
Represent the Orchestrope in Field —
All Have Had Wide Experience
Huntington, Ind., September 5.— Ever since the
Capehart Automatic Phonograph Corp. introduced the Orchestrope, automatic phonograph

eight years has been connected with the Brunswick Co., who will make his headquarters at
Minneapolis, Minn.; J. A. Holland, new district manager at Memphis, Tenn., was formerly
sales manager for the Deca-Disc Corp. and
later district manager for the Holcomb & Hoke
Mfg. Co.; E. H. Witbeck, now in charge of
the Atlanta, Ga., territory, was formerly a district representative for the F. M. Hoyt Co.;
E. R. Decker, formerly branch manager for the
Fisk Rubber Co., has assumed the duties of
district manager at Indianapolis, Ind., and J. W.

by the Grigsby-Grunow Co., manufacturer of
Majestic electric receivers, as a result of its
broadcasting program recently on the Columbia
Broadcasting Chain from Station WOR, featuring Moran and Mack. These two irresistible
Black Crows are receiving the highest salary
that has ever been paid any team for broadcasting. This Majestic program goes on the
air every Sunday evening from 9.30 to 10
through the Columbia Broadcasting System.
The Majestic radio manufacturer has signed
the two Black Crows for an extensive contract
to cover an indefinite period, giving a new comedy twist to their dialogue every week.

Latest
and

(1) E. R. Decker, Indianapolis; (2) J. W. Moore Columbus; (3) W. C. Mossbarger Minneapolis;
,(4) E. H. Witbeck, Atlanta; (5) J. A. Holland, Memphis
playing both sides of twenty-eight records, the
hitter part of March this year, dealer interest
ha? increased until at the present time the
Orchestrope retail representation reaches from
coast to coast and from the Canadian to the
Mexican border.
In order to render the most efficient service
to Orchestrope dealers the Capehart organization recently appointed five new district managers who left for their respective territories.
They are W. C. Mossbarger, who for the past

An

Moore, formerly sales manager of the Columbus Anvil & Forging Co., has undertaken the
duties of district manager at Columbus, O.

Majestic

Broadcasts

Please

the

Public

MB
Thousands of enthusiastic letters were received from radio listeners all over the country

ASTON

Masterpiece
By those who are seeking the utmost
in cabinet craftsmanship, this great

figure, is

richly embellished with heavy carving,
which intensifies the beauty of the
natural wood.

Grille polychromed.

Read more about this great Aston
in our catalog, which describes the
whole Aston line. Write today.

ASTON

CABINET

MANUFACTURERS

Distinctive Originality in Design
High Qrade
1223-1229

W.

Lake

Radio

of

Cabinets

St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

Phonograph
Radio

Patents

Automatic Phonograph. Frank J. Seabold,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Phonograph
Company, of Delaware.
Patent No. 1,679,054.
Electrical Phonograph Reproducer. Carl F.
Goudy, Flushing, N. Y. Patent No. 1,681,897.
Radio Wave Switch. Jesse S. Wheeled, San
Francisco, Cal. Patent No. 1,679,192.
Radio Receiving Apparatus. Eugene A. Widmann, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Frank D. Lewis,
West Orange, N. J., assignors to the Pathe
Phonograph & Radio Corp., New York. Patent No. 1,679,194.
Radio Receiving Apparatus. Alexander B.
Kupsche, Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,679,533.
Radio Receiving Circuit. Thomas H. Berkland,
Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,679,597.
Radio Receiving Apparatus. Albert M. Harding, Boston, Mass. Patent No. 1,680,042.
Radio Power Supply Unit. Philip E. Edelman, Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,680,370.
Radio Slot Machine. Joseph Pinto, Philadelphia, Pa. Patent No. 1,680,634.
Construction for Radio Receiving Inductances
Thomas H. Brennan, Chicago, 111. Patent No.
1,680,851.
Radio Tuning Mechanism. George R. Fremont, Richmond, Va. Patent No. 1,681,529.
Radio Ground Antenna. William S. Maple,
Los Angeles, Cal. Patent No. 1,681,644.
Prevention of Interference in Radio Reception. Frederick K. Vreeland, Montclair, N. J.
Patent No. 1,682,026.
Combination Indicating and Adjusting Device for Radiocircuits. Otto Henze, Brooklyn, N.
Y. Patent No. 1,682,376.
Radio Tube Socket. Edward B. Nowosielski,
Bloomfield, N. J., assignor to the Splitdorf Electrical Co., same place. Patent No. 1,682,408.
Radio Battery Eliminator. Philip E. Edelman, Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,682,492.
Radio Apparatus. Donald G. Little, Edgewood,
Pa., assignor to the Radio Corporation of
America of New York. Patent No. 1,682,703.

Resigns

Aston achievement will be heartily
welcomed. The entire face of
matched butt walnut, 100%

York, September, 1928

Post

Miller

with

Rubber

Co.

F. C. Millhoff, former general sales manager
of the Miller Rubber Co. for sixteen years, and
more recently manager of car and truck manufacturers' sales, to-day announced his resignation from the company to take a long-needed
rest before announcing his new plans. W. F.
Pfeiffer, general manager, indicates that it is
with deep regret to himself and his associates.
Mr. Millhoff leaves Miller with the highest
regard of the entire organization and the trade.
It was his pride to see the company grow to
sixth place in the industry.
M.

Udko

&

Go. Expanding

M. Udko & Co., 224 Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y., recently secured a larger warehouse for
stock. This establishment carries the complete
Victor talking machine line and the Atwater
Kent and Radiola radio lines.
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The Talking Machine

Money-Making
for

Suggestions

Ambitious

Merchants

School Business Is Good Business — Take Advantage of the Public's Interest During
the Radio Shows — Have You Gotten in Touch With the Returning Vacationers?
Tying Up With Films Brings Profits — Use the Manufacturers' Help
sold battery-operated receivers two or three
years ago; send them literature illustrating and
describing the new models and try and arrange
a home or store demonstration. Look over
the list of prospects who have not as yet purchased. Make another effort to secure their
names upon the dotted line. Strike while the
iron is hot and while the people are still impressed with the exhibits they have seen or
read about.

The school season has opened and the progressive talking machine-radio dealer is mapping out his campaign to reach this market and
interest the school authorities in the purchase
of these instruments as part of the regular
school equipment. During the past year radio
sets have been received in the school systems
of various cities with great enthusiasm, and
some cities have inaugurated regular lecture
courses to be broadcast to certain grades at
certain times. Other schools have purchased
radio receivers to be installed in the school
auditorium so that the pupils can listen in to
events of historical interest, such as the inauguration of the President, etc. Talking machines have for years been recognized as almost
necessary instruments to help in the instruction of music appreciation. Last month the
Victor Talking Machine Co. placed a new
school Orthophonic Victrola on the market
which in addition to the usual features of the
Orthophonic instrument contains a number of
adjuncts especially designed for school use.
Dealers should use every opportunity of realizing the immediate sales possibilities of this
and similar type instruments because of the
added sales which accrue through the instruments being placed in the schools. The millions of present-day pupils will be the instrument purchasers of to-morrow, and the Tlealer
who sells the schools to-day is building on a
firm foundation for the future.

With the opening of the schools the homeward march from the country and seashore resorts has commenced, and the time is ripe for
the aggressive radio dealer to establish contact
with members of families who have been out
of town for the past few months. Radio receivers which have not been used for months
will need inspection, and in many cases new
accessories. Suggest a thorough inspection by
an expert radio service man to all set owners.
Many heads of families who contemplate buying a set or exchanging their present set for
a more modern model have waited until the
Fall to take this step. Go after them now.
Use a series of direct-mail letters planned to
reach all classes of prospects, set owners and
non-owners, emphasize the appeal of the new
models and the interesting broadcast programs
to take place this Fall and Winter and see if
your sales are not greatly stimulated.

While

Re:

Interest

Is High

On September 17 the Radio World's Fair
opens at Madison Square Garden, New York
City, and thousands upon thousands of the buying public will have an opportunity to view
the latest models of radio products. During
the past month and for some months to come
similar expositions will take place in practically
every section of the country. Naturally, with
the local newspapers devoting columns upon
columns of space to the happenings at the radio
shows, the public is radio-conscious, and it is
up to the dealer to take every advantage to
demonstrate his merchandise and close sales.
Check up the list of customers to whom you

Comes

the

Theme

Fall

Songs

During the past six or seven months musicradio dealers have been "sold" on the opportunity of effecting tie-ups with motion pictures
that have a theme song. Using the appearance
of the film at a local theatre to stimulate the
sales of talking machine records and sheet
music through co-operation with the theatre
owner and by window displays has resulted in
a considerable increase in sales of these items.
Talking machine manufacturers and distributors as well as sheet music publishers have performed yeoman service in causing dealers to
effect such tie-ups by the dissemination of tieup material and other means.
At the present

World, New

time the following songs are the themes of
feature films which are being shown throughout the country, and dealers who have failed
to cash in on picture tie-ups should do so when
the opportunity presents:
Song
Film
"Ramona"
"Ramona"
"Laugh, Clown Laugh!" "Laugh, Clown, Laugh!"
"Neapolitan
"Jeannine, I Nights"
Dream of Li- "Fazil"
lac Time"
"Lilac Time"
"Flower of Love"
"White Shadows"
"Wings"
"Wings"
"Some Day— Somewhere" "The Red Dance"
"Angela
"Street Angel"
"I Loved Mia"
You Then as I
Love You Now"
"Dancing Daughters"
"Little Mother"
"Four Sons"
"Speedy Boy"
"Speedy"
"Revenge"
"Revenge"
"Out of the Dawn"
"Wanning Up"
"Sunrise and You"
"Sunrise"
"Mother Machree"
"Mother Machree"
These are some of the themes of feature pictures which afford every record and sheet
music dealer an opportunity of increased sales.
New ones are being announced regularly.
Watch the announcements for coming film
presentations and feature the theme songs in
your advertising and window displays.
Dealers1 Aids
As the Fall season opens dealers representing
different lines of radio receivers and other
products have undoubtedly received literature
and portfolios from manufacturers containing
sales plans for the dealer's use. Naturally the
retailer knows his own territory best, and if
he is alive and aggressive he may perhaps
formulate selling campaigns which would prove
more effective than any prepared for him.
However, no dealer can afford to lose sight of
the fact that the manufacturer in laying out
a sales promotion plan secures the expert advice of merchandising counselors, and at great
expense prepares material which will be best
suited for the entire retail representation. In
some instances which necessitate direct-mail
material be sent to prospective customers the
manufacturer has organized a department which
takes all the burden of details from the shoulders of the dealer and at small cost does everything but make the demonstration and close the
sale. This material is designed for the trade
and merits the close attention of every dealer.
It should be carefully studied before being consigned to the trash basket. Remember that the
plans as formulated have been selected by expe:ts as being best fitted to promote the sales
of
the merchandise you are carrying and in
worthy.
practically all cases have been tried and proved
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THREE

MODELS

No. 95. Equip
ment same as No.
51. B e a u t i ful
nut finish.
genuine
burl Supwalonly with
electric plied
motor.
No. 51. Consolette. Genuine burl walnut finish. Two spring motor plays six
selections with one winding. Latest type
tone arm arid reproducer. Large amplifying chamber assures great volume and
fidelity of tone.
Write for Descriptive Bulletin Covering
Our Complete Line of Radio Cabinets and
Phonographs.

No. 50. Combination Radio Phonograph.
Beautiful Genuine burl walnut cabinet.
Phonograph equipped with electric pick-up
and Peerless speaker. Radio panel opening 7"xl8". Ample space for radio power
supply
records.motOT.
Furnished with either
electric and
or spring

Excel

Phonograph
Manufacturing
402-414 West Erie St., Chicago, Illinois

Co.
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m

^-Manufactured and Guaranteed by
MARTI
ELECTRIC
RADIO
COMPANY,
Under Patent No. 1, 567.562
WEST ORANGE, N. J., U. S. A.
Other Patents Applied Fot

Inc.
TELEPHONE
ORANGE 10055

CTA1LE

WITH

MEW

FRIEMDS

anAElTY-BVIlLT

uilt-in. long air
column horn . . .
more volume,
fuller rounded
tone. A feature
of the Allen No.

The finest reproducer
ever to grace a portable— perfect performance. A feature of the
Allen No. 6.

An

instrument

in true

tonal

that

quality,

sical range and
Equipped
Horn,
and

four

extreme

mu-

long air column

superior

Motor

alone

full, rich volume.

with

even

stands

Reproducer,

running,

noiseless

that plays three
records.

Allen

Genuine

excellence,

exclusive
tures!

to

selling

plus
fea-

4H

It

KE1C

ALLE\

EVER

before have

PROFITS

PORTABLES

portables

sold so tast

— made so many friends . . . such quick
profits for dealers!
Built

for better service, and

priced

for rapid

turnover, the new Allen portables comprise
greatest selling line ever offered the trade.
ne

Sensational
demonstrate

.

Air Column
Beautiful

features

make

them

the

a joy to

2>Vi' to 4-record motor, Long
Horn, Remarkable Reproducer,

Oil

Painted

Album

(five colors),

Cushioned Tops of Velvety Padding — Fabrikoid
covered case . . . Allen dependable quality
throughout
trade!

. Something

finer to offer your

Call the nearest Allen Distributor for samples
t
and merchandising helps. Or write direct for
^Call
complete catalog and local Jobber's address . . .
Cash in on these ready profits . . . without delay!

ALLEW

^CVPORTABLESI^
ALLEN-HOUGH

MANUFACTURING

Racine
FACTORIES

— RACINE

COMPANY

Wisconsin
and

NEW

YORK

THE ALLEN
PORTABLE
No. S
The most popular
portable on the
American market.
Now priced even
more favorably to
increase your sales
volume.

THE

ALLEN

PORTABLE

No.

20.

Imagine a portable in this price class
with a long air column horn, a padded
top, a ducoed record album and motor
board— That's the Allen 20selLer in a big way!

The market is created for
you by consistent advertising in THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST reaching
over 3,000,000 homes!

THE

1929

PJUTKO-LOLIL
S

Make every phonograph in
your community an Electric Reproducer for only
$7.50. Extremely liberal
profit margin for jobbers
and dealers.

Cash
The 1929 Phono-Link may also
be had in aristocratic GoldPlated Finish, at $1.00 additional .list.. It's
a beauty
fust sales
. quick
profits!. . .

IT'S new!
....

Business

HERE

and

How

It Sells!

It's different! Greater volume. . . . Clearer tone.
Improved construction. . . . Beautiful double

nickel-plate finish. . . . Longer cord. . . . All for the same
low price, made to give you a liberal margin and quick turnover at $7.50 list!
This 1929 Phono-Link

is made

in two models.

One for use

with the plug-in jacket with which more sets are now equipped.
The

other for use through the detector tube. Simple to attach and operate, the Phono-Link is complete and ready to link

any phonograph with any radio. Light in weight and scientifically designed, it gives greatest volume, clearest tone, with
least wear on the records.
Just show it to sell it! Everyone now wants electrical reproduction of favorite selections. Take your profits now.
while the time is ripe! Wire or write your nearest jobber for
Merchandising Plan and samples. Or write us for his address
and details . . . to-day!

This Attractive Display
Makes Selling Easy !

4]
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Clark

Music

tropes

to

Sells

Co.

OrchesHotels

Local

Leading

Syracuse Music House Finds Establishments Other Than Homes Likely Prospects for
the Automatic Phonograph— Broadened Market Presents Many Opportunities
The introduction of new and improved
models of talking machines has had the effect
of widening the market for these instruments
to a degree that is little realized by a great

Orchestrope in Hotel Syracuse
many dealers! Particularly in the case of the
in
automatic phonograph is 'this true. Whereas
years past the home was the logical objective
for the dealer, at the present time there is
scarcely any establishment that caters to the
public to which the automatic phonograph cannot be sold. Restaurants, hotels, ice cream
parlors, roadside refreshment stands, all of
these and many more places of a similar nature
have been sold instruments of this type by
live, aggressive dealers.
It does not require any great stretch of
imagination to see the benefits which accrue to
the proprietor of a restaurant or of a hotel
from the installation of an automatic instrument. The guests are entertained by a continuous program of music by the greatest artists
of the world with a program the variety of
which can be made endless. The initial expense of the purchase price and the upkeep
represented by the purchase of new recordings
are mere pittances when compared with the
expense to which the establishment would be

put if an orchestra were to be engaged for but
a few hours every week. The selling arguments that can be presented by the music
salesmen are many, and the dealer who has
overlooked this market should lose no time
in remedying his neglect and starting a campaign to install automatics in every hotel and
restaurant of the better type in his vicinity.
That some dealers are bringing in the profits
by selling the hotels and similar establishments
is evidenced by the fact that the Clark Music
Co., of Syracuse, recently sold and installed
Orchestropes in the Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse,
N. Y., and the Powers Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.,
both of which are under the same management.
The Orchestrope, which is manufactured by the
Capehart Automatic Phonograph Co., of Huntington, Ind., plays twenty-eight records on both

from 5. p. m. to 9.30 p. m., and the hotel issues
cards to patrons calling attention to the Orchestrope Sunday evening music. The Powers Hotel uses its instrument also to entertain its cafeteria patrons by Orchestrope music made
possible through the use of a speaker installed
in the cafeteria.
With the opening of the Fall season go after
this class of business. Prepare a prospect list '
of the hotels, restaurants and similar establishments which would be benefited by the
installation of a,n automatic. Include in your
sales talk the fact that the purchase on their
part is a profitable investment.
Dr.

Kolster

Predicts

Unlimited

The Radio industry will double its past record in point of sales and new scientific improvements during the next few years, according to Dr. F. A. Kolster, in charge of the radio
research laboratory of the Kolster Radio Corp.
With this anticipated rapid progress to be made
by the industry generally. Dr. Kolster predicts
that the Kolster organization will grow- into a
gigantic industrial unit.
"The progress which our company may accomplish in the future is practically unlimited,"
Dr. Kolster said. "Its patents in the majority
of cases are basic. As a matter of fact the company at the present time can manufacture a
receiving set capable of projecting a smallsized vision of any particular scene which
might be broadcast, but inasmuch as this
branch of radio is not yet extensively developed it is not likely that Kolster will immediately manufacture any television sets. However, the company can compete successfully
with other companies in this branch of radio."
Books

Orchestrope in Powers Hotel
sides and takes four hours to render the full
program.
Both of the hotels which have installed the
instruments cater to a high class of trade, and
since the instruments were placed in operation
both are daily receiving scores of favorable
comments from patrons. In each instance the
Orchestropes were placed in the public lounge,
illustrations of which are reproduced herewith.
In the Hotel Syracuse a regular Sunday evening concert is given in the main dining-room

Phono

Radio

Beauty
Excello

and
Combination

meets

every

Heavy

Orders

Furniture

of

Quality
Console

demand

EXCELLO

PRODUCTS

Catalogue of complete line on request.

Write today.
Model R 44

CORP.

on Trip

Splendid buying activity and enthusiastic
dealers and jobbers were reported by Leo
Freed, of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,
Brooklyn, New York, who recently returned to
his desk from a five weeks' tour of the East,
Middle West and Canada. Mr. Freed visited
Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester, Toronto, Ottawa,
Pittsburgh, Akron, Youngstown, Toledo, Detroit, Kalamazoo and Chicago.
"The amount of business booked on my trip
was a record," said Mr. Freed, "and very satisfactory reports were made by jobbers and dealers on the new Freed-Eisemann receivers."

This attractive model, the hit of the RMA Trade
Show, accommodates any radio set up to 24 inches
long and switches instantly from radio to phonograph reproduction.
Comes completely equipped with G E Electric
Phonograph Motor, electric pickup, tone arm, automatic shut off, volume control, etc. Also Cone or
Dynamic speaker.
Cabinet work of true Excello quality.
Model R 44
Closed

Progress

4824 W. 16th St., Cicero, 111.
(Suburb of Chicago)
Open
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Finds

Pacific

Radio

Coast

Outlook

Good

Kenneth E, Reed, Federal Radio Corp.
Sales Manager, Reviews Conditions on
the Coast and in Canadian Cities
The radio business outlook on the Pacific
Coast and in western Canadian provinces was
never more promising than at this time, according to Kenneth E. Reed, sales manager of
the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., who
recently returned to his desk from a month's
stud}* of conditions in those sections.
"Conditions in California are excellent, and

never been better. The wheat crop is said to
be the best in six years, and I understand that
a total of more than 80,000 men came into that
territory for the harvest season. Mining and
lumbering operations in British Columbia are
very active, and this section is quite prosperous.
The Vancouver shipping industry has never
been greater, I was informed. At present talking machines are in their prime in western
Canada, but with improved radio reception,
promised by the Canadian broadcasting chain,
I predict a phenomenal radio season there."
Mr. Reed stated that the Radio Automotive
Equipment Co., Federal wholesaler in Manitoba, is preparing for a most active season. He
stated that the demand in Alberta and Saskatchewan for battery-operated receivers is about
70 per cent.
The new Federal G-10 was introduced to
the trade en route by Mr. Reed, who reports
that this receiver met with a fine reception,
bringing in programs from distant stations with
clarity and volume.

Martwel

Corp.

Radio

World, New

Trade
of
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Mourns
A.

K.

Death

Executives

H. R. Carlisle and R. C. Bohl, Popular
Atwater Kent Executives, Succumb to
Injuries Resulting From Automobile
Collision in Philadelphia
Harry Reed Carlisle and Robert C. Bohl,
both connected with the merchandising and
sales promotion division of the sales department of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., met death
through a collision between an automobile in
which they were riding and a trolley car at
Germantown, Philadelphia, on the night of
August 13. They were the only occupants of

Adds

Cabinet

Line

A line of radio cabinets has been announced

Kenneth E. Reed
the radio trade there has an advantage over
Eastern markets in that it has no particular
radio season," said Mr. Reed. "Reception there
is apparently not impaired by conditions similar to those of the Summer months here. I
found the Spokane trade exceedingly optimistic, and due to the improvement in broadcast
entertainment there is a tremendous radio business in store for the aggressive dealer in that
thriving territory. Crops in Minnesota and the
Dakotas are good, and farmers are spending
money more freely. There is a wonderful market there for battery-operated sets.
"Conditions in Saskatchewan, Canada, have
J—

"

as an addition to the products being merchandised by the Martwel Corp., New York, recently organized by Martin Zatulove and Paul
S. Weil. The Martwel organization will serve
a mid-Western furniture manufacturer as exclusive sales representative throughout the
United States in a manner similar to the way
in which they are now handling the national
distribution of Magnatron tubes. Mr. Weil announced that a licensed AC set will also be
taken on soon.
Large

Zenith

The Zenith Radio Corporation reports earnings in July at $155,936 after deductions for
royalties, depreciation and other charges, but
before Federal taxes. Its combined earnings
for July and the preceding month (June) were
$323,018, which is equivalent to $3.23 a share
on one hundred thousand capital shares outstanding. The company is paying at the rate
of $3.60 per annum on its common stock and
earned almost that amount in the two months,
June and July, just referred to.

V
Set

Sales
Are
WITH

Pierce
Chassis Model A-C 171
Chassis of heavy gauge, drawn and
welded steel housing all parts, including power supply. Illuminated single
drum control. One stage of audio with
one stage of power push -pull amplifying transformers insures great volume
without any sacrifice in tone. Chassis
finished in highest grade bronze Duco
lacquer ; panel in natural grain burl
walnut.

Easy

Airo

SELF-CONTAINED
7

TUBE
CHASSIS

ELECTRICS
OR

CABINET

A demonstration of Pierce-Airo Cabinet Model A-C
172 proves it to be the best radio today regardless of price.
If your prospect desires a console the PierceAiro Chassis Model A-C 171 fits into any standard
console, thus enabling the customer to make his own
choice as to price and style.
Write for circular giving complete specifications,
prices or discounts or order a sample Pierce-Airo
for a tryout in your store.
See Our Exhibit at the
FIFTH ANNUAL RADIO WORLD'S FAIR
New Madison Square Garden, New York,
September 17th to the 22nd, incl.
Booth No. 1
Section Z

Cabinet Model A-C 172
This distinctive two-tone russet bronze
metal cabinet houses the famous
7-tube PIERCE-AIRO Chassis described above.
^

Earnings

r

PIERCE-AIRO,

Inc.

^ /°Yufr ^

H. R. Carlisle
R. C. Bohl
the car and both died shortly after being taken
to the Germantown Hospital.
Harry Reed Carlisle was one of the oldest
employes of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., he
having entered Mr. Kent's employ as a boy.
Excepting for a short interval when he entered other fields Mr. Carlisle was for twentyyears identified with Atwater Kent activities,
chiefly in the sales division.
During the greater part of the company's
history in the radio business Mr. Carlisle devoted his time to trade publicity work and
dealer bulletins. He was closely identified with
all the activities of the sales promotional work
of the company, and particularly supervised inside details connected with that work. Mr.
Carlisle was forty-three years old, and is survived by a widow and young daughter.
The funeral took place on August 18, and it
included Masonic services, of which order Mr.
Carlisle was an active member. V. W. Collamore, general sales manager of the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., and other prominent members of
the sales staff acted as pallbearers. A wealth
of floral tokens attested Mr. Carlisle's widespread popularity in the trade with which he
was so long connected and in his social life.
Robert C. Bohl had been with the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co. less than a year, but during
that time he traveled widely as a member of
the outside staff of the merchandising division
of the sales department. He achieved a notable
success in sales research work and general sales
promotion. Mr. Bohl was thirty years old and
leaves a widow and a seven-year-old son. The
funeral occurred on August 17, and members of
the merchandising division of the Atwater Kent
Co. were his pallbearers.
Arcturus
in

Featured

Window

Display

An unusual window display was recently
created in a New York store to demonstrate
the quick heating qualities of Arcturus AC
tubes, manufactured by the Arcturus Radio
Co., Newark, N. J. The display was in the
futuristic style, with a girl demonstrator,
against an astronomical background. A mammoth AC shield grid tube and a large clock
reading in seconds and the demonstrator attracted attention. As the girl placed an Arcturus
127 tube into a socket the hand of the clock
ticked off the seconds between the turning on
of the current and the actual reproduction of
music.
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'-Dynamic

and

PLETE,'

cAir

Column
SPEAKERS

o,

The

Bloc Type
Chamber

Tone

X

Designed to give accurate reproduction. The tone chamber is an
exponential air column cast in a
solid monolithic bloc of a new light
weight material, "Vocalite" which is
absolutely inert, non-vibrating and unaffected byany climatic conditions. Air
columns 30 to 84 inches.

PERADIO offers a complete line of Speakers to meet every requirement— at every price
level. Air column speakers of the successful
Bloc Type in three beautiful Table Models
and one Dynamic Table Model and three
Handsome Cabinet Models equipped
with air columns of various lengths
orwithOperadio Dynamic units,
either type with or without
amplifier.
Dealers find
/
Operadio the greatest
profit
\
withbuilder
unusual
turnover.

The

Operadio

Dynamic Unit
Incorporates decisive improvements in power reproduction. Manufactured under special Operadio
designs to handle the output of the
largest sets built regardless of the
stages of power
amplification used,
without trace of distortion, blasting or
rattling.
5 Volt D. C. $35
110 Volt D. C$40
100 Volt A. C. $50

The

The

Senior
Junior
$15.00
$25.00
The New Senior is last year's most popular
model, improved in performance with many
refinements of design and finish. Either will
deliver satisfactorily the output of any set up
to and including five and six tube neutrodynes, superhetrodynes, etc. using the 201-A
type tubes. Great volume, range and sensitivity. The Junior has a 30 inch air column,
Senior a 54 inch air column.

The

Geneva

A table model Dynamic Speaker, scientifically constructed with a sounding board giving maximum baffle effect. Beautiful in design and finished in rich walnut. Furnished
with Dvnamic Unit.
6 Volt D. C. $55;
110 Volt D. C. $60
110 Volt A. C. $70

The WESTMINSTER
The newest and finest of the Operadio Air Column Speakers. May be connected to any set
and will handle the output of any standard amplifier system up to and including the 171 tube.
Has a 61 inch air column. PRICE, $35.00

The

The

Barcelona

A beautiful cabinet model Dynamic Speaker
which will handle and give tremendous volume with undistorted tone fidelity. Recommended for sets employing power tubes
or equipped with seperate amplifiers using
power tubes.
6 Volt D. C. $70
110 Volt D. C. $80
110 Volt A. C. $90

A very attractive speaker table of Spanish design equipped with a 54 inch air column. A
beautiful cabinet that is also designed to accommodate any standard radio set.
Price, $42.50
Manufacturer
OPERADIO

MFG.

St. Charles, Illinois
GREATER CHICAGO DISTRICT

CO.

St. Charles

Obtainable with an 84 in. air column or Dynamic Unit, 6 Volt D. C.
or 110 Volt D. C. or A. C. [with or without an
Operadio 4 or 5 tube amplifier] . Amplifier may
be used in combination with either air column
or Dynamic Units. Price Range, $80 to $275
— Pacific Coast prices slightly higher

Sales Department
The

ZINKE
COMPANY
1323-25 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Institutes

BODINE
Corp.

Has

Wide

Line

Developments
that

are

Big

Sellers

Recently Reorganized Co. Now in Production on Line of Magnetic and Dynamic Speakers — Wide Price Range
Following a reorganization of the company,
the American Reproducer Corp., Jersey City,

Bodine Type RC— 10
Electric Turntable
Dealers everywhere are cashing in on the big demand for this ideal electric turntable for phonographs and radio-phonograph combinations. The
Bodine Type RC-10 Electric Turntable is driven
by a tion
high-torque,
Bodine
InducMotor. There spring-supported
are no commutators
or brushes
to spark and cause hum or scratching noises in the
loud speaker. A reliable and easily adjusted
governor permits the record to be played at any
speed and maintains this speed regardless of line
voltage fluctuations. Easily installed. Unit construction. No exposed rotating parts to gather
dust. Mail the coupon for latest price sheet.
To Radio and RadioPhonograph Manufacturers
These units utilise a standard industrial motor
representing a substantial design that -will appeal
to the best trade. Supplied with or without turntables. Sample units will be furnished for inspection and test. Write today!

N. J., formerly the Pal Radio Co., is now in production on various models of magnetic and dynamic speakers in chassis form as well as cabinets and phonograph reproducers in their enlarged plant affording 6,700 square feet of manufacturing space. Pointing out that the list
price range of $9 to $75 provides a speaker for
every purse, G. M. Barcey, vice-president in
charge of sales, stated that plans are well under
way to establish the- American Reproducer Corp.
as an important factor in the radio industry.
Mr. Barcy said that contracts have been -signed
with several radio manufacturers for their builtin speaker requirements.
It is announced that Richard C. Boehler, well
known throughout the industry, has been appointed general sales manager with headquarters in New York City. Mr. Boehler was formerly with the Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
An export office has been established at The
Hague, Holland. Mr. Barcy stated that his
company's new line of speakers is the "result of
in the organization's
of research
many years and
laboratories
each model has been designed
with an eye to beauty of appearance as well as
reproduction efficiency.
Trade
the

Bodine Television Motors
The rapidly increasing interest in television has
created a demand by experimenters for a special motor for driving television scanning discs.
Bodine Television Motors are designed especially
to meet these requirements. Unusual stability of
speed is assured, and yet with a suitable rheostat
the speed may be varied 25% above or below
synchronizing speed. These motors -are made
for 18, 20 and 24-inch discs. A special winding
permits the motor to be run either as an alternating or direct current motor. Write for complete details.
Bodine DeLuxe Loop
An exceedingly popular
and attractive
loop.brings
Its re-in
markable efficiency
distant stations with great
volume, and the extraordinary tuning characteristics
greatly increase the selectivity of any superheterodyne or T. R. F. receiver.
The Bodine DeLuxe Loop
is constructed of the finest
walnut, with a beautiful
hand-rubbed finish which
will harmonize with any furnishings. This loop is used
extensively in apartments
and in congested broadcasting districts to eliminate interference.
Dealers will find the Bodine DeLuxe Loop an added
source of profit.
Mail this Coupon

Bodine Electric Company,
2270 W. Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.
on
Please send information and prices
the items checked below.
rs
on Moto
ur-in
Flectric
Turntable
□ Bodi,. ne t-Televisi
1U tiecxm.
□ Bodine Type KL-Loop
□ Bodine DeLuxe

Activities
Memphis

in
Field

Memphis, Tenn., September 6. — The Radio
Sales Co., South Main street, a few blocks north
from the Grand Central depot, is wholesale distributor for the Columbia New Process records,
Columbia phonographs and Atwater Kent
radio. Its studios and demonstration rooms
have been rebuilt this Summer and in addition
to the city trade it covers with travelers portions of several adjacent States.
J. E. Dilworth Co., 493 South Main street,
is now wholesale distributor in the tri-States
for the Majestic electric radio and this line
has recently been placed on sale in many of
the large furniture and department stores in
Memphis and neighboring cities.
The Radio Co., 182 Union avenue, George W.
Baker, president, has two stores in Memphis, the
other being located at 1316 Madison avenue.
It deals in Zenith, Crosley, Steinite radio products in Memphis and neighboring counties of
the tri-States.
Osburn-Abston Co., Monroe avenue, wholesale, had a largely attended dealers' conference
a few days ago in Memphis and many fine
salesmanship talks were given. About 200 people attended the meeting..
During the late Summer the New Bry's, a
department store with upward of 125 departments, occupying the six-story structure at
Main and Jefferson, has moved its phonograph
department from upstairs to the main floor annex. Here a large floor space is occupied
with talking machines, cabinet and portable
models; Freshman, Atwater Kent, Majestic and
other radios and Victor, Brunswick, Columbia and
Okeh records.
The Mutual Furniture Co., headed by D.
Frank, has moved from its location of years
at Beale avenue and South Third street to 209
South Main street, just south of the new Orpheum Theatre. It devotes conspicuous attention to phonographs, cabinets and portables and
on the main floor devotes almost one side of
the store to fine booth and record sections. This
is a fine, modern establishment.

New

Display

Service

Engages Experienced Window Display
Designer, O. N. Mecum, to Prepare
Model Window Every Month
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago, is giving its dealers a new window
display service which is offered to Kellogg retailers without charge. O. N. Mecum, an exKELLOGG
RADIO

Window Prepared by Kellogg Display Service
perienced window display man and designer,
who has been added to the Kellogg staff, will
prepare a model window each month and have
it photographed.
Mr. Mecum has a reputation for originating
especially attractive windows carrying real
selling appeal. This new service will enable
Kellogg dealers, regardless of their window
trimming ability or experience, to install model
windows with a minimum amount of labor.
Starting with the August issue the Kellogg
dealer help bulletin, the Kellogram, will concontain an illustration and instructions for
trimming this window. An instruction sheet
and special booklet on window display will be
sent to dealers who have requested this monthly display service. Any Kellogg dealer may
receive this window display service by writing
to the Kellogg headquarters in Chicago.
Two

Victor

Releases

"Jeannine"
of Theme
The Victor Talking Machine Co. in a recent
letter to dealers urged them to make every
effort to tie-up with the showing of the film
"Lilac Time" to stimulate sales of Victor recordings of the theme song, "Jeannine, I Dream
of Lilac Time." This film is a sound picture
known as a "Firnatone" and the sound was
synchronized by Nat Shilkret, Victor musical
director, who directed the orchestra and who
composed the theme song.
The Victor Co. is issuing special releases of
two recordings of "Jeannine," a vocal by Gene
Austin and an orchestral dance arrangement on
which Nat Shilkret directs his own composition. First National Pictures, Inc., has prepared an advertising poster containing pictures
of Austin, Colleen Moore, star of the film, and
Shilkret, which has been sent to dealers.
In its letter the Victor Co. suggests window
displays, theatre lobby and stage presentations,
direct mailings, utilization of film company material and other methods of stimulating sales.
S. H.

Graubard

in New

Post

W. C. Marquardt, general manager of the
Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. J., one
of the Splitdorf-Bethlehem Electrical Co. subsidiaries, has announced the appointment of
S. H. Graubard to take charge of condenser
sales for the Splitdorf Electrical Co.
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'It is a Fine
Investment'
Boonville, N. Y.
FOR
MANY
MONTHS
retail merchants by the score have been making
Holcomb & Hoke
Mig. Co.
the
big
profits
with
ELECTRAMUSE,
the coin -controlled, continuous Indianapolis, Ind.
The Electramuse I purplaying phonograph.
This music marvel has been earning from $2.50 to
chased irom you has been a
$7.00 per day for them.
fine success. It is a splendid
attraction to my restaurant. My
receipts irom the instrument last
Remember, this machine has been an overwhelming success for small
month amounted to $86.00. I am
satisfied the Electramuse will pay for
merchants and large merchants, in big cities and in small towns, in
itself here within a year which I consider
a fine investment.
By Blade and Longway
sideover
streets
big !and on main streets! Every place it's installed, it goes

"My Business Has Increased
due to Electramuse"
Corsicana, Texas
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
I am very pleased with my ELECTRAMUSE
because my business has increased lately.
Having it about six months in
my
books show that I have taken in operation
$451X0, while
all my expenses including the deposit that I
paid down, all my notes, record service, postage for exchanging records, etc. amounts to
$292.10. I think it is one of the best in 'estments I have ever made.
SANITARY CAFE, by S. N. Georgas
Takes in $452.00 in 3 Months
ii
■
Jasper, Texas
Holcomb . &«
Hoke Mfg. Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
My Electramuse wasinstalled Oct. 1st, 1927,
and at this date the total amount is $452.00
for less than three months. I would not be
without one under any circumstances as it
has increased my business and provides firstclass entertainment for my customers.
YEARY'S SANDWICH
By P. SHOP
M. Yeary

"Would Advise Any Hotel not to
Delay Buying an Electramuse"
Knoxville, Tenn,
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Our Electramuse has more than taken the
place of all other music that I have ever had
in my Hotel. Therelore, I am well pleased
with the service I have had and also
with the record service and the late
up-to-date music. Would advise
any Hotel or place ot business
not to delay buying and increase their volume, entertainment and profits.
CENTRAL HOTEL
by Mrs. J.D. Anderson

And don't overlook this fact— ELECTRAMUSE
has a
greater earning power than any other coin-operated
musical instrument!

Takes in
$6.00 Per
And now the immense money -making adDay — and
creasesInBusiness
vantages of this wonderful musical instruRichmond, Va.
Holcomb & Hoke
ment are offered to you. Our Special Discount
Mfg.
Co.
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Plan to Dealers gives you the same moneyNo doubtterested you
be in-my
to knowwill that
making opportunity.
You can make big
receiptsMUSEfrom
the onELECTRAhave been
an average
of $6.00 a day. Our business has
money, too. You can't deny real evidence!
also shown a steady increase which
Then read the voluntary testimonials
we attribute solely to the installation
of the instrument.
on this page.
They tell a real story
SUBLETT'S INN, by V. H. Vaughan
of real profits.
"Averages $25.00 to $30.
Mascoutah, Illinois
Holcomb & HokePerMfg.Week!"
Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Your instrument replaced a coin-operated
piano, and our patrons were quick to appreciate the difference, for our weekly receipts
are morecome. Ourthan
doubleaverage
the oldhasinstrument's
inweekly
been between
$25.00 and $30.00 per week. The Electramuse
has not cost our restaurant one dollar ol investment for our patrons quickly paid tor it.
A & P CAFE, by Walter Ayers

"Receipts from Coin Boxes Have
Exceeded Our Expectations"
Nashville, Tenn.
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
The music of our Electramuse made an instantaneous hit. The tone is wonderlul and
all our patrons are delighted with the class of
music the machine produces. The machine
itself is a work oi art and is a credit to any
establishment. The receipts Irom the coin
boxes have exceeded our expectations.
With best regards and best wishes, I always
want to be known as
The
Your best booster,
letters
BOWLING INN, by J. M. Shawhan, Mgr.
User Advises Friend to Buy
r e p ro
ELECTRAMUSE
d u c e d
Dallas, Texas
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
above are but
Indianapolis, Ind.
Our Electramuse gets the money. We
a few out of
enjoy a return in nickels of $90.00 to
$150.00 a month. Tell your Fort
hundreds in our
Worth man to see Mr. Newland of
the Como Cafe over there. He
files. Note that they
saw mine and wants one like
it. You can tell him I said he
all say the same thing;
would
day's
work dohe the
ever best
did when
"ELECTRAMUSE
he buys one.
is
R. and D. CAFE
making good daily profits
by Roy Knott
for us".
What better evidence do you
want to prove that here is a most
unusual opportunity for you for making money? Many places right around
ycu are logical prospects for sales of
may
ELECTRAMUSE.
Hotels, restaurants, drug
stores, department stores, billiard parlors, soft
drink places, road houses and night clubs offer
plenty of sales opportunities.

Fill in and mail the coupon at the right.
mean a flying start toward Profits-ville.
A
HOLCOMB

&

Product
A

HOKE

It

of
iffG.

World's Largest Manufacturers of Money-Making Equipment
$1
Indianapolis,
Ind.

«§>

A„.,„............
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Zenith
Has

Complete

List

ok

RECORD
Distributors
THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1624 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
McCall Building
Memphis, Tennessee

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
203 Central Exchange Building,
804 Grand Avenue, Kansas City. Mo.

GEORGE CAMPE
611 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GROSSMAN BROS. MUSIC
COMPANY
2144 E. 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio
JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.
HAWAII MUSIC COMPANY
1021 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
L. D. HEATER
469i/£ Washington St., Portland, Ore.

Effective

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, INC.
433 E. Twelfth, Cor. Wall Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
217 Whitehall St., S. W„ Atlanta, Ga.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
1315 Young St., Dallas, Texas
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
803-05 West Broad St, Richmond, Va.
THE Q. R. S. MUSIC CO.
1017 Sansom St
Philadelphia, Pa.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD
COMPANY
322 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

models, Zenith planned and announced a "National Zenith Automatic Week" September 10
to 15, inclusive, for a smashing and effective
introduction of Zenith automatic tuning to the
radio buying public.
In connection with this national drive an
extensive advertising campaign was outlined in
an attractive portfolio headed "Radio's Biggest
Week," containing advertising and exploitation ideas for a national sales drive with the
new Zenith automatic. Included in the advertising material were life-size cut-outs in natural
colors, attractive window display cards and
window streamers, cloth banners lithographed
in colors, demonstration cards and electric window signs, attention-commanding twenty-foursheet posters, two direct-by-mail campaigns
and twenty-four distinctive newspaper ads from
full-page to two-column size.
A window demonstration, national in scope,
was one of the outstanding advertising features,
employing the use of a live-model girl demonstrator. A fully detailed series of unique exploitation ideas was also included in the campaign, the use of which enabled each distributor
and dealer to attract public attention to Zenith
automatic tuning and his particular store.
Zenith's array of 1929 receivers, listing in
price from $100 to $2,500, comprises thirty different models, in cabinets of various perioddesign furniture, including two combination
radio-phonograph models. Zenith's last season's sales are predicted to be surpassed more
than threefold with the inauguration of "National Zenith Automatic Week" and the introduction of the new automatic models.
H.

McElroy

Represent

to
Jensen

Pittsburgh, Pa., September 6.— William H. McElroy, Chamber of Commerce Building, has
been appointed sales representative for the territory comprising western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia for the Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.,
with manufacturing plants at Chicago, 111., and
Oakland, Cal.
Mr. McElroy was selected to represent the
Jensen organization by Thomas A. White, general sales manager for the dynamic speaker
manufacturer. Mr. White and Mr. McElroy
have been business and personal friends for a
number of years, their acquaintance dating back
to the days when Mr. White was calling on the
radio jobbing trade in the East.
Trade

Views

New

MICA

Debut

The Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, has set the
stage with its distributors and dealers throughout the country for a gigantic sales campaign
on the new Zenith automatic receivers, featuring "automatic tuning." Since its premier
demonstration to the press by E. F. McDonald,
president of the Zenith Radio Corp., last
Spring, automatic tuning, on which Zenith now
owns and controls sole patent rights, aroused
immediate public interest. With automatic tuning incorporated on many of its new 1929

W.
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Automatic

"National Zenith Automatic Week" Provides Introduction of Zenith Automatic
Tuning to Radio Buying Public

A

World, New

A.

K. Sets

The new Atwater Kent DC electric sets were
presented to the New York trade by Hayes
Clark, New York district manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., at a
special exhibit held recently at the Park Central Hotel. These electric sets, operating on
direct current, are produced especially for sale
in New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago and
other cities where DC power is supplied.

DIAPHRAGMS
Immediate delivery — all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products
INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Baring 635 PHILADELPHIA, PA. Fllatw. Phila.

Richman
Record

and

Williams

"Scandals"

Hit

Stars of George White's Musical Revue
Make
"What Catalog
D' Ya Say"
for the Recording
Brunswick ofRecord
Brunswick record buyers who have not seen
the recent
George
which
has edition
scored ofsuch
a bigWhite's
hit on "Scandals"
Broadway
will have the opportunity of hearing at least one

Frances Williams and Harry Richman
of the "hits" of the production exactly as it is
rendered on the stage. Harry Richman and
Frances Williams, two of the stars of the revue,
recently spent a strenuous afternoon at the
Brunswick Co.'s laboratories in New York City,
recording "What D' Ya Say" exactly as they
sing th-e number in the production. A glance
at the accompanying photograph of Mr. Richman and Miss Williams is ample evidence that
recording can be hot work.
R. G. Ackerman
From

South

Returns
American

Trip

R. C. Ackerman, export manager for F. A.
D. Andrea, Inc., recently returned to his desk
at the Long Island City headquarters from an
extensive and successful South American trip
in the interests of Facia Radio. Mr. Ackerman
reports that the monthly fee system for owners
of radio receivers may be abandoned in
Venezuela.
Furniture

Association

Elects

P. E. Kroehler, president of the Kroehler
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, was recently elected president of the newly formed National
Association of Furniture Manufacturers. Other
officers are: W. J. Wallace, of the Berkey &
Gay Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., vicepresident; George Petrie, St. John's Table Co.,
Cadillac. Mich., secretary; O. E. Landstrom,
Consolidated Industries, of Rockford, 111., treasurer, and H. C. Sorden, assistant secretary. The
first convention of the association will take
place in October at Atlantic City.
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designs

A

Ready

Write

us to-day
motors

Reg C S.Pat.Off.
During the last four years this trade mark has
been used on hundreds of thousandsof our portable phonographs, shipped to nearly every country in the world!
The sterling qualities of Artone Portables have
been proven by their phenomenal success and by
the fact that complaints or returns for any cause
whatever have been negligible.

horns

The eyevalue and performance of our portables
have always been a step ahead of the crowd.
Our new line, now ready, continues to justify
these claims. You will be amazed that such
fine portables can be produced at such reasonable prices.

performance

The above facts are important for
portable buyers to consider
Berg

!
alues

A. T. & S. Co., Inc.
Long Island City, N. Y.

t

M

PORTABLE

-A
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Radio

Co.

Electric

Graybar

Products

Ready

for

Market

Graybar Radio Receivers and Speakers to Be in Dealers' Hands on September 15 — Five
Models of Radio Receivers Covering Wide Price Range Feature the Line
Innovations in radio receiving set merchandising were promised by the Graybar Electric
Co., New York, sales subsidiary of the Western
Electric Co., in making formal announcement
of the new line of Graybar receivers and
speakers which has just been placed upon the
market. The new radio products will be

take a position of prominence in the radio industry, with receivers and speakers supplementing its present line of equipment, such as
Western Electric broadcasting sets, speakers,
amplifiers and head sets.
The new radio receivers and speakers are
illustrated and described in the "Newest in
Radio" section of this issue of The World, and
the first of the new models is expected to be
in dealers' hands by September 15. List prices
range from $72.25 up to $375. Six- and eighttube sets comprise the line, available in cabinet
and table combinations with built-in dynamic
and magnetic speakers. The incorporation of

handled by Graybar's network of seventy
wholesale distributing houses in principal cities
of the United States, said to be doing a business
in electrical merchandising equipment of over
$70,000,000 a year. The Graybar Co. has the
largest electrical merchandising distributing
organization in the world, and is expected to

World, New

York, September, 1928

the super-heterodyne circuit with AC tubes
was said by Graybar officials to be one of the
outstanding advances made in broadcasting reception in recent years.
The five new Graybar receivers meet every
consideration of purse, location and operation,
according to George E. Cullinan, vice-president
and general sales manager of the company,
who stated that Graybar radio will be made
available to selected dealers in every branch of
the market.
"As is generally known, the Graybar name
is one of the great national trade-marks in
American history," said Mr. Cullinan. "It dates
back to the time of Gray and Barton, two of
the early pioneers in the development and
manufacture of electrical equipment. Graybar
was one of the first to distribute radio products,
including the Western Electric cone speaker,
and has been active in the more technical
aspects of radio in the installation of broadcasting stations, public address systems and
music reproducers. As we sell solely through
our own branch houses located in seventy cities
throughout the country, every appointment of a
Graybar radio dealer will have with it a
scrupulous franchise of definite goodwill value."
Mr. Cullinan stated that the Graybar Co. will
not engage in the manufacture of radio tubes,
although it will act as distributor for such

3lmkcPet£ction

equipment.
In discussing the Graybar Co.'s entry into
the radio receiving set business, Herbert Metz,
advertising and sales promotion manager,
pointed out that since 1926, when it took the
name of Graybar, the company has been a large
national advertiser, and has gained an acceptance in the American home through the
marketing of a complete line of Graybar housekeeping appliances. "We are entering radio
conservatively with what we believe is the best
possible background," said Mr. Metz. "Graybar
products embrace so wide a variety of electrical
utensils, from toasters and fans to washing
machines, that the dealer will have a substantial
collateral business in domestic appliances under
the Graybar name open to him. At the present
time we are working out a comprehensive plan
and method for presenting Graybar radio receivers within the shortest possible time."
Sparton
Convene

Dealers
at

Syracuse

Morris Auto Supply Co. Sponsors Gathering at Hotel Syracuse — New Equasonne Models Demonstrated and Displayed Before Members of the Trade
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Syracuse, N. Y., September 5. — More than 200
Sparton radio dealers from the Southern Tier
and central New York attended a convention
held at the Hotel Syracuse, this city, last
month, under the sponsorship of the Morris
Auto Supply Co., this city and Binghamton,
Sparton radio distributor. The feature of the
convention was the display and demonstration
of various models of the Sparton Equasonne
line of receivers.
C. M. Ackley, Syracuse branch manager,
presided at the business sessions. The speakers
included Morris Horowitch, proprietor of the
Morris Auto Supply Co.; E. T. Hutchinson, assistant sales manager of the Sparks-Withington Co., manufacturer of Sparton radio receivers; G. L. Goodsell, Sparton district manager, and Grant W. Ernst, business manager
of the Syracuse Post Standard. The convention concluded with a banquet attended by
dealers and their wives. An excellent program
of entertainment was provided.
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Wilkening, Inc., radio distributors of Philadelphia, Pa., recently held a three-day exhibit
of the Crosley and Amrad lines of radio, and
Showers Bros, line of cabinets at the DuPont
Hotel in Wilmington, Del.
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SOLE
OKEH

PHONOGRAPH

SALES

AGENTS

CORPORATION,
25 West
45th
OTTO HEINEMAN, President and General Manager
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Concert
41083

? Parts
IT A DREAM
WAS
75cI -II
DORSEY BROTHERS and their Concert Orchestra

We

are

proud

o£ our

. "WAS
once

a

may

IT

Okeh

A

popular
be

heard

o£

recording

of

DREAM"

. . .

tune—now

it

in a pattern

semi-classical
grandeur.

MIFF

MOLE

10 in. \(CRAZY
41098

75c

(YOU

and

HIS

LITTLE

MOLERS

RHYTHM

TOOK

ADVANTAGE

Fox Trot

OF ME

Fox Trot

RECORDS

Okeh

Phonograph
OTTO

25

West

45th

HEINEMAN,

Corporation
President and General Manager
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WEISSMANN

.

the

A

,

. conducts

celebrated

Major

Second
Piano

Concerto

Concerto
and

by

JOSEF
at the

DAJOS

BELA
are

3228
12-inch

and

His

Orchestra

the

Orchestra

$1.00

5147
12-inch

playing

Merry Widow Waltz (Lehar)
Wiener Blut (Joh. Strauss)

Piano

Weissmann

House,

♦ ♦ ♦
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Sonora

Promotion

Manager

New Executive of Sonora Phonograph Co.,
Inc., Has Had Fifteen Years of Sales
and Sales Promotion Experience
The Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., has appointed C. A. Craig as sales promotion manager. Mr. Craig has had fifteen years of sales

ers and distributors and to study sales problems
from their point of view as well as his own.
He has worked out many successful sales promotion campaigns.
Mr. Craig goes to the Sonora Phonograph
Co. from the Liberty Electric Co., of Stamford,
Conn., where he has been sales manager for
the past five years. The Acoustic Products Co.,
in behalf of the Sonora Co., recently took over
the Liberty Electric Co. plant to accommodate
their need for greater manufacturing facilities.
In view of the extensive new line of products
which Sonora will have on the market in September Mr. Craig will have a very active position. The Sonora Co. is preparing an extensive sales promotion campaign in conjunction with its sales and advertising activities.
This campaign will be directed not only to
dealers but also to the public, acquainting them
with the many new and highly improved features which will appear with every instrument
of the Sonora line.
Issues

Television

entitled, "Television Operating Notes."
Foreign

Radio

Enlarges

Ad-

vertising Department
William J. Pohlman

Appointed Manager

of Newly Organized Exploitation Department— Has Had Wide Experience
Chicago, III., September 6.— C. J. Callahan, advertising manager for the Zenith Radio Corp.
of Chicago, announces the addition of an exploitation and publicity department, with the

Bulletins

Recent bulletins issued by the engineering
staff of the Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge,
Mass., have been devoted to the subject of
television technic. Bulletin TS-10 deals with
practical television reception and Raytheon
Technical Bulletin Vol. 1, No. 3, covers useful
facts about the Raytheon Kino Lamp. D. E.
Replogle, of the engineering staff, has also
issued an interesting and instructive article
C. A. Craig
and sales promotion experience, which makes
him particularly fitted for this position.
For the last nine years Mr. Craig has been
sales manager for companies whose activities
have required an unusual amount of dealer cooperation. He has made it a practice, wherever
possible, to make personal contacts with deal-

Zenith

Demand

Good

A large and increasing demand for American-made radio parts and accessories in Europe and South America is reported by Nat
Greene, vice-president of the Polymet Mfg.
Corp. The quality of the parts demanded is
also becoming higher, according to Mr. Greene.

W. J. Pohlman
appointment of William J. Pohlman as manager. Mr. Pohlman is well known in exploitation and publicity circles, having been previously connected with the Karzas Enterprises of
Chicago for the past five years.
At present he is devoting his entire time to
the exploitation of "National Zenith Automatic Week," September 9 to 15. His past work
has created national comment, and from the
advance progress of Zenith's mammoth "Automatic Week" campaign, it seems that he is due
to repeat his previous remarkably successful exploitation work.
of
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Urges

International

Radio

Conference

Louis G. Pacent Upon Return From
Abroad States That Conference Would
Further Advance Radio as an Art
Advocating an international radio conference
year for the discussion of radio problems, Louis
G. Pacent, president of the Pacent Electric Co.

to a tax of about $3 a socket, which must be
paid to the owners of radio patents, plus a Government tax of $2.50 a year. They are using
regeneration to get sensitivity and, therefore,
quality suffers. A large number of portable
sets are used in England. Good work is being
done on short-wave transmission and reception,
and excellent work is being done on aircraft
radio. Numerous commercial aircraft lines
radiating to all parts of the Continent are
equipped with radio phones, and the position
of every plane in flight is reported every ten
minutes.
"I have had conferences with Senator Marconi and other prominent figures in the radio
world, as well as many radio manufacturers
who admired the remarkable progress of radio

Two

New

York, September, 1928
Bellphonic

Portables

Marketed

New Features Embodied in Models No. 7
and 11 Manufactured by the Lifton Mfg.
Co. — Trade Voices Approval of Line
Two new models, No. 7 and No. 11, have recently been added to the Bellphonic line of
portable phonographs manufactured by the Lifton Mfg. Co., New York. These models embody
several new features, and are proving very
popular with the trade throughout the country,

in the United States."
Rowerdink
Kellogg

Louis G. Pacent
and the Pacent Radio Corp., New York, who
recently returned from a six weeks' visit to
England, stated that such a conference in his
opinion would tend to advance radio as an art.

Is Named
Distributor

Rochester, N. Y., September 5.— Henry J. Rowerdink, head of the radio distributing concern
bearing his name recently returned from a
three-day conference to the factory of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, 111.,
where he secured the distributing rights for
Kellogg radio products for Rochester and several surrounding counties. Mr. Rowerdink 'is
enthusiastic over the prospects for Kellogg receivers in the coming season, and is planning
a vigorous campaign. Mr. Rowerdink is a pioneer in the wholesale radio field and has a charter membership in the Rochester Radio Trades
Association.
Red

Lion

Cabinet

Go.

Is

Now

in Phonograph

"After investigating the radio business from
every angle, I find that it has greatly improved
during the past few years," said Mr. Pacent.
"Radio manufacturers are enthusiastic about
the future. I visited the Igranic Electric Co.,
manufacturing licensee of the Pacent Electric
Co., and arranged with them to put into immediate production several of the new Pacent
items, including the Phonovox, Electrovox,
Phonotrol, Pacent speaker and numerous other
ladio essentials now made by our company.

Red Lion, Pa., September 6. — The Red Lion
Cabinet Co., of this city, maker of authorized
furniture for all Atwater Kent radio sets, has
now entered the phonograph field through the
production of a new combination phonograph
and radio cabinet which is described and illustrated in the "Newest in Radio" section of
this month-'s issue of The World.

"Broadcasting in England is behind the
United States, but the situation is improving.
British engineers are obtaining a higher overall efficiency from sets requiring less tubes
than the sets produced in America.
This is due

A new music store, known as the BlaylockRaney Music Co., was recently opened at
Clarendon, Ark. Orthophonic Victrolas and
leading makes of radio receivers are carried.

Field

{Grigsby-Grungj^fcompany, Exclusive Mfrs.}

Everybody

wonders:

"How

can

it

he

done?"

Lifton Portable Model 7
according
to
the company. Maurice Lifton, executive head of
Model 7 has a concealed tone chamber of
thre-e-ply veneer, fully enclosed, and a nickel
polish metal grill covering the outlet. It is
said that this tone chamber is of violin construction, and combined with a serpentine, ballbearing tone arm and harmonizing reproducer
gives remarkably faithful renditions. This tone

Lifton Portable Model 11
chamber is manufactured entirely within the
Lifton plant. Model 7 plays three selections at
one winding and is manufactured in black, blue,
brown and red, covered in two-tone fabrikoid
to match the colors. It lists at $25.
Model 11, listing at $15, has an acoustically
constructed tone chamber. The top and album
are designed in two color combinations. It
plays two records at one winding and has a
nickel polish, brass, s-shaped, throw back tone
arm. It is covered in steer grain fabric leather.
The Lifton factory is now working at full
capacity, and demand is gaining steadily.
A-C

is

doing

it!

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW
5801

Dickens

Ave.

COMPANY
CHICAGO

Neon

Corp.

Organized

The A-C Neon Corp., New York, has been
organized by W. H. Bullock and James Watters, who were respectively manager of the
McCullough Sales Co., and sales manager of
Cathedral speakers. The new firm plans to increase the line of McCullough tubes and to add
various Neon gas products such as those used
in television experiments. S I. Godley has
been appointed director of downtown sales in
New York for the A-C Neon line.
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i
can

really

organization
save

you

that

money!

the big appeal of any product is "savings." In
TODAY
packing and shipping, great savings have been made by
H&D for manufacturers and shippers all over the country.
Anyone can talk savings but it takes a completely co-ordinated organization like H&D
to insure actual deposits in
your bank — not merely figures on a salesman's pad.
There can be but one best method of packing and shipping
your product. To discover this method requires the services
of a highly trained expert. Over fifty H&D
Package Engineers are daily rendering a valuable packaging service to
industry — free.
After the ideal box has been designed and tested, prompt
reliable deliveries are assured by the strategical location of
21 H&D

THE

Mills and Factories — with minimum freight costs.
Be sure! Send for a Package Engineer today and get all
the facts about packaging your product — there is no charge.

HlNDE

&.DAUCH

PAPER

The Corrugated Box Industry is
one in which SIZE is essential i
SERVICE— and—Hinde & Dauch

CO. • 280 Decatur St., Sandusky, Ohio

are the largest producers of Cor*
rugated Fibre Shipping Boxes and
packaging materials in the world.
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Model R-l. Radio with Dynamic Speaker
Charmingly compact it adjusts itself ideally to the
modern home. . . . Blended walnut finish and panels
of burl maple attest its handsome quality, in perfect
keeping with controls of inlaid maple and trimming
of statuary bronze. The doors fold back flat against
the sides.
Sizeincluding
46" x 22^"
x 18" Speaker,
List Price,
Dynamic
less tubes: $315.

Model R-2.

Radio with Dynamic
Speaker.
Simplicity brought to a nezv perfection. The cabinet is in blended
walnut finish, relieved with burl
maple panels. A graceful piece of
furniture which reflects credit on the
good taste of any householder.

RADIO

EDISON

Ofw

42/a" x 22" x 16"
List Size
Price, including Dynamic
Speaker, less tubes: $260.
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Voice-

of

Model C-2. Radio and Electric Phonograph.
Completely electrified. The cabinet of blended
walnut finish, with its ornamental panels of burl
maple, fits pleasingly into any interior, harmonising
with other furniture. Its doors fold inconspicuously
back, flat along the sides, revealing four goldembossed record albums.
Size 48y2" x 28V/' x 18"
List Price, including Dynamic Speaker,
less tubes: $495.

Model C-l.Phonograph.
Radio and Electric
and

An exact reproduction of an Italian
Credenza, handsomely carved from
solid walnut, with rich polychrome
motifs. Built-in record containers.
Special super-power amplifier using
tzvo "250" tubes and two Dynamic
Speakers. This model is the acme
of sound reproduction.

RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

COMRINATIONS

List Price,
including
Dynamic
Size 48K"
x 43"twox 20"
Speakers, less tubes: $1,100.
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Meet
Dealers'
Victor
St. Louis
Latest Models of Victor Products Introduced to Trade at Meeting at Coronado Hotel
— Dinner and Theatre Party Follow Interesting Business Sessions

St. Louis, Mo., September 6. — One of tht
largest and most extensive dealer meetings ever
conducted in the Middle West was held at the
Coronado Hotel here on Friday, August 31 by
the Victor Talking Machine Co. in conjunction
with the Koerber-Brenner Co., local Victor distributing organization.
Designed for the purpose of formally introducing to the trade the new Fall and Winter
Victor lines, the meeting elicited widespread
interest among retailers and nearly every dealer in St. Louis, as well as many from southern
Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee and Kentucky were represented.

E. C. Rauth, vice-president and secretary of
the Koerber-Brenner Co., presided, and in a
brief address of welcome contrasted the present day merchandising problems with those of
former years. He was followed by E. C. Kupp,
of Chicago, special Victor representative, who
discussed the company's national advertising
program and its particular value to the dealer;
K. Mclnnis, formerly of Cincinnati and now assistant district sales manager of the Victor Chicago branch; W. H. Norvell, of Cleveland, who
dwelt upon sales and merchandising problems,
and Arthur W. Deas, who introduced the new
Fall and Winter lines.
"In a little while the instruments that have
been presented here today will be in your own
stores," Mr. Norvell declared in his address.
He said: "These and other splendid models
that make up the Victor line of 1928 will be leaving Camden by train loads. From that point
on, the problem becomes essentially yours.
"We fully realize that the task of retailing our
products is a serious one and rests squarely on
the shoulders of its many dealers throughout
the country. The Victor Co., however, does not
consider its sales obligations fully discharged
until the instruments and records it manufac-

Lektophone
Granted

License
Jensen

Tubes

stands

for

velvet-like tone and
i longer life.
j
\;

Fans

are looking for this
symbol of tube quality. Sell Televoeals—
all standard types.

W rite for full
description and
I
prices

I

Televoeal
Corporation
Televoeal Building
Dept. G-4, 588 12th Street
West New York, N. J.

Licenses Held by Jensen Radio Manufacturing Co. Place It in Strong Position
in Dynamic Speaker Field
Chicago, III., August 6.— The Jensen Radio
Manufacturing Co., manufacturer of Jensen
dynamic speakers, with plants located here and
at Oakland, Cal., has been licensed under the
patents of the Lektophone Corp., Jersey City,
by
N. J., according to a statement issued the
of
r
manage
sales
general
Thomas A. White,
speaker manufacturer.
This license, according to Mr. White, coupled
with the license the company already holds under the electro-dynamic patents of which Peter
L. Tensetj is named as co-inventor and patents
already issued and others pending in the name
of the Jensen Radio Manufacturing Co., place
this company in a strong position.
The principal and most important features of
design incorporated in the current Jensen
models of the company are fully covered by
patents which have already been issued to the
time.
Jensen organization or are pending at thislicense
This condition, in addition to the two
agreements which the company now holds, is
considered ample assurance against any possible patent litigation which might involve the
acturing Co. or its disJensen Radio Manuf
tributors or dealers. Court action which has
been anticipated for some time past against a
number of the dynamic speaker manufacturers
has culminated in at least one suit up to this
time; the action started last week on the Pacific
Coast against a radio jobber who is distributing
to the trade a dynamic speaker alleged to infringe the Jensen-Pridham dynamic patents.
Joins

Quality

Tubes

Hanff-Metzger,

Inc.

Basil W. Matthews, formerly vice-president
of the Redfield Advertising Agency, New York,
has resigned to join the advertising agency of
Hanff-Metzer, Inc., in an executive capacity.
Matthews is well known in the music-radio
Mr.
industry.

York, September, 1928

tures are in the homes of the ultimate customer.
We make no effort whatever to influence or interfere with any dealer in the conduct of his
business, but there are no reasonable limits to
which we will not go to assist the dealers in
merchandising Victor products.
"People bought more than 8,000,000 old type
Victrolas, and approximately 1,000,000 new instruments have now been sold. Your own community surely must share its proportion of this
vast untouched market; a market already at one
time talking machine conscious. Find out where
the homes are that as yet do not have the new
instrument.
"People are naturally interested in music.
Radio and the splendid movie orchestras have
made the public more and more conscious of
music, and the necessity of having music and
entertainment in the home. Do not forget the
wonderful work the music appreciation departments in the public schools are doing — teaching
children an understanding and appreciation of
music. Record business was never better than
it is today. Think what it will be when every
one of the 9,000,000 owners of old talking machines has the new instrument.
"Demonstrate the new Victrolas in the home.
A side-by-side comparison with their old instruments will prove in a few minutes what
hours of arguing may fail to do."
Following the educational session, the dealers
were guests of the Koerber-Brenner Co. at a
dinner at the Coronado after which the entire
party was entertained at a presentation of "Lilac Time" at the New Grand Central Theatre
here. The meeting was one of the most successful and enthusiastic ever held here.

D.

M.

Compton

Tele-

phones From Paris

Co.

The identifying triangle on Televoeal

World, New

All-American Mohawk Corp. Director
Talks to Parents and Company Officials
— Engineers Make Head-Set Hook-up
D. M. Compton, a director of the ATI-American Mohawk Corp., Chicago, who is in Europe
investigating radio patents for his company,

Listening in on Paris
talked to his father, who was in Chicago, over
long-distance telephone on August 22. The call
came through at 3 o'clock Chicago time (9
o'clock Paris time). The extension hook-up of
head sets and amplifier was made by engineers
of the All-American Mohawk Corp., by special
permission of the telephone inspectors. This
enabled four persons to listen in. Left to right:
Donald MacGregor, secretary and treasurer;
Mrs. E. F. Compton, E. F. Compton and E. N.
Rauland, president of the corporation.
Battery

Set Stocks

Decline

A recent report of the Department of Commerce states that stocks of battery-operated
radio receiving sets in the hands of 5,737 dealers who made reports totaled 28,311 for the
July 1 quarterly survey as compared with 49,682 battery-operated sets reported by 8,289
dealers in the April 1 quarterly survey. The
same dealers reported 24,566 AC-operated receivers on July 1, as compared with 31,069 AC
sets in hands of 8.289 dealers on April 1.
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Authorized Bosch Radio
Dealers are now showing
the console Model 29B,
specially designed for them
with super-dynamic speaker and special high-power
speaker supply. Console
has sliding doors, beautiful
craftsmanship and selected
woods. Bosch Radio Dealers are offering this console
29B with super-dynamic
speaker and special highpower speaker supply with
Bosch Radio Model 28
Receiver for $295.00.

Authorized Bosch Radio
Dealers are now showing
specially designed console
illustrated, with its fine
selected and patterned
woods, rich carvings and
beautiful finish and are
offering
this console
28-A
with
Standard
Bosch Radio
Speaker and the Model 28
Bosch Radio Receiver for
$197.50. Model 28-C, a
similar model, with Dynamic Speaker is $237.50.

HRADD

1

9

2

8

As the season advances the profit

The

advantages of the Bosch

are an outstanding success wherever demonstrated and Bosch ad-

Dealer

contract and the quality position of Bosch Radio are becoming more and more
The

Bosch

pronounced.

franchise is without

precedent in radio history for
soundness, for dealer protection,

new

Bosch Radio

Receivers

vertising isgreater in size and
spread and
the
dealer

more
than

profitable to
ever before.

for inventory flexibility, for selling

It will pay you to know the details of Bosch selling plans and
to be included in them. Write

range and strong price position.

us or our nearest branch

today.

Prices slightly higher west of Rockies and in Canada — Bosch Radio is licensed
under patents and applications of R. C. A., R. F. L. and Lektophorre.

AMERICAN
SPRINGFIELD,

BOSCH

MASS.

MAGNETO
Branches:

New

CORPORATION
York,

Chicago,

San

Francisco
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L. E. Hilduser
Sonora

Field

western part of Pennsylvania, including several counties of Ohio and West Virginia, and
going as far east as Johnstown.
"There can be no question of the success of
the new Sonora line," said Mr. Hilduser. "Each
instrument is outstanding in its particular field,
and the greatest enthusiasm has been displayed
bv. dealers attending the pre-season Sonora
showings.

Named
Manager

Appointed Field Sales Manager for Pennsylvania Territory — Has Had Experience in Music Field for Years
L. E. Hilduser has been appointed field sales
manager for the Pennsylvania territory of
the Sonora Phonograph Co. The territory will
include the States of Pennsylvania and Dela-

Judges

for

the

Radio

AK

Audition

Schumann-Heink, Louise Homer, Mrs.
Edgar Stillman Kelley, Mrs. Otto Kahn
and Edward W. Bok Comprise Board
Two

grand opera prima donnas, two presidents of nation-wide musical associations, and
an author-publicist compose the National
Sponsorship Committee, which will supervise
judging of the final competition in the Second
National Radio Audition, conducted by the
Atwater Kent Foundation of Philadelphia. The
committee members are announced as Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Mme. Louise Homer, Mrs. Edgar Stillman Kelley, president of
the National Federation of Music Clubs; Mrs.
Otto H. Kahn, president of the National Music
League, and Edward W. Bok, the world-famous
Philadelphia author.
Mrs. Alfred E. Smith, wife of the Governor
of the State of New York, has accepted Honorary Chairmanship of the New York Sponsorship Committee, which is making a State-wide
search for new grand opera artists through the
Atwater Kent Foundation Radio Audition.

L. E. Hilduser
ware, New Jersey as far north as and including Trenton, and a few counties in Ohio and
West Virginia.
Mr. Hilduser is a native of Philadelphia. He
entered the music field in 1923 as a representative of the Columbia Phonograph Co., in Philadelphia. After a year he resigned to take over
the managership of the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co., of Philadelphia, Sonora
distributor. On August 1, 1927, he went to
New York City as metropolitan branch manager of the Okeh Phonograph Corp. On August first of this year he rejoined the Sonora
Phonograph Co.
The present plan calls for several Sonora
sales representatives to work under Mr. Hilduser, W. G. Cochrane having already been
appointed as Pittsburgh representative. His
territory will take in all the section around the

See

Our

Radio

Sponsors

ILJLL1

J SPRING LUBRICANT
GRAPHITE PHONO
II QI FY'Q
Ilsley'a Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up itsor original
become sticky
rancid. Remains in
form or
indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to
at 25 cents each under the trade name of
umretail
iijnfi
MACHINE LUBRICANT
noiseless talking
F.ITRFKA
Write for special proposition to jobbcrt
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO.. 229-231 Front St., NewYork

Brunswick
Makes

Orchestra

Dealer

of

SPEAKERS

Successful Artist-Dealer Tie-up Is Effective in Cedar Rapids, la., During Appearance of Jules Herbuveaux Orchestra
Jules Herbuveaux and His Brunswick
Recording Orchestra on a recent trip to Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, for a week's engagement at the
Iowa Theatre, co-operated with local dealers in

Effective Theatre Tie-Up With Artist
a most effective artist-dealer tie-up. All
Brunswick dealers featured Herbuveaux in their
windows, in newspaper advertising and played
his records continually in their store fronts.
At the theatre a giant record with a Panatrope
cone as the center, played Herbuveaux records
continually throughout the day. The immediate
result of this tie-up was that all dealers in
Cedar Rapids sold every Herbuveaux record
they had in stock, which included those he
made from the very beginning of his contracts
with Brunswick, but in spite of wire orders
daily they could not keep their stocks complete.
The subsequent result is that Brunswick is better known in Cedar Rapids than it has ever been
before. The activity has created a vast
amount of consumer interest that is reacting in
increased sales by Brunswick dealers.
Manufacture

at

Records
RADIO

WORLD'S

Madison
New

York,

Garden

September

17th

Booth

STEVENS
46 East Houston

FAIR

Square

St.

Victor
in

Brazil

Camdex, N. J.. September 1.— A recording plant
for the Victor Talking Machine Co. will be
built during the next six months at Sao Paulo,
Brazil, at a cost of about $500,000, it was announced here, when Wilson R. Buie of Merchantville sailed for South America to supervise the work. Officials of the company said
talking machine records could be manufactured
cheaper in Brazil than in this country. All
records made in South America will be of the
same release date as in the United States.

-22nd

HH-7

MFG.

Tie-Up

Entertainment

The Barrett Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis,
Mo., distributor for Freed-Eisemann, is sponsoring broadcast entertainment each Monday
through station KWK, called the "Freed-Eisemann Treasure Chest of Melody Hour." A
distinct feature of these presentations are the
individual dealer broadcasts incorporated in the
program, which have resulted in many sales.
The radio broadcasts are tied up with local
newspaper advertising and the results in the
form of growing public interest in this radio
line indicate the value of this form of radio
and newspaper publicity.
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CORP.
New

York

City

Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra, exclusive
Columbia recording aggregation, is making a
month's tour of several of the large New England and Eastern Atlantic cities.
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GRAYBAR 340— The long-awaited single
control A.C. Super-Heterodyne. Eight-tube
set. Built-in dynamic speaker. Artistic 5-ply
walnut veneer cabinet. Three-quarter revolving doors. Illuminated dial. List, less
Radiotrons
$375.00
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history
electrical
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will

line of radio receiving

sets.

these receiving

sets is a historv

that

goes back 59 years — first to the days of Gray and Barton,
then through the period of this company's organization
as the Western Electric Supply Department and finally
to its present
Company.

Coupled

GRAYBAR 310— Leader
among A.C. receivers.
Single control, illuminated dial, six-tube, tuned
radio frequency circuit.
5-ply walnut veneer cabinet. List, less Radiotrons S115.00

corporate

with

form

this history

as the Graybar

is an

Electric

unparalleled

ex-
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GRAYBAR 300— S ingle
control, six-tube storage
battery set, tuned radio
frequency circuit. Mabogany finish cabinet.
List,
$72.25
with Radiotrons, . . $82.75

perience

in electrical merchandising.

the selling of some

of the earliest known

electrical material.
nation-wide

It began

It included,

merchandising

hold appliances, the

furnishing

commercial

in recent

of a complete

with

years, the

line of house-

of Western

Electric

equipment for 143 of the country's leading broadcasting stations, and the distribution of Western Electric
loudspeakers.
It culminates
a line of radio

now

equipment

offered — including
the

famous

in as profitable

not

Western

as dealers

only Graybar

Electric

plifier. Radiotrons and

and

as complete

have
Radio

loudspeakers

Evereadv

ever

been

but also
and

am-

batteries.

GRAYBAR 320 — Single
control, tuned radio freGRAYBAR 330 — Single
control A.C. Super-Heterodyne. 5-ply walnut veneer
cabinet. Illuminated dial.
Eight-tube set. List, less
Radiotrons
SI 7 5 00

quency circuit,
six-tube
A.C. receiver.
Illuminated
dial. Built-in magnetic
speaker. 5-ply walnut veneer cabinet, high-lighted
finish. Three-quarter revolving doors. List, less
Radiotrons
S195.00
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Radio-Music
Milwaukee

Oct,

2

Radio Trade Association Completing Plans for Exposition — Wisconsin Atwater 'Kent
Dealers Meet — Sparton Dealers Attend Dinner and Business Meeting
Milwaukee, Wis., September 7. — The Wisconsin Radio Trade Association is rapidly perfecting plans for its sixth annual Radio-Music Exposition which opens in the Milwaukee Auditorium on October 2.
With the promise that this year will be the
greatest radio-music show in the history of the
Wisconsin Association, the dealers have gone
forward with elaborate plans.
About 250 Atwater Kent dealers attended the
business meeting for Wisconsin dealers at the
Hotel Schroeder in Milwaukee on August 21.
R. E. Smiley, assistant sales manager of the
Atwater Kent Radio Mfg. Co., addressed the
dealers and said that the people are more interested in program than in distance, to-day, and
that with broadcasting equipment and radio programs improving constantly, radio is becoming
more, and more popular.
About twenty-five managers of Victor record
departments in Milwaukee and its immediate
territory attended a meeting in the sales room
of the Badger Talking Machine Co., distributor of the Victor line in Wisconsin, to hear
"Chick" Maranis, who has recently taken charge
of the record promotion department of the Victor Co., speak on record possibilities.
The Badger Talking Machine Co. has recently completed the refurnishing of its display and
sales floor in a manner which has emphasized
the display possibilities, and at the same time
lent the proper background to its instruments.
The talking machine department at Gimbel
Bros, store, which was formerly operated with
the radio department, has been established as
an individual department, and is now under
the direction of George J. Schneider, who came
to the store from the Koerber-Brenner Co., Victor distributor, St. Louis. John F. Cini, formerly with the McLogan Pearce Music Co. at
Iron Mountain, Mich., has also joined the sales
force of Gimbel's.
J. J. Daugherty, of the J. J. Daugherty Co.,
distributor of Sparton radios in Milwaukee, was
host to about fifty Sparton dealers from Wisconsin when they attended a dinner and business meeting at the Elks club where the details
of the new Sparton Equasonne radio circuit
were explained to them Louis Gruen, district
superintendent; Kenneth Brooks, his assistant,
and R. B. Cave, district sales manager, represented the factory. Harry G. Sparks, of the
Sparks-Withington Co., was the principal speaker at the meeting, discussing the important
improvements in the Equasonne circuit.
Richard Zinke, manager of the Interstate
Sales Co., distributor for Slagle, Bosch, and Kolster, reports that it is "amazing to see the rate
of sales in the Slagle in the face of what appears to be a cheaper market." Kolster shipments are coming in nicely and in substantial
amounts, and the Bosch line is going big.
G. K. Purdy, manager of the George C. Beckwith Co. in Milwaukee, distributor of the Crosley line, has very satisfactory reports to make
on business. "The Crosley stock is going over
tremendously," Mr. Purdy said. "August has
been the biggest month we've had since we've
been in business here. Dealer and public acceptance isvery good and we are opening up a
big advertising campaign which will be a further stimulus for Fall business."
The Kello gg exhibit at the Wisconsin State
Fair at Milwaukee was very successful, according to I. R. Wittuhn, of the Standard Radio
Co., Kellogg distributor. Mr. Wittuhn adds
that business during August has continued to
show up successful volume on the Kellogg.
Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick representative in

the Milwaukee territory, finds the outlook for
September business good, and the demand for
records continuing on a big scale.
The Yahr-Lange Co. has been getting a good
response on its two lines in the Ball antenna,
and the Super Ball antenna. The Ball antenna
lists at $4.75 and the Kit at $3 75, and the Super

Ball at $7.50, with the kit at $4. According to
Fred Yahr, there has been a good reception
on the two prices of the Ball aerials.
The Lappin Electric Co., 376 Broadway, has
been appointed Wisconsin distributor of Philco
radio receivers, according to a recent announcement from the firm.
The Shambeau Electric Co., Inc., a $25,000
corporation, has been organized in Oshkosh,
Wis., headed by William R. Shambeau as president, with A. W. Ryder, vice-president, and E.
G. F. Smith as secretary-treasurer. The firm is
an outgrowth of the Shambeau radio studio,
one of the pioneer radio service units in Oshkosh. It held its formal opening on August
19 in a completely remodeled and redecorated
building at 256-263 Main street.

When a Day-Fan dealer sells a new
Day-Fan set, he gets his due volume of
profit. He receives, for a high quality
product, the price that such an article
commands. And his profit will not be
reduced by servicing expense.
The new Day-Fan is designed and
built for the cream of today's (market.
The public is becoming more and more
discriminating about radio — is buying,
replacing old apparatus, with years ahead
in mind. A better set at a little better
price is not hard to sell. Deliberately,
we >set out this season to develop the
best receiver possible.
The new Day-Fan is an 8-tube, all electric
self-contained set, with 4 stages of radio frequency, push-pull amplification, single dial control, and many other excellent features of design
and construction. Cabinets are walnut; front
panels burled walnut. Unusually handsome.
The Consolette at left below, which consists
of the Table Model and a speaker table, retails
at $205.00 less tubes. The Table Model, alone,
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Meetings

Hold

Introducing

St.

Louis

New

Dealers'

Lines

Attention

Series of Dealers' Meetings, Sponsored by Local Jobbers, Feature of August Trade
News — Changes in Brunswick Personnel — Artophone Opens Branch at Dallas
St. Louis, Mo., September 6. — With business
generally holding its own, dealer meetings for
the introduction of new lines and the stimulation of greater sales effort are occupying the
center of interest in the St. Louis talking machine and radio trades.
Almost simultaneous with the holding late
last month of a large dealer meeting by the
Victor Talking Machine Co., in conjunction
with the Koerber-Brenner Co., local Victor distributor, announcement was made by the Brunswick Co. of plans for a large meeting of dealers
the latter part of this month. The meeting will
be held at the Statler Hotel, and a large number of dealers from the entire St. Louis trade
territory is expected to be represented. R. W.
Jackson, general sales manager of the Brunswick Co., will be the principal speaker at the
meeting, the keynote of which will be increased
sales promotion.
The meerfng will climax a year of recordbreaking tousinesss in the St. Louis territory,
according to H. E. Brown, local Brunswick
manager. He declared that an increase of 70
per cent in the volume of business handled by
the local 'branch of the company had been recorded this year, as compared with the same
period last year.
The addition of one important new account,
the City Stores Co., Inc., which maintains a
iarge music store in St. Louis, and the transfer
of R. N. McCormick, formerly with the
Kansas City and Memphis branches of the
Brunswick Co., to New Orleans, also were reported by Mr. Brown. E. S. Dozier, of Memphis,
has been placed in charge of the Memphis office
to succeed Mr. McCormick.
The formal entry of the Silverstone Music
Co., local Edison dealer, into the radio field
was an important development in the local
trade during the past month. The Silverstone
Co. has been appointed sole distributor of the
new AC radio receiver and radio-phonograph
combination which the Edison Co. is introducing to the trade. The new radios are expected
to be placed upon the market here the latter
part of this month.
TONE

ARMS

By the Manufacturers
of the tvorld'famous
Thorens Motor

Hermann
Thorens
Ste. Croix, Switzerland
American Branch House:
THORENS, Inc.
New York City
450 Fourth Ave

by the appearance of Paul Whiteman's Rhythm
Boys at the St. Louis Theatre here. Every
co-operation possible in the way of advertising
and promotion was accorded by the branch,
while a Colum'bia-Kolster Viva-tonal No. 901
was featured in their act.
Virtually all of the local Columbia dealers
are anxiously awaiting the receipt of Columbia
radios and orders booked for the delivery of
the new radio models were said by local Columbia officials to be far in excess of early anticipations.
Aside from the annual Southwest radio show,
dealer meetings also were the center of interest
among the local radio trades. More than 500
dealers from Missouri and southern Illinois attended an Atwater Kent meeting at the Chase
Hotel, at which the Brown & Hall Supply
Co., local Atwater Kent distributor, was host.
Major Herbert M. Frost, vice-president of
the Kolster Radio Corp. and president of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association, was the principal speaker at a meeting at the Coronado
Hotel here of more than 250 Kolster dealers.
The meeting was arranged by Gene Straus,
vice-president of the Straus Co., local Kolster
distributor, and in addition to Major Frost, the
speakers included H. A. Hutchins, general sales
manager of the Kolster Corp.; Fred Kahn,
service manager, and Walter Thinn, district
manager. The dealers were guests of the Straus
Co. at a banquet in the evening at which Major
Frost and John Cole, noted New York advertising expert, who is in charge of Kolster advertising, were thj main speakers. The entire
line of Kolster radio sets was on display.
The new Philco receivers and speakers also
were exhibited at a meeting here of a group
of Philco dealers, at which the Battery Exchange, Inc., local distributor, was host.
Speakers at the meeting were Harry Boyd
Brown, merchandising and advertising counsel,
on Philco radio distribution; S. N. Ramsdell,
sales promotion manager, and Robert F. Herr,
factory service engineer for the Philadelphia
Storage Battery Co.
The new Balkite receivers were exhibited and
explained at a meeting of Balkite dealers here.
Approximately seventy-five dealers attended the
meeting and dinner, at which Herman Hollander, head of the Electric Lamp Supply Co.,
local Balkite distributor, was host. Loren K.
Wood, factory representative for the Balkite
Co., presided and the speakers included K. E.
Rollefson, research engineer at the Balkite
plant, who explained the new circuit used in

-r

COMPLETE line of
J. tone arms made by
Hermann Thorens, Ste.
Croix, Switzerland, including the popular
straight and "S" shapes;
acoustically correct in design. The workmanship
is of the highest quality
with prices exceptionally
low.
A wide variety of sound
boxes, spring motors, electric motors, and other
accessories is also available. Write for complete
details.

The formal opening of a branch office at
Dallas, Tex., constituted the dominating feature of the activities of the Artophone Corp.,
distributor of the Artophone lines of phonographs and radio cabinets and Okeh records.
The new branch was formally opened by Ray C.
Layer, vice-president of the Artophone Corp.,
who turned the management of the branch overto Frank Brown, former salesman for the Artophone Corp. The Dallas branch is the third
branch office opened by the company, the other
two being located at Memphis and Kansas City.
The new Artophone 12,800 record rack, which
was recently introduced to the trade by the
company, is in great demand and is proving
very popular, company officials report.
Three new salesmen have been added to the
personnel of the Artophone Corp. during the
past month. J. A. Rice, a St. Louisan, was assigned to the Kansas City office, while F. D.
Kraig and Earl Montgomery have been added
to the Memphis branch.
Columbia business in St. Louis has been aided
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receiving sets; H. J. Doughty, director of sales
for the Balkite, and H. R. Van Guenten, vicepresident of the John Dunham agency, of
Chicago, which is in charge of advertising the
Balkite receiving sets.
During the past month announcement was
made of the appointment of the Staffelbach &
Duffy Co. as exclusive distributor in Missouri
and Illinois of the Sparton line of radio.
Jules W. Beneke has been appointed factory
representative of the Erla receivers, electric
phonographs, pick-ups and dynamic speakers;
Otto E. Heilmann has been named factory representative for the Benjamin radio line; Harry
W. Menges has been appointed factory representative for the new line of Champion radio
tubes, and James C. Gordon, Inc., has been
named exclusive distributor here for the new
Kennedy receiver.
The Federal line of radios will be represented
in St. Louis by the William E. Fuetterer Supplies Co., which has been named exclusive
representative.
G. J. McGill, assistant sales manager of the
Thordarsen Co., recently announced the appointment of Otto Heilman to represent the
line in St. Louis.

Home

Setting a Feature of Fine Display

Stromberg-Carlson Dealer of Kane, Pa.,
Presents Receiver in Attractive Home
Surroundings and Builds Sales
The home being the ultimate destination of
practically, every radio receiver, it is logical
that the presentation of an instrument in a
dealer's window or interior display should, if

Effective Stromberg-Carlson Display
possible, show the receiver as it would appear
in home surroundings. This method of display,
in addition to being eye-arresting and effective,
has the added virtue of being economical and
well within the reach of every dealer.
The accompanying illustration is an excellent
example of such a display. The show window
of George Bender, authorized Stromberg-Carlson dealer of Kane, Pa., contained but one
model of a Stromberg-Carlson receiver and a
cone speaker, but the arrangement of the furniture for the home resulted in a display that
was most effective. The simplicity of the window was one of its most striking characteristics.
New

Radio

Circuit

Opened

The Radio Corp. of America has announced
the opening of a direct radio circuit between
San Francisco and Tokio, Japan. This marks
the first time the Occident and Orient have
been directly connected by modern high-speed
telegraph circuit.
Grebe

Jobber

Appointed

A. H. Grebe & Co., New York City, manufacturers of Grebe Synchrophase radio, have
announced the appointment of Morey & Co. of
27 Commercial avenue, Cambridge, Mass., as
distributors of Grebe products in the States of
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont.
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Belvedere Model
Two-tone walnut floor screen
For A-Battery Operation . . $50
For AC Operation $65
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cabinet.
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Units Only:
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'Beverly Model
Gracefully proportioned cabinet
finished in light mahogany.
For A-Battery Operation . . . . $55
For AC Operation $70
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First place in realism..
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P

^Aristocrat Model
Beautiful butt burl walnut
cabinet finished in two tones.
For
A-Battery
Operation . $70
For AC
Operation
$85
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Political
If It's a

Bush
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<Sl

Salability
—That's
to Know

is

and

Its

is Assured

All

You

About

Need

a Radio

And that goes for complete
radio sets or cabinets or
speakers. If Bush & Lane
made it, trade and public need
never worry about its value.
That name
antee.

is in itself a guar-

H
H

Bush & Lane Model "C"
Cecilian Speaker

Take, for instance, the Bush

&

Lane Model "C" Cecilian Speaker.
It's a magnetic cone, to be sure, but
it has all the power, durability and
brilliancy of the dynamic speaker,
yet it sells for only $27.50, retail.
Do you know where you can buy
any other guarantee magnetic cone
speaker at that price?
Of course, there's also the Bush
& Lane Table Dynamic Speaker — a
radio sensation retailing at $60.00 —
which is bound to become the leader
in the field of dynamic cones.
And then there's the — but why
describe all these Bush & Lane
super-products here when our literature tells the whole story? Tell us
what you're interested in — speakers,
small sets, stunning console models
or whatever it may be. No matter
which you prefer, we have it.
Do

not fail to see our exhibit at

the Radio World's Fair in New York
September 17th to 22nd.
The

Radio

Division

of the
BUSH
PIANO

&

LANE

COMPANY

Holland,

Michigan
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Election

Should

Sell

Sets

Greatest Opportunity Awaits Dealers to Cash in on Public's Interest in Present Presidential Campaign — Radio Playing a Major Part in Election of President

Lane

Quality

Guaranteed

Night

Campaign

World, New

Never before in the history of radio has the
dealer had the opportunity of having a market
that will buy radio receivers and accessories
because of the intense interest in current happenings in which radio broadcasting is playing
a major part. In the past certain broadcast
programs undoubtedly played a big part in
aiding dealers to sell sets. In the early days
the regular Sunday night concerts of the Capitol Theatre, New York City, and similar programs were highlights of the weekly broadcasts
and were listened to by large audiences. As
time went on with the quality of the programs
becoming higher and higher certain individual
programs created the greatest amount of interest with the consequent increase in sales;
among which were the inauguration of the
Victor series of concerts, with Lucrezia Bori
and John McCormack as the featured artists,
and the sponsorship of the broadcasting of a
performance by' the Chicago Opera Co. by the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
The broadcasting of sporting events has been
another major item in broadening radio's appeal
and assisting dealers in selling more sets. The
championship heavyweight fight between
Tunney and Dempsey last September in Chicago proved of decided value in selling radio
sets and accessories, totaling many thousands
of dollars attributable directly to the fight's
broadcast. Football games, world series baseball games, other boxing events, — all have
played their share in putting radio receivers
into homes.
Choose any of the above mentioned events,
estimate the number of people to whom it
would appeal and contrast this estimate with
the figures of the population of the nation who
are eagerly awaiting the developments and outcome of the presidential campaign. No matter
how high you place the estimate of interested
listeners to any of these programs the number
will fall far short of the millions of citizens
who are following the political trend of the
coming election.
Not- since 1916, when Woodrow Wilson,
Democratic candidate for the Presidency, received 9,129.606 popular votes or 277 electoral
votes against Charles Evans Hughes, Republican candidate's total of 8,538,221 popular votes
or 254 electoral votes, has the contest for the
highest office in the land been so closely contested as this year. Every day the newspapers
throughout the country are filled with political
news and political predictions. Experts are
stating that the vote this year on November
6 will be several millions greater than any other
election for many years. The public's interest
in two candidates has never been greater. Reports are being received almost daily from
every state that leaders formerly Republican
or Democratic have cast off party lines and
are bolting to the opposing party. The issues
involved are vital ones and their advocates in
various sections are fighting tooth and nail to
win support. The result is that no one is certain who the next president will be. Party
leaders are claiming this, that and the other
thing, but the more conservative usually conclude their statements with the warning that
the party has a hard fight upon its hands. Another factor that is being taken into consideration is the "silent" vote, the millions who have
not voted in former presidential elections, but
who are expected to go to the polls in November and make known their choice
During the next two months when the orators of both parties are conducting their campaigns in every nook and corner of the nation,

radio stands as the most important adjunct in
bringing the views and issues from the candidates and their henchmen to the interested
voters. Instead of the swings throughout the
country and impromptu addresses from the
back of railroad trains, and in towns and cities
in doubtful states, both of the candidates will
give a limited number of speeches, giving their
interpretations of the issues and depending
upon radio hook-ups to bring their messages
far over the land. What an opportunity for
the dealer! If you have not already started to
utilize this tremendous interest in the Presidential race to sell more radio receivers, start
now. Plan a direct-mail campaign based upon
this big selling point.
The newspapers all carried columns of publicity regarding the hook-ups which carried the
acceptance speeches of Messrs. Hoover and
Smith around the world. That percentage of
the public which have not yet purchased radio
receivers are interested. Go after them. Dozens upon dozens of speeches are yet to be delivered and all will be broadcast.
The big point to be emphasized, however, is
the receiving of the returns on Election Night.
Whether or not your prospects become interested in listening to speeches, not one but will
admit that he is interested in the ultimate result of the campaign. There are a number of
interesting
predictions
being made. The doubtful states are
many.
"Will the Republican New York up-State
majority be enough to offset the New York
City
Democratic
vote?"
"Will
the modification
utterances of the
Democratic candidate alienate Southern voters
to the extent that the 'solid South' will depart
from its traditional loyalty?"
"Will the farmers' revolt swing any Republican States into the Democratic column?"
"Will the 'wet' tendencies of the Northeastern States be sufficient to carry normally Republican States for the Democratic candidate?"
These are some of the questions that the
voters of the country are asking themselves.
They are the factors which will determine who
the next President will be. The answers will
not be known until November 6, and the first
news will be heard in the homes of radio set
owners.
Capitalize this interest. Plan your campaign
now. Years will come before a similar opportunity presents itself. If the dealer presents
these selling points properly there will not be
a single intelligent citizen who does not own a
radio receiver at the present time who cannot
be won over before November 6.
Belmont
a New

Corp.
House

Issues
Organ

Sonora Distributor in Minneapolis Now
Publishes the Belmont Informer
Minneapolis, Minx., September 6. — A new
house organ, the Belmont Informer, published
by the Belmont Corp., Sonora distributor, of
this city, recently made its appearance in the
music and radio trade. In the announcement
in the first issue it was stated that the Informtr would be published at no stated intervals, but as frequently as news develops.
Interesting articles regarding Sonora products
and activities and news of the dealers served
bv the Belmont Corp comprise the contents
of the first issue.
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Layerbilt batteries.
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Stewart- Warner
Set

Finish

Held
Contest

Hundreds of Color Schemes Submitted by
Designers in Contest to Determine Most
Effective Finish for "800" Series
When the Stewart- Warner Speedometer
Corp., Chicago, had in preparation its new
"800" Series of radio receivers, a contest for
designers was organized, according to R. H.
Woodford, radio sales manager of the company. "The object of this contest," he said,
"was to secure as many suggestions as. possible
for the finish of the new sets, and from hundreds of color schemes submitted, to choose the
most effective. Everything from severe blacks
and browns to the most widely futuristic was
offered, but the judges finally decided in favor
of a scheme that combined most effectively richness and good taste.
"The foundation
color is a full, golden

Your

Label

Your

these radio receiving sets."
Arcturus

Tube

Test

Brunswick

Artist

Dramatic Soprano of Chicago Civic Opera
Co. Joins Brunswick Hall of Fame Roster— Is an Outstanding Star
Rosa Raisa, dramatic soprano of the Chicago
Civic Opera, has joined the long and growing
list of Brunswick Hall of Fame record artists.

Builder!

private label on it—
IT BUILDS!
THAT

than the Premier. Put your
and get ALL THE BUSINESS

Material and manufacture — -not advertising!— determine the quality and
salability of a receiver. Premier Private-Label Radio is equal to any in performance, looks, quality and salability.
Table and Console Models — furnished
standard in 6-tube and 7-tube PushPull. Also Combination Radio and
Phonograph with electric pick-up.
CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS
All-metal chassis; rigid, strong, stays
put. Unconditionally guaranteed. Apparatus 100% shielded. Licensed under
U. S. Navy Patents and Hogan Patent
No. 1,041,002.
Write for price and full details.
No obligation.

PREMIER

Is New

Radio

There's no business'builder in the world like a goodradio in action! And no radio can deliver better

Console Model. A beautiful walnut
finished cabinet, equipped with "Peerless" Speaker.
Size 26"x40"xl6"
Furnished
in 6-tube
standard deep.
Code
No. PC-2829-RAC-6, and 7-tube "PushPull" Code No. PC-2829-RAC-7.
r

Raisa

Own

Business

Private-label radio brings you longer
profits ; its flexible price meets any kind
of competition or market; it frees you
from top-heavy inventories and territorial contracts; you order only what
you need. And — private-label radio
preserves your trade identity, your most
valuable possession!

Rosa
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The long life of the Arcturus type 127 detector tube is effectively emphasized by a special
test rack installed in the office of L. P. Naylor,
sales manager of the Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J. Twenty-five tubes were placed on
life test last April, and the tubes periodically
are removed from the rack for laboratory tests.
Mr. Naylor states that after 2,700 hours the
tubes are still efficient, and the test is still running. The test has aroused considerable interest in retail trade circles.

This

on

Best

bronze tone, which shades off into a deep aristocratic brown at the edges. The contrast between the lively sparkle of the bronze and the
conservative dignity of the rich brown is emphasized by the use of a "Moire" finish which
lends brilliance to the entire set. Carefully
planned lines, lights and shadows and the new
color scheme emphasize the compactness of

World, New

j
:
Chassis furnished in 6-tube standard^
Code No. 2829-RAC-6, and 7-tube
"Push-Pull" Code No. 2829-RAC-7.
Chassis for No. 401 and No. 403 type
of tube can also be furnished.
r

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Established 1905 — Manufacturers Ever Since
3804 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Mine. Raisa is one of the most outstanding
figures on the operatic stage today. Hers is
the statuesque type of beauty and her soprano
voice, combined with a perfect sense of the
drama, has caused Mme. Raisa's interpretation
of many operatic roles to be hailed as the greatest that the world has ever known.
Her first Brunswick record is a duet with
Giacomo Rimini, baritone of the Chicago Civic
Opera, who is in private life the husband of
Mme. Raisa. They have traveled together in
concert many times and frequently sing together on the operatic stage. This first record is
"La Dove Prende" (Smiles and Tears) from
"The Magic Flute," and the reverse is a selection from the first act of "Don Giovanni."
Form

Douglas
Plywood

Fir
Institute

Tacoma, Wash., September 5.— Several of the
leading manufacturers of Douglas fir plywood
in the Pacific Northwest recently organized the
Douglas Fir Plywood Institute, with offices in
this city, with the expressed intention of bettering the conditions and methods of the plywood
industry, and to further the use and extend
the scope of Douglas fir plywood in all branches
of construction and industry. It is the purpose
of the Institute to establish uniform grades and
standards of product and to provide architects,
dealers and builders with an organized and always available guarantee of quality.
Notables
Edison

to

Attend

Presentation

Incident to the presentation to Thomas A.
Edison of the gold medal awarded to him by
an act passed at the last session of Congress,
President Coolidge, Herbert Hoover and other
notables will be invited to attend ceremonies
scheduled to be held at West Orange, N. J.,
on October 20. The invitations will be extended
by Representative Perkins of New Jersey,
Chairman of the House Coinage Committee,
which reported the Edison medal bill to the
House. He is confident that President Coolidge
and Mr. Hoover will attend.
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ATLAS

PLYWOOD
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PACKING^*

Years ago, leading phonograph manufacturers
packed and shipped in protective Atlas Cases.

Atlas Cases were designed especially for phonograph shipments in the first place.
Today, the leaders still use Atlas Cases. Leading
radio manufacturers use them, too. For safety,
appearance and genuine all-round economy
Cases have no equals.

Atlas

May we show you interesting proof?

i
fl«V THE WEIGHT ~ SSWVE FREMCHffT
Ml.AS 'I'J.YWOOD COiH'OHATION
General Offices
PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
New YorkOffice: 90 West Broadway Chicago Office: 649 McCormick Bldg.
SOUTHERN DIVISION (formerly Empire Mfg. Co.) <;OM>SBOKO, N. <:. Branch Factories: Grand Rapidx, Mich., Bloomington, Ind., Jamestown N. Y., and in nine other cities
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General
Accepts

Harbord
Hoover

Post

President of Radio Corp. of America
Granted Leave of Absence Until November 6 to Act as Finance Chairman
General James G. Harbord, president of the
Radio Corp. of America, has been appointed
chairman of a committee to raise funds for
the Republican campaign in the metropolitan
district, including New York City, Long Island
and Westchester County, according to a recent
announcement by Colonel Chas. Hayden, chairman of the New York State Finance Committee. Simultaneously with this announcement
Owen D. Young, chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Radio Corp., disclosed that
the directors had granted General Harbord a
leave of absence without pay from September
1 to November 6, Election Day, in order to
relieve him of business engagements during the

campaign. This leave was granted at the request of General Harbord.
Mr. Young paid tribute to the character and
record of General Harbord, and stated that
there would be no change in the management
or policies of the corporation during his two
months' leave of absence.
"It is a compliment to General Harbord to
say that the corporation over which he presides is so well organized that it will continue
to operate smoothly and efficiently during his
absence," Mr. Young said. "All of the directors greatly admire him and desire him to retain his connection with the company. David
Sarnoff, vice-president and general manager,
will act as chief executive of the Radio Corp.

Gives

York, September, 1928

CeCo

Unusual

Tubes
Publicity

Cleveland CeCo Dealer Adorns Auto With
Banner Proclaiming CeCo's Virtue in
Drive to Factory in Providence
Providence, R. I., September 7.— The CeCo Mfg.
Co., of this city, received an unexpected and
entirely unusual visit from two CeCo tube en-

while General Harbord is absent."
Artist

in Vaudeville

Edith Clifford, exclusive Columbia recording
artist, is appearing in Keith-Albee theatres in
Michigan, Illinois and Ohio.
Fine CeCo Publicity
thusiasts from Cleveland, O. Mr. and Mrs. C.
D. McLain, of that city, are not only enthusiastic CeCo tube users but profitable merchandisers of this product as well. In planning his
vacation Mr. McLain decided to visit Providence and see how these tubes were made at
the CeCo factory. Mr. McLain combined
pleasure and publicity for CeCo tubes on this
trip, as may be seen from the accompanying
picture. The CeCo trade-mark appeared on the
hood and on the spare tire casing, and the car
Pattern

No.

199

Jewell
A.C.-D.C.Radio
Set Analyzer

carried a banner which proclaimed, "Traveling
from Cleveland to Providence to see how they
make the famous CeCo radio Tubes. There are
millions in use and I'd travel a thousand miles
for my share of CeCo tubes." Mr. McLain and
his wife received a great deal of pleasure from
this trip and at the same time CeCo tubes were
well advertised.
Kolster

Demonstration
Room

for Retail

Trade

A large demonstration room for the convenience of visiting dealers has been installed at
the Los Angeles headquarters of the John G.
When

It

Comes

to

Service
When it comes to service it is quite likely that you will have to look a
long time before finding a service instrument that so thoroughly fills the
requirements for radio service equipment as does the Jewell Pattern No. 199
A.C.-D.C. Radio Set Analyzer.
This set was designed to take care of the service needs of the many new
A.C. operated radio sets as well as those of the battery operated type.
Features that have made it a favorite with experienced radio service men are
given below.
Easily portable leather covered case with removable cover.
Five-prong plug with four-prong adapter.
Four-reading A.C. Voltmeter, 0-4-8-16 and 160 volts.
Six-reading D.C. Volt-milliammeter 0-7.5-75-300-600 volts and
0-15-150 milliamperes.
Accurate tube test.
Positive, silver contact push-button switches for taking readings.
New cathode voltage test.
All ranges brought to binding posts for continuity tests.
These features are all described in descriptive circular No. 2002 which
tells in detail all about this set analyzer. Write for a copy.
Jewell

Electrical
1650

"28

Years

Walnut
Making

Instrument
St., Chicago
Qood

Instruments"

Co.

How J. G. Rapp Corp. Features Kolster
Rapp Corp., Kolster radio distributors in Southern California. Various Kolster sets are scattered about the room, ready to be switched on,
and flowers and comfortable chairs provide a
homelike atmosphere.
Champion

Portable

Enjoys

Good

Demand

Phil Ravis, president of the Peerless Album
Co., New York, recently returned to his desk
from an enjoyable vacation to find business
moving along at a very satisfactory clip. Mr.
Ravis stated that the Peerless Co. is enjoying
a splendid volume of business on the Champion
portable phonograph with double-spring motor
which was announced last month. The Peerless factory continues to operate at full capacity on other portable models and the wellknown line of Peerless record albums.
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This trade-mark on your motors means the highest value. Motors made and guaranteed by a
reliable company,
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for fifteen years.
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Full

One

10-iiich

Selections

Winding.

Uniform

—Ample

from
Speed

Reserve

The New Improved
Master Junior Motor

New

the

MASTER

MODERN,
same
new

JUNIOR

speed even after the second selection — and
with its high quality, it puts big possibilities

efficient, having every advantage and the most value, doing the

in the smaller portables.

best job in the smaller portables as the
Master

Flyer Motor

does in the standard

Has the same silent gear arrangement
new

sizes — you have a splendid new sales builder
in the new Master Junior Motor.
In every way, it is just as well made
Master

Flyer — design, materials, famous
cision workmanship. It too is "Built

power

Flyer, same

spring furnishing

as the

power.
and

prelike a

Silent worm

more

type of new

smooth,

knuckle

splendid all-around

room.

with less effort

This motor

gives

performance.
Junior Motor

and plan

for a big increase in your sales of the handy,
attractive and t/oz/Z'/f-playing-capacity
bles of small size.

for uniform

Oh

ENEIAl

athletic

silent, vibrationless

winding

Specify the Master

fine ship's clock."
With its double playing-capacity — actually
twice the usual amount of power, and
plenty of reserve

Master

as the

MDUSTHE
2812

Taylor Street, Elyria, Ohio

porta-
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Master Flyer Motor
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Flyer

service.
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that is not

to a degree

quality

Like its predecessor, the famous Flyer Motor,
with all the dependability that is implied.
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years of undisputed
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Genuine

o
2963

Order

9804

World, New

Fly|
24-M
direct

Motor
Parts
the Factory
service

9809

4%
5046

5Q47

5442 8392
3i V
443
a5;7aiTi6 97

* ' 7 5391 1 2558
f
5251 520460^-3 -9234

5003

6011

9Q13

6006

10317

5163

5118

^

5409

6012

Collar Barrel Shaft
Spring
Intermediate Gear
Turntable Shaft
Speed
Regulator Tension
Spring

5372

6268

P
52
52

5404
5409
5422
5442

5283
5372
5383
5384
5391

5283
6013

5974

5394

SpringArm
Barrel
Pointer
Post
Dial and Pointer Assem.
Governor Complete
Governor Collar
Winding Handle
Governor Disc
Felt Oil Retainer used
around Turntable Shaft
Retainer for No. 5252 Felt
Main Spring
MotoT Frame
Motor Bottom Plate
Screw for Holding
Governor
Upper Spring Barrel

5163
5167
5189
5204
5222
5251
5252

9924 g789

6244

,257

9227

6273
o

O

9906

5394

8392 Spring used
to hold Turntable on Shaft
9227 Spring Barrel Shaft Rivet
9234 Governor Spring Washer
9257 Spring Barrel Rivet
9409 Brake
9731 Screw for Attaching No.
5443
Clip Speed Regulating
Bracket to Motor Frame
9789 Governor Bearing
9804 Rubber Motor Mounting
Washer
9809 Steel Motor Mounting
Washer
9846 Governor Bearing Retainer

5512
Parts

9916

6013

o

o

Order

Junj
direct
24'ho\

406 Motor Mounting Screw
2558 Screw for assembling
Governor Spring and
Weight
to Governor
Disc
5041 Fibre Escutcheon for
Winding Handle
5047 Metal
Escutcheon for
Winding Handle
5254 Spring Barrel Washer
5333 Governor Spring and
Weight Assembled
5391 Screw for Governor
Collar
5418 Felt for Speed Regulator
Lever
5777 Speed Regulating Arm
5846 Spring Barrel Shaft
Rivet
5872 Governor Bearing Set
Screw
6009 Screw for assembling
Regulating Arm to
Regulating Brake
6013 Steel Washer for Mounting Screw
6039 Winding Handle
6533 Fibre WasTier for Winding Shaft
6572 Speed Regulator
7534 Screw which Holds Bottom Plate to Frame
7554 Spring Barrel Cup Cover
7558 Winding Gear
7671 Motor Frame
7674 Governor Shaft
7678 Bottom Plate
7682 Governor Disc
7683 Governor Collar
7684 Governor Complete
7692 Screw
for assembling
Governor Brake to
Frame

Motor

WeightPinAssem.
10317 Cotter
Send All Orders to
The General Industries Co.
Department MR
Elyria, Ohio

5777

9409

6.572

5047

7694
Genuine

9906 Spring Barrel Washer
9913 Winding Shaft Spring
9924 Governor Spring and

Speed Regulator Bracket
Spring Barrel Complete
Winding Shaft Extension
6/32 Screw for Attaching |
No. 5443 Speed Regulating Bracket to Motor
Frame
5974 Spring Cup and Gear
Assem.
6006 Spacing Washer
use on |
Wind Shaft

5404

5384
Flyer Motor

6023 used
Screwto hold Pointer
6023 Screw
Arm to Post
6244 Winding Shaft and Pinion
Gear Assem.
6268 Spring Barrel Cover
6273 Spring Barrel Winding
Gear

5443
5512
5687
5872

406

5383

601lGovernor Bearing Set Screw
6012 Screw for Attaching No.
5384 Bottom Plate to
No. 5383 Motor Frame
6013 Washer used under No.

416 Screw for attaching Winding Shaft Tension Spring I
2558 Governor Spring Screw
2963 Motor Mounting Screw
5003 Governor Shaft
5046 Fibre Handle Escutcheon
5047 Metal Handle Escutcheon
5118 Cup Washer used under

5189
5422
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Parts

7696

5391
9234

the Factory
service
7693 Winding Shaft Tension
Spring
Tip
7694 Speed
Regulating
Tension
Spring Arm
Tip
7696 Governor Brake
7697 Turntable Shaft
7822 Short Turntable Shaft

7879

i

7683

2558

72

7534

7693

7823
9846

if
7822

7823 Long Turntable Shaft
7838 Spring Barrel Cup and
Gear
7842 Main Spring
7843 Spring
with Barrel
Spring Complete
7848 Spring Barref Shaft
7879 Intermediate Gear
8298 Winding Shaft
8397 Spring Barrel Rivet
9234 Washer used under No.
2558 Screw
9409 Turntable Brake
9789 Governor Bearing
9846 Governor
RetainingBearing
Clip
9916 Rubber Washer for
Mounting Screw

5418

7674

7697

9789

S8

6O09

8298

7692
.6 533

7554

7838
7558

7843

Send All Orders to
The General Industries Co.
Department MR
Elyria, Ohio

7848
7671

Junior

Motor

Parts

7842
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Combination

Heartens

the

now. They are taking in old sets and
machines, but are making a very low offer for
them. While some prospects refuse to accept
the amount offered, on the whole people are
buying, and the house, in turn, has a chance
to resell the goods at a nominal figure.
Frank Flightner, Columbia dealer, reports
August sales ahead of last year and radio sales
the best yet experienced. He recently added
the Kolster radio line. Steinite and Majestic
'lines are also carried. He plans to enlarge his
sales force shortly, both in the machine and
radio divisions. Henry Skolnech has been
named manager of the radio section.
The J. W. Greene Co. has an elaborate display of Atwater Kent models, both in the windows and in the store interior. Salesmen are
conducting a drive on this line, as well as on
Majesties and Spartons.
The LaSalle & Koch Co. Music Rooms are
now in charge of Miss Dorothy Parmalee. She
is assisted by Miss Marie Manor. An early
drive will be inaugurated on Victor and Brunswick lines.
The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co., general
music house, recently became wholesaler of
the Acme AC radio, according to Frank Ridley.
The manufacturer and this jobber will shortly
launch an aggressive sales drive on the line.

Units

Trade

in

Toledo

Public's Interest in Higher-Priced Products Before Official Opening of Fall Season Is
Pleasing — Annual Radio Show to Open on October 10
Toledo, O., September 6. — The past few weeks
have produced a very gratifying volume of
radio and combination business. In fact, radio
sales in all stores are above last year and the
season hasn't officially opened. Merchants are
looking forward to the best radio and combination demand in recent years.
The Toledo Radio Association will hold a
radio show in the Coliseum on October 10 to
14. This was decided at a meeting held by
Toledo dealers in the clubroom of the Hotel
Lorraine. Forty-eight booths will be occupied
by the latest radio models and accessories, exhibited entirely by Toledo dealers and jobbers.
Clifford Johnson, president of the Toledo
Radio Association, was named general chairman. Herbert Donnelly, of the Heat & Power
Engineering Co., was made chairman of the
entertainment committee. A committee will
be named to assist Mr. Johnson in the details
of the show.
Henry C. Wildermuth, general chairman of
the committee on arrangements for the convention of the Music Merchants of Ohio, stated
an elaborate program has been arranged and
plans are completed for a busy meeting for
manufacturer, jobber and dealer.
More than a score of music merchants will
attend the Victor Caravan gatherings in Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago; from this territory
Warren L. Kellogg, representative of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., has extended invitations to retailers in this vicinity to attend the
opening of the new warerooms of the concern
at 4300 Euclid avenue, on September 7, and at

the same time view the new Victor models and
hear the sales and advertising talks. Luncheon
will be tendered dealers. Other Caravan meetings to which dealers have been invited include
the Grinnell Bros, exhibit at the Hotel Leland,
Detroit, at which new Victor models will be
exhibited and talks delivered by officials from
the Victor factory. The Chicago Talking Machine Co. will hold a similar gathering. Each
of the meetings will draw its quota of dealers
from this territory.
The County Fair season is in full swing in
this district. Victor, Brunswick, Columbia,
Sparton, RCA, Majestic, Atwater Kent, as well
as dealers of the other well-known machines
and radios, are exhibiting their wares in booths
at various fairs.
The Toledo Radio Co., through its representatives, E. A. Kopf and Stanley Ball, are
assisting Sparton dealers at the fairs in rounding up prospects and making sales. Mr. Kopf
worked with Howard Baker, Tiffin, O., at the
day and night Seneca County Fair, and was
successful in securing many prospects. The H.
& A. Martin Radio Co., Monroe, Mich., had
an elaborate Sparton exhibit at the American
Legion Carnival being held there. Likewise,
C. W. Wannamaker, Fremont, O., secured a
real list of possible buyers through his exhibit
at the Sandusky County Fair.
The Lion Store, according to Lawson S. Talbert, is closing a very satisfactory volume of
combination and electric set deals. Naturally,
Mr. Talbert stated, the house is confronted
with a large number of trade-in propositions

STARTLING

PRICE

Douglas De Mare
Radio Allied

With
Mfrs.

Douglas De Mare, formerly secretary of the
Ail-American Mohawk Corp., recently resigned
from his position with that company and is now
associated with Radio Allied Manufacturers
Corp. as general manager. Mr. De Mare is
well known throughout the radio industry, having been associated with the Mohawk Corp. of
Illinois for a period of five years and being a
vice-president of that organization. He was in
charge of engineering, production and purchasing while with the Mohawk Corp. of Illinois.
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Balkite A-7 — Housed in a
beautifully hand-carved walnut cabinet —in one of the
finest pieces of radio furniture
ever offered the radio public
— by Berkey & Gay. Completely equipped including
dynamic speaker.
Prices are slightly higher west
of the Rockies

BALKITE BROADCASTS THE CHICAGO CIVIC
OPERA EACH SEASON. HEAR IT THIS WINTER

FANSTEEL

t
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e
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to

Balkite
A-5 — Tfie Table Mod&el. Gay.
Walnut cabinet by Berkey

organiza-

Balkite A-3 — The same, in a

reduced

Service

a

simple
cabinet. but sightly all-metal

disposal.

market,
the

backed

by

profit. Fcmsieel

All models are identical in
operation. The only difference
is in the cabinet.
$175 to $450
Prices are slightly higher west
of the Rockies.
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Cleveland

Cleveland, O., September 7.— Early Fall business has made a good start in Cleveland. There
is a marked increase in advertising on the part
of distributors and retailers and a number of
full pages are being used in the newspapers.
Some of the newer makes of radio receivers
are being given a dominant place in retailers'
displays and by the looks of things competition
is going to be keener than ever in this field.
The last of the meetings for dealers sponsored
by wholesalers has taken place and contracts
have been signed up and everybody is out after
the business.
The H. Lesser Co., 706 Prospect avenue,
which heretofore dealt exclusively in radio receivers and accessories, has added the Victor
line of instruments, and Victor, Brunswick and
Columbia records, sheet music and small goods.
The formal opening of the Cleveland branch
of Lyon & Healy, on Huron road, on Saturday,
September 1, was a big event in musical circles
and the huge store was thronged with people
throughout the entire day. President Durham
and Vice-President De Acres were present from
Chicago for the occasion. Remodeling of the
store has been in process for the past month.
Lyon & Healy purchased the business of the
Carlton Music Co. and Gus Darmstadt, former
proprietor, and his assistant, Cliff Barnes are
now with the company, Air. Darmstadt being
manager of the band and orchestra section.
Henry Dreher, former president of the
Dreher Piano Co., from whom the store was
purchased, published an open letter to the
Cleveland public setting forth his reasons for
retirement from business and asking for continued support of his successors.
Victor dealers of northern Ohio were guests
of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., Victor
distributor, at a luncheon and a business session, on Friday, September 7, at the Hotel
Cleveland, the occasion being the arrival of
the Victor Caravan. Howard Shartle, president
of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., presided
and the guests were greatly impressed with the
magnificent settings for the instruments as
well as by the beauty and tone of the various
models. These included the new Orthophonic
Automatic 1035, new Electrola 1069 and new
combination 954. They were all shown for the
first time. Talks were made by G. J. Daly,
who presented the new instruments. Howard
Kupp spoke, outlining the advertising activities;
N. H. Norvell, on sales analysis and the proper
merchandising of the new line; A. W. Deas
spoke on merchandising problems, and A. C.
Tamburino on service problems. There was
also a talk by a representative of the Bankers'
Commercial Security Co., of New York. R.
E. Kane, district sales manager of the Victor
Co., was in charge of the Caravan.
A new music store has been opened at East
Seventy-third street and Superior avenue under
the name of the Gordon Music Co. The proprietor is A. Gordon. The entire Victor line
is carried, as well as a complete stock of general musical merchandise.
The Cleveland Products, East Ninth street,
distributor of the Balkite line of radio receivers,
was host to dealers at a dinner and business
meeting on Wednesday, September 5, at the

Merchandise

OpenBranch

Early Fall Business Opens to Good Start in Cleveland Area — H. Lesser Co. Is Expanding— Victor Dealers Attend Showing of New Models — A. K. Dealers Meet
Hotel Cleveland. Addresses were made by factory representatives and officials of the company and sales and advertising plans were
discussed. The various models were displayed
and created a great deal of interest.
The annual meeting of Atwater Kent dealers
took place at the auditorium of the Cleveland
distributor, the Cleveland Distributing Co., 5205
Euclid avenue, on September 3, 4 and 5. There
were three groups of dealers, and each group
was present on a certain day. Heretofore it
has been the custom to have the entire
organization present at one time, but this was
not very satisfactory as it was impossible for
all those present to receive individual attention.
R. H. Bechtol, president of the company, presided and there were talks by factory officials
and those of the local company. The new
models were on display and aroused a great
deal of enthusiasm and many orders were
booked. Dinner and entertainment took place
in the evening at the Alcazar and Park Lane
Villa hotels.
The Cleveland branch of the Starr Piano Co.
has discontinued the wholesale end of the business and George N. Welsh is in charge of the
branch. He was in charge of the Detroit store
of the company for a year and has been with
the factory for a number of years. The Prospect avenue store is now devoted to the sale
of radio, the Atwater Kent line being handled
exclusively.
The new line of Bosch receivers was displayed at the Park Lane Villa Hotel and
northern Ohio dealers were entertained by the
Republic Division of the Lake States General
Electric Co., distributor. Howard Seabury,
ladio sales manager, presided and representatives from the factory spoke on merhandising
plans for the coming season.
The H. C. Schultz Co., distributor for Sonora,
has received samples of the new Sonora portable, which is arousing a great deal of interest
among the trade. The new home at East
Seventeenth street and Payne avenue is acknowledged to be one of the most complete
music wholesaling establishments in Ohio.
The Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co., of Cleveland,
is busy on the new radio receivers, AC-7 and
AC-4. Judging from the interest shown by the
trade a large volume of business will be done
in the new models.

Compass

Part

of Byrd's
Equipment
The Kolster radio compass, which will play
an important part in the explorations of the
Byrd Antarctic Expedition for the next two
years, is being installed on the expedition's
second ship, the "Chelsea," which will set sail
in the Fall. This is a duplicate of the radio
compass on the "City of New York," which
sailed recently. It is announced that Kolster
compasses and broadcast receiving sets are
official equipment with the Byrd expedition, and
reports to the Kolster Radio Corp., Newark,
N. J., state that the equipment on the "City of
New York" is proving entirely satisfactory.

Wanted

Phonographs — Radios
Musical Merchandise
A well organized distributing organization
wishing to increase its sales volume, without any capital outlay, seeks the representation of a Factory that will carry small stock
in Distributor's Warehouse, and larger
orders to be drop shipped from the factory.
Have six travelers covering intensively the
South — adequate warehouse space — and following amongst Music and Furniture Trade.
Seeking only ONE PRODUCT OF
MERIT.
Address

Box No. 166

TALKING MACHINE
420 Lexington Avenue

Prepares

for

Research

WORLD
New York

Radio

Expedition

All-American Mohawk Malaysian Expedition Will Study Tropical Far Eastern
Radio Problems in Borneo
Theodore Seelmann (left in photograph),
mariner and amateur explorer, chosen to lead
the first All-American Mohawk Malaysian Ex-

Examining Radio Apparatus for Tropics
pedition to study tropical Far Eastern radio
problems, and to prove the utility of the standard American radio receiver in even such a remote part of the world as Borneo, examining
with W. J. Schnell, noted radio engineer and
director of foreign research of All-American
Mohawk Corp. laboratories in Chicago, the
All-American Mohawk Lyric receiver and
other radio apparatus, which will be part of
scientific equipment of the expedition, said to
be the first venture of its kind in radio.
Fine

Kolster
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Atlas

Plywood

Showing

The Atlas Plywood Corp. and subsidiaries
report for the full fiscal year ended on Tune
30 a combined net income of $427,739 after all
charges, including Federal taxes and interest,
equivalent to $7.06 a share earned on 60,600
shares of no par capital stock outstanding.
Start

Radio

Service

Course

The Bushwick Evening Trade School, Brooklyn, N. Y., has started a course in radio service
planned in consultation with manufacturers of
radio equipment. The course consists of sixty
lessons and includes the building of complete
sets. Only those who have had the equivalent
of two years in high school and are working in
the industry are eligible.

and

VAN
VEEN
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BOOTHS
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Proof that we have an interesting proposition for wholesalers will be furnished to you
on request. Not by us alone,
but by Perryman Wholesalers
who have been with us for
years and who will write you
directly, telling you of their
experiences with regard to
sales, profits and cooperation. .
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The Kolster Line will be on display at the Annual

Radio World's Fair in New York beginning September 17th.
As you approach Booths 1 and 3, take note how strongly
the beauty of the cabinets impresses you as you get your
first glimpse. That first impression is valuable because that

for

any

dealer

to

handle.

/

/

/

is the customer's point of view as he enters your store.
© 1928, KoUter Radio Corporation
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Cincinnati

Music-Radio

Report
Introduction of New

Revival

Dealers

Business

of

Models Gives Fall Business Satisfactory Send-off— Fantle Adds

to Display Space — Dealers Awaiting "Victor Caravan" — Other News

Cincinnati, 0., September 7. — Talking machine
dealers report that business has revived to a
considerable extent and the Fall season
is starting off in a satisfactory way. The majority report that sales were better than usual
during the past month and a greatly increased

c'emand is expected during the
the present month.
The Biddle Brunswick & RCA
ing the new line of Panatrope
straight radio and loud speakers.
are the 5-KRO, with six tubes,

Simplex

remainder of
Shop is showcombinations,
Among these
known as the

Electric

tubes

A

In AC

Radio.

By Simplex.

Instrument

Startling New

Originators

1 remendous powei, house
current stepped up to 650
volts, ordinary radios use but
180 volts. There is no comparison. High power means
finer tone, deep full volume,
greater range, greater selectivity. Simplex originated
other types
single control,
soon became obsolete so will
180 volt sets. See and hear
this new engineering marvel.
Be prepared for a surprise.
The new Simplex has everything; illuminated dial, kilocycle calibration, heavy
shielding throughout, voltage

Pioneers

of Single Dial Control
regulator, safety fuse, built-in
aerial, phonograph attachment, dynamic speaker jack.
Never before so much radio
for so little money and, it costs
less than one cent per hour to
operate.

A new type
power motor
(magnetic)
cone speaker
designed peescial y for
high - power
amplification

Cabinet prices include built-in Simplex Power Motor, (Magnetic) Cone Speakers.

World, New
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''highboy" model, and the 5-KRO, with six
tubes, a table model. Another new showing is
the 5-NO, an eight-tube AC operated superheterodyne cabinet model, straight radio. A new
loud speaker that is attracting much attention
is the Model A, which is of beautiful design
and which has great eye-appeal.
Howard L. Chubb, of the Chubb-Steinberg
Music Shop, has just returned from an extended
stay in Canada, where he took a trip of six
hundred miles through the Lake of the Woods,
and during which he caught many fine fish.
This firm has just added the Majestic radio to
its line. "We had a good volume of business
the past month, a feature of which was a fine
demand for combinations," stated Mr. Chubb.
The M. W. Fantle Co., of which the popular
Morris Fantle is the head, has added to its
display space in order to have room to exhibit
new lines taken on, including radio sets and a
line of radio, radio cabinets made by Knoxville Chair Co., the Wolf Mfg. Ind., Showers
Bros, and the I. A. Lund Corp. The company
also will carry the RCA and Racon Dynamic
speakers, installed in cabinets.
Ray Lammers, who a year ago moved his
business to 123 East Sixth street, has just added
a talking machine and record department to his
small goods store. The Columbia line is being
offered. Mr. Lammers will be showing another
new line, this being the A. C. Dayton radio.
H. H. Sellers has been made local manager
of the Panatrope division of the Brunswick Co.,
succeeding E. B. Daulton, who died suddenly
the past month. It is announced that very soon
the local branch will be in position to disiribute the new Brunswick radio. The model
5-HO, a supply of which has just been received,
is rapidly becoming very popular, it was stated.
The Brunswick, it was explained, is making a
novel departure, this being a tie-up of the Panatrope with the "talkies," especially with love
scenes. The Brunswick recently recorded the
hits of the new George White Scandals, made
by stars of the show, and these are said to be
"going over big," and also the Dixie series are
in the same category as sellers.
It is announced that the "Victor Caravan"
r.ill arrive in Cincinnati on September 19, carrying several new Victor models. "We are
looking forward with great interest to the arrival of this 'caravan,' " said C. H. North, vicepresident of the Ohio Talking Machine Co..
Victor distributor. "The new models will be
exhibited in the Hotel Sinton in the afternoon,
for the benefit of dealers in this city and surrounding territory, and there will be talks and
demonstrations by officials of the company."
The "caravan" will be in Louisville, at the Kentucky Hotel, on September 21, and in Indianapolis, at the Lincoln Hotel, on September 25.
"Our talking machine line is beginning to
move more rapidly, and everything points to a
good Fall season," said Carl J. Rist, manager
for the George P. Gross Co.
H.

Lesser
New

&

Co.

Stores

Add

to Chain

Cleveland, O., September 5.— As part of its
expansion program for the creation of a large
chain of radio stores, H. Lesser & Co., 706

The lowest
priced
Console in the
Simplex
line. A big value. Hand
rubbed walnut. Grille
work backed with
heavy silk. Ideal for
the small home or
apartment.

The

Simplex

The Carltc

Sliding
ful. doors
Distinctive.GraceEnglish walnut finish.

Radio

Radio - Phonograph
combination. Install
your present phono-in
graph mechanism
this console
and get
orthophonic results
through the radio amplifying circuit. walnut
A beautiful
console.

Co., Sandusky,
75'

Ohio

the purProspect avenue, recently announced
chase of two branch stores of the Euclid Music
Co., at Detroit avenue and Warren road and
at Euclid Heights boulevard and Coventry
road. The Lesser Co. has also secured a fiveyear .lease in the newly completed building at
220S Lee road, where another branch will be
located. The company contemplates further
expansion through the opening of a new store
in the East 105th street-Euclid avenue section
and also several stores in Akron. The Lesser
stores carry the Victor talking machine line
and leading makes of radio equipment and are
one of the most successful concerns in this
section.
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WEBSTER
. . . built

to

ELECTRIC

Precision

Because of the faithfulness
with which it reproduces the
entire musical scale, and the
minute detail in which it preserves the finer harmonics and
timbre of the various instruments, the Webster Electric
Pick-up was one of the outstanding products exhibited at
the recent Radio Trades Convention.
Since its initial showing at
Chicago, where the most exacting comparisons were made,
there has been a constantly
increasing interest shown in it by wholesalers
and dealers throughout the country.
The construction of the Webster Electric
Pick-up embodies the most painstaking attention to microscopic detail. This is what is
responsible for its remarkably life-like reproduction.

that

Insures

PICK-UP
Fidelity

suspended in snugly fitting bearings
that are free from rattles and lost
motion.
The sum total of this precision construction isan insurance of absolute
tone fidelity. However, there is only
one way in which you can prove to
yourself the finer tone qualities of
the Webster — that is by an actual
comparison, side by side, with
others in the field.
The Webster Electric Pick-up is
available in two models. Model i A
includes pick-up head, supporting
arm with a volume control incorporated inthe base — an exclusive Webster feature
— and necessary adapters. The Model i B includes
pick-up head, separate volume control,
and necessary adapters. Model i A is
priced at a list of $17.50, while Model
1 B is priced at a list of $12.50.

Each part is matched and finely balanced. A
frictionless stylus bearing permits absolutely
free travel of the needle in the record groove.
The pick-up head is encased in a dead metal,
die cast housing, which is a decided factor
in the elimination of objectionable resonance.
The supporting arm is of the cantilever type,

Wi>sier
JElectric
W^-J

Tick-up

of Tone

A very complete and practical assortment of
sales helps — catalog pages, envelope enclosures,
etc. — are supplied. Both models are packed in
attractive self-selling counter display cartons —
one Model 1 A to a carton and three Model
1 B to a carton — a small enough quantity to permit a constant stock yet secure quick turnover.
The usual wholesale and retail discounts apply.
The manufacturer is of long and reputable
standing in the electrical field. Many of the
leading jobbers have already placed their orders
for this remarkable new pick-up — if your
jobber has not already done so, order direct.
WEBSTER

ELECTRIC COMPANY
RACINE, WISCONSIN
Two adapters and full instructions are
packed with each model so that pick-up
is readily adaptable to either battery
operated or A. C. sets.

Fifth
Radio
World's
Fair
Comprehensive
Program Arranged for the Annual Exposition

in

Madison

Square

Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair, to
THE
be held in Madison Square Garden, NewYork City, September 17 to 22, inclusive,
promises to be the greatest and most complete
exposition of radio products ever held in the
metropolis, according to plans which are under
way as this issue of The Talking Machine World
goes to press. The fair is conducted annually
under the direction of U. G. Hermann, managing director, and G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general
manager, in co-operation with the Radio Manufacturers' Association. Inc.
Special plans have been made for the entertainment and profit of dealers and jobbers. Not
only will they have an opportunity to examine,
unhurriedly, the newest in radio during the
Trade Show hours, 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. each
day, excepting Monday, but through the cooperation of Harold J. Wrape, president of the
Federated Radio Trade Association, and Irwin
Kurtz, president of the Talking Machine &
Radio Men, Inc., New York, they will have a
chance in joint meeting to thrash out many
important problems. This joint meeting will
be held on Wednesday, September 19. On the
list of speakers for the combined meeting are
Mr. Wrape and Mr. Kurtz, G. Clayton Irwin,
Jr., general manager of the Radio World's
Fair, and L. S. Baker, managing director of
the National Association of Broadcasters.
Tuesday, September 18, has been designated
as National Radio Festival Day, to be observed
all over the nation by radio men and radio
fans, reaching its climax with the Radio Industries banquet, at the Hotel Astor, in the
evening. This is sponsored by the three national radio associations, the Radio Manufacturers' Association, the National Association of
Broadcasters and the Federated Radio Trade
Association. Affairs of the banquet are beingdirected by a committee of 140 prominent radio
men, with Paul B. Klugh, Chicago, vice-president and general manager of the Zenith Radio
Corp., as general chairman. The banquet will
feature a two-hour broadcast, from 10 to 12
p. m. Eastern daylight saving time. More than
seventy-five radio stations affiliated with the
National Broadcasting Co. and the Columbia
"Radio

Queen9'

for 1928

Garden,

Mew

York,

Septemher

Broadcasting System already signified their intention of participating in this event, and it i<
believed that this number will be greatly increased by September 18, when probably 100
stations will be in the hook-up. The program
which is to be broadcast will be one of the
most costly ever put on the air, and artists
have been selected from among the most
notable in America to entertain the 3,000 guests
attending the banquet and the 40,000,000 guests
who will listen in. The cost of this broadcast
to the Pacific Coast is being borne jointly by
the Radio Manufacturers' Association and the
Radio Trade Associations west of Denver.
Many internationally known stars have already been selected as entertainers. Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink will sing through
the courtesy of the Radio Corp. of America.
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra will be the
Columbia. Phonograph Co.'s contribution. John
Charles Thomas, concert and opera baritone,
is sponsored by the Fansteel Products Co.,
Inc. Fannie Brice was chosen by the Crosley
Radio Corp. Vincent Lopez and His Orchestra
will entertain through the courtesy of the Kolstcr Radio Corp. Moran and Mack have been
selected as the musical representatives of
Grigsby-Grunow Co. Ben Selvin and His Band,
John Parker, tenor, and Andy Sannela and his
Spanish guitar, will appear under the auspices
of the CeCo Mfg. Co. Six or seven other features of equal prominence will be added, the
committee states. Three announcers of national
fame will preside at the broadcast, Graham McNamee, Milton Cross and Louis Wittcn.
The banquet broadcast and radio festival are
likewise the highlights of the Radio Week
which the Federated Radio Trade Association
is sponsoring throughout the country. Radio
Week runs concurrently with the Radio
World's Fair in New York City, and will afford thousands of dealers an opportunity to
turn the spotlight on their products for six
days. In Chicago and other large cities special emphasis is being placed on Radio Festival
Day, while Buffalo, St. Louis, Cincinnati,
Rochester and many other cities will hold local
radio shows patterned on the Radio World's
Fair, approaching an extensive tie-up.
General Chairman Klugh has arranged to
stimulate the interest of dealers and listeners
in the radio industries' banquet broadcast and
national radio festival by mailing 30,000 dealers
a handsome two-colored window hanger, with
attention-compelling copy and the message that
it is advisable for the reader to get a modern
radio receiver, or at least get his old set in
condition to enjoy the good-will offering of
the radio industry, which will come through all
the important stations of the country on the
evening of September 18.
Following are the local Associations which
the Federated Radio Trade Association anticipates will foster and promote, locally, Radio
Week: Wisconsin Radio Trade Association,

Miss Lita Korbe, of New York City, was recently announced as Radio Queen of America
by Joseph V. McKee, president of the Board of
Aldermen of New York City. Miss Korbe submitted the best essay on "What Radio Means
to Me." The accompanying photograph shows:
Mr. McKee, Miss Korbe, G. Clayton Irwin. Jr.,
and Morris Metcalf, vice-president of the American Bosch Magneto Corp. and chairman of the
RMA Show Committee.

Milwaukee; Memphis Dealers' Association;
South Florida Dealers' Association, Tampa;
Indiana Radio Trade Association, Ft. Wayne;
Dayton Radio Dealers' Association (Ohio);
Kansas City Electric Club (Mo.); Michigan
Radio Trade Association, Detroit; Midwest
Radio Trade Association, Chicago; Oklahoma
City Radio Club, Northwest Radio Trade Association, Minneapolis; Talking Machine & Radio
Men, Inc., New York City; Rochester Radio
Trade Association; St. Louis Radio Trade Association; Buffalo Radio Trade Association;
Colorado Radio Trade Association, Denver;
Lehigh Valley Radio Trade Association, Allentown, Pa,; Columbus Radio Trade Association
(Ohio); Pacific Radio Trade Association, San
Francisco; New Haven Radio Dealers' Associa-

17-22

tion (Conn.); Richmond Radio Dealers' Club
(Va.) ; Radio Trade Association of Southern
California, Los Angeles; New Bedford Radio
Dealers' Association (Mass.); Dallas Radio
Trade Association; New Orleans Radio Association; Akron & Summit County Radio Trade

Herbert H. Frost, RMA

President

Association, Akron, Ohio; Radio & Music
Trade Association, Seattle, Wash.; Canton
Radio Dealers Association (Ohio); Dakota
Radio Apparatus Co., Yankton, South Dakota;
Radio Council of the Chamber of Commerce of
Pittsburgh; Newark Jobbers' Association, Radio
Merchants' Association, Inc., Washington, D. C. ;
Radio Club of Quebec, Quebec, Canada;
Omaha Radio Trade Association; San Antonio
Radio Trade Association; Mountain States
Radio Trade Association, Salt Lake City; Rockford Radio Trade Association (111.); Bridgeport
Radio Trade Association (Conn.); Oregon
Radio Trade Association, Portland, and York
Radio Trade Association (Pa.).
A complete television broadcasting studio and
a battery of televisor receivers will be in operation during the week at Madison Square Garden, it has been announced by G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager. It was stated that
the studio will be constructed so that objects
or persons before the televisor transmitter
"eye" can be seen on the screen of the receivers as large as five inches square.
"Much needless mystery now surrounds television, and some of the claims made for it are
extravagant," said Mr. Irwin. "The World's
Fair and the Radio Manufacturers' Association
are determined that the exact status of the art
shall
known."
The become
latest television
apparatus as developed
in the laboratories of the General Electric Co.,
by Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, will also be
shown. Dr. Alexanderson's new apparatus
marks an important step in television, it is said,
transmitting pictures twelve inches square.
This advance is made possible, it is announced,
through the utilization of the Moore Crater
lamp, a Neon tube of greater brilliancy than
heretofore used. Dr. Alexanderson points out
that television is still in the experimental stage,
and that much research must be made before
it can be perfected to a point where it will be
commercially practicable. He said that television broadcasts from the General Electric
Co.'s laboratories at Schenectady, N. Y., are
being carried on to stimulate amateur interest
in television, and that reports from points as
far distant as Los Angeles indicated that good
results were being obtained.
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Company
Booth Number
A-C Dayton Co
CC-10
Acme Wire Co
EE-10-11-12
Adler Mfg. Co
N-5
Aero Products, Inc
BB-8
Aerovox Wireless Corp
GG-1
AU-American Mohawk Corp
K-5
Aluminum Co. of America
BB-7
American Bosch Magneto Corp
H-3
American Reproducer Corp
CC-16
Amplion Corp. of America
DD-S
Amrad Corp
BB-2 & 4
Apex Mfg. Co. [Division of U. S. Elec Corp.]
DD-3 & 4
Arcturus Radio Co
0-7
Argus Radio Corp
DD-11
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co
C-l & CC-9
Airking Products Co
Y-6
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc
CC-6 & 8
Bakelite Corp
E-7
Nathaniel Baldwin, Inc
DD-8
Berkey & Gay Furniture Co
BB-10 & 12
Best Mfg. Co
CC-1
Geo. C. Blackburn Co
CC-1
L. S. Brach Mfg. Co
E-3
Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co
D-l
Bright Star Battery Co
DD-18
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp
DD-5
Buckeye Manufacturing Co
CC-18, 20
Burgess Battery Co
A-l
Burt Bros., Inc
BB-6
B. B. L. Speaker Co
GG-5
Bush & Lane Piano Co.
EE-2
DD-5
Cable Supply Co
Carter Radio Co
AA-2
Case Electric Corp. [Division of U. S. Elec. Corp.]
DD-3 & 4
CeCo Manufacturing Co., Inc
BB-20
Chicago Solder Co
AA-3
Chicago Telephone & Supply Co
K-l
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc
FF-2
Colonial Radio Corp
V-l & 3
H-7
Columbia Phonograph Co
Cornish Wire Co
CC-19
L-l
Crosley Radio Corp
E. T. Cunningham, Inc
B-l & 3
L-5
DeForest Radio Co
FF-1
Co
Dejur Products
CC-3
Tobe Deutschmann Co
T-5
Diamond Electric Corp.
BB-17
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co
N- 1-2-3
Thos. A. Edison, Inc
11-4
Electrad, Inc
K-7
Electrical Research Labs
n"6
Elkon Works
Z-2
Electro Motive Eng. Corp
0-7
Emerson Radio Phono. Co
BB-15
Empire Electric Products Co
H-5
Fansteel Products Co
L-7
Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc
Federal-Brandes, Inc
F-l & 3
BB-5
Federal Furniture Factories, Inc
K-9
Federal Radio Corp
AA-1
i
Ferranti, Inc
HH-4
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Inc
G-5
p
Cor
Freed-Eisemann Radio
E"5
Co
French Battery
H-l
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc
K-l
Herbert H. Frost, Inc
HH-6
Al Friedman, Inc
V-7
General Radio Co
K-l
Co
Gray & Danielson Mfg.
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc
1-1 & 3
K-7
Greene-Brown Mfg. Co
Grigsby-Grunow Co
BB-9 & 11
CC-12
Graybar Elec. Co
BB-19
Hamilton Manufacturing Co
DD-9
Hammarlund Mfg. Co
Louis Hanson Furniture Co
BB 10 & 12
Hardwick-Field, Inc
TE-10-11 & 12
DD-14
Hartford Battery Mfg. Co
V-3
Howard Radio Co
GG-4
Hoyt Electrical Inst. Works
T-8
Home Furniture Co
Z-3
F. A. Hinners & Co., Inc
Ideal Radio Cabinet Mfg. Co., Inc
FF-7

to

22,

Fair

1928

Company
Booth Number
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co
BB-1
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co
BB-14
Karas Electric Co
BB-15
S. Karpen Bros
CC-18 & 20
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co
G-7
Knapp Electric Co
II-6
Kodel Radio Corp
E-l
Kolster Radio Corp
F-l & 3 & CC-13-15
Knight Radio Co
DD-6
I. A. Lund Mfg. Co
Z-4 & 5
C. R. Leutz, Inc
DD-10
Magnavox Co
BB-3
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc
II-6
Marti Electric Radio Co., Inc
CC-2
Minilux Corporation
EE-6
Musical Products Co., Inc
T-3 & 5
Leslie F. Muter Co
A-2
Markel Electric Products, Inc.
AA-9
National Carbon Co., Inc
B-5 & 7
National Co., Inc
FF-5
Newcombe-Hawley, Inc
DD-13
Pacent Electric Co
EE-1
Perryman Electric Co
DD-7
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co
0-3 & 5
Pilot Electric Mfg. Co
DD-2
Polymet Mfg. Corp
EE-9
The Pooley Co
G-3
Racon Electric Co
BB-14
Radio Allied Mfrs. Corp
BB-10 & 12
Radio Corp. of America
J-5 & 7
Radio Vision Corp
EE-5
Raytheon Mfg. Co
D-2
Red Lion Cabinet Co
CC-11
The Rola Co
Z-6
St. Johns Table Co
BB-19
Samson Electric Co
1-9
Sangamo Electric Co
EE-10-11 & 12
Scovill Manufacturing Co
HH-1
Shamrock Mfg. Co
GG-6
Showers Brothers Co
BB-16
Silver Marshall, Inc
CC-7
Slagle Radio Co. [Division of U. S Elec. Corp.]
DD-3 & 4
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp
CC-1 7
Sonatron Tube Co
DD-4
Sonora Phonograph Co
K-3
Sparks-Withington Co
F-5 & 7
Spaulding Fibre Co., Inc
W-3
Steinite Radio Co
CC-14
Stettner Phonograph Corp
DD-16
Stevens Mfg. Co
HH-7
Stewart Warner Speedometer Corp
.j.
G-9
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co
C-l-3 & 5
Fred C. Strype
FF-3
Sturges Multiple Battery Corp
DD-15
Superior Cabinet Co
CC-18 & 20
Superior Cabinet Corp
CC-4
Supreme Instruments Corp
GG-4
Sylvania Products Co
BB-13
Sunlight Lamp Co
EE-4
TALKING MACHINE WORLD
GG-2
Tectron Radio Corp
II-5
Temple, Inc
1-7
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co
1-5
Television Society
S-3
Tyrman Elec. Co
S-7
United Radio Corp
C-7
Utah Radio Products Co
J-9
United Scientific Labs., Inc
Z-l
Universal Electro Chemical Co
I J -2
Universal Electric Lamp Co
FF-4
U. S. Electric Corp
DD-3 & 4
Victor Talking Machine Co
L-3
Victoreen Radio Co
CC-1A
Vitalitone Radio Corp
EE-3
Walbert Mfg. Co
1-7
Wasmuth Goodrich Co
S-l
Watsontown Table & Furniture Co
N-7
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co
O-l
Weston Electrical Inst. Corp
CC-5
Wiz Mfg. Co
DD-6
Yahr & Lange, Inc
HH-5
Zenith Radio Corp
J-l & 3
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Dynamic Unit Chassis

DC 507

HAT'S exactly what O'Neil Dynamics have done. As the
O'Neil Magnetic Speakers were famous in past years so
are these new Dynamics — and they received the same
instantaneous and enthusiastic approval.
All that you can ask of a speaker, the O'Neil does — and in a better
way. The breath-taking pauses of the vocalist, the soft tonal
shadings of the instrumentalists, the majestic vibrancy of an organ
or orchestra are reproduced without rattle or distortion. The
entire broadcast is reproduced with unusual fidelity to the artist.
Volume sales are further assured by the exceptionally fine cabinet
work and moderate prices of O'Neil Speakers. The Model DX 505
is the one to use as your leader.
Handling the famous O'Neil Line will bring you big profits. Made
right — O'Neil Speakers stay sold. If you haven't already written,
do so at once, and we will send you full details of our dealer's
proposition.
O'NEIL

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
the famous O'NEIL Radio Speakers
West New York, N. J.

DX 505

Model DX 503 — Fitted with our dynamic speaker,
equipped with a standard dry disc Rectifier and
powerful
transformer for operation from A.C. 110
volts house current. Xo other auxiliary apparatus
required, $65.00.
.Model DC SOT — Equipped with our dynamic unit.
Finished in a beautiful two-tone walnut to match
the popular sets. Small in size, 1314-in. high by
T-JVi-in. wide by llVi-in. deep. Operates from 6- volt
storage battery or 6-volt battery eliminator. List,
$50.00.
.Model A506 — Same cabinet as above. Ready to
operate
circuit. from
List, any
$60.00.A.C. 110-volt, 60 cycle lighting
Model A50.S — Like above, except that it is made to
operate from a D.C. lighting circuit. List, $50.00.
Dynamic I nit Chassis
A.C. Model A510 — For A.C. light socket operation,
equipped with dry disc rectifier and powerful transformer 110 v.. 60 cycles. List, $45.00. In Kaffle
Hon, $2.50 extra.

O'NEIL speakers are licensed under
the Lektophone Patents.
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New Home of the Corley Co. Is One of
Finest Music Establishments in South —
Complete Plans for Radio Show
Richmond, Va., September 5.— When the Corley
Co. moves into its new home, about the middle
of this month, it can boast of a music house
as fine as if not the finest of, any in the entire
South. Finishing touches are now being put
on the interior of the building, preliminary to
its being occupied. It is a three-story structure,
with basement, extending from Broad through
to Grace street, having a total floor area of
approximately 35,000 feet. It has a frontage of
twenty-eight feet and depth of more than 300
feet. It stands on the site of the former Corley
store, destroyed by fire last Fall, but is larger
than the old building.
The firm had hoped to get into its new store
on September 1. During the past year it has
been occupying temporary quarters at 217 East
Broad street. It will continue to handle a
comprehensive line of Victor goods.
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Plans have been perfected for Richmond's
third annual radio show, which will be held in
the Mosque ballroom for five days commencing
September 18. It was decided to hold it in the
Mosque this year because of the ample floor
space that is available. This will make possible the most elaborate radio show ever staged
in Richmond and is expected to result in a
great increase in attendance. A large number
of exhibitors will have space at the exposition.
According to Kenneth Lord, manager of the
phonograph department of the Columbia
Furniture Co., combination instruments are becoming more and more popular. He says that
Victor combination models priced at $250 are
selling almost as fast as they are coming in.
The $450 model is also a good seller. This
store is arranging to take on the Atwater Kent
line of radios again about October 1. It gave
up the line about a year ago when it discontinued its radio department.
Charles J. Rey, manager of the Richmond
office of James K. Polk, Inc., distributor of
Polk-phones, Okeh records and Perfection repair materials, says that merchants in his
territory continue to buy principally for immediate needs, but he is. expecting to do a substantial volume of Fall business despite this
practice on their part.
Mrs. Manly B. Ramos, proprietor of the
Manly B. Ramos music store here, which
handles the Sonora line of phonographs, is back
from a pleasure trip North. On the trip she
visited relatives in Orange, N. J., and in New
York.
She reports a brisk demand.
Sensationally
Powel

Grosley
Texas

acclaimed

by

many

Addresses

Dealers

by Radio

Cincinnati, O., September 6. — Using two radio
stations and a land wire circuit 3,000 miles long,
Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley
Radio Corp., was, on August 29, enabled to address a meeting of authorized Crosley dealers
being held in San Antonio, Tex., from the home
office of the company in this city. Unable to
attend the meeting, which was sponsored by the
Southern Equipment Co., because of pressing
business, Mr. Crosley made arrangements to
lease wires between the Crosley station WLW
and WOAI San Antonio station. This was accomplished and Mr. Crosley addressed the
dealers in this navel manner.
The Diamond Music Shoppe, Rochester, N.
Y., was recently incorporated at Albany with
a capital stock of $10,000 to deal in musical
instruments. The incorporators are: Elizabeth
Darts, Harry Barts and Joseph Diamond.
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Increase
Tube
This

YOUR
Profits
Way

has a chain of
WALTHAL
eight large radio stores
throughout greater New York —
sells more tubes than any other
radio retailer in that section of
the country.
Arcturus A-C Long Life Detector Tubes operate in 7 seconds
— against 30 to 60 seconds for
other tubes. A demonstrable
advantage which a keen merchandiser like Walthal was
quick to recognize.
Walthal arranged window and
store displays demonstrating the
Arcturus 7 - second action —
"where" as Walthal states, "the
most sceptical customer was instantly won over after he had
compared the tubes himself."
You can also boost tube sales
just as New York's biggest tube
seller did with Arcturus A-C
Long Life Tubes. There's an
Arcturus Tube for every purpose. Write for detailed information.

Radio

Company
255 Sherman

Avenue

Newark, N. J.
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President of Kimberly Radio Corp. Suffered Fatal Injuries in Auto Mishap —
Long Identified With Trade

Introduction of New Models Made Early
in the Season for the Purpose of Stimulating the Retail Trade

Injuries sustained by Percy R. Kimberly, president and general manager of the Kimberly
Radio Corp., Chicago, in an automobile accident,
at Barrington, 111., the night of August 27, resulted in his death the following day. With
Mr. Kimberly in the accident were Mrs. Kimberly and the houseman, who was driving. Mrs.
Kimberly suffered a broken arm and lacerations
about her head; the houseman suffering only
minor bruises.
Entering the piano business in 1901 with the
Bush & Gerts Piano Co., in Chicago, Mr. Kimberly remained identified with the music and
radio industries until his death. He served until 1907 as assistant manager of the Bush &
Gerts Co., joining the Cable Piano Co. in Chicago as assistant manager, later being advanced
to vice-president and general manager. He held
that position until joining the Rudolph Wurlitzer Chicago branch in 1916 as general manager.
In 1923, with the radio business looming as a
factor in the music world, Mr. Kimberly organized the Music Trade Radio Corp., the corporate
name of which was changed in 1927 to the Kimberly Radio Corp., resigning from the Wurlitzer
Co. to actively manage his new organization as
president.
From its inception, the Music Trade Radio
Corp. and Kimberly Radio Corp. served in the
distribution of Zenith radio sets in Chicago and
the Middle Western territory. Founded when
the radio industry was in its infancy, his organization has steadily grown and today is one of
the most successful Middle Western distributors
of radio. Zenith is still the featured line. Besides his widow. Mr. Kimberly is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. James W. Barrett, Jr, a sister,
Mrs. Cora Jenny, of Salina. Kansas, and a
brother, Edwin, of Omaha, Nebraska. Funeral
services were held August 30th at Rosehill
Chapel, Rosehill Cemetery, Chicago. Temporary
interment was at Rosehill Cemetery. Mr. Kimberly was a well known and popular figure in
the music-radio trade and a nationwide host
of friends will mourn his passing.

The Berg A. T. & S. Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., manufacturer of Berg Artone portables,
has introduced to the trade four new models,
known respectively as No. 829 at $15, No. 529
at $20, No. 229 at $25, and the new Artone

New

Finance
for

RCA

Pkn
Dealers

Arrangements have been completed by the
Commercial Investment Trust Corp., with the
Radio Corp. of America for the handling of
time-payment paper for RCA authorized dealers
throughout the country, it was announced recently. A new finance plan has been inaugurated, designed to enable RCA dealers to avail
themselves of time-payment facilities on a
sound basis and on terms advantageous to the
dealer and his customers. It is announced that
the new plan will be made immediately available to the 160 distributors and 11,000 dealers of
the Radio Corp. of America.
Paul

Arcturus

Dies

World, New

With

A.

Kober

the

Daven

Now
Corp.

Paul A. Kober has been appointed television
engineer of the Daven Corp., Newark, N. J.,
according to a recent announcement by C. B. L.
Townley, sales manager. Mr. Kober was
formerly engaged in television development
work with the General Electric Co., and was
the first engineer of that organization to receive
a Charles A. Coffin Foundation award for his
outstanding services and contributions to the
electrical art.

E. R. Manning
Grand portable at $35. These models are the
1929 models and were originally planned to be
presented to the trade at the beginning of the
new year. In order to increase the business
of the talking machine dealer during the Fall
months it was decided to introduce these
models to the trade at this strategic time.
In referring to the introduction of the new
Berg Artone line, E. R. Manning, treasurer and
sales manager of the organization, stated to
a representative of The Talking Machine
World: "The day has passed when portables
are purchased as a toy or for rough camping
use, although there is still a market for that
purpose. At the music convention and during
the RMA Radio Convention in Chicago during
the month of June, 1927, we introduced to the
trade our first DeLuxe portables with long
tone chambers. The reception by the trade was
sufficiently encouraging to justify our going
further with the long horn idea and we next
put it into $25 and $20 models. In the new
line which we are now introducing we have
also
model. incorporated the long horn in the $15
"We find that the buying public is demanding
better grade portables and are extremely interested in the tone of the instrument. They
want a loud tone, but it is not noise they want
but they listen for the same resonant tone they
expect from large phonographs. We are
specifically catering to this demand in the production of our new line. While the tone value
is primary, eye value, especially in better grade
portables, is also very important. We believe
that the demand is toward richer color effect*
rather than bizarre coloring and have prepared
our line accordingly."
Grant

Laying

Marries

Even in the midst of the busiest season so
far known to radio industry, Captain Grant Laying, vice-president and general manager of the
Twentieth Gentury Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., exclusive Crosley distributor in the Metropolitan
district, found time to get married and go on
a honeymoon trip. The present Mrs. Laying is
the former Miss Virginia Leonard. The marriage was solemnized at Auburn, N. Y., on
August 25.
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ITHCEAFT
THE MODERN

EXPRESSES

The
Wrought
has

Beauty

TREND

IN FURNITURE

of

Iron Furniture
no Equal

furnifor metal
t daytedvogue
The presen
tremendous
in the
ture is reflec
ht Iron
Smith
popularity
s and ofBench
es.craft Wroug
Table

Model "B" (above) -. - - List. $17.50
Made of wrought iron and high-grade furniture steel. Choice of colors. Top size,
23"xl4".

Truly artistic in design and finish,
servicelight in weight, yet ruggedlyrepresen
t
able, these Smithcraft models
the ultimate in furniture beauty and
utility. Designed originally for radio
are also ideal for general use
use,thethey
home.
in
All Standard

Sized Sets

Model "C" (above)
- - List $19-50
Similar in construction to Model B, but
designed to accommodate sets too large for
Models A & B. Top size 26"xl6".

Easily Accommodated
Smithcraft Tables easily accommodate
all standard sized receivers with base
dimensions 30"xl6" or less. You need
no large stock of various sizes to fit
individual sets. You will find, too, that
the charm of these Smithcraft models
will instantly appeal to your trade and
greatly help your radio sales.
Wide
and

Model "D" Console (above) - List, $32.00
Console construction permits use of either
magnetic or dynamic speaker. Plenty of
room
Model for
C. power unit. Top size same as
Model "J" Bench List,
(below)$7.00
Made of wrought iron, with
upholstered seat; very sturdy
—unbreakable,
choice of
colors.

Choice

of Designs

Colors Offered

The following attractive color combinations in various designs are available
in the Smithcraft line: Antique Brown
and Pale Gold, Black and Silver Grey,
Chinese Vermilion and Black, Blending Greens, Yellow Ochre and Black.
Hammered Silver, Black and Pale Gold,
Polychrome, Blue Gray. All Tables

Model "F" (above)— Queen Anne Table,
Completely wrought iron; combines the
charm of period design with utility. Top
$47.50
Model "A" (below)
- . - List, $14.00
Will
majority of radio sets.
30"xl6"
size, accommodate
Very
sturdy. Made in all colors. Top
size, 23"xl4".

and Benches, except models "D" and
"F," are shipped knocked down. F.o.b.
factory; prices slightly higher in the
West. They are easily and quickly set
up by the adjustment of a few screws.
JOBBERS — Valuable territory is still available.
Write us for full distribution details.
DEALERS — If your jobber cannot supply you,
order sample direct on your letterhead — or we
will ship C.O.D. if desired.

A. L. Smith Iron Work*
Metal Furniture Division
CHELSEA
MASS.

r

A. L. SMITH IRON WORKS
this coupon today!
Metal Furniture Div., CHELSEA, MASS.
Please send me (check enclosed) (CO D.) sample of SMITHCRAFT Table and Bench
in
(color).
Name
My jobber's name and address is.

Mail

Street
City

*

State.
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Fisher Brothers Paper Co., Distributor of
All-American Mohawk Products, Uses
Airplane for Novel Promotion

Well-Known Organization Presenting
Complete Line of Wrought-Iron Furniture— Smith Sales Co. Is National Agent

Statement of the Department of Commerce Shows That 4,050 Dealers Out of
5,737 Sell on Instalment Plan

The important part which aviation is beginning to play in national life and industry was
strikingly illustrated recently in northern Indiana when a large airplane chartered by Fisher
Bros. Paper Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., made an

Chelsea, Mass., September 4. — The A. L. Smith
Iron Works, of this city, have entered the field
of radio cabinet and table manufacture. The
A. L. Smith Iron Works are a well-established
organization, thoroughly experienced in metal
work. mentInissueda by
statean

A recent report compiled by the Electrical
Equipment Division, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, with the co-operation of
the Radio Division of the National Electric
Manufacturers' Association, showed that large
scale selling of radio equipment is on the deferred payment plan. The report states that
4,050 of the 5,737 dealers reporting do business
on the instalment plan. The statement reads:
"Some 4,050 of the 5,737 radio dealers reporting to the Department of Commerce for the
latest quarterly survey of stocks on hand stated
that varying percentages of their total sales of
radio equipment were made on the deferred
payment plan during 1927.
"The remaining 1,687 dealers who returned
the general questionnaire either did not answer
the specific question pertaining to deferred
payment sales or reported that no business was
transacted "by them on this basis during the
last year.

official of this company upon their
entry into the
radio field, it was
declared that
"wrought-iron is
not new but of
late years it has
steadily shown an
increase in favor,
Shipping Lyric Radios by P'ane
extensive flight over all the principal cities of particularly when adapted to modern furniture of artistic design. Not alone is
the northern part of the Hoosier State deliverwrought-iron
sold for its beauty, but because
ing Lyric radio receivers, for which the comof
its
extreme
strength and ruggedness as well
pany is distributor.
as its amazing lightness in weight." Smithcraft
The first delivery of Lyric radio sets, prodhas been selected as the name to identify to
ucts of the All-American Mohawk Corp., Chithe trade the line made by the A. L. Smith
cago, was made in Auburn, Ind., after which
Iron Works. Two of the models of this new
the plane took off again, landing during the
line
are described and illustrated in the "Newday at Kendalville, Avilla, Garrett, Waterloo,
Corunna and a, number of other towns in the
est in Radio" section of this issue of The Talking Machine World. The B. H. Smith Sales
northern part of the State. During the flight
Co.,
755 Boylston street, Boston, has been
thousands of handbills describing the new Allselected
American Mohawk Corp. Lyric models were
tionally. to represent the Smithcraft line naflung from the plane and distributed in each
city visited. Fisher Bros, have been congratulated on the success of this novel form of sales
Crosley
Dealers
promotion and advertising, the stunt having attracted attention even in neighboring States.
Meet
at Utica, N. Y.
The benefit of the advertising derived from the
flight has already manifested itself in the form
W. L. Sayre, representative of the Crosley
of unprecedented sales of Lyric receivers, acRadio Corp., was the principal speaker at the
cording to F. C. DeHaven, of Fisher Bros.
dinner meeting August 14 at the Hotel Utica
Paper Co. They expect to repeat the delivery
during
a convention of about forty-five dealers
of Lyric receivers by plane and the broadcastfrom
many
points in central New York held
ing of handbills at regular intervals throughby the Johnson Electric Co. of Utica, N. Y.
out the year.
Mr. Sayre explained the salient features of
The photograph, from left to right, shows
the various sets and speakers making up the
Arch Alspach, pilot; Roger I. Fisher, viceCrosley line. He also explained the advertising
president of Fisher Bros. Paper Co.; "Irish"
and
sales plans of the Crosley Co. and held
O'Halloran, sales representative of the Allindividual conferences with the various dealers
American Mohawk Corp.; Ed. O. Little, Lyric
throughout the day.
dealer in Auburn, Ind., who received a shipment of the sets via plane, and Patrick
Howard Davenport and E. D. Cookingham, of
Redding, truck driver for Fisher Bros.
the Johnson Co., also addressed the dealers.
C. W. Woodhouse addressed a group on service
problems of Crosley representatives.
Southern
Victor
At the dinner, entertainment was provided
by Carl Blim, Arthur Williams, Herman Rosen
Dealers
in Conclave
and Miss Mary Wiseham. They were accompanied at the piano by Miss Houden.
Chaklotte, N. C, September 4. — More than 150
Victor dealers from North and South Carolina,
White Plains Radio
Virginia, Tennessee and Georgia attended a
meeting and banquet at the Hotel Charlotte,
Retailers Organize
this city, to view the latest Victor automatic,
electrola and combination models. The gatherA group of White Plains, N. Y., radio dealers
recently met for the purpose of forming an
ing was sponsored by the Baltimore Victor Distributing Co. and proved to be one of the most
organization to be known as the Westchester
successful gatherings of Victor dealers held in
Radio Dealers' Association. The firms reprethe South in many years. The afternoon was
sented at the initial meeting include: Austin
devoted to a display and demonstration of the
Electric Co., Baumer Piano Co., Cooper Bros.,
new models and talks on advertising and merDeyo's Radio, Elm Radio, Lester B. Knight,
chandising by officials of the Victor Co. and
Weil Furniture Co., Westchester Radio Service
the distributing organization and was followed
and White Plains Radio & Electric. The
by dinner and an entertainment program in
Association will meet the first Monday of every
which several Victor artists participated.
month, it is planned.
TYPE

M

RECORDING

WAX

Developed for Electrical
Recording. Works at 70" or
Normal Room Temperature
F. W. MATTHEWS

tSSS&^j.

"Approximately 3,000 of the dealers reporting
their deferred payment sales stated percentages
of such business to be between 50 and 100 per
cent of the total sales for the year. The remaining dealers advised of transacting between
5. and 45 per cent of their business on the deferred payment plan.
"Some 218 of the dealers included above reported that their total business for the year
was transacted on the deferred payment plan.
Five per cent of the total business on this basis
was reported by 125 dealers.
"The largest percentage of sales of radio
equipment on the deferred payment plan was
reported by dealers in the Pacific Group —
Washington, Oregon and California. The lowest percentage of sales on this basis was reported by dealers in the West North Central
Group — Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas."
Arthur

E. Garmaize
for Europe

Sails

on Vacation

Arthur E Garmaize, head of both the legal
and export departments of the Columbia Phonograph Co., New York City, recently returned

Arthur E. Garmaize
from a trip to South America during which he
appointed John L. Stowers as Columbia distributor for Cuba. Mr. Garmaize is now en
route to Europe on a pleasure trip.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines
RADIO MICA

COTTON
FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious foreign matter eliminated
for

American Mica
47 West Street

Record and Radio Manufacturing
238Newark,
South Street
N.J.
THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.

Works
N«w York
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The new Jensen cabinet
models are in full production
in both Jensen factories.
Orders, regardless of quantity, are being shipped
promptly. Jensen distributors throughout
the country have
these new models
in stock.

FULL

SP£AK£R

PATENT

PROTECTION
Jensen Dynamic Speakers are manufactured under the patents of the
Lektophone Corporation, and also
under Electro-dynamic patents
which name Peter L. Jensen as coinventor. Additional patents are
allowed and pending covering
exclusive Jensen features.

Above is shown the new Jensen
Model 7 Console. List prices
range from $75.00 to $90.00
depending upon the type of
Jensen Dynamic Speaker unit
installed in the cabinet.

IFTING

No other dynamic speaker offers
such advantages: licensed under
Lektophone and Dynamic patents
and constructed under additional
exclusive Jensen patents.

THE

DYNAMIC

SPEAKER

FIELD

Dealers, jobbers and manufacturers have quickly learned to
sift the dynamic speaker field. Jensen continues as the standard
of comparison, and Jensen popularity increases each day as the
real advantages of a true tone dynamic speaker are understood.
But this steadily increasing
for no other dynamic
typical Jensen

leadership

speaker

is a perfectly logical result

has these five points of excellence —

features.

1. Manufactured

under both Lektophone

and Dynamic

patents.

2. Exclusive features in design covered by Jensen patents allowed
and pending.
3. In quantity production for over a year with uniform
The new Jensen Model 6 Cabinet
{shown above) sets a new vogue in
truly artistic and finely finished
cabinet design. Prices range from
$55 to $70, depending upon type of
Jensen Dynamic Speaker Unit
installed in cabinet.
Jensen Dynamic Speaker Units for
installation in radio or phonograph
cabinets are priced at $40, $43 and
$55. Made in types to operate with
6 to 12 volt D. C, 100 to 120 volt
A. C. and 90 to 180 volt D. C.
Jensen Dynamic Speakers are fully
protected by licenses and patents
as follows:
Licensed under Lektophone Patents .... Licensed under
Magnovox Patents . . Jensen Patents allowed and pending

high

quality maintained.
4. Selected by leading radio set, cabinet and coin operated
phonograph manufacturers as standard equipment.
5. Two factories in full production ; deliveries apace with demand
for the first time.
Five proven advantages — and
in the dynamic speaker field.
Write

or wire

us regarding

the reason
wholesale

for Jensen

leadership

or retail distribution

in

your territory.

Jensen
Radio
Manufacturing
Company
338 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.
212 Ninth St., Oakland, Cal.
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Latest

Reflect

Radio
Refinement

Outstanding Example of Changing Trend in Radio Receiver's Appearance Is Seen in
the Antique Maple Finish Cabinet Introduced by the National Carbon Co.
and was readily available. Farther down the
coast it gave way to walnut and in the South
largely to mahogany, which was imported from
Cuba and the West Indies. It came into later
use in Pennsylvania. Early American maple
pieces are prized highly as antiques and are
displayed often in a setting with darker furniture, where their clearness and lightness give
a pleasing touch of freshness. Maple harmonizes ideally with Colonial interiors because
of its close association with early America. It
is spoken of sometimes as the wood of the
Pilgrims.
As a complement to the maple radio case, a
supporting table of maple finish with simple,
graceful lines, has been built to harmonize with
the cabinet. This combination discloses the
-extent to which the radio may be made an
attractive piece of furniture, adding a pleasing
touch rather than what otherwise might be a
•distinct clash to the well-appointed room.
Although radio construction is still one of
the latest of industries, already in the brief
space of a few years, it is pointed out, has the
receiving set passed the stages of crudeness and
submergence as a distasteful object, through a
period of gaudiness and imitative design, to its
present contour of simple, pleasing taste, conforming to a type of old furniture that has returned to set again the high standard of American home art.

An interesting sidelight on how thoroughly
has been the trend in American home tastes
toward the simpler elegance of our own
Colonial period is reflected in some of the new
radio models that have appeared this year.
Improvement in the design and appearance
of radio cases long since brought the radio
out of its seclusion in the closet or around the
darkened corner and gave it a place in the
room of refined appointments. Now we have
reached the point where the housing for our
receiving sets has become an important decorative note, conforming to our more seasoned
views on home beauty, and declining longer to
yield first place in attractiveness to tables and
chairs, even though they may be the handiwork
of some of the more heralded craftsmen.
An example of the changing trend is the
appearance this year of the antique maple finish
case, introduced in the Eveready radio set of
the National Carbon Co. This case, reminiscent
of early New England style and workmanship,
was fashioned to give in wood tones what
lias been attempted frequently with color — a
dash of brightness and freshness for the room
to relieve it from the tendency toward furnishings that are over-dark and over-heavy.
Maple was used by many early cabinet
makers as a rival for satinwood, the latter
being imported from the Indies. While satinwood was beautifully adapted for inlays, maple
finished with a slightly deeper tone and with
a silky lustre. The compactness of maple,
which made fraying unlikely, stamped it as a
desirable wood from the standpoint of the
workman, and the rosy tinge and undulated
grain. The latter, at times taking unusual formations, made it desirable for its beauty. Often
used for inlaying mahogany, it was more frequently employed for the entire cabinet, table
or chair.
Maple furniture is identified with Colonial
New England and New York because the maple
tree was indigenous to northern North America

W.

W.

Jablon

Grebe

on

Sales

Staff

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York City,
manufacturers of Grebe Synchrophase receiving
sets, have announced the appointment of William
Walter Jablon to the sales staff of that organization to fill the position recently vacated by
G. A. Eckweiler. His territory will include
Central and Southern States. Mr. Jablon has
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been associated with A. H. Grebe & Co. in the
capacity of service engineer for more than a
year. He is one of the pioneers in the radio
industry, having served in the American Merchant Marine in the capacity of wireless operator as early as 1915. In the interim Mr. Jablon
has been actively engaged in merchandising
radio apparatus and it is pointed out that this
experience, together with his expert technical
knowledge and pleasing personality, should be
of valuable aid to the distributors in the territory he is scheduled to cover.
W.

T.

Kirton

Kellogg

With

S. &

S. Co.

W. T. Kirton has joined the industrial sales
division of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co., Chicago, and will devote his efforts to the

W. T. Kirton
sale of condensers, parts and supplies to radio
and electrical manufacturers. Mr. Kirton has a
broad experience and acquaintance in these industries, and an intimate knowledge of their
problems and requirements. The Kellogg Co.
is a pioneer in the manufacture of condensers,
automobile ignition, Bakelite molding and electrical and radio parts.
"Scandals"

Star

Brunswick

Visits
Laboratories

Ann Pennington, star of George White's
"Scandals/' recently spent an enjoyable few min-

- KANE

WALL

The

THE

NEEDLE

EVERY
THE

TEST

NEEDLE
The

THAT
FOR

WITH

Original

NATIONALLY
SOLD

HAS

THE
A

Substitute

Is No

There

for Which

Needle

WITHSTOOD

PAST

12 YEARS

LIVING

10»Time

PROFIT

Needle

ADVERTISED

THROUGHOUT

THE

AND
WORLD

WALL-KANE
Needle
3922

Fourteenth

Manufacturing
INCORPORATED
Avenue

Also Jazz, Concert

and

Petmecky

Co.
Brooklyn,

Needles

N. Y.

Ann Penmngton at Brunswick .Labs.
utes at the New York recording laboratories of
the Brunswick Co. In the accompanying photograph Miss Pennington is shown listening to
the Monitor in the laboratories to Harry Richman, her co-star, make a Brunswick recording
of his song hit of the show "I'm On the Crest
of a Wave."
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AU-Adneriam

InohmvK

Corporation

LYRIC

RADIO

ADIO buyers are becoming more and
more critical because they are becoming more and more educated in values.
They know that real value lies in just one
thing— Quality .'-and it's quality they want.
Entertainment in its fullest measure.
Excellence — not experimentation. Proven
merit and satisfactory performance — not
pretense or promises. Quality — the mightiest selling force in Radio today!
Ail-American

Mohawk

Corporation

Lyric Radio — RADIO'S REALISTIC CLOSE UP
— possesses Super -quality beyond doubt
or dispute. Demonstrable supremacy in
selectivity — sensitivity — precision of operation— naturalness of tone — combined
with exquisite beauty of design and finish
that gives a delightful touch of modernity to home furnishings. Radio that
meets the most exacting demands of
Radio's most discriminating age.
And standing firmly in the background
of this quick trade development — is trade
permanency — assured by long experience,
modern manufacturing facilities, and
progressive methods directed by a powerful organization comprised of radio pioneers who will maintain the highest
standard of quality throughout the years
to come.

Accredited dealers are
invited to write or wire
us immediately for full
particulars regarding a
very desirable dealer
franchise available in
unassigned districts.

s

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST
OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS

All -American

/■

Mohawk

Corporation

Dept. 69, 4201 Belmont Avenue, Chicago. Illinois
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Dealers

Annual

Sales

Meets

Distributors in Steel City Territory Prepare for Fall and Winter Season by Sponsoring
Dealer Gatherings at Which Latest Radio Models Are Demonstrated

Pittsburgh, Pa., September 8. — Atwater Kent
dealers from all sections of the Pittsburgh district assembled at the William Penn Hotel on
August 22 and 23 to inspect the new Atwater
Kent line of radio equipment and the Pooley
and Red Lion styles of cabinets for the coming
season, displayed by the Esenbe Co., local
Atwater Kent distributor,
Following dinner, that was served on both
days, short informal meetings were held at
which Albert A. Buehn, president of the
Esenbe Co. presided and introduced the new
Atwater Kent territorial manager, A. R. Gasslein, who made a brief address.
H. P. Humphries, sales representative of the
Pooley Co, explained the various models and
pointed out the salient features of each. Alan
Moore and M. L. Boyd, territorial representatives, and John Anderson, traveling service
iepresentative of the Atwater Kent Co., were
introduced. H. M. Swartz, treasurer of the
Esenbe Co., explained the details of a sales
plan by which each Atwater Kent dealer has
an opportunity to obtain a free trip to the
Atwater Kent plant in Philadelphia on September 25. It is expected that about 200 dealers
from the Pittsburgh territory will make up a
special train from the Steel City to the Quaker
City at that time.
The United States Radio Co., distributor of
Crosley and Amrad radio sets, sponsored
a dealers' meeting at which the 1929 line of
Crosley and Amrad sets were shown. The
speakers were Neil Bauer, assistant sales manager of the Crosley organization; W. L. King,
Eastern sales manager of the Amrad Co., and
Claude Urban, president of the U. S. Radio
Co. J. R. Wells, of the Buckley Dement Co.,
was a guest at the dinner.
Bosch and A. C. Dayton radio dealers from
a score of cities and towns in western Pennsylvania and Ohio were guests at a dealer exhibit and dinner held at the Wickliffe Manor,
near Youngstown, O., by the Electric Equipment Co., of Youngstown, O. C. F. Bopp,
president of the company, presided at the dinner and sales conference, which was attended
by about sixty dealers. Earl Deetz, service
manager of the Electric Equipment Co.; John
Flanagan, of the Marx Radio Co.; L. C. Sides,
of the A. C. Dayton Co.; H. E. Lipp, office
manager of the Electric Equipment Co., and
L. C. Eagan, of the Stirling Mfg. Co., were the
speakers. Interest of the dealers centered
around the Flewelling short-wave adapter for
the A. C. Dayton radio sets, whereby radio
fans, by plugging the adapter into the first
radio frequency, can hear foreign stations
operating on short wave. The new Bosch radio
sets also came in for many favorable comments.
The Iron City Electric Co., RCA distributor,
has taken possession of its new six-story
granite building on Sixth avenue near Forbes
street, in this city.
W. F. Rossman, dealer in talking machines,
radios and pianos, at Franklin, Pa., was declared
a bankrupt in the U. S. District Court at Pittsburgh.

"GET

Wallace Russell, manager of the Standard
Talking Machine Co., Victor and Sparton distributor, reports the outlook for Fall business
as exceptionally bright.
At the Pittsburgh office of the Brunswick Co.
it was reported that the general outlook for
trade in the Fall is bright. The Panatrope, it
was stated, is growing in popularity and the
Brunswick radio line is also having an excellent sale at this time.
The Federal Ortho-sonic radio in the table
model and the console model with built-in
speaker are meeting with marked approval by
patrons, according to reports made by local
Federal dealers. It is stated that in many instances a brief demonstration is all that
is necessary for dealers to make in order to
close a sale.
The Anchor Lite Appliance Co., 330 Boulevard of the Allies, Pittsburgh, has been appointed exclusive wholesale distributor for the
Ail-American Mohawk Lyric radio line and for
the Fansteel Products Co., manufacturer of
Balkite products.

Sylvester Z. Moore, president of the KirkJohnson Co., music dealer at Lancaster, Pa.,
died suddenly at his home on August 26, aged
fifty years. He was a popular figure.
George H. Rewbridge, manager of the wholesale talking machine and radio division of the
W. F. Frederick Co., Victor and Zenith distributor, stated that the outlook was exceptionally bright for a good Fall trade. He stated
that Zenith dealers were much pleased with
ihe new models and the marked response that
the buying public is making to them.

Federal's

Foreign

Shipments

Increase

Foreign shipments of Federal Ortho-sonic
radio receiving sets are increasing daily, according to A. P. Lawrence, export manager of the
Federal Radio Corp. Federal exports have
grown to an appreciable volume not only in
established markets, according to Mr. Lawrence, but through the opening of new wholesale outlets in the foreign field.
Arrangements were recently completed with
the Economy Engineering & Supply Co., Lahore, India, and Berro-Bonfill & Co., Montevideo, Uruguay, to act as Federal wholesalers.
CeCo

Employes
Fourth

Enjoy

Annual

Outing

Providence, R. I., September 6.— The Fourth
Annual Outing given by the CeCo Mfg. Co.,
of this city, maker of CeCo radio tubes, for its
275 employes, was held on Saturday, August
25, at Lake Pearl, Wrentham, Mass., twenty
miles outside this city. Five buses and twentyfive private cars were necessary to transport
the picnickers, forming a parade with a police
escort.
Loving cups, gold and silver medals

and many other prizes were awarded to the
winners of the various events. The arrangement committee consisted of E. Egnatoff, W.
Cepek, George Coby, Chas. Cressy, H. H.
Steinle and E. Kauer.

Chicago
Dealers

Orchestrope
Hold

Meeting

First of Series of District Dealer Meetings
Held at Morrison Hotel — Capehart Officials Address the Gathering
The first of a series of district dealer meetings for Orchestrope dealers was held at the
Morrison Hotel, Chicago, on Friday, August 17,
by the Capehart Automatic Phonograph Corp.,

Orchestrope Dealer Meeting in Chicago
Huntington, Indiana. A large number of dealers were present as well as the district sales
force of the Capehart Orchestrope organization,
and an interchange of ideas was enjoyed.
H. E. Capehart, vice-president and general
manager, discussed worth-while dealers and the
value of the Capehart Orchestrope franchise.
Mr. Capehart outlined the one plan, one price,
policy of the Capehart organization, which sells
its product exclusively through dealers and of
the rapidly growing dealer organization which
has been built up in the short space of time
since the Capehart organization started the
latter part of March.
William Langhans, of the Bankers-Commercial Security Co., outlined a new financial plan
for handling Orchestrope sales, which has been
prepared especially for Capehart dealers and
the company. E. O. Hobbs, sales promotion
and advertising manager, dwelt upon the proper
presentation of the Capehart Orchestrope and
outlined the elaborate advertising and sales
promotion plans of the factory for the coming
year. F. W. Barnholdt, Chicago district manager, was in charge of the meeting.
Other district meetings of a similar character
will be held from time to time throughout the
United States by the Capehart organization.
Needles

in Special

Carton

The Plaza Music Co., New York City, manufacturer and distributor of musical merchandise,
has announced that it is now putting up Veribest phonograph needles in cartons containing
fifty -envelopes. This, it is announced, is in
addition to the regular carton of 100 boxes.
Adds

Radio

Section

Ballens' Modern Music Shop, 2144 North
Front street, Philadelphia, Pa., which was recently incorporated, has arranged to add sheet
music and radio departments to the long established musical merchandise business.

ACQUAINTED
WITH
SILMAN"
THE
MOST COMPLETE JOBBING HOUSE
IN THE TERRITORY

PHONOGRAPHS
- PORTABLES - REPRODUCERS - REPAIR PARTS
MAIN SPRINGS - ACCESSORIES - NEEDLES - CARRY BAGS
RADIO SUPPLIES
OUR CATALOGUE IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING
DEALERS REPAIR SERVICE
SILMAN

York, September, 1928

DISTRIBUTING

CO., 515

Plaza

Bldg., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

SPRINGS
REPAIR

PARTS

RENE
MFG. CO.
MONTVALE. N. J.
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DYNAMICS

MAGNETICS
Increase

the Quality

Tonal

Qualities

100%

Radio

Your

of

Remarkable

Sell

our

line

for

QOOD

Realism

business
DC2

DYNAMIC
ASSETS

PORTABLE
Walnut

of

ACl
Dynamic
Chassis

Dynamic
Chassis

Finish
Guarantee
Price

No. 100 AC Type
No. 200 DC Type
Ne. 3O0 6-volt Type

$65.00
$55.00
$.10.00

$4S.OO

$38.00

Service
Proved

6-volt

No. 3 Chassis

$35.00

Performance
LIBERTY

AMERICAN

Model

Satisfied

Junior

Magnetic
Type

Customers

Magnetic

Profits

Type,
20 in.
Double
Cone, Real
Performer,
exeep ional value —

The Gold Standard of
Cone Speakers. A better Cone Speaker is
not Obtainable at any
Price. 20-in. Cone.
Price
Bronze Finish Only,

$30.00

AMERICAN
No. IB Unit
Magnetic

Chassis

Type

Magnetic
Type
Dynamic Table Model Sufficiently J.arge to Fit Any
Make AC or DC Receiver. Furnished in Walnut
Finish.
Sizes: 32" .v 14" x 29"; 29" x l»y2" x 29"
No. 500 AC Dynamic Type
Price, $85.00
No. 600 DC Dynamic Type
Price, $75.00
No. TOO (i-volt Dynamic Type
Price, $65.00

$15-50

only

$9.00

GOTHIC
Model

An excellent Unit for Cabinet Installation. Furnished
in Plain Wood Box.
Price,

Price,

Covered by Lektophone License

$13. SO

Artistically Handsome
and Acoustically CorType No.
nutrect.Finish
Only.6. WalPrice,

$30.00

The Most Complete and Distinctive Line of Reproducers Ever Offered to the Trade
After six years of continuous and successful operation the AMERICAN REPRODUCER CORPORATION now offers to the
trade what it believes to be as complete a line of dynamic and magnetic reproducers as any wholesaler could desire. The
prices of the ARC line place this quality product within reach of all classes of buyers.
The beautiful designs offered, plus the wonderful performance assured, will prove a real money maker for the aggressive
dealer.
The sale of an ARC speaker makes real profit in money and friends. Written factory guarantee of one year on all
models.
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies.
Sold Exclusively Through Wholesalers.
A Few Territories Available to Experienced Representatives
AMERICAN
See Our Exhibit, Fifth
Annual Radio World's
Fair, New Madison
Square Garden, Sept.
17th to 22nd, Incl.
Booth 16 Section C C

REPRODUCER

AMERICAN REPRODI CER CORPORATION
55 West 42nd St., New York City
Please send at once information and prices on the ARC
Name
Address
Per
Title

CORP.
Factory: Jersey City, N. J.
General Sales Offices:
55 West 42nd St.,
New York City
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MARKEL

EXHIBITS

At The Two Great Shows
New

York City-

September, 17 — 22
Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair
Booth No. 9, Section A A
Exposition Floor
Chicago

October, 8—14
Seventh Annual Radio Show
Booth No. 5, Section C C
North Hall

Model A — Conventional. A conservative design which blends into the decoration and
color scheme of any home. In both dynamic
and magnetic speaker equipment. Bench to
match with rounded corners, upholstered iu
velour — Turkey Red or Moss Green.

MARKEL

Vnoduet

Sizes and

finishes to harmonize
Atwater-Kent
King Model

with important

Nos. 37, 40, 42, 44;
J;

Kolster No. 2;
Warner

numbers

in these nationally

Crosley Nos. 608, 706, 704;

Spartan

Nos. 801, 802;

No. 69;
RCA

known

lines as listed below:

Freshman

No. 26;

Steinite Nos. 261, 262;

Stewart

No. 18, and others.

YOU'LL DO A GOOD STROKE OF BUSINESS FOR \OURSELF WHEN YOU GET THE FULL FACTS ON THE PROFITMAKING POSSIBILITIES THESE MARKEL TABLES AND BENCHES OPEN LP FOR YOU.
WRITE OR WIRE!
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TABLE/

MARKEL

to

cash

in

on

radio

enable

the

you

vogue

for

ensembles

EW, modern, colorful, these tables by
Markel instantly appeal to the eye and

beauty of the modern sets — enabling you to
sell the Ensemble Idea at much greater profit

IN the pocket book.

than you make

Wrought in metal and finished in a variety of
tones and colors to harmonize with the new

Rigid in construction

effects in receiving sets. They

they are braced with three point shelves instead of one, finished to fit close and tight.
No other tables and benches combine such

and

are designed

finished to help you sell the complete

outfit, instead of just the set — and they are
priced to get the business for you.
Think

also the profit on the complete

rigidity in construction,
color and finish.

en-

And

semble— set, speaker, table and bench. That's
the way to make money in radio.
And

Markel

to the minute

want. They are right up

— modern,

colorful and

oughly in good taste. They complete

MARKEL

ELECTRIC

no wobble

because

such

harmony

in

they are priced to make a decisive appeal to the careful buyer. Prices range with

integral speaker $29.50 to $47.50. Available
with RCA,
Peerless and Utah speakers at

Tables with integral speaker are

what your customers

—

beauty in design and finish, such strength and

of it — instead of just the profit on the

set, make

on the set alone.

prices that will get action from

thor-

anyone

who

thinks he can't afford a table and bench
his set.

the new

PRODUCTS,

INC.,

BUFFALO,

for

N.

There's a Markel Bench to harmonize in design and finish with each table. Beautiful,
strong, colorful. Upholstered in high grade
velour. Rigidly put together. A fitting piece
of furniture for any home.

MARKEL

vnoduct

EQUIPPED

WITH LEADING MAKES
AND REPRODUCERS

OF SPEAKERS

Markel Ensembles are ecpuipped with leading makes of
receivers and reproducers that have gained wide national
consumer

acceptance.

integral dynamic

Model

speakers.

A

is also available

with

Y.
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Selects

SUPERIOR
CAB1N&TS
of Muskegon,

EERLESS
feature
This

Speaker

throughout

selects Superior

their speakers

happy

Cabinet

in the Superior

combination

the country

Mich.

enables

to obtain

Company

to

line of cabinets.

Peerless

Distributors

quality radio furniture

as

well as high quality in speakers.

Superior

Cabinets

have

established

for themselves

an enviable position of being able to cater to the
taste of the most fastidious and yet priced
within the range of all, and Peerless Distribu
tors should not lose the opportunity of
cashing

in on the lucrative profit that the

cabinet end of the business offers, especially with a line that is recognized
as o.ie of the leaders in its field.

Use your scissors —
Don't d e 1 a y — Cut
out coupon on the
bottom of this page
and mail today, as
this may mean many
dollars in your

pocket.

Model 818 Closed View

Just

F*U

in

the

Coupon

and

Mail

1928
SUPERIOR CABINET CO.
67 West Forty-fourth St.,
New Yory City.
Gentlemen :
Kindly send us by return mail catalog containing the Superior Line
with Peerless Speaker.

I

Ci
i
otudner

TJ
<i
orotners,

^ame

J

Address

|

67 W. 44th Street

City

J

28 E. Jackson Blvd.

Inc.

National Sales Agents
New York
Chicago
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Qual

Outshines
The

McMillan

the

EXCLUSIVE

Sut/ace

FRANCHISE

Quarantees

Ijistre

Profits

1. A.C. Operation. (All Electric) 8
Tubes, plus Rectifying Tube.

and

Protection

The York Combination,

2. Completely Shielded.

shown

at the left, is an artistic and distinctive ensemble designed espe-

3. Extreme Sensitivity — Gets the Distance.

cially to meet the demand

4. Super-Radio — tremendous volume,
without distortion.

for

a compact radio receiver of the
highest efficiency.

5. Cut-out Switch — making it possible
to use two or four stages of radio
frequency.
6. Full Wave Rectification.

It is unequaled for quality and
value. It is small, compact

7. Simplified Tuning — one dial control,
electric lighted.

and

exceptionally flexible. It harmonizes with the most luxurious surroundings and is readily

8. Rigid Construction — entire set is
constructed on rigid steel frame.

sold to the small home or apartment owner.

9. Arranged to accommodate phonograph, with electric pick-up.
10. Arranged to accommodate Power
Amplifier.
11. Exclusive Cabinets — distinctive for
their grace, beauty and artistic design.
12. Licensed under R.C.A.. Hazeltine
and Hogan Patents.

The

famous

McMillan

8 tube

all electric radio receiver is unequaled for its selectivity, extreme sensitivity, range, power
and performance.

A

Marvel

of Radio

Price, $210.

Perfection

McMillan
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off J

America's
For

the
in

The

Warwick — A

finest

Discriminating

Beauty
master-

piece of a world-famous designer is distinctive in its
beauty and tonal quality. The
famous McMillan receiver, a
separate and distinct unit, is
instantly accessible and will
render perfect reception without distortion.

and

Jiadio
Taste

Sound

The Westminster is distinctive for its
beauty and classic simplicity. It harmonizes perfectly with the furnishing and
decorations of any home. The exclusive
McMillan self-contained receiving set
drawer — a separate and distinct unit —
guarantees the tone quality and receptive
selectivity of this marvelous set.

Write Today for Liberal Discounts and Valuable Information
McMillan

radio

corporation

1421 S. Michigan Avenue
The Warwick

Chicago, Illinois
The Westminster
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Profits!

Sure
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Selling

Quick
Every

Dealer
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Eight

tubes,

pletely shielded, push-pull
fication, electric phono

Meissner

filter

circuit —

sive combination
less tuba
$149*50
Handsome Walnut cabinet with built-in full Utah
Dynamic Speaker.
Table Model — in Walnut Cabinet — S60 less tubes

of

Sold to authorized

Number
226 A.C.
227
199 A.C.
112 A.
171 A.
201 A.
210
280
250 A.C.
281 D.C.
200 A.

by the oldest exclusive Radio Tube
List
1000
1.50
2.25
.70
$ 2.50
.70
5.00
$ .88
3.00
3.00
.85
1.50
.38
9.00
3.00
1.45
4.50
12.00
2.85
3.50
7.50
4.00
.90

Under 500
1.75
.80
$ .80
.95 net
.48

$ .91
1.50
.43
.90
3.15

.95
1.55
3.25
3.75
2.95

3.60
2.90
.95

.99

Every tube sold with a definite 100% replacement guarantee for an unlimited
period of time.
24 hour delivery on all types
MARTWEL

CORPORATION

National
PARAMOUNT

Sales Representatives

BUILDING,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

pickup,
an

dealers only

Manufacturers
500
1.65
.75
.75
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Model 855, Highboy chest, burl
walnut panels, with maple overlay,
rive-ply walnut top and sides.
Height 4~ inches, width 2" inches,
depth ment
I8V2
inches.
8 inches
high.Set 23compartinches
wide, 15V2 inches deep.
List $40

panels, hve-ply walnut top and
front. Height 50% inches, width 31
inches, depth inches. Set compartment 8V2 inches high. 271/, inches
wide. 151/2 inches deep, with solid
panel and also cut for Radiola 18.
List $50

Open view of cabinets, all styles,
equipped baffle
wich ~-inch
aperture
and
excellent
board for
magnetic
and dynamic speakers. Solid panel
supplied
with cabinets. Cur-out
made on specification.
We
Invite Comparison

Be

sure

to visit our

exhibit, Booth

Exclusive territories are open
for jobbers and dealers with

18,

Section BB, at the Ra-

full protection.

dio World's

Write or wire for samples,

Fair,

Madison Square Garden, Neiv York, Sep-

or catalog completely describing our full line of highboy
and desk-type cabinets listing
from $35 to $75.

tember \7th-22nd.

Model 830, Lowboy chest, fancy burl
walnut with burl maple overlays, fiveply walnut top and front. Height
40% inches, width 31 inches, depth 17 inches.
Sec compartment 13 inches high, 27y2 inches
wide. 10 inches deep. This cabinet is adapted
for Pacent phonograph combination unit No. 301
chassi-. which includes the Pacent electric pick-up.
Pacent electric motor, etc.
List $60

ASSOCIATED

CABINET
NEW

Sales and Sboutooms:
100 Fifth Avenue
Phone — Chelsea 1804

MERS.
YORK

CORPORATION

CITY
Main Office and Warehouse:
417 West 28th Street

Exclusive national representatives for WOLF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES,
Kokomo, Ind.; CHICKASAW WOOD PRODUCTS CO., Memphis, Tenn; KINGHAASE FURNITURE CO., Memphis, Tenn.

Phones — Chickering ^262-3
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Outing

Two

Hundred and Fifty Employes Present as Guests of Company at Bradley
Beach and Asbury Park

Two hundred and fifty employes of the Sonatron Tube Co., Newark factory, were recently
guests of the firm at Bradley Beach and Asbury

tions in the South, stating that he is making
plans for a banner season in Allen portables.
George Hough, vice-president of the AllenHough Mfg. Co., recently spent a few days in
the Twin Cities district, where he closed substantial orders for Allen portables. Edward
Ginsburg, special representative for the company, has been calling upon the trade in the
Middle West, with excellent results.
Sterling
Opens

Radio
Omaha

Co.
Branch

Will Distribute Kolster Radio

Products

Throughout Nebraska — J. H. Rasmussen Manager of Omaha Office
Sonatron Employes En Route to Bradley Beach
Park, New Jersey. Men and women workers,
department heads and officials of the company
traveled fifty miles by bus to the beautiful
Jersey shore for the outing. Those present
included Nathan Chirelstein, president of the
Sonatron Tube Co.; Charles Chirelstein, in
charge of the factory; "Doc" Kraus, in charge
of the laboratory; Charles Pink and others.
Gus

Blancand

Visits

Allen-Hough

Plant

Racine, Wis., September S.— During the past
few weeks quite a number of prominent jobbers
and dealers from different parts of the country
visited the Allen-Hough factories in this city —
one of them being Gus Blancand, who is one
of the most prominent distributors of portable
phonographs in the country, with offices in
New Orleans and Atlanta. Mr. Blancand was
very enthusiastic
regarding
business condi-

Kansas City, Mo., September S. — The Sterling
Radio Co., of this city, distributor of Columbia
Viva-tonal phonographs and records and
Kolster radio products, in line with its policy
of expansion, is opening a branch office in
Omaha, Neb., which will confine itself to the
distribution of Kolster products in the State of
Nebraska.
The new branch will be under the management of James H. Rasmussen, who has been
connected with the main office for a number
of years and who has a wide circle of friends in
the radio trade in this territory. Mr. Rasmussen attended the University of Minnesota, and
prior to entering the radio field was active in
the automobile business. Mr. Rasmussen enters the Omaha territory well equipped with
experience and merchandising knowledge. The
Sterling Co., in Omaha, will have a complete
organization — shipping, billing and warehousing
facilities to render prompt service to all authorized Kolster dealers in that State.
An experienced corps of salesmen will cover
the State of Nebraska, traveling out of Omaha
in the interest of Kolster radio products.

New

Ail-American

Mohawk

Brochure

New Line of All-American Mohawk Lyric
Receivers Described and Illustrated —
National Ad Campaign Outlined
The All-American Mohawk Corp., Chicago,
has issued an attractive brochure, printed in
color, describing the new line of All-American
Mohawk Corp. Lyric radio receivers. One
page is devoted to each individual model, the
receiver being illustrated in color, with the description and specifications appearing below the
illustration. One section of the brochure contains glimpses of the factory wherein AllAmerican Mohawk Corp. Lyric radio receivers
are made, including the coil-testing and coilwinding departments, the research laboratory,
tool and die-making room and the punch-press
department.
The national advertising campaign of the
All-American Mohawk Corp. for 1928-29 is also
outlined in the brochure. The campaign will
be national in scope, net-working the continent
from corner to corner, closely identifying the
local dealer with All-American Mohawk Corp.
representation. Trade advertising sponsored at
the corporation is also discussed in the booklet,
and one of the full-page advertisements appearing in the trade press is reproduced.
Acquire

Pronunciphone

Go.

Markus-Campbell Co., Chicago, publisher of
educational books and home-study courses, has
acquired the Pronunciphone Co., of that city,
and will conduct it as a subsidiary. The Pronunciphone Co. sells a series of phonograph
records on pronunciation, vocabulary building
and cultured English.
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"Supreme"

Radio
Every
Takes
ol

Test

on

the "Guess" Out
Radio Repairs

Power Plant Built In
The "Supreme" is the only instrument made with
a complete self-contained power plant, giving perfect oscillation on ALL tubes, A.C. or D.C., including screen-grid, heater type, rectifiers, etc.

DeLuxe

Portable Laboratory, $138.50
Cash Price, $124.65
No. 400A, the "Supreme" DeLuxe Portable Laboratory, is worthy
of the finest radio engineer. Makes all tests. Will test tricklechargers and other apparatus up to 2l/2 amps. Has WESTON
meters — a 0/10/100/600 voltmeter, 1000 ohms per volt; a 0/125
mils., 2y2 amps., milameter a built-in 0/3/15/150 A.C. meter.
SELECTOR TYPE push button testing for selecting any scale on
any reading. Oscillator and power plant. Price includes laboratory
tools and equipment.
A Complete Practical Set Tester, $108.50
Cash Price, $97.65
Ideal for radio service man. WESTON meter equipped. Similar
to Model 400A but does not have laboratory features. Has power
'm
oscillator : rejuvenates 12 tubes at a time; makes all tests.
Price includes all necessary adapters and accessories.

Laboratory

With the "Supreme" — a complete radio laboratory in a handy carrying case — you guess
no longer. You can make a 100% correct
diagnosis of the trouble in any set from the
home-made "mongrel" to the newest A.C. You
KNOW what's wrong at once, and because
you KNOW you can make repairs quicker
and charge larger service fees.
You can test all tubes for current pass and oscillation ;make all continuity tests ; test and balance
condensers ; test wiring, audio transformers, tricklechargers, loud speakers, batteries, eliminators, and
any other radio part with this one instrument !

New Model 100A, $112.50
Cash Price, $101.25
A complete radio laboratory in a handsome brass-bound carrying
case. Makes any test (including tube oscillation) on any set.
Has built-in power plant from A.C. line, furnishing all filament
and plate voltages; has 0/10/50/250 Supreme 354 inch voltmeter.
milameter with 50 divian 0/50/100
volt;condensers
1000 ohms
sions variouspetfixed
from Supreme
.001 to 2mfd ; a 500,000 variable resistance, 30 ohm rheostat, etc.
Bridges open transformers ; plays sets with transformers open.
Works radios for condenser choke-coil outputs, and inductive
outputs, although they are not wired for the purpose. Row of pin
jacks gives access to all parts of the instrument and makes it a part
of the set to be tested. Price includes all tools and accessories
necessary to step out on the job. Large portable A.C. Meter,
0/3/18/150, is $11 extra, including leather case.

Portable

Any

Makes
Set

!.

. .

Rejuvenates Radio Tubes
When servicing a set you can make a good profit
and win a permanent customer by rejuvenating or
reactivating
thoriated
filamentuptubes.
"Supreme"
Instrument will
rejuvenate
to 12A tubes
at a
time in the set in 10 minutes!
Broadcasts for Testing at Any Time
Each "Supreme" Instrument is a miniature broadcasting station. You use it 24 hours a day to test
sets when no carrier wave is on the air. Simply
plug into an A.C. socket and it sends out a modulated high-frequency wave that can be tuned to, like
a broadcast station.
Liberal Time Payments
If
yououtwish,
your "Supreme"
pay you.
for
itself
of you
the can
addedlet profits
it brings to
Pay only $32.50 down for the New 100A ; balance
$10 monthly for 8 months. Pay $38.50 down for
the DeLuxe Laboratory Model, then $10 monthly for
10 months. The 99A is only $28.50 down, $10
monthly for 8 months.

Order the "Supreme" Instrument that
OUR
TRIAL
OFFER:
best suits your needs. Deposit the
cash :price with the express ageni when he delivers it to you of deposit the down payment (mentioned
above) and sign the installment notes. Try the instrument 6 days. II you are not satisfied return
it to the express agent and he will refund your money without question. You pay express charges
only. If you have signed the installment notes, he will cancel them.

Supreme
i

GREENWOOD

Instruments

Corp.
MISSISSIPPI

e
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JOHN H.WILSON, Manager
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N. B. Smith, Formerly St. Louis Columbia Manager, Transferred to Boston Branch —
Brunswick Fall Outlook Is Good — Rosen Opens Branch Store
Boston, Mass., September 4. — The holidays are
over — the Summer ones — and the trade is now
buckling down to business, with jobbers and
dealers looking forward to a good Fall demand,
particularly in the line of radio, for there is
the presidential election to look forward to,
which means that before November there will
be weeks of interesting events that the general
public throughout the country will want to
hear; and in these intervening weeks a small
army not now possessing a radio outfit will
speedily equip themselves. With the new development in talking machines these, too, will
come in for their share of attention, and it is
a well-known fact that the business now being
done by the large concerns is almost phenomenal. So the trade is optimistic over prospects for a profitable business.
N. B. Smith New Columbia Manager
The news of the month concerns the New
England headquarters of the Columbia Phonograph Co., where at 1000 Washington street a
new face is to be seen in the seat of the manager, for be it known our old friend, Bill Parks,
is no more here, having been transferred to
the St. Louis office, to be supplanted by Norman B. Smith, who comes here from St. Louis.
This new arrangement became effective on September 1.
New Columbia Accounts Opened
Columbia's business has been unusually good
these past few weeks and samples of five new
models of radio outfits have been highly approved by those dealers who have seen them
and it is believed there is a lively demand ahead
for them. The record business, too, looks very
promising. A recent visitor to the local Columbia headquarters was W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales manager of the company.
Some new dealers just signed up to handle
Columbia goods are S. R. Crabtree, of Island
mil

Ditson

Falls, Me.; C. Mancini & Son, of 599 Charles
street, Providence, R. I.; Delft Music Shop,
Nantucket; Carlton Furniture Co., Lisbon, N.
H.; Fine & Son, of 304 Main street, Barre, Vt.,
and Jason's, 1576 Hancock street, Quincy.
F. D. Pitts Returns From Pleasure Trip
Manager F. D. Pitts, of the F. D. Pitts Co.,
lately returned from a pleasant trip into.
Canada and he hopes to get away later in the
season for a hunting trip. The August business of the Pitts Co. was really phenomenal,
says Mr. Pitts, and it was equivalent to November of last year, which was the company's
banner month. The special call, of course, is
for the Majestic line. Everyone at the Columbus avenue quarters is back from his or her
vacation and decks are cleared for an aggressive campaign, for, as one of the heads of the
establishment says, "we never saw anything like
it," this referring to business.
Brunswick Fall Outlook Good
Some of the newest tie-ups with the Brunswick Co. are the Chicopee Novelty Co., of
Chicopee, and the Norwood Radio Shop, of
Norwood, both of which have a large initial
stock of Brunswick machines and records to
start off with. For the new radio models, samples of which dealers have already seen, there
are a great many bookings and it looks as
though the New England Brunswick business is
going to be large this Fall and Winter.
Rosen Opens Branch Store
The Rosen Talking Machine Co., long located
at 11 School street, in the downtown section,
is broadening its activities by opening a branch
store at 9 Boylston street, at the opposite end
of the city, the new establishment to be ready
by September 15.
Atwater Kent Dealers to Meet
The first big get-together meeting of
the New England Atwater Kent dealers' or-

Victor

is based upon
problems and
experience

and

Display of New Kolster Radio Line at the
Hotel Statler, Boston, Which Attracted Much
Favorable Attention
ganization will be staged at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel on Wednesday, September 12. The business meeting will be held at 2:30 in the ballroom of the hotel and the entire afternoon will
be devoted to mapping out plans for pushing
business. A dinner will be served, followed by
an entertainment. Dr. Cothell is coming on
from Philadelphia to give a special address.
The occasion promises to be a red-letter day for
New England Atwater Kent dealers.
Bill Parks Honored by Co-workers
In speaking of Bill Parks's departure from
Boston one should not forget to call attention
to the pleasant send-off that was given him by
his fellow-workers in the Columbia establishment, who presented him with a handsome English traveling bag and a fountain pen set for
desk use. These gifts were coupled with the sincerest expressions of regret at his departure.
Burke Co. Reports Big Increase
With the J. H. Burke Co. the August sales
of Atwater Kent sets will show an increase of
fully 100 per cent over the same month last
year, and the advance orders on the books
indicate that September is also easily going to
make a very big showing. Incidentally the
business done in September of last year was
the biggest since the Burke Co, took hold of
this proposition. The Burke organization is
now confining itself entirely to handling the
Atwater Kent line.
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dealers

are cheerfully making money with the FreedEisemann line, accounts for a great deal of our
success. People know the name. They trust it.
They know we have been builders of fine radio
since broadcasting began. There's no sales resistance. "No wonder it's good!"
You won't have trouble with this line. It will
cut your service costs to a minimum. You can
make

money

with

Eighty line is D.C.

Freed-Eisemann.
and

A.C.

The

(25-40-60

Great

cycle); the

Super- Power Eighty- five is A.C, 60 cycle. Hammered silver effect, walnut, and hand decorated
cabinets are available with
well as beautiful consoles.
Get

the descriptive

details of our
W-ll.

dealer

matching

folder

on the

proposition.

speakers
line and

Address

the

Dept.

It will pay you.
FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
"Builders of Fine Radio
Since Broadcasting Began"

The

as

Great

(Illustrated
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with

Magnetic

\fi7^-=^f

$125.
Speaker,

$35.) ?i>

Super-Power
85
With Type 350 or 250 Power Tube

Dynamic

$160.
Speaker,

$65.
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Sonora

Enters

Sound

Film

tract With Religious

Con-

Film

Trust

P. L. Deutsch, President of the Acoustic Products Co. and Sonora Co., States That the
Undertaking

Might

Involve $200,000,000— Holy Land

Further details of the project for filming biblical stories with sound accompaniment in the
Holy Land have been made public in an announcement of a contract between the Religious Film Trust and the Acoustics Products
Co. on behalf of the Sonora Phonograph Co.
The announcement was made by P. L.
Deutsch, president of the Acoustic Products
Co. and the Sonora Co., who said that the undertaking might involve $200,000,000. The former company, he said, had contracted to supply all equipment and reproducing apparatus
necessary for use with the religious talking
films in churches throughout the country.
Representatives of the Religious Film Trust
and the Sonora concern, clergymen, others interested in the project, and newspaper men
were present at a demonstration given on August 29 in the Sonora Laboratories, at 50 West
Fifty-seventh street, New York. Several films
made in the Near East were shown with sound
accompaniment, similar to that which will be
used with the religious films.
It was said that an expedition would leave
from New York for the Holy Land in about six
weeks to make the first pictures. Colonel E. A.
Watkin, lecturer, who has spent twenty-seven
years in the Holy Land, will be in charge of
the expedition and supervise the screening of
the stories in their actual locales.
'Abel, the Shepherd of Eden," is the title
of the first film to be made. It will have its
setting in the traditional Garden of Eden, on
the Euphrates River. Other stories scheduled
are "Joseph, the Vizier of Egypt," "'David, the
Shepherd King," "Ruth, the Widow of Moab"
and "Isaiah, the Poet-Prophet of Israel." Each,
story will be made in two reels taking about
twenty minutes each to run.
The project is to be entirely non-sectarian
in purpose, it was said, providing films suitable
for presentation in churches of all creeds
throughout America.
Professional players will be chosen for the

For

H.

Palmer

Leaves

Freed-Eisemann

Corp.

Eric H. Palmer has announced his resignation from the post of publicity director for the
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. to devote all of
his time to his publicity and sales promotion
business. Mr. Palmer is identified with Radio

Talking

Machines

It's only first-quality felt, properly and particularly made, that
keeps on the job longer . . . that always proves most economical
in the final test. You can look to American Felt Company's
Felts for these "built-in" qualities — and get them!
For American Felt Company's Felts are made by an organization as particular as its most exacting customers — an organization backed by many years of sound experience in advising
talking machine

manufacturers

of felt best suited to each
by all this.

Write

... in recommending

requirement.

Our

the grade

customers

FELT

Productions, Inc., an organization which stages
de luxe features for broadcasting, and is also
vice-president of the Brooklyn Broadcasting
Corp., owning station WBBC. Mr. Palmer
writes the column "Outside Listening In,"
daily, in the Brooklyn Times. His friends may
reach him at 119 West Fifty-seventh street,
Suite 1020, New York City.

COMPANY

211 Congress St., Boston
114 E. 13th St., New
325 So. Market Street, Chicago

Brunswick
in

Featured

Stieff

Display

Philadelphia Branch Store Attracts PassWindowers-by
Displays
Through Excellence of Brunswick
The Chas. M. Stieff Co., Brunswick dealer in
Philadelphia, is located in a select and busy
thoroughfare, where hundreds of people pass
every day, and are attracted - into the store

How

Stieff Co. Featured Brunswick

through interesting window exhibits of Brunswick instruments and records, upon which the
Stieff Co. prides itself. The accompanying
photograph, in which Brunswick records predominate, isone of the many displays that attracted unusual attention and resulted in an increase in record sales during the mid-Summer
season. The drawing power of these displays
has been demonstrated by increasing sales enjoyed by this aggressive concern.
Fray

Mfg.

Co.

Now

"Mello-Tron"
Owns
The Fray Manufacturing Co., 2021 South
Michigan avenue, Chicago, a new corporation
organized by Fred S. Armstrong and Raymond
W. Armstrong, has purchased the entire plant
and good will of the Mellotron Tube Co. The
new corporation, which has been operating
since August 1, will manufacture a complete
line of radio tubes under the brand name of
"Mello-Tron."
Fred S. Armstrong, president of the Fray
Co., is best known to the radio industry for
his work in the organization of the Radio Protective Association, of which he is treasurer,
and for his part in that Association's campaign.
Raymond W. Armstrong has had twenty
years of experience in lamp and tube making,
seven years of which were spent in the lampdevelopment laboratory of the National Lamp
Works of the General Electric Co. The new
company has announced an improvement in the
manufacture of heater-type AC tubes, which is
said to prolong the useful life of this type of
tube.. Patents have been applied for.
Home

From

Europe

profit

us for quotations.
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Expedition Starts Soon

principal roles in the stories with the cooperation of the Episcopal Actors' Guild of
America, the Catholic Actors' Guild of America
and similar guilds of Jewish and other churches.
The first type of sound films released will
be with non-synchronized records, made by
Sonora electric recording process, reproduced
on the new Sonora Melodon electric reproducing instrument which records and reproduces
every audible sound with a clarity and tone
quality that cannot be distinguished from the
original. The low cost of such apparatus, it
was said, would permit immediate installation
in churches. Synchronized films, or talking
motion pictures will follow shortly after, however, available for churches that can afford the
greater expense involved. It might be added
that the Sonora new talking movie apparatus
is believed to be far less expensive than others
now on the market, and that the upkeep and
service charges are considerably lower, due to
Sonora simplifications.
The religious films with sound accompaniment can be shown on Sundays, it was pointed
out, in those cities and towns where the theatres are ordinarily closed by law on that day.
The advisory board is composed of thirty-six
members, clergymen and prominent laymen,
among whom are Samuel Untermyer, George
Gordon Battle, Rabbi Nathan Krass, the Rev.
Randolph Ray, Senator Arthur Capper, Secretary of Labor Davis, Percy Moore and Donald
Brian.
E.

World, New

York City

Joseph Berg, president of the Berg A. T. &
S. Co., Long Island City, N. Y., manufacturer
of Berg Artone portables, returned from Europe
on August 24 on the "S.S. Berengaria." Mr.
and Mrs. Berg were touring Europe and in
response to a cable by Sales Manager E. R.
Manning Mr. Berg returned three weeks earlier
than planned, due to an exceptional rush of
business at the Berg factory.
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Salt Lake City, Utah, September 5.— Details
of the improvements in the Sparton radio were
explained to a big group of dealers handling
this instrument in the Salt Lake City territory
at a conference held at the Newhouse Hotel,
this city, in August. Frank Edwards, head of
the Motor Equipment Co., distributor for the
Mountain States, presided. The new Sparton
Equasonne radio circuit was explained by
Frank Purviance, service engineer, who showed
what the instrument was capable of doing.
Frank Drake, service representative for the
Western district, gave an explanation of the

unit type of construction of the new Sparton
Equasonne, pulling the various units apart and
indicating their construction.
V. A. Searles, advertising manager of the
Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich., gave a
comprehensive talk on radio advertising. Willard French, of Brook, Smith & French, advertising counselors, also made an address.
Lee Borden, Pacific Coast manager, gave a resume of the activities of the company from its
foundation to the present. He said they did
not drift into the radio business, but their entry
into it was deliberately planned. He gave an
illustrated talk on factory production, and
also discussed the policies of the company.
Mr. Edwards, presiding officer, spoke on the
sales possibilities of the Sparton radio. A banquet was held at the hotel in the evening.

Cathode
May

Type

Become

Tube

Standard

The cathode or heater type of tube may
eventually be the standard for all receivers,
whether operated from AC house lines or batteries, according to L. P. Naylor, sales manager of the Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J.
"The reduction of microphonics and the exceptionally long life that can be built into these
tubes," said Mr. Naylor, "are considerations
that recommend the heater-cathode tube for
DC as well as AC receivers."
The new music store of Clarence C. Shaffer
has been formally opened in Oil City, Pa
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Sterling

Sponsors

Dealer

Meetings

Kolster Dealers Attend Meetings at Kansas City, Mo., and Wichita, Kan. — New
Models Demonstrated
Enthusiastic dealer meetings were recently
held in the interests of Kolster Radio by the

ness viewed from the angle of the consumer.
Approximately 200 dealers from Kansas, western Missouri and northwestern Arkansas attended the Kansas City meeting, and approximately 75 dealers were present at Wichita.
Many had an opportunity to see and hear the
new Kolster line of receivers and speakers for
the first time, and favorabk comment was heard
on every set.
In commenting on business prospects, Mr.
Bonfig stated that the outlook was unusually

Third Annual Dealers' Meeting of the Sterling Radio Co. in Kansas City
Sterling Radio Co., Kansas City, Mo., Kolster
optimistic, adding that business already written
for immediate and future deliveries indicates the
distributor. The meetings were conducted at
the President Hotel at Kansas City and the Lasdoubling of the large volume transacted by the
sen Hotel at Wichita, Kansas.
Sterling Radio Co. last year.
H. C. Bonfig, vic-e-president of the Sterling
Radio Co., welcomed the assembled dealers.
Edward Baraban Passes Away
Addresses were delivered by H. A. Hutchins,
assistant general manager, and F. J. Kahn, servEdward Baraban, office manager of Studner
ice manager of the Kolster Radio Corp., outlining the merchandise program of the organizaBros., Inc., manufacturers' representatives,
tion and discussing service matters. C. M. Willis,
New York City, died suddenly on August 12
from an infected foot. Mr. Baraban had been
sales manager of the Sterling Radio Co. talked
on Kolster advertising and dealer helps.
connected with the Studner organization for
several years, and very efficiently conducted
An address by Merle Smith, a noted economthe many details coincident with the main
ist and merchandiser, was the feature of afterluncheon activities at both meetings. Mr. Smith
office of the company. He was twenty-seven
years old and left a widow and young child.
gave the dealers an insight into the radio busi-
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Meetings

Holds

for

Dealers

All-American Mohawk Lyric Receivers
and Ansonia Loud Speakers Exhibited
at Enthusiastic Meetings
The Blackman Distributing Co., New York
City, one of the leading radio distributors in
the East, held several very successful dealer
meetings recently featuring All-American Mohawk Lyric receivers and Ansonia loud
speakers. The first meeting was held at the
Hotel Whitehall, 100th street and Broadway,
New York City, and a few days later another
meeting was held at the Leverich Towers Hot-el
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. L. Johnston, vice-president and general
manager of the Blackman Distributing Co., was
in active charge of- both meetings, ably assisted
by M. E. Kuhn, Eastern sales manager of the
All-American Mohawk Corp. The new AllAmerican Mohawk Lyric receivers were received enthusiastically by the dealers in
metropolitan territory and many important
dealer accounts were signed "at both meetings.
Mr. Johnston is very enthusiastic regarding the
outlook for the coming Fall, stating that the
class of dealers now handling All-American
Mohawk products represents the most progressive and successful m-erchants in the territory.
E. R. Smith

With

Fada

Eugene R. Smith, a sales pioneer in the radio
field, has become associated with the radio department of Noyes Bros. & Cutler, Inc., St.
Paul, Minn., distributor for Fada radio in that
section. Prior to his entry into the radio industry several years ago, Mr. Smith was in charge
of the telephone department of the St. Paul
Electric Co.

1

Fastest

Selling

EQUIPPED

The DeLuxe Beauty of the Stenola
line. Finished in walnut, front
panel slide.
Eauippedor with
K.C.A.
KIUA. Peerless
any
popular Dynamic
Speaker.
com odates the new
Radiola Ac-60
or anv set that fits panel — dimensions: Ht.. 11"; W.. 27";
D.. 14%".

Finishedstalled
in through
walnut.
is inback. SetEquipped
with R.C.A. lOOA. Peerless or
any popular Dynamic Speaker.
Accommodates the new Radiola
o"0dimensions—
or any setHt..
that9'A":
tits panelW.,
25%"; D.. 13".

WITH RCA, 100A OR ANY
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

Cabinets

POPULAR

ImitatorsRadio
neverCabinets
catch up
That'smoney
why
Stenola
sellwith
fastertheandleader.
make more
for dealers than any other line on the
market. Stenola Cabinets are always
ahead in design and construction. Comparison proves their originality, beauty,
finer workmanship and greater value.
Stenola Cabinets are made in woods to
match all standard sets.
Attractive Dealer Proposition
Write today for circular showing complete
Stenola line of console and table models and
MODEL 61
full particulars regarding discounts.
to
Finished In walnut
match tile Radiola
Tables made in various
Set Manufacturers
18.
sizes to accommodate any
Let us quote on your cabinet requirements
radio
set
including
the
new Radiola CO. Equipped At the New York Radio Show see the
with R.C.A. 100A or any
popular Dynamic Speaker. Stenola exhibit in section D. D. Booth 16.
STETTNER

Jobber

PHONOGRAPH
CORP.
"Pioneers in Radio Cabinets"
314-322 E. 75th St.
Tel. Butterfield 4777
New York City
MOST STENOLA CABINETS ARE PATENTED FOR DESIGN

The
beauty
of the SDenola
line.newest
Finished
in walnut.
Front
panel
slide.
Equipped
R.C.A. 1IKIA. Peerless or with
am
popular
Speaker.
commodates Radiola
the
new Dynamic
Radiola
60 18or Chassis,
any Acset
that fits panel. Dimensions — Ht..
10%"; W.. 25%"; D.. 13%".

MODEL
Front panel
slide. Finished
walnut.
Equipped
with R.C.A.in
100A. Peerless or any popular
Dynamic Speaker. Accommodates any set that fiLs panel — dimensions— Ht.. W.. 22"
D.. 13".
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Profusion
How

about

cutting

down

on

Calls

Service

ICA

RESISTOVOLT
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

stops AC tubes from blowing
all line voltage
out by checking
in excess of 110 volts.
ICA

RESISTOVOLT
-REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
.
short ciracts as fuse in case ofset
wiring
cuit—the tubes and
remaining unhurt.
ICA

RESISTOVOLT
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
checks extraneous line noises
caused by the use of electric
switches and appliances in the
home.
ICA'
RESISTOVOLT
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
works on any AC tube or eliminator operated radio set, AC or
DC.
ICA

RESISTOVOLT
-REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.is installed in an instant, just
plugging in between wall socket
and the radio set plug.

I CA

(NSULINE
CORP. OF
AMERICA
NEW YORK CITY M.t
Retails at

.50DISPLAY
PACKED $
IN1COUNTER
CARTONS CONTAINING ONE DOZEN
Backed by National Advertising to help dealers
Order from your Jobber or from
INSULINE

CORP.

OF AMERICA
Standard Products Since 1921
£nsuline Building
78-80 Cortlandt St.
New York City

as

of

New

Sales
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Models

Stimulant

Acts
in

Buffalo

Increased Facilities in Brunswick Branch — New Models on Display — Radio Trades
Association Show Opens September 17 — Philco Dealers Attend Conference
Buffalo, N. Y., September 7.— 'With new models
in both talking machines and radio appearing in
profusion the trade has been given a stimulant,
which is more than seasonal, in the opinion of
both wholesalers and retailers. Early September
business has been particularly good, with dealers
stocking up in anticipation of one of the best
Autumn sales volumes of all time.
Federal, for example, is working its big Elmwood plant to capacity, and is unable to approach
full delivery of its new models in the volume
sought by its jobbers and retailers. It may be
trite but it certainly is true that the reception of
the new Federal Ortho-sonic models has been
most enthusiastic, and this company's volume of
sales during the last half of the year is likely
to prove a surprise to even its most optimistic
officials. The new H model is in particular demand, it is reported.
C. N. Andrews, RCA distributor for this territory, reports big volume business on models 18
and 60. The dealers are delighted with the RCA
line, Mr. Andrews reports. Incidentally, this
widely known distributor has been seriously ill
for the past three weeks, returning to his office
on September 4, after a period of confinement in
his home and in a Buffalo hospital.
The Victor Models 711 and 726 are being
moved briskly, the Buffalo distributors, Mr. Andrews and the Buffalo Talking Machine Co. report. Victor talking machines and records have
had a very fair mid-Summer movement in this
territory and apparently Fall business will be all
that could be desired.
Installation of the enlarged facilities for the
new Buffalo branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collcnder Co. is nearing completion under the direction of George A. Lyons, branch manager. Formerly Buffalo was a sub-district under the Cleveland branch, but it is now a complete factory
sales and service unit with fine stocks of the entire Brunswick phonograph, radio and record
lines. Mr. Lyons is well known among the Eastern trade, and has an able sales staff under his
direction, covering the greater portion of New
York State and six counties of Pennsylvania.
The new Brunswick models of all types are on
display in attractive quarters at the Buffalo
branch, 221 Washington street, and have been
seen by many dealers who expressed their approval with orders. New record racks and other
service facilities are being installed.
Henry J. Rowerdink, Kellogg dealer, at Rochester, has moved from the Case Building to the
Temple Building, at 14 Franklin street, in that
city. He plans to show his full ling at the
Rochester radio • show, scheduled for the latter
part of this month.
The Erskine-Healey Co., distributor of Sylvania tubes in this territory, had dealers in western New York as its guests at the Sylvania Products Co.'s plant in Emporium, Pa., recently, going there by motor and inspecting the factory
under the direction of B. G. Erskine, president
of the company.
J. W. Million, Jr., radio engineer of the King
Mfg. Co., and Howard J. Smith, of the Linde Air
Products Co., recently were elected directors of
the Buffalo Institute of Radio Engineers.
Practically every make of radio represented in
this vicinity will be shown at the fifth annual
show of the Buffalo Radio Trades Association to
be held September 17 to 22, inclusive, in the
Broadway auditorium. Elmer C. Metzger will be
general chairman, and John M. Kibler, vicechairman of the exposition.
More than 400 persons attended the annual
outing of the Buffalo Radio Trades Association held at the Trap & Field Club, many

members of the trade in Rochester and other
western New York points being present. An
afternoon of games and sports was followed
by dinner in the club dining-room and dancing.
All music-radio stores were closed for the afternoon of the outing.
Philco dealers in western New York attended
a sales conference at the Hotel Sagamore,
Rochester, as guests of the Beaucaire-Mitchell
Co., of that city, distributor for the Rochester
territory. Following a showing of new models
by factory representatives dinner was served
in the hotel. Speakers from the company's
home office included James E. Carmine, L. E.
Gubb, George M. Agnew and R. F. White.

Temple

Making
Oversize Display Speaker

"Dealerola" Oversized Temple Air Chrome
Speaker Is Thirty-six Inches Square —
To Be Used in Store Door
Chicago, III., September 6. — Temple, Inc., is
making an effective display for its dealers in
the form of an "oversize" Temple Air Chrome

Temple Oversize Display Speaker
speaker which has been found very effective in
stimulating interest and creating business. This
speaker is thirty-six inches square and is
equipped with brackets for use in dealers' doorways or for suspension in the interior of the
establishment.
It has the same tone as the regular model
and will handle the volume of the most powerful
amplifier without distortion.
This Temple "Dealerola" may be lettered with
the dealer's slogan or other advertising copy,
further increasing its effectiveness.
Godard

Leases

New

Quarters

in Syracuse

Syracuse, N. Y., September 6. — The Godard
Music House has taken a long-time lease of
the Duguid Building, 428 South Warren street,
this city, which will be occupied by the company after extensive alterations have been
made. The plans call for a most attractive
music store, together with a number of studios
for teachers, an artists' studio for the use of
visiting artists, and an auditorium where music
pupils can give recitals.
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"switches"
year of many
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turning
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Federal.

These are the reasons they give us 1. Federal
knows

is a radio
how

radio —

pioneer.

to build

has always

of radio

and

Federal

quality

3. Federal's
Federal
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built that kind
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prices assure

a profit on

still is.

discounts

confidence

every
and

and

the Retailer

sale —

and

applause

the

of cus-

tomers.
2. Federal

offers a complete

line of

radio — in every pocket-book

range

($90 to $1290) — without a sacrifice of tone quality, selectivity or
distance

range

4. Federal's policy never overloads
the Retailer with merchandise —
or overloads
Federal

in any model.

his territory

Designated

Retailers.

Phone, wire or write for the
Federal proposition.

FEDERAL

RADIO

OPERATING

CORPORATION,

BROADCAST

STATION

BUFFALO,

WGR

AT

N. Y.

BUFFALO

Federal Ortho-sonic Radio. Ltd., Bridgeburg, Ont.

ORTHO-SOtfC
Radio
Licensed
under patents
controlledRadio
by Radio
Corpora-* Federal's
fundamental
exclusive
Orthotics of America,
and in owned
Canadaand\or
by Canadian
Patents,
Ltd. sonic
reproduction
is patented
underdevelopment
U.S. Lettersmaking
Patent possible
No. 1,582.470
FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION,
1738 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York
Please send me complete details of the Federal proposition.
Name
Address

_
City

with

_~_
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Walter
New
Famous

Gieseking

Brunswick

Is

Associated

Artist

Mfrs.

Pianist Is Most Recent Addition

to Brunswick "Hall of Fame" — Has Won
World-wide Renown as Artist
Another famous musician announced by the
Brunswick Co. as having joined the "Hall of
Fame" is Walter Gieseking. Mr. Gieseking is
not only a great musician and a technician, he

Walter Gieseking
is also a poet of the piano, and an artist of the
finest grain. Gieseking is of German ancestry,
although born in Lyons, France. The first sixteen years of his life were spent on the lovely
Riviera, where he had time and opportunity to
drink deep of nature's beauties. Under Carl
Lernier, of the Hanover Conservatory, he won
first recognition as a pianistic phenomenon and
the crowning point in his career was reached
with his American debut in January, 1926, and
America pronounced Gieseking the greatest
emotional pianist since Rubinstein. His first
Brunswick record is an unusual Debussy theme,
a melodic valse, "La Plus Que Lente," and on
the reverse side, "Die Silberne Cascade" (The
Silver Cascade).

Cabinet

Corp.

Store

in Chester

Edward Boon, proprietor of the Blue Bird
Music Shop, 6020 Lansdowne avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., has opened a new store at 119 South
Eighth street, Chester, Pa., for handling radio.
The main store features musical merchandise
and phonographs in addition to nationally
known lines of radio.

Thoroughbred

Plywood

You stress quality in your cabinets. Follow through and specify high grade
shipping cases.
We call our plywood cases thoroughbred cases because they deserve the
term. These Birch and Maple cases with Spruce cleats have made an enviable
reputation among exacting millmen. Their background is inexhaustible
virgin timber resources, the last word in milling equipment and seasoned
manufacturing experience of 19 years' standing.
These cases cost no more and they are every bit worthy of your product.
Send for a trial shipment

Maine

Plywood
Statler

Building

Unit

Boston,

Mass.

York, September, 1928
Adds
to

New

Factories

Four-story Building Connected to Older
Units by Bridges— Will Enable Company to Triple Its Production
Officials of the Sonatron Tube Co. have announced that a new unit is to be added to the
present Newark, N. J., factories which will
triple the firm's production.
The new factory,

New Sonatron Factory Unit
which will be connected to the older units by
means of bridges placed at two levels, will be
four stories in height. The new structure will
front on State street, while the old one fronts
on Eighth avenue, this giving Sonatron a series
of buildings a block long. In addition to incorporating many new industrial building features the factory will be outfitted with the
latest developments in tube machinery.
Nathan Chirelstein, president' of the firm,
stated that it has been his aim to depart from
the conventional factory building, and his
architects have created a structure which is not
of the usual, bare, cold and forbidding type of
manufacturing unit. There is a generous use
of stone trim, and the building is to be done
in warm shades of brick. Refinements in the
layout of machines will serve to further increase production, and it is expected that the
total
tubes output
a day. of the factories will be about 18,000
Mr. Chirelstein said that the retail value of
Sonatron tubes, which will be produced within
the next year, will reach $15,000,000, and adds
that prospects have never been brighter. He
further stated that the firm has secured several
other pieces of land close to the present plants
to provide for further expansion.
Make

Cases

Northern

Sonatron

Formed

Will Act as Factory Representative for
Wolf Mfg. Industries, Chickasaw Products, King-Haase Co. and St. John's Co.
The Associated Cabinet Mfrs. Corp. has been
organized by D. Golenpaul and Julian T. Mayer,
both well-known executives in the music-radio
industries. Mr. Golenpaul is president of the
new company, and Mr. Mayer is vice-president.
The organization will function as exclusive
direct factory representative on a national scale
for the Wolf Mfg. Industries, Kokomo, Ind. ;
Chickasaw Wood Products Co., Memphis, Tenn.;
and King-Haase Furniture Co., Memphis, Tenn.
The St. John's Table Co., Cadillac, Mich., will
also be represented in the Eastern territory.
Sales and showrooms of the Associated Cabinet Mfrs. Corp. have been established at 100
Fifth avenue, New York, and warehouse and
executive offices at 417 West Twenty-eighth
street, New York. Mr. Golenpaul states that
district representatives are being appointed
throughout the country. In the metropolitan
district of New York a new departure will be
inaugurated by his company, according to Mr.
Golenpaul, who states that the various lines of
radio cabinets will be merchandised to the dealers direct, with a complete stock in the company's New York warehouse, thus insuring
prompt deliveries and efficient service to the
retail trade throughout this district.
Mr. Golenpaul's experience covers five years
in the cabinet business, and he was formerly
Eastern sales manager of the Emerson Phonograph & Radio Corp. Mr. Mayer was formerly
owner and manufacturer of the J. & C. Fischer
Piano Co. and later was district factory representative of the H. C. Bay Piano Co. At one
time he was the piano trade executive of the
Commercial Investment Trust Co.
New

World, New

Airplane

to View

Trip

Orchestrope

Officials of Greene Co., of Toledo, Fly to
Huntington to Inspect New Model of
the Capehart Orchestrope
The first party to make an airplane trip to
the factory to view the new Capehart Orchestrope dropped dpwn out of the sky recently,
having flown from Toledo, O., to Huntington,
Ind., in about an hour. The party of seven came
from the J. W. Greene Co., Toledo's exclusive
Orchestrope dealer, and spent the day going
through the Capehart factory and viewing the
new model of this wonderful automatic phonograph. The airplane party included J. H.
Beat, C. H. Wolfert, W. W. Baillie, manager
of the phonograph department of the J. W.
Greene Co., Allen D. Gutchess, Mary Wirt,
Russell Hosier, pilot, and Frank A. Bailey.
Fred Smith, formerly of Lebanon, Ky., has
just opened a music store on Third street, Danville, III., handling Baldwin pianos, sheet music
and small instruments.
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One

dealer

of his experience

with

Bremer

a

RADIO

—and

He

he has

sold a lot of them.

further states, "After
ences on price goods we

so-called cheap
Years

several trying experiare through with the

have

shown

him

that Bremer-Tully Radio insures greater safety,
better results, less service expense, better unit
repeat orders.

That is why the thousands of Bremer-Tully
dealers all over the country are content to
renew

their franchises

B-T

— an

sets."

of radio dealership

sales and more

The

year after year.

And that's your safest guide to the selection
of a profitable line — the successful experience
of the dealers handling it.
If you are not yet franchised
Tully send the coupon.

Seven-Seventy-One

exceptional

radio

value.

Distinctive in design — it set a new style in radio
furniture — and combines quality in radio performance far beyond that ever believed possible at its
Better value cannot be found anywhere and in
price.instances can 7-71 quality be equalled — even at
few
considerably higher prices.
Genuine American walnut with sliding doors of
burl-maple and satinwood overlay panels and a
speaker of finest quality. Model 7-7 1M, Magnetic
Speaker, $245.00. Model 7-7 ID, Dynamic Speaker,
$280.00.
Prices quoted less tubes.

by Bremer-

Bremer-Tully
— a revelation
They

simply

Speakers

to all who
cannot

hear

them.

he surpassed.

The outward excellence of the solid walnut cabinets
is less than half the story — it's the interior
mechanism that counts. The Magnetic cone is
$30.00— and the Dynamic $60.00 and $65.00. The
coupon will bring details.
,
COUPON
Please send information checked
□ Dealer Franchise

Speakers

Dealer
Street
A complete line of seven models from $115.00
to $500.00 meets every reasonable requirement.

City ..

.State.
T. M. w.
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Improved
in

Employment
Detroit

Is

Situation

Aid

Dealers Anticipate Banner Season Due in Large Measure

to

Business

to Fact That

Employment

Situation Is 75 Per Cent Better Than a Year Ago — Atlas Co. Buys Five Stores
Detroit, Mich., September 6. — Talking machine
and radio dealers say that prospects for good
Fall trade are exceedingly bright, basing their
statements on the fact that business always
picks up after Labor Day and the further fact
that this year the employment situation is 75
per cent better than a year ago.
The Serlin Radio Stores, of which there are
five, have been sold to the Atlas Radio Co.,
which operates a chain of radio stores throughout the country.

You
an

Buy

J. P. J. Kelley, salesman for the Columbia
Phonograph Co. wholesale branch in Pittsburgh, while on a motor trip to his boyhood
home in Peterboro, Can., stopped off in Detroit
to visit his old friend, Thomas Devine, local
manager for Columbia wholesale, and who was
for a number of years connected with the Pittsburgh branch. Mr. Kelley is one of the oldest
employes of the Columbia Phonograph Co. He
was accompanied by his wife.
The Libreria Poplare Italiana Music Shoppe,

Aerial"
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product

Practical

Electric
combines

Set

an ex-

cellent aerial or a good ground — a thruway electrical outlet serves as lightning
arrestor — reduces static pick-up
is sold with

a FREE

and —

five-day <t>^
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2296 Mack avenue, is moving to the corner of
Mack and Chene streets, which will be a much
larger store than the old one and also a more
up-to-date store in every way.
The Frank Bayley Music Co., which recently
moved to larger quarters on Broadway, is featuring the Victor line as well as the Atwater
Kent radio line. The new store represents a
considerable investment for new fixtures and
Mr. Bayley is carrying very large stocks.
Thomas Devine, Detroit manager of the local
Columbia branch, and his sales force are all
keyed up over the new line of Columbia radio
sets, which will be offered some time this
month. Columbia dealers are getting the first
opportunity to secure the franchise for the new
Columbia radio products, which will consist of
two table models and three cabinet models of
the highboy type, prices ranging from $140 to
$350. A recent visitor was R. J. Mueller, district manager for the Columbia Phonograph
Co., with headquarters in Cleveland.
Julius Dsubak, formerly salesman in the Detroit territory for the foreign record department
of Columbia wholesale, and now with the New
York Columbia branch, was in town the other
day arranging to take his family to New York,
where they will reside permanently. While in
Detroit Mr. Dsubak called on a number of
Columbia dealers.
The People's Music Store, 3813 Industrial
avenue, Flint, Mich., has just leased the corner
store in the Theatre block. Frank Kiljanski,
proprietor, is sparing no expense in fitting up
the new and larger store.
September celebrates the forty-seventh anniversary of the J. L. Hudson Co. and special
offerings are being made in all departments,
including the music store.
The Detroit Electric Co., Detroit, Mich., distributor ofproducts of A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.,
New York, in the Detroit area and surrounding territories, announced late in August the reopening of its Kalamazoo branch at 132 North
Rose street, Kalamazoo, Mich. The new branch
is under the managership of S. Kenneth Shull.
Mr. Shull has associated with him H. P. Lockwood assisting in the territory.
Chooses
for

Federal
Antarctic

Set
Trip

Lieutenant T. B. Mulroy, Chief Engineer
of
Expedition,
sonicByrd's
Receiver
for Own Chooses
Use
4 Purpose

Tobe

Light
Socket
Aerial

Deutschmann
CANTON,

Ortho-

A 7-tube Federal Ortho-sonic receiver has
been chosen by Lieutenant Thomas B. Mulroy,

Co.

MASS.

Federal Set for Use in Antarctic by Lieut. T. B.
Mulroy on Byrd Expedition
chief engineer of Commander Richard E. Byrd's
South Pole Antarctic Expedition, for his personal use aboard the "City of New York." This
model, which has been installed in Lieutenant
Mulroy's cabin, operates on either antenna or
loop, and he expects to receive international
programs during the two years the expedition
plans to spend in the Polar wastes.
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THE

1929
ELECTRIC
SET

MODEL

40

MODEL 40 A. C.
More powerful, more sensitive.
New sealed power unit. Fdllvision Dial. Requires six A. C.
tubes and one rectifying tube.
For 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle
alternating current, $77.
MODEL 41 D. C. Requires
five D. C. tubes and two power
tubes, $87 (without tubes).

0

77
[without tubes)

N
Make

'TTO¥

the

dollars

can I speed the rate of turnover?

How

can

X X I make my capital work faster — yield more?"
Dealers who concentrate on the Atwater Kent
Radio

have found

PUBLIC

the answer.

DEMAND

The

Kent

Radio

for an article makes

is most

T

T

you quickly — again and again — with profit.
That's turnover. That's the logic of concentrating on the inexpensive radio that most people ask
for by name.

over.
Atwater

spin

in demand.

dollars you invest in it come

back

to

turn-

On the air — every Sunday night — Atwater Kent houi — listen in!
Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio
ATWATER

KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
A, Atwater Kent, President
4725 Wissahickon Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices slightly
liiglier West of
the Rockies

MODEL 42 A. C. Similar electrically to Model 40,
with addition of automatic line voltage control. Many
refinements in cabinet design — crowned lid, panelled
corners, ball feet. Full-vision Dial with over-size
numbers. Requires six A. C. tubes and one rectifying
tube. For 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle alternating current. Without tubes, ^OU

"RADIO'S TRUEST VOICE." Atwater
Kent Radio Speakers: Satin finished — some
in dark brown and gold, some in deep golden
bronze and gold. Models E, E2, and E3, same
quality, different in size.
Each $20

MODEL
44 A. C.lid.Extra-powerful,
extraselective. Crowned
Panelled corners.extra-sensitive,
Ball feet. Automatic
line voltage control. Local-distance switch. Full-vision Dial
with over-size numbers. Requires seven A. C. tubes and one
rectifying tube. For 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle a-m
alternating current. Without tubes, 'IUO
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Columbia

Phonograph

Co.

An-

nounces Radio Receiver
Five AC Models, Two

of Which

Line

Are Also Available for DC Operation, Comprise First

Offerings — Important Features Incorporated in Each Model — Prepare Dealer Aids
Several months ago this publication and leading newspapers all over this country and in
Canada carried a news story to the effect that
W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

features: They operate direct from the lighting circuit on alternating current, 100-120 volts,
40-50-60 cycle, single tuning control, with
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his potential market more quickly and with
least cost per sale. These include ideas on inside selling, street location, window displays,
tie-ups with the RCA national advertising campaign by means of local newspapers, billboards,
street car cards and direct mail, as well as handbills circularized through fairs and club functions. Mr. Krich explained that the material
will be furnished by the Radio Corp. and distributed by his sales promotion department.
Martwel

Representing

"President"

Radio

Exclusive Sales Representation Granted
Martwel Corp. in New England States,
New York and Other Big Cities
The Martwel Corp., New York, a national
>ales agency recently established by Paul S.
Weil and Martin Zatulove, has announced its
appointment as representative of the "President," a new AC radio receiver sponsored by. the
S. Freshman Co., Chicago. The executive head
of this company is Sig Freshman, formerly in
charge of the mid-West territory for the Chas.
Freshman Co., Inc., New York. It is announced

H. C. Cox, Columbia President
manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., announced that the Columbia Co. was to enter
the radio field. The name of the new set was
to be called the "Columbia." The Columbia
radio set in five striking models — two table
types and three cabinet designs — is now ready
for the market.
The news story on Columbia radio was of
great interest to the public at large, because of
the picturesque background behind Columbia
products, their history extending over a period
of forty years, back to the days when dictating
machines and phonographs were interchangeable and it was customary for guests to gather
around a table in the music or drawing room
to listen to the playing of a record by placing
tubes in their ears, much in the manner of the
present-day radio head-set. Through these years
Columbia has been a pioneer in the highly specialized science of recording and reproducing
sound. It was the Columbia Phonograph Co.
that was one of the first to experiment with and
manufacture the electrically cut phonograph
records, which are recorded through a radio
microphone.
The new "Columbia" radio sets round out for
Columbia dealers a comprehensive and unusually
salable line of Columbia cabinet, portable and
electric reproducing phonographs, and radiophonograph combinations, all of which have met
with outstanding public acceptance.
Each of the five "Columbia" sets, detailed descriptions ofwhich are given in the "Newest in
Radio" section of this issue, combines great
selectivity, splendid volume and remarkable
tone. Each is a piece of fine furniture — an outstanding example of the cabinet-maker's skill —
with its own distinctive art motif.
All these sets have the following important

W. C. Fuhri, Columbia Vice-President
illuminated dial. Two of the five models are
supplied also for use with direct current. No
batteries are needed, the set simply being
plugged into the house current. In each
model the Columbia receiver uses tuned radio
frequency. Three models are equipped with
built-in loud speakers. All models are provided
with a jack so that the amplifier may be used
for the reproduction of phonograph records. All
of these models operate on alternating current;
two of them, however, may be had for use on
direct current. In this latter case while cabinets
are exactly the same a different model designation is given for those using direct current.
A striking descriptive booklet for distribution
by Columbia dealers to their customers is being
made available by the company. This booklet
depicts the five instruments in settings with a
futuristic touch. Moving picture slides are also

RCA

Jobber

MFG.

All-American Mohawk Lyric Sets and
Temple Loud Speakers Given Wide
Publicity by Cycle & Auto Supply Co.
The Cycle & Auto Supply Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
of which Ed Bill I is the head, was the sponsor
recently of an unusual sales promotion idea. A

Starts

Promotion

Dept.

A sales promotion department, in charge of
Paul R. Krich, vice-president, has been inaugurated by the Radio Distributing Corp., wholesaler, Newark, N. J., with branches in Asbury
Park and Trenton. The Radio Distributing
Corp. is wholesaler of RCA Radiolas, RCA loud
speakers and RCA Radiotrons.
The sales promotion department was designed
to actively assist RCA authorized dealers in
selling, servicing and advertising RCA products.
Mr. Krich has formulated plans, ideas, suggestions and selling methods both effective and
timely with a view to helping the dealer reach

"QUALITY" Cotton Flocks, order a sample bale of our Standard No. 920 for Phonograph Record Manufacturing.
WASTE

Distributor's
Buffalo
Publicity
Unusual

being produced for dealers' use.

The
Demand
for Quality
Never
Ceases
To learn the difference between ordinary Cotton Flocks and

CLAREMONT

that the chassis of the "President" is fully
iicensed by the Radio Corp. and associated companies. Exclusive sales representation has been
granted to the Martwel Corp. in the New England States, New York, New Jersey and the following cities and their trading areas: Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Cleveland, Detroit,
Pittsburgh, Akron, Canton, Columbus and other
key cities in a large, important territory.

CO.

Claremont,

N. H.

Lyric Radio and Temple Speaker Publicity
miniature airplane depicting the "Spirit of
Temple" was mounted on top of an automobile
which proceeded to tour the city. The AllAmerican Mohawk Lyric radio receivers were
also advertised in large banners on the sides of
the car, and in front of the City Hall, the mayor
and the chief of police of Buffalo were presented with a Lyric radio and a Temple speaker.
Death

of Geo.

E. Mickel

Omaha, Neb., September 6. — Geo. E. Mickel,
one of the founders of the Geo. E. Mickel Co.,
and the Mickel Bros. Co., talking machine and
radio jobbers and general music retailers in this
city and Des Moines, died at his home here recently. Mr. Mickel, who was at one time president of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, is survived by his widow, a son
and a daughter. Mr. Mickel was widely known
to the trade in this territory and his passing is
mourned by a host of friends.

j
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Shamrock

a

The

one

thing

the

whole

family

agrees

on/

M
»- -mm

"I'm glad Daddy grot
a Shamrock. It's so
easy to operate."

"I'm getting acquainted with my
own children again
now that Shamrock
keeps them home
in the evening!"

"I never was this popular before. I guess it
must be that the crowd
likes the new Shamrock
up at our house."

List

Price

NOW
THE

DYNAMIC

ELECTRIC

"HP HE one thing the whole family agrees
on." That's what we said when we
introduced
Frankly

the

we

prove the one

new

had

Dynamic

a hunch

Electric.

it would

also

set the dealers agreed on —

and, sure enough,
that!

it's proving

to be just

Shamrock Cabinets are available in finishes
to accord with every color scheme — Antique
Walnut, Chinese Jade Green, Mandarin Red,
Ebony and Gold, and Ivory. Their beauty of
design and decorative hand-carved wood
panel make them effective on any type of
table, cabinet, or console, yet they are modestly priced at only $95 list.

Wherever
aroused

this set has been
the most

It fully lives up
organization
organization

heard

enthusiastic

it has

comments.

to the reputation

of the

which developed it —
that pioneered the one

the
dial

set and ever since has maintained its position of leadership in radio engineering
Nationally

Advertised!

genius and manufacturing

efficiency.

The new Shamrock Dynamic Electric will
vindicate all claims made for it. Test it
yourself for distance, volume,
SHAMROCK
154 Summit

MANUFACTURING

CO.

tonal value.

Hear

Street, Newark, N. J.
by performance!

selectivity,

it! It will convince

you
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Twin

Cities

Increased

Distributors
Business

Report

in

All

Lines

New Brunswick Radio Models Enjoy a Fine Demand — Kern-O'Neill Co., Columbia
Jobber, Observes First Anniversary — Crosley Dealers to Meet Soon — Other News
St. Paul and Minneapolis, September 7. — The
fulsome prophecies made earlier in the Summer and accompanied by raps on wood are
now repeated without the raps. Northwest
music dealers are all agreed that the Fall season should inaugurate a very successful year.
Brunswick dealers have received an elaborate
and beautiful color folder showing the new
Brunswick models. The Brunswick dealer need

month as manager at the Aberdeen, S. D.,
branch and has a very satisfactory volume of
business to his credit.
S. A. Hilde, who covers northern Minnesota,
gave a successful demonstration of the new
Brunswick line at the Holland Hotel, Duluth,
and many accounts were added to his books.
A phenomenal sale of portables has helped the
Summer volume of business.

not^depend on the printed exposition, for delivery has started on the new line.
No favorites have been picked as yet, and
the greatest enthusiasm is shown for all the
models. The radio console model 5-KRC at
$115 is a sensation and no less popular are the
5-KRO high-boy cabinet with enclosed speaker
at $215 and the combination model Radiola
3-KRO at $395. The latter has caused much
superlative comment for the graduated volume control and the "filter" system which is
said to insure wonderful tone. All the new
models make the most of eye appeal with beautiful cabinet finish.
S. C. Schulz, manager of the Northwestern
Brunswick offices, says that records have gone
wonderfully well and that there has been a
steady monthly increase over a year ago. Mr.
Schulz believes the increased record sales are
due to the interest in combination instruments
as well as the new-type straight phonographs.
Also the movietone pictures and the publicity
given the featured songs have done much to
add to record sales.
The Brunswick Co. will have its recording
instrument in Minneapolis, and Northwest dealers will have the opportunity of seeing the
latest type of records made. Local talent will
be used. There is a great deal of interest
throughout the trade in the event.
Out-of-town visitors to Brunswick headquarters include S. L. Sather, of Grand Rapids,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Winters, of Minot, N. D.;
N. P. Lilly, A. B. Ettleson, of the Glass Block,
Duluth, and George Costen, Huron, S. D.
J. E. Henderson, Jr., has concluded his first

Kern O'Neill Co., Columbia distributor, has
celebrated its first anniversary as a firm, and
everyone concedes the success of the combination. Arrival of the straight Columbia, radio
is eagerly awaited. A. J. Heath was in Minneapolis from the Chicago offices late in August.
The George
C. Beckwith
Co., Victor disNew

Jersey

Holds

Jobber

Sales

Meeting

RCA, Magnavox and Wasmuth-Goodrich
Executives Give Talks at Sales Gathering of Radio Distributing Corp.
The Radio Distributing Corp., Newark, N. J.,
with branch offices at Asbury Park and Trenton,
New Jersey, distributor of the Radio Corp. of
America and other nationally known lines of
radio apparatus, recently held its pre-season
sales meeting at the Washington Hotel in Newark. Max H. Krich, president, presided.
Arthur Byer, district sales manager of the
Radio Corp., outlined the RCA sales policies
and the importance of the distributor in radio
merchandising, as well as the need for closer
co-operation with authorized RCA*-dealers. W.
W. Cohen, assistant advertising manager of
RCA, described the sales promotion and advertising activities of the company and their direct
bearing on the dealer. Bayard Clarke, representative of the Magnavox Co., Chicago, manufacturer of Magnavox dynamic speakers, told of
the sales opportunities in the Magnavox liner and

CASE
Master
The COMPACT '$
98
A Profit Leader. Eight tubes
(including rectifier). Full AC
operation; single dial control;
artistic wood cabinet. Three
tuned stages. Complete i
(less tubes)

offers

Builder
a

new

of Fine Radios
and

York, September, 1928

tributor, sponsored a presentation of the new
Victor line at the Nicollet Hotel. Over 150
Northwest dealers were present. A fleet of
Paige cars with large signs carried the visitors
on a sight-seeing tour of Minneapolis, a police
escort preceding them. A luncheon at 1 o'clock
was followed by demonstrations of the new instruments. Representatives of the Victor Co.
who were here for the meeting included A. W.
Deas, Jr., N. H. Norvell, Howard Kupp and
K. Mclnis.
R. C. Coleman, manager of the radio division,
plans to announce soon a meeting of Crosley
dealers. Merchandise has been absorbed in
phenomenal amounts. Among the important
accounts opened are the Dayton Co., of Minneapolis, and the Leader's two stores, in the
same city. E. W. Owen, of Mankato, wellknown furniture dealer, is planning an active
Crosley drive, to include billboard displays.
The Belmont Corp., distributor of the Sonora
line, has had a very successful August. George
Michel, president of the company, says they
are' oversold on the Sonora portable. They are
anticipating the arrival soon of the new combination instruments.
demonstrated various models. Lambert Friedl,
national sales manager of the Wasmuth-Goodrich Co., Peru, Ind., addressed the gathering on
radio furniture from its inception, the magnitude
of the business and the quality of the line. An
enjoyable luncheon brought this most successful
meeting to a close.
Stevens
New

to

Market

Dynamic

Speaker

New Product, Different in Principle and
Design, Will Shortly Be Placed on Market— Other Models in Demand
A new dynamic speaker, different in principle
and in design, will shortly be placed on the market by the Stevens Mfg. Corp., New York, according to Clifford E. Stevens, treasurer of the
company. "Our engineering and acoustical
laboratories have been at work on this new
product for some time," Mr. Stevens said, "and
I can safely say that it is a startling product
which will be of great interest to the radio industry. In our organization we notice a marked
increase in inquiries for the Burtex cone, one
of our exclusive products, since the advent of
the dynamic speaker idea and the use of more
power
in reproduction."
Mr. Stevens
stated that production of the Sibley motor for phonographs is well under way,
and the Stevens Mfg. Corp. has been enjoying a
spendid demand for this product.

complete

line of super 'powered AC
Neutrodynes at lower prices!
The CASE franchise assures bigger sales
and bigger profits by offering a complete
line of 7 and 8 tube, full AC sets from $98
to $500, backed by an intelligent merchandising plan that assures liberal dealer cooperation.
CASE RADIO is full licensed. The CASE
Chassis are famous for their rugged construction that withstands rough handling in
shipment and continuous satisfaction in the
hands of owners.
CASE SUPER-POWER stage by stage
meets the public demand for clear, pure
tone with real volume.

Radio's supreme musical instrument. The finer CASE Ninetube Neutrodyne (including rectifier) in combination with electric phonograph. Dynamic
speaker. Loop operated. Luxurious cabinet, gold
fitted. Less tubes...
$500

World, New

Write today for full details regarding these
finer sets and our liberal dealer plan.
CASE ELECTRIC
CORPORATION
Division United States Electric Corporation
MARION, INDIANA

Ideal

Radio

Mfg.

Co.

Cabinet
Expands

New Product, Different in Principle and
Design, Will Shortly Be Placed on Market— Other Models in Demand
A new plant, designed for the purpose of
finishing and shipping cabinets and affording
25,000 square feet of space, has been established
by the Ideal Radio Cabinet Mfg. Co., New
York. The actual manufacturing of cabinets
will be continued in the old quarters of the
company, according to Sam Rappoport, president, who stated that the new facilities were
engaged in order to speed up deliveries of the
finished product, and render more efficient
service to dealers, jobbers and manufacturers.
A well-rounded line of radio cabinets has
been announced for the 1928-29 season by the
Ideal Radio Cabinet Mfg. Co., designed to be
equipped with a variety of magnetic and AC
or DC dynamic speakers, at the option of the
purchaser.
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Lion

Cabinets
are

the

Authorized
Furniture

for all
Atwater Kent
Radios

Model 115
Phonograph and
Radio Console
This new cabinet has a rich, modern ele ■
gancethat makes it an adornment to any
home. Finished in Walnut of beautiful
grain, artistically high-lighted. Cabinet is
26 inches long, 15 inches wide, 45 inches
high. Three views are shown here; at
lower left, phonograph in use; at center,
radio in use; at upper right, cabinet comclosed, showing
matched pletely
doors.
Further beautiful
descriptionangleand
list price are given below.
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Philadelphia

Is
Trade

Many Dealer Conventions and New Model Demonstrations Held During the Past
Month — Record and Portable Sales Well Maintained — Victor Dealers Meet
Philadelphia, Pa., September 7.— While the
past month was of the usual mid-Summer type
with a quieter trend indicating the absence of
customers throughout the vacation days, there
was a livelier side to the trade in the demand
for certain commodities and interest in the
coming new types of machines and radios to be
launched this month.
September days will be replete with the many
new devices in radio and talking machines and
combinations which are now being shown to
the dealers by manufacturers and wholesalers
for Fall stocking. Trade conventions and
demonstrations are being held with a view to
introducing the newest sets and phonographs
and the generous attendance of retailers and
associates as well as public indicates the growing interest which is manifested in these devices.
The newer radios are not only entertainers but
also provide attractive household furnishings
and the cabinets and perfection of reproduction
in the latest improved talking machines are
excellent drawing points for the purchases of
these musical wares.
Record sales throughout the month were well
maintained and portable talking machines likewise were seasonally active among the retail

stores, with manufacturers reporting a gratifying business. Talking machine repair parts
and accessories held to a steady Summer demand which indicated the coming Autumn
needs were being anticipated.
Victor Dealers to Meet
The important trade event in the Quaker
City field in the current month is the coming
introductory session of the Victor Talking Machine Co. to be held jointly with the distributors for the local territory. The assembly of
the retailers from the Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern Jersey, and Delaware territories will
take place on September 9 at the BellevueStratford Hotel when the latest automatic Orthophonies are to be shown to the trade in advance of stocking for the Fall and the holidays.
More than 1,000 dealers are expected to attend
the combination session to be held with the
factory representatives, H. A. Weymann &
Sons, Inc., and the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., acting as hosts. Those who will "represent H. A. Weymann & Sons, are President
Harry W. Weymann, A. C. Weymann and Herbert Weymann, of the firm, with Manager
Charles W. Bahl, of the wholesale Victor department and his associates on the sales staff,
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displayed, while the speakers will give educational sales and business talks for the promotion of talking machine and record sales in the
coming season. There will be service of refreshments and demonstration concerts as an
important part of the social and entertainment
features of the session.
Additions to Brunswick Staff
The staff of the Brunswick Co. has been enhanced by the addition of two men who will
cover Philadelphia. They are E. F. Zerwieve
and Walter Kelly. The foreign record sales
now are under Max Sacks. Several new Brunswick dealers have been added this Summer and
sales of records have been unusually active
throughout the warm weather.
New Columbia Radio Sets to be Ready Soon
The Columbia Phonograph
Co., 40 North
Sixth street, Philadelphia branch, is now mak• (Continued on page 100)

Radio

reached
with

Lawrence Urband, Roland Burrows, William
Doerr and Everett McCormick. Those who
will extend a welcome from the Philadelphia
Victor Distributors, Inc., are President Louis
Buehn, Vice-President Harry A. Ellis, Secretary Frank B. Reinick and the staff with Raymond J. Boldt, manager of the record department, Manager William Anderson, of the service branch, and Miss Irma Groelle, who this
year has taken over the problem of record
promotion sales among the dealers.
The Victor Co. will be represented by President E. E. Schumacher, and other executives,
while a specially arranged talk on advertising
has been planned in the program with a speaker from the N. W. Ayres Co. occupying the
rostrum. The new line of automatics will be
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ing a drive on the newer sets of radio in five
models at list price from $140 to $350. Samples
are now on display and will be ready for sale
by mid-September. There were added September
6 several new records that have attracted dealers as novel and unusually good renditions.
There has been a heavy demand for Paul Whiteman records due to his appearance at Willow
Grove Park and tie-up with dealers at the
time. Broadcasting of Moran and Mack every
Sunday night has helped materially in increasing the sales of the Two Black Crow Records.
Brunswick Atlantic City Display
The complete line of Brunswick phonographs and radio sets is being shown throughout the late Summer weeks in Atlantic City in
ihe Boardwalk headquarters of the manufacturers, where Ivan Brooks is manager of the
concert and demonstration hall. The new table
models are now being shown to the vacationists
at the seashore resort.
Good Demand for Honest Quaker Products
Exports of the Honest Quaker main springs
and the line of portables made under that name
featured by Everybody's Talking Machine Co.,
Inc., 810 Arch street, have been holding steady
throughout the Summer months and show a decided picking up since the late season brought
about preparation for the Autumn's needs.
There have been improvements in the Honest
Quaker portable talking machines that give excellent tonal qualities to the handy sizes in the
line for Summer outing, or convenient for the
smaller homes or apartments. Repair parts are
in demand and showing a growing shipment to
all parts of the world. President Philip Grabuski, of the company, is now in Havana, where
he will remain for several weeks.
National T. M. Co. in New Home
Larger quarters have been secured by the National Talking Machine Co. at 44 North Ninth
street, where Leo Marks has removed his stock
of talking machines, repair parts and records.
The old quarters at 35 North Ninth street have
been abandoned.
New Bosch Models Displayed
As the Lewis Radio Jobbers' campaign on
Bosch AC radio receivers progresses, the headquarters of the distributor for the Philadelphia
district have been busily engaged in shippingall available supplies received from the American Bosch Magneto Co., of Springfield, Mass.,
to dealers. There are three new sets in the

Victor

Distributors

for Eastern

Penna.and

New

Jersey

line in the East, together with a Service, not infallible, but embodying the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation to the limits of our
power.
Our continuous growth is
an unfailing sign that our efforts are helping an increasing host of
radio
dealers
"Grow
With to

TRILLING
WHOLESALE

&
MONTAGUE
RADIO MERCHANDISERS

N. W. Cor. 7th and Arch Streets
Branch Office:

latest improved designs, one of which, Model
29-3, in a beautiful Saginaw cabinet console,
with sliding panels for doors, has been a most
popular set with dealers and a large waiting
order list is now held at the firm for future deliveries. The new console has eight tubes and
an illuminated single dial. It retails at $295.
At a meeting at the Hotel Sylvania during the
past month the three models were on display
and more than 500 dealers viewed the latest additions to the line. In the evening a large number of citizens were attendants at the public
concerts held jointly with the show. M. J.
Lewis, of the firm, presided and was assisted
in extending the firm's welcome by the sales
staff. Factory Sales Manager for the Eastern
Division Harry Russell and Field Representative H. Stratton of the American Bosch Magneto Co. gave talks on constructive sales cam-

newest

Radiola

all-electric
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paigns and advertising plans for the coming
Us." The group of dealers represented the
season.
territory in eastern Pennsylvania, southern New
Jersey and Delaware.
Crosley Campaign Covers Wide Area
Under the direction of Sales Manager John
Marden, of the radio division of the Motor
Parts Co., 818 N. Broad street, there has been
a constructive sales and exhibition drive held
throughout the eastern Pennsylvania, southern
New Jersey and Delaware territory, covered by
the local distributors of the Amrad and Crosley radio lines. The Motor Parts Co. has arranged this campaign for eleven counties in
this State, eight in Jersey and two in Delaware,
making the County Fairs now under way the
centers of activity and displays. These lines
are being carried by the leading department
stores in the city. Lit Bros., Wanamakers, and
Gimbel Bros., all are carrying the Crosley. The
popular-priced models have been particularly
attractive to the public as giving good quality
with conservative price range.
Majestic August Demand Big
A record August sales volume was scored by
Peirce-Phelps, Inc., 224 N. Thirteenth street, on
Majestic radio sets, which have been sent in
large numbers to the whole territory covered
here by the distributors. The firm reported the
month of August sales record to be on a parity
with the usual Fall activity and shipments have
been consumed by the dealers just as fast as
they are received from the factory. In the new
branches in Harrisburg and Wilkes-Barre the
efficiency and speed of handling shipments to
that territory have enabled the retailers to score
an equally rapid sale of available models of the
new AC Majestic. There are now more than
500 dealers handling the Majestic radio line in
this section.
Visits Grigsby-Grunow Plant
Charles W. Phelps, secretary and treasurer
of Peirce-Phelps, journeyed to the Chicago
headquarters of the Grigsby-Grunow Co. in late
August remaining for a few days with the manufacturer while enroute to Denver, Col , for a
two week's' vacation. J. T. Peirce, of the firm,
has been sojourning in the New Hampshire resorts at New Found Lake where the family
Summer home is maintained.
AU-American Mohawk Lyric Dealers Meet
Displays of the latest additions to the All(Continued on page 102)
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Slagle model pictured above is a ten-tube radio and phonograph
combination, and one of five quality console numbers comprising
the Slagle line for Nineteen Twenty-Eight and Nine. Again we utilize
the same new and revolutionary circuit which has made the Slagle —
Beautiful, Faithful, Outstanding — without a peer in radio today.

I

Dealers are invited to write us for
interesting facts on net radio profits

Slagle

Radio

Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana
Division United States Electric Corporation
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Licensed under patents of Radio Corporation of America and associated companies—and The Technidyne Corporation
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states the New York Album and Card Co. is the
principal creditor with its bill of $1,014. The
firm manufactured the Guarantee supplies and
parts and a line of portables.
To Discontinue Branch Store
The store at 4 N. Eleventh street under control of Jacob Goodman will be discontinued and
the stocks sold after September 1. The store
at 4314 Lancaster avenue, also owned by the
proprietor, will be continued as it has for the
past five years with its stocks of records, talking machines and other music goods.
G. C. Ross Recovers From Illness
George C. Ross, who conducts the store at
4666 Frankford avenue, and known as the
Frankford Music House, was confined to his
bed for several weeks with grippe. He has
again resumed duties at his store and has enlarged the stocks of the radio department with
the Crosley and Atwater Kent to augment the
Columbia phonographs and radio combinations.
Opens Local Warerooms
The International Player Roll Co. has acquired Philadelphia office and warerooms at 125
N. Ninth street, where the International Rolls
are distributed for the manufacturer in Brooklyn, N. Y. The local distribution branch is
(Continued on page 104)

dial illuminated. J. E. Neutra, in charge of
the radio department of the Schimmel Co., announces that the firm has taken over the distribution of the Balkite line of radios made by
the Fansteel Products Co., North Chicago, 111.
This line is of the highest grade receivers and
housed in Berkey & Gay cabinets, made by
the Berkey & Gay Co., for seventy-five years
the manufacturer of furniture of the best American types. A complete assortment of the Steinite and Balkite receivers is being shown to the
dealers during the month for stocking for the
coming Autumn.
Good Zenith Demand
Fall models of the Zenith radios are
being shipped in volume from the local distributors, Trilling & Montague. These newer
designs are being broadly exploited through
the manager of the radio department and advertising expert of the firm, J. Lobel. There
has been a brisk demand for these AC models
and shipments are being sent out as soon as
received from the makers.
Petition in Bankruptcy Filed
An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was
filed during mid-August against the Guarantee
Talking Machine Supply Co., 35 N. Ninth street,
of which William Posher is head. The petition

oAiajcbtie
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American Mohawk Lyric and the Peerless Radio lines are being shown to the trade at the
local distributor, the Philadelphia Motor Accessories Co., 3139 N. Broad street, where dealers have been invited to inspect the attractive
line of AC sets. There are eight new models
in the group ready for Fall stocking, including
the console, table and combination sets. These
were shown at a dealers' meeting at the Sylvania Hotel in July where D. D. Weiss, sales
manager of the radio department, presided and
Gene Walla, from the factory, gave sales talks
and advertising plans and demonstrations for
the dealers. Between the business sessions
the manufacturers' and local distributor extended the hospitality of the dinner table. The
new model of the Peerless loud speaker is of
the magnetic dynamic type.
Plan October Radio Exposition
Plans for a radio show to be held on October 15th are now being developed so that the
manufacturers and distributors will tie in an
elaborate display of the newer sets of radio
and other devices used by the trade for the
edification of the public and to demonstrate
the improved AC sets. The show is being perfected by Lawrence Nixon, of New York, who
last year staged a most successful display. All
the leading manufacturers of radios, accessories
and parts are to participate in the show.
New Radiolas Introduced
The newest RCA Radiolas were shown to
Philadelphia dealers on August 24 by the local
distributor, H. C. Roberts Electric Supply Co.,
Eleventh and Race streets. The Radiola 60,
superheterodyne, was enthusiastically received
by the dealers when it was shown. J. H. Fisher,
manager of the Roberts radio department, states
a big season is looked for on account of the
popularity of the new set when the Labor Day
holidays close the Summer season.
New Brunswick Radio Models Shown
As the new types of the Brunswick are shown
here at the branch headquarters, 40 North Sixth
street, there is a growing order list for the six
models that embrace the radio and phonograph
combination AC line. The two latest models
to appear were shown in late August. They are
the super-heterodyne Model S NO, selling $217.50
less speaker, and the console type with superheterodyne Model 3 NC-8 selling for $417.50
complete with the latest dynamic speaker.
These augment the four combination models
brought out in early Summer. Two big hits
just released by the Brunswick are those from
George White's "Scandals" in the double header, "Crest of the Wave," and "What D'ya Say?"
They have been immediate successes for the
trade throughout this territory.
Is Awarded Bakelite Distributorship
Five entirely new models of the Steinite are
being shown here by the Schimmel Electric
Supply Co., 526 Arch street, local jobber. The
new sets are of the AC type and have the single
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Brush

Ideal for advertising purposes or resale. Write us for full information.
PHILADELPHIA
BADGE
CO.
Manufacturers
942 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

under the direction of John Neldine. A wide
range of choice in the Italian rolls are kept
in stock for the foreign record dealers.
To Concentrate on Majestic Line
The Penn Phonograph Co., Inc., radio distributor of this city, has announced that for the
coming season it will give its entire attention
to the distributing and servicing of the Majestic
line. T. W. Barnhill, president of the company, who recently returned from a vaction
trip to the Pacific Coast, stated in reference to
the new policy of the company: "We feel that
it is best to give our time and effort to promoting one line rather than several. It is
merely a matter of intense specialization, and
I am pleased to say that our relations with
manufacturers we have represented in the past
are of the very best."
Carries Record Envelope Stock
& Son, 27 S. Sixtieth street, is now
Grass
M.
in bulk quantijobbing record delivery envelopesmeet
the needs
ties or in smaller bundles to
envelopes
The
of retailers and manufacturers.
are in kraft with or without imprint for the individual firms. They are stocked in string and
button or metal clasp styles in the 10- and 12inch sizes and are proving popular.
Adds Majestic Radio Line
B. B. Todd, 1306 Arch street, has added the
Majestic radio line to the stock carried in his
central city store. The Summer season has
been active for these radios, with constant demonstrations being carried out by the enterprising proprietor.
R. E. Smiley Home From Coast
Richard E. Smiley, assistant general manager
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., returned to
Philadelphia headquarters after some time
spent on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Smiley found
the demand for Atwater Kent products there
very substantially ahead of any other period
in the past history of the company.
To Add Radio Department
A radio department is to be added to the
Chester Avenue Music Store with the coming
season when a line of the receivers will be
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stocked at the store, 5509 Chester avenue. The
store now carries records and talking machines.
Proprietor Vincent Costello is planning to extend the business to other music wares.
Will Open New Store in Chester
A radio store is to be added to the business
conducted by Edward Boon and known as the
Blue Bird Music Shop, at 6020 Lansdowne avenue. The store, devoted entirely to radio, is to
be located in Chester, Pa., at 119 N. Eighth
street and will stock six well-known makes.
The Philadelphia store will continue as a talking machine house with the Columbia line, radio
and other music wares as it has for the past fifteen years of operation.
Carson's to Increase Stock
A broader assortment of records and radio
supplies with other musical goods is to be
stocked by Carson's Music House, located at
1041 South street, which recently was completely remodeled, enlarged and modernized into an
attractive music emporium. Morris Sherman is
manager of the store and on the reopening date
in mid-August held a special sales drive with
entertainment for the visiting customers. The
firm carries the Victor and several makes of
radio now are stocked in the attractive radio department recently opened by this aggressive and
successful concern.
On Canadian Vacation Trip
P. J. Cunningham, head of the Cunningham
Piano Co. and well known as a Chestnut street
piano, radio and talking machine dealer, spent
the month of August in Canada motoring with
his daughters Helen and Mary. They toured
the Breton Woods in Vermont before making
the trip into Canada.
Recovers From Illness
E. T. Eiler, of Schuylkill Haven, Pa., musicradio dealer suffered an attack of the heart and
was confined to his home in the mid-July month.
He is now making recovery from the recent severe illness. Though still at home he expects
shortly to be at his business place in the upstate town.
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This will be Crosley's biggest year. Dealers are invited
to inquire for particulars of the full Crosley line.
Wholesale Distributors
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Inc.

820 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia

Sylvania
Issues
Folder
for Dealers
Portfolio Contains Wealth of Information
to Assist Dealers in Selling Sylvania
Tubes to the Public
Emporium, Pa., September 6.— The Sylvania
Products Co., which makes Sylvania radio tubes
in this city, has issued an attractive and wellplanned merchandising folder, described as an
attempt to pass on through to the actual dealers
who sell the merchandise the salesmen's portfolio which is ordinarily only shown to the purchasing agents or service and jobbing houses.
It is a combination advertising exhibit, dealer
help and merchandising portfolio.
The Sylvania Foresters broadcast program
each Wednesday night over station WJZ and
Blue network is featured and attention is called
to the good will that these programs are building up for Sylvania tubes among the buying
public. The list of newspapers included in the
Sylvania campaign together with reproductions
of the various ads is also shown, as well as
literature and display material. The leading article entitled "Radio tubes from a merchandising
point of view" carefully analyzes the market and
the sales possibilities of tubes.
Eby

Licensed

by RCA

Philadelphia, Pa., September 7.— License to
manufacture under patents held by the Radio
Corporation of America and its associated companies was granted to H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., of
this city. This license, according to F. C.
Trimble, sales manager of the Eby organization, covers the manufacture and sale of power
audio amplifiers and power units. This arrangement heralds the entry of the manufacturer of the smallest radio accessory, the bind- *
ing post, into the power-audio amplifier field.
Development of a combination power-audio
amplifier and power pack by the Eby engineering staff has been in progress for the past year.
The perfection of the unit was climaxed by
the patent negotiations and license granting.
A. K. Dealers

Meet

Reinhard Bros., Atwater Kent distributors of
Minneapolis, held a dealers' meeting at the
Nicollet Hotel, in this city, recently, consisting
of a business session, luncheon, banquet and
dance. Among the speakers was H. H. Reinhard, of Reinhard Bros.; George Phillips, of
the Pooley Co., Philadelphia; Zeke Coleman, of
the Red Lion Cabinet Co., Red Lion, Pa.; P.
A. Ware, L. A. Charbonnier and L. A. Pratt,
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

Herman Rose and Nate Hast, respectively
president and general sales manager of the
Shamrock Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., may be
seen in the above photograph, snapped while
they were having the time of their lives at the
recent business carnival of the May Home
Utilities Co., distributor in New Jersey for
Shamrock radio receivers.
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of the type M-28 Sun Reproducer. This reproducer with
the Willett patented diaphragm is guaranteed to eliminate
excessive

Type M-28
This reproducer with the Willett patented diaphragm is considered the most
valuable contribution to the art of
sound reproduction and is the greatest
development in the phonograph industry. The special processed aluminum
used in the diaphragm is the result of a
long laboratory research.
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Recognition of Firm's Excellent Performance in Distributing Line Granted by Award
of Exclusive Distributorship — Feature Zenith Automatic Week in Ads
Trilling & Montague, wholesale radio distributors of Philadelphia, Pa., report a number
of important developments affecting their activities. Chief of these is that they have just
been granted the exclusive distributorship for
Zenith radio in their territory. Previously this
line was represented by another distributor as
well as by Trilling & Montague, and the decision of the Zenith Radio Corp. to entrust
Trilling & Montague exclusively with representation of the Zenith line is a recognition of
the excellent performance of this distributing
organization in the past.
Trilling & Montague anticipate a recordbreaking volume of Zenith sales this year, and
have provided facilities for handling this business as well as for rendering free service to
the dealers. Trilling & Montague are entering
their third year as distributors.
The firm plans to augment the present sales
organization by a duplicate set of salesmen in
order that they may intensify their sales efforts on the Zenith line. Their present plans
contemplate separate salesmen to sell Kolster
radio. This sales organization will also introduce the Q. R. S. Movie Camera, for which
Trilling & Montague are exclusive distributors in their territory.
Co-operating with the national activities of
the Zenith Radio Corp., Trilling & Montague
and all Zenith dealers are featuring the new
Zenith Automatic set in a smashing campaign
of billboards and newspaper advertising. The
week of September 9 to 15 was known as
Zenith Automatic Week, and by special window displays, newspaper advertising and other
sales promotion activities a great deal of inter-

est was aroused in the Zenith Automatic set.
Trilling & Montague made arrangements with
station WLIT of Philadelphia for a series of biweekly broadcasts for a Zenith radio period to
begin September 16 and to continue throughout
the Winter months. A similar broadcast period
last year was sponsored by Trilling & Montague and was very favorably received among
the radio audience of WLIT and the results
obtained warranted a repetition of this feature
this year. An excellent musical program was
rendered with just credit to the artists as well
as to their sponsors.
The new Sunbury, Pa., branch of Trilling &
Montague, recently established, reports increasing activity, which is an indication that the
firm made a step in the right direction when
they decided to establish this branch in order
to give increased service to their Zenith dealers
throughout central and northern Pennsylvania.
Complete stocks of the firm's merchandise are
exhibited in the warehouse at Sunbury and a
duplicate cf the firm's shipping and servicing
facilities in Philadelphia is also found there.
Dealers from surrounding towns are getting
into the habit of making frequent visits to Sunbury for the purpose of picking up merchandise
and also keeping in more intimate contact with
Trilling & Montague activities. David M.
Trilling, of the firm, spent a great deal of his
time in Sunbury in the recent months to make
sure that nothing was overlooked in their efforts
to establish the Sunbury branch on an equal
footing with the Philadelphia headquarters as
a distributing point which radio dealers can
point to as a model of efficiency and service in
radio distribution.

resentative ofthe Red Lion Cabinet Co., Red

Other speakers on the program were Vernon
W. Collamore, general sales manager of the
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.; C. E. Sheppard, advertising manager of the Louis Buehn Co.; John F.
McCoy, Atwater Kent representative; Henry
Canada, of Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Atwater Kent advertising agents; Leon E. Charbonnier, manager of the service department of
the Atwater Kent Co.; Eli Dyson, credit manager of the Atwater Kent Co., and R. E. Smiley,
the genial and aggressive assistant general sales
manager of the Atwater Kent Co.
After the luncheon buses were boarded for
"the big parade" to the Atwater Kent factory,
where the afternoon was devoted to an inspection of the plant. The evening was given over
to a banquet and an exceptionally enjoyable
entertainment. Many well-known entertainers
on the Keith circuit had been secured for the
occasion.
During the entire course of the day the new
lines of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Pooley Co.
and Red Lion Cabinet Co. were on display and
attracted considerable interest The Red Lion
Cabinet Co. had on display for the first time
its two new models announced elsewhere in
this issue, and the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. displayed for the first time its new dynamic
speaker, known as the Model F. The affair was
a decided success from every angle and tremendous enthusiasm was manifested. At the business session 330 were present and 500 were
gathered together for the banquet. The Louis
Buehn Co. presented each registrant with an
automatic pencil and leather-bound notebook
to make record of the many important facts
brought out at the business meeting. The affair was under the capable management of T.
Wayne MacDowell, convention manager of the
Atwater Kent Co., and the decorations in both
the exhibition room and banquet room were by
"Cap" Morgan, display manager of the Atwater
Kent Co., assisted by Paul J. Lennon.
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Louis Buehn Co. Holds Open House in New Home — Host of Gathering of Dealers
at Hotel Pennsylvania — Interesting Addresses Feature Latter Event
Philadelphia, Pa., September 6.— The Louis
Buehn Co., of this city, Atwater Kent distributor, has engineered two very important events
recently in local Atwater Kent circles. On
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On Wednesday, September 5, the Louis
Buehn Co. was host to Atwater Kent dealers upon
the occasion of the fourth annual convention
of dealers in the Philadelphia territory, held at
I

Cabinet
at

Capacity

Full capacity production is now under way
at the factory of the Superior Cabinet Corp.,
New York, utilizing 50,000 square feet of manufacturing space, according to Bernard J. Greenbaum, secretary of the company. Mr. Greenbaum states that the superior organization is
enjoying the best year in its history, and the
factory is working on a seven-day schedule.
"We are opening new jobber and dealer outlets throughout the country," said Mr. Greenbaum, "and the Superior line of cabinets is
proving popular wherever shown. We have
recently been appointed one of a group of eight
cabinet manufacturers authorized to distribute
the Peerless Magnetic and Dynamic speakers.
The Superior models will be on display at the
Radio World's Fair in Madison Square Garden
in an attractive setting."
E.

C.

Rauth

Resigns

Koerber-Brenner
Louis Buehn General Offices

Louis Buehn Display Room

Monday and Tuesday, August 13 and 14, respectively, the Louis Buehn Co. held "open
house" at its new building at 835 Arch street.
Dealers throughout the territory visited these
new quarters, which were described in last
month's issue of The Talking Machine World,
and were impressed with the remarkable facilities. Complete lines of the new Atwater
Kent, Pooley and Red Lion products were on
display and they aroused enthusiasm among
dealers who had the chance to see them.

the Hotel Pennsylvania. The morning session
was given over to business. After the opening
address of welcome delivered by Louis Buehn,
president of the company, Russell E. Hunting,
sales manager, presented a brief outline of the
program for the day. The new lines were
presented as follows: Atwater Kent, by W. R.
Cunningham, Philadelphia representative;
Pooley cabinets, by B. R. Stauffer, treasurer and
sales manager of the Pooley Co., Philadelphia;
Red Lion cabinets by Charles Coleman, rep-

Post

St. Louis, Mo., September 6. — E. C. Rauth, vicepresident and secretary of the Koerber-Brenner Co., local Victor distributor, has resigned,
effective September 1, it was leari»ed recently.
Mr. Rauth was one of the best-known music
men in the city, and had been identified with
the Koerber-Brenner Co. for several years. He
has been connected with the talking machine
and record trade for a long time, and his decision to sever his connection with the local
Victor organization was viewed generally with
regret by his many friends throughout the talking machine trade here.
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Dealer Meetings and Demonstrations of New Models Feature of Month in MusicRadio Trade — Brunswick, Philco and Stewart-Warner Models Shown to Trade
Portland, Ore., September 4. — At a meeting of
the Oregon Radio Trades Association, which
was held in the banquet hall of the Congress
Hotel, August 20, several matters of great importance were discussed and acted upon which
had a distinct bearing on the Fall trade. The
most important subject before the Association
was the abandonment of the Fall radio exposition. The pros and cons were presented and
it was finally decided to abandon the show.
Premier showings were held last week before Portland dealers of the new Brunswick
radio receivers that have been announced by
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender*Co., of Chicago.
The Northwestern debut was engineered by
A. R. McKinley, manager of the local branch,
and G. T. Fullman, who is in charge of distribution in the States of Oregon, Washington
and parts of Idaho. At the demonstration in
Portland Before the dealers of the city and
vicinity, attention was called to Brunswick entering the radio field.
Several console highboys of American walnut were shown at the Brunswick demonstration, and in Model 13KRO a combination of
the Brunswick electric Panatrope with Radiola
is incorporated in a smart console.
Announcement has been made that the local
Zenith dealers will put on public displays during "National Zenith Automatic Week," starting September 9. Daily demonstrations will be
held in the stores and windows of all Zenith
dealers and distributors during that week and
will unveil the mystery of automatic tuning. It
is announced that the Zenith window displays

will include the "station-a-second" demonstration by girl models showing how even a child
can rapidly and without hesitancy provide a
complete evening's radio program on the new
Zenith automatic without a touch of the dial.
Harry Boyd Brown, merchandising and advertising counselor in the marketing of the new
Philo electric radio sets, and Sayre M. Ramsdell, Philo sales promotion manager, spoke at
a recent meeting of Philo dealers in the Portland territory. The men were on a crosscountry merchandising tour, speaking at similar
meetings, over an 11,000-mile route. About 200
dealers attended, according to H. D. Heenan,
local branch manager. Mr. Ramsdell was the
principal speaker at the meeting and in addition to Mr. Boyd, the dealers were addressed
by R. F. Herr, service engineer, who was present. The latest Philo sets were exhibited and
demonstrated for the dealers.
The Sunset Electric Co., distributor of Atwater Kent radios for the Portland territory,
had a $50,000 fire and the complete stock of
radios was practically destroyed. George Sammis, manager of the Sunset Electric, lost no
time in recovering from the fire and in two
days was in temporary quarters doing business
as if nothing Had happened. The building was
repaired and inside of three weeks all traces of
the fire had disappeared. Two carloads of radio
equipment were rushed to supply the depleted
stock and since then large supplies have
reached the company via the water route.
The Graybar line of receivers which has
been placed on the market will be distributed in
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Portland by A. M. McMillan, manager of the
Portland branch. As yet no definite plans as
to distribution have been announced.
The new Bush & Lane radio has reached
Portland and the Interstate Sales Co. has been
named as distributor for Oregon.
A special demonstration display was given
by the Stewart-Warner Co., of Portland, of
their new radio receivers at the local office, 495
Burnside street. O. M. Hill, manager, announced that the display was open to the public every evening until 10.30. The display is a
radio show in miniature. Every variety of radio
equipment is displayed, including the eight new
Stewart-Warner models for 1928-29.
The music trade of Portland and vicinity
suffered a severe loss in the death of Frank
Lucas, of the Seiberling-Lucas Music Co. Mr.
Lucas was 58 years old and has been identified
with the music industry of the city for the
past 22 years, entering business with F. A.
Seiberling. He was a musician and band leader
and the bands directed by him have won many
national trophies.
Arcturus

Plans

Display

Nineteen different types of Arcturus AC
tubes will be on display at the booth of
the Arcturus Radio Co., at the Radio World's
Fair, in Madison Square Garden. These tubes
include low-voltage replacement tubes as well
as the standard Arcturus 15-volt line. Particular interest has been stimulated by the
Arcturus AC shield grid tube and the quickacting 2.5-volt type 127-detector tube.
The Radiovision Corp., 62 West Thirty-ninth
street, New York City, announces that station
KSTP, operated by the National Battery
Broadcasting Co., Inc., St. Paul, has been added
to the chain of stations that are presenting
radio pictures through the Cooley Rayfoto
process as regular features on their programs.

The

Newest

New Columbia Phonograph Co. Models: (1) Model C-5. (2) Model C-4. (3)
Model C-3. (4) Model C-2. (5) Model C-l
Model C-2 is a seven tube table
Columbia Phonograph Co., New York
model with cabinet of modern art deCity. Model C-l is a six tube table
sign of Oriental walnut veneer, high
model. Cabinet: Early English, walnut veneer. Height 12% inches, width
lighted, with antique ivory white and
ebonized mouldings. Height 11%
24 inches, depth 15% inches. Radio
inches, width 25 inches, depth 14%
Set: AC, three stages of tuned radio
inches. Radio set : AC, four stages
frequency and one detector. Single
tuning control, rotating illuminated
of radio frequency and one detector.
dial. Operates on ordinary house curSingle tuning control, operating varirent of 110 volts, 60 cycles, alternatable condenser bank and rotating illuminated dial. Operates on ordinary
ing current. No batteries required ;
house current of 110 volts, 60 cycles,
simply plug in. Set uses following
tubes: 1 CX-371A or UX-171A ; 4 CXalternating current. No batteries re326 or UX-220 : 1 CX-327 or UX-227 ; 1
quired; simply plug in. Set uses folCX-380 or XJX-280. Tubes are extra.
lowing tubes: 1 CX-371A or UX-171A;
5 CX-326 or UX-226; 1 CX-327 or UXA jack
thatreproduction
the amplifier mayis beprovided
used forso the
227; 1 CX-380 or UX-280. Tubes are
of phonograph records. List price,
extra. A jack is provided so that the
$140.00, West of Rockies, $145.00.
amplifier may be used for the reproduction of phonograph records. The
Model C-6. The above described inornamental dial escutcheon is oxidized
strument may be had to operate on direct current, and, in this case, is desantique bronze. The cabinet hardware is gun-metal finish. List price,
ignated as Model C-6. List prices, on
this model the same as those quoted
$160. (Price west of Rockies same).
Model C-3 is a six tube receiver in
above on Model C-l.
Red Lion Cabinet Co., Red Lion, Pa.
Model 115, combination phonograph
and radio cabinet, made to accommo-

Red Lion Cabinet Model 115
date Atwater Kent Models No. 40 and
42 and Atwater Kent speakers. Cabinet equipped with an improved electrically driven phonograph already In-,
stalled. List price, $135.
Model No. 4500 also for Atwater
Kent Models No. 40 and 42 and Atwater Kent speakers. This number,
in design, choice of woods, and cabinet making, is described as the mas-

in

Radio

high-boy cabinet of early English design, walnut finished, with striped walnut veneer. Height 45 13-16 inches,
width 21% inches, depth 16 inches.
Radio set : AC, three stages of radio
frequency and one detector. Single
tuning control operating variable condenser bank and rotating illuminated
dial. Built-in cone type dynamic loud
speaker. Set is non-oscillating, fully
shielded. Operating on ordinary
house current of 110 volts, 60 cycles,
alternating current. No batteries
required : simply plug in. Set uses
following tubes: 1 CX-371A or UX171A; 4 CX-326 or UX-226; 1 CX327 or UX-227; 1 CX-380 or UX-280.
Tubes are extra. A jack is provided
so that the amplifier may be used for
the reproduction of nhonogranh records. List price. $200. (West of
Rockies. $220). Model C-7. The ahove
described instrument may be had to
operate on direct current, and, in this
case, ison designated
List
prices
this model, astheModel
same C-7.
as those
quoted
Model Open
C-3. cabinet. Seven
Modelon C-4.
tube high-boy. Georgian period, walnut finished, front and dial board of
figured butt walnut. Height 47 inches,
width 23 inches, depth 16 inches. Radio set: AC, four stages of radio frequency and one detector. Sinerle tuning denser
control
variable
conbank operating
and rotating
illuminated
dial. Set is non-oscillating, fully
shielded. Built-in cone type dynamic
loud speaker. Operates on ordinary
house current of 110 volts. 60 cycles,
alternating current. No batteries required ;simply plug in. Set uses following tubes: 1 CX-371A or TTX-171A:
5 CX-326 or UX-226: 1 CX-327 or UX227; 1 CX-380 or UX-280 and 1 CX381 or UX-281. Tubes are extra. Jack
Is provided so that the amplifier may
be used for the reproduction of phonograph records. The ornamental dial
escutcheon is oxidized antique bronze.
The
cabinet
is gun-metal
finish.
List hardware
price, $285.
(West of
Rockies, $300) .
Model C-5 Ooen is a seven tube receiver in English 18th Century highwalnut
Handcarvedboy cabinet,
veneered
with finish.
butt walnuts.
Height 48 inches, width 24 inches,
depth 19 inches. Radio set: four stages
of radio frequency and one detector.
Single tuning control, operating variable condenser bank and rotating illuminated dial. Set is non-oscillating,
fully shielded. Built-in dynamic loud
speaker with power amplification.
Operates on ordinary house current of
110 volts.rent.60
cycles, alternating
curNo batteries
needed; simplv
plug In. Set uses following tubes: 1
CX-310 or UX-210: 5 CX-326 or UX226; 1 CX-327
UX-227;
UX-281.
Tubesor are
extra.2 CX-381
A jack oris
provided so that the amplifier may be
used forgraph
therecords.
reproduction
of phonoList price,
$350.
(West of Rockies. $375).
service. Mica space for maximum
rigidity.
DeForest Audion 471-A, power amplifier, with special oxide coated filarigidity.ment and mica spacer for maximum
DeForest Audion 480, full wave recoxide coated
Accur-to
atetifier,
positioning
of filaments.
elements said
insure equal rectification of both
halves of AC cycle. Higher voltage
for a given current drain may be obtained.
Radio Corp. of America, New York.
Model 60 AC super-heterodyne circuit,
eight tubes and rectifier, two stages of
tuned radio frequency amplification,
first detector, oscillator, two stages of
tuned intermediate frequency amplification, asecond (power) detector, and
one stage of power audio frequency
amplification. Voltage switch provided
for variations in line potentials of 105

Red Lion Cabinet Model 4500
terpiece of the line. Finished in walnut of contrasting tones, with anglematched double sliding doors.
DeForest Radio Co., Jersey City,
N. J. DeForest Audion 426, AC filament type amplifier with mica spacer
at top of elements for maximum rigidity and special oxide coated filament.
RCA Loud Speaker Model 103
DeForest Audion 427, heater type
to 125 volts. Antenna and ground
AC detector amplifier with five-prong
connections and loud speaker pinjacks
base. New insulating material and
special heater wire improves length of 108 at rear of cabinet, which is of two-

RCA Radiola 62
toned walnut. Bronze escutcheon
plate inlectorcenter
panel encloses
sedial and ofconceals
small bulb
which illuminates the dial and tuning control,
power switch
and volume
control
provided.
List price,
$175,
without Radiotrons.
Model 62 employs the same superheterodyne circuit and Radiotrons as
Radiola 60, with the additional feature of built-in RCA dynamic loud
speaker. List price, $375, without
Radiotrons.
Model 64 AC super-heterodyne cir-

RCA Radiola 64
cuit employed in Radiola 60 is used
with modifications and additions.
Nine tubes, one of which functions as
an automatic volume control, and two
rectifier tubes supplying current for
set as well as built-in RCA dynamic
speaker. Use of UX-250 power amplifier gives large volume without distor-

RCA Radiola 60
tion. Tuning meter for accurate tuning,
an loud
automatic
trol,andkeeping
speakervolume
outputcon-at
desired level of sound and avoiding
•necessity of frequent adjustment of
volume control, thus tending to eliminate fading of distant stations. Sensitivity control permits variance In accordanceWalnut
with seasonal
tions.
cabinet. static
List condiprice,
$550,
RCAwithout
loud Radiotrons.
speaker 103, wooden
frame and pedestal moulded to resemble hand-carved oak. Not susceptible to variations in temperature
or moisture.
Tapestry and
medallion
conceals the mechanism
completes
decorative
List price, design
$37.50. of 'the instrument.
Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J.
AC amplifying tube, type 48, for use in
radio and audio frequency amplifiers.
Fifteen volt heater design, to operate
with a 4.5 volt bias at a plate potenType 4S is an imvolts.
tial of 135 provement
over the type 28 amplifier,
distorinput without
raisingtionvoltage
and increasing
its amplifying
volume.
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Graybar Electric Co., New York.
Receivers and speakers. Graybar 300,
table set, six tubes, battery operated,
tuned radio frequency circuit, three
stages of radio frequency, two stages
of audio frequency and detector. List
price, $72.25 less tubes.
Graybar 310, table set, AC operated,
six tubes and rectifier, radio frequency circuit, three stages of radio
frequency, two stages of audio frequency and detector. Single illumidial control.
of five-ply
walnut natedveneer,
withCabinet
overhanging
top
and bottom. List price, $115 less
tubes.plied Awith this
Graybar
will equipped
be supset, iftable
desired,
with a built-in magnetic type speaker.
console
fiveplyGraybar
walnut 320,
veneer
withcabinet
high oflighted
finish, equipped with magnetic speaker
on right side of cabinet. AC operated,
six tubes and rectifier, illuminated
dial, single control, and employing the
same circuit as Graybar 310. List
price, $195 less tubes.
Graybar 330, table model, eight
tubes and rectifier, super-heterodyne,
AC operated. Single control, illuminated dial, four stages of radio frequency amplification, oscillator, first
detector, second (power) detector and
one stagecation.ofThis set
audio
amplifimayfrequency
also be obtained
with specially designed table and
built-in magnetic type speaker. Cabinet finish in five-ply walnut veneer,
fluted corner posts and overhanging
top
and
bottom. List price, $175 less
tubes.
Graybar 340, console model, of fiveply walnut veneer with three-quarter

Kellogg; Wrought Iron Radio Chair
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago. Wrought iron tables, benches
and chairs for use with Kellogg Model
515 table type receivers. Dealers may
obtain this special equipment designed

six tube AC receiver, single dial control, pilot light, burl walnut cabinet

in

Radio

Graybar

Electric Model
Co.'s 310.
Radio (4)Line:
Model
340. (2)
320. (3)
Model (1)300.
(5) Model
330 Model
Chassis
similar
to Graybar 330
Single control illuminated dial. List
revolving doors, super-heterodyne,
price, $375 less tubes.
eight tubes and rectifier, AC operated, with built-in dynamic speaker.
of loud speakers. Easy rolling tray
for sets up to 24 inches long, 10 inches
high and 13 inches deep. Overall dimensions 43 inches high, 28 inches
long by 17 inches deep. Model No
486 Jacobean Highboy of matched burl
framed with walnut mouldings. Upper
part of door decorated with carved
moulding of true Jacobean motif. Upper deck of interior is made to accom odate aloud speaker. Lower section equipped with sliding tray to hold
standard sets up to 28 inches long,
10 inches high and 13 mcnes deep.
Overall dimensions 58 inches high, 34
inches long by 13 inches deep. Also
produce Models No. 487 and 484 in the
Tudor period. Model No. 485 in the
Jacobean period. Model No. 488 early
American, Model No. 482 Queen Anne
and Model No. 481 Moderne.
American Reproducer Corp., Jersey
City, N. J. American Liberty speaker, designed as a plaque of the statue

Kellogg Wrought
BenchIron Table and
especially for the Kellogg table model
receiver through Kellogg distributors
in their territory. In territories not
served by a distributor, dealers may
purchase equipment direct from the
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago.
Bodine Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
Three motors, types TV-30, TV-20 and
TV-12, to meet the demand for a re-

Robert W. Irwin Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich. Complete line of artistic ra;
dio cabinets in true period design. Illustrated herewith Model No. 489 Tudor. Doors embellished with grapevine scroll carving across top and

Gulbransen Model 260-C
piano finish. Retail price, $112.50.
Model 260-C, six tube AC console

American Liberty Speaker
of Liberty finished in bronze, list price,
$30. micType
1 American
chassis AC
for No.
operation
on 110 dynavolts,
50 to 60 cycle AC, power transformer
and dry rectifier, list price, $50. Type
DC No. 2, dynamic chassis for opera-

Gulbransen Model 160-T
type receiver, single dial control, pilot
light. Cabinet of burl walnut, piano
finish. Contains built-in Gulbransen
speaker equipped with Farrand unit.
Retail price, $187.50.
Gulbransen radio speaker, walnut
Bodine Motor for Television
liable electric drive for television
scanning discs. Provides unusual staof speed,canandbe yet
with ina speed
suitablebilityrheostat,
varied
25 per cent above or below normal enabling the scanning disc to be perfectly synchronized with the sending apparatus. Designed to operate 18-, 20and 24-inch scanning discs at speed
of 1080 R.P.M. Through a special
compensating winding can be operated
on either alternating or direct current.
Gulbransen Co., (Radio Division),
Chicago.
Model 160-T, table model,

American Dynamic Chassis
tion on 90 to 110 volts DC as well as
from 90 volt tap of B power units,
list price, $30. Type 6 volt No. 3,
chassis for operation on 6 volt storage
batteries
with list
a current
drain of onehalf ampere,
price, $30.
Gulbransen Speaker
finish, equipped with Farrand speaker
unit, 12 inches high, 8% inches deep
and 11% inches wide. Retail price,
109
$30.

Irwin Cabinet Model 489
Flemish linen folds on panels with
hardware in center of panels. Lower
section equipped to hold various types

Polymet Mfg. Corp., New Tork.
Strip resistances in various bright
colors, designed to increase speed in
assembly.
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volts, and proportionate amperes at
four volts. Operates at 105-120 volts
AC, 50 to 60 cycles. List price, $37.50.
Replacement unit type BNK takes
the place of acid jars in trickle

Associated Cabinet Mfrs. Model 830
Associated Cabinet Manufacturers
Corp., New York. Model 830, Lowboy
chest, fancy burl walnut with burl
maple overlays, five-ply walnut top
and front. This cabinet is adapted
for Pacent phonograph combination
unit,up,includingPacent
electric motor,
etc. electric
Height pick40%
inches, width 31% inches, depth 17
inches. Set compartment 27% inches
wide, 10 inches deep, 13 inches high.
List $60.
Model 855, Highboy chest, burl walnut panels, with maple overlay and

in

Radio

hook-up. Finished in double nickel
plate or gold plate. New 1929 model
is said to give clearer tone and
greater volume. Is made in two models, one for use with plug-in jacket
and the other for use through the detector tube.

Elkon Type BNK
charger
and
List price, $5. increases charging rate.
Replacement
unitrate
type20%,
BJ said
to increase charging
list price,
$7.50.
Type M-16 and type V-4 replacement

I
Ideal Console Cabinet
Peerless Magnetic speaker $80; with
Jensen or Newcombe-Hawley AC Dynamic speaker $130; with Jensen or
Newcombe-Hawley DC Dynamic
speaker $120; without speaker $65.
Table for new Radiola 60 in walnut,
size 13 inches x 32% inches. List

Superior Cabinet Model 601
Superior Cabinet Corp., New York.
Model 601 cabinet, genuine butt walnut finish, height 49% inches, width
25% inches, depth 17% inches ; panel
size 21 inches x 11 inches. May be

Elkon Type BJ
rectifiers designed for various types
of chargers, list prices, $7 ana $4, respectively.
Metallic rectifier, type EBH for replacing BH type tubes. Shaped like

Ideal Table Cabinet for Radiola 60
prices
RCA 100-A
Peerless
Dynamicwith
Magnetic
speakeror $50;
with
Jensen or Newcombe-Hawley AC Dynamic speaker $85 ; with Jensen or
Newcombe-Hawley DC Dynamic
speaker $80; without speaker $30.

Associated Cabinet Mfrs. Model 855
five-ply walnut top and sides. Height
48 inches, width 27 inches, depth 18%
inches. Set compartment 8 inches
high, 23 inches wide and 15% inches
deep. List $40.
Elkon, Inc., Portehester, N. Y. Apower supply, rectifier replacement
units. A-supply, four or six volts from

Elkon Type EBH
a tube and has standard tube base.
Guaranteed life of 5,000 hours. Designed solely as replacement unit and
fits all types of tube sockets. List
price, $6.
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., Long: Island
City, N. Y. Fada 12 table model, DC
receiver for operation from 105 to 125
volt DC power lines. Identical in
appearance with Pada 10 AC model,

Fada Model 12
and built on the same chassis.
12 designed to operate with the
type detector, 171-A type power
other tubes 201-A type. List
Elkon

Webster Electric Co., Racine, Wis.
Webster electric pick-up, made in two
models. Model 1-A includes pick-up
head, supporting arm with a volume
control incorporated in the base and

Superior Cabinet Model 81
obtained equipped with various types
of Magnetic or Dynamic speakers.
Model 801 cabinet, genuine butt walnut finish, height 49% inches, width
28% inches, depth 17% inches; panel
size 24 inches x 11 inches. Can be
obtained equipped with various types
of Magnetic and Dynamic speakers.

necessary
adapters.
Model 1-B
includes pick-up
head, separate
volume
control and necessary adapters. Model
1-A lists at $17.50; Model 1-B lists
at $12.50. Two adapters are packed
with each model so that pick-up is
readily adaptable to either battery
operated or AC sets.

Pada
200-A
tube,
price,

$120.

same unit. Three taps located on panel for various voltages. Dry throughout. Over-sized filter system consist-

Elkon Type
ing of three dry Elkon
two large choke coils,
ty 4500. Delivers 2%

M-16
condensers and
total mf capaciamperes at six

Allen-Hougrh Phono-Link
Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.
Phono-Link
for phonograph-radio

Webster Electric Pick-up

110

Temple Speaker •
Temple, Inc., Chicago. Model 50
Temple Dynamic speaker, finished in
walnut. Operates on either AC, DC or
battery power, 14% inches high, 11
inches wide, 6% inches deep, weight
18 pounds. Retail price, $49.

Pilot Electric Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Variable condenser. Mounting
legs permit this condenser to be
mounted on either front or sub-panel
or both.tatingShaft
is removable,
facilithe substitution
of longer
shafts for coupling mechanically to
coils or other condensers, also making
it possible to mount the condenser for
clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation. Made in the usual standard capacities.
Ideal Radio Cabinet Mfg. Co., New
York. Universal console in walnut
and mahogany, size 17% inches x 33
inches xments,45
inches x; inside
measure11 inches
14 inches
x 29
inches. List prices with RCA 100-A or
(Continued on page 114)
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Dynamic

AKER,

New Temple Model 5 0 Dynamic
THE
sets another standard of tone value.
It is a table model

tery Operation.
In quality it is amazing.
— clear down
reproduced

D. C. or Bat-

for A. C,

The

to the lowest

low

notes

register — are

in their true values, round

and

mellow, absolutely lifelike in their realism.
The treble notes and overtones — all
important

for

faithful

display a tonal splendor
broadcast
aplenty

right

may be operated
of quality.
Model
addition
Price

Model
Air Column

to the

15

—

Model

Speaker

Air Chrome

Model 15 is the refined and improved air column speaker — the same
type of speaker upon which Temple
success was founded — but now better
than ever. It is a true exponential
.$29
design, mathematically correct
and
perfect in its quality.
Price ....

you.

auditorium

at a whisper

5 0 Temple

reproducers
sale.

$49'00

that sets the actual

before

for a small

reproduction —

Dynamic

famous

every

Volume
—

yet it

without

loss

is a worthy

Temple

comparison

line of
means

a

20
Speaker

Model 20 Temple Air Chrome
Speaker represents a sensational new
development in loud speakers.$2
The
9
open tions
radiator
consists
of
two
instead of one, driven by secthe
powerful Temple Double Action
Unit, thus substantially increasing
the volume and tonal range.
Price -

Write

for Full Particulars

TEMPLE,
1915

S. Western

Inc.

Ave.
Leaders

in Speaker

Design

Chicago,

U. S. A.
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Music-Radio

Fall

With

Dealers

Great

Optimism

Excellent Volume of Business Accomplished During Summer, and Heavy Orders for
Latest Models Hearten Dealers — Await Samples of New Columbia Radio Models
Baltimore, Md., September 7.— The talking
machine and radio dealers enter into the 192829 season with feelings of unbounded optimism,
due to a number of reasons. In the first place
the past Summer has been one of the most
successful ever experienced. Talking machine
and record sales continued to be satisfactory,
and even more heartening was the fact that
radio receivers were in heavy demand throughout the entire vacation season, showing that
the public has ceased to regard radio as a seasonal product.
For the pa.st week or two a glance at the
show windows of the various music-radio
stores gives ample evidence of the opening of
the season. The latest products of various
manufacturers are being shown in elaborate
settings with the new refinements and improvements indicated. The amount of advertising
lineage being used to present the new talking
machine and radio products to the public has
shown a considerable increase over that used
last month.
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., despite the fact
that last year was the best ever enjoyed, expect to greatly exceed it when figures for 1928
are finally compiled, basing their expectations
on the number of back orders now in hand and
the tremendous sales volume piled up in the
first part of the year. At the present time
orders for straight Kolster receivers and Columbia-Kolster combinations far exceed the
firm's ability to deliver. The new line of Columbia radio receivers being introduced this month
is another reason why the officials of this company are expressing pleasure in the Fall's outlook. Dealers who have viewed advance showings of the five models are enthusiastic and are
eagerly awaiting early shipments.
Columbia record sales are continuing along
the same satisfactory lines that have characterized them during the year. The regular releases of Paul Whiteman records are being well
received, and dealers report that the regular
weekly radio broadcasts of Moran and Mack
are having the effect of further stimulating

Columbia
Are

Dr.

Kolster

Sound

205

—

Develops

Film

Method

The following statement has been issued by
Ellery W. Stone, president of the Kolster Radio
Corp., Newark, N. J.:
"Due to certain unauthorized statements
which have appeared recently the management
of Kolster Radio Corp. consider it desirable to
announce that Dr. F. A. Kolster, chief research
engineer, and his staff have completed the development of new methods of sound recording
on film for use in phonographic recording and
for phonographic reproduction. Dr. Kolster's
new invention is also applicable to the recording and reproduction of talking motion pictures.

Sets

el

For descriptions and photographs ofthe Columbia
Radio Sets, now going on

Contest

for

Vari-tone

Design

Miss Grace Fithian, winner of the Sterling
Mfg. Co.'s contest for design of the new Varitone speaker, is shown working on color effects
to bring out the beauty of the lines of the

salers,l]
IC.

z

Exclusively Wholes
ale
W
Camden St..
Baltimore. Md.

instrument. She won the contest when nearly
fifty designs were submitted by students of the
Cleveland School of Art, from which she graduated last June. The design represents rays of
the sun shining through banked clouds. The
color is rich brown with shaded gold, and was
planned to assure pleasing harmony with any
style of color scheme in a home.
Sterling engineers have developed the Varitone around an exclusive Sterling feature,
which allows an actual adjustment of varying
of the tone through the use of a control in
the base of the instrument. As a result the
tone quality of the new Sterling speaker compares favorably with that of many dynamic
speakers on the market.
When the instrument is installed, an average
setting is made, which usually is never changed.
Some users prefer to change the adjustment
to reproduce sharp and incisive pitch and tone,
or, on the other hand, depth of tone which predominates in the lower registers.
Delicate parts of the driving unit are die
castings, finished to the most rigid standards,
and an entirely new method has been devised
to eliminate loss of motion of the driving pin.
Appoints
Managers

An organization of thirteen district manN. J. agers, covering, every part of the country, has
been announced by H. C. Holmes, sales manager of the DeForest Radio Co., Jersey City,

bigger profits for you.
Write us for details.

Swart

Miss Grace Fithian

District

Columbia Radio will build

Wm.H.

inventions."
Wins

DeForest

the market, see the fourColumof theCompany
pagebiainsert
Phonograph
in this issue.

ColumkiaWhol
L. L.Andrews

The laboratory development of these inventions has already proven highly successful. The
superiority of Kolster's invention we believe to
be an accomplished fact, and the company is
devoting its efforts to commercializing these

quite a sensation by displaying and demonstrating the instruments to interested customers.
The National Piano Co., Zenith dealer, is featuring the Automatic through window displays
and advertising.

Radio
Her

Now Columbia dealers
can offer their customers
Columbia Radio — thus
completing the famous
Columbia line of Vivatonal Columbia Phonographs, Columbia New
Process Records, Electric
Reproducing Phonographs, and Phonograph
and Radio Combinations.

sales of the "Two Black Crows" discs. The
recent issue of Charles Mack's book "Two
Black Crows in the A. E. F." has also helped
to renew interest in the black-faced comedians.
Cohen & Hughes, Inc., newly appointed
Fada distributors, held the first formal showing
of the line at the Alcazar, attended by a large
number of local dealers who were entertained
following the showing at a dinner in the Blue
Room. C. M. Sherwood, Fada district sales
manager, was a guest and delivered the principal address.
Parks & Hull, Atwater Kent distributors,
whose territory was recently enlarged to include several other States or portions of them,
recently held a meeting of dealers to outline
sales and advertising plans for the coming season. A number of new accounts have been
opened by this enterprising firm during the
past month.
Zenith dealers who have secured models of
the Zenith Automatic receivers have created

York, September, 1928

r

"These district managers have their individual staffs of representatives who call on jobbers and dealers in their respective territories,
insuring closest possible contact with the musical and radio trade. 1 shall personally visit
the various territories from time to time, so
as to co-ordinate all efforts and to lend my utmost aid to managers, jobbers and dealers."
The main point in merchandising DeForest
Audions is repeat sales, according to Mr.
Holmes, who pointed out that the DeForest
line is not intended to compete on a price basis.
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Making

Musicians

the Music

Is the Problem

Trades

of

Today

To keep the music business alive and growing,
interest in music and the desire for musical expression must be inculcated in the minds and
hearts of our youth.
HOHNER is doing a tremendous job in that
direction through general publicity, a large advertising campaign, and through the distribution
of a beginners' instruction book on "How to Play
the Harmonica."
More than five millions of these books have
been distributed free.
Much of the music business of today represents
the growth of musical ability among boys and
girls who were first introduced to music through
the Harmonica.

How!
Here's
Yourself —
Help
First, get a supply of free instruction books. Second, get one of
the popular display assortments for your counter. Third, get the
money-making electric window flasher which we supply practically
free with one of our fast turnover assortments. Then you'll not
only make more in immediate profits, but you'll be making future
customers for other musical instruments.

Ask your jobber, or write us, for helpful suggestions

M.

HOHNER,

Inc., Dept. 72, 114
New York City

East

16th

St.

Every time you sell a harmonica or pass out
free instruction books, you are making a musician for the future. The more you make, the
bigger that future will be.
Our work creates
you need do is let
monicas— by proper
— and keep a full

the customers for you. All
them know you carry harcounter and window display
stock to meet their varied

preferences.
Somebody will get the bigger harmonica business that we are rolling up for Fall. Why not
make that "somebody" you?

ii4
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Radio

{Continued from page 110)
The A. Ii. Smith Iron Works, Chelsea, Mass. Wrought iron radio furniture, designated by the name of
Smithcraft. Smithcraft Model D Con-

Smithcraft D Console
sole type, made to accommodate all
of the standard makes of radio sets:
Smithcraft Model F Queen Anne
table also designed to support all
makes of popular receivers. These
models may be obtained in color combinations such as antique brown and

Consolidated Radio Corp., Arborphone
Division,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Arborphone model 45 AC receiver using four UX-226 tubes, one UX-227,
two UX-171 and one TJX-280 rectifier

World, New

automatic meter selector. All receivers
equipped with phonograph pick-up
jack. An additional socket for dynamic speaker is part of standard
equipment in all Marti receivers. Console equipped with dynamic speaker.
Table
model model
at $350.lists at $195, and console
The Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Dynamic speaker to be
known as Model P and which is expected to list at $15. This new speaker
is somewhat similar in size to the
Model E-3, the depth being greater,
to take care of Dynamic mechanism.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Television Clarostat, designed
to fulfill the requirements of a precision control for the scanning disk
of television receivers. Comprises a
special power type Clarostat, with
short-circuiting push-button, contained
in a ventilated metal housing with
mounting feet. This device has a resistance range of from 25 to 500 ohms.
Dissipates up to 80 watts and is
capableversal orofcondenser
controlling
type either
motor aon uniAC
or DC up to one-eighth horsepower.
Stettner Model 83
RCA 100-A speaker or Dynamic
speaker, modatebuilt-in.
accomall models Designed
of receiverto chassis.
Model 83 cabinet, finished in walnut
and curly maple overlay, with doors
of butt modate
walnut.
accomall models Designed
of receiverto chassis,
and may be obtained with RCA 100-A
speaker or Dynamic speaker built-in.

Arborphone AC Set and Cabinet
tube. Three stages of radio frequency
amplification, detector, one straight
audio and push and pull audio output
employed. Has patented AC hum filter, single control and phonograph
pick-up jack. Is fully adjustable to

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York
City. Grebe CR 18 Special, a popularpriced short-wave receiver, containing
all the features of the CR 18 and an
additional stage of audio frequency
amplification, together with other enhighlights. design
Two audio
formersgineering
of modern
have transbeen
included, and the last audio stage has
been designed with provisions for
power-tube operation. Color coded
cable-attached facilitating connections
between the set and external batteries.

Arborphone AC Set
va'iation in house current voltage.
Housed in mahogany eabinet. List
prices: chest type cabinet, $75. BM
base with balanced armature speaker,
$45; BD base with AC rectifier and
dynamic speaker, $70.

Apex Table Type Receiver and Speaker
control, illuminated. Metal cabinet,
walnut finish. List price, $85, less
tubes. Slightly higher west of Rockies.
New Apex magnetic type loud
speaker, designed especially for use
with Model 36 Apex receiver. (Speaker
shown on top of set in illustration.)
Mounted on lid of Model 36 with two
screws. May be used with other receivers, placed on table or stand, etc.
Speaker is of mantel clock design,
with gold grille. List price, $25.

H. B. Eby Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
Pa. New 171 power audio amplifier,
operating directly from AC house supply circuit,
output as
of approximately 1.5with
watts,an known
the 220
power audio amplifier. It is a twostage transformer coupled unit, employing 226 AC tubes in the first stage
and two
171 tubes
in push-A
pull
fashion
as the connected
output stage.
three-stage amplifier utilizing a 227,
226 and a pair of 250s ready shortly.

Stettner Model 82
Stettner
Phonograph
Corp., New
York.
Model 82 cabinet, finished in
walnut and high-lighting, with doors
of butt walnut. May be obtained with

Smithcraft Model F
pale gold, black and silver gray, Chinese vermilion and black, blending
greens, hammered silver and many
others. Price range, from $14 to
$47.50.
Apex EI*ctric Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
1929 Model 3fi AC table type receiver,
employing six tubes and one rectifier
tube. Neutrodyne circuit. Single-dial

Columbia

Marti Console
Marti Electric Radio Co., Inc., West
Orange, N. J. Marti electric power

Marti Table Model
radio receivers, table and console
models : equipped with the new Marti

MASSACHUSETTS
GEAR AND TOOL CO.
Woburn, Mass.
23 Nashua St.
Specialists in Small and Medium Size Cut Gears,
Worms, Sprockets, Etc.
They will put
Life
In Your Motor
or Equipment

York, September, 1928

Wholesalers,

Inc., Open

Branch

Baltimore, Md., September 10. — Realizing the need for local service
and local deliveries, Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., of this city, exclusive
Kolster and Steinite radio distributors for Maryland, District of
Columbia, parts of Delaware, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West
Virginia, have opened a sales and service branch at 1619 L street,
N. W., Washington, D. C. Leroy McDowell, formerly with the
Philadelphia Battery Co., will be in charge of the new branch house.
Stocks of batteries, Cunningham tubes, Marathon kits and tubes,
Brach antenna equipment, Kolster, Farrand and Temple speakers,
in fact, every item necessary to a radio dealer's business, will be
carried. A stock of Kolster and Steinite sets, also Columbia-Kolster
radio combinations and electric phonographs, will be carried for
immediate delivery by truck to Washington dealers.
A complete service department will be installed so that prompt
and efficient service will be given on Kolster, Columbia-Kolster and
Steinite products. A forty-eight-hour tube replacement service will
also be inaugurated.
Mr. McDowell has been a resident of Washington all his life
and has been in the radio and phonograph business as dealer, factory
representative and salesman. He hardly needs any introduction,
either in Washington or adjacent territory in Maryland and Virginia.
Raymond Reilly continues as Columbia's representative on
phonographs and records in Washington and will make his headquarters at the new branch.

Portable's

Gain

Told

in Plaza

House

Organ

The growth of the portable business is interestingly related by S. Kornberg, secretary of
the Plaza Music Co., New York City, in the
feature article of the current issue of Sound
Facts, the Plaza dealer publication. Mr.
Kronberg pointed out that eight years ago
portables were first introduced in the United
States with a first year's total sales of approximately 50,000 machines. Last year over one
million were sold, it is stated, with the probability that this year an even greater number
will be reached. The article entitled "The
Goose That Laid the Golden Egg" continues
to tell of the importance of portable business to
the music dealer and stresses the evils of pricecutting. It contains food for thought regarding
the profitable market that still awaits exploitation bv dealers.
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that

Masters

any

Audience!

seated in the lobby of a large Eastern Hotel a group of men sat ready to
COMFORTABLY
criticize a new Musical Instrument. At the first touch of the needle their faces, to a man,
registered mild surprise. Then as the music progressed smiles of wonderment covered their faces
as they glanced from one to another. Before the first record was completed the demonstrator
was besieged with questions.^ "Where do you get such powerful amplification?" . . . "How have
you accomplished that rich tonal quality?" . . . Such exclamations as "Man, there's absolutely no
difference between that and the Orchestra recording!"
The phenomenal success with which the
ORCHESTROPE
was greeted by these
men was truly justifiable. Its mechanism
is almost human. THE
ORCHESTROPE PLAYS 28 RECORDS
ON

Never before has such an instrument been
introduced to the public with such rich

BOTH
SIDES CONTINUOUSLYTURNING AND CHANGING
THEM

critics simultaneously into loyal supporters! EXACTLY AS THE GREAT
MASTERS THEMSELVES PLAY IT—
THE ORCHESTROPE
REPRODUCES
MUSIC AT ANY DESIRED VOLUME.

AUTOMATICALLY.
56 SELECTIONS—4 HOURS
OF UNINTERRUPTED HARMONY.
THE Magnetic Power
doors and into your
with music, and to keep
ORCHESTROPE
stands

quality of correct volume at any amplifications. Nor has there ever been an
instrument that will turn a group of

of Music — that irresistible force that draws people through your front
place of business. If you serve a public, that public will be better pleased
a business secure, naturally, only the very best music will suffice. The
alone in the Commercial field as an instrument with enough controlled

volume to master and entertain perfectly any size audience in any imaginable setting. Mechanically it is almost human. The
ORCHESTROPE
reproduction!

most

critical "ear" for music

Sold only through

The

Capehart
Factory

Automatic
and

Qeneral

is the most

easily won

by

Dealers
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Atwater

Kent

Gives

Dealers

"New
Roads
to
Radio
Sales"
Series of Folders Outlines Comprehensive Sales Campaign Detailing Methods to Be
Employed

by Dealers to Stimulate Sales — "Tone in the Home'"

The season of 1928-29 opens with dealers in
enviable positions with new models of instruments, awaiting market, more fertile than ever
before because of the improvement in broadcasting and the important part which radio is
playing in the Presidential campaign, and with a
wealth of material provided by manufacturers to
assist in stimulating sales. In addition to the
usual aids supplied dealers in the forms of display material, consumer literature, etc., several
manufacturers have this season prepared sales
campaigns which if followed and properly ap-

Mail Campaign

plied should prove of inestimable value in buildOneing profits.
of the most complete and comprehensive
campaigns ever offered to the retail trade is that
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., which has prepared and distributed to its representatives a
series of folders, handsomely printed and profusely illustrated, outlining fully the steps to
take to make "1928 and 1929 the biggest Atwater
Kent year." The first of the series is entitled
"New Roads to Radio Sales," and lists the roads
as: 1. Better executive management; 2. Better

Table
Kj;,laSpeaker
JModel
30Dynamic

Radio's
£ate§t
Achievement
The new Rola Dynamic Power Speakers, sensational wherever demonstrated, are taking radio users by storm. From the deepest bass to the highest
treble, these new speakers reproduce with marvelous accuracy — attaining a degree of realism never before equaled. They operate with type 171, 210, or 250
tubes. The new Rola Dynamic gives a response approximately twice that of any
other dynamic on a given input. In the complete Rola line, dealers and manufacturers find just the right loudspeaker for every radio installation, regardless
of kind or cost.
Model 35. A console dynamic speaker.
Top dimensions sufficient to accommodate
any standard radio set. Operates directly
from 110-volt AC
<!£"! 1 O
socket
- List Price HJ)-L1U

Model D-110-2. Same as Model D-110,
but with special input transformer for
push-pull sets and
<tt^fl
amphfiers
List Price HP^^
Model D-90. A complete dynamic unit
Model 2 5-D. A radio speaker table with Jhh 2°-} inPut transformer, equalizer
without trans'
tms
<tC%C\ '
built-in dynamic power
being
field coil by
the excitation
er unit
former-rectifi
L;st pr;ce tfpjsU
un;t
wound
to 1950
ohms— for
40
Model 30. A dynamic table speaker equip- t0 80 milliamperes of direct cur- |ir
ped for light-socket 4t7S
rent at 75 t0 150 volts- List Price
°Peranon
List Price ^ ' J Model D-90-2. Same as Model D-90, but
Model D-110. A complete, self-contained, with special input transformer for pushdynamic speaker unit, with built-in transpull sets an£l ampli<jjj-J C
former-rectifier for exciting field from 105/
ners List Price J
125-volt, 60-cycle current, and with base Model J-M. A magnetic-armature cone
bracket, 20-1 input transformer, equalizer unit with low-pass filter, solid pole pieces,
filter, tinsel cord and ten-foot power cord armature, tinsel cord and square wooden
with through<tt ^ A
Darne housing.
<tfc 1 Q C A
switch
List Price HPJ^J
..List Price H? lOOU

are ready for installation
following units
TT? FT? Q- mThecabinetand
TF A f^TT
yi/f\ "NTTUrfLKs
*-^ri-fvJ->
i UlVHrVO.
console
sets. Write for prices.
Model D-180-M. A dynamic unit with field coil
tinsel cord.
wound to 7,000 ohms for excitation by 20 to 30 Model M. A magnetic-armature cone unit with
milliamperes at 150 to 225 volts.
low-pass filter, solid pole pieces, armature, and
Model D-90-M. Same as D-90, but without basetinsel connecting cord. Dimensions and mountbracket, 20-1 input transformer, equalizer filter or
ing same as Model A.
<-Ask your jobber for full details on the loudspeakers,
or write factory for name ofUpla jobber nearest you, ■» THE
ROLA
COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
OAKLAND, CALIF.
612 North Michigan Ave.
47 West Sixty-third St.
Forty-fifth and Hollis Sts.
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finance plans; 3. Better understanding of the
market, and 4. Better direction of selling effort.
The early pages of the book are devoted to illustrations of the original Atwater Kent plant and
the present-day fifteen-acre factory and views of
various departments with text matter explaining
the policies which actuate the company. In detailing the need for better executive management the book states that every department must
be operated efficiently; expenditures must be
planned on a definite budget; accurate records
must be kept; faster turnover should be obtained
through stock control, and other items of supervision must be observed. Planned effort is
stressed as being essential to successful selling.
The necessity for adopting a sound financing
plan is urged because "the right finance plan
will make business capital more workable when
it is most needed, and it will secure sales in a
bigger market because it makes small down payments possible." Four rules are given to be followed by the dealer to know his market better.
They are "Know your logical training area; know
the characteristics of the people in your community; secure data on the number of wired
homes, and, to verify your quota, take into consideration those factors that indicate the purchasing power of your community — population,
earning power, home ownership, car registrations and advertising circulations." Co-ordination of the selling staff is also put forward as
an essential as is the adoption of a definite
plan of operation.
A number of pages are used to illustrate
and describe the tremendous program of advertising, radio broadcasting and sound merchandising which the Atwater Kent Co. has
planned to support dealers. A double-page
spread shows a map of the United States with
the territory covered by the weekly Atwater
Kent broadcast programs with photographs of
twenty-six of the world-famed operatic and
concert artists who have been heard and will
continue to entertain under the sponsorship of
Mr. Kent. Reproductions of typical magazine
and newspaper advertisements occupy several
pages as do replicas in color of five of the billboard posters which bring the Atwater Kent
name to the attention of passers-by.
In presenting a "Co-ordinated Plan of Sales
Promotion" it is suggested that 5 per cent of
the estimated gross be put aside as an advertising appropriation to be spent in newspaper
advertising, billboards, direct mail, literature
and display material and miscellaneous advertising. Four roads to sales are indicated to the
dealer. The first is that of identification, and
dealers are urged to let the store front and
windows tell everyone who passes that the
store is the place to buy Atwater Kent radio.
Illustrations showing how some dealers identify
themselves with the product occupy a page.
The second road is that of good display and
numerous illustrations of material supplied by
the company are shown. The third road is
that of good selling, and the fourth is the road
that leads to the home through the use of
posters, newspapers and sales promotion.
Supplementary to this campaign is the "Tone
in the Home" campaign described in a separate
booklet. The opening chapters deal with the
building of a prospect list. Four methods are
given: First, by telephoning customers to
secure names of friends; second, through service calls; third, by having bright boys and
girls make a house-to-house survey, and lastly,
by keeping a record of the best customers in
other lines than radio. The dealer having made a
list of likely prospects it is sent to the Atwater Kent distributor, who puts the dealer's
imprint on four mailing pieces, which are addressed to the list of prospects, stamps are attached and the dealer receives the material
bundled in lots, marked "mailing No. 1," etc.,
ready to be mailed on scheduled dates. These
for a salesman's
way demonstration.
pieces pave
mailing
call
to arrange
for athehome
The first piece makes a strong bid for a
"Tone in the Home" demonstration, the second
(Continued on page 117)
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is built around the importance of tone in reception, the third and fourth stress various
features of the Atwater Kent receiver, in addition to requesting a home demonstration.
Another booklet similar to that describing
the "Tone in the Home" campaign deals exclusively with a Christmas campaign. Two
mailing pieces are included in this sales drive,
and the distributor will prepare and address
them to the list of prospects, so that the dealer
need only mail them and follow up with a personal call.
The expense to which a dealer need go to
avail himself of this service is so slight that
;it scarcely need be mentioned. The entire
'campaign for the year is prepared and outlined
in such a wealth of detail that it seems impossible that any dealer can fail to use it with
increased sales and profit.
Oro-Tone
New

Announces

Tone- Arm

One photo shows a cross-section of the inside
of a Philco radio set which describes every detail concerning the sixty different parts that
go to make up the Philco outfit. Time payment
plans and a complete course of instruction in
the plans of this firm to market its product are
provided salesmen by means of the kit.

W.

George

William B. Puckett, formerly general manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., in
Canada, has been elected treasurer of the
Acoustic Products Co. Mr. Puckett has had

Eltz

Freshman

B. Puckett
Acoustic

New

Acoustic

Named
Treasurer

Products

Co. Executive

Has Had Long Experience in MusicRadio Industry in Canadian Capitals

Directs

Laboratory

The research and test laboratory occupying
over 1,000 square feet in the Bronx plant of the
Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New York, is now
in operation under the direction of George Eltz,
vice-president in charge of engineering, who
states that his department is equipped with
every facility for carrying out new developments as well as checking up on present production. A staff of graduate engineers is directly assisting Mr. Eltz, with numerous assistants.

many years' experience in the radio and phonograph industries. Prior to his joining the
Brunswick Co. he was head of the Musical
Merchandise Co., of Toronto, Canadian distributor for Brunswick, with offices in Toronto.
Montreal, Winnipeg and Calgary.
Mr. Puckett has already taken over his new
duties with the Acoustic Products Co., with
offices in the new Sonora Building, at 50 West
Fifty-seventh street, New York City.

Line

In Keeping With Demand for Electric
Reproduction of Records Oro-Tone Co.
Will Market Special Tone-Arms
ve

Chicago, III., September 6. — Keeping pace with
the demand for the electric reproduction of
phonograph records the Qro-Tone Co., manucaltistieti will

Oro-Tone Tone-Arm Model W/2
facturer of tone-arms and reproducers, recently
announced a line of tone-arms, each of which is
specially constructed so as to counter-balance
the weight of the pick-up. Attractive in line
and finish, these new models, two of which are
herewith illustrated, are designed to accommodate any style of pick-up. They not only meet
the requirements of each type of mounting but
also hold the pick-up in exactly the proper playing position. Each of the models possessts exclusive Oro-Tone features. The needle point is

^&ztw^e&

e one
It

at

tlie

tfie ^/^ew
w

"Fitting companions for the finest
radio receivers built.'7 That is how
one manufacturer of fine radio receivers described these distinctive

Buckeye cabinets were the sensation
of the recent Chicago Radio Show,
both because of their quality and
because of their remarkably low

Buckeye cabinets. It is a high tribute
— and a deserved one.

prices. These cabinets will be featured at the New York Radio Show.

Buckeye cabinets, of choicest walnut and fine American gum wood,
are a distinct sales asset to any radio

Don't fail to see them. Find out
how these cabinets will help you

equipment.

sell your receiving sets. Write today
for complete information.

Oro-Tone Tone-Arm Model 19^-91
correctly centered in relation to the pivot and
each arm is equipped with a counter-balance
which properly distributes the weight of the
pick-up, giving the right pressure at contact
point of needle and record.

Dealers'

Sales

Issued

Kit

by

Philco
This is model No. 33

In a complete dealers' kit sent out by the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,
a plan of operation has been included which
suggests that when a housewife is called on
during the day by a salesman, the early call is
followed immediately by a call on the husband.
Thus both by letter and by personal attention
the husband will have word of all sales talk
advanced to the wife and instead of resenting
the intrusion on her time will have an opportunity to know all the details about the product
which he, in the end, must purchase.
In addition to the sales guide the Philco kit
includes, among other things, a bronzoid sign,
display card, announcement banner, handsomely
lithographed photographs of all radio sets and
speakers for sale, cut-out photographs making
a egmplete window display, and finance plans.

Buckeye

Manufacturing Company
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
National Sales Agent, Studner Brothers, Inc., New YorkCity,
67 West 44th Street; Chicago, III, 28 East Jackson Boulevard
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Profit comes from leadcompetition. Here's
youringopportunity.
There's no radio Value
like this on the market
today. Two leaders in
their field combine to
produce an unmatchable
merchandising item —
this 3 8 -inch walnut veneer console with power
speaker built in and AC
electric Crosley GEMBOX installed. Note the

A
Leader

cut out panel which allows GEMBOX to be
fitted into place without
removing escutcheon or
metal case.

Competition
Cannot
Imitate

Ready
to

to

attach

ANY

antenna

. . ♦

SHOWERS-CROSLEY
UNMATCHABLE
SHOWERS

POWER

CONSOLE

SPEAKER

Beautifully finished walnut
veneer console built on
straight line production basis
such as has made Crosley
radio extraordinary values.
Largest furniture factory in
the world like all gigantic endeavors isin economical position to undersell any lesser
effort. If not a Crosley dealer
write us.
MONTANA, WYOMING,
SLIGHTLY HIGHER

AC

Write

Showers

NEW

ELECTRIC
RADIO

Everything in radio today demands the power speaker and
Crosley is first to produce true
dynamic reproducer at low
price of $25. Built into this
console, its realism, true tone
and powerful action is actually
enhanced by the baffle board
construction of the cabinet.
COLORADO,

COMBINATION

There is nothing in all radio
like this genuine AC electric
Crosley radio— the GEMBOX
that sells for $65. Selective
. . . shielded . . . powerful
volume . . . distant station
getter as are few others — a
truly wonderful radio and the
leader in the most successful
radio line of 1928-29.

MEXICO

AND

WEST

Dept. 26 for complete

Brothers
BLOOMINGTON,

Built in, With
$50 Speaker
Price of Cabinet

PRICES

information

Company
IND.
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BY

PROVES
POWER

S

PEAK

E

R
TO

6

Tube

lQ28 Features
Few radios at ANY PRICE combine ALL these features which are
essential to today's radio reception.

AMPLIFICATION
I NeutrodynelfMO'lOliWO
Other systems 5"5*5-H5
Crosley Radios tune efficiently
Crosley Neutrodyne circuit is sharp,
sensitive and selective. Distant
stations are easily found. Local
stations rune without squealing.

Crosley Radios are
sm
shielrie
eiae/ja Each
from element
^ o[heshielded
r
vides maximum selectivity and is
featured in the most expensive sets.

Crosley Radios are
districts
In cr°wded,local
selective where
tions fill the air you many
find means sta-of
listening to ONE at a time.

A

C

Crosley radio sets have always
been good sets. In them the public always got the utmost value.
They have always been sold on a
very close margin of profit in order
to keep the price low. This margin does not permit extensive
advertising as is possible with
other radios.
Crosley radio is well advertised
but not extravagantly. The
growth of The Crosley Radio
Corporation is due more to word
of mouth by satisfied users than
ink.
prodigious claims

irf printers'

Last winter Crosley was first to
announce that the place to buy
radio is in the home, first to encourage demonstration in the
home, first to give the public an
opportunity to. try, test and compare before buying. The growth
of Crosley sales since that time
has been phenomenal. The first
six months of 1928
shoived sales almost

The Improved
MUSICONE
the fastest selling
magnetic
loudat speaker
$15

year, because Crosin thedemonhome
leystratedsets
in comparison with
other sets immediselvesproved
to bethemthe
ately
greatest value in the

Crosley Radios can be
softened to a whisper
A positive volume control enables
operator to cut any program down
to faint and scarcely audible recep-

BE

Electilc-

jour times greater
than any preceding
Crosley Radios have
inbe nv°lum,e may
creased to treme
Volume proportions
dous
without distortion.

RA

D

I O

COMPARISON
RE

C

E

I V

RA P I QSUGjl&ErA.-T EST

GEMBOX-

E

R.

VALUE*

$65

radio world. Crosley dealers do
not fear competitive demonstrations in any prospect's home —
they encourage them. Satisfied
customers are the greatest asset
Crosley can have.
The

Crosley Dynacone — a dynamic power speaker at $25, available for all Crosley models, introduces for the FIRST time in the

popular priced field power, volume, depth of tone and rich reproduction never before believed possible. Immediately Crosley radio
became comparable to the highest priced receivers on the market.
Crosley radio with DYNACONE
gives an entirely new conception
of radio.
Crosley sweeps the field ! Crosley
outsells ANY radio on the market
today! Crosley's 5 DAY FREE
TRIAL OFFER is closely imitated, but be sure you TEST and
TRY a Crosley set against ANY
OTHER. Such direct comparison is eye-opening, for the superior Crosley receivers with this
new wonder power speaker give
an amazing performance.
THE

CROSLEY RADIO CORP.
Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico
and West prices slightly higher
Crosley prices do not include tubes

8 tube AC Electric
SHOWBOX $80
Genuine neutrodyne 3 stages radio
amplification, detector, 2 stages audio
(last one being two 171 push-pull
powei tubes) ana 280 rectifier.

6 tube Battery Operated
BANDBOX $55
The Bandbox is the ideal radio for
places where electric current is not
available for AC receivers. Genuine
Neutrodyne, housed in a beautiful gold
highlighted case. This receiver can be
converted for use from the power lines
by means ot a suitable power supply
unit.

5 tube Dry Cell Operated
BANDBOX JR., $35
Uses 199 tubes with 120 power output
tube. Ideal set where rechargmg of
storage battery is inconvenient. Uses
type D Musicone for speaker.
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Northwest

Majestic

Dealers

Hold

Meet

Roycroft Co., Majestic Distributor, Host to
Northwest Radio Dealers at Meeting
and Banquet at Nicollet Hotel
Minneapolis, Minn., September 1. — Majestic
radio dealers of Minnesota, North Dakota and
Wisconsin attended a business meeting and banquet sponsored by the Roycroft Co. Northwest
Majestic distributor at the Hotel Nicollet, this
city, on August 7.
The business sessions were most interesting
and all branches of the industry were represented on the speakers' list. Don Coots, Western sales manager of the Grigsby-Grunow Co ,
spoke of the success which the company has
won since the introduction of Majestic receivers
and told of plans for the immediate future.
Other speakers included Harger Blish, Jr., of
the Harger Blish Co., Des Moines, la., Majestic distributor; H. B. Kuhles, manager of the

The Roycroft Co. started the publication this
month of a house organ "The Roycrafter," the
purpose of which is stated "to aid in developing
more and profitable business for Roycroft retailers everywhere." The columns of this fourpage attractive publication are given over to
news of the trade, advertisements of the products carried and illustrations and descriptions
of activities of the company.
New

Finishes

for Phono-Link

The Phono-Link electric pick-up, distributed
nationally by the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis., is now furnished in nickel and gold
finishes. Formerly the Phono-Link pick-up
was supplied only in black enamel. Several improvements have been made in the mechanical
construction of the pick-up providing for
greater volume and clearer tone quality, according to the Allen-Hough executives. The
Phono-Link pick-up in nickel retails for $7.50
and in gold for $8.50. Production of AllenHough portable phonographs at the Racine

Majestic Dealers at Meeting Sponsored by the Roycroft Co.
plant of that company was increased about 25
radio department of the Golden Rule Department Store, St. Paul; Roy Swanstrom and
per cent on September 1 to provide for the
Norbert Hensler, of the Cardozo Furniture Co.,
increased demand for the product.
St. Paul, and Louis Melamed, advertising and
The Mellow Music Shops, Inc., New York
merchandising expert. The business meetings
were presided over by L. W. and Roy B. Cohen
City, have been incorporated at Albany, N. Y.,
recently to deal in musical instruments of all
of the Roycroft Co. An enjoyable entertainment program was one of the features of the
kinds with a capital stock of $10,000. W. Pollans is the incorporator.
banquet which followed the business meeting.

Pierson

Phono*Radio
LOOK at the ill titration of the ORLEANS
at the left. Eye Value
Plenty.
and Sales Appeal —
LOOK

at these specifications: General Electric Motor, Highest
grade Electric Pick-up;
Felt-lined (patented)
Record File; Newcombe-Hawley Magnetic
Speaker; Special 2-way
Switch; Adapter Plug
and Volume Control.
LOOK— This Beautiful
Walnut Phono-Radio
equipped
specified
at a Listas Price
of
$185.00.
LOOK around at all
lines on the market.
Nowhere can you find
such a value — and Remember, Pierson Quality is built into this job.
These 4 Looks Will
Convince You
The Model number equipped as above is No. 502-zf. Order Direct from this ad.
you plan to install A.C. or D.C. Radio.
THE
833

Cedar

Street

PIERSON

State whether

COMPANY
Rockford,

111.
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Announces

Franchise

System

Merchandise Managers of Graybar Electric Co. Attend Conference — Exclusive
Sales Rights to Be Granted 3,000 Dealers Throughout the Country
A new national system of 'dealer franchises,
involving allocation of exclusive sales rights
for Graybar radio receiving sets to approximately 3,000 dealers in the United States, was
announced by George E. Cullinan, vice-president and general sales manager of the Graybar Electric Co., New York, sales subsidiary
of the Western Electric Co., at the conclusion
of a week's session of the company's mer.chan
dise managers, held recently at the Sea View
Golf Club, at Absecon, N. J. The decision
of the conference, said to be the most important held by the Graybar Co. since it changed
its name from Western Electric Supply Department in 1925, effects a distributing reorganization applied to all resale products sold
through dealers supplied by the company's seventy distributing houses.
It is said that this new dealer plan for Graybar receivers creates a merchandising system
affording the maximum in service and delivery
to the customer. The appointment of radio receiver dealers will be made on a purely territorial basis with each dealer fully protected
under the national system of wholesale distributing houses maintained by the company.
The appointment of merchandising managers at
each of the twenty main Graybar houses was
also announced. Each new manager will have
under his control the supervision and direction
of all resale or merchandising items, and will
appoint specialists in each of these items whose
sole duty it will be to sell the dealer the product concerned.
More than fifty Graybar sales distributing
managers from all parts of the country, as well
as executives from the general offices of the
company at New York, attended the meeting.
Addresses were delivered by E. A. Hawkins,
general supply sales manager; Herbert Metz,
advertising and sales promotion manager; D.
H. O'Brien, radio sales manager; J. L. Ray,
general sales manager of the Radio Corp. of
America; H. E. Young, of the Western Electric
Co.; R. J. Heaney, of the General Electric Co.,
and Franklin L. Miller, of the Curtis Publishing Co.
Charles

Mart

i Visits

Hough

Plant

Allenin Racine

Racine, Wis., September 5.— Charles Marti,
president of the Marti Electric Radio Co., Inc.,
West Orange, N. J., spent several days at the
offices of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., in this
city, early in September. The Allen-Hough
organization is national sales representative for
the Marti electric radio receiver. Don T. Allen,
president, and George P. Hough, vice-president
of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., conferred with
Mr. Marti regarding plans for the nation-wide
marketing of the new seven-tube electric receiver, and Mt. Marti met several of the new
distributors of the product in the Middle West
during his visit.
Mr. Marti states that he has found an unusual amount of interest in the automatic meter
selector, which is a feature of the Marti electric receiver, replacing the dial readings on
radio sets. He stated that the Marti factory
at West Orange, N. J., had been placed in
heavy Fall production in order to care for the
demand evidenced throughout the country for
the product.
The Custis S. Guttenberger Music Co., Macon, Ga., has been purchased by Cliff Gordon,
who has already taken possession of the establishment which he will direct.

Tom

VEADQUARTEBP
333 North Michigan Ave.
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Activity

Is

A tap is provided for a long aerial, and one for
a short aerial. "The new Stewart-Warner
models," Mr. Parker declared, "will function
perfectly on an aerial of any length."
A. J. Heath Visits New York
A. J. Heath, Chicago district manager of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., departed the middle
of September for New York a.nd Philadelphia.
In New York City he plans to visit his relatives, the Columbia Phonograph Co. general
offices and the New York Radio World's Fair.
His visit to. Philadelphia will be a return to his
(Continued on page 122)

Experi-

enced in Mid- West

Territory

Banner Season Is Anticipated as General

Business and Crop Conditions Are Good —
August Proves to Be Busy Month — Political Campaign Aids Radio Sales

Early Fall activity in the music-radio trade
in the Middle West territory is in full sway,
and trade leaders are looking forward to one
of the best seasons yet experienced in the industry. General business conditions in this
area, the Fall crop outlook, and the wide interest in both radio programs and recorded
music are responsible for the confident feeling
with which the trade is imbued.
One large distributor of phonographs and
records in this territory states that August, a
month best known for its "vacations" and "cutprice" sales, proved to be the best month of
the year thus far. Similar reports are received
from other trade sources. Record sales are
forging ahead, and the interest in phonographs,
especially electric reproducing and combination
instruments, is keeping pace. Dealers report
an exceedingly profitable Summer in their portable phonograph departments with no sign of
a dropping-off in demand for the smaller instruments.
Radio interest, made more intense this Fall
by the Presidential campaign, which will be
conducted principally on the air, is rapidly
mounting. With the intention of keeping that
interest at its height, the local trade is cooperating in a Radio Festival to be held at the
Stevens Hotel, on September 18, at which time
the program will be broadcast from the Radio
Industries Banquet, in New York. Dealers,
distributors and manufacturers are combining
their efforts to make the mid-West public
"radio minded," and to maintain that interest
through advertising, newspaper publicity, window streamers and other sales helps which will
continually ask the consumer, "Have you a
radio ?" Art Specialty Co. in New Home
On the morning of July 29 a fire swept the
entire plant of the Art Specialty Co., Chicago,
metal radio table manufacturers, practically
ruining the entire stock of machinery, and destroying all records of the firm. A. V. Anthony, sales manager of the radio division, reports that a new plant at 500 South Throop
street was completely equipped and in operation on the tenth of August, and that the firm
is equipped with machinery and facilities to
manufacture approximately 3,500 tables a day.
They have doubled the factory force and now
have a floor space four times greater than in
the former plant.
Stewart-Warner Series "800" Feature
The new Stewart-Warner radio receivers,
Series "800" can be set up and demonstrated in
the prospective buyer's home in fifteen minutes,
according to L. E. Parker, chief radio engineer
of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,
Chicago. This quick hook-up is achieved by a
light socket aerial installed in the cabinet of
the set, and for reception of local broadcasts
neither outdoor nor indoor antenna is necessary.
The dealer carries the set into the home,
makes a ground connection on the nearest radiator, plugs in the light cord, and proceeds with
the demonstration. For the user who wishes
only local reception, the light socket aerial is
said to prove highly satisfactory, it is claimed,

as a permanent antenna. For the man who desires long distance reception, models in the
"800" Series are equipped for outdoor aerials.
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HEADQUARTERS — (Continued from page 121)

former "stamping-ground," where he directed
Columbia activities for many years as Philadelphia district branch manager.
Kimball Co. Adds Cameras
The W. W. Kimball Co. has installed a
camera department in its retail salesrooms at
306 South Wabash avenue. D. L. Friedman is
manager of the new department in which Bell
& Howell, "Filmo," Eastman "Cine Kodack"
QRS motion picture cameras and projectors,
accessories and films are handled. The department was opened on August 1.
New Kellogg Models Being Shipped
Three models of the new Kellogg radio, receivers are now being shipped equipped with
phonograph jacks. The three Kellogg models
so equipped are those listing at $375, $495 and
$775. Kellogg sales are gaining steadily.
Reports Good Conditions in Nebraska
C. F. McCain, president of the Lincoln Fixture & Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb., was a visitor
to the Columbia branch office in August. Mr.
McCain reports that Nebraska is looking forward to a record-breaking crop this year and
that business in general is highly satisfactory
in his territory.
Columbia Manager Makes Lengthy Trip
A. J. Heath, district manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Chicago, recently returned
from an extended trip through the State of
Wisconsin, where he called on every dealer being served through the Chicago branch office.
Mr. Heath placed before the dealers a new
sales program that has been adopted by the
Chicago office and which is showing tremendous
results in the cities where it has been put into
effect. Mr. Heath reports that a most healthy
condition exists throughout the State of Wisconsin and that dealers are enjoying the finest
Summer season in years.
Omaha Dealer a Visitor
Herbert Barger, manager of the A. Hospe
Co., Scottsbluff, Neb., was also a visitor to the
Columbia branch on August 15, and reported a
most favorable condition existing in the southwest Nebraska sugar beet country. Mr. Barger
was enthusiastic regarding the new ColumbiaKolster combination radio and phonograph and
is looking forward to a large volume of business this Fall.
T. H. Endicott Home From East
Thomas H. Endicott, general sales manager
of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, is back at
the helm after a flying trip on a general sur-

vey of sales promotion in the Eastern territory.
He reports Eastern distributors to be very enthusiastic regarding "Zenith Automatic Week,"
September 9 to 15, as they see a heavy volume
of Zenith sales for that week stimulated by the
mammoth campaign Zenith is sponsoring. Mr.
Endicott announced that Zenith distribution in
the Philadelphia territory is now covered exclusively by Trilling & Montague, Seventh and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Splitdorf Radio Shown to Chicago Trade
Local retail piano and radio dealers were the
guests of Hal P. Shearer, sales manager of the
Splitdorf Radio Corp. at a dinner given at the
Graemere Hotel in Chicago on Thursday,
August 23, where an exhibition and demonstration of the Splitdorf line took place. A great
deal of enthusiasm was shown among the music
dealers for the possibilities that radio offers,
and several of the leading local piano men
stated that they have found the radio is the
dealers' best friend instead of enemy.
F. P. Rockenbach in Town
F. P. Rockenbach, of the Muskegon Heights
Music Co., Muskegon Heights, Mich., made one
of his periodic visits to the Columbia Chicago
headquarters. Mr. Rockenbach was accompanied on his trip by Mrs. Rockenbach. The
Muskegon Heights Music Co., under the proprietorship of Mr. Rockenbach, is an enthusiastic Columbia dealer of many years' standing.
Ruth Etting, Columbia Artist, at Oriental
Chicago loop traffic was blocked recently
when boys standing at the corner of State and
Madison streets, Washington and State streets,
and Randolph and State streets were busy passing out throwaways announcing the appearance
of Miss Ruth Etting, the "Sweetheart of Columbia Records," at the Oriental Theatre. Two
arrests were made, but the boys were released
through la.ck of evidence. There is no doubt
but that thousands of these throwaways were
read, for the Oriental Theatre did a capacity
business all week and the management attributes itto the appearance of Miss Etting.
Holland's Adds Columbia Line
Holland's Music Shop, Sixty-fourth and Halsted streets, recently announced that they have
added the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s line of
merchandise. Sam Rosen, is manager of the
department.
Rosenberg Bros. Use Novel Display
Rosenberg Bros., who operate two stores on
Chicago's South Side, have found the new fu-
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Automatic Stop
For Phonographs
Accuracy at low cost means
satisfied customers. Fits under the turntable. Simple to
attach. With a record of
dustry.
ten
yearsthe satisfactory
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Alto Mfg. Co., 1647 Wolfram St., Chicago, 111.
Canadian Distribuior: Universal Supplv Co.. Toronto. Unl
turistic idea in color schemes to be ideal for
dressing windows. Recently two of their windows have been on Paul . Whiteman's first release of Columbia records and Guy Lombardo
& His Royal Canadians. Not only futuristic, but
optimistic, are the Rosenberg Bros., and they
enjoy a splendid business.
Edward Ruback Visits Columbia Branch
Edward Ruback, manager of the Rialto
Music Shop, Omaha, Neb., was a recent visitor
to the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s branch
office in Chicago. Mr. Ruback, who was on
vacation, stated that the Rialto Music Shop is
enjoying its biggest year in history.
Chicago

Freshman

Dealers

Hold

Executives of Chas. Freshman

Meet
Co. Ad-

GatheringMuch
— New
"Mystery Set"
GreeteddressWith
Enthusiasm
On Monday, August 27, the Chas. Freshman
Co. played host to 125 Chicago dealers at the
semi-annual get-together and business meeting,
held at the Stevens Hotel. The dealers were
addressed by C. A. Earl, president; Geo. Eltz,
vice-president in charge of engineering; James
A. Frye, general sales manager, and E. S. Hilber, Chicago branch manager.,
In addressing the dealers, Mr. Earl outlined
the future plans of the company for expansion
and closer co-operation of manufacturer and
dealer. He expressed the slogan of the organization— "We must have character in the product— character in the organization. A sale is
a temporary advantage, but a customer is a
permanent
Mr. Frye asset."
outlined the 1928-29 sales program
and made several suggestions on modern merchandising that were enthusiastically received
by the dealers. The advertising program was
also announced by Mr. Frye and elaborate preparations are under way to furnish Freshman
dealers with window displays and catalogs in
color. Mr. Eltz explained the advantages of
the new type of radio receiver which he and his
associate engineers have designed.
The feature of the session was the unveiling
of the famous Freshman "Mystery Set" which
proved to be a five-tube receiver incorporating
the UX 222 shielded grid tube. Keen interest
was displayed in this new entry into the field of
circuits, as the new design is said to hold unusual possibilities. This chassis is incorporated
in a table model and also in a console. Another
chassis was displayed in which the UX 250 tube
is used in the last stage of amplification, also a
table model and a console equipped with a
dyaamic speaker. The price range is from $69
to $300.
The Milwaukee, Wis., committee for the national radio audition has a number of names
well known in the music industries. The committee is headed by Mrs. J. Herbert Stapleton,
and includes Edmund Gram, of Edmund Gram.
Inc.; Eric Hafsoos, of the Flanner-Hafsoos
Music House, Inc., and Mrs. Hafsoos, and
Hugh W. Randall, president of the J. B. Bradford Piano Co., all well known in the trade.
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Banquet, Entertainment and Ball to Be Held at Stevens Hotel — Manufacturers, Distributors and Dealers Co-operate to Make Day a Big Success — Slogan Contest
In co-operation with "National Radio Week,"
which is to 'be staged under the auspices of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association, the Federated
Radio Trades Association and the National Association of Broadcasters, the Chicago Chamber
of Commerce, and the Midwest Radio Trades
Association, of Chicago, have created and developed a plan to stimulate local interest in
radio during this annual event.
On September 18 Radio Festival Day will
be celebrated in Chicago. A banquet, entertainment and ball will be given in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Stevens, beginning at 6:30
p.m. Many of the leading Chicago broadcasting stations are hooking into the Stevens Hotel
and will broadcast a de luxe Chicago program,
comprising a group of leading radio and theatrical entertainers from various Chicago stations
and loop theatres. This talent is being donated
for the occasion in a spirit of co-operation with
National Radio Week and Chicago's Radio
Festival Day. Between the hours of 9:00 p. m.
and 11.00 p. m., Chicago daylight saving time,
will be broadcast from the Stevens Hotel the
New York $100,000 radio program from the
Radio Industries Banquet at the Astor Hotel,
in that city.
That this Radio Festival Day may be a huge
success and will play its part in the stimulation
of radio business in the Chicago territory the
Midwest Radio Trades Association has solicited
co-operation from jobbers, manufacturers and
dealers alike in the form of cash and merchandise donations, banquet ticket sales and general
boosting of the event. The moneys collected
will be used to finance a program of advertising which will broadcast the event to the people
in the Chicago territory.
In addition to the banquet and broadcasting
activities the public will be invited to partake
in a radio slogan contest and those individuals
sending in the best slogans will be rewarded by
receiving a radio set or other valuable radio
merchandise — prizes donated by various manufacturers and jobbers. In order that everyone
will have an opportunity to send in a slogan
and be eligible for one of the prizes each dealer
has been sent one hundred or more slogan coupons to be distributed to his customers two
weeks prior to the date of the announcement
of the prizes Winners of the prizes will be
announced during the evening of the entertainment and ball.

Automatic
Stop
Latest Novelty
For ten and twelve inch records
Simplest Construction
Exact Performance
Never fails to operate
High Polish— Nickel-plated
Completely enclosed
Dealers and Distributors are invited
to write for samples and special offer
FRANZ
GREENZWEIG
Manufacturers Agent
407 W. 148th Street
New York, N. Y.

Four-page broadsides printed in colors, explaining in detail the advantages of boosting
National Radio Week and Chicago's Radio Festival Day and the- opportunities to stimulate
radio sales, were sent to all radio dealers in the
Chicago area. It announced National Radio
Week and Chicago's radio festival banquet, entertainment and ball on September 18 and
also the prizes which are to be given through
the slogan contest. Here also were given the
names of the Chicago radio stations collaborating in the event.
Accompanying this four-page letter each dealer received two large window displays in colors
announcing "National Radio Week" and printed
thereon in large letters "Have you a radio?" In
addition each dealer received his one hundred
slogan contest coupons, in line with the plan to
procure the best possible slogan designed to
promote increased interest in radio.
At a meeting recently held, practically all of
the managers of the Chicago radio stations
were present and expressed their willingness to
co-operate with the Association by announcing
over the air several times during the day and
evening the activities which are to take place
during National Radio Week and Chicago's
Radio Festival Day. Practically all of the
manufacturers and jobbers in the Chicago territory are voluntarily giving radio sets, speakers,
or other radio accessories to be used for the
slogan contest.
Furniture

Orders

Surprisingly

York, September, 1928

Large

George M. Petrie, President of St. Johns
Table Co., Tells of Record Orders Received at Furniture Mart

PERFECT
Portable
Needle Cup
Open Stays Open
Closed Keeps Closed
Star Mach. & Nov. Co.
Bloomfield, N. J.
Mart this Summer

"What happened? There were approximately
1,000 more buyers from retail stores in attendance at the Summer market in 1928 than in
1927. The huge attendance and the orders that
came indicate to me that the retailers are confident of their immediate prospects for selling
more furniture.
"Another encouraging sign was seen in Chicago this Summer. For several' years lowpriced merchandise — bargains — ■ h^ve been
stressed by retail dealers in their advertising
and sales talks. This Summer furniture manufacturers sold more 'quality' merchandise than
they had for years.
"This means that the buyer has come to
realize that the American public is a discriminating public, that they now know that the
beautiful American homes which are really the
most beautiful, complete and modern homes on
earth, demand the best in furniture. It means
that they are going to sell quality instead of
appealing to bargaining instincts."
Prospects for the remainder of a half-year
were never brighter than they are at present,
Mr. Petrie declared. Other industries than the
furniture business are feeling cheerful about
their prospects, he is informed. It is evident
that an upward cycle has started and is now
well on its way.

Sterling

Prepares

for
Chicago, III., September 5 — Prosperity is on
the way, if the furniture industry may be accepted as a barometer of general trade conditions, according to George M. Petrie, president
of the St. Johns Table Co., Cadillac, Mich., and
chairman of the board of governors of the
American Furniture Mart, Chicago.
"Utmost confidence has developed among the
merchandisers of the country since June 1,"
Mr. Petrie said. "At the American Furniture
Mart market and furniture style show in June
and July, buying generally rose far above the
expectations of most of the 764 furniture manufacturers in the building — the largest commercial structure in the world.
"Since it has been estimated that 70 per cent
of the furniture merchandised throughout the
country is sold at wholesale through the Mart
the outlook is exceedingly pleasing. One manufacturer reports that he did the best business
he had done in the past fifteen years between
June 25 and July 14 — market dates. Another
concern wh;ch had been working its employes
four days out of the week was forced to work
its men full time and in addition put on a
night shift to keep up with the orders received."
While all manufacturers of furniture did not
share in the better business, those who did not
mav b'ame only themselves, Mr. Petrie believes.
Either the:r lines were not constructed to appeal to the intelligent buyer, or their sales
organization was at fault, he contends. The
smart merchandisers who give sales helps to
dealers and who tell them how to sell are the
ones who are doing a big volume of business
at a satisfactory profit.
"The market held at the American Furniture

was probably the most

successful in the history of the building," he
continued. "Business had been dull for some
months. It was a Presidential year. Orders
had been slow. The natural expectation was
that fewer buyers than before would attend the
furniture market.

Active

Fall

W. B. Nevin, who was recently appointed
sales manager of the Sterling Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O., manufacturer of Sterling radio accessories and the new line of Sterling Dynamic
and Varitone magnetic speakers, is making plans
for an active Fall business. Referring to Sterling accomplishments during the past few
months, Mr. Nevin said: "The Sterling line of
accessories for the home-set owner is now
probably the most complete on the market. For
twenty-three years our company has been engaged in the manufacture of small meters, and
we are now making these meters for radio sets,
automobile panels and for use in the home. Going back over our experience in radio it is interesting to note that we started a radio engineering division soon after the inception of
broadcasting. Among our first products were
the Sterling radio frequency transformer, the
Air King audio transformer and the Sterling
Soft Tread rheostats and potentiometers. With
the introduction of radio power units, Sterling
purchased the Television Co., of Cleveland, O.,
one of the original manufacturers of radio power units, and since that time our organization
has been an active and increasingly important
figure in manufacturing radio units.
"We are now entering the new season with a
complete line of speakers as well as other new
products, including a line-voltage stabilizer
which is meeting with considerable success. In
addition our 25-40 cycle products will include
A and B power units, AC and DC tube testers,
A-B-C Tripowers to convert DC tube sets over
to AC tubes and special 25-40 cycle dynamic

speakers."
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Factory
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Beach
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Two Special Trains Carry Chicago Atwater Kent Dealers to Visit Plant at
Philadelphia — Elaborate Entertainment

Freshman Vice-President Impressed by
Volume of Summer's Radio Sales and
High Standing of Freshman Dealers

Chicago, III., September 12. — One of the most
elaborate dealer conventions ever held in the
music-radio trade was that sponsored by the
Sampson Electric Co., Atwater Kent distributor, of this city, of which Peter Sampson is
president. Between 300 and 400 Atwater Kent
dealers participated in the event, which took
place as a three-day trip from Chicago to
Philadelphia with a day's sight-seeing visit to
Washington, D. C.
Two special trains left Chicago on Sunday
morning and arrived in Philadelphia the following morning. Upon arrival the dealers went
directly to the Atwater Kent plant and made
a tour of inspection, examining the processes
leading up to the finished product. In the afternoon the dealers attended a baseball game en
masse, and in the evening a boxing bout between Bennie Bass and Harry Blitman was the
entertainment. Following the inspection tour
a meeting was held at which advertising and
sales plans were outlined and methods of merchandising discussed.
The party left Philadelphia Tuesday morning
and proceeded to Washington for a sight-seeing
trip, and left that city in the afternoon and
arrived in Chicago to-day, September 12.
Mr. Sampson states that the good results
which grew out of the visit of a party of thirtyfive Atwater Kent dealers to the company's
plant in January led him to plan the trip.

Satisfaction with the radio trade outlook for
1928-29 was expressed by Harry A. Beach, vicepiesident in charge of sales for the Charles
Freshman Co., Inc., New York, upon his return to his desk from a nation-wide trip for the
purpose of opening up new fields.
"I am impressed most by two outstanding
factors," said Mr. Beach. "First, the brisk
Summer radio trade which we have enjoyed
this year; second, the high-grade merchants
through whose hands we are now passing our
radio sets on to the public. I attribute the Summertime business mainly to the splendid
broadcasting service now available in most
parts of the country. Increased power has
served to combat static to a great extent, while
quality programs have created an interest in
radio which more than competes with the manyappeals of the outdoor season. In other words,
radio can more than hold its own. • We are
faced with abnormal sales resistance only in
the few sections not adequately served by
good broadcasting stations.
"The fact that more responsible merchants
are now handling radio is due in a large measure to the safe and sane merchandising policies
of leading radio manufacturers to-day. Merchants, heretofore fearful of radio merchandising because of unsound goods and methods,
are now anxious to handle a sound and profitable line. We have reached the point where
we choose our outlets with due discrimination,
for we have come to realize that radio sales

Three

Coast

Opened

by

Branches

are not a matter of to-day's turnover so much
as the building up of public confidence and
continued good will through worthy sales rep-

Freshman

resentatives."

Offices and Warehouses Established at
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle
to Facilitate Dealer Service
Three branch offices and warehouses on the
Pacific Coast, designed to provide close contact, prompt delivery and servicing for the
trade west of the Rockies, have been established
by the Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New York.
The Far West trade will be in charge of Walter J. Epstein, according to Harry A. Beach,
vice-president in charge of sales.
"The Los Angeles office and warehouse has
been retained, and the main branch office and
warehouse has been installed at San Francisco,"
said Mr. Beach. "A third branch office and
warehouse will soon be installed at Seattle.
Each will represent a complete, self-contained
sales and service unit, ready to take care of
th^ requirements of the trade in its respective
tcnitory. A competent branch manager will
be in charge of each office."

DeForest

Tube

Pro-

duction Increased
Plant Producing 8,000 Tubes Daily— Aim
to Increase to 25,000 Audion Tubes a
Day — Four Popular Tubes Being Made
The DeForest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J.,
has made rapid strides in getting into mass
production on an improved line of DeForest
Audion tubes, according to James W. Garside,
president of the company.
"The DeForest Co. has been reorganized on
a sound financial basis, and we have lost no
time in getting ready for the present radio season," said Mr. Garside. "One complete vacuum
tube production unit has been fully equipped
and manned. Four popular AC Audions are
being produced.
By the end of September this
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each,
for
and

ATLAS
SALES CO.
Kaukauna,
Wisconsin

production unit will be operating at maximum
capacity of 8,000 tubes per day. Our ultimate
aim, which will be realized within the next few
months, is a daily production of 25,000 Audions,
or over 5,000,000 Audions per year.
"Much of our machinery has been remodeled
under the direction of A. B. DuMont, our chief
engineer, and new equipment has been installed.
Mr. DuMont has assembled a competent staff
of engineers to carry out the ideals of Dr. Lee
Mr. Garside stated that an extensive adverDeForest."
tising and publicity campaign will be conducted,
and that DeForest Audions are being well received by the music-radio trade, excellent jobber anded.dealer contacts having already been
establish

Charles

Mid- West

BROADCASTER

For Dealers
Sells on sight to every
owner of a radio set. Extra
profits for you.
Write us

720

Atlantic

Dealers

Also a Visitor to Headquarters of AllenHough Mfg. Co., Marti Factory Representative—J.B. Price Plans Trip
Charles Marti, of the Marti Electric Radio
Co., Inc., has been spending some time in the
Middle West visiting the headquarters of the
Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., sole factory representative for Marti products. Mr. Marti has been
visiting the trade accompanied by Don Allen,
president of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., and
the results of this trip have been extremely
satisfactory.
J. B. Price, manager of the Eastern division
of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., has been working
upon a number of important sales plans which
will be ready for presentation during the week
of the New York Radio Show, at which Marti
radio sets for the coming season will be presented. Immediately after the show Mr. Price
territory.
is planning an extensive trip through Eastern

Chicago

Fada

Campaign

A co-ordinated drive by Fada dealers was
conducted during the month of August under
the supervision of J. L. DuBreuil, Chicago district manager for Fada Radio. A three-day
demonstration period in the home of the prospective purchaser was the distinguishing feature of the plan, which proved to be very successful in number of actual sales.
Colonial

METAL

Visits

HOME

Write for particulars

BROOKLYN

Marti

STAMPING

Ave.

in Larger

Plant

The Colonial Radio Corp. has taken possession of a larger manufacturing plant in Long
Island City in keeping with the growth of the
organization. F. G. Carson, vice-president of
the company, has also announced the development of the Cutting dynamic speaker.

CORP.

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

The Des Moines Music Co. has opened a newbranch at Boone, la., under the name of the
Boone Music Co. K. G. Booth is manager.
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Tables
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tables and

consoles
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designed and finished to please the
most
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purse.
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purchaser
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all models

be

with

to

equipped

RCA

100-A,

Peerless, NewcombeHawley

or Decatur

magnetic

type speak-

ers, or Jensen

or

Newcombe-Hawley
AC

and DC

dynam-

ic speaker units.

Write

or wire

for

Model No. 18A in walnut; sizes 15x30;
12x30;
14x25;magnetic
list prices
with RCA-100-A
or
Peerless
speaker,
$50; with
Jensen or Newcombe-Hawley AC dynamic
speaker, DC$85;dynamic
with Jensen
NewcombeHawley
speaker,or$80;
without
speaker, $30.

samples and full details of our dealer
and jobber
tion.

You

proposi-

are cordially invited to see our display

at Booth 7, section FF,
at the Radio World's
Fair, Madison Square
Universal Console in walnut
and mahogany; size 17^x33x
45; inside measurements, llxl4x
29;
list pricesmagnetic
with RCA-100-A
or Peerless
speaker,
"1;
with
Jensen
or
NewcombeHawley AC dynamic speaker,
$130; with Jensen or NewcombeHawley DC dynamic speaker,
$120; without speaker, $65.

IDEAL
507

WEST

26th

RADIO
STREET

Qarden,

September
Spinet Console in walnut
and mahogany; size 15x
30x45;mentsinside
measure11x24x12; list
prices
with RCA-100-A or Peerless magnetic speaker, $70; with Jensen or
Newcombe-Hawley AC dynamic speaker, $120;
with Jensen or Newcombe-Hawley DC dynamic speaker, $110; without speaker, $54.

17th-22nd.
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Longacre
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Chicago

Kellogg

ers Attend

Deal-

Meeting

Motion Picture Films Used by Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co. to Outline
Sales and Advertising Programs
Chicago, III., September 7. — One hundred and
twenty-five dealers were the guests of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. at a dinner
held in the Red Lacquer room of the Palmer
House, August 29. J. K. Utz, sales manager of
the radio division of the Kellogg organization,
acted as chairman of the meeting, and after the
dinner the remainder of the evening was devoted to a series of motion picture films, which
outlined the Kellogg sales and advertising program for this Fall. These films will be used
in Kellogg meetings, which will be staged in
the principal cities throughout the United
States, the Chicago meeting being the first of
the series.
One of the films showed the various stages
in the manufacture of a Kellogg radio receiver,
starting with the work which is done in the
research and experimental laboratories and continuing down through the various factory departments to the place where the radio receiver
is finally tested and packed for shipment. Another film demonstrated the right and wrong
kinds of salesmanship, window display and interior store arrangement. In the film a young
couple, dissatisfied with their radio receiver,
start out on a shopping tour, visiting a number
of radio stores. Unsightly window displays,
poor salesmanship, wrong type of interior store
arrangement served to repel rather than attract
the young couple, who continued their search
until they reached the store of an aggressive upto-the-minute dealer. Here they listened to the
demonstration of a Kellogg receiver, and finally
purchased the set after it had been demon-

YOUR

COPY

OF

CATALOG

strated in their home. While the various films
were being shown on the screen, MacHarlan,
advertising manager of the Kellogg organization, added interesting notes and made timely
comments regarding the topics dealt with.
Jesse F. Matteson, head of the MattesonFogarty-Jordan Co., Kellogg advertising counsel, outlined the nation-wide newspaper advertising campaign which has been launched by
the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., the
phrases, "The Radio With the Cathedral Tone"
and "Are You Tone-Conscious?" one or both
of which will be found in every Kellogg advertisement this Fall, were discussed by Mr.
Matteson, who described to the dealers just
how and why those phrases were selected.
All of the new Kellogg radio receivers were
on display, including the Model 514, which entertained the dealers during the dinner hour
with a chain-broadcast program.
Freshman

in Full

Production

Two plants of the Charles Freshman Co.,
Inc., New York, are now in full production,
according to a recent announcement. One plant
is located in the Bronx, while the other is in
the Bush Terminal section of Greater New
York. It is said that more than 1,000 employes
are now at work in these two plants, aside from
the employes in the executive offices.
Dubilier

Opens

Branch

The Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York,
has announced the opening of a branch office
at 330 South Wells Street, Chicago, in order
to cooperate more effectively with manufacturers and jobbers in the Middle West.
The Thomas Music Co.'s warerooms, at 101
North Pearl street, Albany, N. Y., have been
completely remodeled.

THE
IS

UDELL

NOW

READY

real interest and importance to every
buyer is the new catalog just off the
press showing the many exclusive designs of
Radio Cabinets by THE UDELL WORKS of
Indianapolis, famous makers of fine cabinets
for fifty-five years.
The illustration at the left is a reduced
reproduction of the cover of the new UDELL
Catalog .... and the buyer will find the
catalog is not only a presentation of the
artistic and moderne in radio cabinets, BUT
the announcement of an important new
policy on the part of UDELL, as a maker of
DEPENDABLE radio cabinets .... Mean-

OF

ing-

Udell

Quality

Most

Moderate

Now

at

Prices

Every Radio Cabinet Buyer in the country
really should have this new catalog because
the presentations therein will appreciably reduce selling efforts. As the edition is limited,
today?
may we suggest that you write your request
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Radio
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Dealers

G. J. Seedman Co. Sponsors Dinner and
Meeting at Which New Balkite Radio
Line Is Introduced to Trade
Approximately 200 dealers from the New
York metropolitan district attended the Seedman-Balkite dinner and meeting in the small
ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
City, on Wednesday, August 29, at which the
Balkite line of radio receivers was introduced
to the metropolitan retail trade.
A number of interesting addresses were made
by representatives of the Fansteel Products Co.
and the Seedman organization. A representative of a New York daily newspaper told of the
$1,000,000 appropriation for advertising and the
manner in which it is to be used to be of the
greatest benefit to dealers. He was followed
by Major R. A. Klock, of the engineering division of the Fansteel organization, who outlined the principal features of the receivers' construction and told of their superior qualities.
At the conclusion of his talk he answered questions from dealers.
Chester Jones, Fansteel Eastern district manager, next spoke and told of the value of the
Balkite franchise and of the price stability
which dealers could be assured would be maintained by the Fansteel Co. George Seedman,
head of the metropolitan distributing firm
bearing his name, made the concluding address.
He reviewed conditions in the radio field for
the past few years, and said that there were
undoubtedly too many dealers handling each
line. He promised the dealers that there would
be fewer Balkite franchised dealers in the
metropolitan territory than that of any other
nationally advertised receiver line. He dwelt
on the co-operation which the Fansteel Co. is
prepared to give dealers, using seven New York
newspapers, magazines with national circulations, series of radio broadcasts, and said that
the Seedman Co. would back this up with a cooperate mailing campaign with a follow-up plan.
Mr. Seedman also stated that a Balkite Dealers'
Association of metropolitan representatives
would be formed to meet once a month and
exchange suggestions.
No orders for merchandise were accepted at
the meeting, the only business accomplished
being the receiving of applications for a Balkite
radio franchise.

New
Are

Hinners
Ready

Speakers

for

Market

An attractive circular fully describing and
illustrating the three models of the Hinners
speaker line, manufactured by F. A. Hinners &
Co., Inc., New York, has been prepared to assist the dealer in consumer merchandising activities. Production is well under way, and a
successful season is anticipated by Frank A.
Hinners, president of the company.
Mr. Hinners is a well-known figure in radio
engineering circles. He was formerly president
of the King-Hinners Radio Co. and was a set
designer and manufacturer for several years. In
addition to speakers for the wholesale and retail trade, F. A. Hinners & Co., Inc., will market special
console
use, type
and
his intention to
manufacturers to

speakers
for has
manufacturers'
Mr.
Hinners
announced
work closely with individual
the end that he may produce

the most satisfactory speaker for their individual console needs.
Makers of
THE

UDELL

28th St., at Barnes Ave.

WORKS
Indianapolis, Ind.

Dependable Cabinets
for 55 Years

The Kodel Electric &
Cincinnati, O., has leased
WFBE with the privilege
operate it in conjunction
WKRC.

Manufacturing Co.,
broadcasting station
of purchase, and will
with its own station
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Victor
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Trade

(Continued from page 32a)
mum co-operation, not alone in the perfection
of the highest type of product but the development of sales and merchandising plans which

and" as each product was introduced it was given
an enthusiastic reception by the dealers. The
complete Orthophonic Victrola line was shown
in its entirety and Robert Bartley, Jr., North
Eastern district sales manager of the Victor
Talking Machine Co., who was in charge of the
presentation, pointed out in the course of his
address that over 1,000,000 Orthophonic Victrolas had been sold in two and three-quarter

York, September, 1928

disc electric motor and the Electrola Radiola
9-16, listing at $750 with an induction disc electric motor. Of interest in the new line of
combination Electrola-Radiolas introduced by
the Victor Talking Machine Co. this year is
model 9-54 which is housed in a handsome
Renaissance cabinet. The radio receiver is the
latest Radiola 64 super-heterodyne receiver, being an eleven-tube set electrically operated with

Metropolitan Dealers Present at Luncheon That Marked Introduction of New Victor Models
cannot fail to stimulate the demand for Victor
a new power amplifier and an eight-inch cone
years. Mr. Bartley called attention to the difmerchandise the year round.
ferent Orthophonic models and then shewed
reproducing unit. The Victrola unit is the popthe individual instruments which comprise the
ular automatic Orthophonic Electrola Victrola
During the course of the luncheon the deal1928-29 line of Victrola and Electrola Radiola
ers were entertained by Johnny Johnson and
and the list price of this instrument will be
announced in the course of the next few weeks.
his orchestra, Victor artists and the program
combinations. Among the popular models in
included a number of selections recently made
this line are the Electrola Radiola 7-11, listing
Other products in the Victor line for the comby this orchestra for the Victor library.
at $250 with a spring motor and $285 with an
ing season include the 9-56 automatic Electrolainduction disc electric motor; the Electrola
Radiola combination, the 10-35 automatic VicThe new Victor products for the coming season were presented in a very artistic setting
trola and the 10-69 automatic Victrola.
Radiola 7-26, listing at $425 with an induction
Erla

Corp.
in

Is Formed

Recent

Merger

(Continued from page 32a)
tensive facilities of the new Erla Corp. According to officials, increased economy of production, supplemented by greater national merchandising are only two of the direct benefits resulting from the merger. With both parties of the
consolidation already firmly established as
among the more prominent manufacturers^ of
radio apparatus in the United States, leaders in
the industry look for the new Erla Corp. to
rise rapidly to even higher eminence.
Present plans, according to officers of the
merged company, are that the large plant of
the Electrical Research Laboratories will continue to be used at its present capacity production. Plans for acquiring added space for manufacturing purposes are already under way.
The Erla Corp. will manufacture every part
used in Erla receiving sets, thus making them
one of the few manufacturers of radio apparatus
in the United States with factory equipment
equal to production on this scale. Besides the
manufacture of complete receivers and parts, a
number of innovations in the radio art will be
introduced within a few months, according to
executives of the corporation.
Burton Greene, vice-president and general
manager of- the Erla Corp., stated that a number of important announcements involving policies of his company would be forthcoming in a
short time. This announcement will include
such matters as capitalization, merchandising
plans and general principles on which the consolidated corporation will operate. An extensive advertising campaign, Mr. "Greene declared, ~

will be one of the initial steps in launching the
Erla Corp.
In keeping the name, "Erla," which was the
trade name of Electrical Research Laboratories,
Inc., products, and is known throughout the
world, Mr. Greene explained that the new company plans to make that trade-mark even better
known than before.
The officers of the Erla Corp. are: George A.
Pearson, president, former president of the
Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc.; Burton
Greene, vice-president, former president of the
Greene-Brown Co.; Fred Wellman, secretary,
former secretary of the Electrical Research
Laboratories, and Louis Frankel, treasurer,
former secretary and treasurer of the Mohawk
Corp. of Illinois. All four executives are nationally known in the radio industry; having been
active as leaders in manufacturing and merchandising circles in the radio field since the early
days of the industry.
M.

Marks

Okeh

Appointed

Branch

Manager

M. Marks, one of the veterans of the phonograph industry and well known throughout the
Middle West, has been appointed manager of
the Okeh Distributing Corp., 15 West Eighteenth street, New York City, local distributor
for Okeh records. Mr. Marks many years ago
was associated with Columbia activities in St.
Louis, and at one time was a member of the
firm of Lind & Marks, of Detroit. He knows
the requirements of dealers in marketing successfully record products, and under his direction an aggressive campaign in behalf of Okeh
records in metropolitan territory has already
been launched.

Steinite

Appoints

New

Distributors

The Steinite Radio Co., Chicago, 111., announces the appointment of the following jobber;
who have recently been added the the rapidly
growing list of Steinite exclusive distributors
throughout the country: Interstate Electric Co.,
New Orleans, La.; Carroll Auto Supply Co..
Utica, N. Y. ; Anthracite Radio Co., Scranton.
Pa. The Peaslee-Gaulbert Co., whose main office at Louisville, Ky., has been handling the
sale of Steinite sets in the States of Texas, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, western North
Carolina and northern Florida, is covering
this territory with offices and warehouses located at Louisville, Ky., Atlanta, Ga., Birmingham,
tonio,Ala.,
Tex. and Dallas, Houston and San AnIn addition, the Crescent Electric Supply Co.,
Davenport, la., has taken over the distribution
of Steinite sets in its territory. The Dubuque
office of the Crescent Electric Co. has handled
Steinite sets during the past few seasons. Another new distributor is Auto Hardware &
Equipment Co., New York City.
M.

J. Kennedy

Opens

Branch

Matt J. Kennedy, music-radio dealer, located
for twenty-three years in the Republic Building,
Chicago, and widely known throughout the
music industry, has opened a branch in the
store of the Harry Brooks Music Co., 335 South
Wabash avenue. The Bosch line of radio receivers is featured prominently in both the Republic Building establishment and the Wabash
avenue store.
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MODEL 25
18 inches wide

j

Effectively

jXFORD
Dynamic
Speakers have received
immediate acceptance
everywhere by jobbers, dealers
and set manufacturers. As this
goes to press we are already
furnishing Oxford Dynamic
Speakers to 83 jobbers and 52
set manufacturers.

$5

6

MODEL 26
30 inches high
18 inches wide

00

Priced

\

MODEL 23
For 110 volt A.C. for
installation in
consoles
MODEL 25
namic in A.C.
a largeDyA 110 volt
Box Baffle
Walnut

50

OXFORD Speakers are built by the Joy-Kelsey Corporation, manufacturers
since 1910, and producers of radio equipment since the early crystal set days,
under the designs, patents and personal supervision of FRANK REICHM ANN,
formerly the manufacturer of the THOROLA and THOROPHONE
and
builder of loud speakers since 1912.
In performance, in fullness of tones, depth of bass notes, and sensitivity, the
Oxford acknowledges no peer. We believe the Oxford to be the finest speaker
ever contributed to Radio.
strument.

A year's guarantee tag is attached to each in-

Dealers are requested to order through their nearest jobber.

If he cannot

supply you send your order, with jobber's name, direct to us.
Dealers and Jobbers — send for descriptive literature, samples, discounts and
electros.
Our local representatives are getting around as quickly as possible.
Each Oxford Speaker before shipment must pass a thorough test on a powerful
receiver utilizing two No. 2 1 0 tubes in push-pull energized with 500 volts.
Manufacturers Models are available in either the A.C. type, like Model 23, or j
in the D.C. type for power pack energization.
Write for samples, descriptive
literature and prices.
MODEL 27
22 inches wide

Each of these beautiful Walnut cabinets is equipped with a Model 23 unit with !
power and phone cords 1 2 feet long, all ready to plug into 1 1 0 volts A.C. |
and your present set, and are all included in the prices shown.
Model 23 at $39.50 may be installed in your console cabinet.
Insist upon your new radio being equipped with an Oxford Dynamic Speaker.

Frank
MODEL 23
Ready to plug into
110 volts A.C.

Radio
211

West

Sales Division
Wacker

Drive

Reichmann

Joy Kelsey Corporation
Chicago, Illinois
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Slightly Higher West of Rookies

GROSLEY

There's an "Art-Way" Creation for
the following sets:
ALL-AMERICAN MOHAWK
APEX
AMERICAN BOSCH
AT WATER KENT
BREMER-TfLLY
BALEITE
CROSLEY.
FADA
FEDERAL
FREED-EISEMANN
HOWARD
KOLSTER
KELLOGG
KING
RADIOLA
PHILCO
SHAMROCK
STEINITE
STEW ART- WARNER

For Crosley
Sold by jobbers on an exclusive franchise basis to
conform with sets handled.
Makers of the largest commercial line
of wrought iron furniture novelties
in the country.
Write for catalog.

Philadelphia
Attend

Art

Specialty

SOO-532

Victor
Showing

South

Throop

Company
St.

Dealers
of

New

Models

Philadelphia, Pa., September 10. — The Victor tributors, had invited the several hundred dealCaravan arrived in Philadelphia to-day and ers in the territory to be present and viewmade its headquarters at the Bellevue-Stratford fhe first showing of the complete new line of
Hotel.
Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., Victor instruments.
and H. A. Wevmann & Son, Inc., Victor dis- The dealers gathered at 10 a. m. for registra-

Amazing
We

Profit

asked

1500

in Gulbransen

dealers

to give us The

Radio
Facts

We asked 1,500 Gulbransen dealers to study the Gulbransen Radio, from their own standpoint, and to tell us what possibilities they saw in it. Hundreds of them, after inspecting
the Gulbransen Radio and analyzing its salability, set surprisingly large quotas for themselves.
One of the questions on our questionnaire was : "How many Gulbransen Radio Sets
do you estimate you can handle yearly?"
Another: "Do you want us to authorize you as a franchised Gulbransen dealer?"
Many different angles of the Radio were covered by this questionnaire : Sales policy,
price practices, separation of radio activities from other departments, etc.
We felt it wise to face the facts — to get the true picture of the Gulbransen Radio
as dealers see it.
A full endorsement has been given the Gulbransen Radio by hundreds of merchants.
\
Others made valuable suggestions, the practical ones having already been put into effect.
\
_ The Gulbransen Radio has back of it one of the most substantial and successful
\^
industries in the music business. We understand music merchants' problems. In
v
the piano business, Gulbransen has attained leadership that all recognize. Gul^.
bransen has name value on any musical Instrument.
\
.
Gulbransen stands for sound, sane methods.
Gulbransen is now presenting to the piano trade the most aggressive, most practical businessbuilding program that the piano trade has ever known.
$r
These resources of a five-million-dollar company become yours
V
when you hold a Gulbransen Radio franchise.
Gulbransen Co., ^v?i
Gulbransen Radio in table and console models — A.C. sets only. Gulbransen
•3232 W. Chicago >
Radio Speakers. Unsurpassed cabinet work — real piano finish. A highly
Ave., Chicago. ^^^i*
thatordinary
radio experts
and understand
the lay public
as far
\7i selective
ahead set
of the
run. We
tone. recognize
We understand
<f*
eye-appeal. Popular prices,
us full details of the
\»
Gulbransen Radio franchise requests from desirable dealers
Gulbransen Radio and
are being filled in the order of their receipt. Use the handy
Speaker.k
coupon
and make
get complete
information
on a radio for
proposition
that will
money and
build substantially
you.
Address
ZT

City and State

\\

For Steinite
Every "An- Way" creation finished co match
radio sec handsomely. Can also be had in
Antique Spanish Design Polychrome finish.
Shipped K.D. Easily Assembled. Very Sturdy.

COMPANY
GULBRANSEN
\
3232 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago
a
>
»
\

ART-WAY

BENCHES

IN ALL

CHICAGO

STYLES

lion, and both Harry W. Wevmann, of H. A.
Weymann & Son, and Louis Buehn, president
of Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., and
their staffs were on hand to greet their guests.
After the luncheon the business session was
resumed and the new Victor products presented by Lawrence Richards, of the Victor Co.
The four new automatic Victrolas, the 9-54,
9-56, 10-35 and 10-69, were displayed on the
ballroom stage of the Bellevue-Stratford roof
garden. Among the other popular models in the
1928-29 line of Victrola and Electrola-Radiola
combinations are the Electrola-Radiola 7-11,
listing at $250 with a spring motor and $285
with an induction disc electric motor; ElectrolaRadiola 7-25, listing at $425 with an induction
disc electric motor, and Electrola-Radiola 9-16,
listing at $750, also with an induction disc electric motor. Another interesting speaker of the
afternoon was Lloyd Egner, of the Victor Co.
The evening was given over to a banquet
at which the guest of honor was no less than
E. E. Shunjaker, president of the Victor Talking Machine Co. President Shumaker spoke
to the dealers upon the various aspects of
Victor merchandising.

Wave

Lengths

Nearly

All

Cut

on

Stations

Announcement was made on September 10
by the Federal Radio Commission that starting
on November 11 nearly everyone of the 700
radio stations in the United States will change
its wave length. So sweeping are the changes
that of all the stations in and around New York
City, fifty-one in number, three — WNYC, WJZ
and WOR — will remain as they are. The reasons given for the reallocation are better service
to the public interest and convenience. Any
station which is dissatisfied with the new arrangement will be granted a hearing and an opportunity to state its case.
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Interesting

the

Trade

Events

in

of

Pictures

Left. — Senator Joe T.
Robinson, Democratic
vice-presidential nominee,
was presented with a
Crosley Showbox radio
receiver and a Dynacone
at Hot Springs National
Park, Ark., last month.
Left to right: George
Workman, of Market
Street Garage, Crosley
dealer; H. L. Gunn, of
Gunn, Ahrens Co., Little
Rock,
distributor;
Senator Robinson,
and Floyd
L. Ray,sentative.
Crosley repreRight — Charles H. Worneldorfj. president and
general manager of the
Toledo Radio Co., ToO., whomeeting
presidedof
over a ledo,
recent
Sparton r a d i o dealers.

Above — Radio
provided for
results of "all
shown testing

entertainment at the South Pole will be
his expedition of 70 men to avoid the
work and no play." Commander Byrd is
the Kolster set he is taking with him with
a series of loud speakers.

Above — Miss Marie Prevost, motion picture
star, seems lost in contemplation as she listens
to the Victrola-Radiola which she purchased
from Richardson's Music Shop, Los Angeles.
Below — Evidently neither Maurice Landay, of
the Greater City Distributing Co., or B. D.
Colen, of the Musical Products Distributing
Co., Inc., New York City distributor, believe in
signs, for on a recent visit to the Kolster radio
factory they forgot all traffic rules to the extent
of parking on a "No Parking" sign.

Above — Otto Frankfort, vice-president of the
All- American Mohawk Corp., designates the
young lady shown above as a "rose in a bed
of daisies." She is Carol Smith, daughter of
Jules M. Smith, general purchasing agent of
City Radio Stores. Mr. Frankfort has adopted
Carol as the mascot for the All-American Mohawk Lyric radio exposition at the Radio
World's Fair at Madison Square Garden.

Above- — McCoy, Stromb erg-Carlson dealer, of Waterbury,
Conn., capitalized the Tunney-Heeney bout by installing
two rings in the store window.-

Above — A. B. Ayers, general manager of the Amrad
Corp., seems pleased with the looks and performance of
his new La Salle, judging by appearances.

Above — An eye-arresting and effective display of Ativater Kent products recently occupied the shoiv window
of the Philadelphia "Record." The background served
admirably to bring out the strong points of the poster
supplied by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., and the receiving sets and loud speakers.
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Sonora

Phonograph

Complete

New

Co.
Line

Announces
of

Products

{Continued jrom page 32a)
directed towards high-grade music houses or
sign exclusively
employing
the 'Long
Sonora
vacuum tubes;
a superior
principleLife'
of
concerns with real music departments. This
electrical reproduction for both records and
new line is a music line and designed and inradio, singly and in combination; unique loud
tended to occupy a first-rank position in the
speaker developments of individual character;
music field. The great disadvantage of overvacuum tubes of highly efficient characteristics,
distribution is a well-recognized and muchmaking
for perfection in reproduction (tubes
discussed subject to-day. Over-production has
resulted in the worst imaginable competitive
particularly adapted for use in Sonora instruments); cabinets of beautiful workmanship,
practices as to the question of terms, trade-ins
distinctive and original styles, yet not extreme
and, in some instances, the upset of fair retail
prices. The new Sonora policy will be to strictly
in mode, and Sonora records with original muavoid such destructive disturbances.
sical arrangements and other qualities having
noticeably
new values.
"There are but eleven main items in the
Sonora line of instruments, consisting of acous"There is one word that properly describes
the whole story of the new Sonora products.
tic and electric phonographs, radios, combination radio-phonographs and loud speakers. The
That word is. 'performance.' Not a hard word
to remember, but strong in definition. We are
full electric-playing instruments, which are so
confident that the new Sonora line, item by
striking in performance, will be known as
item,
will surmount comparison with any comSonora "Melodons." Sonora will also produce
and manufacture its own electrically processed
petitive product fn its price class with respect
to eye value, dependability and performance.
records; records so novel in musical arrangements and performance that they will be quick
Demonstration will easily establish these asto win public favor.
sertions. The new line is priced advantageously.
It
is
neither
at the top nor the bottom, but
"The main items in the new Sonora line are
in the middle ground of broad appeal. Then,
a portable phonograph; one Sonora Melodon;
too, there is a price range on each class of
three Sonora . Melodons with radio; two popuinstruments to suit the purchaser and his inlar-priced cabinet model radios; one Sonora
come.
de luxe radio; two acoustical phonographs;
one cabinet-type Sonora loud speaker; Sonora
'Long Life,' specially designed vacuum tubes,
and distinctive Sonora records, electrically
recorded.
"The Sonora Co. during the past few months
has formed very advantageous associations and
relationships, which are of tremendous aid in
setting up a valuable situation that is extremely
strong and entirely free from external interference.
"The Sonora line blankets the newest and
most advanced developments in the radio and
phonograph arts. It isn't just one thing that
makes the new Sonora line so outstanding, but
rather a combination of engineering features
and designs long strived for and now attained.
"Some of these features that stand out and
are intimately a part of the new line are summarized as follows: radios of distinctive de-

A

"The new line has a substantial sales, merchandising and advertising program behind it;
a program that stands squarely back of the
product and which will be of great benefit and
aid to our dealers. This program will be national in character, supplemented by local
aids. The advertising campaign will cover
newspapers, national magazines, trade publications and direct mail, blanketing the country.
The most comprehensive sales promotion plans
have been prepared to assist the Sonora dealers. The whole merchandising program is destined to win immediate consumer attention and
create a demand which we know will win the
firm approval and support of the trade.
"Sonora offers liberal profit margins to dealers. We are fully aware of the dealer's problems and his cost of operation. There are several ways offered the dealer to finance his

Wonderful

Speaker

Tables

Line

for

of

$15.00

Our Six models cover the entire field for
table model sets. All are attractive —
Well made and excellently finished in
either Walnut or Mahogany.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

SEND

H.
59 Market

Avenue,

L.
N. W.

FOR

12— Dimension
30" Wide 14" Deep $15.00
14—
"
24" " 15" "
"
15— Kolster-6J
29" " 14" "
"
16— Dynamic
26" " 14" "
"
17-Radiola (18 & 60) 31" " 13" "
21— Dynamic
32" " 16" " 18.00
CRATED SINGLY
APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WEIGHT 40 LBS.
CATALOG

HUBBELL
Grand

Rapids,

Michigan

York, September, 1928

operations, and in every case the profit margin
is a liberal one. Sonora has carefully considered the problems of the dealers when establishing net prices and profits.
"The Sonora Co. is in splendid financial condition and is fully able to carry through to
completion any manufacturing, advertising and
sales program undertaken. The finances back
of the company are substantial and will be
utilized to support the company's policies to
the limit. Naturally much has been said in the
trade about the personnel of the new Sonora
organization, for it is one of broad experience,
successful, fully qualified, and with an intimate
knowledge of the industry, the trade and the
market. To tie up with Sonora is just another
way of saying 'success,' for the high-grade,
reputable music dealer who is looking towards
the future and not into the past."
Sonora model A-46 combines Sonora Melodon
with 7-tube radio set employing a full complement of eleven tubes. Is a De Luxe instrument, an electrical reproducing instrument for
all records of lateral type. Of the treasure
chest type finished in richly toned, Spanish
grained leather canopies and bases of various
designs to form different combinations suiting
individual tastes. Radio receiver operates on
110 volt, 60 cycle AC (also supplied for 25 cycle).
Employs high-voltage, long-life tubes. Automatically starts and stops all records without
preset and includes record albums of unique design. Is also designed to use Sonora "longplaying" records — a forthcoming Sonora feature.
Operates without antenna for local stations and
on short, inside antenna for remote stations.
Model A-44 combines Sonora Melodon with
radio receiver and is housed in beautiful cabinet, English Renaissance in character, with
grained butt walnut panels blending with
crotch walnut and oak burl overlays. Electrical
apparatus and characteristics are the same as
Model A-46. Provided with decorated record
albums — books of lovely design with illuminated
covers. Operates without antenna for local
stations
stations. and on short, inside antenna |or remote
Model A-40 combines Sonora Melodon with
radio receiver. Designed to sell at a popular
price. Radio receiver is 6-tube model which
actually employs nine tubes. Operates on 110
volt, 60 cycle AC (also supplied for 25 cycle).
Employs long-life, high-voltage Sonora tubes.
Automatic start and stop non-preset device for
all records. Cabinet is of Hepplewhite design.
Combining East India Satinwood, Australian
carving. and Zebra Wood, ornamented with hand
Walnut
Model A-36 is radio receiver of highest tonal
quality in beautiful cabinet. Operates on 110
volt, 60 cycle, AC (can be furnished in 25 cycle
also); is a 7-tube set employing eleven tubes,
including those of high-voltage long-life Sonora
design. Cabinet is of William and Mary design with recessed doors of crotch walnut, paneled in American walnut. Operates without
antenna for local stations and on short, inside
antenna for remote stations.
Model A-20 is a new Sonora Melodon, full
electric operation. May be also used for radio
reproduction in combination with radio set. Operates on 110 volt, 60 cycle AC (also furnished
for 25 cycle), employs a total of six tubes (including Sonora high-voltage, long-life tubes)
and is designed for use with "long-playing"
records — a forthcoming Sonora feature.
Equipped with automatic start and stop nonpreset device. Cabinet is of new and distinct
design of early Renaissance, of Japanese curly
ash, butt walnut and striped Australian walnut. Dull rubbed finish.
Model A-30. A popular priced, "six-tube"
radio set, actually employing nine tubes. The
combination of Sonora high-voltage, long-life
tubes with a highly efficient circuit design results in an instrument of fine performance. Used
on 110 volt, 60 cycle, AC (also furnished for 25
cycle). Self-contained loud speaker as in all
other models.
Cabinet is of Australian walnut,
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Line

and

New Sonora Line.

(1) Model A-46.

of

Radios,

Combinations

Phonographs

(2) Model A-44. (3) Model A-40. (4) Model A-36. (5) Model A-20.
(6) Model A-30.
(7) Model A-50.
(8) Model A-32. (9) Model A-14. (10) Portable Phonograph.
East Indian Satinwood and Rosewood overlay.
only difference being in the cabinet design.
long-playing heavy-duty double-spring motor
Models A-14 and A-12 have the same charModel A-50 is a dynamic loud speaker, 10-inch
(with universal type electric motor also).
cone, bringing out the best in radio. Same
New Sonora Portable is new in shape and
acteristics. Are popular-priced acoustic phospeaker as used in Sonora radios. May be used
nographs different in cabinet design. A-14 is size. Among its features are a Sonora bellowswith standard design radio sets equipped with
Hepplewhite, A-12 of conventional design. Both
type reproducer, 43-inch air column chamber
output transformer. Requires 110 volt, 25 or 60
completely air tight, absolutely silent motor and
embody notable points including, non-preset
cycle, AC external current supply.
full automatic stop, special Sonora double diaaccordion-type record container. Furnished in
Model A-32 has the same characteristics as
deep blue or rich brown padded morrocolene
phram reproducer, ball-bearing, brass tone-arm,
full exponential, air-column tone chamber and
Model A-30, embodies the same features, the
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Cam-Rad
Co.

Distributing

Will

Job

Kolster

New Company Formed by Trilling &
Montague to Distribute Kolster Radio
Products — Separate Sales Staff
Philadelphia, Pa., September 8. — Trilling &
Montague have announced that they will continue to handle the distribution of Kolster radio
in their territory under a new name, the CamRad Distributing Co. There is no change of
location or management, but the line will be
sold by a separate staff of salesmen. The name
Cam-Rad has been coined from the words
camera and radio.
To summarize, Trilling & Montague will distribute Zenith radio. QRS cameras and radio
accessories and parts in the following territorj':
Eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and
Newcastle Count}', Delaware. Trilling & Montague are the exclusive distributors of Zenith

radio in this territory and the Cam-Rad Distributing Co. will distribute Kolster radio,
QRS cameras and radio accessories and parts
in eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey,
Delaware and eastern shore of Maryland. Both
companies are located at Philadelphia and Sunbury, Pa.
Philadelphia
Dealers

Zenith

Hold

Meeting

Philadelphia, Pa., September 12. — Trilling &
Montague, of this city, exclusive Zenith distributors, are holding a meeting of Zenith dealers
in their territory to-day, as this issue of The
Talking Machine World goes to press. A full
day of great value to the dealer is promised to
be climaxed by a banquet in the evening at
which Paul B. Klugh, president of the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, is to be the guest of
honor at this event, which promises to be one
long to be remembered by those present.
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Products

Findlay
Increases

Console Tables Manufactured by the Robert Findlay Mfg. Co. Now Being Used
by Many Radio Manufacturers
From producing for one manufacturer to a
score or more within the brief period of one
year is the record achieved by the Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacturer of Findlay console tables. When the
first metal-cased set was produced approximately a year ago, F. Schwartz, general manager
of the Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., visualized a
table that would match in finish and design the
metal casing of the set. The Robert Findlay
Co. knew how. For years it had manufactured lamps and other objets d'art for home
decoration. The first table was produced and
presented to the trade. It took, and as other
manufacturers brought out metal sets the Robert Findlay Co. designed individual tables to
accommodate each particular set. It was also
found that these metal tables could be finished
to harmonize equally well with wooden cab1
ineted sets and the idea was later expanded to
provide
tables for
portable
talking
Mr. Schwartz
points
out that
this machines.-'
growth has
resulted in the production of a large number of
individual models, but adds that the merchandising of tables for each line has been separated

"BLACKM

AN

AND

DEPENDABILITY

is not

merely

but one

a catchy

descriptive

appreciated

business

of radio

by Blackman

Merchandise

of

service

after

thorough

reputable

tests

tions, offered to dealers
in the Metropolitan

that is

dealers.

and

cially responsible manufacturers,
only

slogan

and

of radio

finan-

selected

investigaproducts

district:

FADA
ALL-AMERICAN
EVEREADY

MOHAWK-LYRIC

R. C. A. RADIOTRONS
NEWCOMBE-HAWLEY
ANSONIA

SPEAKERS

SPEAKERS

and that these products are sold ' exclusively
through
the the
authorized
of' the sets
for which
tables distributors
were intended.
Mr.
Schwartz reports new designs have been prepared for Eveready, Philco, Zenith and Radiola
sets and for Carryola portables.

Group
for

Insurance
Edison

Employes

Three thousand five hundred employes of the
Edison industry in Orange, N. J., and elsewhere
about the country, have been offered the opportunity for acquiring group insurance at a very
nominal figure. The salaried employes have
been offered a straight life policy, and the nonsalaried men a special policy with weekly accident benefits and disability payments, the policy
providing for a maximum of $5,000 in insurance
according to term of service.
The insurance is divided between the TraveI4
ers Insurance Co. and the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co., the former taking the Edison
woodworking plant in Wisconsin, and the Edison Portland Cement employes, while the latter
company is insuring those connected with the
Edison industries in Orange and other sections
of New Jersey. That the employes are enthusiastic over the opportunity is evidenced by the
fact that in the Travelers Company alone 1791
ejnployes have taken insurance to the amount
of over $2,000,000, with 1,230 of them securing
the accident and disability policies.
G. S. Tay

Visits

Bosch

Plant

C. S. Tay, president of C. S. Tay, Inc., Chicago, recently spent ten days in New York City
and Springfield, Mass. At Springfield he visited
the plant of the American Bosch Magneto Corp.,
whose radio products his firm distributes in the
Chicago territory, and spent some time with
Frank V. Goodman, general sales manager of
the Bosch organization.
Joins
28-30

W.

23rd

St., New

York,

N. Y.

Chas.

Freshman

Go.

Harry Fowler Sarson has joined the advertising department of the Charles Freshman Co.,
Inc., New York. Until recently Mr. Fowler
was a member of the production department
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., New York advertising agency.
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AMPLIFIERS

possibilities

of making

money

from

power

amplification

are

unlimited. There is a demand in every city. Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers everywhere are converting their radios and radio
phonographs
Powerizer

into

Power

power

amplified,

Amplifier.

ing speakers — for auditorium

Make
y

These

Radio

A. C. Electrics,

Power

Amplifiers

volume,

and

used

this famous

for demonstrat-

they

Phonographs
RADIOLA No. 25 MODELS:
7-2 Victor
9-1 Victor

RADIOLA No. 20 MODELS:
7-1 Victor
7-3 Victor
7-30 Victor
Alhambra-I Victor
Radiola No. 20 RCA

with

Alhambra-II Victor
Florenza Victor
Radiola No. 25 RCA
Cordova-6 (Brunswick)

A.

C.

Electrics

RADIOLA
28 MODELS:
VV 9-15No.
Victor
Borgia-1 Victor
Radiola No. 28 RCA
Cordova-8 (Brunswick)
RADIOLA No. 16 MODELS
7-10 Victor

Radiola No. 16 RCA
Licensed by Radio Corporation of America and Associated Companies,

Powerizer
The

PX-2

Power

Amplifier

Powerizer

is a two-stage power amplifier which
can be energized from the detector
tube of a radio set, providing sufficient volume for homes or small halls
— frequently used for demonstrating
records or speakers by dealers.

is a very powerful amplifier, three
stages, using the UY-227 In the first
stage, UY-227 in the second stage,
and the new UX-2S0 in the third
stage; has a tapped input and a tapped
output, and has both a volume and
tone control. It has a tapped input
and tapped output so that it may be
applied to a detector of a radio set.

List price (tubes extra) . . $75.00
Uses the No. 226 in the first stage,
the No. 210 in the second and the No.
281 as rectifier — is provided with volume control.
Powerizer

(Tubes necessary — two (2) UY-227,
two (2) UX-281, and one (1) UX-2S0.)
List price . . .

P-4

This is a Powerizer which substitutes and contains 210 for the last
stage and is easily and quickly connected to any radic set; specially
adapted for use with dynamic speakers; uses a UX-210, UX-281. Furnishes its own A, B and C.
Price, less tubes
$49.50

The

Price, without tubes .... $110.00

Pioneers

RADIO

Seventh

$185.00

Powerizer PXP-210
This is a two-stage unit, using 226
in the first stage and two 210 PushPulls in the second; contains our own
excellent Alloy steel transformers;
furnished with volume control.

in Power

Amplification

WRITE

106

PX-3

FOR

Have

BULLETIN

Important

PXP-250

is a very powerful 'three-stage pushpull amplifier. It is unique in that
the amount of emerging amplification
is unlimited, using our own system of
sectional units. Push-pull 250 units
may be added at will. Two units are
sufficient to fill a house with at least
2,500 people; consists of one-stage
UY-227, one-stage push-pull No. 171,
and one-stage push-pull No. 250; has
a tapped input and output. For tonal
quality and power, this is the last
word in power amplication.
(Tubes necessary — one (1) UY-227,
one (1) UX-280, two (2) UX-171, two
tubes
extra.) and two (2) UX-250—
(2) UX-281,
List Price

Avenue
Makers of the Famous

$250.00

All of our units use alloy steel transformers, insuring maximum volume
over the entire audible range. We
would be very glad to handle any
special problem that you may have on
amplification.
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Sterling Radio Co. Reports Good Kolster
and Columbia Sales — New Victor
Models Shown — Crosley Dealers Meet

The accompanying illustration shows the attractive window display which was used by Zenith dealers and distributors throughout the
country
during "National
Zenith Automatic

Kansas City, Mo., September 7.— Business has
been splendid at the Sterling Radio Co. according to H. C. Bonfig, who reports that the interest in the political situation is in a great
measure responsible for the
stimulation which the business has enjoyed. A branch
office in Omaha has been

opened to serve as a distributing center. In charge
is J. H. Rasmussen, former
Sterling salesman in the
Southwest Kansas territory.
A model display was featured in the Omaha radio
show, September 27.
Number 930 Kolster
model is going well as the
leading electrical reproducing phonograph. Number
960, a combination, is going
popularly also. A Columbia
harmony portable, selling
I for $25, is in demand. The
Columbia portable, 161,
which sells for $50, is the
Zenith Display That Attracted Wide Attention
Week," which started September 9. The dis- most high-priced and at the same time the bestplay, employing the use of a live girl model,
selling machine on the market at this time.
effectively demonstrated the simplicity of
The Kolster dealers' meeting held here several weeks ago was highly successful, the new
Zenith's automatic tuning. A set of twelve explanatory demonstration cards was used by the
model having been introduced in the papers
model, which fully described every maneuver.
August 26. Dealers had window displays at
that time, and much interest is being shown.
Many dealers used an amplifier, located on the
outside of the window, hooked up with the set
The Paul Music Shop reports action on comthe girl demonstrator uses. This stunt brought
bination ranging from $250 to $750 in price. Mr.
James Perry has been added to the sales force.
an actual performance of Zenith automatic tunA display of receivers, speakers and full sets
ing to those standing out on the sidewalk or
was made at a recent conference of Crosley
those passing by.
dealers here. Among those attending were H.
C. Abbott, general sales manager and L. A.
Will Represent Red Lion Go.
Kellogg and W. B. Baldwin of the Crosley Radio
Corporation; C. J. Smith of the Amrad Corp., A.
Ragsdale of the Showers Bros. Co., H. B. Wells
The Molloy-Davis Cov manufacturers' representative, Philadelphia and New York City, has
of Duckley-Dement, S. F. Will of the Newannounced that it has been appointed special
combe-Hawley Co., and S. C. Vaughan of the
sales representative to serve metropolitan New
Burgess Battery Co.
York and northern New Jersey Atwater Kent
New Fall Victor models numbering five were
dealers with Red Lion cabinets for Atwater
exhibited here at a display sponsored by the
Kent radio, made by the Red Lion Cabinet Co.,
J. W. Jenkins Co. August 21. Howard Rupp,
of Red Lion, Pa. Temporary headquarters
Chicago, director of the advertising program,
have been established in the Furniture Exmade a talk urging use of local advertising.
change, Space 306, New York City.
Fred B. Jenkins, Jr., manager of the wholesale department of the Jenkins stores, was chairman of the meeting. F. C. Hawkinson, supervisor of promotion and contract work at the
factory, headed the Victor Co. group. Others
with the demonstration were: R. E. Kane, Chicago, district manager of the Midwest section;
T. F. Dealey, Chicago, in charge of new instruments; N. D. Norvell, Chicago, sales promotion
department; A. W. Deas, Jr., Kansas City, sales
analysis department and A. N. Tamborino,
Victor Co. headquarters, Camden, N. J., engineering service department.
hinners

$3

51

Dealers and Jobbers: Write or
wire for attractive proposition.
F. A. HINNERS & CO., INC.
55 West 42nd St.
New York City

W.

L. Jacoby

Ends

Steinite

Area

Live Girl Model in Store Window Uses
Demonstration Cards to Show Simplicity of Zenith Automatic Tuning

Radios KealKtic Reproducer

World, New

Vacation

W. L. Jacoby, president of the Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co., radio receiver manufacturer of Chicago, recently returned from
Three Lakes, Wis., where he spent a short vacation indulging in fishing, swimming and other
outdoor activities.
The National Electric Phonograph Co., 80
East Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111., has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000 to
deal in phonographs and sound reproducing devices. The incorporators are Charles B. Moore,
E. Parhly, Jr., and H. W. Harvey.
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Produces

Striking

Displays

Chicago, III., September 7.— The Steinite Radio
Co. is now forwarding to its dealers a series of
four display cards based on the outstanding features of the Steinite Electric AC radio. The
cards are convenient in size — 11^ by 9Ys inches.
They are equipped with easels for the counter
or window use, and perforated in the event that
the dealer wishes to hang them up.
Built around the qualities of performance,
tone, beauty, and value, these cards are designed
and executed in a rich combination of colors,
and each point is amplified by a clever phrase.
The colors used in these cards are blue, black,
maroon, green, yellow and many combinations
of these colors. Steinite advertising headquarters already reports a strong demand for these
cards from jobbers and dealers, and it is safe to
assume that they will soon be seen on the counters and in the windows of many thousands of
dealers throughout the country.
To

Produce

2,000

Philco

Sets

Daily

Philadelphia, Pa., September 8. — The Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., of this city, has announced that the news of the new Philco set
has gone around the world and that requests for
information as to details have been received
from as far removed places as Rome and Tokio.
Officials of the company have announced a daily
output that will approach 2,000 sets and speakers by early October. Following a nation-wide
trip by Harry Boyd Brown, advertising and
merchandising counselor, and Sayre M. Ramsdell, sales manager of the company, the needs of
the trade have been thoroughly analyzed and
every possible effort is being made by the company to expedite shipments.

"Black

Grows"

in Book

Form

There has been a wide sale of the recently
published edition of "Two Black Crows in the
A. E. F.," written by Charles E. Mack, of Moran
and Mack, the "The Two Black Crows," exclusive Columbia recording artists and radio
and stage favorites, and published by the
Bobbs-Merrill Co., New York City. The book
is dedicated to the "makers, distributors and
dealers of Columbia Phonograph records, whose
interest and encouragement have meant so
much to the 'Two Black Crows'." Throughout
the book the black crows used by the Columbia Co. in their advertisements are used in the
decorative border on each page.
In Larger

Store

The Munn Music & Jewelry store, Crookston, Minn., recently moved its business into
the store adjoining it on the East, which will
afford larger display space as well as an entrance from the rear.

Buys

Business

Lawrence Hildinger, of Sunfield, Mich., has
purchased the Aelick Music and Furniture Store,
Chesaning, which has been operated for the
past seven months by William F. Lutz, assignee.
Incorporation
The Renner Music Co., Sandusky, O., has
been incorporated recently with a capital stock
of 200 shares, no par value. John F. Renner,
Cora Renner and John A. Feick, of this city,
are the proprietors.
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Trip

Vice-President of Ail-American Mohawk
Corp. Found Conditions Gratifying in
Southern Cities — Plans Ad Campaign
Hanging up another record for himself as a
commercial traveler, Otto N. Frankfort, vicepresident in charge of sales of the All-Ameri-

Pittsburgh, Wheeling, Washington, Charleston,
Greensboro, Raleigh, Atlanta, Birmingham,
Montgomery, Macon, New Orleans, Jacksonville, Chattanooga, Norfolk, Cincinnati, Bluefield,
Harrisburg, Philadelphia and, finally, New
York City. In Harrisburg Mr. Frankfort participated in the convention of Lyric dealers held
by the district distributor, the Excelsior Auto
& Battery Co., of which Harry Meyers is the
head. "The trip was trying enough from a physical standpoint," Mr. Frankfort reported on his
return to the home office in Chicago, where production of the Lyric models is mounting daily.
"However, the gratifying" results of my trip
more than compensated for any physical discomfort suffered from the intense heat which
prevailed in the South. Wherever I went I
found a remarkable growth in the appreciation
of radio," he said in discussing the future of
radio. "Broadcasting is becoming better down
there and, consequently, the field for radio sets
is increasing accordingly. We have a splendid
organization in the South this year and are sure
of doing an unprecedented volume of business in both the rural as well as metropolitan
centers.
"The new console models and radio-phonograph combinations are proving popular below
the Mason-Dixon line as well as in the North.
Our production problems here at the Chicago
plant have been adjusted so that we are now

Otto N. Frankfort
can Mohawk Corp., manufacturer of the Lyric
receiver, returned to Chicago recently from a
twenty-four-day trip through the South, during
which time he appointed new and visited old
All-American
Mohawk
Corp. distributors in

able to ship upon demand from distributors."
Mr. Frankfort will remain in the Chicago offices for a time, as he is devoting considerable
time to the extensive advertising campaign
which the All-American Mohawk Corp. is about
to launch on the Lyric line of receivers. This
includes many original dealer displays, national
billboard and newspaper material.
The projected All-American Mohawk Malaysian Expedition which the company is planning
to send to Borneo this Fall to study tropical
radio problems and to prove the utility of the
standard present-day American
radio set in

even the remote unexplored parts of the world
is receiving widespread publicity. "It is arousing the interest of both radio engineering and
other scientific societies, as well as the general
public," Mr. Frankfort stated.
President

Radio

Is Placed

on

Line
Market

The "President" line of radio receivers, is
being placed on the market by the S. Freshman
Co., Chicago, a manufacturing firm recently organized in that city. S. Freshman, head of the
company, is well known in the radio field, having been vice-president of the Chas. Freshman
Co., and general manager of the Chicago plant
of the organization. Mr. Freshman has established the headquarters of his new company at
225 No. Michigan avenue.
The President line consists of a table model,
retailing at $60, and a console at $149.50. Both
models contain the same eight tube AC Chassis,
with illuminated single control, complete shielding and push-pull amplification. A switch is also
provided by which may be regulated phonograph reproduction, should the set be used to
reproduce records electrically. Both the table
model and the console are finished in walnut,
and are attractive in appearance, the console
containing a built-in Utah dynamic speaker.
The new receivers are licensed under RCA
patents, and those of its associated companies,
as well as Hogan and other patents. The Martwel Corp., New York City, is exclusive representative for the President line in New England, New York, and New Jersey, and certain
designated cities in other States in the East.
The Frederick Music Co., Buffalo, N. Y., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of 200
shares of common stock. T. C. Howard of
Buffalo is named as correspondent.
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And

still
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fj^HE public demand for Findlay
A metal consoles is increasing daily
— because of the quality of design,
materials and workmanship together
with the low retail price.
Dealers make an additional profit
when handling Findlay metal consoles.

Radiola
Shamrock
Steinite
Stewart-Warner
Victor

Our policy of specially designed
and approved tables sold exclusively
through authorized dealers assures
the dealer thorough protection in the
lines he represents
"FINDLAY
"The

ROBERT
Show Rooms 242 Fifth Avenue
New York City
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Chicago Talking Machine Co. Host to 325
Dealers at Luncheon Meeting — E. E.
Shumaker Is Principal Speaker
Three hundred and twenty-five Victor dealers
were the guests of the Chicago Talking Machine
Co., local distributor, at a luncheon and meeting at the Congress Hotel, September 5, at
what is said to have been the largest Victor
dealer meeting held in recent years in Chicago.
The luncheon was held in the Florentine room,
where Aileen Stanley, Phil Baker and Ted Silver
of "A Night in Spain" furnished entertainment.
After the luncheon the guests repaired to the
Gold room of the Congress Hotel, where a
business meeting was held. Three new instruments, an automatic Victrola, an automatic
Electrola and a de luxe automatic Electrola

Radiola, embodying the new Model 64 Radiola,
were exhibited and demonstrated for the benefit of the dealers. It was stated at the meeting
that lower prices on these instruments would
be in effect and that the price figures would
be announced definitely in the near future.
W. C. Griffith, president of the Chicago Talking Machine Co., acted as toastmaster and
chairman of the meeting. The guest of honor
was E. E. Shumaker, president of the Victor
Talking Machine Co. Addresses were made by
Mr. Shumaker, Mr. Griffiths, Howard Kupp of
the Victor Co., Major Carson of N. W. Ayer
& Son, Victor advertising counsel, James T.
Bristol of Bankers' Commercial Security Co.,
G. J. Daley, N. H. Norvell and Arthur Deas,
lr., all of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
In New

Paul
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McGee

Chief

Is Edison

Radio

Inspector

Pioneer in Radio's Development Was a
Member of Arctic Expedition in 1925 —
Has Long Commercial Experience
Paul McGee, a radio man of unusually extensive experience, has been appointed chief

Home

Pittsburgh, Pa., September 10. — The Silman
Distributing
of this atcity,
ta"kenstreet.
possession of largerCo.,quarters
620 has
Grant

The

NEW
AC-ALL

APEX

ELECTRIC

NEUTRODYNE

Slightly Higher West of the Rockies

The

Beautiful

1929

DEALERS — Make it possible for your customers to enjoy undisturbed and efficient radio
reception in their homes. Offer your trade the
new APEX AC ALL-ELECTRIC NEUTRODYNE. The 1929 Model-36 is representative
of all that is desirable in AC ALL-ELECTRIC
Radio performance.
The self-contained, highly perfected power
pack means the elimination of all battery
trouble. Simply plug into the wall-light socket
— turn the single tuning control to the desired
station, and there you are — perfect reception —
tones that have depth and are perfectly natural.
High notes — low notes — all come in clear and
in their proper relation. Has illuminated dial
making accurate tuning easy.

r

MODEL

36

A GENUINE NEUTRODYNE
—self-contained with highly perfected
— power-pack
employs six tubes, plus one rectifier
—— just
one tuning
illuminated
dial knob
— walnut finish metal cabinet
—distance — selectivity greater than
many deep,
high-priced
—tone—
mellow sets
and natural
— easiest set to operate

Be sure and write or wire for complete information relative to an APEX franchise.

Minilux

Moves

APEX
SPEAKER
$25
Slightly Higher West of Rockies
Designed especially for APEX Model 36 AC
or DC Receiver. This new APEX Magnetic
Type Speaker gives a new tone, full but
natural, at all, times. Easily mounted on
lid, giving an ideal combination.

to New

Home

The Minilux Sales Corp. has taken possession
of its new offices in the same building at 18
East Forty-first street, New York. In addition
to the executive offices of President Hayes
Cone and George Kruse, sales manager, an attractive display room has been equipped featuring all the models of this imported miniature
speaker. During the past month several new
decorative motifs have been received, including
"diamond incrusted" models. Sales of this
speaker are steadily increasing.
Home

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
(Division of United States Electric Corp.)
1410 W. 59th St., Chicago

NEUTRODYNE
See the APEX Exhibit at the
5th ANNUAL RADIO WORLD'S FAIR
New Madison Square Garden. New York
Week of September 17.
Booths 3 and -4— Section DD

Paul McGee
radio inspector for Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and
it will be his duty to pass upon every radio
receiver sent out by the company to insure
its measuring up to every requirement.
Mr. McGee has been connected with radio
for many years and is regarded as a pioneer
in the field. In 1925, when the McMillan expedition left for the Arctic wastes, McGee went
along as radio officer. It was on this trip that
Commander Richard Byrd, who has just started
on an Antarctic expedition, was in charge of
the airplane division and also looked after the
radio communications from the outside world.
While in the North McGee sent and received
messages from airplanes and while there
achieved what is believed to be a record in
broadcasting voice programs, his broadcast
being heard in New Zealand, 10,500 miles awa>-.
Mr. McGee has also received a wide reputation in the field of commercial radio and has
been connected with a number of prominent
manufacturers. He has played a prominent part
in ironing out technical difficulties in the new
Edison instruments and is therefore particularly
well qualified to pass upon the finished products of the Edison line.

From

Europe

J. Newcorribe Blackman, president of the
Blackman Distributing Co., New York, distributor of radio products, returned on the
"Mauretania" August 31, after spending several
months abroad. Mr. Blackman, who was accompanied on this trip by Mrs. Blackman and
their daughter, visited the leading European
countries and upon his return to New York
was delighted to find that his organization had
completed plans for an intensive merchandising
campaign this Fall in behalf of the products
distributed by the company.

Bolton's
Branch

Opens
Store
in Lakewood

Bolton's Music Store, 62 New Street, New
Brunswick, N. J., has opened a branch on Clifton avenue, Lakewood, N. J., with Harry Wilson as manager. The new store carries pianos,
musical instruments and radios. Mr. Bolton,
who has been in business in New Brunswick
for seven years, reports a very satisfactory
volume of sales during the Summer, particularly in band instruments and musical merchandise, records and sheet music.
Lewis

Appointed

Manager

Akron, 0., September 4. — Harry Lewis has resigned his position as first saxophonist in the
Cleveland Keith Palace Theatre Orchestra to
become manager of the reed instrument department at Rudicks music store here. Lewis will
assume his new duties this week. He had been
a member of the Cleveland orchestra for the
last year and a half.
E. H.

Thomas

Made

Manager

Davitt & Hanser Co., Cincinnati, composers
and wholesale dealer in musical merchandise,
has announced the appointment of E. H.
Thomas as manager of the band and orchestra
department.
He has wide experience.
Wolf

Opens

Banjo

Shop

Milton G. Wolf announced that he will open
his own banjo shop in the Kimball Bldg., Jackson boulevard and Wabash avenue, Chicago.
The shop will feature Ludwig & Ludwig and
Vega banjos.
Formal opening is to be held soon.
G. F. Winter

Dies

Shop
Banjo
Wolf
September
Opens

29

Chicago, III., September 7.— The formal opening
of Chicago's new banjo shop by Milton G. Wolf
will take place Saturday, September 29, when
Milton G. Wolf, known as "The Banjo Man,"
will throw open the doors of Suite 816, Kimball
Building, to his many friends in the trade and
professional musicians. Mr. Wolf announces
that, in addition to featuring banjos, a special
musical instrument service will be introduced
to the Chicago trade. Mr. Wolf is also head
of the Standard Musical Specialties Co., manufacturer of the Milton G. Wolf Quality Supreme banjo head.
Musical
Adds

Merchandise
Portable

House

Phonographs

Philadelphia, Pa., August 28. — Louis Sorkin,
proprietor of the Sorkin Co., 138 North Eighth
street, manufacturer and distributor of string
goods and other allied musical merchandise, has
added to his line a portable talking machine
known as the Blue Bird. The Sorkin company
shortly will receive an importation of German
violins which it will stock during the Autumn
season. These will be added to the general
string goods lines handled by the firm consisting of its own make of ukuleles and banjo
ukuleles and accessories.
Plan

Big Band

Organization of Band There Wins Support
of Local Educational Authorities for
Music in the Schools
Charlotte, N. C, September 6. — The harmonica
band of the Villa Heights School consists of
twenty-five girls and boys who have been
taught to play the harmonica by the music
teacher of the school, Miss Emma Reid.
Prior to its organization in October, 1927,
only one of the boys was able to play the harmonica. Its first appearance was on Christmas
Eve at a Christmas festival, and since that time
not a week has passed without the band filling
some important engagement.
This is the first harmonica band in the city
of Charlotte, and so great has been the interest
in music they create that, as a result of their
efforts, the board of education has presented
the school with a piano.
Miss Reid regards the harmonica as having
played a very decided part in the musical lives
of the children, not only of the school to which
the band belonged, but throughout the school
system of the city. She is leaving Villa
Heights School this Fall to act as special music
teacher in the Alexander Graham Junior High
School, where it is her purpose to continue her
harmonica activities.
Weymann

for

Millersburg

Band
Harmonica
Charlotte
in
Success

High

School

Millersburg, O., September 4. — Millersburg
High School will be represented this year by one
of the largest bands in this section of the
State.
Organization has already started.
The Brooks-Mays Co., Dallas, Tex., has added a department featuring stringed instruments.

Instruments

An interesting display of banjos and guitars
finished in Duco, and manufactured by H. A.
Weymann & Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, is a feature of the Du Pont Products Exhibit on the
Boardwalk at Atlantic City. The instruments
are shown on a revolving platform in a large
display window. The Holcomb-Hoke Mfg.
Co.'s automatic phonograph, the Electramuse,
occupied a prominent position in the exhibit.

C. F. Winter, music dealer and jeweler of
River Falls, Wis., died August 9 at St. John's
Hospital, St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Winter had sold
musical merchandise and jewelry many years.
Remodels

Sales

Warerooms

The Lightbown Music Co., 6221 Woodland
avenue, Philadelphia, has remodeled its quarters
devoted to the sale of musical merchandise, and
has extended its stocks of rolls, talking machine records and sheet music.
Now

in Larger

Quarters

The

The firm of Barth, Lutchen & Feinberg, New
York, wholesale distributors of musical merchandise, isnow located in larger quarters at
33 Union Square.

Oldest

Largest

and

Musical

Merchandise

House

in America

BACON
Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1894

BANJOS
Sold by Representative
Music Merchants

C.Bruno
§-Sonjnc.
351-53FourthAveJewYorkCity

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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Show
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in

Los

BeauAngeles

Pre-view of Exposition Attended by Thousands of Exhibitors and Radio DealersAssociation Holds Breakfast Meeting— Victor Models Demonstrated

Los Angeles, Cal., September 3.— Between 4,000
and 5,000 members of the radio trades, including
exhibitors and their salesmen, out-of-town
dealers and members of their sales forces, as
well as Los Angeles radio dealers who are not
exhibiting, attended the pre-view of the Sixth
Annual Radio Show Beautiful held in the Ambassador Auditorium, Sunday, September 2.
Visitors were unanimous in their praise of the
arrangements and decorations both of the exposition halls and of the numerous unusually attractive exhibit booths.
This morning, September 3. a general meeting of the Radio Trades Association of
Southern California and of visiting members
of the industry took place at the Breakfast Club at 9 a. m. and was attended by
over 500 men and women. The fifteen local
broadcast stations contributed the entertainment, which was broadcast over KFWB, and the
presiding officer was C. H. Mansfield, chairman
of the Radio Show Committee, who stated that
this breakfast meeting was being held in lieu of
the accustomed evening banquet. During the
afternoon and evening dense throngs of the general public passed through the entrance gates
to view the latest in radio.
Victor Caravan in Los Angeles
\ large number of Victor dealers and their
sales people from all parts of Southern California attended a meeting held at the Biltmore
Hotel at which the new Victrolas, Electrolas
and Automatic Victrola Electrolas were shown
by the Victor Talking Machine Co.'s "Caravan,"
under the auspices of the California Victor Distributing Co. Otto L. May, president, acted as
chairman, and introduced C. C. Forbes, of the
Victor Talking Machine Co., who exhibited and

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without
cost. Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.
SALESMEN — SIDELINE — A few high-grade
radio salesmen are wanted to carry a sideline
of portable phonographs and musical small
goods in the territory they are now covering.
Represent one of the leading jobbers in the
Middle West. Liberal commission given. Address Box No. 1662, c/o Talking Machine
World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
WANTED — Salesmen to sell piano benches.
Commission proposition. State age, experience,
territory, lines carried and give references. The
H. Lauter Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
SALESMEN — Here is your opportunity to
earn an attractive income. Liberal commission
basis, exclusive territory. Read our advertisement on pages 34-35 of this issue. Minilux
speakers are only sold to high-class department
stores — leading music, radio, jewelry and gift
shops. Are you the man for this unusual opening? State full particulars in first letter, outlining past experience, trade called on, age, etc.
Address Box No. 1664, c/o Talking Machine
World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
POSITION WANTED — Manager — Sales Manager of
Phonograph Department or Store. Extensive experience
creating new business with outside sales force. A-l references. Address Box No. 1663, c/o Talking Machine
World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

demonstrated the new models. He was followed
by J. M. Spain, Southern California manager of
the California Victor Distributing Co., who gave
a forceful sales talk, prophesying a big demand
for Victor products during the approaching season. Thomas J. Mercer, of the Bankers-Commercial Security Co., Inc., explained the new
financial plan for Victor dealers. A. C. Love,
Pacific Coast manager of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., explained the advertising plans
both in the newspapers and by direct mail. Miss
Madeline Davies, of the Victor Talking Machine
Co.'s educational department, pointed out the
profits which can be secured through the proper
management of a Victor record department.
Three hundred guests attended a banquet in the
Biltmore. Hotel ballroom in the evening and
listened to a delightful musical program, winding up an interesting program.
Ray-O-Vac Batteries for Air Meet
The French Battery Co., distributor of RayO-Vac batteries, supplied ninety-six forty-five
volt batteries for the National Air Meet, which
takes place this year in Los Angeles, September
8 to 16. The batteries, according to G. R.
Walters, Ray-O-Vac representative of the
French Battery Co., will be used in the three
transmitters and five groups of loud speakers
which will be used to announce the starts and
stops of the aeroplane races to the grand stand
and to give the names of pilots and contestants,
and details regarding new models.
Barker Bros. Enlarging
Extensive alterations and additions are being
made in the phonograph and radio departments
of Barker Bros. L. G. Shatney, manager of the
music and radio department, states that business
both in the phonograph and radio departments
is on the upward trend and in order to take care
of their customers in accordance with Barker
Bros, policy the departments and demonstration rooms are being brought up-to-date and
are to be considerably enlarged.
Sherman. Clay Man With Sparton
One of the best-known wholesale phonograph
salesmen, Harry Ream, who was formerly for
twelve years with Sherman, Clay & Co. and remained with them until their Southern California branch was closed, has recently associated himself with Pacific Wholesale, Inc., distributor for Sparton radio and Okeh records. Mr.
Ream had a few months' experience in the retail
field, making him still better qualified to understand the dealers' problems and assist them in
meeting sales problems as they arise.
Big Demand for Combinations
W. S. Van Doren, manager of the phonograph
and radio departments of the Southern California Music Co., declared that during the Summer months there has been a large increase over
the similar season in previous years for Electrolas and Panatropes with and without radio
equipment. He also reports a very satisfactory increase in the phonograph record department to the extent of 25 per cent.
Robert
Has

W.
Fine

Irwin

Co.

World, New

York, September, 1928

a line upon which we could safely build our
future. The manufacturers' representative is
dependent upon the factory he represents and
we took great care in selection. The Robert
W. Irwin Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., is eightythree years old. Here was a firm that had a
wealth of experience behind it. It was a firm
of accomplishments, for such famous hostelries
as the Hotel Stevens in Chicago, the Belmont
and Ritz-Carlton in New York, the Mayflower,
Washington, and many others are equipped with
Irwin furniture. Another consideration was
stability. The Robert W. Irwin Co. has plants
worth $4,500,000. We felt that here was an
organization that was well worth building with.
Accordingly, we have placed behind the Irwin
line our entire resources and intimate knowledge of merchandising. The line has gone over
and we look forward to not only a great season
this year but for many years to come."
Plan

Campaign
Home

for

Broadcaster

Brooklyn Metal Stamping Co. Putting
Emphasis Behind Appeal of Home
Broadcaster as a Holiday Gift
D. H. Engelson, president and general manager of the Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., has announced that a new
campaign is being placed behind the B. M. S.
Home Broadcaster for the coming season and
special emphasis will be placed upon its particularly strong appeal as a holiday gift. The
B. M. S. Home Broadcaster permits broadcasting in the home, providing a large amount of
mystification and fun. It is a simple device,
consisting of a microphone connected by a long
cord with either a four- or five-prong detector
plug. This being placed in the detector tube
socket anyone is able to broadcast through
their own receiving set. The B. M. S. Broadcaster has been attractively packaged and, Mr.
Engelson points out, will undoubtedly prove a
very profitable sideline for the radio dealer.
The electric pick-up department during the
past year has provided pick-up attachments to
a number of phonograph and portable phonograph manufacturers and plans to expand this
division of the company.

Edison

Artists

Record

in

Broadcasts

B. A. Rolfe and his Palais d'Or Orchestra, exclusive Edison recording artists, have been
engaged for the radio programs of dance music
to be broadcast each Saturday evening during
the Fall and Winter in the Lucky Strike Hour
sponsored by the American Tobacco Co. The
program is unique in that it will be sent out
over forty-six stations of the National Broadcasting Co. from New York to San Francisco,
and will represent the most extensive regular
hook-up of dance music thus far put on the air.
There will be thirty-five musicians in the orchestra, and the new program will be launched on
Saturday evening, September 15, at 10 p. m.,
Eastern Daylight Saving Time. It is expected
that the program will reach some 30,000,000 people each Saturday night, a host of whom are
familiar with Mr. Rolfe and his orchestra because of his frequent local broadcasts.

Reputation

Emil S. Schenkel Gives His Reasons for
Selecting the Robert W. Irwin Co. to
Represent — Experience and Stability
Emil S. Schenkel, of the Madden-Schenkel
Co., New York City, in telling of the substantial
development of the manufacturers' representative business which he conducts, says:
"The first few months we spent looking for

New

Splitdorf

Ad.

Copy

The Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N. J..
has struck a new note in its radio newspaper
moderne"andhasa
"L'arttreatment
for thisin Fall.
campaign
been
introduced
the copy
few other new ideas have been introduced in the
field of radio selling arguments. Advance proofs
of these newspaper ads indicate a particularly
forceful campaign ahead.
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Feist

Introduces
99

the

"Girl

Friends

"Daughters
of tfie
Mr.Trade
and in
Mrs.
Hitt"Issued
Are
Presented to
Folder
by Leo Feist, Inc.
"Meet the Girl Friends (Daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Hitt)" is the caption on a clever
folder just issued by Leo Feist, Inc., New
York, serving as an order blank for the three
girl-name songs in its catalog, all of which are
in the big-seller class. The three songs are
"Ramona," "Chiquita" and "Jeannine," and the
folder has the following to say about them:
" 'Ramona' you ought to know real well,
she's been about quite a bit and has become
very popular.
" 'Chiquita' is the kid sister of 'Ramona,' just
beginning to step out and make herself heard,
in fact, you can hear her most any old night
if you go to the theatre or to dances, or fool
around with the radio.
" 'Jeannine' is the baby of the family, but how
she is growing! Already she's in the movies.
She's one of the big features in Colleen Moore's
new picture, 'Lilac Time.' Looks like she
would outclass her two sisters. Keep your eye
on her!
"They're good company, nice girls to know
and very musical (they play the cash register
beautifully). Show them a little attention and
they will help you in your business."
De

S., B. &

Vitaphone

H.

Issue

Film

Theme

"Sonny Boy" Is Theme Song of New Jolson Vitaphone Film, "The Singing
Fool," to Open at the Winter Garden
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., New
York, "Have just acquired the publication rights
to "Sonny Boy," which is the central song
sung by Al Jolson in the Warner Bros. Vitaphone picture, "The Singing Fool." This picture will open for an indefinite run at
the Winter Garden in New York and will be
released nationally later in the Fall. The picture is a successor to last season's film sensation, "The Jazz Singer," which also starred
Al Jolson.
"Sonny Boy" was written by Mr. Jolson in
collaboration with B. G. De Sylva, Lew Brown
and Ray Henderson, and is a typical Jolson
number.
It is a happy coincidence that "The

FIVE

Singing Fool" has secured the Winter Garden
for its initial showing, as theatregoers everywhere know that Al Jolson made the Winter
Garden famous about the same time he was
becoming famous himself. The publishers feel
that this link-up with his former stampingground will prove propitious both to the picture
production and the Jolson theme song.
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Joe Davis Is Wcrkine on List of Nearly a
Dozen Such Compositions — Are Proving
Popular With Professionals
A corner in the piano solo market is claimed

Robbins

Publishing

Borch's

Compositions

Company Also Arranges Other Works by
Noted Composers in Connection With
Motion Picture Presentations
The Robbins Music Corp., which has been active in the past year in the publication of the
better kind of music, has recently published the
last compositions of Irene Berge, the wellknown composer of photoplay music and a
pioneer of symphonic music for the cinema.
The firm has also in print a folio of twelve
numbers, which are the last works of Gaston
Borch, the Swedish composer. Gaston Borch
was very well known both in Scandinavia and in
foreign capitals, as well as the United States,
for his creative technic in musical compositions,
and a collection of his posthumous works will
add
greatly to the completeness of any musical
library.
Franke Harling, who is responsible for Arthur
Hopkins' most artistic success, "Deep River,"
and is in the vanguard of those youthful musicians who are striving to create a distinct
American opera, has prepared a series of musical compositions to be used in connection with
the cinema. These are now on the press, and
will be released to the public in the Fall.
To complete the output of better music scheduled for publication by the Robbins Music Corp.,'
there is included a photoplay series of six numbers by Dr. Hugo Felix, a composer very well
known in musical circles and who has been responsible for very many excellent operettas in
the past.
Berlin

Enters

Talkie

Field

Irving Berlin's entrance into the talking picture field, which had already been unofficially
announced, was confirmed last week by Joseph
M. Schenck. He will supply the score and
lyrics for a picture entitled "Say It With
Music," in which Harry Richmond will have
the principal role. George White will also be
associated with the production.

RECORD

RECORD

bv Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music Publishing Co., New York, temporarily at least,
with the issue of nearly a dozen such novelties
bv various composers. Mr. Davis is working
on these numbers in his usual competent manner, and has found the well-known recording
pianists and radio artists to be particularly interested in them. All of the new releases possess real individuality and the publisher is confident that they will develop into standard
selections with a steady demand over a period
of years.
"Serenata." by Rube Bloom, composer of
"Soliloquy," and other piano solos, was issued
by the Triangle concern a short time ago, and
is the first of the new list. The others are as
follows: "Punch and Judy," by Paul Vincent;
"Solitude," by Spencer Williams; "Barbecue
Rhythm," by Muriel Pollock: "Meditation," by
Thomas Waller; "Dominola" and "Dance of
the Fireflies," by Eugene Platzman. A special
concert arrangement for piano of "I Ain't Got
Nobody" has also been prepared for the Triangle firm by Spencer Williams.
Donaldson

Writing

of "Whoopee"
Score
Plans are now under way in the music publishing concern of Donaldson, Douglass &
Gumble, Inc., New York, for issuing the score
of the new Ziegfeld production, "Whoopee,"
which will be produced in the early Fall
starring Eddie Cantor. Walter Donaldson, of
the publishing firm, is at present collaborating
with Gus Kahn on the score, and it is anticipated that this combination will prove a winner,
in view of their highly successful work as cowriters at various times in the past. The firm
is now working on Walter Donaldson's latest
number, "Just Another Night," which is the
first waltz in the firm's catalog.
"Where Were
r'Billie" are the
new George M.
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The following new publications have been
issued by Leo Feist, Inc., as Class "A," or 20
cents a copy, until September 30, after which
they become Class "B," or 22 cents per copy:
"Querida," a Spanish fox-trot song, and
"Mama's Grown Young, Papa's Grown Old," an
up-to-date comedy song.
Radio Fans Give Praise
Douglas Stanbury, member of Roxy's Gang,
recently sang "Just a Dance Program of Long
netAgo" over the National Broadcasting Co.'s
work, and states that he has never received
so much fan mail praising any number than
that which followed this broadcast. Miss
Vaughn De Leath is using the selection in
many of her broadcasts.

nnine"
oiting
Expl
the editorial headed
used"Jea
Inc.,
Leo Feist,
"Cashing In on Movie Music," which appeared
in the August issue of The Talking Machine
World, to call attention of dealers to the profitmaking possibilities of "Jeannine," the theme
song of "Lilac Time."
New Berlin Theme Songs
Three more theme songs have been added to
the list of Irving Berlin, Inc., publications
which are playing their part in making feature
motion picture films more enjoyable. They
are: "I Loved You Then as I Love You Now,"
by Dr. Billy Axt and David Mendoza, the theme
song of the widely heralded "Dancing Daughters"; "Love" (All I Want Is Love), the
theme song of the forthcoming film, "The Godless Girl," and "Pals, Just Pals," theme of the

JOE

DAVIS

HONOLULU
OF

Open Spier & Coslow Branches
Spier & Coslow, Inc., New York City, who
recently took larger quarters at 745 Seventh
avenue as part of their expansion program, have
opened branch offices in Boston, Philadelphia,
Chicago and Los Angeles. The manager of
the company's professional department will be
announced shortly.
Stopped the Show
"My Handy Man," published by the Triangle
Music Publishing Co., New York City, was the
song used by Ethel Waters, famous colored
comedienne, to stop the show at the Palace
Theatre, in New York, during her recent engagement at the "ace" music hall. "Variety" and
a number of metropolitan newspapers mentioned the number in their reviews of the show.
Coming Feist Numbers
Despite the fact that the present Feist catalog
is one of the best with which this famous publishing house has ever entered the Fall season,
a number of songs which bear every indication
of proving popular will shortly be added. They
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NEW
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Arnold Johnson, Johnny Johnson and the Statler, Pennsylvanians, Van's Palais d'Or Orchestra,
Specht's Romancers with Carol Dunlap, Tommy
Christian and Jan Gerber.
Praise(A forFantasy
"Metropolis"
"Metropolis"
in Blue), a composition by Ferde Groefe, published by the
Robbins Music Corp., New York City, has received high praise from many sources. The
composition was broadcast in a coast-to-coast
hook-up by Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
some time ago and the following excerpt from
a review by Stuart Hawkins in the Herald
Tribune is typical of the manner in which
"Metropolis" was received:
"Interesting is the adjective that first comes
to mind when considering 'Metropolis,' and that
is rather unfortunate, since interesting has a
feeble and somewhat damning ring when applied to music. There are portions of the work
that are strongly moving. There are whole
stretches of it that are stimulating."
Congratulations !
His many friends in the trade are extending
their congratulations to Sam Wigler, formerly
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"Louisiana," published by Al Piantadosi and
recorded for the Victor catalog by Paul Whiteman, is selling extremely well in record and
sheet music form. The number is also getting
a great "break" over the air. Some of the big
orchestras featuring it include Vincent Lopez,
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include: "High Up on a Hilltop," similar in
theme to "My Blue Heaven," by the same
lyricist, George Whiting, with a melody by
Abel Baer; "My Black Birds Are Blue Birds
Now," by Cliff Friend and Irving Caesar; "My
Old Girl's My New Girl Now," a corking reconciliation tune by Friend and Caesar, and "I'm
Sorry, Sally," by Gus Kahn and Ted Fiorita.
"Louisiana" Going Well
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I AIN'T GOT NOBODY
and Nobody Cares for Me
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of "Billi
Secure& Rights
M. Witmark
Sons, New
Yorke" City, who
have published the musical scores of a number
of George M. Cohan's productions, have secured
the publication rights of Mr. Cohan's 1928 production, entitled "Billie," which opened in
Philadelphia recently and will be seen on
Broadway in the very near future.
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highly praised "Submarine," which opened recently in New York City.
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ANGELA MIA (My Angel)
SOME DAY. SOMEWHERE (We'll Meet Again)
SOX XT BOY (Theme of "The Singing Fool")
Song Hits from the new GEORGE WHITE
"SCAXDA1S"
I'M OX THE CREST Of A WAVE
WHAT D'YA SAY?
FICKIX' COTTOX
AMERICAN TUXE
WHERE
YOUR
XAME IS CARVED WITH
MIXE
Song Hits from "GOOD SEWS"
VARSITY DRAG
BEST THIXGS IX LIFE ARE FREE
JUST IMAGIX'E
GOOD X'EWS
LUCKY
iy IOTE
Song Hits from "HOLD ETERYTHING"
TO KyQW YOU IS TO LOVE YOU
HERE'S ONE WHO WOULDN'T
HEEL
BEAT
DOy'T
HOLD EVERYTHING (Let Everything
Go)
Song Hits from "JUST A MINUTE"
ANYTHING YOUR HEART DESIRES
PRETTY, PETITE AND SWEET
THE BREAK-ME-DOWX
YOU'LL KILL 'EM
WE'LL JUST BE TWO COMMUTERS
I'VE GOT A COOKIE JAR BUT NO COOKIES
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Mayer,

Concert

Manager

Daniel Mayer, internationally known concert
manager, who was first to introduce Paderewski to English and later to American audiences,
died at his home in London early this week
in his seventy-second year. Mr. Mayer was at
one time in the piano business, first representing German pianos in England, and later becoming proprietor of the English houses of
Erard. It was his contact with artists while
in the piano business that moved him to take
up concert management. In fhat capacity he
had looked after the interests of many famous
musicians, including Kreisler, dePachmann,
Nikisch, Caruso, Carreno, Busoni and others.

selling the Century "Certified Edition" of sheet
music. Thirty-one magazines of national circulation are carrying the Century message into

Paul Whiteman's recording of the novelty
number, "Felix the Cat," made recently on
Columbia records, is expected to stimulate the
sheet music sales of this number, according to
executives of Sam Fox Publishing Co., New
York and Cleveland. The number was released
several months ago and an active national campaign has been worked out by the publisher
tying up with the Pat Sullivan cartoon of the
same title in both newspapers and films.

the Cat" Is
Recorded by Whiteman
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Abe Olman, head of the professional department of the Forster Music Publisher, Inc., has
been spending considerable time at the company's New York office recently.
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At the Roxy presentation "Roses of Yesterday" was sung by Henri Therrien, tenor, with
a background provided by the Roxy Chorus,
Ballet Corps, Roxyettes and Patricia Bowman
and Nicholas Daks, featured dancers.
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The latest composition of Irving Berlin was
given its first public presentation in an impressive setting at the Roxy Theatre, New
York City, recently. The latest ballad of the
prolific composer is entitled "Roses of Yesterday" and is expected by the officials of the
Irving Berlin, Inc., organization to quickly find
its way to the top of the list of the excellent
catalog with which the Berlin firm is entering
the Fall season.

Death

HITfly
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Presentation

"Felix

New Mills' Number
Mills Music, Inc., New York City, has purchased the rights of "Shout Hallelujah, 'Cause
I'm Home," from Harold Dixon.

A NEW

Co W^onc
FEIST
Song

Ballad

Century's Ad Drive
The Century Music Publishing Co., New
York City, recently announced the launching
of an advertising drive to assist dealers in

the home's of prospective purchasers.
Collegiate Series
The Melrose Bros. Music Co., Inc., Chicago,
111., recently announced the publication of the
Melrose Collegiate Series, which makes available the traditional songs of America's foremost universities and colleges.

*You Can't
With
Any

Shop of Pittsburgh, Pa. "Lilac Time" opened
at the Stanley Theatre in that city on August
13. On August 11 the Song Shop ordered 500
copies of "Jeannine" in preparation for the
opening. On August 16 the establishment reordered 1,000 copies and on August 20 another
order was rushed for an additional 1,000 copies.
A total order for 2,500 copies from one shop
in less than ten days certainly pays high tribute
to the popularity of the selection and its widespread selling appeal.

Big Triangle Increase
Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music Publishing Co., New York City, reports that business for the month of August showed a 33 1-3
per cent increase over the month of July. And
July was no small month, either.

published a campaign song entitled "We're for
Hoover and Curtis," written by Albert Gould
and Tom Shane. The title page of the song
bears autographed photographs of the two Republican candidates and the number looks like
a satisfactory seller.

Popularity

information was given out "Lilac Time," the
film in which "Jeannine" is the theme song,
was being shown in but twenty-five cities.
An instance of the manner in which tieups with the showing of the film can be made
to produce sales for dealers is that of the Song

publicity manager for De Sylva, Brown &
Henderson, Inc., New York City, upon the arrival of a son and heir, who will answer to the
name of Paul William.

New Campaign Song
M. Witmark & Sons, New York City, have

to

Despite the fact that the song, "Jeannine." is
comparatively new, it has leaped into immediate
popularity and a recent communication from
the offices of Leo Feist, Inc., New York City,
states that during the last week of August it
shared honors with "Ramona" as leading the
Feist catalog of many hits. At the time this

Be SmftJBBcwN
**> Bender;
<ri!\usic Publishers
745 5CVENTH AVENUE NW YOCK
BeSyiVA,6QPWN^ MENDECL5QN BUILDING

"It Goes Like This"
"It Goes Like This" (That Funny Melody),
one of the most recent additions to the Leo
Feist catalog, has made an instantaneous hit
with a large number of stags stars. Van and
Schenck, the Pennant-Winning Battery of
Songland, are using it as their leading song,
and Belle Baker has included it in her repertory.
Paul Ash and His Orchestra will use the song
for their Paramount program, it is said.
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Novelty

In view of the success he has had with the

A

novelette, "Dancing Shadows," during the past
season, Al Piantadosi, music publisher at 1576
Broadway, New York, has secured another
novelty number entitled "Lady Fingers," which
will be used as its successor. This number,
written by Jack Glogau and Joe Zimmerman, is
now on the press and will be released with a
special orchestration and also in sheet music
form as a piano solo. An unusual title page
has been obtained and the publisher feels confident that it will attract attention on any music
counter.
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Covers

Range

include saxophone arrangements of "Love's
Golden Dream" and "Valse Jewel," by Eugene
Stanley; "Love's Romance," by Manning King;
trumpet arrangements of "Hot Waves" and
"Trick Fingering," by John Ventre.
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Dealers

Dealers throughout the entire country have
written to the advertising department of the
Columbia Phonograph Co. extending congratulations on the excellence of the window display
issued some months ago to feature Paul Whiteman's Columbia records. Practically everyone
mentioned the wonderful life-like qualities of
the centerpiece of the display, a cut-out of

Catalog

A complete catalog has just been issued by
the Triangle Music Publishing Co., New York,
on the back of a large order blank and is being mailed to the trade. The list has six classifications, including sheet music, novelty piano
solos, saxophone solos, trumpet solos, folios
and orchestrations. The first group (songs)
contains over seventy-five copyrighted songs,
listed conveniently in alphabetical order. Most
of these are obtainable also in orchestration
form, some numbers being issued with both
special and commercial arrangements. The
folios include four separate publications as follows: Joe Davis Hawaiian Folio No. 2, Joe
Davis Hawaiian Folio No. 3, Triangle Novelty
Blues Song Folio and Triangle Entertainment
and Minstrel Folio. The instrumental solos
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While this number and "Just a Dance Program of Long Ago" are shaping up for the Fall,
Mr. Piantadosi is enjoying the fruits of "Louisiana," a hot fox-trot, which has been very
active all Summer. The Paul Whiteman recording of "Louisiana" was recently purchased by
John Coolidge, son of the President, and Mr.
Piantadosi is cashing in on this fact by means
of a postcard sent out to the trade, reprinting
an item from the New York Telegraph describing the incident.
Triangle

ivl TORE

Columbia

Wrong
"Lady Fingers" Being Released With
Special Orchestration and in Sheet
Music Form as Piano Solo

World, New

Rights
to "Querida
A trend toward popular songs with a Spanish
flavor has been marked in the past few seasons by the catalog of Leo Feist, Inc., New
York. One of the first Feist songs of this
new Spanish cycle was "In a Little Spanish
Town," by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Mabel Wayne.
These same writers subsequently produced
"Ramona" and more recently "Chiquita,"
v/hich is now at the height of its popularity.
The Feist house has again succumbed to the
Spanish influence by acquiring the publishing
rights to "Querida" from Carl Fischer, Inc., the
original publisher. This song is a Spanish
serenade, the title "Querida" meaning "sweetheart," and was written by Edward G. Simon
and Jose Valdez. The number is being released
!a fox-trot form and is already being featured
by Vincent Lopez and other large orchestras.
"I'm Tired of Making Believe," published by
Al Piantadosi, New York City, is receiving a
considerable plug over the radio. A Victor
release of the number is sung by Harold Yates.

A Pair of Whitemans
Mr. Whiteman's head. A glance at the accompanying photograph shows that the praise is
well deserved. This photograph was taken at
Atlantic City, N. J., during a recent visit made
by the Whiteman Orchestra.
Von

Tilzer-Brown
Write

New

Songs

Broadway Music Corp. Releases Three
New Numbers by Partnership of A.
Seymour Brown and Al Von Tilzer
The song-writing partnership formed this
Summer by A. Seymour Brown and Albert Von
Tilzer, whose reputation as hit writers dates
back nearly twenty-five years, has been a fertile one and has produced to date at least four
numbers of real consequence. The first song
to be written by these men this Summer was
"He's Our Al," the campaign song, published
by the Broadway Music Corp., New York, of
which Will Von Tilzer, brother of Albert, is
head. This song has made itself heard on
countless radio and dance programs already,
and is developing along with the national Demdent.
ocratic campaign for Alfred E. Smith as presiThree other numbers by these writers have
been released recently by the Broadway firm
and are beginning to show up well for the Fall
catalog. The first of these is a comedy number
called "I Love Vanilla," the catch-line being
"'cause it doesn't leave a stain upon my vest."
This song is of the "banana" order, and possesses lyrics catchy enough to take on in a big
way. The other two songs, "Dear, When I Met
You" and "A Happy Ending," are real quality
numbers with a pleasing melody in Mr. Von
Tilzer's best style.
J. Westermeyer, traveler for the Associated
Music Publishers, New York City, recently
started on a ten-week trip through Canada and
ihe Middle and South West, calling on dealers
with a stock order bulletin of old publications
and catalogs of foreign publications of which
his company owns the United States copyrights.
A special price will be accorded dealers on
their initial orders. The catalog represents the
cream of many foreign listings.
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21564
21531
21572

21590
21589
21588
21591
21608

Talking Machine Co.
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 7
Old Man Sunshine (Little Boy Blue Bird) —
Fox-trot
George Olsen and His Music 10
King for a Day — Waltz,
George Olsen and His Music 10
Tust Imagine — Fox-trot,
Jean Goldkette and His Orch. 10
My. Darling — Fox-trot,
Frankie Masters and His Orch. 10
Doin' the New Low Down (From "Lew Leslie's
Blackbirds of 1928")— Fox-trot,
Jack Pettis and His Pets 10
Spanish Dream — Fox-trot,
Jack Pettis and His Pets 10
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time) (From the
Motion Picture Production, "LilacGene
Time"),
Austin 10
Then Came the Dawn
Gene Austin 10
Blue Yodel No. 3— With Guitar,
Jimmie Rodgers 10
Never No Mo' Blues— With Guitar,
Jimmie Rodgers 10
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 14
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time) (From the
(Motion
Production,
"Lilac
— WaltzPicture
Nat Shilkret
and the
VictorTime")
Orch. 10
Out of the Dawn (From the Motion Picture Production,
Up") and
— Fox-trot,
Nat"Warming
Shilkret
the Victor Orch. 10
Memories of France — Waltz. .The Troubadours 10
That's Just My Way
Forgetting
Fox- 10
trot JeanofGoldkette
and You
His — Orch.
Ten Little Miles From Town— Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Orch. 10
Driftwood (Just a Little
o') — and
Fox-trot,
GeorgeBitOlsen
His Music 10
Rag Doll— Fox-trot,
Victor Arden-Phil Ohman and Their Orch. 10
Kiddie Kapers — Fox-trot,
Victor Arden-Phil Ohman and Their Orch. 10
My Angel (Theme Song of the Motion Picture
Production, "Street Angel") . .Franklyn Baur 10
Revenge
Franklyn Baur 10
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 21
The Presidential Election— PartAmos
1, and Andy 10
The Presidential Election — Part Amos
2, and Andy 10

21609 Old Man Sunshine (From "LittleJohnny
Boy Blue"),
Marvin 10
If
You
Don't
Love
Me
Johnny
21604 I Tore Up Your Picture When You Said Marvin
Good- 10
Bye (But I Put It Together Again),
Bud Billings 10
Do You Still Remember?,
Bud Billings-Carson Robison 10
21603 Moonlight Madness (Then You Were Gone)—
Fox-trot. . .Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch. 10
Nagasaki — Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch. 10
21602 Don't Cry, Babytrot(Cry
Don't
Fox- 10
FrankieBaby,
Masters
and Cry)—
His Orch.
Is It Gonna Be Long? (Till You Belong to Me)
— Fox-trot. .. .Frankie Masters and His Orch. 10
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 28
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL
21597 Stradella — Overture— Part 1 (Flotow),
Victor Symphony Orch. 10
Stradella — Overture — Part 2 (Flotow),
Victor Symphony Orch. 10
21598 La Golondrina (The Swallow) — Saxophone Duet.
Rudy Wiedoeft-Arnold Brilhart 10
Rubenola (Wiedoeft-Frey) — Saxophone Solo,
Rudy Wiedoeft 10
35932 Gems from "Cavalleria Rusticana" (Mascagni)
(Intro.: "Blossoms
of Orange," "Alfio's
Song," "Lola's Dittv." "My King of Roses."
"Santuzza's Aria," "Drinking Song," "Easter
Anthem") — In English. Victor Opera Company 12
Gems from "Pagliacci" (Leoncavallo) (Intro. :
"Bell Chorus." "This Evening at Seven," "Ye
Birds Without Number," "Pagliacci's Lament,"
"Just Look, My Love,"Victor
"See, Opera
They Company
Come"), 12
21111 Amapola (Poppy) — Pipe Organ,
Jesse Crawford 10
La Borrachita (The Little Tippler) (Esperon)
— Pipe Organ
Jesse Crawford 10
21600 AVatermelon
Ain't It a Shame.
Utica Institute
(Plantation
Song), Jubilee Singers 10
Utica Institute Jubilee Singers 10
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN RECORD
21607 "Mr. Hoover — Mr. Smith". The Happiness Boys . 10
Sing, Sister, DANCE
SingRECORDS
The Happiness Boys " 10
21610 Two Lips (To Kiss My Cares Away) — Fox-trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders 10
Half-Way to Heaven — Fox-trot,
Tohnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders 10
21599 Three o'Clock in Paul
the Morning
Whiteman— Waltz,
and His Orch. 10
Oriental (Cui's "Oriental")
— Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman
and His Orch. 10
21601 Sweet Ella May— Fox-trot,
J. Renard and His Cocoanut Grove Orch. 10
There'll
Never Be
You — Waltz,
J. Renard
and Another
His Cocoanut
Grove Orch. 10
21611 Milenberg Joys — Fox-trot,
McKinney's Cotton Pickers 10
Shim-Me-Sha-Wabble — Fox-trot,
McKinney's Cotton Pickers 10
21606 When Love Comes Stealing — The
Waltz,Troubadours 10
A Kiss Before the Dawn — Waltz,
The Troubadours 10
21605 That's What I Call
— Fox-trot,
EddieKeen
South
and His Alabamians 10
I'm More Than Satisfied — Fox-trot,
All Star Orch. 10
21610 Happy Days and Lonely Nights — Fox-trot,
Charlie Fry and His Million Dollar Pier Orch. 10
Tell Me You're Sorry Don
— Fox-trot,
Bestor and His Orch. 10
RED SEAL RECORDS
1343 Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life (The Dream Melody) (From "Naughty Marietta")
(Herbert),
Richard
Crooks 10
The Song of Songs (Vaucaire-Lucan-iMoya),
Richard Crooks 10
}840 Blue Danube Waltz— Part 1 (Strauss) (Concert
Arabesques by Schulz-Evler) — Piano,
Josef Lhevjnne 12

6776
6841
6842
8097

1340

Record

Blue Danube Waltz — Part 2 (Strauss) (Concert
Arabesques by Schulz-Evler) . .Josef Lhevinne
Kathleen Mavourneen (Crawford-Crouch),
John McCormack
Love's Old Sweet Song (Bingham-Mollov),
McCormack
La Romansca (16th Century John
Melody)
(Harmonized by J. Achron) — Violin,
Master Yehudi Menuhin
Sierra Morena (Serenata Andaluza) (J. de Monasteiro) — Violin Master Yehudi Menuhin
Impromptu in A Flat Major (Chopin; Op. 29)
— In Italian
Sigrid Onegin
Leggiero
Invisible — Bolero (Light Invisible)
(Arditi) — In Italian
Sigrid Onegin
Trovatore— Miserere (Verdi) (Act 4),
Rosa Ponselle — Giovanni Martinelli — Metropolitan Opera Chorus and Orch.
Forza del Destino — La vergine degli (May
Angels Guard Thee) (Verdi) (Act 2),
Rosa Ponselle — Ezio Pinza — Metropolitan
Chorus and Orch. (Giulio Setti, Con.)
The Old Rugged Cross (Bernard), Marion Talley

Bulletins

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
10

Mother's Prayers Have Followed Me (ArmondAckley)
Marion Talley 10
Columbia

Phono.

Co., Inc.

CELEBRITY SERIES
156-M Carmen: Habanera (Love Is a Wood Bird
Wild) (Bizet)— Contralto Solo,
Carmen: Air des Cartes (Card Sophie
Scene) Braslau
(Bizet)
— Contralto Solo
Sophie Braslau
9038-M Barbiere Di Siviglia: Largo al Factotum
(Make Way for the Factotum) (Rossini)
— Baritone Solo
Riccaro Stracciari
Otello: Credo (A Cruel God I Worship)
(Verdi) — Baritone Solo.. .Riccaro Stracciari
155-M Minuet in G (Beethoven) — Violin Solo,
JosephSolo,Szigeti
Bouree in B Minor (Bach) — Violin
Joseph
154-M Shepherds Hey (Grainger) — Piano Solo,Szigeti
Percy Grainger
Country Gardens (Grainger) — Piano
Percy Solo,
Grainger
STANDARD AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
50082- D La Boheme: Mi chiamano Mimi (Mimi They
Call Me) (Puccini) — SopranoMaria
Solo, Kurenko
Madame Butterfly: Un bel di verdremo (One
Fine Day) (Puccini) — Soprano
MariaSolo,Kurenko
1479-D The Voice in the Wilderness — Baritone
Solo
Alexander Kisselburgh
Just for To-day — Baritone Solo,
Alexander Kisselburgh
50083- D Tristan
and Isolde: Isolde's Liebestod
(Isolde's Love-Death) — Parts 1 and 2 (Wagner)— Soprano Solo
Elsa Alsen
1476-D Were You Dere? — Soprano Solo,
Edna Thomas
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot — Soprano
Edna Solo,
Thomas
50084- D On the Beautiful Blue Danube — Parts 1 and 2
(Strauss)— Waltz,
F. 'Weingartner and Royal Philharmonic Orch.
50081-D Kaiser March— Parts 1 and 2 (Wagner),
Sir Dan Godfrey and Symphony Orch.
50080-D Selection
Faust — Parts 1 and 2
(Gounod), From
Columbia Symphony Orch. (R.H. Bowers, Dir.)
50079-D Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1 — Parts 1 and 2
(Liszt-Sear) J. H. Squire Celeste Octet
1475-D At Dawning (I Love You) — Quartet,
Seiberling Singers
A Japanese Sunset — 'Male Quartet,
Seiberling Singers
1S05-D Just
a Little
Bit Paul
o' Driftwood
with
Vocal
Refrain.
Whiteman— Fox-trot,
and His Orch.
Out-o'-Town Galfrain— PaulFox-trot,
with
Vocal
ReWhiteman and His Orch.
1496-D I'd Rather Cry Over You (Than Smile at
Somebody
Else)
Fox-trot, andwith
Refrain
Paul —Whiteman
His Vocal
Orch.
Is It Gonna Be Long? (Till You Belong to
Me) — Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
1491-D Georgie Porgie —Paul
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Whiteman
and HisRefrain.
Orch.
Oh! You Have Paul
No Idea
—
Fox-trot,
Whiteman and His Orch.
1484-D If You Don't Love Me — Fox-trot, with

10
10
12
12
10
10
10
10
12
12
10
10
12
10
10
10
10
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Vocal Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
1478-D Mother Goose
cidental Singing,Parade — Fox-trot, with InPaul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Felix the Cat — Paul
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain,
DANCE Whiteman
MUSIC and His Orch. 10
1485- D King for a Day — -Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,
Ted Lewis and His Band 10
Moonlight
Madness — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain
Ted Lewis and His Band 10
1506-D Old Manbird)— Fox-trot,
Sunshine with
(From
"Little
Boy BlueVocal
Chorus,
Leo Reisman
and His Orch. 10
I Still
Belong to Leo
You Reisman
— Fox-trot,and with
Vocal 10
Refrain
His Orch.
1512-D Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time — Waltz,
with Vocal Refrain by Frank Munn,
Ben Selvin and His Orch. 10
Grieving
—
Waltz,
with
Vocal andRefrain
hy 10
Frank Munn... Ben Selvin
His Orch.
1490-D Just Imagine
(FromRefrain,
"Good News!") — Foxtrot, with Vocal
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Dream House — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
1504-D WhoVocal Wouldn't
Be Blue?—
Fox-trot,
with
Refrain
California
Ramblers
Adoree
(I
Adore
You)
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Refrain
California Ramblers
1486- D You're
a
Real
Sweetheart
— Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Refrain
Broadway
Nitelites
Don't Wait Until the Lights Are Low — Foxtrot, with Vocal Refrain,
Eddie Thomas' Collegians
1511-D My Darling — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Eddie Thomas' Collegians
Gee!with But
Lonesome To-night — Fox-trot,
VocalI'm Refrain,
Charles Kaley and His Orch.
VOCAL NUMBERS
1492-D Get Out and Get Under the Moon— Vocal
Duet
Van and Schenck
Skadatin-Dee (Just a Funny Sound and a
Melody) — Vocal Duet Van and Schenck
1472- D My Heart's Aching for My Old Gal— Vocal,
_ Art Gillham (The Whispering Artist)
I'm MissingArttheGillham
Kissing(Theof Whispering
Some One — Artist)
Vocal,
1497-D Mother and Dad — Vocal,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Shadows on the Wall — Vocal,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
1494-D When You Said "Good-Night" (Did You
Really Mean "Good-Bye?" — Vocal,
Seger Ellis
When You're Smiling (The Whole World
Smiles With You)— Vocal
Seger Ellis
1473- D Sweet Sue — Just You — Vocal, . Charles Kaley
I'mVocal
Making Believe That I Charles
Don't Care
—
Kaley
1477-D A Dream — Tenor Solo
Lewis James
Dreams — Tenor Solo
Lewis James
1493-D My Angel — Vocal
James Melton
Neapolitan Nights — Vocal
James Melton
1474-D Good-Bye, Hawaii — Vocal,
Norman Clark and His South Sea Islanders
with Yodle,
Uluwehi
O Kaala (Beautiful Kaala) — Vocal,
Norman Clark and His South Sea Islanders
1513-D Giggling Gertie — Vocal Vaughn de Leath
WhyVocal
Do They Call Them Edith
Flappers?
—
Clifford
1495-D Blue Grass— Vocal
The Diplomats
Just a Little Blue for You — Vocal,
The Diplomats
1488-D Hallelujah! I'm a Bum— Vocal,Vernon Dalhart
1483-D Mr. Hoover and Mr. Smith — Vocal Duet,
Billy Our
Jones-Ernest
He's
Al — VocalHare
Duet,(The Happiness Boys)
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)
1487-D Rosette — Vocal
Charles W. Hamp
Down Where the Sun Goes Down
— Vocal,
Charles
W. Hamp

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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52346 Come Back, Chiquita — Waltz, with Incidental
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
{Continued Virtuoso)and
on page 148)Palais d'Or Orch.
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BULLETINS — (Continued from page 147)

ForSinging,
Old Times' Sake — Waltz, with Incidental
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
Flora (I A-dor-a You)Virtuoso)and
— Fox-trot, Palais
with d'Or
VocalOrch.
Chorus by Happy jack,
Al Friedman and His Orch.
Evening Shadows — Fox-trot,
Al Friedman and His Orch.
Louisiana — Fox-trot. .. .Duke Yellman and His Orch.
No Parking — Fox-trot,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
Old Man Sunshine (From "Little Boy Bluebird")— Fox-trot,Piccadilly
with Vocal
PlayersChorus,
(Dir. M. Morris)
If You Don't Love Me — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Piccadilly Players (Dir. M. Morris)
Two Lips (To Kiss My Cares Away) — Foxtrot....Al Friedman and His Orch. (Theo. Alban)
Just a Night for Meditation — Fox-trot,
Al Friedman and His Orch. (Theo. Alban)
Pell Street Bells— Fox-trot,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
Virtuoso)andGolden
Palais Gate
d'Or Orch.
Dream
House — Fox-trot
Orch.
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Honolulu Sweetheart of Mine,
Aloha-Land Serenaders
Dream River
Aloha-Land Serenaders
What a Pity (Feldkamp),
Murray Kellner's Dinner Music Ensemble
Fidgets (Robison-Kellner),
Murray Kellner's Dinner Music Ensemble
Bessie — Caprice (Vivier) — Clarinet Solo, with
Bessie Brookhouse at the Piano Felix Vivier
Excerpts
L'Avalancheat
— ClarinetFromSolo,Theme
with Varie
BessieandBrookhouse
the Piano
Felix Vivier
Meditation (Morrison; Op. 90),
Frank Lucas (The Accordion King)
Branch Brook Park March (Lucas),
Frank Lucas (The Accordion King)
Moment Musical (Schubert-Barth) — Played on
Two Pianos
Hans Barth-Margery Todd
Marche Militaire (Schubert-Tausig) — Played on
Two Pianos
Hans Barth-Bonnie Howell
Hungarian Dance No. 8 (Brahms-Joachim) —
— Violin Solos, with Raymond Bauman at the
Piano
Kathleen Parlow
Nocturne in E Flat (Op. 9, No. 2) (ChopinSarasate) — Violin Solo, with Raymond Bauman at the Piano
Kathleen Parlow
SPECIAL
SONGS
My Arcady (Strickland) — Tenor
Steel Jamison
Bird Songs at Eventide (Barrie-Coates)Westell
— Tenor,
Gordon
I Wonder (Davis-Silver-Pinkard) — Will Donaldson at the Piano
J. Donald Parker
Trinkets (Lewis-Sherman) — Will Donaldson at
the Piano
J. Donald Parker
The Hanging of Charles Birger (Robison),
Vernon Dalhart and Company
The West Plains Exposition (Robison).
Vernon Dalhart and Company
When I Meet MacKay (Lauder-Lauder),
Glen Ellison
The
Boss
o'
th'
Hoose
(Lauder)
Glen
Ellison
Sally Goodwin,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
All Go Hungry Hash House,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
The Little Green Valley (Robison),
Frank Luther-Carson Robison and Company
Six Feet of Earth (Make Us All of One Size)
(McCravey Brothers),
Frank Luther-Carson Robison and Company
Away Out in the Mountain,
Frank Wallace, with His Guitar
Blue Yodel
Frank Wallace, with His Guitar
Mother Goose Parade — Two Pianos,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
The Gingerbread Brigade (de Leath) — Two Pianos,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Crazy Rhythm (From "Here's Howe!"),
The Rollickers
Ol' Man River (From "Show Boat"), The Rollickers
King of the Bungaloos. . Bob Pierce (Old King Cole)
Ya Gonna Be Home To-night? (Oh, Yeh? Then
Be Over)
Bob Pierce (Old King Cole)
TheI'll Memphis
Biues (Handy).
J. Parker- W. Donaldson. with the Variety Players
Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider (Leonard),
J. Parker-W. Donaldson, with the Variety Players
That's My Tack
Weakness
KaufmanNow,and the Seven Blue Babies
Butternut .Jack Kaufman and the Seven Blue Babies
Mr.the Hoover
Piano. and Mr. Smith— Dave Kaplan at
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)
I Love to Dunk a Hunk of Sponge Cake —
Dave Kaplan at the Piano,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)

Edison

The Talking- Machine

Amberol
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5509 Why Adam Sinned — Male Voices,
The American Singers
5547 It's Sinful to Flirt,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
5548 The East Bound Train,
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
5551 Get Out and Get Under the Moon,
Frankie Marvin and His Uke
5555 Who Wouldn't Be Blue? — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus,
Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
5557 An B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
Ugly Gal's Got Something Hard1 Willard
to Beat, Hodgin
5559 The Hanging of Charles Birger,
Vernon Dalhart and Company
5560 My Hawaiian,
South Sea Serenaders (A. Franchini, Dir.)
5561 Giggling Gertie. . -Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
5562 Georgie Porgie — Fox-trot,
B.A.Rolf e(Trumpet Virtuoso)and Palais d'Or Orch.
5563 That's
My Weakness Now — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus.
Virtuoso)and
PalaisSize).
d'Or Orch.
Feet of Earth (Make
Us All One
5564 Six B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
Frank Luther-Carson Robison and Company
5565 After I've Called You Sweetheart (How Can I
Call You Friend) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Happy Jack,Al Friedman and His Orch.
5566 Constantinople
Jack Parker-Will Donaldson
5567 The Old Town Pump — Banjo Solo Harry Reser

Brunswick

Records

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 20
196 W!hen the Saints Go Marching Home — Vocal
Duet, with Piano, ViolinFrank
and and
Guitar,
James McGravy
I Shall Not Be Moved — Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Violin and Guitar Frank and James McGravy
252 Tennessee
Mountain
Gal (Williams) — Voice,
with Guitar, Violin and Piano
Jack Major
Melancholy Yodel Blues (Williams): — Voice,
with Guitar. Violin and Piano
Jack Major
3980 Georgie
Porgie (Mayerl-Paul)
— Fox-trot,
withOrch.
Vocal Trio
Arnold Johnson
and His
Old Man Sunshine (From "Little Boy Blue(Dixon-Warren)
— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus bird")
by Bernie
Cummins,
Bernie Cummins and His Biltmore Orch.
3993 Was Itular aConcert.
Dream?
(Coslow-Spier-Britt)—
Pop-Orch.
Louis Katzman
and His Salon
Chloe (Kahn-Moret)
Popular Concert,
Louis— Katzman
and His Salon Orch.
4008 I'm on the Crest of a Wave (From "George
White's
Scandals")
son)
— Comedian,
with(DeSylva-Brown-HenderOrch
Harry Richman
What D'ya Say? (From "George White's
Scandals")
—Vocal Duet, with(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
Orch.,
Harry Richman-Frances Williams
4010 When
Is Gone (Harrison-Wilhite)
Piano Summer
Solo
Lee— Sims
IfPiano
I Lost
You (Harrison-Kassel-Wilhite)Lee— Sims
Solo
4011 When
Sweet — Susie
GoeswithSteppin'
(Kaufman-by
Kelly-Bibo)
Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus
Tom Stacks
Six Jumping Jacks
Nagasaki (Dixon-Warren) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Tom Stacks Six Jumping Jacks
15182 One Sweetly Solemn Thought (Cary-Ambrose)
— Contralto and Tenor, with Orch.,
Marie Morrisey-Frank Munn
I Need Thee Every Hour (Hawks-Lowry) —
Contralto and Tenor, with Orch.,
Marie Morrisey-Frank Munn
20069 Improvisation (From "Five Piano Rhapsodies")
(Sims) (Colby) — Piano Solo, with Orch. .Lee Sims
Contrasts:
(From "Five Piano Rhapsodies")
(Sims) (Colby) — Piano Solo, with Orch. Lee Sims
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 27
211 The Orphan Girl — Voice and Banjo. .. .Buell Kazee
Poor Little Orphan Boy — Voice and Banjo,
Buell Kazee
251 There Is Power in the Blood (Jones) — Vocal
Duet, with Steel Guitar and Guitar,
J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
I Would Not Be Denied (Jones) — Vocal Duet,
with Harmonica ....J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
4007 Official West Point March (Parham-Egner) —
Military Band ....U. S. Military Academy Band
West Point Football Songs (Intro.: Down in
Maryland, Benny Havens, Oh! Army Blue,
On,
Brave— Military
Old ArmyBand,
Team) (Egner-O'BrienBecklaw)
U. S. Military Academy Band
4012 In Sunny Hawaii (Archer-Palmer) — Hawaiian
Instrumental, with Vocal Chorus. Royal Hawaiians
Honolulu Sweetheart of Mine (Davis-Stanley)
— Hawaiian Instrumental, with Vocal Chorus,
Royal Hawaiians
4013 Jungle Blues (Morton) — Fox-trot,
Bennie
Room 1411 (Miller-Goodman) — ShimmyGoodman's
One-step, Boys
Bennie Goodman's Boys
4014 Doin' the New Low Down (From "Lew Leslie's
Blackbirds
of 192S")
Foxtrot, with Vocal
Chorus(Fields-McHugh)—
by Elizabeth Welsh;
for Dancing
The Hotsy Totsy Gang
Digga Digga Do (From "Lew Leslie's Blackbirds of 1928'')
— Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Chorus (Fields-McHugh)
by Elizabeth Welsh;
for
Dancing
The Hotsy Totsy Gang
4015 Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (GilbertShilkret) (Theme Song of Moving Picture
"Lilac Time") — Tenor, with Orch.,
Allen McQuhae
Lonely Little Bluebird (Woods) — Tenor, with
Orch
Allen McQuhae
4024 Polly Wolly Doodle (A Modern Version of the
Old Song by Hall) — Vocal, with Uke-guitar,
WendeirHall, "The Red-Headed Music Maker"
If Orch.,
I Only Knew (From "Wendell Hall's Six
Sentimental
Songs")
(Hall) — Vocal, with
Wendell Hall, "The Red-Headed Music Maker"
15183 Bird Songs
Eventide (Coates-Barrie)
— Baritone, with atOrch
Richard
Bonelli
Love Was With Me Yesterday (Golde-Hanson)
— Baritone, with Orch
Richard Bonelli
LIST FOR OCTOBER 4
253 Benand Dewberry's
Run (Rodgers)
— Singing
GuitarFinal Frank
Marvin and
His Guitar
The Brakeman's Blues (Rodgers) — Singing,
Yodeling and Guitar,
Frank Marvin and His Guitar
255 Indiana
(MacDonald-Hanley) — Male Voices,
Violins, Banjo and Piano Kanawha Singers
On the Banks of the Wabash Far Away (Dresser)— Male Voices, with Violins, Banjo and
Piano
Kanawha Singers
4019 Think of Me Thinking of You (Abbot-MarvinWimbrow) — Baritone with Piano,
Chester Gaylord, "The Whispering Serenader"
My Window
of Dreams (Bryan-Klenner) — Baritone, with Piano,
Whispering
Serenader"
4020 When Chester
Polly Gaylord,
Walks "TheThrough
Hollyhocks
(Woods) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Duet by
"Scrappy"
and His
BillyHotel
Hillpot,
Ben Lambert
Bernie and
Roosevelt Orch.
Tentrot,Little Miles From Town (Kahn-Schoebel) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Francis Luther,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
4021 Parade of the Wooden Soldiers (Jessel) — FoxAnglo-Persians, Direction of Louis Katzman
RaggingAnglo-Persians,
the Scale (Claypoole)
Direction— Fox-trot,
of Louis Katzman
4022 The Whole World Is Waiting (For Dreams to
Come True) (Harrison-Moore)cert— ThePopular
Con- Trio
Blackstone
TheConcert
Shadow Song (Woodruff-Hodge)
— Popular Trio
The Blackstone
4025 Sweet Ella May
(Renard-Alpert-Robinson) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by The
Jack Clevelanders
Parker,
When You're Smiling -(The Whole World Smiles

With Vocal
You) Chorus
(Fisher-Goodwin-Shay)
with
by Jack Parker, — Fox-trot,
The Clevelanders
Maleon Voices,
4027 Peter
the Sea (White) — Negro Spiritual, with
West Virginia Collegiate Institute Glee Club
Oh!Spiritual,
Mary, Don't You Weep (White) — Negro
West Virginia Collegiate Institute Glee Club
15186 ForOrch.
You in(Pour
Toi) with
(Goodman)
— Soprano,
French,
an English
Chorus,with
Grace Moore
BySoprano,
the Bend
of
the
River
(Haig-Edwards)
with Orch
Grace —Moore
77008 In the Village (From "Caucasian Sketches")
(M. Ippolitow-Iwanow) International
— Caucasian Suite,
Concert Orch.
March
of the Sardar
(From "Caucasian
Sketches'') (M. Ippolitow-Iwanow)
Caucasian Orch.
Suite
International— Concert
LIST FOR OCTOBER 11
201 In the Garden
(Miles) — Vocal Duet, with
Guitar, Mandolin, Violin and
Piano, and Gardner
McFarland
Sweet Hour of Prayer — Vocal Duet, with Guitar
and Mandolin
McFarland and Gardner
256 Devil's
Dream Calls,
(Hornpipe) — Fiddle and Guitar,
with Dance
Kessinger Brothers (Clark and Luches)
Chicken in the Barnyard (Country Breakdown)
— Fiddle and Guitar, with Dance Calls,
Kessinger Brothers (Clark and Luches)
3972 Faust
(Gounod) — Male
Chorus,(Soldiers'
with Piano,Chorus)
"Famous Forty" Elks Chorus B. P. O. E. No. 207
Edgar D. Brown, Director
Song
of the— Male
Anvil Chorus,
(The Jolly
Lay)
(Geibel)
withBlacksmith's
Anvil Effects,
"Famous Forty" Elks Chorus B. P. O. E. No. 207
Edgar D. Brown, Director
4018 Don't Keep Me in the Dark, Bright Eyes
(Bryan-Wendling) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Chorus by Jack Parker,
"Kenn" Sisson and His Orch.
If You Don't Love Me (Yellen-Ager) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by"Kenn"
FrancisSisson
Luther,
and His Orch.
4023 Anita (Pollack-Clare) — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Jack Parker,Joe Green's Novelty Marimba Band
Twelve
WaltzChorus
(Rose-Dixon-Warren)
Waltz, o'Clock
with Vocal
by Jack Parker, —
Joe Green's Novelty Marimba Band
4026 Waiting trot,and
Dreaming
— Foxwith Vocal
Chorus (Meroff-Hirsch)
by the Vagabonds,
Charley Straight and His Orch.
Do with
You, Vocal
Don't Chorus
You (Magine-Koehler)
— Fox-trot,
by the Vagabonds,
Charley Straight and His Orch.
20070 Dear Old Southland (Creamer-Layton) — Popular
Concert, with Vocal Chorus by Scrappy Lambert, Red Nichols and His Five Pennies
Limehouse Blues (Furber-Braham) — Popular
Concert, with Vocal Chorus by Scrappy Lambert, Red Nichols and His Five Pennies
50153 Prelude to Khowantchina (Moussorgsky) — Symphony Orch Henri
Minneapolis
Symphony
Orch..
Verbrugghen,
Conductor
March Militaire (Schubert) — Symphony Orch.,
Minneapolis Symphony Orch..
Henri Verbrugghen, Conductor
57012 Play
Gypsies,(E.Dance
Gypsies (From "Countess
Maritza")
Kalman),
Brunswick International Orch.
Amoureuse (Rodolphe Berger) — Waltz,
Brunswick International Orch.
Okeh Records
LIST FOR AUGUST 25
DANCE RECORDS
41079 Too Busy! (Miller-Cohn)— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Duet Refrain
Benny Meroff and His Orch.
Darling
(Jenks-Poe-Petrone)
Fox-trot,
Vocal Refrain
. Sam Lanin and— His
Famous with
Players
VOCAL RECORDS
410S4 Because
My Baby
Don't writh
Mean Piano
"Maybe"
(Donaldson)
— Vocal,
by Now!
Rube
Bloom
Nita Mitchell
Old Man Sunshine (From "Little Boy Blue(Dixon-Warren) — Vocal, with
by Rube bird")
Bloom
NitaPiano
Mitchell
41085 Memories
of
France
(Dubin-Robinson)
— Vocal,
with Instrumental Accomp.,
Charles W. Hamp (The California Blue Bov)
Forson)Old
Times'with
SakeInstrumental
(DeSylva-Brown-Hender— Vocal,
Accomp.,
Charles W. Hamp (The California Blue Boy)
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
41083 Was
It
a Dream?—
1 (Coslow-Spier-Britt)
— Concert
Selection;PartTranscription
by George
Crozier. Dorsey Brothers and Their Concert Orch.
Was It a Dream?— Part II (Coslow-Spier-Britt)
— Concert Selection; Transcription by George
Crozier. Dorsey Brothers and Their Concert Orch.
OLD TIME TUNE RECORDS
45242 The Sunny Waltz — Guitar and Fiddle,
W. F. Narmour-S. W. Smith
Captain
Has . .W.
YourF. Narmour-S.
Money Come?
Guitar George,
and Fiddle.
W. —Smith
45243 Varsovienne
Wagner — Instrumental
. Bob Skiles' Four Old Timers
— Instrumental,
Bob Skiles' Four Old Timers
15244 Thewith
Little
Green Valley (Robison) — Vocal
Instrumental
Black Duet,
Brothers
Down
in
the
Hills
(Robison)
—
Vocal
Duet,
with
Instrumental
Black Brothers
RACE RECORDS
8599 Brush Stomp (Dominique) — Fox-trot,
The Chicago Footwarmers
Get 'Em Again Blues (Barbarin-Russell)
— Foxtrot The Chicago Footwarmers
5600 I'llwith
Go Piano,
Where You Want Me to Go — Singing.
Arizona Dranes (The Blind Evangelist) and Choir
mental Accomp.,
I Shall Wear
a Crown — Singing, with InstruArizona Dranes (The Blind Evangelist) and Choir
5601 Wrong
Woman Blues (Johnson) — Vocal,
Guitar
Lonnie with
Johnson
A Broken Heart That Never Smiles (Johnson)
— Vocal, with Guitar and Piano. .. Lonnie Johnson
EUROPEAN RECORDINGS
.-■147 A Major Concerto — Parts 1 and 2" (Liszt) —
Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra —
Dr. Weissmann conducting the Orchestra; at
the Piano
Prof. Josef Pembaur

149
The Talking Machine

World, New

York, September, 1928
THE

514S A Major Concerto — Parts 3 and 4 (Liszt) —
Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra —
Dr. Weissmann conducting the Orchestra; at
the Piano
Prof. Josef Pembaur
5149 A Major Concerto — Parts 5 and 6 (Liszt) —
Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra —
Dr. Weissmann conducting the Orchestra; at
the Piano
Prof. Josef Pembaur
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 5
DANCE RECORDS
41086 You're
a
Real
Sweetheart
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain,(Caesar-Friend) —
Arnold Frank and His Orch.
How Could Anything So Good Be Bad? (Gillespie-Simons-Whiting) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain
Arnold Frank and His Orch.
41087 I'm on the Crest of a Wave (From "George
White's
Scandals")
(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) — Fox-tfot,
with Vocal
Refrain,
Joe Venuti and His New Yorkers, with Ed. Lang
Pickin' Cotton (From "George White's Scandals")Refrain,
(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Joe Venuti and His New Yorkers, witli Ed. Lang
410S8 Wa-da-da (Ev'rybody's Doin' It Now) (BarrisCavanaugh) — Fox-trot,
Bix Beiderbecke and His Gang
Ol'Fox-trot
Man River (From Bix"Show
Boat") and
(Kern)His— Gang
Beiderbecke
VOCAL RECORDS
41039 When You Said "Good-Night" (Did You Really
Mean Orch
"Good-Bye?")
(Donaldson) —Noel
Vocal,Taylor
with
The Church Bells Are Ringing for Mary (Colby)
— Vocal, with Piano and Chimes Noel Taylor
41092 The Bum Song — Vocal, with Guitar ... Pete Wiggins
Hallelujah! I'm a Bum — Vocal, with Guitar,
Pete Wiggins
OLD TIME TUNE RECORDS
45245 Metropolitan Vespers (Medley of Jesus Lover
of My Soul; Come Ye Disconsolate)
— Instrumental Murrell
Poor Duo
Sacred Melodies (Adeste Fideles; Ring Ye Bells
of Heaven; Onward, Christian strumental
Soldiers)
— In- Duo
Murrell Poor
45246 Silver Threads Among the Gold (RexfordDanks) — Vocal Duet, with Instrumental Accomp
Andrew Jenkins-Carson Robison
Just Tell Them That You Saw Me (Dresser) —
Vocal Duet, with Instrumental Accomp.,
Andrew Jenkins-Carson Robison
45247 New Talking Blues — Talking, with Guitar,
Herschel Brown
Talking Nigger Blues — Talking, with Herschel
Guitar, Brown
RACE RECORDS
8602 Doin' the New Low Down (From "Blackbirds
ofVocal1928")
Fox-trot,
withOrch.
Refrain(Fields-McHugh)—
....Duke Ellington
and His
Diga(Fields-McHugh)
Diga Doo (From
"Black-birds
1928")
— Fox-trot,
with Vocalof Refrain,
Duke Ellington and His Orch.
8603 West Texas Blues (Alexander) — Vocal, with
Guitar
"Texas" Alexander
Don't You Wish Your Baby Was Built Like
Mine? (Alexander) — Vocal, with"Texas"
Guitar, Alexander
8604 Organ Grinder Blues (Williams) — Clarence
Piano Solo,
Williams
Wildflower Rag (Williams) — Piano Solo,
Clarence Williams
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 15
VOCAL RECORDS
41094 Pickin' Cotton (From "George White's Scandals") (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) — Vocal,
with Piano,
Charles W. Hamp (The California Blue Boy)
So Comfy (Grossman-Sizemore) — Vocal, with
Piano . Charles W. Hamp (The California Blue Boy)
41095 St. Louis Blues (Handy) — Vocal, withEmmett
Orch., Miller
Anytime — Dialogue and Singing, with Orch.,
Emmett Miller
DANCE MUSIC
41096 Diga Diga Doo (From "Blackbirds of 1928")
(Fields-McHugh) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Duke Ellington and His Orch.
Doin' the New Low Down (From "Blackbirds of
1928") Refrain
(Fields-McHugh)
— ■ Fox-trot,
withOrch.
Vocal
Duke Ellington
and His
41097 Ten Little Miles From Town (Kahn-Schoebel)
— Fox-trot, with Vocal Trio,
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
If with
You Vocal
Don't Trio,
Love Me (Yellen-Ager) — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
41098 Crazy
Rhythm
(From
Howe!")
(Meyer-Molers
Kahn) — Fox-trot . Miff"Here's
Mole and
His Little
You Took Advantage of Me (From "Present
Arms!" (Rodgers) —MiffFox-trot,
Mole and His Little Molers
OLD TIME TUNES
45248 Soldiers' Joy — Instrumental,North Carolina Hawaiians
Wednesday Night Waltz — Instrumental,
North Carolina Hawaiians
45249 The Face on the Barroom Floor — Part 1 — Recitation, with Instrumental Accomp. . Harold Selman
The Face on the Barroom Floor — Part 2 — Recitation, with Instrumental Accomp. .Harold Selman
45250 Corn
Shucking Party
Instrumental
Accomp.,in Georgia — Talking, with
Herschel Brown and His Boys
Home Brew Party — Talking, with Instrumental
Accomp
Herschel Brown and His Boys
RACE RECORDS
8605 Uncle Jo' Gimme Mo'! (Houdini) — Vocal, with
Gerald Clark's Iere String Band.Wilmoth Houdini
Sweet Like a Sugar Cane (Houdini) — Vocal,
with Gerald Clark's Iere String Band,
Wilmoth Houdini
8606 Women Spend Too Much Money — Sermon, with
Singing; Assisted by Sisters Jordon
man Rev.and
J. M.Nor-Gates
Pay Your Furniture Man — Sermon, with Singing; Assisted by Deacon Leon Davis and
Sisters Jordon and Norman Rev. J. M. Gates
8607 Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me (KahnLombardo)
— Vocal, with Louis Lillie
Armstrong
and
His
Hot Four
Delk Christian
You're
RealLouis
Sweetheart
(Caesar-Friend)
—
Vocal, a with
Armstrong
and His Hot
Four
Lillie Delk Christian
8608 Polecat Blues (Grainger) — Singing, Sylvester
with Guitars,
Weaver
Railroad Porter Blues (Williams) — Singing, with
Guitars
Sylvester Weaver

Regal

LATEST
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Records

DANCE RECORDS
8609 King for a Day — .Waltz Dixie Marimba Players
There'll Never Be Another You — Waltz,
Marimba Players
8610 Down Where the Sun Goes Dixie
Down— Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
My Darling
—
Fox-trot
...Sam
Lanin's Dance Orch.
8611 Out
of the Dawn — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden's Dance Orch.
Anything You Say — Fox-trot,
Dance Orch.
8612 Thinking of Me Thinking ofLouYouGold's
— Fox-trot,
Lou
Gold's
Dream House — Fox-trot .....Imperial Dance
Dance Orch.
Orch.
8613 Ten
Little Miles From Town — Fox-trot,
Golden's
Dance
Orch.
Heartbroken and Lonely Ernie
— Fox-trot.
. .The
Rounders
For
Old
Times
Sake—
Waltz,
8614
Adrian Dixie
Schubert's
SalonPlayers
Orch.
Marimba
8615 Anita — Waltz
I Can't Give You Anything But Love — Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.
for the River — Fox-trot. .Missouri Jazz Band
8616 Ready
Old Man Sunshine — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Just a Night for Meditation — Fox-trot,
Ernie
Golden's Dance Orch.
8617 I'm on the Crest of a Wave — Fox-trot.
The Rounders
Crazy Rhythm — Fox-trot Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
8618 Hallelujah! I'm a Bum — Comedy Solo, with
Novelty Accomp
Jack Kaufman
The Bum Song— Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Jack Kaufman
8619 TheAccomp
Prune Song — Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Jack Kaufman
I Wish I Was Single Again — Comedy Solo, with
Novelty
Accomp
Jack
8620 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky — Vocal Kaufman
and
Instrumental Quartet
The Four Aristocrats
Your Smile — Vocal and Instrumental Quartet,
The Four Aristocrats
8621 King for a Day — Tenor Solo,
with Orch.
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Angela Mia (My Angel) — Baritone Solo, with
Accomp
Rodman Lewis
8627 Mr.Orch.
Hoover and Mr. Smith — Male Duet, with
Piano Accomp
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
Hail! Hail!
All Here!— Male
Quartet, with The
PianoGang's
Accomp
The Grenadiers
8628 Sidewalks of New York — Male Quartet, with
Piano Accomp
The Grenadiers
In the Good Old Summer Time — Medley — Male
Quartet, with Orch. Accomp Stellar Quartet
NOVELTY RECORDS
Blue
Yodel
No. 2 — Frankie
Voice, with
Guitar,
8622
Wallace
and His Guitar
The Brakeman's BluesFrankie
— Voice,Wallace
with Guitar,
and His Guitar
Voice, with
Guitar,
8623 Sleep, Baby, Sleep — Frankie
Wallace
and His Guitar
The Soldier's Sweetheart
Guitar,
Frankie— Voice,
Wallace with
and His
Guitar
Mother's Gone — Tenor Solo, with Novelty
8624 Since
Accomp
Francis Luther
A Mother's Plea — Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Francis Luther
8625 Hawaii
and Mother — Hawaiian
Trio, with
Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
Love Me, Love My Hula Maid — Hawaiian Trio,
Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
8626 Leiwith Lani
(Wreath
of Heaven) — Hawaiian
Quintet
Hawaiian Troubadours
Sweet Hawaiian Garden of Flowers — Hawaiian
Trio, with Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
Banner
7184
7185
7186
7187
7188
7189
7190
7191
7192
7193
7194
7195

Records

DANCE RECORDS
Out of the Dawn — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden's Dance Orch.
Sunshine Will Follow Rain — Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band
I'm on the Crest of a Wave — Fox-trot .Campus Boys
To Have to Hold ThenNathan
Lose You
— Fox-trot,
Glantz
and His Orch.
Old Man Sunshine — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Life Means Nothing for
Me — Glantz
Fox-trot,and His Orch.
Nathan
King for a Day — Waltz Royal Marimba Band
Silver's More Precious Than Gold
— Waltz,
Majestic
Dance Orch.
Ten Little Miles From Town — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden's Dance Orch.
No One to Say Good Morning
— Fox-trot,Dance Orch.
Hollywood
My Darling — Fox-trot Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Columbia (You Wonderful Girl)Imperial
— Fox-trot,
Dance Orch.
Anita — Waltz
Royal Marimba Band
Dream River — Waltz. .Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Just a Night for Meditation
— Fox-trot,
Ernie
Golden's Dance Orch.
Shining a Star — Fox-trot. . .Hollywood Dance Orch.
Ready for the River — Fox-trot, Imperial Dance Orch.
Deep Hollow — Fox-trot. Joe Candullo and His Orch.
I Can't Give You Anything But
Love — Fox-trot,
Hollywood
Dance Orch.
Raggedy
Maggie
—
Fox-trot
....Missouri
Jazz Orch.
Band
Dream House — Fox-trot Hollywood Dance
There'll Never Be Another YouRoyal
— Waltz,
Marimba Band
Anything You Say — Fox-trot,Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Campus Boys
Just a Little Bit o' Driftwood — Fox-trot,

7196 For Old Time's Sake — Waltz . Majestic Dance Orch.
Waltz, Dance Orch.
7197 Medley of Old Time Favorites —Majestic
Crazy Rhythm — Fox-trot. . .Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Heartbroken and Lonely — Fox-trot. ... Campus Boys
7198 Think
of Me Thinking of You
Fox-trot,
Lou — Gold
and His Orch.
Strolling in the Moonlight
With
You
Nathan Glantz —andFox-trot,
His Orch.
7199 Down Where the Sun Goes Down — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Oh! How She Could Shake Her Tambourine —
Fox-trot
Missouri Jazz Band

BULLETINS — (Continued from page 148)
VOCAL RECORDS
7200 King
for a Day— Tenor Solo, with
Accomp
GeorgeOrch.
Beaver
They
From . .George
Me Now Geaver
—
TenorCan't
Solo,Take
withYouOrch.AwayAccomp.
7201 Angela
Mia
(My
Angel)
—
Baritone
Solo,
with
Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
There's
Something
About
the Accomp.,
Name of Mary —
Baritone
Solo, with
Orch.
Ralph Haines
7202 Hallelujah! I'm a Bum — Comedy Solo, with
Novelty Accomp
Jack Kaufman
I Wish I Was Single Again — Comedy Solo,
with Novelty Accomp
Jack Kaufman
7203 The Prune Song — Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Jack Kaufman
The Bum Song — Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Jack Kaufman
7204 Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky— Vocal and
Instrumental
Quartet
'xhe Four
Aristocrats
Someone
Left Me
Mighty Lonesome
— Baritone
Solo, with Orch Accomp
Ralph Haines
7209 Mr. Hoover and Mr. Smith — Male Duet, with
Piano Accomp
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
Your Smile — Vocal and Instrumental
Quartet,
The Four
Aristocrats
7210 Hail! Hail!
The Gang's
All Here— Male
Quartet, with Piano
Accomp
The Grenadiers
In the Good Old Summertime Medley — Male
Quartet, with Orch. Accomp Steller Quartet
7211 The Sidewalks of New York — Male Quartet,
with Piano Accomp
The Grenadiers
Will You Love Me in December as You Do
in May? — Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
George Beaver
NOVELTY RECORDS
7205 The Brakeman's BluesFrankie
— VoiceWallace
with Guitar,
and His Guitar
The Soldier's Sweetheart
—
Voice,
Frankie Wallace with
and Guitar,
His Guitar
7206 Blue Yodel No. 2 — Voice,
with
Guitar,
Frankie Wallace and His Guitar
Sleep, Baby, Sleep — Voice, with Guitar,
„_
Frankie Wallace and His Guitar
7207
Steamboat (Keep Rockin')
Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp C. J. —Robinson-Francis
Luther
Since Mother's Gone — Tenor Solo, with Nov_-,elty A"om
Francis Luther
P7208 Forget
Not, lo
My
Hawaiian Rose—
Guitar MeSo
RoySteelSmeck
Love Me My Hula Maid— Hawaiian Trio, with
Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians

Harmony

Records

10

DANCE SELECTIONS
King for a Day— Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Johnny
u Gold and His Orch 10
Out of theFlynn..Lo
Dawn— Fox-trot,
with Vocai
700-H Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
joe
Candullo
and
His Orch.
Halt-Way to Heaven— Fox-trot, with
10
Vocal 10
Chorus by Tom Frawley. . .The Harmonia
ns 10
702-H It \ou Want the Rainbow (You Must Have
the Rain)— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Jimmy Flynn
Lou Gold and His Orch
iMrNovelty
HooverVocal
andChorus,
Mr. Smith— Fox-trot with 10
698-H
Skadatin-Dee (Just a Funny Sound and a
„, Melody
, .)— Fox-tro
Jerome
Conrad
and Chorus
His Orch.by
t, with
Vocal
1-rank Bessinger ...Lou Gold and His Orch
Ready for the River— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Arthur Fields. Golden Gate Orch
10
Vocal, %.
Chorus
704-H wlse
Arthur n—Fields,
Fox-trot, with
Feel byLow-Dow
Remember Me to Mary If She Still Remem- 10
— Waltz, 'with Golden
Vocal Gate
„lom Frawle
, bers Me „
y Joe Candullo
and Chorus
His Orch.
Orchby
710-H My Window of Dreams— Waltz, with
Vocal
Chorus by Arthur Fields,
Imagina
, with
ChorusOrch.by
. Dick. tion—
. Fox-trot
Ernie
GoldenVocal
and
Burnett..
.Joe
Candullo
and His
His Orch
703-H You re Just a Great Big Baby Doll— Fox-trot 10
with Vocal Chorus by Lester Cortes,
10
Blue
Shadows with
(FromVocal
"Earl Chorus
Vanities")
_, —Fox-trot,
„, ,
Jerome
ConradCarroll
and by
His Robert
Orch.
Wood
Musical Comedy Orch.
699-H Watch My Baby Walk (From "Earl Carroll lu
Vanities")— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Robert Wood
Musical Comedy Orch
Someday, Somewhere (We'll Meet Again)
(From Chorus
"The byRed
Dance")—
Kaufman,Waltz, with
Irving
Vocal
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
697-H lliere 11 Never Be Another
You — Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
len Little Miles From Town — Fox-trot, with 10
Vocal Chorus by Tom Frawley,
701-H
Moonlight Madness (Then You Were Gone)
— Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus by
Jim An... drewswith
,
Harmonians
Arthur Ross and The
His Westerners
Wliy?
Do)— Fox-trot, 10
with (Do
VocalI Love
ChorusYouby Like
JohnI Ryan,
716-H
What
a Night
for Spooning (From "George 10L0
White's
Scandals")
— Fox-trot,
Orch.
His Vocal
Gold andwith
Lou
, Burnett.
,
„.
„,,
Chorus by Dick
.The Harmonians
Flower of Love (From "White Shadows in 10
the South
Seas")Ryan,
— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
by John
715-H
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Don't Wait
Until the
Lights
Are Low
— Foxtrot, with Vocal
Chorus
by The
Dick
Burnett,
Harmonians
Getwith
OutVocal
and Get
Under
the Moon
Chorus
by Gay
Ellis, — Fox-trot,
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
713-H Lonely
Hawaii — Waltz, with Vocal
ChorusNights
by Gayin Ellis,
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
Just
Another
NightKaufman,
— Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus
by Irving
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
The First Kiss — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
714-H John Ryan
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Jo-Anne — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
709-H Nagasaki — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by
Irving Kaufman
The Astorites
(Continued on page ISO)
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BULLETINS— (Continued from page 149)

705- H Once in a Lifetime (From "Earl Carroll
Vanities") — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Robert Wood. .. .Musical Comedy Orch.
You— Fox-trot,
Alone (From
"Earl Chorus
Carroll by
Vanities")
with Vocal
Robert
Wood
Musical Comedy Orch.
VOCAL SELECTIONS
o95-H King for a Day — Vocal Irving Kaufman
Blue Grass — Vocal
Irving Kaufman
706- H I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
"BlackbirdsGayof Ellis
192S")—
and Vocal,
Her Novelty Orch.
I Must Have That Man! (From "Blackbirds
of 1928")—Gay
Vocal,
Ellis and Her Novelty Orch.
707- H Polly Woddle Doodle— Vocal Mack Allen
The Ohio River Blues— Vocal Mack Allen
712-H Angela Mia — Vocal
Henry Therrein
Revenge (From "Revenge") — Henry
Vocal, Therrein
705-H Hallelujah! I'm a Bum — "Hobo"
Vocal, Jack Turner
The Bum Song — Vocal .. "Hobo" Jack Turner
711-HTust Another Night — Vocal .. Walter Cummins
Memories of France — Vocal. .Walter Cummins
696-H Swanee Blue Jay — Vocal Frank Wallace
Drowsy Moonlight — Vocal ....Frank Wallace
Vocalion

World, New

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

VOCAL RECORDS
4187 The Prune Song — Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Jack Kaufman
I Wish I Was Single Again — Comedy Solo, with
Novelty Accomp
Jack Kaufman
4188 Hallelujah!
I'm a Bum — Comedy Solo,
with
Novelty Accomp
Jack Kaufman
The Bum Song — Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Jack Kaufman
4189 King for a Day — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Angela Mia (My Angel) — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
4190 Just
Like a Melody
Out of the The
Sky —Four
VocalAristocrats
and
Instrumental
Quartet
Your Smile — Vocal and Instrumental
Quartet,
The Four Aristocrats
4191 Mr. Hoover and Mr. Smith — Male Duet, with
Piano Accomp
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
Hail! Hail!
All Here!— Male
Quartet, with The
PianoGang's
Accomp
The Grenadiers
4192 The Sidewalks of New York — Male Quartet,
with Piano Accomp
The Grenadiers
Demonstration

of

0255
0256
0257
0256
0259

In the Good Old Summer Time — Medley — Male
Quartet, with Orch. Accomp Stellar Quartet
NOVELTY RECORDS
Since Mother's Gone — Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Francis Luther
A Mother's Plea — Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Francis Luther
Sleep, Baby, Sleep — Frankie
Voice, with
Guitar,
Wallace
and His Guitar
The Soldier's Sweetheart
— Voice,
withandGuitar,
Frankie
Wallace
His Guitar
Blue Yodel No. 2 — Frankie
Voice, with
Guitar,
Wallace and His Guitar
The Brakeman's BluesFrankie
— Voice,Wallace
with Guitar,
and His Guitar
Hawaiians
Hawaii and Mother — Hawaiian Trio, Kula's
with Chorus,
Love Me, Love My Hula Maid — Hawaiian Trio,
with Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
Lei Lani (Wreath of Heaven) — Hawaiian Quintet, with Vocal Refrain. .. .Hawaiian Troubadours
Sweet Hawaiian Garden of Flowers — Hawaiian
Trio, with Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians

New

Models

Records

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 15
Feature
of Trade
in Kansas
City
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
15691 St. Louis Blues (Handy) — Piano Solo. Sid iWilliams '
My Pet (Yellen-Ager) — Piano Solo Sid Williams
Kolster, Crosley, Victor and Atwater Kent Dealers Assemble to View New Instru15710 Jubilee Stomp (Ellington) — Fox-trot,
Duke Ellington and His Cotton Club Orch.
ments and Hear Advertising and Sales Policies for Coming Season Outlined
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (FieldsMcHugh) — Fox-trot; for Dancing,
Louisiana Rhythm Kings (Dir. Red Nichols)
Kansas City, Mo., September 7. — According to
campaign, planned by the Victor Co., repre15711 Don't
Wait
Until— Tenor,
the Lights
(Johnson-Lombardo)
with Are
Orch..Low.Elmo
Tanner
H.
C.
Bonfig,
of
the
Sterling
Radio
Co.,
this
senting a change from the former policy of
I've Lived All My Life Just for You (Hinton)
— Tenor, with Orch
Elmo Tanner
using only national advertising. He urged the
concern is enjoying the best business it has
15712 I'm More Than Satisfied (Klages- Waller)—
ever known. He believes that the political
Fox-trot
The Original Memphis Five
use of local papers. Fred B. Jenkins, Jr., mansituation has created an interest in the radio
My Angeline (Palmer) — The
Fox-trot,
ager of the wholesale department of the JenOriginal Memphis Five
kins store, was chairman of the meeting. F. G.
15713 My Honoloo (Schoo-Parish) — Hawaiian Instruto a greater extent than any other single facmental, with Vocal Chorus. . .Holloua's Hawaiians
to/, and he thinks this interest at a higher peak
Hawkinson, supervisor of promotion and conMy Hawaiian
HawaiianInstrumental,
Sweetheartwith (ParishVocal Jacoby)
Chorus, —
than it has ever been before. As a typical
tract work at the factory, headed the Victor
illustration he cites the fact that one of the
RACE RECORDS Holloua's Hawaiians
Co. group. Others with the demonstration
1158 The Matchless King,
smaller Kolster dealers sold twenty radios a were R. E. Kane, Chicago, district manager of
Rev. A. W. Nix and His Congregation
Done Found My Lost Sheep,
the mid-West section; J. F. Daley, Chicago, in
few days previous to the broadcasting of the
Rev. A. W. Nix and His Congregation
Smith acceptance speech.
charge of new instruments; N. D. Norvell, Chi1190 Sweet Emmaline (Razaf-Palmer) — Fox-trot,
King Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
Sterling is opening up a branch office in
cago, sales promotion department; A. W. Deas,
Lazy Mama (Gifford-Gray) — Fox-trot,
Omaha to serve as a distributing center. J. Jr., Kansas City, sales analysis; A. N. TamboKing Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
1197 Don't Ease Me In (Thomas) — Voice, with
M. Rasmussen, formerly a salesman in the south
rino, Camden, N. J., of the engineering service
Guitar
Henry Thomas (Ragtime Texas)
Kansas territory, will be in charge. There will
Texas Easy Street Blues (Thomas) — Voice, with
department.
Guitar
Henry Thomas (Ragtime Texas)
The latest in Atwater Kent radios and radio
be a display of models to be featured in the
1198 Cow Cow Blues — Piano Solo... Cow Cow Davenport
State Street Dive — Piano Solo, with Talking;
Omaha
Radio
Show,
September
27.
Howard
equipment
was viewed by approximately 500
with Ivy Smith
Cow Cow Davenport
dealers
from
Kansas and Missouri at the fifth
1199 Dusky Stevedore (Razaf-Johnson) — Vocal, with
Holmes, who will travel Southwestern terriOrch
M-ary Dixon
annual
convention
of the Atwater Kent radio
tory for the Sterling Co., has had wide experiI Can't Give You Anything But Love (FieldsMcHugh) — Vocal, with Orch
Mary Dixon
dealers
held
in
the
Hotel President, August 28.
ence
in
merchandising,
and
is
qualified
to
serve
MEXICAN
dealers. Thomas W. Lee, of this company, is The morning was spent by the dealers in look8146 Ramon Novarro (Reyes) Orquesta de Jose Reyes
Eustolia Vals (Rodriguez) — Waltz,
ing over the lines of merchandise offered by
making a trip through western Kansas at presOrquesta de Jose Reyes
SI 50 Emilio Carranza — Part 1 (Valle) — Corrido;
ent, calling on new accounts principally.
the
Atwater Kent Co. and various manufacDueto con Orquesta
Cuadro Mexico
Number 930 Kolster model is going well as
turers of radio equipment in the display rooms
Emilio Carranza — Part 2 (Valle) — Corrido;
Dueto con Orquesta
Cuadro Mexico
the leading electrical producing phonograph.
on the twelfth floor of the hotel. Talks were
8151 La Muerte de Obregon — Part 1 (Valle) — CorNumber 960, a combination, is going popularly
rido; Dueto con Orquesta Cuadro Mexico
made by H. T. Stockton, Southwest district
La Muerte de Obregon— Part 2 (Valle)— Coralso. A Columbia Harmony portable selling
manager of the Atwater Kent Co.; P. A. Ware,
rido; Dueto con Orquesta Cuadro Mexico
8152 Chiquita (Gilbert- Wayne) — Vals;
ParaMarimba
Baile, Band
for $25 is much in demand. Columbia Portable,
merchandising manager, and representatives of
Miami
161, which sells for $50, is the most high priced,
companies manufacturing radio equipment.
Melodia de Marimba (Coslow-Klickman) — Vals;
Para Baile
Miami Marimba Band
and at the same time one of the best selling
OLD SOUTHERN TUNES
machines on the market here at this time.
5236 Little Brown Jug — <,
F. Thompson and His Home Towners, with J. Tilson
Predicts
Yearly
Show
Ida Red,
The Kolster dealers' meeting held here sevF. Thompson and His Home Towners, with J. Tilson
eral
weeks
ago
was
highly
successful,
the
new
5237 When the Redeemed Are Gathering In,
of New
Radio
Outfits
model having been introduced in the local
W. Caplinger's Cumberland Mountain Entertainers
Just Over Jordan,
papers August 26. Dealers had window disCaplinger's
Cumberland Mountain Entertainers
5238 Ham W.Beats
All Meat,
Annual style shows for display of new models
plays and much enthusiasm was shown. ColumDr. Humphrey Bate and His Possum Hunters
bia
record
business
has
been
on
the
increase
in radio sets and equipment will be as imporThrow the Old Cow Over the Fence — With
Dance Calls,
tant events in the United States in a few years
even during the hot months. The Paul Music
Dr. Humphrey Bate and His Possum Hunters
as the annual displays of new fashions in
Shop reports action on combinations ranging
5239 'TisPianoJesusand Violin
(Chapman-Harkness) — Vocal,
with
Maury Pearson
clothes, automobiles and other lines, thinks
from $250 to $750 in price.
I Know That My Redeemer Lives (Merrill)
— Vocal, with Piano
Maury Pearson
More than 100 dealers attended a luncheon
Hollingsworth Pearce, nationally noted craftsand Crosley dealer sales conference here reman and designer of the new Philco radio outDomino Records
fits that are proving so popular.
cently. A display of receivers, speakers and
DANCE RECORDS
complete sets was presented. Among those to
"Radio," Mr. Pearce says, "has passed the
4178 Old Man Sunshine — Fox-trot,
stage where the people of this country pay
attend
were
H.
C.
Abbott,
general
sales
manSam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Just a Night for Meditation — Fox-trot,
ager; L. A. Kellogg and W. B. Baldwin, all attention only to the programs and disregard
Ernie Golden's Dance Orch.
of
the
Crosley Radio Corp.; C. J. Smith, of
4179 For Old Time's Sake— Waltz,
the cabinets. A few years ago people didn't
Adrian
Schubert's
Salon
Orch.
the
Amrad
Corp.; A. Ragsdale, of the Showers
care if the set was a rude-looking box, with
Anita — Waltz
Dixie Marimba Players
4180 Ten Little Miles From Town — Fox-trot,
batteries showing, just so they could get their
Bros. Co.; H. B. Wells, of Buckley-Dement;
Ernie Golden's Dance Orch.
favorite stations. Now, in keeping with the
W. F. Will, of the Newcombe-Hawley Co.,
Heartbroken and Lonely — Fox-trot. . .The Rounders
4181 I'm on the Crest of a Wave — Fox-trot. The Rounders
and S. C. Vaughan, of the Burgess Battery Co.
American demand that everything in the home
Crazyof Rhythm
— Fox-trot.
... Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
The five new Fall Victrola models were
shall be in harmony, they are demanding that
4182 Out
the Dawn
— Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden's Dance Orch.
their
sets fit into the general room scheme of
shown
to
150
dealers
of
Missouri,
Kansas,
ArAnything You Say — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
kansas
and
Oklahoma
at
an
exhibition
spondecoration
just as much as their chairs and
4183 King for a Day — Waltz Dixie Marimba Players
sored by the J. W. Jenkins Sons Music Co.,
There'll Never Be Another You
—
Waltz,
Dixie Marimba Players
tables and other furniture."
recently. The exhibition, the second of the
Graceful lines, attractive colors and delicately
41S4 I Can't Give You Anything ButImperial
Love — Fox-trot,
Dance Orch.
kind by the Victor Talking Machine Co., is wrought cabinets will be so much in demand
Ready for the River — Fox-trot. . Missouri Jazz Band
4185 Down Where the Sun Goes Down — Fox-trot,
presented on a small stage with curtains showby radio listeners-in, Mr. Pearce added, that
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
annual style shows of the latest thing in radio
ing
a
living-room
setting.
Howard
Rupp,
ChiMy Darling — Fox-trot ...Sam Lanin's Dance 'Orch.
cabinets will attract as large crowds as do
4186 Think of Me Thinking of You — Fox-trot,
cago,
director
of
the
advertising
program,
anLou Gold's Dance Orch.
fashions and automobile shows now.
nounced
an
extensive
newspaper
advertising
Dream House — Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
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Radio

Receptor

Antic-

ipates Banner Season
Issues Interesting Article on Modernizing
Old Sets — Radio Receptor Co. Rounds
Out Powerizer Line — Plant Busy
"What can we do for the old set?" is the
caption of an interesting article recently issued
by the engineering department of Radio Receptor Co., New York City, manufacturer of
powerizers. It sets forth methods by which the
old style receivers can be modernized and improved.
"We anticipate the biggest season we have
yet had," stated Ludwig Arnson, vice-president
and sales manager of Radio Receptor, with regard to the coming Fall and Winter. "Our line
has been rounded out so that we now have a
Powerizer for every purpose, beginning with a
simple A eliminator for those who, having a B
eliminator, desire to dispense with the storage
battery without rewiring their set, to those who
desire A-B-C supply and a power amplifier
combined in a single, compact, socket-power
unit. We can supply a Powerizer to take care
of the delicate 99-type tubes by an ingenious
terminal strip that connects the filaments in
series and introduces the proper grid-biasing
resistances and by-pass condensers, or again we
can supply a powerizer that operates 99 type
tubes and shield grid tubes without change
whatsoever, by means of a special rectifier built
into the unit, with power amplifier.
"Our plant is now running at full capacity in
taking care of immediate orders and in building
up a stock for the forthcoming heavy demand.
It is obvious that the public and the radio trade
are anxious to remodel battery sets and thereby
prevent a great economic waste."
The engineering staff of the Radio Receptor
Co. has also prepared an article entitled "Why
More Power Is Needed at the Receiving End."
A new booklet entitled "Powerizing" has also
just been issued by this company covering the
requirements for every conceivable set.

Columbia
New

Issuing
House

Organ

Magic Notes Makes First Appearance —
Edited by V. E. Moore, Who. Has Had
Wide Experience in Trade and as Editor
During the past few days Columbia dealers
have been receiving the first issue of Magic
Notes, the new house organ of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., New York City. The organ
is a radical departure from the usual house publication and contains a wealth of material designed to assist dealers in making more sales.
Articles relating the methods and experiences
of successful dealers, news notes of the activities of Columbia's retail representatives form
the bulk of the material. The eight-page publication isprofusely and attractively illustrated.
The make-up of the house organ is similar in
many ways to the present-day tabloid newspapers, being particularly eye-arresting.
Magic Notes is edited by V. E. Moore, a
recent addition to the staff of the Columbia
Co., whose chief duty will be the preparation
of the publication. Mr. Moore was until recently a special representative of Cohen & Hughes,
former Victor distributor of Baltimore, Md. Mr.
Moore has had a training that well equips him
for his new duties. For nine years he has been
connected with the phonograph industry, having started with the Victor Talking Machine
Co. in 1917. In 1924 he published and edited
The Spotlight, a moving picture trade review.
He relinquished this interest in 1926 and became an active member of the Sesqui-Centennial music committee under the leadership of
Dr. H. J. Tily.
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The Industry Gets Together
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32b
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4
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6
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32b
32b
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8

Imports and Exports of Talking Ma-

9

Latest Phonograph

Canvasses

Selling the Trade-ins
Price

Specializes
in Foreign Language Records
Exhibits to Get Prospects
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Salesmen
Building an Advertising Character. .
How Columbia Sold Whiteman . ...
St. Louis Radio Dealers Relate Methods of Handling Trade-ins
Crosley Radio Corp. Prepares Direct
Mail Plus Canvassing Plan

12
16
17
20
24

38

Making Suggestions for Ambitious Merchants

40

Clark Music Co. Sells Orchestropes
to Leading Hotels

41

Political
Campaign
and Election
Night Returns Should Sell Radios

60

25
28

The Newest in Radio ..108-109-110-114

Last Minute News of the Trade . .32a-32d
The Fifth Radio World's Fair
Sound Discussion Versus Loose Talk

32b
32b
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32b
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32b
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Cabinets
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Latest Radio
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32-33
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76
78

Atwater Kent Gives Dealers "New
Roads" to Radio Sales
Chicago Prepares to Celebrate Radio
Festival Day

124

In the Musical Merchandise Field . .

141

Gleanings
From
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World
Music
Latest Record Bulletins
FROM
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116

of
143-146
147-150

CITIES

Milwaukee, 5 7 — St. Louis, 58 — Toledo, 65 — Cleveland, 68 — Cincinnati, 72 — Richmond, 73— Pittsburgh, 80 — Boston, 82 — Salt Lake City, 85 — Buffalo, 89 — Detroit,
92 — Minneapolis and St. Paul, 96 — Philadelphia, 98-104 — Portland, 107 — Baltimore, 112 — Chicago,
121-124 — Los Angeles, 142 — Kansas City, 150.
During the past year Mr. Moore has renewed his wide acquaintance with music dealers, and he will, in addition to his editorial
duties, spend as much time as possible calling
on Columbia dealers throughout the country.
Mr. Moore in an interview with The Talking
Machine World said: "Magic Notes will be
unique and a decided departure from any other
music trade house organ. It is edited from the
viewpoint of the Columbia dealer and aims to
be a medium whereby the dealer's merchandising and sales ideas can be exchanged for the
benefit of all the trade."
Philco

Dealers

to Effect

Are

Urged

Theatre

Tie-ups

Talking
Hold

Machine
Annual

Men

Outing

The annual outing and games of the Talking
Machine and Radio Men, Inc., of New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut, was held at Briarcliff Lodge, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., on Wednesday, September 12, and proved to be one of
the most successful ever sponsored by the organization. As in the past the variety of sports
at the famed hostelry gave ample opportunity
to the large crowd of members, their families
and friends to indulge in their favorite pastimes.
Among the diversions offered were a baseball game, track races, golf, tennis and water

The Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. has received word from numerous theatres that the
management of these amusement places will use
Philco sets for the reception of election news
both before and after the day of election and
the company is urging dealers to effect such
tie-ups to gain publicity for Philco receivers.
A tie-up of this character was recently consummated between the local Philco dealer in
Woodside, Long Island, at the Woodside
Theatre. On the night of the Tunney-Heeney
fight a Philco receiving set was centered on
the stage with a heavy velvet curtain background. On either side of the set were Philco
speakers. The audience voiced its approval of
this feature by tremendous applause.

sports.
Buses left the corner of Ninety-third street
and Broadway, New York City, shortly after
9 o'clock and proceeded for a two-hour drive
through the beautiful stretches of Westchester
County. After a short interval during which
members of former outings renewed their acquaintance with the Manor and "first-timers"
explored the surroundings, luncheon was
served. The afternoon was devoted to the
sports enumerated above.
The dinner-hour was welcomed by all, and
after the "inner man" was satisfied dancing to
the strains of music provided by Ben Selvin's
Orchestra put everyone in a most happy frame
of mind. The homeward march found everyone tired but anxious to vote the day well
spent and the outing a success.

"The Elements of Television Reception" is
set forth by D. E. Replogle of the engineering
staff of -the Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge,
Mass., in an interesting article, accompanied by
a wiring diagram and photographs.

The Dixon-Taylor-Russell Co., Provo, Utah,
recently added the Sparton Equasonne line of
radio receivers, and will carry them in its eight
branch stores.
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Tone-Arms—

Reproducers

With

Real

Tone

Quality

—and

made,

well

I

too !

Quality

of tone and quality of manufacture are essential in your tone-arms
if your machines are to please the ear
and eye
service.

and

give

years

of reliable

Empire Tone-Arms will satisfy the
most exacting requirements in these
essentials. The many thousands of
machines using Empire Tone-Arms
bear testimony to this statement.
No.

No.

12 Tone- Arm
In addition

to these

models

we

5 Reproducer

have

several other styles of tone-arms for
portable and regular phonographs.
There is an Empire
every machine.

Tone-Arm

to fit

Write

for quotations on your requirements. Empire prices are extremely
reasonable.

\

The

Empire
Parts

Phono
Co.

Established in 1914
WM.

J. McNAMARA,

10316

Madison

Cleveland,

Premier
Mexican

President
Avenue
Ohio

Reproducer
Branch

Office— Radio

Fonografica

Mexicana,

S. A., Balderas

110, Mexico

No>

15 Tone-Arm

D. F., Mexico

"A

Few

Distinc

Edison Needle Type Reproducer. Exclusive design.
Advant
ages'
Over 3 feet of horn.
.99
Builtrin Resonance Chamber. Increases horn length a full foot. To
Superior Motor. Plays three
records on a single winding.
Built-in Record-Container. Holds
20 records (40 selections j.

in

Giant

A

Performance

!
Size
in
Portable
The case is handsomely done in black leather finish,
red to the
embossed in gold; fittings are heavily nickeled. It is
SMALL — surprisingly small — when compa
modern cabinet machine. But a comparison of
attractive enough for the most artistic home, and servperformance! — that's quite another thing! The Edison
iceable enough for the roughest surroundings.
.Needle Type Portable has all the power— all
the full, rich tone of the giant tnat dwarfs
The portable business is growing by leaps
it in size. It is the first portable that makes
cabig
big
a
you are actually hearin
feel
you net
and bounds. It is a big and important busimodel.
ness. Homes are opening to portables as
never
before. With this new needle-type
Your customers will buy this portable as
(lA

portable, there should be no seasonal fluctuations. Send your order direct to us — NO\T !
This is the time for action.

a quality musical instrument for the livingroom as well as for the camp and the
great outdoors. And they will be as proud
of its appearance as of its musical excellence.
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Schubert

Music

on

at the

Brunswick

new

All

10-inch

All

12-inch

low

prices

records,

75c

records,

$1

"Marche Militaire," "Serenade," "Moment Musical,"
all the Schubert favorites are to be found on Brunswick.
See your catalog for complete
tomers pay more

when

music

list. Why

Brunswick

let your cus-

offers this great

at popular prices?

Note: Schubert's immortal Unfinished Symphony played
by Cleveland Orchestra, Nikolai Sokoloff conducting,
on three 1 2-inch records, is to be released October

25th.

By all odds the finest recording of the "Unfinished."
Place your order !
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Gre

th

The

Grebe

will change

New

Grebe No. 14 Dynamic

Speaker.

of volume.

all old ideas

Mew — different — it is truly the last
word in radio

Some of the features of the
T>e Luxe Console
Tonal beauty, range, selectivity and ease
of operation of the Grebe Synchropbase
A - C Six Receiver and Power Unit.

Console

Luxe

De

at last is the ideal combination. Volume,
five times more powerful than in any other
radio receiver, and, at the same time, tonal beauty
HERE,

A super-power amplifier using two 250
type tubes (push-pull) and two 281 type
rectifying tubes.

which

Jack for electrical reproduction of phonograph records.
Cabinet, a masterpiece of the cabinetmaker's art. Finished in finest grain walnut, with matched burled paneled doors.

By coupling the Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six with
a special dynamic speaker, and a super-power

for the first time interprets volume

of real radio

enjoyment

in terms

not as mere

and

noise.

amplifier, Grebe engineers have produced an instrument with such reserve power that the blasts
and unnatural noises of full volume reception have
been entirely eliminated.
tuned

down

from

it can be instantly

Yet

the inspiring crash of a brass

band to a soft whisper without the loss of a single
note. The Grebe De Luxe Console will be equally
appreciated in the fine home where the best in
radio is demanded, as in hotels, auditoriums, dance
halls and schools where
volume is a necessity.

its powerful,

undistorted

Be the first in your territory to astound your customers with
the difference of this superb receiver. For full information
send for Booklet TW
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., 109 West 57th St., New York City
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, C;alif.
Makers of quality radio since i<)o<)

TRADE MARK. REO- U.S. PAT. O F F.
List price,
$510.00
{without
tubes}

i

jl-C
TRADE MARK
REG.U.S. PAT.OFP,
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>
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Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola.
Model 3 NC8. Electrical-type Brunswick Panatrope combined nith latest
Radiola Super-heterodyne. To list at
$700. complete.

IN

COMBINATIONS

Brunswick
in

offers
a

wide

musical
price

perfection

range

BRUNSWICK this year offers the Brunswick
Panatrope with Radiola in new designs
and in a wide range of prices. Each and every
model is a true musical instrument reproducing all music exactly as broadcast or recorded
. . . the high notes and the low.
Nothing has been omitted from these superb
Brunswick creations. They are truly the finest
reproducing musical instruments of the present
age. Cabinet work is up to Brunswick's high
standard both in workmanship and design.
All instruments have the latest convenience
features : complete light socket operation, single
dial tuning, etc.
Brunswick's great new line is being supported byan advertising campaign in newspapers and magazines such as this remarkable
merchandise deserves. Certainly Brunswick
offers you this year your golden opportunity,
Mr. Brunswick Dealer. Make the most of it!
Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola, Model 148. Electrical-type Brunswick Panatrope combined in one beautiful
cabinet with the Radiola Super-heterodyne. The supreme
achievement in music and radio. Price $995, complete.

Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola, Model 3KRO.
Electrical- type Brunswick Panatrope combined with
latest Radiola. To list at $395.

PANATROPES
THE

BRUNSWICK

- BALK

■ RADIO

• RECORDS

E • COLLENDER

• PANATROPE - RADIOLAS
CO.,

CHICAGO,

NEW

YORK

The
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Profits
the consumer

radio exhibitions are over for the year. Manufacturers have shown their newest products to the

THE

World

Ahead

Cents

!

dollar and this goes for radio just as much

it does for more

immediate

necessities. The programs

as
are

startling innovations

so planned that they, too, appeal to the lady of the house.

have been developed. The exhibits proved this conclusively.
Refinements all along the line are in evidence. Cabinets

Dealers are going after the woman prospect because they
know that it is the woman, in most cases, who makes the

have been made more beautiful; sets are more foolproof and,

final decision regarding the purchase of a radio set or any

as a result, the need for servicing because of faulty product
is set back another notch. Tbe

other commodity

trade and to the public. No

artistic touch

that goes into the home.
Radio retailing
methods have become stabilized
just as much

extends beyond

the sets themselves. Speakers,
too, have become artistic from
the standpoint of design and

Every

match the sets in beauty of ap-

Read

Dealer
These

Articles

into the business of selling will

ables— By C. N. Tunnell.

. (Page 4)

Five Point Plan Sells Radios —
By M. E. Bridston
. . . (Page 6)

industry is set for the Fall race
for business
Outlook is good.

Collect by Mail — Two

The

recognizes this fact and snaps

The Gift Idea Builds Sales of Port-

purpose and are meeting a definite and growing demand. The

Big

Should

find this Fall and Winter pros-

pearance. Combination phonograph-radios serve a twofold

A

Advantage

Reducing
By Frank

Methods

Past Due Accounts —
L. Avery
(Page s)

lack of radically new

advantage that should not be
underestimated. It is just another proof of the stability that

Out - of - the - Rut Selling— By
Archie Oboler
(Pagen)

talking points in radio is an

has been reached by the industry. A few years ago the big
drawback to satisfactory retail
business was the confusion aris-

Radio

for Dealers

Profitable

Aggressive

Proves
(Page20)

Selling

is in favor

of

good business. The product is
the best the dealer ever has had.
The public is more sold on
radio than ever. The field for
sales has been immensely broadened by the introduction of the
AC sets and Dynamic speakers.
The buyers of a year or more
ago may again be considered
first-class prospects. They are
worth going after. The number

Tie- Up
With
Contests
and

ing out of the welter of new
models, new designs, etc., which
indiscriminately

Service

perous and satisfactory from
the standpoint of sales volume.

Everything

of

Salesmanship Wins Portable Volume— By J. H. Reed
(Page 16)

were

as have the designs

of the products. The public is
radio-wise. The dealer who

Piano Playing
Boost Record

Sales

thrown

of people who do not own a
radio set is astounding. There

(Page 24)

upon the market. Dealers had to
feature these products because
the public read about them and
clamored for them. The result was cut price sales of stock
that had overnight become obsolescent. Another result was
that the dealer's profit and loss statement showed a considerable balance on the red ink side in connection with the
operation of the radio department.
That's history.
To-day the story is different — and more satisfactory.
There is profit in radio retailing. The figures of dealers

designed to lessen the number

is ample room in every community for thorough sales promotion bythe dealer. Get busy
with a well-rounded campaign
of homes in which there is no

radio at present. A few ads in the local papers and an occasional change in the window display do not constitute a campaign. The average merchant neglects many methods of
developing sales. There is a notable trend at present in
favor of outside selling and home demonstrations. Jobbers
and manufacturers are advocating this aggressive method of

scattered throughout the country prove this. To-day radio
is big business. It is scientific business. Manufacturers have

merchandising.

learned their lessons as well as retailers. No longer is the

aid of the jobbers handling the line he makes. This particular maker of radio sets also is aiding dealers in their
direct mail efforts. That is the kind of co-operation retailers

mind

of the public filled with thoughts of "improvements

coming." The public realizes that a radio can be purchased
now with the certainty that a week or a month hence the
models will be unchanged.

Sales resistance has been min-

imized. The appearance of the modern
the women

in the homes.

radio set appeals to

The housewife spends the bulk of

Indeed, one manufacturer

is not only sponsoring outside selling by active help but he has enlisted the

are finding a real help in sales promotion.

But the dealer

must do his share. All signs point to a big season ahead — if
the retail trade takes advantage of the situation by aggressive
sales promotion in all departments of his store.

S«e second last page for Complete Index of Articles in this issue
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Eighty-five
Done
Gift

Idea

Builds

Per

by Kahn

Texas,

&

Is Result

Gent
Levy,
of

Portable

of

Business

of Galveston,
the

Gift

Plan

Sales

By C. N. Tunnell
as far as possible and always getting the name
THE portable talking machine as a gift for portable gift suggestion just the solution to the
and address of those that telephone inquiring
every occasion has placed the profits at wedding anniversary to either have sent to the
a much higher figure for the Kahn & wife back home, or to use in camp during the
about records, she is able to pass this information on to the outside salesmen, who follow up
trip and presented to the wife some time later
Levy store in Galveston, Tex. A few years ago
at this named occasion.
with personal calls. In addition to the names,
this store did but little volume in portable talkSales to Students
ing machines, while today this section of the
etc., she makes all effort to get some personal
information
of the customer or prospect that
business has grown to be a large item of the
Parents at the beach are prompted to rememmakes it easy for the salesman to have the right
ber that a portable for the son or daughter
sales. Constant stressing of a portable to solve
every gift problem has played the controlling
going away to college is an appreciated gift introduction into the prospect's own home.
that is educational as well as entertaining every
part in building up this fine increase.
Expanding the Sales Field
85 Per Cent Gift Sales
It has been found that the majority of girls,
day. These suggestions often bring the decision
Eighty-five per cent of all portables sold in for the purchase of such a gift for the boy or
women and young men who come to this department for records are accompanied by some
this store now are sold as gifts for every congirl who was left in Summer school or is exmember of their set. While the selection of
ceivable purpose, as there is nothing purely
pecting to go away for the college term.
seasonable about good music or ^^^^^^^^
— -— — —
O'Mara or some other member
^^^^^^^^^ records is being made, Miss
a nice portable. From boy to —
of the sales force demonstrates
his girl, from the girl to her
sweetheart, or brother, from
in
outlined
dealer
a
portable and finds out if the
aggressive
the
of
methods
THE
father to son, from husband to
friends
accompanying the custhe accompanying article show what can be done
tomer would not like to own a
wife, parents to son or daughter
in the way of sales promotion of portable talking
for every possible occasion is
portable or to purchase one as a
the basis used by the salesmen
machines when some new slant on presentation of the
present for some friend or relaof the Kahn & Levy store in
tive. It is pointed out that the
product's appeal is thoroughly developed and exfeaturing portable talking maperson who wants to give somechines as appropriate gifts.
ploited. Follow-up of prospects, building a prospect
thing really
and a yet
conNaturally, it takes a lot of
servative cannice
obtain
portable
list by intelligent use of the 'phone, interviews, etc.,
talking machine at five or ten
personal knowledge of individand hammering away to bring home to potential cusdollars down and the balance
ual prospects, their friends and
relatives to sell an increased
over spaced payments.
tomers the suitability of the portable as a gift have
And, unlike many dealers, the
number of portables for gift
proved profitable for this Galveston dealer.
purposes; but it is just this inKahn & Levy firm finds it well
dividual and personal informaon instalments to Summer
and
portablestourists
tion of prospects that makes it
^ ^^^^^^p to feature
possible for the salesmen to
But Summer cottage prospects are not the
cottage
dwellers.
True,
most
of
these
customget maximum
ers are in position to pay cash and do pay
results in creating sales volume.
only ones solicited by this firm to let the portables solve their gift problems. Every person
Prospects in Camp Communities
cash, but many others have arranged for a
of Galveston has just such suggestions made.
The first places worked by the two to three
regular weekly allowance to be spent and these
"Covers" the City by 'Phone
salesmen from the phonograph department are
prospects may be sold on the time payment
the Summer camp communities. It is true that
plan. Some of the Summer people have made
The record girl of this firm, Miss O'Mara, paves
many people who come to Galveston to live in the way to many gift sales. Miss O'Mara uses
an annual thing of coming to the seashore, and
are known to the firm, others bring along
her telephone book to call every telephone numthe Summer cottages bring their portables
ber of Galveston. As far as possible, she finds
along, but no prospect is overlooked. The
proper credentials from home merchants to the
out if the prospect owns any type of talking
salesman from this firm has his portable along
extent that these prospects are sold on the inmachine, whether he would be interested in
to demonstrate to the prospects of the seaside
stalment basis. And according to the records
cottages where the portable will be the soluhaving a salesman call in view of a trade-in
of this firm, such prospects usually contract to
proposition, whether or not the prospect would
tion for good music at a small cost. And as
pay for a portable in eight or ten weeks, but
these people have come for the purpose of not be interested in a portable for the vacation
usually finish the payments within four weeks.
days to carry in the car, whether or not the
Sales Doubled in a Year
i-ecrea.tion, rest and entertainment it is usually
small-apartment tenants would be interested
easy to show them through actual demonstraIt means a lot of plugging to keep everlastin a portable that requires little room, and other
tions where the portable phonograph makes the
ingly after the many prospects to keep them
bits of information. But regardless of what
camp life more complete.
thinking about portable talking machines as a
type of talking machine is owned by the prosProcuring Important Information
gift for every purpose, but this method of merpect, he or she is reminded that the better-toned
But even those of the Summer dwellers who
chandising has made the portable business a
portables make delightful, inexpensive gifts that
own portables are not overlooked. The talking
big thing with the Kahn & Levy store. The
machine salesman is first told that there is no
are yet fine enough in appearance and performincrease in record sales for portables has been
ance to be appreciated by any person.
need for him to waste his time, as the prospect
very satisfactory, while featuring portables as
Parents of graduating high school students
owns a portable. At this suggestion, the salesa gift has resulted in each year showing a big
are telephoned and informed that the selection
man tells the prospects about the new records
increase in sales over the previous year. A conand late hits in records to be found at the store.
of a portable talking machine and a number of
crete example is shown in the fact that portAlong with the invitation to call for records is records makes a very pleasing gift for the son
able talking machine sales for this year are
information picked up regarding the kind of or daughter. Club members are prompted to
double the sales of last year as a result of playportable owned and whether or not the prospect
give such a gift to any member of the organizaing up the gift business.
tion that deserves some honor. Fans and adwould like to purchase a new model mamirers
of
athletes
are
encouraged
to
show
their
chine. But, at the same time, the salesman digs
New Store in Guthrie, Okla.
up such information as a birthday of some relaappreciation through the presentation of a talktive, sweetheart or close friend back home who
ing machine that will be convenient for the perSidney Ham has opened a new store in
son to carry anywhere or keep in his room.
would appreciate a portable talking machine as
Guthrie, Okla., at 206 West Harrison avenue.
a gift. The salesman assures the prospect thai
Thirty per cent of the entire number of sales
The new store will carry a complete line of
his store is equipped to carefully pack and ship
made are to prospects gained over the telepianos,
talking machines and other musical
the portable to any place at any time. In this
phone by Miss O'Mara. After getting the
equipment
as well as string instruments, recname and address of every person that she calls
way the husband on a fishing trip finds the
ords and sheet music.
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theHed'headed

WENDELL

HALL

WENDELL
How

are

Wendell

your

stocks

of

Hall

Records?

when

THE

BRUNSWICK-

is lucky . . . and the Brunswick

... to have this marvelous

minstrel.

What

dealer is lucky
are you doing

to boost the sale of Hall's records in your store? Get
some display material and let folks know where they
can hear the "red-headed
Electrical Records.

"I Told You I'd
3903

Selections

.. .

he's not on the road entertaining" thousands

Brunswick

"My
Dream
Sweetheart"
(from Wendell
Hall's "Six Sentimental Songs") . . . "Easy
Goin'"
* * *
4004
"Polly Wolly Doodle" (a modern version) . . .
"If I Only Knew" (from Wendell Hall's
"Six Sentimental Songs")
4024

Qood

records again

the Brunswick recording laboratories means that there'll
be a big demand for Wendell Hall records this fall.

"Headin' Home (Bound for Birmingham)"
(from "Red Pepper Rhythms") . . . "OldFashioned Locket"
3984
* * *

2

is busy making

from the stage with his wonderful songs. A thirty weeks'
tour which the "red-head" has planned between visits to

"Oh! Lucindy" ... "Hot Feet" (from Wendell Hall's "Red Pepper Rhythms") 3983

"Will You Remember" .
Never Forget You"

HALL

on

BALKE-COLLENDER

Every

CO.,

Chicago

music-maker"

Brunswick

•

New

York

•

on

Brunswick

Record—

Branches

2
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system

first interview
free service

By M. E. Bridston
Model Bungalow at Standard Co.'s Store — Radio Prominently Featured
did the selecting — is data which Mr. Chase finds
FIVE ways and means of running the radio
valuable.
This information gives him a cue as
department at a profit! This is the fivepoint program which is being used by the
ro how to proceed in after-market merchandisradio unit of the Standard Furniture Co.,
ing, as the card data recall to him just the kind
of selling problem he meets in each individual.
Seattle, Washington, and it is a program that
The reverse of the card is ruled for listing the
readily suggests itself as being sound.
The plan of selling radios from the floor of service calls made to the purchaser, and subsethe radio department, and not via the home
quent equipment bought. This completes the
necessary cycle of information.
demonstration, has been in effect two years.
How does this customer-record increase
During this time the sales volume has steadily
increased, and at the same time selling cost per
after-market sales? As tubes and other equipment last definite periods, solicitation is made
radio set has been lowered. Figuring that the
at the time when the customer is logically in
cost of installation is about $10, the home
demonstration is an expensive type of sales
need of new equipment. For example, a customer purchasing a radio in September is in
promotion, states L. P. Chase, manager.
the
market
for tubes a year from that date; he
"With the customer who is sincerely interis in the market for battery replacement after
ested in buying radio, not merely in having one
ten months have elapsed, etc. Or probably the
demonstrated in his home, we find that it is no
record shows that the customer did not buy an
more difficult to sell a machine right off the
eliminator
at the time of the set purchase. This
floor than it would be in the customer's home.
Most customers who come in to buy radio have
customer may not only be followed up for batpurchased from the store at some time or antery renewing at proper times, but be sold an
eliminator in due time. This firm has sold
other— probably have an account with us — and
they know that we unreservedly stand back of over 2,500 eliminators by such aggressive merchandising. Likewise, a patron buying a lowall merchandise that we sell."
priced speaker can be sold a better quality
"But don't you find that you do lose cusspeaker at a later date, et cetera.
tomers by the plan?" I asked Mr. Chase.
The telephone is the sales agent used. Often
"Sometimes we lose prospects," he answered.
customers will inadvertently pave the way for
"I think our loss in actual radio buyers, through
a sales interview. They will call up to discuss
our refusal to demonstrate is low."
some difficulty which they are having with a
After-market profits considerably increase
set. Without a break in the conversation, as he
the radio sales volume of this company. To
this end Mr. Chase keeps an individual record
asks about the difficulty, Mr. Chase consults the
of each customer. This is accomplished on a convenient customer record file on his desk.
This not only enables him to talk more intelcard 4x6 inches, slightly 'larger than the usual
index card to accommodate the amount of inligently to his customer, but permits him to
know just what part of the equipment would
formation necessary. At the right side of the
likely be giving trouble at that time.
card are listed the name, address, kind of set,
the equipment and accessories purchased. At
Probably Mrs. A is complaining about reception. Mr. Chase notes that a year has elapsed
the left side, the date purchased, the serial numsince the set was purchased. New tubes are
ber, and a space for listing any pertinent information about the customer or terms of sale
probably required. He tells Mrs. A that tubes
which will aid in selling more equipment, adgenerally wear out in a year's time, and that
if she will bring them in to be tested the store
justing any difficulties, and so on. For example,
such information as to whether the customer
will check up on them for her. Mrs. A is
flattered that the store remembers the date of
was thoroughly sold on the particular radio
selected, or not — what member of the family- purchase — gratified at the promptness in han6

dling her difficulty. She brings in the tubes and
an after-market sale is the result.
A regular check of the cards enables Mr.
Chase to know just when these accessories will
be needed. A friendly telephone call is made,
when the conversation takes on the form of
one "fan" talking to another. If the equipment,
such as the battery, is still standing up, the
remark is made that a call will bring a prompt
replacement when the need does arise. Usually,
however, the call is timed so that the customer
is in need of the equipment.
The customer is being serviced, not sold to,
with this method. The call is not a selling
call, but one evincing a friendly interest in his
behalf. The customer admires this aggressive
merchandising. He likes to be considered a
regular customer; he likes to be solicited; he
likes to be noticed, even though he doesn't buy
every time he is approached.
The "free service" bogey has been laid low
in the Standard plan of radio merchandising.
All radios are sold "with a thirty-day free service guarantee, and after these first thirty days
have elapsed service calls are charged for. Day
calls are made at the rate of $1.50 per call;
night calls, $3.00 per call. This charge, consistently adhered to, enables the repair unit to
operate without going in the red. However,
during the factory guarantee limit, which is
usually ninety days, free service is extended if
the customer brings the radio set down to
the store for inspection. At all times, regardless of how long the radio has been sold, the
department is glad to make a check-up of all
or any part of the set, if it is brought in.
Radio sets at the Standard range in price
from $125 upward — a sizable amount of money
for the average individual to spend. Yet the
salesmen in the department are geared to sell
the customer during the first interview! This
is the most opportune time to close the sale,
states Mr. Chase, as the more radio stores they
visit the more undecided they are. This cannot
be accomplished if the salesman regards this as
an impossible thing, Mr. Chase has found. The
idea is to set a sale as the objective.
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NO. 16 CONE SPEAKER
Pedestal type, seamless Cooe
Speaker with diameter oi22inches
Price, with long cord and
plug
$40.00

j
;
j
1

NO. to17 No.
CONE16 SPEAKER
Similar
Cone Speaker
Cord withlong
and tassel
ofbutofWallType.
braided silk. Price,
cord and plug
$35 00
NO. 14 CONE SPEAKER
A newa table
type ofseamless
cone
with
diameter
16 inches.
Price, w'th long cord $22.50

iStromber^Qrlson
....

a

Definite

Dealer

Asset

which an
OF TONE
IT is the QUALITY
instrument possesses, that is of paramount

-

importance

in making

radio sales.

Specifications on many
too, are about
NO. 635 STROM BERG-CARLSON
Treasure Chest. Uses A. C. Tubes.
Price, for 50-60 cycle A. C. areas,
u-itbout tubts or Speaker. . .$185-00
Price, for 25-60 cycle A. C. areas,
tcttbout tubes or Speaker. . .$190.00

But when
which

§■

The
radio

■

the same

receivers — and speakers
on paper — and on "speci-

fications", price or other things sometimes count.
the customer LISTENS, it is TONE

is the deciding
beauty

of

apparatus

factor.

tone

appeals

I
I
NO.
636 STROMBERG-CARLSON
Art Coasole.
Uses A. C. Tubes.
Price, for 50-60 cycle A. C. areas,
without tuba or Speaker. . .$245-00
Price, for 25-60 cycle A. C. areas,
without tubts or Speaker . . . $250-00

dealer who

NO.
523 STROMBERG-CARLSON
Treasure
Chest. For 50-60 cycle
A. C. areas.
Price,
8 R. C.Cone
A.
tubes complete
but not with
including
Speaker
$295-00

in Strom berg- Carlson
to

everyone.

In

opinion of thousands who really know
it is the standard in radio today.
The

1
;
H
I

jone

the

music

carries the Stromberg-Carlson

line has a selling asset of definite value

in the

tonal excellence
ments.

instru-

of all Stromberg-Carlson

Stromberg-Carlson Receivers for Direct Current areas range in price
from $20 j to $98;. All prices quoted here are East of Rockies.
Slight ly higher Rockies and West and Canada.
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
rochester, n. y.

Mfg.

Co.

NO.
524 STROMBERG-CARLSON
Art Console.
For 50-60 cycle A. C.
areas.
Price, complete with 8 R. C. A.
tubes but not including Cone
Speaker
$425-00

1

NO. 744 STROMBERG-CARLSON
Radio-Phonograph
combination. For 50-60 cycle
A. C. areas.
Price, complete with 11 R. C. A. tubes and loop but
not including Cone Speaker
$1205-

NO. 18 ELECTRIC-DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Price, complete with 25 ft., two purpose cord carry- tp
ing both Receiver output and Speaker operating
current
$150.00 %

NO. 734 STROMBERG-CARLSON
' Art Console. For 50-60 cycle A. C. areas.
Price, complete with 11 R. C. A. tubes but not including Speaker (Loop $30.00 extra) $755.00

Makers of voice transmission and voice reception apparatus for more
■— —
.

than thirty years.
,
1

Two

Methods

Blackjack

and

Mail

by

Collect

of Collecting —
the

Way

The

That

Way

Wins

of the
Friends

By Frank L. Avery
Circulation Manager, Talking Machine World

SNEAK up behind him, hit him over the
head with a crowbar, or, if that's too
messy, shoot him — then help yourself to
his pocketbook.
That's one method.
Meet him face to face, hold out your hand
Letter 1

(note)

My dear Mr.
:
Many people feel that the rendering of a
bill is an unpleasant or embarrassing
task— so they just send the thing without
athem.
letter. Personally I don't agree with
Let me tell you why. I am glad of
the excuse to renew our pleasant contact.
The bill stands for work that we've done
for you — work well done, I hope — work
that we are proud of — service that has
helped you.
We know that it is all of this because
all of our men take pride in their work —
all of the merchandise that we sell is
carefully selected and represents the best
in its particular line.
So, in giving you this bill I can call
your attention to our honest intention to
please. I can assure you that we place
our reputation on these grounds. It is on
this basis that we hope you will have the
same satisfaction in dealing with us that
we have in dealing with you.
Cordially yours,

(note) If the letter is relative to merchandise
sold, use the following paragraph in place
of the second paragraph above.
Let me tell you why. I am glad of the
excuse to renew our pleasant contact. The
bill stands for goods that we have sold
to you — merchandise that is honestly built
— merchandise that we are always ready
to stand back of because we know that it
gives satisfaction.
for a friendly shake and surprise him with a
wide grin— he'll be so overcome that he'll give
you the cash without a quiver. That's another
method for collecting the money due you.
Personally I'm not so much in favor of the
first method for three reasons: first, because the
average business man cannot wield a crowbar
or shoot straight; secondly, because it spoils
the prospect for future business, and, third, because he may not have the money in his pocket.
I'll admit that there are times when we feel
heartily in favor of method number one, if only
to give ourselves mental satisfaction — but the
real objections still stand. Which brings me
to the first rule of collection-letter writing.
Relieve Your Mind
AVhen your close-fisted debtor meets your
approach with the enthusiasm of a hard-shelled
clam (we call 'em quahaugs in New England),
sit down and write him a real letter.
Tell him exactly what you think about his
honesty — don't mince words — call him a crook,
a thief, a liar and a grafter. Threaten to bash
in his nose and blacken both eyes, if necessary.
When you have entirely relieved your mind of
rancor and said all the meanest things you can
— why, just tear up the letter and write him
decently. The net results from such a policy
are bigger income and less personal hazard.
I'm heartily in favor of method number two
— the glad hand and smile collection policy.
You probably know this from the letters which
you get from me when your subscriptions ex-

pire. My faith in this method has not been
shaken during my years of collection work,
though there are times, I must admit, when
some of you almost get me excited.
If in the course of this little article I seem
to digress from the main theme and dwell
upon personalities, it will be merely to illustrate a few of the points I wish to make — and
not to gain personal publicity. I am about to
make such a digression now.
Some time ago I sent some of you a letter
which closed with the expression "the baby
needs shoes." I hoped that this little humaninterest statement might give many of you a
smile and show that my personal interest and
job depended upon getting results.
Of course I preferred money to shoes, and
many readers realized it. I wasn't prepared to
receive the pair of worn-out sandals that some
one of you sent me.
However, and this is the point I'm trying to
make, the need of the baby for the shoes, stated
Letter 2
MyWhen
dear I Mr.
sent you the-: bill last month — a copy of
which I'm again calling to your attention — I told
you why we were glad to give you this little
evidence of mutual and satisfactory business contact.
I haven't heard from you, so I'm pretty sure
that you are satisfied — if you are not, then you
should have told us.
It's natural that we assume you are pleased —
most of our customers are — that's why they continue to be our customers — that's why we know
that they'll continue our friends for many years.
Of course no one is 100 per cent perfect — and
though we try to be above the average, still we
make mistakes. When we do, we want to know
about it so we can rectify the error.
We are presenting this bill again in the spirit
of co-operation. The money you pay us helps us
to keep our stock up-to-date — it enables us to provide our men with the best equipment — and it
helps Us to give our customers the lowest prices
without burdening them with carrying charges.
Your account shows 60 days — our bookkeeper says
he doesn't want to turn the six upside down— 90
is an unlucky number.
Cordially yours.

in this way, was far more effectual than had
I said that our company was in serious need
of ready cash, and that your check would tide
over a financial crisis — a statement that
wouldn't either be true or sound that way.
A whine of needing money doesn't get it.
Your customer honestly owes it, legally he
must pay it and he knows it — then why put
yourself in the position of a beggar?
Talk His Language
If you are talking to anyone — and writing a
letter is almost the same thing — you instinctively try to talk his language. If, for instance,
you wanted to sell or collect from a Chinaman
you wouldn't talk Turkey to him — you'd talk
in thos.e funny pictures that they use on laundry tickets if you could. But if you didn't
happen to be so well versed you'd at least use
words that he could understand.
And that's the way with collection letters.
If your customers are of the high-brow type
don't try to spring a lot of slang on them. If,
on the other hand, they wear overalls and eat
8

grease you can't get their money by being high
hat. On the whole there is one' kind of language that everyone understands, the language
of honesty and friendliness — the clear statement
of fact without embellishment.
A Series of Letters
With this article I'm giving you six collection
letters written along the lines that I think a
set of good letters should be — and I guess I've
followed all the rules of letter writing I know.
After you've read them you may feel that 1
don't .know much — and after you've tried them,
you may. decide that even that opinion is exaggerated— but they have delivered the goods
satisfactorily where they have been tried.
If you will go over the letters seriously, if
possible, you will find that through all of them
there is the feeling of friendliness and the desire to please.
Here's a man that you have done business
with. Not only that, but you want to please
him, and if you haven't, then you stand ready
to fix things up so that he will continue as
your
anyway.customer. You want him to call again
But (we're reading the third letter now) he
is repaying your interest with not even a smile
— he isn't giving you a sporting chance. Then
(we've reached the fourth letter) you've found
that he doesn't seem to realize that honest business methods deserve any credit — evidently he
isn't used to dealing with honest people.
Now turn to the fifth letter. As far as you
are concerned he probably doesn't give a darn
whether he cheats you or not — but is he ready
to swindle his fellow townsmen?
You are
Letter 3
MyAlmost
dear three
Mr.months — :45 days — since we
(note A) did the work that the enclosed bill is
talking about.
Suppose you had paid us 45 days ago
and we were holding up your service
that length of time. Can you picture
(note B) your own feelings? Just what would
youButcall
us? not the way we do business
that's
(note C) — it's not the way we sold you the service. When you call us by phone — or
write us — or visit us, you find someone
smiling and ready to fill your order.
If you visit us to-morrow we will be
ready to say "hello" and jump to help
And friend "Bill" enclosed is mutely
suggesting that you encourage us in our
cheerful policy.
Sincerely yours.
If this bill refers to merchandise sold,
you.
use the following phrases in the paragraphs noted above.
(note A) Sentence should read: Since we sold you
the merchandise that the enclosed bill is
talking ....
(note B) Second line should read: "Holding up
your goods that length of time."
(note C) "way we sold you merchandise."
ashamed for him — you
you feel that you are
crooked individual.
Finally, in the sixth
are finished. You only

are embarrassed because
possibly dealing with a
letfer you tell him you
know one way of doincr

business, that(Continued
of friendliness
on pageand9) you've tried
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A Rudimron
lor every jmrf>oic
RADIOTRON UX-70T-A
RADIOTRON UV-199
RADIOTRON UK-IW
RADIOTRON WD-II
RADIOTRON
RADIOTRON UX-?00-«
RADIOTRON UX.170
RADIOTRON VX-7I2
RADIOTRON UX-T12-A
RADIOTRON UX-1TI-*
RADIOTRON UX-210
RADIOTRON UX-2J0
RADIOTRON UX-2S0
RADIOTRON UX-226
RADIOTRON UY-22T
RADIOTRON UX-280
RADIOTRON UX-281
RADIOTRON UX -871
RADIOTRON UV-876
RADIOTRON UV-886
The jwnda-d by
lubes a>< jated

A Radiotron
for every purpose
RADIOTRON UX-201-A
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON UV-199
Detector Am/Aifier
RADIOTRON UX-199
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON WD-11
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON WX-12
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON
UX-200-A
Detector Only
RADIOTRON UX-120
Power
AudioAmplifier
Stage OnlyLast
RADIOTRON UX-222
Screen Grid Radio
Frequency Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-112-A
Power Amplifier

RCA Radiotrons are standard equipment infine radio sets of all leading
manufacturers. The RCA mark on
the vacuum tubes of any radio instrument isone of the first tests of

The public knows the quality of RCA Radiotrons because more Radiotrons have
been sold and are in use

its excellence

than any
otherIn make
of vac-to
uum tube.
addition
the largest national magazine and newspaper campaign ever put behind a
vacuum tube, RCA Radiotrons offer you powerful
window and counter dis-

To maintain hiLjh qualicy performance in your radio ser,
replace all the vacuum tubes with a new set of RCA
Radiotrons at least once a year Do not put new tubes
with old ones that have been lime in use.

RADIOTRON UX-171-A
Power
AudioAmplifier
Stage OnlyLast
RADIOTRON UX-210
Power Amplifier Oiscillator
RADIOTRON UX-240
Detector Amplifier for
Resistance -coupled
Amplification
RADIOTRON UX-250
Power Amplifier
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RADIOTRON UX-226
A .C. F ilament
RADIOTRON UY-227
A.C. Heater
RADIOTRON UX-280
Full-Wave Rectifier
RADIOTRON UX-281
Half-Wave Rectifier
RADIOTRON UX-874
Voltage Regulator Tube
RADIOTRON UV-876
Ballast TuU
RADIOTRON UV-886
Ballast Tube
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Super-Heterodynes

prices

within

reach

RCA RADIOL A 60— The
famous sitive
super-selective
and senRCA Super-Heterodyne,
now with the new A. C.
tubes, operation.
for simplified
housecurrent
Remarkably
faithful reproduction. Ideal
for congested broadcastingareas
— highly sensitive for places
remote from broadcast stations.
Illuminated
dial. Twotoned walnutsingle
veneered
table
cabinet. $175 (less Radiotrons)
The new RCA Loudspeaker
103 isshown with the new" 60"

RCA RADIOLA 62— Cabinet model of the new RCA
Super-Heterodyne. The enclosed Dynamic Speaker is an
improved model of the incomparable RCA Reproducer.
Superior fidelity of reproduction over the entire musical
range never before achieved in radio. Beautiful cabinet
of walnut veneer with maple inlays.
$375 (less Radiotrons)
RADIO CORPORATION
OF

KCA
MADE

BY

THE

RCA RADIOLA 64 — De luxe model of new RCA
Super- Heterodyne. Special automatic volume control
bringing in weak and strong stations at any desired
even degree of volume. Needle meter for accurate
tuning. Amazing fidelity of reproduction hitherto
unrealized in radio. Enclosed in finely finished
cabinet of rich design. . . $550 (less Radiotrons)

RCA RADIOLA 30A— Custom-built cabinet model
of the famous RCA Super-Heterodyne with RCA
Loudspeaker. At the new price this is an unusual
value in fine radio receivers. Operates directly from
the house current.
S285 (with Radiotrons)
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o

RCA RADIOLA 16— Designed to give the finest
radio entertainment in homes not wired for electricity.
Battery-operated. A receiver known for its wonderf ul
performance and long life in thousands of homes all
over the country. . ; $82.75 (with Radiotrons)
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RCA LOUDSPEAKER 100A — Over three quarters
of a million of this type of RCA speaker are nou in
use. Their sturdy construction and uniformly fine
performance have made them the most popular of
all reproducers
S29

famousof beauty
"100 A'1
inRCAa newLOUDSPEAKER
dress. The speaker103—
madeThea thing
as
uell as utility. Tapestry covered. A beautiful ornament
that u ill fit into any scheme of decoration. S^j.^o
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Collections

(Continued from page 8)
it— now it's come to a point where you've got
to call in someone else — someone who has forLetter 4
Dear Mr.
:
If you had loaned me $
over three
months ago and you really needed the
money now — and asked me to pay it—
wouldn't you feel that such friendliness
deserved my immediate support? Wouldn't
I be a pretty heartless article if I didn't
come up to standard
When Tom Jones, my grocer, asks me
(note) for money, money that I owe him, I
usually dig for it right away because Tom
gives me honest groceries at honest prices.
He's earned the right to my pocketbook
and I appreciate the fact that he's trusted
me.
You know that all business must be
based on mutual trust. If it isn't, then
it ceases to be business — it becomes a
matter of being clever enough to get money
without giving value received.
I don't believe that such "cleverness"
is justified. I know that you are with me
in saying that you'd prefer to do business
on a sound foundation and pay for it,
rather than to have me cheat you by giving less than you pay for, so as to balance up for the service that I don't get
paid for.
So doesn't it follow that the enclosed
bill, honestly rendered, deserves like consideration and payment?
I shall look for your payment within
ten days.
Honestly yours,
(note) Put in the name of some local man who
has a good reputation; in the place of
Tom Jones — change grocer to fit - the line
he is in.
gotten how to be friendly and makes a business of getting money — that's his job, not yours.
In other words, you've had to call in the cop.
Letter 5
Dear Mr. ■
— :
I'm sorry that you don't appreciate
honest service and friendly treatment.
Four times I've asked you to pay the
bill that you contracted over three
months ago. You have not replied — or
paid.
Not only are you withholding my
money but you are also penalizing your
fellow townsmen who do pay their bills
and who merit my trust. Is that either
fair or honest?
Do you think that your friends, who
may do business with me, should pay
the increased overhead that your nonpayment involves?
When we did the work for you we were
(note A) earnestly interested in giving you satisfaction. We expected that you would
at least pay the cost and not make us
carry a part of your financial burden.
I cannot think that you have fully
realized your responsibility in this matter— I do not want to turn this over to a
collection agency because I believe that
(note B) the majority of men in ... . are honest
and self-supporting.
Before I am forced to take outside
measures I'd like to have a reason for
non-payment from you — if it is a good
one, then you'll find me human and decent about it. Please reply immediately.
Truly yours,
(note A) If for goods sold, the first sentence here
may read: When we sold you the goods
covered by this statement we earnestly
hoped that they would give you satisfaction.
(note B) city.
Fill in here the name of your town or
One fact stands out clearly and that is it
pays to use diplomatic and courteous methods
of collecting instalments, resorting to harsher
methods only as a last resort. No dealer can
afford to lose a single customer. Many delinquent patrons simply let the payments slide

Latest

Letter 6
Dear Sir:
Business is always based on mutual trust and
confidence— failure in either of these points destroys all relationship, friendly or otherwise.
We've asked you to pay your bill— a bill which,
by your very silence, you've admitted to be a
true one. We've told you that we were ready to
adjust
— if you
had one— relative to
the workanyorcomplaint
merchandise
involved.
Your silence and your obvious refusal to listen
to reason shows that you do not believe in the
commonly accepted definition of business.
We are sorry that you have taken such an
attitude. It is one that we are absolutely unable
to meet — for we do not understand such a spirit.
We can collect our bills in only one way, but
it is not the way that you know. So we must
turn your bill over to our collection agency — it's
their job to get money for debts legally contracted, from people who ignore reasonable appeal
— it's their job to get the money — they know how
— and they usually get it.
Yours,you
Your bill goes to them on
unless
are ready to meet us halfway.

with no thought of "putting one over" on the
dealer, and come to life as soon as their laxity
is brought to their attention.
Imports
of

and

Talking

Exports
Machines

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking Machines and Records for July —
General Incre-ase Over the Year Previous
Washington, D. C, October 4. — In the summary of exports and imports of the commerce
of the United States for the month of July,
1928, the following are the figures bearing on
talking machines and records:
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during July, 1928, amounted in value to
$49,253, as compared with $56,619 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1927.
The seven months' total ended July, 1928,
showed importations valued at $301,789; in the
same period of 1927, $372,855, a substantial decrease.
Talking machines to the number of 20,512,
valued at $576,939, were exported in July, 1928,
as compared with 10,279 talking machines valued
at $429,555, sent abroad in the same period of
1927. The seven months' total showed that we
exported 95,800 talking machines, valued at
$3,630,077, as against 72,588 talking machines,
valued at $2,739,642, in 1927.
The total exports of records and supplies for
July, 1928, were valued at $330,940, as compared
with $267,593 in July, 1927. The seven months
ending July, 1928, show records and accessories
exported valued at $2,078,369.
The countries to which these machines were
sent during July, and their values follow:
Europe, $16,090; Canada, $32,628; Central
America, $43,287; Mexico, $81,439; Cuba, $18,258;
Argentina, $58,262; Brazil, $63,591; Chile, $53,505; Colombia, $51,116; Peru, $14,408; other
South America, $65,921; China, Hong Kong and
Kwantung, $13,560; Philippine Islands, $7,685;
Australia, $17,788; New Zealand, $5,100; British
South Africa, $1,942; other countries, $32,359.
Add

Two

Eveready

Stations
Hour

to

Chain

Two new broadcasting stations have been
added to the Eveready Hour network, beginning
September 25th, it was recently announced by
the National Carbon Co.
Station KVOO of the Southwestern Sales
Corp. in Tulsa, Okla., and Station WOAI of
the Southern Equipment Co. in San Antonio,
Tex., are the newest additions to the Eveready
Hour chain. This brings the total number of
stations up to twenty-two.

Phonograph

and

Radio

Patents
V . 9
Record Holder for Talking Machines. Paul
D. Bodwell and Henry W. Bellows, Waynesboro, Pa., assignors to the Deca Disc Phonograph Co., same place. Patent No. 1,683,440.
Sound Recording and Reproducing Apparatus. Lee De Forest, New York, N. Y., assignor
to the De Forest Phonofilm Corp., same place.
Patent No. 1,683,451.
Record Holder for Talking Machines. Wilbur
Kelso Kauffman, Waynesboro, Pa., assignor to
the Deca Disc Phonograph Co., same place.
Patent No. 1,683,469.
Radio Attachment for Talking Machines.
Eugene A. Widmann, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
Frank D. Lewis, West Orange, N. J., assignors
to the Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Patent No. 1,684,933,
Radiocoil. Hiram D. Currier, Chicago, 111.
Patent No. 1,683,606.
Antenna. Alfred N. Goldsmith, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Patent No. 1,683,773, assignor to
the Radio Corporation of America, Delaware.
Vernier Dial for Radio Adjustments. Adolph
Peteler, Freeport, N. Y. Patent No. 1,683,845.
Radioantenna. McKay Wright, Seattle, Wash.
Patent No. 1,684,003.
Antenna. Harold M. Brown, Elmhurst, 111.
Patent No. 1,683,009.
Radioreception. Paul G. Weiller, East
Orange, N. J., assignor to Wired Radio, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,684,164.
Automatic Antenna Regulator. Joseph E.
Love, Schenectady, N. Y. Patent No. 1,684,235.
Automatic Antenna Regulator. William W.
Brown, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Corp., New York, N. Y.
Patent No. 1,684,261.
Radio Receiving System. Winfred T. Powell,
Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the StrombergCarlson Telephone Mfg. Co., same place. Patent
No. 1,684,361.
Radio Receiving System. Frederick A. Roister, Palo Alto, Cal., assignor to the Federal
Telegraph Co., San Francisco, Cal. Patent No.
1,683,080.
Radiochassis. Philip E. Edelman, Chicago, 111.
Patent No. 1,682,778.
Sound Reproducing Mechanism. E. U.
Iwwerks, Kansas City, Mo. Patent No. 1,684,098.
Automatic Stop for Electrically Driven
Phonographs. Josef Brandstetter, Chicago, 111.
Patent No. 1,684,084.
Radiofrequency Amplifier and Method of
Making and Operating the Same. Albert S.
Blatterman, Asbury Park, N. J., assignor to
the Ware Corp., of Delaware. Patent No.
1,684,939.
New

Mayers

Store

Opened

William A. Mayers, general manager of the
A. H. Mayers chain of music stores in New
York City recently announced the opening of
the fifth link on the second floor of the H. Batterman Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. A complete line
of radio receivers, phonographs and other musical instruments is carried.
Remodels

Service

Lab.

Appleton, Wis., October 5. — The M-L-0 Tone
Radio Shop, 812 South Kernan avenue, has
remodeled its service laboratory, and announced
that it is equipped to service all types of sets.
The laboratory has a complete tube testing
panel for all makes of tubes, and its equipment
and personnel will prepare the shop to give repair and adjustment service.
The agency for Kellogg radio receivers,
manufactured by the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co., Chicago, 111., has been granted to
the Miles Electric Shop, Reedley, Cal.
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Dr. Julius Klein of the Department of Commerce States That Small Business Man
Taking Advantage of New Conditions Has Greater Opportunity of Success

status of the small independent merchant in our present commercial structure is a subject which has received
much attention of late from economists and
students of business problems. In a pamphlet
issued by the Commerce Department entitled
"Practical Aids to the Independent Merchant"
the question as to whether he has a secure position in the development of busiaess in this
country is not only answered emphatically in
the affirmative, but it is pointed out that "the
resourcefulness and freedom of action of the individual will always go far toward offsetting
the advantage of large-scale operations of the
more complicated organizations."
However, the fact is emphasized that in this
era of changing business methods the merchant
who refuses to consider the new order of things
must give ground to his more efficient competitor. According to Dr. Julius Klein, Director of
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the independent business man with reasonable capital willing to utilize new methods
and take advantage of new conditions has a
greater opportunity to-day than ever before.
The independent merchant who functions intel igently aspurchasing agent for his community, he points out, has a distinct opportunity to
render a real social service. The principal innovation introduced by the large corporation is
the newer type of management, and the recognized value of large-scale economies; but big
business has no copyright on profitable methods
and mere bulk is by no means necessarily
synonymous with efficiency.
THE

The small business man who is striving to
keep pace with changing conditions is often
hampered by not knowing where to go for the
trade information he wants. There are in the
Government service vast sources of knowledge
of real practical value to him. It was for the
purpose of pointing out these sources that the
Department of Commerce decided to compile a
brochure briefly outlining the ways in which it
can be of value to American business men, particularly to those merchants who do not have
the facilities to carry on special investigations
or to collect information on their own account.
The Department, it is pointed out, functions to
assist business by undertaking, in full co-operation with those to be served, the fact-finding
investigations which business men, eithe? collectively or individually, cannot conduct to
better advantage for themselves.
Among the problems which the Department
is studying and which are perhaps of greatest
interest to the independent merchant are these
dealing with retail distribution and marketing.
Mass production has brought about remarkable
changes in merchandising during the last
quarter-century — changes which have tended to
upset methods of distribution which are
deemed fixed and unalterable. The old order
of wholesaler, jobber and retailer has developed
into a somewhat confusing system where manufacturers are retailers, wholesalers own or control retail stores, and retailers own wholesale
establishments. This confusion which exists in
connection with distribution complicates the
problem
of efficient business administration

York, October, 1928

and gives rise to a certain amount of distrust
among the consuming public. The Commerce
Department has found upon investigation that
nearly a million business men in this country
do a volume of business hardly large enough
to provide the facilities for the study of their
several problems. Small businesses naturally
cannot afford to maintain their own research
departments on the scale necessary and must
depend on the Government for fact-finding
service and co-operation.
Recent studies by the Commerce Department
have shown that the profits of many wholesalers and retailers alike are being dissipated
through practices, such as the handling of unprofitable items, soliciting unprofitable customers, striving for volume without regard to costs
and the use of uneconomic credit practices.
A study recently issued on the subject of
analyzing retail selling costs revealed that certain commodities cost nearly three times as
much to sell as others. Another study into
retail profits through stock control shows how
one progressive merchant was able to solve
many of his problems by means of a simple
method of record-keeping through which he
was enabled to pick out and discard those items
for which there was little or no demand. Idle
merchandise, it is pointed out, with its accumulating burden of costs for storage, interest, insurance, taxes, shrinkage, depreciation and
obsolescence can make it difficult and frequently
impossible for a merchant to remain in business
unless the accumulated burden is passed along.
Radio

Dealers

Meet

Neexah, Wis., October 5.— Seventy-five dealers
of the Quinn Bros. Radio Corp, of this city,
assembled September 14 for their annual banquet and sales conference. Dinner was served
at the Valley Inn, following which the dealers
inspected displays of new radio goods and indulged in a round table conference.
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MODEL 166—90
With No. 90 Reproducer, as
shown in illustration — nickel.
$8.50; oxidized or gold, $10.00.
Attachment only without Reproducer— nickel. $3.00; oxidized
or gold, $3.75.

takes its correct playing position and clears the
record completely when lever is depressed. With
an easy swing which prevents any possibility of the
needle dragging across record face, there is a notable
absence of annoying surface noise. A full range of
travel permits the No. 166 to play any size record.

NEW — and a vast improvement over anything
on the market — is this latest designed attachment for playing Victor, Brunswick, Columbia, or
any standard lateral cut records on the Edison
Phonograph. Fitted with the Oro-Tone No. 90
Reproducer it gives you full volume, the clearest of
definition, and unsurpassed richness of tone . . .
at a most reasonable price!

Both in its attractive appearance and in its full
rich tone quality the Model 166 is the equal of any
Edison attachment ever on the market. Moderately
priced, and with standard built-in Oro-Tone Quality,
it opens a new market of sales opportunity for
Dealers and Jobbers . . . and the profit margin is
liberal ! Samples sent promptly upon request.

The New Model 166 has a number of distinctive
features. Its full curved arm tapers gracefully
from elbow to reproducer. The full curved throwback feature permits easier and quicker change of
needles and records.
The needle automatically

The new Oro-Tone Catalog is now available, listing full
description and prices of recognized Oro-Tone products.
If you haven't received yours . . . send for it today!
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Describe

Author

to

Television

R. P. Clarkson Chosen by the RMA to
Write a Series of Articles to Advise Public on the Progress of Television
R. P. Clarkson, well-known radio author, has
been chosen by the Radio Manufacturers' Association to write the series of articles planned
by the RMA to truthfully advise the public regarding television. Probably no radio writer
has been in closer touch with the development
of television, as well as aural radio, than Mr.
Clarkson. His technical and popular articles on
radio and television have been appearing in all
prominent trade and other periodicals for years.

The

He is regarded as an outstanding authority on
the subject and was engaged by H. B. Richmond, of Cambridge, Mass., director of the
RMA Engineering Division, for the task of preparing the forthcoming articles on television
which will officially give facts to the public.
The information resulting from the recent
television survey of the RMA, occupying several months, as well as his great personal fund
of information and contacts with radio engineers and laboratories, will be drawn upon by
Mr. Clarkson for the early series of articles
to be issued by the RMA.
The recent public offering of ten
no par value common stock of the
Mfg. Co., manufacturer of radio parts,
Schmidt & Co., Inc., was heavily
scribed.

Peerless

Arcturus

York, October, 1928

Radio

Moves

Its Offices

Executive Offices Moved to Provide More
Space for the Manufacture of Radio
Tubes — Five Plants Kept Busy
The Arcturus Radio Co., manufacturer of
Arcturus radio tubes, has moved its executive
offices in Newark, N. J., from 255 Sherman avenue to 218 Elizabeth avenue. This move was
made in order to devote the Sherman avenue
bui'ding exclusively to manufacturing, due to
the rapidly increasing production schedule of
the company. Arcturus now has in operation
five plants devoted to their extensive line of
tubes, three in Newark and two in Harrison.
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RADIO

Salesmanship

Wins

Portable

Volume

By J. H. Reed
Christmas business. And in January and February the cycle starts all over again.
"You never thought of selling portable
phonographs for Christmas? Then you have
overlooked a good opening. Many people can
be sold portable phonographs for Christmas
"As a result, they last longer and handle their
presents. The children, for example, will be
business affairs better. There isn't a month
overjoyed
with a phonograph of their own for
in
the
year
now
in
which
portable
phonographs
Mr. Robison's sales of portable phonographs
the nursery — and it will keep them from messcannot be sold to the public. In February, for
run from ten to fifty a month — and there isn't
a month in the year that he does not sell some
ing up the parlor, too. The young folks,
example, we sell dozens of portables to people
home
for vacation, would ask for nothing
of them! How does he do it? Simply by refuswho are going camping or fishing in Florida.
better than a portable phoing to look at the portable phonograph to take back to colnograph as a "Summer seller." ^^^^^^^^
lege. Invalids and shut-ins often
"What a man can do," says
Mr. Robison, "is usually limappreciate
a portable phonoRobison, of the Phillips & Crew Piano Co.,
MB.
graph that they can keep by the
ited by what he thinks he can
bedside and play as they wish.
♦ of Atlanta, Ga., refuses to regard the portable
do. And if the dealer in portable phonographs thinks that he
Yes, sir — portable phonographs
talking machine as a seasonal proposition and consecan be sold for Christmas. It is
can sell them only during the
quently he sells them throughout the entire year.
Spring and Summer, why, that
just a question of getting the
is all he can do. His sales are
mind away from the fixed idea
There are reasons why the portable can be sold every
that the portable phonograph
limited by his mental attitude
month of the year and to prove it Mr. Robison gives
toward them.
a Summer seller — and using it
them. The prevalence of people going on Winter,
"He does not think portable
to
think itupat ways
means o."
machines can be sold except in
selling
other and
times.
Fall and Spring vacations gives the dealer ample op"Did I hear someone say that
the Summer — he does not try
the Southern climate made allto think up ways and means of
portunity ofputting over the portable's sales appeal —
the-year
selling possible?
selling them — and, as an inand, of course, there are the holidays
evitable result, he does not sell
"Well, possibly it does make
them! We sell portable phono|~7,i ,
the sale of portable phonographs all the year around and
graphs easier. But families in
the North take just as many vacations. They,
we believe we do it because we have always
In March and April we sell them to folks who
refused to believe that sales were limited to
too, have trips to Florida and to the mountains,
are going on fishing trips to the sea coast, and
the Summer season. That is sheer nonsense.
Summer homes and hunting lodges, sons and
the like. In May and June we sell them to
daughters
in college, who would appreciate
"You know, people used to take their vacastudents who are out of school' and going to
phonographs, and children in the nursery.
Summer camps. In July, August and September
tions only in the Summertime. That isn't true
"For those who want to take some music
any more. To-day you find business men going
we sell them to families going to the mountains.
to Florida for two or three weeks in the Winter.
with them, the portable phonograph offers the
In November and December we have a heavy
only practical solution to the problem. And,
You find them going on a fishing trip in the
sale of portable phonographs as part of our
by the way, we never sell phonographs as
phonographs. We sell them as music. We
don't say, 'take a portable phonograph with
WALL-KANES
you on the camping trip.' We say, 'take music
with you wherever you go.' It seems like a
(The original 10-record needles)
little difference, but it pays big in results.
"Another thing we have discovered is that
Are now packed in Attractive
quality is the only thing that counts with the
public in buying phonographs. Price is not a
Lacquered Revolving Stands
determining factor in the sale of portables. We
THE DISPLAY ATTRACTS
sell them ranging in price all the way from $25
to $50. Of course, there is a limit to the price
THE QUALITY
SELLS
the public will pay for a portable instrument.
And that limit is far below what it will pay for
Each stand holds 50 packages Extra Loud,
an upright or a console phonograph. But, with
25 Loud and 25 Medium
portables, quality and tone outweigh any conUsual nominal charge of 10 cents for the stand.
sideration ofprice. People want a good instruBe the first in your territory to feature this stand.
ment. They don't care if it costs $35 or $50.
Nor is weight a factor in the purchase of a
YOUR
COST $6.10
phonograph. Unlike the portable typewriter, it
does not have to be carried around by hand.
YOUR RETURN
$15.00
It is put into the automobile with the other
150% PROFIT
baggage. And the automobile does not care if
it weighs two pounds or twenty."
Mr. Robison's sales of portable phonographs
WALL-KANE
as compared with his sales of regular instruments run in the Fall and Winter months
about one to three. While during the Spring
Needle
Manufacturing
Co.
INCORPORATED
and Summer they run about one to one. Which
will give some idea of the way in which he
3922 Fourteenth Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
has built up the trade in portables. While his
heaviest months are December, April, May and
ALSO JAZZ, CONCERT, PETMECKY, BEST TONE AND HUMAN VOICE NEEDLES
evenly throughout the twelve
run year.
June, sales
months
of the

the sales of portable phonographs
THAT
need not be confined to the Spring and
Summer months, but that they can, with
proper handling, be sold all the year around,
has been demonstrated by M. B. Robison, head
of the phonograph department of the Phillips
& Crew Piano Co., of Atlanta, Ga.

Spring and a hunting trip in the Fall. You find
them going to the mountains in the Summer.
You find them taking three or four small vacations in the place of the one long vacation they
used to take.
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A-7 — Housed in a beau-

tifully hand-carved walnut cabinet by
Berkey & Gay. Completely equipped,
including dynamic speaker.
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Engineering refinement — that sums up
Balkite AC Radio. Refinement that is
obvious

in the exterior
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of the

cabinets, in the simplicity of the chassis,
Balkite A-5 — The Table
Model. Walnut cabinet, by
Berkey & Gay.
Balkite A-3 — The same,
in a simple, but sightly, allmetal case.
$175.00 to $450.00
Less tubes
Prices slightly higher
West of the Rockies
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RADIO

or recorded music at the turn of a

switch . . . SYMPHION through an entirelynew principle converts the ordinary 60-cycle
AC house current to 3.000,000 cycles . . .
This makes possible the use of the 201A tube
with its far ivider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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Balkite Symphion meets this challenge.
It is radio for the musician and the music
connoisseur.

It is tonally complete,

with the long-sought

subnotes

and

and over-

tones. The same thing is true of the Symand the radio

the general public. But

there has always been a special public —
musicians and music connoisseurs — who
have not been satisfied.
Their attitude has been that reproduced music leaves out certain notes in
the upper and lower register, and esthetically important overtones. This is the attitude of extreme fastidiousness. Yet this
attitude has constituted a challenge to
radio and its marvelous achievement.
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Symphion is the one radio -musical instrument on the market whose quality of
reproduction
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in its superiority.

Hear it yourself. Demonstrate it to your
customers. Their reaction will convince
you that here is an instrument
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BALKITE A-7 ' — Housed in a beautifully hand- carved walnut cabinet by
Berkey & Gay. Completely equipped,
including dynamic speaker.
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RADIO or recorded music at the turn of a
switch . . . SYMPHION through an entirely
new principle converts the ordinary 60-cyc/e
AC house current to 3,000,000 cycles . . .
This makes possible the use of the 201 A tube
with its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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Berkey & Gay. Completely equipped,
including dynamic speaker.
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RAD IO or recorded music at the turn of a
switch . . . SYMPHION through an entirely
new principle converts the ordinary 60-cycle
AC house current to 3,000,000 cycles . . .
This makes possible the use of the 201 A tube
with its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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RADIO or recorded music at the turn of a
switch . . . SYMPHION through an entirely
new principle converts the ordinary 60-cycle
AC house current to 3,000,000 cycles . .
This makes possible the use of the 201 A tube
with its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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tifully hand-carved walnut cabinet by
Berkey & Gay. Completely equipped,
including dynamic speaker.
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RADIO or recorded music at the turn of a
switch . . . SYMPHION through an entirely
new principle converts the ordinary 60- cycle
AC house current to 3,000,000 cycles . . .
This makes poss. ble the use of the 20 1 A tube
with its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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neiv principle converts the ordinary 60-cycle
AC house current to 3,000,000 cycles . . .
This makes possible the use of the 201 A tube
ivith its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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RADIO or recorded music at the turn of a
switch . . . SYMPHION through an entirely
new principle converts the ordinary 60 -cycle
AC house current to 3,000,000 cycles . . .
This makes possible the use of the 201 A tube
with its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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BALKITE A-7 ' — Housed in a beautifully hand -carved walnut cabinet by
Berkey & Gay. Completely equipped,
including dynamic speaker.
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This makes possible the use of the 2 0 1 A tube
with its far wider range of frequencies and
excludes heterodyning and hum . . . Result:
every tone is reproduced — as it is played.
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The CARLTON
Model 102
Walnut, English oak swirls, elm burl,
and American gumwood. Finest handrubbed finish. Cabinet only or sold
with 100-A or dynamic speaker.
Outside dimensions: 21 Y" wide,
5334"' high, 19" deep. Inside Padio
tray dimensions: 22" wide. 9" high,
WYs" deep. Batten- compartment indimensions: 22" wide, 93£ " high,
UY" sidedeep.

The TRAFALGAR
Model 104
Walnut. English oak burl, satinuood. and
genuine American gumwood. Finest handrubbed finish. Cabinet only or sold with
100-A or dynamic speaker.
Outside dimensions: 35}+" wide, 5iY"
high, 19" deep. Inside Radio tray dimensions: 28%" wide, 9" high, 14" deep.
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as

standing

is such

that

Berkey & Gay may choose among
retailers those who are to sell its
The HUCKNALL
Model 107

product.

Walnut, hand-matched butt walnut, and
American gumwood. Finest hand-rubbed
finish with hand high-lighting and shading. Cabinet only or with 100-A or dynamic
speaker.
Outside dimensions: 39" wide, 37% high,
17 Y" deep. Inside Radio compartment
dimensions: 23" wide, 10" high, 13" deep.
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The LEICESTER
Model 108
Walnut, English oak swirls, and genuine American gumwood. Finest
hand-rubbed finish. Cabinet only or
with 100- A or dynamic speaker.
Outside dimensions: 26%" wide,
49" high, 16%" deep. Inside dimensions: 24" wide, IQ'A" high, 13" deep.

The CHARING— Model 103
Walnut, hand-matched crotch walnut,
English pollard oak, and genuine American
gumwood. Finest hand-rubbed finish. Cabinet only or equipped with 100-A speaker.
Outside dimensions: 28%" wide, 9%"
high, 14^"
Radio14^"
tray deep.
dimensions: 28% " deep.
wide, Inside
9%" high,

The BUCHANAN — Model 105
Walnut, hand-matched butt walnut, and
American genuine gumwood. Finest handtubbed finish ivith hand high-lighting and
shading. Cabinet only or with 100-A
Outside dimensions: 34:%" wide, 32%"
speaker.
high, 15" deep.
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actly. They are not only obviously
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available to the general radio trade
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The STUART
Model 106
Walnut,hand-matched butt walnut, diamond
matched English pollard oak, birdseye maple, and American gumivood. Finest handrubbed finish with hand high-lighting and
shading. Cabinet only or with 100-A speaker.
Outside dimensions: 26" wide. 38% " high,
16%" deep. Inside Radio compartment
dimensions: 22" wide, 9" high, 13" deep.
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By Archie

These

Advertising —
Chicago

Dealers

radio or cabinet, and call the customer's particular attention to it. The result is, when the radio
goes wrong again, instead of calling the first
person he happens to think of, the customer
has our number
and wein get
the business."
Diversity
Displays
A window display which, week after
exhibits nothing more than radio sets and
cal instruments against a background of
paper soon palls on the passing public,
cially in a neighborhood store where the

had, as a background, Chicago's loop skyline
and played up the coming World's Fair. In
the foreground . was placed one of the newer
electric sets — the implication was the modernity
of the AC set. Again, on Armistice Day, a
scene on Flander's field was the theme of the
display. Flashing lights gave the illusion or
cannon fire, and the entire effect aroused such
comment that the window was held over an
extra number of days.
This sort of display work may seem out of
place to the merchant who has been making a
practice of filling his windows with a heterogeneous mass of merchandise each week, but
the extreme interest which the Strader exhibits
arouses in the neighborhood proves that it pays.

remarkablefinished
reproducer
at a remarkable
-\ ABeautifully
in polished
nickel or price.
gold
plate. A great seller.

flLOSS
tnic

'PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE MADE BY SYMPHONIC

PH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE
Nickel Plated . . $1000

. . - ' $500
Nickel Plated
Gold
Plated'
* of. the.Rockies)
£ $700
(Slightly
higher west

Gold Plated
. . $1200
(Slightly higher west of the Rockies)

An acoustical gem in a

This is the <8.00 number that has been so popular with phonograph dealers everywhere. A wonderful reproducer whose performance is so urusual that it sells immediately on demonstrati
on

magnificent setting — .
Each Symphonic and
Low-Loss Reproducer is
beautifully encased in a
gold embossed silken
container commanding

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
LIST PRICE

attention and bespeaking its quality.

Nickel Plated . . $ 800
Gold Plated
. . *1000
(Slightly higher -west of the Rockies)

Symphonic

370

Seventh

week,
musicrepe
espesame

people pass daily.
Strader's Music Shop, of Chicago, solved this
problem of retaining display interest by occasionally using a window where the merchandise
itself was not essentially the attention-getting
factor. For example, one of the displays used

SYMPHONIC

For those who want the finest reproducer that
can be made, we present the Low-Loss Symphonic Reproducer, the result of the most painstaking experiments and trials. Exquisitely made,
it is encased in a handsome bronze finished
housing, with nickel or gold plated centerpiece.
LOW

All

Oboler

the same futuristic trend. In fact, at the recent
LINDGREN Radio Co., Chicago merchant,
made very successful use recently of a trade show in Chicago a number of advance
sales promotion idea which F. Eichorn,
models in this "new era" style were on display.
Lyon & Healy, nationally known music house,
field representative of the Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., made to them. At the time of the Tunneyhave been making use of the "art moderne" in
Heeney fight Mr. Eichorn proposed that Mr.
their window displays very simply and effecLindgren send out, to a picked mailing list, a
tively. A large wallboard cut angularly and silfew hundred letters offering, without charge or
vered with gold and black edging is used as
the background. This, in a window draped in
obligation, the use- of a radio set for the fight.
Now from the surface this sort of offer vioblack velvet and silver cloth, make's an eyearresting window display.
lates all precepts of good business practice, but
to continue: The Lindgren service men installed
Building Servicing Business
about fifty sets as a result of this invitation
"As with any other type of service work,
when people want their radios repaired they
the night of the event. The following day they
called to pick them up. Five people simply
want it done in a hurry," says A. Rogers,
manager of the R. C. Radio Service, service
refused to have the sets removed, so enthusiastic had they become over the outfit. They
specialists of Chicago's great South Side, in
signed contracts and made their down payon service problems. "The result
ments then and there. Five more wanted a commenting
is that when the radio goes bad, the first service
salesman sent around to explain payments, etc., advertisement to strike their eye in the paper
or phone book gets their business. I have been
and, out of the remaining demonstrations, an
a firm believer, therefore, in display advertising
interesting amount of future business is certain.
in these mediums, but I also feel that it is of
Such sales tactics, economically impossible
heretofore, are very practical with the new AC
as great importance to keep one's name in front
of the customer after the first call, since it is
table models. The cost of temporary installaonly in that way that repeat business can be
tion, using only a ground wire in the aerial
economically developed.
post, is practically negligible, and the results
are more than satisfying.
"The way we turn 'single call' customers into
permanent ones is by scrupulously adhering to
Playing up Modernistic Trend
The modernistic style — cubes and angles— is "the rule that immediately upon completing the
job at the first call the service man must paste
speedily becoming the rage in interioF decoratone of our stickers bearing our phone number
ing, and the coming year, according to the cabinet manufacturers, will bring radio consoles in and address in a prorninent place inside the

SELL

Selling

Sales
Corporation
Pioneers and Leader*
in the Independent
Reproducer Industry
Ave.
New
York
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POWER

CLARITY

SIMPLICITY

IN the new Freshman idea of Simplified Radio
you have the season's greatest sales feature —
an argument your customers can understand.
Intelligent simplification of any piece of mechanism adds to its efficiency and reduces first
cost, operating cost and upkeep.
Freshman engineers have simplified radio to its
essentials.
Freshman

Simplified Radio, plus quality construction and workmanship throughout, offers
all in clarity, power and economy that can
truthfully be promised for radio today.
Simplified Radio is an exclusive Freshman sales
feature. Make the most of it. We will be glad to
send you a Freshman Franchise Application
Blank. Write or wire for it.
CHAS.
PCESHA4AN
CC,
INC.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES - KANSAS CITY

MODEL Q-15
"The Little
of the Air"
ALL - Qiant
ELECTRIC
Using the new
Grid UX-222
Tube Shielded
List Price- Less Tubes . $69.00
All prices slightly higher
west of Denver

MODEL N-12
(Walnut Cabinet)
Model N-14— {Mahogany Cabinet)
ALL-ELECTRIC
with Peerless Dynamic Speaker
using UX-250 Power Tube
List Price— Less Tubes . $195.00

NEW UX-222
SHIELDED GRID TUBE
a Freshman Exclusive Feature
The fourth element, which gives
this shielded grid tube its name,
performs a dual function. It effectively acontrols
back" and
provides
5 to"feed
7 greater
radioit
frequency amplification than the
older
electrodeandtypemore
tube.familiar three-

FRESHMAN
I
YOUR
ULTIMATE
RADIO
I

^

The
SERVICE REPORT
Radio

Service
Customer's Name

Radio

Dealers .Service
RADIO SERVICE REPORT
MAin 6811 1916-1918 Vermont Ave.
TOLEDO, OHIO
Tele No.

Bureau
INV. NO..
DATE ....
TERMS ..

Set Purchased from
Charge to
Service Promised
CUSTOMER S STATEMENT

for

Dealers

Profitable

Radio

Dealers
Builds

Service

Retail

Bureau

Serviceman Arrived ar *
and Left at

A.P.M.M.
A. M.

SERVICEMAN S REPORT
(Give detailed information
on conditions
and Materials
used) lound. work done

Was Set Serviced to your Satisfaction
Was Work done neatly P. M.
Was Serviceman courteous
:
Serviceman s Signature
Did Serviceman clean up all waste material
Would you want same Serviceman to take care of your future
calls
....
Our Servicemen are paid not only to do their work well, but
to treat all customers courteously, do neat work and be considerate to our patrons at all times.
We appreciate a continuation of your patronage and solicit
your report of any discourtesy on the part of our representatives or your suggestions as to how we can better our service
to Radi
Remarks

Profits
USE OTHER SIDE FOR FURTHER REMARKS

CAN radio service be operated on a basis
that will produce a profit for the dealer
and the service man and still give satisfaction to the customer? That was a question
that received much thought from W. B. Alexander for a year or two, and he finally decided
the answer was yes, with the result that in
April of last year he established in Toledo, O.,
the Radio Dealers Service Bureau, the success
of which venture has fully justified his faith and
expectations. The Bureau has freed the dealers
of the city, or many of them at least, from installation or servicing worries, 'and has in addition proved distinctly popular with the radioowning public, so much so in fact that the
Bureau at times finds it very difficult to keep
up with the demands.
An Aid to the Dealer
Mr. Alexander received his training in radio
service work with jobbers and dealers in the

Name Address
Kind of Radio...
Tubes
Speaker..
Aerial

SERVICE REPORT
Date of Purchase
Date of Service
Serviced by
TEST RECORD
Name and Type,.
Line Voltage
Power Pack

Materials uaed in repairing set
Quulity of Reception
., _ Excellent Poor —
_
_...„-.,% Good
Noisy
. . Faint
Interference
__P. M.
_ . Time; ._ _ A. M.
This set and ita accessories have been thoroughly tested and corrected under actual
operating conditions and is 0. K. and meets with my satisfaction.

Programs Received
No. of Stations
;

Report in Triplicate for Patron, Dealer and
the Radio Service Bureau
East, secured a thorough grasp of the mechanics of radio in all its phases and also observed some of the problems involved. When
he came to Toledo he first went to the dealers
with the proposition that he take the installation and service work off their hands, quoting
a fixed charge for various types of work, that
was fair to the customer and allowed some
profit to the dealer himself. The idea caught
on and it was not long before it was necessary
to secure several assistants. During the year
and a quarter that the Bureau has been in
existence, close to 5,000 radio receivers have

Service Report for the Files of the Service Bureau
been serviced in one manner or another, which
pendent operator who often spends half his
gives some idea of the extent of the business.
time going from one place to another in widely
The first idea was, of course, to work with
separated districts.
the dealer as the most direct means for getting
From the dealer's standpoint, the economy
business volume. Mr. Alexander made the
appears to be readily appreciated. Unless he
proposition that all original installations, for
does a very substantial volume of radio busiwhich individual dealers usually charge a flat
ness and has an unusual amount of servicing
fee of $10, would be done by him and his assisttrouble he often finds it difficult to keep even
ants for $6, thus taking the worry off the dealone good service man constantly employed on
radio work. It means that either an expert
er's shoulders and at the same time giving him
a $4 profit on each installation. The arrangeand fairly high-priced service man is put to
ment also called for taking care of the free
other work of a general character or an inferior
servicing for definite periods, which many dealand low-priced handy man is entrusted with
ers continued to feature as a sales offering.
delicate radio adjustment. In either case the
For this work a flat charge of $1.50 per hour
cost is high. In one instance that is cited as
was made to the dealer, and that same rate conan example, the dealer by using the Bureau's
tinued after the free service period was ended,
service paid less than $100 in one month for
thus giving the dealer a chance to charge $2 installation and service work; whereas up to
or $2.50 a call when it was turned over to the
that time he had employed a service man reguBureau and thus pay him a small profit in that
larly at $40 a week. This means a saving of
connection. In order to prevent embarrasment
over $70 in this one case alone, which could
to dealers, Mr. Alexander himself charged $10
be added to the profit side of the radio ledger.
Five Men Kept Busy
tor installation and $2 per call for servicing
in all cases where the orders came direct rather
The Radio Dealers' Service Bureau at the
than through retailers.
present time employs four or five expert service
In every case, of course, where tube, battery
men regularly, they working under the direct
or parts replacements were made, an additional
supervision of Mr. Alexander and his assistant,
charge was made for those parts and materials
O. C. Raberling. one of whom passes upon
supplied. Where dealers had to make good a
every servicing job of a complicated nature
guarantee they were called upon to supply the
before it leaves the Bureau's well-equipped shop.
extra parts, the installation of which repreWhere the servicing work is done in the home
sented another service call, and after the guarof the customer a special form, a copy of
antee, or rather the free service period, had exwhich is reproduced herewith, is provided for
pired, the service bureau itself supplied the
the report on the job. Space on this form is
necessary replacement items at list prices and
set aside to be filled in by the customer who
profited directly thereby.
is asked a number of direct questions as to the
Volume Service Built Profits
satisfactory character of the work and also reTo those who are inclined to question the
garding the conduct of the workman. The abilpossibility of building up an independent radio
ity of a set to bring in a Detroit station
service on a profitable basis with installations
strongly and clearly is regarded as a satisfacat $6 and service tolls at $1.50 each, wholesale,
tory test, and the customer is asked to sign a
statement that such a test has been made.
as it were, Mr. Alexander has been quick to
explain that, the result was accomplished
Cars Speed Work
through volume of business and the cutting
In order to facilitate the work of the service
down of overhead. If the service man must demen four automobiles are operated by the Bupend upon calls from owners entirely for his
reau, one of them equipped with a pickup box
business, he must, of course, face a period of
to carry back to the shop such receivers as need
idleness and must cover that gap by charging
extensive repairs, and to deliver them later.
a fee that will produce a fairly average income.
For installation work roadsters are used with
Getting business through a score of dealers,
special racks at the sides to carry the necessary
however, means that the service crew can be
ladders. The flat service rate applies to all
kept almost constantly busy throughout the
territory within the city limits, and an extra
year, even in Summer, and it is possible to so
charge of $1 is made for service calls made
route the service men that there is a minimum
within a fifteen-mile radius of the city line.
of time wasted between calls. This is in conMembers of the Bureau's staff have developed
(Continued on page 25)
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amazing
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Automatic instruments. Wherever' the
Caravan traveled, they aroused spontaneous enthusiasm. When
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strated, great audiences
up and cheered.
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dous sales-possibilities instantly.
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new

model§

that

will

put

the

interest

light of public

on

every

WV*ictor

this

Model Ten-sixty-nine. Victor Automatic
Electrola.
Volume
adjustable from
whisper to full-orchestra power. List
price, S850.
Particularly

in the new

instrument

leading magazines
country.

Ten-thirty-five

reproduction — selling at a
makes it the one desirable

for the average home. Automatically, itwill create dozens of new

prospects in your own neighborhood.
These new models will be backed with
a veritable avalanche of advertising. Hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of
hard-hitting

selling

advertisements

The
VICTOR

TALKING

in

Automatic

MACHINE

dealer

season

Model Nine-fifty-four. Victor Automatic
Electrola Radiola. Radiola is the new SuperHeterodyne.
A truly de luxe instrument,
$1350, list, complete with tubes.

— a brand-new merchandising idea come
to life ! An Automatic Victrola — with full
Orthophonic
price which

spot-

and

newspapers

of the

They've got Looks . . . Performance
. . . Super-Convenience . . . Sensational
News-Value — everything
want

in a selling program.

put it, these models
the bank.
Order
now.

a dealer

your

Make

profits when

As one dealer

are money

demonstration

sure

of

your

the Big News

could

already

in

instruments
share

of

is released

the
to

your public.

Orthophonic

COMPANY

Camden, New Jersey, U. S. A.

^^ictrola

piano-playing
Typical
crowd at
contest final

glarasnce
ere t pe
AT th firsap tionshipto
be no rela
ee
betw n a piano-playing contest and the
p h o n o g r aph, for the
contest is frankly designed to arouse public
st
re
inte
in, center attention on, and increase sales of pianos
in c o m p e t i tion with
other musical products,
and it would seem logical to allow piano men
to carry on their own
work while the phonograph and record interests fought equally
hard for their share of
the retail business.

Going still further
we find Walter Damrosch who, though his
work with the New
York Symphony and
radio classes has become known in practically every American
home, has recorded
parts of Beethoven's
Symphonylumbia,for
the that
Coand in
company's catalog are
also to be found
Tie-Up
Boost

Our fellow tradesmen in England, however, have once again
shown a spirit of progressiveness that might well be studied and perhaps emulated on this side of the pond. There
is being held in that country a national pianoplaying contest sponsored by the London Daily
Express and backed by the entire music industry of the nation. The entries have run into
thousands, and it will not be long before elimination contests in various sections will be held
to determine upon the seventy-two finalists who
will meet in London on December 1, for the
final test to determine the champion pianoplayer of Great Britain. In all some 250 communities are at present represented in the list.
A substantial incentive has been offered to entrants, there being seventy-two pianos, six of
them grands, offered as prizes. In addition,
there will be scholarships given to those who
show particular talent and cash prizes will be
given to the teachers of the pupils who carry
off the first four honors.
So much for the contest from the standpoint
of the piano men. The Columbia Graphophone
Co., of England, saw at once an opportunity to
co-operate and be of service to the contest,
and quickly issued six records of the test pieces
specified in the contest, all of them, of course,
piano records played by Wm. Murdock, who
explains in detail the technique of each of the
selections recorded by him.
In order to insure uniformity the committee
has specified the selections to be played. Grade
A has assigned to it "Reverie," by York Bowen;
"Rondo," by John Ireland: and "Primrose
Mount," by George Dyson. Grade B has been
assigned "Le Bal Poudre," by Orlando Morgan; "Serenata," by Felix Swinstead, and "The
Rambling Soldier," by Alec Rowley. Grade C
must play "Dew Fairies," by Thomas Dunhill,
and "Legend," by Dr. Markham Lee; and Grade
D "Miniature Scherzo," by Adam Carse, and
"Sun and Shade," by Richard H. Walthew.
The contestants are required to play all or any
part of the selections in their respective grades.
The committee in charge of the contest gave
its official sanction to the Columbia records of
the said pieces, and in the advertising in the
Daily Express and in the mass of literature that
has been distributed throughout the country,
these records are given full publicity and endorsement, with the result that many thousands

Opportunity
Sales

of

recordings of outstanding piano compositions
by such artists as
Ignace Friedman,

to

Records

Percy

By John

L. Rogers

of the special records have been sold. The
advertisement which appeared in the Daily Express expressed in striking fashion the manner
in which they have been and are being presented.
In view of the fact that a movement has been
launched in Chicago for the holding of a National Piano-Playing Contest in the United
States, with the hope that this national affair
may eventually be developed on an international
basis, it would be well for talking machine record manufacturers and dealers in this country to
give thought to the possibilities of tying up
not only with the proposed national and international contest, but with the various local contests such as are held in Chicago, Detroit and
other cities, each year, with entrant lists running into the thousands. In the contests held
in this country, the selection of the pieces to
be played is left to the discretion of the contestant in order that he may decide upon a
selection'that demonstrates his pianistic ability
to the best possible advantage.
Under such circumstances there are unusual
opportunities for talking machine dealers particularly to capitalize upon the great number of
high-class piano recordings by noted artists to
be found in existent record catalogs. Properly
approached, there are no doubt thousands of
young pianists who would be quick to realize
the advantage of stud}-ing through the medium
of records the interpretations of some noted
artists of the selection the entrant had decided
upon as a means for the demonstration of his
pianistic ability.
Should the contestant be inclined to feature
a Chopin composition he will find that Leopold
Godowsky has recorded Chopin's Ballade in
A-flat, his Nocturne in D-flat, his Butterfly
Study, and numerous other selections for the
Brunswick records. Josef Hofmann has rendered the same service for Columbia, and Ignace
Tan Paderewski has recorded several of the
more popular Chopin numbers for the Victor.
Should the contestant desire to play a Rachmaninoff Prelude he will find that the composer
himself in the role of pianist has presented
his own interpretation of a number of those
preludes on Victor records. Certainly this is
offering instruction by24 the master himself.

Grainger — who

Brahms'
— Mischa
plays both
Liszt'sLevitand
zki, and others, while
Wilhelm B a c h a u s,
Harold Bauer, Alfred
Cortot, and others are
to be found in the Victor lists of records.
Energetic talking machine dealers have on
frequent occasions in the past been able to tie
up effectively and profitably with the music
memory contests that have been held, and are
being held, annually in hundreds of cities and
towns throughout the country. Some of them
throw open their warerooms at specified hours
to the children who have entered the contest
and play over the specified selections for their
edification. It has been found that this free
service actually leads to record sales, for the
more ambitious contestants are often moved to
buy the records and study them at home.
There is no particular reason why equal enterprise should not be shown in connection with
piano-playing contests which have become more
or less permanent factors in the piano industry.
In England, the contestants have been confined
to a half dozen selections. In the United States
they may make their own choices, and the dealers in cities where contests are held who stress
in their publicity the opportunities offered for
studying the interpretations of the great pianists through records, should get excellent
results in a stimulated record demand.
Join

Sales

Slagle

Staff

of

Organization

Carl D. Boyd Announces Appointment of
M. E. Seegmiller and R. T. Mortlock to
Company's

Sales Organization

Coincident to his appointment as director of
sales for the Slagle Radio Co. and the Slagle
Manufacturing Co. of Fort Wayne, manufacturer of the Slagle Radio and the Utenco Automatic Electric Ironer, respectively, Carl D.
Boyd announces the addition to the sales staff
of M. E. Seegmiller and R. T. Mortlock.
Mr. Seegmiller has a broad experience in the
radio sales field, having been connected with the
Zinke Co., Howard Radio Co., and latterly with
the Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Mr. Mortlock formerly was associated with
the Ford Motor Co., and more recently with
the Utensils Co.
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Back

Presents

Material
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Profits

Available

Schubert

Window

of Schubert,

3. Booklet — The Centennial
fessor Daniel Gregory
tional Authority.
4. Booklet— Centennial
5. Booklet — The
Schubert's
6. Columbia

to

for

Display in

colors, with three streamers
terworks hanger.
2. Photograph

to

and Mas-

for framing.

Melody

Columbia

Schubert

Mason,

Educa-

Civic Address.
Aspects

of

Life and Work.

Schubert

Sup-

Programs

for civic

concerts or exercises, either by established organizations or by groups of
music lovers.
8. Suggestions for motion picture theatres, to tie with Schubert Week.

10.

Campaign

12. Suggestions for churches,
Schubert Week.

to tie with

13. Suggestions for libraries, to tie with
Schubert Week.
14. Biographical Notes — By F.D.Perkins,
Music Editor, The New York Herald
Tribune.
15. Extracts from

Masterworks

9. Suggestions for radio
with Schubert Week.

Dealers

11. Suggestions for schools, colleges, and
educational institutions, to tie with
Schubert Week.

16. A

History

plement No. 12
7. Typical

18-25

Essay by Pro-

Religious

Schubert
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stations, to tie

Suggestions lor industries, to tie with
Schubert Week.

Schubert's

Diary.

of the first Schubert
formance in America.

17. Essay on Schubert
ter who wrote

per-

by Dvorak, the masthe "New World

18. Essay on Schubert by Glazunow, one
Symphony."
of the world's foremost composers.
19. Essay on Schubert by Philip Hale.
20. Personal
by Franz

Reminiscences

of Schubert,

Lachner.

21. Sidelights on Schubert's character.
22. The Story of Schubert in pictures.

CJThe educational material included in the above list is supplied free of cost. In addition, there is
an official Centennial Biography to be published bv Dodd, Mead & Company, by Oscar Bie, the
great German authority. This book has an introduction bv Mr. Otto H. halm, the Chairman of the
National Advisory Body of Schubert Week, and an introduction by Mr. Louis Sterling, Chairman
of the Committee on International Belations. ^Through an arrangement with the publishers the
Columbia Phonograph Company is privileged to supply this Centennial Biography to all workers
in the campaign at a liberal discouut. This is a beautifully illustrated book, selling for $3.00, but
Schubert workers can obtain it for $2.25, postpaid.
Send in your requirements to your Columbia Branch or to the Columbia Phonograph Co.. 1819 Broadway, N. Y. City
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COLUMBIA
are now

selling these

Schubert

SCHUBERT
for

Schubert

Why
The

is
answer

Numbers

Bach

the

FOCAL.
SEVENTEEN SELECTED
SONGS, sung by Elsa Alsen,
Sophie Braslau, Charles
Hackett.and Alexander Kipnis.
Du Bist Die Ruh (My Sweet
Repose)
Gretchen Am Spinnrade (Margaret at the Spinning Wheel)
Ave Maria
Nun)
Die Junge Nonne (The Young
Die Forelle (The Trout)
Haidenroslein (Hedge Roses)
Am Meer (By the Sea)
Litanie (Litany)
Serenade
Who is Sylvia?
Erlkonig (The Elking)
Der Tod Und Das Madchen
(Death and the Maiden)
Aufenthalt (My Home)
Der Wanderer (The Wanderer)
Der Doppleganger (The Phantom Double)
DerTree)
Lindenbaum (The Linden
Der Wegweiser (The Sign Post)
These songs comprise
Masterworks Set No. 89
In 16 parts, with album, $12.00
DIE WINTERREISE (The Winter Journey), sung by Richard
Tauber. Twelve selected songs:
Gute Nacht (Good Night)
DerTree)
Lindenbaum (The Linden
Wasserflut (The Torrent)

play them

to

Most

is in the priceless melodies

Stock, display and

from

the Centennial

edition

of

MAST

Week—

Schubert

DEALERS

JTMeiody—Nov.

Popular

and

the lyrical beauty

on these Columbia

Ruckblick (The Days that Were)
Fruhlingstraum
(A Vision of
Spring)
Die Post (The Postman)
Die Krahe (The Raven)
Der Wegweiser (The Sign Post)
Das Wirtshaus (The Inn)
DerStormy
Sturmische
Morgen (The
Day)
Mut! (Courage)
Der Leiermann (The Hurdygurdy Man)
These songs comprise
Masterworks Set No. 90
In 12 parts, with album, $6.00
CHAMBER
MUSIC
QUARTET No. 6, in D Minor,
(Death and the Maiden) . Played
by London String Quartet.
(Masterworks Set No. 40 in 8
parts, with album, $6.00.)
QUINTET in A Major (Forellen) Op. 114. Violin. Viola,
'Cello, Contrabass and Piano:
John
Pennington,
H. WaldoWarner,
C. Warwick
Evans,
Robert Cherwin, Ethel Hobday. (Masterworks Set No. 84
in 9 parts, with album, $7.50.)
QUARTET in A Minor, Op. 29.
Played by the Musical Art
Quartet: Sascha Jacobsen,Paul
Bernard, Louis Kaufman,
Marie Roemaet - Rosanoff.
(Masterworks Set No. 86 in 7
parts, with album, $6.00.)
TRIO in B Flat Major, Op. 99,
for Pianoforte, Piano and Vio-

of

Records

Composers?
of his masterworks.

for your

lincello. Played by My ra Hess,
Yelly d'Aranyi,
and Felix
mond.
(Masterworks
Set No.Sal91
in 8 parts, with album, $6.00.)
SONATINA in D, Op. 137, No. 1,
for violin and piano. Played by
Albert Sammons, Violin; William Murdoch, Piano. (Masterworks Set No. 94-A in 6 parts,
$3.00.)
QUINTET in C Major, Op. 163,
for Strings. Played by London
String Quartet. (Masterworks
Set No. 95 in 12 parts, with
album, $9.00.)
QUARTET in E Flat, Op. 125,
No. 1. Played by Musical Art
Quartet. (Masterworks Set No.
96 in 5 parts, with album,$4.50.)
OCTET in F Major, Op. 166,
String Quartet, String Bass,
Clarinet, Bassoon, French
Horn; Lener String Quartet:
C. Hobday, C. Draper, E. W.
Hinchcliff, Aubrey Brain. (Masterworks Set No. 97 in 12 parts,
with album, $9.00.)
SYMPHONIES
SYMPHONY No. 8, in B Minor
('"Unfinished"). Sir Henry J.
Wood and New Queens Hall
Orchestra. (Masterworks Set
$4.50.)
No.
41 in 6 parts, with album,
SYMPHONY No. 9, in C Major,
Op. Posthumous (B. & H. No.
7).
"N
EWSir Hamilton Harty and

18-95

Customers

Halle Orchestra. (Masterworks
Set No.$10.50.)
88 in 14 parts, with
album.
PIAAO MUSIC
SONATA in A Major, Op. 20,
forPiano. Playedby Myra Hess.
(Masterworks Set No. 87 in 5
parts, with album, $4.50.)
SONATA in G Major, Op. 78,
for Pianoforte. Played by Leff
Pouishnoff. (Masterworks Set
$7.50.)
No. 92 in 9 parts, with album,
MOMENTS MUSICAUX, for
Piano. Played by Ethel Leginska.
94-B in 8 (Masterworks
parts, $4.00.) Set No.
IMPROMPTUS, Op. 142, for
Pianoforte. Playedby Ethel Leginska. (Masterworks Set No.
93 in6 parts,with album, $4.50.)
"OLD VIENNA," Piano Waltz.
Played
by $1.50.
Ignatz Friedmann.
In 2 parts,
TIOCIA NOUOS
SONATINA. Played by Joseph
Szigeti. In 2 parts, $1.50.
AVE MARIA. Played by Toscha
Seidel. $2.00.
GEMS FROM ROSAMUNDE.
Ballet -/lusic and entre acts. 8
parts, with album, $6.00.
OVERTURE TO ROSAMUNDE. Sir Hamilton Harty
and Halle Orchestra. $1.50.

m]l7'T¥^k

won the $20,000 Prizes distributed by The Columbia Phonograph Company in its international Schubert Centennial Contest for works in the melodic vein of Schubert? American Prize: Won by Charles T. Haubiel. Grand Prize:
Won by Kurt Atterberg of Sweden. Their compositions have been recorded by Columbia and are now on sale. Play and compare.
PROCES
S*
REO.U.S. PAT. OFF.

uiiibici
Made the New Way — Electrically — Viva-tonal Recording, The Records without Scratch
COLUMBIA

Use Schubert Masterworks Supplement No. 12
PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 1819 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CANADA: COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO
'MAGIC NOTES'
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Armenian

Hebrew.

Bohemian

Russian
S cand ina vian

Hungarian
Irish

Bulgarian

Swedish

Chinese

Italian

Scotch

Croatian-Serbian

Lithuanian

Slovak

Finnish

Mexican

Slovenian

French-Canadian

Polish

German

Portuguese

Syrian- Arabic
Turkish

Greek

Roumanian

Ukrainian
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Service

for

Proves

Profitable

(Continued fr
compact and efficient portable testing equipment which fits into a small suitcase, and permits the accurate testing of batteries and tubes
right in the home, and also makes possible tests
for continuity in wiring. These testing sets
eliminate the guesswork and save much time
for the service man in conducting haphazard
tests often resorted to where equipment is lacking. In the shop itself there has been installed
a most elaborate testing panel some 3 feet by
7 feet in size equipped with 33 separate meters
for conducting various types of tests and with
many varieties of switches to control current
and provide for various hookups. There are
sockets installed to test every type of tube at
present on the market, and with the panel it
is possible to determine oscillation in tubes,
continuity in wiring, the condition of A and B
batteries and chargers, the condition of condensers and in fact every radio part. There is
also a connection provided for the plugging in
of the set for the final test.
Whenever a set is installed or serviced by
the Bureau, a label is attached to the underside
of the cover, or some other convenient location, upon which is written the initials of the
service man and the date the work was done.
These labels, which measure only one inch by
one inch and a half, carry the name of the service shop, together with address and telephone
number, and these bits of paper have proved
great factors in building business. In practically every case, when the dealer has discontinued his free servicing, the customer has
come direct to the Bureau for any further
adjustments that may become necessary.
New Business Result of Good Will
Although dealers have been free in recommending the Bureau's service, and small advertisements are carried at intervals in the
Toledo papers, much of the work has been
brought in as a result of recommendations
from clients. Some of them have about given
up hope of having their receivers put in perfect condition, and hearing of Mr. Alexander
and his staff, have come in as a final resort. In
practically every case the receiver is fixed to
their satisfaction, and when the first inspection
shows that it is beyond repair the prospect is
told so frankly and honestly. An interesting feature is that the Bureau has been called upon to
doctor a number of crystal sets and its biggest
job was adjusting a fourteen tube home-made
Super-Heterodyne.

THE
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BACK
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Dealers
in

Toledo

out page 20)
The Bureau maintains its friendship with
dealers by refusing to sell any lines of radio
receivers in competition. When desired, a receiver will be built to special order, but none
of the manufactured sets on the market archandled, with the exception, of course, of second-hand receivers that for one reason or another have been left on the Bureau's hands.
Public Willing to Pay
So far as the public is concerned, Mr. Alexander holds to the belief, and experience seems
to prove it, that the radio fan is perfectly willing to spend real money for satisfactory results. His fees for general service work are
substantial but fair, and he recently remarked
one particular instance where a customer had
protested a $3 charge made by another service
man and made no protest when the Bureau took
the set to its shop for several days, put it in
proper condition, and made a charge of $16
for the job. Long experience with practically
every make has made the service men familiar
with the weakness of the different receivers,
and in many cases it is a simple matter to go
direct to the seat of the trouble in specified sets

Magnavox

Grants

Important

Licenses

Raytheon Mfg. Co. Awarded License to
Manufacture Under Tube Patents ; Other
Licensee to Make

'Phone Equipment

Oakland, Cal., October 4. — The Magnavox Co.,
manufacturer of Magnavox speakers and tubes,
recently announced the issuance of a license to
the Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Cambridge,
Mass., to manufacture tubes under Magnavox
tube patents, pertaining to exclusive constructional design and processes. A similar announcement states that a license has been
granted to Charles Cory & Son, Inc., 183 Varick
street, New York City, for the manufacture of
anti-noise marine type telephone equipment and
anti-noise transmitting equipment under Magnavox anti-noise and dynamic patents.
A number of the Magnavox dynamic speaker

What

Radio

Servicing
and

to

$5
scheme would
didn't
the per
fightvisit.
fans The
apparently
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tion of the place that radio has
present-day world.

work paid
because
have
$10
as an indicafound in the

patents were used during the late war in design
of sensitive telephone receivers, many thousands of which were used on naval and aircraft
equipment. The above-mentioned licensees
are well known in their respective fields, and it
is with the idea of making available these scientific improvements to the ultimate consumer
that these licenses have been granted.
New

Belden

Representatives

The Belden Mfg. Co. has announced the appointment of Charles Hofman, City Bank
Building, Kansas City, Mo., as the Southwest
representative of the Belden line of automotive, electrical and radio products. Mr. Hofman covers Western Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado. Other appointments include E. V. Blake, who will travel southern
Ohio, southern Indiana, southern Illinois, St.
Louis and Kentucky, in behalf of the Belden
line. Wallace R. Lynn, San Francisco, represents the Belden Co. on the entire Pacific Coast.

means
the

to

Entire

the

Dealer

Industry

SPEEDY AND EFFICIENT SERVICING of radio receivers gives the best assurance of continued interest in
radio developments. Confidence in manufacturer and
dealer means a more responsive market for new models.
This produces quicker turn-over, widens the channels of
distribution and increases profits for all concerned. Moreover, with sets maintained in the best condition all those
commercial activities which underwrite the expense of
broadcasting are more ready to give their support, and
this means better programs and more business!

of

The Weston Model 537 A. C. - D. C. Set Tester
provides the means of servicing radio receivers
in the LEAST TIME PER CALL, with the
LEAST EQUIPMENT, and therefore at LOWEST COST and GREATEST PROFITS. Your
service man provided with this 6^-pound outfit
is prepared to completely service any set made
in from 10 to 20 minutes! No other equipment
is necessary. Take the time to investigate.
Write today for complete descriptive literature.

WORLD

very

and remedy it. In certain receivers condensers
may be weak, or transformers generally unsatisfactory. These are replaced quickly and
at a nominal charge, and in the case of transformers where they have been burned out and
replacements are not easily available, the transformer is taken down, repaired and rewired, at
a saving in time, at least, to the customer.
The popularity of the radio is continually on
the increase, in the opinion of Mr. Alexander,
and has developed into a very important factor
iti home life. This has been evidenced in the
anxiety of owners to have their receivers repaired as soon as possible after trouble develops. Night and Sunday calls are not at all
infrequent, and though additional charge is
made for work at such times, the charge is met
cheerfully. At the time of the Tunney-Heeney
fight recently the Bureau was besieged by those
who had planned to listen in on the broadcast
of the battle, but who found at the last moment
that their sets would not function properly. It
kept one man at the phone to answer these
emergency calls, and the rest of the crew stepping lively to answer even a portion of them.
At the height of the rush it was decided to head
off the calls by quoting the emergency price of

important

message for phonograph
manufacturers
and

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
606 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, N. J.

dealers.

Read

it

Carefully

Model 537 A. C. and D. C. Set Tester
METER EQUIPMENT : Two 3W <iiam. high grade
Weston models— 3-range A. C. voltmeter, 150/8/4 volts
and a D. C. volt-milliammeter, 600/300/120/60/8 volts with
1000 ohms per volt resistance, and two current ranges —
150/30 milliamperes.
Simple
operate.
struction book furnished
withto each
unit. A complete in-
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in Business

By B. C. Reber
considerable altering, moving of stock and fix"For a time this arrangement worked out
and then, in the successful operation
of any business, it becomes necessary to
very well, but what will suffice one day will not
tures, and a general rearrangement of the merchandise on this floor. It was decided, however,
take some drastic steps to insure the
suit in the changing modes of the next. Where
future welfare of the organization. Such a change
a few years ago people thought nothing of that this would have to be done eventually, and
that it would be better to move now and hold
going out of their way to make a purchase, we
was made by Thos. Goggan & Bros., of San Antonow came to realize that this is no longer a our customers than to move later and try to
nio, Tex., a short time ago, when they moved their
record department and a part
bring them back to the fold.
^^^^^^^m
"In the end we designed and
of their phonograph stock from — bjj^^^j
the mezzanine to the first floor.
equipped
a very fine department. Several large, attractive
What this has achieved in inA
CHECK-UP
of stock, department policies and
booths were arranged on the
creasing record sales and imsales staff by the Goggan establishment brought
first floor for the convenience
proving business in this departof
customers who wished to
ment is related by W. Edgar
out the fact that location of the record department
Parker, manager.
hear the records before purwas the reason for inadequate sales. Items that call
chasing, and the record stock
"Several months ago, when
was placed in a location readily
for constant repeat sales, such as records, player rolls
we were checking up our recaccessible from all parts of the
ord sales, we realized that we
and sheet music, to secure the most profit must be disdepartment.
The setting was
were not getting the volume of
further enhanced by placing a
played and sold in that section of the store which can
business that we should from
the size of the store we had. In
few late-model phonographs at
be most easily reached by the customer. Record sales
convenient points.
seeking a cause for this, we
increased as much as 50 and 60 per cent when the
Costly but Profitable Change
looked over our stock, checked
"To remodel and furnish this
up our department, and went
Goggan store moved the record department from the
over the sales organizations.
department cost quite a little
mezzanine to the first floor of the store
We soon realized, however, that
money, but we have long apprethe fault was not in the depart- lawum 1 1 i
SSShb
ciated the value of doing things
ment, nor the manner in which
well at the beginning and saving the time and expense of doing them over
fact; and that in order to acquire business and
it was operating, but in the department location.
later on. If our woodwork and furnishings cost
hold it, a firm must have its stock as accessible
Importance of Accessibility
a little more than is generally paid for such
to the public as is possible. This is especially
"When we moved into our new store several
equipment, we did it, well knowing that the
true of records, sheet music and other items of
years ago, the mezzanine floor was especially
added
attractiveness
would
so increase our
merchandise
which
are
purchased
regularly,
but
designed to take care of the record and phonosales as to make it a wise investment.
graph departments. Ample space was provided
not so with pianos, players and other large instruments.
for booths in which records might be played or
"Within a month after our formal opening
we saw that this was exactly what was needed
phonographs demonstrated. It was convenient
"After giving the matter careful considerato improve our sales. In our new location the
tion, it was finally decided to move the record
to the first floor, easily seen by people entering
department to the first floor. This required
stock was more readily seen from the street;
the store, and generally accessible to the public.
it was convenient to all persons entering the
store, regardless of whether they came to see
us or not; and it gave us an opportunity to
Baltimore
Washington
offer, at the best advantage, the latest song and
dance hits as they were being featured.
"The first month our sales increased approxiKOLSTER
RADIO
mately 15 per cent over the preceding month.
We also noticed that more people were visting
COLUMBIA
RADIO
the department. New faces had appeared among
our customers. And new accounts were being
STEINITE
RADIO
opened on our books.
"This increase has been constant month after
month until our sales for the thirty days just
COLUMBIA-KOLSTER
COMBINATIONS
closed show that we have attained an increase
of over 50 per cent over last month, and 65
per cent over sales for the same period last
A full line of radio sets ranging from $75.00 to $900.00 embodying the best quality merchandise that money can buy
year. Considering that this department has now
regardless of price,
been in its new location only six months, wc
PLUS
feel that this is a very good record, and one
of which we may feel justly proud.
A service unequalled for dealers in Maryland, Virginia,
District of Columbia, North Carolina and bordering counties
"At the same time we have shown a material
of Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Delaware.
increase in the number of phonograph and radio
sets sold. It is easier to get to the public and
OF COURSE
more convenient for the prospects to inspect
A complete line of the best known makes of batteries, tubes,
the machines. People who on previous occaspeakers, aerial equipment and other accessories is carried.
sions entered the store and visited other departments were lost to us unless they took the
trouble to stop at the mezzanine. Now they
cannot enter or leave the store without passing
Columbia
Wholesalers,
Inc*
our booths or record counter, and we have a
205 W. Camden St
Baltimore, Md.
good opportunity of attracting their attention
and arousing their interest.
28
1619 L St., N.W
. . . .Washington, D. C.
"We have stressed the combination phono(Continued on page 30)
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Utah Dynola Speaker
equipped
"A $65
lOO"with
Utah is the mouthpiece for the
soul of radio ... the outlet for its
perfection ... breathing life into
an otherwise mute instrument. It
is the

*4A lOO" Dynamic
Speaker, HO Volt
alternating current,
light socket supply
for field excitation
using Westinghouse
dry rectif
S40 ier.

mirror

of radio
fidelity.

in which

is reproduced
Your

UTAH
RADIO
1615 South Michigan

the whole

with

perfect

set deserves

one.

PRODUCTS
GO.
Avenue .. Chicago, Illinois
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Director

Slagle
of

Sales

One of the Most Popular and Prominent
Merchandisers in the Radio and Electrical Fields — Widely Experienced
Of particular interest to the radio industry at
this time is the announcement, just received
from Fort Wayne, of the appointment of Carl

stated, "For the past year I have had a Slagle
set in my home, and have considered it outstanding in the radio field. I have kept in
very close contact with the Slagle organization
for the past two years, have watched their
progress, and with the new plant, which is
without doubt one of the best equipped and
most modern devoted to radio, it is my confident belief that Slagle radio holds in its grip
the most promising future in the industry."
The Slagle Radio Co., a division of the United
States Electric Corp., is one of the pioneer
manufacturers of radio receiving equipment. Its
production has always been confined to merchandise of the highest quality, and for the past
two seasons efforts have been concentrated in
the manufacture of nine and ten tube receivers
exclusively, all utilizing the new and revolutionary Technidyne circuit.
The Slagle Mfg. Co., an associate company
to the Slagle Radio Co., is engaged in the production and merchandising of the popular
Utenco Automatic Electric Ironer, which enjoys
a wide distribution in the electrical field.
The affairs of both companies are under the
direction of L. S. Slagle, president and treasurer; Paul K. Romey, vice-president and general manager; W. L. Swindler, secretary; Carl
D. Boyd, director of sales; J. B. Hess, assistant
sales manager, and Harold E. Bristol, manager,
advertising and sales promotion.
Madison

Carl D. Boyd
D. Boyd as director of sales for the Slagle Co.
Mr. Boyd for many years has been a prominent figure in the electrical and radio fields,
and his many friends will be glad to hear that
radio has again made claim to his services.
Numbered among his friends are jobbers, dealers and manufacturers from coast to coast,
which are the result of his association with
the industry for some twenty years. He was
previously associated with such organizations
as the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
French Battery Co. and the United States Electric Corp.
For several years Mr. Boyd was an enthusiastic member of the Radio Manufacturers
Association, having served as a vice-president
for several years, as well as on its directorate,
where his services proved of considerable value,
due to his broad knowledge of the general
affairs of the industry.
Discussing
his new
activities, Mr. Boyd
TONE
*

ARMS

By the Manufacturers
of the world'famous
Thorens Motor

*

A COMPLETE line of
Qy JL tone arms made by
Hermann Thorens, Ste.
Croix, Switzerland, including the popular
straight and "S" shapes;
acoustically correct in design. The workmanship
is of the highest quality
with prices exceptionally
low.
A wide variety of sound
boxes, spring motors, electric motors, and other
accessories is also available. Write for complete
details.
Hermann
Thorens
Ste. Croix, Switzerland
American Branch House:
THORENS, Inc.
450 Fourth Ave.
New York City
^
r

Dealers

Radio

in

Exposition

Synchronized Reception of Radio Sets
and Musical Program Featured Successful Exposition in Wisconsin City
Madison, Wis., October 4. — Local dealers participated in a radio exposition at the Crystal
room of the Hotel Loraine on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, September 27, 28 and 29.
The dealers had the co-operation of the Madison Capital Times in putting on the radio exhibition, and an amount of preliminary publicity
to interest people in the showings of the new
sets was achieved. During the three days of
the radio show a special musical program was
arranged as an added attraction, and the exposition was open to the public from 1 o'clock
in the afternoon until eleven at night. At the
radio show this year all sets in operation were
tuned in on the same program, eliminating a
jumble of reception, and providing synchronized
and more enjoyable programs for those attending the show, while giving the products of the
dealers better advertising.
Brodrib

&

Blair

Woolley

Thos.

Goggan

Boosted

&

Bros.

Record

Sales

(Continued from page 28)
graph and radio machines and have had a very
good response with these models. Our purpose
in featuring the combination sets is that it not
only improves the quality of our sales and
builds up a larger dollax-and-cents volume, but
it satisfied the customers' interest in radio and
at the same time holds them for future safes.
"We find it nearly as easy to sell a combination set in a large number of cases as one of
the less expensive models. What is required is
a little more salesmanship. We learn what sort
of a position the prospect holds and his earning capacity. If this shows that he can afford
to buy a combination phonograph and radio
without being oversold, then we go after him
and sell him on the advantage of having both
forms of music in his home under one control.
"Our record sales have been built up on
salesmanship. We had a practice a few years
ago of 'waiting' on our customers and felt that
we were good salesmen. Then one morning we
got busy and cut out the 'waiting' and began
to practice a little salesmanship. We exerted
every effort to sell our customers the new
record hits. We devised plans for interesting
them in new song and dance numbers. We
were not satisfied to sell the customer just one
or two records, but tried to sell three or four.
We were not always successful, but we increased our sales to a point where it was necessary to add another young sales lady.
Success Depends on Salesmanship
"Successful merchandising to-day, regardless
of whether it is selling music or groceries, depends upon the initiative behind the merchandise. One store will sell 1,000 records of a popular hit and make a lot of money, while another
store will go broke on a hundred. The difference is not in the records, for they are the
~ame; it is in the ability of the merchant to
satisfy his customers, interpret their likes and
dislikes, and give them service.
"We are constantly seeking new ideas and
new ways for building up our business. An ide;i
will occur to us for selling more «f one record
than what we had planned to sell. We will try
it out for a few days, and if it doesn't work
we will change it and try something different.
If we have one number that is dragging we
get behind it and clean out the stock at once.
If we have a number that is going like a house
on fire we place a standing order to ship five
or ten or twenty each day until further notice.
In this way we keep our stock down, our turnovers up and out profits good."
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Freedman

Business

Meriden, Conn., October 4. — The Woolley
& More music house, located at Main and
Colony streets, has been purchased by Brodrib
& Blair, Inc., of Waterbury, New Haven and
New Britain. The store will be operated as
the fourth branch of the chain and Willard H.
More, of the old firm, will be retained as manager. The business was established here nine
years ago by Thomas H. Woolley and Mr.
More was admitted to partnership in 1923. New
lines of musical instruments have been added
to the store, and alterations and expansion of
the warerooms are scheduled for the near
future to care for the growing business.

Opens

Branch

Buffalo, N. Y.. October 6.— Max Freedman,
who operates a general music store at 17 William street, held the formal opening of his new
branch at 904 Main street on Saturday, September 8. There were souvenirs for first-day visitors to the store.
Brunswick

Dividend

Declared

The directors of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., on September 10, declared a dividend
of 1J4 per cent, payable October 1, 1928, on the
outstanding preferred stock of the company as
of record September 20, 1928.

The
Demand
for Quality
Never
Ceases
To learn the difference between ordinary Cotton Flocks and
"QUALITY" Cotton Flocks, order a sample bale of our Standard No. 920 for Phonograph Record Manufacturing.
CLAREMONT

WASTE

MFG.

CO.

Claremont,

N. H.
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MOX'DjMOmic"

The Cordova
110 volt, 60 cycle AC. Combining rectifier and power
amplifier. Takes place of last
audio stage in set. Handsome
walnut cabinet. List $175.

SPEAKERS

Only a dynamic
you studio realism
undistorted

beauty of music

power volume.
Credit Magnavox
radio. Magnavox
the Dynamic.
now
LICENSED APPARATUS
Gracefully proportioned cabinet
finished in light mahogany.
For A-Battery Operation. . .$50
For AC Operation $60
Units only; DC $30, AC $40

for this advance

Half

a million

owners

Let these facts guide you.

DYffiC
TH£ MARK OF THE GENUINE
Oakland, California

SPEAKER
FIRST

1

DYNAMIC"

in

created and sponsored

Chicago, Illinois

" FIRST

The Belvedere
A beautiful floor screen or
rich rwo-tone walnut.
For A-Battery Operation $45
For AC Operation $55

. . . with

enjoy Magnavox speakers. Leading set manufacturers use them as built-

in equipment.

The Beverly

speaker can give
. . . the rich, full,

The Aristocrat
Beautiful butt burl walnut
cabinet finished in two tones.
For A-Ballery Operation .$60
For AC Operation $70

Each

month

W.

Braid W hite will
suggest methods
of s t i mutating
retail sales of

Creating

Demand

for

a

Intelligent promotion of sales

Record

Finest

Music

of good
music
means
more
stantialsubsuccess
for the retailer

high-class music
Beethoven's

years ago, when the first of my
MANY
present collection of a thousand records
was just beginning, a cherished possession was the slow movement from Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. It was not a very
good record, judged by present-day standards.
The music was given in a highly condensed,
in fact fragmentary, shape, the orchestra was
small, the recording rough and harsh. Yet it
meant for me the beginning of an interest in
the recorded music of the great Ludwig which
has never abated but rather has deepened and
grown stronger year by year. To-day, stacked
vertically in the sectional cabinets of the music
room and carefully catalogued in a card index
under four different classifications, stand all of
the Immortal Nine, electrically recorded, given
without cut, with full orchestras, and capable,
with the aid of a very fine electrical talking
machine, of giving reproductions so faithful in
both quantity and quality of tone as to convince
even the most skeptical hearers that the talkingmachine does now, at least, fulfil all the claims
ever made for it.
No one who has ever fallen under the spell
of Beethoven will ever admit that any other
composer of music has ever reached his heights
or plumbed his depths. It is a remarkable fact
that ever since the first groping efforts of
phonograph manufacturers to record and sell
classical music, first extracts from, and then
whole recordings of, the Beethoven symphonies
have been in the forefront. It is probable that,
among all the classical records yet sold, from
the earliest days to the present, the recordings
of Beethoven's nine symphonies outnumber all
Ihe rest. Nor is the reason hard to find.
The First Modern
For Beethoven- was the man who taught all
his contemporaries and all of his successors
how to make music into a form of expression
suited to a modern world. When he came into
the world the old order was already tottering
to its fall. When he died, in 1827, the industrial
revolution was already well begun. He was,
then, essentially a spirit dissevered from the
eighteenth century, and although his political
and social ideas were usually naive and trusting
to an extent which we disillusionized ones of
the twentieth century can only contemplate
with a sort of pitying envy, his poetic expression in music really did set forth incomparably
the aspirations of the thinkers and workers of
his day, who saw in the rise of democracy all

PHONOGRAPH

Immortal

Nine

the blessings and none of the evils that we
experience.
Plato, twenty-five hundred years ago, would
have had music and musicians banished from

phonies. When we come, to the second we feel
at once that the giant has been stretching his
young limbs and feeling his muscles, preparatory to some great and forthcoming achievement. The second symphony is longer, more
daring, broader and less conventional than the
first. Consider the wilful deliberateness of the
famous interpolated passage in the first movement, immediately after the voicing of the
second theme where Beethoven has interrupted
the whole course of his development by twelve
charming but wholly capricious measures made
up of material drawn from the first theme but
entirely out of place. Mozart simply would
not have done it. This is Beethoven himself.
The young Titan is about to make his great
leap to the very top of Olympus at one mighty
bound.

his proposed model State. He feared the influence of "Tone upon the minds of men and believed that the power of music was greater even
than that of poetry." Plato was right. Music
is the most powerful of all forms of expression,
and to its magic the human spirit vibrates in
submissive harmony. There is no magic like
the magic of Tone.
His Nine Children
Ludwig Beethoven wrote nine symphonies
for orchestra during his life of fifty-seven years.
The first was composed while he was still a
young man just battering his way into notice.
The last was performed for the first time only
"Napoleon"
three years before his death, when he was at
For a year later there appears the famous
the height of his creative powers and was about
dedication on the front page of a new score,
to enter upon, the final ^hort, brooding, mystithe dedication to Napoleon Bonaparte. True,
cal period during which 'the last , quartets were
Beethoven canceled the inscription when the
composed, the music which, as he himself said,
great Corsican made himself Emperor; but that
would not be understoodjay his generation, but
by another and later age. The Nine Sym- Ldoes not alter the essential fact. The "Eroica"
phonies stand thus as a cross-sectional vLew of, symphony, as it came to be called, number
three in the list, was written with the thought
a great mind's development. The first is frjankly
charming and youthful. Although it owes much
of Napoleon in the composer's mind, and the
to Mozart, to call it Mozartean would be wrong,
"Napoleon symphony" it was and is. Once we
have this idea before us we ean instantly see
for the whole thing is pure Beethoven from bethe colossal work, in its true proportions. No
ginning to end. Who in that day of clearly
musician, before Beethoven ever made so treetched regularity and formal beauty, who save
mendous ajump in so short a time. It is someBeethoven, the rough-mannered youth from
times hard to believe that the polite charms of
provincial Bonn, would have dared to thrust
the first and second symphonies could have
under the ears of the sophisticated music world
come from the brain of the man who wrote the
of Vienna an introduction to a symphony in C
major, beginning- with a loud discord in F, Eroica, that gigantic poem in tone, that vast
immediately modulating to the key of G? Who
epic on a vast theme. Or,- better still, how
could the man who wrote the first and second
save the young Zeus, already arming for the
have also been the man who wrote the third?
struggle with ancient Chronos, would have
From the two great staccato chords which mark
thought of giving to the tympani a solo passage,
as here in the lovely second movement? Who
the opening of the first movement, to the profound sorrow of the funeral march and the
else could have written, during the last years
ethereal strains of the apotheosis in the finale
of
the forms
eighteenth
century,
a "Minuet"
like this
which
his third
movement
and which
so
where we seem to see the hero ascending to
clearly foreshadows the overpowering effects
the Valhalla of the great captains, it is all comof the Scherzo in the Ninth and last of his
pletely and marvelously new, completely and
marvelously
different. No wonder that it
great tone-children? No, the first symphony is
created a sensation or that the audacious comBeethoven clear through, Beethoven young, shy
poser was attacked by every musical critic as
and hesitating, but the essential Beethoven
nevertheless.
a noise maker, a shatterer of ear drums and a
manufacturer of discords. Yet, to-day, more than
Some three years, filled with works of lesser
a hundred years later, when a hero dies it is
import, seem to have elapsed between the com(Continued on page 33)
position of the first and of the second sym-
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Built

Record

MANUFACTURERS
Albums

For use in fine phonograph and combination radio cabinets, our record album is the best filing method
for records that has ever been devised.
IN ADDITION TO THE UTILITY, THE BEAUTY
QUALITY OF OUR ALBUMS
WILL
HELP TO SELL
We

AND APPARENT
YOUR CABINETS

are equipped to supply you with albums of exclusive design in large quantities.
anteed to conform with your cabinet shipping schedules.
Write us today for smnples and quotations
NATIONAL

PUBLISHING

Executive Offices and Factory
239-245 SO. AMERICAN ST.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
32

CO.

New York Sales Room
225 FIFTH AVE.
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PALS are manufactured by the
oldest portable phonograph
manufacturers in the U. S. and
are rigidly guaranteed.
When
your

a customer
store

portable

and

comes

buys

phonograph

into

a PAL

you

knotv

that he is going to be pleased with
the service this instrument will
give him.
test have
— And

Eight years of severe
proved

nothing

it !
is more

impor-

tant to you than having satisfied
customers who will come back
to your store when they want
other musical merchandise.
The models pictured here are
suitable for all your requirements. Order direct from your
nearest jobber or write to us for
further information.
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dealers today deSUCCESSFUL
mand cabinet phonographs which
have

exclusiveness,

not

only

in eye-

value but in the built-in parts. They
have come to realize that the better
class of cabinet

machines

equipped . . . insuring motive power
which is absolutely even, quiet, strong
and

sure.

The

famous

No. 5 easily plays
winding.

United

six records

Motor

with

one

proven

last

are United
Just as it was

conclusively

season, when more than 150,000 of
these motors were used in the better
cabinet

machines

worm

gear

quietness
Today
more

. . . the United

and sturdy governor
strucion-—
gives smoothness

conand

unequalled.

. . . the No.
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Chadeayne
Joins

Phonograph

Interests

in

Co.

France

Announces
Louis Sterling, Managing Director of Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,
Acquisition Which Includes Interests in French Colonies— Will Visit Japan

Louis Sterling, managing director of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., and chairman of
the board of directors of the Columbia Phono-

Sonora

ing deal will give the Columbia organization 75
to 80 per cent of the phonograph and record
business of France and its colonies. This purchase has no bearing whatsoever on the Pathe
interests in America but serves to increase the
scope of Columbia activities in France and the
French colonies to a tremendous degree. The
arrangements for this purchase were made by
Mr. Sterling while he was abroad.
According to his present plans, Mr. Sterling
will propably sail for Japan and China within
the next three or four weeks, visiting Columbia interests in Japan and conferring with the
executives of the Columbia organization in that
country regarding manufacturing and merchandising plans for 1929.
During the past few months the tremendous
growth of Columbia activities throughout the
c ivilized world has attracted the attention of industrial and economic leaders the world over,

Appointed Advertising Manager — Widely
ed — Plans Completed for ExExperienc
tensive Advertising Drive
A. J. Kendrick, vice-president and general
sales manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co.,
announced this week the appointment of L. F.

and Mr. Sterling's reports of Columbia progress
generally indicate that this interest in Columbia is only in its inception. Referring briefly
to Columbia affairs, Mr. Sterling said: "It is
almost impossible for Americans to realize the
tremendous popularity of phonograph products
throughout Europe at the present time and, in
fact, the industry is going through a period of
Louis Sterling
graph Co., Inc., who returned to New York recently on the "Majestic" after four months
abroad, announced upon his return that the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., had purchased
the phonograph interests of the Pathe organization in France and the French colonies. The
consummation of this important and far-reachOtto

Heineman

of Prosperity

Tells
Abroad

public 'craze' which is akin to the 'craze' experienced for radio products in America a few
years ago. Throughout Europe our problem is
one of production and not of sales, for although
every one of our factories is working to capacity it is impossible to keep up with the demand
for machines and records.
"We are constructing new buildings in every
country in Europe, practically doubling present
{Continued on page 113)
Upon his return to New York, Mr. Heineman was delighted to find that the General
Phonograph Corp. and its subsidiaries, the General Industries Co. and the General Phonograph
Mfg. Co., were achieving sales figures well be-

Otto Heineman, president of the Okeh Phonograph Corp., returned to New York last week
on the S.S. "Resolute" after two and one-half
months abroad. Recognized internationally as
one of the best-posted members of the phonograph industry and an optimist by nature, Mr.
Heineman brought back with him reports from
this trip which not only made his optimism a
material fact but indicated that the phonograph
industry throughout Europe was enjoying the
greatest era of prosperity in history. While
abroad Mr. Heineman, accompanied by Mrs.
Heineman, spent a few weeks in Switzerland
enjoying a well-earned rest but outside of this
fortnight, he devoted all of his time to business
activities in Berlin, London and Paris.
To quote Mr. Heineman's words, the trip was
"inspiring" in that he found throughout Europe
a public appreciation of present day phonographs and records that is reflected in the tremendous sales totals being attained by the leading manufacturing organizations.
In Germany particularly the phonograph industry is enjoying marvelous prosperity and
Germany as a whole is making tremendous
strides economically and industrially, with phonograph industry reflecting the stabilization
of this country's resources.
England is also experiencing a period of industrial prosperity that includes the phonograph
trade as well as other prominent industries.

L. F. Chadeayne
Chadeayne as advertising manager 'of the company. Mr. Chadeayne comes to the Sonora
Co. with five years of advertising experience
at the Radio Corp. of America, where as assistant to the advertising manager of the RCA he
was in charge of the magazine and newspaper
advertising and later in charge of the dealer
help activities. Mr. Chadeayne is a graduate
of the Harvard School of Business Administration and comes to the Sonora Co. well qualified
to take up his duty as advertising manager of
the new company.
The appointment of Mr. Chadeayne is in line
with the Sonora policy of building a strong
organization to merchandise its new line of
Melodons, radios and phonographs. An extensive advertising campaign in the key city
newspapers and the national magazines will be
launched during October. The advertising is
being placed by Pedlar & Ryan.
Edison
Corp.

Distributing
the

New

Name

The name of the Edison Phonograph Distributing Corp., West Orange, N. J., which
handles the wholesale distribution of Edison
phonographs and radio products throughout the
country, has been changed to the Edison Distributing Corp., following the addition of radio
to the company's line.
Chicago

Mr. and Mrs. Otto Heineman
yond expectations. Heineman motors and Okeh
needles have increased their sales month after
month and the demand foi" Okeh records
throughout the country is growing consistently
and steadily.
32a

Radio

Show

Opened

Chicago, III., October 9. — The seventh annual
Chicago Radio Show opened at the Coliseum
yesterday and the attendance gave every indication at the opening of being splendid.
Practically every radio receiving set and accessory manufacturer is represented on the list of
exhibitors who are displaying their products
for the inspection of the trade and public. The
jobber and dealer interest and attendance is
proving highly satisfactory to the many nationally known exhibitors.
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recognized early the importance of music as a means of culture.
To you the public, wherever located throughout the world, owes
the possibility of hearing the greatest music produced by the
greatest performers. For men at sea, for men in the wilderness
of the world, the great orchestras play, the instruments of virtuosi
carry their enchantment, and the voices of the great singers of
the world are audible. You have brought into lives shut off from

,—/ »
^ zjor dealears
ersesalhims
wholufac
pman
ographs
of phon
cts.
o produ
bradi

civilization the sweetness of melody and harmony and the inspira(Registered in the U. S. Patent Office)

tion of the world's greatest music." After all, there is something
more than dollars in business.
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Replacement

New York

Market

members who predict that at least a million radio
TRADE
receivers will be replaced this year with more modern and
higher-priced instruments may be a little generous in their figures,
but the fact remains that many thousands of units disposed of this
year will represent such replacements. It brings up again the
question of proper allowances and of the disposal of second-hand
receivers. To the dealer who keeps his head and bases his allowances on real values the problem is not serious, but to the one
who is inclined to be overgenerous for the sake of a single sale
the problem is very serious. Radio men should take a lesson
from the experiences of piano men and others who have been in
the replacement business for years, and who on more than one
occasion have found that overallowances led to inventories consisting almost exclusively of second-hand instruments rather than
of new products creating an extremely dangerous condition.

Eliminating

From

the "Sale"

of Credit
IN speaking before the convention of the Music Merchants'
Association of Ohio recently, a prominent banker of Toledo
made a strong plea for the adoption of the carrying charge by
music merchants and all others selling on the instalment plan and
offered the convincing argument that under such a plan of selling

the merchant was handling two products — first, the instrument
itself, and, secondly, credit, and that he could only be successful
if he realized a proper profit on each of those two items. It has
long ago been discovered that a simple interest charge on an instalment account means that the cost of carrying the account must be
taken out of the profits of the sale and paid for by the dealer,
whereas in justice it should be paid for by the customer who receives the accommodation. Hence the reason for the carrying
The wise dealer protects himself.
charge.
High

Tribute

to a Trade

T N conferring upon Eldridge R.
A president of the Victor Talking
degree of Doctor of Fine Arts, Provost
of Pennsylvania paid a high tribute
machine to the public, a tribute that

Leader

Johnson, founder and first

Machine Co., .the honorary
Penniman of the University
to the value of the talking
may be held to apply in a
large measure to the entire industry. He said: "Yon" were not
content with a merely mercantile or manufacturing business, but

Service

Abuse

RADIO dealers in Sturgeon Bay recently found that the freeservice privilege on radio sets was being abused by many
customers, while the dealers were holding the bag and paying for
the ride. They arrived at the conclusion that what was needed
was co-operation, and the result was an agreement entered into
by ten of the leading houses to limit the number of free service
calls to three and insist upon customers paying fair prices for
installation and all other types of service. Were the dealers in
every city to take similar action, the problem of meeting servicing
losses would be solved for most of them/

Radio

Show

Comes

Into

Its Own

' I A HIS year, at least, it will probably prove much easier to make
a list of those cities and towns of, say, 25,000 population or
over that have been without their local radio shows than to list
those that have been 'so favored. The radio show, local and
national, appears to have become an institution and is so accepted
by the public, and if the interest manifested in the series of shows
that have just about been concluded may be taken as an indication
of future sales, then radio business between now and January 1
should break all records. Certainly the radio trade has not hidden
its light under a bushel.
Presenting

Facts

on

Television

T N arranging with R. P. Clarkson, well-known radio author, to
*• write a series of articles on television for the information of
the general public, the Radio Manufacturers' Association has made
a distinctly worth-while move. Television is coming, certainly, but
it is not near enough to have the public waiting for it excitedly.
When the facts are known, full confidence in radio apparatus now
on the market will be restored. Just now it is no uncommon thing
to find a radio prospect asking about television equipment and
showing an inclination to put off buying until it is available.
Modern

Profiting

Radio

Methods

Are

Needed

O O much has been said and written about the increase in chain
^ store operation that more than one independent dealer of
limited means has become frightened with the possibility of meeting this new and well-supported competition, yet every investigation
has shown that the independent dealer who carries an adequate
stock and gives the proper service can give the chain store a run
for its money. The answer is not in shivering over the prospect,
but in the adoption of modern business methods that will put the
individual dealer on an equal basis as a competitive factor.
New

Field

for Record

Selling

F N tying up officially with the national piano-playing contest in
A England, as reported elsewhere in this issue of The Talking
Machine World, the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., has shown
the way to a new field for record selling, for the many pianoplaying contests in this country might be followed to the advantage
of our local record makers and dealers. Every selling channel
that leads out of the rut is worthy of earnest consideration, and
here is one that has the music appeal as its basis.

The United States Court of Customs Appeal decided recently
that wooden fish of a certain type are musical instruments upon
which duty should be assessed as such. Sounds fishy.
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and

News

of

Committees

the
Albert

Trade
Simons

Sterling
Discuss

Important

Trade

President Frost, of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association, has announced that during the
week of the national radio show at the Chicago
Coliseum, which began October 8, a meeting of
the RMA board of directors will be held in
connection with the Chicago gathering of industry leaders.
The new broadcast set-up ordered by the
Federal Radio Commission, television experiments and plans for the Third Annual RMA
Trade Show, to be held early next June, are
the principal topics to be considered by the
board of the Radio Manufacturers Association.

A place and date for the Third Annual RMA
Trade Show probably will be recommended by
the Show Committee, headed by Morris Metcalf, of Springfield, Mass. This pre-eminent
fixture of the radio industry, which attracted
nearly 25,000 representatives of the trade to
Chicago last June, the largest industrial gathering held in the United States, is one of the
three radio show's sponsored by the RMA. The
other two are the public shows, including that
opening in Chicago October 8 and that recently
held at New York in Madison Square Garden.
"All of these three RMA shows are made

The RMA directors will meet at 10 o'clock
Thursday, October 11, at the Congress Hotel.
Beginning October 8 and preceding the board
meeting, many RMA committees, including
those dealing with institutional radio advertising, engineering problems, radio statistics,
radio railroad and other rates and credits and
collections will also meet.
From the RMA Legislative Committee,
headed by C. C. Colby, of Canton, Mass., former RMA president, the board will receive a
report regarding the recent joint study with a
committee from the National Association of
Broadcasters of the new broadcast reallocations
ordered by the Federal Radio Commission.
Leaders of the manufacturing industry hope
that radio broadcasting will be improved greatly after November 11, when the new broadcast
set-up becomes effective.
Progress of television experimentation will
be reported by H. B. Richmond, of Cambridge,
Mass., director of the RMA Engineering Division, which soon will issue, with the approval
of the manufacturing industry as represented
by the RMA directorate, a series of articles to
advise the public of the exact status of television
and its probable future.

possible by our manufacturers,'" said Morris
Metcalf, RMA Show Committee chairman.
"The success of the New York Show, which
was amazing and best indicated by an attendance of 290,726, as compared with 257,000 last
year, notwithstanding higher admission prices,
promises to be duplicated in Chicago. The
character of the attendance at the New York
Show was of a higher class than heretofore,
and, therefore, of more value to the exhibitors.
The show indicated a distinct advance in the
standardization of values and stabilization factors in the radio industry.
"Public interest in television was great and
probably will be repeated at the Chicago Show.
The exhibition of television at this time is a
real service to the public. Those viewing the
television exhibits in actual operation, and thus
learning the difficulties to be solved before
commercial television products are available,
realize that, wonderful as they are, television
still is in the laboratory stage, with its commercial development probably a long way off,
although amateur set-builders now are able to
get much satisfaction and may possibly aid
to a considerable extent in the development of

Crosley
Granted

Station
a License

Federal Radio Commission Voted to Allow
Station WLW, Cincinnati, O., to Operate on 50,000 Watts.
Washington, D. C, October 5. — The Federal
Radio Commission to-day voted to allow Station WLW, Cincinnati, to increase its power
from 5,000 to 50,000 watts.
The power increase will be effective at once
and stay in effect under the reallocation plan. Of
the 50,000 watts authorized, 25,000 watts power
is to be permanent and 25,000 for experimental
use. This will be the first 50,000-watt station
in that section of the country.
What will be one of the most powerful broadcasting stations in the world when operating at
its full capacity of 50,000 watts, practically has
been completed at Mason, O. It is the property
of the Crosley Radio Corp. and will be operated
by them as station WLW. Its power capacity
will be used only on test programs after midnight until arrangements are made for its 50,000 watt license.
"Our idea in building a station with 50 kilowatt power, the most powerful station in the
world according to the engineers who understand and appreciate its 100 per cent modulation, is that we may be able to serve the lis-

television through their experiments."
tening public better, and that more listeners
may be able to hear the programs we originate
in Cincinnati." Those were Powel Crosley's
words as he broke ground for the new station,
June 25.
"Service to the public should be the first consideration ofa broadcasting station," Mr. Crosley repeatedly has said. "With 50,000 watts,
WLW will enable us to give increased service
to the present Crosley audience for we shall
overcome static and local interference. Naturally it will augment the service we already are
furnishing to distant listeners."
The new WLW represents the most modern
developments in broadcast engineering. It is
the result of the research carried on bj,r the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Into its construction have gone the scientific resources of
the largest research organization in the world
and the experience of fifty years of telephone
development. The equipment has been undergoing service tests for over a year at 3XN, the
experimental station of the Bell Laboratories
at Whippany, N. J.
The WLW programs as now outlined contain
such interesting features as talks on city management to be presented by Cincinnati officials; practical engineering instructions to be
furnished by experts from the LTniversity of
Cincinnati; historical, literary, dramatic and
musical programs far above the ordinary; and
a wide range of broadcasting appealing because
of this originality.
2>2d

&

E.

Co.

Topics

New Broadcast Set-Up, Television Experiments and Plans for the Third Annual RMA
Trade Show to Be Held Next June, Among Matters Scheduled for Discussion

New

R.

With

Appointed Sales Promotion Manager of
Metropolitan Majestic Distributing Co.
— Has Had Wide Experience
The appointment of Albert Simons as sales
promotion manager of the Sterling Radio &
Electric Co., Inc., New York, Majestic distributor for the metropolitan district, has been
announced by Irving Sarnoff, president of the
company. Mr. Simons recently resigned as
sales manager of the Boley-Oliver Co., met

Albert Simons
ropolitan district representatives for the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
An experience of twenty years in sales promotion activities, embracing the phonograph,
specialty and radio fields, fits Mr. Simons particularly well for his new responsibilities. He
will devote his efforts to sales co-operation
with the dealer clientele of the Sterling Radio
& Electric Co. and put into effect practical and
profitable selling plans.
"Mr. Simons' appointment and the co-operation he will extend to our dealers are an expression of our appreciation for their support
in the success that has attended our merchandising of Majestic receivers," said Mr. Sarnoff.
"We shall be glad to give every consideration
to our dealers' problems and to consider constructive criticisms and suggestions."
Seger

Ellis

Is Now

Exclusively

Okeh

Otto Heineman, president of the Okeh Phonograph Corp., New York, announced this week
that Seger Ellis, well-known recording artist
and popular tenor, had signed a contract whereby he will record exclusively for the Okeh
record library. Mr. Ellis has been making
records for several companies and his exclusive
Okeh contract will give jobbers and dealers
handling this well-known product an opportunity to feature his records to advantage. He recently recorded the theme song for the popular
motion picture, "Beggars of Life" and it is predicted that this song will be one of the outstanding hits of the Winter season. Seger Ellis
is particularly well known throughout the
South and in addition to his popularity as a
vocal star, he has written a number of compositions that have met with considerable success
throughout the country.
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All-Electric A. C. Combination
Combination of Model 801-A Series B
Receiver with Model 435-A Reproducer. Completely self-contained. Seven
receiving tubes, push-pull power stage.
FOURtuned circuits. ONE dial control.
Calibrated wave-length dial illuminated. Built-in light socket aerial. Price,
$96, without tubes. Attachable reproducer, $16.tubes
Combination, without
. fill'l
$115 West of Rockies.

Model 80 1 Series B— Same as 801-A Series
B, but not
for attachable reproducer. equipped
Without tubes
SQfi
West B—of Same
Rockies.
Model $98.50
806 Series
as 801 Series ' B.w
Operated
bv battery
or
eliminator.
$69,
without tubes.
$71 West of Rockies. ,

ill

Stewart-JV arner
Reproducer—
Model cone
435 speaker with new $1 A
New tvpe magnetic
tone depth and $17.25
beauty
West of Rockies. . • • ±V.*JV

STEWART-

WARNER

THRU THE

Nation-wide advertising now is telling the
millions about the marvelous new StewartWarner set, which brings Realism. Handle
thi>. wonder line and make more money. Be
the radio leader in your town.
*T
This set is perfected by the exclusive Stewart-

Warner Electric Ear test, giving it surpassing
tone trueness. Get full details about todav\
greatest radio value.
Our new Nation-Wide Acceptance Plan open>
new field*. Secure this franchise. Territoru :s
going fast. Write or wire today.

STEWART -WARNER SPEEDOMETER CORPORATION, Chicago
22 years in business — world - wide service — 50 million dollars in resources — 4th successful radio year

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
$42.50
$52.50
$62.50
$72.50
$87.50
Complete line of approved Console Cabinets, made exclusively for Stewart- Warner by
Buckeye Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Ohio

MODEL TWENTY
(Metal Horn)
A truly outstanding value in its price class, having a
long air column metal horn fas shown above) producing
true tone quality and abundance of volume — nickel
plated hardware — two record spring motor — metal
tone arm — sensitive Duro aluminum metal diaphragm
— made in three colors of genuine DuPont fabrikoid in
black,
blue or turn
brownrabies
withto inside
linings— towoodmatchalbum—
plush covered
harmonize
polds 15 records. Measurements 7 H inches high, 12
inches wide and 14H inches long, weight 12 pounds.
Retail at $16.00
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Bosch Radio Model 28 — 110-volt
AC. Seven AC tubes and power
tube. Single tuning, lighted
dial. Solid mahogany cabinet.
Price
- - $132.50, less tubes
Authorized Bosch Radio Dealers
are now showing the Console
Model 29B, specially designed
for them with super-dynamic
speaker and special high-power
speaker supply. Console has sliding doors, beautiful craftsmanship and selected woods. Bosch
Radio Dealers are offering this
Console 29B with super-dynamic
speaker and special high-power
speaker 28
supply
with Bosc'h
Radio
Model
Receiver
for $295.00,
less tubes.

Authorized Bosc'h Radio Dealer
showing specially designed console illuy
with its fine selected woods, rich ca
and beautiful finish and are offerin
Console 28-A with Standard Bosch
aker and the Model 28 Bosch Radi
ceiver for $197. SO, less tubes.
28-C, a similar model, with Dvnam
19

$

RADIO

Compare

the Model

28 Bosch

Radio

with any radio set you

have seen and you will understand why Bosch dealers are piling up profits. See the engineering excellence, the mechanical
construction, the superior performance, the beauty of the
cabinets, the outstanding
new, sound
make

values of the Bosch

merchandising

prices and the

policies in the Bosch

Dealer

Contract.

They

the Bosch franchise the foremost profit leader in radio retailing today. See the Bosch Plan, the inventory flexibility, selling range, strong

price position and definite advertising policy. Write for details, it will pay
you to be included in the Bosch plans for Fall — address our nearest branch.
Prices slightly higher west of Rockies and in Canada.. Bosch Radio is licensed
under patents and applications of R.C.A.. R.F.L. and Lektophone
AMERICAN
SPRINGFIELD,

BOSCH

MASSACHUSETTS

MAGNETO

Branches: New

CORP.

York . Chicago . San Francisco
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Carryola

Selling

Porto

Pick-ups

THE

CARRYOLA

Porto

Pickup,

a portable

electric

pick-up phonograph easy to connect to any radio set,
has proven to be a quick sure turnover for every
music and radio dealer. By simply having one of
these compact units attached to the detector tube
and ground post of the radio set on your display floor

i

by a wire which is furnished. Music can be reproduced from any make of record that can be played
with a steel needle with the volume and clarity that
is obtainable from new large and more expensive

>

electric reproducing
built in motor
motor

board

phonographs.
—

Volume

nickel plated fittings —

control
spring

plays two records with one winding — Handsomely embossed beautiful black fabrikoid covering

with gray green inner lining — Inexpensive as the
cheapest kind of mechanical portable phonograph on
the market.
Model
Model

Carryola

No. 50 Retails at $20.00 List Price — with Spring Motor
No. 60 Retails at $38.50 List Price— with Electric Motor

Electric

Pick-ups

Dealers
can now avoid the difficulties of embarrasing situations on old tradein phonographs.
Your customer can be sold easily on the Carryola Electric Pickup, which simply replaces the reproducer of the old phonograph.
This pick-up
is attached to the radio set thereby reproducing records with
volume and clearness equal to the new electrical reproducing
instruments through the speaker of the radio set. Volume
can be controlled by turning of knob on
the modulator.
Dealers have potential
prospects in every person who owns a
radio and phonograph and can secure additional sales by demonstrating Carryola
Electric Pick-ups to everyone who buys a
new radio set. The Carryola Electric Pickup has proven to be the lowest priced
substantial pickup on the market. Retail

Old phonographs transformed into new electrical reproducing instruments

price $7.50 in either A. C. or D. C. form.
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unrivaled—
complete—

The Great Eighty
All-Electric, 8-tube (7 and Rectifier) Table Model Receiver.
Made in models for D. C. or A. C.
Current (25-40-60 Cycle). Cabinets available in hammered silver
effect, shadow silver, or handdecorated; wood cabinets in walnut. Freed-Eisemann Magnetic
Speakers in matching finish.
Priced (except for hand-decorated
sets) $125.00. Magnetic Speaker, $30.00.

A.C.&.D.C.

tone

is

line

is

the

the

beautiful— the

are

low— and
in

the
a

A

cabinets

are

believes

Tone

RADIO

Because

Dynamic Eighty-Five in
Adler Royal Console Cabinet
The famous Freed-Eisemann
Dynamic Eighty-Five, with Dynamic Speaker, in F-o Adler
Royal Console Cabinet — as supplied by dealers, less tubes, for
$282.50. Eight-tube, All-Electric
Receiver, embodying the most recent ad vances in the art and utilizing CX 350 or 250 Amplifier Tube.

Drfagnifying

prices
public

name

fa-

mous since broadcasting
began*
our

Biggest

history*

Get

season

in

aboard!

FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
"Builders of Fine Radio Since Broadcasting Began"
Dynamic Eighty-Five
in Hamilton Console
This combination is
supplied by dealers for
$290.00. The Receiver
is
the famous
FreedEisemann
Dynamic
Eighty-Five, and housed
in the cabinet is the
Freed-Eisemann Dynamic Speaker. The
cabinet is a particularly
beautiful two-toned
walnutiltwith
Hamon, veneer
slidingby doors,
and maple overlays.

Dynamic and
Magnetic Speakers

i
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{Continued from page 32)
the funeral march from the Napoleon symphony which is played over his corpse.
Odd and Even
Space forbids me to go into descriptions of
the remaining six. Suffice it to say that the
odd-numbered ones, the fifth, seventh and ninth,
are by general consent regarded as even more
wonderful examples of the power of Tone than
is the Eroica. The introduction of a choral
finale into the Ninth, as if the composer despaired of making his message clear by instrumental sound alone, has been much discussed
and much criticized; but no one who has heard
either the Victor or the Columbia electrical
recordings of this sublime work can wish that
it had not been written. The only answer here
to such questions is this: get the records and
listen to them, not forgetting to read first the
pamphlet of description. You will then understand why the Ninth Symphony has never been
equaled.
The even-numbered symphonies, after the
third, namely, the fourth, sixth and eighth, are
all lighter and more joyous in character, the
fourth is pure musical beauty, at times for a moment stormy but ending on a joyful note of confidence and pride. The sixth is the ever-delicious "Pastoral," most nearly perfect of all
attempts to put into music the joys and beauties of country life. The eighth is Beethoven's
"Kleine Symphonie," which he loved best of all,
a little joyful, laughing thing, sometimes rough
in its humor, but bursting with echt deutsch
fun and innocent joy, quite incomparable, quite
unequaled.
Wonderful to Think
It is really marvelous to think that to-day we
can have these vast and majestic dream children of the Titanic Beethoven at our command
interpreted by the greatest orchestras and conductors on a few thin (and unhappily breakable) disks of shellac. All the great phonograph makers here and abroad have had their
hand in the recording of the Nine Symphonies.
Victor has called in the splendid Philadelphia
and the London orchestras. Columbia has used
to great effect the really splendid Halle orchestra of Manchester under Sir Hamilton Harty.
German Parlophone has used Dr. Weissmann
and the orchestra of the Berlin Opera. One
and all have done fine work.
It is with work of this kind that the talking
machine industry is building itself into the posi
tion of a major and staple activity of American
life which retail merchants can participate in
profitably.
Phonograph
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A.

Richards
Work

for

Improves

in Hong

Folder

A practical folder on the control of the television scanning disk and the kino-lamp or neon
glow tube has been issued by the Clarostat
Mfg. Co., (Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. The booklet
describes the Clarostat speed control which is
adapted to the accurate manipulation of the
usual scanning disk motor, as well as any other
small variable speed motor. An ingenious
method of obtaining the greatest contrast between lights and shadows of the television
image while still retaining maximum sensitivity
and responsiveness by means of a standard
Clarostat in the plate circuit is also described.

Store

Incorporation

The Forbes-Meagher Music Co., 27 West
Main street, Madison, Wis., has undergone extensive renovations, which included the installation of a new store front and entrance.

The Sauter Rugglin Radio & Music Shop,
Inc., was recently chartered at Wilmington,
Del., to carry sheet music and records.
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trueness

known

never

before
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Here it is, at last — the reproducing quality that the radio
world has waited for! It is
all due to the better construction and materials that have
been built into every detail
of the Sonochorde. No expense has been spared to
make it the best Dynamic
Speaker on the market. Yet,

Kong

The phonograph record business in Hong
Kong is expanding very rapidly, and with the
growing popularity of dancing among the
Chinese there is an ever-increasing demand for
English and American dance records, according to a report from the Vice-Consul at Hong
Kong, Perry N. Jister, made public by the Department of Commerce September 22. The report follows in full text:
There is a wider appreciation of the phonograph and Chinese phonograph records among
the Chinese themselves, he says, in their possibilities for bringing amusement and pleasure
into the home. This latter development is reflected in a great increase in order of Chinese
records with each year.
It is estimated that the phonograph record
market in Hong Kong will absorb from 25,000
to 275,000 records per year, of which 25,000
to 30,000 will be records in the English language
or with occidental music. The larger stores
carry stocks ranging from 6,000 to 8,000 numbers at a time.

Issues

Television

Hoover

The Republican National Committee has requested C. A. Richards to undertake the formation of a Hoover-Curtis Export Committee for
the purpose of bringing home to the manufacturers and workers of the country the important
part this trade plays in the prosperity of the
country. Mr. Richards, who has for some time
been the exclusive export distributor of the
Sonora Phonograph Co. and the American
Piano Co., is starting in immediately to form
a committee which, through State chairmen,
will be national in its scope.

Business

Expands

Clarostat

to

it costs less than any other —
and consumes less current in
operation for equal volume.
Among

Quality-built throughout. Beautifully designed. The best of
the Magnetic Speakers.
Complete Unit. . .$25.00
Chassis
18.00

radio's great developments for the year the Sonochorde Dynamic stands su-

preme.
A9eAA9@tyV9GAA9(2M9e
Write today for circular and complete
information on our dealer proposition
BOUDETTE
MFG.
Dept. B
Chelsea, Mass.

CO.

Sonochorde Dynamic is
a truly tion!
beautiful
crea-of
Constructed
solid grain walnut with
finish
lustrebearing
egg shell
front
panel
charming grille motif
with colored silk screen
background.
AC
S59.00 List

52.50 ""
50.00
AC Chassis . 44.00 "
DC Chassis.. 37.50 "
6-Volt
35.00 "
Slightly higher West
of Rockies
DC
6-VoIt
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finest

^ick-up—the
greatest value
on the
market
toda
y!

Simple — easy to attach — switches
from radio to records without
changing

and

New

Waiting...

Compare

these

features

with

other

pick-up

I
V
*1

any

Only pic k-up that can use fibre needle without
loss of volume.
Changes from radio to records without removing a tube.
Wonderful beauty of tone — more freedom from
distortion under volume than any other pick-up.

4

Counter-balanced tone arm — keeps needle in
• perfect contact with record without scratchy
reproduction.
5 Swinging tone arm attachment permits installa• tion of De Luxe Model 105-A (which has no
tone arm) on phonographs with right or left
tone arm.
£l

Market

Pacent engineered throughout. Scientifically designed, excellent materials, perfect workmanship.

is

Don't

Wide

Open

It!

Miss

ERE's a piece of radio phonograph merchandise that
appeals instantly to everyone — that everyone can afford
to own — that has larger sales than all other pick'ups
combined. It's the Pacent Phonovox.
First in the field it is still, far and away, the leader in tone
quality, attractiveness of appearance and in its sound engineering and workmanship that characterizes every Pacent product.
Get your full share ot this profitable pick-up business by hand'
ling the best. Its attractive business builds customers and acts as
a splendid sales stimulant for records.
QJance at its outstanding features listed at the left.
Get full information and samples today.
PACENT
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,
Inc.
91 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Manufacturing Licensee for Qt. Britain and Ireland: Igranic Electric Company, Bedford, Eng.
'

Whole

H

A

a tube
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There

is no

finer

Phonograph
than

Electric

Motor

this

Induction type — no brushes,
no sparking, long wearing.
Absolutely

silent

Spring suspended shock proof turntable, felt cone
friction drive, oversized burnished ball bearings —
these are a few of the features that make it the
quietest phonograph power plant on the market.

Electrovox

WITH

TURNTABLE

<cjKere9s Electric
Phonograph
Reproduction
at its $^^.00
Best

at

a

cost

of . .

75
T.he pacent electrovox is a complete electric
phonograph — when coupled with a radio set! A
genuine equivalent in tone and volume of the finest
electrical record rendition in the most expensive
instruments. Beautifully finished cabinet, electrically
operated, easy to install — nothing to get out of
order. A great value and a fast seller. List $75.00.
Write or see your jobber today about these
well known profitable Tacent accessories.
PACENT

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

Inc.

91 Seventh Avenue
«
,
»
New York City
Manufacturing Licensee for Qt. Britain and Ireland:
Igranic Electric Company, Bedford, Eng.
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There's
Big

Market
for these

Bodine

Units

Bodine Television Motors
The rapidly increasing interest in television has
created a demand by experimenters for a special
motor for driving television scanning discs.
Bodine Television Motors are designed especially
to meet these requirements. Unusual stability
of speed is assured, and yet with a suitable
rheostat the speed may be varied 25 per cent
above or below the synchronizing speed. These
motors are made for 18, 20 and 24-inch discs at
all standard speeds from 900 to 1800 R. P. M. A
special winding permits the motor to be run
either as an alternating of direct current motor.

Bodine Type RC-IO
Electric Turntable
An electrically driven turntable that absolutely
cannot create sputtering noises in the loudspeaker. The motor is of the induction type,
having no commutator or brushes to spark and
cause interference. An easily adjusted governor
maintains the exact record speed regardless of
line voltage fluctuations and also permits the
speed to be varied according to individual taste.
absorb any vibration. Easily
Spring supports
installed,—
there are no belt or other connections
to be made. For 110 volt, 60 cycle operation only.

Bodine
DeLuxe
Loop
The Bodine DeLuxe Loop,
because ofrectional
its pronounced
dicharacteristics will
greatly increase the selectivity of any superheterodyne or T. R. F. receiver.
With a slight change in wiring it can be used to the
same advantage on _ other
sets. Very effective in congested broadcasting districts.
Also ideal for apartments.
Its beautiful design and
finish will harmonize with
any furnishings.
Mail

the Coupon

Today!

COMPANY
BODINE ELECTRIC ago,
111.
2270 W. Ohio St, Chic
es on items
pric
and
ion
Send
ked. informat
chec

e RC-10 Electric Turntable
□ Bodrne Typ
Television Motors
□ Bodine DeLu
xe Loop
□ Bodine
Name
Address
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Orchestrope
With

Popular

Country

Clubs

Club Organized Under Auspices of
Wakem & Whipple, Inc., Distributor for
the Kolster Radio Line in Chicago

Tippecanoe Lake Country Club Installs Instrument Made by Capehart Automatic
Phonograph Corp.

The Kolster Radio Club of Chicago, organized
under the auspices of Wakem & Whipple, Inc.,
the Kolster distributor for the Chicago territory, held its first organization meeting Friday
evening, September 14, at the Lake Shore
Athletic Club of Chicago. Franchised Kolster
dealers from every section of Chicago, as well
as other cities and towns in the several counties covered by Wakem & Whipple, Inc., were
present, and the enthusiasm and good fellowship and get-together spirit evidenced by these
Kolster dealers in this first meeting of their
new organization, augur well for the success of
their club.
The meeting was called to order promptly
after dinner. The session was presided over by
Roy A. Whipple, president of Wakem &
Whipple, Inc., who acted as toastmaster. Mr.
Whipple outlined the idea behind the founding
of this Chicago Kolster Club, which will be
similar in purpose and in operation to the Kolster Radio Clubs now operating in St. Louis,
Kansas City, and other large metropolitan centers throughout the National Kolster territory.
Jack Reilly, Kolster district manager for the
Chicago territory, brought to the meeting the
story of what Kolster means to the dealer and
to the radio industry, sketching the varied
activities of the Kolster Radio Corp., its merchandising and its manufacturing. E. C. O'Connor, sales manager of Wakem & Whipple, Inc.,
told the story of what Kolster is doing in its
advertising program, stressing the tremendous
publicity and advertising campaign behind Kolster this year. R. M. Gray, Kolster special
representative from Michigan, spoke briefly on

Country and golf club secretaries and managers will be pleased to learn of one item they
can buy for their members, which from experience has proven to be a popular purchase
to all members. Such is the experience of J. E.
Armstrong, secretary-treasurer of the famous

his personal experiences on the. dealers' reaction to the Kolster story, and Mr. Rahn, of the
Commercial Credit Trust, outlined the Kolster
Finance Plan.
These talks were followed by an election of
officers and the balloting resulted in the following Kolster dealers being elected: Ray
York, of the O. R. Martin Co., chairman; Wm.
Kirschbaum, of the Cicero Battery Co., vicechairman; Carlton Kaumeyer, of Chickering
Studios, Evanston, chairman of the board.
Other members of the board are Carl Anderson, of Anderson Piano Co., Chicago; A.
Abrahms, of Stony Auto & Radio Co., Chicago;
Roy Yoeman, of Roy's, Waukegan; Fred
Manau, of Manau Electric Shop, Evanston;
Eddie Brayack, of Gary Radio Co., Gary, Ind.;
E. M. Harnish, of E. M. Harnish & Bro., Freeport; H. N. Smith, of Wakem & Whipple, Inc.,
secretary; Thos. W. Hughes, of Edgewater
Electric Co., treasurer.
In the absence of H. H. Frost, vice-president
of the Kolster Radio Corp., who was to speak
at the dinner but was unavoidably detained in
the East, Mr. Reilly read a congratulatory telegram from Mr. Frost to the assembled dealers
and conveyed to them the Kolster Corp.'s best
wishes
monthly. for success. Meetings will be held
A.

Thallmayer

Dead

A. Thallmayer who had been connected with
the talking machine business for fifteen years,
specializing in foreign language records, died at
M oravia, Cal., last month. Mr. Thallmayer had
been connected with the Columbia Phonograph
Co. during practically his entire connection with
the industry, except for a period with the Okeh
organization. He was given a leave of absence
several months ago because of his ill health.
The deceased was forty-five years of age and
many friends in the trade throughout the country mourn his death.

Orchestrope at Tippecanoe Club
Tippecanoe Lake Country Club of Leesburg,
Ind., which recently installed one of the new
Capehart Orchestropes for its club dances, private parties, etc., and in the words of Mr. Armstrong to the Capehart factory, "Our members
are simply delighted with the Orchestrope and
its purchase is proving one of the most popular
weThe
havelastever
twomade."
weeks in August have seen the
Orchestrope demonstrated in hundreds of country and golf clubs throughout the country as
the result of a national campaign of demonstrations in country clubs and golf clubs sponsored by the Capehart Automatic Phonograph
Corp., of Huntington, Ind.
Damrosch
Concerts

Outlines
for

Schools

A series of forty-eight concerts for school
children, graded into four groups, has been prepared by Walter Damrosch, and the first concert will take place on October 26. Two concerts, with explanations by Dr. Damrosch, will
be broadcast each Friday morning, one at 11
o'clock and the other at 11.30 o'clock. The
concerts will be graded according to the mental
development of children and young people from
the third grade of public school through high
school and college.
Each concert will be supplemented with a
series of ten questions and answers which will
be used by the teachers to test the children as
to what they have learned. The series will
be broadcast over a wide network of stations
of the National Broadcasting Company.
A. J. Foute

Joins

United

Air

the
Gleaner

Co.

F. F. Paul, general sales manager of the
United Air Cleaner Co., Chicago, manufacturer of United phonograph motors and electric pick-ups, recently announced that A. J.
Foute had joined the sales force of the company. Mr. Foute was formerly with the Okeh
Phonograph Corp. of Illinois. He has been
active in the phonograph motor field for eleven
years, and originally started in the talking machine business with the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. Mr. Foute is now contacting
phonograph manufacturers in the interest of
United Air Cleaner products which are steadily
increasing in popularity.
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CeCo

ally
the

Line

~i — Because there are no finer
clearer, more generally satisfactory radio rubes in the world than
CeCo. They make possible an improvement in tone quality, sensitivity
and all-round set performance that is
remarkable. Thousands of dealers use
them in demonstrating sets.
J -There is a CeCo Tube for every
possible radio need. They include tubes for A.C. Sets, battery-operated sets, and full wave and half wave
rectifiers — detectors, amplifiers, power
amplifiers, screen grid tubes and special
purpose tubes of every description.

O—
^
with
tube

They are priced right. The Ceco
price range compares favorably
any other standard, high grade
prices in the country.

4— CeCo Tubes sell. There are millions inuse. They are advertised
nationally in magazines and in newspapers, and over the air. The CeCo
message is being broadcast in an interesting and unusual broadcast program over 18 Stations of the Columbia
Chain reaching many millions. When
demonstrated they sell themselves.

f^l
1^

^—-CeCo Tubes make friends, new
and satisfied customers — and valuable prospects for other and higher
priced merchandise.

or

for

A

dealer

unique

lars and information if you are not'
now handling CeCo Tubes. If you
are handling CeCo Tubes, write us for
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Listen to the broadcasting of CeCo
Couriers over the Columbia Chain —
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18 Stations — on the air every Mon-
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demand

business-bringing dealer helps," printed
matter, window and counter displays,
etc.
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Dealers will find the attractive profitmaking CeCo trade proposition will
interest them. Write for full particu-
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E.

Lemmon

With

Kellogg

Is Assistant to H. C. McCluskey, Comptroller and Asst. Treasurer — Is Developing Factory Group System
George E. Lemmon recently joined the staff
of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago, radio manufacturer, and is assistant to

A completely remodeled store, featured by
the installation of four artfully decorated demonstration rooms, now accommodates visitors to
the Sun Radio, Inc., 110 East Market, Akron.
The Windsor-Poling Co., Akron, has completed alterations to its store to permit larger
display of radio, musical merchandise, sheet
music and talking machines and records. John
Mintz has been named head of the service department of this store.
Increased display space has been allotted
radio and accessories at the music store of the
George S. Dales Co., Akron.
A.

K.
in

Dealers
Green

Meet
Bay,

Wis.

Fourth Annual Convention Sponsored by
Morley-Murphy Co. at Bay Beach Park
Green Bay, Wis., October 5.— About 150 Atwater Kent radio dealers from all sections of
northeastern Wisconsin, including the southern
shore of Lake Superior, attended the fourth annual convention of the Morley-Murphy Co., at
Bay Beach Park, where all the Park facilities
were available to
the dealers present.

George E. Lemmon
H. C. McCluskey, assistant treasurer and
comptroller of the company. Mr. Lemmon
-.pent three years with the Nash Motor Car
Co., Kenosha, Wis., before joining the Kellogg
organization, and at the Nash plant he was in
charge of cost, payroll and factory accounting.
Mr. Lemmon helped to develop the group system at that plant which increased the earnings
of the workmen and increased the production
of the company, at the same time decreasing
production costs. He is engaged in the same
type of work at the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co.'s headquarters in Chicago.
Trade

Activities

Akron-Canton

in
Area

Akron-Canton, O., October 5.— With improvement in general in business in the AkronCanton area, radio and talking machine sales
have gained substantially the past month.
With Graham McNamee in person on hand,
the third annual Akron Radio Show was held
in Akron Armory, September 19 to 22, the most
successful ever held in this section.
The Akron and Summit County Radio Dealers' Association held a meeting October 1, when
E. R. Bevington, of the North American Radio
Sales Co., of Cleveland, spoke on "Radio Merchandising."
Canton's Annual Radio Show will be held
this year starting Sunday, October 6, and continuing three days. Indications are that this
will be the most successful show yet held.
The W. A. Dine Music Store, Barberton, O.,
has added radio, it is announced. This store
is installing radio demonstration rooms, and
will feature Sparton and Apex lines.
Management of the radio department at the
department store of the C. H. Yeager Co.,
Akron, O., has been given to Clarence J. Paget.
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Arborphone
Results

in

Demand
Expansion

Demand for New AC Sets Results in Plant
Addition by the Arborphone Division
of the Consolidated Radio Corp.
The Arborphone Division of Consolidated
Radio Corp. reports an encouraging record of
progress. So great has been the demand for
its recently announced Model 55 AC series with
the Loftin-White circuit, and the new lowpriced Model 45 AC series, that it has been
forced to enlarge its production facilities.
As a result of this increased demand, a newplant has recently been added in Ann Arbor,
Mich., where this company is operating two
other large plants. The new brick plant contains 40,000 square feet of floor space, which
has already been equipped for the production
of 1,000 radio sets per day. The purchasing,
engineering and experimental departments will
occupy the ground floor, while the executive
officers office
occupy building,
an entireas floor
in Ann Arbor's
largest
heretofore.
Arborphone officials state that they will main-

A large merchandising display was
prepared for the
dealers. Following
the noon luncheon
the business session
opened at one-thirty
o'clock, with W. E.
Bodart, of the Morley-M u r p h y Co.,
presiding. The
speakers at the business session included Charles
Additional Plant of Arborphone Division, Consolidated Radio Corp.
W e i s e r, assistant
district manager of the Chicago territory; Zeke
tain the present Arborphone plant for radio
contract work, and that the new plant will be
Coleman, representing the Red Lion Cabinet
used exclusively for the production of the new
Co.; George Phillips, representing the Pooley
Model 55 and 45 series mentioned above.
Co., and R." E. Smiley, assistant sales manager
of the Atwater Kent Co. On the banquet proNational advertising on a large scale was recently started and the Arborphone line is begram, Judge Henry Graas spoke on "Opportucoming steadily more popular.
nities for a Man in America." There was community singing, and Christy Bangert's Troubadours played during the banquet. Later in the
evening the delegates enjoyed dancing in the
Redell
Represents
east pavilion at the park.
Variety
Braid

Electric

Adds

to

Co.

Territory

Nashville, Tenn., October 4. — Announcement
was recently made by the Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co. that the Braid Electric Co., Atwater Kent
distributor in this territory for the past six
years, has taken over the distribution of Atwater Kent products for Memphis and adjacent
territory. The Braid organization is entering
its fiftieth year as a distributor of quality electrical specialties and in the new warehouse
which has been established at 505 South Main
street, Memphis, Tenn., it will specialize on
Atwater Kent radio products, Eveready batteries and similar high-grade radio accessories. No
electrical supplies will be carried at this point.
D. E. Russell and E. E. Hyde, who have been
connected with the Braid Co. for a long time,
have established headquarters at Memphis. W.
W. Gambill, Sr., is president of the company
and W. W. Gambill, Jr., is secretary and sales
manager, and their progressive methods have
resulted in a substantial success.

of

Lines

John M. Redell, manufacturers' representative, located at 360 North Michigan avenue,
Chicago, recently announced the names of a
number of different radio manufacturers which
his organization represents in the Middle West,
including Acme Electric & Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
O., sets and power supplies; Alvon Radio Laboratories; Chicago, custom-built portable radio
receiver; Benwood-Linze Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
rectifiers; Ford Radio & Mica Co., Philadelphia,
Pa., transformers; Gardner & Hepburn, Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pa., condensers; F. A. Hinners &
Co., New York City, loud speakers; ilnsuline
Corp. of America, New York City, television
kits, voltage controls; I. A. Lund Corp., Chicago, cabinets; Molded Wood Products, Inc.,
Chicago, loud speakers and units; National
Tube Mfrs., Inc., Cleveland, O., Royal tubes;
Western Coil & Electric Co., Racine, Wis.,
sets; and Honold Mfg. Co., Sheboygan, Wis.,
windshield "no-glare" visor for automobiles.
George A. Jensen, music-radio dealer of Reedley, Cal., has moved to new and larger quarters
at Eleventh and G streets.

Write VAN VEEN
VEEN &. COMPANY,
Inc.,
:-:
:-:BOOTHS
313-315 East
PROOF
SOUNDVAN

"dE^?^
31st
Street, New i^RE
York City
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All About

Berkey
Radio

& Gay

Furniture

For full particulars write,
wire or phone the Radio
Allied Manufacturers
Corporation, 13^0 Souih
Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Illinois — Radio Furniture
Sales Division of the Berkey
4 Gay Furniture Company

Dominate

the

With

Greatest

The

the
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Sayre

M.

Ramsdell

Sees

1928

as

Lyon

Biggest
Year
in Radio's
History
Philco Sales Promotion Manager Points to Radio as Eliminating Sectional Barriers
and Americanizing the Foreign-born — Gives Reasons for Record-Year Belief
Philadelphia, Pa., October 6. — As a great crusading force battering down sectional barriers
and Americanizing foreign sections of the population of the United States, radio was pointed
to by Sayre M. Ramsdell, manager sales promotion of the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.,
as a power comparable to the American public
school system.
Interviewed following his return from an
18,000-mile trip to most of the leading cities
in the United States, Canada and Old Mexico,
Mr. Ramsdell, as an official of the Philco outfit,
makers of the Philco all-electric radio set, gave
reasons why manufacturers look to 1928 as the
greatest year in radio history. He surveyed the
attitude of the American public toward radio
and particular desires of particular sections of
the country as regards radio sets.
"What the public wants mostly to-day in
radio," said Mr. Ramsdell, "is an end of over
the counter purchases of radio sets. They have
arrived at the critical stage when a demonstration of the set's ability — and not the promise
of some clerk — is necessary before they will be
satisfied. Secondly, they have passed the stage
when they will accept poor-appearing radio furniture. The set must fit into the room, and in
many cases there is a great demand for color
to match the decorations of the room where
the radio is to be used. The old days of many
wires around a set are gone. That's just another
reason why the electrical set is doing much toward making this the greatest radio year in
history."
With radio definitely established
standing importance in American
Mr. Ramsdell sees the time ripe for
as to what this new force means in
of American development.

as of outfamily life
a check-up
the history

"It has done more toward educating the public than anything that has ever happened in
our development," he continued. "It has
knocked down sectional barriers and has done
more toward Americanizing the foreign population of this country than all the books that
have been written along this line. It has broken
down inhibitions and has established itself as
a rival of the public school in spreading education, in attractive form, into the farthest corners of the country."

Asked why he considers 1928 the biggest
year in the history of radio Mr. Ramsdell declared that two reasons are outstanding among
many others that may be offered. "Political
year, which increases radio fans in every State
of the Union, and an increased interest in Fall
sports broadcasts, due to
the increase in sectional
football contests, both make
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&
Healy
Feature Zenith Automatic

Merits of the Automatic Tuning System
Conveyed by Ribbons Leading From
Buttons to Miniature Stations
A most interesting and striking window trim
was used recently by Lyon & Healy, Chicago,
for the display of the new Zenith automatic
tuning models, as shown by the illustration.
Nine miniature broadcasting stations were connected to the automatic levers of the Model

for a record year," he said.
"California is coming East
to play Pennsylvania, Missouri is playing New York
and the Methodist College
in Texas is coming East for
a game. The broadcasts of
these events will be listened to by scores of thousands. Electrical sets,
which make radio reception
easier and make the appearance of radio sets in a room
more attractive, also have
added to the huge numbers
of Mr.
radio Ramsdell's
fans."
trip,
made
in the interest of
Attractive Zenith Display at Lyon & Healy Store
the new Philco set, began at Atlantic City the 39A by silk ribbons, conveying the fact that nine
different stations throughout the country were
last week in May and ended this month. With
Robert F. Herr, service engineer, and Harry B. at instant command at a touch of the buttons.
Brown, merchandising counsel, he traveled by
Rich, deep, fuchsia velvet drapes and a beautiful
train, boat and airplane to the leading cities.
wax figure model completed the simple but
beautiful layout.
Fada

Engineer
Fine

Reports

Radio

Reception

L. M. Clement, chief engineer for Fada Radio,
upon his return to New York from a Far Western trip, reported that radio reception on the
West Coast is exceptionally good. Mr. Clement
kept in touch with his laboratory at headquarters by using a low-wave set and receiving
nightly reports from A. A. Leonard.
"Los Angeles stations come in practically as
clearly as locals after 5 p. m., for listeners in
such localities at Pendleton, Ore., said Mr. Clement. "Daytime reception is wonderful, too, for
distances usually regarded as DX."

Kellogg

Demand

Rochester, N. Y., October 4. — Henry J. Rowerdink, distributor of Kellogg radio products,
made by the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co., states that the line is receiving an enthusiastic welcome from the trade. Mac Harlan,
advertising manager for the Kellogg organization, recently visited Mr. Rowerdink and discussed Kellogg advertising for the coming
season. Dealers throughout the large territory
covered by this aggressive jobber are featuring
the Kellogg radio line and report that sales
are maintaining a satisfactory volume and the
outlook is bright.

PRESENTS
NEW

in Good

THREE

MODELS

No. 95. Equipment same as No.
50 Beautiful
genuine
burl Supwalnut finish.
electric plied
motor.
only with
No. 51. Consolette. Genuine burl walnut finish. Two spring motor plays six
selections with one winding. Latest type
tone arm and reproducer. Large amplifying chamber assures great volume and
fidelity of tone.
Write for Descriptive Bulletin Covering
Our Complete Line of Radio Cabinets and
Phonograph*.

No. 50. Combination Radio Phonograph.
Beautiful Genuine burl walnut cabinet.
Phonograph equipped with electric pick-up
and Peerless speaker. Radio panel opening 7"xl8". Ample space for radio power
supply
records.motor.
Furnished with either
electric and
or spring

Excel

Phonograph
Manufacturing
402-414 West Erie St., Chicago, Illinois

Co.
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SELLING

VASTER

*

list

THAM.

EVER

hr

We
make
this Phono
Link in special finishes
and
designs
for equipment users.

The 1929 Phono-Link is also
available in attractive goldplated finish . . . list price
only $8.50 . . . same liberal
profit margin for Jobbers and
Dealers.

Never before has any product made such a "hit" with the trade as
Phono-Link. It's one of those few "natural sellers," on which
Dealers and Jobbers gain immediate sales, without effort and at
minimum selling cost. To show it is to sell it!
Now selling faster than ever . . . because the 1929 features
of Phono-Link have caught the further fancy of the trade. Sturdy
construction, greater volume, beautiful double nickel-plated finish
. . . available at the same low price, in two models . . . one for
use through the detector tube, the other for use with the plug-in
jacket with which most sets are now equipped.
Phono-Link is the easiest thing in the world to attach and
operate. It is complete and ready to link ANY phonograph with
ANY radio . . . giving true electrical reproduction of the finest
kind. And you don't even have to remove a tube to change from
radio to phonograph or back to radio.
The market is already created. Every one of your customers
who has bought a radio, or a phonograph, is an immediate prospect.
A telephone call will often make the sale. Take these profits . . .
wire or write your nearest Jobber for merchandising plan and
samples . ...
or address us direct for free catalog and Jobber's
. today!

EXCLUSIVE

SELL
PROFIT

NOW

...

AS

ALL
THE

BIG

EX
SELLING

Built-in, long air
column horn . . .
more volume,
fuller rounded
tone. A feature
of the Allen No.

The finest reproducer
ever to grace a portable— perfect performance. A feature of the
Allen No. 6.

6. ^

I

An

instrument

in true

tonal

that

quality,

sical range and
Equipped
Horn,
and

four

EAT

EST

POSTAKLF

noiseless

that plays three
records.

to

Genuine

excellence,

exclusive
tures!

lilt

mu-

Reproducer,

running,

Allen

k

extreme

long air column

superior

Motor

alone

full, rich volume.

with

even

stands

selling

plus
fea-

F

E

ATI]

RES

PORTABLES
SEASON

COMES

INTO

ITS

OWN

and Jobbers tell us that the ready
DEALERS
sales and rapid turnover they now enjoy
^^vith Allen Portables
exclusive features.

are directly due

to

It's a pleasure to sell products which have points
of actual superiority over anything on the
market ... a motor which plays 3 to 4 records
with

one winding . . . the world's finest reproducer . . . long air column horn . . . cushioned

top of velvety padding . . . outstanding beauty
of design . . . fuller, rounder, deeper volume,
with

exquisite tone

quality!

Allen features all are these . . . and more . . .
C2
call your nearest Allen Distributor today for
amples

and

or write

special merchandising

direct for complete

helps . . .

catalog and

local

Jobber's address. The big selling season is here
and our Distributors are ready to give you immediate service!

ALLEN-HOUGH

MANUFACTURING

Racine
FACTORIES — RACINE

and

COMPANY

Wisconsin
YORK
NEW

THE ALLEN
PORTABLE
No. 5
The most popular
portable on the
American market.
Now priced even
more favorably to
increase your sales
volume.

THE

ALLEN

PORTABLE

No.

20.

Imagine a portable in this price class
with a long air column horn, a padded
top, a ducoed record album and motor
board — That's the Allen 20 — a sure
seller in a big ivay!

The market is created for
you by consistent advertising in THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST reaching
over 3,000,000 homes!
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Jensen
6 Cabinet

In size and appearance the new
Model 6 Jensen Cabinet is ideally
suited for use in the most artistically furnished living room or
music room.
Jensen Dynamic Speakers are made
in types to operate with 110 volt
A. C. house current, 6 volt storage
battery, "A" eliminator or trickle
charger, 110 volt D. Chouse current
and 90 to 180 volt D. C. current as
provided by many of the late model
radio sets. The sensitivity of the
instruments is the same in any case.

J ensen

Dynamics

Will

SHREWD
when

Build

that

know
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they

Sales

sound

best.

creasing their set sales and
every
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For
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as the
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eiben
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scale which

accounts

vast

for the

public

quality.
And
the Jen
newsen
distinctone
e lor
preferenc
^$£~JF"$i
J&$^^y
tive cabinets in which Jensen units are enclosed is
the final feature
Jensen Dynamic Speaker
Units may be quickly and
easily installed in radio
or phonograph console
cabinets. They may be
operated with the same
current supply as used
for the radio receiver or
electric phonograph.
Prices for the Units for
console cab inct installation range from
$40.00 to $55.00,

nets sell better
All types
ready
and

which

clinches

too when

of Jensen

for delivery

manufacturers

sales. Console

they are Jensen

Dynamic

to the

are invited

lars and an immediate
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equipped.
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trade.
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Dealers,

are

now

jobbers

to write for particuof supply.

Jensen
Radio
Manufacturing
Co.
338 N. Kedzie Avenue. CHICAGO, ILL.
212 9th Street, OAKLAND, CALIF.
JENSEN
Licensed
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Money-Making
for

dible as well as visual by an instrument strik41
ing two notes of music. A recent letter received
by the Columbia Co. had on the envelope in
addition to the name and address two notes

Suggestions

Ambitious

Merchants

Record Attendance at Radio World's Fair Indicates Banner Season — Musical Season
Opening Means Opportunity — Use Election Night Returns as Sales Argument —
The Trade-Mark's Value — Give Each Department
the Attention It Merits
Statisticians have been making predictions
during the past few months that the coming
season of 1928-29 from the radio industry's
point of view will be a record-breaking one.
Anyone feeling that these estimates were of
too optimistic a tinge should have visited the
Radio World's Fair at Madison Square Garden,
New York City, during the latter part of last
month, and be convinced. Officials in charge
of the exposition stated that the attendance
during the week reached the stupendous figure
of 290,700, and bear in mind that it cost
seventy-five cents in the afternoon and one
dollar in the evening to view the new models.
No demonstrations were permitted at the show,
yet day after day and night after night the public poured into the vast arena and exhibited
high enthusiasm and interest. To see these
crowds would convince any "Doubting Thomas"
and it is safe to surmise that the feeling of
the public in other cities and towns is similar
to that exhibited in New York City. While
it is true that this vast potential market is waiting to purchase radio receivers, dealers cannot
afford to depend upon this interest. Competition this season will be keen. The number of
large and financially powerful manufacturers
who have sets on the market is great, and to
secure his share of business the dealer must
back up the efforts of the manufacturer he
represents with a well-planned campaign of his
own to bring the customer to his store and
explain the merits of the merchandise which he
carries. To delay too long might prove unprofitable. Start now to secure your share.
The

Season

Is On

During the coming month or two, with the
operatic season opening and the concert platforms throughout the country being occupied
practically every evening, the music dealer has
additional means of stimulating his record sales,
for practically every operatic and concert singer
of note is a recording artist. It is an everpresent source of surprise to find the lack of
interest which exists among a great many
dealers regarding the sales possibilities of the
better class of records. Many feel that the
market is limited. Yet a shop which opened in
New York City some six months ago and specializes in this type of recorded music sells,
daily, records totaling several hundreds of dollars. Take an interest in the musical happenings in your town or the vicinity of the city in
which you are located. Co-operate with the
local music managers, and when an appearance
of an artist whose records you carry is
scheduled, inform your customers of the coming concert or recital. Mention, of course, that
permanent recordings of the selections are
available at your store, and see if the expense
and effort expended is not more than well
repaid. The public's interest in music is growing every year, and their interest is being directed toward the higher forms of music, so
cash in on it. Don't neglect to stock and sell
the popular records, but, on the other hand,
don't overlook the other side of the market.
Election

Returns

If up to the present time you have failed to
take advantage of the interest in the presidential campaign, which interest is expected to
bring between 35,000,000 and 40,000,000 voters
to the polls on November 6, why not do so
now? No event that has yet been broadcast
can compare in interest with the returns of the
popular vote which will be put on the air by
broadcasting stations on the night of the elec-

tion. Have you written to your customers
prospects seeking to sell the new models,
informing them that the radio will bring
first news of the way the different States

and
and
the
are

voting? If you haven't, do it now. Larg^e
photographs of candidates Herbert Hoover and
Alfred E. Smith are easily available. Why not
use them in a window display with a suitable
printed placard explaining the use to which
radio is being put in the campaign, and inquiring if passers-by have a radio set at home to
hear the earliest returns? Public interest in
this presidential election is at fever heat, and
the dealer who is failing to turn this interest
into dollars and cents is overlooking a most
unusual opportunity.
Your

Trade-Mark

"It pays to advertise" is an old adage and a
true one, but it doubly pays if in your advertising acertain consistency is shown until the
very appearance of your ad informs the reader
of your establishment before he even reads the
name. It is to achieve this result that large
establishments spend literally millions of dollars in popularizing their products by means of
distinctive trade-marks and slogans, so that the
mention of one or the sight of the other immediately associates the product with the catchphrase in the mind of the prospective customer.
The retail dealer has not the facilities to impress his merchandise in the manner that is
used by the larger concerns but he can use a
uniformity of design in his advertisements and
ether publicity matter that if featured for a
lengthy enough period is certain to be fruitful
of results. An interesting example of the manner in which a trade-mark can be impressed
upon the mind of one of the public was recently experienced by the Columbia Phonograph
Co., which for a great number of years has
used two notes of music as its trade-mark.
When the Columbia series of radio broadcasts
was first started the trade-mark was made au-

of music
the company's
mark on therepresenting
envelope. Adopt
a slogan for tradeyour
store if possible, and use it in every bit of
direct-mail literature and in your advertisements. You'll find it pays dividends in greatly
increasing the prestige of your store.
Departmentalixe
For some time past it has been evident that
the store carrying talking machines can no
longer be classed as that of a talking machine
dealer. The tendency for some years has been
to round out the lines of merchandise carried
so that at the present time it can truly be
said that the average dealer is conducting a
department store of musical instruments. With
a variety of lines of radio products, talking
machines, band and orchestral instruments, musical merchandise, records and sheet music
composing the dealer's stock a carefully
planned campaign should be put into effect if
each department is to be given proper attention and be made to yield the profits that should
result. Too frequently one line of merchandise
is neglected to the detriment of another department, and all the sales efforts are placed behind the favored line. If an instrument is
worthy of being carried it should produce
profits for the dealer, but it is too much to
expect the instrument to sell itself without the
proper presentation by the sales staff. As each
department is charged its proportionate share
of the store's expenses, such as light, rent, etc.,
so, too, should each department have its share
in the expenditures for advertising, display and
other mediums used for building sales.
Victor

Quarterly

Dividends

The board of directors of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., have declared the following
quarterly dividends to stockholders of record at
the close of business on October 1, 1928: $1.75
per share on preferred stock (69 shares old
stock outstanding), payable October 15. $1.75
per share on 7 per cent cumulative prior preference stock, payable November 1. $1.50 per
share on 6 per cent cumulative convertible preferred stock, payable November 1. $1 per share
on common stock, payable November 1.

S

SPLITDORF'
Amazing
New
Development
BROADCASTS
SALES
and PROFITS
14 TIMES

MORE

POWER
FROM
"250" TUBES

THESE

TWO

than was ever before available from
the conventional radio set using a

The Twofold Result is
volume and tonal quality far overshadowing
all radio achievements of the past. Even one
single "171" tube.
In the senior models — COMO and
of these powerful "250s" gives 7 times more
power — and tonal clarity in proportion — than
SALEM — the Splitdorf Radio
the generally used "171" tube. Four other
Corporation has incorporated two
tube.
"250"pioneer
one this
each carrywhat
models
Splitdorf
for yourself
Figure out
"250" heavy duty tubes and a
mean
Splitdorf engineering achievement will
double dynamic loud speaker.
to Splitdorf dealers in sales volume.
The secret of merchandising success is to feature
buying public wants the most — and which 3
what
nobodytheelse supplies.
and trade
terms.
Wide
Writetailsfor
deThe "250" TUBE IS IT
to $850.
ers from $135
range of receivSPLITDORF

RADIO

SPLITDORF RADIO CORPORATION, Subsidiary Splitdorf-Betileliem Electrical Co., 'NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Profit

Wtanfqg

Sales

Wrinkles

Park Hill Radio Shop Tells Prospects of Outstanding Broadcasts by Postcards— Unusual Business Cards Used by Salesmen— Home Demonstration Used by Will A
Watkin With Success— Sell Your Former Customers— Radio's Varied Uses
The manner in which a radio dealer can tie
up with current events of wide interest is illustrated by the merchandising activities constantly
being carried on by the Park Hill Radio Shop,
of 458 South Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y. This
dealer sends out a stream of mimeographed postcards calling attention to coming radio broadcasts, and has found that they help immensely
in swelling the sales volume. For instance, some
time prior to the Tunney-Heeney fight the owners of the names on the shop's mailing list received the following communication:

"It's a Knockout!"
No matter who wins the coming Tunney-Heeney championship
contestthatto the
be staged
on Julyof26,Fada
it's and
a goodAtwater
thin*
to
remember
combination
Kent radio quality and Park Hill radio service is un-

York, October, 1928

housewife and introducing the subject of a new
model receiver. In most cases it will undoubtedly be found that the customer will be the one
to introduce the subject, in which case the work
of the salesman should be comparatively easy.
In any case, too much eagerness to resell
should not be shown lest the amount demanded
as the trade-in value of the old set be out of
proportion to the amount which the dealer can
realize upon it. Try out this method of increasing the business and if the past relations
of the Store and the customer have been On a
friendly basis a satisfactorily large number of
saJes should result

beatable. New Markets
„Be sure and have your radio in good condition for
the coming big events; a complete examination of any A recent editorial in the New York Times
radio for only $1.
stated that a foreign news dispatch mentioned
Until our present supply is exhausted, you may have a .« f .
„
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paign to put a radio receiver in every business
Millionsheard
of people throughout the United States and man's office, and Stated he felt that soon proEurope
and enjoyed the wonderfully vivid word grams woujd fce
Qn tfae ^ jn th<J d time
picture of the Tunney-Heeney fight over the radio. In fact, .
especially directed to the business man. Beevent attribute
great tosports
this part
the promoters
.their cause
financial
loss inof great
Radio
the home is the primary and logical marOn August 11 and August 22, respectively, the nominees ket for radj0 there is no reason to halt there,
of the two great political parties will broadcast their
speeches of acceptance over a hook-up of more than
EXtfa PfOSltS
ninety stations.
If you have no radio or one of an obsolete type, and There are occasions when articles of merwould like to learn how good a modern radio can be, ,
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, a free
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cnandise other than musical instruments or acjust
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the
products sold by the dealer, can be taken
on by the music dealer without changing the
UnUSUal CardS
character of the store and be made to produce
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of

their

velvet-like

tone,

free from

micro-

phonic noises, Televocal

Quality

Tubes

assure bet-

ter profit. Once
I
fans try them, they
always
Made
I

buy

them.

in all stand-

ard types.

Write for full
description and
prices

Televocal
Corporation
Televocal Building
Dept. G-5 • 588 12th St.
West New York, N. J.

THevpfcal
I &Hgl[fti Tubes

The salesmen of the Will A. Watkin Co., of
Dallas, Tex., use an unusual business card in
transactions with customers and prospects. It
is double the size of the usual business card,
one side bearing the name and address of the
firm and the name of the salesman, with a blank
space above; the reverse side lists the complete
line of merchandise carried by the music house,
which includes a wide variety of radio receivers,
pianos, phonographs and records. The blank
space above the firm's name can be used for a
notation by the salesman.

a nice profit. The recent book "Two Black
Crows in the A. E. F." is typical. The fame
of Moran & Mack, the "Two Black Crows,"
through Columbia records and their frequent
broadcasts has made them known to every
music and radio dealer and to millions of the
public. Many dealers have secured copies
from the publisher and are building up their
volume of sales through them. A recent disP>ay at Landay Hall, New York City, devoted
Quite some space in the foreground of the window t0 this volume.
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Sales Demonstration
Approval
Will A. Watkin
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country was published in these
Dear sirs:
same list with a few additions
I desire a demonstration in my home ot the Kadiola,
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me to be by
It will Itplease
price $
Model tonight
home
evening.
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Song
nie that if the Radiola operates successfully I will settle
for same, either by paying cash or your usual terms.
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"Sonny Boy"
"Pals, Just Pals"
"Love" (All I Want Is
Love)
"Ramona"
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh!"

SOngS of films
throughout the
columns. The
is herewith ap-

Film
"The Singing Fool"'
"Submarine"
"The Godless Girl"

"Ramona"
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh!"
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. „
;',fa,ziI"
"Neapolitan
lac Time"
adows''
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of Love"
Wings
Wings
'™reT„
„Some Day_Somewhere"
"The Red Dance"Angela Mia"
"Street Angel"
Daughters"
"Dancing
ready replaced the old sets, will be interested "I Loved You Then as I
Now"
..^ You
and "Speedy
operation
withareACreally
housed
cabinets
which
fine furniBoy"
"Speedy"
models
latest
in the in
"Revenge"
"Revenge"
lure, and have the added qualities of improved
"Warming
'
"Out of the
Whylist
, tonal
, check
i_i
i- not
. _f have
_„_
"Sunrise
and Dawn
You"
"Sunrise" Up"
qualities.
andclerks
reception
one
of- your
over the
of pur- ..^^ Ma(W,
,.Mother Machre£.,
chasers of, say, two years ago and prior to
that time. Having secured the list a salesman At this time of the year the leading record
can make personal calls and inquire as to the releases each month are usually from some curinstrument and its operation. If the set has rent musical comedy or the themes of some
given satisfaction the salesman should have no motion picture. Photographs of scenes from
with the the production should be used in displays.
difficulty in securing an audience

Go After Resales
Have you made any effort to resell radio
c from
i
a , setpurely
receiver
you
two customers
or three orwhomorepurchased
years ago.''
some of these purchasers, if they have not al-
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THE

LINE

cDynavnic

COMPLETE.'

and

cAir

Column

SPEAKERS

The

Bloc Type Tone
Chamber
Designed to give accurate reproduction. The tone chamber is an
exponential air column cast in a
solid monolithic bloc of anew light
weight material, "Vocalite" which is
absolutely inert,non-vibrating and unaffected by any climatic conditions. Air
columns 30 to 84 inches.

PERADIO offers a complete line of Speak
rs to meet every requirement — at every price
level.
o, Air column speakers of the successful
Bloc Type in three beautiful Table Models
and one Dynamic Table Model and three
Handsome Cabinet Models equipped
with air columns of various lengths
or with Operadio Dynamic units,
either type with or without
amplifier.
Dealers find
Operadio the greatest
profit
with builder....
unusual
lurnoi

The Westminster
The newest and finest of the Operadio Air
Column Speakers. May be connected to any
set and will handle the output of any standard
amplifier system up to and including the 171
tube. Has a 61 inch air column.
Price, §35

The

W,

$25.00
The
new
Senior
is
last
yfl^p's
most
popular
model,
improved in perf ormance with many refinements
of design and finish. It will deliver satisfactorily
the output of any set up to and including five
and six tube neutrodynes, superheterodynes, etc.
using the 201-A type tubes. Great volume, range
and sensitivity. /The Junior has a 30 inch air
column, Senior a 54 inch air column. The
Junior — 2 colors — §15.00.

Barcelona

Manufacturer
MFG.

St. Charles, Illinois
Greater Chicago District

CO.

or 110 Volt
Operadio 4
be used in
or Dynamic

Obtainable with an 84 in. air column or Dynamic Unit, 6 volt D. C.
D. C. or A. C. [with or without an
or 5 tube amplifier] . Amplifier may
combination with either air column
Units.
Price Range, §80 to §275

— Pacific Coast prices slightly higher

Operadio

Unit
Incorporates
decisive improveDynamic
ments in power reproduction. Manufactured under special Operadio
designs to handle the output of the
largest sets built regardless of the
stages of power amplification used,
without trace of distortion, blasting or
rattling.
6 Volt D. C. §35
110 Volt D. C. §40
110 Volt A. C. §50

The

Price

A very attractive speaker table of Spanish design equipped with a 54 inch air column. A
beautiful cabinet that is also designed to accommodate any standard radio set.
Price, $42.50

OPERADIO

e r .

The

Geneva

A table model Dynamic Speaker, scientifically constructed with a sounding board giving maximum baffle effect. Beautiful in design and finished in rich walnut. Furnished
with dynamic Unit.
6 Volt D. C. §55;
110 Volt D. C. §60
110 Volt A. C. §70

The St. Charles
A beautiful cabinet model Dynamic Speaker
which will handle and give tremendous volume with undistorted tone fidelity. Recommended for sets employing power tubes
or equipped with separate amplifiers using
power tubes.
6 Volt D. C. §70
110 Volt D. C. §80
110 Volt A. C. §90
Sales Department
The

ZINKE

COMPANY

1323-25 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Compare
Them
I
Place an Atlas Plywood Packing Case beside any other type of
phonograph or radio shipping box and you will quickly see why
Atlas Cases are standard with the largest manufacturers.
Compare their appearance, construction, rigidity, weight. Atlas
Cases stand head and shoulders above the crowd on every count.
That the leaders in the industry, manufacturers who years ago
were among the first Atlas Case users, are still shipping in these
efficient, economical containers is one of the best recommendations for Atlas Cases.
Let us show you why they are adapted to your products.

THE WEI GUT - S/l ~VE FREIGHT
ATLAS
PLYWOOD CORPORATION
General Offices
Park Square Building, Boston, Massachusetts
New York Office, 90 West Broadway Chicago Office— 649 McCormack Building
Southern Division (formerly Empire Mlg. Company) — Goldsboro, N. C.
RMA
Plan

Directors
Increase

and
in

2246

Committees
Their

Activities

Meetings Held During Radio World's Fair at Madison Square Garden Develop Increased Services for Members and Distributing and Broadcasting Interests

INCREASED services for RMA manufacturing members, and also for radio distributing
and broadcasting interests, were developed
by the RMA Board of Directors and several
committees at New York during the week of
the Radio World's Fair at Madison Square
Garden. National sales promotion plans of a
broad character, made possible by the financial
and other developments of the RMA, were outlined by the committee, of which Jess B. Hawley, of St. Charles, 111., is chairman. This enterprise includes co-operative institutional sales
development.
Increased use of broadcasting by manufacturers' sponsored programs also was stimulated
by the Broadcast Committee headed by B. G.
Erskine, of Emporium, Pa., and a wider advertising of sponsored programs by RMA members also was planned.
Radio industry statistics of a wider and more
reliable character than ever before enjoyed by
the industry are the objects of the RMA Statistics Committee, now headed by Lloyd A. Hammerlund, of New York City. The study of
available but incomplete statistics and largely
estimates is being made by the committee,
which will present recommendations to the
RMA Board of Directors for development of
real statistics which are reliable and may be of
actual service to all branches of the radio industry.
The Patent Interchange Plan, authorized by
the RMA membership at the annual convention
in Chicago last June, also is being developed by
the Patent Committee headed by LeRoi J.
Williams, of Cambridge, Mass. Although the
patent situation in radio is regarded as somewhat less acute in its recent developments,
plans are going forward to secure adoption by
the necessary 51 per cent of the RMA membership of the Patent Interchange Plan.
Export radio trade, which for the current
year is 22 per cent ahead of last year, according to the latest figures from the Department
of Commerce, with an increase in receiving sets
alone last July of over 100 per cent as compared
with July of 1927, is to be developed by the
promotion of plans of the RMA Export Trade
Committee, now headed by Geo. H. Kiley, of
Long Island City, N. Y. Information regarding export trade of value to all manufacturers
is being secured by the Committee.
Extension of the RMA traffic service, now in
charge of the new RMA Traffic Bureau, was
effected at a meeting of the Traffic Committee
headed by Captain William Sparks, of Jackson,

Mich. Reduced freight rates on receiving sets
are the immediate concern of the Committee
and of the Traffic Bureau.
Extension of the credit and collection service
of the RMA, in conjunction with the Credit
Clearing House Adjustment Corp., also was
planned, especially among Eastern RMA members, by the Credit Committee, headed by Theodore Sheldon, of Chicago, as chairman. He has
appointed Joseph Lush as vice-chairman of the
Eastern committee group, which has made plans
for more extensive use of the credit and collection service among Eastern members.

important trading centers of the country, there
was ample opportunity to feel the pulse of the
radio public with regard to what was really
wanted in radio. Wherever a direct comparison
could be made, and this was often done, the
set with the '250' took the prize money.
"I am not seeking to have anyone believe
that the old days of radio have come back
when technicalities held the floor, but I do
mean to say, and can prove the statement, that
if there is something inside of a set that makes
it better the trade and the public are going to
find out what it is pretty soon. And I go
further and say the '250' heavy-duty tube is
doing just that to-day. This tube is fast coming
into its own. It is true that in most cases the
listener may not know the whys and the wherefores, but his ear tells him when the real quality

is present."
Reply

Cards

Without

Prepayment
Which
Make

Tube
Big

Used

Does

Difference

Splitdorf Official Discusses Rise of "250"
Heavy Duty Tube — Explains Its Acceptance After a Tour for Information
"In all the discussion of beauty in radio, the
advent of the all-electric variations in speaker
design, and a hundred and one other aspects
of radio, we somehow have not given sufficient
emphasis to one all-important accessory,
namely, the radio tube." said Hal P. Shearer,
general manager of Splitdorf Radio Corp., upon
his return to Newark from a country-wide tour
a few days ago.
"I don't mean to say that volumes have not
been written about radio tubes," continued Mr.
Shearer, "but it does seem that in the last few
months more attention has been given to other
things, and we all know that the tube is the
heart of the radio set. Yet it is not enough
to stop at that point. It has become the duty
of manufacturers to fest out various new offerings in tubes and decide which yields the most
satisfactory results.
"Quite some time ago Splitdorf issued the following announcement: 'The importance of the
"250" heavy-duty tube to radio reception is today understood only by radio experts. But it is
safe to predict that by Fall every radio owner
will know about this wonderful new development. When it becomes generally known that
the "250" tube delivers 4.5 watts output of undistorted power, as against 1.4 watts for the
"210" tube and .7 watt for the "171" tube, every
radio enthusiast will demand the "250" amplifier
— the amplifier that is seven times as powerful
as the one mentioned just before it.'
"In a trip that took Splitdorf officials to the

Oct.

1

Post Office Department to Grant Permits
to Business Houses to Make Use of
New Service After October 1
Washington, D. C, October 5.— Provisions
of the postal laws as amended at the last session of Congress, providing for the transmission through the mails of business reply cards
and envelopes without the prepayment of postage, went into effect October 1, it has been
announced by the Postmaster General. The
postage on business reply cards when collected
on delivery will be two cents for each card
and the postage on letters in business reply
cards will be two cents an ounce or fraction
thereof, plus one cent additional for each letter.
In other words, a charge of one cent will be
made for each piece of mail handled under
these provisions, in addition to the regular
postage charges.
Regulations issued by the department provide
that business reply cards and envelopes may
be distributed in any quantity desired by the
permit holder, no minimum being prescribed.
Permits to distribute business reply cards and
envelopes are issued with the understanding
that the permit holder guarantees to pay the
postage on all that are returned. In view of
this, no deposit will be required when the cards
or envelopes are sent out. A permit, however,
must be secured before any cards or envelopes
are sent out, and application may be made to
the postmaster at the office to which the cards
or envelopes are to be returned.
The new privilege should prove particularly
valuable to manufacturers and merchants generally in the conducting of surveys to build up
prospect lists and for other purposes. The importance of direct mail as a sales medium is
enhanced by use of the cards.
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CADIC

BY

TABLE/

A4AEKEL

Open
Profit-Making

Up

The

Possibilities

JLnsemble

Idea

in

of the

Radio

Now
you can sell the complete radio ensemble— receiver,
table with integral speaker and bench — and almost double
your profit as compared with the receiver sets only. That is
the way to make

money

out of the new, low-priced

ing sets— two profits where

receiv-

only one existed before!

And not only can it be done — but it is easy to do because
these beautiful tables and benches not only appeal to the
eye but to the pocket book
as well. That is why they are
exerting such a powerful influence for turning prospects
into customers.
■ HESE

beautiful tables and benches

are wrought in metal. Designed and finished to be worthy of any radio corner
in any home. RCA, Peerless or Utah
speakers integral with table. Benches
upholstered in finest velour. Price range
on metal tables including speaker &29.50
to S47.50 - bench extra. More beautiful,
more rigid, stronger in every point of
construction than any metal table on the
market. Complete sizes and finishes to
harmonize with the leading table type
receivers of the better known manufacturers.

They provide

the newest, most colorful radio ensemble that is available
at prices your customers

want

to pay and at a profit that
makes them worth all the effort you can put behind

them.

Illustrated at top. Model B — Heraldic.
Distinctive but in decidedly good taste.
Hand hammered, with crest and shield.
Bench to match.
Illustrated to the left. Model A — Conventional. Conservative design to blend
into decoration of any home. Bench
to match.

"Z_

MARKEL

vnoduet

Sizes and finishes to harmonize with the following numbers in these nationally known lines :
Atwater-Kent Nos. 37, 40, 42, 44; Crosley Nos. 608, 706, 704; Freshman No. 26;
King Model J; Kolster No. 2; Spartan No. 69; Steinite Nos. 261, 262; Stewart
Warner Nos. 801, 802; RCA No. 18, and others.
YOU'LL DO A GOOD STROKE OF BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF WHEN YOU GET THE FULL FACTS ON THE
PROFIT.MAKING POSSIBILITIES THESE MARKEL TABLES AND BENCHES OPEN UP FOR YOU. Write or Wire!

IF IT'S PROFITS

YOU

ARE

AFTER

Don't be content to sell just the receiving set — - get
the profit on the table, bench, and speaker as well.
Sell the Markel Ensemble Idea and get all the profit.
You are entitled to it and Markel makes it easy for
you to get. Write or wire for complete proposition.
MARKEL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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London

DIAPHRAGMS

Prominent

Members of British Music Industry Present at Banquet at Which
Hermann Irion Was Guest

A

Complete

List

RECORD
Distributors
THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1624 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
McCall Building
Memphis, Tennessee

THE

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
203 Central Exchange Building,
804 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE CAMPE
611 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GROSSMAN BROS. MUSIC
COMPANY
2144 E. 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio

York, October, 1928

Hermann Irion, president of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, who has been spending several months
in touring Europe, was the guest of honor at
a dinner given at the Mayfair House, London,
on September 12, by the Federation of British
Music Industrie?. Importance was given the
occasion by the fact that members of all
branches of the British music industry from
many sections of England and Scotland
attended.
Mr. Irion in his address pointed out the
similarity between the purposes and activities
of the Chamber of Commerce and the Federation, the latter having been modeled along the
lines of the Chamber. He declared that before and during the war trade association activities in the music field had been devoted primarily to defense against labor troubles, inimical
legislation, questionable business practices, etc.,
but that following the war the members of the
trade came to a realization of the fact that a
successful association should embark in promotional work and that it was fitting to put back
some of the current income into the field of
business with a view to reaping more bounteous
crops of sales in the future.
Following Mr. Irion's address, speeches were
made by several other guests, including Wm. R.
Steinway, F. B. Allen, chairman of the Executive Committee of the Federation; R. P.
Brasted, deputy chairman of the Federation;
Lieut. -Col. R. H. Tatton, organizing director,
and Wm. Rushworth, treasurer of the Federation, as well as several others.
The guests at the dinner included A. Clark,
of the Gramophone Co., Ltd.; H. J. Cullum, of
Perophone, Ltd., London; Chas. Foulds, president of the Music Trades' Association; A. T.
Lack, of the Gramophone Co., Ltd.; A. E.
Liedtke, of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Ltd., London; John Trapp, president of the
Gramophone Dealers' Association, and many
others prominent in the industry.

Immediate delivery — all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products
INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Baring 831 PHILADELPHIA, PA. FlltM*. Phils.
speaker and introduced the new Atwater Kent
models, including the new model 43, which was
enthusiastically received.
G. D. Phillips, of the Pooley Co., and George
Coleman, of the Red Lion Co., demonstrated
the new lines of cabinets designed to accompany the Atwater Kent line, and the phonograph combinations, created in response to public demand. Following the program, a number
of short talks and discussions in which the delegates took the lead, terminated the session.
An old-fashioned Southern chicken dinner followed in the evening, during which a clever
vaudeville program, with W. J. Stroud, manager
of the radio department, as master of ceremonies, entertained the guests and brought the
convention to a successful close.

L.

H.

Ragsdale

Cary

Cabinet

Heads
Corp.

New Radio Furniture Sales Organization
National in Scope — Plant Located in
Springfield Mo. — Announces Line
A well-known figure in the radio furniture
selling field, L. H. Ragsdale, has become the
president of his own newly organized company.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.
HAWAII MUSIC COMPANY
1021 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
L. D. HEATER
46914 Washington St., Portland, Ore.
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y,
OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, INC.
433 E. Twelfth, Cor. Wall Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
217 Whitehall St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
1315 Young St., Dallas, Texas
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
803-05 West Broad St, Richmond, Va.
THE

Q. R. S. MUSIC CO.
1017 Sansom St
Philadelphia, Pa.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD
COMPANY
322 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

A.

K.
in

Conclave

Held

Shreveport,

La.

Enthusiastic Meeting Sponsored by the
Interstate Electric Co. — Interesting
Talks Featured Event
Shreveport, La!, October 5. — With delegates
from three States predicting the success of the
"Million Set" program for this year, the second
annual Atwater Kent dealers' convention, sponsored by the Interstate Electric Co., local distributor, was held at Eureka Park here recently.
Following a luncheon, which opened the convention, and during which a special radio program was provided, the visitors were welcomed
by Acting Mayor T. C. Dawkins, on behalf of
the city, and by S. R. Elliott, vice-president of
the Interstate Co., who officiated as chairman
of the meeting.
The vast field for radio sales, which up to
the present time has barely been touched, was
outlined by H. T. Stockholm, Southwestern
sales manager of the Atwater Kent Co., who
was the principal speaker of the day. Mr.
Stockholm also spoke on the advertising program scheduled for this season, and on company policies.
A. N. Doty, territorial manager, gave a constructive talk on merchandising methods, and
stressed the importance of window displays. J.
C. Pancoast, district manager, was the first

L. H. Ragsdale
the Cary Cabinet Corp. Mr. Ragsdale is a
pioneer in the radio cabinet business, his experience going back six years to the time when
selling radio consoles was something like selling ice to eskimos. He was a member of the
H. T. Roberts organization, Chicago, for three
years, and held the position of sales manager
when leaving that company this Summer.
The Cary Cabinet Corp. has announced a
complete line of very attractive designs. Factories are located at Springfield, Mo., in the
heart of the walnut country. Sales offices have
been established in all principal distributing
centers of the L'nited States.
The Halsted Radio & Auto Co., Sixty-seventh
and Halsted streets, Chicago, 111., has opened
a new radio-music store.
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Model 71 — Sandar
Table Dynamic. $50
Model 61— Balanced
Armature type. $27.50

Model 65 — Sandar
Cabinet Junior. $19.50

subremacv

IT'S the mellow

bass— the rich low-tone

reproduction

—that sells radio today, as never before. That's why
SANDAR— the one speaker especially designed for
low- tone beautification— occupies

a selling niche all

by itself.
When

you carry SANDAR

you not only feature to-

day's greatest self-selling speaker, but automatically
employ — through its inimitable, mellow tones — a
star salesman for your receiving sets.
Communicate
Ten new
Armature

NOW

with your Sandar

distributor.

models — both Dynamic and
types— all invitingly priced.

Balanced

SANDAR
SANDAR

CORPORATION, LONG ISLAND
Division of Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc.

CITY, N. Y.

ModelDynamic.
75 — EndTable
$75
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1,000,000

Owners

Will

Radio

Replace

Set
Receivers

Hal P. Shearer, General Manager of Splitdorf Radio Corp., Says Present Owners Are
Sold With More Ease — Profits More Important Than Volume to the Dealer
It is profits that count most and volume is
secondary, points out Hal P. Shearer, general

reminded of the man who was asked: 'But how
can you afford to constantly sell below cost as

manager of Splitdorf Radio Corp. "In an age
when production moves with rapid pace it is
well to pause every now and then and take
stock of what really matters from a business
standpoint," said Mr. Shearer. "It may seem
very commonplace to point out that profits,
after all, are the main consideration. Yet it is
necessary to do so occasionally and explain
why, since many people appear to be obsessed
with the idea of volume, volume, volume. Every
time I hear volume stressed without due regard
to the real factors of business economy I am

you say you do?' The reply was: 'Well, you
see, I sell so many of the articles!' While the
comparison may be a bit odious as to radio,
nevertheless manufacturer, jobber and dealer
are always faced with an allied problem.
"The point I want to make with the dealer
particularly is that he should keep both eyes
on the profit sheets. He may well ask himself: 'Where are my profits?' For after all the
'hooey' is said and done a dealer is in business —
as everyone is — to make money. Now where
is the profit in radio from the retailer's angle?

and

STILL
Because

it is the

Millions

of

IT
Only

Tube

Eliminators
For

SELLS!
that
Now

Fits

the

in Use —

Example —

York, October, 1928

In my opinion, the big part is in the replacement business, that is, selling new sets to those
who already have sets. Millions of sets now
in use will be replaced and I recently conservatively estimated that fully 1,000,000 sales will
be made this year of receivers in the higherprice range to present set owners.
"It is easier to sell a man or woman a better
model than it is to interest the new prospect,
hence with less selling effort there is greater
profit potential (if any proof of this is needed
witness the automobile trade); it is easier to
find the replacement market, for most aerials
as well as dealer records in communities
throughout the country will tell much of the
story, at least far more than can possibly be
had about the non-set-owners; usually, where
you sell a present set owner the sale will be
for the type of receiver that runs into real
money and, of course, this is where the dealer's profit takes on proportions. Let no dealer
imagine for a moment that I condemn volume —
that is, volume sales of merchandise at a profit
and, of course, this means net profit. The factors that are intertwined with net profit in
radio are many, including the selling of fine
merchandise that requires little or no servicing.
Selling five of the cheaper radio sets may turn
out to be a far less profitable undertaking for
a dealer than selling a single fine instrument.
My advice to radio dealers is to worry less
about how many are sold and more about how
much is made on each sale. In the variety oi
elements that enter into the latter is the real
secret of retail success."
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Allen

Portables
Featured

Are

Via

Air

Kent Furniture & Music Store, Tifton,
Ga., Giving Portables Fine Publicity
Over Own Broadcasting Station
The Kent Furniture & Music store, of Tifton,
Ga., one of the most progressive retail distributors of phonographs and radio sets in the South,
is featuring Allen portables on regular programs over station WRBI, owned and operated
by the above firm.
During a recent broadcast, in which the Allen
No. 6 was used, Wayland Attkisson, assistant sales manager of the Aluminum Specialty
Co., Atlanta, took charge of the program, giving an interesting talk on phonographs in general and Allen portables in particular.
Upon returning to Atlanta from an extended
tour of the Southern territory, Mr. Attkisson
reports that dealers in his district are very enthusiastic over the Allen line and anticipate a
tremendous Fall business in the cotton and
tobacco belts.

Write your Jobber for
the making
Raytheondisplay
B-H
sales*
carton. Each carton
contains
-125 m.a.4 —B-H
300 Tubes
volts,
isting at J4.50.

WHEN
the A. C. sets came out last year it looked mighty dark for the "B"
Eliminator business.
Yet when the figures for the season came in AC
represented less than 25% of the total sets sold.

Vincent Lopez on the Air
in the Kolster Radio Hour

The public take their time and are reluctant to change their radio seta as long
as they feel that they are getting satisfactory performance.

A series of nation-wide radio appearances are
being made by Vincent Lopez and his orchestra in the Kolster radio hour being broadcast
by nineteen associated stations of the Columbia
broadcasting system each Wednesday night.
The Lopez concerts are being alternated with
"Will Rogers for President" campaign meetings.

Yv hen we say there are millions of Raytheon B-H tubes in use and millions
will be replaced, we mean just that! The sale of these tubes today compares
very favorably with the sales a year or two years ago when "B" Eliminators
were at their height.
Remember, Raytheon B-H is the only replacement tube for over a hundred
leading
of "B" Eliminators. Make sure you are prepared to get your
share of makes
this business.
RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING
Cambridge,

Mass.

/Raytheon
^

LONG

LIFE

COMPANY

RECTIFYING

BH\
TUBE

^

Victor

Dealers

Meet

Columbus, O., October 4. — Approximately 125
Victor dealers from Ohio and West Virginia
attended the introduction of the new models of
Victrolas, Electrolas and combination instruments at the Deshler Wallick Hotel last month
at a meeting held under the auspices of the
Victor Talking Machine Co. and the Perry B.
Whitsit Co., local distributor.
The Leviton Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y., has opened a warehouse in Chicago, 111.
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Value of records at factory in Ger-

Trade-in

Record

Agent

Sell

Plan

Hotel and other expenses for thirtyfive days

Helped

Records

in

Mexico

Volney L. Held, Latin-American Merchandising Expert, Relates Interesting Experience of German Agent Who Made Big Profit Selling Records in Mexico

700.00 Mex. money
Mex. or
THE writer, sitting in the Imperial Hotel
for
records
e-1,075
d wholesal
few Exchange
Mexico,
i , aj 50 cents
Mex. or
537.50 Mex. money
City of Tampico,
the ago,
in
years
met a German who had just Exchanged retail — 225 records @
arrived by boat with several cases of records,
$1.00 Mex. or
225.00 Mex. money
He said he had
in all about 5,000 or more.
Making a t0.tal sales value in Mexican
existed
there
if
see
to
out
sent
been
, ,. ,
,
1 . t . • » a demand
t,,
money of
$5,512.50
for his Class of records in Latin America. Ihese Balance of stock on hand, 700 used records,
records were what We now call popular-priced Expenses, cost and profit on this sales plan:
records which retail in the United States at Ticket from Germany to Tampico,
mon^
?" money
* 2°°-°°
;
^exic° baggage on records
50.00 U. S.
from twenty-five to thirty-five cents, only that Excess
they were of the unbreakable sort, such as are
Duty and other costs
325.00 U. S. money
used so much in England, and also similar to
.
those made by Edison in the United States. -fUT'l
Tj_
a_ '
They were a good all-around record, but titles W l(XQ
IjtltCrCSt 111
were all European, and while he had some native
J_ J*JJQ£
olO££<lIl DjflVG
LatinSpanish
America.titles from Spain, he had none of
His plan was as follows: He sold dealers
records at $1 each Mexican money or SO cents Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
American money, with a thirty-day exchange Receiving Many Inquiries as Public Inprivilege as follows:
With every record re- terest in the Campaign Grows
turned in good condition inside of thirty days
he gave a new record of another title for 50 Hundreds of inquiries are pouring into the
cents Mexican, 25 cents American money. He Music Industries Chamber of Commerce regardretailed them out to the public at $2.00 Mexi- ing the details of the $1,000 slogan contest
can, or $1.00 United States, with the same launched recently by the Chamber for the purprivilege. When a record was returned in first- Pose of securing a slogan for use in all
class condition and $1.00 Mexican, he gave a branches of the industry to distinguish it in
new title. He stayed thirty-five days in Tarn- the eyes of the public and to arouse increased
interest in music-producing instruments. The
the following sales:
pico with
Total
stock of records on hand on arrival
5,000 object is to get some outstanding phrase, such
Factory value F. O. B. Tampico, Mex.
as the "Say It With Flowers," of the florists,
,?u? faid ;
•
•
;
■
'
•
-j*1-000-00
usmoney
and. "Save the Surface
and '
You Save All,". of the
Wholesale sales — records, 4,050 @
.
Retail sales — records, 350

@

$2.00

on

December

1, 1928,

and

three prominent

many 625.00 U. S. money
350.00 U. S. money

Total cost and expenses
$1,S50.00 U. S. money
Sales value in American
money
$2,756.25
Expenses, &c
1,550.00
Balance in favor of the agent
of
$1,206.25
Fifty per cent of this amount was to go to
the factory who financed the experiment, and
fifty per cent to agent as salary or commission.
Also stock left on hand were 700 exchanged
records which he stated would pay his expenses
until a new order of 10,000 records arrived from
Germany, which he would carry with him to
other large centers. His statement to me was
that the German factory and himself were satisfied with the experiment and expected to add
native titles in the near future.
judges will pass upon the merits of the entries,
they being S. L. Rothafel, of motion picture
and radio fame; Dr. Frank Crane, the noted
inspirational writer, and Frank Presbrey, the
advertising man.
Booklets have been prepared for distribution
by music dealers, setting forth the details of
the slogan contest in full, and it is believed that
the slogan campaign itself, properly presented
by the dealers, will have the effect of arousing
widespread interest on the part of the public.
Although launched only a few weeks ago, responses have come from all sections of the
country and the prospects are that the entries
will run into the thousands.

Opens

New

Store

A new music-radio store has been opened on
Main street, Clintonville, Wis., by Melvin Larson, with a complete line of Radiolas and Grebe
radio receiving sets.
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Windows
DuBreuil

Says

Radio Engineer and DX Fan to Represent
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio in the Metropolitan District of New York

Former

Window

Paul F. Godley, well-known radio engineer
and DX fan, has joined the sales staff of the
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., and will

H. C. McCluskey was recently appointed assistant treasurer of the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co., radio manufacturer of Chicago. Mr.
McCluskey has been comptroller of the Kellogg
organization since October 1, 1927, and under
his direction many improvements and economies have been made in the auditing and
financial work of the Kellogg Co. Specially
built machines for production control and for
financial control were installed on January 1,
1928, and through their use costs were reduced
20 per cent. Mr. McCluskey has revamped the
entire Kellogg accounting system since Janu-

The Fada window display installed at the
Chicago headquarters of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
bears out the contention of J. L. DuBreuil, Fada

Comptroller of Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. Promoted to Assistant Treasurer — Widely Experienced

Display in Chicago Fada Headquarters Bears Out Contention of Manager for That Radio Trade Territory

manager there, that "tailored" windows are
best. By "tailored" windows Mr. DuBreuil explains that he means the dressing of each window so as to secure the best effect in the particular type of store.
"Getting the most out of an individual window," said Air. DuBreuil, "is exactly the same
in principle as getting the utmost in the cut of a
suit for the individual wearer."
3,850

Pennies

Kolster

f

for

Buy
Newsboy

Ambitious Lad in Richmond, Mo., Saves
Pennies for Three Years to Make First
Payment on Radio Receiving Set
The Mansur Radio Co., Richmond, Mo., local
Kolster radio dealer, was astonished recently
when 3,850 pennies were deposited on the counter by Myrl Tarr, eighteen-year-old son of a
coal miner. The 3,850 pennies represented
Myrl's savings from his newspaper route for a
period of three years, and the total was just

Paul F. Godley
represent Federal Ortho-sonic radio in the
metropolitan district of New York. Mr. Godley
is particularly well known for his work in rebroadcasting station programs from station
VVAAM in Newark. His articles on radio are
syndicated regularly. Mr. Godley is vicepresident of the National Radio Relay League,
and recently traveled to England for the purpose of conducting an investigation of shortwave reception in that country.
Lewis
Gold

E.

Dorfman

Seal

Sales

Mgr.

The appointment of Lewis E. Dorfman as
sales manager of the appliance division of the
Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc., New York, manufacturer of Gold Seal radio tubes and electrical appliances, has been announced. Mr. Dorfman was formerly associated with the Charles
Freshman Co. While he will specialize in the
sale of appliances, some of his time will be
devoted to the radio tube business.
Dr.

DeForest

Writes

H. C. McCluskey

Is

Booklet

Dr. Lee DeForest has written an interesting
booklet entitled "Helpful Hints for Better
Radio," which is an analysis of the process of
broadcasting and how it may be improved by
the individual radio listener. Copies may be
obtained by addressing the DeForest Radio Co.,
Jersey City, N. J.

ary 1, reducing the expense of both human
arid mechanical help considerably.
Mr. McCluskey has hade wide experience as
an accounting executive and as an officer of
public utilities corporations, including railroad,
electric and gas companies. He spent seven
years in public accounting work covering over
one hundred different lines of business, including banking, merchandising and manufacturing,
and most of his experience has been in systematizing, organization and reorganization
work, in which he is considered an expert.
He spent two years in China in reorganization work and for several years he was
instructor of cost accounting at Columbia University, New York City. Just prior to his
joining the Kellogg organization Mr. McCluskey was comptroller of the York Safe & Lock
Co., one of the largest bank vault companies
in the country. He is a certified public accountant and a member of the American Institute
of Accountants.

Wanamaker's
B* ML S.
Electric
Pick-Ups
for
Manufacturers

icasi
The

new

idea for a Radio

party

Everybody likes the idea of fooling a
group of friends that have gathered for
the purpose of listening in to a special
program. Just the thought of putting
over an imitation program undetected
sells them!
List price $7.50 complete.
BROOKLYN

METAL

720 Atlantic Ave.,

Myrl Tarr With His Kolster
the sum required for the down payment the
store was asking for a Kolster electric set.

STAMPING
-:-

Modernize your phonographs or portables
with
up. an electric pickWrite us for particulars. We areupon
specializing
manufacturer's needs
and will be pleased
to quote.

CORP.,

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Sonora

Ad

The John Wanamaker department store, of
New York City, announced the new Sonora
AC radio receivers and Sonora Melodons in a
full-page advertisement in the New York Times
on Thursday, September 20. The advertisement
stated that the Wanamaker establishment was
the first to offer the new line to the New Yorkpublic, and invited prospective purchasers to
visit the store and view the new products.
Tobe

Deutschmann

Catalog

The Tobe Deutschmann Co., Canton, Mass.,
has just issued its new 1929 price list, covering
its various type condensers, B blocks, resistors,
filters, A supply and the new Tobe four-purpose
light-socket aerial. Complete description and
prices are given on each number. The last
page shows an illustration of the large new
Tobe factory in Canton.
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MORE

BETTER

and

POWER

BETTER

for

PORTABLES

m

The

THE

NEW

and better power from the
MORE
new Master Flyer Motor is building a new and larger interest in
portable phonographs.

The

all-around superiority of Master

Flyer performance increases the salability
of portables in three ways:
1. By greater length of playing
from

one winding

—

Flyer

IMPROVED

MOTOR

FLYER

MASTER

Master

Further, portables equipped
new

with

the

Master Flyer are preferred for their

easier winding, with more knuckle room.
Finally, the assurance of continued satisfaction. Every customer has confidence
in the portable that has such a famous
motor — a motor which the Dealer can
truthfully say is "Built like a fine ship's

three

complete 10 -inch selections.

2. By greater strength of pulling. Ample for correctly
playing the heaviest records.
3. By complete uniformity of
speed and silence of running.

Backed by the Flyer Motor's twelve
years of dominance. New super quality
clock." spring; new silent gears; new efathletic
fort-eliminating silent worm wind.
For more

and better sales of portables

and records, specify the new Master Flyer.

ENERAL
2812

MDUSIHES

Taylor Street

CO,

Elyria, Ohio

This trade mark on your motors means the
highest value. Motors made and guaranteed by a
large and reliable company, manufacturing spring
motors uninterruptedly for fifteen years.
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Sonora

Sales
for

Managers

Five

Eastern

Named
Territories

H. B. Haring Is District Sales Manager, Assisted by P. H. McCulloch — L. E. Hilduser, D. S. Rockwell, H. D. Berkley Are Resident Sales Managers
A. J. Kendrick, vice-president and general States with the exception of New England, but
sales manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co.,
including Alabama, West Virginia, Michigan

York, October, 1928

first becoming associated with the Columbia
Phonograph Co. in 1919 as branch manager at
New Haven, Conn., and later at Buffalo, N. Y. ;
he was then appointed regional representative
for the Columbia Co. for all territory east of
Chicago. He left the Columbia Co. in March,
1923, to become associated with the Sonora
Phonograph Co. as district manager with headquarters in New York.
The method to be followed in the Eastern
district calls for the division of the territory
into five zones, with a resident sales manager
acting as distributor in each zone.
Zone number one, comprising New York
State and northern New Jersey, will be under
the direction of Mr. Haring, assisted by P. H.
McCulloch. Mr. McCulloch was associated
with the Brunswick Co. for many years, during
a great part of the time acting as district manager in Cleveland, Milwaukee, Chicago and Detroit territories.
L. E. Hilduser will have charge of zone two,
which covers Pennsylvania, Delaware, New
Jersey as far north as, and including, Trenton
and several counties in Ohio and West Virginia.
Mr. Hilduser, whose headquarters will be at
the new Sonora offices, 22 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, of which city he is a native, has
had the greater part of his music-business experience in the territory now assigned to him.
He entered this business by becoming associated with the Columbia Phonograph Co. in

1. H. B. Haring.
2. H. D. Berkley. 3. P. H. McCulloch. 4. L. E. Hilduser.
5. D. S. Rockwell
announced recently an interesting arrangement and Ohio, is under the control of H. B. Haring
of the sales force in the Eastern district. This as district sales manager. Mr. Haring has had
district, which comprises the Atlantic seaboard
many years of experience in the music business,

ELECTRADikc

H. C. Schultz
Philadelphia, later transferring to the Sonora
Phonograph Co. as manager of the Philadelphia branch. Immediately prior to taking over
his present position Mr. Hilduser was manager
of the Okeh Phonograph Corp. Gotham branch.
Maryland, Virginia, District of Columbia and
parts of West Virginia and North Carolina will
make up zone three and will be under the supervision of Donald S. Rockwell, with headquarters in Baltimore. The address of the new
offices will be announced as soon as arrangements are completed. For many years Mr.
Rockwell acted in the capacity of district manager of the Q R S Music Co.
Zone number four will be in charge of Field
Sales Manager H. D. Berkley, who also has had
a great many years of experience in the musical
field, more recently being identified as manager
of the Davega Co.'s Forty-second street and
Broadway store in New York City. Mr. Berkley will open new offices in Atlanta, Ga., for
his headquarters and his territory will include
part of North Carolina, and the States of South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
Zone number five, northern Ohio and the
State of Michigan, will be handled by the wellknown and highly successful distributors, the
H. C. Schultz Distributing Co.; H. C. Schultz,
president, located in Detroit, Mich. Mr. Schultz
is one of the outstanding successful music distributors of the business to-day.
The present plan, according to A. J. Kendrick, calls for each field sales manager to appoint several sales representatives in the respective zones, working directly under the field
sales manager.
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Business'

Roberts

Tells

President of Music Merchants

Future
Dealer

Assured
Convention

National Association Addresses

North

Carolina Con-

vention— Says That It Is Based Upon Necessity — Gives Interesting Talk
"The future of the music business is assured
for the reason that it is based upon necessity,"
said President C. J. Roberts of the National
Association of Music Merchants, at the convention of the North Carolina Music Merchants'
Association in Raleigh recently. "Civilization
is constantly advancing by ever-increasing
strides. There can be no true civilization without .art, and music is the greatest of the arts.
Music requires for its expression various instruments which must in turn be conceived by
scientific minds and fashioned by expert technicians and artisans. An industry is therefore

necessary before art can find expression, and
this includes the commercial branch of industry
— distribution. That is where the music merchant comes in.
"In times- past the merchandising of musical
instruments was specialized or divided to a
greater extent than now seems best for the
present and the future. The modern music
store is a musical department store, and the
merchant who now depends upon the sale of
one class of musical instruments and ignores
others is doomed to failure. There are exceptions to all rules, of course, and there may

York, October, 1928

and will be to this one, but it is safe to say
that the progressive merchant who expects a
measure of real success must keep abreast of
the times and, in our case, this means that he
must be prepared to serve the musical tastes of
his customers, whether this be pianos, phonographs, radios, harmonicas or any other kind
of musical merchandise.
"Already our country is producing composers,
teachers and virtuosi of distinct genius. While
we are awakening to the definite desire to become makers of music and not to remain merely
the world's most exacting and discriminating
listeners, we must not in our inspired struggle
upward musically forget that our present and
ever-increasing appreciation of music has been,
is and will be greatly aided by mechanical instruments that transmit and reproduce musical
sounds accurately.
"While everyone should receive instruction in
music and, if possible, acquire the ability to
play some musical instrument, for nothing else
connected with music can ever quite afford the
joy that actually creating or making one's own
music can, it cannot be denied that a perfectly
transmitted or reproduced rendition by an
artist, besides being immensely enjoyable, is
musically cultural and of very definite value in
i nterpretation.
"Music is 'any rhythmical succession or combination of sounds pleasing to the ear' when
executed. All music meeting these requirements is good music, whether classed as classical, popular or jazz. Classical seems to include
anything from dry-as-dust compositions designed to be impossible of rendition except by
an occasional prodigy and never to be enjoyed
by any except a few musically jaded individuals
and endured by a certain number of people
who wish to be considered extremely intellectual musically to the beautiful melody that was
once popular and because of its beauty remained
so and will continue to be desired.
"Popular music apparently is of a character
to quickly gain appreciation because of its

pig

It

Sells

Tubes

. says
E have sold hundreds

Kaufmann's

of Arc-

turus 127 A-C Detector tubes
and to date have not had occasion to
replace one of them," says Kaufmann's Department Store (one of
the country's biggest).
Kaufmann's shoiv customers that
an Arcturus Tube will easily stand

5 to 6 volts without effecting the
emission of the tube — a quick and
simple demonstration. It is a demonstration that has boosted tube
sales for them — and

will for you!
ARCTURUS

218 ELIZABETH

Another

of Pittsburgh

demonstrable

advantage

of the Arcturus Detector Tube, that
some of the country's leading retailers have used to increase tube sales,
is its 7 -second action. Other

take from thirty to sixty seconds.
Arcturus are quicker acting,longer

lasting tubes that will increase volume— both in reception and sales.
Handle Arcturus — boost your tube
sales. There's an Arcturus A-C Long
Life Tube for every purpose. Write
today for detailed information.

RADIO
AVENUE,

COMPANY
NEWARK,

N. J.

ARCTURUS

A-C

lonc

tubes

life

TUBES

simple appeal and to live just as long as it's
real merit justifies. Some such compositions
die quickly after serving their primary purpose
of passing entertainment, others survive longer,
while a few because of their perfection and
beauty become classic and so achieve immortality. Jazz has just as important a part in our
life of today as any other form of music. Some
compositions being played as jazz today will be
heard a hundred years hence as classics besides
giving pleasure to millions now.
"Music merchants everywhere are adapting
themselves— some slowly it is true — to changed
conditions. The various organizations within
the industry are playing, and will continue to
play, an important part in sustaining and increasing the general interest in music and musical instrument merchandising."
Jewel
No.

Introduces
25

Attachment

The Jewel Phonoparts Co., Chicago, manufacturer of phonograph equipment, recently introduced the new Jewel ''quadruple-duty" equipment, known as the Number 25 attachment.
This new equipment is designed for use with
Edison diamond disc records when played on
the Orthophonic Victrola and also the old type
Victrola, and also the new electrically recorded
lateral-cut selections when played upon the
above-named machines. The above combination is said to reproduce the new Edison and
electrically cut records of other makes with
considerable tone improvement. The Number
25 equipment uses the Jewel Saffo point needle,
furnished with the equipment, when playing
Edison records. The equipment, consisting of
a No. 33 reproducer, a special hub connection
and a small arm connection, when used to play
lateral-cut records on the Orthophonic Victrola or old-style Victrola, uses standard steel
needles.
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Findlay
Table
No. 3/706

With Crosley Show
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Crosley -Findlay
Metal
Ensembles
the only Metal Radio furniture on the market endorsed by Powel Crosley, Jr., as the
most modern and finest presentation, accurately employing the principles of acoustics.
DEALERS
Findlay has combined the up-to-the-minute, fast-selling CROSLEY Radio products, the
Gembox and Showbox, the new Dynamic Dynacone and the Findlay Metal Console
Tabic into an exquisite ensemble — made entirely of metal. The Croslcy-Findlay ensemble isunmatched in attractiveness and design; unexcelled in workmanship and construction; and unsurpassed in popularity and sales.
DEALERS
Now is the time to reap the harvest sales of the Crosley-Findlay Metal Ensemble.
Profits are big and sales quickly made when this beautiful ensemble is displayed to
the public. You are protected by the Findlay policy as Findlay Tables are sold only
through authorized Crosley dealers.
"FINDLAY CONSOLES SELL SETS"
Write to your Crosley Distributors for details or address
Robert
Findlay
Mfg.
Co., Inc.
"Makers of Fine Metal Console Tables"
Showrooms— 242 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Office & Factory — Metropolitan and Morgan Aves., Brooklyn, N. Y,

■1

Dynaconc
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SHOWERS

Values!

s.s
manufa
genera
larges
world'
thecturer
ts of
producure
thel furnit
SE t are
THE
The economies of production on a huge
scale — savings in labor effected by straight
line production — and lessened costs through
enormous purchasing power are reflected in
these cabinets.
They
They
properly
They
manner.

are fine cabinets.
are built by craftsmen.
They are
constructed, yet they are graceful.
are perfectly finished in the modern

Walnut veneers are combined in many
woods and effective ways. Genuine wood
carvings add much to their beauty.
The isCrosley
CONE
built in.dynamic power DYNAThis revolutionary type of speaker is the
desired piece of radio apparatus today.
Crosley leads with the first real dynamic
speaker at a popular price . . . and maintains
that leadership in quality, volume and realism of reproduction.
Prices shown here are list prices with
proper Crosley radio installed.
All cabinet panels are cut away to permit
installation of Crosley radio without removing set from metal case or making any alteration. Merely set the set in the cabinet. The
effect is as though the set was actually built
in the console.

Exclusiv

ely

Powel Crosley, Jr., approves Showers
mechanically for Crosley radio. With
their entire energies to making cabinets
equipped each cabinet with the amazing
speaker — the Crosley DYNACONE.

for

cabinets as ideal both acoustically and
such endorsement Showers have turned
exclusively for Crosley radios and have
new and greatly desired dynamic power
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CABINETS

The WOODWARD — Popular slide door model,
is one of the fastest selling models on the
market. With Crosley dynamic power DYNACONE built in and Crosley 8-tube AC
electric push-pull audio SHOWBOX receiver
installed, it is an unmatchable value at
$159.50. Price of cabinet without receiver. S70

Meet any competition with this unbeatable
value. (Pictured at right) The HOLLYWOOD
— exquisite console. With Crosley dynamic
power DYNACONE built in and Crosley
8-tube AC electric push-pull audio SHOWBOX installed it enables you to meet ANY
competition, with a low list price - $137
Price of cabinet without radio receiver - $57

Crosley
Showers

Brothers
Radio Division
BLOOMINGTON,

MONTANA,

WYOMING,

COLORADO,

NEW

MEXICO

Radio
Company
IND.

and WEST, prices slightly higher
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of

Pictures
Left — The Deutsche
Gr ammo phone Co.
handles Brunswick
merchandise in Germany. Here is a
scene of an unusual
Brunswick record
display whose motif is somewhat
turistic, yet it isfu-a
cozy nook and one
can imagine that it
helps records.
to sell many-

Right — nith
Miss
ZeAutomatic
at dealer banquet
in Philadelphia,
sponsored by
Trilling & Montague, distributors.

Above — J ictor Caravan luncheon, held in the
Congress Hotel, Chicago. Victor dealers from
the city and surrounding territory participated
in the meetings.

Right — The float entered by George R. Post,
authorized Stromberg-Carlson dealer of Butler.
N. J., in a local carnival parade. The float gave
prominence to the Stromberg-Carlson treasure
chest and the buccaneer idea.
Above — ff hat can be done to beautify a
in any home. Four gay young things from
Gang visited the Kolster booth at the
World's Fair and gave added charm
display of radio receiving sets.

corner
Roxy's
Radio
to the

Left — Nothing could be more indicative of
20th Century progress than shipping radio sets
by airplane. The picture, taken in Atlanta,
shows W. A. Parker, president of Beck &
Gregg Hardware Co., wholesale distributor of
Eveready products and Eveready radio receivers
and loud speakers: Rodney Morrison. Jr.. Southern Manager, National Carbon Co., Inc., manufacturer ofEveready products : and G. R. Dendy,
radio sales engineer. Southern District. National
Carbon Co. In the plane are Earl IT . IF inger
and N. A. Thomas, proprietors of the Chattanooga Radio Co. Pilot Gene Fricks is at the
control seat. The picture was snapped at Candler Field as the party took off for Chattanooga.
Right — Rivaling the tea-testers for
super-development of one of the human faculties, there is note the "tonetester." In the manufacture of loudspeakers and reproducing devices,
used not only with radio receivers but
also for the electric reproduction of
phonograph records, the final test of
the assembled instrument is made by
comparison with a master model or
speaker. The photograph shows Martin T. Olsen, employed by the Jensen
Radio Mfg. Co., Chicago, III., who is
one of the veterans in this neiv specialized art and who, in a recent test,
was able to accurately distinguish between audible sounds, covering the
entire musical range.

Above — Blanche Mehaffey, I niversal motion picture star, is an ardent radio fan and has both
her home and her dressing room at the studio
equipped uith one of those newly developed popular CrosleY models.
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Under
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Way

Four Double-Faced Records Contain All
of the Best-Known Songs of the Famous
Composer — Arranged by Shilkret

Fourth Year of Concerts Sponsored by
Atwater Kent to Present Many New
Artists of World Fame

Otto N. Frankfort, Vice-President in
Charge of Sales of All-American Mohawk Corp., Urges Dealer Tie-up

The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently
issued a Stephen Foster album set of four
double-faced records in which is included all
of the best-known songs of the famous composer of plantation music. It was arranged
and conducted by Nathaniel Shilkret, who was
responsible for the Victor Herbert album
issued by the Victor Co. a few months ago,
and uses the services of several well-known
artists as well as a splendid orchestra. Among
those whose voices can be recognized on the
recordings are Frank Crumit, Vaughn DeLeath,
James Melton, Elliott Shaw, Wilfred Glenn
and Fred Luther. In certain of the numbers
a group of colored jubilee singers are used.
Despite the fact that he was born in the
North, in Pittsburgh, and lived there for the
greater part of his life, Stephen Collins Foster
is recognized as one of the greatest composers
of Southern melodies. The most famous of

The fourth year of Atwater Kent radio concerts, featuring grand opera and concert stars,
was opened on Sunday evening, October 7. A.
Atwater Kent, president of the company, has
announced that many new singers and instrumentalists of international renown, in addition
to other great artists previously presented, will
be heard on this hour during the series. A
network of twenty-six stations virtually blanketing the country will be used. The new season was opened in a particularly auspicious
manner with an ensemble of ten Metropolitan
Opera artists, starring Frances Alda, soprano,
and Mario Chamlee, tenor. The Atwater Kent
Orchestra was under the baton of Gennaro Papi.

The Lyric radio poster advertising campaign
is now under way, Otto N. Frankfort, vicepresident in charge of sales of the Ail-American Mohawk Corp., recently announced. Mr.
Frankfort has urged all Lyric dealers to take
advantage of the campaign, which he describes
as the most colorful, economical and dominating poster advertising the company has ever
sponsored. The art work of the poster, which
is being handled by the General Outdoor Advertising Co., combines simplicity with a forceful message featuring the Lyric slogan:
"Radio's Realistic Close-up." This campaign is
in line with the company's policy of dealer cooperation and practical sales help.

these are "Old Folks at Home," "Old Kentucky
Home," "Old Black Joe" and "Massa's in the
Cold, Cold Ground."
The Victor album covers the composer's work
from start to finish. His earliest song, written when he was sixteen, is "Open Thy Lattice,
Love"; his last, "Beautiful Dreamer." The
chief events of his life are carefully linked up
with his songs. "Jeanie With the Light-Brown
Hair" honored his wife; "Old Kentucky Home"
was written on the occasion of a visit to Kentucky; "Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground" was
composed soon after the death of his father.
You
Elected
of

Profit

Directors
Music

Chamber

Robert T. Stanton, newly elected president
of the National Association of Sheet Music
Dealers, and Nels C. Boe, newly elected president of the National Association of Piano
Tuners, were elected directors of the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce at a meeting
of the executive committee of that body on
September 25. They succeed J. Elmer Harvey
and Charles Deutschmann, former Association
presidents. M. Hohner, Inc., was elected to
individual membership of the Chamber.
Consideration was given to the bids of various Chicago hotels for the 1929 convention, and
arrangements were made to get the consensus
of opinion of exhibitors concerning the advantages of the various hotels. Final decision will
be made at the next meeting of the Board of
Directors to take place in Chicago, on October
23, at which there will also be a recommendation on the subject from the Board of Control
of the National Ass'n of Music Merchants.

on

Private

Big

Label!

Exclusive rights to the right radio bring you most profit. For
100% exclusive rights, put your own label on the radio you sell.
bility.No radio can out-perform Premier. It's the equal of any
in tone-quality, selectivity, simplicity, looks, quality and sala-

Premier Radio for private label brings you longer profits;
its flexible price meets any market; it frees you from burdensome contracts — you order only what you need. It preserves
your trade identity, your most valuable possession!
It comes in table and console models — furnished in 6-Tube
Standard and 7-Tube Push-Pull. Also Combination Radio and
Phonograph with electric pick-up.
Chassis Specifications

All-metal chassis; rigid, strong, stays put. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Apparatus 100% shielded. Licensed under U. S.
Navy Patents and Hogan Patent No. 1,041,002.
Write for price and full details.

Expect

Most

No obligation.

Increase

in Earnings

of

RCA

It is reported in Wall street circles that the
estimated net income of the Radio Corp. of
America for the third quarter of 1928 will be
around $4,250,000, which would be equal to
about $3.50 a share on the 1,155,400 common
shares outstanding after preferred dividends
for this period. This compares with actual net
income of $1,401,905, or 91 cents a share in
the June quarter, and with $3,588,989, or $2.80
a share, in the third quarter of 1927.
This estimate would bring the net income
of RCA for the first nine months of 1928 to
about $8,800,000, or $6.70 a share on the common stock, as compared with $4,141,355, or
$2.69 a share, in the same period last year.

PREMIER. EEEETRIE
IflMPANY
Established 1905 — Manufacturers Ever Since
3814 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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Vice-President and General Manager Discusses Radio Progress — Sees
Television as Not Yet Ready

California Phonograph Co., San Francisco,
Features DeLuxe Spanish Model in
Window Trim — Other Models Shown

Radio is now taking the easy chair at the
fireside of the American home, now that the
electrically operated set that feeds from the
light current is no longer
an experiment, David Sarnoff, vice-president and
general
manager
of the
Radio
Corp. of America,
recently said in commenting upon the radio situation
this Fall.
"Full volume reception
and true tonal value have

The California Phonograph Co., 1009 Market
street, San Francisco, recently used the beautiful window trim shown herewith for the dis-

Dealers' Service Department of Panatrope Division of Brunswick Co.
•H. E. Ringold is now in charge of the dealers'
service department of the Panatrope division.
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, suc-

Radio

Speaks

York, October, 1928

been accomplished," said
Mr. Sarnoff. "To-day the
broadcasting of music, entertainment and speech is
a highly organized service.
Time has. ..destroyed the
bugaboos that followed in
the wake of a new art.
Standards oi musical appreciation have been raised
by mass communication.
New service elements are
daily being added to broadcasting .programs. High
power transmission, always
H. E. Ringold
ceeding C._L.,_Eilison, who has been transferred
to another department in the Brunswick Co.'s
organization..
While Mr. Ringold comes to Brunswick with
no previous experience in the trade, he has a
wide knowledge of advertising and its ramifications. He formerly was advertising manager
for a clothing company in Burlington, la., and
held the same position with a coal company in
Illinois and Iowa. In addition, he has had extensive experience in direct-by-mail advertising
and is well equipped to handle the particular
division of the Brunswick Co. to which he has
been assigned. Mr. Ringold's work will consist primarily in helping the dealer in his advertising problems. In this work he will assist
Paul S. Ellison, advertising manager of the
company.

Zenith
by leading techsupported
nical
opinion, has full}' justified itself in public
In regard to television, Mr. Sarnoff stated
service."
that, as a service to the home, it is not yet
apparent around the corner, and he pointed
out that much progress must be made before it
will become feasible.
"Television, in the true sense of the term,"
said Mr. Sarnoff, "will come when stations
shall be able to broadcast regularly visual objects in the studio or occurring scenes anywhere through remote control; when reception
devices shall be developed that will make these
objects and scenes clearly discernible in millions of homes; when a service shall have been
established that will bring informative, educational and other sights by radio to the homes
equipped to receive them. In the meantime,
television is still in the laboratory."

Display of California Phonograph Co.
play of Zenith radio receivers. The Zenith DeLuxe Spanish model, listing at $2,600, West
Coast price, occupied the center position and
was flanked by other models of the Zenith line.
Grebe
Line

New

and

Complete

Super-Powered
The COMPACT
A Profit
(includingLeader.
rectifier). FullEight
AC tubes
operation;
single dial control; artistic wood cabinet.
Three-tuned stages. Complete (.less tubes)

A
SureFire
Dealer

Master

Neutrodynes

The
GLORITONE

CASE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Division United Suites Electric Corp.
MARION. USD.
—

of

the public deCASE ELECTRIC RADIO meetspositive,
simplimand for faultless tone and
fied operation, and in addition offers
stage by stage, using the
power and
greater
time-tested
proved Neutrodyne
circuit.
CASE ELECTRIC RADIO is
fully licensed. Each unit is
ruggedly built to withstand
rough handling
in shipment and continuous
owner satisfaction.

Franchise
with a complete line of greater
value sets from $98 to $500, backnl
by a real sales plan that meets the
dealer more than half way — every
CASE dealer is assured liberal
profits. Write for full details.

CASE

AC

Line

Builder

itadio's
musical
instrument.
Thinner CASEsupreme
Nine-tube
Neutrodyne
(including
rectifier) in combination with electric phonoDynamic speaker.
Loop (CAA
operated.
Luxurious graph.
cabinet,
gold fitted.
Less tubes
....
«pOUU
of

Fine

Radios

Prices

Revised

A reduction in prices on the Synchrophase AC
Six line, effective immediately, has heen announced by A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York
and California, pioneer radio manufacturers.
The new prices, which affect only the AC Six
line produced by the Grebe Co., are as follows:
AC Six receiver, $197.50; AC Six Special, $178;
AC Six (twenty-five cycle), $200; AC Six Special (twenty-five cycle), $180; DeLuxe Console,
$510, and Power Amplifier Table, $227. These
prices apply to east of Denver; west of that city
the prices are slightly higher.
Ward

A

Synchrophase

Perry

Battery

Heads

Association

The annual convention of the National Battery Manufacturers' Association was held at
the Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City, N. ]..
on September 20 and 21, and resulted in a busy
and profitable two-day discussion of problems
affecting the industry.
The following were elected officers for the
coming year: Ward S. Perry, president; J. B.
Perlman, first vice-president; A. A. MacLean,
second vice-president; Paul M. Marko, Sr..
treasurer; E. C. Handler, secretary; L. A.
Doughty, director; A. J. P>aracree, director, and
W. J. Parker, commissioner. It was voted to
hold the next meeting of the Association in
Cincinnati, O., the first week in April.
New

Federal

Distributor

The Hollenberg Music Co., Little Rock, Ark.,
has been appointed wholesaler for the Federal
Ortho-sonic radio line of the Federal Radio
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. This long-established
music house operates three stores at Little
Rock, Hot Springs and Pine Bluff, Ark.
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IMPROVED

DOUBLY

POWER

/©rJUNIOR

PORTABLES

The

THE

NEW

MASTER

UNIOR
the new
Motor

improved
built

equipped
Master
for

with
Junior

high

sales

records. Up at the top with the leaders— best sellers.
Two

complete

\0-inch

selections

played from one winding. Full pulling strength for all records.
Uniform

speed to every turn. Velvety-silent, vibrationless running.

"Little finger" ease of winding —
quick, quiet, with wide sweep of crank
and abundant knuckle room.
Powered

for double

service, with

every perfection and convenience.
a motor

Junior

IMPROVED

JUNIOR

portables
are

Master

By

MOTOR

fine ship's clock" high quality
which the Flyer and Junior Motors
famous.
The Master

Junior has the same

for
are
new

superior design as the new Master Flyer
Motor, except it is smaller. New super
quality

athletic

gears; new
worm wind.

spring;

new

silent

effort-eliminating

silent

Specify — and insist on — the new
Master Junior Motor for all your
smaller portables. You can back every
one of them to the limit for the best
and most dependable power performance. And you will sell more portables
and records.

having the same "Built like a

SAL
2812

INDUS! MES

Taylor

00.

Street, Elyria, Ohio

This trade mark on your motors means the highest value. Motors made and guaranteed by a large
and reliable company, manufacturing spring motori
uninterruptedly for fifteen years.
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Elected to Board of DeForest Radio Co.
at Recent Meeting — Vincent Bendix and
P. C. Anderson Made Directors
Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley
Radio Corp., was elected a director of the
DeForest Radio Co. at the annual meeting of
stockholders held recently at Jersey City, N. J.
Two other new directors were elected, Vincent
Bendix, president of the Bendix Corp., South
Bend, Ind., and P. Chauncey Anderson, of the
law firm of Pendleton, Anderson, Iselin &
Riggs, of New York City.
More than 70 per cent of the stockholders
were represented at the DeForest meeting, and
it was announced that action taken on various
matters was practically unanimous. J. W.
Garside, president of the company, reported
rapid progress in re-equipping the large plant
in Jersey City and in securing engineering and
production personnel, as well as building up
an efficient business and sales organization.
Plans for the coming year include a steadily
increasing output until an annual vacuum tube
production of five million is attained, according
to DeForest executives.
Montana
Views

Victor
Latest

Trade
Models

Butte, Mont., October 4. — Approximately sixty
Victor dealers from all parts of this State attended ameeting and banquet at the Hotel Finlen here the latter part of last month as the
guests of the John Gilbert Clark Co., Victor
distributor for Montana, Utah, Nevada and
Idaho. The occasion for the gathering was the
demonstration and display of four new model
Victrolas and radio combinations.
Representatives of the Victor Talking Machine Co. who addressed the dealers included
A. C. Love, Western district manager; W. F.
Sullivan, service engineer, and Miss Madeleine
Davies, director of the record promotion department of the Victor Co.
Pooley
1928-29

Co.
Ad

Outlines
Campaign

Philadelphia, Pa., October 6.— The Pooley Co.,
of this city, maker of Pooley radio cabinets for
Atwater Kent radio, has issued a broadside on
its newspaper ads and advertising material for
1928-29. These advertising suggestions for dealers" use range from single-column width to full
page in size. In addition there are shown linecut and half-tone engravings of all models of

the Pooley line which are available to dealers
for use in circular, mail order or newspaper
ads which they compose.
A page is devoted to dealer helps such as
consumer folders, etc. It is also announced
that the Pooley national advertising this year
will appear in the following magazines: Saturday Evening Post, Better Homes & Gardens,
Atlantic Monthly,. Golden Book, Harper's Review of Reviews, Scribner's, World's Work,
Asia, House & Garden, Vanity Fair, Vogue and
the New Yorker.

H.

J. Wrape

Talking

Addresses

Machine

Men

President of Federated Radio Trade Association Gives Interesting Talk — Organization Seeks Paid Secretary
Harold J. Wrape, president of the Federated
Radio Trade Association, wasTthe guest of
honor and principal speaker at the regular
meeting of the Talking Machine and Radio
Men, Inc., of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut at the regular meeting held at the
Cafe Boulevard, New York City, on September
19. Mr. Wrape touched first on the progress
which the Federated Association is making, saying that two new local trade groups, the Tennessee Radio Trade Association, have applied
for membership, bringing the total of local
bodies to eighteen. He also spoke of the progress of the wholesalers' division and of the individual dealer members' group.
Mr. Wrape recently concluded a trip which
brought him from coast to coast, and he stated
that in his long experience with radio, never
has he seen the trade in a more optimistic
mood over the coming season's outlook. The
past Summer, for one thing, had cast off the
bugaboo of a seasonal slump due to a number
of factors. Mr. Wrape urged support of the
action of the Federal Radio Commission in
its endeavor to improve broadcast reception.
The routine business of the Association was
speedily dispatched, and after a statement by
Joseph H. Mayers, vice-president of the organization, regarding a paid secretary to represent
the Association, the meeting adjourned and
the members visited the Radio World's Fair
at Madison Square Garden. Incidentally, applications for the position of secretary of the
Talking Machine and Radio Men are being received by Joseph H. Mayers, chairman of the
committee, which was appointed to select the
most desirable applicant.
The Central Music Supply Co., of which M.
F. Jacobs is proprietor, has moved from 964
North Marshall street to 11011/ West Girard
avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. The shop carries a
full line of repair materials and has built up
an excellent business.

Victor

York, October, 1928

Issues

Serv-

ice Notes for
Complete

and Detailed Information Regarding Operation and Adjustment of
Instrument Is Provided for Trade

The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently
issued to all dealers a sheet containing "Service Notes for Electrola Radiola Model 9-16."
These notes impart complete and detailed instruction to the service man regarding the
operation of the instrument, the adjustment of
the radio record transfer switch and the repair
of the compartment lamp.
The policy which the Victor Co. has pursued
throughout its entire career in providing its
retail representatives with complete instructions for the repairing of Victor instruments
has proved of inestimable value. Victor dealers
have at all times at their disposal bulletins
issued by the company, giving in simple, understandable language complete instructions, so
that a check-up of the bulletins regarding a
specific instrument fully informs the dealer or
his service man as to what is wrong with the
instrument under consideration.
Ortho-sonic
Set

Radio

Prices

Revised

New list prices embodying substantial reductions on the Federal Ortho-sonic radio line
have been announced by the Federal Radio
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. The reductions are as
follows: Model H-10-60, former list price $130,
now $110; Model H-40-60, formerly $200, now
$180; H-41-61, formerly $255, now $210; E-4560, formerly $460, now $295; E-40-60. formerly
$460, now $270; F-45-60, formerly $500, now
$395; F-41-60, formerly $595, now $420, and
Louvain, formerly listed at $900, now $650.
Coast

Bosch

Sales

Treble

The sale of Bosch radio receivers, manufactured by the American Bosch Magneto Corp.
on the Pacific Coast, has trebled the volume of
last year it was recently reported by G. W.
Stackman, divisional manager. The display of
new models at recent local radio shows was
received with enthusiasm.
New

Walters,

Okla.,

the Speaker with a mineral molded, exponential tapered air
column amplifier. Made for those who want natural tone
reproduction.
Two Table Models— No. 8 and No. 12— finished in either
two-tone Walnut Stipple or Bronze.
A high-grade Speaker at a moderate price.
JEWEL
500

North

PHONOPARTS
Dearborn

St.

Store

An exclusive music store and studio has
been opened in Walters, Okla., recently by
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Cash. The proprietors
formerly
conducted a similar establishment at
Temple, Okla.

ULTRATONE

No. 12
48 in. Air Column.
Height 16". Width 13J4"
List Price, $22.50

9-16

No. 8

CO.

Chicago,

111.

Height
List
Price,Wy2"
$15.00
Width 754"
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M

Announces

Federal

H-Series

New

the

America's
Finest
Small Radio
E D E R A L presents a new achievement — the new H models — table and console receivers of
remarkable beauty and unusual compactness.
The table model easily tucks away in any of dozens of
places in the home wherever there's a few square
inches of unused room. The console model fits into
the decorative scheme in the smallest nook or corner
without rearranging the room or disturbing the
furniture. This beautiful compactness appeals parAll Metal Chassis

Wood

Ortho-sonic Tone

Cabinets

ticularly to women. It alone will mean thousands of
sales for designated Federal retailers this year.
The console model is provided with built-in speaker
specially designed to respond to low frequencies. It
is also available with built-in dynamic speaker.

Two Way Selectivity

Single Dial, electrically illuminated
7 A. C. tubes (including rectifier)

Push-pull Amplification
Unusually Compact

Prices (without tubes or accessories)
For A. C. light-socket-60 cycle, H 10-60 Table Model $110— H 40-60 Console $185
25 cycle, H 10-25 Table Model $120 — H 10-25 Console $195
Console with built-in dynamic speakers— 60 cycle H 41-60 $210—25 cycle H 41-25 $223
{Slightly higher west of Rockies)
Phone, wire or write for full details of the new Federal models
and Federal's liberal proposition
FEDERAL

RADIO

OPERATING

CORPORATION,

BROADCAST

STATION

WGR

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

AT BUFFALO

Federal Ortho-sonic Radio, Ltd., Bridgeburg, Out.

Radio
OKTHO-SOjflC
Licensed, under patentsowned and\or controlled hy Radio Corpora* Federal' 3 fundamental exclusive development making possible Orthotion of America, and in Canada by Canadian Radio Patents, Ltd.
sonic reproduction is patented under U.S. Letters Patent No. 1,58-2,1,70
FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION,
1738 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York
Please send me complete details of the Federal proposition.

Name
Address...

City

w
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Model

Portable

Peerless
on

Market

Equipped With Heineman Junior Motor
and a Special Reproducer — New Record
Album Introduced to Trade
A new and improved model of the Peerless
Junior portable phonograph has been announced to the trade by the Peerless Album
Co., New York. It is equipped with the Heineman Master Junior motor, playing two records
with one winding, and a reproducer designed
especially for Peerless. It is finished in twotone fabrikoid with contrasting border effect.
It lists at $15.
A new Peerless record album has also been
produced, with back elaborately decorated in
gold. This album was designed for the phonograph manufacturer who desires an attractive
record-filing device for his cabinets.
The Peerless Champion portable, equipped

a

with a double-spring motor and listing at $20,
which was recently introduced, has enjoyed
wide popularity, according to Phil Ravis, president of the company. It is stated that there
is also a wide demand for the Peerless line
of carrying cases which is made in three sizes.
"Our Summer business has been fine, and we
have been particularly busy on advance orders
fur Fall delivery," said Mr. Ravis. "Our manufacturing facilities have been increased with the
addition of new equipment and we are now in
a splendid position to give satisfactory and
prompt service to the trade on deliveries during the holiday season."
Columbia

Augments

money

The Model 400A DeLuxe
A complete portable laboratory; comparable in results
and efficiency with the most expensive stationary laboratory equipment. An instrument worthy of the most
skilled radio engineer, and still so simple that the average service-man can obtain perfect results easily and
quickly.
Comes in a handsome, brass bouiid traveling case, which
is complete and convenient in its appointments. Contains a swinging tube shelf providing absolute protection
and instant accessibility to tubes. Has adequate and
easily accessible compartments for all tools, accessories,
and supplies. Complete set of tools and materials, from
electric soldering iron to screwdriver, is furnished, each
located in its proper place in the case.
Instrument
laboratory
use. lifts out of traveling eas,e for store or
The 400A will play radios with open transformers and
will give condenser, choke coil output, and capacity outputs on radios not wired for the purpose.
Access is provided to all apparatus through pin-jacks.
Will test condensers for breakdown. Contains various
fixed condensers from .001 to 2 mfd., a 30-ohm rheostat,
a 500,000-ohm variable resistance, and an audio transformer, for instant use and various combinations.
Only $38.50 cash and 10 trade acceptances for $10.00
each, due monthly. Cash price, $124.65.
The most
convenient, and practical apparatus
in the radio thorough,
field.
The 99A Set-Tester
The ideal instrument for the busy service man. Light
in weight, compact, accurate, thorough, and complete.
Comes in a well-constructed, leather grained, brass-bound
traveling case with compartment for tools, etc. All
necessary adapters and accessories furnished.
Only $28.50 cash and 8 trade acceptances for $10 00
each, due monthly.
Cash price, $97.65.
A real money-maker for the service-man.
Our

Liberal

Trial

Offer

and Time Payment Plan
We
don'tandwanttested
you ittoin buy
Supreme
you
have tried
yourthedaily
work — until
convinced
yourself that it is all we say it is! Send now for details
of our liberal 6-day triaL offer and deferred payment
plan; Do it today! Address
SUPREME

Supreme

will

for

You

The Supreme is the only instrument
in the world that makes oscillation
tests on all radio tubes. (This is the
onlv accurate method of finding the
actual value of a tube.)
The .Supreme shows by meter readings
tube
the exact working condition of any grid,
from l'/z to IS volts, including screen
It is the
heater type, and rectifier tubes.
instrument that shows output
known tubes.
onlyrectifier
of
The Supreme self-contained power plant,
deriving its power direct from any A. C.
possible.
line, makes the oscillation tests
Every radio engineer and service man
will appreciate this exclusive Supreme feature.
a modradiator
Supreme
The ulated
wave. Simply
A. C. line.
into out
plugsends
No more wasting valuable time waiting on
broadcast stations; always at your service
and finer adjustment assured.
The Supreme heavy duty rejuvenator
provides scientific method of rejuvenation
Will reof any thoriated filament tube.time
withactivate up to 12 tubes at one
out removal from set. Pull a plug — the
Supreme does the rest.
Condensers can be balanced or synchro-—
tediousandmethods
formerreading
by themeter
nized— notboth
audible
but with
click. Easy, and much more accurate.
All continuity tests can be made from
socket on either A. C. or D. C. sets.
The Supreme will give direct reading
power of tubes and will show
amplifying
actual
working condition of all tubes.
It will give plate voltage readings with
or without load; will test voltage and current of all radios, including those using
the latest tubes, such as 210 and 250; will
give grid circuit readings up to 100 volts,
will test output of trickle chargers, or any
output
up tothe
2*/2 Supreme
amps.
In fact,
will give you
everything that any other testing instrument or all other testing instruments combined will give, and in addition will provide the many really important features
that are obtainable only in the Supreme.
Marvelous as is the Supreme, it is extremely simple. Plainly marked push buttons provide for instant selection of all
meter scales. It is as simple as it is thorough; as rapid as it is accurate.
Three Weston meters, mounted in Bakelite cases, are built in both models:
1 voltmeter, three scales of 0/10/100/600.
1,000 ohms per volt.
1 Mil-ammeter, of 125 mils and 2\z amps.
1 A. C. Voltmeter, three large scales of
0/3/15/150.
Every competent radiotrician knows that
this meter equipment insures maximum
accuracy.
Use the Supreme in making installations
of new sets. Balance the radio frequency
tubes. Assure your customer maximum results from his purchase. Saves time for
you; the set stays sold; your customer is
pleased. That means a direct, immediate
saving or profit for you and the creation
of good-will that builds business.
Use the Supreme in your service work.
One man does the work of three and does
it more accurately and easily, because it
substitutes scientific analysis for guesswork.
Put the Supreme to work; you'll find it
the biggest money-maker on your pay-roll.
Comes in two models, 99A and 400A.

INSTRUMENTS

Building,

Staff

A recent addition to the advertising staff of
the Columbia Phonograph Co. is Harold H.
Lisk. Prior to his coming to Columbia Mr.
Lisk did theatrical publicity for the Public
Service and Broadway Ticket Offices, besides
writing considerable copy as a free lance.

SUPREME

make

Ad

Greenwood,

Miss.

CORP.

Brunswick
Record

York, October, 1928
Has

New

Supplement

New
Type Supplement
Is 6
Wide by 26 Inches Long — Possesses a
Inches
Great Number of Distinctive 4 and
Attractive Features
Record supplements have always been a
problem to the phonograph record manufacturer. He must devise a form that will have
the maximum display and sales appeal and, because of the enormous distribution, must
necessarily watch the expense carefully, for it
is a matter that can easily get out of control.
Brunswick has solved the problem in the introduction of a type of record supplement that
is new to the music industry.
In design it is 6l/i inches wide by 26 inches
long, and is folded in straight folds and in
such a way that it can be opened in one sweep
and present the entire month's records to the
eye at one glance. The first edition is
elaborately decorated in the modern type of
art work and is profusely illustrated with pictures of Brunswick artists. This particular
issue features Lee Sims, Bernie Cummins,
Harry Richman, Vincent Lopez, Mario Chamlee and Richard Bonelli.
On the reverse side is a complete recapitula
tion of Brunswick records issued in 1928 and
when it is folded it presents to the eye a three
months' calendar, featuring certain dates on
which some particular musical event occurs
that is associated with Brunswick records.
The features of this new type of record supplement are numerous and among these is the
fact that it is a self-mailer, for by fastening
it together with a clip or small sticker it can
be mailed without further effort. Another
feature is that it fits easily into the No. 6 envelope and can be enclosed with statements
and other mail material, consequently it is convenient for any pocket or purse. Another
feature is the recapitulation, which, through this
new set-up, it is possible to present in a very
effective manner, and it is not necessary to
turn pages to find any one record. Of great
importance to the dealer is the fact that th^
supplement may be opened flat and can be used
as an auxiliary hanger, displayed in the record
booth or slipped under the glass top of the
record counter, and in that way featuring the
current records and those released during the
entire year.
The Brunswick organization believes that it
has solved the record supplement problem for
the dealer and that the new idea answers a
long-felt need of a supplement that is attractive to the eye and convenient for the customer, for he can find any record that he may
wish to hear without wading through masses
of detail. Although this new style has just
been released to the trade, it has created
widespread approval from Brunswick dealers
throughout the country.
Iowa

Atwater

Dealers

in

Kent
Meeting

Des Moines, Ia., October 5. — Under the auspices of the A. A. Schneiderhahn Co., Atwater
Kent distributor, Atwater Kent dealers in the
territory gathered at the Fort Des Moines
Hotel, this city, recently for a business meeting. Addresses were made by His Excellency
John H. Hammill, Governor of Iowa, and Captain Sir Hubert Wilkins, Arctic explorer and
one of the few aviators who have flown over
the North Pole. Other speakers included A.
A. Schneiderhahn and G. T. Timmermann, of
the distributing organization; L. A. Pratt, J.
W. Laufer and T. T. Willis, of the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and George
T. Phillips, of the Pooley Co., cabinet manufacturer, also of Philadelphia.
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Now

all

in

and

all

Atwater

Kent

set — all-electric receiv-

Atwater Kent first
WHEN
brought out a compact radio,
many

er and speaker combined in a compact

an eyebrow was raised, many

all-metal

a sceptic said, "But will the public

beautiful. It's right in
the modern trend —

Same thing happened when Atwater Kent introduced the true one-

It is designed and built, every part of it,

the all-metal shielding

by Atwater Kent — a set that comes

Fair — and

didn't

say to yourself, "Atwater

to you

complete except for tubes — that you can sell
with the Atwater Kent guarantee and with
undivided sponsorship.

would go back to three dials

today? And did you observe tbe
flock of all-metal sets at the Radio
World's

simple, convenient,
good looking.

dial, and again when Atwater Kent

Who

shielding

cabinet. It's wonderfully small, delicately

like it?"
DID the public like it? Everybody istrying for compactness now.

introduced
case.

one

you

It's just the set that a great many families
with their minds on cabinet radios were

Kent was

waiting for. Its tone is perfect. Its price is
a clincher.

right again"?
Now here's a new Atwater Kent

On the air — every Sunday night — Atwater Kent Hour — listen in!
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies
ATWATER

KENT

4725 Wissahickon Avenue

MANUFACTURING

MODEL 52 A. C. set, combining Model
42 receiver and specially designed Model
E-2 speaker in a satin-finished cabinet
30 inches high, 11 inches deep, 18 inches
wide. Finish on all four sides and there are
two
speaker grilles
— front
and part
backof— the
for
convenience
of placing
in any
room. Color choices — dark brown and
gold, golden bronze and gold, or taupe
and gold. For 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle
alternating current. Requires 6 A.C. tubes
and 1 rectifying lube. Without tubes, $117.
117

COMPANY

A. Atwater Kent, President

Philadelphia, Pa.

(Without Tubes)

"Radio's

MODEL 42 A.C. Many refinements in cabinet
design. Uses six A. C. tubes and one rectifying
tube, with automatic line voltage control. For
110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle alternating 4J»Qi£
current.
Without tubes, «fpOO

MODEL

44 A. C. Extra-powerful, extra-sensitive, extra-selective. Requires seven A. C.
tubes and one rectifying tube. For 110-120 volt,
50-60 cycle alternating current.
rtu -|
Without tubes, «tP 1 UO

Atwater
Radio
truest Kent
voice"
Speakers: Models E.
E-2, E-3, same qualdifferent in size.
Eachity,S20.
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Promising

Crop

Business

Conditions
in

Kansas

Aid

City

Area

Record Wheat Crop Harvested and Corn Prospects Are Promising — Chas. Freshman
Co. Opens Branch Office — Atwater Kent Dealers Meet — New Brunswick Models Shown
Kansas City, Mo., October 8. — The past month
has been one of unusual activity in talking
machine and radio lines in this city. Both
distributors and dealers report exceptional demand and prospects for the biggest year in
the history of the business. The territory is
in perfect condition, following the harvesting
of one of the biggest wheat crops this section
has ever known, and with corn prospects very
promising.
There has been considerable activity in the
radio field beginning with the middle of August.
The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., has opened
a branch office here with M. C. Schoenly as

district manager for Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, western Tennessee,
Arkansas and Missouri. Mr. Schoenly has
been with the Freshman Co. for more than a
year in St. Louis, and for the eight years previous acted as district manager for the Brunswick company in Kansas City and St. Louis.
He is enthusiastic about the prospects of the
Freshman line in this territory. Associated
with Mr. Schoenly are V. K. Henry, L. W.
Tixier and
3 JD. G. Shotton, service engineer.
The branch has offices at 1004 Davidson Building, Seventeenth and Main streets, and maintains awarehouse here as well.

Remarkable

SALES

RESULTS

with

distinguished

these

CABINETS

Buckeye Console Cabinets are designed and built by master craftsmen. They are made of selected
Walnut and the finest American

Stewart- Warner now uses Buckeye
cabinets exclusively. That is why
they help other manufacturers in
selling their receiving sets. That is
gum woods. They are simply and yet
why they will be a great sales asset
richly ornamented — cabinets whose
to you.
beauty fits them for a prominent
In spite of their rare beauty, Buckplace in the finest homes.
eye Console Cabinets are remarkToday, such outward beauty is one
ably low in price. Write today for
of the primary demands of discrimcomplete information, illustrations,
inating radio buyers. That is why
and price lists.
BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
National Sales Agent, Studner Brothers. Inc.. New York City. 67 West 44th St.: Chicago, III., 28 East Jackson Bird.
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The Western Radio Co., Atwater Kent distributor, held a dealers' meeting on August 28
for more than 500 Atwater Kent dealers. The
meeting was followed by a banquet in the
evening at the Hotel President.
The introduction of the new Brunswick radio
was received here with enthusiasm by the
dealers. The Kansas City branch of the Brunswick Co. is confident of a heavy demand for
this and the new Panatropes and combinations.
The new radio and other Fall models have
been exhibited to the dealers throughout the
territory by T. H. Condon, manager of the
phonograph division of the Kansas City branch,
at meetings held in Wichita, Joplin, Oklahoma
City and Tulsa.
A number of new accounts are announced
by the Brunswick branch in this territory,
among them being the Davidson Furniture Co.
and the Mace Ryer Co., of Kansas City, and
Haberfield's, of Pittsburg, Kan.
The Majestic Radio Corp., 2010 Grand avenue, distributor in western Missouri and eastern Kansas for Majestic radio and Cunningham
tubes, reports excellent activity in these lines
during the past two months.
O. D. Standke reports fine business throughout the Fall up to date. The Victor combination at $285 has been active, as well as the
Victor Orthophonic portable, which he can't
keep in stock because of the quick turnover.
Record business is excellent.
September business with the Sterling Radio
Co. in both the Columbia and Kolster lines is
far ahead of this month last year, according
to C. M. Willis, sales manager of the company,
and especial interest is reported on the new
Columbia-Kolster combination. Kolster business in August showed an increase of 150 per
cent over last August and in September a 95
per cent increase over the same month last
year was registered.
The Western Radio Co., Atwater Kent distributor, is well pleased with Fall business.
According to M. L. Putnam, advertising and
sales promotion manager of the company, business during the two months between July 1
and September 1 was three times greater than
it was last year.

Seattle

Lyric

Launches

Jobber
Ad

P. J. Cronin & Co., of Seattle, Wash., exclusive wholesale distributors of All-American
Mohawk Corp. Lyric radio receivers, report that
they have launched an extensive advertising
campaign on Lyric sets with the opening of the
radio show in Seattle. In the special show
numbers of both the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
and the Seattle Times, this company had large
display advertisements backed by some unusually excellent publicity.
Paul

Whiteman
Nation- Wide

Model No. 39
This handsome cabinet has doors of 5-ply
veneer swirled English Oak, and carved mouldings on the apron, continuing around the sides.
Finished in beautiful hand-rubbed lacquer.

RADIO

UC^t
FDRNIT V/K E

Drive

on
Tour

Paul Whiteman, dance music master incomparable and exclusive Columbia artist, has
just returned to New York after a highly successful tour. Whiteman's itinerary took in all
the more important shore resorts, starting at
Atlantic City, where he packed the Steel Pier
to capacity for his two concerts, and finishing
" 'way Down East" at Old Orchard, Me. Starting on October 7th, at Carnegie Hall, New
York, Paul Whiteman started his nation-wide
concert tour.
New

Morans

&

Sons

Branch

Henry Morans & Sons, New Britain, Conn.,
one of the oldest and most up-to-date music
stores in this territory, held the formal opening
of a new establishment at 373 Main street, New
Britain, on Wednesday, October 3.
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rJ£,HE Caswell Manufacturing Company
takes
this means of extending heartiest congratulations
the

to James
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K. Polk,
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Congratulations
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St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
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James

The new improved Master Junior Motor. Playing
two full 10-inch selections
from one winding. Ample
power for heaviest records.

KPolk,

Inc.

Power

More

and

~

Congratulations

/

outstanding success of James
THE
K. Polk, Inc., with the Flyer and
Junior

Motors

known

throughout

In extending
Atlanta,
they

Our
new improved Master Flyer
Motor. Playing
three full 10-inch
selections from one
winding. The best
all-around motor for
standard portables.

to

to realize

by the means

for still

success.
"More

much

more

good

wishes.

in the new
Master

congratulations

it is a special pleasure

power

organization"
The

is well

the South.

our

are backed

greater

portables

for

most

than

an

implies

expression

of our

also, more

power

improved

Master

Flyer and

Motors.

only more

ter power. The
power

selling

happily

It means

Junior

Not

to the Polk

for

justifying
energetic

power,
best

but

bet-

all-around

portables,

in all ways

the

earnest

most

selling efforts

sales organizations

and

of the best

everywhere.

'Built like a fine ship's clock"

ENERAL

INDUSTRIES
2812

Taylor

Street, Elyria,

Ohio

CO.
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It is interesting to know that these
records were given no display; they were placed in a corner
•

of a furniture

'■

From this first small stock of Okeh Records has grown the
largest record distributor for Okeh Records in the Southeastern section of the United States.
James K. Polk, Inc.,

1

store on temporary

racks.

is one of the most successful distributors
graphs and their parts in this country.
Today

you will find the name

of James

of records, phono-

K. Polk

decorating

:

its own three-story building in Atlanta, Ga., and
offices in Richmond, Va. ; Dallas, Texas, and

:

Tenn.

:

realized that seven years ago they started with a force consisting ofMr. P. C. Brockman and one assistant. Mr. P. C.

This

is achieving

Brockman is now Secretary
also Director of Sales.

success,
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especially
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its branch
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it is

Polk, Inc., and

is

Seven years ago James K. Polk, Inc., appreciated the profit
from the sale of Okeh Records.
Because the Okeh Dealer
1

has always

profited

from

the sale of Okeh

K. Polk, Inc., has profited to an established
As

the manufacturer
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Dealers Report the Radio Exposition at Hotel Gibson Was
Amount of Business — New Victor Models Shown — Lammers
Cincinnati, O., October 9. — The Radio Showheld by local jobbers and dealers in the Hotel
Gibson the latter part of the past month contained many fine combinations, and as it was
attended by throngs of people the exhibitors
made quite a number of sales and also developed a large number of fine prospects.
Dealers in talking machines exhibited their
lines in the "Music Hall Jubilee," which was
in commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary
of that noted structure, and this did much to
attract attention to this line of merchandise.
A number of out-of-town dealers were in the
city the middle of the past month to see the
three new Victor models which were brought
here by the "Victor Caravan" and demonstrated
in the Hotel Sinton, and local dealers, of
course, attended the affair. "These new Victor
machines will be here to be shown to the trade
in a few days," said C. H. North, vice-president
of the Ohio Talking Machine Co., "and shipments to dealers will begin in the very near
future. The new models 'went over big' and
the demonstration was a success in every way."
Ray Lammers, head of the Ray Lammers
Music Store, who recently added a new department in which he carries the Columbia
line, reports that it is meeting with fine success under the management of Ray Kleemyer,
who is a prominent musician and who is connected with the Harry Wilsey Orchestra.
Another line that Mr. Lammers has just added
is the A. C. Dayton radio. On October 1 Mr.
Lammers gave a dinner to a number of musicians and friends in the Rainbow Garden, in
celebration of the seventeenth anniversary of
his business. Incidentally, it was the first
anniversary of his being in his present location, at 123 East Sixth street.
At the store of the Otto Grau Piano Co. it
was reported by Mr. Grau that talking machines
moved very well in the past month and that
the demand is increasing steadily, especially

Distributors
Milwaukee

and

Productive of a Large
Adds Columbia Line

lor the more expensive models and combinations. This company had a fine exhibit at the
recent Radio Show and in the Music Hall
Jubilee, features of which were Radiolas,
Brunswick and Victor combinations.
At the store of the George P. Gross Co. it
was reported by Carl J. Rist, manager, that the
demand for talking machines is at a very good
level, with a tendency on the part of purchasers to choose the more expensive models
and combinations. In speaking of the Gross
exhibits in the Electrical Show and in the
"Music Hall Jubilee" Mr. Rist stated that both
of these had tended to attract attention to
combinations and had resulted in the development of many prospects.
The Jackson-Bell Radio Co. is the name of
a new business that has been opened up by
D. H. Bush at 126 East Seventh street.
The Hersch Radio, Inc., is the name of a
new company that has opened up a store at
534 Walnut street. The Atwater Kent, Fada
and Kolster lines are being carried and also a
large stock of radio parts and accessories.
The H. & W. Radio Shop has been opened
up at 2536 Vine street by W. M. Wallace. It
is specializing on Fada radio.
The A. & N. Music Co., dealer in talking
machines and records, has moved its downtown
store from 517 West Sixth street to 519 West
Sixth street.
"Business is picking up fast and we look for
a fine demand to develop," said Carl Kindt,
assistant manager of the local house of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. "The latest
thing we have received for demonstration is the
new superheterodyne straight radio, which is
AC operated, with '227' tubes and built-in
dynamic speaker." Brunswick models were
shown at the recent Radio Show by the E. M.
Abbot Piano Co. and the Otto Grau Piano
Co., of Cincinnati, and the Adams Music Co.,
of Covington, Ky.
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Month

Music-Radio Exposition Most Successful Ever Held — Many New Columbia Accounts
Opened — Roy Scanlon Is General Sales Manager of Orth Music Co. — Other News
Milwaukee, Wis., October 8. — October is a big
month for the radio trade in Wisconsin. It
opened up with the most successful radio-music
exposition in the history of the Wisconsin
trade, and followed a September during which
the dealers and consumers showed greatly increased buying interest.
G. K. Purdy, of the George C. Beckwith Co.,
says that the Crosley is meeting with great
success and that his organization is much enthused over business prospects.
At the Standard Radio Co., I. R. Wittuhn
declared that the organization is "rushed as
never before" with business, and that Kellogg
is selling better than it ever has.
Columbia has opened up a number of new
accounts, according to Walter E. Pugh, representative in the southern Wisconsin territory.
The line has had a wonderful period, and Fall
business is exceptionally good. Radio orders
are coming in fast, and the outlook for November and December is very good. Mr. Pugh
stated that Columbia dealers are looking forward to Schubert week during the week of
Nov. 18. Columbia dealers are reporting good
business, and album set sales are good.

Among the new dealers who have taken on
the Columbia line are Irving Zuelke, at Neenah, Wis.; The Badger Music Shop, Fond du
Lac; J. B. Bradford Piano Co., Fond du Lac,
Wis., and Christiansen Bros. Co., of Racine.
The trade is interested in the promotion of
Roy Scanlon, who has been with the Orth Music Co., at 504 Wisconsin avenue for about five
years, to general sales manager of the company. The Orth store is one of the most successful merchandisers of the Columbia line, and
has been outstanding also in its success with
portable phonographs and radios.
The Badger Talking Machine Co., Victoi
distributor in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan,
conducted a sales campaign on the Stephen
Foster album during the early part of October.
Dealers are making tie-ups with the theme
songs of successful moving pictures, according
to Mrs. Adel V. Holtz.
Harry Goldsmith, secretary and treasurer of
the Badger Talking Machine Co., visited Michigan dealers during the latter part of September
and joined the Victor Caravan at Grand Rapids.
Carl Lovejoy, Milwaukee representative of
the Brunswick Co., reports that business dur-

ing the Fall has shown a notable improvement,
and that the radio line of the company is go
ing along very well. Charles E. Willert of the
Morley-Murphy Co., distributor for the Balkite
and Everyeady radio products, also reported
business better than expectations.
Irving Zuelke, prominent music dealer with
stores in Appleton, Wis., and at Neenah, has
announced that he will finance the erection of
a ten-story building to replace the structure
which he owned, and occupied, and which was
completely destroyed by fire last Winter. The
new building is to cost between $350,000 and
$400,000, and will have a frontage of 60 feet
along South College avenue, and 110 feet along
South Oneida street, rising to 117 feet. Three
stores will be located on the ground floor.
Ten radio dealers in Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
have cooperated in the establishment of flat
charges for service, and the limiting of free
service calls on new sets. The stores have
agreed that a charge of $5 be made for the
aerial, and that three free service calls be given
with each set sold. After the three free calls a
minimum charge of $1 will be made for each
service call. It was also decided that a flat
charge of 75 cents be made for recharging
radio batteries, and a charge of 25 cents per day
for rental on batteries after the first 24 hours. A
charge of 50 cents will be made for delivering
and changing of the "A" battery, and no free
trials will be given on tubes or batteries. It
was also decided that a flat rate of $1.25 per
hour be made for radio repair work.
The Northern Hardware & Supply Co., of
Menominee, Mich., representing the Crosley
line in northern Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, held a sales convention at the Hotel
Menominee which 175 dealers attended.
Exhibits included the Crosley line, Showers
Bros, cabinets, the Amrad line, Findley metal
consoles, Burgess batteries, Lite Tennas, and
RCA tubes. Representatives of the various
companies exhibiting gave brief addresses before the conference. The representatives included F. A. Bremer and H. K. Jaax, of the
Crosley Radio Corp., and M. E. Samuels of
the Showers Bros. Co.
Seventy-five dealers of the Quinn Bros. Radio
Corp. of Neenah, Wis., assembled for their annual banquet and sales conference. The dealers were guests at dinner at the Valley Inn and
afterward they took part in a round-table conference, and inspected radio displays.
Madison radio dealers took part in a threeday radio exposition in the' Crystal room of the
Hotel Loraine in September. A feature of the
Madison show was that all sets used in operating for demonstration purposes were tuned on
the same program, eliminating a jumble of reception, and providing synchronized and more
enjoyable programs, while at the same time providing a better advertisement of the product.
The Remley Radio Co. formally opened in
the new Kuechle Building at 1206 North Eighth
street. The store is featuring the Fada and
Philco AC lines.
Establishment of a wholesale warehouse in
Racine, Wis., to take care of the business in
that city and in Kenosha, has been announced
by the G-Q Electric Co. of Milwaukee. The
company is the distributor for the Kolster, and
tor the General Electric Co.'s products in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan. The local branch
is located at 470-73 College avenue, and F. P.
Dunn, who has represented the company in this
territory for several years, is in charge.
A new factory is being built in Green Bay,
Wis., for the Super Ball antenna and aerial insulator Co. The front section will be used
as an office, the center of the building as an
assembly room, and the back section as an
enameling room.
Thomas Reese has been made manager of the
newly opened radio department of the B. F.
Harbaugh Piano Co., East Market street, Akron, O. This concern has just completed installing demonstration rooms for radio. It is
one of the oldest music houses in Akron.
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for

Profits

By
J. P.
President,
J. P.Seeburg
Seeburg Co.

ONE of the most invigorating and pleasing
reflections I find in the music industry
to-day is the quite evident reaction to the
importance of coin-operated reproducing musical instruments of all kinds. Noticeably true of
the automotic phonograph, dealers all over the
world are turning their attention to a field/ which
heretofore had escaped their enthusiasm. Thousands of instruments are now being sold each
month in this evident awakening to the tremendous market which had awaited cultivation.
Attention need not be called to the almost
overnight activity superinduced by the development and perfection of the automatic phonograph. Not only was the number of mechanisms offered evident proof of this recognition,
but the ready acceptance of a waiting market
spurred many dealers and salesmen into sales
activity which, unknown and uninvestigated by
them, heretofore had functioned successfully for
many years.
Consider its gratifying effect on those firms
which had held the manufacturing reins for
almost a quarter of a century. Naturally, the
increased demand extended the scope of the
field, increased production and indirectly benefited all concerned, including the ultimate purchaser. Based on a successful sales policy,
already established, the industry will go forward with benefit to all public-serving pursuits
which it seeks to stimulate.
To Sell or Lease
Without fear of contradiction, it can be stated
that the marketing of any automatic musical
instrument of the coin-operated type has been
attended by a difference of opinion as to
whether the product should be sold outright, or
if ownership should be retained by the dealer
and leases granted on each instrument in return for a majority share in its earnings. With
the coming of the perfected automatic phonograph, this choice of plan is no less a morsel
for thought. Before offering any definite decision, let us review the details involved in each
procedure.
Two General Sales Divisions
For the next few paragraphs we will outline
briefly a few of the most practical sales methods. Obviously, sales of any merchandise can
be classed in two general divisions, cash and
instalment. A cash transaction is of course universally the same, encouraged by an interesting
discount for payment in full. However, the
instalment plan varies widely in the automatic
field of merchandising. So many dealers are
familiar with only the one method of a certain
amount down and the balance in regular equal
monthly instalments. The experienced automatic dealer soon learns the fallacy of this method
with a coin-operated instrument which pays for
itself. Naturally, the earning power is in direct
ratio to the popularity of the particular location— the number of patrons who could be expected to pay for the entertainment it provides.
A Case in Point
A typical example may be cited. A certain
merchant sold an automatic phonograph to the
TYPE

M

RECORDING

WAX

Developed for Electrical
Recording. Works at 70* or
Normal Room Temperature

F. W. MATTHEWS

%£B3kTi

proprietor of a Summer resort for his dancing
pavilion. The contract specified a substantial
down payment with definite payments of $50.00
per month. The instrument was installed
satisfactorily. After several months had passed
it was found to be earning on an average of
$300.00 per month! The customer of course
was still within his rights to continue his pay-

J. P. Seeburg
ments of $50.00 every thirty days, pocketing a
profit of $250.00 per month from the very musical entertainment which was making his place
more popular and increasing his patronage constantly!
Visualize the difference in circumstances for
that dealer if he had insisted on first the same
substantial down payment and, instead of naming a definite amount for each monthly payment, demand a guarantee of $20.00 per week,
further stating in the agreement (which should
always be in writing) that the keys to the
lower section and money box were to be retained by the dealer, regular collection made
by him and all money therefrom to be retained.
It would be further stipulated that should the
proceeds exceed the amount of the guarantee
the difference would be credited to future payments. In case of a deficit, this naturally
would have to be made up by the purchaser.
Very often prospects are prone to underestimate not only the attraction music has for
the public but also doubt its earning capacity.
Nor is it always possible for the dealer to accurately foresee the possibilities. How then
shall this be proven? Risking difference of
opinion, may I venture the statement, based on
extensive observations, that the most profitable
and successful sales of coin-operated musical
instruments are made on the "approval" basis!
Free Trial Period
Judging principally by the popularity of the
place — not by lavishness of fixtures, prominence
of patrons, or bank balance of the proprietor —
the dealer approaches the prospect with a prop-

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machine*
RADIO MICA
American Mica
47 W««t Street
66

Works
N«w York

osition of installing the instrument on one or
two weeks' trial. Of course all the persuasive
arguments such as business stimulation, income,
etc., are used, but few are those prospective
purchasers who would decline a free trial. A
signed agreement is secured specifying that the
keys to the money box, as before mentioned,
are to be held by the dealer and all the muneys
collected from the cash box to be retained by
him. In the event the prospect elects to purchase the instrument, this amount (less a trucking and installation fee of $25.00) is to be credited as part of the cash payment, the balance paid
and a new contract signed naming the definite
guarantee. Turnover and Earnings
Why is this good business? First of all it
reduces the stock of instruments usually carried by a dealer. It furnishes a method of
quick disposal with immediate turnover. Every
instrument earns its "keep." It offers an excellent opportunity to "feel out" the location,
thereby avoiding repossession proceedings
against immature deals should payments become
lax. It often leads to large earnings without
requiring the payment of a share in the profits.
We know of instances where such an arrangement has resulted in a total collection of
$432.75 from a single location in gross income
while the instrument was still "on trial."
Many other arrangements are possible, all
from the angle of the earning power of the
instrument itself. One dealer has worked out
an arrangement of profit sharing which takes
the form of a sale agreement through which
the instrument becomes the property of the
owner of the location after earning more than
four times its cost for the dealer! The plan
is entirely legitimate and bears scrutiny from
all angles. The appeal is so fair-minded it
thereby offers an excellent approach for any
other arrangement that may be afterwards sugA practical system of record keeping has
gested.
also
been worked out simplifying the recording
of all collections, key numbers, guarantee
amounts, balance due, etc., for quick reference.
A definite method of bonding collectors as
well as providing for a regular check-up arrangement enables the dealer to protect himself formidably against losses. Compare this
with the common practice of "bad debt accounts" when dealing in a product not having
the self-earning power.
Simplest Form of Merchandising
Just a word regarding "operating." This is
perhaps the simplest form of merchandising.
It only involves methods protecting the dealer
in ownership of the instrument, placing it in a
likely location of public gathering, servicing
with records or rolls, and making collections
from the cash box at regular intervals. The
various commission arrangements vary according to the community, but the entire proposition should be treated as a separate angle of
the business. Many details could be gone into
and discussed but will not find space in this
(Continued on page 68)
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article. Much can also be said for its tremendous
legitimate as its truth is everywhere evident
return financially.
throughout the industry. "Operating" at this
Then why sell the automatic phonograph in
stage may therefore tend to weaken this posipreference to operating? Several reasons enter
tion. Undoubtedly that too will play an iminto this choice of plan, but suffice to mention
portant part not far hence. But just now the
best plan is to sell and sell well and profitably,
just a few. First of all there is no denying
at the same time keeping and fostering the
that the present demand far exceeds the comgood will of every buyer.
bined production of all manufacturers. The
Increased Record Sales
advent of electrical amplification by the use of
In closing^ a passing gesture might be made
new discoveries so increases the desirability
to a new source of profit. Each purchaser of
of phonograph music in public places of amusean automatic phonograph is a prospective sales
ment that the result is gratifyingly noticeable
in the final earning power of each individual inagency for records. Haven't you, upon hearstrument. This enormous absorption can and
ing a "catchy" number, an intriguing classical
is influencing the number of easy cash sales
selection, or especially fine vocal offering, exavailable which of course should be exploited to
perienced adesire to secure a copy for the
the fullest extent.
home folks? That same reaction takes place
with many each time an automatic phonograph
Due to the excellent earning power, the
plays. The time to induce a sale of that record
iength of time necessary to complete a "time"
is immediately when the thought suggests itself.
contract (when using the guarantee plan deThat is the reason many dealers have hit on the
scribed above) is considerably shortened. Many
instruments are paid in full within a few
plan of stocking two or three selections of
each number in the instrument, placing them
months. A contract with a two- or three-hunjust beside the cashier or even on a special
dred-dollar down payment, bolstered by a few
good monthly collections from the instrument,
table near the exit of every location in a pubsoon induces full settlement, or even if allowed
lic place of amusement. A sign is prominently
displayed stating that any number on the proto run the full time is noticeably short in comparison with contracts common in the past.
gram may be purchased on the way out. A
New Sales Fields
musical menu is also placed on each table if
New channels for sales have been opened up.
the phonograph is installed in a dining room.
A commission is paid to the proprietor on
Now the high type of music being recordhis total sales, making it not only possible but
ed by all record manufacturers, actually invites
profitable to provide free records for his ina new group of prospects never before apstrument indefinitely so long as his sales of
proached with reproduced music, coin-operated
records equal the required amount. It is suror electrically controlled. Consider the hotel
prising to what extent this income alone can
lobbies, better class of dining rooms, railway
be fostered. It also furnishes a definite check
terminal waiting rooms, tea rooms, club ball
on the numbers which are most popular. With
rooms, "high-class" dance pavilions, and a myrthis proof it is possible to repeat records from
iad of others that are eager to present entertime to time, thereby economizing on changes
tainment of this highly acceptable kind to their
of selections.
patrons. Here is an opportunity to sell for
cash to highly responsible prospects offering
The coin-operated phonograph places on the
horizon of the entire musical trade an opporfurther prestige for more sales.
tunity for profit not as an incidental but as a
Without question, the deficit in production
is being capitalized by dealers and for their
leading item in the dealer's line. It places his
continued benefit should be made much of. The
business on a more firm basis of profit due to
trade with business men whose prosperity is
psychology of the use of this fact is entirely

For

Talking

Machines

It's only first-quality felt, properly and particularly made, that
keeps on the job longer . . . that always proves most economical
in the final test.
Felts for these

You

can look

"built-in"

to American

qualities — and

Felt

Company's

get them!

For American Felt Company's Felts are made by an organization as particular as its most exacting customers — an organization backed by many years of sound experience in advising
talking machine manufacturers ... in recommending the grade
of felt best suited to each requirement. Our customers profit
Write us for quotations.
by all this.

AMERICAN

FELT

COMPANY

211 Congress St, Boston
114 E. 13th St., New
325 So, Market Street, Chicago

York City

York, October, 1928

easily recognizable without conjecture. It arms
him with a new sales approach embracing individual earning power plus a lucrative argument on the basis of trade stimulation. It
furnishes cash collections with no loss of time
for "floor demonstration" or warehouse storage. Recognition of these advantages is evident in the large number of-prominent ^dealers
making their debut in the automatic field.
A.

Crossley

Is New

Steinite

Engineer

Former Head of the United States Naval
Research Laboratory Joins Staff of the
Steinite Laboratories
A. Crossley, who resigned as head of the
United States Naval Research Laboratory on
September 1, is the latest outstanding engineer

A. Crossley
to join the staff of the Steinite Laboratories,
Atchison, Kan., manufacturer of Steinite Electric AC radio products.
Mr. Crossley started in radio work in 1908,
and was associated with the Navy Department
from 1910 to 1914 as chief radio electrician,
having charge of two ship and one land stations. He later served as radio officer aboard
the U. S. S. "Cyclops." He was with the United
Fruit Co. for a short time and later with the
Dupont Powder Co. in the capacity of radio
engineer. Following this he was radio research
assistant at the University of North Dakota
until the World War, in which he served, leaving with, the commissioned rank of lieutenant.
Since the war he has been connected with radio
research in various Navy bureaus, and during
this period was responsible for the rapid development^ of the Piezo Electric Crystal Art
and the development of many new circuits. He
is a member of Institute of Radio Engineers
and American Society of Naval Engineers.
Fada

Window

Display

Drive

To encourage special attention for window
displays during the next three months, Fada
Radio is offering prizes for the best Fada displays in October, November and December. Six
cash prizes will be awarded, with $100 as first
prize and $50 as second. There are only two
conditions to the contest, namely that the window must contain no other receivers or speakers than Fada, and a good, clear commercial
photograph of the window in glossy finish,
must be sent to the editor of Fada Sales in
order for the window to be entered in the competition. Announcement has been made from
the offices of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., that the
final limit for sending in photos is January 15,
1929. Information will also be collated as to
direct sales traceable to window displays during the display competition.
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FERRYMAN

RADIO

TUBES

FERRYMAN

Guarantee
This Perryman Vacuum Tube is
guaranteed to be perfect in every
respect and to conform with the
Electrical Specifications as printed
on the carton. We agree to replace it free of charge if it ever
fails because of defective material
or workmanship.
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Cities

to

Ob-

serve Schubert

Week

Civic Groups and Fraternal Organizations
Lend Co-operation in Planning Tribute
to Memory of Famous Composer
The Columbia ' Phonograph Co.'s Schubert
Centennial activities have gained a momentum
beyond all anticipation by the approval of
nearly 1,300 American municipalities, the majority of which are without orchestral facilities.
Most of these cities will hear the great Schubert works through the medium of the Columbia Viva-tonal phonograph and the special
Masterworks recordings in the Schubert Centennial Edition.
Civic forces have voted with enthusiasm to
join in the celebration of the Columbia Schubert Week-Back to Melody, November 18 to 25.
Powerful organizations like the International
Rotary and Kiwanis, and fraternal organizations like the Elks, the Masons, and the Red
Men, Chambers of Commerce, and large industries which have musical groups have
arranged with the Columbia Phonograph Co. to
hold extensive commemorative exercises during
Schubert Week.
This week an additional staff of Schubert
organizers have started out to organize local
Schubert committees, which will be branches of
the National Advisory Body headed by Otto H.
Kahn. These local committees comprise representatives of every phase of community life —
art, industry, religion, education, civics, and
these local committees sponsor the educational
observances during Schubert Week.
The slogan proposed by Columbia for this
Centennial, and adopted by the musical world
of
is
to
in

three continents, is "Back to Melody," which
regarded as an ideal phrase, both as a tribute
Schubert who was the Master of Melody, and
its significance for present-day music, which

is trying to get out of the blind alley of radical
experiments. That this slogan has influenced
the musicians is proved by the fact that the
prize-winning work which won the $10,000
grand prize paid by the Columbia Phonograph
Co. in the recent Schubert Centennial Contest,
is a composition characterized by strong melodies and harmonic treatment.
Schubert has been discovered to be the
world's most popular composer. How? ask the
curious and the skeptics, and Columbia is ready
with an irrefutable answer, more telling than
any straw vote. The answer is in the imposing
Schubert Centennial Edition of Columbia Masterworks, comprising song albums, symphony
albums, sonata albums, and chamber music albums, all of which are finding a ready sale far
in advance of the event.
Dealers and music lovers are receiving free,
from Columbia, a wealth of human interest material. This material is issued on a scale
hitherto unattempted. Close co-operation between dealers and the community forces solidly
back of the Schubert Week is responsible for a
new alliance between the music merchant and
the music lover and should prove substantially
profitable to dealers.
DeForest

Dismisses

Suit

The DeForest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J.,
has dismissed a suit which has been pending
for about a year against Powel Crosley, Jr.,
of Cincinnati, O., according to an announcement by James W. Garside, president of the DeForest Radio Co. This suit was filed by Arthur
D. Lord, former receiver of the DeForest Radio
Co., which has since been reorganized and has
become very active in the manufacture and sale
of DeForest Audions under the new management. Mr. Crosley, who is president of the
Crosley Radio Corp., recently became a member of the board of directors of the DeForest
Radio Co.

Jobber

House

Makes

Organ

Suggestions

George Hull, Vice-President of Parks &
Hull, Inc., Atwater Kent Jobber, Writes
in First Issue of House Organ
In the first issue of the new monthly house
organ of dealer helps, published by Parks &
Hull, Inc., of Baltimore, George Hull, vicepresident of the company, gives some sound
advice and suggestions to his organization of
Atwater Kent dealers, which might be followed
profitably by any dealer, irrespective of the set
he handles. Mr. Hull says:
"Every Atwater Kent retail dealer has a
threefold duty in properly conducting his business. To observe these duties, as outlined below, spells all the difference between success
and failure.

"Your duty to your customer dictates that you
must properly install the set; teach the customer to use it intelligently; and keep it properly serviced on a fair basis, free for the first
after.
ninety days, and for a reasonable charge there"Your duty to your distributor is to co-operate
with him by carrying an adequate stock and
tying in regularly with his advertising, thus
securing for yourself his best and most practical
co-operation with you.
"Your duty to your manufacturer consists in
using a proper and adequate amount of the advertising which has been prepared at such pains
and expense for you, and for which you pay so
little; as well as in never allowing an Atwater
Kent set to leave your store without testing it
first to see that it has met with no injury in
transportation.
"The careful attention you give to these duties,
together with a thoroughly meticulous care devoted to the details of installing the set and
aerial system, teaching the customer how to use
the set, and keeping it properly serviced, will
mean dollars and cents, many of them, in your
pocket.

Pierson
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Try and see!"

Phono<Radio
LOOK at the illustration of the ORLEANS
at
the
Plenty. left. Eye Value
and Sales Appeal —

Shamrock

Represen-

tation Rapidly Gains
Many

LOOK

at these specifications: General Electric Motor, Highest
grade Electric Pick-up;
Felt-lined (patented)

II ly*

Record File ; Newcombe-Hawley Magnetic
Speaker;
Special 2-way
Switch ; Adapter
Plug
and Volume Control.
LOOK— This Beautiful
Walnut Phono-Radio
equipped as specified
at a List Price of

PIF.RSON
PHONO-RADIO

$185.00.
LOOK around at all
lines on the market.
Nowhere can you find
such a value — and Remember, Pierson Quality is built into this job.
These 4 Looks Will
Convince You

The Model number equipped as above is No. 502-/1. Order Direct from this ad.
you plan to install A.C. or D.C. Radio.
THE
833

Cedar

Street

PIERSON

State whether

COMPANY
Rockford,

111.

New Distributors and Dealers Appointed— Satisfactory Orders Taken at
Radio World's Fair in New York

Many new distributors and dealers have been
appointed recently by the Shamrock Mfg. Co.,
Newark, N. J., according to Nate Hast, general
sales manager of the company. The Central
Electric Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., and Irwin Winston, Cleveland, Ohio, are among the new distributors. Achain store outlet in New England
with eleven stores and seventy-five new dealers
in the metropolitan district of New York have
signed Shamrock dealer franchises through
Alexander's, Inc., the New York distributor.
"Our business during the Radio World's Fair
was very satisfactory," said Mr. Hast. "Orders
for more than fifty receivers were taken from
consumers and turned over to our distributors
and dealers. Our wooden cabinets in five different duco Jacquered finishes are proving very
popular indeed. More than 3.000 Shamrock sets
have been produced and shipped since June, and
we are now increasing our production so as to
catch up with back orders."
Declare

Brunswick

Dividend

The directors of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, 111., have authorized a dividend of 75 cents per share on the outstanding
common stock to stockholders of record at the
close of business on November 5, 1928, payable
November 15, 1928.
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SPEAKERS
TEMPLE
every demonstration

the sensitivity — put them
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Temple
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20 Air Chrome

Speaker
The sensational new development
which has set a new standard in tone
quality — Model 20 Temple Air
Chrome Speaker. Its reproduction is
lifelike — the deep bass and the high
trebles come through as if the very in-'
struments were playing before you. Its
open radiator consists of two sections
instead of one and the powerful Temple Double Action Unit insures a substantial increase in volume and tonal
range.
Model 20 is encased in genuine walnut— pleasing and attractive — to say
the least — $29-00.

TEMPLE
TEMPLE,

Leader
Its

Itself

Model

Model

up

There

and

in itself. Every

full assurance

or manufacture.

speaker

Chrome

A

Complete
in

with

tell their own

let them

each

be satisfied

for

—

sell themselves
anything

test and

Air
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with
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a sale. Compare

means

price class.
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offers

not

INC.,

Field

15 Air Column

Speaker
Brilliant — faithful
— with a realism and
tone value which brings the very broadcast to you — these are the outstanding
characteristics of the Temple Model 15
Air Column Speaker. This is the famous
Temple exponential air column design
upon which Temple success was founded
— but now improved and better, than ever.
Delivers more volume than you'll ever
need — all with a quality that is amazing.
Encased in genuine walnut, it combines
character with beauty — a welcome addition to every home. — $29.00.
The Temple Comparator
Made so Speakers
may be compared,
and the various
cofb aracteri
every sties
type
o f

in

reproduction analyzed. The Temple Comparator allows the comparing of
from two to five speakers — $3.50.

Model

50 Dynamic

Speaker

Model 50 Temple Dynamic is a
table model speaker for A. C, D. C. or
Battery operation. In quality it is
amazing. The low notes — clear down
to the lowest register — are reproduced
in their true values, round and mellow,
absolutely natural in their realism. The
treble notes and overtones— all important for faithful reproduction — display
a tonal splendor that is startling. Volume aplenty for a small auditorium —
yet
it may
operated at a whisper
without
loss be
of quality.
Beauty is in every line- — it is encased
in genuine walnut — $49.00.

SPEAKERS
1925 S. Western Ave., CHICAGO,
Leaders in Speaker Design

U.S.A.
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Demand

for

Supply,

Radio

Exceeds

Toledo

the

Report

Dealers

Sparton and Majestic Receivers Are in Especial Demand — Victor Combinations and
Columbia-Kolster Models Moving Briskly — Radio Week Observed This Month
Toledo, O., October 8.— The demand for radio
sets is greater than the supply here. This is
particularly true of Sparton and Majestic sets,
though certain models in other lines are likewise oversold. Victor combinations are moving
briskly, and Columbia-Kolster models are making rapid sales strides. A number of retailers
have deposits upon the new combinations and
straight radios which await delivery of models.
The J. W. Greene Co. is enjoying the largest
radio business in its history, according to W.
W. Baillie, manager of the talking machine and
radio departments. Victor combinations 7-26
and 7-11 and the Brunswick combinations are
moving and capturing the interest of patrons.
The new Brunswick straight radios, the Zenith
and the Sparton are taking hold in fine shape.
The latter is outselling the available supply by
a large margin. The store is featuring new
merchandise in the windows and has arranged
separate display rooms for each make. The
Orchestrope, which is well adapted for restaurant and amusement place use, is selling ahead
of the supply.
At the Lion Store Music Rooms & Radio
Shop, sales are above the same period of a
year ago. The store is featuring the new
Stephen Foster Album in store displays and in
the newspapers. Wilber Markwood stated that
by calling up persons to whom the house has
already sold Victrolas a large number of the
albums had been sold. Again, each week
service counter display of the week's five best
sellers is made and this, along with the booth
feature of one outstanding record, is putting
disc sales ahead. The house has taken on the
Radiotrope and has the exclusive Toledo agency for the instrument which has the Utah loud
speaker. The radio section coupled its efforts
with that of Zenith -the past week when that
concern sent Mildred Clark to demonstrate the
instrument in the window to passers. She displayed cards telling the Zenith story and pointed out its features. The method stopped many
passers-by here as well as at other stores which
also tied up with the effort.
The United Music Store, according to Harry
Wasserman, proprietor, is doing the volume
it did a year ago. The store has taken on
the Crosley radio and is introducing the set
to the public by means of window displays and

artistic interior effects. Victor, Brunswick and
Columbia records are dealt in here.
The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co. is making rapid strides in its radio division, according to Frank Ridly. The Peerless and the
Crosley AC radios have been added here.
Grinnell Bros, are keeping open evenings to
take care of the demand for radios and to accommodate patrons who find it difficult to visit
the store during the day. The Stephen Foster
music, by the Victor Salon Orchestra, under
the direction of Nat Shilkret, has taken hold
in fine shape here. Window displays of Victor
combination and the new AC electric sets, which
include RCA, Kellogg, Freed-Eisemann and
Majestic in Autumn splendor, are stopping
passers-by.
The Toledo Radio Co., Sparton wholesaler,
according to Chas. H. Womeldorff, president, is
in pressing need of more merchandise. Sets
are being delivered as fast as they arrive, which
isn't half-fast enough to care for the growing
list of Sparton dealers. New retailers added
recently include Thad. J. Moore, Kobacker Furniture Co., the Grand Store, the LaSalle &
Koch Co. and the Northwestern Furniture &
Radio Co. The outlook is for the best radio
year yet experienced.
C. R. Caesar has announced the opening of
the Delaware Radio shop at 918 West Delaware
avenue. The new shop will be an agency for
Brunswick
Outlined

Ad

Drive

in Brochure

Sales Campaign Will Be Supported by
Newspaper, National Magazine and
Outdoor Advertising — 122 Cities Covered by This Extensive Drive
Through a two-color brochure the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, has presented to the trade what is said to be the
greatest single advertising campaign which the
Brunswick organization has ever initiated in
behalf of its dealers. Seventeen weeks of intensified selling have been planned and worked
out by the Brunswick Co. and this sales program will be supported by newspaper, weekly
magazine and outdoor advertising. The campaign started in September and in every Sunday issue of leading newspapers throughout the
country there will appear large-size Brunswick
announcements, and on each Thursday there
will appear advertisements on Brunswick records. The Saturday Evening Post and Liberty
will carry full- and half-page advertisements,
respectively, on Brunswick Panatropes, Brunswick radio and Brunswick Panatropes with
Radiola, while smaller advertisements, such as
full-column advertisements, will appear on
records in the Post and Liberty throughout
the Fall season. College Humor, a magazine
I hat is read by thousands of young people who
buy
popular
records, will also carry Brunswickrecord
advertising.
MTg.

Dealers and Jobbers: Write or
wire for attractive proposition.
F. A. HINNERS & CO., INC.
55 West 42nd St.
New York City

York, October, 1928

T
SPRING
E PHONO
GRAPHITLUBRICAN
II C I FV'Q
Ilsley'a Lubricant makei the Motor make food.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up its
or original
become sticky
rancid. Remains in
form or
indefinitely.
Put
in 1, S, 10,
25 andput50-pound
for cans
dealers.to
This uplubricant
is also
up in cans
4-ounce
retail
at
25
cents
each
under
the
trade
name
of
L.miljnfi
MACHINE LUBRICANT

NOISELESS TALKING
FIJRFKA
Wrif for tptciai proposition to jobbtrt
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Freat St., NewTerk
the AC Dayton and the Kolster radios and will
carry batteries and other accessories.
The first week in October has been designated as Radio Week among local radio retailers. Accordingly, practically all dealers will
make special displays of outfits and advertise
their wares in newspapers and by direct mail.
The Aitken Radio Co., wholesaler, was host
recently at the Elks Club at dinner to a large
group of Crosley and Amrad dealers. Officials
of the Crosley Radio Corporation, Amrad Corporation and the Aitken Radio Co. addressed
the group on advertising and sales promotion.
The Park Lane Radio Co., according to Clifford Johnson, president, is doing as great a volume now as at the holiday season last year. A
contract was signed recently to carry Zenith
sets. Majestic and RCA lines are also dealt in.
Flightner's Music Shop, Columbia retailer.
Frank Flightner stated, is closing a much larger
volume now than ever before. Columbia.
Kolster and Sonora radios have been added.
Henry Skolnick is now in charge of the radio
department here.
The J. W. Greene Co., Toledo's oldest itiumc
house, on October 1 took possession of the
Frank Ff. Frazelle music store. The stock consists of pianos, Victrolas, radios, records and a
general line of things musical.
Twenty-four-sheet lithographed posters imprinted with the dealer's name are furnished
tor use on billboards near the retailer's store,
an idea which Brunswick dealers in all parrot the country utilized last year with success.
In the brochure the 122 cities are listed in
which the Sunday and Thursday newspaper
advertising is appearing. Samples of the newspaper advertisements, tie-up copy, the Post
and Liberty advertisements, and reproductions
of the outdoor advertising are shown in the
brochure.

Kellogg

Ad

Addresses

Manager
Salesmen

Mac Harlan, advertising manager of the
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago,
manufacturer of radio receivers, addressed the
Grinnell Bros, sales staff on September 11 in
Detroit. He exhibited the movie films,
"Listening In" and "A Trip Through the Kellogg Plant," to illustrate his talk, and also
>howed the salesmen several examples of Kellogg newspaper advertising which is now appearing throughout the country.

"Bum

Song"

in Many

Tongues

One does not have to understand English to
enjoy the famous "Bum Song" whose popularity is sweeping the country. In addition to
Vernon Dalhart's inimitable interpretation the
Columbia Co. has recorded it in Polish, Jewish,
Ukrainian, German, and has also included it on
its Irish list.

Radio & Phonograph
HARDWARE

PERFECT
Portable Needle Cup
Open Stays Open
Closed Keeps Closed
Star Mach. & Nov. Co.
Bloomfield, N. J.

SPRINGS
REPAIR

PARTS

RENE
MFG. CO.
MONTVALE, N. J.
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Here
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and

by

is

True

scientific

Precision

of

Tone

design

Manufacture

SCIENTIFIC design and construction
— original with Webster, and different
from any other on the market today —
the Webster Electric Pick-up is built to a pre
cision standard which assures supreme tonal
perfection! Its true fidelity of tone and ability
to capture the most delicate harmonious and intonations of the individual instruments has won
the highest endorsement of the trade.
OF

Master craftsmanship in every miscroscopic
detail is responsible for its thrilling life-like reproduction! Every part is perfectly matched
and delicately balanced. Absolute travel freedom of the needle in the record groove is insured
by a frictionless stylus bearing.
The pick-up head, encased in a dead metal die
cast housing, definitely eliminates annoying
resonance. The built-in volume control in the
Model i- A is a distinct improvement,
while the cantilever type supporting arm
suspended in accurately fitting bearings
does away with all annoying rattles.

Fidelity

Prove — by actual comparisons with
other pick-ups — what elaborate
attention to detail and precision
manufacture mean in obtaining
really pleasureable reproduction.
The superior action and quality
of the Webster are instantly apparent! Two models are available in the Webster Electric Pick-up. Model i-A, which in'
eludes pick-up head, supporting arm with a
volume control incorporated in the base — an exclusive Webster feature — and necessary
adapters, is priced at a list of $17.50. Model
i-B includes pick-up head, separate volume control, and necessary adapters; the list price is
$12.50.
In no other pick-up on the market today will
you find so much actual dollars-and-cents value.
This is a decided selling
asset for the customer instantly recognizes this val-

ue and quality — and wants it. Practical sales
assistance is supplied by a complete assortment
of catalog pages, envelope enclosures, etc. Impressive self selling-counter display cartons are
supplied for both models. One model i-A or
three Model i-B to a carton allows a quick
turnover, yet insures a constant stock. The
regular wholesale and retail discounts apply.
There is an unusually substantial market for the
Webster Electric Pick-up. Be sure to get your
share of this new business! Many leading
jobbers have already placed their orders for this
exceptional pick-up. Order direct if your jobber
has not yet secured his stock.
WEBSTER

ELECTRIC COMPANY
RACINE, WISCONSIN

Two adapters and full instructions are
packed with each model so that pic\-up
is readily adaptable to either battery
operated or A. C. sets.

Webstar
Tlectric
Ms- > Tick-up
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Chicago
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CHICAGO,
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Company
City
Abox Co
Chicago
Acme Wire Co
_
New Haven, Conn.
Adler Mfg. Co., Inc
Louisville, Ky.
Aero Products. Inc. _
Chicago
All-American Mohawk Corp
Chicago
Aluminum Co. of America
_
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Amateur Set Contest, American Bosch Magneto Corp.. . . Springfield, Mass.
American Radio Relay League
Chicago
Amrad Corp. _
Medford, Mass.
Andrea, F. A. D., Inc
Long Island City, N. Y.
Apex Electric Mfg. Co. (Div. of U. S. Elec. Corp.)
Chicago
Arco Electrical Corp
_
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Arcturus Radio Co
Newark, N. J.
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co
Philadelphia, Pa.
Bakelite Corp
_
New York City
Belden Mfg. Co
_
Chicago
Berkey & Gay Furn. Co
-Chicago
Best Mfg. Co
_
Irvington. N. J.
Borkman Radio Corp
Salt Lake City, Utah
Brach, L. S., Mfg. Corp
_
Newark, N. J.
Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co
_
Chicago
Bright Star Battery Co., Inc
_
Hoboken, N. J.
Buckeye Mfg. Co
Springfield, O.
Burgess Battery Co
_
Chicago
Bush & Lane Piano Co
Holland, Mich.
Capehart Automatic Phonograph Corp
Huntington, Ind.
Carter Radio Co.
Chicago
Case Electric Corp. (Div. of U. S. Elec. Corp.)
Marion, Ind.
CeCo Mfg. Co., Inc
Providence, R. I.
Central Radio Corp.
Beloit, Wis.
Champion Radio Works, Inc
Danvers, Mass.
Chicago Solder Co
_
Chicago
Chicago Telephone Supply Co
Elkhart, Ind.
Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc
_
New York City
Continental Fibre Co
..Chicago
Coyne Electrical School, Inc
_
Chicago
Crosley Radio Corp
Cincinnati. O.
Cunningham, E. T., Inc
_
New York City
DeForest Radio Co
Diamond Electric Corp
_
Dynatrope Co
-

Jersey City, N. J.
Newark, N. J.
Chicago

Eby, H. H., Mfg. Co.. Inc
Philadelphia, Pa.
Edison, Thomas A., Inc
_
Orange, N. J.
Ehlert Radio Furniture Co
Chicago
Ekko Co
_
Chicago
Electrad, Inc. _
New York City
Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc
Chicago.
Empire Electrical Products Co
New York City
Fada, Inc. _
Long Island City, N. Y.
Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc
Long Island City, N. Y.
Fansteel Products Co., Inc.
North Chicago
Federal-Brandes, Inc
Newark. N. J.
Federal Furniture Factories, Inc
_
New York City
Federal Radio Corp
Buffalo, N. Y.
Federated Radio Trade Assn.
Chicago
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp
Brooklyn, N. Y.
French Battery Co
_
Chicago
Freshman, Chas., Co., Inc., of Illinois _
Chicago
Freshman, S., Co
Chicago
Frost, Herbert H., Inc
Elkhart, Ind.
General Radio Co.
Cambridge. Mass.
Gordon, L. S., Co
Chicago
Grand Rapids Furniture Co. _
Chicago
Gray & Danielson Mfg. Co
San Francisco, Cal.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc
_
Chicago
Grebe, A. H., & Co
_
New York City
Greene-Brown Mfg. Co
_
Chicago
Grigsby-Grunow Co
_
Chicago
Gulbransen Co
_
Chicago
Hanson, Louis, Furniture Co
High Frequency Laboratories
Howard Radio Co
_

_
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Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

to

14,

Radio

Show

ILL.

1928

Company
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co
Jones, Howard B
Joy-Kelsey Co
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co
Kodel Electric & Mfg. Co. _
Kolster Radio Corp

City
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cincinnati, O.
Newark, N. J.

Magnavox Co
_
Chicago
Markel Electric Products, Inc
Buffalo, N. Y.
McMillan Radio Corp
_
Chicago
Minerva Radio Co
Chicago
Minilux Corp
_
New York City
Molded Wood Products, Inc
_
Chicago
Muter, Leslie F., Co
Chicago
National Carbon Co., Inc
National Co., Inc. _
Neutrowound Radio Mfg. Co
Newcombe-Hawley, Inc
_

New York City
Maiden, Mass.
Chicago
St. Charles, 111.

Operadio Mfg. Co

St. Charles, 111.

Pacent Electric Co
_
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co
Polymet Mfg. Co
_
Pooley Co
_
Quam Radio Corp

_

New York City
Philadelphia, Pa.
New York City
Philadelphia
Chicago

Radio Allied Mfrs.' Corp
Radio Corp. of America
.._
Radio Manufacturers' Assn
Raytheon Mfg. Co
_
Red Lion Cabinet Co
Robertson-Davis Co., Inc
_
Rola Co
_

_
Chicago
New York City
_
Chicago
Cambridge, Mass.
Red Lion, Pa.
Chicago
Oakland, Cal.

Samson Electric Co
Scott Transformer Co
Shamrock Mfg. Co
Showers Bros. Co. (Radio Div.)
Silver-Marshall, Inc
_
Slagle Radio Co. (Div. of U. S. Elec. Corp.)
Sonatron Tube Co
_
Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc
Sparks- Withington Co
_
Steinite Radio Co
_
Sterling Mfg. Co
_
Stevens Mfg. Co
_
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co
Super-Ball Antenna Co., Inc.
Super Radio Lab.. Inc
Superior Cabinet Co. _
Sylvania Products Co

Canton, Mass.
. .Chicago
Newark, N. J.
Bloomington, Ind.
Chicago
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Chicago
..New York City
Jackson, Mich.
Chicago
Cleveland. O.
New York City
_
Chicago
Rochester. N. Y.
Green Bay, Wis.
Chicago
Muskegon, Mich.
Emporium, Pa.

TALKING MACHINE WORLD
Temple, Inc
_
Television Society, Inc
_
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co
Timmons Radio Products Corp
Tyrman Electric Corp. .._

New York City
Chicago
New York City
Chicago
Philadelphia
Chicago

Ultratone Mfg. Co
Chicago
United Radio Corp. _
Rochester, N. Y.
United Reproducers' Corp
Chicago, Rochester, N. Y.
U. S. Electric Corp
_
Chicago
Utah Radio Products Co
_
Chicago
Veteran Wireless Operators' Assn
Victoreen Radio Co
_
Victor Talking Machine Co
Vitalitone Radio Corp
_

New York City
Cleveland. O.
Camden, N. J.
New York City

Walbert Mfg. Co
Webster Co
_
Webster Elec. Co.
Weiman Co
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. _
Weston Electric Instrument Corp

Chicago
Chicago
Racine. Wis.
_
Chicago
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newark. N. J.

Yahr-Lange, Inc
Yaxley Mfg. Co

Milwaukee, Wis.
Chicago

Zenith Radio Corp

_
_

_

Chicago
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table
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for complete
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Power Units
Our line of power units for
D.C. or A.C. tubes is complete. Take advantage of

The

cabinetry

exception

to the

in floor

Ave.

details

Tube

and

Set Testers

Our line of testers is complete to cover every requirement for store and service
man's use. All models are
easy
to use, accurate and
durable.

Manufacturing

Cleveland,

Co*

Ohio, U.S.A.
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ODEL 502-3 — Pitted with our
dynamic speaker, equipped withanda
standard dry disc rectifier
operapowerful
AC 110 v.,for60 cycle
tion fromtransformer
house current. No other auxiliary
apparatus required.
Constructed of beautifully figured
walnut plvwood in two-tone effect
—rubbed "to a velvet-like finish.
construction is deIts rugged
signed to carry the weight of the
sets. Made
ay electric
present-d
29 in. high, 32 in.
in two sizes—
wide, 14 in. deep and 29 in. X
Tiy2 in. x 18'A in.— $70.00 list.

ODEL DC 507— Equipped with
unit. Finished in toa
our dynamic,two-to
ne walnut
beautiful
sets. Small
match the popular
in size, 13 '4 in. high by 12% in.
Operates
wide by 1154 In. deep.
0battery or
from 0-volt storage
volt battery eliminator. List,
¥50.00.
Model A 506 — Same cabinetfromas
above. Ready to operate
60-cycle lighting
any
List, $60.00.
circuit.AC 110-volt,
Model A 508 — Like above, except
that it's made to operate from
a D.C. lighting circuit. List,
$55.00.
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ti-olleyr
wont
do
O REACH your destination you must
catch the right one ! And to do that
you must know where you're going.
So it is with Radio Speakers! And here,
your objective is larger pTofits through volume sales. Hence O'Neil Radio Speakers are
the right ones for you to sell !
They are made by a pioneer in the manufacture of Radio Reproducers. So they are made
right! Being attractive in appearance, moderately priced and unusually faithful in
reproducing every tonal shade and voice
color of the artist — without rattle or distortion throughout
entire
O'Neil
Speakers
sell and anstay
sold broadcast
! These —qualities
also
make the
fast selling
one. O'Neil line a popular and
The Model DX 505 is a good one to know
about. It is an especially good looking
cabinet equipped with the O'Neil Dynamic
Speaker
to beat
combination
To
hear
and— aseehard
it means
to want
it. And! like
all O'Neil Speakers it sells itself.
If you are interested in making money by
handling quality products you will be interfamous
O'NeilyouSpeakers."
should estedbein "the
pleased
to send
a copy of We
our
Illustrated Catalog describing the complete
line of O'Neil Magnetic and Dynamic Speakers. They list from $14.75 upwards. Better
write today — there is a jobber near you to
supply yourOneeds.
'NEIL

Manufacturing

ynamic Unit Chassis
AC Model A 510— For A.C. light
socket operation, equipped with
and powerful
discmerrectifier
dry
110 v., 60 cycle. List.
transfor
$40.00. In Baffle Box, $2.50 extra.

Corporation
— the famous O'NEIL Radio Speakers
West New York, New Jersey

O'NEIL speakers are licensed
the Lektophone Patents.

ider

Fall

Radio

More

Trade

Than

at New

$35,000,000

York

-Chicago

Shows

Worth

Exposition

Show

THE Seventh Annual Chicago Radio Show,
at the Coliseum, which opened its doors
to dealers, jobbers and the public on
October 8, as this issue of The Talking Machine World goes to press, and will continue
until October 14, promises to break all rec-

Now

of Business

Which

Under

Was

Way

Smash

Transacted

Visited
Should

Records

in Six Days

by 290,426

Persons

Duplicate

Records

by G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager, who,
in association with U. J. Hermann, managing
director, is also chief executive of the Chicago
Radio Show.
Mr. Irwin stated that members
of the industry throughout the country had
pronounced
the Fair the most interesting,

experimenter, rather than non-technical men.
The public interest in television demonstrations at the New York Radio World's Fair indicated the necessity of permitting similar displays at the Chicago Radio Show, according to
exposition executives.
It was stated that the

View of the Main Floor of Madison Square Garden Devoted to Exhibits of the "Newest in Radio" During the Recent Radio World's Fair
ords in attendance and volume of business
demonstrations at Chicago were officially sancproductive and profitable ever held, and the
tioned by Major Herbert H. Frost, president
transacted, as did the Fifth Annual Radio
general opinion is that radio will have one of
the
most successful years in the history of the
of the Radio Manufacturers' Association.
industry.
World's Fair, which was conducted at Madison
No startling innovations in radio receivers
Square Garden, in New York, September 17
to 22. In Chicago, as in New York, the daily
A grand total of 290,426 persons visited the
were introduced at the Radio World's Fair, and
it was expected that the Chicago show would
hours for the trade, when the public will not
Radio World's Fair at Madison Square Garden
be similar in this respect. Refinements were
be admitted, are 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. The exduring the week. Of this number it was estieverywhere in evidence. Particular attention
mated that an average of 40,000 people saw the
position will be open daily to the public from
has been paid to beauty in cabinet work, an^
1 p. m. to 11 p. m.
television exhibits daily. Mr. Irwin stated that
the service problem is ceasing to be one. Speakwhile television had proved to be one of the
More than $35,000,000 worth of business was
ers match the receiving set cabinets in beauty
major
features
of
the
week,
it
was
clearly
transacted in the six days of the Radio World's
Fair in New York between manufacturers and
demonstrated that the art of television was not
of design and artistry, and radio-phonograph
combinations are proving popular.
merchandisers, according to an estimate made
yet ready for home use except by the wireless
Radio

Festival

Tremendous

Is
Success

Chicago Banquet, Entertainment
Attracts Huge Crowd

and Ball

The Chicago radio festival banquet, entertainment and ball, held at the Stevens^ Hotel,
September 18, was one of the most successful
radio events ever held in Chicago. The grand
ballroom of the Stevens Hotel was filled to
capacity with radio enthusiasts, manufacturers,
dealers, jobbers and the public, who listened to
,i six-hour program featuring leading Chicago,
New York and nationally known radio stars.
Miss Adrienne Muhlig, Joliet, 111., won the
slogan contest with the radio slogan, "The
V oice of the World." The first prize was a
Balkite Model 108 cabinet console, retail value
S340 The second prize was won by Vera
Klein, Chicago, with the slogan, "The World
in Your Home." The second prize was a Sparton Equasonne junior console model 79A, with
a retail value of $229.50. The third winner was
Mrs. Frank J. Ryan, Chicago, who won a
Temple dynamic speaker No. 50, retail value
$49. The winner of the dancing contest was
Mrs. Margaret Whipple, Winnetka, III., and her
partner was George Phillips.
The prize for

the dancing contest was a Hinner's speaker.
The courtesy reporter was busy during the
evening and after executing many novel tests
of courtesy selected Mrs. Donald Grimes,
Chicago, as the winner of the courtesy prize,
a Kolster 6D radio set. The other prizes
donated during the evening were a Majestic
radio console, Model No. 72; Zenith, Model 34,
six-tube all-electric console; Bosch Type "A"
console receiver; Crosley Gem Box, 1929
Model; 1929 Freshman Equaphase, all-electric
console Model G-10; Acme AC-4 radio table
model; Hinner's speaker Model No. 27; Fairfax Master Speaker No. 595; Triple-Tone
speaker switch; two No. 30-60 Bright Star
heavy duty 45-volt radio batteries; two National tube kits; and a Model 1-A Webster
electric pick-up with supporting arm.
Sen Kaney, the announcer of the Chicago
studios of the National Broadcasting Co., was
master of ceremonies and kept the enthusiasm
and interest at a high pitch during the evening.
H. E. Richardson, of Young, Loring & Richardson, Inc., Sparton distributors in Chicago,
who is president of the Midwest Radio Trades
Association, was the speaker of the evening
and gave a short talk on the benefits of the
Midwest Radio Trades Association directly to
manufacturers, jobbers and dealers in this territory and ultimately to the consuming public
in general.
He mentioned that the Midwest
73

Radio Trades Association consisted of a group
of manufacturers, jobbers and dealers who have
organized to protect and serve to the best advantage the radio public of Chicago. Since
its inception the efforts of the Association to
improve radio conditions in Chicago have met
with the hearty support of the radio industry
and the public. The aims of the Association
are chiefly directed to give the public full value
for their radio purchases and conscientious and
honest service, so as to intelligently keep those
interested in radio in pace with its rapid progress. As a guarantee of these ideals everyone
can readily identify a member of this Association by looking for the Association emblem.
After the termination of the rebroadcast of
the New York program, "Husk" O'Hare and
his orchestra furnished the music for dancing.
During the dancing well-known theatrical stars
from the production, "My Maryland," Miss
Olga Cook, Miss Ruby Spencer, Miss Betty
Byron, Miss Helen Doyle, Ralph Dunn,
Nathaniel Wagner, Hal Conklin, George Rosener and George Reinhart entertained.
The demand in England for American radio
set essentials and accessories is steadily increasing, according to Nat Greene, of the Polymet Mfg. Corp. Mr. Greene points out that
the amount of Polymet shipments to England
has increased each month during 1928.
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Pennsylvania
Dealers

Lyric

Hold

Meet

Otto N. Frankfort, All-American Mohawk
Corp. Vice-President, Speaks — Excelsior
Auto & Battery Co. Sponsors Meeting
One of the most successful dealers' conventions in the history of the All-American Mohawk Corp. recently took place in Harrisburg,
Pa., when Harry L. Meyers, head of the Excelsior Auto & Battery Co., distributor for the
Lyric receivers manufactured by the AllAmerican Mohawk Corp., met in convention
together with more than a hundred Lyric
dealers from all over the State of Pennsylvania.
Otto N. Frankfort, vice-president in charge of
<=a1es of the All-American Mohawk Corp., acted

25 cycle AC line current. All of these are
table models.
The Belvedere (floor screen) models are repriced as follows: No. 62, six volt DC, $45;
No. 72, 110 volt DC, $45; No. 802, 110 volt60 cycle AC, $55; and No. 902, 110 volt-25 cycle
AC, $55. The Aristocrat (floor cabinet) models
are now listed: No. 63, six volt DC, $60; No.
73, 110 volt DC, $60; No. 803, 110 volt-60 cycle
AC, $70, and No. 903, 110 volt-25 cycle AC,
$70. The Cordova, floor cabinet, model No.
710, complete with one stage of amplification
(210) for direct application to 110 volt AC current, lists at $175.
The unit line is included in the price revision. No. 6, six volt DC, is now $30; No.
7, 110 volt DC, consuming 50 mils, is $30; No.
80, for direct application to 110 volt-60 cycle
AC current, consuming 2/10 amp., is $40; No.
90, for direct application to 110 volt-25 cycle

New

York, October, 1928

Distributors

Kellogg

Radio

for
Sets

The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, manufacturer of Kellogg radio receivers
and AC tubes, recently announced the appointment of several new distributors for Kellogg
radio merchandise: Berrodin Auto Supply Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., distributor for the City of
Philadelphia, southeastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey; Atlantic Radio Co., Boston, Mass., distributor for New Hampshire,
Rhode Island and eastern Massachusetts;
Henry J. Rowerdink, Rochester, N. Y., distributor for western New York State; Krauss Sales
Corp., St. Louis, Mo., distributor for the entire State of Missouri except the extreme western part, also for north central and northeastern Arkansas, and for southern and central
Illinois; Kiefer Electrical Supply Co., Peoria,
111., distributor for Peoria and several of the
surrounding counties; Magic Auto Supply Co.,
Hartford, Conn., distributor for eastern and
central Connecticut; Clemons Auto Supply Co.,
Eau Claire, Wis., distributor for northwestern
Wisconsin; Haynes & Chalmers, Bangor, Me.,
distributor for the State of Maine, except the
southwestern section, and Collins Kelvinator
Corp.,ern Los
Angeles, Cal., distributor for southCalifornia.

Excelsior Auto & Battery Co., Lyric Distributor, Sponsors Harrisburg Meeting
AC current, consumes 2/10 amp., is $40, and
as chairman of the convention, addressing the
assembled dealers at the Colonial Country
No. 700, complete with one stage of 210 amClub, where the visitors were entertained.
plification, for direct application 110 volt AC
current, is $125.
According to Mr. Frankfort, the convention
helped materially to promote good will and
stimulate interest in the new Lyric radio. Since
New Model Outing Portable
the convention, he reports, the sales of Lyric
receivers in the Pennsylvania territory have inThe new Flyer model of the Outing portable
creased to an appreciable extent.
line produced by the New York Album & Card
Co., New York, has gone over big, according
to Max Willinger, president of the company.
Magnavox
Revises
DyMr. Willinger reports that the trade in general
has shown much interest in the reappearance
namic Speaker Prices
of the Outing line in the field.
A price revision on Magnavox dynamic
speakers, manufactured by the Magnavox Co.,
with factories at Oakland, Cal., and sales offices
in Chicago, 111., went into effect on September
24. The prices in the various models are now
as follows: Beverly model No. 61, six volt
DC, $50; Beverly No. 71, 110 volt DC, $50;
Beverly No. 801, AC for direct application to
110 volt-60 cycle AC line current, $60; Beverly
No. 901, AC for direct application to 110 voltA

NEW

Up

With

Musical

Quality

and

Wide

Grogan

Dalton

in New

OF

RARE

BEAUTY

Popularity

A

high example of true Excello craftsmanship in make and finish. Walnut
throughout with matched butt walnut
doors; rich piano finish.
Catalogue on request.

Excello

Tour

Post

Cincinnati, O., October 5. — Jack Dalton, until
recently Eastern sales manager for the Crosley
Radio Corp., manufacturer of Crosley radio
products, has been appointed sales promotion
manager of the same organization. Leonard
Kellogg, former sales promotion manager, has
been placed in charge of the new refrigeration
division sales of the Crosley organization.

Designed for the new Radiola Model 18
as well as any other A.C. or D.C. receivers.
Accommodates set, speaker and eliminator.
A drawer below receiver compartment provides space for stationery, etc., and has a
hinged lid for writing bed.

^adio

Tie

Theme

"Mem'ries," the musical theme of the Philco
Radio Hour, presented each week by the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia,
has proved so popular with the radio audience
that M. Witmark & Sons, New York, ' music
publishers, have published this number and
have described its sales as a sensation.
CABINET

Dealers

Oscar Grogan, exclusive Columbia artist, has
been playing the Loew circuit in the South and
Middle West for several months with great
success. Similar reports have come from every
city visited on his tour which began in Norfolk, Va., and included leading Southern cities.
From the Middle West, Mr. Grogan will go
to Toronto where he will complete the tour.
Columbia dealers are cashing in on the local
appearances of this versatile artist.
Jack

Philco's

EXCELLO

Highest

Columbia

Consoles

Style R-43
Open View

Products
Corporation
4824 W. 16th St., Cicero, 111.
Suburb of Chicago

Dealers and Distributors are invited to write for complete details of franchise offer. The Excello is nationally advertised and nationally preferred.
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claim, and are ready

to prove, that the Fada
"70" will show superior
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performance

Fada
—just
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Fada
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show— another
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over
make
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The Fada franchise is just like a sound security — it's
always increasing in value — getting better each year.
For information regarding your territory, write or wire —

F.

A.

D.

ANDREA,

INC.,

LONG

ISLAND

CITY,

N.Y.
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District

Managers

for

DeForest

the

Co.

Appointed

H. C. Holmes, Director of Sales, Announces the Names of Representatives for Twelve
Districts Together With the Territory to Be Covered by Each Manager
and Decatur, and the southern half of W imc nisin south of La Crosse and Oshkosh.
The Denver territory is to be handled by
F. E. Staible, Inc., 2356 Blake street, Denver,
and includes Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and
New Mexico.
The West Coast territory is to be handled
by J. T. Hill, 823 San Fernando Building, Los
Angeles, and includes Arizona, Montana, Idaho,
Nevada, Washington, Oregon, California and
the corner of Texas including El Paso only.
The St. Louis territory is to be handled by
Richmond V. Hughes, 1120 Fullerton Building.
St. Louis, and includes Kentucky, Memphis
only in Tennessee, the eastern half of Missouri
including Jefferson City, the southern half of
Illinois south of Springfield and Decatur, and
the southwestern corner of Indiana including
Evansville and Terre Haute.
The Kansas City territory will be handled by
C. H. Annis, 23/ Railway Exchange Building,
Kansas City, and includes Kansas, Nebraska
and the western hall of Missouri not including
Jefferson City.
The Dallas territory will be handled by Jenkins & Gunther, Santa Fe Building, Unit Two,
Dallas, and will include Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Texas except El Paso, and the northwest corner of Louisiana including Shreveport.
The Atlanta territory handled by Fnlwiler &
Chapman, 915 Atlanta Trust Co. Building, Atlanta, includes Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana except northwest corner, Tennessee except Memphis, Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina,
Florida and Mississippi.
One more territory, namely, Minneapolis, is
being organized and the district manager will
be announced shortly.

The names of the district managers, together
with the territories which they cover, have just
been announced by H. C. Holmes, director of
sales of the DeForest Radio Co., -with headquarters in Jersey City, N. J.
The New England territory is to be handled
by William J. Barkley, of the R. A. Chambers
Co., 10 High street, Boston, Mass. This territory includes Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut north of and including Hartford.
The New York or Metropolitan territory is
to be handled by H. H. Southgate, SO Church
street, New York City, and includes ConnectiCUt, south of but not including Hartford, New
York excluding Buffalo, and New Jersey north
hi but not including Trenton.
The Philadelphia territory will be handled by
Charles N. Wiltbank, 609 Washington Square
Building, Philadelphia, Pa., and will include
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, New
Jersey south of and including Trenton, and
Pennsylvania east of but not including Altoona.
The Pittsburgh territory will be handled by
H. B. Parke, 305 Seventh avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pa., and includes West Virginia, Ohio excluding Toledo, Pennsylvania west of and including
Altoona, and that corner of New York State
including Buffalo.
The Detroit territory will be handled by Phil
M. Day, 517 East YVoodbridge street, Detroit.
Mich., and includes Toledo only in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana excluding southwestern corner that includes Evansville and Terre Haute.
The Chicago territory will be handled by
Tideman & Whetter, 600 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, and includes Iowa, the northern half of Illinois or north of Springfield

More

Than

50,000

People

York, October, 1928

which the entire line of new and former Victor
models was shown in the hotel ballroom, with
H. O. Grubbs, vice-president in charge of commercial relations; Robert Drake, Eastern representative, and R. A. Bartley, district sales manager, representing the Victor home office.
The new models were shown on the ballroom
stage in a beautiful setting and won the highest commendation of the trade. In his address
Mr. Grubbs predicted that talking machine
dealers generally will enjoy unprecedented
prosperity in the next twelve months, provided they employ right merchandising methods in all departments.
Stecker's Sporting Goods Store, at Dunkirk,
N. Y., staged its own radio show recently,
there being no joint display in that city. The
company attracted much attention with its
showing of Victor combinations, Atwater
Kent, RCA and Sparton sets.
Three radio dealers made a hasty trip to
Rochester by airplane to attend the trade show
there. They were Clifford Bettinger, sales
manager of Temple, Inc., Chicago; Edward
Bihl, president, and George Wright, sales manager, of the Cycle & Auto Supply Co., local
jobbers for the Chicago company.

Panatrope
Electrical
In one
elaborate
City are
electrical

in Exhibit

of

Equipment

of the most beautifully furnished and
exhibits on the Boardw-alk in Atlantic
displayed all of the latest inventions in
equipment of the home.
It is so com-

Attend
Panatrope in Electrical Exhibit

Buffalo's

Annual

Radio

Show

Exposition Proves Highly Successful — Talking Machine Sales Reported Most Satisfactory— Brunswick Dealers Use Co-operative Advertising — Victor Dealers Meet
Buffalo N. Y., October S.— With one of the
best radio shows in history providing stimulation for the trade in this territory, Fall sales are
opening up in fine style. Upwards of 50,000
persons attended the September show of the
Buffalo Radio Trades Association in the Broadway auditorium, and saw there practically every
well-known receiving set in the United States
on display in an exhibition the total value of
which ran close to $1,000,000.
Meanwhile the talking machine industry has
been progressing, with sales growing steadily
and good Fall and Winter business in prospect. Record sales have given little cause for
complaint, and there is a noteworthy trend on
the part of talking machine buyers to invest
in better-grade instruments, or else to purchase
combinations with radio sets included priced at
$300 and upward-.
Both the Federal and King radio plants here
have been operating at capacity for the past
six weeks endeavoring to catch up with orders,
and have largely augmented their personnel.
Federal has opened unusually attractive local
wholesale offices in plant No. 2, at 1200 Niagara
street, where a complete line of its products
is now on display in quarters of ample size.
Many dealers have called at, the naw , showrooms and expressed appreciation itt no run certain terms of the new Federal models.
Another Federal announcement of interest is

pletely equipped that, if it were in a home, a
woman could push a button to do everything
but pow7der her nose, and we are not so sure
she couldn't do that by electricity. In this
place, with all its modern inventions, the Brunswick Panatrope was prominently featured and
the Model No. 148-C, which has been reduced
in price, is the one that the General Electric Co.
exhibited.

that Paul F. Godley, well-known radio engineer, author and DX fan, has been appointed
to represent that company as salesman in the
New York metropolitan territory. He is already on the job.
In co-operation with local dealers the Buffalo branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Fada
Radio
Reports
Co. is running co-operative advertising in a
number of newspapers of the local branch dis33 Per Cent
Increase
trict. Attractive copy and good dealer tie-ups
are getting results, orders from dealers in the
The sales volume of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc..
territory indicate, according to George A.
on Fada radio for the first eight months of
Lyons, branch manager.
1928 showed an increase of more than 33 per
Max Freedman, who has been operating a
successful music and radio store in William
cent over the corresponriingTjperiod of 1927,
according to a recent tfflfiOTmc%ment by F. A.
street, featuring the Columbia line, has opened
D. Andrea* president of the company.
a branch in Main street near Allen street, and
reports good opening business. He is keeping
Jl^fi!Oii>islIb31%i$e&%=-the development
his shop open evenings for the benefit of his «y>f(,jkUci ejectric .receiver for a considerable pormany patrons.
*i *S lion WBIf4>flBftijWiaf FiOsKlfsiness being done
Millard Minnick is receiving many congratu- this year," said Mr. Andrea. "An increase in
lations following the reopening of the redeco- volume was to be expected with the simplificarated and enlargedT^We fapflftS Btiffa-W! Rfc4<b-' ■ t-ia^-'^^ctehffliig-jiets, freedom from service
phone StOTB,9»t d6&-Maktis*iee|sii.frij$ €©mpisy ri« rsu-b^-.anu ea^v^fe operation, but a gain of
is showin^9<jfr|*Bl$tsi4i#e^.jitfri^^
Kolster, Majestic and Peerless sets.
Ye Music Box, Martinsville, Ind., was recentAll Victor dealers in this territory were inly, ^ncjO/pp^ted: vj&th a capital stock ofcjlOO
•vited to attend a "caravaji'' meeting ajijd demontO'dlaS in mtfcical
mtftical ins!
insfruItfeticJn sptmsd&sd* tty itie Buffialo^Tinkiilg Ma- 1 ''shares* 'ncKpair vaime, to*deafi
chine Co. and Curtis N. Andrews in the Hotel
ments, etc. The incorporators are Lee M. TayStatler.
Luncheon began the program, after
lor, Russell Doty and Ralph K. Lowder.
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general manager of the company and Mr. Hall
is head of the radio department.
The other Splitdorf appointment is that of
the Waite Auto Supply Co., 356 Westminster
street, Providence, R. I., to become jobbers
for that State, and Toland, Wyndham and New
London counties in the State of Connecticut.
This is an old-line automotive house traveling
twelve men. E. W. Waite is president of the
company. Waite Bros, are well known in the
radio and automotive trade circles of Rhode
Island and eastern Connecticut and have a large
following among retailers.

Splitdorf
Appointed

Fifield Bros, to Cover Maine; Waite Auto
Supply Co. Will Serve Trade in Rhode
Island and Part of Connecticut
The Splitdorf Radio Corp., of Newark, N.
J., has announced two new jobbers for the
Splitdorf line of radio sets. Fifield Bros., of
Augusta, Me., will cover that State with eight
salesmen and have established a separate department for the distribution and servicing of
radio. Fifield Bros, are a well-known firm,
having started in business in 1895, specializing
in automotive equipment.
B. B. Herrick is

Foreign

Columbia

Lp

With

Newccmbe-

The

Cie

HAWEEy

DYNAMIC

CONE

Line!

MODELS

Unsurpassed tone quality and volume. Fine
cabinet work. Excellent finish. All models furnished for battery or light socket operation.

With D. C. or A. C.
Dynamic Cone Reproducer. Wide enough
to hold most radio
receivers.

Small
Console
For the smaller receivers. With Dynamic
Cone Reproducer.

The Heart of Newcombe'Hawley
Dynamic Cone Reproducers

Phonograp]
Combination
With Dynamic Reproducer, electric turntable pickup and space
for set.
AIR

Portable
Satinwood front. With
Dynamicducer.
Cone Repro-

COLUMN

MODELS

Console
For large R. C. A.
Mode! 18 and other
large sets. With Dynamic Reproducer.

Portable
BurZ walnut cabinet.
With Dynamic Cone
Reproducer.
MAGNETIC

CONE

MODELS

Portable

Console
With NeuicombcHawley 72-inch air
column and Nathaniel Baldwin unit.

N

Equipped
withNathaniel Baldwin
unit.
56-inch air column.
Bronze metal case.

Portable
A beautiful portable
reproducer
in burl
walnut cabinet.

Send for complete catalogue
Newcombe-Hawley, Inc.
203 First Ave., North, St. Charles, 111.

EWCCMBERADIO

H

in

Releases

Included in its September and future releases,
the Columbia Phonograph Co. is issuing two
records from the foreign list. The first of
these releases includes a double disc from Peru and one from Russia. The former is ceremonial and native of the Peruvian Indians, the
first selection of that coupling being based upon
an ancient custom of burying alive a virgin in
the Temple of the Sun, once in every ten years.
The melodies are rendered by the Orquesta
Tipica Incaica. The second is played by the
Russian National Balalaika Orchestra and,
though more modern, is distinctly Russian.

The Town Talk Music Co., 403 Old National
Bank Building, Evansville, Ind., was recently
incorporated with a capital stock of 900 shares
of no par value to deal in musical instruments.

Tie

Records

For large receivers such
as R. C. A. Model 18
A. C. sets. Unit mounted behind grill. Requires little space.

AWLEy

REPRODUCER/

JOHN H.WILSON, Man age
iBOSTON
324 WASHINGTON ST.,BOSTON,MASS

Annual
in

Radio

Exposition

Boston

With

ENGLAND

Held

Airplane

Show

Mechanics Building Houses Exposition — New England Atwater Kent Dealers Hold
Meeting — New Sonora Models Arriving — Many New Brunswick Accounts Opened
Boston, Mass., October 3. — The annual exhibition of radio in this city is now on and is being
held in conjunction with the airplane exhibit.
Mechanics Building is the scene of the dual
^how and the leading houses dealing in radio
;ire represented. The Stromberg-Carlson Co.
has a most ornate exhibit down near the entrance of the hall. The Victor Talking Machine
Co. has something that is really artistic as to
setting, forming a splendid background for a
number of the company's leading types of machines. The display is in charge of Paul Carlson, Victor special representative. DeForest is
well represented, and the Majestic line makes a
most creditable showing. M. Steinert & Sons
are showing a line of Kolsters. Of course the
Atwater Kent Co. has an imposing exhibit that
is attracting many visitors. This house has a
large amount of space right under the stage,
and it is sponsored by the J. H. Burke Co.. and
Howe & Co., local distributors of the Atwater
Kent product. The Pooley cabinets are on view
and so are the Red Lion cabinets. Some of
the other concerns that are represented in the
show are the Acme Apparatus Co., Atlantic
Radio & Marine Co., Automatic Radio, General
Radio, General Electric, Linscott, StewartWarner, Wetmore Savage, Northeastern Radio,
Philadelphia Storage Battery, American Television, Fansteel Products, and others.
Atwater Kent Dealers Meet
The first annual meeting and dinner of the
Atwater Kent radio dealers held at the CopleyPlaza Hotel in this city was all that was expected. The hosts were the J. H. Burke Co.,
and Howe & Co., both wholesale distributors
for this line. The business sessions were largely
attended, and a number of intimate business
problems were discussed, led by experts in their
own line of merchandising. Fully 700 dealers
sat down to the banquet, at which the chief
speaker was Dr. Edward James Cottel, of Philadelphia, commonly known as the "apostle of

friendship." He spoke on the real needs of the
radio at home, on the farm, everywhere in fact,
not only for its entertainment features, but as
a general aid to the stimulation of business.
During the business sessions the speakers were
T. Wayne MacDowell, convention manager; H.
A. Arany, New England sales manager; William
E. Richards, New England field representative;
V. W. Collamore, general sales manager; L. A.

New England Atwater Kent Dealers' Convention
Charbonnier, service manager; John M. McCoy,
stores are to handle the Brunswick records, so
sales promotion manager of the Atwater Kent
that customers may find these records in the
Co., also Lee Howe, head of Howe & Co., and
company's stores in Boston, Quincy, Fall River,
Joe Burke, head of the Burke Co.
Lawrence, Springfield, Brockton and Portland,
Features Majestic at Show
Me. The first store to handle them has been
Business with the F.. D. Pitts Co. continues
the one in Quincy, then came the stores in Bosto make rapid and encouraging strides, the deton and Brockton, L. L. Sebok, the Brunswick's
mand being for the widely known Majestic line, foreign
manager, is expected in Boston shortly.
which, as noted earlier in this letter, is being
extensively exploited at the Radio Show in
Good Columbia Business
Mechanics Building. While the Pitts Co. is not
Business is good, so declares Manager Norconspicuously in the foreground here by name,
man B. Smith, in speaking of the New England
its representatives are constantly on the scene
Columbia conditions. Mr. Smith, who exand are finding a busy time waiting on the
changed places with our old friend, Bill Parks,
visiting members of the trade.
now in St. Louis, is rapidly getting acclimated
New Sonora Models Arriving
to his new surroundings and is mapping out a
Harry L. Spencer, who took over the New
very promising program for pushing business.
(Continued on page 80)
England representation
of the Sonora some
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VICTOR
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months ago, has finally got settled in the Statler
Building with offices and showrooms in rooms
602 and 603. There is an outer office, a large
display room, and a private office for Manager
Spencer. The new Sonora models are now arriving and will be ready for the trade very soon,
and already the New England dealers are in
receipt of printed data about the line. With
Harry Spencer is his brother, Piatt Spencer,
and Elmer C. Nelson, who was associated with
him in his previous connection.
Dealers Add Brunswick Line
New accounts opened by the Brunswick in
the New' England territory include George L.
Kerr, of Franklin; Sweet's Music Shop, Roxbury; Gansert Piano Co., Providence, R. I.;
Anzalone Bros., East Boston. It is of special
interest in this field that through an arrangement with the Brunswick Co. all the Kresge

Keep

Co*

That

Stock Complete

Chas.
78

H*

Ditson

New

York

&

Co.
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(Continued from page 78)
A week ago he had a sales meeting of all the
field men in this territory, and it is his plan to
get the men together about every sixty days.
This week the local Columbia quarters are holding open house and dealers have thus far come
in in large numbers to inspect the new lines of
radio merchandise. R. F. Bolton, manager of
the Columbia's foreign record department, was
a recent visitor here.
Following are some of the new dealers that
the Columbia has linked up with in New England: the Carlton Furniture Co., Lisbon, N. H.;
Proctor Michelson, 434 Massachusetts avenue,
Arlington, Mass.; A. F. Christopher, Lyndonville, Vt.; B. Horenstein, New Britain, Conn.;
Sweet's Music Store, 657 Shawmut avenue, Roxbury, Mass.; Temple Electric & Radio Store,
Andover, Mass.; Harry March, Quincy, Mass.
Big Gain for A. K. Line
The Atwater Kent business, as reported by
the J. H. Burke Co., made an enormous showing for August, figures quoted being 200 per
cent over August of a year ago. And so far
as September is concerned, it was firmly believed that when all the figures are in this
month similarly will show an enormous gain.
T. Wayne MacDowell, convention manager of
the Atwater Kent Co., was in town the last
week of September and so was H. A. Arany,
sales manager, and William E. Richards, the
New England field representative.

calls for the making and marketing of one million radio receivers during the current year, is
being met as is attested by the fact that during
the latter part of September the call of the
sales department to the manufacturing section
for a production of 12,000 sets in a single day
was met promptly. Employment at the Atwater Kent plant in Philadelphia is now at the
highest point in its history.

Eveready

to Broadcast Latest Books

The National Carbon Co., Inc., New York,
has announced that arrangements have been
concluded between the Literary Guild of
America and the Eveready Hour whereby the
latter, a pioneer in broadcasting radio programs, will put on the air a number of the
books chosen each month by the Literary Guild
for distribution to its members.
The announcement states that this marks the
first definite step by a national broadcaster to
take advantage of the wealth of material for
broadcasting contained in modern literature.
Under the plan the Eveready Hour management will receive in advance of Guild publishing dates manuscript copies of books selected
for determination of their broadcasting merit-..
Texas

Victor

Dealers

Meet

The schedule of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.,
maker of Atwater Kent radio products, which

YOUR

THE

K.

Plant

Million-Set

Meeting
Schedule

Retail

OF

CATALOG

IS

UDELL

NOW

READY

OF

real interest and importance to every
buyer is the new catalog just off the
press showing the many exclusive designs of
Radio Cabinets by THE UDELL WORKS of
Indianapolis, famous makers of fine cabinets
for fifty-five years.
The illustration at the left is a reduced
reproduction of the cover of the new UDELL
Catalog .... and the buyer will find the
catalog is not only a presentation of the
artistic and moderne in radio cabinets, BUT
the announcement of an important new
policy on the part of UDELL, as a maker of
DEPENDABLE radio cabinets .... Mean-

ing-

NEW LOW Prices on the Same
QUALITY
Merchandise that has
HIS
Made UDELL Famous for 55 Years.

Udell

Quality

Most

Moderate

UDELL

28th St., at Barnes Ave.

WORKS
Indianapolis, Ind.

Now

at

Prices

Every Radio Cabinet Buyer in the country
really should have this new catalog because
the presentations therein will appreciably reduce selling efforts. As the edition is limited,
today?
may we suggest that you write your request

Makers of
THE

Store

Model
Window

Store Front to Serve as Model of Dealer's
Show Window — Designed to Assist
Dealers in Dressing Windows
The window display illustrated herewith was
constructed by the Radio Corp. of America,
and installed in its reception hall at its general
offices in the Woolworth Building, New York
City, to serve as a model of an average dealer's

RCA

Dependable Cabinets
for 55 Years

Window

Display

show window. It is designed to serve as an
example to the dealer and to assist him in
dressing his windows attractively.
The displays are changed every two weeks.
The window space measures ten feet high, eight
feet long and fifty inches deep. The outside
walls are painted so that it represents a redbrick store front, and the entire w-indow is
electrically lighted. At this time the display
is built up around the new Radiola 60 AC
Super-heterodyne and loud speaker 103.

O.
COPY

Installs

National Carbon Co. Makes Arrangements
With Literary Guild to Put Selected
Book on Air Every Month

Dallas, Tex., October 3. — Victor dealers in
this city and surrounding territory held a dinner meeting in the ballroom of the Baker Hotel
here on September 24 and inspected the new
Victor models. The meeting was under the
auspices of the Southwest Victor Distributing
Co. and the T. E. Swann Co.

A.

RCA

York, October, 1928

D.

DisWilliams
cusses Advertising

Advertising Director of Davega Chain of
Radio Stores Outlines Factors of Success— Emphasizes Need for Advertising
O. D. Williams, who has just become advertising director for the well-known Davega chain
of radio stores, has become an important figure in the radio world chiefly through his belief in the effectiveness of large space for radio
advertising. Mr. Williams has been instrumental in placing more consecutive lineage
than any other man in New York's radio field.
Mr. Williams believes that retail development
is in direct ratio to advertising done, and that
to keep up the pace it is absolutely essential
to increase advertising with every proportional
increase in growth. In this connection he says:
"Advertising properly handled not only stimulates sales as nothing else can, but also serves
the public by giving prospective customers an
actual written statement guaranteeing service
and value. No merchant can stay in business
very long if he fails to live up to his daily
advertising statements. Advertising fulfills another function as well by advising the general
reader upon the latest trends in the industry,
the newest improvements. In radio this is especially important for, as far as we can see
ahead, new things are bound to develop in radio
every year. Television is an accomplished fact;
soon it will be a popular form of entertainment
and education, made popular by one great force
alone — advertising.
"There are three essentials in advertising —
plenty of space, good copy and effective pictorial presentation of the product. These three
elements will carry any business to success if
backed by an efficient selling organization and
a good product."
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First
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Order

quality
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electrically-recorded

here

is

our

150 Records @*14Kc
50 Records Free
200

$21.38

Averaging

less

than

11c

each

Satisfaction Guaranteed. If these records do not
prove better than any records you have ever purchased, even as high as 20 cents, you may return
them at our expense any time within ten days after
you receive them, for full credit. Records are absolutely on trial. Unless they please you, they will not
cost you a cent.
Standard
Both

10 inch

Records — Music

Sides — Play on Any

on

Phonograph

We manufacture and ship over 40,000 records daily,
to music stores, variety stores, etc., all over the
country. Shipment is made within twenty-four hours
of when order received. Catalogs, posters and window display supplied FREE.
This offer is for a short time only. Mail your
order today.
Our regular wholesale prices, to dealers only,
are as follows:
Popular Dance and Song Records, 14^ cents each,
F. O. B. Boston.
Famous Old Favorites and Other Standard Records, 12^4 cents, F. O. B. Boston.
♦NOTE: Table above, figuring 150 records at
14]4 cents ($21.38) is based on our estimate that your
order will consist mainly of "popular" records at
the 1414 cent price.
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Gloamingof Yesterday
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1543
1541

Wa-Da-Da Rose
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Waltz O'clock
There's a Mother
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1537 IShadows Fall
When
Hallelujah,
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Bum
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ButBack
the Cat Came
My Angel (Angela
Coming
Rye Thru' the
Old
Man Sunshine
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Because My Baby
Don't Mean Maybe
Everybody Works
But Father
Just a Night for
1536 Meditation
Now Widow Waltz
Merry
That's
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1535 That's My
Gratitude
My Pet
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YouBailey,
PleaseWon't
Come
LilaHome
1528
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Scrapplly Ever
After
Constantinople
1523
152H Waltz Me Around
Again, Willie
Rag Doll
Blues
Draggln'the
Dragon
Chloe
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I So Much
My Melancholy Baby
Down by the Sea
1505 My
OhioNever
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My
1534
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Price to Dealers
F. O. B. Boston
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' Jeannine, I Dream
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Back Time
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York
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Lullaby
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Drowsy Waters
Herd Girl's Dream
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Powder Puff
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1
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f Arkansas Traveler
( Turkey In the Straw
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Favorites
Price to Dealers 1 91 /
4171
j
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Over 100 more records of
old favorites like these
available at same price.
Write for complete catalog.
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I Saw Sweet Nellie Home
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Red Wing
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A'
at $217.50 and console superheteroheterodyne
DELPtl
cPnflA
dyne with dynamic speaker, all have been great
Philadelphia
Dealers
Encounter
favorites since being introduced to the Quaker
City trade. Thomas Higgins, who formerly
Fine
Demand
for
Latest
Models
managed the Atlantic City record sales promotion of the Brunswick Co., has been assigned to
Philadelphia branch as record promotion
the
Distributors and Dealers Both Report Increase in Talking Machine Business With
salesman. Ivan Brooks, who managed the ExCombination Business Satisfactory — Kellogg Dealers Meet — Shortage Felt
hibition Hall in the seashore resort, is now in
aviation work, having resigned, and has been
Philadelphia, Pa., October 9. — Though the man}' dealers lose sales. The Kellogg Co. plans
succeeded by Theodore Fairchild who formerly
dominating trade commodities in the active list
to hold these dealer dinner meetings in various
was connected with the Quaker City office as
of to-day are among the radios there, nevertheiarge cities throughout the country so that
record sales promoter.
less, is a most gratifying demand for talking
dealers may become better acquainted with the
Hobart Hawley Reports Business Good
machines of the newer designs and those of the
A successful dealer in the Brunswick products
Kellogg organization and its products.
combination radio types. Both wholesaler and
Radio Demand Exceeds Supply
who called here last month to tell of his good
retailer are pleased with the revival of business
Wholesalers in the newer types of radios
record in sales in the up-State trade was Hobart
in the talking machine industry within recent
Hawley, of Hawley Bros., of Williamsport, Pa.,
complain
of
the
oversold
conditions
and
the
urweeks, with a still more optimistic attitude in
gency of needs for immediate deliveries. In
who recently entered business on his own acthe outlook for radios based upon the present
count after service with the local branch in a
many
of
the
distributors'
hands
are
long
lists
urgent needs for the newer sets that have been
of orders for the incoming improved types of
sales capacity. Hawley Bros, have a most atshown among the Fall displays.
tractive Brunswick department completely
ladios that may not be filled for several weeks,
Kellogg Radio Dealers Attend Meeting
equipped with all models and recordings as well
so urgent is the call from the dealers for all
as general music wares.
available supplies. Many distributors report
The Berrodin Auto Supply Co., local distribuMany Advance Sales of Columbia Radio
that far from the customary conditions of the
tor, and the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Advance sales of the new line of Columbia
normal season, when they are carrying peak
Chicago, acted as hosts to seventy-five dealers
stocks of supplies in radios, this year they find
and prospective dealers in Philadelphia, SeptemPhonograph Co.'s radio sets have been growing within the month and when shipments
ber 6. Mac Harlan, advertising manager for their warehouses bare of goods and in many
start in the late October there will be concases with only samples on the floor for display
the Kellogg Co., outlined Kellogg advertising
plans for the Fall and Winter seasons, and
sumed all incoming supplies from the manupurposes.
facturer as well as those to be received for
Record Sales Continue Satisfactorily
showed his audience some examples of the Kelseveral
weeks
to come. The new No. C4 radio
logg newspaper advertising which his company
Record sales continue to hold well though a
in the Hi-Boy Model has been most popular
has prepared to help the dealers. He gave an
few numbers are most active rather than the
and will be ready for delivery October 15th.
interesting talk regarding the Kellogg factory
whole list. The most active of the group seems
and products, taking his guests on a trip
Manager J. J. Doherty, of the Columbia Co.,
to be among the popular numbers of the colwho has been making the rounds of the anthrathrough the Kellogg plant by use of a spelegiate type which are recorded by artists now
cite regions, finds an improved demand with
cial movie reel which was made at the Kellogg
appearing here either in the movies or in theatthe
return
of the miner to work this month.
rical
attractions.
The
demand
for
these
is
factory in Chicago, showing the various deC. Wilson has been assigned to sales work in
partments which make and assemble the Kelstimulated by the tie-up advertising of the dealthe north Philadelphia section. Nicholas Giro
ers with the manufacturers and distributors.
logg radio receivers.
Brunswick
Radio
Models
in
Demand
is now looking after sales of the foreign reAll present expressed their interest in ancordings, succeeding Albert Schlesinger. Mrs.
New models of the straight radio type which
other movie reel, entitled "Listening In," which
R. Shaeffer, who has been connected with the
Mr. Harlan brought with him from Chicago.
recently were introduced by the Brunswick Co.
record department of the Columbia Co., is conhave kept the local branch occupied at peak in
It showed how successful dealers secure prosfined to the Hannemann hospital after sufferpects through the use of Kellogg literature, and
shipping all available supplies received from
ing a fall down stairs and injury to her back
the factory. The table models at $172.50 and
how they complete the sale. An interesting and
necessitating an operation. Among the State
instructive portion of the reel showed why
the console at $237.50 as well as the supertrade visitors to the Columbia during the late

To
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Dealers
We

in

Territory

Serve:

The future of your RECORD
BUSINESS
UPON YOUR ACTIVITIES OF TODAY.

DEPENDS

THE VICTOR NEW AUTOMATIC
INSTRUMENTS
will create unprecedented demands for both Victor instruments
and records.
THE LIST PRICE $365.00 on Model
one of the many outstanding features.

No.

10-3 5 is but

H.A.Weymann
& Son ,Inc.
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia, Pa.
Victor Wholesalers
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September days with a view to purchasing the
new line of radios were N. Jupina, McAdoo, Pa.,
and the members of the firm of Landon &
Gleckner, Williamsport, Pa.
Weinstein Opens Larger Store
The Weinstein Music House, dealer in the
Columbia, has taken a large store at 4 Maplewood avenue, Germantown. There will be carried an extensive stock of the Columbia, which
the firm handles exclusively, in the newly rebuilt
store property at this address.
New Edison Models Displayed
An enthusiastic meeting of the dealers in the
Edison greeted the latest models of the Edison
radios and combination talking machines when
the local distributors, the Girard Phonograph
Co., in conjunction with the manufacturer, Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., of Orange, N. J., arranged a
show at the Sylvania Hotel on September 27
and 28 to exhibit the latest improved types.
There were several hundred dealers present at
the exhibition of the new sets of Edison radios,
with two console models and two phonograph
combinations ranging in price from $260 to
$1,100. Manager Joseph T. Donahue, of the Girard Phonograph Co., Broad and Wallace
streets, wTith Mr. Bonde, of the Edison factory,
joined in greeting the dealers and extending the
hospitality of their respective firms. Throughout the two-day program there were sales
talks, demonstration concerts and other entertainments, including a banquet in the evening.
Much interest was shown in the new sets and a
(Continued on page 84)
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goodly amount of business for future stocking
in the dealers' stores was transacted as a result
of the display and demonstration. The complete line of samples is being shown at the Girard Phonograph Co. quarters.
Heppe Expands Canvassing Campaign
That there is business to be had by the gogetter is practically evident in the plans of the
C. J. Heppe Son Co., radio and talking machine
department, to elaborate upon the novel sales
promotion plan of taking the radios and combinations directly to the door of the customer.
The Heppe Co., 1117 Chestnut street, this Summer introduced this plan of selling direct to the
customer from trucks, the instruments are
taken along for delivery purposes by the various
crews working in different sections of the city.
The plan of selling direct to the customer in
the home began in July and proved so overwhelmingly successful that larger crews are to
be added this month, working from the Sixth
and Thompson street store for the purpose of
handling larger stocks and workers. There
will be fifteen more workers added, and more
trucks carrying several sets of radios and Victor machines will be consigned to the delivery
service which accompanies the workers in their
assigned territory, according to the plans for
extension of this sales promotion campaign under Manager Leo Cromson.
Majestic Sales Are Record-breaking
A record business has been scored by the
Penn Phonograph Co., according to reports of
President T. W. Barnhill, of the firm, with
headquarters at 913 Arch street, in the sales of
radios of the Majestic line for which the concern is Philadelphia distributor. The record
business scored during September shows that
the firm made the greatest volume of sales
for any single month, including the holiday
month of December, in its history of 30 years.
This business was confined to the sales of the
Majestic radios which are now being handled
exclusively by the firm as one of the Quaker
City distributors. The Penn Phonograph Co.
has opened a branch distribution house in the
coal regions for the extension of better service
to the trade in that section owing to the rush
of demand for these products.
Stores Feature Steinite Line
All the larger department stores now are
featuring the Steinite radios distributed here by
the Schimmel Electric Supply Co., 526 Arch
street.
The larger central city department

Distributors

is our

HIS MASTERS
5-tores handling the line are Wanamakers,
Strawbridge & Clothiers, Lit Bros., Frank &
Seder and N. Snellenburg & Co. There are more
than 200 dealers handling the line in the Quaker
City territory. The local distributors are looking forward to the advent of the newest of
Steinites which is to be introduced in a console cabinet on October 15th. There will be a
special showing of this new model when it is
introduced to the dealers under the management
of the Schimmel Radio Division and Manager J.
E. Neutra.
Compiles Victor Record List
A list of the most popular collegiate recordings in the Victor list has been compiled for
the dealers by Manager Raymond J. Boldt,
of the record department of Philadelphia Victor
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VOICE*

Distributors, Inc., 240 N. Eleventh street.
They comprise the recordings of popular orchestras now appearing here with theatrical
attractions. They are Waring's Pennsylvanians,
at the Forest Theatre; George Olson, at the
Fox Theatre, and Ted Weems at the Walton
Hotel Roof.
Radio in Electric Exhibit
Radio and its accessories and supplies will
play an important part in the exhibit to be
featured by the Electric Club of Philadelphia
at the Electric Show to be staged at the Commercial Museum from November 17 to 24.
A special radio department has been assigned
1,400 square feet of space at the Show with
practically all the well-known manufacturers
represented. The Radio exhibits are under the
direction of L. B. T. Raycroft, of the Electric
Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia.
Big Day-Fan Radio Sales
With a sales record made within the period
of the two months since the newest Day-Fan
Radios were brought out in the local industry,
the Philadelphia distributors, the Franklin Electric Co., 50 North Seventh street, have been
elated with the success of these latest improved
sets that have been featured this Fall. There
have been more than 1,000 of these new DayFans sold in the territory in that time. The new
Day-Fan, 9 tubes, to retail from $150 upward,
has been the featured product of the Franklin
Co. The firm and its radio division under Manager Robert C. Cameron, formerly of the Sleeper Radio Corp., have branched out to other lines
of trade commodities with the Radio Master
Cabinets for inset purposes in conjunction with
the Day-Fan Radios and the Timmons and
Philco lines of speakers recently added to the
distribution trade in this city.
Shortage of Bosch Radio
With the demand for the Bosch Radios soaring beyond any previous sales record the Quaker City distributing house for these products,
the Lewis Radio Jobbers, 45 North Seventh
street, is listed with many advance orders and
few supplies on hand, owing to the rush at the
factory for shipments to all parts of the nation.
All available supplies are sent on their way to
the dealers as soon as received. There are
three new models to the Bosch, that in the
{Continued on page S6)
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Beg U.S.Pat.Off.
During the last four years this trade mark has
been used on hundreds of thousandsof our portable phonographs, shipped to nearly every country in the world!
The sterling qualities of Artone Portables have
been pruoen by their phenomenal success and by
the fact that complaints or returns for any cause
u hatever have been negligible.
The eyevalue and performance of our portables
have always been a step ahead of the crowd.
Our new line, now ready, continues to justify
these claims. You will be amazed that such
fine portables can be produced at such reasonable prices.
The above facts are important for
portable buyers to consider
Berg

A. T. & S. Co., Inc.
Long Island City, N. Y.
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table set for $132.50 retail and Console type at
$197.50 and $295. The Lewis Co. has been
holding dealers' exhibits and demonstrations in
the various up-State cities, including Allentown,
at the Americus Hotel; Reading, at the Berkshire Hotel; Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City;
and at the Sylvania Hotel, in this city. There
also is to be held a special Southern New Jersey Show to be staged in either Milville or
October, plans for~this demin late
Bridgeton onstration
now being under way. The firm also
has been enjoying a sales record on the Newcomb-Hawley and Farrand loud speakers, for
which it has acquired distributive agencies.
To Feature Sparton Line
When the Sparton Radios are placed on display at the Big Radio Show for the 1928-1929
season to be held at the 108th Field Artillery
Regiment Armory, Broad and Susquehanna
avenues, the week of October 22, there will be
especially attractive offerings from the manufacturers of the line, Sparks-Withington Co.,
Captain William G. Sparks
Mich.
n,
Jackso
Show in atwill .be personally present at the
tendance with the local distributor, J. V. Kane,
of the J. V. Kane Co., 3137 North Broad street.
He will have as his assistant L. G. Thomas,
who is assistant manager of the radio department of the Kane Co. There will be on exhibition six models of the new Sparton in the table,
console deluxe and the Sparks combination
radio and talking machine, combining the
Sparton Radio with the automatic phonograph
playing one dozen records and retailing at $855.
Motor Parts Co. Busy
Exceptionally brisk Fall business has been
recorded for the Crosley, Amrad and Philco
Radios distributed through the Motor Parts
Co., 818 North Broad street. Manager John C.
Marden, of the radio department, has been
activity meeting the dealers'
at top-notch
kept
demands
for the newer types that now are being
distributed and including the Crosley 8-tube
Show Box retailing for $80. Under the slogan
of the dealers which the Crosley is featuring
in the display sign bearing the inscription "See
It Here and Buy It In Your Home" many sales
have been recorded. The dealers are given the
opportunity to place the Crosley for five days
in the customer's home for his own trial of
the radio and this has proved a big advantage
in the sales of the instrument.
The StiefF Piano Co., Philadelphia branch,
1717 Chestnut street, has added a radio department featuring the Crosley, Amrad and
Philco. The new department of this noted
piano concern has been placed under management of Daniel A. Sadler, for many years attached to the factory sales organization.
Features Lyric Radios
Manager W. D. Harris, of the radio section
of the Philadelphia Motor Accessory Co., 3128
North Broad street, has been featuring with
excellent sales record the newer types of the
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RCA EduBe Known as the
Programs tocational
Hour and Will Be Broadcast
Over WJZ Network
Walter Damrosch, symphony conductor, has
selected a group of the country's leading educators to act in an advisory and co-operative
capacity for the series of music educational
concerts which the Radio Corp. of America is
sponsoring this Fall. These concerts, which
begin October 26, are said to be the first programs of their kind ever to be broadcast
nationally and on an organized scale to the
schools of the country. They will be given
on Friday mornings during the school sessions
and carefully graded so that students of intermediate, high school and college age will be
addressed at different periods. The series will
be known as the RCA Educational Hour and
will be broadcast over the WJZ network of
the National Broadcasting Co.
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Street

Brush

terested audience, demonstrating conclusively
Zenith's sincere interest in dealer welfare and determined efforts towards their dealers' success.
The Zenith Automatic was the "hit" of the
evening, and the introduction by David M. Trilling of the new Zenith combination radio and
phonograph model brought an ovation.
Among the other guests present were David
Goldman of the North American Radio Corp. and
M. Craddock of the MacKenzie Radio Corp., both
New York distributors of Zenith.
The affair was concluded with a showing of the
new Zenith models, held in the Green Room of
the Bellevue-Stratford, at which those present
were unanimously enthusiastic in their praise of
the new merchandise.
Opens Radio Department
The Standard Piano Co., 1033 Girard avenue,
has opened a radio department featuring the
RCA and All-American Mohawk Lyric radios.
The firm is occupying an attractive store recently remodeled and modernized at the Girard
avenue address. The head. of the firm, Isadore
Rosenfelt, long has been identified with the
music trade of Philadelphia and New Jersey.
Opens Fourth Store
The Ludwig Piano Co., 1103 Chestnut street,
has opened a fourth store at 3134 Richmond
street, where phonographs and radios are sold.

All-American Mohawk Lyric Radios in the six
popular sizes that include the Fall offerings.
The distributors of the Lyric now have on display -the newer types in prices ranging from $92
to $425 in the table, console and combination
styles. The firm also has on display a complete
assortment of the Eveready Radios added recently, along with the Buckeye cabinets in the
console style. The firm also distributes the
Peerless speakers made by the United Radio
Corp., Rochester, N. Y.
Rush for Radiola 18
When the H. C. Roberts Electric Supply Co.,
Eleventh and Race streets, announced on October 4 the reduction in the price of the Radiola
18 there was a grand rush for orders at the
local distributors. As the customers'$40demand
to the
for the Radiola 18 at the reduction of
present price of $95 made business hum for the
dealers, the rush at the distribution quarters began and all available supplies were soon cleaned
up. The table model reduction from the former
price of $115 was broadly announced and tied
in with dealers' ads in the local newspapers
and was greeted with enthusiasm by the trade
as well as by consumers.
Heavy Demand for Ortho-sonic
As the popularity of the Federal Ortho-sonic
radios grow in the Philadelphia territory the
local distributors, the R. E. Tongue & Bros.
Co., Inc., Allegheny avenue and Amber street,
are besieged with new orders and duplicates of
the newer types of AC sets which recently were
introduced to the trade at a show held in the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel. The new sets in the
table model and console types of the Fall offerings in Model H are being shipped to the dealers just as soon as factory shipments arrive at
the warehouses here. Duplicate orders have
been piling up at the Tongue offices and with
the growing orders there is every evidence that
brisk demand will continue until the holidays,
absorbing all available supplies.
Zenith Dealers Attend Meeting
About three hundred Zenith dealers were present at a dinner and smoker tendered them by
Trilling & Montague, exclusive Zenith distributors
of this city, on Wednesday evening, September
12, at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. The banquet
was a fitting climax to the all-day reception held
at the firm's headquarters at Seventh and Arch.
After the repast, which was accompanied by
entertainment features, Paul B. Klugh, vice-president and general manager of the Zenith Radio
Corp., and guest of honor of the evening, outlined Zenith's history and policies to a highly in-
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Above are shown three pieces which comprise only part of a
complete line of cabinets, tables and spinet bases created for
every popular make of receiver. The models containing
speakers can be furnished with a choice of Radiola, Peerless, Farrand or Utah Cones. / t Cary Cabinets are
fashioned from genuine American Black Walnut
by leading craftsmen of the woodworkers art.
Prices will astonish you ! Ask your jobber or write
direct for illustrated circular. / 'The Cary Cabinet Corporation, Springfield, Missouri
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Practically Every Prominent Radio Manufacturer Represented — Crosley Dealer Meeting Held — Robert T. Devlin Is New Brunswick Branch Manager — Other News
Sr. Paul and Minneapolis, October 8. — The
Seventh Annual Radio Show in the Northwest
came to a triumphant close Saturday night,
September 29. More stars on the program,
more displays, more crowds, and, above all,
more dealers in attendance marked the week.
H. H. Cory, who has managed the shows for
some years, stated that over a thousand dealers
were in attendance and thousands of dollars
in orders are in the distributors books. Among
the many feature attractions was the radio star
popularity contest in which sixty girls were
entered and which was won by Miss Ethelwynne Kingsbury, who is a cripple and who
spends her life in a wheel chair. The Atwater
Kent Audition also drew much interest.
Reinhard Bros, took center space on the floor
to exhibit the Atwater Kent line. Chas. Freshman Co. had an advantageous position near
the entrance and their display was adjoining
that of the Kern O'Neill Co., which has recently been appointed as Northwest distributor
of the Freshman radio line. Interesting and
beautiful displays were sponsored by the Findley Electric Co., Kellogg line dealer; the Belmont Corp., of the Sonora models; Foster &
Waldo, of the Majestic line, as well as other
lines. V. G. Stringer, who was in charge of
the Lawrence Lucker exhibit of Lyric and
Sparton radio goods, reported many sales on
the floor. Some were retail, which were directed to the dealer. The Lucker Co. had four
booths and staged a dealer conference last
month which did much to arouse enthusiasm.
The St. Paul Radio Show preceded the one
in Minneapolis and proved equally successful.
R. C. Coleman, manager of the radio department of the George C. Beckwith Co., has had
three weeks of overwhelming activity. Following the Minnesota State Fair, where the Beckwith Co. displayed Crosley, Amrad radio and
speaker lines, as well as the Icy Ball refrigerator, the South Dakota Fair demanded
attention and the same exhibit. That had
hardly been disposed of when the Radio Show
in St. Paul came along, closely followed by
the one in Minneapolis. October 1 found Mr.
Coleman opening the Beckwith display at the
Radio Show in Milwaukee.

Edison

Opens

Richmond
Many

New

Crosley dealers met at the Hotel Nicollet
on September 27 and heard talks by William
Kellogg and H. F. Jacks, of the Crosley Corp.;
Dan McKinnon, of the Amrad Co., and representatives of Showers Bros., cabinet makers,
and of the Robert Findley Metal Table Co.
At Brunswick Northwest headquarters a
change has taken place. Robert T. Devlin is
branch manager and Selman C. Schulz goes to
the Chicago offices. Mr. Schulz turns over
the books showing a remarkable increase in the
past year. The Brunswick Co. held a convention of all Northwest dealers from Minnesota,
the Dakotas, Wisconsin and southern Montana.
About 125 attended and viewed the complete
new line which was displayed at headquarters.
Some models shown were in advance of the
announcements and the greatest approval was
enthusiastically expressed. A dinner meeting
at the Nicollet Hotel added much to the information and pleasure of the dealers. Selman
Schulz acted as toastmaster and A. W. Brunsell gave the address of welcome. Mr. Delano,
of the Chicago offices, held a clinic on business
and offered many remedies and valuable suggestions. Mr. Devlin, the new manager, outlined his policies, stating the dealers' success
was responsible for the success at the distributing office.
Jack Condon, who for some years was well
known to Americans visiting in Paris as proprietor of a Show Bus for Tourists, is now
located in Minneapolis and has started covering
the Dakotas and Montana for Kern-O'Neill Co.
William Sprague, general Western representative of the Columbia Co., is back in Minneapolis after visiting points in Nebraska and
Iowa. Business is good and a number of new
Columbia dealers have been installed.
Kern-O'Neill Co. is broadcasting daily all
new Columbia releases and standard numbers
over station WDGY and reports it an excellent medium for reaching out-of-town trade.
September was 50 per cent bigger than any
other Fall month in the history of the Foster
& Waldo firm.
The Metropolitan Music Co. had an attractive display of Stromberg-Carlson radios at the
Northwest Show.

Branch
Dealer

Office
Accounts

Dealers in Virginia and North Carolina Add Edison Line — Graves Music Co. to Open
Branch Store in Richmond — Goldberg Bros. Expanding — Cowan Co. Adds A. K. Line
Richmond, Ya., October 8.— Richmond is to
have a new music store, handling several lines
of phonographs, in addition to a general line
of musical instruments. The store will be
located at 23 West Broad street and will be
operated by the Graves Music Co., of Danville,

Radio

and

Victrola

Department
The largest department store in Texas offers
to lease prime first floor balcony space to well
established radio department operators. Write
in detail, outlining proposition or send representative. Real opportunity for $100,000 sales
volume.

GILBERT
JOSKE

LANG, Merchandise Manager
BROS. CO., San Antonio, Texas

Va. It is expected to be opened for business
some time the latter part of this month. Besides the main store at Danville, the company
has other units in South Boston and Martinsville, Va., and at Burlington, Reidsville and
Winston-Salem, N. C. The Victor, Brunswick
and Columbia lines will be carried, in addition
to several leading radio lines.
I he Corley Co. is just getting into its new
home at 213 East Broad street after being in
temporary quarters for nearly a year await the
completion of the building that replaces
one destroyed by fire last Fall.
Goldberg Bros., Lyric manufacturers and
distributors, announce the addition of three
men to their sales staff. They are: M. E. Prag,
L. E. Bowman and B. Sturman. All three
have been assigned to Southern territory,
which is now being developed intensively. The
company has begun to extend its operations
to Texas, which is being opened up satisfac-
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torily. LeRoy Goldberg says that there has
been a healthy response to the company's bid
for business and that its lines are being
strengthened in anticipation of a bigger volume of business this Fall than has been experienced in several seasons. The company
also handles the Artone line.
The Richmond branch office of the Edison
Co., opened just a few months back, is now
adding a number of new accounts in communities inVirginia and North Carolina, where
accounts had not already been established, according to P. J. Costello, manager of the office.
Some of the new accounts are: Brockman
Piano Co., Greensboro, N. C; James Cowan
Co., Richmond; Harris Bros., Monroe, N. C;
W. P. Ford & Sons, Norfolk; Carter Fur Co.,
Sanford, N. C; McGrath & Co., Wilmington.
The James Cowan Co. has added the Atwater Kent line of radios and is laying in a
complete stock. It reports that Columbia
records, and particularly the Paul Whiteman
numbers, are enjoying quite a good run.
J. M. Cridlin, formerly assistant manager of
the Richmond branch office of James K. Polk,
Inc., manufacturer and distributor of Polkphones, is now in charge of the Atlanta parts
department. He was transferred there recently
from Richmond. According to Charles J. Rev,
manager of the Richmond branch, more than
ordinarily good results have been obtained in
his territory from the campaign featuring the
latest releases. A big increase in record business has been experienced as a consequence.
Howell Bros., pioneers in the radio business,
have just added the Majestic to their other lines
carried, which include Atwater Kent, Radiola
and Bremer-Tully.
Jack Herbert, former manager of the radio
department of the Holladay Co., here, has gone
to Petersburg to connect with a radio house.
H. E. Brittle is the new manager of the
ladio department of the Columbia Furniture
Co. The company recently took on the Atwater Kent line.
The fourth annual radio show staged by the
Radio Dealers' Club of Richmond proved a
great and unqualified success, according to
Robin A. Frayser, one of the officers of the
club. More than 30,000 persons attended ithe
show this year and nearly 400 prizes were
. The show was staged in the new
mawarded
g
Mosque, which afforded exceptionally fine space.
A charter of incorporation was recently
granted the L. B. Clark Music Co., of Danville, of which Henry Lea is president.
Unique
A

Fada

Showroom

glass-enclosed exhibition room, soundproof, is now under construction for Agar,
Cross & Co., Ltd., Fada radio distributors in
the Argentine Republic, according to R. C.
Ackerman, export manager for F. A. D. Andrea,
Inc., who recently returned from a trip to
Buenos Aires. It is stated that this will be the
handsomest exhibition room in South America
for radio demonstrations. Mr. Ackerman stated
that radio is very popular in the Argentine, and
that the proceedings of the Administrative
Council of Buenos Aires will be broadcast.
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Replogle

Television
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RMA

Committee

To Study Television Practice Now
fronting the Radio Industry

Con-

Cambridge, Mass., October 3. — D. E. Replogle,
well-known engineer and engineering representative of the Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,
of this city, has accepted the chairmanship of
the Committee on Television Standards of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association. This Committee has been formed for the purpose of
studying the wide range of television practice
now confronting the radio industry, the nonde-

script collection of components, and the loose
and often meaningless terms used in attempting
to describe television systems. The Committee
plans to adopt certain television standards and
television terms in bringing definite order out
of the present experimental chaos. Definite
standards are to be worked on for such features as scanning disks, scanning disk speeds,
neon tubes, photo-electric cells, and so on.
The members of the Committee have been selected with a view to securing the best representation of present-day television practice.
The Alleghany Music Co.,
Tenn., has been incorporated with
of $20,000 by George P. Garrett,
L. M. Donovan, F. M. Payne and

Demonstrating

Better

THE

Syracuse

THE SPEEDY SAFE ECONOMICAL PACK FOR FURNITURE. PHONOGRAPHS
C. L. Strey.
BRANCH OFFICES
General Sales Representative
Studley
Wabash. Indiana
Rochester.BoxN. and
H. Lumber Co.

NORTHWESTERN

COOPERAGE

and

in

&

LUMBER
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Elmira

Hundreds of Victor dealers in New York
State gathered during the past month to view
the new models and to discuss sales and advertising plans for the coming season. Approximately ISO dealers attended the meeting
at the Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y., September 26, sponsored by the W. D. Andrews Co.,
at which R. A. Bartley, Jr., Victor district manager, was the principal speaker. About seventy
dealers attended a similar meeting on September 28, at the Elmira Country Club, as the
guests of the Elmira Arms Co., distributor.

Packing!

packing
engineers
can be developed
at no extra cost to

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

a system of packing which though
thoroughly scientific, can be handled
with
omy. utmost econNEW YORK OFFICE
No. 80 Maiden Lane
Rulofson and Sayer
Eastern Representatives

Caravan

how, by means of light, tough plywood
panels cut to size and quickly assembled —
a lighter, sturdier, safer pack is possible
— one that stirs respect and goodwill all
along the line.
Jiffycases are available in all sizes for
every ordinary packing need — and for the
unusual — a special case designed by our

IN THE Jiffycase Exhibit at the Chicago
Radio Show two leading Case Goods
Manufacturers revealed the how of Jiffycasing.
This demonstration of a new and better
manner of packing was a center of interest
because it led manufacturers to think of
packing in a new light.
It showed them

It showed them

Chattanooga,
capital stock
J. H. Sherill,
J. F. Finlay.

Victor

AND RADIO CABINETS

mation will beinforsent
Complete
On request.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Republic Bos Company,
903 N. Halsted St..
Representatives

New England States:
G. you.
E. Young and Company,
Lebanon, N. H.

COMPANY,

GLADSTONE,

MICH.
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Here

The

Is—

Opens
Sterling & Welch

Combination

Which

Every

Radio

Dealer

Been

Waiting

Has
!

Months ago the news leaked out
that the Radio Division of the Bush
& Lane Piano Company had started
work on a combination radio and
phonograph which, in every vital detail, would surpass anything of its
kind on the market.
It's here, dealers — the new model
12-C Bush & Lane combination radio
and phonograph!

Bush

&

Lane Model 12-C Combination,
Retailing at $375.00

The doors of this latest of radio
products are exquisitely finished in
the new Zebrana veneer, while the
cabinet proper is veneered in the
ultra-modern Gonzola Alvez — the
last word in decorative design. On
each side of the phonograph compartment is an album section containing two 12-record albums with
leather backs.
The phonograph section is
equipped with a magnetic pick-up
General Electric noiseless motor and
is amplified through an 8-tube neutrodyne radio set, and the dynamic
cone is the famous Bush & Lane
model.
The neutrodyne circuit employs
five stages of radio frequency detector. This combination is so designed
that any length aerial can be used
effectively.
"// it's a Bush & Lane, its quality
is guaranteed. That's all you need
to knoiv about a radio."
The

Radio

Division

of the
BUSH
PIANO

&

LANE

COMPANY

Holland,

Michigan

Furniture

Store

Radio-Phonograph
Co. Now

Section

Carries Leading Makes of Radio and Victor and Brunswick

Lines — Edison Radio Models Well Received — RCA

Alert

For

Cleveland

York, October, 1928

Cleveland, O., October 9.— What is said to be
one of the finest and largest radio-phonograph
departments in Ohio was opened on October 1
by the Sterling & Welch Co., on Euclid avenue,
near East Twelfth street. The company is the
largest furniture store in Cleveland, and caters
to a high-class clientele. The entire west wing
of the main floor has been devoted to the new
department, and it has been beautifully fitted up.
Large crowds visited the store for the formal
opening. The following lines of receivers are
being handled: Atwater Kent, Radiola, BremerTully, Majestic and Stromberg-Carlson. Victor and Brunswick phonographs and combinations and records are the lines in this department. The manager of the new department is
a man widely known in the trade, William G.
Bowie, who for twenty years was manager of
the radio and phonograph department of the
Dreher Piano Co. in this city.
The Cleveland Distributing Co., Atwater Kent
distributor, has a number of back orders on
hand for various models, as orders are being
received faster than shipments are from the
factory. The model No. 52 in particular is in
heavy demand, due to the national advertising
being concentrated upon it. Quite a number
of new accounts have been opened during the
month, including three big furniture houses:
Vincent Barstow, Sterling & Welch and the
Kronheim Furniture Co. The Atwater Kent
Audition, which was handled through WTAM
for northern Ohio, created a great deal of
public interest and was given wide publicity in
local newspapers.
Samples of the new Edison radio-phonograph
models were received by the distributor, the
B. W. Smith Co., Euclid avenue, at East Twenty-first street, early in the month, and regular
shipments are expected to commence in the
near future. The new instrument has aroused
a great deal of interest among the trade and
public generally. The All-American Mohawk
Lyric line of radio receivers, for which the
company is distributor, has been going over
big, and twenty new dealer accounts were
opened during the month. The Model H Federal Ortho-sonic receiver is expected to be a
big seller this season, according to Mr. Herschberger, manager of the company. Samples of
the new machine are on the floor, and quite a
number of orders have been placed for it. The
company is looking forward to the present season as a record-breaker for business.
The radio and phonograph department of the
May Co., Cleveland's largest department store,
did a tremendous amount of business during
the concern's thirteenth May Day sale on Saturday, September 29.
The Radio Apparatus Co., distributor for
RCA, was host to the dealers in this territory
at a dinner and sales meeting at the Hotel
Cleveland. The new models of the line were all
on display, and dinner was served in the Rose
Room. F. G. O'Grady, traveling representative
for the Radio Corp. of America, outlined -the
company's program of advertising, merchandising, etc., for the coming year. H. Clinton,
Radiotron representative, gave a talk in connection with showing of a film called "Selling
Chain," relative to the proper and improper
way to merchandise radio sets and parts. There
was a large attendance of dealers from all parts
of the territory. Warren Cox, president of the
Radio Apparatus Co., presided.
Victor sales throughout this territory are
showing a splendid increase, according to Howard Shartle, president of the Cleveland Talking
Machine Co., Victor distributor. Many orders

Dealers Hold Sales Meeting

have been received for the new models and
the entire line, including records, is moving exceptionally well. The visit of the Victor Caravan last month created a great deal of enthusiasm among the trade, and deliveries on the
models shown are expected to begin in the
very near future. The display room for the
Victor line, on the fifth floor of the building,
at 4200 Euclid avenue, is now complete and is
one of the most beautiful of its kind in the
country. Many congratulations have been received by Mr. Shartle on its beauty. Several
adjoining rooms have been fitted up most artistically for the showing of Amrad and Crosley
receivers, for which the Cleveland Talking Machine Co. are distributors.
The Cleveland branch of the BrunswickBalke-Collender Co. is one of the most attractive show rooms of musical merchandise in the
country.
Its motif is decidedly medieval. It

Cleveland Brunswick Branch
might be an old castle, with its huge granite
blocks, massive doors, shields and swords upon
the walls, yet it has the warmth and friendliness
necessary to any display room.
Owen D. Young, chairman of the General
Electric Co. and Radio Corp. of America, made
a special trip to Cleveland to speak at the
American Electric Railway Association Convention held during the week of September 24
on the radio industry.
The Kelvinator Co., 2106 Euclid avenue, has
been appointed a distributor for the Kellogg
line of radio receivers in this territory, and has
opened very attractive display rooms at the
above address.
Plaza

Markets

"Kiddie"

New

Phonographs

Two New Models, the Kiddiepact and
Kiddiepact Junior, Retail at Low Prices
— Covered With Fabrikoid
The Plaza Music Co., New York City, has
made the timely announcement of two new
models of kiddie phonographs especially suitable for the holiday season. The two models
are to be known to the trade as Kiddiepact
and Kiddiepact Junior and will retail at the
lowest price consistent with phonographs that
will be equipped with real motors.
The new Kiddiepact is covered with petal
grain DuPont Fabrikoid in rose, green, red and
blue, with juvenile decalcomania. The cabinet
size of Kiddiepact is UYs inches wide by 12
inches long by 3$A inches high.
Kiddiepact Junior is even smaller, measuring
only 11 inches wide, inches in length, 3->£
inches in height. It, too, is covered with petal
grain fabrikoid in rose, green, blue and red.
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Wre

Selling

Satisfactions

When

You

Sell

BRIGHT
JlMPLI
— The

the

New

STAR
POWER,

Guaranteed

"B"

Battery

Now that your customers are back from vacation,
and broadcasting conditions are improving, you
can build good-will and increase your profits by
pushing Amplipower — the only "B" battery that is
guaranteed.
The customer must be satisfied when he equips his
set with Amplipower— BECAUSE AMPLIPOWER
IS GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTORY
SERVICE FOR 12 MONTHS FROM DATE OF
PURCHASE, WITH ANY TUBES OF STANDARD TYPE!
Amplipower possesses all the well-known Bright
Star features — Bag Type Cell Construction, silent
operation — unequalled power — and in addition, a
long life that makes it the logical choice of those
who want complete, uninterrupted radio enjoyment! Amplipower is indispensable to those who
are exploring the fascinating field of Television.
Popular demand has already created a ready-made
market for you — cash in on it NOW. Ask your
jobbercate about
the us.Amplipower today, or communidirect with
See our Exhibit at the Fifth Annual Radio World's Fair,
Madison Square Garden, Ne-u> York, September 17-22
BRIGHT
STAR
BATTERY
CO.
Chicago
HOBOKEN, N. J.
San Francisco
NINETEEN

Radio

YEARS

Amplifiers

BUILDING

for

Demonstrations

THE

Record
Increase

Sales

Equipment Manufactured by the Pacent Electric Co. Has Been Tried Out and Proved
Successful — Company Has Sold Amplifiers to More Than 150 Chain Stores
Radio methods introduced during the last
two years in stores to demonstrate records have
proved of tremendous sales value. Business is
booming in the record and sheet music departments of many stores, thanks to improved demonstration equipment worked out and installed
by radio engineers.
The idea of modernizing demonstration methods started with the advent of the electrically
cut phonograph record. This new type is produced by radio methods, using a microphone
pick-up. There is much more range and more
depth to this style of recording than there ever
could be with the old type, mechanically produced record. A new bass, never found in the
old-type record, and an overall definition arc
characteristics of the new type.
One of the first ventures with radio amplifiers for record demonstration in chain stores
was attempted by engineers of the Pacent Electric Co. some eighteen months ago. A small
store in Fordham road, New York City, was
selected as the spot to make the test case. The
manager was perfectly open-minded to the experiment, so the apparatus was set up and installed. The equipment included a two-stage
electrically operated audio amplifier, a Pacent
Phonovox Pick-up, and electric turntable and
cone speaker. At the end of the first week of
the initial experiment a check on record business showed that it had increased more than
25 per cent. The record and sheet music counters of the small store were attracting and
selling more merchandise than at any time since

the
opening,
a very
significant situation.
Heads of the country's largest systems of
stores handling records and sheet music have
been quick to seize upon the value of amplifying equipment to strengthen sales and bring
new customers into the store. To-day the Pacent
Electric Co. alone has sold complete radio
demonstration equipment to over 150 chainstore establishments.
The most recent equipment turned out by
engineers of the Pacent Co. in response to
the nation-wide demand for up-to-date and lowpriced demonstrating apparatus is the essence
of simplicity. It is so designed that anyone in
the store can operate it after two minutes instruction. The element of upkeep has been
carefully regarde3. There is nothing to break
down or cause bother. Once installed in the
store the equipment can be counted upon for
many months of continuous, profitable service.
Once in six or eight months a new tube may
have to be put in the amplifier after it has
given its full period of usefulness. Aside from
this there is nothing to do but turn the equipment on and off.
The demonstrating equipment includes two
units, both of them unusually compact and
rugged. The Electrovox consists of a Pacent
Phonovox equipped with balanced tone arm, an
electric motor and turntable, an3 suitable outlet cables to connect to the power amplifier.
This entire equipment is built in a substantial
wood case, about the size of a portable phonograph.

QUALITY

LINE

The second of the two units is the electrically
operated amplifier, designed especially for store
use by Pacent engineers. This amplifier requires no batteries of any kind. It uses a 226lube in the first stage and a 210-power tube
in the output. A special input transformer is
employed which brings out the full possibilities
of the magnetic pick-up, as well as giving greater volume compared with the usual low ratio
input transformer. To place the demonstrating
apparatus in operation, it is only necessary to
make two connections to electric outlets, one
to the amplifier, the second to the turntable
motor. A single switch controls the entire
equipment.
That is all there is to it.
In most of the smaller stores only one
speaker is provided. The record and music departments are usually located near the center
of the establishment, and the single outlet provides ample volume to have the music heard
throughout most of the store. Other stores use
as many as six speakers placed at points of
vantage. One of the large establishments in
Brooklyn has its music department located
in the basement. Naturally people in the store
upstairs won't, in many cases, take the trouble
to find the department if a lot of questioning
and directions are needed. So the manager of
the store had five extension speakers run from
the radio demonstrating equipment in the basement to points upstairs. Over each of the
speakers is an easily read sign with this message: "This record on sale in the Music Department
It is easy
to downstairs."
see that radio amplifying methods are paying their way. The apparatus required for the average installations costs less
than $200. One girl is assigned to the work
of selecting the records which are apt to please
the buying public's fancy and result in sales. A
good part of the time she can give her attention to making sales, so that the actual operating expense of the installation is very low.
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Railroads
Double

Plan

to

Freight

Rates

Music Industries Chamber to Appear in
Opposition to Move to Increase Rates
on Electrically Amplified Phonographs
The Eastern railroads plan to double the
freight rates on phonographs electrically amplified, according to Consolidated Classification
Docket No. 35, just issued. The proposal of
the carriers will be strenuously opposed by the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, which
will appear in opposition at the hearings in
New York on October 16. The Chamber's
Traffic Committee consists of Alfred L. Smith,
general manager, and the following traffic representatives of the leading phonograph companies: L. R. Ahern, Columbia Phonograph
Co.; W. Hildebrand, Thos. A. Edison, Inc.;
Norman H. Lawton, Victor Talking Machine
Co.; L. P. Siddons, Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., and W. F. Varin, Sonora Phonograph Co.
The present rates on phonographs are first
class for less than carload shipments and second class for carload shipments, minimum
weight 16,000 pounds. The Official Classification Committee, which covers the Eastern part
of the country, proposes specifically to divide
phonographs into two groups, leaving the existing rate on machines not electrically amplified, but doubling the rate on those electrically
amplified to double first class for less than

carload shipments and first class for carload
shipments, with the same minimum weight as
at present. The above proposals, unless defeated, will add very seriously to the transportation expenses of the phonograph industry.
Seven

New

Federal

Distributors

Named

The Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., has
announced the appointment of the following
wholesalers as distributors of Federal Orthosonic receivers in their respective areas: W.
W. Conde Hardware Co., Watertown, N. Y.;
Dyke Motor Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Amana Society, High, la.; W. E. Fuetterer
Supplies Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Globe Supply Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y. ; Packard Service Station, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and J. Lawrence Hill
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Seiberling
on

Lester

York, October, 1928

Abelson

Steinite

Is

Plant

Head

Has Been Appointed General Manager of
Steinite Radio Co. Factories at Atchison, Kan. — Production Increased
The Steinite Radio Co., with offices in Chicago, and factories in Atchison, Kan., announces that Lester Abelson has been placed in

Singers

Columbia

Records

The Seiberling Rubber Co. effected a unique
tie-up with Columbia in one of their recent
Saturday Evening Post advertisements. They
listed the Seiberling Singers' latest Columbia
release "At Dawning" and "Japanese Sunset,"
record No. 1475-D-10-inch, as a part of the copy
in the three-page tire advertisement.

Lester Abelson
charge of the large, modern Atchinson plants
as general manager.
Mr. Abelson has rendered a conspicuous
service to Steinite in a supervising capacity in
Chicago. His transfer to Atchison is in line
with a program of expansion undertaken by
the Steinite organization. Mr. Abelson has already originated important revisions in manufacturing procedure in the production of the
Steinite AC Radio and the Steinite set in combination with a dynamic speaker. Production
has been stepped up to meet a strong demand
for the set which last year scored a distinctive
success with the trade.
The Steinite line includes a table model at
$75, and consoles at $115, $130 and $150. With
Dynamic Speakers, sets are offered at $137.50,
$152, $167 and $187.
North
N.

Ward

Is Sole

J. Majestic

Jobber

The North Ward Radio Co., Newark, N. J.,
is now an exclusive wholesaler for the Majestic line in New Jersey, according to a recent
announcement. Herbert Fink, president of the
North Ward Co., which heretofore has shared
this territory with another distributor, has announced that his organization has arranged for
additional space adjoining the present quarters,
with improved shipping and receiving facilities
to take care of the increase in quota which
was made effective simultaneously with the
conclusion of arrangements for representation
of the Majestic line on an exclusive basis.
Art

Gillham

on Road

Tour

Art Gillham, exclusive Columbia artist, best
known as "The Whispering Pianist," is on another swing around the country. To date his
tour has included eastern Canada and the middle States. At every stop along the road the
public turned out strongly, and judging from
dealer reports, no moss has been given an opiiked artist.portunity to gather on the records of this well-
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a doubt the type K-l Sun Radio
WITHOUT
Speaker is the finest made. It is a new and
original
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development,
of all other

recorded,

speakers

either

in one.

speaker

duce, with plenty of volume

type

column,

K-l

made

good
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is no
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and true as life itself.
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a powerful
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on records
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speaker to be placed in the finest furniture arrangement. It is
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in weight,
The performance
will
anyone compact
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quality reproduction.

years of satisfactory

service.

Ten
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Day

Free

Trial

fail to express the remarkable

fine speaker.

You

must

reproduction

of this

hear and test a sample, compare

it with any other speaker, regardless of price or claims.
After ten days, if you are not entirely satisfied, it can be
returned for full credit.

List

Price

$25'00

Increase

Fast

THE

GOLDEN

SUN UNIT
This powerful magnetic unit was developed after years of
research and development. It contains the Willett patented
diaphragm.

Your
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Speaker
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Howard

Sellers

Brunswick
Sales

Largest

New

Manager

Appointed Sales Manager of Cincinnati
Branch — Has Had Wide Experience
With the Brunswick Co.

Representatives!

Manufacturing

York, October, V?2$

Organization

Howard Sellers is the new branch sales manager of the Panatrope division of the Brunswick Cincinnati office. He
was recently

of its kind in the music-radio industry, because of certain
changes in sales policy, has territories open throughout the
United States,' Mexico and Canada. Our products are
consistently advertised in Liberty, Saturday Evening Post,
newspapers and in leading trade publications.
Write or wire your experience, number of salesmen
and qualifications for handling our nationally known,
nationally advertised products, made and marketed by a
firm of recognized financial stability.
Box

TALKING
Lexington

420

Radio
Co.

Sales

&

Sponsors

MACHINE

Ave.

Supply
Meeting

Atwater

Kent Dealers From Colorado,
Wyoming and New Mexico Attend
Third Annual Convention at Denver

Denver, Col., October 4. — Atwater Kent radio
dealers in Colorado, Wyoming and New Mexico held their third annual convention recently
at the Brown Palace Hotel, this city, under
the auspices of the Radio Sales & Supply Co.,
Atwater Kent distributor. It was described as
being by far the most successful meeting held
by this distributor. Speakers on the business
program included Hon. Benjamin F. Stapleton,
Mayor of Denver; Robert E. Owen, chief engineer of station KOA; A. N. Doty, H. T.
Stockholm and P. A. Ware, of the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; George E.
Phillips, of the Pooley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
George Coleman, of the Red Lion Cabinet Co.,
Red Lion, Pa., and Tom Savage, president of
the Radio Sales & Supply Co. The entertainment program was broadcast by station K'FEL.
Successful

Offering

Acoustic

A

of

Products

Stock

A successful public offering was made last
week by E. L. Gillespie & Co., Inc., New
York, of 200,000 shares of common stock of
the Acoustic Products Co., better known as
"Sonora," which represents the merger in 1927
of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., the Premier Laboratory Co. and the Bidhamson Corp.
The Acoustic Products Co. plans to cover the
entire field in sound reproduction, both recorded
and broadcast, and will also specialize in the
synchronization of sound with film for use
in theatres, churches, schools and auditoriums.
This company, which owns and operates the
Sonora wood-working plants at Saginaw, Mich.,
and an electric apparatus plant at Stamford,
Conn., offers to the trade acoustic phonographs,
electric phonographs, radios, speakers, records
and tubes, under one trade name — Sonora.
The forecast for the current fiscal year, based
on gross sales volume, indicates substantial net
earnings.
P. L. Deutsch, formerly vice-president of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., is president of

WORLD
New

York

City

the company, and Adam Stein, Jr., formerly
managing engineer in charge of radio and electric phonograph division of General Electric,
is vice-president. Besides these other directors
include Anthony J. Drexel Biddle, Jr., chairman, DeForest Radio Corp.; trustee Duke Endowment; John R. Dillon, Hayden, Stone &
Co.; Victor C. Bell, chairman, Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., Robert Le Roy, attorney,
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft; Harris Hammond, chairman, president, International Petroleum Co.; R. G. Martin, president, the SafeT-Stat Co.; Arthur D. Mendes, president,
A. D. Mendes & Co., Inc., E. F. Gillespie, president, E. F. Gillespie & Co., Inc.; John S. Snelham, Deloitto, Plender, Griffiths & Co.; A. J.
Kendrick, vice-president, Sonora Phonograph
Co., Inc., formerly sales manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Col ender Co.

Freshman

Distribut-

ing Policy Outlined
Direct-to-Dealer Sales Policy Except in
Thinly Populated Districts — Branch
Offices Opened at Trade Centers
The policy of selling direct to dealers
throughout the country, with the exception only
of such thinly populated sections where it is
advantageous for the dealer to buy through the
distributor, will be continued by the Charles
Freshman Co., Inc., according to Harry A.
Beach, vice-president in charge of sales. The
announcement states that in these restricted
territories dealers are encouraged to lean upon
the distributor for merchandise requirements, as
by so doing they avail themselves of the many
helps offered by the distributor, which are very
helpful in thinly populated areas, plus the same
measure of support they have been accustomed
to receiving in their dealings with the Freshman Co. direct.
Mr. Beach further announced that the Charles
Freshman Co., Inc., has established branch
offices at strategic points so as to maintain the
closest possible contact with the trade throughout the country. These branch offices are located as follows: Chicago, E. S. Hilber, manager; Kansas City, M. C. Schoenly, manager;
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle, Walter
J. Epstein, manager. All branches include warehouse equipment and servicing facilities.

Howard

Sellers

appointed to this position, succeeding E. B.
Daulton, who died a short time ago. Mr.
Sellers' appointment to this position is a particularly fortunate one for the dealer organization in the territory over which he now has
jurisdiction, for he is, by reason of past experience and capabilities, eminently suited to
take command at that important keypoint in
the national Brunswick organization.
Mr. Sellers has been associated with Brunswick for approximately five years and in that
time he has advanced steadily from one position to another. He began in the Cincinnati
branch as merchandise man in charge of the
record department, where, under his guidance,
a foundation was laid for a dealer organization
that soon made the Cincinnati branch one of
the leading record outlets in the country. He
was so successful at this work that for a period
of about a year he was transferred to the
Brunswick record factory at Muskegon, Mich.,
where his experience with dealers' needs in
records was invaluable to the factory. After a
period of over a year spent in Muskegon, he
returned again to Cincinnati, where he became
the Panatrope promotion representative under
J. E. Henderson, at that time Panatrope manager and who is now national Brunswick record
sales manager in Chicago.
Mr. Sellers spent a good deal of his time in
contact with the Brunswick dealer organization
and later, when necessity demanded, took over
the southern Ohio territory himself and was
doing that work when he received his appointment as branch sales manager. Mr. Sellers
is well known throughout his territory and has
the confidence and admiration of the entire
dealer organization.
Changes

Name

of Receiver

In accordance with the general policy of the
Boy Scouts of America to keep scouting free
from all commercial associations, the Pilot Electric Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., announces that
it has decided to discontinue the use of the
name "Air Scout" in describing the receiver
manufactured by that firm. The receiver kit
formerly bearing the name "Air Scout" will
henceforth be known as the "Air Commander."
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There

T7VERY day new names are added to our already large list
of satisfied dealers.
These names are milestones in the
road to success and are the direct result of the quality and
performance

offered in our type M-2 8 Sun Reproducer.

It can be truthfully said that no phonograph
made

is a satisfactory substitute

Reproducer.

This reproducer

for the type

is now

gold finished, processed aluminum

equipped

reproducer
M-28

with a special

diaphragm,

made

the Willett patent and gives the finest reproduction
Mechanical

in its action it develops as much
stage amplifier.

Sun

volume

under

possible.
as any

average

two

It positively will reproduce

the

extreme

low frequencies, just as readily as the highest recorded

TYPEapplied
M-28 to any old or new
This reproducer, when
phonograph, will change your mind of all you
thought about the reproduction of records. Every
note
faithfully reproduced.
musicis indistinct
and unreal. No longer is recorded

in the record, without blasting or shrill, with absolute fidelity
of tone that is lifelike and real.

If you

are not a Sun dealer, do not delay; send in your

order at once.

Our

service department

will supply all the

necessary advertising literature and dealer helps, without
After a few weeks, you will be amazed
record sales and prospects for new
the direct result from
WRITE

THE

FOR

cost.

at the increase in your

phonographs.

All will be

the sale of the Sun Reproducer.
CATALOG

GOLDEN

AND

SUN

PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
This scientifically developed processed aluminum
diaphragm, with its spring bronze spider,
securely riveted at thre

LITERATURE

CO.,

2829-31

Grand

Ave.,

Louisville,

Ky.
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University

of

Honors

Kellogg

Pennsylvania
Eldridge

R.

Honorary Degree of Doctor of Fine Arts Conferred on Founder and Former President
of the Victor Talking Machine Co. — Is Trustee of the University
At its recent commencement the University
of Pennsylvania honored Eldridge Reeves Johnson, founder and first president of the Victor
Talking Machine Co., by conferring upon him
the honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts.
Mr. Johnson is a trustee of the University,

k

■ mm

E. R. Johnson
chairman of the University Museum Board, and
the donor of the E. R. Johnson Foundation for
Research in Medical Physics.
In conferring the degree upon Mr. Johnson,
Provost Penniman, of the University, said:
"Son of the Spring Garden Institute, you laid
there the foundation for a career characterized
by unusual mechanical skill, clear thinking and
the application of knowledge to practical ends.
With a genius for administration you have
single-handed built up an enormous organization for the manufacture and sale of instruments which are among the wonders of our
modern age. The talking machine reproduces
almost perfectly the sound of voice or of musical instrument. You were not content with a
merely mercantile or manufacturing business,

Safe

Escort

Products

Coast

Holds
Johnson

but recognized early the importance of music
as a means of culture. To you the public
wherever located throughout the world owes
the possibility of hearing the greatest music
produced by the greatest performers. For men
at sea, for men in the wildernesses of the
world, the great orchestras play, the instruments of virtuosi carry their enchantment, and
the voices of the great singers of the world are
audible. You have brought into lives shut off
from civilization the sweetness of melody and
harmony and the inspiration of the world's
greatest music. But you have also been devoted to the fine arts. Few are more sincere --r
more learned in their appreciation of art of
whatever country or of whatever age. The
wonderful collections of the University Museum have been increased and enriched by your
knowledge and by your munificence. For many
years vice-president of the Museum Board, you
are now its chairman. Other departments of
the University have claimed and have received
your interest and you have made possible a
department of medical research from which will
doubtless come discoveries to the advantage of
humanity. To the finest of the fine arts you
are and have been devoting your thought and
your wealth, for the lives of the public are
being broadened and enriched by you. Therefore, we have invited you to be present this
morning in order that, acting for your colleagues of the Board of Trustees, I may confer
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Jobber

Sales

Meeting

Fobes Supply Co., Leading San Francisco
Wholesale House, Greets the Kellogg
Radio Line With Enthusiasm
The Fobes Supply Co., San Francisco, Kellogg radio distributor, recently held a sales
meeting and banquet. The sales force expressed much enthusiasm regarding the Kellogg line, and R. J. Holtermann, manager of the
Fobes Supply Co., arose from a sickbed and
traveled forty miles to San Francisco to attend
the meeting. The accompanying photograph
was taken during the sales meeting and banquet
and Mr. Hunter, the Kellogg west coast representative, isthe ninth from the left side of
the group, standing between Mr. Holtermann

Fobes Supply Co. Displays New Kellogg
and R. F. McDonald, sales manager of the
Fobes Supply Co. The Fobes organization is
one of the largest wholesale companies in the
electric field on the Pacific Coast.

Fada

Display

Issued

upon you an honorary degree."
Columbia

"70"
Display Featuring
of Shadow Box Type
Stands
Over
the
30 Inches High and Is Illustrated in
Color — Attractive in Appearance

Issues

Reference

Sheet

Columbia's latest innovation for its dealers
has been the issuance of a Quick Reference
Sheet. It gives a complete listing of all records released six months prior to its publication, in the Masterworks, "M," "D" and Irish
Series. It will be published monthly, and is expected to be a great help to dealers and sales
people in getting quick information on records.

for

A new display of the shadow box type, featuring the Fada 70 receiver with built-in dy-

Your

Always

No matter how hard the going is, our plywood shipping cases meet the issue
squarely and come up smiling. There is no weaving. Chafing, dust and
moisture are defeated.
These quality cases cost no more. They come from excellent and inexhaustible stands of timber, milled under the most modern conditions and are
serviced by an organization with manufacturing experience which goes back
18 years.
Let them tell their story via a trial order.

Northern

New Fada Display
r.amic speaker, has been prepared by F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc., and sent to all authorized Fada
dealers. This display, illustrated herewith,
stands over thirty inches high, is lithographed
in color, and lends itself to special illuminating
effects. This is the set regarding which Fada
has issued a performance challenge.

Write today

Maine
Radio's

Plywood
Statler

Building

Boston,

Mass.

Patron

Saint

Joan of Arc has- been proclaimed patron
saint of the French navy's wireless service, according to a recent dispatch. The proclamation
was featured by an elaborate historical procession and was attended by thousands of wireless enthusiasts.
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Featured

Daylight

Signs

Sign Carries Familiar Trade-Mark Lettered in Persian Orange Against a Jet
Black Background — 24 Inches Wide
A special Fada Radio daylight sign is now
available to all Fada authorized dealers. This

JU

JFL a

a

i o

New Fada Daylight Sign
sign, illustrated herewith, requires no electricity
for operation, but provides a brilliance equal to
an electric sign. It utilizes sunlight through a
special glass and reflecting mirror and may be
placed anywhere daylight is available. The sign
carries the familiar Fada Radio trade-mark lettering in brilliant Persian orange against a jet
black background. It is 24 inches wide and
\Ql/z inches high, constructed of ornamental
green metal. The sign may be used outside
the dealer's store or on delivery trucks.
5,000

Dealers

Visited

A.

Grigsby-Grunow
Gains

New

Cutting

David

Popularity

Testimonials From Pleased Owners Keep
Girl Busy Filing and Answering Letters

Enters

Cabinet

Field

The Montgomery Furniture Co., of Dunkirk,
N. Y., has entered the field of radio and plans
production of cabinets on a large scale.

Sarnoff
Red

Heads

Cross

Group

RCA Vice-President and General Manager
Is Chairman of Radio Industry and
Talking Machine Group in Roll Call

The Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago, maker of
Majestic radio receivers, has had dumped on
the desk of its advertising manager every morning for several months a full sack of Uncle
Sam's mail, a big share of it from the hundreds
of thousands of owners of Majestic receivers.
One girl who is in charge of a testimonial file
in the Grigsby-Grunow offices does nothing but
file testimonials and send out replies to them.
What was at first a small interlude in the day's
routine has become a day's job for her.

The radio industry and talking machine field
in New York City again this year is co-operating actively with the American Red Cross in
its Roll Call membership appeal, which opens
annually on Armistice Day for the support of
its extensive metropolitan welfare and relief
and public health program.
David Sarnoff, vice-president and general
manager of the Radio Corp. of America, again
heads the activities as volunteer chairman of
the special Radio Industry and Talking Machine Group and will follow essentially the
same plan of intensive effort which brought
such generous response from the personnel of
the field under his chairmanship in the 1927
Roll Call.

APEX

Have
K.

of

Plant

Pilgrimages to Philadelphia on the part of
nearly 5,000 Atwater Kent dealers, headed by
their respective distributor organizations, from
points east of and including Chicago and
north of Atlanta have featured the recent factory visitation season. During August and
September these dealers have visited the sixteen and a half-acre plant of the Atwater Kent
Manufacturing Co., and have returned to their
homes with a comprehensive picture of Atwater
Kent manufacturing efficiency and rigidity of
inspection with a lasting memory of hospitality
accorded them.
The success of these visitations is due in
large measure to the personality of T. MacDowell, convention manager of the Atwater
Kent organization, and he has been ably assisted by Dick Graver. Mr. MacDowell anticipates and arranges for all phases of the visitations, from the chartering of special trains or
sections to the entertainment of the guests. So
heavy has the pressure become that Mr. MacDowell has taken a suite of offices in the
Pennsylvania Hotel, where the visiting delegations are usually quartered and entertained,
and he is directing convention activities from
this point.
Dr.

in

Co.

the

season!
A
cceA

u
di&S
Rj
ACa
-ALL ELECTRIC
NEUTRODYNE

^

192

9

model

oc

FOR
SPEAKER
SlightlyTHERockies
higher
west of
Designed especially for
APEX Model 36 AC £
DC
ReceiMagne
ver. tic.
This Type
new
APES
Speaker gives a new
tone, full but natural at
all times. Easily mounted
giving an ideal
on lid,
combin
ation.

So

Designs

Dynamic

Speaker

Dr. Fulton Cutting, one of the pioneer radio
engineers, and president of the Colonial Radio
Corp., has again contributed a new development
to the radio field — the Cutting Dynamic Power
Speaker, which is described elsewhere in this
issue. He designed and built many of the first
sets used by the United States and foreign
governments, and also developed one of the
original all-electric receivers.
Dr. Cutting, in a recent announcement, predicted a record year for the radio industry,
and stated that it does not seem unreasonable
to predict that at least three million new radio
sets will be in operation by the end of the year.
Dr. Cutting based his calculations upon the
number of surveys made by different groups
of manufacturers and radio merchandising authorities and the figures gathered by the
Colonial Radio Corp.

NEUTRODYNE
Now comes even a greater APEX
Radio Receiver — the NEW and highly
efficient 1929 Model 36. APEX performance has long since won the favorable comment and unqualified approval of thousands, but this new
Model 36 stands as an emblem of
perfection in the Radio field today. Its
performance is on a par with many
other AC sets selling at a much higher
figure.

A

Genuine

Neutrodyne

that is self-contained with highly perfected powei pack. Has six tubes plus
one rectifier. There is just one tuning
knob. The beautifully illuminated dial
makes tuning accurate and easy. Set is
enclosed in an attractive and artistic walnut metal finished cabinet of convenient
size. Brings in distance clear and without interference. Has greater selectivity
than many high-priced sets. The tones
come in deep, clear and mellow.

APEX
1410

West

59th

ELECTRIC
MFG.
CO.
DivisionElectric
of United
States
Corp.
Street

CHICAGO
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Piatt

Music

Co.,

Observes

Los

Angeles,

Twenty-third

Birthday

Special Sales Held in All Seven Stores of Company — L. W. Yule Appointed RCA
Pacific Coast District Sales Manager — Barnes Music Co. Moves — Other News
Los Angeles, Cal., October 3. — There have
been quite a number of alterations and improvements inmusic and radio stores in various
parts of the Southland during the past month
or two. Prospects for a good Fall season are
very bright in the opinion of the majority of
dealers, both in phonograph and radio business.
The twenty-third birthday sale of the Piatt
Music Co., which included all seven stores, was
very successful. The phonograph departments
add-ed a large quota of sales.
A. B. C. Scull, Pacific Coast district sales
manager of the Radio Corp. of America, has
been promoted to an important post in New
g—

■■

York, receiving regretful farewells from his
numerous friends on the Pacific Coast. L. W.
Yule has been appointed Pacific Coast district
sales manager as successor to Mr. Scull. B.
C. McDonald, who has been Southern California district sales manager for some time, has
been appointed Pacific Coast district assistant
sales manager, and in turn he has been succeeded by J. T. Bray, who becomes Southern
California district sales manager.
The Barnes Music Co. moved last month
four doors south to 344 South Broadway, occupying a new and very attractive store at that
location. With the exception of the space oc-

■urn imiiw— gaHMBa^a

RADIO

—

TRADE.INS

The

Solution

Radio Trade-in Book is a manual listing
THE
every available model of radio receiver
manufactured

with full description,

since 1920

list price, and trade-in price.
The

Radio

Trade-in

ment of numerous
Manufacturers,

Book

Radio

has the endorse-

Trade

Associations,

Jobbers, and Dealers.

Be consistent. Quit making excessive allowances on out of date receivers. There are some
ten million sets in existence.
for again and

again.

They will be traded

Some

View

listing at $300 are rated at $10.
Get a copy of The
the customer
receiver.

Radio

kicks show

Book.

If

our rating on his old

Remember — our ratings are absolutely

impartial and unbiased.
We

Trade-in

We

have no favorites.

are in the used radio rating business only.

$7. 50 per copy and with one
year's supplementary

The

Radio
1601

service.

Trade-In

Columbian

Mutual

Memphis,

Tennessee

Book

cupied by the small goods department, the
entire first floor is devoted to phonographs,
record rooms and radios.
Harry E. Kirkpatrick is the name of the new
store on West Eighth street, between Olive and
Grand. Mr. Kirkpatrick formerly conducted a
music and radio store on Third street under
the name of the International Music Co. Victor and Columbia lines are strongly featured.
Since the completion of the new twenty-sixstory City Hall and the straightening out and
paving of Spring street north of First, the Danz
Music Company, located on Spring at First,
has come into its own again. Mr. Danz and
his sales manager, Jack Foster, have for some
time employed salesladies only, both in the
piano and phonograph-radio departments. Recently several new salesladies have been engaged in order that they might take care of
the additional business, especially in the phonograph and radio departments.
The Whiteside Music Co., one of the oldest
music stores in San Bernardino, is adding a
new radio department for Atwater Kent and
Splitdorf lines.
The annual "May Day" Sale at the May Department Store was greater than any previous
one held. To give one an idea of its proportions, over six thousand additional sales people
and employes were engaged on that day. The
phonograph and radio departments came in for
their share, a very large sale of Bosch radio
sets at special prices swelling the volume.
W. J. Carson, Southern California representative ofThomas A. Edison, Inc., states that
a dealers' pre-view of the new Edison line of
radios will be shown in the near future. H.
J . Zeusler, Pacific Coast representative, will
conduct the pre-view.
The Pacific Coast Brunswick record-pressing
factory and recording laboratories are situated
in Los Angeles, where a large increase this
year is reported. Irving J. Westphal, Southern
California manager of the Brunswick phonograph division, states that L. J. Perkins has
been appointed new recording director, having
proved his skill and judgment in the making
of Brunswick records in Chicago.
Henry E. Gardiner, Pacific Coast manager of
the Sonora Phonograph Co., announces the appointment of R. S. Pribyl as traveling representative in Southern California to assist Bent
Davies, who has been working in a similar capacity for Sonora for some time.
Pittsburgh

receivers formerly

Co,
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Retailers
Balkite

Line

The Webster Hall Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was the scene recently of a dinner and meeting
held by the Anchor Lite Appliance Co., Balkite
distributor of that city, when over fifty dealers
were their guests. The afternoon was devoted
to a busjness session, presided over by a. S.
Goldstein, of the Anchor Lite organization.
Among the speakers were H. J. Doughty,
director of sales for the Fansteel Products Co.,
Inc., North Chicago, 111., maker of Balkite radio
receivers; Major R. A. Klock, sales engineer
of the Balkite organization, and H. R. Van
Gunten, of the John H. Dunham Co., Chicago,
the advertising agency which handles the
nation-wide campaign which has been placed
behind the Balkite receivers.
The showing and demonstration of the new
Balkite receivers brought forth a tremendous
amount of enthusiasm and favorable comment
from the retailers.

Tower

Form a Radio Dealers' Association. Then join the Federated
Radio Trades Association, Masonic Temple, Chicago, III.

Splitdorf Billboard Poster
The Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.,
has prepared an attractive billboard poster in
color which is furnished to Splitdorf dealers
for use in co-operative billboard campaigns.
The colored poster is twelve feet high by
twenty-five feet long, with the dealer's name
in the imprint space. The poster features the
Como model of the Splitdorf line.
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you

Have

exclusive

the

secured

franchise

Capehart

in

territory

Capehart

Automatic

PHONOGRAPH

for

your

1

Phonograph

Huntington

CAPEHART AUTOMATIC
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA.
Gentlemen :

the

Automatic

Orhestrope

The
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Corp.

Indiana

CORPORATION,

I am interested in your Capehart Automatic Orchestrope — your exclusive franchise and your method of merchandising
exclusively through dealers.
Will you please advise, without obligating me in any way?
Name
Address
I

!
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Boston

Victor
Held

Caravan

at

Copley

Meeting
Plaza

Hotel

Approximately 500 Dealers Assembled for Two Days at Meeting Held Under Sponsorship of the Eastern Talking Machine Co. — H. C. Grubbs Is Principal Speaker
Boston, Mass., October 5. — The "Victor Caravan" has come and gone, and has left pleasant
memories behind for those who were privileged
to have part in the affair. It brought together
nearly 500 Victor dealers who were assembled
the better part of two days at the Copley-Plaza

attempted. A special stage was erected and
by the aid of unique settings and unusual electrical effects the models were shown to the best
possible advantage. Among those who furnished the entertainment were Frank Crumit,
Sam Coslow and Jacques Renard's Cocoanut

Boston Victor Caravan Meeting at the Copley
Plaza Hotel
Grove
Orchestra,
these all being the guests of
Hotel, the first day's feature being the luncheon.
the hosts of the occasion, the Oliver Ditson Co.
At the meeting Alan Steinert, of the Eastern
and the Eastern Talking Machine Co., both
Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor, preVictor distributors. Interesting addresses feasided and introduced as the first speaker Alexander Steinert, head of the Boston store of M.
tured Friday's session. There also was a
luncheon served on the second day.
Steinert & Sons, who gave a very informing talk
to the assembled dealers. H. C. Grubbs, commercial relations vice-president of the Victor
Balkite
Radio
Line
Co., also addressed the assemblage, his theme
for the most part being the sales policy of the
Shown
Detroit
Trade
company; and he told in a convincing manner
how best to market Victor products. Others
The Electric Specialties Co., Detroit, Mich.,
who were heard were Robert A. Bartley, Jr.,
Balkite distributor, and Robert H. Stewart,
Eastern sales manager, and Robert A. Drake,
Balkite representative, recently entertained
manager of the "Caravan" and Eastern repreDetroit dealers at a dinner and meeting at the
sentative of the Victor Co. Both of these genHawthorne Country Club, near that city. The
tlemen spoke of the coming year's policy of the
new line of Balkite radio receivers, produced
company, with a word about the advertising
by the Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North
campaign that it proposes to inaugurate.
Prominent among the Victor group who were
Chicago, 111., was shown and demonstrated,
present but did not take any conspicuous part
and the retailers were greatly enthused regarding the sales possibilities of the new sets.
in the sessions were Ivan H. Purington, A. R.
Addresses were made by H. J. Doughty, direcPearce, E. C. Gray, P. E. Carlson, E. S. Palmer,
H. S. Maranise, S. Levaur, G. M. Hill and Miss
tor of sales; Mr. Stewart, Major R. A. Klock,
Gretchen Meyers.
sales engineer, all of the Fansteel organization;
The demonstration of new Victor models was
H. R. Van Gunten, of the John H. Dunham
quite the most pretentious the Victor Co. ever
Co., Chicago, advertising counsel to the Balkite

IDEAL

Write
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organization, and B. S. Warren, secretary of
the Berkey & Gay Furniture Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich., which furnishes the cabinets in which
the Balkite receivers are housed.
The Electrical Specialties Co. has been in
business in Detroit for seventeen years, and in
radio since it became commercially possible.
Atwater
Hold

Kent
Sales

Dealers
Meetings

Atwater Kent radio dealers from all sections
of the State of Arkansas assembled in their
fourth annual convention in Rainbow Garden,
in Little Rock, on September 14. Roy Stueber,
president, and B. E. Smith, sales manager of
555, Inc., distributor for Atwater Kent radio,
were in charge of the meeting. The morning
was devoted to inspection of the new Atwater
Kent models and a visit and inspection of
broadcasting station KLRA.
The Harrison Smith Co., of Dallas, Tex.,
Atwater Kent distributor, entertained more
than 500 dealers from various portions of the
Southwest at the Baker Hotel, that city, at the
annual merchandising conference. The program
was under the direction of Guy Smith, of the
Harrison Smith Co., and other speakers included P. A. Ware, merchandising manager; H.
T. Stockholm, district sales manager; A. N.
Doty, assistant district sales manager, and L.
A. Charbonnier, service manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
The second annual Atwater Kent dealers'
convention of the Straus-Frank Co. was held
at the Plaza Hotel, San Antonio, Tex., on September 7. Dealers from all parts of southwest
Texas attended. Following a luncheon at noon
an address of welcome was made by D. J.
Straus, president of the distributing organization, and S. A. Hodges, manager of the radio
department, occupied the chair. Speakers of
the day included Atwater Kent executives.
Doehler

Adds

to Facilities

The Doehler Die Casting Co., New York,
has announced the purchase from the Metal
Mold Castings Co., Buffalo, N. Y., of its permanent mold casting equipment, dies, molds and
other tools, and that they will add these facilities to the present Doehler permanent mold department. It is stated that the Metal Mold
Castings Co. will cease business.
Samuel Gleason, prominent in talking machine circles and a former official of the Gold
Seal Co., died the latter part of last month.

TABLES

or wire

for samples
and

full

details of our
dealer

Table for new Radiola 60, size 13x32j4,
and Kolster K-20, size 14x22^. Can
be obtained equipped with RCA 100-A
or Peerless Magnetic speaker; Jensen or
Newcombe-Hawley AC or DC Dynamic
speaker.
Ideal
507

West

Radio
26th

St.

Cabinet
Phone
Longacre 6216-7

and

jobber
proposition

Mfg.
Co.
New York City

Special table for
Stromberg-Carlson
635.Radiola
Can 18
be orobtained
equipped with RCA 100 A or Peerless
Magnetic
NewcombeHawley ACspeaker;
or DC Jensen
Dynamicor speaker.
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BELLPHONIC
NOW

PORTABLES

EQUIPPED

HEINEMAN
NUMBERS
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MOTORS.
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TWO
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7
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RECORDS.

No.

5, List $12.50

A neatly embossed compact
model, vanity style, that
equal in tone and volume
that of standard sizes.

MODEL

P
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O
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B
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Manager

Distinctive

of

PLYMOUTH

R-60
In combination with the Radiola 60 Receiver
this beautiful walnut table makes an ideal
combination. Price
$20.00

Model 13
A walnut console for use with the Radiola
18 Receiver.
Price without speaker
$35.00
Price with 100-A Unit built in
57.50

Model 223

An exceedingly attractive console, built of
walnut veneers and cabinet hardwoods
for
use with all of the popular makes of AC
Receivers.
Price iess speaker
,
$45.00
Prices slightly higher in the West.
Plymouth
Furniture
25 E. Juneau Avenue
Milwaukee, Wis.

Co.,

St.

Louis

William S. Parks Now Directs Activities of Local Columbia Branch — Schubert Week
to Be Widely Observed — New Columbia Radio Models Shown — A. K. Dealers Meet

Designs
by

Koerber-Brenner

Co.

St. Louis, Mo., October 9. — Brunswick business
in St. Louis has been aided materially by the
opening of several new accounts during the
month and by the opening of a new branch
at 616 Carondelet street, in New Orleans. The
new branch is under the supervision of H. L.
Malines and R. N. McCormick, who formerly
was connected with the Memphis division of
the company. The branch was necessitated,
according to local officials of the Brunswick
Co., by the rapidly expanding business in
Louisiana and Mississippi.
Announcement was made during the past
week of the appointment of C. R. Wagner,
formerly of the Musical Instrument Sales Co.,
of New York, as general manager of the Koerber-Brenner Co., local Victor distributor.
Announcement also was made during the
past month of the appointment of William S.
Parks, formerly of Boston, as manager of the
St. Louis branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Co. Mr. Parks has been in the employ of the
Columbia Co. for many years, having been
manager of the Baltimore, Boston, Birmingham
;'.nd Wilmington branches of the company. He
succeeded N. B. Smith, who succeeded Mr.
Parks at Boston.
The Columbia branch sponsored a radio exhibit at the Hotel Statler during the week of
September 17 to 22, in which was demonstrated for the first time the new line of ColumbiaKolster radios. The trade generally evinced
great interest in the new lines, and local officials of the Columbia Co. are optimistic over
the future outlook for the new instruments.
Elaborate plans are under way here for the
formal observance of Schubert Week, November 18 to 25. In connection with the celebration of the week, Frederick N. Sard, of the
Schubert Centennial Department of the Columbia Phonograph Co., visited the city, and discussed plans for the week with local officials.
W. R. Dodds, record supervisor of the Bridgeport factory of the Columbia Co., also was in
the city to discuss servicing plans with local
Columbia dealers.
The local Artophone Corp. and the Silverstone
Music Co., local Edison dealer, are concentrating on the introduction of new models to the
trade. Artophone's new 4040 and 4050 radio
cabinets, embellished with beautiful finishes,
are now ready for the trade, while the new 77
portable is being advertised through an attractive window display poster. The company's new Model 150 phonograph is now being
delivered to the trade while the new phonograph parts catalog, which was recently issued
to the trade, is eliciting favorable comments.
The Artophone Co. also announced that Harry Goldstein, former branch manager of the
company at Memphis, has been made manager
of the Okeh record division working out of
St. Louis while Miguel Uribarri, of Mexico
City, has been placed in charge of the Spanish
record division.
With the Fourth Annual Southwest National
Radio Show, one of the most successful events
ever held in the city, local radio dealers are
concentrating their attention upon following up
the advantages gained through the show. Close
to 100,000 persons, it is estimated, attended the
one-week's show, and approximately $500,000
in new business was secured.
The W. E. Fuetterer Supplies Co. here has
been appointed local distributor of the new
Raytheon radio tubes while the Krause Sales
Corp., a newly organized concern, has been
made exclusive distributor in St. Louis for the
new line of Kellogg receivers.
Brown & Hall, Atwater Kent distributors, en-

tertained more than 500 radio dealers at the
Chase Hotel, in this city, at the recent annual
sales conference.
H. T. Stockholm, Atwater Kent Southwestern
manager, also addressed the convention on the
advertising program and policies of the Atwater
Kent organization for the coming year.
Balkite
at

Line
St.

Shown

Louis

Meet

The new Balkite radio receivers were exhibited and demonstrated by officials of the Fan.steel Products Co., Inc., manufacturer, at a
dinner recently held in St. Louis, Mo., by the
Electric Lamp & Supply Co., distributor, at
which Herman Hollander, head of the distributing organization, was host. More than 75 people were present at the dinner, at which Loren
Wood, Balkite factory representative, presided
and introduced the speakers.
K. E. Rollefson, research engineer at the
Fansteel Products Co. plant, North Chicago,
111., explained the circuit employed in the new
receivers, giving the reasons for its selection,
and the distance, selectivity and tone quality
procured through its use. H. J. Doughty,
' director of Balkite sales, discussed the policy of his company and pictured to his
listeners the progress which the Fansteel Products Co. had made since it was founded twentyfive years ago, until it has now become one
of the most prominent firms in the industry.
H. R. V an Gunten, of the John H. Dunham Co.,
Chicago, advertising counsel to the Balkite organization, outlined the national magazine and
newspaper campaign which is now appearing and
the other sales helps which have been prepared
to help promote the sale of the new receivers.
It was stated during the meeting that the
Balkite Hour from the Chicago Civic Opera is
to be resumed this Fall and Winter.
Perryman

Prices

Revised

H. B. Foster, vice-president and general
manager of the Perryman Electric Co., Inc.,
New York, has announced a reduction in the
list price of various types of Perryman tubes.
The reductions are as follows: PA-112A, to
$2.75; PA-171-A, to $2.75; PA-226 to $2.25; PA227, to $4; PR-280, to $4.25, and PA-250, to
$11.50.

Victor

to Exhibit

At the invitation of the United States Government the Victor Talking Machine Co. will
install in this country's three exhibition buildings at the Ibero-American Exposition, which
opens in Seville, Spain, March 15, 1929, one of
the most elaborate systems for reproducing and
broadcasting music thus far developed by Victor experts.
Theodore

G. Roberts

Dead

Theodore Charles Roberts, consulting engineer, who was at one time connected with the
Columbia Phonograph Co. as assistant to the
president, died suddenly of heart disease at his
home in New York City last month.
The Avalon Radio & Supply Co., 1727 East
Seventy-ninth street, Chicago, 111., has been incorporated with a capital of $8,000 to deal in
musical instruments.

ing set was offered to the buying public. By

Seven

Is

Years

Crosley
Under

Progress

Achievement

the Leadership

the Crosley Radio

of

of Powel

Corp. Has Won

Crosley, Jr.,
World

Fame

Seven years is a short time in which to build that receiving sets could be made and sold in
a great manufacturing business with highly or- great numbers if offered at prices the average
ganized and -efficient world-wide distribution of man could easily afford to pay.
its product. This is the remarkable achievement Shortly after that the "radio division" of the

early in 1922 the sale of Crosley's popular
Harko Senior, single tube receiver, selling at
S16 without tube, had reached astounding proportions. This was accompanied by the Harko
junior, a crystal detector which sold complete
w.ith headphones and aerial for $15. From that
beginning the Crosley Radio Corp. has grown
steadily and rapidly with each succeeding season and now is one of the industry's leaders.
Some four years ago, a young man demonstrated a new type speaker to Powel Crosley,
Jr., but due to the fact that the drain on the
battery caused by operating this reproducer at
maximum efficiency was so great, the speaker
was shelved and the inventor put at work on
another type.
This experimenting developed

1. Powel Crosley, Jr., president, Crosley Radio Corp. and Chairman of the Board, Amrad Corp. 2. Lewis M. Crosley, vice-president and assistant general manager.
3. Ralph H.
Langley, director of engineering. 4. H. Curtiss Abbott, general sales manager.
5. F. C lifford Estey, assistant to the president. 6. Xeil Bauer, assistant general sales manager,
all of Crosley Radio Corp. 7. Plant Xo. 1 of Crosley Radio Corp., one of company s three plants in Cincinnati.
of a remarkable man— Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, one
of the largest manufacturing concerns in the
world. Mr. Crosley is recognized throughcut the industry as one of its leading figures
and his success is not surprising when one
knows the man. He knows finance, production and distribution to a degree that few men
in the industry do, and is a prodigious worker.
He is a keen merchandiser, understands the
problems of the dealer and distributor as well
as the manufacturer, and Crosley policies are
shaped accordingly. He senses public demand
and produces merchandise to meet that demand.
Mr. Crosley's decision to enter the radio field
came about in this manner. Early in February,
1921, a small group sat in a suburban restaurant in Cincinnati, discussing what was then a
very mysterious subject, wireless. One of the
group was Powel Crosley, Jr., head of the
American Automobile Accessories Co., a mail
order concern. Mr. Crosley had inquired about
a receiving set for his son, who had expressed
a desire to own one of these "new playthings."
He learned that the prices asked for good
"wireless sets," as radio was then called, were
almost prohibitive.
He expressed the belief

Crosley Manufacturing Co., subsidiary of the
automotive concern, announced a porcelain tube
socket and a unique rheostat — both of which
instantly met with enthusiastic reception. Following this came other parts including a tap
switch and book type variable condenser, then
regarded as a very radical departure in radio.
The sale of these parts reached hundreds of
thousands in a very short period of time.
In the Fall of 1921 the first Crosley receiv-

the Musicone, the instrument that has met with
world-wide popularity. With the development
of the AC receiver with its capability of producing large amounts of power at a low cost, the
speaker originally submitted was taken down
from the shelf and put on the market as the
Dynacone. It is meeting with marked success
and sales totals have been on a par with the
Gembox and Showbox Crosley receivers in the
1928-1929 line of the company.

Heaton

latest improved models of the Kolster, Atwater
Kent, RCA, Victor radio and phonograph
combinations, Columbia combinations, Majestic
radio, Brunswick and many of the newest
models in loud speakers.
A very interesting picture demonstrating the
workings of Television and its possibilities was
shown in Heaton Hall through the courtesy of
the Ohio Bell Telephone Co.

Music
Holds

Store

Own

Radio

Show

Columbus, O., September 24. — Heaton's Music
Store held a radio show September 18, 19 and
20. All makes of radios and accessories handled
by the store were on display during the three
days and nights of the show. Special and unusual features added to the interest of the exhibit. A large "Musical Balloon" was held
aloft from the roof of the store during the
three days of the show. Thousands of smaller
balloons were turned loose with interesting announcements attached.
Among the radio sets displayed were the
103

The Bensberg Music Shop, of Camden, Ark.,
has leased quarters at 615 Main street, Arkadelphia, and will shortly open its seventh
branch music store with Ray Owen, of Camden,
in charge. This concern is one of the largest
and most successful in the State.
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Monster

Crowd

Attends

Opening

New

Firm

100
of

Annual

Pittsburgh

Radio

Show

More Than 130 Exhibits in Exposition at Duquesne Garden — Radio Distributors Report Big Increases in Sales Over Last Year — Victor Dealers Attend Meeting
Pittsburgh, Pa., October 6. — More than 35,000
persons attended the opening of the Pittsburgh
Radio Show in Duquesne Garden, East Liberty,
Pittsburgh, which was formally opened on
Monday evening, October 1.
Every bit of the space on the main floor was
taken up by over 130 exhibits, many of which
were outstanding and unique. One of the best
was that of the Joseph Home Co , whose display section was most elaborate.
The Joseph Home Co. had a display of Radi'olas, Zenith, Majestic, Sparton, Fada, Stromberg-Carlson, and Atwater Kent radios.
The Standard Talking Machine Co. had a
fine display of the Sparton radio sets and the
Victrola, including the new Orthophonic and
the radio combination models.
Another fine display was that of the W. F.
Frederick Piano Co., Zenith distributor. George
H. Rewbridge was in charge.
The. Esenbe Co., Atwater Kent distributor,
took good-sized space for the display of the
various Atwater Kent models.
The C. R. Rogers Co., Philco distributor, had
a fine showing of the new line of Philco sets.
H. F. Andre, for a number of years associated with the W. F. Frederick Piano Co.,
has been appointed district manager of the
Splitdorf Radio Corp., with offices in the Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh.
Approximately 200 Victor dealers from western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and northern
West Virginia attended the gathering of the
Victor Caravan at the Fort Pitt Hotel in this

Front row, reading from left to right: Dan DesFoldes,
Wallace Russell, of Standard; E. E. Shumaker, President
Victor Co.; J. C. Roush, of Standard, and H. L. Tangert,
of th_e, Victor Co. Back row, reading from left to right;
E. H.'ker; G.Schmitzler,
of Victor;
J. Threlfall;
D. MarL. Richardson,
DistrictR.Sales
Manager E.
Victor
Co.;
I.'.D.. Carson, of N. W. Ayer & Sons, Philadelphia.
city on September 14 as the guests of the
Standard Talking Machine Co., and the W. F.
Frederick Piano Co., local Victor distributors.
A reception to E. E. Shumaker, president of
the Victor Talking Machine Co., and a number
of officials of that company was held at the
offices of the Standard organization in the
morning at which a number of Pittsburgh
newspapermen and Victor dealers were present. This was followed by luncheon at the
hotel, and then the business session took place.

That the 1928-29 season will be the greatest
sales season in the history of radio is the consensus of opinion of the principal distributors
in the Pittsburgh district.
With its sales for the year already doubled
and indications that this ratio will be even
further increased, the O-M-C Supply Co.,
Bosch radio set distributor, is enjoying a banner year, says Sales Manager M. V. Mansfield.
The Federal Ortho-sonic sets have recently
been placed on the market by the Dyke Motor
Supply Co., of 800 Webster avenue. E. L.
Smeltzer, radio sales manager, reports unusual
success with the new Federal models.
Elmer A. Hamburg, of Hamburg Bros., Majestic radio distributors, stated that the demand
for the Majestic line is "exceptionally good."
In its first year as a radio set retailer the
J. A. Williams Co. has met with marked success, it was stated by a member of the firm.
The Freed-Eisemann and the Eveready models
are handled. The Allied Electric Co., 118 Ninth
street, is distributor for Freed-Eisemann sets.
According to F. I. Jenks, of the Pittsburgh
Auto Equipment Co., Fada distributor, sales
of the Fada line have been very brisk thus
far this Fall and the outlook is bright.
Leo Reed, with headquarters in the Roosevelt Hotel, is the Pittsburgh district distributor
for Freshman sets. He reports a steady increase in sales of the Freshman line.
The Graybar Electric Co., a newcomer in the
radio field, sole distributor for the new Graybar sets, has offices and display rooms at 37
Water street. W. C. Robinson is merchandise
manager in charge of sales.
I. Goldsmith, president of the Player-Tone
Co., now located at 961 Liberty avenue, with
extensive display and salesrooms there, stated
that with fifteen popular selling models of the
Player-Tone line, there has been a decided increase in sales thus far this Fall.
Under the auspices of the Standard Talking
Machine Co., a series of one-day service schools
for Sparton dealers will be held starting October 15 at Altoona, Pa.; Johnstown, the day following; Pittsburgh, October 17; Fairmont, W.
Va., October 18, and Wheeling, October 19,
The school will be under the direction of G. H.
Goodsell, of the Sparks-Withington Co.
A number of new model Victrolas, Electrolas
and combination instruments were displayed
and demonstrated and interesting addresses outlining the Victor Co.'s sales and advertising
plans and policies for the coming season.
Radiola

18 Price

Reduced

Announcement of a reduction in list price
of the Radiola 18 has been made by the Radio
Corp. of America, New York. This model,
heretofore listed at $115, is now $95, less Radiotrons. RCA officials state that the factory
output of the Radiola ..18 is now at the rate
of 1,600 a day, and. this production is being
increased, the economies resulting from this
large-scale manufacture being passed on to the
public in the reduced price."

"GET

ACQU
AINTED
WITH
SILMAN"
THE
MOST COMPLETE
JOBBING HOUSE
IN THE TERRITORY
PHONOGRAPHS - PORTABLES - REPRODUCERS - REPAIR PARTS
MAIN SPRINGS - ACCESSORIES - NEEDLES - CARRY BAGS
RADIO SUPPLIES
OUR CATALOGUE IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING
DEALERS REPAIR SERVICE

5ILMAN

DISTRIBUTING

CO.,

620

Grant

St., Pittsburgh,

Pa.
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Appoints

Gotham

Dealers

Associated Cabinet Manufacturing Corp.,
New York, Establishes Record in
Securing Retail Representation
•
More than 100 new dealers in the metropolitan district were appointed by the Associated
Cabinet Manufacturers' Corp., New York, in the
first ten days of the organization's activities,
according to D. Golenpaul, president. This
company, organized by Mr. Golenpaul and
Julian T. Mayer, who is vice-president, functions as exclusive direct factory representative
on a national scale for the Wolf Manufacturing
Industries, Kokomo, Ind. ; Chickasaw Wood
Products Co., Memphis, Term., and King-Haase
Furniture Co., Memphis, Tenn. The St. Johns
Table Co., Cadillac, Mich., is also represented
in the Eastern territory.
Mr. Golenpaul announces that the sales and
showrooms of the Associated Cabinet Manufacturers' Corp. have been moved from 100
Fifth avenue and are now housed in the executive offices and warehouse of the company
at 417 West Twenty-eighth street, New York,
where a complete stock of cabinets will be
maintained, thus insuring efficient service to the
city retail trade.
Clever

Display

Lyric

Radio

of

Receiver

What's in a name? "Plenty!" says the Shwabacher Frey Co., Los Angeles, Cal., dealers of
All-American Mohawk Lyric radio receivers,
and to prove it they decorated their display
window with a real live "Mohawk" maiden.
She's not quite as stolid as a squaw of that

Clever Lyric Radio Display
tribe, but she is most assuredly picturesque,
as this photograph indicates.
The setting of the Schwabacher Frey window
shows a Mohawk Indian camp, wigwam, tomahawk, tom-toms and all. A number of AllAmerican Mohawk Lyric models, including
some of the consoles and radio-phonograph
combinations, completed the display. Such windows are certain to catch the eye of the radio
prospect, and by their clever tableau design
break down sales resistance.
Dealer

Discharged
Serial

Plate

in
Charge

Magistrate Hyman Bushel, New York City,
discharged Isaac Greenberg, radio dealer, who
was charged by E. H. McCarthy of the Eastern
division of the Grigsby-Grunow Co. with violating Section 436-A of the Penal Code, in possessing Majestic radio sets from which serial number plates put on by the factory had been removed. The Penal Code forbids such action
on the part of automobiles and various mechanical instruments. The court held a radio set is
not
a
the law.mechanical device within the meaning of
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of

improve

..

.

/TOMORROW

I your

BRUSHLESS

sales

today

INDUCTION

HUM

TYPE

M-LESS

Every demonstration of your phonographs both to
dealers and by dealers will be vastly improved when

The Gordon Pick-Up
Type "A" {Adjustable} $13.50
Gives radio amplification to any
old type phonograph, through
the loud speaker of any radio.
Matches the tone quality of the
new expensive talking machines
at a cost of only $13.50. Easily
attached by a novice. Sells itself.
Sells phonographs. Sells radios.
Helps
the trade-in
nuisanceovercome
on old phonographs.
Write for complete information.

you install the new Gordon Induction Electric Phonograph Motor.
No annoying hum-m will mar reproduction. No need
to start the turntable with an apologetic spin. No distorted music while it gains full speed or changes that
speed due to line voltage fluctuations. No raucous interference with radio reproduction.
Brushless, it is noiseless. It starts itself, attains full
speed in one revolution of the turntable, and maintains
that speed evenly. Induction type, in accordance with
the recommendations of the A. I. E. E., any pick-up in
radio or power amplifier is utterly impossible.
Superbly made in every particular, the standard operates on 110 volt 60 A. C. 110 — 25 or 30 cycle or 220
volts — 60 cycle can be furnished at slight increase in price.
This motor of tomorrow means better phonograph
and better sales today. Manufacturers are invited to
write for prices.
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The Gordon Pick-Up, Type "B" {Non-Adjustable} $12.50
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Successor to H. C. Saal Co.
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BROS., Inc., National Sales Representatives, 67 W. 44th Street, New York City, and 28 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois
Export Agents, Ad. Auriema, Inc., 116 Broad St., New York City. Cable Address, Auriema, New York
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Contest

Victor

for

Popular

cert Composition

Closes

ConOct.

29

Manuscripts Postmarked After Midnight, October 29, Will Not Be Considered — Prizes
Are $10,000 and $5,000— Symphonic Music Contest Open to May 28, 1929

The popular competition being conducted by
the Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N.
I., for concert compositions within the playing
scope of the American dance, jazz or popular
concert orchestra, not hitherto published or
performed in public, will close on October 29,
according to a recent announcement. Manuscripts postmarked after midnight of October
29 will not be considered and the awards will
be announced on December 28. No restrictions
are imposed on the number of compositions
which any one composer may submit, and the
competition is open only to composers of
American citizenship. Complete scores are
preferred, but the judges will accept piano
scores. Two prizes, one of $10,000 and the
other of $5,000, are offered for the best and
next best compositions.
A similar competition for the best work of
music of symphonic type within the playing
scope of the full symphony orchestra will close
on May 28, 1929, and the award will be announced on October 3, 1929. A prize of $25,000
has been offered in this contest. Completescores, as well as piano scores, must be submitted and the work may be of any length.
In the symphonic competition the judges are:
Mme. Olga Samaroff and the Messrs. Rudolph
Ganz, Serge Koussevitzky, Frederick Stock
and Leopold Stokowski.
The Victor Co. reserves on every manuscript
submitted prior rights to first two public performances; first recording rights and first broadcasting rights. On winning manuscripts Victor
reserves the rights on public performances and
on all recording and broadcasting for a period
of six months from announcement of the
awards. In turn, the Victor Co. agrees to pay
the usual publisher's royalty for recordingrights to the publisher controlling the copyright, therefore contestants under contract to
music publishers must, on request, furnish to
the Victor Co. releases bringing their compositions within the above stipulations. The judges
may withhold all awards, if the works submitted are, in their opinion, inadequate in con-

ception or execution. Directions for the submission of manuscripts have been announced by the
Victor Co.: (a) Each manuscript must be
marked at the top of the first page or on the
cover with a distinguishing title, or motto, and
the name of the competition in which it is entered; (b) Neither the composer's name, address nor any other indication of his identity
should appear on the manuscript; (c) The
composer's name and address must be enclosed,
together with a copy of the title or motto on
the manuscript, in a separate sealed envelope,
which must accompany this manuscript. This
envelope will remain in the custody of the
Victor Talking Machine Co. until after
the awards of the judges, who will identify only
by their titles, or mottoes, the works submitted
to them; (d) Manuscripts must be sent by
first-class, sealed, registered mail, and return
Brunswick
"Singing

Releases

Fool"

Record

Al Jolson Records Two Song Hits of
Latest Vitaphone Picture for Brunswick
— Tie-up Possibilities Are Great

York, October, 1928

receipts should be asked by the senders from
the Post Office authorities; (e) The Victor
Talking Machine Co. assumes no risk or responsibility inhandling the compositions submitted, although every care will be exercised
to safeguard against loss in transmitting the
manuscripts to the judges; (f) No manuscript
will be returned until after the award has been
announced. When the award has been announced, the Victor Talking Machine Co. will
return the manuscripts to the contestants, on
receipt of their written request and correct
address at that time. The manuscripts will be
returned by registered mail at the expense of
the Victor Talking Machine Co. Exceptions
to this regulation are noted under Paragraphs
(g) and "Reservations on Public Performance";
(g) Composers wishing to withdraw their
manuscripts from the competition, however,
may do so on request to the Victor Talking
Machine Co. before the closing date; (h) Submission of a manuscript in either competition
shall be construed as evidence of the composer's acceptance of all conditions of the
competition; (i) The Victor Talking MachineCo. reserves the right to disqualify and return
any manuscript which is not submitted in full
compliance with all rules of the competition
that have been promulgated.
and the publisher "plug," there is little doubt
but that some new sales records will be made
on this number.
Mr. Kapp was on the Pacific Coast at the
time of the recording, completing a six weeks'

At the time Al Jolson completed his latest
Vitaphone picture, "The Singing Fool," at the
Warner Brothers studio in California, lack
Kapp, manager of the Brunswick recording
laboratories in Chicago, was on the Pacific
Coast, and he brought Jolson into the recording laboratories in Los Angeles to record for
Brunswick two of the hits from that show —
"Sonny Boy" and "There's a Rainbow 'Round
My Shoulder." This record, which will be released simultaneously with the release of the
picture throughout the entire country, gives
promise of being the biggest selling record
Brunswick has ever introduced. It is said to
be by far Jolson's greatest recording and with
the "plug" that will be put behind it by Brunswick, in conjunction with the picture "plug"
Al Jolson and Jack Kapp
stay in which he visited all of the Western
branches of the company in the interest of the
lecording laboratories.
L.

J.

Rooney
Fada

Triple

A.C.

Range

Voltmeter

In the Jewell triple range A. C. Voltmeter
Pattern No. 77 the radio dealer will find an
instrument which has excellent resale value,
as it is very convenient in checking and testing
in connection with the new A. C. sets and
accessories, and can be easily sold to set
owners for that purpose.
Pattern No. 77
Besides, it is an ideal addition to the service
Triple Range A. C. Voltmeter
man's kit of service equipment.
This instrument has a combination range of 0-3-15-150 volts. The scale is silver etched
with black characters and the movement is mounted in a metal case on a moulded
bakelite base. Although intended for portable use, convenient means are provided
for table or wall mounting.
Write for descriptive circular No. 1145.
Jewell

Electrical

Instrument

1650

St., Chicago

Walnut

"28 Years Making Good Instruments"

Co*

With

Sales

Force

Lawrence J. Rooney has joined the metropolitan sales force of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
in the New York district, according to C. M.
Sherwood, district sales manager. Mr. Rooney
was formerly associated with the Radio Corp.
of America in sales promotion activities. Previously he was a Victor dealer in the Washington Heights section of New York City, and
is a former president of the Metropolitan Victor Dealers' Association.
Murray

Goldberg

in New

Post

Murray Goldberg, well known in metropolitan radio circles, has joined the sales staff
of the Associated Cabinet Manufacturers' Corp.,
and is representing that organization in the
Borough of Manhattan, New York City. Mr.
Goldberg was formerly a representative of the
Triangle Radio Supply Co., distributor. It has
also been announced that Nathan Urban is
covering the Brooklyn territory for the Associated Cabinet organization.
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Meeting

Cleveland Products Co., Distributor, Sponsors Dinner Meeting— Interesting Addresses Feature Gathering

»

Thirty-five franchised Balkite dealers were
'.he guests recently of the Cleveland Products
Co., Cleveland, at a dinner and meeting held

listened in to the affair and were interested.
The bride and groom were the recipients of
many presents, including two from members of
the radio industry. From the accompanying
photograph it will be noticed that the wedding
cake is surmounted by Le Minilux loud speaker,
which was presented to the couple with the
compliments of the Minilux Sales Corp., New
York. Its artistic appearance lent itself admirably for the purpose. This petite, hand-made,
imported speaker had its first public presentation at the New York Show.
The base of the cake is an Atwater Kent receiving set presented with the compliments of
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Radiotron

Prices

Revised

Above: Sir George Wilkins, the Arctic aviator
and explorer, who may beat Byrd to the South
Pole, photographed in his stateroom on board
the S.S. "Southern Cross," just before he left
New York for Montevideo.
He is shown here
with portable radio transmitter, powered with
Eveready batteries.

Effective September 29, the suggested list
prices of the following Radiotrons were reduced
by the Radio Corp. of America: UX-112-A to
$2.75; UX-171-A to $2.75; UX-226 to $2.25; UY227 to $4; UX-280 to $4.25 and UX-250 to $11.50.

QUALITY

MERCHANDISE
AND

PROFITS
H. J. Buehler
in that city, at which the new Balkite radio
receivers, made by the Fansteel Products Co.,
North Chicago, 111., were shown and demonstrated. H. J. Buehler, president and treasurer
of the Cleveland Products Co., presided at the
meeting. Addresses were made by Major R.
A. Klock, Balkite sales engineer; Charles F.
Saenger, of the Balkite Cleveland office; H. R.
Van Gunten, of the John H. Dunham Co.,
Chicago, the organization which is directing
the Balkite national advertising campaign now
in progress, and representatives of leading
Cleveland newspapers.
Radio

Wedding

Radio

at

World's

Fair

Minilux Speaker Surmounted Wedding
Cake Which Had as a Base an Atwater
Kent Radio Receiving Set
The first radio wedding held as one of the
features of the New York Radio World's Fair
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FADA
ALL-AMERICAN

MOHAWK-LYRIC

EVEREADY
R. C. A. RADIOTRONS
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ANSONIA
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g
First Radio Weddin
Lc Minuux
Used
First f^dio Cikcfor
Radio Wedding — Note Le Minilux Speaker
was a decided success from every angle. Not
only did it attract a huge gathering at Madison
Square Garden, but subsequent letters received
from radio fans showed that many thousands
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Newest

in

Radio
Charles Freshman
Co., Inc., New
York. Type N receiver chassis, AC
operated, housed in various cabinets

deep. Contains built-in electro-dynamic speaker, S-incn cone with rectox unit.
reception Retail
may beprice,
obtained Local
without antenna.
$375, less tubes.

Brunswick Model 3-NC-8
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, 111. Model 3-NC-8 Deluxe Panatrope with Radiola. Superheterodyne
circuit, two stages of tuned radio frequency amplification, oscillator, first
detector, mediate
tworadio frequency
stages of amplification,
tuned intersecond power detector, one stage of
audio frequency
Receiver uses nine amplification.
AC tubes, seven
UY-227, one TJX-171-A and one UX-

Brunswick Model 5-NC-8
2S0. Single dial control. Switch for
extreme conditions of power-voltage
range takes care of variation from 105
to 125 volts. Instrument operates on
either 25 to 40 or 50 to 00 cycles on
110-volt alternating current. Pressed
steel chassis. Speaker is eight-inch
electro-dynamic type, driven by special
socket power and rectox unit. Electrical Panatrope equipment includes
flexible low-impedance magnetic pickup with potentiometer-type volume
control, quiet induction disc motor and
automatic stop. Two record reservoirs
lined with Burgundy velour. Hardware in high-lighted battleship finish.
American walnut cabinet with overlays
and hand carvings on doors and legs.
Height 50% inches, width 32 inches,
depth 18%cluding inches.
List price, $700, intubes.
Brunswick table model radio receiver. Model 5-NO, nine-tube superheterodyne circuit, consisting of two
stages of tuned radio-frequency am-

Federal Model F-ll
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo. N. Y.
Model F-ll Ortho-sonic receiver, operates on antenna and ground, four
stages of tuned radio frequency
coupled with detector and two stages
of amplification. Each unit is completely shielded, including the seven
individual tubes. Chassis is of allmetal construction enclosed in a mahogany cabinet inlaid with vermilion.
Obtainable for either battery or allelectric operation.

TialkLU' Sympnion
Fanstccl Products Co.; Inc., North
Chicago, 111. Balkite Symphion Model
B-9, nine-tube radio and record repro-'
ducing instrument of new type. Sixty- a frequency
three million
cycles,"to
cycle.
Convertsof regular
AC current
thereby making possible the use of
201-A-type tube circuit ;with greater
range and forcefulness. Uses five •
201-A tubes, two 1S1 tubes, one 210
and one 250. Circuit similar to Balkite
Standard
AC model
Symphion is complete
with receiver.
radio receiver,
dynamic speaker, electric motor, turntable and electric pick-up. Operation
entirely controlled by one switch which
changes from radio to' phonograph.
Cabinet, size
by Berkej'
& Gay, is17 ofinches
solid
walnut,
approximately
deep, 27% inches wide, 49 inches high.

Freshman Model N-ll
audio stage and type 250-power tube.
Bronze nated
face-plate
framing
the illumiselector dial
and knob
with
switch and volume-control knobs on
either side. Power supply unit util-

Atwater Kent Model 41
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Model 41, new all-electric
DC set, designed for use in districts
such as New York City and Washington, which have direct current. From
outward appearances it is the twin of
the Model 40 AC set. It is for use
with 110-120-volt direct current, comprises two stages of tuned radio frequency amplification in conjunction
with the Atwater Kent coupling circuit, a detector, one stage of audio
frequency amplification and one stage
of double
audio
tion. Uses
five frequency
DC tubes amplificaand two
power tubes. Metal case of satin
finish in two-color combination. Like
the Model
dial
control 40,andhasonesingle
knob full-visioned
for volume
control.
Bush & Lane Piano Co.. Holland.
Mich. Model 12-C rad'O-phonograph
combination.
Eight-tube neutrodyne

Freshman
N-14
ranging
from Model
metal N-12
case and
table-type,
listing at $115, to the floor cabinettype with dynamic speaker at $195. in
mahogany and- walnut. Three eguap_hase stages
i of high detector,
gain, -radiofrequency
amplification,
first

Oxford Speaker Model 23
Frank Reichraann (Radio Sales Division, Joy-Kelsey Corp.), Chicago.
Model 23, Oxford dynamic speaker,
complete
with allrectifier
and onstep-down
transformer,
mounted
pressed
steel sub-base. Operates on 110 volts
AC. tailFor
in consoles. Reprice, installation
$39.50.
Oxford dynamic speaker. Model 25.
18 inches wide, 14 inches high, 9 inches

Brunswick Model 5-NO
plification oscillator, first detector, two
stages of intermediate frequency amplification, second power detector and
one stage of transformer-coupled audio-frequency amplification. Set operates directly from light socket on 50
to 60-cycle i05-125-volt alternating curBush & Lane Model 12-C
rent or on 25 to 40-cycle 105-125-volt
receiver using push-pull audio and CXalternating current. Tubes include
^Oxford Speaker Model 25
3S0 rectifier in the power pack. Neuseven UX-227, two UX-171-A and on<=
deep. Solid walnut front baffle with
trodyne circuit uses five stages of
UX-280. Cabinet finished- in American walnut with richly carved escutcheons- :'udio frequency, two detectors and
ornamental carving and silk cloth. Oxfour tuned condensers. Phonograph
and overlay. Entire chassis of light,
ford
No. 23 operates
is incorporated indynamic
Model unit
25, which
on
durable, pressed steel. Exterior metal
equipped with General Electric motor,
110-volt AC. Furnished complete with
turntable and magnetic pick-up. Comparts in oxidized
antique
finish.
Instrument is 31 inches wide. 11 inches
step-down transformer, rectifying unit,
bination instrument employs Bush &
Lane dynamic speaker. Doors are
switch, 12-foot power cord and athigh, trol,
10 inches
Single
confinished in Zebrana veneer and cabinet
illuminateddeep.
tuning
dial.dialRetail
tachment plug, 12-foot phone cord with
socket for plugging set into speaker if
proper is in ultra-modern Gonzola
price. $175, less tubes.
desired, so both set and speaker will
A'vez. Phonograph compartment conBrunswick Model 5-NC-8 console
tains album sections with space for
be controlled from speaker switch.
highboy cabinet of American walnut
rnntp'ring same radio receiver as four twelve-record albums with genuCabinet of Model 25 is of sufficient diine leather backs and duplex binding.
mensions to provide especially large
>r-.rler 5-NO. Instrument is 29 inches
baffle. List price, $48.50.
Retail price, $375, without tubes.
wide, 49% Inches high, 16% Inches
108

Freshman Model Q-16
izes the UX-2S1 half -wave rectifier
tube, supplying from 325 to 350 volts
for the plate of the 250-tube, as well
as the B and C requirements for the
entire receiver.
Model as Q theChassis,
known
Mystery AC
set, operated,
utilizing
the UX-222 shield-grid tube, in com-

Freshman Model Q-15
bination with the usual TJX -226 and
UY-227 tubes and UX-171-A power
tube. Power supply unit self-contained,Tableusingtype
type in
2S0 metal
full-wave
fier.
case,rectilist
price, $69; floor cabinet model with
special magnetic speaker, list price,
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn.
$129.
N. Y. Scanning disk-driving unit for
television
purposes
with is automaticspeed control.
Provision
made for
mounting any scanning disk on the
drive shaft. Controls speed from a
few revolutions to many hundred. Vernier or delicate adjustments are made
possible with a small knob that regulates the contact points.

The
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y. Manufacturer of metal tables
for standard makes of radio receiving
sets. New metal table for Philco re-

Newest
from burning out. Master voltagecontrol is connected by plugging the
AC set into the outlet which corresponds to the maximum line voltage,
no voltmeters or tools being required.
Dimensions 4 inches long, 1% inches
high 1% inches wide. List price,
$2.50.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. Model
37-A all-electric phonograph combina-

in

improved vacuum tubes for the usual
AC broadcast receiver, to be known,
respectively, as the Ray X-226, Ray
227, Ray X-171-A and Ray X-280. It is
said these four tubes are the forerunners of what promises to be a complete line of standard AC and batterytype tubes and rectifiers. Raytheon
Foto Cells, now available in five types,
two spherical and three tubular types.
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New
York. Manufacturers of Grebe Synchrophase radio receiving sets. Grebe
De Luxe Console, containing a superpower amplifier, Dynamic loud speaker and Synchrophase AC Six. Superpower unit has two 250-type tubes as
amplifiers in a push-pull circuit, and
two type 281 rectifier tubes. Provided
with jack by means of which electrical

Findlay Console No. 22
ceiving set. known as Findlay Console No. 22, $20. list price. Finished
in walnut and gold. Provision made
for Philco speaker to be suspended under the metal
set or placed
on for
lowerEveready
shelves'.
New
consoles
line. No. 21-1 to accommodate either
Eveready No. 1 or Eveready No. 3

Findlay. Conso'e No. 21-1
wooden sets. Console 21-2 will accommodate Eveready No. 2 metal set.
List price of either number, $20.
New Findlay metal console table for
Zenith. Console No. 20, table only,
$21, list. Console No. 20-A, table complete with RCA 100-A speaker and
ornamental grille and housing, $50, list.

Zenith Model 37-A
tion with Zenith automatically tuned
radio receiver. Special induction-type
phonograph motor with control eliminating extraneous noises. Turntable
mounted on jeweled bearings, and uniform speed-control is obtained through
special control-knob. Built-in dynamic
speaker. Instrument employs eight
AC tubes, including rectifier, operating
on 110-volt 60-cycle alternating curtubes. rent. Retail price, $625, without
Model 40-A radio-phonograph combination, automatically tuned Zenith
receiver, dynamic speaker. Concealed
loop incorporated within the cabinet is

Grebc Consolette T;,pa 2,':49
ment for Dynamic-type loud speaker.
Grebe Natural Speaker, type 20-20.
Similar to type 17-50, but larger. Has
a motor driving system employing butterfly-armature springs. It is 20 inches
in diameter and the cone is formed
at a 20-degree angle.
Grebe Buckeye Console for Synchrophase AC Six. Made of selected woods
with case of black walnut, doors and
inside panels of butt walnut, antique
brass hardware and a speaker compartment to accommodate either Dynamic or Magnetic-type loud speaker.
Grebe Power Amplifier Table, designed for use exclusively with AC Six.
Contains a super-power amplifier and
Dynamic speaker, both of which are
identical with those incorporated in
the De Luxe model.
Grebe Dc Luxe Console
reproduction of phonograph music may
be had. A special Synchrophase AC
Six single-dial six-tube all-electric
receiver is included in the DeLuxe ensemble. Cabinet finished in the finest
grain walnut nut-paneled
with
doors. matched burl walGrebe Synchrophase AC Six. allelectric set, using four type 226 AC
tubes, a heater element-detector tube,

Grebe AC Six
a 171 power amplifier tube, together
with
a
280-type
tube. Singledial control withrectifier
an illuminated
dial
drum, graduated in kilocycles. Local
distance switch for better local and
distance reception.
Antenna control

Console inNo.walnut
20-A and
Both Findlay
models finished
Spanish brass. Radio bench No. 1310
with jacquard velour in a variety of
colors provided in conjunction with the
foregoing models, $8.50, list.

Master Voltage Control
Master Engineering Co., Chicago,
111. Master voltage-control, containing no moving parts, reduces excessive
line voltage and protects AC tubes

Zenith
Model by
40-Amoving an
adjusted for
direction
indicator located in the lower part of
the cabinet. Italian Renaissance cabinet, built of solid walnut with burl
veneers and overlays of Carpathian
elm burl. . Phonograph equipment
same as model 37-A. Chassis is of allmetal construction, doubly shielded
with
condensers,
from
block five
tin. mounted
on adie-cast
single shaft.
Concealed lever gives access to secret
compartment
on upperautomatic
right-handtuning
side
of cabinet containing
device. Receiver employs (including
rectifier) ten AC tubes. Retail price,
$850, less tubes.

Home Broadcaster
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. B. M. S. Home
Broadcaster. Consisting of microphone, long-extension cord, and a tube
socket adaptor,tertainment.
designed
home en-in
With adaptorfor inserted
detector-tube socket it is possible to
cut out the program being received at
will, andmentsinterject
announcethrough the numerous
loud speaker.
Price,
$7.50.
Type
UX,
for
sets
using
prong detector tubes; type AC for foursets
using five-prong detector tubes.

Radio

Grebe Speaker Type 20-20
for matching receiver with any normal
size of antenna, alternative circuit
connections for energizing types of
speakers directly from this set, either
25 or 60-cycle frequencies, binocular
coils with Grebe straight-line frequency variable condensers.
Grebe Consolette Table, receivertype
the Grebe
Raytheon
Mfg.
Co.,
phase 2249,
AC includes
Six receiver
with Synchromatched
Mass.
Manufacturer
of BH Cambridge,
and other
rectifying tubes, announces new line of 109 table, containing a built-in compart-

Acme Electric & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. Acme AC-4 radio receiver,
a four-tube set, embodies many disI

Acme AC-4 Receivet
tinctive features. Said to be capable
of tremendous volume without distortion, extreme sensitivity and the entire chassis and panel is built in a
one-piece rigid steel frame with the

Acme One-Piece Chassis
power pack compactly built-in chassis.
Uses full-wave rectification and has a
low-power consumption. Has illuminated single-dial control. Supplied
only in table models in wood cabinets. Is 9% inches high, 20 inches
long and 10 inches deep. Weighs 25
pounds. List price, $49.50, less tubes.
Acme one-piece chassis and panel
(overall length 17% inches, weight 20
pounds) complete with electric power
unit. List price, $42.50. Both prices
quoted are Eastern prices. Western
prices are moderately higher.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y. Vitrohm line-voltage
reducer, providing protection for AC
tubes against excessive line voltage.
Reduces abnormal line voltages of 125
volts or less to a safe value for the
operation of all AC sets drawing from
0.4 to 0.0 amperes. List price, $2.
Vitrohm dual adjustat, a voltage
divider designed for use in all current
supply units,termediate
where
involtages adjustment
is wanted. orTwo
types are available for 200-volt and
400-volt service. Supplies two fixed
voltages and up to 32 adjustable voltages. Any of the adjustable values
can be made
fixed voltages
connecting permanently
to the by
rheostat
contact. List price, $S.50.
{Continued on page 110)
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Colonial Kadio Corp., New York.
Manufacturer of Colonial radio receiving sets. Cutting Dynamic power
speaker. Consists of a power plant,
power amplifier and electro dynamic
speaker. Power plant transformer is
equipped with automatic voltage regulator for line voltages between 90 and
130. 280 type tubes are used for full
wave rectification. Filter system employs a heavy network of ehokes and
resistors
together
with condensers of
20
microfarad
capacity.

Art Specialty Co., Chicago, m. ArtWay console table designed for Kellogg radio receiver, height 28 inches,
weight approximately 30 pounds. Fin-

Radio

{Continued from page 109)
Cary Cabinet Co., Springfield, Mo.
Custom-built base for Kolster radio
receivers, models 20 and 21. The general design and lines of this piece of
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W.

C.

From

Fuhri

Returns

Extensive

Trip

Vice-President and General Manager of
Columbia Phonograph Co. Reports Sales
Far in Excess of Last Year

Cary Cabinet Model — The Bradley
furniture blend with the exterior of
the receiving set. Is equipped with
the Kolster loud speaker and is manufactured of solid American black walnut throughout.
Art-Way Console Table
ished in brown with gold trim to
match receiver. List price, $12.75.
Art-Way
radio console table de-

Consolidated Badio Corp., Arborphone Division, Ann Harbor, Mich.
Arborphone speaker, 12 inches high,
in Gothic cabinet. Has new type of
balanced armature unit with cobalt

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales
manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., returned to his desk a few days ago after a trip
to Chicago, Milwaukee, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Oklahoma City, Dallas, Memphis and Atlanta.
Mr. Fuhri visited Columbia branches in many
of these cities and also quite a number of Columbia dealers. He states that in every section
of the country Columbia sales are running well
ahead of 1927, with the dealers keenly enthusiastic regarding current records and the new Vivatonal and radio products. Columbia is closing
the greatest year in its history and Mr. Fuhri
states that the dealers as a whole are now
looking ahead to 1929 in the belief that next
year will even outdistance 1928 figures.
DeForest
Tube

Arborphone Speaker
steel magnets, five times as strong as
usual magnets. Cone is made of a
special impregnated linen fabric,
manufactured in Europe. Veneered
walnut cabinet with golden silk on
grilles. List price, 527.50 .

Art-Way Console Table
signed for Apex radio receiver. Height
28 inches, weight 30 pounds, finished
in brown ceiver.with
gold $12.75.
trim to match reList price,

Prices
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Revised

Lower list prices for certain Audion tubes on
which production costs have been lowered are
announced by the DeForest Radio Co., Jersey
City, N. J., as follows: Type 412-A, from $4 to
$3.25; type 426, from $3 to $2.75; type 427, from
$6 to $5; type 471-A, $4 to $3.25; type 480, $6
to $5 and type 481, $10 to $8.50. List prices
of other DeForest tubes remained unchanged.
"Production economies affected by the installation of the latest tube-making equipment and
methods make these reductions possible," said
James W. Garside, president of the company
"However, we are maintaining the same high
standards with which we started the production
of the new Audions, which are not designed to
compete with any other tubes on a cost basis."

Desires

The

Audion

Arrange
Connections

William Blogg, managing director of Amplion
(Australasia) Limited, the Australian branch of
Graham Amplion, Ltd., of England, expects to
be in New York from the 17 to 27 of October,
inclusive, and announces that he desires to reach
manufacturers in the United States who may
want to arrange agency connections in the
Australian market. Mr. Blogg may be reached
in care of the Amplion Corp. of America, 133
West Twenty-first street, New York. He is
not only interested in music and radio but also
in lines that will be active during the Australian
Summer season.
Hold

Formal

Opening

Bergers, one of the large Cleveland, O., department stores, held the formal opening of
their new and enlarged radio department on
October 4, 5 and 6. The company is selling
Majestic, Atwater Kent, Fada, Stewart Warner,
Radiola and Kolster sets.
The Euclid Music Co., 1716 Euclid avenue,
Cleveland, O., is now in its new home at this
address, having moved from East Ninth.
The Starck Piano Co., Cleveland, O., has enlarged its radio department and is now carrying several nationally advertised lines.
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Portable
Detroit

Demand
Territory

Detroit, Mich., October 9. — From the way portables are selling in this section, it would indicate that there is a revival in this type of
instrument and that the public is cognizant of
the fact that present-day portables are far
superior in quality to those previously put out.
We learned this the other day while talking
lo Thomas Devine, local branch manager for
Columbia Phonograph Co. Mr. Devine showed
us that it was actually impossible to keep any
have been
of the $50 portables on hand.for"We
many months
short of No. 162 portables
and even right now we haven't a single one
in the place," he remarked.
Talking machine and radio dealers throughout Detroit and the principal cities of the State
are very much enthused over prospects for
sales during the remainder of this year. This
they attribute first of all to the general prosperity prevailing throughout the State and the
.-plendid employment situation.
The Detroit Wilks Distributing Co. recently
established itself at 4831 John street, to distribute the Sparton Radio, made by the SparksWithington Co., of Jackson, Mich.
The Michigan Chandelier Co. is wholesale
distributor for Freed-Eisemann radios for the
State of Michigan. Offices and warehouse are
at 3130 Chene street.
The Balkite radio, which has been extensively
advertised lately around this city, is being distributed by the Electrical Specialties Co., with
headquarters at 325 State street.
The Bush & Lane Piano Store, in the Woodward Arcade, has taken on a franchise for the
complete Victor line of talking machines, combination machines and records. This is the
second store in recent months downtown which
has added the Victor line — the other store
being the Bayley Music House, on Broadway.
Philip S. Urban, proprietor of the Urban
Music Store, at 3030 Gratiot avenue, reports
a 40 per cent increase in record business so
far this year. Mr. Urban specializes in German
records, Columbia phonographs and the Columbia-Kolster. Local Columbia dealers report
quite an increase lately in the demand for the
Columbia Masterworks sets.
Thomas Devine, Detroit branch manager for
the Columbia Phonograph Co., reports that the
new line of Columbia radio receiving • sets is
proving a tremendous hit among local dealers.
So far only a few samples have been on display
— the full line is expected by the 15th of the
month and orders will start being filled before
the first of November.
Sym Winkle, proprietor of the Song Shop,
on Broadway, in the heart of the downtown
section, is opening a branch store at the corner
of Michigan and Junction avenues, where a
complete line of sheet music, small goods and
phonographs and records will be handled.
Melville Winkle will be in charge of the branch
store, assisted by June Nelson.
Raytheon

Introduces

New

of AC

Line

111
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Tubes

Cambridge, Mass., October 6. — The Raytheon
Mfg. Co., of this city, which has long been
closely identified with the production of
gaseous rectifiers, which made the "B" eliminator possible, has now announced a new line
of improved vacuum tubes for the usual AC
broadcast receiver, which are described elsewhere in this issue. The four tubes which are
presented at this time are said to be the forerunners of what promises to be a complete
line of standard AC and battery type tubes, as
well as power tubes and rectifiers.
"We believe that Raytheon research and engineering efforts have made a distinct contribution to the broadcast
reception art," states

Fred D. Williams, vice-president of the company. "The outstanding feature of Raytheon
vacuum tubes is the unique four-post construction, which reinforces the tube elements in all
directions instead of in a single straight line
as with the usual design." Mr. Williams also
points out additional features of the new Raytheon tubes and states that new machinery of
the latest type has been installed in the Raytheon factory which will enable them to sell a
quality tube at the usual price.
Approve

Stock

Increase

Shareholders of Columbia Graphophone, Ltd.,
London, at the annual meeting approved modification in articles of incorporation and approved an increase in capital stock to £2,800,000
by creating 4,000,000 new common shares of
10 shillings par each to provide for bonus and
for general purposes.

Columbia
Open

New

Accounts

Baltimore, Md., October 8.— Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., distributors of Columbia Phonograph Co. products, have opened a number of
new Columbia accounts during the past few
weeks, the most outstanding of which are the
four stores of the Paul-Gale-Greenwood Co.
operating in the Norfolk and Suffolk sections
of Virginia; the two stores of the Stieff Piano
Co. in the Baltimore-Washington district, and
the Duff-Gore Music Co., of Raleigh, N. C
All of the stores mentioned will carry the complete line of Viva-tonal phonographs, records,
radio receivers and combinations.
The Long Island Music Shops, Long Island
City, New York, have been incorporated.

<yl

Rola Dynamic Power
Unit, Model D-110

Wholesalers

at Svery
WINNER

^Demonst

ration

Instantly, unanimously — at every demonstration — radio users have selected the new
Rola above all others. At the radio shows in Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
St. Louis
other
cities,
Rola easily "won the house."
hadNew
such York,
marvelous
realismandbeen
heard
in radio.

Never before

The new Rola Dynamic Power Speakers, equipped with the new Rola D-110
Dynamic Power Unit, give a response approximately twice that of any other dynamic on a
given input. From the deepest bass to the highest treble, operating with type 171, 210,
or 250 tubes, these new speakers reproduce with marvelous accuracy — attaining a degree
of realism never before equalled.
Dealers who have already stocked Rola report the greatest enthusiasm and quick
turn-over. In the complete Rola line of Dynamic and Magnetic speakers, dealers find just
the loudspeaker for every radio installation, regardless of kind or cost.
Model 35. A console dynamic speaker. Top dimensions
sufficient to accommodate any standard radio set. Operates directly from 110-volt AC
socket
List Price,
Model opera
30. -(
A dynamic table speaker equipped for lightsocket
..List Price, $75
$110

Model 25-D. A radio speaker table with built-in <jjtQf)
dynamic power unit
List Price
Model D-110. A complete, self-contained, dynamic
speaker unit, with built-in transformer-rectifier for exciting field from 105/125 volt, 60-cycle current, and with
base
inputpower
transformer,
equalizer *SlSO
filter,
tinsel bracket,
cord and 20-1
ten-foot
cord with
through-switch
List Price,

for installation
<^/rxl\L\\
readyWrite
are sets.
f°llOWing
UrAL
T"R F "R Q. ^ne
1 UlVIilVj:
A f""TT
Ji/f a ]vr Tjr
jn cabinet
and units
console
for prices.
Model D-180. A dynamic unit with field coil wound
to
1,950
ohms
for
excitation
by
40
to 80 milliamperes
of
direct
current
at
75
to
150
volts.
to 7,000 ohms for excitation by 20 to 30 milliamperes
at 150 to 225 volts.
Model M. A magnetic-armature unit combining surperformancecost.
with ruggedness and dependabipassing
lity, atmoderate
Model D-90. A dynamic unit with field coil wound
^Ask your jobber for full details on the 1929 loudspeakers,
or write factory for name of%pla jobber nearest you. •* 7
THE
ROLA
CLEVELAND

COMPANY
OAKLAND, CALIF.

2570 Superior Avenue

Forty-fifth & Hollis Streets
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Columbia
Have

Wholesalers,

Made

Baltimore,

Remarkable

Progress

Celebration of Fifth Anniversary Reveals Impressive Achievements of Columbia,
Kolster, Steinite Distributing Firm — Branch Opened in Washington, D. C.
Baltimore, Md., October 6. — Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., well-known distributors of Columbia phonographs, records, Kolster and Steinite
radio receiving sets and accessories, recentlycelebrated their fifth anniversary as a factor
in the jobbing trade of Maryland, District of

ganization surprised everyone by showing a
profit during the first six months in spite of
the fact that the Columbia branch had been
operating at a loss before that time. It was
only natural, of course, that after surviving
the tremendous upheaval and cut-price situa-

Leroy L. Andrews
Columbia, Virginia and North Carolina. So
remarkable has been the growth of this concern that the story of their expansion and the
methods used in its achievement should be of
special interest to the trade.
The firm of Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., was
organized in March, 1923, taking over the
branch of the old Columbia Graphophone Co.,
which formerly supplied the territory south of
Baltimore. This was at the low ebb of the
phonograph business and all advisers of the
new company were sure the chances of their
success were about one in a thousand. Having
faith in the name of Columbia and their own
ability, plus unbounded energy, the new or-

William H. Swartz

Quick

Profits

tion of 1923-24 and actually showing a profit,
the new firm should make a most impressive
showing during the last few years, during
which the phonograph industry has staged such
a remarkable comeback. From an initial organization of fifteen employes inside and three
salesmen, the Columbia Wholesalers now boast
of an inside organization of fifty employes,
with a sales force of ten men on the road.
Leroy L. Andrews, president of Columbia
Wholesalers, Inc., was formerly export representative for the Ford Motor Co. William H.
Swartz, vice-president, was formerly assistant
manager of the Columbia branch at Baltimore.
Paul Steffy and David Jarvis, treasurer and

for

Week — Back

Now's the time to start cashing in on Schubert Week,
November 18th to 25th, the
big event of the Schubert
Centennial, organized by the
Columbia Phonograph Company.
Columbia makes available to
its dealers and their customers sixteen Schubert

r-

to Melody

the market," said Mr. Andrews. "Believing
that the future possibilities of the home entertainment business, with such wonderful developments as Television, for example, just
ahead of us, are simply enormous, and with a
growing appreciation of the value of fine music
in the home, coupled with the tremendous
practical utility of the radio receiver, we can
see a rosy future with no limit to the scope

Masterworks Album Sets,
ranging in retail price from
$4.50 to $12.00. All records
may also be sold separately.
Columbia is supplying its
dealers free with all sorts of
sales building material, in
addition
to the Company's
national advertising.
Write
us for details. Get your profits now.

Exclusively
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W

Camden

Wm.H.
Wholes

St..

Probably no factor in the success of this
firm is responsible for their rapid growth as
much as the rigid attention to detail and the
strict insistence on the paramount idea of the
maximum service to the dealer. Long hours
of work during the rush season, every conceivable kind of co-operation and a spirit of
friendly helpfulness in the perplexing problems,
especially of the radio business, have created
a good will which has been expressed in dollars by Columbia dealers.
Broadcasting has been brought into play to
a remarkable degree in selling records in the
Baltimore territory. Contracts with stations in
Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, Roanoke,
Durham and other points give Columbia records a veritable blanket of broadcasting covering the whole territory. It is stated that this
has been responsible for at least 50 per cent
of the large increase in record sales. Another
feature seldom practiced by wholesalers is that
of public demonstrations for dealers. In all
the metropolitan centers covered by Columbia
Wholesalers dealers are urged to notify the
company of any gathering or meeting where
free music would result in favorable publicity.
A Columbia-Kolster or Kolster radio set is
immediately dispatched to the scene of action
so that in every center of population people
talk about the wonderful music they heard at
a certain dance, fair, lodge meeting, etc. A
most complete outfit of service apparatus and
a force of four mechanics insure the radio
dealers of as quick a service on repair work
and returned goods as it is humanly possible
to give.
In order to extend the maximum service tn
dealers in Washington, D. C, and territory
adjacent thereto, a branch of Columbia Wholesalers has been opened at 1619 L street, N. W.,
with Leroy McDowell in charge. A complete
stock of storage and B batteries, Philco parts,
speakers, furniture and Kolster and Steinite
sets will be carried. Columbia-Kolster combination phonographs will also be carried in
stock. A complete service department will
take care of all local service calls and repair
parts of both Kolster and Steinite sets will be
available.
Speaking of the future of their business, the
heads of this live concern are tremendously
enthusiastic. "We already have what we believe to be the finest merchandise available to

for activity and development."
Now

ColumtiaWliolej
L.L.Andrews

secretary, have been made officers in the company because of their faithful service.
With the advent of radio a separate department was formed, with a separate inside and
outside force, Mr. Andrews directing the radio
department while Mr. Swartz presides over the
phonograph and record department. This has
worked out very satisfactorily and with the
advent of combination radio-phonographs the
radio service department has been greatly instrumental infurthering the sale of high-priced
instruments.

Columbia

Dealers
Schubert

York, October, 1928

Swartz
ale

Baltimore.Md

'
f

Bradfield

Music

Go.

Altus, Okla., October 4.— A. F. Bradfield,
of Hobart, has purchased control of the
Appleby-Tatum music and radio store on East
Commerce street, this city. The establishment
will be operated as a branch of two other
Bradfield stores in Hobart and Mangum. The
name of the concern has been changed to the
Bradfield Music Co., and J. P. Madden has
been appointed general manager. The company
handles pianos, phonographs and radio merchandise and has been very successful in its
retail operations.
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Acquires

Phonograph

the real position, and the tfalance o$ the authorized capital, if you agree to our prosposals, will

Pathe

Interests

in

France

{Continued from page 32a)

manufacturing facilities and although every factory is working two shifts, we have practically
given up hope of meeting the requirements of
our trade.
"South American business is exceptionally
fine and we are doubling factory facilities at
both Rio Janeiro and Buenos Aires. Australia
has also been one of the very bright spots in
Columbia activity and our sales in that country
have proven an agreeable surprise to all of us.
In Japan and China Columbia business is increasing rapidly and it is gratifying to note that
throughout the world we are making steady
progress.
"I was delighted to find upon my return to
America that our sales figures in this country
during the past few months have attained a material increase over last year and reports from
every trade center indicate that Columbia dealers are closing a banner year both in machines
and records."
With his usual modesty, Mr. Sterling did not
give adequate attention to the remarkable
achievements of the Columbia organization the
past year, but the report of the annual general
meeting of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Ltd., of London, Eng., as published recently indicates the wonderful accomplishments of Columbia during the past twelve months. This
report read as follows:
The annual general meeting of Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ltd., was held yesterday at
Winchester House, Old Broadstreet, E. C, Sir
George Croydon Marks, C. B. E., J. P. (Chairman), presided.
The Chairman, in the course of his address,
said: "'Ladies and Gentlemen, — Once again I am
happy to state that our sales and net profits in
this country are by far the largest in our history, in addition to which we have begun to receive for the first time income from our foreign
investments. Since the previous year our issued capital shows an increase of about £100,000
owing to the extension of our holdings in associated companies, and to the acquisition of new
businesses the importance of which is shown on
the assets side by an increase of over £600,000
in investments. Our shares having been exchanged at a substantial premium the reserve
fund has increased accordingly, and is fully justified on values.
"Steady, and in many cases remarkable, progress has been made in, I think I may say, every
direction. As an indication of the conservative
policy which is being adopted at the present
stage of their developments by our foreign associates, Imay say that the German company
disclosed a net profit of 1,473,000 marks, out of
which it only distributed dividends amounting
to just over 1,000,000 marks. In addition this
company applied over 2,000,000 marks to various reserves, reducing to the nominal amount of
1 mark the whole of its plant, machinery, patents, matrices, and various other items. Our
American company disclosed a profit of $760,000, out of which it only distributed $330,000
. . . and this profit also is arrived at on a strictly
conservative basis. Moreover, the various subsidiary companies operating in other parts of
the world adopted an equally conservative basis
before making dividend distributions. You may
rest assured, therefore, that the whole structure
has now been placed on a sound footing, which
will reflect itself in the future and render us
as far as possible safe from any fluctuations in
trade in any particular part of the world. Last
year your board declared two interim dividends,
because of the extension of the financial period.
In future the directors will consider the payment of one interim dividend per annum as before. This will probably be somewhere in the
early part of next year in view of the alteration in the date of the accounting period.

"The progress made by the industry In this
country during recent years has, of course, been
phenomenal. Records once again have been
made in more senses than one in all departments, and our factories are still unable to cope
with the orders received, and are being steadily
extended. The industry is still comparatively in
its infancy in many other parts of the world,
and there is every indication of rapidly expanding markets abroad. Your company is now in
the happy position of holding a premier place
in almost every market, so that with its widely
spread interests you can feel satisfied that it is
largely independent of any local fluctuations of
demand, and that the prospects of steady expansion are excellent.
Sixty Per Cent Dividends
"Many interesting developments are taking
place on the technical side, not only within our
own ranks, but within the industry as a whole,
and you may rest assured that your company is
not behind-hand in the various advances v/hi-h
are being achieved and which are doing so much
to popularize our products in all parts of the
world. The quality of Columbia productions is
a matter of great pride with us, and to maintain the spirit of advancement we have just
brought out a complete new and improved range
of our gramophones, retailing from £3 10s. upwards. Although the season has barely opened,
the orders for these new gramophones have
been pouring in at a rate indicating that it will
be almost impossible to cope with the season's
demand. As you will see from the resolutions
before you, we are proposing to pay dividends
which will bring the total distribution to 60 per
cent for the period. We are also asking you
to authorize the increase of the company's capital to five million shares of 10s. each, after
which we propose to distribute as a bonus to
shareholders one share for every share now
held. It will not be necessary for me to point
out that owing to the methods by which this
company's business has been built up, the nominal capital of the company is out of all proportion to the assets which it possesses, and to
the actual money sunk in its various undertakings. The proposal before you will do a little towards bringing the capital into line with

be available for the future."
Managing Director's Statement
Louis Sterling (Managing Director) seconded
the resolution, referring in detail to the marked
progress of the company. There was, he said,
no country in the world, in which the company was operating, which did not show increasing sales and products. Although in the
past three years, both in Great Britain and all
over the world, the company had multiplied its
sales several times, necessitating the doubling
and trebling of its factories in this country and
all over the world, all this had been done without the issue of any additional capital by the
company or any of its associated companies.
The resolution was unanimously passed, and
special resolutions effecting alteration in the
Articles of Association preparatory to the increase of capital, were also agreed to.
Record

Demand

Artone

for

Portables

E. R. Manning, sales manager of the Berg
A. T. & S. Co., Long Island City, N. Y., reports that the demand for Artone portables is
exceeding all records. October, he points out,
will probably prove the biggest month in the
history of the organization. There is an accumulation of business in all departments and
new employes are being added each day in
order to fill the demand. The woodworking
department has already started on double shift.
In referring to this exceptionally good business, Mr. Manning pointed out, "The demand
is strongly for quality portables. This is also
noticeable in the other division of our business,
luggage. There is apparently always plenty
of competition in cheap products, but not so
many on the higher-priced end. We have always found it better to specialize on quality
merchandise. It has proved better for our own
organization and is proving better for the
dealer. In numerous cases dealers have reported that they experienced greater success with
quality portables. This is in keeping with the
trend of the times. The buying public expect
almost as good tone quality from the portable
as they do from the upright machine, and they
are demanding quality portables."

The Merrick Music Shop, Merrick, L. L
Y., has been incorporated.
N.

A

Wonderful

Speaker

Tables

Line

for

of

$15.00

Our Six models cover the entire field for
table model sets. All are attractive —
Well made and excellently finished in
either Walnut or Mahogany.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

SEND

H.

59 Market

Avenue,

L.

12— Dimension
30" Wide 14" Deep $15.00
14—
"
24" " 15"
15— Kolster-6J
29" " 14"
16— Dynamic
26" " 14"
17— Radiola (18 & 60) 31" " 13"
21— Dynamic
32" " 16"
18.00
CRATED SINGLY
APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WEIGHT 40 LBS.

FOR CATALOG

HUBBELL

N. W.

Grand

Rapids,

Michigan
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Southwest
Attracted

Radio
Big

Show

Crowds

Annual Exposition Drew Attendance of 94,896 and Brought Profit of
$15,000 to Local Association

Fourth

St. Louis, Mo., October 4— The fourth annual
Southwest national radio exposition, which
closed in St. Louis on September 22, was the

Eleven hundred dealers registered at the show
during the week.
A committee composed of Julian E. Sampson,
Walter H. Dyer, A. C. Brandt, Samuel B.
Singer, Roy W. Haege, Geo. W. Van Sickle, W.
A. Ward, N. E. Hill, Fred A. Wiebe, E. A. Reutner, R. A. Kissell, Franklin McDermott and the
show manager, William P. Mackle, all officials
of the St. Louis Radio Trades Association, had
entire charge of all arrangements for the show.
The show was planned and carried out on a
budget system very similar to that used in previous shows and the fact that the system showed
a small profit before the doors of the show
were
opened proved that the plan is highly satisfactory.
The entertainment features of the show were
unusually well planned. Three local radio stations, KMOX, KSD, WIL, furnished talent and
broadcast the program direct from the "Crystal
Studio," which was located in the show building.
Rola

Centers

Offices

W. P. Mackle, Executive Secretary, St. Louis
Radio Trades Association
greatest radio show this city has ever seen. The
attendance was larger than that of any previous
year, 94,896 being admitted during the six days.
Sixty manufacturers and jobbers had exhibit
space in the show building and the total profits
of the show this year to the Association will be
$15,000 an increase of nearly $4,000 over last
year. The visiting dealer attendance this year
was much larger than that of any previous year.

The

in

Sales

E.

Reed

in

Im-

portant New Post
Appointed Assistant to President Lester
E. Noble, of Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. — Widely Experienced
Announcement of the appointment of Kenneth E. Reed as assistant to the president of
the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., has
been made by Lester E. Noble, president.
Mr. Reed, who has been sales manager of
Federal for the past two years, has spent his
entire business career in the music and radio
industries. For fifteen years prior to joining
the Federal organization he was associated with
the Victor wholesaling division of M. Steinert
& Sons at Boston. He was manager of that
department for eight years prior to joining the
sales staff of Federal in June, 1926. He served
in the field for six months, winning deserved
recognition and promotion to the post of special representative and later sales manager.

Cleveland

Henry Tenny, president of the Rola Co., Oakland, Cal., manufacturer of Rola loud speaker
products, has announced the opening of a sales
office and an additional assembling plant at
Cleveland, O., for the purpose of facilitating deliveries to the mid-West and Eastern trade. The
present Chicago and New York offices of the
Rola organization are to be merged with the
newly organized Cleveland sales headquarters
with Leon Golder, present Chicago manager, as
Eastern sales manager. Mr. Golder is well
known to the radio trade throughout the entire
Eastern and Middle Western territory and has
a wide knowledge of dealer problems.
The Art Chandelier Co., Park Ridge, 111., recently opened the Electric Studios at 8 South
Park avenue, with a complete line of radio
receivers and phonographs.

Coroole

K.

York, October, 1928

Congressional
for

Thomas

Medal
A.

Edison

Washington, D. C, October 8. — Presentation
of a Congressional gold medal to Thomas A.
Edison in commemoration of his achievement
"in illuminating the path of progress through
development
application
of his inventions"
will
be made and
in the
Edison laboratory
at West
Orange by Secretary Mellon on the evening of
October 20, the Treasury Department announced to-day.
Preceding the ceremonies in West Orange a
short address will be broadcast by President
Coolidge over a nation-wide hook-up of radio
stations. After the presentation addresses will
be made by other persons who are of national
prominence.

Beautiful

Superior

-

Cabinet

(?

Mufl?eqon,Mich.

THE cabinet pictured is an example of a large
distinctive line of radio furniture, noted for
their sturdy construction

and beautiful period

designs in a variety of attractive finishes.
These cabinets are acclaimed by radio distributors as the year's best sellers!
A visit to our showrooms may be profitable to
you or a catalog sent to you upon request.

STUDNER
BROTHERS,
Inc.
National Sales Division
Chicago
New York
67 West 44th Street

28 East Jackson Blvd.
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Everybody
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be

done?"

Seedman

ic
dlifljeht
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doing

Dickens

Chicago

Franchises

it!

Balkite

CHICAGO

Dealers

Meeting

The G. J. Seedman Co., exclusive metropolitan distributor of Balkite radio products manufactured by the Fansteel Products Co., with
headquarters in Brooklyn, N. Y., and a branch
office in New York City is working out an
interesting dealer franchise proposition for the
radio trade in the territory covered which includes Long Island, Westchester and Rockland
counties in addition to greater New York. The
Balkite radio receiver is comparable in radio
with the really fine motor car in that industry
and as a compliment to the quality of the sets
the Fansteel organization has each mounted in
a cabinet by Berkey and Gay.

COMPANY

Ave.

Dinner

Line

Awarding

Balkite

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW
5801

Sonora

A. J. Kendrick, vice-president and general
manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co., New
York City, has just announced that the complete Sonora line has been taken on by Lyon
& Healy, famous Chicago music house, to be
carried in all their stores which include a new
branch at Evanston, 111., a new store to be
opened at Oak Park, 111., and the recently purchased Dreher Piano Co., at Cleveland.
Lyon & Healy announced the addition of the
new Sonora line during the period of the radio
show at the Coliseum with two full-page advertisements, one in the Chicago Examiner of October 7, and one in the Chicago Tribune of
October 9.

wonders:

"How

Add

Attend

and

View

Line

Fansteel Products Co. and Inland Electric Distributor, Sponsor Meeting at Which
Policies Are Discussed — Balkite Symphion Demonstrated — Interesting Talks
Balkite dealers from the Chicago territory
were the guests of the Fansteel Products Co.,
Inc., North Chicago, and the Inland Electric
Co., Chicago distributors, at a dinner and meeting held September 12 at the Belden Stratford
Hotel. After the dinner the guests were entertained by Art Linick, radio artist of station
WB.BM. T. K. Webster, head of the Ekko
Co., Balkite sales representative in the Chicago
area, acted as chairman of the meeting and
introduced the various speakers.
Ronald Webster, secretary of the Fansteel
Products Co., stressed the fact that quality of
product and service had been directly responsible for the progress which the Balkite organization has made since it was founded. B.
S. Warren, secretary of the Berkey & Gay
Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., gave some
interesting statistics regarding his organization.
The Berkey & Gay Furniture Co., which manufactures the cabinets in which Balkite receivers
are housed, celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary in January, 1928. Thirty acres of space
are utilized in the Grand Rapids plant and in
1927 the factory produced 275,000 pieces of
furniture. The Berkey & Gay organization has
built up, through forty years of continuous
national advertising, both a large trade following and confidence in its products on the part
of the public.
Major Klock, of the Fansteel engineering
department, addressed the dealers on the design and construction of the Balkite receiver,
dwelling on the time and money which had
been spent in research work before the receiver
had been introduced to the trade.
H. J. Doughty, sales manager of the Balkite
organization, described to the dealers the extensive research work which had been undertaken before the Balkite receivers were
introduced, and stated that the company had
placed on the market the best radio receiver
that it could produce, making a large investment in time, labor and money, in preparing
the product, and in planning on a long life for
the company in the radio field. H. R. Van

Ad

Gunten, of the John H. Dunham Co., Balkite
advertising counsel, outlined to the dealers the
national advertising campaign which is now in
progress. National magazines form the "backbone" of the campaign, which is amplified by
dealer helps, electric window signs containing
the dealer's name, chain broadcast of the
Chicago Civic Opera performances and a
national newspaper advertising campaign which
is already under way. Mr. Van Gunten stated
that the Fansteel Products Co. would also
match dollar for dollar with the dealer in additional local advertising, splitting the cost of
any space which the dealer might wish to use
in local mediums.
M. C. Curtis, sales manager of the Inland
Electric Co., Balkite distributor of Chicago,
outlined the reasons which caused his company
to choose the Balkite line and gave the dealers
a word picture of how the Balkite radio receivers were being brought before the attention
of the Chicago public.
Just before the close of the meeting Major
Klock demonstrated and explained the features
of the new Balkite Symphion, an instrument
combining the Balkite radio receiver with an
electric reproducing phonograph.
Zimbalist
for

Agencies

Combine

The George Batten Co., Inc., and Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, Inc., both of New York,
have consolidated into one organization. Both
organizations are advertising agents for many
of the well-known manufacturing organizations
in this country, and Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., among their clients includes the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. The
name of the new organization is Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Graybar

Price

Revision

The Graybar Electric Co., New York City,
has announced a reduction of $20 in the list
price of two models of Graybar radio receivers.
Model 310, formerly listed at $115, has been
reduced to $95, and model 320, heretofore $195
is now $175, less tubes.
To

Job

Karpen

Line

Studner Bros., Inc., manufacturers' representatives, of New York and Chicago, and national
sales representatives for the Karpen line of
radio furniture made by S. Karpen & Bros., has
announced the appointment of McPhilbenKeator, Inc., of Brooklyn and New York, as
distributors for the Karpen line.

Recording

Columbia

RCA

Co.
•

Efrein Zimbalist, distinguished violin virtuoso and composer, recently signed a contract
to record exclusively for the Columbia Phonograph Co. catalog. It has been many years
since recordings have been made of this musician's playing and the Columbia Co. merits congratulations in bringing him back into the
recording field. Zimbalist has been ranked with
the greatest violinists of the present day and
possesses a distinct technique and a complete
consciousness of the feelings of the composer.
Expectations are for a large demand for these
records throughout the country.

Branch

Office

Open

A new branch sales office has been established
by the Radio Corp. of America with M. S. Tinsley in charge as Southwestern District sales
manager. In addition to the offices large warehouse space has been leased, and shipments
will be made directly to dealers in Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico and the western
part of Louisiana.
The Sparks-Withington Co., maker of Sparton
radio receivers, reports net profits of $1,212,606
after Federal tax provisions, equivalent to $8.03
a share earned on the common stock of the
company.
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McAllister

Federal

Sales

Head

New Sales Manager Has Been Associated
With Radio and Music Industries For
the Past Seventeen Years

Mr. McAllister joined the Federal Ortho-sonic
sales staff in December, 1926, and was made
special representative a few months later. He
is well known throughout the wholesaling, retailing and manufacturing ends of the musicradio industry. He was formerly associated
with the Kohler Industries, and was manager
of the piano department of the Erion Piano Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

W. R. McAllister, who has been associated
with the radio and music industries for the past

Columbia

Business

Booming

Big
for

Foreign

York, October, 1928

Demand

Operadio

Speakers

Three Carloads Shipped to New System
Telephone Pit., Ltd., Sydney, Australia
— Trade Paper Advertising Pays
i
Operadio speakers have proved to be decidedly popular in Australia, as is evidenced by the
accompanying photograph of a carload ship-

in Baltimore

Baltimore, Md., October 9. — Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., report a fine volume of business
for the past month particularly on radio combinations and electric reproducing ColumbiaKolster models. Sales are considerably ahead
of 1927 and the outlook for the balance of the
year is bright. The chief trouble at the present
time is a shortage of merchandise.
The recent appearance of Paul Whiteman's
Orchestra at Carlin's Green Palace, Baltimore's
biggest dance hall, afforded local dealers with a
splendid opportunity for tie-ups which were
effected. Full-page dealer advertisements, window displays, ten-foot signs on trucks and a
steam calliope touring the city called attention
to the Whiteman concert.
Attractive

Victor

Brochure

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has issued
an attractive brochure illustrating the five new
instruments which have been introduced to the
trade at the Caravan meetings. Illustrations
show each model in a home setting. The instruments are the Automatic Orthophonic Victrola, Automatic Electrola, Automatic Electrola
Radiola and Automatic iElectrola Radiola.

W. R. McAllister
seventeen years in various capacities, has been
appointed sales manager of the Federal Radio
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., to succeed Kenneth E.
Reed, who was recently promoted to the post
of assistant to the president.

Carload of Operadio Speakers for Australia
ment which was recently made to the New System Telephone Pit., Ltd., Sydney, Australia, and
which is one of three carloads shipped to them.
L. W. Bonsib, president of Bonsib, Inc., advertising and sales counselors, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
in a recent letter to The Talking Machine World
states that the Operadio officials have commented on the foreign interest which the company's
advertising in The Talking Machine World has
created. Mr. Bonsib adds that as the company
is doing no other foreign advertising, the results speak well for the prestige which the trade
papers enjoy in foreign countries.
RCA,K-A-0,F.B.O.
Uniting

Majestic

Production

Over

3000

Dealers in New
York and the territory adjacent to the
metropolis were delighted when they
heard of the news
contained in the
telegram sent to
Herbert E. Young,
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Chicago headquart e r s , reproduced
herewith. The Majestic radio receiver
has won an indisputable place for itself
in the favor of radio
East.
enthusiasts
in the
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Fifth

In Important

Okeh

Post

Kalman Berthold, associated with foreign
language record activities for many years, has

Material

will

and
Kalman Berthold

call

been appointed manager of the foreign language record division of the Okeh Phonograph
Corp., New York City.

1004

Avenue

Reports that negotiations are under way for
a unification of the interests of the Radio Corp.
of America, Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit and
Film Booking Office, were recently confirmed
by Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F. B. O.
and chairman of the board of Keith. The tentative plan is reported to provide for a holding
company in which the three organizations will
have a common interest. It is said that the
unification would assure RCA of an outlet for
sound film productions made with its Photophone apparatus.

CASH
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FOR

Interests

New

York

City

The Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y., has produced a new revolving display
stand for phonograph needles.

rom
333AD
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Fall

Radio
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Buying

Mid-West

Season
at

a

appeared a Balkite Symphion, an instrument
combining a Balkite radio receiver and an electric reproducing phonograph, and at certain
times during the day the Symphion furnished
music for the crowds which thronged the Coliseum. M. C. Curtis, sales manager of the radio
division of the Inland Electric Co., was in
charge of the exhibit.
Lauds Chicago as Radio Center
Chicago Commerce, a magazine published by
the Chicago Association of Commerce, recently

Opens

Lively

Pace

of Receivers, Speakers and Accessories Are Experiencing Difficulty in

Keeping Pace With Orders — Demand
Chicago, III., October 8. — The Fall radio buying season has started in the Middle West at
such a tremendous pace that manufacturers of
radio receivers, combinations, loud speakers
and accessories are experiencing difficulty in
keeping pace with orders. Practically all manufacturers have their plants filled to production
capacity and are working their factories at
top speed in order to cope with the situation.
Several manufacturers in the Middle West are
operating on both day and night shifts. The
public interest in radio, and the consequent purchasing which followed, started at a very early
date this year — in fact, earlier than even the
most optimistic had hoped, with the result that
the demand grew so fast that factory production could not keep pace.
It is interesting to note that this Fall the
type and character of the retail establishments
handling radio products is far superior to those
which featured radio in past years. In radio
newspaper advertising one finds a larger percentage of the more conservative music shops,
department stores and furniture stores advertising the radio lines which they carry, and a
survey of both the loop business district and
the neighborhood business sections gives the
observer the same impression. This change has
taken place through the stabilization of the
radio product itself, the improved financial condition of the radio manufacturers, and lastly,
the public demand, which is no longer confined
to a three-month period in the Fall of the year.
The trade throughout the Middle West cooperated with the Midwest Radio Trade Association in promoting the very successful "National Radio Week" in September, and proof
that the idea was successful is furnished by the
thousands visiting the various' retail establishments handling radio throughout the city. Window displays, newspaper advertising, broadcasting and tie-ups of various sorts served to
enliven public interest in radio and bring many
prospects into the dealers' stores.
The demand for radio-phonograph combination instruments has been on the increase, and
more manufacturers are introducing products of
that type with a varying range in price. The
price of combination instruments seems to present no obstacle to the dealer for the sale of
instruments ranging close to $1,000, retail price,
has been crowding manufacturers' production
facilities. Record sales in this area have also
increased during the past month, and in most
quarters September brought a far larger sales
total than any other month of the current year.
Balkite Radio on Display
A complete display of Balkite radio receivers
was maintained at the Food and Household
Appliance Exposition, held at the Coliseum, in
Chicago, September 22 to 29. The exhibit was
sponsored by Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North
Chicago, 111., manufacturer of the Balkite line,
and the Inland Electric Co., Balkite distributor
in the Chicago area. This was the first time
that the Balkite organization had exhibited its
products at the Food and Household Appliance
Exposition, and the results achieved far exceeded expectations. Twice a day, in the afternoon

for Combinations

on the Increase

and evening, a complete vaudeville show was
given at the Coliseum, the stage being directly
in front of the Balkite exhibit. On this stage
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HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 117)

Nation's Radio Capital." The article appeared
on September 15, a few days before "Radio
Week," when the industry was focusing the attention of the public upon radio equipment and
broadcasting. The survey made by Chicago
Commerce showed that the Windy City is a
leader in manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing of radio receivers, loud speakers, cabinets and accessories.
The article was illustrated by exterior and
interior views of the factories of the AilAmerican Mohawk Corp., Temple, Inc., Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co., Erla Corp. and
Zenith Radio Corp., together with photographs
of Peter Sampson, head of the Sampson Electric Co., Atwater Kent distributor; Paul B.
Klugh, vice-president and general manager of
the Zenith organization, and E. N. Rauland, of
the All-American Mohawk Corp.
The survey carried statements by the individuals mentioned above and also by W. L.
Jacoby, president of the Kellogg Switchboard
& Supply Co.; C. H. Callies, advertising manager of Temple, Inc.; Harry Alter, head of the
prominent distributing house which bears his
name, and Niles Trammell, manager of the
Chicago N. B. C. studios.
David Gaiter Opens New Store
David Gaiter, proprietor of the Victory Music
Shop, recently opened a new store at 3443
Southport avenue. Mike and Herman, radio
comedy stars, appeared in person at the opening of the new Victory store, entertaining the
crowd, which filled the building and packed
the sidewalks outside, with one of their dialogue
acts. The throngs outside the store were entertained through amplifiers installed for thai
purpose.
Plans Exclusive Columbia Shop
C. H. Hoffman, manager of the Herrick Piano
Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., is making arrangements for an exclusive Columbia record shop
in Grand Rapids, which will carry a complete
stock of Columbia Masterworks.
Interesting Issue of "Radio Tayles"
The third issue of "Radio Tayles," published
by C. S. Tay, Inc., Bosch distributor, contained
a wealth of interesting items regarding the retail trade in Chicago in addition to lead articles
on the latest Bosch model, the "C" console
equipped with dynamic speaker. A tribute to
Matt J. Kennedy, popular Chicago dealer, was
also included. In his editorial column C. S.
Tay touched on a number of topics, including
the Bosch advertising in Chicago newspapers
and the need of dealers presenting attractive
window displays with frequent changes.
Richardson's New Oak Park Store
The formal opening of O. W. Richardson &
Co.'s new Oak Park store, which occurred recently, was an event of great importance. Quite
a number of notable people attended, and the
local merchants participated in a very broadminded way. The entire establishment is laid
out in a most unique and effective way. On
the second floor displays were made of Radiola,
Sparton and Majestic radios, and the full Kimball piano and talking machine line. On the
same floor in the educational display there was
a very fine showing of Berkey & Gay cabinets
and furniture.
News Gleanings
The Lincoln Music Shop, 4716 Lincoln avenue, recently added to its sales force in anticipation of a greatly increased volume of radio
and phonograph business this Fall.
Sam Schrager, proprietor of the S. & S. Phonograph Co., recently returned from a European trip during which he visited England, Germany, France, Italy and Ireland.
The Harry Reichardt Talking Machine Shop,
6421 South Halsted street, has discontinued its
gift department and will confine its efforts in
the future exclusively to radio and phonograph
merchandise.
E. G. Winnan, formerly associated with the
Benson Music Co., has opened an attractive
music-radio store, at 5367 West North avenue,

operating under the name Majestic Music Shop.
F. O. Militzer, of the Militzer Music House,
Arlington Heights, a Chicago suburb, recently
established two branch stores, one at Crystal
Lake, 111., and the other at Addison, 111.
Visit Columbia Offices
Messrs. Tusch and Rymar, exclusive Columbia dealers at Grand Rapids, Mich., were recent
visitors to the Chicago branch of the Columbia
Phonograph Co.
R. F. McCain, vice-president of the" Lincoln
Fixture & Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb., was a
recent Chicago visitor to the Columbia Phonograph Co. headquarters. Mr. McCain was in
Chicago in the interest of radio and after looking over the new Columbia line expressed keen
appreciation for its operation and tone quality.
Mr. McCain was also very enthused over the
cabinet construction and is placing an additional order with the factory for Fall stock.
Hanson to Open Branch Store
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Hanson and son, of the
M. A. Hanson Co., Sioux Falls, S. D., were
recent Chicago visitors to Columbia headquarters. Mr. Hanson is very optimistic regarding the Fall outlook and expects a large increase in business in Sioux Falls. He advised
A. J. Heath, district manager of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., that he is opening a new store
in his city which will carry exclusively the Columbia line of phonograph records, ColumbiaKolster combinations and electrical instruments.
The Hansons were passing through Chicago on
their way to Waukesha Beach, Wis., where they
spent the balance of their vacation.
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D. H. Anderson and E. P. Weiss, of the
Weiss-Muessel Co., South Bend, Ind., distributor of Lyric receivers, manufactured by the AllAmerican Mohawk Corp., were recent visitors
in Chicago at the factory and general offices
of the company. While in the city both gentlemen conferred with J. Edwin Taufer, assistant
advertising manager regarding the advertising
campaign which the Weiss-Muessel Co. will
soon launch on Lyric radio receivers throughout the Indiana territory.
Mr. Anderson reports excellent sales in his
territory, stating that the new Lyric models are
proving as popular as the old Mohawk line.
A good volume of sales in the radio-phonograph models is also evident, Mr. Anderson
said, and the outlook is bright.
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Following closely on the heels of the recently staged "National Zenith Automatic Week,"

Demand
Keeps

for

Majestic

Plant

Rushed

The Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago, maker of
Majestic radio receivers, reports that with its
six huge plants working to capacity, producing
3,000 receivers a day, twenty carloads of them,
it is still unable to supply
the demand. At the present
time the company is, as the
vaudeville people put it,
"booked solid" to the first
of the year.
According to Majestic
factory
officials,
production,
stoodeachsideday's
by
side, would reach nearly two
miles — from the Cleveland
Hotel to the Masonic
Temple in Cleveland; from
Michigan and Madison
streets to Lincoln Park in
Chicago; from the Battery
up Broadway to Madison
Square in New York City.
Placed one on top of the
other they would form
twenty piles, each one as
high as the Woolworth
Building.
Stood back to

back,
they would form
Attractive New Zenith Billboard
three solid ranks, each one
the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, entered into as long as the Leviathan.
The wire used in
an extensive national outdoor display advertisMajestic coils each day would
reach once
ing campaign with the General Outdoor Adveraround the earth at the equator.
The day's
tising Co. Zenith distributors and dealers
production would put a Majestic radio receiver
in every home in any city of 15,000 population
throughout the country are participating in the
in the country, and if receivers were produced
co-operative tie-up offered them, with adequate
at this rate every day of the week for the next
showings being contracted for daily in the various towns and cities.
twenty-five years, there would be only one for
Number one of the series of attractive postevery family in the country.
ers is shown above. This will be followed by
a striking "Automatic" poster and each sucThe headquarters of the Radio Manufacturers'
ceeding month a new design will be seen on
Association, Inc., has been moved to larger
quarters in the Salmon Tower, 11 West 42nd
the boards. The posters feature simplicity of
design, attractiveness of color combinations and
street, New York, to which building has also
been moved the office of the National Associashort, snappy copy and should prove an effective sales stimulant.
tion of Broadcasters, Inc.
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York Musical Merchandise Jobber Becomes Exclusive Representative of Line in
the Middle Atlantic and New England States on October 1

Chicago, III., October 3. — Arrangements have
been completed between the Pan-American
Band Instrument & Case Co., Elkhart, Ind.,
and C. Bruno & Son, the widely known musical merchandise jobbers of New York, whereby
the latter firm becomes the exclusive eastern
representative for the entire line manufactured
by this well-known band instrument house. The
arrangements, which took effect on October 1,
were made between R. C. Poyser, representing
the Pan-American house and Charles Sonfield,
who represented the House of Bruno.
In making the announcement of the new
agency, Mr. Poyser stated that the success
which the House of Bruno had had with PanAmerican instruments since it represented the
Instruments

Taught

in Milwaukee

Schools

School Board Arranges for Instruction in
Piano, Band and Orchestra Instruments
at Ten Cents a Lesson
Milwaukee, Wis., October 4. — School music,
both through the organization of bands and
the organization of classes, is perhaps the
greatest factor for the ultimate development of
sales by the music dealers, according to a consensus of the trade here.
The piano men, managers of band instrument
departments and small goods sections in local
music houses, all have expressed the thought
that this season will see more work than ever
done for the promotion of music business
through the schools, and more necessity than
ever for such work. Band instrument department men are noting that with the mechanical
music used in connection with moving pictures
and decreasing the number of theatre orchestras the idea of selling orchestral music for
the home is the central thought.
Strong support and co-operation have been
accorded to the plan of the Milwaukee school
board by which music lessons in piano, violin,
and band and orchestral instruments will be
given in the graded and high schools of the
city at a nominal lesson cost.
Musical instruction in these instruments will
be given at ten cents a lesson, or $2 for a
semester course of 20 weeks. Instruction in
wind instruments will be given in the Roosevelt
Junior High School each Saturday morning;
and piano and violin lessons from 3.30 to 5

Association

Pan-American

line had led to placing the exclusive agency
with that house, covering the Middle Atlantic
and the New England States. He went on to
state that, in co-operation with the Pan-American Band Instrument & Case Co., C. Bruno &
Son will immediately launch a campaign with
music dealers on organization of school bands
and general merchandising.
C. Bruno & Son, in commenting on the new
arrangement, expressed extreme gratification on
the acquisition of this important franchise, and
stated that it will be the aim of the firm to develop and encourage the greater sale of PanAmerican musical instruments to the common
advantage of the industry.
o'clock in the afternoon any day and at any
school where enrolment warrants it.
The requirements for the course, in Milwaukee, are that any child must be at least nine
years old before he may enroll. A staff of
forty instructors under the direction of Herman F. Smith, director of public school music,
will teach the classes.
As soon as any child becomes more than
average in proficiency he will be allowed to
play in bands and orchestras which will be
organized in the schools. During the last
semester more than 2,000 boys and girls were
enrolled in classes and more are expected during the term just started.
L. I. Hood & Sons have formally opened their
new music store in Lawrenceburg, Tenn., which
handles phonographs and musical instruments
of all kinds.

Regulations

Rules Will Follow Closely Those of the
Committee on Instrumental Affairs of
Supervisors' Conference
In announcing plans for its Fall contests
among municipal, fraternal and college bands,
the Iowa Band Association has based its rules
largely upon those of the Committee on Instrumental Affairs of the Music Supervisors' National Conference for the school band contests
it is holding in co-operation with the National
Bureau for the Advancement of Music. This
was indicated in the leading article in the
official bulletin of the Association, the Iowa
Music Master, copy of which has just been received by C. M. Tremaine, director of the Bureau and secretary of the committee. The Iowa
group has not only adopted the committee's
general rules as to prize awards, judging, standard instrumentation, etc., but has also taken
much of its music material from the lists of
the school band contests under the committee's
auspices.
This illustration of the extent of the committee's influence is of special interest because the
Iowa Association has a large and active membership of adult bands and has been greatly
helped in its development by the permissive
band tax legislation in which Iowa was one of
the pioneers.
New

Quarters

in Memphis

Memphis, Tenn., October 4. — Saul Bluestein's Melody Music Shop, formerly located at
111 Madison avenue, has moved to 13 South
Main street, where a long-term lease has been
secured on the second floor of Liggett's drug
store. Mr. Bluestein handles sheet music, rec
ords and musical instruments and has been
located at his previous address seven years.
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Host

Jersey
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Dealers

senting Showers Brothers Co., and S. E. Bryson, representing the Robert Findlay Mfg. Co.
Refreshments and vaudeville entertainment
concluded the affair, which continued until the
w-ee small hours of the morning.

Approximately 600 Dealers Attended Dinner at Which Announcement That Firm
Will
Made

Job
Crosley-Amrad
Line Was
-Interesting Talks a Feature

Approximately 600 New Jersey radio dealers
recently were guests of D. W. May, president
of D. W. May, Inc., wholesale distributors, at
a dinner at the Hotel Berwick, Newark, N. J.
It was announced at this event that D. W. May,
Inc., would no longer handle the distribution
of Majestic radio, and that arrangements had
been concluded whereby the May Co. had be-

Trade
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Kansas
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Kansas City, Mo., October 6.— Prospects for
business in the radio and talking machine field
in the Kansas City territory until the first of the
year are brighter this Fall than at any time
during the past three years, according to Harry
W. Wert, manager of the W. W. Kimball store
in this city. Mr. Wert reported that his store

R.
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York, October, 1928
Making
Trade

Trip

General Manager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
Making Tour Including Far Western
Territory — One of Periodical Trips
R. M. Klein, general manager of F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc., is now on an extensive trip in the
interests of Fada Radio, and his tour will include the Far Western group of cities. It was
announced that this is one of a periodical number of swings about the country taken by various Fada executives to keep in close touch with
conditions from all angles.
Fada engineers recently went out into the
field and studied reception and technical conditions in various sections. In addition to reports from resident district sales managers
throughout the country, Louis J. Chatten, sales
manager, is on the road a great deal of the time
giving active co-operation to the distributing
organizations.
Milhender
Balkite

Appointed
Distributor

Milhender Electric Supply Co. Sends
Letter to Dealers Explaining Reasons
Why Firm Represents Balkite Line

New Jersey Dealers Attend D. W. May Banquet
had done a bigger business last month than at
come exclusive Newark distributor for the
any time during the past thirty-six and that he
Crosley-Amrad radio line.
was confident the business would continue on
A. B. Ayers, general manager of the Amrad
the upgrade throughout the year.
Corp., and Jack Dalton, sales promotion manaA. W. Bullock, manager of the radio departger of the Crosley Radio Corp., gave short adment of the Kimball store, reported radios were
dresses expressing the satisfaction of their orselling so fast that it is hard to keep up with the
ganizations with business prospects in the New
demand. The Kimball store has reduced its
Jersey territory through the effort of D. W.
radio lines to the Majestic and the Radiola.
May, Inc., and their dealer clientele. Among
Mr. Bullock said he had found that the Majesother visitors introduced by D. W. May were
ties, ranging in price from $150 to $200, were
William H. Lyon, sales manager of Amrad,
consistently gaining in consumer popularity.
William King of Amrad, M. L. Miller, repreAt the J. W.

i
The accompanying illustration shows the sixstory building of the Milhender Electric Supply
Co., Boston, Mass., a large part of which is
devoted to radio merchandise and activities.
The Milhender organization distributes Balkite
radio receivers, made by the Fansteel Products
Co., Inc., North Chicago, 111., in the New England territory, maintaining a branch at Rutland,
Vt. When arrangements were concluded to
distribute the Balkite line, Joseph L. Milhender,
in a letter to dealers, outlined the reasons why
his firm had selected that receiver, stating that
his organization had experimented with the
Balkite product in exhaustive tests in parts of
New England where radio reception is poor
and had found that the receiver measured up

Jenkins'
Sons radio,
Music Co. the

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation"
advertisement
intended
this Department
occupy
a space
of four lines,
agateformeasure,
and it willto
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without
cost. Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If beld-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.
SALESMAN WANTED— Unusual opportunity for the right man. If you are looking
for a permanent opportunity, write us, giving
age, experience and references. Address Box
366, Sheridan, Wyo.
SALESMEN — Unusual opportunity highclass experienced radio salesmen to sell on
floor. Openings available due to expansion one
of Brooklyn's largest radio concerns. Good
salary and commission. Write or call M.
Udko & Co., Inc., 224 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

talking m achine and record business was
growing by leaps
and bounds. A
great deal of the
unusual number of
sales, h o w e v er ,
were believed due
to a contest Jenkins is carrying on
in which $78,385
worth of musical
instruments are to
be divided among
schools and
churches in the
fourteen towns
where Jenkins
have stores.
The J eisn knovel
i ns'
campaign

Patent for Sale
RADIO-SLOT MACHINE — Coin operated radio
receiver, meritorious invention, will sell patent outright or upon a royalty basis, tremendous moneymaking possibility. For details write Joseph Pinto,
1624 South 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wanted
Radio tube manufacturer with a milliondollar credit rating wants salesmen to
cover musical field. Unusual opportunity.
Address Box No. 1665, care of Talking
Machine World, 420 Lexington Ave., New
York, N. Y.

Sketch Showing Milhender's Central Location
to their hopes and expectations. The large
in itself, as none of the purchasers of the store's
goods will receive any of the gifts.
Balkite advertising campaign, the console cabAmong the gifts are eighty-two Orthophonic
inets, made by Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.,
Victrolas. That the contest has stimulated busiGrand Rapids, Mich., in which the sets are
ness there can be no doubt. It has created a housed, and other points were brought out in
the communication. The new Balkite receivers
church and school rivalry that has carried the
store over the usual Summer slump and put it are displayed in a new studio showroom at the
Milhender headquarters.
well ahead in its Fall business. The MaceRyer Co. has opened a retail branch store at
3425 Main street to accommodate its numerIncorporation
ous radio patrons.
Kolster radio dealers have launched an intenThe Popick Phono-Cycle Co., 437 Clinton
sive campaign in this city in connection with
avenue, Newark, N. J., has been incorporated
the national advertising campaign on the new
to deal in talking machines.
Kolster model.
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comes it is well worth waiting for. J. C. Johnson and Andy Razaf have been writing songs

Retailer

With

"Wings"

Ties
Sutton's Effects Tie-Up With Presentation
of Film Through Excellent Window
Display — Sales Satisfactory
The manner in which sheet music dealers
have taken advantage of the sales making possibilities of effecting tie-ups with the theme
songs of feature motion pictures through window displays and other mediums is not confined to dealers in this country, as is evidenced
by the accompanying photograph of the excellent window display used by Sutton's, one of
the leading music stores of Australia. The display contains several airplane models and pho-

for years, but could never get a publisher' to
go behind any of their songs with a real campaign. Recently, however, they wrote "Dusky
Stevedore," and finally had the good fortune to
play it for Joe Davis, head of the Triangle
Music Publishing Co., New York City, who
wouldn't let them out of the office until they
signed on the dotted line. He not only took
the song but gave them an advance of $500
for it, something that he has never done since
starting in the business.
To-day the song is one of the best selling
numbers on the market, and has been recorded
two ways on practically every talking machine

Fox

Go.

Four

The musical score of "Wings" is published
by the Sam Fox Publishing Co., of Cleveland
and New York, and the Australian representative, Sam Fox, Prop., Ltd., reports that sales
of the song "Wings" have been most satisfactory since the film's opening there. Incidentally Australians have given the film the same
enthusiastic welcome which was accorded it on
Broadway. "Wings" is now being presented
throughout the United States with sound synchronization, and dealers are taking advantage
of local showings to feature the sheet music and
records of the theme song.
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Roger Wolfe Kahn's Serenaders will be featured on the road tour of Ziegfeld's "Rio Rita."
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Berlin

Standard

Famous Pianist and Composer Under
Exclusive Contract to Irving Berlin
Standard Music Corp. for Long Term
It is reported that the Irving Berlin Standard
Music Corp., New York City, has just placed
under exclusive contract, Zez Confrey, famous
pianist, composer and director for a term of
years during which time Mr. Confrey will place

Songs

"Yamakraw," the negro rhapsody composed
by Jimmy Johnson and'issued by Alfred & Co.,
New York City, was broadcast over WJZ and
a network of thirty-eight stations by the Mediterraneans and the Jubilee Singers. The broadcast proved so successful that the same group
will repeat it before the end of the season. The Palmolive Hour, of which Walter
Haenschen is director, also plans to put
"Yamakraw" on the air. Alfred & Co. recently
published two new miniature jazz rhapsodies.
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Four theme songs for three photoplays are
showing great activity this Fall in the catalog
of the Sam Fox Publishing Co., Cleveland and
New York. "Little Irish Rose" and "Rose
Mary," themes for the motion picture, "Abie's
Irish Rose," have taken a new lease on life
with the reissue of the photoplay with sound,
the Vitaphone version having been added since
its original release as a straight picture.
"Neapolitan Nights," originally published as a
song, has become immensely popular as a theme
for "Fazil." These numbers as well as "Paradise," theme of "The Wedding March," were
all composed by J. S. Zamecnik, musical director of the Sam Fox concern.

It sometimes takes years for a song writer
to achieve recognition and be placed in the
"hit" writer-class, but ofttimes when the "break"

FIVE

Confrey

record. Since writing "Dusky Stevedore" the
boys have turned into the Triangle catalog two
more songs which Joe Davis feels will be big
hits. They are "Take Your To-morrow and
Give Me To-day" and "Guess Who's in Town."
Sam

Dealer Tie-up With "Wings"
tographs of the leading characters of the film
and pictures of the outstanding scenes of the
film.
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Zez Confrey
all his compositions with that organization.
Mr. Confrey will concentrate on novelty
orchestra numbers similar to his famous "Kitten on the Keys," which proved one of the
biggest novelty hits ever published. His first
release on the order of "Jumping Jack," which
is the firm's present hit, will be introduced
shortly both as a novelty piano solo and in
orchestra form, and it will be exploited by the
organization in a countrywide campaign.
Mr. Confrey is also working on modern piano
instruction books, both for beginners and for
the advanced student. A publicity campaign
will be waged by the organization in placing
Mr. out
Confrey's
the country.works before the public throughThis news should be of exceptional interest
to dealers throughout the country who have
enjoyed a substantial sale of Mr. Confrey's former compositions. His style of compositions
is most unique and original, which places him
in a ern
class
by himself amongst America's modcomposers.
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Opened the Show
The first musical selection broadcast from the
n

Radio World's Fair at Madison Square Garden
last month after the exposition was officially
opened by Thomas A. Edison was "Lady Fingers," Al Piantadosi's piano fantasy, played by
Harry Bruer, wizard of the xylophone.
New Ager-Yellen Branch
Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc., have established an office in San Francisco, Cal., with Art
Schwartz as manager. Nelson Ingham now
represents the firm in Philadelphia. Miss Dagmar Nordstrom and Herbert Claar have joined
the staff of the New York headquarters of the
company.
New Witmark Issues
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BLACKBIRDS
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New publications recently issued by M. Witmark & Sons, New York City, include "Why
Did I Ever Kiss You, Tell Me Why?" by Fred
Phillips and Alfred Bryan; "Two Old Tramps"
(We'll All Tramp Home), by Philip Seeley and
Douglas Holloway; "Twilight Dreams," by
Carl Lang, and "Dance of the Paper Dolls," by
Johnny Tucker, Joe Schuster and John Siras.
Triangle Song a Hit
One of the biggest selling records in the
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Okeh record catalog at the present time is "I
Ain't Got Nobody and Nobody Cares for Me,"
recorded by Emmett Miller, who is featured in
Dan Fitch's Minstrels, now playing the leading
Keith theatres. He recently recorded "Take
Your To-morrow and Give Me To-day." Both
these numbers are published by the Triangle
Music Publishing Co.
New

of

a

Song

Publisher

The following new publications released recently by Leo Feist, Inc., New York City, are
listed as class "A," or 20 cents per copy until
October 31, after which they enter class "B,"
or 22 cents per copy: "It Goes Like This" (That
Funny Melody), "I'm Sorry Sally," fox-trot
ballad by Gus Kahn and Ted Fiorito, and
"Lenora," theme song of the film "Two Lovers,"
inspired by and dedicated to Vilma Banky.
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Fox-Trot Ballad

A new fox-trot ballad entitled "The Gateway
of Dreams" was recently issued by ChappellHarms, Inc., New York City, and is proving
popular with radio stars. The song was written

York, October, 1928
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"Mousie in the Piano," by Joseph Keden, known
as "Keden on the Keys."
Sam Coslow Recording
Sam Coslow, song writer and- member of the
firm of Spier & Coslow, New York City, is a
recent addition to the list of Victor Talking
Machine Co. recording artists. He sang "King
for a Day" and "You're a Real Sweetheart" for
the Victor catalog, and the record which was
released early this month has had a good reception from dealers and the public.
Records "My Handy Man"
The Columbia Phonograph Co. recently released a new Ethel Waters recording, which
couples two songs from the Triangle Music
Publishing Co. catalog, namely, "My Handy
Man" and "Guess Who's in Town." Both Joe
Davis, head of the Triangle organization, and
Columbia officials expect the record to sell
close to half a million. Miss Waters featured
"My Handy Man" in her program at the Palace
recently and is credited with stopping every
show with the number.
"New Moon" Score Praised

The metropolitan press with almost perfect
unanimity rendered high praise to the musical
score of the latest Sigmund Romberg operetta
"The New Moon." The score contains a wealth
of melodious choral numbers and delightful
solos. The music of the production is published
by Harms, Inc., by special arrangement with
M. Witmark & Sons, with whom Mr. Rosenberg
is under a long-term contract.
"Come on, Baby!"
"Come on, Baby!" is the title of a hot foxtrot which Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc., New
York City, have accepted for immediate publication from Maceo Pinkard, Archie Gottler
and Sidney Clare. This firm has also secured
the publication rights to three English hits,
"Eastern Dreams," "Sitting on the Stairs"
(Counting the Stars) and "Since I Met Mary
Jane," all promising hits.
New Donaldson Number
Gus Kahn and Walter Donaldson recently

completed a fox-trot titled "She's Wonderful,"
which is being issued by Donaldson, Douglas
& Gumble, Inc., New York City. This team
by J. Will Callahan, co-author of "Smiles," with . which has been highly successful in the past
music by Granville English.
have written the score for the Eddie Cantor
Louis Breau Dead
show, "Whoopee," which is scheduled to open
in Boston on October 22.
Louis Breau, well-known song writer, died
Two New Theme Songs
last month at his home in New York City, as
the result of intestinal trouble. Mr. Breau was
M. Witmark & Sons, New York City, have
identified with the professional staff of Bibo,
published two new theme songs which give
Bloedon & Lang, New York City, until a short
every evidence of proving big successes. They
time ago. His best-known compositions were
are "Woman Disputed, I Love You," the theme
"Humming," "I Want My Mammy" and
of the forthcoming United Artists film "The
"Cheritza," all big sellers.
Woman Disputed," by Edward Grossman and
Joe Davis Makes Trip
Ted Ward, and "My Heart's Longing for You,
Ealine," by Johnny Tucker and Joe Schuster,
Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music Publishing Co., made a highly successful two-week
the theme song of the Gotham picture, "Times
Square," now being shown.
business trip last month, visiting the trade' in
New Sherman-Clay Issues
Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis, Buffalo and Montreal. During his stay in each city
A waltz entitled "Loneliness" and tango foxhe broadcast from leading stations featuring the
trot called "Avalon Town" were released refollowing numbers from the Triangle catalog:
cently by Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco,
"Dusky Stevedore," "Take Your To-morrow
Cal., and will head the firm's catalog this Fall.
and Give Me To-day," "Guess Who's in Town,"
"You Can't Take My Mem'ries From Me,"
Art Gillham Folio Issued
"Right or Wrong" and "Steamboat."
Piantadosi Issues
Al Piantadosi, music publisher, New York
Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music PubCity, recently placed three new publications on
lishing Co., New York City, has just issued
the market, and they have been well received
an Art Gillham, "The Whispering Pianist," folio
by the profession and by dealers. They are
of sob songs. The folio comprises ten of the
songs which Mr. Gillham, record and radio
"Old Jim Crow" a hot spiritual fox-trot, "My
favorite, has recorded for the Columbia PhonoSpanish Cameo" a Spanish "blues" fox-trot,
graph Co. catalog. It lists at fifty cents.
and an instrumental fox-trot and piano solo
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"Song
of the Riveter"
Issued
by Robbins

Scores
Song

Hits from the new GEORGE
"SCANDALS"
I'M ON THE CREST OF A WAVE
WHAT D'YA SAY?
PICKIN'
AMERICANCOTTON
TUNE
WHERE YOUR NAME IS CARVED

WHITE

Song Hits from "HOLD EVERYTHING"
YOU'RE THE CREAM IN MY COFFEE
DON'T
HOLDYOUEVERYTHING
TO KNOW
IS TO LOVE YOU
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE

You
Can't
With
Any

Co Wixonc
FEIST
Song

Young Composer Preparing Several Other
Novelties of Similar Character
A NEW
An impressionistic novelty, called "The Song
of the Riveter," is being issued by the Robbins
Music Corp., New York. This number, by
Arthur Schwartz, a young American just out
of college, was brought to the attention of
Jack Robbins, head of the Robbins firm, re-

HIT*?

Ike Writers of"l8amcrta'<j

Song Hits from "THREE CHEERS"
POM PANOLA
BECAUSE
YOU'RE
BEAUTIFUL
MAYBE THIS
IS LOVE
TWO BOYS

MABEL

Song Hits
from HEART
"JUST DESIRES
A MINUTE"
ANYTHING
YOUR
HEIGH-HO, CHEERIO
PRETTY, PETITE AND SWEET
THE BREAK-ME-DOWN
YOU'LL KILL 'EM
WE'LL JUST BE TWO COMMUTERS
I'VE GOT A COOKIE JAR BUT NO COOKIES
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I
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t
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> IRVING CAESAR, &
CLIFF
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Song Hits from "GOOD NEWS"
VARSITY DRAG
BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE
JUST IMAGINE
GOOD NEWS
LUCKY IN LOVE
HE'S
LADIES'
A GIRLA OF
THE PIMAN
BETA PHI
HAPPY DAYS

'

m

m

De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc.
New York City
745 Seventh Ave.
Issue

New
of

Edition

Popular

Ballad

New
Love
Ballad, Recorded by Gene
Austin on Victor, Proving a Quick Hit
Business has been rushing in the establishment of Gene Austin, Inc., New York, since the
release of the second edition of "Then Came
the Dawn," with a new title-page
containing a large photograph of
Gene Austin, well-known Victor
artist and head of the publishing
firm. Mr. Austin, whose Victor
records often sell over the million mark, has made a Victor
recording of "Then Came the
Dawn," No. 21564, which is backed up by the
Feist number, "Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac
Time." Dealers all over the country have already stocked up on this record and indications
are that it will be as big a seller as Gene Austin's record of "Ramona" and "Blue Heaven"
of last season, both of which sold well over a
million and are still selling.
Marty Bloom, general manager of the firm, is
confident that he has another winner in a new
song to be issued shortly, entitled "Wear a
Hat with a Silver Lining," by Al Bryan and Al
Sherman, the latter being composer of "Dew,
Dew, Dewy Day." Mr. Bryan also has given
the music business hit after hit of this type of
novelty song, and the lyrics of his last effort
are among the best he has ever done. HarryO'Brien, sales manager of Gene Austin, Inc.,
is completing a trip on the road, and reports
enthusiasm on the part of professionals and the
trade for both songs.
Two

Qke

Broadway

Hits

"Dear, When I Met You" and "A Happy
Ending,'' che two plug songs of the Broadway
Music Co., New York City, of which Will Von
Tilzer is head, are proving popular with radio
entertainers. The first number has been heard
recently on the Roxy, Wrigley and Capitol
Hours, the writers, Al Von Tilzer and Seymour
Brown, featuring it on the latter program.
"A Happy Ending" is likewise heard often
on the air with many orchestras featuring it.

Arthur Schwartz
cently, who was instantly impressed with the
novel idea of the piece. "The Song of the
Riveter" translates the throbbing beat of the
riveting machine into rhythmic melody, and expresses the sensations and mental attitude of
the operator of this noisy device, as he sits
high above the city streets, astride a steel girder. The composition is novel in that it accurately depicts the monotonous, insistent "putta-puh-tutt" of the rivet machine, and at the
same time contains a positive melody of the
ultra-modern type which the ear can remember.
It is thoroughly American in character and is
a genuine product of the age we live in.
Arthur Schwartz, the composer, although a
newcomer to the contemporary world of music,
is a prolific writer and has composed much
music in the revue and musical comedy style.
One of his scores will be heard on Broadway
this Fall, when "Fly High," a musical play, is
produced. He is a natural musician, hrs knowledge being entirely intuitive, and he has never
studied theory or the playing of any instrument.
"The Song of the Riveter" is one of a series
of compositions which Mr. Schwartz is writing
to express modern America. The second, now
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in preparation, is titled "The Harbor."
Sam

Fox

Go.

Releases
LONESOME

New

Song

"Cinnamon

Cake"

A new comedy song, called "Cinnamon
Cake," has been released recently by the Sam
Fox Publishing Co., Cleveland and New York,
and is already in big demand by radio artists
and vaudeville acts. The song has catchy lyrics,
a lilting melody, and a half-dozen extra choruses
have been issued with it. Another new Fox
release is a piano solo by Clarence Gaskill.
called "The Strange Interlude," being a musical impression of the Eugene O'Neil play,
"Strange Interlude," now playing in New York.
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Company

The Fairman Music Publishing Co., New
York, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $10,000 preferred and 100 shares of no
par, common. M. Goldstein, of 225 Broadway,
is the sole incorporator. •
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LIST FOR OCTOBER 12
21650 Heartbroken and Lonely Johnny Marvin
Crazy Rhythm (From "Here's Howe"),
Marvin
21654 Revenge— Waltz
TheJohnny
Troubadours
Dolores — Waltz
The Troubadours
21652 Out of the Tempest (Theme Song of the Motion Picture Production,
"The andTempest")
Waltz
George Olsen
His Music—
The First Kiss (Theme Song of the Motion
Picture Production,
Waltz
George "The
Olsen First
and HisKiss")
Music—
21643 Flower of Love (Theme Song of Motion Picture Production, "White Shadows in the South
Seas") — Fox-trot. -Ted Weems and His Orch.
Lonesome in the Moonlight — Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
21651 Deep
'Taint River
So, Honey,
'Taint So...Willard
Robison
Blues
Willard Robison
LIST FOR OCTOBER 19
21392 Dream
House
"Monkey and
Business")
—
Fox-trot (FromArt Hickman
His Orch.
Maybe
Be the
Who'llandBe Histhe Orch.
One
to CareYou'll
— Fox-trot.
Art One
Hickman
21670 Baby Doll (You're Just
a
Great
Big)
—
Fox-trot,
Ted Weems and His OTch.
If You Want the Rainbow (You Must Have the
Rain) — Fox-trot. . .Ted Weems and His Orch.
21667 There's
a Rainbow 'Round MyAll Shoulder
Fox- trot
Star Orch.—
She Didn't Say "Yes," She Didn't Say "No"
(She Only Said "Maybe") — Fox-trot,
All Star Orch.
21666 Ten Little Miles From Town — Pipe Organ,
Jesse Crawford
High Hat— Pipe Organ
Tesse Crawford
21668 The Bride's Lament (A Song of the
Sea),Crumit
Frank
Jack Is Every Inch a Sailor Frank Crumit
LIST FOR OCTOBER 26
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL
35937 Over Here — Medley
Victor Male Chorus
Victor Male Chorus
There- Medley
21669 Over
Norma — Overture- Part 1 (Bellini),
Victor Symphony Orch.
Norma — Overture- Part 2 (Bellini),
Victor Svmphony Orch.
35936 Walkure — Magic Fire Scene (Wagner— Trans.
L. Brassin)
Tulius Schendel
Arabesques (Debussy) Julius Schendel
21629 Deux
Fugue in D Major — Part 1 (Bach).
W. G. Alcock, M. V. O., Mus. Doc.
Fugue in D Major — Part 2 (Bach),
M. V. O., Mus. Doc.
35933 Metropolis — PartW. 1G. (AAlcock,
Blue
Paul Whiteman and Fantasie)
His Concert(Grofe),
Orch.
Metropolis— Part 2 (A Blue Fantasie) (Grofe),
Paul Whiteman and His Concert Orch.
35934 Metropolis— Part 3 (A Blue Fantasie) (Grofe),
Paul Whiteman and His Concert Orch.
Metropolis— Part 4 (A Blue Fantasie) (Grofe),
Whiteman and His Concert Orch.
21433 Treasures Paul
Untold
Timmie Rodgers
If
Brother
Jack
Were Here Jimmie Rodgers
21673
Hail! Hail! the
Fox-trot,
Nat Gang's
ShilkretAllandHere!
the —Victor
Orch.
California, Here I Come — Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
21675 In a Bamboo Garden — Fox-trot,
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
Anything You Say — Fox-trot,
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
21676 Roses of Yesterday — Fox-trot,
Waring's Penr.sylvanians
My Window of Dreams — Waltz,
Waring's Pennsylvanians
21674 One Step to Heaven — Fox-trot,
Henry Busse and His Orch.
How About It? — Fox-trot,
Henry Busse and His Orch.
21678 Paradise — Waltz Waring's Pennsylvanians
Grieving — Waltz,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
21677 Sunbeams — Fox-trot,
Johnny Johnson and His Statler Pennsylvanians
Once in a Lifetime — Fox-trot,
Johnny Johnson and His Statler Pennsylvanians
RED SEAL
6848 On Wings of Song (Auf Flugeln des Gesanges)
(Mendelssohn-Achron) — Violin. Jascha Heifetz
Jota (de Falla); 2. Puck (Grieg-Achron) —
Violin ,
Jascha Heifetz
1346 Tosca
— Vissi d'arte (Love and Music) (Puccini)
— In Italian
Maria Jeritza
Cavalleria Rusticana — Voi lo sapete (Well You
Know, Good Mother) (Mascagni) — In Italian,
Maria Jeritza
3050 Standchen — Serenade (Schubert),
Hulda Lashanska-Paul Reimers
Still wie die Nacht (Calm as the Night) (Bohm),
Hulda Lashanska-Paul Reimers
1343 Old Folks at Home (Swanee River) (Foster),
Mary Lewis
Dixie (Emmett)
Mary Lewis
6847 Prelude in D Flat (Raindrop Prelude) (Chopin,
Op. 28, No. 15) — Piano,
Ignace Jan Paderewski
Prelude !n A Flat Maior (Chopin, Op. 28,
No. 17)
Ignace Jan Paderewski
1347 Angela Mia (My Angel) (Schipa-Rapee-Pollack),
Tito Schipa
Femmena
'ngannatora
(Betrayed Woman)
(Cutillo-Schipa) — Neapolitan Melody,Tito Schipa
8103 The King's Henchman — Oh, Caesar, Great Wert
Thou! (Millay-Taylor) Lawrence Tibbett
The King's Henchman — Nay, Maccus, Lay Him
Down (Millay-Taylor) Lawrence Tibbett
1344 The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise (Lockhart-Seitz)
Reinald Werrenrath
Rose in the Bud (Barrow-Forster),
Reinald Werrenrath

Columbia
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Co., Inc.

1519-D In the Garden — Tenor Solo. William McEwan
— Tenor
Bells Mf-Esmru
When They Ring the GoldenWilliam
Solo
STANDARD AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
50090-D Impromptu (Tor Aulin) — Violin
EfremSolo,Zimbalist
Ave Maria (Schukert-Wilhelmi) — Violin Solo,
Efrem Zimbalist
50087- D Tosca: Te Deum (Puccini)— Baritone Solo.
with Chorus
Cesare Formichi
Thais: Oasis and Finale, 3rd Act (Massenet)
Vocal Duet,
Cesare Formichi and Grace Hoist
50086-D Damnation of Faust: Dance of the Sylphs
(Berlioz)Sir Hamilton Harty and Halle Orch.
Damnation of Faust: Rakoczy March (Berlioz).. Sir Hamilton Harty and Halle Orch.
50088- D The Londonderry Air (An Irish Air) (arr.
by FrankfromBridge
String(Debussy;
Quartet
Andante
Quartet London
in G Minor
London String Quartet
Op. 10)
(Rimsky-Korsakov and
Orientale
=;0089-D Danse
Kreisler — Violin Solo Arthur Catterall
Violin Solo,
Cavatina (Raff; Op. 85, No. 3)—
Arthur Catterall
Henry Burr
Out of the Dawn— Vocal
1515-D Sweethart
Lane — Vocal
Henry Burr
1518-D Sweet and Low — Vocal,
Columbia Mixed Chorus
Home Sweet Home — Vocal,
Columbia Mixed Chorus
Princess (From
50085-D Dollar
(Fall)^Waltz
Medley,"The Dollar Princess")
DajosMemory
Bela and(Fall),
His Orch.
Your Dance Is a Love
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
POPULAR INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
1537- D The Cat and the Dog — Banjo Solo,
Fair and Warmer — Banjo Solo.. Harry
Harry Reser
Reser
1552- D Why
Do I Solo
Love You? (From
"Show Mering
Boat")
— Piano
Constance
So Dear — Piano Solo
Constance Mering
1499-D The Sidewalks of New York (Vocal Refrain)
— Accordion Solo
Johnnie Sylvester
Old-Time Waltzes — Accordion Solo.
Johnny Sylvester
FOREIGN NOVELTY MUSIC
38000- F Virgins
of
the
Sun
.
.
.
Orquesta
Tipica Incaica
When the Indian Cries,

12

10

Phono.

CELEBRITY SERIES
160- M Moment
Musicale
(Schubert-Godowsky) —
Piano Solo
Leff Pouishnoff
Caprice
in
G
Major
(Paderewski)
— Piano
Solo
Leff Pouishnoff
Fraser Gange
159-M Annie Laurie (Scott-Douglas) — Baritone
Solo,
TheBaritone
Little Irish
Girl (Lohr-Teschermacher)
—
Solo
Fraser Gange
157- M Pavane Pour Une Infante Defunte — Parts 1
and 2 (Ravel) — Piano Solos. . . .Myra Hess
158- M Perpetuum Mobile (Novacek) — Violin Solo,
Naoum Blinder
Wiegenlied (Schubert-Elman) — Noaum
Violin Solo,
Blinder
161- MFrom the Canebrake (Gardner) — Violin Solo,
Sascha Jacobsen
Chant Negre (Kramer) — Violin Solo,
SACRED MUSIC Sascha Jacobsen

38001- F

1531- D
1536-D
1524-D
,
1553-D
1532- D

Bulletins

Record

Orquesta Tipica Incaica
Pas D'Espagne
— Waltz.
Russian
National Balalaika Orch.
Down the Mother Volga,
Russian National Balalaika Orch.
DANCE MUSIC
Roses of Yesterday — Fox-trot.
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Blue Night (Vocal
Paul Refrain)—
Whiteman Fox-trot.
and His Orch.
Jungle Blues — Fox-trot,
Ted Lewis and His Band
A Jazz Holiday (Vocal
— Fox-trot,
Ted Refrain)
Lewis and
His Band
Blu° Shadows (From "Earl Carroll Vanities")
(Vocal Refrain) — Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman and His Ore!'
Raquel
(From
"Earl Carroll Vanities")
(Vocal Refrain)—LeoWaltz.
Reisman and His Orch.
'Round Evening (Vocal
Refrain)and— Fox-trot,
Jan Garber
His Orch.
Sonny Boy (Vocal Refrain) — Fox-trot,
Jan Garber and His Orch.
Lady Whippoorwill (From "Cross My Heart")
(Vocal Refrain) — Ben
Fox-trot,
Selvin and His Orch.
Right Out of Heaven (From "Cross My
Heart") (Vocal Refrain)
— Fox-trot.
Ben Selvin
and His Orch.
Ten— Fox-trot
Little Miles FromPaulTown
Refrain)
Ash (Vocal
and His
Orch.
Out of the Dawn (Vocal
Refrain)
—
Fox-trot,
Paul Ash and His Orch.
Two Lips (To Kiss My Cares Away) (Vocal
Refrain) — Fox-trot,
Fred Rich and His Orch.
My First Love (VocalFredRefrain)
Rich —andFox-trot,
His Orch.
What a Night for Spooning (From "George
White's Scandals") (Vocal Refrain)— Fox..Harry Reser's Syncopators
When Eliza RollstrotHer
Eyes (Vocal Refrain)
„,That
— Fox-trot
Harry
Reser's
Syncopators
Old Sweetheart of Mine
(Vocal
Refrain)
—Wa
ltz
The
Columbian
s
Don t You Remember Sally (Vocal Refrain) —
The Columbians
_ Waltz
I LoveGuyYou
Truly— and
Fox-trot,
Lombardo
His Royal Canadians
Starlight and Tulips — Fox-trot,

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
12
10
12

1010
1210
10
12
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10

10

10
10
10
10
I]

10
10

1^41-D
Boys 10
and Her Play
Terry
,T ,The,ma(Vocal
T ,■ (Jo-leen)
™ Jolme
,
Fox-trot,
124 Refrain)—
I,, m ...
Waiting
for
Ships
That
Never
Come
In 10
.. , „
Tracy-Brown's Orch.

10

(Vocal Refrain) — Fox-trot,
and Charleston
His Orch.
1539- D Farewell Blues —Charles
Fox-trot.Kaley
.. .The
direction of "Red"
Nichols)
MyChasers
Gal Sal(under
— Fox-trot
The Charleston
Chasers (under direction of "Red" Nichols)
VOCAL NUMBERS
1540- D Right or Wrong — Vocal,
Art Gillham, The Whispering Pianist
It's Never Too Late to Be Sorry — Vocal,
Art Gillham, The Whispering Pianist
1523-D It Vocal
Goes Like ThisUkulele
(That Ike
Funnv
(CliffMelody)—
Edwards)
Half-way to Heaven
—
Vocal,
Ukulele Ike (Cliff Edwards)
1533- D For Old Times' Sake — Vocal ... Oscar Grogan
You're the One (I've Seen in My Dreams)
— Vocal
Oscar Grogan
1520-D Moonlight Madness (Then You Were Gone)
— Vocal
Pete Woolery
If You Don't Love Me — Vocal. Pete Woolery
1554-D I'm a Reformer — Comedy Vocal and Monologue Joe Browning
Hallelujah — Comedy Vocal and Monologue,
Browning
1535-D Jeannine I Dream of Lilac TimeJoe
— Vocal,
Don Roberts
Revenge — Vocal
Don Roberts
1534- D Doin' the New Low Down (From "Blackbirds of 1928") — Vocal
The Diplomats
Diga
Diga Doo (From "Blackbirds
1928")
— Vocal
The of
Diplomats
1556-D Dirty Hands! Dirty Face! — Vocal,
Vaughn de Leath
The Little Brown Shoe — Vocal,
Vaughn de Leath
Brunswick Records

1010
10
10

10
10
1010
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

LIST FOR OCTOBER 18
254 The Bum Song — Vocal, with Guitar. Francis Luther
Hallelujah, I'm a Bum — Vocal, with Francis
Guitar, Luther
257 A Fiddler's Contest (Characteristic),
The Tennessee Ramblers
Satisfied
The Tennessee Ramblers
4003 Thunderer March (Sousa),
U. S. Military Academy Band
On Wisconsin (Beck-Puroy),
U. S. Military Academy Band
4030 Bandanna Babies (From Lew Leslie's "Blackbirds of 192S") (Fields-McHugh)
Fox-trot, Orch.
Lew Leslie's —Blackbirds'
Magnolia's
(From Lew Leslie's
"BlackbirdsWedding
of 1928")Day(Fields-McHugh)—
Foxtrot Lew Leslie's Blackbirds' Orch.
4031 I "Blackbirds
Must Have That 1928")
Man (From Lew Leslie's
Comedienne, of
with Orch. (Fields-McHugh)—
Accomp. by Lew
Leslie's Blackbirds' Orch
Adelaide Hall
Baby
(From
Lew
Leslie's
"Blackbirds
of
(Fields-McHugh) — Comedienne, with 1928")
Orch.
Accomp. by Lew Leslie's Blackbirds' Adelaide
Orch., Hall
4041 Gotta
Big DateTobias)
With —a Accordion
Little Girl Solo,
(H. TobiasC. Tobias-H.
with
Vocal Chorus by Murray Peck
Galla-Rini
You're a Real Sweetheart (Caesar- Friend) —
Accordion Solo, with Vocal Chorus by Murray Peck
Galla-Rini
4042 HindustanBen(Wallace-Weeks)
Bernie and His— Fox-trot,
Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
Cannon Ball
One-step,
Ben Rag
Bernie(Northrup)
and His —Hotel
Roosevelt Orch.
4043 Moonlight Madness (Then You Were Gone)
(Davis-Coots) — Tenor, with Orch.,
Harold "Scrappy" Lambert
Revenge (Theme Song of the Motion Picture
"Vengeance") (Lewis-Young) — Tenor, with
Orch
Harold(Drinking
"Scrappy"Song)
Lambert
15175 Cavalleria
Rusticana — Brindisi
(Mascagni) — Tenor, with Orch.; inMario
Italian,Chamlee
Cavalleria Rusticana — Siciliana (Thy Lips Are
Like Crimson Berries) (Act 1) (Mascagni) —
Tenor, with Harp; in Italian Mario Chamlee
20071 Danube Waves Waltz (Ivanovici),
Brunswick Concert Orch.
"Southern Roses" Waltz (Strauss),
Brunswick Concert Orch.
57011 Cuckoo Waltz — International Waltz, Municipal Band
The Love Dance (Komm' in Meine Liebeslaube)
(Hoschna) — International Waltz. . .Municipal Band
LIST FOR OCTOBER 25
228 Get Along Home, Cindy — Voice
Banjo, Lunsford
Bascomand Lamar
(The Minstrel of the Appalachians)
Darby's Ram — Voice and Banjo,
Bascom Lamar Lunsford
(The Minstrel of the Appalachians)
255 The Old Account Was Settled Long Ago,
(Graham) — Vocal Duet, with Ukulele, Harmonica and Guitar... J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
Dwelling in.Beulah Land (Miles) — Vocal Duet,
with Guitar
J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
3968 Marcheta (Schertzinger) — Voice, with Guitar
and Violin. Nick Lucas (The Crooning Troubadour)
I'm Waiting for Ships That Never Come In
(Yellen-Olman) — Voice, with Violin and Two
Guitars ...Nick Lucas (The Crooning Troubadour)
3984 Headin' Home (Bound for Birmingham) (From
"Wendell Hall's Red Pepper Rhythms")
(Hall)— Vocal, with Orch.,
Wendell Hall (The Red-Headed Music Maker)
Old-Fashioned
Locket (Wimbrow-Marvin-Ford)
Vocal and Orch.,
Wendell Hall (The Red-Headed Music Maker)
4032 I Love You Truly (Jacobs-Bond)—
Jesse StaffordWaltz,
and His Orch.
Rye — Waltz
Jesse Stafford and His Orch.
4039 Hawaiian
Twilight
(Sherwood-Vandersloot)
Hawaiian Instrumental Trio
Hanapi— Trio
Dreamy mental
Hilo Bay (Clark)
— Hawaiian Hanapi
Instru- Trio
Trio
4044 Don't Mess Around With Metrot The(Palmer)
—
Fox- Gang
Hotsy Totsy
Jubilee Stomp (Ellington) — Fox-trot,
The Washingtonian»
15187 Chiquita (Gilbert- Wayne) — Transcribed by Max
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Rosen — Violin Solo, with Pianoforte by Richard Wilens
Max Rosen
Valse, Opus. 64 No. 2 (Chopin) — Transcribed by
Bronislaw
Huberman — Violin Solo, with
Pianoforte by Richard Wilens
Max Rosen
Album No. 12 — in 6 parts — 3 records — Symphony Orchestra
Symphony No. 8, B Minor (Unfinished), (Schubert),
The Cleveland Orch. (Nikolai Sokoloff, Conductor)
Record 50150 — Part 1 — 1st 'Movement — Allegro Moderato
Part 2 — 1st Movement — Allegro Moderato
Record 50151 — Part 3 — 1st Movement — Allegro Moderato
Part 4— 2nd Movement — Andante con moto
Record 50152 — Part 5— 2nd Movement — Andante con moto
Part 6 — 2nd Movement — Andante con moto
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 1
259 The Preacher Got Drunk and Laid His Bible
Down
The Tennessee Ramblers
Medley of Mountain Songs (Hop Out Ladies —
Marching Through Georgia — Little Brown
Jug)
The Tennessee Ramblers
260 Times
Am
Gettin'
Hard
Blues
— Vocal
Duet, with Guitar (Bernard)
Wiggins
Brothers
MyVocal
Grandpappy's
Gun
(Bernard-Robinson)
—
with Guitar
Seth Wiggins
4049 All of the Time (Woods)— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Trio
Colonial Club Orch.
Flower of Love (Dreyer-Ruby-Axt-Mendoza)
(Theme Song of the Motion Picture "White
Shadows of the South Seas") — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Jack Parker. . Colonial Club Orch.
4053 Moonlight Madness (Then You Were Gone)
(Davis-Coots) (A Meyer Davis Unit) — Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Arrowhead
Francis Luther,
Inn Orch.
Broken Hearted Baby (Stept-Cooper) (A Meyer
Davis Unit) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Eddy Thomas
..Arrowhead Inn Orch.
4055 In the Garden (Miles) — Vocal Duet, with Guitar,
Mandolin, Violin and Piano,
Lester McFarland and Robert A. Gardner
Sweet Hour of Prayer — Vocal Duet, with Guitar
and Mandolin
McFarland and Gardner
4056 Nola (Arndt)— Piano Phil
Duet,Ohman and Victor Arden
The Glow Worm (Lincke) — Piano Duet,
Phil Ohman and Victor Arden
15145 Ave Maria (Schubert) — Soprano (In German),
Violin Obbligato by Max Rosen, Piano by Fredric Persson
Elisabeth Rethberg
The Nut Tree (Der Nussbaum) (Mosen-Schumann) — Soprano (In German), Piano by Dan
Lieberfeld
Elisabeth Rethberg
57015 Gold and Silver (Oro y Plata) (Franz Lehar)
— Waltz — International Instrum.. .Municipal Band
Millicent (Frank W. McKee) — Waltz — International Instrum Municipal Band
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 8
261 Though Your Sins Be as Scarlet (Crosby-Doane)
— Vocal, with Piano
Maury Pearson
What Will You Do With Jesus? (Norton-Stebbins) — Vocal with Piano
Maury Pearson
262 Do You Still Remember?
(Robison)— Vocal
Duet, with Orch. and Whistling Effect,
Francis Luther-Carson Robison
I Tore Up Your Picture When You Said Goodbye (But I Put It Together Again) (MorseDonnelly) —Effect,
Vocal Duet, with Orch. and
Whistling
Francis Luther-Carson Robison
4048 Cinderella Blues (Spencer-Wiedoeft) — Fox-trot,
Jesse Stafford and His Orch.
(Formerly Herb Wiedoeft's Orch.)
Shine (Mack-Brown-Dabney) — Fox-trot,
Jesse Stafford and His Orch.
(Formerly Herb Wiedoeft's Orch.)
4050 There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder (From
"The Singing Fool") (Jolson-Dreyer-Rose) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Steve Bowers,
Tom Gerunovich and His Roof Garden Orch.
My Gal Sal (Dresser) — Fox-trot,
Tom Gerunovich and His Roof Garden Orch.
4052 Do You Still Remember?
(Robison)— Vocal
Duet, with Orch. and Whistling Effects,
Francis Luther-Carson Robinson
I Tore Up Your Picture When You Said GoodBye (But I Put It Together Again) (MorseDonnelly) — Vocal Duet, with Orch. and
Whistling Effects. .Francis Luther-Carson Robison
4057 Sweet Kalua Lady
(Ball-Porter) — Hawaiian
Instrumental Trio
Hanapi Trio
Lei Lani (Wreath of Heaven) (Heagney) —
Hawaiian Instrumental Trio
Hanapi Trio
15168 At Dawning (I Love You) (Eberhart-Cadman)
— Baritone, with Orch
John Charles Thomas
In the Gloaming (Orred-Harrison) — Baritone,
with Orch
John Charles Thomas
Edison

Disc

Records

DANCE RECORDS
52371 Out of the Dawn — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
The McAlpineers
by Roy Rogers
I'm on the Crest of a Wave (From "George
White's Scandals") — Fox-trot . . .The McAlpineers
52372 Laugh,
Clown,
Laugh— Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus Never
by Happy
Jack You
Jack— Stillman's
There'll
Be Another
Waltz, withOrch.
Vocal Chorus by Happy Jack. Jack Stillman's Orch.
52378 You're
Sweetheart
Chorusa Real
by Tommy
Weir,— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Once in a Lifetime (From Earl Carroll's
"Vanities" — Seventh Edition) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Tommy Weir,
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
52381 Blue Shadows (From Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
— Seventh Edition) — Fox-trot,
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Imagination— Fox-trot
— Winegar's
Vocal Chorus
by Bert
Dixon, Penn. Boys —
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
52383 Ten Little Miles From Town— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Happy Jack,
Oreste and His Queensland Orch.
Anything You Say! — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Happy Jack,
Oreste and His Queensland Orch.
52385 Memories of France — Waltz, with Singing,
The McAlpineers
Cello
Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time — Waltz, -'with
Singing
The McAlpineers
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
52355 Le Cygne (The Swan) (Saint-Saens)-

52370
52373

52376

52382
52396
80896
80897

80898

80899

80900

80901

52361
52368
52369
52374
52375
52377
52379
52384
52387
52388

52398

5573
5575
5576
5577
5578
5580
5582
5584

RECORD

Solo, with Josef Adler at the Piano,
Cornelius Van Vliet
Tarantelle
(Popper,
33)— 'Cello
Solo, Van
with Vliet
Josef Adler
at the Op.
Piano
Cornelius
Hills Quadrille— J. F. Burckhardt at the piano,
John Baltzell (Champion Old-Time Fiddler)
Soldiers' Joy Hornpipe — Calls by S. C. Shults;
with J. F. Burckhardt at the Piano,
John Baltzell (Champion Old-Time Fiddler)
Laugh, Clown, Laugh,
Henrietta Kamern on the Moller Organ
at Loew's Rio Theatre
Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky,
Henrietta Kamern on the Moller Organ
at Loew's Rio Theatre
Girl of My Dreams,
Henrietta Kamern on the Moller Organ
at Loew's Rio Theatre
Come Back, Chiquita,
Henrietta Kamern on the Moller Organ
at Loew's Rio Theatre
On the Shores of Honolulu (Lukens-Noble),
Palakiko's Hawaiian Orch.
Sleepy Honolulu Town (Earl-Fiorito- Warren),
Palakiko's Hawaiian Orch.
Serenade
"Les Millions d'Arlequin"
(Drigo), From
La Petite Concert Ensemble (Dir. A. Drasein)
Dreams of Love (Nocturne) (Liszt),
La Petite Concert Ensemble (Dir. A. Drasein)
Nocturne in F Sharp Major (Chopin, Op. 15,
No. 2)— Piano Solo
E. Robert Schmitz
Valse in C Sharp Minor (Chopin, Op. 64, No. 2)
— Piano Solo
E. Robert Schmitz
Reverie (Op. 22, No. 3) (Vieuxtemps)— Violin
Solo, with Raymond Bauman at the Piano,
Carl Flesch
Hejre Kati (Scenes de la Csarda) (Op. 32, No.
4) (Hubay)
Violin Solo, with RaymondCarlBau-Flesch
man at the — Piano
Trio No. 1, in B Flat— Part 1— First Movement
— Allegro moderato (Schubert, Op. 99) —
Piano, Violin and 'Cello The New York Trio
Trio No. 1, in B Flat — Part 2 — First Movement
— Allegro moderato, continued (Schubert, Op.
99) — Piano, Violin and 'Cello. The New York Trio
Trio No. 1, in B Flat — Part 3 — First Movement
— Allegro moderato, concluded (Schubert, Op.
99)— Piano, Violin and 'Cello. The New York Trio
Trio No. 1, in B Flat — Part 4— Second Movement— -Andante un poco mosso (Schubert, Op.
99)— Piano, Violin and 'Cello. The New York Trio
Trio No. 1, in B Flat — Part 5— Second Movement— Andante un poco mosso, concluded
(Schubert, Op. 99) — Piano, Violin
and 'Cello,
The New
York Trio
Trio No. 1, in B Flat — Part 6— Third Movement— Scherzo-Allegro (Schubert, Op. 99) —
Piano, Violin and 'Cello The New York Trio
Trio No.
1, in B Flat — vivace
Part 7 —(Schubert,
Fourth Movement— Rondo-Allegro
Op.
99)— Piano, Violin and 'Cello. The New York Trio
Trio No. 1, in B Flat — Part 8— Fourth Movement— Rondo-Allegro vivace, concluded (Schubert, Op. 99) — Piano, Violin and
The 'Cello,
New York Trio
SONGS
Sweet Sue, Just You — Will Donaldson at the
Piano
J. Donald Parker
You're Drifting
Away
From
Me
— Will
aldson at the Piano
J.
DonaldDonParker
In My Bouquet of Memories — Tenor... Paul Largay
My Window of Dreams — Tenor
Paul Largay
The Old Maid and the Burglar,
E. V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
There'll Come a Time,
E. V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Come Back, Chiquita,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Is It Gonna Be Long?,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky Jerry White
Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now,
Jerry White
Butcher's
Boy
Frank
Barbara Allen
Frank Luther
Luther and
and His
His Pards
Pards
Remember Me to Mary (If She Still Remembers
Me)
Dick Robertson
Ten Little Miles From Town
Dick Robertson
The Bum Song
Eddie Kirk
Hallelujah! I'm a Bum...
Eddie Kirk
Swanee Blue-Jay ...Frank Wallace and His Guitar
Drowsy Moonlight^ . .Frank Wallace and His Guitar
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
"Blackbirds of 1928")— Murial Pollock at the
Piano
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Nobody But Baby (de Leath) — Two Pianos,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
Saviour Again to Thy Dear Name! (EllertonHopkins)
Metropolitan Quartet
Take
TimeVoices
to Be Holy (Longstaff-Stebbins)—
Female
Excelsis Trio
Edison

5556
5558
5568
5569
5570
5571
5572

LATEST

Blue

Amberol

Cherie Chilly Pom Pom Pee,
Radio Franks (Bessinger-Fain)
The West Plains The
Explosion,
Vernon Dalhart and Company
Happy Go Lucky Lane,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
My Pet — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Tom Timothy and His Frivolity Club Orch.
Love Is a Ticklish Thing
Willard Hodgin
Blue Yodel
Frank Wallace and His Guitar
The Little Green Valley,
Frank Luther and Carson Robison and Company
Just
a Melody
withLike
Vocal
Chorus, Out of the Sky — Fox-trot,
B. A. Rolfe and His Palais d'Or Orch.
Come Back, Chiquita — Waltz, with Incidental
Singing... B. A. Rolfe and His Palais d'Or Orch.
Take Time to Be Holy— Sacred Song; Female
Voices
Excelsis Trio
The St. Louis Blues— Fox-trot,
B. A. Rolfe and His Palais d'Or Orch.
Where Is My Rose of Waikiki,
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
The Clock and the Banjo — Banjo Solo. Harry Reser
The Emmett Quadrille— Calls by S. C. Shults,
John Baltzell (Champion Old Time Fiddler)
Back in Your Own Back Yard Walter Scanlan
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LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 25
DANCE MUSIC
41091 Why?
(Do
I
Love
You with
Like Vocal
I Do) Refrain,
(Gold-HaysRockwell) — Fox-trot,
Billy Hays and His Orch.
There's Something
Spanish in Your Eyes
(Caesar-Friend) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
DuetOrch.
Refrain
Ted Wallace
and His
41100 Dusky Stevedore Frankie
(Johnson)Trumbauer
— Fox-trot, and His Orch.
Bless You! Sister Frankie
(Dubin-Robinson)
Fox-trot,
Trumbauer — and
His Orch.
41101 King
for
a
Day
(Lewis-Young-Fiorito)
—
Waltz,
with Vocal Refrain,
The Royal Music Makers (Joe Green, Dir.)
Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time (Gilbert-Shilkret) — Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,
The Royal Music Makers (Joe Green, Dir.)
VOCAL RECORDS
41103 Chiquita (Gilbert-Wayne)— Vocal, with Orch.,
Out of the Dawn (Donaldson) — Vocal,Seger
with Ellis
Orch
Seger Ellis
41104 You're
Sweetheart (Caesar-Friend)
—
Vocal, awithRealPiano
Irene Williams
My Different Kind of Man (Palmer-Williams)
— Vocal, with
Piano
Irene Williams
HAWAIIAN
MUSIC
41090 Yodeling,
A Song Guitars
to Hawaiiand (Redding)
— Vocal, with
Ukulele Accomp.,
Prince Lei Lani
Sleep,
Baby,
Sleep
(Handley)
—
Vocal,
Yodeling, Guitars and Ukulele Accomp., with
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC Prince Lei Lani
41102 Chile Blues (Rogers) — Instrumental, The Three Jacks
Spanish

Shawl strumental,(Meyers-Melrose-Schoebel)
— In-Jacks
with Vocal Refrain.. The Three
OLD TIME TUNE RECORDS
45251 Lenox (Wesley 1750— Edson 1785)— Vocal, with
Piano
Charles Butts' Sacred Harp Singers
Murillo's Lesson — Vocal, with Piano,
Charles Butts' Sacred Harp Singers
45252 I Would See Jesus (Breedlove 1867)— Vocal,
with Piano ..Charles Butts' Sacred Harp Singers
The Promised Land (Stennet 1787 — Durham
1840) — Vocal, with Piano,
Charles Butts' Sacred Harp Singers
45253 Do You Still Remember?
(Robison) — Vocal
Duet, with Instrumental
Black Brothers
I Tore Up Your Picture When You Said Goodbye (But I've Put It Together Again) (MorseDonnelly) — Vocal, with Instrumental,Black Brothers
RACE RECORDS
8609 Sugar Foot Struttrot (Pierce-Myers-Schwab)
Fox- Five
Louis Armstrong and His— Hot
A Monday Date Louis
(Hines)Armstrong
— Fox-trot,and His Hot Five
8610 Ground
Hog Blues (Bentley) — Vocal,
Piano
Gladys with
Bentley
Worried Blues (Bentley) — Vocal, with Piano,
Gladys
Bentley
"Mooch"
Richardson
8611 Helena Blues — Vocal, with Guitar,
"Mooch" Richardson's Low Down Barrel House
Blues — Part II — Vocal, with "Mooch"
Guitar, Richardson
LIST FOR OCTOBER 5
DANCE MUSIC
41110 Mamma's Grown Young Papa's Grown Old
(Weston-Lee-Weston) - — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain The Goof us Five and Their Orch.
Right trot,
orwith Wrong
(Gillespie-Sizemore) — FoxVocal Refrain,
The Goofus Five and Their Orch.
41111 I Still Have You in My Dreams (Pomar) —
Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,
Harry Pomar and His Hotel Ansley Orch.
Rainy
Days
-Fox-trot,
withAnsley
VocalOrch.
Refrain . Harry(Pomar)
Pomar — and
His Hotel
41112 On the Night We Did the Boom Boom by the
Sea (Rose-MacDonald-Monaco) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain,
Fred "Sugar" Hall and His Sugar Babies
Butternut ('Neath the Beautiful Butternut Tree)
(Woods) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Fred "Sugar" Hall and His Sugar Babies
VOCAL RECORD
41114 If with
You Orch
Don't Love Me (Yellen-Ager)—
Vocal,
William
Dutton
Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time (Gilbert-Shilkret) —OLD
Vocal,
withTUNE
Orch..
TIME
RECORDSWilliam Dutton
45254 Wreck of the Chicago-New Orleans Special No. 3
(Williams) — Vocal, with Instrumental Trio,
Bud Blue
A Vocal,
Blind with
Mother's
Prayer Trio
(Davis-Williams)
Instrumental
Bud— Blue
45255 Kneel at the Cross — Vocal Quartet, with Piano,
Fortner Family Mixed Quartet
Sometime You Will Pray — Vocal Quartet, with
Piano
Fortner Family Mixed Quartet
45256 Come Be My Rainbow — Instrumental,
Scottdale String Band
Share 'Em — Instrumental, with Calls,
Scottdale String Band
RACE RECORDS
8612 How Long — How Long Blues — Vocal, with
Piano and Guitar
Gladys Bentley
Moanful
Wailin'
Blues
(Louis)—
Vocal,
Piano and Guitar
Gladys with
Bentley
8613 Lady Love (Dominique) — One-step,
Chicago Footwarmers
Brown Bottom Bess — Fox-trot . Chicago Footwarmers
8614 I with
Ain't Piano
Scared of You (Morton)
— Vocal and
Duet, Susie
Butterbeans
Fast
Fadin'
Papa
(Williams)
—
Vocal
Duet,
withSusie
Piano
Butterbeans and
EUROPEAN RECORDINGS (Odeon Label)
3229 Famous Minuet (Paderewski) — Orch.,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Serenade (Moszkowski) — Orch.,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
3230 Gypsy
Baron — Selections Parts 1 and 2
(Strauss) — Orch Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
5150 The Dusk of the Gods Funeral March— Parts
1 and 2 (Wagner) — Symphony Orch.,
Prof. Dr. Max von Schillings and the
Grand Symphony Orch., Berlin
5151 Jubilee
Overture
— Parts 1 and 2 (von Weber) —
Symphony Orch.,
Dr. Weissmann_
and Grand
Symphony
Orch., Berlin
{Continued
on page
126)
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41113
41115

41116

41118

41117

45257
45258
45259

8615
8616

8617

LATEST

RECORD

15714

15715
15716

15717

15178

1200
1201

1202
1203
1204

5235

5240
5241
5242
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LIST FOR OCTOBER 15
DANCE MUSIC
Vaniteaser (From 7th Edition "Earl Carroll
Vanities")
(Jones-Geary)
Fox-trot,
withOrch.
Vocal
Refrain..
The Goofus —Five
and Their
AllRefrain
of the Time (Woods)
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
The Goofus Five and Their Orch.
Down Hearted Blues (Austin) — Clarinet, with
Piano; Guitar by Ed. Lang
Boyd Senter
Original
Stack
o'
Lee
Blues
—
Fox-trot,
with
Guitar by Ed. Lang,
Boyd Senter and His Senterpedes
Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life (From "Naughty
Marietta") (Herbert)
— Waltz,
Joe Green
and His Marimba Band
Kiss Me Again (From "Mile. Modiste") (Herbert)— Waltz... Joe Green and His Marimba Band
VOCAL RECORD
Nagasaki (Dixon-Warren) — Vocal Duet, with
Piano
Ed. Smalle-Dick Robertson
(Drizzle, Drizzle, the Party's a Fizzle) Oh!
What a Night to Love (Herbert-Koppel-Ellis)
— Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Ed. Smalle-Dick Robertson
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
Because
My Baby
Don'tSolo
Mean "Maybe"Rube
Now!Bloom
(Donaldson)
— Piano
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
"Blackbirds of 1928") (McHugh)— PianoRubeSolo,Bloom
OLD TIME TUNE RECORDS
Dixie Shadows (Williams)— Yodel Solo, with
Violin and Guitar
George White
Treasure Untold (Cozzens) — Yodel Solo, with
Violin and Guitar
George White
Back in My Home Town — Singing, with Guitar
Accomp
Frank Hutchison
The
Miner's
Blues
—
Singing,
with
Accomp
Frank Guitar
Hutchison
Ain't No Bugs on Me — Instrumental, with SingJohn Carson
The Burglar and the Old Maiding— Fiddlin'
Instrumental,
with Singing
Fiddlin' John Carson
RACE RECORDS
Organ Grinder Blues (Williams) — Vocal, with
Clarence Williams' Blue Five Victoria Spivey
My Handy Man (Razaf) — Vocal, with Clarence
Williams' Blue Five
Victoria Spivey
The God That Did Not Answer (Blakey)— Sermon, with Singing,
Rev. Johnny Blakey and Congregation
Christ
the Devil (Blakey) — Sermon,
with Conquered
Singing,
Rev. Johnny Blakey and Congregation
Organ Grinder Blues (Williams) — Fox-trot,
Clarence Williams' Orch.
I'm Busy and You Can't Come In (Williams)
— Fox-trot
Clarence Williams' Orch.
Vocalion
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Domino
4193
4194
4195
4196
4197
4198
4199
4200
4201
4202
4203
4204
4205
0260
0261
0262

Records

LIST FOR OCTOBER 1
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
My Angel
(Angela
Mia) (Rapee-Pollack)
(Theme Song of the Motion Picture "Street
Angel") — Tenor, with Orch
Les Backer
That's Just My Way of Forgetting You
(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) — Tenor, with
Piano and Violins
Les Backer
Ready for the River (Kahn-Moret) — Comedienne,
with Orch
Mary Williams
Wonderful You (Lewis-Charles) — Comedienne,
with Orch
Mary Williams
When You're Smiling (Fisher-Goodwin-Shay) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Harry Maxfield
Louisiana Rhythm Kings
Dusky Stevedore (Razaf-Johnson) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Harry Maxfield,
Louisiana Rhythm Kings
My Angel (Angela Mia) (Rapee-Pollack) (Theme
Song of the Motion Picture "Street Angel")
—field
Waltz, Leon
with Bloom
Vocal and
Chorus
by Harry
Max-Orch.
His United
Artists
Don't
Wait Until
the Lights
son-Lombardo)
— Fox-trot,
with Are
Vocal Low
Chorus(Johnby Harry Maxfield,
Leon Bloom and His United Artists Orch.
You Tell Me Your Dream (I'll Tell You Mine)
(Daniels-Kahn) — Tenor, with Orch Les Backer
King
a Day (Fiorito-Lewis-Young) — Les
Tenor,
withforOrch
Backer
RACE RECORDS
Tennessee Blues (Carr) — Vocal, with Piano and
Guitar
Ltroy Carr
Broken Spoke Blues (Carr) — Vocal, with Piano
and Guitar
Leroy Carr
Shall Not a Dog Move His Tongue — Sermons,
with Sanctified Singing,
Rev. D. C. Rice and Congregation
ThewithWise
and 'the
Foolish Virgins — Sermons,
Sanctified
Singing,
Rev. D. C. Rice and Congregation
Frisco Blues (Miller) — Comedienne, with Piano,
Guitar and Mandolin
Luella Miller
Brick House Blues (Miller) — Comedienne, with
Piano, Guitar and Mandolin
.Luella Miller
Devilish Blues (Williams-Johnson) — Voice, with
Yodeling and Piano
Stovepipe Johnson
Green Grass (Williams-Johnson) — Voice, with
Piano
Stovepipe Johnson
Endurance Stomp (Fernandez) — Fox-trot,
Junie C. Cobb and His Grains of Corn
Yearning and Blue (Smith) — Fox-trot,
Junie C. Cobb and His Grains of Corn
OLD SOUTHERN TUNES
LesSinging
Backer's
Yodeling withBluesPiano (Williams)
and Yodeling,
and Guitar,—
Les Backer
Downhearted Yodel Blues (Hunter-Austin). —
Singing and Yodeling, with Orch. Accomp.,
Les Backer
Jerusalem Mourn,
W. Caplinger's Cumberland Mountain Entertainers
She'll Be Comin' 'Round the Mountain,
The Hill Billies
The Hallelujah Side (Entwisle)— Voice, with
Guitar
J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
God's
Steel Love
GuitarSong
and (Sacred
Guitar, Song) (Welling) —
J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
Oh, My Darling Clementine (Martrose),
F. Thompson and His Home Towners, with J. Tilson
The Old Cabin Home,
F. Thompson and His Home Towners, with J. Tilson

4206

8629
8630
8631
8632
8633
8634
8635
S636

8637
8638
8639
8640
8641
8642
8643
8644
8645

Records

DANCE RECORDS
That's
What
Puts the Ernie
"Sweet"Golden
in Home,
SweetOrch.
Home — Fox-trot
and His
Here's That Party Now in Person — Fox-trot,
The Rounders
The Prune Song— Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
I Never Kissed a Baby Ernie
Like You
— Fox-trot,
Golden
and His Orch.
Evening Star (Help Me Find
My
Man)—
Fox-Orch.
trot Lou Gold and His
Half Way to Heaven — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time)
Waltz, Players
Dixie —Marimba
Someday,
Somewhere (We'll Dixie
MeetMarimba
Again) Players
—
Waltz
Roses of Yesterday — Fox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
Flower of Love — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
I'm Sorry, Sally — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Talkin' to Myself — -Fox-trot The Rounders
Sonny Boy — Fox-trot
The Rounders
All of the Time — Fox-trot,Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Memories of France — Waltz. Dixie Marimba Players
I Wonder If You Care?— Waltz,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Dusky Stevedore — Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
When Sweet Susie Goes JoeSteppin'
-Fox-trot,
CandulloBy —and
His Orch.
Just Another Night — Waltz. Hollywood Dance Orch.
Neapolitan Night — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time) — Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
Roses of Yesterday — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Just a Night for Meditation — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp
The Radio Imps
Somebody
Else's Arms — Tenor Solo, Irving
with Orch.
Accomp
Kaufman
Ten Little Miles From Town — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp
The Radio Imps
Anything You Say — Male Duet, with Piano
Accomp
Billy
Jones-Ernest
Hare
NOVELTY RECORDS
Down in the Hills — Male Duet, with Novelty
Accomp
Carson J. Robison-Francis Luther
Do You Still Remember? — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp. .Carson J. Robison-Francis Luther
If Brother Jack WereFrankie
Here — Wallace
Voice, with
and Guitar,
His Guitar
Treasure Untold — Voice, with Novelty Accomp.,
Frankie Wallace
Hawaiian Bluebird — Hawaiian Trio, with Vocal
Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
I'm Going Back to Waikiki — Hawaiian Trio,
with Vocal Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
What's
You Gonna Do When Dixie
the World's
on
Fire — Quartet
Jubilee Singers
I Ain't Gonna Study War NoDixie
MoreJubilee
— Quartet,
Singers
Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS
Evening Star (Help Me Find
Fox-Orch.
trot LouMy
GoldMan)
and —His
Half Way to Heaven — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Roses of Yesterday — Fox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
Flower of Love — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
The Prune Song — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
I Never Kissed a Raby Like
Ernie You—
GoldenFox-trot,
and His Orch.
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time)
—
Waltz,
Dixie Marimba Players
Someday,
Somewhere (We'll Dixie
MeetMarimba
Again) Players
—
Waltz
Sonny Boy — Fox-trot
The Rounders
All of the Time — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
I'm Sorry, Sally — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Talkin' to Myself — Fox-trot The Rounders
Memories of France — Waltz. Dixie Marimba Players
I Wonder If You Care? — Waltz,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
That's
Puts the "Sweet"
in Home,
Home What
— Fox-trot
Ernie Golden
and Sweet
His Orch.
Here's That Party Now in Person — Fox-trot,
The Rounders
Dusky Stevedore — Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
When Sweet Susie Goes Steppin' By — Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
Just Another Night — Waltz . Hollywood Dance Orch.
Neapolitan Nights — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
Just a Night for Meditation — Male Duet, with
iNoveity Accomp
The Radio Imps
Somebody
Else's
Arms
—
Tenor
Solo,
with Orch.
Accomp
Irving
Kaufman
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time) — Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
Roses of Yesterday — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Ten Little Miles From Town — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp
The Radio Imps
Anything You Say — Male Duet, with Piano
Accomp
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
NOVELTY RECORDS
If Brother Jack WereFrankie
Here — Wallace
Voice, with
and Guitar,
His Guitar
Treasure Untold — Voice, with Novelty Accomp.,
Frankie Wallace
Down in the Hills — Male Duet, with Novelty
Accomp
Carson J. Robison-Francis Luther
Do You Still Remember? — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp. . Carson J. Robison-Francis Luther
Hawaiian Bluebird — Hawajian Trio, with Vocal
Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
I'm Going Back to Waikiki— Hawaiian Trio,
with Vocal Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
What's
Gonna Do When Dixie
the World's
on
Fire — You
Quartet
Jubilee Singers
I Ain't Gonna Study War NoDixie
MoreJubilee
— Quartet,
Singers

Banner

Records

DANCE RECORDS
7212 I'm Sorry, Sally — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golflen and His Orch.
7213 See My Tennessee — Fox-trot.
... Missouri Jazz Band
Evening Star (Help Me Find
Fox-Orch.
trot
LouMy
GoldMan)
and —His
7214
Nobody Knows — Fox-trot. . .Hollywood Dance Orch.
Roses of Yesterday — Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
It All Was Too Good to Be True — Fox-trot,
Hollywood
Dance Orch.
7215 Memories of France — Waltz — Royal Marimba
Players
The
Rose
You
Gave
to
Me
—
Waltz,
7216
Majestic Dance Orch.
All of the Time — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Someone Left Me Mighty Lonesome
— Fox-trot,
Missouri
Jazz Band
7217 I Never Kissed a Baby Like You — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
7218 What-cha-call 'Em Blues — Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
Half Way to Heaven — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
7219 When Sweet Susie Goes Steppin' By — Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time) — Waltz,
Royal Marimba Band
— Waltz,
7220 The Big Things in Life to MeMajestic
Dance Orch.
Here's That Party Now in Person — Fox-trot,
Campus Boys
Dusky Stevedore — Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
7221 That's What Puts the "Sweet" in Home, Sweet
Home — Fox-trot
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
I Love to Ride a Camel — -Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band
Neapolitan Nights — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
7222 I Always Knew — Waltz,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
7223 The Prune Song — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
They Don't Come Better Than ImDerial
Betty — Fox-trot,
Dance Orch.
7224 Someday, Somewhere (We'll Meet Again) —
Waltz
Royal Marimba Band
Its Nest — Waltz,
7225 Where the Bluebird Builds
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Boy — Fox-trot
Campus Boys
7226 Sonny
So Lonely — Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
Flower of Love — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
7227 Talkin' to Myself — Fox-trot
Campus Boys
Just Another Night — Waltz. . .Imperial Dance Orch.
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
7228 Any Way — Waltz
VOCAL RECORDS
Roses of Yesterday — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
George Beaver
There Is No Tomorrow (So Love Me Today) —
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.. . .George Beaver
Just a Night for Meditation — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp
The Radio Imps
7229 Just
a Kiss in the Moonlight — Baritone Solo,
with Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
7230 Anything
You Say — Male Duet, with Piano
Billy Jones-Ernest'
MailAccomp.
Man Blues — Male Duet,
with Novelty Hare
Accomp
Chick- Andy
7231 Jeannine (I Dream of Lilac Time) — Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
So Lonely — Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Ralph Haines
7232 Ten Little Miles From Town — Male Duet,
with
Novelty Accomp
The Radio Imps
Georgia Lullaby — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Ralph Haines
NOVELTY RECORDS
7233 Do You Still Remember? — Male Duet, with
Novelty Accomp. .Carson J. Robison-Francis Luther
If Brother Jack WereFrankie
Here — Wallace
Voice, with
and Guitar,
His Guitar
7234 Down in the Hills — Male Duet, with Novelty
Accomp
J. Robison-Francis
Luther
Treasure
Untold — Carson
Voice, with
NoveltyFrankie
Accomp.,
Wallace
7235
I'm Going Back to Waikiki — Hawaiian Trio, with
Vocal ofChorus
Naomi
Aloha Land — Hawaiian Kula's
Trio, Hawaiians
with
7236 Vocal Chorus
Hawaiians
Hawaiian Blue Skies — Steel Guitar Kula's
Solo.Rov
Smeck
Hawaii and Mother — Hawaiian Trio, with Vocal
Chorus
Kula's Hawaiians
7237 Give Me ThatRACEOld RECORD
Time Religion— Mixed
Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
I Ain't Gonna Study War No More — Mixed
Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
Harmony
737-H

723-H

735- H
736- H

733-H

732-H

Records

DANCE RECORDS
Sonny Boy
"The
Singing
Fool") — Foxtrot, with(From
VocalErnie
Chorus
by Arthur
Golden
and His Seelig,
Orch.
Neapolitan
(From
"Fazil")—
Fox-trot,
with VocalNights
Chorus
by
Arthur
Seelig,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
HighVocalUpChorus
on by
a Jim
Hill Top— Fox-trot, with
' Arthur Ross Andrews,
and His Westerners
Take Your To-morrow (And Give Me Today)— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Jim
Andrews. Arthur Ross and His Westerners
Woman Disputed I Love You (From "The
Woman
Disputed") — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Tommy Weir... The Harmonians
I'm Sorry Sally — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Tommy Weir
The Harmonians
Beggars
Life (From
Life")
— Waltz, of with
Vocal "Beggars
Chorus byof Irving
Kaufman
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Loved You Then as I Love You Now (From
"Dancing Daughters") — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Arthur
ErnieFields,
Golden and His Orch.
Twelve o'Clock Waltz — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
(I Like What She Likes— She Likes What I
Ev'rything
We Like
We Like
Alike
—Like)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Chorus
bv Irving
Kaufman
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Roses
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorusof byYesterday
Robert —Wood,
Barney Trimble and His Oklahomans

10
10

10
10
10
10
10

1010
10

10
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Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Jim Andrews. .Lou Gold and His Orch.
738- H Etiquette Blues — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Lester Cortes,
Jerome Conrad and His Orch.
When trot,
Sweet
Susie
Goes Steppin' By — Foxby Lester Cortes,
Jerome Conrad and His Orch.
728- H Salaaming the Rajah (From "Cross My
Heart") —Wood
Fox-trot, with
VocalComedy
ChorusOrch.by
Robert
Musical
Dream
Sweetheart
(From
"Cross
My
— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Heart")
Robert
Wood
Musical Comedy Orch.
739- H The Prune
Song— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Si Higgins,
Si Higgins and His Sodbusters
Bless You! Sister — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Si Higgins,
Si Higgins and His Sodbusters
718- H Revenge
(From
— Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus by "Revenge")
John Lawrence,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Dolores — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by John
Lawrence Bar Harbor Society Orch.
724- H Right Out of Heaven (From "Cross My
Heart")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Stephen — Ward,
Rudy Valee and His Yale Collegians
Lady
Whippoorwill
—Morrow,
Fox-trot,
with (From
Vocal "Cross
Chorus Myby Heart")
George
Rudy Valee and His Yale Collegians
725- H Japanese Mammy — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Robert Wood,
Chuck Campbell and His Orch.
Grieving — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Marvin Young.. Chuck Campbell and His Orch.
720- H Out of the Tempest (From "Tempest") —
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by John Lawrence Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Heartbroken and Lonely — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
The Harmonians
719- H Vaniteaser
(From
"Earl
Carroll
—
— Fox-trot, with Vocal ChorusVanities")
by Ernest
Hare
Golden Gate Orch.
All of the Time — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ernest Hare
Golden Gate Orch.
726- H To Know You Is to Love You (From "Hold
Everything!")
— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by
Lester Cortes,
Barney Trimble and His Oklahomans
'Round Evening — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Robert Wood,
Barney Trimble and His Oklahomans
727- H Chiquita— Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Gay
Ellis
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
Maui Girl — 'Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Gay
EllisVOCALFrankRECORDS
Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
722-H The Girl Who Broke My Heart—Tommy
Vocal, Weir
Old Fashioned Locket — Vocal .. .Tommy Weir
734-HHigh Up on a Hill-top — Vocal Gay Ellis
That's
Just My Way of ForgettingGayYouEllis
—
Vocal
730- H Roses of Yesterday — Vocal ....... Clyde Dunn
Someday, Somewhere (We'll Meet Again)
(From "The Red Dance")— Vocal,
Clyde Dunn
729- H A Warning to Boys — Vocal
Mack Allen
A Warning to Girls — Vocal
Mack Allen
721- H Mother Wa» a Lady (If Jack Were Only Here)
— Vocal
Mack Allen
Treasure Untold — Vocal
Mack Allen
717-H Ten Little Miles From Town— Vocal,
Fred Water
There'll Never Be Another You — Vocal,
Fred Water
ORGAN RECORDS
731- H Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time — Organ Solo,
with Vocal Chorus by Sidney James,
Carol Wynn
Beloved — Organ Solo, with Vocal Chorus by
Sidney James
Carol Wynn
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Some Effective Lyric Publicity
month, when the Lyric radio truck owned and
operated by the All-American Mohawk Corp.,
Chicago, made a tour of the city demonstrating
the new Lyric models manufactured by this
company. Free demonstrations were given in
the street, causing a tremendous interest in the
Lyric line of receivers. Thousands of people
heard and saw the Lyric sets every day and
souvenirs with the compliments of the AllAmerican Mohawk Corp. were passed out to
the ^crowds. The Lyric truck, an expensive
automobile elaborately equipped and fitted with
a number of the Lyric models, is about to be-
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gin a tour of the country, demonstrating the
Lyric set in public, on the streets of various
cities — excellent publicity for dealers.
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City

Show

Philadelphia's annual radio show will open
Monday, October 22, in the 108th Field Artillery Armory, Broad street and Susquehanna
avenue, it was announced by Ira Goding, managing director of the exposition. The show will
continue for six days, closing Saturday night,
October 27. Many of the country's leading
manufacturers of radio receiving sets and accessories will exhibit their products at the show
through local distributors. The show, from
present indications, is expected to be the most
complete ever held in Philadelphia. Entertainment will be furnished daily by radio artists of
both local and national prominence. Among
the receiving sets which will be exhibited are
Atwater Kent, Zenith, Kolster, Marti, Kellogg,
Fada, Freed-Eisemann, Eveready, Mohawk,
Edison, Stewart-Warner, A. C. Dayton, Federal,
Colonial, Steinite, Balkite, LaSalle, Philco,
Crosley, Sparton, Shamrock and Pierce-Airo.
Jazz

Cover

for "Sound

Facts"

Sound Facts, the monthly house organ of
the Plaza Music Co., New York City, has
dressed its front cover this month with a modernistic illustration of jazz from "Blues," an
anthology edited by W. C. Handy and published by Albert and Charles Boni. William
Haynes Topping, purchasing agent of Landay
Bros., New York, has contributed an interesting
article entitled "The Password Is Work."

Byrd

Takes

O'Neil

Speaker

The O'Neil Mfg. Corp., West New York, N.
J., has announced that an O'Neil speaker is
now on its way to the South Pole. The O'Neil
Model LS 19 is part of the radio equipment
of the Antarctic Expedition under Commander
Byrd.theE. Model
J. Clark,LSof 19thewas
O'Neil
Corp., for
states
that
selected
its
fidelity and tonal values and its ability to receive the most sensitive stations under the most
unfavorable climatic conditions.
The O'Neil Mfg. Co. has produced a new
dynamic speaker in cabinet form and at a
popular price, which will be described in next
month's issue of The Talking Machine World.
Dealers

Visit A. K. Plant

A convention was held and factory visitation
made by Atwater Kent dealers from Kentucky,
West Virginia and Ohio, at the Pennsylvania
Hotel, Philadelphia, Friday, September 28. Dealers served by the Columbus Ignition Co., Columbus, O.; B. W. Smith Corp., Cincinnati; Flat
Top Auto Supply Co., Bluefield, W. Va. ; Van
Zandt Leftwich Auto Supply Co., Huntington,
W. Va., and the Sutcliffe Co., Louisville, Ky.,
were present some 279 strong.
Harry

Acton

Returns

Harry W. Acton, of the Brilliantone Steel
Needle Co., New York, just returned from a
trip through the Middle West in the interest
of the Brilliantone line of needles. Mr. Acton
reported excellent conditions throughout the
country. Demand for the Brilliantone line continues excellent, and the outlook for the FallWinter season is good.
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EDISON

and

RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
combinations.

RADIO

. . .

At the Radio World's Fair in New York — the
great Madison Square Garden was a maze of
brilliant exhibits. Three vast floors crowded
with the latest developments in Radio.
Yet the crowds sought out the Edison Exhibit! Climbed a flight of 27 stairs to get to
it! Crushed and milled around it day and
night!
The show interest centered there.
And interest turned to buying! Dealers
signed up! Consumers pressed us with orders!
Eloquent proof that expectations were amply
fulfilled.

Model C — 2 — Radio with Electric Phonograph
Generally conceded the most beautiful moderatepriced combination at the show.
Completely electrified. Contains, in addition to the
Edi>on Radio, an Edison electrically amplified
phonograph, electrically driven. Has the only electric
pickup that plays all types of records — both hill-anddale and needle-type. The cabinet of blended walnut
finish, with ornamental panels of burl maple, fits
pleasingly
furniture. into any interior and harmonizes with other

Why not have this interest in the Edison
Radio bring buying prospects to your store.
Why not let the beauty of Edison Cabinets
and the perfection of Edison performance
make sales for you. Why not tie up to the
greatest name in all industry — Edison.

Price, including Dynamic Speaker,
less tubes: $495.
IT rite us or the nearest jobber
THOMAS

A.

EDISON.

INC..

ORANGE.

N.

J.

for dealer discounts.

THAI
TKADE MABIC
a a
won—

ATLANTA
155 So. Forsyth St.

Edison Phonograph
BOSTON
96 South St.

Distributing Co.
CHICAGO
3130 So. Michigan Ave.

DENVER
1 636 Lawrence St.

KANSAS CITY
1215 McGee St.

MINNEAPOLIS
608 First Ave. IV.

ORANGE, N. J.

PITTSBURGH
909 Penn Ave.

RICHMOND
1204 East Main St.

CLEVELAND: B. W. Smith, Inc.. 2019 Euclid Ave,
OGDEN: Proudfa Sporting Goods Co., 2327 Grant Ave.

DALLAS
500 Elm St.
NEW ORLEANS
128 Chartres St.
SAN FRANCISCO
1267 Mission St.

PHILADELPHIA: Girard Phonograph Co.. Broad and Wallace Sts.
ST. LOUIS: Silverstone Music Co.. 11 14 Olive St.
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experience
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of permanent

is not

to be

Grebe

radio

satisfaction

found

that

in hastily

con-

structed "bargains". To the dealer it means
permanent
will and a minimum
of bothersome
servicing.

Every

Grebe

by trade

and

Synchrophase
public

as the

cellence—and has remained
its introduction.
Send

receiver
highest
the

for Booklet

has

been

standard

standard

accepted

of radio

for years

ex-

after

TW

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.
109 West 57th Street, New York City
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 445 South San Pedro Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
JVtakers of quality radio since 1909

TB AOE MARK RCO US. PAT. OFF-

Grebe Buckeye Console
This beautiful cabinet
has been designed for
the Grebe Synchrophase
A-C Six or the Synchrophase Seven A-C.
It has a speaker compartment which will
accommodate either a
dynamic or magnetic
type speaker. List price
(console only) *6250

##7
TRADE MARK

jl-C

No. 2249 Table

Six
The trend toward "radio
furniture" makes this
table with speaker compartment aparticularly
desirable adjunct to
every Grebe home. List
price (table only) $2450

Grebe
A-C
Six
Synchrophase

2
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BRUNSWICK

PANATROPE

with

Radiola

to list at

>%

$250
Complete

=

^

Brunswick Panatrope with
Radiola, Model 2KRO. Exponential type Brunswick
Panatrope combined with
latest Radiola. Light socket
operation. Volume control.
Every advanced feature. To
list at $250, complete.

HERE is Brunswick's latest and most
outstanding musical value; the genuine Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola
. . . two instruments in one ... at a price
lower than ever before.
Tone

of this instrument is musically

perfect. The cabinet one of Brunswick's
finest. Every advanced feature, such as
complete light socket operation, single
dial tuning, etc.. is included.
Strengthening, as Model 2KRO

does,

Brunswick's position in the lower price
field, this beautiful instrument gives the
Brunswick

dealer a rare opportunity for

increasing instrument business.
The Brunswick Panatrope with Radiola,
Model

2KRO,

November

is being featured in
Brunswick Radio, Model 5KR.

newspaper advertisements the

one of the most attractive values in Brunswick's great new line. The
matchless tone of this instrumenr, when Brunswick Model "A" Speaker is
used, will sell the instrument. Cabinet work is far beyond the ordinary.

country over. Be sure you have this fine
Brunswick creation on your floor.

Panatropes • Radio
THE

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

Listing at $95, less tubes, this receiver is

• Records

CO., Chicago

• Panatrope-Radiolas

. New

York

. Toronto

. Branches in All Principal Cities

The
Vol. 24.
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No.
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New

York,

Efficiency

YOU

Machine
November,

in

1928

Price Twenty-five

Marketing

the nail on the head. "True marketing efficiency may require the eventual, though gradual, realignment of many

of efficiency unless all of the functions of manage-

selling functions. It may require a complete re-orientation
of conception and a remolding of basic policies. But what
of it? The result to be obtained is tbe correct meshing of all

All indications point to

the best year-end business in the history of the industry.

selling gears. Marketing efficiency assigns to each selling
mechanism its true function — and sees to it that each sales
'machine' performs the work

The music-radio dealer to-day has a selection of products
that makes it possible to sell only lines suited to his class
Prices are right.

of patronage.
Manufacturers

passed

have

that is rightfully required of it.
Sales efficiency is not a thing

along economies in production
to the dealer and the ultimate
is the beneficiary.

consumer

The mark-up on music-radio
products remains substantially
as in the past, and

while the majority of retailers

of hunches,
Every

Dealer

Read

These

costly merchandising

errors are

no longer entirely consuming
profits the

earnings

net

of

dealers remain slim.
A

Few

Get

Your

Share

Facts

sons for this. Competition reduces individual sales volume
on trade-ins

free service — lax-

mismanagement,

ful planning of

George E.
(Page 6)

Sales

thorough

the

drive."

Volume

There is plenty of food for
thought in the above paragraph
for the retail music-radio dealers who are finding that profits

Radio
Days
Boost
Sales —
By
W. B. Stoddard
(Page 12)

are not up to expectations in
spite of good volume of business. Sales volume does not

Vital Factor in Radio's Progress —
By Dr. Lee De Forest
(Page 16)
Selling Rural Markets—By
Rodger S

always mean profit. Many a
dealer has succeeded in piling

J. K.
(Page 17)

up an impressive volume only
to find that he spent money in
the process instead of earning
it. That is not the fault of the

Marketing the Radio Trade-in —
By Frederick P. Altschul. . (Page 20)

product, the discount nor competition. It is, in the last

or, rather, in-

efficient management. One department pays a nice profit and the loss on another section
of the business consumes it. What is the answer?
More

it requires

starts with thorough, thought-

ity in credit and other factors
are gnawing away retail profits
like a rat eating through a wall.
The whole simmers down to

study;

knowledge of a highly specialized nature. Selling efficiency

of the Gift Demand {Page 4)

Price concessions

— over-allowance
— too much

Articles

Record Selling — By
Kelly

opinions, guess-

work, nor rule-of-thumb. Sales
efficiency requires research; it

Performance Sells Radio Sets —
By L. C. Lincoln
(Page 8)

Analysis discloses the fact
that there are a number of rea-

of dealers.

Should

requires

have reached the point where

many

Cents

can't drive spikes with a tack hammer. Nor can
retail business be developed to the highest point

ment are properly co-ordinated.

the same

World

supervision of each department

of the

analysis, due to faulty merchandising methods and these are subject to revision and
correction.
The

And

that is up to the retail merchant.

time is past when

a retail merchant

can keep his

business, with the idea of making all phases of the enterprise profitable, is needed. This means careful buying and

books in his hat, so to speak, and hire a "clerk." The latter
is as obsolete as the former. The best salesman obtainable

energetic selling; elimination of waste and co-ordination of
all factors that tend to break down sales resistance and build

is none too good to sell the products handled by the music-

sales volume — advertising, window

displays, direct mail,

follow-up, etc. It means more intelligent handling of credit,
and more determined effort to secure large down payments
and instalments when

due.

Above

all, it means

salesman-

ship of the highest possible efficiency.

radio dealer, and accurate cost-finding records are as essential as is a definite, well-planned sales campaign. Briefly,
what the retailer must do to successfully get his share of the
business is to modernize

his methods

to the point where

they are on a parity with those of his competitors.

He must

devote himself energetically to the business of merchandising and he must fight for every sale. He must stop all forms

"Ten chances to one, when other things are almost equal,
orders are lost and won because of superior marketing

of waste to reduce overhead

ability," is the statement of James P. Newcomb

& Co., Inc.,

will not be endangered

by high sales costs, a problem vital

And they hit

to retail merchandising

success.

marketing specialists, in "Direct Reflections."

See second last page for Complete Index of Articles in this issue.
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to the minimum

so that profits

HARE

OUR

of

Gift

Demand

Window

Displays

Big Part
During

y gift-buying rush will be hisholida
tory in a little more than a month. The
few remaining weeks of the year represent the climax of annual retail business, and
competition for the consumers' dollars is at
its height. Talking machine and radio dealers
are going to get their share of holiday business; in fact, all indications point to a recordbreaking sales volume for the retail trade. But
the volume of sales recorded by individual
dealers when the seasonal rush is over will vary
considerably.
Past performances prove this.
This variance will not be because one dealer
has better merchandise than another, but, all
other factors being fairly equal, the difference
will be in the effectiveness of the retailer's preholiday merchandising campaign. The man who
plans a well-rounded sales promotion drive and
makes a strong bid for public attention and
patronage will be compensated. The need for
a thorough campaign on the part of the retailer
is evident. All merchants, even purveyors of
foodstuffs, are in the race for holiday volume
and they are spending money to make their
windows as attractive as possible. Advertising
appropriate to the season fills the newspapers,
circulars and other direct mail designed to
make the parting of the consumer and his
money seem the desirable thing gluts the mails;
prices, service, in fact all facilities that the merchant can possibly extend to his patrons, are
featured with one idea in mind — to sell merchandise to pre-holiday shoppers.
The part the individual dealer plays in the
holiday sales season depends on himself. The
retailer has a product that is ideally suited for
gift purposes. The beautiful talking machines,
combination instruments and radio receiving
sets of the present have an allure that is hard
to resist. Appearance — music — entertainment
provide an unbeatable combination. In addition
there are the portable phonographs and smaller
musical instruments. The opportunity for exploitation of the most effective kind preceding
the holidays is excellent. At no other time of
the year is the public in such a receptive mood.
Now is the time to make complete plans for
the holiday campaign. Emphasize the suitability of talking machines, records, especially
album sets, small musical instruments, radio
THE

receiving sets and accessories as gifts. Sell
the public on your line and your store.
There never was a time in the history of
the talking machine-radio business when the
retail dealer occupied such a strategic position
in the merchandising field. The public has
been thoroughly sold on the new products —
both talking machines and radios. Time payment plan of selling brings even the fairly highpriced instruments within the means of the
average individual. Therefore, this holiday
season it will not be so much a matter of
selling the public on the idea of ownership of
a talking machine or radio set as it will be a
problem of selling the consumer the idea of
making the purchase in your store. Be sure of
an ample stock to meet holiday requirements.
That there will be a shortage of certain types
of the more popular models is certain. While
all of the concerns who recently displayed their
new 1928-29 lines have entered into production
and are making shipments to distributors
throughout the country as rapidly as possible,
the demand is great and supplying it is a prob-

in M aking

Play

Sales

the Holidays

lem. Therefore, play safe by placing orders
sufficiently large to cover the greater demand
incident to the holidays.
If the dealer's memory is good he will remember that the holiday business does not by
any means cease at midnight on December 24.
For the past few years the amount of sales
closed for a period extending to six weeks after
Christmas was amazing. This is caused in a
large measure by the fact that many business
and industrial institutions reward their employes by the granting of a bonus as an expression of appreciation and good will for the
Christmastide. In most cases this money is
given too late to be spent prior to the arrival
of Christmas, and finds its way to the cash registers of merchants some time before the end
of the year or during January. So do not relax your selling efforts until the Christmas season is becoming but a dim memory. And not
too much then.
The Christmas Club savings funds will be distributed soon and the volume will be great.
Have you made real efforts to secure your
share of this sum spent for gifts?

The illustrations on this page show two examples
attract the Christmas shopping trade. No matter
in the holiday campaign the window display must
eye-arresting presentation is unequaled
4

Will

of window displays of music-radio dealers to
what other sales efforts are being expended
be given a prominent place, for an attractive
in snaring the elusive dollar bill.
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Brunswick

offers

The

fastest-selling

record

of

the

year

by thousands even before the New York

SELLING

opening of the great Vitaphone picture, Al Jolson's
Brunswick Records of songs from "The Singing Fool"
have unquestionably become the OUTSTANDING
>ALES OPPORTUNITY in the record business.
Brunswick is giving these Jolson records a tremendous advertising boost. How much you, as an
individual Brunswick

dealer, will profit from

the

nation-wide popularity of this exclusive Brunswick
feature, you alone must decide. It is within your
power to sell this record by the thousands instead of
by the hundreds. Get behind these Brunswick Jolson
masterpieces and push them to their limitless limit!
"Sonny

Boy"-"There's

a Rain-

bow 'Round My Shoulder"
Other

hits from

the same
"Golden

"I'm

Gate"

Sitting

picture
.
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T. A. Coyne, of Rosenbaum's,
Pittsburgh,
Regards Location as the Big Sales Factor
By

George

E. Kelly

machines from us. We have built the list by
soever, and after taking a number of records
often hear about things being "withinto
a
booth,
should we notice that they fail to
giving
unstinted
service,
expert
and
understandout rhyme or reason," and while there
ing
service
from
sales
people
who
have
been
play
them
through
and are giving other obvious
"
is reason enough back of the "record
sales made by T. A. Coyne, manager of the
in the department for seven years, and who, by- signs of not being pleased or satisfied we regard
it as a rare opportunity. We have found that
talking machine department of the Rosenbaum
studying the customers' wants until they have
when in such a mood a customer is particularly
come to know their minds practically as well
Department Store Co., of Pittsburgh, strange
susceptible to being shown. We proceed to
to say, along with a lot of other things there
as they themselves, have built a bond of sympais a rhyme.
show them by taking a number of our most
thetic business relationship which hovers somewhere between friendship and purely business.
We all know that the poet wrote something
approved selections, other than the ones we
have noted the customer to have taken in the
"Added to the thoroughness with which our
to the effect that "stone walls do not a prison
booth,
and play them for the subject, pointing
sales
people
handle
the
routine
side
of
the
make, nor iron bars a cage." But Mr.~ Coyne
has changed it about to express
out their good points and otherwise endeavoring to sell them.
of the fundamental prin- ^^^^^^^^m
one
ciples as a result of which he
Our sales people, of course, ask
has built his department to the
permission to enter the booth
to do this and it has never been
enviable degree of selling never
talking machine department of Rosenbaum's
THE
store has occupied space on several different floors
only one record to a customer,
denied them by the customer.
and the location has had a decided effect on sales of
but always two or more. And
This keeps few sales from behere is the rhyme:
ing lost in this way and aids in
records. Other factors entering into the sale of
"Location does not business make.
building
a greater volume of
Q, what a lot of tommyrot;
records include the psychology of choosing a wellbusiness and to keep the motto
It may not make the business
balanced selection of recordings to sell with a machine,
of 'two or more' in eminent reBut it sure does help a lot."
gard and to increase the sales
He qualifies his rhyme, howrecords specially chosen to call for replenishing, strive
ever, with this addition:
average of each clerk.
to sell two or more recordings to each customer
"Our department is located
"Location is not everything,
although I have proved to my
and to hold customers and make them regular buyers.
on the store's balcony to which
own satisfaction that, at least in
an entrance and stairs lead diA mail-order record business is possible and profitable.
rectly from the street. This
a department store, location is
one of the most vital factors ^^^^^^^^
obviates for the customer the
w^^^^^^^m necessity
of having to enter the
governing the success of a talking machine section. I have also had it proved
store when crowded. The talking machine debusiness, stock and all the rest, making an unpartment was at one time located on the ninth
impeachable familiarity with their jobs, we use
just as conclusively that this is not equally
form letters. The letters we use at certain
floor and was later moved to the balcony, where
true of every department, and that a talking
business was observed to improve considerably
machine section in a large store requires a periods tell little 'stories.' They are cheerful
under the co-ordination of location and
highly specialized form of management and a and filled with human interest and not allegedly
location which, to suit its purposes, can be
friendly humbug. That is why we have remethod's. Necessity later compelled it to be
ceived so satisfactory a response.
moved to the fourth floor for a time, but there
nothing other than exact. Our location cobusiness in no way was able to compare with
incides with our other merchandising policies
"We ask the recipients, in the letters, if they
would not like to have Uncle Sam deliver them
and methods because it answers the tests by
the immediate pick-up we experienced when a
two selections for their approval for about two
which I determine a proper location and befew months ago we moved the entire departdays. The letters are directed to all those who
cause while evolving those tests through expement down to the balcony again."
rience Iarrived at the proper location by means
The average small store dealer has not the
are numbered on our up-to-date mailing list,
opportunity of experimenting with the location
of the trial and error method."
customers who have purchased from the dePerfect teamwork which he has instilled into
partment. The response is profitable and the
of his department that befell the Rosenbaum
section located in a large department store,
his sales people is responsible for the fact that
percentage of those who are either moved to
nevertheless
he should study his store layout
reply
in
the
affirmative
or
to
come
into
the
city
Mr. Coyne's talking machine department has
and decide whether or not his record section
attained to practically maximum efficiency in to examine these and other selections is appreciably large.
is situated to best attract customers who have
salesmanship. That teamwork was taught them
for the proper fulfillment of four purposes:
entered the store to purchase some other com"When a customer does come in in response
modity. And the other rules also hold good.
1. To take full advantage of an ideal location
to one of the letters, or for any reason whatand sell each customer. To sell something and
motions throughout every department of the
as much as possible.
Frank
P. Hart
Joins
business — tribute to his ability.
2. To sell a goodly stock of records with talking machines. A well-balanced supply without
Six years ago Mr. Hart left Pope & Eckhardt and took a position with the Rit Proda preponderance of "hits" but with a quantity
Grigsby-Grunow
Staff
ucts Co. in (he sales division. His duties inof the classics, old favorites and "popular," psycluded market survey and direction of sales,
chologically chosen to call for replenishing.
Appointed Assistant to General Sales Man3. Never to sell one record while there is the
and
by
means of methods which he introduced,
ager Herbert E. Young — Has Broad
possibility of selling two or more. In short,
Merchandising Experience
the company was able to increase distribution,
and bring about greater sales efficiency through
always to sell "two or more" records.
4. To see that the customers come back.
Frank P. Hart, for many years a well-known
the proper routing of the salesmen over their
figure in sales work throughout the Middle
Local and suburban customers, mail-order and
territories, and the strategic location of the
other out-of-town customers. To make them
best sales outlets throughout .these territories.
West, has joined the staff of Grigsby-Grunow
Co., maker of Majestic All-Electric radio re"come back for more."
Mr. Hart thus comes to the Grigsby-Grunow
sales offices with a broad and successful sales
ceivers, as assistant to General Sales Manager
Briefly, as he describes it, Mr. Coyne's talkHerbert E. Young.
ing machine department operates in this way:
and merchandising experience behind him
About
1904
Mr.
Hart
began
his
business
"We have many mail-order customers," says
career in Chicago as a messenger boy for the
The Saevke-Laass Radio Co., Inc., WauMr. Coyne. "We have built up an extensive
firm of Pope & Eckhardt, Chicago Board of
mailing list by attending to their wants when
watosa, Wis., was recently incorporated with
they visit our department on periodic trips to
a capital stock of $5,000 to deal in radio equips
Trade operators. In his sixteen years' connecment, musical instruments, etc.
the city, and when they purchased their talking
tion with the firm he enjoyed a number of pro-
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Stromberg-Carlson

of Stromberg-Carlson

/

"
Hear the Stromberg-Carlson
Sextet over the NBC and
zz associated stations.

tone has

captivated your customers' ears; after the grace and
rich beauty of the cabinet has won their admiration— -then

to find out

that

quality can be had at so low

Stromberg-Carlson

a price is the finest

sales psychology.
The

new

Nos. 636 and 635 Receivers

Stromberg-Carlson
family.

They

sales among
"There

line within

reach of the average

vastly increase the

the thousands

is nothing

who

bring the

opportunity

already know

No. 635 Stromberg-Carlson
Treasure
Chest. Operates on
A.C. Tubes in 50-60 cvcle areas.
Uses 5 UY-1Z7 A.C, one UX171-A Output
R.C.A.
Tubes. and
Price,onelessUX-2.80
tubes
and Speaker .... $185.

for
that

finer than a Stromberg-Carlson."

No. 636. Art Console. Shown
in main illustration. Same operating unit. Price, less tubes
and Speaker .... S2.45.

Stromberg-Carlson models for A.C. and D.C. areas
range in price from $i8j to $120; East of Rockies.
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
rochester, n. y.
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By L. C. Lincoln
Advertising Manager, F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.
a sufficiently large number of cases. Then let
us see what the visitor would find out as to

L. C. Lincoln

big question no longer is "Shall I buy
THE
a radio?" but "What radio shall I buy?"
It is no longer necessary for manufacturers to create the desire, for most everyone
wants a radio. But the buyer of a radio to-day
is beginning to realize that after seven or eight
years there should be one or more outstanding
names with a record of satisfactory performance and superlative quality.
We have arrived at the stage where the consumer can turn away from a mass of unsupported' claims and pay heed to both past and
present performance of any particular radio
set as a guide in making his decision. Ever
since the advent of broadcasting manufacturers
of receiving sets have run a frantic race to
reach the point where their products would
faithfully reproduce what was broadcast. Some
spared neither effort nor expense to reach perfection. Others developed price products
which were good dollar-for-dollar value, but
limited in quality of tone and satisfactory performance. But regardless of the difference in
results and difference in price there was very
little difference in the claims made by the manufacturers of each individual make.
The consumer has naturally come to believe
that most of the difference in radio sets is just
the difference in price, and it has been no easy
matter to convince him otherwise, since improvements have come so thick and fast that
each year's product was almost obsolete before the public knew about it, and past performance was lost sight of in the face of extravagant claims for the improved products.
But now radio receivers have reached the
point where they are stabilized, and the future
will develop gradual refinements rather than
radical improvements.
The all-electric set of to-day, using the AC-227
type heater element tubes, push-pull amplifier
and a sup'er-dynamic speaker, leaves little to
improve, and manufacturers of sets, provided
their basis is correct design and close attention
to details and inspection, will soon find their
products receiving deserved universal recognition by the public. It is no easy matter for
the manufacturer of such sets to describe them,
for all the adjectives that would adequately do
so have been used up by the manufacturers of
sets of lesser merit. But if it were possible
for everyone interested in the purchase of a
quality receiver to take a trip through various
factories and see just how the sets are made it
would not be difficult to establish what goes
into the making of a real job. Let us assume
for a moment that such trips were feasible in

quality manufacture, as against speed production. After which let's analyze the essentials
of a good radio receiver.
Countless Manufacturing Processes
By what essentials are radio receivers rightly
judged? Four, namely: tone quality, selectivity, distance and reliability. This, in spite of
various surveys and statements to the contrary
that bring in various matters, is more or less
beside the point. Now a visitor would have
no difficulty in observing that, in the striving
for quality, something was being built into the
apparatus beyond the mere assembling of the
parts. Whether he knew anything about radio
or not he would be amazed at the countless
manufacturing processes necessary in the building of a radio receiver and doubtless surprised,
too, at the great size of some of the machinery
required for turning out the various parts used
in the assembly. He would get his greatest
surprise if he kept count of the number of tests
made during the turning out of a single quality
receiver at moderate price. A set I have in
mind passes 419 tests by inspectors plus dozens of visual inspections before it bears the factory stamp of approval. Of these there are 262
tests before assembly,- 154 after assembly and
three final tests, including the air test. When
the purchaser turns on the set in his home
that is the 420th test.
All these tests are carefully planned and
nothing is taken for granted. Quality materials
are bought, tested before fabrication and again
Predicts
Sets

11,032,855
in Use

by

1929

Frank A. Arnold, Director of Development, National Broadcasting Co., Addresses League of Advertising Women
Frank A. Arnold, director of development,
National Broadcasting Co., predicts that by
the first of the year there will be 11,032,855
radio receiving sets in use in the United States.
The occasion of the forecast was the League
of Advertising Women's monthly dinner at the
Advertising Club recently. He also quoted
$2,092,000,000 as the money outlay for sets,
parts and accessories during the last seven
years ended December 31, 1927.
"A survey of radio broadcasting has recently
been prepared for the National Broadcasting
Co. by Daniel Starch, „of Cambridge, Mass.,"
<^aid Mr. Arnold. "This survey covers the territory east of the Rocky Mountains, and was
obtained by individual canvassers, 17,099 families" being visited, and from this group
scientifically located by cross sections .of the
country, were obtained for the first time- basic
facts and figures of the radio industry.
"It is now a known fact that 9,023,366 families east of the Rocky Mountains own and
operate radio receiving sets. Of this group
New England has the largest percentage, namely, 43.85; Middle Atlantic States next with
43.75, followed by the Middle West, east of
8

after fabrication. Special equipment is used for
measuring resistances and voltages. There is
no guesswork. Every step is measured and remeasured. An ever alert, ever watchful corps
of engineers and inspectors insure precision
manufacture of all the parts of the product.
What Is Built Into Quality Sets?
If it were possible for the buyer to go into
the plants and make his own comparisons, and
if he understood all the processes or had them
explained, this would be a good method of selling him — in other words, placing him in a position to judge good radio manufacture. To
translate the meticulous accuracy and painstaking care of production with the proper design
as the foundation to the ultimate prospect is
not such a simple proposition, however. Fortunately, as in the saying "What goes up must
come down," there is a similar truth in "what
goes into the manufacture must come out."
These built-in essentials I have already mentioned. By explaining why the various tests,
why the various inspections build in the essentials of good radio performance, we arrive at
a standard by which radio may be judged.
It becomes the duty of the manufacturer of
quality apparatus to explain what constitutes
superb tone quality, what brings about extreme
selectivity in a radio receiver, the how and
why of great distance performance and just
what is meant by absolute reliability when the
term is applied to radio performance. Discussions of these subjects are as interesting to-day
and form as great, or greater, advertising and
sales topics as they did some time ago.
the Mississippi, 38.96; west of the Mississippi,
36.33, while the South Atlantic and South Central are 23.95 and 20.60, respectively. The
weighted average of the entire group is 34.59,
or a little over one-third of the families east
of the Rocky Mountains. Using the same basis
of computation, we now know that including
the Pacific Coast there are 9,640,348 families
owning radio receiving sets, which, figured on
a basis of 4.3 members to a family, gives a
total radio audience of 41,453,496."
Other speakers were Louis A. Whitten,
director of radio broadcasting, Hanff-Metzger
Advertising Agency, whose subject was "Radio
Advertising From the Show Angle," and
George J. Podeyn, director of radio programs,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., who
spoke on "Choosing Radio Cop}'."
F.

W.

Watts

the

Joins

Dubilier

Corp.

The Dubilier Condenser Corp., New YorkCity, announces an important addition to its
sales organization in the person of Frank W.
Watts, who has been appointed sales manager
of the
of the Industrial Division. This branch* correcDubilier activities includes power-factor
tion equipment, lightning protection devices,
interference prevention equipment, spark suppressors, carrier-current condensers and other
products that are outside the radio receiving
set and accessory field.
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tiDIOTRON UX-20|.<
RAOIOTHON
RADIOTRON UX-199
RADIOTRON WO-ll
KCDIOTRON WX-II
RADIOTRON VX-200-t
RADIOTRON UX-120
RADIOTRON UX-222
RADIOTRON UX-U2-A
RADIOTRON 0X-1TI-A
RADIOTRON UX-210
RADIOTRON UX-2W
RADIOTRON
RADIOTRON UX-226
RADIOTRON UY-227
RADIOTRON UX-2B0
RADIOTRON UX-281
RADIOTRON UX-874
RADIOTRON UV-87B
RADIOTRON UV-886

A Radiotron
for every purpose
RADIOTRON UX-201-A
Detector Amplififr
RADIOTRON UV-199
• Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-199
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON WD-11
Jleteetor Amplifier
RADIOTRON WX-12
Detector Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-200-A
Detector Only
RADIOTRON UX-120
Power
A udioAmplifier
Stage OnlyLast

"Made by the makers of the Radiol. i,"
RCA Radiotrons are the vacuum rubes
used by many leading manufacturers to
equip radio instruments of>the finest performance. The RCA mark on the tubes
of a receiving set or a dynamic speaker
is the first test of the dependability of

RADIOTRON
UX-222
.Screen Grid Radio
Frequency Amplifier
RADIOTRON
UX-112-A
Power Amplifier

This is No. 11 of the 12
color pages selling RCA
Radiotrons to the consumer inleading magazines
in 1928. It is part of a
nation-wide campaign on
Radiotrons.

the product.
To maintain high quality perfbtm
replace
vacuum
Radiotronsall -ittheleast
once tubes
a year, w
with old outs that have been hat

RADIOTRON UX-171-A
Power
AudioAmplifier
Stage OnlyLa*t
KCA
Kadiotron
E R S OF THE R A D J 0 L A
M A ti E 8 1 THE

RADIOTRON UX-210
Power Amplifier Osc'tlatur
RADIOTRON UX-240
htiecior Amplifier for
Resistance-eou pled
A modification
RADIOTRON UX-250
Power Amplifier
RADIOTRON UX-226
A.C. Filament
RADIOTRON UY-227
A.C. Heater
RADIOTRON
UX-280
Full- Ware Rectifier

R.ADI O

CO P. PO RATION

Why
for

RADIOTRON UX-281
Hol/-H'a» Rectifier
RADIOTRON UX-874
Voltage Regulator Tube
RADIOTRON UV-876
Ballaet Tube
RADIOTRON UV-886
Ballast Tube
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Radiolas
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favor

RCA RADIOLA <>2— Cabinet model ot the
new RCA Super-Heterodyne. The enclosed
Electro-Dynamic Speaker is an improved
model ot the incomparable RCA repro
ducer. Superior fidelity of reproduction
over the entire musical range.
$3^5 'less Radi'otrons)

IB
AM
1
P

;—

RCA RADIOLA 64 — Dc luxe cabinet
model of new RCA Super- Heterodyne,
with improved RCA Electro • Dynamic
Speaker. Incorporates new features never
before used Automatic volume control
$550 'less Radiortonsl.

RCA RADIOLA 5.1— The nationally popular '18," with A.C. electric operation, an
j specially designed cabinet with RCA
Loudspeaker enclosed. AM ready to connect to aerial and ground, and bring in rhc
best that's on the air.
SI7S 'less Radiotronsi

RCA RADIOLA M>A— Custom-built cab.
net model of the famous RCA Super
Heterod>ne with RCA Loudspeaker. At
(he new price this is an unusual value in
fine radio receivers. Operates dircctl*
from the house-current.
"with Kadiotronsr

n
RCA RADIOLA 00 — The famous. RCA
Super-Heterodyne, now with the new A.C.
tube*, for simplified house-current operation. Remarkably faithful reproduction
Ideal
for
congested
highly sensitive
for broadcasting
places remoteareafrom—
broadcast station* $175 'less Radtotrono.

RCA RADIOLA 16— Designed to give th
nm.-sr radio entertainment in homes not
wired for electricity. Battery operated. A
receiver
for its wonderful performance andknown
long life.
$82.75
(with RadiotronsV
z2»
RCA RADIOLA IS— Most popular typeot
Radiola ever built. A hnely designed re
Cefycf of broad range and capacity for
simplified A.C. lighting-current operation.
t95 'less Radiotrons)

KCA
MADE

BY

THE

Rjcidiola
MAKERS

OF

THE

RADIOTRON
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noutices

be

will

This

"best

another

seller" in high-quality cabinet sets. Its chief features are :

I. RCA

tuned

6 tubes and

frequency —

rectifier— providing

an output
volume.

2. RCA

radio

of great undistortcd

alternating - current

or di-

rect-current operation from

light-

ing circuit.

RCA
with
vV

Electro-Dynamic

extra large baffle board —

reproducing
with

Speaker,

all the

richness
$215

voice

and

full and

music
mellow

of the original.
(less Radiotrons).
adiola
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dealers

RCA LOUDSPEAKER 100A— Over three-quarters
of a million of rhis type of RCA speaker are now
in use. Their sturdy construction and uniformly
fine performance have made them the most popular of all reproducers
$29

use

RCA

s

peaker

to

RCA LOUDSPEAKER 103— The famous ' 100A'
in a new dress. The speaker made a thing of beaut)'
as well as utility. Tapestry covered. A beautiful
ornament that will fit into any scheme of decoration $37.50

demonstrate

quality

radio

sets

dealer in eiery commumlt

"This sign maris the leading

RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

RCA
MADE

BY

Lou
THE

MAKERS

RCA ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKER 106— The
incomparable reproducing instrument of the type
used in the new cabinet Radiolas now available as
a separate unit. Operates from A. C. house-current.
A beautiful piece of furniture as well as a reproducer ofamazing range and tone
$88

d s peaker
OF

THE

RADIOLA
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K.

Dealer,
"Hunts"
Sales
Baltimore Dealer Places as Many Sets as
Possible in Homes for Demonstration —
Closes Sales the Next Day
While there are dealers over the country who
are regarding radio in much the same light as
they regarded bacon or beans or boots, while

industry; Orville Wright, aviation; Charles M.
Schwab, iron and steel; Julius Rosenwald, merchandising; George Eastman, photography, and
Harvey S. Firestone, rubber.
The seven pioneers were introduced by Dr.
Nicholas Murray Butler, of Columbia University, with a brief reference to the accomplishments of each. Following the introductions
Charles M. Schwab spoke for the pioneers and
outlined some of the things American industry
had accomplished. He took occasion, too, to
pay a special tribute to Mr. Edison, writing for
him on a card, "You are the best-beloved man
in America and you deserve it." There were a
number of other speakers, all of them prominent in some particular line of industry.
Ruth

Etting

J. D.

Mugford

Sonora

Joins

Phono.

Co.

Appointed Director of Publicity — Widely
Experienced in This Country and in
England — Well Known to Trade
Continuing its policy of building a strong
organization to back the work of its representatives in the field the Sonora Phonograph Co.
recently appointed J. D. Mugford as director

Hailed

in Vaudeville

Tour

"Sweetheart of Columbia Records" Accorded Effective Billing in Pacific Coast
Tour — Afforded Dealer Tie-up

Elmer Parks
they are sitting back waiting for the manufacturer's advertising and sales promotion to du
the major part of the selling job, in short, treating radio as a commodity instead of a specialty,
no such idea is cramping the style of Elmer
Parks, of Baltimore, trading as the Radio Sales
Corp. Parks is an old-time specialty salesman
who long ago learned that if you are going to
sell goods you have got to see people. He refuses to be an order-taking dealer just as he
would have received no kick out of being an
order-taking salesman during his days on the
road over a period of years.
Parks' idea of radio merchandising is based
on hunting. A picture of a gun, no matter how
handsome it may be, won't bring down a bear,
or even a squirrel. When you go hunting you
want real guns and real ammunition. And
Parks has a whole truckload of it; a truckload
of Atwater Kent sets. He places as many sets
as possible each day for an overnight demonstration in the home. The next day he visits
the homes and works to close his sales.
Does the plan work? Ask Parks. During his
first ten days in the field he personally sold
twenty-nine sets of one type or another, and
he has been going along merrily ever since.
Parks regards his telephone as an invaluablebusiness asset — a selling asset. A young lady
sits at the instrument all day calling home after
home in the local trade area, using a well-prepared, standardized inquiry canvass. She develops many good leads which are later closed.
The Radio Sales Corp. is just struggling out
of the one-man stage, and in spite of the fact
that a prophet is not without honor save in his
own country, there are folks down Baltimore
way who will concede that Parks is getting
ready to do big things in a big way.
Thos.

A. Edison

Honored

Thomas A. Edison, in his role of inventor,
was one of the seven pioneers of American
industry honored by nearly 2,000 men and
women at a reception and dinner at the Hotel
Astor, New York, on the evening of October
24. The other pioneers honored on the same
occasion were Henry Ford, for the automobile

The recent vaudeville tour of the Pacific
Coast theatres made by Ruth Etting, exclusive
Columbia recording artist, who has won the
title of "Sweetheart of Columbia Records," afforded Columbia retail dealers with an excellent
opportunity of stimulating sales of this clever
artist's recordings. The accompanying photograph gives an indication of the billing which
Miss Etting received on her triumphant tour
;ind shows the ease with which dealers could
tie up with her appearances.
Miss Etting is widely popular in Chicago,
where she was formerly a star night club entertainer, and even more popular in New York
City, where she was featured as a principal in
the recent
"Follies." Her vaudeville
• 'LZiegfeld
I a large
tour, covering
territory, has added to

Chamber

!;\,

V I

.•N

J. D. Mugford
of publicity. Mr. Mugford has had a long and
varied experience both in England and this
country, and in addition to his work as a journalist, iswell known to radio and concert audiences, on both sides of the Atlantic.

Freight

,

Rate

the
Boost

Chamber States Proposed Rates Are Too
High — Members of Traffic Committee
Also Opposed to the Plan

G
i.'a; •
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How Columbia Artist Was Featured
her following and should result in a decided
increase in the sale of her already popular
Columbia recordings.
Gramophone

Fights

Go.

Statement

Gramophone Co., Ltd., London, reports for
the year ended June 30, 1928, net profit of
£1,104,098, after debenture sinking fund, interest, etc., comparing with £752,216 in the preceding
Afteramounting
payment to
of 5£5,000,
per'centbalance
preferenceyear.
dividend,
was £1,099,098, against £747,216 in the preceding year. Stock outstanding consists of 100,000 shares (par £1) of 5 per cent preference,
750,000 shares (par £1) of ordinary and 850,000
shares (par £1, of which 12s. is paid) of ordinary B.

The Eastern railroads' plan to double the
freight rates on phonographs electrically amplified was opposed by the Music Industries
Chamber of Commerce in a brief presented by
Alfred L. Smith, general manager, before the
Consolidated Classification Committee in New
York on Wednesday, October 17. The Chamber stated that the double first-class L. C. L.
rate, which will result if the proposed rates
are permitted to go into effect, are impossibly
high from a commercial standpoint and that it
would compel phonographs electrically amplified to bear a freight cost considerably higher
and all out of proportion to that on similar
competing products sold by music stores.
The following members of the Chamber
Traffic Committee also appeared and argued at
some length on their respective viewpoints:
L. R. Ahern, Columbia Phonograph Co.; W.
Hildebrand, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and L.
P. Siddons, Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Norman H. Lawton, of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., also a member of the Traffic
Committee, appeared before the Classification
Committee at the meeting that was held in Chicago the following week.
D. W.

May,

Inc., Expanding

D. W. May, Inc., Crosle3'-Amrad distributor,
of Newark, N. J., and the May Home Utilities,
an independent subsidiary, will shortly be
housed under one roof when the alterations to
the May headquarters at 380 Central avenue.
Newark, enlarging the quarters, are completed.
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Contest open to all in the
music-radio trades, except
those connected directly
with the Audak Company.
In the event of two or
more persons submitting
an identical winning name,
each will receive the stipulated prize.
Judges will be three impartial executives, only one
in the employ of this company.
Submit as many names as
you ivish. All suggestions
must be received before
midnight, December 2ith,
1928. Maii them to the
Company.
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AUDACHROME
and the other fine AUDAK
Reproducers. Itreproduces voice and music with all the vital
accessories so essential to real music (but which

are missed

or blurred by ordinary pick-ups). It makes the transformation from mechanical to electrical frequencies, with a
faithfulness never before achieved. These are some of the
ideas that may be embodied

or suggested in the new
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ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS
Every Audachrome and every
other Audak instrument bears
a protective tag like this —
your guarantee t

which

waited.

Revised Prices on
AUDAK

REPRODUCERS

Audachrome

■ • List

*12-50

Polyphase
Singlephase

"

$8-5°

"

s6-s°

Revelation

"

s5*so

Tremendously

Improved

SINGLEPHASE
Reduced

From

to $6.50 List

COMPANY
New

York

Acoustical

Apparatus

Since 1915"

ULTRA
$8.50

(-phonic)

Radio

Days

Boost

Sales

Go-operative
Action
of Association
Members
Builds Interest in Radio Sets
By W.
| A UT your radio where it can be seen and
heard constantly if you want it to be
P
successful," said M. A. Bonney, manager of the radio department of the Roat Music
Store, Battle Creek, Mich. On a pleasant afternoon in September, there was stationed at the
front of the store, where it could be heard by
all the passing throngs, a radio set which was
broadcasting orchestra music and concert selections continuously. Overhead were gay flying
pennants announcing "Radio Days."
"These Radio Days," said Mr. Bonney, "were
the result of a conference of the members of
the local Radio Dealers' Association, and were
designed to take the place of the Fall Radio
Show. It was felt that if the public could be
gotten into the various studios where radio
sets and cabinets were sold, and where their
operation could be explained under the most
favorable circumstances, much better results in
a business way could be obtained than by placing them all together in a big auditorium,
where there were countless other things to distract the attention of those in attendance. The
co-operation of one of the local papers was,
accordingly, secured, and it was agreed that for
a series of four afternoons and evenings all
of the members of our Association would tune
in on the local station controlled by the newspaper. Special artists were secured for the
four nights, and announcements were sent out

B. Stoddard

that for two hours each afternoon and evening
(he programs broadcast by station WKBP
could be heard in any of the salesrooms of
members of the Radio Dealers' Association.
The advertising expenses of this campaign, consisting of newspaper announcements, pennants,
stickers, etc., were borne by the Association,
and in addition most of the firms ran individual
ads, playing up their own particular type of
radio. Also the newspaper gave us several columns of news publicity each day, and aroused
the interest of the public to a high pitch.
"Of course, we had our windows dressed especially for the occasion, featuring several
types of radio, and inviting the public to come
in and hear the programs of the local and imported artists. The event was a big success,
and every evening, in particular, groups of radio
fans could be found wandering from store to
store, comparing the receptivity of the different
sets, which were all tuned in on the same local
broadcasting station.
"During this series of Radio Days we had
one fact brought very forcibly to our attention.
Interest is now centered almost exclusively in
the all-electric sets with everything attached to
the light socket except the aerial and ground.
These all-electric sets were strong on the market last year, but this season they have put the
battery into eclipse.
"We carry the Radiola, Atwater Kent and

Sparton, and find that each has its stanch adherents. Many feel the same loyalty as they
would for their favorite automobile. We made
a great effort to obtain complete lines of each
of the various types of sets we carry, and we
were unusually successful for the period of the
year, as many manufacturers are far behind
with their orders.
"We service all machines free for a period
of thirty days, after which regular charges are
made. This allows a legitimate profit, which
is not the case where free calls are made for
an While
indefinite
period." entertainment in the radio
the evening
department of the Roat store was confined to
the program offered by the Battle Creek station the programs in the afternoon, by the radio
stationed out front, embraced offerings broadcast from a number of stations at a distance,
thus giving the auditor a chance to observe how
readily distant points could be tuned in.
"There is no doubt that Radio Days — and
particularly Radio Nights, when the public can
compare the different sets broadcasting the
same program — are more satisfactory both to
the dealer and the public than the former plan
of crowding everyone into a hall," said Mr. Bonney. "I have met and talked with more people,
and found more real interest in radio manifested than during any previous radio event,
and there is no doubt of the benefit derived."
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pick-ups, these new
Oro-Tone Counter Balance Arms are constructed to properly
distribute the weight of

Model 1914-91
(Adjustable
Length) in

The Model 19V4-91 has the
exclusive Oro-Tone feature
of being adjustable in
length. Variations that
may occur when mounting
the arm in the machine
are easily corrected.
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the pick-up and to exactly meet all the requirements ofmounting
and playing position. Of attractive proportion and finish, they
add greatly to the eye value of even the finest machine.
The new model 19%-91 is mechanically correct in every respect.
Adjustable in length, it enables one to correct any variations
which may take place when mounting and bringing the needle
into proper position. This permits its use on machines of various
sizes and enables the manufacturer to carry but one arm for his
different models. A pivot bearing assures a free and easy swing
across the record without resistance.
The Model 16l/2 is especially well adapted for use in the larger
cabinet machines. Like the 19^4-91, it is designed for use with
pick-ups which require mounting against the back of the pick-up
case.
Cast of selected metal alloys, and built entirely in the Oro-Tone
plant, these exclusive Oro-Tone products have guaranteed
quality. Samples gladly
sent upon request to
Manufacturers, Jobbers
and Dealers. Wire or
write for catalog No. 15
which gives complete
description. The OroTone Model 19%-88C is
designed to fit pickups with side mounted
bracket.
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The Model 16Y2 is the correct arm for use in the
larger cabinet machines.
Note, here also, the special
Counter Balance feature.
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Nashville
Draws

Radio

Record

Show
Crowd

More Than 25,000 People Visited the
Exhibits of Twenty Dealers and Distributors— Program Broadcast
More than 25,000 people visited the exhibits
of twenty dealers and distributors at the Nashville Banner's second annual radio show which
was held at the Hippiodrome Building, recently.
On the last night of the show more than 15,000
people crowded into the big building, the
largest crowd to witness a like exhibit in Nashville since the introduction of radio as a household appliance. It not only drew the large
crowds, but was considered by the exhibitors
as the most successful show of its kind ever

held here. One of the finest entertainment
programs ever offered the Nashville public was
arranged for the occasion. The entire, entertainment program was broadcast over Nashville's three 5,000-watt broadcasting stations.
Prizes for the best displays in the show were
awarded. The first prize was won by CainSloan Co., dealers for Kolster, Majestic and
Freshman radios. Second prize was awarded
to Jones Pharmacy, dealers for Atwater Kent
and Crosley machines, and third prize, Radio
Shop, for RCA, Federal and Atwater Kent.
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The only portable equipped with a Double Spring Motor
listing at $20.
This TRX Two-Spring Motor was formerly used in a
nationally advertised machine listing at $35 and $50.
Plays three records with one winding.
Highly decorated record box in colors.
Full-sized piano hinge.
S-shaped, throw-back tonearm
ducer.
Covered with heavy DuPont
border effects.
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are no two wave about it.
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Sets

The public acceptance of higher-priced radio
sets is one of the most significant developments
in radio during the past few months, according
to Lester E. Noble, president of the Federal
Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., and vice-president
of the Radio Manufacturers' Association. Mr.
Noble pointed out that this represents wholehearted public confidence in radio quality.
"In the case of the Federal Ortho-sonic
line," said Mr. Noble, "more than half of our
orders call for receivers listing above $400.
Having survived the preliminary stages of
novelty and pure luxury, radio is fast entering
the group of home necessities and can never
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Eveready radio "B" batteries are being used
by the Arctic expedition organized by the
Northwest and Yukon branch of the Canadian
Department of the Interior.
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Engineering refinement — that sums up
Balkite Radio. Refinement that is obvious

been confined to the laboratory. A receiver to serve a market that has never

in the exterior elegance of the cabinets,

been properly served in radio before —
a market that increases your volume.

in the simplicity of the chassis, in the
Balkite A-o — The Table Model.
Walnut cabinet, by Berkey &
Gay.
Balkite A-3 — The same, in a simple, but sightly, all-metal case.
Balkite A-7 — Housed in a beautifully hand-carved walnut cabinet
by Berkey & Gay. Completely
equipped, including dynamic
speaker.
$175.00 to $450.00
Less tubes

quality of reception. Refinement that has
produced radio that is not competitive
with any other line you sell. Instead it
opens up a new market, the same market
that is served by a fine car.
Balkite gives you a higher unit of sale
to offer to that portion of the public that
demands finality in its purchases. A receiver to offer to those who want authentic furniture — Balkite

CABINETS
B Y

Berkey

G-'day

profit

is housed

by

Balkite is so simple, dependable

and

fool-proof that your profit is clear —
service is reduced to a minimum.
Again, Balkite makes your lowerpriced line easier to sell. Properly shown
and demonstrated it results not only in
direct Balkite sales, but raises the price
average
store.

of other purchases

Balkite

engineering

in your

refinement

Berkey & Gay. A receiver that duplicates in a simple engineering job the

brings your radio profit to a maximum.
Fansteel Products Company, Inc., North

kind of reception that heretofore

Chicago, Illinois.
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By Dr. Lee De Forest
Director of Research, DeForest Radio Co.

dcast an
IT is my conviction that the broa
has reached that crucial stage of its development when it must concern itself with
nt
rather than with innovation. With
refineme
the basic principles no* firmly established, we
can well afford to pause in our search for the
new and startling, and rather apply ourselves
whole-heartedly to the task of refining and perfecting the mass of ideas, principles and practical data already at our disposal. It is not to
be inferred that we know all there is to be
known about the principles of broadcasting;
indeed, we should always be on the lookout for
new and better principles. Nevertheless, I believe that both the radio industry and the great
radio audience will best be served if, during the
next few years, we devote our energies to the
hitherto neglected details of the art and to the
improvement of our existing equipment.
Limitless Field for Development
Let us consider the vacuum tube field, with
which I am necessarily most familiar. Although
I invented the original audion or three-element
vacuum tube as long ago as 1906, it was not
until quite recently that we began to give its
details the attention they justly deserved. And
even in the preliminary work we discovered
that, simple and efficient though the present
vacuum tube is, it still presents a virtually
limitless field for research and development.
For example, wc found that both the life and
the performance of the individual tube depend
upon the degree of vacuum attained. Yet, in
spite of this, manufacturers, forced to sell in a
ruthlessly competitive market, habitually slight
their pumping and sealing operations to a point
where the vacuum is. seriously impaired. Some
of the cheaper vacuum tubes offered to the public either start out with insufficient vacuum, or
soon become "gassy" due to the gases given
off by the metal parts, and to the absence of
an active chemical clean-up or "getter."
Let us study this vacuum matter for just a
moment, since it is the heart of the vacuum
tube and, for that matter, of broadcast reception. When you sell a vacuum tube you are
selling precisely that — a vacuum. The goodness of the vacuum tube depends upon the
goodness of the vacuum, fundamentally, although there are other requirements to be met,
discussed further on.
Engineers speak of the degree of vacuum in
terms of "microns." A micron is an infinitesimally low pressure; to be precise, it is but one
one-millionth part of the accepted atmospheric

pressure which is approximately 15 pounds
per square inch. The
"perfect" vacuum would,
of course, be represented
by zero microns, a theoretical ideal not achieved
in actual practice. The average incandescent
lamp, for example, has a vacuum or degree of
exhaust of about 150 microns, while that of the
average vacuum tube, subjected to a pumping
process of 72 seconds duration, is 90 microns.
The pressure in the vacuum tube, however, is
still further reduced by the action of the magnesium "getter," or chemical clean-up, to about
3 microns. It is therefore obvious that the getter
is depended upon to do most of the work of
evacuation; and if, as is ordinarily the case in
producing tubes at a competitive price, too
great a demand is made upon the getter, it
becomes chemically inactive and is unable to
clean up such gas as may be given off by the
metal parts during the actual operation of the
tube. This is the cause of a gassy tube, which
is noisy, erratic in operation, and cannot handlesufficient plate voltage for proper amplification.
In our efforts to produce a better vacuum
tube we have increased our pumping process
to 300 seconds. It will be noted that this reduces our production on a given exhausting
and sealing machine to one-quarter that of
manufacturers who pump for only seventy-two
seconds. However, we attain a vacuum of
about fifteen microns. The getter is depended
upon to reduce the pressure to one micron or
less, and because of the minimum amount of
gas and water vapor remaining in the tube after
I he prolonged pumping there is a sufficient
quantity of active getter remaining in the tube
throughout life for gas clean-up.
The Quest of the Vacuum
The quest of the best possible vacuum has
also led into elaborate and expensive degasification processes fur treating the metal parts
prior to assembly. Aletal, from the vacuumtube viewpoint, is really a sponge, soaked with
air and water vapor. In order to drive out
the air and water vapor we heat the metal
parts, such as grids and plates, to incandescence
in a furnace with a hydrogen atmosphere. The
metal sponges are now soaked with hydrogen,
which is an inactive gas. The degasified parts —
degasified in the sense of active gases — can be
handled for a day or two without becoming
clogged up with troublesome gases once more.
Since they are assembled into tubes within a
16

Dr. Lee De Forest
tew hours, they remain properly degasified.
Even at the time of exhausting the metal parts
of the tube are heated to incandescence by
means of high-frequenc3_ or bombardment coils,
so as to drive out the last trace of water vapor
and gas, if possible, just prior to sealing off
the tube. It is at this particular time that the
getter is flashed by the heat, and combines with
whatever gas may be present while in magnesium vapor form, only to be condensed on
the inner walls of the bulb as it cools off, resulting in the characteristic silver lining.
Importance of Materials
Filaments have presented an array of problems capable of engrossing the attention of
chemists and engineers for years to come.
Many manufacturers purchase their filament
and cathode materials in the open market. The
inevitable result of this policy is a wide variation in the characteristics of the completed
tubes, which variation, unfortunately, cannot be
detected until the tubes are finished and tested.
Accordingly, we have established a chemical
laboratory of our own, in charge of a recognized filament specialist, for the purpose of
making filaments and cathodes or AC heaters
for our own use. This work goes back to the
essential ingredients, chemically pure, which are
weighed on delicate chemist's scales and mixed
in laboratory mixing drums. Since little enough
material is required for the individual filament
the work takes the form of a delicate laboratory process. In fact, a pound of oxide coating
material is sufficient for thousands of tubes.
Nevertheless this process requires more care
than if tons of material were being handled.
The mechanical construction of vacuum tubes
has shown itself to be in need of much improvement. Regardless of how carefully and
how accurately the elements of a tube may be
spaced at the time of assembly the usual construction issuch that they invariably shift during the course of shipping and handling. The
displacement of the elements results in a
change of tube characteristics. Therefore, the
delicate receiving circuits, designed with certain and definite tube characteristics in mind,
are apt to be seriously impaired when supplied
with tubes of uncertain characteristics.
(Continued on page 20)
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By /. K. Rodgers

THE Home Radiophone Co. has agencies
in four country towns located in Riley
County, Kan. The firm features a nationally advertised line of radio and, through
energetic effort, is capturing the country trade
throughout its territory. During recent months
the firm sold and installed about 125 sets. Farmers in this territory show a disposition to place
quality ahead of price when buying radio; when
the Home Radiophone Co. began operations
most of the local farmers wanted cheap outfits.
Early in its career the Home Radiophone
Co. found that in order to boost sales to a
profitable volume it was essential to win the
confidence and goodwill of local farmers, many
of whom regarded radio as a luxury, chiefly
adapted for rich city people. The firm's first
move was to establish its sales agencies in
stores that were popular with farm folks, and
which would permit the demonstration of quality radio to many new prospects each week. As
an example, the agency at Riley is located in
the one drug store, which is a favorite headquarters for farmers, many of whom remain
there until late in the evening. Many of the
firm's customers were recruited from prospects
who listened to programs at the Riley store.
In the meantime, the Home Radiophone Co.
began its advertising campaigns in country
town newspapers. Advertising rates in local
papers are moderate, and the firm finds it advantageous to use liberal space. Each adver-

SELL

tisement is published with the view to inducing
farmers to install radio sets without delay, and
to convert them to the fact that quality equipment invariably results in the greatest profit
and satisfaction.
Here are samples of the firm's sales messages
which have proved effective for boosting sales:
There is no substitute for radio. It is the only thing
that will bring the world to your door, living, breathing,
in action. Your newspaper brings the world to you
inanimate — after things have happened. But you can
turn your dial and the world springs into action for
you here — there— anywhere. And the world gives you of
its best through radio — the pleasant, worth while, the
educational, the instructive, the entertaining.
Special attention is given to publishing
"copy" which reminds farmers that they are
behind the times as long as they dispense with
quality radio:
A home without a radio set is a home isolated in
comparison to a home with a set. You miss too much
when you have no radio. And it applies to all ages —
it is relaxation and pleasure. And don't forget its
benefits to the children. It helps bind the home together.
The firm finds that advertising, alone, won't
make many sales. It is necessary to follow up
advertising campaigns with vigorous canvassing
effort. One trained radio salesman devotes all
of his time to visiting prospects and conducting
demonstrations. He is assisted by several "subagents," recruited from the ranks of pleased
customers, who work under his supervision.
The Home Radiophone Co. finds the main
essential in selling farmers is to awaken the
interest of prospects to the extent where they

fHONOGMPH

argued that they couldn't afford radio sets
quickly changed their minds after listening to
a few programs. It is the experience of this
firm that practically every farmer can find the
money to buy a radio set; this is why it pays
to keep on the trail of rural prospects until
they agree to have sets installed in their homes.
Special attention is given to handling used
sets taken in trade for new outfits. A number
of the firm's first patrons bought small sets,
and later on decided they needed larger outfits
with all the up-to-date improvements. Used
sets are taken in trade at a fair valuation, and
are sold to prospects who desire to enjoy radio
programs at minimum expense.
This slogan is broadcast in each advertisement published by the Home Radiophone Co.:
"We have the service to keep your good will."
A well-equipped service car is maintained by
the firm, and the most remote customer doesn't
have to wait long when he needs the aid of an
experienced service man. It is the firm's experience that rural patrons are so appreciative of
expert service and quality equipment that it
pays to make special effort to build up a competent sales and service organization.

SYMPHONIC

For those who want the finest reproducer that
can be made, we present the Low-Loss Symphonic Reproducer, the result of the most painstaking experiments and trials. Exquisitely made,
it is encased in a handsome bronze finished
housing, with nickel or gold plated centerpiece.
LOW

are willing to have sets installed in their homes
on trial. "Good prospects" are invited to use
sets for a week without any charge. After enjoying radio programs for a week very few
farm families are willing to have the sets removed! In fact, several prospects who formerly

A remarkable reproducer at a remarkable price.
Beautifully finished in polished nickel or gold
plate. A great seller.
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PHOMDRAPH REPRODUCER
MADE BY_ SYMPHONIC
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"Symphonic
independent

This is the $8.00 number that has been so popular with phonograph dealers everywhere. A wonderful reproducer whose performance is so unusual that it sells immediately on demonstration.
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The Artophone Corporation
427 Santa Fe Bldg., Dallas, Texas
TEXAS
OKLAHOMA
The Artophone Corporation
803 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
MISSOURI
KANSAS
OKLAHOMA
The Artophone Corporation
McCall Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.
ARKANSAS
TENNESSEE
MISSISSIPPI
LOUISIANA
The Artophone Corporation
1624 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
MISSOURI
ILLINOIS
KENTUCKY
Braiterman Fedder Company
414-416 E. Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.
MARYLAND
PENNSYLVANIA
VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA
DELAWARE
NORTH CAROLINA
Cleveland Phonograph Co.
3919 Payne Ave., Cleveland. Ohio
OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA
Davitt & Hanser Music Co.
304 Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Mexican

Kalispell Mercantile Company
Kalispell, Montana
MONTANA
Kapp Music Company
2308 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
ILLINOIS
MICHIGAN
WISCONSIN
INDIANA
IOWA
Listenwalter & Gough, Inc.
819 E. First St., Los Angeles, Cal.
CALIFORNIA
Listenwalter & Gough, Inc.
325 Fifth St., San Francisco, Cal.
CALIFORNIA
Northwestern Phono. & Supply Co.
479 St. Peter
St., St. Paul, Minn.
MINNESOTA
WISCONSIN
NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH
IOWA DAKOTA
Sterchi Brothers
23rd and Evergreen Ave.
Jacksonville, Fla.
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E. E. Forbes & Sons Piano Co.
1922 Third Ave., Birmingham, Ala.
ALABAMA
GEORGIA
SOUTH CAROLINA
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RETAIL radio merchandising has reached
the point where the problem of trade-in
is one that can no longer be ignored.
While there are some dealers who are so fortunately situated that they can afford to be
little concerned over making allowances on old
and more or less obsolete models, the fact remains that any dealer who expects to create
volume business among the masses of the people in his community must develop some tradein plan that will at least give him an even
break in the factor of profitable selling.
The Radio Outlet Store
We have met the problem as it applies to our
particular business by the recent opening of
what we call the Radio Outlet Store. This
establishment, located in one of the best shopping sections of Fourteenth street in New York,
at one stroke has cleared up the problem of disposal of trade-in sets and also those sets we
are compelled from time to time to repossess
for one reason or another.
In the first place, by centralizing our stock
of trade-in sets we clear the floors of our five
stores in New York City, Baltimore and Washington of these old sets. This is more important
than at first appears, for experience has proved
to us that it is practically impossible to resell
this merchandise at a profit, no matter how much
care is taken in shaving the allowance down to
the minimum, in the stores where the attractive
new merchandise is displayed and sold. The
old simply will not mix with the new, in this
case, at least. Secondly, if we were to attempt
to sell trade-ins at the various stores we would
have to devote valuable space to their display.
Third, our sales organization would have to
give valuable time to moving this merchandise.
Fourth, each individual establishment would
have to advertise in order to move this old
stock. This expense and effort can be put to
more profitable use by concentrating on the
sale of new merchandise, for after all, here is
where our profit lies.
Thus, the opening of the Outlet Store is
proving efficacious in not only facilitating the
disposal of the trade-in sets but by removing
these sets from our other stores the sale of new
merchandise in these establishments has been increased to an appreciable degree. Because there
is now a definite place for the disposal of
trade-ins we are enabled to make a better allowance to the customer. This is true for the
reason that we are now actually selling the
trade-ins instead of accumulating them. Sales
of new merchandise, as has been remarked, are
increasing. By establishing the store we have
eliminated the high overhead of handling and
selling trade-ins in other stores. Last but not
least, the Radio Outlet Store is located in a
section where the sale of this type of merchandise offers the least resistance. In other
words, there are many people in the immediate
district who may desire to own a radio set but
who cannot afford to purchase a new model,
and this despite the convenience of the instalment plan of paying for the purchase.
Making the Allowance
Of course, the greatest danger in taking old
sets in trade is in making a too liberal allowance. We have come to the conclusion that
the fairest allowance to us is to place a trade-

g

Frederick

Trade-in
P. Altschul

in value of 10 per cent of the purchase price
of the new instrument on the old set. The allowance, therefore, depends almost entirely on
the cost of the new set being purchased. This,
we have found, strikes the customer as fair and
we seldom have an argument over the allowance. Another thing, very often the prospective

Frederick P. Altschul
customer is influenced to purchase a better set
on the strength of the increased allowance, considering that by so doing he will be making a
more advantageous buy. This is, in a sense,
very true, but on the other hand our margin of
profit is greater in ratio to the increase of the
purchase price.
In our various stores we take in trade between sixty-five and seventy sets each week.
These sets are shipped to the Radio Outlet
from the various stores once a month, thus
making it impossible to accumulate the tradeins at any store and at the same time providing
a stock for the Radio Outlet that consists of an
almost endless variety of models, ranging in
Vital

Factor

in

Radio's
Progress
(Continued from page 16) ,
No matter what the research and engineering ma}' be, a vacuum tube can be no better
than the workmanship and materials entering
into its construction. Fortunately, the workmanship is mainly a question of good workers,
conscientiously trained and carefully supervised. Materials must be selected with care.
It is a fact that certain types of vacuum tubes
with a notoriously short life could be made
with a life of 2,000 to 3,000 hours if provided
with molybdenum instead of nickel grids and
plates, at a cost of perhaps 25 cents over the
the usual cost. It is well known that the improper inspection of the raw materials entering
vacuum-tube production often results in poor
tubes, for obviously the tubes can be no better
than the materials that 20go to make them. In

price from a few dollars to a considerable
figure and giving prospective purchasers a wide
selection in all lines of radios.
Of course, to make the Radio Outlet Store
pay its way we had to establish definite policies
relating to operation and sales. In the first
place the fixed charges of store operation had
to be cut to the bone. Therefore, instead of a
sales force the assistant to the service manager
takes care of the Outlet sales. The business
has been placed on a strictly cash basis. We will
not sell a trade-in on the instalment plan. We
cannot afford to do this and at the same time
keep the prices of trade-ins within reason. The
expense of collections and bookkeeping would
be too great. Another rule that has reduced
the operating cost tremendously is that customers for trade-ins must remove their purchase
from the premises. In other words, it is a cash
and carry proposition. Included in the Outlet
stock are table models, large and small, and
some large cabinet models. When a customer
purchases a set that he cannot move he must
engage the service of an express man to deliver the goods and he also must pay any charge
incidental thereto. This is a real economy.
Another point, we do not spend time and
money testing, repairing and polishing these
sets. The customer buys "as is" and there is
no comeback on the score that the set will not
work. That is up to the customer. We want
no comebacks nor do we want to be bothered
with servicing this old stuff. The customer
understands that he takes a chance. On out
part we have priced the sets so low that the
customer can afford to spend a few dollars to
put the set in shape and still have a bargain.
We give as square a deal as possible and our
years in business in this district have built
prestige for us that makes this generally
understood by the public.
While it is not possible for the dealer who
operates a single store to open a separate establishment for the sale of trade-ins the principles of disposal remain unchanged; namely, the
lowest possible allowance; quick sales through
very low resale price; no waste of money by
repairing, etc., cash sales, and no service.
brief, it is the workmanship plus the materials
plus the inspection that totals up as the completed tube.
Taking the usual standard types of vacuum
tubes, remarkable results have been obtained
by way of higher efficiency, lower filament consumption, minimum background noise, longer
life and more rigidly maintained characteristics.
However, further research and engineering
must soon lead to new tubes for special purposes, such as improved dry-battery tubes, better AC tubes and so on. It does seem now
as though the surface of vacuum-tube possibilities has hardly been scratched.
J. W.

Horton

in New

Post

Cambridge, Mass., November 7.— Announcement
is made by the General Radio Co., of this city,
to the effect that T. Warren Horton has joined
that organization in the capacity of chief engineer. Mr. Horton has had a wide experience.
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of advertisements,

like those reproduced

above, will appear in leading magazines
month

and news-

papers throughout the United States during the
of December. They will blanket the nation,

penetrate every important home,
masses of Christmas buyers.

and

reach
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All through the year, Victor's nation-wide advertising has been building up buying interest in
Victor products. Now
army

of advertising
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buying urge, during the most profitable season of
the year. The sales pressure they exert is going to
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Automatic

Synchronization

Is
Television's
Big
Need
Heart of Present-Day Television Is Nipkow Scanning Disk, a Rotating, Circular,
Perforated Plate — Speed of Disk Determined by Images Per Second
(Editorial Note: This is the third of a series of six
authoritative articles on the status of television experiments. The articles are sponsored by the Radio Manufacturers Association, Inc., ana written by R. P. Clarkson, an
outstanding radio author. These articles are designed to
give complete information on Television, truthfully and
authoritatively, from the Radio Manufacturers Association,
which includes nearly 300 radio manufacturers. The
RMA recently concluded an exhaustive survey of television
and the articles by Mr. Clarkson are the result.)

wing gap between telepreseas nt narroiment
for amateurs and
vision an exper
as a completed product for home use will
be realized by consideration of the various
television systems now being developed.
THE

The much-publicized television systems of
modern inventors have one by one been discarded and in every instance the heart of all
present-day experimental devices on the market
and contemplated is the Nipkow scanning disk,
which dates back to 1883. It is a rotating circular plate perforated by tiny peek holes arranged
in a spiral near the edge. It must be flat and
well balanced, and is practically of metal, such
as aluminum or brass. The speed of this disk
is always determined by the number of images
per second sent out by the transmitting station.
Where there is but one spiral of holes in the

EXQUISITE
DISTINCTION

Amazing

Buckeye Console Cabinets are exquisite examples of the cabinet-maker's
art. They are made of selected Walnut
and fine American gum woods, the
grains carefully and expertly matched.
Finished in beautiful hand-rubbed
lacquer; decorated simply but richly
with carving, marqueterie, or antique
brass.
Small wonder, then, that discriminaBUCKEYE

Economy

ting buyers prefer the outward beauty
of Buckeye cabinets for their homes.
Appearance is 2556 of your sales battle
— and vou can buy no finer cabinet
beauty than Buckeye furniture — although you can, and probably do, pay
a great deal higher price.
Write today for complete information,
attractive illustrations, and price lists.
Learn how Buckeye Radio Furniture
will help to sell your receiving sets.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
'
'
SPRINGFIELD,
National Sales Agent, Studner Bros., Inc., Neiv York City,
67 West 44th St.; Chicago, III., 28 East Jackson Blvd.
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disk a single revolution results in one complete
scanning operation and thus one completed
image. If there are ten images per second transmitted the disk must make ten revolutions per
second, or 600 revolutions per minute. With 16
images per second, the disk speed would be
960 R. P. M.. With 21 images per second, the
disk speed must be 1260 R. P. M. The actual
required speed must be such as to keep in step
with the disk at the transmitter, which, of
course, may vary slightly from instant to innizing.
stant. This keeping in step is called synchroThe one great need of present-day experimental devices is some automatic way of synchronizing. Ifthere is a wire connection between transmitter and receiver, as was the case
in all public demonstrations at the various radio
shows and elsewhere, synchronizing is comparatively simple, for a common source of electric current may be used for both motors and
the motors may be of the synchronous type,
which, in brief, means that neither can change
its speed without equally changing the speed
of the other at the same time. But where
there is no wire connection s3rnchronizing must
be done by the skill and alertness of the operator utilizing some form of motor speed control. To keep an image "in frame" by hand
control for more than a few seconds at a time
is considered even by experts as a very considerable feat. This may be readily understood by
a consideration of the figures involved.
We have already said that the speed per
second of the disk is the number of pictures
per second. We must also point out that the
number of holes in the spiral is equal to the
number of "lines" in the image. This number
is usually 24 or 48 with a tendency towards
the larger number as making a much better
picture. The average newspaper photograph
screen is 63 lines per inch, and the usual magazine illustration runs between 120 and 160 lines
per inch. At this point it is well to notice that
in television the lines are per image, not per
inch. The per inch figure depends upon how
large you make the received image. That is
in turn, determined by the "pitch" of the spiral,
the radial distance between the inside hole and
the outside hole. This is usually about one
inch and a quarter, resulting in something over
36 lines per inch.
Now to get back to synchronizing by hand.
The holes in the spiral described will each be
about one-thirty-sixth of an inch in diameter
and spread apart on the disk one-forty-eighth
of the circumference of the disk. Hence, running at 10 revolutions per second with 48 holes
to the revolution, an error in speed of one-fourhundred-and-eightieth part of a second will
throw the picture out of frame, by lowering it
or raising it one line. An error of less than
that, or more than that, may result in no picture at all because the opaque part of the disk
between the holes will be crossing the receiving lamp when the flickers that form the image
are being made by the incoming signal. It
must also be remembered that at the start it
is necessary to keep adjusting the speed by
these minute amounts in order to finally get
the first hole of the receiving disk going across
the glow lamp at exactly the same instant as
the first hole of the transmitting disk. Then
the speed must be held absolutely in step with
the transmitting disk speed, which is never absolutely constant to the five-hundredth part of
a second.
All this is very technical, no doubt, but it
illustrates in the most simple way the difference
between television as an experimental pastime
and television as entertainment for the home.
One inventor has compared holding an image in
frame with steering an automobile. To carry
out this illustration, we must ask what pleasure
there would be in automobile driving if the
relaxation of intense concentration on steering
for the five-hundredth part of a second would
ditch the car? That point would be reached at
{Continued on page 25)
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No. 5 RED-CAP

The brilliant red frame casting is your protection. Look for it.

The United Pick-Up
A superior pick-up . . . double the volume you
find in ordinary products of this kind . . . tone
quality which is real electrical reproduction.
The "Super-Magnet" of the United pick-up
is the secret of its tremendous success. Retails for only $16.50 complete with arm, cord,
today and
! volume control. Send for sample . . .
plug,
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a price. Leading manufacturers, quick to recognize its
superiority, are today adopting the Red-Cap for their fine
cabinet jobs. The red color of the frame casting identifies
it. Look for this motor. It is your definite assurance of
recognized, accepted value and faultless, true performance.
Over 150,000 phonograph cabinets of the better type
were equipped with the United No. 5 last season . . .
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Look
cabinet

proven performance!

It is your

Manufacturers, dealers and jobbers everywhere are building large volume and solid good-will with United products. We will gladly send you samples and quotations
on request.
Mail the coupon below . . . today!

protection!

NEVER before has there been a motor that gives
you so much dollar for dollar value. The secret
of its excellence lies in the United design and construction. Built entirely of United parts, in our own
spacious factory, the No. 5 (Red-Cap) sets a new
standard of performance in the field. Improved
triple worm gear
and specially

MANUFACTURERS

designed governor enables it to
play

six
tions selecon one
winding with a
smoothness and
quietness never
before achieved
in a motor selling
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The new United No. 5 (Red-Cap) is now
available at a new price — astonishingly
low for such intrinsic value and splendid performance. Dollar for dollar it
represents the greatest value in the
field today. Send for samples and equip
your cabinets with this motorknown, appreciated, and
wanted by your jobbers
and dealers.
Use the y/^.C0
o^vN
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below
^S^^K^
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The United No. 2 for Better Portables
The most modern of portable motors is the United No. 2 . .
sturdy, silent, strong pulling and durable.
Lasting power]
which revolves the turntable vigorously and at an absolutely
uniform speed. The No. 2 has all the United features, insuring perfect performance ... an important sales point!
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THIS is the time for action— not words.
We have
an astonishing new speaker — in tone quality and
volume — undoubtedly as fine as anything you've
ever heard— with a retail list price of only $15.00, and
a most liberal margin of profit for Dealers and Jobbers!

All we ask you to do is to hear the new Quam Speaker
-today. You'll be convinced in a moment that this
is the speaker which will bring you volume business
of the kind you want. Perfect for A. C. and battery
operated sets.
Beautifully Finished,
Performance
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Size

DEALERS — Wire us today for samples, if your
local jobber has not as yet been supplied.
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JOBBERS — Wire us today for sample shipment, if you have not already done so.
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MANUFACTURERS— Send today for samples
of units shown below.
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Beautiful clock-type Speaker, attractively faced in
gold silk, with sturdy gold bronze lacquered steel
base and frame, only °V2 inches in diameter.
Convenience — beauty— and performance plus!
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Model 1

Model A— List Price 817.50
Attractive lacquered steel base and
frame of gold bronze finish. sturdily
built, faced in gold silk, size 13
inchcsin diameter— lasting beauty I

Model 3

Model 2

Units fitted exactly for attractive cabinets. Model 1
has unit and cone complete in lacquered steel drum
with silk screen. Model 3 is unit complete with
cone and mounting bracket. Model 2. unit complete with cone in lacquered steel drum, but without
silk screen. All priced right for manufacturers" use.
ufteJfeur

Quam

Radio

Corporation
9707 Cottage Grove Ave.
Chicago, 111.
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! Q»am Radio Corporation.
i 9705 Cottage Grove Avenue. Chicago, III.
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Radio
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Trade

Convention

Assn.
in

Buffalo

Gathering Will Be Held February 18-19-20 at Hotel Statler— Endorse Move to Secure
Legislation Regarding Removal of Serial Number Plates — Commend Commission
Preliminary plans were discussed for the
convention which will be held February 18-1920, 1929, in Buffalo, at a recent meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Federated Radio
Trade Association, and it was decided that
the first day would be devoted to committee
meetings and general assembly work; the second day to separate meetings of jobbers, dealers and manufacturers' representatives, and the
third day to a general meeting with the election
of directors and officers. Buffalo has made
reservation for the Hotel Statler, and has
started preparation to entertain the visiting
radio trade.
An idea of prime importance to the industry
which was started by the Wholesalers' Association and which was discussed and endorsed
by the entire board was that of a serial number
act to make it a misdemeanor to remove or deface serial numbers on radio merchandise.
The Board of Directors voted a resolution
to be sent to the Federal Radio Commission

Synchronization

Is

Problem

Television

{Continued from page 24)
a speed of travel of about 3,600 miles per hour.
Anyone who stood up under the strain of steering at that speed for even ten seconds would
feel that it was something less than the most
desirable form of home entertainment.
This scanning disk is not only the heart of
to-day's experimental apparatus, but is the basis
of most of the almost insuperable obstacles to
advancement. The limitations of the disk were
recognized as long ago as 1908, and in that
year, but more fully in 1911, the distinguished
English scientist, A. A. Campbell Swinton, set
forth the idea of using the cathode ray impinging on a screen and controlled in its scanr
ning movement by magnetic fields supplied with
constant frequency from the transmitting station. In present-day development this would
mean receiving the signals of one wave length
and synchronizing receiver with transmitter by
a constant signal on another wave length. With
general adoption it might result in establishinga general synchronizing station to which all

and thank them for their untiring efforts to
provide better » broadcasting throughout the
United States. It was felt that while their reallocation plan might be hard on certain broadcasting stations yet the Commission had the
interest of the entire country at heart and were
doing the best as they saw it. They recommended that no action be taken to delay the
reallocation and that no opinions be stated until after the plan had been put into practical
operation for at least sixty days — the time
necessary for a thorough workout.
Reports of the various sections were made
showing the activities and growth of the Radio
Wholesalers' Association, the Radio Retailers'
Association and the Manufacturers' Representatives' Section of the Federated.
The executive offices announced the application of the Radio Trade Association of Southern California, which now gives the Federated
the two prominent trade associations on the
West Coast as members.
receivers could be attuned. That is one possibility. Another form of television system much
discussed involves use of mirrors oscillated
and controlled by magnetic devices. This suggestion goes back to the early days of this
century as does also the suggestion of the employment of a magnetically controlled shutter,
as a string galvanometer for example, in place
of the revolving shutter or disk.
These and a multitude of other devices have
appeared and faded awa3r. To-day, with the
more sensitive photo-electric cell and with the
highly responsive neon glow lamp, all of these
old methods are being carefully investigated
anew. So far the rotating shutter or Nipkow
disk has the great advantage of simplicity and
ruggedness. It is objectionable because it requires a motor and outside source of power,
the motor needing speed control. If the disk
is made small, the holes are small and cut off
much light. If the disk is made large it is
cumbersome and unsuited to living room conditions although not objectionable in the labora-

Radio

Table

D.
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tory. All of these objections could be forgiven,
however, if a simple, automatic means of synchronizing under all conditions could be
arranged. The synchronous motor is not a
solution except for local reception where studio
and home are supplied from a common source
of electricity.

Stromberg-Carlson
Featured
in Display
Highway Motor Supply Co. Features
Receiver and Speaker in Attractive Setting at a Very Small Cost
Chicago, III., November 7. — The Highway Motor Supply Co., of this city, authorized Strom-

Artistic Stromberg-Carlson Display
berg-Carlson radio dealer, firmly believes in the
merit of attractive window displays as increasing the volume of business. The display which
is herewith illustrated is an excellent example
of the manner in which this company presents
its products to the public, always attractive, although frequently the display is inexpensive.
The background is composed entirely of
solid black crepe paper. Over the StrombergCarlson No. 635 receiver is a half moon of rainbow colors which brightens up the entire window and draws attention to the receiver and
the speaker that are featured. The proprietors
of the Highway Motor Supply Co. state that
sales have been satisfactory and a fine prospect
list is being built up from this display alone.
C. A. Hanssen & Bro., Brooklyn, N. Y., were
recently incorporated at Albany to deal in
musical instruments. The new company has a
capita! stock of $5,000.

Voltmeters

Ranges:— 7 50-250-10 volts
250-50 volts and 200-8 volts
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The Weston Model 489 — 1000 ohms per volt
— D. C. Voltmeter is a general utility instrument suitable for the measurement of
all D. C. voltages within its range. Its incorporation into a circuit will not affect the
operation of associated equipment because
of its high internal resistance and low current consumption.
This instrument facilitates the adjustment
of the B-Voltage of B-Eliminator equipped
receivers so as to produce best receiver
operation. As a filament voltmeter it affords a very accurate reading — as a B-Eliminator Voltmeter it indicates the true B
power unit output, since it does not affect
the operation of the device — as a grid bias
voltmeter it permits accurate adjustment
of the grid bias resistance. The low current consumption of the meter does not
materially influence the plate current flowing through the C bias resistor.

WESTON
RADIO
INSTRUMENTS

A voltmeter of this type is imperative
when adjusting the B voltage for A. C.
tubes. The B potential flexibility of
A. C. tubes is very limited and B potentials must be accurately adjusted, otherwise the voltage
ripple or
will and
be
excessive.
The Model
489"hum"
is small
compact — has a black moulded bakelite
case. Weight, only 11 ounces. Rugged,
accurate and a most useful instrument
for the serviceman. Also a most popular
item for over-the-counter sales.
WESTON

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
606 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, N. J.
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FW- 227
DETECTOR AMPLIFIER
(AC Heater)
2.5 Volts Plate
1.75 Amperes

AMPLIFIER
FWX-226
(AC Filament)
1.051.5Amperes
Volts
Plate
180 Volts (Maximum)
List Price #2.25
Special
process
outside
coatedof fila
ment prevents possibility
any •
change in operating characteristics.

180 Volts (Maximum)
List Price $4.00
A rugged hum-free AC tube using a new
type of cathode element which heats
up with remarkable rapidity and is
able to stand voltage fluctuations without impairing its life.

The difference between radio tubes is in their design and the care with which they are made. With Raytheon tubes, the careful, painstaking methods of the laboratory are used in both their design and making.
Note the sturdy "4 pillar" construction firmly cross-anchoring the filament top and bottom.
This is what keeps the filament in alignment, makes the tube non-microphonic and insures longer life.
And because of their sturdy construction, Raytheon tubes stand voltage overload.
We call them healthy tubes because the Raytheon superior construction insures that there will be no
weaklings, but uniform tubes that will give efficient, satisfactory service from the first to the last day di
their extraordinary long life.

FULL
WAVE
RECTIFIER
RaX
-280
5.0 Volts Plates
2.0 Amperes
300 Volts AC
(Maximum)
•125 Ampere Output
DC (Maximum)
List Price $4.25
Special rigid construction results in
equal rectification for both halves of
the AC wave insuring smoother current. Also provided with an extra heavy
filament to insure longer life.

R®X AMPLIFIER
- I7I-A
POWER
5.0 Volts Plate
.25 Ampere
180 Volts (Maximum)
List Price $2.75
For use in last audio stage only.
New process long life oxide
coated filament and rugged
mechanical construction.

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

■ CAMBRIDGE,

MASS.

"Wrinkles
Sates
ing
timParking
i t
J.Prci
W, Jenkins
Co. Provides
Space for Its Customers — New York Retailer Features Artists in Window and Boosts Record Demand — Several Methods of Securing Prospects for Radios — Striking Dealer Automobile — Canvassing
The service which a merchant renders to his
customers can take any one of a hundred or
more forms. Courtesy on the part of the sales
force, prompt attention to complaints and requests for inspection or repair of an instrument
that was purchased, frequent letters telling of
new releases of records or new styles of instruments and similar moves on the part of the
dealer are what is commonly construed as
"giving service to customers." The J. W. Jenkins Co., well-known music house of Kansas
City, recently instituted a policy which is an
undoubted service to its customers and which
should result in bringing much good will to
the establishment. In conjunction with thirty
other retail merchants the Jenkins store will
provide patrons with two hours' free parking in
any one of three downtown garages in return
for a purchase of $1 or more. The customer
presents his parking check to be stamped by
the cashier when the purchase is made and
presentation of this check at the garage automatically cancels the charges.
Featuring

Artists

An eye-arresting feature of a recent window
display of the Associated Music Publishers,
Inc., Forty-second street and Broadway, New
York City, Columbia phonograph dealer, was a
line of some eighteen or twenty photographs of
leading Columbia recording artists attached to
the window just above the heads of the average observer. Autographed pictures of Paul
Whiteman, Ted Lewis, Lee Morse, Ben Selvin
and artists of similar fame smiled down on the
passers-by and caused them in most cases to
come closer and view the remainder of the
photographs which extended around a corner
of the window and practically to the door of
this enterprising retail establishment.
Getting Prospects
The methods used by dealers throughout the
country in securing new prospects vary to a
great degree, as is shown by the policies of

the three following Atwater Kent dealers, all
of whom have won success by the means employed. The Foster Repair Shop, of Mt.
Blanchard, O., is a firm believer in personal
calls as bringing the best results, together with
constantly keeping the store and products before the public's eye. The car in which Mr.
Foster makes his calls is equipped with an

Send

in Ideas

Associated Radio, Atwater Kent dealer of Los
Angeles, Cal., has a different plan. He has the
iceman and the milkman acting as census
takers, telling what families have radio sets,
whether or not they are electric sets and how
long the various families have had the instruments. He also has the local barber, doctors
and dentists acting as salesmen referring customers and live prospects to him.
A

! !

Perhaps in conducting your
business you make use of some
unusual method in selling radio, talking machines, records
or accessories, or perhaps your
method of servicing is out of
the ordinary. If these ideas
have proved successful, send
us a note telling of them.
Photographs

will add

interest.

illuminated sign so that even at night the name
of the establishment is visible on the rear panel.
When a new shipment of Atwater Kent receivers reaches the store Mr. Foster has a photograph placed on postcards which he sends to
prospects. In this manner they see his store
front and are impressed by the volume of business which the store is doing. Hess Bros., Atwater Kent dealers of Rockford, 111., use demonstrations inand out of the home to bring in
the prospects. Recently salesmen went up to
the Sundstrand Adding Machine Co., put an
electric set on a stand outside of an entrance
when all employes came out, let them play it.
and then the salesmen went through the crowd,
lining prospects up for home demonstrations.
Seven live prospects were secured, out of which
five sales should be developed. C. J. Sketch, of

ELECTRIC

FALIC

CASE — master builder of fine radio — offers a
complete line of 7 and
Neutrodynes whose
beauty and low price
money maker for live

8 rube super-powered, AC
sensational performance,
have made this line a big
dealers.

A set for every type of buyer — from $98 to
S500 — and each a greater value.
A

THE GLORITONE
Radio's supreme
ment. The finermusical
CASE instruNinetube Neutrodyne (including rectifier) in combination with electric phonograph. D y n a m t c
speaker.uriousLoop
operated.
Luxcabinet, gold
<&Cr\r\
fitted. Less tubes.. ZpJW

Real

Dealer

Franchise

If you're interested in sets that will outperform your
competition and offer greater profits that help you build
a bigger business and make more money drop us a
line today.

Ivan E. Meyers "Traveling" Ad
through which he passed. Mr. Meyers made
the trip in his white billboard advertising car
which carries the message of "Edisonic Music."
Other signs called attention to "The New Voice
of the Skies" and "Staticless Radio by Mr.
Edison." The accompanying photograph shows
the Meyer "billboard on wheels" as it appeared
at night — eye-arresting despite the darkness.
Doorbell Ringing
Every so often the question of canvassing as
a method of sales promotion is brought to the
fore when the experience of some dealer demonstrates that the doorbell ringing style of
merchandising has greatly increased his volume
of business. That canvassing when properly
employed will increase sales has been proved
many times. One of the most recent examples
is that of the C. J. Heppe & Son Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., which started the plan of selling
direct to the customer in July, using trucks to
carr}r the merchandise for immediate demonstrations to interested prospects. The plan has
been so overwhelmingly successful that fifteen
extra workers were added last month and more
trucks were assigned to the delivery service
which accompanies the canvassers in their
work of combing the territory covered by
this live dealer for business.

ELECTRIC
CORP.
Division United States Electric Corp.
MARION,

INDIANA
28

Walthal

Store

Opened

The Walthal Electric Corp., New York City,
recently opened a new store on Pitkin avenue
in the Brownsville section of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and has leased a store at 2521 Broadway,
Brooklyn, to be opened soon. The Pitkin
avenue store is the ninth in the Walthal chain
covering Greater New York.
Opens

Branch

in Spokane

The Columbia Stores Co., wholesale distributor of radio, phonographs and records, with
business quarters in Denver, Col., and Salt
Lake, Utah, has opened an establishment in
Spokane, Wash., for the distribution of Columbia phonographs, records and radio. The store
is located at South 163 Howard street.
Radio

CASE

Ad

Ivan E. Me3rers, Edison dealer of Le Roy,
Minn., was an interested visitor to the annual
radio showT in Chicago last month and took
advantage of his trip to bring Edison products
before the eyes of the residents of the territory-

New
THE COMPACT
A Profit Leader. Eight tubes
(.including rectifier). Full AC
operation; single dial control;
artistic wood cabinet. Three
tuned stages. Complete <CQQ
Cf»fO
(less tubes)

Mobile

Show

in Birmingham

The annual Alabama radio and electrical
show was held at the Municipal Auditorium,
Birmingham, Ala., from October 23 to 27. Admission was free to the general public and a
large crowd was constantly in attendance.
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high-class music
The

is no doubt the Schubert Centennial has definitely caught on. The
wealth of simple and lovely melody which
he so prodigally threw about him has endeared
him to three generations of simple people to
whom more highly organized art music would
have little or no appeal. The crowds which during weeks filled the theatres in New York and
in Chicago, where "Blossom Time" was playing
a year ago, bore eloquent witness to the charm
and the power of Schubert music.
THERE

Questions
When the Columbia interests first announced,
both in this country and abroad, that they intended to sponsor a really elaborate and comprehensive observance of the one hundredth
anniversary of Schubert's death, there was a
general feeling among those who love both the
man and his music that the occasion was well
taken. At the same time a good many of us
wondered whether the talking machine trade
would take the thing up and put their own
efforts behind the idea. No one did or could
deny that the idea was very good, but there
was some doubt about how far enthusiasm
could be turned to practical account. On the
one hand, it was clear from the first that the
attempts on the part of the manufacturers to
capitalize the great improvements recently
made in recording arid reproduction could only
be successful in case, and to the extent that,
the public could be interested in the idea of
good music in recorded form. On the other
hand, there was the well-known fact that unless the dealers themselves caught the fire of
enthusiasm, the results flowing from all these
improvements would fall far short of reasonable anticipations. Then again, there was the
question, can the occasion of the Schubert
Centennial be made effectively useful in promoting this needed speeding up of public appreciation for fine music?
Well, it appears that the fears of the pessimists have been ill-founded. The Schubert
Centennial has got going with a grand bang.
Every manufacturer of records is coming out
with fine album sets of Schubert songs, quartets, quintets, trios and orchestral symphonies.
The great Columbia prizes for a symphony
capable of expressing the spirit of Schubert in
modern dress and of interpreting it to modern
minds have produced a number of excellent
works, which have been duly adjudicated, and
are this season to be performed. During the
present musical season, also every American

PHONOGRAPH

Schubert

Centennial

and European orchestral, choral or instrumental
society, every well-known vocal or instrument
soloist will produce programs of Schubert
works. In every way there will be an outpouring of Schubertian enthusiasm, and the
whole world of music lovers will feed delightedly upon the choicest fruit of the most fruitful of melody-making souls.
For a talking machine dealer to remain passive at this moment is for« him to show that
he does not understand the trend of the trade.
The talking machine is becoming par excellence
the instrument of the true music lover; and the
true music lover is exhibiting himself and herself in ever-growing numbers. For many years
the concert-goers of the country, the 10,000
of New York, the 5,000 of Chicago, the smaller
groups in every other city, have thought little
about the talking machine; but they are thinking much about it to-day. To-day, too, besides
these small and choice groups there are vastly
larger groups among those who for one reason
or another do not number themselves among
the regular attendants at symphony concerts or
the opera. Music clubs in every town, large or
small, music study clubs in the schools, groups
without number in almost every corner of the
land, to-day are waking up to the marvels of
the new types of instruments and the new
records. For years I have been buying the
best records I could get, and playing them on
the best available machines. For years I have
been talking about them to my friends, and in
fact pestering my friends about them. But only
after the appearance of the electric records did
I begin to find my friends, at least my nonmusician friends, taking a genuine and live interest. When to my electric records was added
a machine of the new type the interest became
admiration and enthusiasm.
Come to Stay
Wherever inquiry is made among dealers
the fact is being revealed that tlie album set
of fine music has come to stay. It has the
double advantage of convenience and exclusiveness. To have the records of Schubert's C
major or Unfinished Symphony, of his Forellen
Quintet or of his Winterreise song cycle is to
possess something to-day as much appreciated
and of as much social value as a finely bound
first edition of Dreiser or Joyce. The album
set looks as beautiful as its contents sound,
and its gift value is very great even from the
standpoint of appearance only.
To meet continued
demand
every dealer

and
Custom

RADIO
Built

Record

should be careful to stock all the Schubert
recordings that he can get hold of. Among
those which will always sell exceptionally well
are the Unfinished Symphony, the trio in B
flat for piano, violin and cello, the Trout (Forellen) Quintet for violin, viola, cello, double bass
and piano, the Rosamunde music and almost
any selection of the better known songs. The
C major Symphony and the quartets may demand a slightly more enlarged taste, but they,
too, number their partisans by the hundred
thousands. Indeed, one may well say that Schubert's music does not have to be sold. There
are countless thousands who already know and
love it. With them the only questions will be:
"Are the records really good as to their interpretation of Schubert?
Do they give an adequate effect ?" Of course, this is really the case
with all selling of high-class records. When
a dealer complains that selling high-class records involves much more service on the part
of clerks than is needed for the sale of an
equivalent quantity of jazz records, the true
meaning of the complaint is that in the former case the purchaser is more critically minded and knows better what he or she wants.
The task of the merchant, however, is, and
more and more must be, to organize his selling
so as to give a kind of service adapted to those
who know what they want and are critically
minded.
For, as sure as eggs is eggs, the highclass record is the big seller of to-morrow.
Working for the New Day
There is another side to the Schubert observance. Itis helping every dealer to prepare
his business for the forthcoming task of popularizing the best in music. I suppose that most
of my readers have by now seen the remarkably
interesting and useful series of pamphlets, catalogs, posters and other material which the big
phonograph companies are now publishing for
distribution among the public in explanation of
the Schubert Centennial. This has cost a lot of
money, but it is highly practical, expert copy,
all of it well calculated to do the work of
selling Schubert records.
I repeat that it is
not a question of "selling" Schubert records, it
is entirely a question of telling the world that
Schubert records are for sale.

Merrill & Bennett, Inc., Winooski, Vt., were
recently chartered to deal in radio equipment
and musical instruments with a capital stock of
$5,000. The incorporators are Raymond Bennett, W. J. Merrill and Kathryn A. Bennett.

MANUFACTURERS
Albums

For use in fine phonograph and combination radio cabinets, our record album is the best filing method
for records that has ever been devised.
IN ADDITION TO THE UTILITY, THE BEAUTY
QUALITY OF OUR ALBUMS WILL
HELP TO SELL
We

AND APPARENT
YOUR CABINETS

are equipped to supply you with albums of exclusive design in large quantities.
anteed to conform with your cabinet shipping schedules.
Write us today for samples and quotations
NATIONAL
Executive Offices and Factory
239-245 SO. AMERICAN ST.,
Philadelphia, Pa,

PUBLISHING

CO.

New York Sales Room
225 FIFTH AVE.
32
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The

Prime

Manufacturing

Company

is proud

their latest contribution to the Phonograph
new Prime Electric Motor,

Features
of the New Prime
Electric Motor
induction type
No brushes
No sparking
Cannot
waterburn out — will run under
Two bearings — * balanced
No vibration
Four point spring suspension
Speed control
Qearsvolving
completely
in oil inclosed, and re*
Starts and stops by a switch
Starts without assistance — gains
full speed at once
'Noiseless
Rust-proof finish
Sold complete with turntable, speed
regulator and switch
Two convenient oiling points
Operates on 1 10 voits AC 50 or 60
cycle

The
653

Clinton

Prime

to announce
Industry — the

Into this motor have been incorporated improvements upon
everything that has heretofore been offered in electric
phonograph motors and in addition new features developed
in our laboratories by engineers with years of background
in development and manufacture of small electric motors.
Everything that could possibly be asked of an Electric
Phonograph Motor is delivered by this new Prime Motor*
We announce it to the industry after months of experi»
mental work, followed by months of exhaustive tests not only
in our laboratories, but in the hands of the ultimate users.
It comes to the industry tried and proved — steps in advance
— the motor of tomorrow.
You will be surprised at the low price at which
to offer this motor.
We invite the inquiry of manufacturers,
dealers.

distributors

Manufacturing

Street

we are able

Milwaukee,

and

Co*
Wisconsin
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Pick-up
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Carryola

the motor
complete

the

tions, even better

into

Pick-up
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type

portable

case,
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light socket
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than

attached

radio

and

this Carryola
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performing

machines

much

is a profit- maker — eye value

ready

for you
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higher

same
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in price.

material

now — it will get the Christmas

value — it is
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for you.

it— get started!

Mail

the special Christmas

send

this new

through
CARRYOLA MODEL FORTY
A wonder portable for appearance, tone (jua fity and volume. Sixty-inch air column meta I
horn, our own laboratory product made according to the exponential curve theory.
Heavy gold plated hardware and tone arm —
sbecial spring motor plays three records —
automatic stop — Sakelite reproducer ivith
patented tripod diaphragm — pltish covered
turntable, patented automatic album holder
and lid support — lacquered tvood finish inside— outside
fabrikoid
in two
colors, covering
brown or extra
black.heavy
Measurements
9 Vz inches high, 1 3 % inches wide, 17l/i inches
long, iveight 23 pounds.

induction

in a handsome

Here

See

new

Carryola

build.

Electric

Electric

justly famous

marvelous

mounted

can

plugged

of the

Carryola' s

comes

JUST in time for Christmas gift-giving
NEWEST!— Carryola Model 61.
A
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The

your

instrument
nearest

order

coupon

below

to you

(or any

other

and
you

we

will

specify)

distributor.

Carryola

Company

of

America

World's Largest Manufacturers of Portable Phonographs
647 CLINTON STREET
MILWAUKEE,

An

WISCONSIN,

U.S.A.

CARRYOLA MODEL TWENTY
A tndy outstanding value in its price class,
having a long air column metal horn producing true tone qttality and abundance of volume— nickel plated hardware — two record
spring
motor — tnetal
arm — sensitive
Duro aluminum
metal tone
diaphragmed
reproducer— three colors of genuine DuPont fabrikoid— black, blue or brown ivith inside linings
to matchmonize— —wood
plush album
covered holds
turntables
to har1 5 records.
Measurements 7 V2 inches high, 12 inches
wide and 14 % inches long, weight 12 pounds.
Retails at $15.00

CARRYOLA ELECTRIC PICK-UP
replaces the reproducer of the phonograph
By inserting the cord tips on one of the prong:
to the detector tube and to the ground post oj
the radio set — phonograph records played on
any phonograph may be electrically reproduced through the radio control volume by
turning a single /mob.
This attachment may be used ivith any standard Radio Set and any Phonograph.
$7.50 List in either AC or DC form
CARRYOLA MODEL THIRTY
The most remarkable value in portables today. Fifty-inch air column metal horn constructed according to the exponential curve
theory, a product of our own laboratory.
Striking combination of oxidized and old gold
hardware — large motor plays three records
with one ivinding — beautiful Sakelite reproducer with patented tripod diabhragm — special patented lock catches — exclusive D»Pon (
fabrikoid in three colors, black, blue and
brown with linings to match — plush covered
turntables. Measurements 8 V2 inches high ,
12% inches wide and 16 inches (ong, weight
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Prime

Electric

Motor

Amazingly
Low
CARRYOLA

Price
MODEL

61

The new Carry ola PortoPick-up— Model
— is a truly remarkable creation. Oxidized
hardware, counter-balanced tone arm and
a justly famous Carryola Electric Pick-upmarvelous new speed controlled induction
type Prime Electric Motor — in a handsome
portable case — covered in rich brown fabrikoid with padded top — gives the appearance and feel of real leather — a beautiful
instrument and an addition to any room,
Measurements: 13% inches long, 123A
inches wide, 8V4 inches high.
Priced for sales in volume
$57.50 List
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MAGNETIC
AND
DYNAMIC

SPEAKERS

9
MODELS

Cabinet
Type
Gothic Model
Price, $28.00

0^ '

*> 9

Chimes —
Speakers ring as true as the Cathedral
|3ATHE
Finished in genuine Walnut
they are designed to harmonize
perfectly
Our
buy

years

with
of

a Pathe

the

finest

experience

interiors

and

are

guarantee

The

Pathe

supreme
represents
and

The
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when

you

the
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marvelous
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Pathe

latest developments
tone

reigns

Dynamic
in research
quality

for

is famous.

PHONOGRAPH
114 East 32nd

PATHE

that

you

Buy

Dynamic type 110 A. C.
operating on 110 volt
A. C. $70.00

your

furnishings.

&

RADIO

Street, New

REPRODUCTION

CORPORATION

CHASSIS No 3
Magnetic Chassis used for
installation in cabinet
with space for
speaker, $16.00

York, N. Y.
EXTRAORDINARY

Last-Minute

Allen-Hough
Office

News

of

New

Eastern

in New

the

Trade
Kellogg

Jobbers

Home

Are

Radio
Named

Now Located in Pennsylvania Building in
Central Business Section — J. B. Price
Reports an Increasing Demand

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. Names
Fourteen Distributors Who Will Cover
Various Sections of the Country

J. B. Price, Eastern sales manager of the
Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis., manufacturer of Allen portables and the Phono-Link
electric pick-up, announced this week the removal of the company's Eastern offices to the
Pennsylvania Building, 225 West Thirty-fourth
street, New York. The new Eastern home of
the Allen-Hough Co. is located in one of the
most convenient business sections of New
York, being adjacent to the Hotel Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania Terminal and convenient to all local systems of transportation.
There is ample room in the new offices for the
demonstration of Allen portables and the
Phono-Link, also an attractive showroom.
In a chat with The Talking Machine World
Mr. Price stated that the demand for Allen
portables had increased steadily in Eastern territory, with a number of jobber appointments
the past few weeks covering important sections

Chicago,
III., November
8. — The Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co., of this city, manufacturer of Kellogg radio receivers, announced
this week the appointment of a number of representative wholesalers in different parts of
the country as distributors of Kellogg products,
among these appointments being the Williamsport Auto Parts Co., Williamsport, Pa., covering north central Pennsylvania; Harvey Motor,
Inc., Huntington, W. Va., covering the entire
State of West
Virginia with the exception
of the north central section, also the eastern
section of Kentucky and southeastern Ohio;
Corlear Radio Corp., Schenectady, N. Y., covering northeastern and east central New York
State; Pittsburgh Radio Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
covering western Pennsylvania: Rupert Electric Co., Rupert, Idaho, covering central and
southern Idaho; Motor Power Equipment Co.,
covering Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana; U. S. Radio Corp., covering
western Massachusetts; York Auto Supply Co.,
York, Pa., covering south central Pennsylvania;
S. A. Blewett, Dallas, Tex., covering entire
State of Texas except the western section; Ed.
S. Hughes,
Abilene, Tex., covering western
Texas; Kiefer Elec. Co., Peoria, 111., covering
Peoria and the surrounding counties; Henkle
& Joyce Hardware Co., Lincoln, Neb., covering
Nebraska, eastern Wyoming and northeastern
Colorado; Stewart Sales Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,
covering southern and central Indiana; M. A.
Hartley Co., Staunton, Va., covering the western Virginia trade territorv.

R.

T.

Pierson

Bremer-Tully
New

Elected
Director

Executive Will Take Active Part in

Expansion of Company — Has Had Wide
Experience in the Radio Industry
R. T. Pierson, of New York City, has been
elected to a directorship on the board of the
Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co., of Chicago. This is a
part of the expansion plans of this company
which have been under way during the past
year, involving the recent removal into a new
two-acre factory on Washington boulevard.
"We have been doubling or trebling our
business practically every year for the last seven
years," said John C. Tully, president of the
company, "and feel that we are now on the
threshold of a much greater expansion. We
have never come near to filling our orders dur-

J. B. Price
of the East. The Phono-Link pick-up is meeting with, the enthusiastic approval of the trade
and during the past month Mr. Price closed
arrangements for the merchandising of this
pick-up with fifteen new distributors in New
England and with four distributors in New
York State.
and on which basis the success of the company
has been established.
"I feel that Mr. Pierson's association with us
will be of the greatest benefit, not only in maintaining the position we have attained, but in
developing further plans now under way to
enlarge the scope of the business, and increase
its effectiveness. I have in mind the fact that
there are few men who possess such a wide
knowledge and experience as Mr. Pierson. He
is not only an engineer with commercial experience, but also a manufacturer with a thorough knowledge of distribution problems and
a skilled administrator. I have been looking
forward for some time to the possibility of
securing assistance in sharing the burdens of an
increased business, and I believe we have found
in Mr. Pierson the ideal combination."
Price

Revision
Balkite

on

Receivers

The Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago, 111., recently announced a reduction in
prices on Balkite radio receivers manufactured
by the company. The revised prices are as follows: Model A-3 metal table type receiver, from
$175 to $125; Model A-5, walnut table model,
from $195 to $140: Model A-7, console receiver,
from $450 to $375. The price of the Balkite
Symphion, radio-phonograph combination instrument, remains the same, $950.
A new high frequency type receiver, in a
Berkey & Gay walnut console cabinet, has been
added to the Balkite line. It is known as Model
B-7, containing the same radio circuit as the
Balkite Symphion. This receiver is described
in detail in the "Newest in Radio" section of
this issue of The Talking Machine World.
Magnavox

Represent

in Metropolitan

Edward J. Biel & Co., 11 West Forty-second
street, New York City, manufacturers' representative for the Carryola Co. of America, Milwaukee, Wis., has announced the following appointments inthe Metropolitan New York area
and New Jersey as wholesale distributors for
the Carryola line, including the Carryola Porto
Pickup and the Carryola Pickup: National Light
& Electric Co., Newark, N. J.; North American
Radio Corp., New York City, Stanley & Patterson, New York City, and Times Appliance Co.,
New York City.
Mr. Biel states that the increased demand for
Carryola Porto Pickups has compelled the factory to increase its production many times. The
national advertising conducted by the Carryola
Co. has continually brought consumers into
dealers' stores and the popular price of the
Carryola Porto Pickup has made it a leader in
metropolitan sales.

Licenses

Sparks-Withington
ing the peak of the season during any of the
seven years since broadcasting began. It has
always been a firmly established policy of the
company not to push production to the point
where there was any chance of sacrificing the
reputation for quality which B-T has enjoyed,

Area

National Light & Electric Co., North
American Radio Corp., Stanley & Patterson and Times Appliance Co.

Fada
R. T. Pierson

Carryola

The Magnavox Co., Oakland, CaL, has
licensed the Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson,
Mich., for the use of dynamic loud speaker
patents. Magnavox is to produce 1,250 units
daily for the next 100 days until Sparks-Withington can start production under the contract.
The factory will operate night and day.
32a

Hour

Inaugurated

The inaugural program of the Fada Hour,
sponsored by the Fada Radio Co., Chicago, was
broadcast over station WrGN on November 8.
It is announced that this new feature will be
on the air each Thursday night from 8 to 9
o'clock over WGN. Fada dealers in the Middle
West are co-operating in a sales campaign tying
in with the Fada Hour.
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Thomas

A.

Edison

IN presenting a gold medal to Thomas A. Edison, Congress has
not only honored, in the name of the American people, a notahle
citizen, but has served to call public attention to the many inventions which Mr. Edison has devised and perfected that are accepted
too generally as conveniences of every-day life. Those associated
with various industries are often inclined to recognize Mr. Edison's
particular contributions to that industry without giving consideration to other fields in which he has labored. He is looked upon as
the inventor of the phonograph, and the public does not attach
proper importance to his work in the domain of electric light, the
mimeograph or the motion picture camera. It requires an occasion
such as that brought about through the presentation of the Congressional medal to give us a proper measure of the man.

AC

Receivers

and

the Canvasser

THE outside salesman, the man who goes into the home and
demonstrates the product he is selling, is inclined to call down
blessings on the heads of those who have contributed to the development of the modern AC radio receiver, for it has simplified
his problem greatly. It is much easier to carry about a small receiver with its loud speaker and insert the plug into the wall socket
than it is to carry about the extensive equipment required for radio reception only a year or two ago. It makes the home demonstration an easy job and outside selling practical.

Why

Not

More

Record

Sales

Are

Possible

RECORD sales of twenty-five, fifty or even one hundred dollars made at one time and to one customer would seem to
represent mighty desirable business, and perhaps be regarded as
visionary, yet, there is a record concern in New York specializing
in foreign records and in album sets, some compiled by the company itself, that thinks nothing of a $50 record sale. The answer
is an understanding of music, an appreciation of the customer's
musical tastes, and intelligent selling.

•
zjfor dealers
e, —/
■wljaileselerspmanufachirm
ofpT/onogwfly*
p radio product-^

Telephone:

Record

York, November, 1928

Business?

IT has been estimated that the record library of the average
phonograph owner has a value of approximately $50, and that
investment is made mostly during the first year of ownership. In
short, his enthusiasm starts to wane after he has sixty or seventy
records in his cabinet and future buying of records is spasmodic.
On this basis there should be sold during 1928 between forty and
fifty million dollars' worth of records to new machine
say nothing of the millions of dollars' worth of records
be sold through dealer effort to those whose interest
graphs has been rejuvenated, yet reports indicate that

buyers, to
that should
in phonothe figures

are high so far as actual results are concerned. What's the matter
with the record-selling end of the industry?

Anxiety

for Sales

Often

Kills

Profits

4<\Y/ HEN anxiety for sales comes in at the door profits fly out
W
of the window," might well be included among the axioms in the business man's first reader, for anxiety to win a sale
from a competitor on any terms or on the basis of any allowance
has cost this industry of ours many millions of dollars in potential income. As an instance take the radio business. It started
out as a cash proposition, then turned to instalments running from
six to eight months and finally set a year as a maximum. Now we
find dealers advertising terms running as long as eighteen
months,
primarily to get some business away from the other fellow. Even
with the radio business stabilized as it is to-day, that is a long
time
in which to depend upon the customer's interest and his willingness pay. And a repossessed radio set doesn't usually repreprofit.
sent tomuch

Building

Public

Confidence

EVERY retailer engaged in the selling of radio should give
thought to what the Radio Manufacturers' Association is doing
to standardize manufacturing processes and particularly the definitions for the latest radio equipment. The Association has done
much, for instance, to draw a distinction between AC sets and
those electrically operated. It has drafted a form of guarantee
that protects both the manufacturer and the dealer as well as the
public and has more recently outlined just what is covered by the
term dynamic speaker. These official definitions, lived up to, win
and maintain public confidence.

Helping

to Solve

the Trade-in

Problem

THE Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. in its publicity recommends that
when a new and modern radio receiver is required the old
equipment be turned over to some less fortunate individual or
family so that they may receive pleasure therefrom. It is propaganda that might well be developed by the trade at large and on -a
big scale, for with the idea once firmly established it will assist materially insolving the problem of the trade-in which is growing and
is going to grow rapidly. The discarded and obsolete radio receiver
is practically an unsalable proposition and any allowance made on it
must be taken for the most part from potential profits. Through
urging the giving of the old set to a worthy family there is established a new idea on its intrinsic value, for articles donated to
charity are often regarded as being of little value for anything else.

Political

Campaigning

by Radio

PERHAPS no single factor has served better to demonstrate
the value of the radio to the public at large than its utilization
in the Presidential campaign just closed. In the past we have
been privileged to read in cold type the addresses of Presidential
candidates if we so desired, but this year it has been possible to
hear the actual voices of the principal figures in the campaign as
well as the voices of those who have supported them. An evidence
of the value of the spoken word has been found in the animated
discussions that have followed each broadcast. With radio interest continuing to spread it is likely to establish an entirely newtype of political spellbinding and distinctly of a more careful character. When a man's voice is heard directly he cannot hide behind
the alibi that he has been misquoted. Perhaps radio will bring
back an era of honesty in politics, in which event it will be worth
every cent that has thus far been paid for it.
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Extract every bit of enjoyment from the air with
this amazing radio which only Crosley Dealers sell!
Sales records shattered this season report Crosley dealers from coast
to coast. Why?
What is the reason.
Ask the Crosley dealer near you to hook a Crosley radio to your
antenna and then that question answers itself.
You will be thrilled for you will hear radio reception so realistic,
so beautifully rich and mellow and so full toned that you will say —
"this is radio I never thought could be possible."
And when you contemplate the price — $65, and note the latest
radio features . . . shielding . . . power speaker operation
. . . illuminated dial and neutrodyne circuit, you will understand
fully why Crosley Radio is such a tremendous success!
Prices quoted are without tubes.

.^You're
^ there
with
a Crosley!'
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President
Cincinnati, O.
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and West prices slightly higher

the SHOWBOX,
CrosleyAC Itadios
OtlierS tube
electric arereceiver with inpusuan
tubes the
power
171
two
and
audio
pull
last audio stage. $80.
The BANDBOX is a battery type receiver
in the AC$55.sets— operfeaturestypeas speaker.
with atesnew
a dynamic
is a dry cell set ot
. Jr..
The BANDBOX
modern design for use where storage battery
and operates
recharging is inconvenient— $.'.5great
. . .
E— Crosley's
type speakers developthe MTJSICON
ment in magnetic
tion. $15. Volume and natural reproducsweet ton-rt.

Last-Minute

News

of

the
P.

Impressive

Ceremonies

C.

Trade
Richardson

Dedicate
With

Crosley

Radio

Corp.

Station

Powel Crosley, Jr., Throws Golden Switch Starting in Operation for First Time
50,000-Watt Transmitter at Station WLW — Distinguished Guests Attend
At nine o'clock on Monday evening, October
29, Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley

Powel Crosley, Jr.
Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O., and one of the
leaders in the radio industry, threw a golden
S. C.

Schulz

Brunswick

in

New
Position

Sellmann C. Schulz has been appointed sales
manager of the Pantrope and record department
of the Chicago branch of the Rrunswick-Balke-

the

switch in the ballroom of the Hotel Gibson, of
Cincinnati, which placed in operation for the
first time the 50,000-watt transmitter at station
WLW, owned and controlled by the Crosley
Radio Corp. This official ceremony inaugurated
one of the most interesting and entertaining
programs that have been placed on the air in recent years, continuing from nine o'clock in the
evening until three o'clock the next morning.
A group of prominent artists appeared in the
ballroom of the Hotel Gibson, with Walter C.
Kelly, the famous Virginia judge, as master of
ceremonies. Subsequent to the Hotel Gibson
broadcasting, the National Broadcasting Co.
provided a splendid hour of entertainment followed by a series of Cincinnati programs which
continued till three o'clock.
The dedication services for the new 50, (Killwatt WLW station started in the morning
when over 200 guests assembled at Crosley plant
No. 1 in Cincinnati, where they were welcomed
by Powel Crosley, Jr., and his associates. They
were subsequently conveyed by private busses to
the mammoth station at Mason, O., about twentyfive miles from Cincinnati. At the station the
marvelous engineering accomplishments which
contributed to the construction of the station
were explained to the guests and luncheon was
served in the reception room at the station.
The afternoon was spent in a, further tour of
the broadcasting station and a visit to the Crosley plants. In the evening a banquet was held
on the roof of the Hotel Gibson followed by the
(Continued on [>age 114)
cago trade, as he covered the "loop" territory
as a salesman just before his appointment to
the district managership in Minneapolis.
Mr. Schulz's life with the Brunswick organization has been marked with continuous advancements. He started as a salesman in tin
Cincinnati branch, where his success led to his
appointment as salesman in the most productive Brunswick territory in the country, the
Chicago "loop." His subsequent advancements
were rapid. Air. Schulz's experience in the
music business and his knowledge of conditions
in Chicago fit him admirably for the important
post he now holds. He stepped into the position in time to take the fullest advantage of
Brunswick's present sensational record success,
"Sonny Boy," and he has already made some
new sales records on this number.

Carl

D.

Slagle

Boyd
Radio

Elected
Co.

Head

Ft. Wayne, Ind., November 6. — Carl D. Boyd,
who was recently elected vice-president in
charge of sales of the Slagle Radio Co., of this
city, was elected president of the company and
the Slagle Mfg. Co., succeeding L. S. Slagle.
This announcement will be welcome news to
the radio industry generally, for Carl Boyd is
one of the most popular members of the trade
as well as one of the most' competent and successful executives in the industry.
Sellmann C. Schulz
Collender Co. Mr. Schulz, who has been transferred from a similar position in the Minneapolis branch office, is well known to the Chi-

In announcing Mr. Boyd's election as president, the directors of the company stated that
an increased production schedule had already
been instituted and the entire Slagle program
comprises an increasingly aggressive policy.
32rf

Peirce-Phelps

Appointed Manager of Newly Organized
Sales Promotion Department — Will Give
Dealers Merchandising Co-operation
Peirce-Phelps, Inc., Majestic distributor in
Philadelphia, Wilkes-Barre and Harrisburg, announces the appointment of Paul C. Richardson as manager of its newly organized sales

Paul C. Richardson
promotion department. This department is the
latest step in the Peirce-Phelps program of
expansion and was created to build up a closer
contact with the dealers in that territory.
Before joining the Peirce-Phelps organization Mr. Richardson was for three years sales
promotion and advertising manager for a large
building material manufacturer. Prior to that
he had seven years of sales and merchandising
experience in different parts of the country.
He has an intimate knowledge of retail selling
which should prove very valuable to PeircePhelps dealers.
Through its sales promotion department,
Peirce-Phelps will offer dealers unusual merchandising co-operation. Mr. Richardson will
spend a great deal of time in the field and
will give Peirce-Phelps a closer contact with
dealers than is possible through the sales force.
He will co-operate closely with dealers in the
preparation, of their newspaper advertising,
direct mail campaigns and displays to the end
that these merchandising activities will be productive of the maximum business.
This new department will co-ordinate the
sales promotion efforts of the manufacturers of
the various lines distributed by Peirce-Phelps
and will insure that the dealers systematically
receive sales helps on the various radio lines

they handle.

Ray

Reilly

With

Nokol

Corp.

C. T. McKelvy, general sales manager of the
American Nokol Corp., Chicago, 111., manufacturer of Nokol automatic heat, announced this
week the appointment of Ray Reilly as Pacific
Coast sales manager. Mr. Reilly, who is one
of the best-known members of the music industry, will make his headquarters on the Coast
and under his direction the sales of Nokol products will undoubtedly show a substantial increase in this important territory.
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every phonograph owner may
NOW
enjoy improved electrical reproduction of his favorite selections.
The 1929 Phono-Link enables you to offer
your trade a better, more durable, more
beautiful unit than ever before. Amazingvolume. Clear resonant tone. Faultless
reproduction with least wear on records
because of its light weight. Beautiful
double nickel-plate finish. And at a
price low enough to give you volume sales,
high enough to insure you a generous
Comes

in two

models.

One

for use

through
the detector tube, the other for
profit.
use with the plug-in jacket with which
most sets are now equipped. Complete
and ready to operate . . . on any radio !
Every person to whom you've ever sold
a radio is an immediate prospect for
Phono-Link. Just tell them about it and
you have a sale. Take your profit now,
while the demand is greatest. Write or
wire nearest j obber for samples. Or write
us for his name and address ... at once!

This compact,
attractive display
helps you sell the
Phono - Link on
sight.fitsQuick
prowith small
sales effortl
Note — The new Phono-Link
may also be had in beautiful
gold-plated finish at only
81.00 additional list.
For manufacturers, the
Phono-Link is available in
special designs under your
own name. Details gladly
supplied upon request!

Allen -Hough
Manufacturing
RACINE, WISCONSIN
FACTORIES:
NEW YORK and RACINE
~Ma\ers of the

Famous

Allen

Portables

Co.

w'
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ALLEN

THE

of

in

industry

January!

importance

will

be

What

sounded

will

it be?

name ALLEN has always been associated with the highest development and perfection of Portable Music.
Allen has given you something to talk about before . . .

and
it has
invariably been
turnover and liberal profits.

something

that

brought

real business

. . . with

But this time ALLEN will shatter all records . . . giving you new developments
will set the whole trade talking and the public buying as never before !
What will it be? . . . Our general announcement — of startling nature — will be
in the January issue of this paper.
But . . . we have prepared a special Bulletin of Advance Information, for which it will pay you to
send ... at once !
Those

to

who

advantage

secure

this advance

information

will have

of including the astounding new ALLEN
velopments intheir sales plans for 1929.

quick

which

made

the
de-

Will it pay?
Will it bring you more business,
better business and greater profits? Mail
the coupon and you'll be satisfied that
it will!
It takes you
only a
minute to find out what has
taken

long

research

preparation

for us

and
to

perfect!

PCN

C0U

NCt

VV
/VD

^lien-Hough Mfg. Co.
14th and Clark Sts.
Racine, Wis.
Without

obligating me

in any

way,tin ofplease
send Information
your Special on
BulleAdvance
the !
NEW NOTE for 1929.
Name.
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All-Electric
This marvelous new "800" group has carried
the country by storm. Let these big businessbringing features win for you this season:
A Push-Pull Power Stage that means better
reception — handling increased power without distortion.
The Exclusive Stewart-Warner Electric Ear
Test, which records minutest vibrations of
music as played, and the same music
re-created by the Stewart-Warner set. Comparing these records, our engineers make adjustments which give to Stewart -Warner
sets their UNMATCHED REALISM OF TONE.

Aerial

Wave-Length

Illuminated

REALISM
in RADIO
THRU THE

All-Electric A. C. Combination
This combination of Model 80 1 -A Series B Receiver, with
Model 435- A Reproducer attached to the cover, is a completely self-contained radio. Price of set, $96, without
tubes. Attachable reproducer, $ 1 S.Price of combination
without tubes, $ 1 1 2—$ 115 west of Rockies.

ISTEWART-

Socket

Reproducer

Calibrated
Dial,

Test

Circuits

Light

fx] Attachable

Power

Pick-up R eceptacles

Tuned

Built-in
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ctricfiar
TRUE TONE BY TEST V-^

WARN
A.

C.

ERl

Radio

Phonograph Pick-up Receptacles — for playing phonograph records through the new
reproducer with results equal to any newtype phonograph. Built-in Light Socket Aeria I
— you can make home demonstrations without using any other aerial. One control for
tuning, one for volume. Safety cartridge fuse.
New Stewart -Warner Acceptance Plan —
opening to you a vast new market, with every
sale practically a cash sale for you.
Tremendous advertising campaign and fullest selling cooperation. Territories going fast.
Send coupon for full information.
• No. 4 j

Complete line of
approved Console
Cabinets, made exclusively for Stewart-Warner by the
Buckeye Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Ohio. Sold by
Studner Bros., Inc.,
National Sales
Agents. Consoles
have built-in reproducers.

J $72.50 1

i.

HI

No. 5
$87.50

(Prices slightly higher west of Rockies)

1

1

STEWART-WARNER
SPEEDOMETER CORPORATION, Chicago
22 years in business — world-wide service — 50 million dollars in
resources — 4th successful radio year
■MAIL
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation
1826-1852 Diversey Parkway, Chicago
Tell me how I can boost my radio business*

STEWART^

WARN

COUPON

TODAY-

Name_
Address-

ER

-City-

^Jhe

voice

1
\
of authority

in radio
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Directors
New

Plan

Services

Important

for

Association

Next Year's Trade Show and Convention Date Decided — Revised Manufacturing Standards Adopted — Approve Measures to Develop Television — Export Sales Considered
Several new services for RMA members were
ordered and current services developed, of interest to the radio industry and also the public,
at a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association and the RMA
committees at Chicago during the week of the
national radio show at the Chicago Coliseum.
President H. H. Frost, of the RMA, presided
and the directors' meeting was attended by
twenty-two of the twenty-four RMA directors,
and also by Frank D. Scott, of Washington,
counsel, and Judge John W. Van Allen, of Buffalo, general counsel of the RMA.
Of primary importance was the definite decision by the Board of Directors to hold the
third annual Radio Trade Show next year at
Chicago, # June 3, 1929, at the Stevens Hotel.
Also the*RMA board directed a thorough survey of the broadcast reallocation and other
orders of the Federal Radio Commission and of
radio legislation, with a view to amendment of
the law if it is deemed necessary to perfect
broadcast reception.
Revised manufacturing standards for the
radio industry as developed by the RMA Engineering Division, headed by H. B. Richmond,
of Cambridge, Mass., in co-operation with the
Institute of Radio Engineers and other organizations, were adopted and will be distributed
from the RMA office at Chicago, 32 West Randolph street. A standard form of warranty of
radio products, as developed by the Merchandising Committee, of which L. E. Noble, of
Buffalo, is chairman, also was approved by
the RMA board, meeting on October 11 at the
Congress Hotel.
Measures to develop television, in a manner
to promote both the interests of present radio
products and television, also were approved.
The first trade association committee meeting
ever held to study the development of television
assembled at Chicago with D. E. Replogle, of
Cambridge, Mass., as chairman, and made
recommendations subsequently 'approved by the
RMA board to aid in the progress of television.
Director Richmond, of the Engineering Division, also reported the initial publication of
special press articles sponsored by the RMA to
advise the public correctly and truthfully regarding the status of television experiments.
The Engineering Division also had approved
the trade definition of "dynamic" speakers and
was authorized to proceed with publication of
a revised edition of the RMA Interference
Manual, "Better Radio Reception," made in
collaboration with the National Electric Light
Association, to aid the listener in solving interference problems.
A new service ordered by the RMA, to aid
its members in sales of radio, was planned. A
new RMA Committee, headed by V. W. Collamore, of Philadelphia, on instalment financing
was created to study the best methods of aiding manufacturers and distributors in the increasing deferred payment sales of radio
products.
Plans to develop RMA members' export
sales were presented by George H. Kiley, of
New York, chairman of the Foreign Trades
Committee, while the Broadcasting Committee,
headed by B. G. Erskine, of Emporium, Pa.,
outlined measures to be taken in assisting the
broadcasting industry and also in developing
the use of the air not only by RMA members,
but by public sponsors to further develop the
programs accorded the public. The RMA committee on Public Relations and Education,
headed by Jess B. Hawley, of St. Charles, 111.,
reported on plans for institutional advertising

of radio. Several of the largest advertising
companies of the country have been asked to
submit national radio stimulation plans for use
by the RMA. Measures to improve and secure
new radio statistics also were reported by
Lloyd A. Hammarlund, of New York, chairman
of the Statistics Committee. Increased use by
RMA members of the Association's credit
service was reported by Theodore Sheldon, of
Chicago, chairman of the Credit and Collection
Committee. This service is to be extended in
co-operation with other associations.
Another RMA service, in charge of its recently established Traffic Bureau at Chicago,

is being more widely used in securing reduc33
tions in freight and express rates. Captain
William Sparks, of Jackson, Mich., is chairman
of this committee and the manager of the new
Traffic Bureau, W. J. M. Lahl, reported on the
measures being taken to secure rate reductions
and also the savings being effected by RMA
members through the auditing of freight bills
and the proper classification of products
shipped by members.
The radio patent situation was reported on
by LeRoi J. Williams, of Cambridge, Mass.,
chairman of the Patent Committee, together with
plans for extension of the RMA patent interchange plan. The next meeting of the RMA
Board of Directors will be held at Philadelphia
about December 1.
Frank Black, pianist, musical director of the
Sonora Phonograph Co., and director of the
Seiberling Hour, a popular National Broadcasting Co. weekly feature, broadcast the Seiberling Hour on a coast to coast hook-up for the
first time on Thursday, November 1.
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Sensational
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Display
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SELL
WITHOUT

I
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fi™ced
AFFECTING
YOUR

the BOOK"
REGULAR RECORD BUSINESS

MAYBE since you can't sell popular priced records profitably in ones
or twos, -we'll show you how to sell them six and twelve at a
time, "by the book." The cleanest, sweetest merchandising plan yet . . .
and it operates right alongside your regular higher-priced business without
the slightest friction! The display shown above is a beauty, in colors that
stop 'em dead. And the records themselves . . . they're a revelation in
quality and performance.
Look into this!

I
Our Newest Piece of Literature Entitled
" CONCEN-TR ADING
for PROFIT"
tells the whole story; write for it today
!
Nutmeg
553
!

Record

Fifth Avenue

Corp.
New

York

City
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Tke
Achievement

in

Simplified
Radio

Dynamic
Shielded

Speaker
Grid

Ttifce

/^\N the page facing, you see
receiver to use both the UX-22
ed Grid Tube and full Dynamic
Model QD-16 with its beautifully
walnut cabinet, illuminated dial,

the first
2 ShieldSpeaker.
finished
and ex-

clusive Freshman "Q" circuit, is the latest
addition to "simplified radio". It is priced
at $149.50, less tubes.
Model N-12 Freshman cabinet radio is
shown at the top of this page. It is furnished
in either walnut or mahogany finish and
includes the famous Peerless Dynamic
Speaker which is operated by the UX-2 50
Super- Amplifying Tube. It is priced at
$195.00, either finish, less tubes.
"The little giant of the air", Model Q-15,
isshown immediately beneathModel N-12.
This is the first receiver using the new
UX-222 Shielded Grid Tube and has
proved its popularity by being displayed
and sold throughout the country. It is
priced at $69-00, less tubes.
Table Model N-ll, shown at the bottom of
this page, is priced at $115.00, less tubes,
and is identical in chassis construction with
Model N-12.
Write or wire immediately for further particulars and franchise application.
Prices slightly higher west of Denver
CHAS.
FRESHMAN
NEW YORK . CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES

FRESH
I

YOUR

ULTIMATE

CO.,
INC.
. KANSAS CITV

MAM
RADIO

I ^1
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Trade

Commutator

Be

Third Annual Trade Show

Held

No

Sparking
Interference

That's

Why

the Bodine Type RC-10
is the Ideal Turntable

Phonographs and
for
RadiO'Phonograph
Combinations

HERE is an electric turntable that
solves the problem of thousands of
radio users, set builders and experimenters
that are adding phonograph attachments
to their radio sets.
The Bodine Type RC-10 Electric Turntable isdriven by a high-torque induction
motor which has no commutator or
brushes to cause sparking or interference.
It cannot cause crackling noises in loudspeakers or interfere with reproduction.
An easily adjusted governor accurately
maintains any desired record speed regardless of line voltage fluctuations.
Compact construction and spring supports that absorb any vibration assure
quiet and thoroughly satisfactory operation. Furnished completely assembled,
and wired ready for use.
Order a stock of Bodine RC-10's from
your jobber today and capitalize the popularity of this quiet operating turntable.
To

Radio

Phonograph

and

Manufacturers

These units utilize a standard industrial
motor representing a substantial design
that will appeal to the best trade. Supplied with or without turntables. Sample
units will be furnished for your inspection and test.
Mail

Convention

This

Coupon

in

Alanufacturers' Association, comprising virtually all prominent makers of radio products
and representing about 98 per cent total national distribution, will again be held in Chicago, at the Stevens Hotel. Next year the
third annual trade show of the RMA and the
sixth national convention of the RMA will be
held at Chicago during the week of June 3.
This is the outstanding radio event scheduled
for 1929, and last year the largest national industrial assembly occurred during the RMA
events. About 25,000 persons interested in
radio production, distribution and broadcasting
assembled in Chicago.
President Frost, of the RMA, and Morris
Metcalf, chairman of the Association's Show
Committee, made a joint announcement that
the RMA Board of Directors had selected Chicago and the week of June 3 for next year's
premier radio event. The Stevens Hotel, the
largest in the world, also was selected because
of its excellent convention and show facilities.
Several other cities, including Atlantic City,
Detroit and Cleveland were bidders for the

Has

in

June

of June Third Selected as Date for Event

America's greatest industrial gathering, the
annual trade show and convention of the Radio

Radio

Chicago

and Sixth National Convention to Be Held in Stevens Ho-

tel as in the Past — Week
No

and

Brushes
to

No

Show
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Passed

Declares

RMA

events, but the central location of Chicago won the 1929 selection.
Efforts have been made, for the convenience
of jobbers and dealers who handle both radio
and music products, to induce the music trade
industries to stage their annual show and convention at Chicago during the week of the RMA
events. At a meeting of the music industries
associations, at Chicago, October 23, it was decided to hold their conventions during the RMA
show and convention.
During the week, when Chicago will be the
radio capital of the country, the annual RMA
Banquet, possibly with its yearly super-star
broadcast features, and the annual convention
and election of officers are scheduled. A radio
assemblage fully equal to that of last June is
expected and negotiations for reduced railroad
fares for the radio visitors are in progress. In
addition to planning the RMA Trade Show, the
Association's officers and Board of Directors
also have arranged for continuance of the two
annual public shows sponsored by the RMA
held each Fall, respectively, in Madison Square
Garden,
in New York City, and the Coliseum,
in
Chicago.

Crude
John

Age,
S.

Timmons

President of the Timmons Radio Products Co. Says That Long Struggle Will Precede
Perfection of Television to Practical Home Entertainer
As radio leaves the "crude age" behind and
enters the "age of refinement," experimenters
with this twentieth century wonder turn to
television as the new development which will
engage their attention with increasing intensity,
is the opinion of John S. Timmons, president of
the Timmons Radio Products Co., a subsidiary
company of the Philco outfit. He sees a long
struggle ahead for television before it becomes
something possible in the American home.
Timmons specializes in loud speakers, and
is now engaged in raising production of Philco
loud speakers to 3,500 daily. At present his
output of this important part of the Philco sets
is 2,000 a day. He lives with loud speakers
at his factory in Germantown, Pa., and then
takes ten or fifteen of them home with him at
night to see for himself how the product is
coming along. As inventor of radio devices for
the United States Navy during the war, and
as a pioneer developer of loud speakers, Timmons has gone all the way with the development of radio, and now shares with other leaders of the radio world in the pride over the
place of importance that the wireless device has
attained in national prosperity and happiness.
"Radio has passed the crude age and the
present-day instrument is now on a par with
the finest automobile.
It has entered the age

Bosch

Distributor
Entertains

Staff

The Atlantic Radio & Marine Co., Boston,
Mass., New England distributor of radio
products of the American Bosch Magneto Corp.,
entertained their sales organization with a dinner and theatre party on Friday, October 19,
and on the following day the guests attended
the Army-Harvard football game at Cambridge.

of refinement, when the American people demand that the goal of radio makers must be
perfection," he said.
Timmons believes that

John S. Timmons
radio's development went through three stages:
First, development of broadcasting facilities;
second, improvement of radio receiver sets,
and finally improvement of loud speakers. The
last stage of this development is the one that
is being emphasized to-day, he believes.
Frank B. Wigglesworth and Joseph Furlong,
president and purchasing agent respectively of
this Boston distributing house, expressed their
enthusiasm over the excellent outlook for business in that territory. Among the Bosch representatives present were Harry G. Russell,
Eastern district radio sales manager; James H.
Vawter, assistant radio sales manager, and
Harry A. Brockelman, New England sales representative. The party was one of the most
enjoyable
held
this territory. by a distributing organization in
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Tubes

are
^^^^
A

GENERAL

of tube

PURPOSE

type

for detector, radio

fre-

quency or audio amplifier uses.
Built in every type and variety
to meet all ordinary set needs
with

CeCo Typej71-5 Volt
Yz Amp. power Tube,
using thePrice
new $^.00
oxide
filament.

the flawlessly beautiful reproduction only CeCo affords.

POWER AMPLIFIERS. A group of
seven marvelous amplifying tubes which afford as great or as little volume as you
desire. For loads from 3 volts to 450.
Priced from $2.50 to $12.00.

RECTIFIER TUBES. For the conversion of alternating current into direct
current, made in two types for use in
A, B or C Eliminators or power packs.
FULL-WAVE RECTIFIERS handling
plate voltage up to 300 volts with amazing
efficiency.
HALF-WAVE RECTIFIERS for handling plate voltages up to 750, delivering a
of 110 milhamperes with minidirect current
mum voltage drop.

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES. For obtaining the most perfect results possible
in radio
These include

PRONOUNCED

M CM •eo

S

SPECIAL DETECTOR TUBE. Supersensitive non-microphonic — non-critical to
filament or plate voltages.

E

E

4~

C

O

SPECIAL HIGH MU TUBES for resistance and impedence coupled audio amplifiers or in all audio frequency sockets.

SPECIAL R.F. TUBES for higher volton to build up weak signals
age amplificati
distortion.
without
SCREEN GRID TUBES, R.F. or A.F.
Amplifier for use in special circuits. The
amplification assures excellent
high
resultsvoltage
on DX.

THE

CECO

A.

C.

remarkable

results are

available in the CeCo

A. C. line

as in the group
designed
include:

of CeCo

tubes

for battery use.

They

CECO A.C. DETECTOR AMPLIFIER
TUBES (2l/2 volts separate heater 5 prong
type). An all around superior tube for
operation on A.C. through a step down
transformer
$5.00
CECO A.C. AMPLIFIERS for unusually
excellent results on the radio frequency or
audio stages
$2.50
CECO A.C. "HIGH MU" AMPLIFIER
for use in resistance or impedence coupled
amplifiers on A.C; affords marked increase
in volume without distortion
$4.00
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satisfaction

CeCo

performance

volume

CeCo

GRID TUBES—
AC. SCREEN
CECO
for Radio Fre5 prong special heater type
quency or Audio Frequency amplification;
affords voltage increase from 30 to 60 per
$8.00
stage. Operates directly on A.C

"They

in selling

ing and proven

that

life

acid test of any radio tube is the performance and life. And
that is the big advantage
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you
same
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—

TUBES
The

performance
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of

CeCo

dealer

selling

profit-

advantages

profits for you.

Write for full particulars and information
about the attractive CeCo dealer proposition

CeCo

MANUFACTURING
702

EDDY

STREET,

PROVIDENCE,

CO.,
R. I.

Inc.
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Sonora

Sales

Rapidly

York, November, 1928

Force

Developing

H. B. Haring, Eastern District Sales Manager, Announces the Sales Personnel
for the Second Zone
H. I!. Haring, Eastern district sales manager
of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., announces
the completion of the sales force in Zone 2,
which consists of the States of Pennsylvania,
Delaware, New Jersey as far north as and including- Trenton, and parts of Ohio and West
Virginia.
'This territory," said Mr. Haring, "is under
the control of L. E. Hilduser as field sales manager, and Mr. Hilduser' s force has now been
completed by the addition of three further sales
representatives. F. J. Hogan, Jr., will cover upState Pennsylvania. Mr. Hogan has been representing 'Philco' in Pennsylvania for the last
five years and has a wide acquaintance among
music dealers in his territory.

(1) J. G. Weir.
(2) F. X. Donovan.
(3) F. J. Hogan, Jr.
ward was appointed assistant buyer for the
"and we hope and believe that our representatives in the field will be of the type who will
whole of the music departments.
will be able to be of real assistance to our
"The territory out of the Pittsburgh district
will be in the hands of F. X. Donovan, who
friends throughout the trade."
Mr. Haring also announced the addition of
was formerly with the Philadelphia house of
A. B. Campbell to the New York territory sales
John Wanamaker. Later Mr. Donovan became
force. Mr. Campbell, who resides in Buffalo,
manager of the radio and phonograph division
will make that city his headquarters; in addiof the Pearson Piano Co., of Indianapolis, with
tion, he will cover Batavia, Erie, Jamestown,
branches throughout Indiana, and just prior to
Corning,
and Niagara Falls.
joining the Sonora Phonograph Co. Mr. DonoThe latest Sonora recruit is well known
van was buyer for the phonograph department
throughout this territory, having been a resiof the Kaufmann Department Store, in Pittsdent of and working in central New York for
burgh, Pa. This new representative comes to
many years. For six years, Mr. Campbell was
Sonora with a background of over twenty
with Treman, King & Co., of Ithaca, and more
years' experience in the phonograph industry
recently he was radio sales manager with the
"We are on the point of completing our sales
Rochester Auto-parts & Radio Corp.
force in the Eastern district," added Mr. Haring,

"Philadelphia and vicinity will be covered by

Otto

Heineman

at

Okeh

Host

Luncheon

Members of Staff of Okeh Phonograph
Corp. and Distinguished Guests Attend
Luncheon in Okeh Headquarters

A. B. Campbell
J. G. Weir, who comes to Sonora with an experience dating back to 1914, when he entered
the employ of N. Snellenburg & Co., of Philadelph ia, as salesman; four years later Mr. Weir
became sales manager, and a short time after-

Otto Heineman, president of the Okeh Phonograph Corp., and Mrs. Heineman entertained
the staff of the Okeh organization and a number of distinguished guests at luncheon in Mr.
Heineman's offices on October 11. The guests

WALL-KANES
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original 10-record

now
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Lacquered
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in Attractive

Revolving

DISPLAY

THE

needles)

Stands

ATTRACTS

QUALITY

SELLS

Each stand holds 50 packages Extra Loud,
25 Loud and 25 Medium

Allen-Hough
Ambitious

Usual nominal charge of 10 cents for the stand.
Be the first in your territory to feature this stand.
YOUR
YOUR

COST

RETURN

150%

$6.1©
$15*00

PROFIT

WALL-KANE
Needle
392-2
ALSO

Fourteenth

JAZZ, CONCERT,

Manufacturing
INCORPORATED
Avenue

PETMECKY,

BEST

TONE

Co.
Brooklyn,

AND

HUMAN

VOICE

included Louis Sterling, managing director of
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., London; H. C.
Cox, president and W. C. Fuhri, vice-president
and general sales manager of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., New York City. Other Columbia executives who attended included F. J.
Ames, Frank Dorian, Raymond Barker and A.
C. Garmaize.
Members of the Okeh staff present were: Eli
Oberstein, treasurer of the Okeh Phonograph
Corp., who received the congratulations of all
present upon the birth of his son, Maurice
Louis Oberstein; Charles Hibbard, recording director; Justin Ring, musical director; Tom
Rockwell, manager of the Okeh recording laboratory and his assistant, Mr. Stevens; M.
Marks, manager of the New York distributing
division, who was accompanied by A. Fischer,
assistant manager, and Miss Russakow and
Miss Holzberg; Kalman Berthold, manager of
the foreign record department, accompanied by
Mrs. Ella Berger; Miss Sophia Ikas and Miss
Arbutus Kennard, who represented the advertising department. Other members of the various departments were also on hand to lend to
the merriment of the festive gathering.

N. Y.
NEEDLES

Plans
Program

Don Allen, president of the Allen-Hough Mfg.
Co., Racine, Wis., recently completed an extensive tour of the South, where he conferred
with the Allen-Hough distributors, Gus Blancand, of the Southern Aluminum Co., and Chas.
M. Jones, of the Aluminum Specialty Co., at
New Orleans, in the distributing headquarters
of that organization. The merchandising program of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co. for the
balance of this season and for 1929 is said to
be of a most ambitious nature. New merchandise is about to be introduced, and it is believed by the Allen-Hough executives that distributor and dealer activity throughout the
country will respond favorably to the program
now being announced.
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best.

Model 70— Farrand Gothic
DYNAMIC ....
$55
Same Cabinet — Model 60 —
Balanced Armature . $27.50

Model 78 — NEW— just out
— Farrand DYNAMIC Table
Speaker

$68
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again,
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rand facilities— the
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Sarnoff
Heads
Board
of Important
Combine

Victor
Quarter's
Net
Income
$1,807,729.89

R.

RCA Vice-President and General Manager
Is Named Chairman of Board of Directors of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.

Income for First Nine Months

Appointed Sales Promotion Manager of J.
E. Dilworth & Co., Memphis, Tenn.,
Majestic Radio Wholesalers

Organization of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp., a new company formed to handle the
amusement enterprises of the Radio Corp. of

Camden, N. J., November 3. — The financial
statement of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
for the third quarter of 1928 shows a net income for the three months, after deductions for
depreciation and provision for Federal income
taxes, of $1,807,729.89, as compared with $2,063,517.88 for the same period of 1927.
The net income for the first nine months,
ended September 30, 1928, amounted to $4,646,617.48, equivalent after preferred stock dividends to $4.50 per share of common stock outstanding at the end of the period, as compared
with net income for the corresponding nine
months of 1927 of $4,069,753.74, equivalent on
the same share basis to $3.69 per share of common stock.
In presenting the statement to stockholders
attention is called to the net earnings of the
Gramophone Co., Ltd., of England, which, after
payment of preference dividend, amounted to
(about) $5,330,629, against (about) $3,623,996
for the year ending June 30, 1927. The Victor
Co. owns 850,000 ordinary shares of the Gramophone Co. on which 60 per cent is paid up.

$4,646,617.48, as Compared With $4,069,753.74 for Same Period of 1927

Bosch
David Sarnoff
America, Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. and F.
B. O. Productions, Inc., was recently announced.
The new company, of which David Sarnoff,
vice-president and general manager of the Radio Corp. of America, is chairman of the board
of directors, combines the motion picture producing facilities of F. B. O.; the Radio Corporation's sound film device, Photophone; the Keith
chain of about 250 theatres, its vaudeville
booking service, and the broadcasting plant of
the National Broadcasting Co.
The Radio Corp. has been granted 500,000
shares of class B stock in the new company in
consideration of a non-exclusive license for the
use of Photophone recording equipment for 15
years, a priority delivery basis for purchase of
Photophone reproducing apparatus, establishment of co-operative booking service for artists
of Keith or the National Broadcasting Co.,
broadcasting periods for N. B. C. -Keith programs, and an agreement for co-operation in
development of public electrical entertainment.

of 1928 Is

C. El well
Important

in an
New

Post

Robert C. Elwell on November 1 became
sales promotion manager of J. E. Dilworth &
Co., Memphis, Tenn., wholesalers of Majestic

Reports
Increased

Profits

A net profit of $259,467, after depreciation but
before Federal taxes, is reported by the American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass.,
for the quarter ended on September 30. This
is equivalent to $1.24 a share, compared with
$114,848, or 55 cents a share in the same quarter of the preceding year. Net income for the
first nine months of 1928 was $362,921 before
Federal taxes, compared with $195,314 in the
same period of 1927, an increase that indicates
the progress made by the company.
Appointed

Vocalion

Jobber

The Braiterman-Fedder Co., of Baltimore,
Md., has announced that it has been appointed
exclusive Vocalion distributor for the States of
Maryland, Virginia, part of West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Delaware and North Carolina, an
extensive territory.

Robert C. Elwell
radios. Mr. Elwell has been manager of the
talking machine and radio departments of Grinnell Bros., Toledo, O., for fourteen years, with
the exception of a 2 years' period during which
he held a similar position with the J. W.
Greene Co., also of Toledo. In his new field
he will have a wide range of activity, for Dilworth & Co. maintain four houses in the South
and have the sales agency for Majestic products
in Tennessee, Arkansas and a portion of Kentucky and Mississippi. The company plans to
extend its operations materially in the interest
of the Majestic line.
The Freeman Phonograph Co., Nashville,
Tenn., was recently incorporated with a capital
of $21,400. W. C. Freeman, G. M. Nickens, G.
Morrison, Alfred T. Levine and Simon Rappaport are the incorporators.

PRESENTS
NEW

THREE

MODELS

No. 95. Equip
ment same as No.
50 Beautiful
nut finish.
genuine
burl Supwalonly with
electric plied
motor.
No. 51. Consolette. Genuine burl walnut finish. Two spring motor plays six
selections with one winding. Latest type
tone arm an3 reproducer. Large amplifying chamber assures great volume and
fidelity of tone.
Write for Descriptive Bulletin Covering
Our Complete Line of Radio Cabinets and
Phonographs.

No. 50. Combination Radio Phonograph.
Beautiful Genuine burl walnut cabinet,
phonograph equipped with electric pick-up
and Peerless speaker. Radio panel opening 7"xl8". Ample space for radio power
supply and records. Furnished with either
electric or spring motor.

Excel

Phonograph
Manufacturing
402-414 West Erie St., Chicago, Illinois

Co.
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Label
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Ellis Sings

41119
10 in. 75e.

I Sentimental Baby
Bessars of Life

41103
10 in. TSc.

Ij Out
of tathe Dawn
Qiiqui

41077
10 in. Trie.

, I Can't Give 1 ou Anything
)
But Love
1 Don't Keep Me in the Dark,
Bright Eyes
1
Beloved

41061
10 in. T5c.

41047
10 in. 75c.

/ECEC

ELLI/

Sweet Sue — Just \ou
Silver

Chloe I Song of the Swamp)
) If I Cant Have You 1 1 Want
'|

41024
10 in. 75c.

— I \v ant
Lonesome
Be Blue
to
to Be
l
Coquette
I Must Be Dreaming

Label

I Loved
I
58c?.

41127
10 in. 75c.

You

Record
Then

....

As I Love

You

Now

(Theme Song From Motion Picture "Our
Dancing
Daughters")
Dream House
Sung by Seger Ellis

Sunshine

41006
10 in. 75c.

You*d Rather
Forgive

EMMETT

41130
]0 in. 75c

MILLER

I

Dusky Stevedore
Take Your Tomorrow (And
Give Me To-day)
J
Accom. by His Georgia
Crackers

Okeh

West

45th

Street

HEINEMAN,

Organ

Solos — Male

Quartettes

Tell Mother I'll Be There— Pipe Organ
en They Ring the Golden Bells for You
; whand Me — Pipe Organ
1
Played by Richard Jordon : Refrains by Silver
Bell Male Quartette

Guitar Solos — Ed. Lang
( Tel
Jeannine,
I Dream of Lilac Time
41134
Add a Little Wiggle
10 in. 75c.
Piano Accom. bv Frank Sienorelli

Phonograph
OTTO

25

Pipe

After We Kiss
To-morrow

40974
10 in. 75c.

41135
10 in. 75c.

Forget Than
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President and General Manager
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York,

N. Y.
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Kellogg

Display

Service

for

Trade

Expert Designs an Easy-to-Install Window Each Month for Retailers Who
Handle the Kellogg Radio Line
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago, believing in attractive window displays for its dealers and furnishing miscellaneous cards, streamers, etc., this year has gone a
step further and has inaugurated a monthly display service which is furnished to all Kellogg
dealers. Each month the Kellogg Co. has its
expert window trimmer design a window which
will be easy for the dealer to install. A cut of
this window is shown in the monthly house or-

One of the Kellogg Windows
gan, the Kelloggram. With the illustration of
the window before him and the instructions,
which the Kellogg Company includes with each
window display, the dealer can quickly make an
attractive display in his store window.
Prominent
Use

Libraries

Schubert

the dealers inspected the plant and returned
for luncheon and business session in the afternoon, at which Vernon W. Collamore, general
sales manager; Dick Smiley, assistant general
sales manager; L. A. Charbonnier, service manager, and John McCoy, of the advertising
department of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., addressed the gathering. After a dinner with
several most enjoyable cabaret features the

Dr.

Paul

T.

Weeks

Raytheon

A striking feature of Columbia's Schubert
Week — Back to Melody — November 18 to 25 —
is the number of requests for Schubert displays
crowding in from public libraries and museums,
at Schubert Centennial Headquarters, 1819
Broadway, New York City.
Among the larger libraries which have volunteered special exhibits of Columbia's novel material are Boston, New York, Providence,
Brooklyn, Newark, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Atlanta, New Orleans, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Omaha, Denver,
Seattle, Portland, Ore., and Los Angeles, while
the number of smaller cities and towns so far
included is 1,250.
No less suggestive is the interest manifested
by art museums, which are using Columbia's
printed matter in connection with exhibits of
old-time musical instruments.
The co-operation of these high-grade educational institutions is explained by the fact that
Columbia supplies free of charge many distinguished items available nowhere else, including facsimile pages from Schubert's diary, his
original musical scores, similarly reproduced,
and copies of the first American program (NewYork, 1851) that covered his C Major Symphony, now offered this year for the first time
on American records as Columbia Masterworks
Set No. 88.

Elected

President

Merged

Companies

Burton Greene Made President of Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc. — Company Is in a Strong Position

Is

George A. Pearson as president of that company, it was announced recently at a special

Engineer

New Chief Engineer of Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Has Had Wide Experience — Holds Several Patents on Tube Construction
Cambridge, Mass., November 5. — After being
identified for many years past with the tube
development activities of the Westinghouse
organization, Dr. Paul T. Weeks has joined the
Raytheon Mfg. Co., of this city, manufacturer of
radio tubes, as chief engineer.
Dr. Weeks graduated from Oberlin College
in 1913, and gained his Ph.D. degree at Cornell
in 1917, followed by research work with the
Bureau of Standards. During the war he served
in the Radio Development Section of the U. S.
Signal Corps. In 1919 Dr. Weeks joined the
Westinghouse organization and was assigned
to radio tube and radio development work. Last
May he resigned in order to join the Raytheon
organization for the purpose of developing improved filament and other types of tubes. Dr.
Weeks has several patents on tube construction,
which are to be incorporated in the Raytheon
vacuum tubes soon to be introduced to the
radio trade and public.
Portable

Entertains

Crew

of

Dirigible

Officers and crew of the U. S. Dirigible Los
Angeles were entertained with music during
their cruise to San Antonio, Tex., at the time
of the American Legion Convention through
the medium of a portable talking machine and
records presented to the ship by the Victor
Talking Machine Co., just before she sailed
from Lakehurst.

Burton Greene
meeting of the board of directors. Mr. Greene
was formerly president of the Greene-Brown
Co., Chicago, power unit manufacturer, recently
merged with the Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc.
Rumors of a coming consolidation with a
number of other leading manufacturers of radio
apparatus have been neither confirmed nor denied by Mr. Greene. Whatever negotiations the
Electrical Research Laboratories are undertaking for the acquisition of other radio companies would be announced to the trade and
public within a short time, he said.
The present Erla organization is now said to
be in a strong position. Completely reorganized, following the recent merger with GreeneBrown Mfg. Co., and with stock that jumped
in the course of a few weeks from 6 to 34
points, financial circles predict an unprecedented year for the new corporation.

I

Beyond

Competition
Listen to the new Spliidorf Radio with its "250"
HEAVY DUTY Tube. For the first time in your
life you can hear all the notes of orchestra or
band. Seven times more power than sets with the
old "171" tube.
Amazes your trade.
reach of competition.

A sensation!

Beyond the

Write for details about Splitdorf's remarkable discounts, franchise rights, and sales territory protection.

Visit Plant

Among recent delegations visiting the factory of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. in Philadelphia were dealers from Pennsylvania and
West Virginia in the territories served by the
Atwater Kent distributing firms of BriggsHagenlocher, Inc., Johnstown Automobile Co.,
Esenbe Co., Williams Hardware Co. and the
Gee Electric Co.
After breakfast at the Pennsylvania Hotel

of

Burton Greene, president of Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, pioneer
manufacturer of Erla radio apparatus, succeeds

party witnessed "Present Arms."

Display

Libraries and Art Museums Using Material Supplied by Schubert Centennial
Headquarters, New York City

A. K. Dealers

41
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SPLITDORF

RADIO
SPLITDORF RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK,
Subsidiary, Splitdorf-Bethlehem Electrical Co.

N. J.
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Music

Industries

Held

in

Conclave

Chicago

Plans Call for Holding Convention

Week

Simultaneously With

to
of

RMA

Be

June

Trade Show

3

and An-

nual Meeting — Music Men's Headquarters Will Be the Hotel Drake
At a meeting of the Hoard of Directors of
the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce,
held in Chicago late last month, it was definitely
decided to hold the 1929 convention of the National Music Industries at the Hotel Drake
during the week of June 3, and simultaneously
with the convention and trade show of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association. The plan fits
in with the recommendations of the radio
manufacturers, and is designed for the convenience of the many music merchants who now
handle radio, and who will appreciate the op-

portunity of attending the trade show as well
as the music convention during the same week.
The Chamber will invite radio dealers generally to attend the convention sessions at the
Drake and the preliminary arrangements call
for the programming of a number of subjects
designed to prove of particular interest to them.
The directors' meeting was presided over by
Hermann Irion, president of the Chamber.
The Board of Control of the National Association of Music Merchants also met in Chicago
last month and, in addition to laying plans for
the holding of a national piano-playing contest in Chicago next June during the period of
the convention, adopted the revised constitution and by-laws, recommended by a committre
appointed at the last annual convention in June
in New York. Under the new governing regulation the Association returns to its old status
based on individual membership and gives up
the plan of a national organization made up
of delegates from local bodies formed or to be
formed in the future.
The music merchants also gave thought to
plans for the next annual convention, and
Roger O'Connor, president of the Piano Club
of Chicago, who was recently appointed chairman of the general convention committee by
Hermann Irion, president of the Chamber, was
also placed at the head of the merchants' convention committee. The various Association
officials in Chicago for the executive meeting
were the guests of the Piano Club of Chicago
at a special dinner held at the Drake Hotel.

They

Sell

Better

Stevens

!

Expanding

Jobber

microphonic

noises;

nationally

advertised; made in
all standard

types,

Other helpful references in the volume are
a piano record listing with respective artists, a
sacred selection listing and a dance and popular-song record group. A detailed list of the
Masterworks artists and their recordings is
found in a separate section which is tinted.
Lastly is a roster of serious composers followed by a section entirely given over to Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and the Columbia line of radio receiving sets.

Stromberg-Carlson
on

Campaign

Train

Democratic Standard Bearer Pays High
Tribute to Excellence of Operation of
Receiver During Campaign Trips
A tribute to the Stromberg-Carlson radio receiver which operated under unusual condition^

State or NEw YOR'
Executive Chamblq
October 3,1928

if^eo C.SMil

Mi. H. A. Brennan
Cross,
Brennan Inc.
3'*-£
New Madleon
York CityAvenue
Dear Mr. Brennan:
I want to take this opportunity to thank you and the Stromberg Carlson
Company, for placing the excellent radios
aboard ay campaign train.
The reception was excellent
no matter how far from civilization
train seemed to be and even when the the
train
was in motion through the
plains of the
west, we were able to keep wide
In
touch
with
political developments through the radios.
Once again let me assure you
that I appreciate your kindness in placing
these sets on the train.
Very truly yours,

Connections

Production Being Increased to Care for
Steadily Growing Trade Demands for
the New Model Stevens Speakers

Velvet - like tone;
no

York, November, 1928

>)

A.C. and D.C.

Write for
full description
and prices.

Televocal
Corporation
Televocal Building.
Dept. G-6 - 588 12ih St.
West New York, N. J.

New jobbing and distributing connections
are rapidly being opened up by the Stevens
Mfg. Corp., New York, manufacturers of the
Stevens line of magnetic and dynamic speakers, according to Clifford E. Stevens, treasurer
of the company. It is stated that production is
being increased to care for trade demands for
the new Stevens models.
The popularity of the Burtex diaphragm,
which is an exclusive patented product of the
Stevens Mfg. Corp., is increasing among other
speaker manufacturers, according to Mr. Stevens, who states that large orders for it are
now in production. It is said that the list of
speaker manufacturers using this diaphragm in
their various models is constantly growing, because of its waterproof qualities and many
other distinctive features. The publicity department of the Stevens Mfg. Corp. is now releasing to various publications scientific articles
on general acoustic problems and the use of
Burtex in this connection.
Columbia

Issues

Catalog

for

1929

Clothed in a futuristically designed cover the

THevpfcil
Quality
Tubes

Columbia Phonograph Co.'s 1929 Catalog has
just come off the press. The volume is a veritable
mine of information. The arrangement is
alphabetical, listing each double-disc record,
containing two separate compositions, at least
four times. The names of the record artists are
also included in this list.

and gave proof of its capabilities is contained
in the letter reproduced herewith from Alfred
E. Smith to Herbert A. Brennan, of GrossBrennan, Inc., sales representative of the Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. As can be seen
from the letter the Stromberg-Carlson receiver
functioned perfectly during the entire campaign
trip of the Democratic standard bearer, even
during those times when the train was rushing
across the plains in the West.
Seattle

Association

Elects

Election of officers was the principal business at the October meeting of the Seattle
Radio and Music Trades Association. August
J. Lutz, of the Pacific States Electric Co., was
elected president. Other new officers are:
Edward E. Kelly, Hopper-Kelly Co., first vicepresident; James Sipprell, University Music
Store, second vice-president, and H. T. Howell,
of the Howell Piano Co., secretary-treasurer.
It Can't

Be

Done

Harrison Smith Co., Atwater Kent distributor, of Oklahoma City, Okla., says this in a
recent sales bulletin to dealers: "When family
doctors are made in a month, and you can get
a $10,000 job' from reading a $2 book, we will
believe that good radio sets can be built without experience, and retail dealers can prosper
by selling them."
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BYRD

selected Kolster Radio
Kolster

finer

give

Radio

and

Compasses

exclusively for his South
Pole expedition. ^ What
finer tribute could be given
to Kolster dependability?

of

business

grow.

*

*

Copyright 1928, by Kolster Radio Corporation
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Complete

List

RECORD
Distributors
GEORGE CAMPE
611 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GROSSMAN BROS. MUSIC
COMPANY
2144 E. 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio
JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.
HAWAII MUSIC COMPANY
1021 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
L. D. HEATER
469^ Washington St., Portland, Ore.
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, INC.
433 E. Twelfth, Cor. Wall Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
217 Whitehall St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
1315 Young St., Dallas, Texas
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
McCall Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
803-05 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
THE

Q. R. S. MUSIC
1017 Sansom St
Philadelphia, Pa.

STERLING

Jr., Joins

Freshman

CO.

ROLL & RECORD
COMPANY
322 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

The appointment' of Clarence A. Earl, Jr., as
assistant sales manager of the Chas. Freshman
Co., Inc., New York, has been announced. He
comes to the Freshman organization with an
extensive merchandising training gained in the
automobile industry, and is following in the
footsteps of Clarence A. Earl, Sr., president of
the organization, who also left the automobile
industry to become affiliated with the radio
business. Mr. Earl will be in close association
with James A. Frye, whose appointment as sales
manager of the Freshman Co. was recently announced in The World.
Mr. Frye joined the Freshman organization
some time ago as assistant sales manager, and
with the advancement of Harry A. Beach to
vice-president in charge of sales, he became
sales manager. He enjoys a wide acquaintance
in the music trade as well as an extensive
merchandise experience, having served for
many years with the Victor Talking Machine
Co. and the Victor wholesale department of the
Knight-Campbell Co. of Denver.
Personnel
Kimberly

Changes
Radio

Seal

Show

Tube

Large

DIAPHRAGMS
Immediate delivery — all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products
INTERNATIONAL

MICA

Baring* 538 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Pete

Woolery

CO.

Fllaiif." Phila.

Is

Columbia

Artist

Popular Night Club, Radio and Vaudeville
Entertainer Will Record Exclusively for
the Columbia Catalog
Pete Woolery, popular song singer, recently
joined the long list of exclusive Columbia
artists. Mr. Woolery started his musical career
at the age of ten, when he sang in the church

at

Corp.

Announcement has been made by the board
of directors of the Kimberly Radio Corp., Chicago, Zenith distributor, of the following
changes in executive personnel. L. T. Johnson,
who formerly served in' capacity of sales manager, is now president and treasurer, filling the
vacancy caused by the death of the late president, Percy R. Kimberly.
Maurice J. Moriartv, a prominent Chicago
attorney, is vice-president and secretary, but
he will not be actively engaged with the company. The board of directors of the Kimberly
Radio Corp. is composed of T. M. Fletcher,
president of the QRS Co., and nationally known
in the music-radio industry, L. T. Johnson and
M. T. Moriartv.
Gold

MICA

Co.

Appointed Assistant Sales Manager — To
Work in Close Association With J. A.
Frye, Sales Manager of Company

A

York, November, 1928

Sales

Increase

Sales of Gold Seal tubes for the first eight
months of 1928 show a substantial increase over
the corresponding period of last year, according to a recent report submitted to stockholders
by James W. Duff, president of the Gold Seal
Electrical Co., Inc., New York. Mr. Duff stated
that production has been maintained at maximum daily capacity, but orders are so far in
fxcess of output that the Gold Seal plant has
started night operation.
The report also states that the electrical appliance division of the Gold Seal organization
is enjoying a large volume of business and is
operating at full capacity. New items of electrical appliances are being added to the line
as rapidly as possible.

Pete Woolery
choir in his home town. During his years at
the University of Delaware he was tenor soloist
in the University Glee CluK Upon the completion of his college course he proceeded to
Broadway and was soon engaged to sing at
t he Silver Slipper night club and soon after
became one of the featured entertainers at the
Frivolity Club. In addition, he has been a
frequent performer over the air and is known
to vaudeville audiences, as he is now touring
the Keith-Albee circuit with the song team of
the McCarthy Sisters, late of George White's
"Scandals." Mr. Woolery's first release couples
"Moonlight Madness"

and "If You

Me."
Love
StewartWarner

Don't

Prosperity

The Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago, 111., reports net profits of $5,476,974 in the
nine months ended September 30, 1928, after
taxes and charges, as compared with $4,198,632
in the same period last year. This is equal to
$9.12 a share .on the outstanding capital stock,
against $6.99 a share in the 1927 period. September quarter net was $1,863,640, or $3.10 a
share, indication of the line's popularity.

Adds

Radio

Departments

The Public Service Tire Co., Cleveland, O..
has opened a radio department in the two stores
it operates and is featuring the Atwater Kent
and Crosley lines. H. J. Alperin, president of
the company, states business is most satisfactory and anticipates adding more lines in the
near future. Plans are being made to open
several more stores soon and extensive sales
promotion activities will bring the lines before
the public.

Henry

Schildkraut

Promoted

Henry Schildkraut, who for the past three
years has acted as assistant manager of the
Davega store, at 181st street, New York City,
has been promoted to the managership of the
Davega branch, at 1011 Southern boulevard.
Mr. Schildkraut will be assisted by Jesse Schoen
and succeeded by Frank Tillinghast, both of
whom have been members of the Davega selling organization for some time.
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The Senior
Radio's greatest Speaker value ! The
Senior will deliver the output of anyset up to and im-luding five and six
tube Neutrodyne, Superheterodyne,
etc. using 201 -A type tubes. Great
volume range and sensitivity. 54 in.
air column.
Price, S25.00
The Junior, 2 colors, $15.00

A Speaker
better

any

Power!

to

Volume!

set!

The Barcelona
A very attractive
speaker table of
Spanish design
equipped with a 54
inch air column. A
beautiful cabinet
that is also designed
to accomodate any
standard radio set.
PRICE, $42.50

The

~$

Operadio
Dynamic Unit
Decisive improvements in power reproduction due to special
Operadio designs.
Will handle output of
the largest sets built
without trace of distortion, blasting or
rattling regardless of
the stages of power
amplification.
The Bel Canto
Obtainable with an
84 in. air column
or Dynamic Unit,
6 volt D. Cor 110
volt D. C. or A. C.
[with or without an
Operadio four or
five tube amplifier |. Amplifier may
be used in combination with either
air column
namic Units.or DyPrice Range,
$80.00 to $275.00

Line

Complete

15

to

2P

The Geneva
A table model Dynamic
Speaker,
scientifically
constructed with
a soundingmum board
giving
baffle effect. maxiBeautiful in design and finished in rich walnut. Furnished with the Operadio
Dynamic Unit. 6voltD.C.
$55;110110voltvoltA. D.C. C,
$70S60;

The St, Charles
A beautiful cabinet
model
DynaiuicSpeaker
which
will handle
and
give
volume withtremendous
u n distorted tone fidelity. Recom endeorf sets employ in g power
tubes or
tubes.
equipped
with
amplifiers usingseparate
power
Bloc
S

P

Type

and

Dynamic

EAKERS

Beauty!
The Westminster
The newest and finest of
the Operadio Air Column Speakers. IVIay he
connected to any set and
will handle the output
of any standard amplifier system up to anil
including the 171 tube.
Has a 61 inch air column. Price, $35. 00

$2752°

'PERADIO offers a complete line of
Speakers to meet every requirement — at every
price level.
0, Air column speakers of the successful Bloc Type in three beautiful Table
Models and one Dynamic Table Model and
three Handsome Cabinet Models equipped with
air columns of various lengths or with Operadio
Dynamic units, either type with or without
amplifier. Dealers find Operadio the greatest
profit builder.. ..with unusual turnover.
Manufacturers
Sales Department
Operadio Mfg. Co.
The Zinke Company
St. Charles, 111.
1323-25 S. Michigan Ave.
Greater Chicago District
Chicago, Illinois
— Pacific Coast prices slightly higher

Range!

6 volt D. C. S70
110 volt D. C. S80
110 Volt A. C. $90
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Sonora
to

Hour
Radio

Added
Programs

Acoustic Products Corp. Broadcasts Over
Important Chain From the New Sonora
Recording Laboratories
The Acoustic Products Corp., manufacturers
of the famous Sonora Melodons, radios and
phonographs, must be added to the list of advertisers who are "taking to the air," according to a statement by P. L. Deutsch, president.
A contract has now been signed by which the
Sonora Hour will be broadcast every Thursday
evening from 9 to 10, Eastern Standard Time;
8 to 9, Central Standard Time. The Sonora
Hour commenced on Thursday, November 1.
The Sonora programs will be broadcast over
the Columbia chain, operated by the United
Independent Broadcasters.
The broadcasting

will be done from the newly established Sonora
recording laboratories in the new Sonora Building, at 50 West Fifty-seventh street, New
York City, and from there the programs will
be carried, by remote control, to WABC and
WOR, the key stations of the chain.
"In this broadcasting," said Mr. Deutsch,
"Sonora will present to the public only those
artists who will be heard on the new Sonora
records, which are now being prepared. This
will give music lovers throughout the country
a unique opportunity of hearing for themselves
the high class and quality of entertainment
which will be available on Sonora records. We
hope that listeners-in all over the country will
write us their frank opinion of the programs
presented weekly, and that they will also feel free
to make suggestions as to numbers and artists."
The third annual Akron, O., Radio Show
took place recently in the armory and for four
days crowds viewed the newest in radio.
Kaufmann's cf Pittsburgh, one of the
country's
biggest
department
stores,
have
boosted
tube sales
with Arcturus.
They have "sold hundreds of Arcturus
A-C Detector Tubes and to date had
no occasion to replace one of them."

"5™

PARTS

^l

Walthal, New York's biggest tube retailer, boosted
tube sales with Arcturus —

stantly won over."

sales

Plans

Kent

for

Dealers

Direct-Mail Campaign to Selected List of
Car Owners at Small Cost — Company
Prepares Dealers' Sales Aids
Additional plans to stimulate sales of Atwater Kent receivers, augmenting the ''New
Roads to Radio Sales" campaign prepared by
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. which was described in detail in a recent issue of The Talking Machine World, were recently made known
to A.K. dealers. The first of these is a direct
mail campaign prepared by the Reuben H.
Donnelley Corp. bearing the approval of the
sales division of the Atwater Kent organization.
This plan consists of a series of twelve different Government postcards printed in three
colors, each of which emphasizes a sales argument on behalf of the Atwater Kent receiver.
The dealer selects the cards which he wishes
to use in his mail campaign and agrees to
pay two and one-fifth cents per card, two and
one-half if a neighborhood list is required or
two cents per card if he supplies his own list.
The names supplied are those of people appearing on the official automobile registration list
for 1928. The cards carry a variety of appeals
and the dealer's name, telephone number ar.d
address appear on each one. The full purchase
price is refunded for every card that is returned
by the post office department.
Dealer helps for the 1928-1929 season are illustrated and described in two attractive booklets issued by the Atwater Kent organization.
Among the aids are: a two-candle lamp finished
to resemble antique hand-wrought iron with
solid' brass trimmings and shade of antique
parchment; little men cut-outs to explain the
simplicity of A.K. operation in window displays;
three-piece screen finished in the modern manner; rocking poster cut-outs; letterheads, match
folders, 24-sheet posters, miniature posters,
catalogs, envelope enclosures and electrotype
broadsides. Other aids include: the salesman
cutout, lifelike and life-size, eye-catching window posters, modern in idea and treatment, and
other material for window dressings.
Meetings

Leading

Cities

Officials of Company Addressed Repreand Dealers at Fifsentatives JobbersGatherings
teen Enthusiastic
can

with

increase

tube

ARCTURUS

OTHER tubes in the world are
made like Arcturus. Heater Type construction gives them demonstrable features
of superiority unequalled by any other line
of tubes. The country's leading merchants
have increased sales, profits and customer
satisfaction by demonstrating and proving
Arcturus superiority.
They demonstrate that the Arcturus Detector will act in J seconds — against 30 to
60 seconds for other tubes — that Arcturus
Tubes will stand 5 to 6 volts without effectNO

ing emission — that they give humless reception.They show proof (which we will gladly

furnish you) that Arcturus Tubes have an
average life of well over 2,000 hours.
This line of Heater Type Arcturus A-C
Tubes includes the 071 H Power Amplifier
of proven long life and dependability, the
first and only satisfactory power amplifier
on the market.
It is because ArcturusTubes are unequalled
by any other tubes — and because their superiority can be readily demonstrated —
that they are boosting sales for the leading
merchants in the country — and will for you.
Write for complete information. Arcturus
Radio Co., 220 Elizabeth Ave., Newark. N.J.

ARCTURUS

A-C

Atwater

in

skeptical customer was in-

too

Sales

Freshman

"personal demonstrations
were held where the most

You

New

York, November, 1928

long

ufe

TUBES

A series of fifteen sales meetings in as many
different cities was recently completed by Chas.
Freshman Co., Inc., New York. These meetings were announced as another step in welding
Freshman representatives, jobbers and dealers
into a most effective organization. Philadelphia, Washington, Boston, Newark, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, Indianapolis and
New Haven were among the cities where meetings were held.
Various officials of the Freshman Co. were
present. Clarence A. Earl, president, spoke on
the compa'ny and its future. J. A. Frye, sales
manager, and Clarence A. Earl, Jr., assistant
sales manager, spoke on radio merchandising.
George Eltz, vice-president in charge of engineering, talked from an engineering angle.
Dinner and entertainment were provided.

Jay

Grinnell

Praised

Jay Grinnell, director of the music house
of Grinnell Bros., Detroit, Mich., was the subject of an interesting biographical sketch which
appeared in a recent issue of , the Detroiter,
Chamber of Compublished by the Detroit high
tribute to Mr.
merce. The article pays
Grinnell's cultural and civic activities.
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this interesting letter

received from the Zeppelin's
Chief Engineer :
Lakehurst
(Translation)
Gentlemen :
I am the Chief Engineer of the dirigible Graf Zeppelin and came to America in her
very recently and, through relatives in Philadelphia, I heard your Majestic Radio
apparatus.
I like the performance of the built-in loud speaker very well and since we do not
have anything like that in Germany I beg to ask you if it would not be possible to
take one of your sets back with me in the Zeppelin to Germany, and under what conditions.
I would show the set with great joy over there and it would help me remember
the enthusiastic reception which all of us found in America.
Very sincerely,
KARL BEUERLE, Chief Eng.,
Luftschiff "Graf Zeppelin," Lakehurst, U. S. A. Navy Aero Station

Extreme left, Karl Beuerle,
Chief Engineer
Extreme right, Knute Eckener,
Son ot Commander i.nd hero of flight
Center, Assistant Engineer
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A ND does in an O'Neil Radio Speaker! An unusually good dynamic
speaker combined with an attractive cabinet provides instantaneous "eye-appeal." Retailing at only $50.00.
Sales resistance being practically nil, O'Neil speakers move quickly
and easily. And your profits are correspondingly greater.
You can't afford to overlook this opportunity for making big money
through handling an all quality line of Radio Speakers — Speakers that
bring the artist right into your home. There is no rattle — no distortion— nothing but absolute fidelity to the artist throughout the entire
broadcast.
Volume sales are further assured by the very moderate prices of
O'Neil Speakers. The model A 51, retailing at $50.00, is the one to
use as your leader. If big profits interest you so will the O'Neil line
of Radio Speakers. Write at once giving us the name of your jobber
and we'll send you the full details of our dealer's proposition.
O'NEIL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
— the famous O'NEIL Radio Speakers
West New York. New Jersey
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Co.

R.

Broadcasts

B. Rose

Grebe

Appointed

Federal

Representative

Quarters

Secures Services of Arnold Johnson and Territory Includes New York City and
His Band — Plans New and Novel Fea- Eight Other Counties — Has Had Wide
tures of Radio Entertainment
Experience in the Radio Field
The Grigsby-Grunow Co., of Chicago, received many requests from the West, also California radio fans, to extend Majestic broadcast-

:
Arnold Johnson and His Band
ing period to cover their territory. Negotiations were completed recently to cover the entire Columbia chain. Sparing no effort or expense to give radio "listeners-in" the very best
in entertainment the services of Arnold Johnson
and His Band have been secured in addition to
the ever-popular Two Black Crows, Moran and
Mack, in new dialogues and experiences.
Arnold Johnson is very popular throughout
the United States. He is one of the foremost
recording artists and one of the features with
George White's "Scandals" now playing on
Broadway. The Grigsby-Grunow Co. is planning many new and novel features for air entertainment for the coming season, according
to an announcement by the company.

The wholesale department of the Federal
Radio Corp., at plant No. 2, now occupies quarters approximately four times as large as the
space formerly used at the parent plant. The
rapid development of this department under
the executive direction of L. W. James, manager, made new and larger quarters necessary.
It is said that every modern convenience and
means of demonstrating receivers has been installed in the wholesale department, and every
speaker and receiver in the display room is set
up for operation. Each sales representative
has his own glass-partitioned desk room, where
light has been given serious consideration. Display rooms are furnished with rugs, draperies
and hangings carrying out the Ortho-sonic blue
and gold color scheme, and floor lamps and
lounge chairs harmonize with the Federal cabinets in effective combination.

has been appointed manufacturer's representative for A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York
City, effective immediately. His territory will
include all of New York City and eight counties; they are Westchester, Sullivan, Dutchess,
Orange, Putnam, Rockland, Nassau and Suffolk, N. Y.
Mr. Rose, because of his long experience in
the radio field, has acquired a large number of
friends in all branches of the trade. For several
years he conducted the radio departments of
large New York stores. Also, as a result of
this fact, he has gained wide experience in radio
merchandising. As representative for Grebe
Mr. Rose will employ five trained and experienced salesmen.

40,000

Prospects

Little

at

Show

PRICE

Tot

Used

More than 40,000 prospective customers left
their names at the Freed-Eisemann booth at
the recent Radio Show in Chicago, according
to Arthur Trostler, vice-president of the FreedEisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. This
almost equals the record made at the previous
Madison Square Garden Show in New York,
according to Mr. Trostler, who states that the
names are being turned over to the nearest
dealers. This is a potent argument as to the
benefits to all branches of the trade to be derived by these exhibitions.

STARTLING

Attractive
49

Occupies Space Approximately Four
Times as Large as That Formerly Used
— Every Modern Convenience Installed

Robert B. Rose, identified with radio merchandising since the inception of broadcasting,

Develop

Wholesale

Records
in Broadcasts

Little Tot records and Playtime records,
manufactured by the Plaza Music Co., New
York City, are now being broadcast during the
course of children's programs by several New
York radio stations, including station WMCA.
These records come across the air with remarkable clarity, it is stated.
Both the records and the Little Tot Books
are proving more popular than ever this year
and the holiday demand is very strong, the
Plaza Co. reports.
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IRVINGTON,
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R
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What

Electric

You

00
$75.
WilL~
Money

Phonograph

Reproduction

Buy
Than

Finer
This

plugged
electric phonograph — when
COMPLETE
into a radio — giving all the purity of tone, the
undistorted volume
of an instrument
costing

A

hundreds

of dollars- — complete

Encased

in a handsome

The

whole
out

get

instrument
of

phonograph
Every
vox.

radio

Its own

is simple

without

customer

it is electrically
electric

to install.
instantly

changing

and

is its finest

shows

you

motor —

Has

from

nothing
radio

to

a tube.

is a live prospect

performance

right — sells quickly

cabinet,

induction
made.

Switches

order.

records

at $75.00.

walnut

operated by the Pacent silent
the finest phonograph
motor

to

Can't

for the

salesman.

a nice

ElectroPriced

profit.

Demonstrate it to your customers every time
you sell a radio set. Use it yourself for
demonstrating speakers, sets, and records
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MODERN
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PACENT

PHONOVOX

A

Great

Opportunity
*50
$13

Easy

Quick

Sales

Profitable

THE
Pacent Phonovox,
the finest— pick-up on

4 for

the first—and acknowledged
the market today is breaking

all sales records— far and away the biggest selling,
fastest selling piece of radio phonograph merchandise on
the market and it deserves to be.

Scientifically
precision
equals

the

that

engineered
Phonovox

of the

In addition

most

many
are

other

quick

achieves
expensive

to its clear

pearance, itssturdy

flawless

construction

outstanding
to see and

thruout
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with
a
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tone

Electric
tone?

and

that

actually

Phonograph.

its attractive

simplicity,

which

Pacent

your

ap-

it offers

customers

appreciate.

If you're not handling the Phonovox write or wire your jobber
today. You're missing plenty of quick, easy sales that belong to you.
For further information, prices, etc., on the Phonovox, write to the

PACENT

THE

ELECTRIC
CO., INC. * 91 Seventh Ave, New
York
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for Over 20 Years
Manufacturing Licensee for Great Britain and Ireland, Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford, England

ELECTRIC

PICK-UP

-

-

FASTEST

City

SELLER
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delicately suspended in the magnetic field by
means of wires. At one side is an ordinary automobile headlight incandescent lamp, the light
from which is focused on the mirror.

Zenith

Radio

to

Corp.

Increase

Stock

Stockholders Vote to Increase the Capital
Stock of Company From 150,000 to 500,000 Shares of No Par Common

Here is the official reception committee for
the Seventh Annual Chicago Radio Show held
at the Coliseum, Chicago, during the week of
October 8-14. Left to right, front row: Burt
Massee, vice-president, Palmolive Soap Co., and
an ardent supporter of radio; Commander E. E.
McDonald, president of Zenith Radio Corp.
Back row, left to right shows: A. J. Carter,
president. Carter Radio Co.; Arthur Walsh,
Transforms
Beams

Light
Into

Mvisic

An interesting demonstration was staged before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at Atlanta, Ga., recently when a narrow
beam of light was cast about an assembly
room in the Hotel Biltmore and was changed
into music and held under perfect control at
the will of John Ballamy Taylor, consulting
engineer of the General Electric Co. This was
made possible through a complicated apparatus
by which electrical impulse is controlled by the
beam of light and represents what Mr. Taylor
styles "narrow casting." The equipment used
is known as a photophone built on old prin-

vice-president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; Hon.
Louis L. Emmerson, Secretary of State of
Illinois, and Republican candidate for Governor; U. J. Herrmann, managing director of the
Show; Corveth Wells, lecturer, and African explorer, and G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., Chicago Radio
Show general manager. Mr. Emmerson opened
the show, which in point of attendance was an
outstanding success.
ciples, but utilizing the perfected photo-electric
tube, electric pick-up and the newly developed
amplifiers and sound reproducers.
A regular phonograph with an intricate electric attachment was used in producing the
music. The electrical energy was sent over a
light beam to transforming and reproducing
elements mounted on a tripod across the room
and music and sound resulted. When the
demonstrator held his hand in the path of the
light the music stopped, and as he allowed the
light to filter through his fingers the volume
of the music increased.
In explaining the apparatus Mr. Taylor said
the record served as the sound source, the electric pick-up on the instrument transforming the
music into electric current. This energy is led
to a mirror, one thousandth of an inch in area.

Chicago, III., November 4. — E. F. McDonald,
Jr., president of the Zenith Radio Corp., announced that at a special meeting of the stockholders of the corporation held on October 29
it was unanimously voted to increase the
capital stock of the corporation from 150,000
to 500,000 shares common stock of no par value.
Paul B. Klugh, vice-president and general
manager, presented a report of the present condition of the corporation, stating that it had
earned $1,100,000 net during the first six months
of the present fiscal year after charge-offs, depreciation and reserve, but before Federal taxes,
which is at the rate of $11 per share on the
present outstanding stock for the first six
months and comparing with $727,000 for the last
fiscal year or $7.27 per share. He added that
the next six months should show equal or better
net profits because the plant is working to
capacity and that the non-cancelable unfilled
orders on hand are sufficient to carry the corporation through the present radio year.
At a meeting of the directors of the Zenith
Radio Corp. following the stockholders' meeting
a stock dividend of 300 per cent, payable November 18 to stockholders of record November
13, was announced by President E. F. McDonald. The increased capitalization will be
placed on the dividend basis of at least $2 per
share, he stated.
Watkin

Holding

Radio

Show

Dallas, Tlx., November 1.— Immediately following the Texas State Fair, which opened here
on October 21 and closes tomorrow, the Will
A. Watkin Co. will conduct a radio show at its
store featuring the latest models of receivers
carried, which include the RCA, Atwater
Kent, Brunswick and Philco. A newspaper advertising campaign has been in effect and a
large crowd is expected to attend. The Watkin store now utilizes twelve radio salesmen.
Broadcasting

Go.

Chartered

A charter has been granted to the Allied
Broadcasting Co., 551 Fifth avenue, New York
City, to act as representative of the ABC network, owned by the American Broadcasting
Co., operating broadcasting stations in Seattle,
Spokane, Portland, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Programs originating in New York
are to be relayed throughout the Pacific Coast
and into Mexico and Canada.
en*en
DVMMtC

SPfAKFR

Model Six
Cabinet
Jensen

Trade and public preference for the Jensen Dynamic Speaker
becomes more and more pronounced as the radio season
advances.
"Reproduction true as the original" is a real sales asset for
the dealer for it is readily recognized by the prospective buyer.
Jensen Dynamic Speakers are offered in attractive Cabinet
and Console Models or as separate units for installation in radio
and phonograph consoles. Made in types to operate with practically any kind of current. Prices range from $40.00 upward.
Jensen

Radio

Mfg.

Company

338 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111. - 212 Ninth St., Oakland, Cal.
Jensen Patents Allowed and Pending — Licensed under Lcktophone and
Magnai'ox Patents.

110 voltUnit
Typefor Jensen
D4-AC
AC operation

Polymet

Working

Overtime

Night and day operation is in effect at the
factory of the Polymet Mfg. Corp., New York,
manufacturer of radio set essentials. It is announced that large commitment orders for electric set parts received from radio manufacturers
made this move necessary, and Polymet officials
view this unprecedented volume of business as
an indication that the radio industry is anticipating alarge demand for electric receivers.
The board of directors of the St. Louis Radio
Trades Association in meeting last month
passed a resolution commending and congratulating the Federal Radio Commission on
its plan of allocation of wave lengths and
pledged the Association to do everything in
its power to assist in enforcing the plan.
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TTie new; improved Master
Junior Motor, for Junior portables.
Similar design and same highest
quality as the Master Flyer. Plays
TWO full 10-inch selections from
one winding.

f"f»T

New spring assembly of
the new Master Flyer
Motor. Removable by
loosening only one screiv
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i mi

11

This trade mark on your
motors means the highest value.
Motors made and guaranteed by
a large and reliable company,
manufacturing

spring motors uninterruptedly forfifteen years.
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The new improved Master Flyer Motor,
for standard portables. Plays THREE full
10-inch selections from one winding. New
silent gear train. New athletic spring. New
quick, silent, effortless worm wind, with
abundant knuckle room.

AKING

phonograph

motors

is one of the things that look
eas\
Just a coiled spring,

As for the spring — it would
to tell about springs alone.

take a book

short train of gears, governor, and a turntable to spin around at uniform speed.
Just to give one example
It would be easy, but for a few underlying obstacles.
*

Uniformity
which

in music

is as exacting as time itself.

Records vary greatly in drag, and
must be kept from affecting speed.
Sound

boxes

complicating
not vary.
Cutting

vary

in

weight,

this

fitting that short train of

finest precision,

transmitting

with perfect smoothness

power

To furnish pulling power that gives uniform speed at all tensions, with all sound
boxes and records of all degrees of drag,
requires a spring with the mettle of a racehorse. Aspring that has the heart to try.

drag. But still the speed must

and

governor

But —

further

gears is almost a job for a diamond cutter.
They must mesh and turn with unvarying

the

springs:

A cheap soft spring will spin that turntable around. And it can be guaranteed
not to break.

of speed has to suit the ear,

about

they

the

power

and silence.

likewise

With

control

For best developing demand for portables, with increased sale of records, choose
motors that combine the highest quality
and

every

Order

modern

the Master

advantage
Flyer

and

in design.
the

Master

Junior.

the
"Built like a fine ship's clock"

flow.

Oh

ENE1AL
2811

INDUSTRIES
Taylor

Street,

Elyria,

Ohio

W
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Jack

Mueller

Joins

Grisgby-Grunow

Fischer
Co.

Co.

Superior

Acquires
Co.

in N.

Latin

York, November, 192H

American

Broad-

casting in Infancy

Y.

Appointed Manager of the Franchise Department— Plans Close Contact With
Retail Dealers and Distributors

Manufacturer of Valley Forge Products
Consolidates Superior Phono Parts Co.
With J. A. Fischer Co., Philadelphia

Transmission Art Does Not Compare
With Standards and Technique in U. S.
—Freshman Officials in Cuba

The Grigsby-Grunow Co., of Chicago, maker
of Majestic All-Electric radio receivers, announces the appointment of Jack Mueller as

Philadelphia, Pa., November 6. — The J. A.
Fischer Co., manufacturer of Valley Forge
mainsprings and talking machine repair materials, recently acquired the Superior Phono
Parts Co. of New York, and consolidated that
business with the Valley Forge . organization.
The J. A. Fischer Co. has now become a corporation, the incorporators being J. A. Fischer,
I. R. Epstan and Jack Sukon. In a recent statement sent to its customers the J. A. Fischer Co.,
Inc., stated:
"We are pleased to announce the acquisition
of the Superior Phono Parts Co. of New York
City, and the consolidation of that business with
our organization, effective as of October 1,
1928. The various officials of the Superior
Phono Parts Co. are now identified with thi>
company. There will, of course, be no change in
the policies of the Valley Forge organization,
and the management will remain the same. To
improve service and eliminate waste, all order-will be shipped direct from our factory, where
every effort is being made to better our merchandise and service, wherever possible. Many
new original features have been planned, which
will be announced shortly. Our Valley Forgefriends will no doubt at once appreciate the
benefits which will accrue to them by this join-

A glance at the accompanying photograph
will show that the broadcasting art as practiced by Latin Americans is still in its infancy
when compared with standards and technique
in the United States. The studio shown is station 2MC, at Havana, Cuba, and is typical of
the small scattered stations transmitting programs throughout Latin America.
The gentleman at the microphone is Senor
Rodrigues,
export manager
of the Charles

ing of Valley Forge-Good Luck hands."
Jack Mueller
manager of the franchise department of the
company. This is a new department created
to build up a closer contact with Majestic dealers and distributors. Mr. Mueller has had
twenty-three years' sales experience, calling on
dealers direct, and has had fifteen years' experience as a sales manager and general manager for two distributors of electrical and automotive equipment. He has also been Eastern
sales manager for a prominent manufacturer of
radio equipment before joining the GrigsbyGrunow organization. Mueller will work in
close personal contact with H. E. Young, general sales manager of Grigsby-Grunow Co.

Sees

$1,000,000,000

Yearly

Radio

Sales

Thomas H. Endicott, general sales manager
of the Zenith Radio Corp., addressed members
of the Lansing Rotary Club at the Hotel Olds,
Lansing, Mich., on October 19. He spoke on
the development of radio and predicted that
1929 will be a billion-dollar year in the radio
industry. He also stated that television is still
in the experimental stage and that years would
elapse before manufacturers would become interested. He said Zenith sales last Summer
tripled those of the Summer of 1927.

Broadcasting at Havana, Cuba
Freshman Co., Inc., New York, and Senor
Manuel Escoto, the Freshman representative at
Havana, is shown dressed in white. One sign
on the wall, when translated, reads: "Please be
brief in your remarks. Time is money"; the
other carries the terse warning "Hands off
Everything
is adjusted."
Senor Rodrigues
has just returned fioni an
extensive and successful business tour of South
America in the interest of Freshman Radio.
Senators

Address

Luncheon

RMA

Meeting

An unusual program featured the first RMA
luncheon for the Eastern membership held at
the Hotel Astor, New York City, on October
24. It consisted of addresses by United States
Senators George H. Moses, of New Hampshire,
and Pat Harrison, of Mississippi, on radio's influence in politics. The subject read "Giving
Politics the Air — What Radio Has Done for
The talks
and Politicians."
Politicsthrough
(and to)
were
broadcast
the courtesy of the
National Broadcasting Co. President Frost, of
the RMA, presided at the meeting.

Sponsors
Sales

Breakfast
Conferences

Breakfast sales conferences have been inaugurated by L. P. Naylor, sales manager of the
Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J., who states
as his opinion, that the ideal time for business
conference is in the morning when ideas are
crisp and fresh. At these meetings the discussion centers upon the points in Arcturus tube =
worthy of particular emphasis from a sales
angle to be played up in advertising.
Visit

ELECTRADikc

Atwater

Kent

Plant

Atwater Kent dealers of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
headed by Claude Edmonds, of the E. J. Edmonds Co., distributor, recently spent two days
in Philadelphia as guests of the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co. The feature of the trip was a tour
of inspection of the Atwater Kent plant. A
continuous program of entertainment was provided, rounding out an enjoyable day.
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Complete
of

Field

Tests

Low-wave

Radio

Radio Apparatus for Ail-American Mohawk Malaysian Expedition Thoroughly
Tested for Hazardous Trio
Final field tests of the special low-wave
radio apparatus which will go with All-American Mohawk Malaysian Expedition into the un-

in charge of the window display work, will
expand this activity as rapidly as practical. W.
O. Kimberlcy will do special field promotion
and research work to aid the bulletin and publicity work. John F. McCoy is assigned as a
member of this division in order to co-ordinate
such campaigns as the "Tone in the Home,"
the "Donnelley Post Card Campaign," etc., with
other sales promotional work. Mr. McCoy will
concentrate much of his time on the production
of sales literature for the trade.
Remodeling

Building

Washington, Pa., November 6. — Ben Reynolds & Co., music dealers, recently let contracts for the remodeling of the two-story
building on the site now occupied. Greatly increased window display space will be a feature
of the building. Orthophonic Victrolas and
Radiola combinations, Victor and Okeh records, Bosch radio receivers and other musical
instruments are carried. The company has built
up a very successful business.

Making Radio Field Tests
explored interior of Borneo were made in the
forest preserve near Chicago recently. The
equipment includes a number of low-wave receivers and transmitters, which the party will
use to keep in constant radio communication
with their headquarters' base at Bandjermasin,
on the Barito river, in Dutch Borneo, as well
as a standard Lyric receiver manufactured by
the All-American Mohawk Corp., sponsors of
'.he expedition. Photo shows left to right —
William J. Schnell, director of foreign research
in the All-American Mohawk laboratories,
with Theodore Seelmann, Chicago, who will
lead the expedition, and H. J. Moos, general
radio engineer, seeking a convenient site to
set up their portable "radio station" after it
had been unpacked.
RCA

Subsidiaries

Brazil

and

ALL

model

Fuller

in

Important
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Post

Elected Executive Vice-President of Federal Telegraph Co. of California
Dr. Leonard F. Fuller has been elected executive vice-president of the Federal Telegraph Co.
of California, a subsidiary of the Kolster Radio
Corp., according to a recent announcement. Dr.
Fuller will be in charge of Federal operations
at San Francisco and Palo Alto, Cal.
Revises

Tube

Prices

The list prices on three types of Arcturus AC
tubes have been reduced, it has been announced
by the Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J. The
reductions are as follows: Type 127 (2.5 volts
cLtector) from $5 to $4; Type 126 (1.5 volts
amplifier) from $2.50 to $2.25; Type 180 (fullwave rectifier) from $4.50 to $4.25.

DYNE
APEX

0^

SPEAKER

Designed especially lor APEX
Modeler. This
36 A.C.
Receivnew and
APEXD.C Magnetic
Type but
Speaker
givesat a all
new times.
tone,
full
natural
Easily mounted on lid, giving
an ideal combination.

3d

Argentina

APEX engineering has set a high standard this season. It is a standard
of quality and performance. Wherever the new APEX Model 36 is
displayed — whenever it is tuned in — radio buyers comment favorably.
The APEX franchise deserves the consideration of the country's best
dealers it is receiving it beyond a doubt.
To read over the big
list of APEX dealers is to substantiate this statement.

the Sales

Promotion

F.

in

Two export subsidiaries, known as the RCA
of Argentina, Inc., and RCA of Brazil, Inc.,
have been organized by the Radio Corp. of
America to serve principally as sales organizations for its products in these Latin American
countries. Under the terms of incorporation
the new companies are empowered to carry on
all kinds of radio business, from the transmission and reception of messages to broadcasting
and merchandising. It is said that by complying with the laws of Argentina and Brazil they
will be able to do business on a basis of equality
with corporations of those countries.
The Radio Corporation's products are now
distributed in South and Central America
through jobbers and dealers, and it was explained that the subsidiaries were organized
largely to centralize that business.
Reorganizes

L.

ELECTRIC

NEUTKO

1929

Dr.

APEX dealers receive close co-operation. Every scientific method
known in the radio world is used in the production of the new
Model 36 in order to make this receiver as near foolproof as possible.
This means a minimum of service from dealers and, in turn, brings in
greater net profit.
The APEX Model 36 is making good for thousands upon thousands
of users and dealers. You want to sell a better radio — write for complete information relative to the APEX franchise.

Department

V. W. Collamore, sales manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has
announced that the growth of the merchandising and sales promotional division of the sales
department has necessitated the reorganization
and definite division of the work. As formerly,
the entire merchandising and sales promotion
department is under the direction of P. A.
Ware, and will include the following activities:
Ben B. Barber will handle the trade paper
news and bulletin production.
H. E. Morgan,

APEX

ELECTRIC

MFG.

COMPANY

(Division of the United States Electric Corp.)
1410

W.

59th

Street

Chicago
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of

the

Musical

has

a

with

of

THE

complete
the

the

Business

line

instant

new

success

SONORAS.

success of Sonora has been complete and instantaneous. Its spectacular new standard of performance ... its beautiful and different cabinets ... its

powerful new advertising campaign . . . have led the true
Music Merchant to see in Sonora the answer to the

knows that Sonora (a division of Acoustic Products Company) is also active in the field of synchronization ofsound with pictures, in broadcasting and
in the manufacture of amazing new Sonora records.
HE

This is a Sonora

increase of his profits!

PRESENT

The reasons are not far to seek

and with a low inventory requirement, Sonora

covers

and forthcoming

Sonora

Sonora

is on the air

only those great artists who will later record for Sonora will
broadcast on the Sonora hook-up.

HE

knows that he is backed by a powerful advertising campaign in newspapers and magazines. That
Sonora is endorsed by such famous people as Michael
I. Pupin, famous scientist and inventor, Mrs. Dorothy

TUNE in on the "Sonora Hour" every Thursday from 9 to
10 P. M.from
(Eastern
The "Sonora Hour"
is broadcast
these Standard
stations: Time).
Chicago
WOR
New York
Cincinnati
New York
Detroit
New York
Ft. Wayne
WBBM
Philadelphia
RC ——
WABC —
WK
WGKP
—
—
2XE
Boston
Kansas
St. LouisCity
wowo
—
WFAN —
Providence
KMBC
WEAN
WNAC —
Toledo
WSPD
—
KMOX
Buffalo
Oil City
Pittsburgh
WICC
Syracuse
Bridgeport
—
BL
WF
WHK
Akron
WMAK
Cleveland
WJAS
WADC

Biddle, Jr., Emily
appreciate

the best in music. He sees this compelling campaign
unfolding in such great magazines as Saturday Evening
Post, Collier's,, Liberty, Literary Digest and Time.
in a long list of metropolitan newspapers, too!

Better

These delightful radio programs afford an unusual opportunity to hear for yourself the excellent quality of the entertainment which will soon be available on Sonora Records. For

plans, sales helps and greater margins of profit.

Davies Vanderbilt and a host of others who

We

THE "Sonora Hour" is now being broadcast every Thursday
evening from 9 to 10 (Eastern Standard Time) from a
long list of stations forming the Columbia Chain.

in the industry — a management who have developed
not only startling new instruments, but new finance

J. Drexel

day and night to meet demand.

Now

FOR the Music Merchant knows when he deals with
Sonora that he deals with men of established success

(Enrico) Caruso, Anthony

volume.

get your quota ordered now. Write or wire Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., Sonora Building, 50 West 57th
Street, New York City.

the entire field of reproduced music — the Sonora Melodon, the Melodon with Radio, Sonora Radios, Melodonic
Phonographs,

Christmas

orders indicate tremendous

are working

FIRST of all, Sonora is a business-like set-up for the
Music Merchant. In one line, under one trade-mark

Speaker, Sonora
' Records.

met

And

WLBW

—

onot
CLEAR

(Acoustic

RADIOS,

THE

MELODONIC

AS

A

Products

SPEAKER

BELL

Company)

AND

SONORA

PHONOGRAPHS
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Showroom
Line

on
to

Wheels

Brings

Prospective

Philco

Customers

J- Paul Enck, Lebanon, Pa., Dealer Believes in Bringing His Merchandise
tomer in His Aggressive Campaign for Radio Business
To the end that all prospective customers in
his district may have an opportunity to hear
the new Philco all-electric radio set, J. Paul

to the Cus-

so

of first-class, varied radio entertainment.
Mr. Enck uses a regular passenger truck as
his traveling showroom.
He covers the entire

The new "G. C. P." finance plan, which has
just been announced, is similar to the "7-20"
plan in its liberality and simplicity, according to
Mr. Melhuish. It operates in the following
manner: When a customer of good credit standing buys a set on time payment, the dealer adds
a suitable carrying charge to the cash price of
the set. The dealer then obtains a down payment of 20 per cent or more, which he keeps
and the customer signs a contract to pay the
unpaid balance in equal payments. This contract is then entered on the blank furnished by
the General Contract Purchase Corp., and
mailed to their nearest office. The dealer then
receives a check for 90 per cent of the unpaid
balance, after deducting the handling charge,
and each month as payments are made the
dealer remits them to the finance company.
After receiving payment in full, the company
pays the dealer 10 per cent and returns the contract to him.

Trico

Products

Adds
New

Enck's Philco Traveling Showroom
Enck, of the Enck Auotomotive Co., Lebanon,
county of Lebanon, Pa., in this manner and has
Pa., has installed what is probably one of the
met with great success in his demonstration
work. All models of the Philco set are lined
most novel showrooms in the United States.
around the walls of the truck and a prospective
During the daytime he starts out with his large
customer is permitted to hear any model that
motor truck containing all of the models of
Philco radio sets and calls on housewives to
may be preferred. Frequently, large crowds
give them demonstrations. At night he gets
gather around the truck and before Enck has
entire families, invites them to be seated in his
gotten far along with his program he finds that
truck, plugs in his cable to a nearby electric
he is entertaining an entire neighborhood party.
switch and provides them with half an hour or
The plan has proved successful.

Simplified
Plan

Finance

Offered

Dealers

General

Contract Purchase Corp. Announces System of Dealer Financing
Similar to "7-20" Plan for RCA Dealers

Simplified financing facilities are being offered
radio dealers by the General Contract Purchase
Corp., New York, and its affiliated companies
throughout the country. This company, which
was formerly a subsidiary of the General Electric Co., was recently purchased by the Industrial Acceptance Corp., thus placing practically
unlimited resources at the command of dealers

in the financing of retail time-payment sales.
H. T. Melhuish, formerly manager of sales
administration of the Radio Corp. of America,
is vice-president of the General Contract Purchase Corp., and is said to be the man who
first organized satisfactory time-payment plans
for radio dealers. More than five years ago
Mr. Melhuish formulated a plan for Radiola
time-payment sales that proved entirely satisfactory to dealer, purchaser and manufacturer.
Commenting upon the "7-20" finance plan of
the General Contract Purchase Corp. for RCA
authorized dealers, J. L. Ray, general sales
manager of the Radio Corp. of America, stated
that it is proving to be one of the most important factors in the successful merchandising
of Radiolas in 1928 and 1929.

York, November, 1928

to

Corp.

Floor

Building Brings Total Area of Plant
Space Up to 180,000 Square Feet

Business expansion has made necessary an
addition to the plant facilities of the Trico
Products Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., manufacturer of
the Trico Cameron antenna. The new companybuilding is six stories high and extends the
depth of an entire city block, giving the plant
a total area of 180,000 square feet. The Trico
organization has been identified for a number of
years with the production of windshield cleaning devices.
In the recently completed new building a
large part of the space is being devoted to the
manufacture of the antenna, which enjoys widespread distribution and is meeting with great
success, according to officials of the company.
Bosch

Sales

Attend

Agents
Conference

An important sales conference of radio sales
representatives of the New York branch of the
American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield,
Mass., was held recently, under the leadership
of Harry G. Russell, Eastern district radio sales
manager. The conference was called to discuss ways and means of taking care of the unprecedented demand for Bosch radio products.
Those in attendance were Harold B. Weed,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Conley H. Stratton, Philadelphia; Harry A. Brockelman, Boston; Bernard
P. Sloane, Norfolk, Va.; John (Jerry) Coughlin and Joseph A. Foss, New York; Victor A.
Norman, Savannah, Ga., and Henry C. Struckman, service manager.

ULTRATONE
the Speaker with a mineral molded, exponential tapered air
column amplifier. Made for those who want natural tone
reproduction.
Two Table Models — No. 8 and No. 12 — finished in either
two-tone Walnut Stipple or Bronze.
A high-grade Speaker at a moderate price.
No. 12
48 in. Air Column.
Height 16". Width 13^*
List Price, $22.50

JEWEL
500

North

PHONOPARTS
Dearborn

St.

Space

No. I

CO.

Chicago,

111.

Height
List
Price,Wy2"
$15.00
Width 7H"
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ThisBattery
is theISo. medium
435. 3'4 size
inchesEveready
thick. 45Layerbilt
colt* *2 "B"
95
If you use the medium size, you
can buy the Eveready Medium
95
Size "B" Battery No. 772, for
$2.75. It's a fine battery of its
type — cylindrical cell. BUT, just
costs you only
add 20 cents to your price, and get
20* more
the Eveready Layerbilt Medium Size
"B" Battery No. 485. Same outside
size as the older battery, but more
active materials inside, and so you buy
25% longer life with your 20 extra cents.
Another great battery bargain !
Both these Eveready Layerbilts are made of flat cells
that fill all available space inside the battery case. This
construction avoids the useless waste spaces between
the cells of the older, cylindrical cell type of battery,
and eliminates soldered connections between cells. The
truly modern "B" battery is the Eveready Layerbilt.
These two batteries, exclusive with Eveready, are longerlasting and more economical.
Look for the name
Layerbilt on the label.
NATIONAL
Never

was

so

imieh

CARBON COMPANY, Inc., New York—San Francisco
Unit of Union Carbide I i 1 \ •? and Carbon Corporation
TUESDAY

extra

service

^ J ™ * ™ ™ tafe .Mm Mj

few

M.^W

£VEREAD

V- _ ^.W

extra

Y
Radio
Batteries
Layerbilt construction is a patented
oatented Eveready
Evereads
feature. Only Eveready
batteries. makes Layerbilt

NIGHT IS EVEREADY HOUR NIGHT
East of the Rockies
9 P. M. Eastern Standard Time
Through UTEAF and ashoeiated N. B. C« station*
On the Paci fic Coast
8 P. M. Pacific Standard Time
Through N. B. C. Pacific Coast network

cents
"B"

You are a "B" battery user.
You are most probably interested in one of two popular sizes. You use, in the majority of cases, either
the heavy duty size, or the medium size. If you
use the heavy duty "B" batteries, which is the
most economical thing to do, you can get
the Heavy Duty Eveready No. 770, which
contains cylindrical cells, for $4.00.
BUT for only 25 cents more you can
have the famous Eveready Layerbilt
No. 486, which is the same size, outside, but which contains more
active materials, and lasts 30%
longer. For your extra quarter you
get from a quarter to nearly a third
more service.
costs you
only
Never before did 25 cents buy so
as * more
much battery service !

batter
45 wits y
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This is So.
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Reports

of

6 ' Largest

Business

in

History"
in Milwaukee
Territory
Radio Music Exposition at Which Latest Radio Products Were Shown Has Stimulated
Public Interest and Dealers Are Enjoying Unprecedented Prosperity
Milwaukee, Wis., November 8. — Milwaukee
radio and phonograph dealers closed October
with many reports of the largest business in
history, and in practically every wholesale and
retail house, of gains over last year, both fo:
the month, and for the entire Fall season of
1928. One of the chief factors in the increased October business, in the opinion of a
number of dealers, was the sixth Wisconsin
Radio-Music Exposition which brought before
the public the leading new lines.
In addition to the value of the show in this
respect, the dealers reported that the meetings
were particularly valuable, and as a result of
an address made by H. V. Miessner, counsel for
the Wisconsin Radio Trade Association, at the
meeting of the Association in connection with
the exposition, a uniform radio conditional sales
contract form for instalment buying may be
adopted in the near future.
A 100 per cent representation of radio wholesale houses of Milwaukee will be sought for the
second Midwest Market Week which will be
held in Milwaukee preceding the opening of the
Spring season. During the recent week 141
firms participated and drew trade from 157 Wisconsin cities, as well as cities in Michigan,
Minnesota and Iowa. Fred E. Yahr, of the
Yahr-Lange Co., distributor of the Super-Ball
antenna, and other radio products, represented
the radio interests at a recent "Market Week"
meeting, and reported on the experience of his
firm during the week.
Richard Zinke, of the Interstate Sales Co.,
distributor for the Kolster, Bosch and Slagle
lines, stated that while general business has
been keeping up at a rate which will make a
"tremendous season," the most outstanding
trend is that of increased interest in the higher
priced lines of radio receiving sets.
"Business is keeping at such an evenly good
plane right now that it is difficult to make any
observation on it, other than that we are very
busy," declared G. K. Purdy, manager of the
Milwaukee branch of the George C. Beckwith
Co., distributors of the Crosley and Amrad
radios for this territory.
Sidney Neu, manager of the radio department
at Michael Ert, Inc., reports that the All-American Mohawk Lyric line is going very well.
I. R. Wittuhn, of the Standard Radio Co.,
distributor of the Kellogg radio, also reports
business as being exceptionally good.
The Radio Parts Co., Inc., has been incorporated at 311 State street, Milwaukee. The
business of the company is wholesale and retail
radios and parts, etc. The incorporators are
B. S. Wisniewski, Charles M. Brown, and Hall
Gayhart, and the capitalization of the company
is $20,000.
The Radio Service, Inc., has been incorporated to operate in Milwaukee, dealing in radios,
with a capitalization of $10,000 in 100 shares.
The incorporators are W. Massy, A. Massy, F.
D. Golden, and G. W. Fringer.
Milwaukee had its record air mail shipment
made during October when the Central Radio
Laboratory, 16 Keefe avenue, sent about two
hundred pounds of mail, consisting mostly of
radio parts, to Philadelphia.
W. Otto Miessner, director of the Miessner
Institute of Music, was again elected president
TYPE

M

RECORDING

WAX

Developed for Electrical
Recording. Works at 70* or
Normal Room Temperature
F. W. MATTHEWS

MiTolTj!

of the Wisconsin Association of Music Merchants at the annual meeting held in Milwaukee
during October.
The Milwaukee Victor Record Girls Club will
hold a special meeting on the evening of No
vember 12, in the club rooms at the Badger
Talking Machine Co., distributor for the Victor
line in Wisconsin and upper Michigan. The
occasion was termed a "Bring Your Boss"
meeting, and the employers were guests at a
dinner preceding the meeting and also at the
entertainment which followed.
Radio dealers in Milwaukee and the surrounding district are interested in the inclusion of a
request for a fund to buy radios for the schools
of West Allis, a suburb of Milwaukee, in the
school board budget.
Wisconsin radio dealers, and especially the
local men of Watertown, Wis., are watching the
effects of a new ordinance put into effect by
the Watertown common council, regulating the
use of electrical devices or other machinery
that will interfere with the reception of radio
programs. The ordinance covers the use o.
such machinery "that causes reasonably preventable electrical interference, including radio
receiving sets, within the limits of the city o;
Watertown, Wis., between the hours of six
o'clock p. m., and twelve o'clock midnight,
save and excepting only such as may be absolutely necessary and in making X-ray pictures
or examinations in emergency cases of physical
injuries."

"1928

The ordinance is now in operation.

Banner

Says

Fada

Year,"
Manager

The greatest year in radio history was forecast by R. M. Klein,, general manager of F. A.
D. Andrea, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., who
recently returned to his desk from a business
trip to the Pacific Coast.
"There is no doubt in my mind that this is
the banner year of the industry," said Mr.
Klein, who made a personal investigation of
radio conditions in the principal distributing
centers. "If I were asked to pick the most
striking development that is noted by every
dealer I should say it was the demand for
higher priced radio instruments. This is a
sign of the highest significance. Prosperity
and ability to purchase is the answer, beyond
the natural desire of the average American
family to buy better-grade merchandise."
RMA

Committee
Study

to
Radio

York, November, 1928

NT
LUBRICA
J SPRING TE
PHONO
GRAPHI
If QI FV'Q
Haley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitely.
Put uplubricant
in 1, 5, 10,
25 andput50-pound
for cans
dealers.to
This
U also
up in cans
4-ounce
retail *.i*l.fl
at 25 cents each under the trade name of
*.j*JjH.
MACHINE LUBRICANT
NOISELESS TALKING
FIJRFKA
Writt for special proposition to jobbers
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., NewTork
Bush

&

Lane

Featured

Line

in

Display

Shalek's Brunswick Music Shop of Chicago Builds Volume of Sales by Means
of Attractive Window Display
Chicago, III., November 3.— A window trim
which caused considerable interest and atten-

How Shalek's Featured Bush & Lane
tion from the buying public and resulted in a
most satisfactory volume of sales recently occupied the show space of Shalek's Brunswick
Music Shop, 3206 Lawrence avenue, this city.
As can be seen from the accompanying photograph the display featured the Bush & Lane
line and the eye-arresting arrangement resulted
in a great many passers-by entering the store
and requesting demonstrations.
A. K. Traveling Salon
on Middle West

Tour

Traveling from city to city throughout the
Middle West, the Atwater Kent Salon is pulling
big crowds everywhere and stimulating both
dealer and consumer interest in the A. K. line.
The Salon is nothing more or less than a
miniature radio show, traveling by special
trucks from community to community, operating first in a hotel lobby, then probably in a
hall or store leased for the occasion. Special
showings are arranged for the dealers in the
cities visited while the Salon remains op>en to
the public for several days.
Charles Weiser, assistant district manager of
the Atwater Kent Co., Philadelphia, in Illinois
and Indiana, is in charge of the Salon, which
is now operating in the territory served by the
Sampson Electric Co.

Laws
Outing

Portable

Sales

Gain

The Board of Directors of the Radio Manufacturers Association at a recent meeting in
Chicago ordered its legislative committee,
headed by C. C. Colby, to make a thorough
study of the effects of the new radio broadcast set-up ordered by the Federal Radio Commission, and which went into effect on November 11. In addition the committee was
ordered to make an exhaustive survey of radio
legislation and recommend constructive amendments to the radio law if the new broadcast
set-up revealed the necessity.

Presidential years have no detrimental effect
upon the demand for portables, according to
Max Willinger, of the New York Album &
Card Co., New York City, manufacturer of
Outing portables. The first nine months of this
year have already exceeded in sales volume the
entire year of 1927, and orders in hand for the
remaining three months would indicate the biggest portable year in the history of the company. This demand covers the entire country,
it is reported by the company.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines
RADIO MICA

COTTON
FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious for
foreign matter eliminated

American Mica
47 West Street

Works
New York

Record and Radio Mantfactaring
THE PECKHAM MFG. CO. 23$%£.fttr

Talking. Machine World, New
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Phonograph and radio manufacturers have learned to associate the
name ATLAS with the best in packing cases. ATLAS on a plywood case
gnifies that it stands head and shoulders above the crowd in appearance,
protectiveness,
handiness and real
economy.

nsA

ATLAS SERVICE brings you these
modern boxes without a hitch. For
carload deliveries in shooks, seven
manufacturing plants in New England, the South and Canada guarantee an unlimited supply with no
railroad tie-ups. For local deliveries,
either in shooks or assembled, branch
factories in twelve cities furnish a
convenient trucking service.
In whatever way you prefer deliveries and however large your case requirements, you will find ATLAS
SERVICE dependable. And you are
always welcome to bring your packing problems to us. That is part of
the ATLAS SERVICE.

Southen

PARK SQUARE BUILDING BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTSch.
New York Office, 90 West Broadway
Chicago Office, 649 McCormick BIdg.
Division (formerly Empire Mfg. Co.) Goldsboro, N. C.Branch Factories: Grand Rapids, M
2363
Bloomington, Ind. Jamestown, N. Y .^a nd in nine other cities.
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Atwater
for

Kent

Next

Set

President

Two-Millionth Set Produced at A. K.
Factory in Philadelphia Will Be Presented to Hoover or Smith

cation of the public on campaign matters. As
a listener-in, Mr. Kent believes, the next president may find radio equally valuable in keeping him in touch with current opinion, for radio
is more and more giving a cross-section of
what the country is thinking on public issues.
Freed-Eisemann

Philadelphia, Pa., November 6. — The twomillionth Atwater Kent radio, which issued
from the factory in this city last week, will go
to the winner in the presidential contest, A.
Atwater Kent announced. Mr. Kent's gift of
this set — the first two-millionth radio to be
produced by any manufacturer — to the new
president-elect is an expression of his belief
that the four years of the next administration
will see radio progress to a new position of
influence and prestige in America's daily life.
Both Smith and Hoover, in the campaign,
have used radio extensively to get their messages home to the voters. Each has recognized
.t as a chief factor in the information and edu-

Reports

Enthusiastic

Sonora
Famous

Furnished in
Standard and
Push-Pull.

Label
You

6 - Tube
7 - Tube

Probably one of the most famous windows
in the world is that of the great music store of
Lyon & Healy at the corner of Wabash avenue

Lyon & Healy's Sonora Display
and Jackson boulevard in Chicago. This doublewindow, fronting on two of the most important
thoroughfares in the Windy City, is known
wherever shoppers meet, and is famous for the
high artistic nature of its displays.
Quite recently, the entire space has been devoted to a display of a number of Sonora
models — Sonora Melodons, radios, and combination Melodons with radio. It is a matter of
interest that this is only the second time in the
history of the Lyon & Healy organization — always meticulously careful as to the musical
value of the lines they carry — that this valuable space has been used to exhibit radio receiving sets.
The decorations in the window are in strictly
modernistic style, and form an effective contrast
to the rich beauty of the Sonora period cabinets, which are gaining wide public favor.

Radio

Most

Line

Reducer

you preserve your most valuable possession — your trade identity.
Premier Radio is the equal of any in performance, looks, quality and
salability. Table and Console Models furnished standard in 6-tube and
7-tube Push-Pull. Also combination radio and phonograph with electric
pick-up.
Specifications

All-metal chassis; rigid, strong, stays put. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Apparatus 100% shielded. Licensed under U. S. Navy Patents and Hogan
Parent No. 1,041,002.
Write for price and full details.
PREMIER.

ELECTRIC

No obligation
COMPANY

Established 1905 — Manufacturers Ever Since
3807 Ravenswood

Ave.,

Voltage

Profit

The entire radio merchandising world knows the remedy for the disadvantages of a national fixed-price policy, for top-heavy inventories, burdensome contracts and insufficient mark-up.
Private label radio!
Remember also that material and manufacture — not advertising — determine the quality, performance and salability of a receiver.
Premier Radio for Private Label gives you longer profits, absolute control of price in regard to local markets; you order out only what you need;

Chassis

Window

Lyon & Healy, of Chicago, Feature Sonora
Models in Striking Modernistic Displays

Vitrohm
Brings

in

Optimistic reports are being received at the
headquarters of the Freed-Eisemann Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., from sales representatives in the field and executives on tours of
inspection throughout the trade.
Leo Freed, one of the Freed-Eisemann sales
executives, states that Grinnell Bros., distributors at Detroit, Mich., report that in their five
years' representation of the Freed-Eisemann
line 1928 easily tops them all. Enthusiastic reports are coming in from Freed-Eisemann distributors throughout the United States.

Console Models equipped
with Magnetic
namic Speakers. or Dy-

Private

Sales

Show
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Chicago, 111.

Selling

Well

Dealers arc finding the installation of a linevoltage control with every AC receiver very
helpful in cutting down service calls, according
to the Ward-Leonard Electric Co., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., manufacturer of the Vitrohm line-voltage
reducer. Reports from its distributors throughout the country indicate that they are meeting
with favorable response in their efforts to have
dealers sell this equipment with AC sets.
Davega

Adds

More

Stores

Pursuing an extensive expansion policy, Davega, Inc., Metropolitan radio and sporting
goods chain stores, has purchased a twenty-oneyear lease on the radio salon of the Max Bruslcin Co., at 278 Steinway avenue, Astoria, L. I.
This shop is the third new store Davega has
opened during the past year. The last two
additions to the chain of ten sporting goods
and radio stores being located at the corner
of Broadway and Forty-second street and in the
Military Park Building, Newark, N. J.
Davega, Inc., Greater New York chain of
radio and sporting goods stores, also has secured leases for two stores in Brooklyn. One
at 1703 Pitkin avenue and the other at 415 Fulton street. These acquisitions bring the total of
Davega shops to thirteen. The stores will
open for the Christmas season; and the continuance of a remarkable business period is expected; for these new shops are the fourth and
fifth to be opened within a year.
The Long Island Music Shops, Long Island
City,italN.stockY.,
of have
$60,000.been incorporated with a cap-
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Interesting

the

Events

Trade

in
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of

Pictures

Left — Amateur
ballroom dancing contest
held at Johannesburg,
South Africa, under
the auspices of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd. It
proved
a decided
social success
and was
extremely profitable
for Columbia Dealers
who properly tied up
with the occasion.

Above — A beam of sound ivas projected to dirigible 74
flying above Camden and officers of dirigible heard
voices through super-directional horn on roof of the
Victor Talking Machine Co.'s plant in Camden.

Left — The men who
make Kolster radio
products are prize
athletes. Cups illustrated were won by
Kolster employes for
basketball, baseball
and bowling championships of Newark
industrial teams.

Left — S eger Ellis,
vaudeville, record and
radio star, signing a
contract to record exclusively for the Okeh
catalog, with Otto
Heineman, president
on smilingly.
of the graph
Okeh
PhonoCorp., looking

Above — Philco executives home after an 18,000 mile
trip: S. M. Ramsdell, manager sales promotion; H. B.
Brotvn, merchandising counsel, and R. F. Herr, service
engineer who recently ended a long trip.
Above — A Federal Ortho-sonic F10-60 receiver to . br
installed in an exquisite Chinese cabinet was the wedding
gift of Mrs. L. M. Green, president of the Silas M. Pearsail Co.. Federal distributor, to Major Andrew White
and his bride. The presentation was made at the Federal
booth at the Neiv York radio show.

Above — Babe Ruth being presented with an O'Neil
dynamic speaker theby O'Neil
Raymond
O'Neil, president of
Mfg. L.Corp.
Above — Regardless of how other people
spent the Summer months, Lois Adele
Trostler, daughter of A. A. Trostler, of the
Freed-'Eisemann Radio Corp., had a grand
time baking in the sun on the Pacific Coast

Left — The roof of the Brunswick building
in New York City when the Brunswick
laboratory
staff "took
Bernie Cummins
and His Orchestra
in anon"impromptu
baseball
game. Frank Horning, laboratory manager,
is in the pitcher's box, with Bill Wirges,
musical director, behind the bat. Bernie
Cummins has just lined out a hit. The
laboratory staff and the orchestra are lined
up atvaiting their turn at bat.

/
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READY

The

Electric

Absolutely

Buckingham

Pick-Up

the

finest

ducing unit ever

electro-magnetic

offered

the results of years of experience and experimental investigation to produce a pickup
which combines high voltage output, low impedance and uniform response over a frequency spectrum far in excess of that required
to faithfully reproduce anything that is audible
to the human ear.

Each unit upon completion is set aside to age
for not less than three weeks to assure molecular equilibrium in bearing and damping pad
before final adjustments and tests are made.
The armature is accurately centered by easily
accessible means of adjustment. These points
are of utmost importance to the discriminating
buyer.

The main frame is an accurate die casting of
special brass. This assures a perfect and
permanent alignment of parts.

BUCKINGHAM
440

West

Wire

Samples

Immediately

and

RADIO
Superior

and

All internal metal parts are cadmium plated
while the external case and housing are
finished in statuary bronze.

The heart of the pickup, the permanent magnet, is the finest cobalt steel and each magnet
is tested for retentivity and specially aged before used

for

radio

The armature is a solid piece formed from
special magnetic steel and each armature is
dynamically balanced — an exclusive Buckingham feature.

A unit of precision manufacture, made with
that fine regard to microscopic detail that is
found only in the construction of fine chronometers and scientific instruments. Embodies

or

the

trade

phonograph

Write

to

repro-

Street,

Prices

CORPORATION
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Bosch

Staff

With

Experiments

Short

Wave

Beam

Entire Sales and Office Organization in
Eastern District Entertained at a Dinner Dance at New York Hotel

Has Purchased

The entire sales and office organization of
the radio division of the American Bosch Magneto Corp. in the Eastern district, and their

The Kolster Radio Corp. has purchased land
on the seaside near Halfmoon Bay, Cal., for
the purpose of experimentation with a new and

Beam

Land for Purpose of Experimentation With New Short-Wave
for Long-Distance Transmission

Federal
ing

Plant

at Full

WorkCapacity

Price Reduction Has Greatly Increased
Demand and Present Output Is Greatest
in History, States W. R. McAllister
Price reductions on the Federal Ortho-sonic
receivers have led to a greatly increased demand, and in its efforts to meet consumer requirements the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo,
N. Y., is operating at capacity with the largest
daily output in its history, according to W. R.
McAllister, sales manager of the company.
"Without sacrificing a single detail of quality,
Federal is passing on to the consumer the
economies resulting from unparalleled popularity, tremendous sales increases and economical production," said Mr. McAllister. "During
the Summer period new machinery was installed
and many manufacturing improvements were
made throughout the plant."
The new list-price range of the Federal
Ortho-sonic line is from $95 to $925, the former prices having ranged from $120 to $1,260.
Big Freed-Eisemann

Members of Bosch Staff, Eastern District, at Dinner in Hotel Roosevelt
wives, were recently entertained by Harry G.
highly developed short-wave radio beam for
Russell, Eastern district radio sales manager, at
long-distance transmission. In discussing this
a dinner-dance at the Hotel Roosevelt in New
project, Ellery W. Stone, president of the
York City. Business was relegated to the
Kolster Radio Corp., issued the following statement of the new system:
background for the evening. Among the executives from the home office at Springfield, Mass.,
"The new beam system, a product of the
who were present were Roy Davey, advertising
Kolster laboratories at Palo Alto, is new in
manager; C. Howard Baker, assistant to the
theory and design and is the result of research
general sales manager, and Benjamin V. K.
work during the past year in connection with
French, of the engineering staff. George Shortthe perfecting of efficient directional beam sendmeier, automotive sales manager of the New
ing and receiving apparatus. The new Kolster
York branch office, was also a guest.
invention anticipates the elimination of 'fading'
Members of the sales staff in attendance
which has heretofore been a handicap in the
operation of radio stations on short waves alone.
were John (Jerry) Coughlin, New York; Harry
A. Brockelman, Boston, Mass.; Conley H. StratThe phenomenon of 'fading' is thought to be
ton, Philadelphia, Pa.; Harold B. Weed, Syracaused by a shifting in the reflecting 'heaviside
cuse, N. Y. ; Bernard P. Sloane, Norfolk, Va.,
layer' in the upper atmosphere, and cannot apand Victor A. Norman, Savannah, Ga.
parently be eliminated until the vertical as well
as the horizontal direction of the radio beam
is controlled and directed. The Kolster invenVictor Educational Course
tion contemplates controlling the beam in all
planes, which should very materially reduce the
The educational department of the Victor
energy and cost incident to successful radio
Talking Machine Co. recently completed and
issued a thorough and practical lecture-laboratory course in the Appreciation and History
of Music. This course is a welcome addition
to the company's educational service and
>hould be enthusiastically received by all
schools. The laboratory work is built around
Victor records. The course is offered at seventy-five cents for single . copies and at sixtyfive cents in lots of twenty-five or more.
Spalding

Adds

Radio

A radio department has been added by A. G.
Spalding & Bros., sporting goods store operators, at their store, at 518 Fifth avenue, New
York City. The department is under the management of James C. Smith, who was formerly
connected with the Haynes-Griffin organization.
The following lines are being carried: Radiola,
Stromberg-Carlson, Atwater Kent, Majestic
and Trav-ler portable radio receivers, Peerless
speakers and RCA and Cunningham tubes, offering awide selection.
BE

IT
1

IS

communication over great distances."
Joe

Browning

With

CLAREMONT

Flocks

Exports

Gain

Washington, D. C, November 5. — Exports of
radio apparatus and accessories from the
United States during August amounted to
$1,007,846, an increase of $313,828 over the exports of August, 1927. Shipments of radio
apparatus for the first eight months of this
year are valued at $6,299,086, a gain of $1,278,417 over a like period last year.

SIGNIFICANT

WASTE

for

Record

MFG.

Holds

Radio

CO.

Opens Store
The Capitol Music and Gift Shoppe has
been opened by Mrs. Pearl W. Maxwell and
Mrs. Elizabeth Cahill in Williamsport, Pa.

ARMS

By the Manufacturers
of the world-famous
Thorens Isdotor

A COMPLETE line of
CL/ _L tone arms made by
Hermann Thorens, Ste.
Croix, Switzerland, including the popular
straight and "S" shapes;
acoustically correct in design. The workmanship
is of the highest quality
with
low. prices exceptionally
A wide variety of sound
boxes, tric
spring
elecmotors,motors,
and other
accessories is also available. Write for complete
details.

Hermann

Manufacture

Claremont,

Show

A radio exposition was held at Bloomingdale's department store, New York City, during
the week of October 29. Many historical features connected with the early days of radio,
including Marconi's first set, were shown.
Present-day problems of radio and the television of the future were also subjects of display and demonstration.

TONE

that every record manufacturer in the United States
is a user of our standard
Cotton

J. H. McCullough & Sons, Freed-Eisemann
distributors in eastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey, report to the Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., that they are
enjoying the finest business in three years, and
their sales of Freed-Eisemann sets and speakers are three times as great as in the corresponding period last year.

Columbia

Joe Browning, comedian, is the latest addition
to the list of Columbia Phonograph Co. exclusive artists. Mr. Browning has been a favorite
with vaudeville and revue audiences for the past
twenty-five years and is in a position to know
what entertains theatre audiences. He recently
made a successful Vitaphone film. His first
Columbia recording has found a wide sale.
Radio

Sales

N. H.

Thorens
Ste. Croix, Switzerland
American Branch House:
THORENS, Inc.

450 Fourth Ave.

New York City
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Deaiers present at Caravan Meeting Sponsored by Victor Co. in Buffalo

Present
able

Victor

to Graf

Port-

Raytheon

Zeppelin

Sales

Rectifier

Show

Increase
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Antenna. Arthur Haddock, East Orange, N.
J., assignor to the Western Electric Co., Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,689,337.
Loop Antenna. Lee Lincoln Manley, Brooklyn, N. Y. Patent No. 1,689,400.
Radio Indicating Device. Clarence Schaefer,
Davenport, la. Patent No. 1,689,405.
Radio Apparatus. Alfred F. Sanford, Knoxville, Tenn.
Patent No. 1,689,602.
Antenna. William Henry Haworth, Green
Bay, Wis. Patent No. 1,689,629.
Radio Loud Speaker. Warren D. House, Kansas City, Mo.
Patent No. 1,689,011.

Clark

Makes

Victor

Unusual

Presentation

Victor Co. Makes Gift of Portable and
Fifty Records to Dirigible — Used on
Eastward Flight to Germany

Popularity of the Filament-Type Rectifier
Has Not Adversely Affected Sales of
Gaseous Type — Booklet Issued

New Models of Victor Talking Machine
and Combination Line Shown in Attractive Setting — Clever Light Effects

Dr. Hugo Eckener's famous canary, which
sang gaily throughout the westward flight of
the Graf Zepplin, had a rival on the return

Cambridge, Mass., November 6.— Although the
filament type rectifiers have gained greatly in
popularity during the past two years, the gaseous type rectifier or Raytheon is by no means
obsolete. In fact, the sale of Raytheons for
this year will surpass those of last year or the
preceding year by a comfortable margin,
according to Fred D. Williams, vice-president
in charge of sales for the Raytheon Mfg. Co.
"The Raytheon BH tube," stated Mr.
Williams, "has been our contribution to the
radio industry. It made pioneer socket power
operation practical, and opened up the field so
that other devices might follow. The sales of
BH tubes for replacement alone have been
mounting steadily. Fortunately, our production
can keep pace with the demand, for the BH
tube has been placed on the latest type automatic machinery for uniform and mass production. While our engineers have developed a
new line of refined and improved filament tubes,

Syracuse, N. Y., November 8. — The Clark
Music Co. has succeeded in stimulating the demand for the new models of Victrolas and
Victor- Radiola through an unusual and attractive arrangement of the new models. The accompanying photograph shows the manner in

Presenting Victor Portable to Dr. Eckener
voyage of the giant dirigible. Music was at all
times available to the crew and passengers, for
the ship carried a Victor portable talking machine, the gift of the Victor Co. With the instrument went fifty records, presented to Dr.
Eckener by the Victor Co. on behalf of its German affiliation, Die Electrola Gesellschaft.
William G. Porter, of the Victor Co., presented the instrument to Dr. Eckener at the
Naval Air Station at Lakehurst. Officers of
the ship were enthusiastic over the prospects
of music during the flight to Germany. Coming
over, they said, they had had nothing but an
accordion, for a talking machine they had
planned to carry proved too heavy and bulky
for the purpose.

PierceAirO

AC

and

7-TUBE

DC

REALISTIC

RECEIVERS

Self-Con* ained Chase's
and Cabinet Mode s
Write for prices and discounts
or send for a sample for test
PIERCE-AIRO, Inc.
123 Fourth Avenue
New York City

the Raytheon BH continues our mainstay."
Latest

Phonograph

and

Radio

Patents

Combined Phonograph and Radio Apparatus.
Joseph W. Bishop, Muskegon, Mich., assignor
to the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Wilmington, Del. Patent No. 1,685,394.
Phonograph. Daniel D. Mounts, Los Angeles,
Cal. Patent No. 1,685,433.
Radio Receiving System. Louis Cohen,
Washington, D. C. Patent No. 1,685,763.
Logging and Indicating Device for Radio
Receiving Sets. Robert C. Bower, St. Louis,
Mo. Patent No. 1,685,803.
Radio Appliance. Albert B. Fishwick, Cincinnati, O. Patent No. 1,685,875.
Radio Vacuum Tube. Hubert M. Freeman,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. Patent 1,685,994.
Loud Speaker Unit. Marzo Allen Kennedy,
Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,688,625.
Radio Set Connection. Milton Alden, Springfield, Mass. Patent No. 1,688,772.
Radio Signaling Circuits. Ray A. Weagant,
Douglaston, N. Y., assignor to the De Forest
Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J. Patent No.
1,688,842.
Aerial Loop Mechanism for Radio Receiving
Sets. Victor Alvear, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor
to the Radio Corporation of Delaware. Patent No. 1,688,845.
Radio Receiving Apparatus. Samuel T. Schofield, Washington, D. C, assignor to the National Electric Supply Co., same place. Patent
No. 1,688,943.
Horn for Loud Speakers. Stephen H. Byrns,
Kansas City, Mo. Patent No. 1,689,009.
Radio Attachment for String Instruments.
George T. Hastings, New York, N. Y. Patent
No. 1,689,136.
Radio Receiving Apparatus. James A. Bishop,
Mascoutah, 111. Patent No. 1,689,224.

Clark Co.'s Victor Display
which the models were presented in an eyearresting manner against a background of
drapes with fixtures that tended to give the person examining the display an idea of how the
instrument would look in the home. Colored
lights thrown upon the display in such a way
that the colors changed constantly from one
hue to another added greatly to the effectiveness of the presentation.
Seek

Serial

Plate

Law

In order to afford better protection to the
public the Federated Radio Trade Association
has compiled a survey of Serial Number Laws
throughout the United States and has found
that legislation protecting radio merchandise
from removal or defacement of serial numbers
is lacking. The Federated, through its various
associations, is preparing a model bill for
presentation in the different State Legislatures.
Shows

Recording

Phone

John Collins, of Waco, Tex., demonstrated
before a meeting of the Independent Telephone
Association in Chicago, 111., an "atmosphere"
which, when installed in a telephone, will receive messages when the telephone user is absent and later transmit them in the sender's
own voice to the person for whom the message
was intended.
D. Allen

Returns

From

N.

Y.

Racine, Wis., November 3. — Don Allen, president of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.,
maker of Allen portables, has returned from
an important business trip to New York, where
he discussed new channels of distribution with
his representatives.
The Hugo
C. Wurlitzer Co., Wilmington,
Del., was recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $1,000,000.
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Americans

Small

Finest

Console

T HIS new Federal
H-40-60,

a gracefully compact

console

with built-in speaker, is offered as a fitting companion to the new table model,
H-10-60,

America's

finest small radio.

It is particularly appealing
will fit into any decorative

in that it
setting and

tuck away in the smallest nook
ner without necessitating

or cor-

the rear-

rangement ofthe furniture.

Its pleasingly artistic design immediately attracts the buyer. Its remarkable
performance
sonic Tone

and deep, natural Ortho-

quickly sells it.
Prices (without tubes)
Console Models
H-40-60 (60 cycle) $185
H-40 25 (25 cycle) S195

Phono, wire or write for the Federal
proposition to retailers.
FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, Buffalo, N. Y.
OPER A TING BROADCAST STATION WGR AT BUFFALO
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio, Ltd., BrHipehurp. Onl.

May also be had with Dvnainic
Federal Models
from $95 to $925
Speaker
(Prices slightly higher west of Rockies)

Radio
ORTHO-SOjflC
Licensed
under
patents
owned
and
'
or
controlled
by
Radio
Corpora»
Federal's
fundamental
exclusive
Orthotion of America, and in Canada by Canadian Radio Patents, Ltd.
vonic reproduction
is patented
underdevelopment
U.S. Lettersmaking
Patent possible
No. 1.5S2,
U70

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION,
1738 Elm wood Avenue. Buffalo, Ne*v York
Please send me eomplete details of the Federal proposition,
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Radio
and

Executive
Football

Coach

Jess Hawley, Vice-President of United
Reproducers Corp., Has Won National
Fame as Dartmouth Football Coach
The unusual distinction of achieving national
fame in two highly competitive and distinct
lines of endeavor rests upon a radio man, Jess

Delaware were present as joint guests of their
distributors and the Atwater Kent Co. The distributors represented were D. T. Lansing, Inc.,
Scranton, Pa. ; Knerr, Inc., Harrisburg, Pa. ; Lewis
T. Ganster Co., Reading, Pa. ; Garrett, Miller &
Co., Wilmington, Del.
Arriving by bus, train and motor the activities
of the day began with breakfast at the Pennsylvania Hotel. Luncheon was served at noon, at
which time the dealers were addressed by several
members of the Atwater Kent staff, including V.
W. Collamore, general sales manager; '"Dick"
Smiley, assistant general sales manager-; L. A.
Charbonnier, service manager, and "Jim" Hickey,
division manager for Atwater Kent activities in
the territory represented by the dealers present.
Following luncheon the dealers visited the big Atwater Kent factories at Germantown, and then
returned to the hotel for dinner, after which the
new musical comedy "The Treasure Girl" was witnessed. One of the features of the day's entertainment was the band brought from Scranton.

J. E. Henderson, manager of Brunswick record
sales, Tom Gerunovich, orchestra leader of Los
Angeles, Cal., whose first record has just been
released on Brunswick records, and another orchestra leader of California pose for an informal photo at the entrance of the Yosemite
Park, while on a fishing expedition

Many

Splitdorf

Distributors
Visit

Jess Hawley
Hawley, vice-president of United Reproducers
Corp., St. Charles, 111., and Rochester, N. Y.,
now the country's largest manufacturer of radio
loud speakers.
In addition to his success in radio Jess is
known as the coach of the eminently successful Dartmouth football team. Jess thinks football is the greatest training in the world for
modern hard-hitting business. The contact
with the football squad each year, he says, keeps
him young and full of pep to surmount the obstacles in the speaker business.
As an undergraduate Jess played one year of
football at the University of Minnesota, and
two at Dartmouth. At the latter institution he
also won the New England championship in the
100, 220 yards dashes and in the discus throw.

Delegation

Big

Trip

to

A.

K.

on
Plant

Philadelphia, Pa., November 1.— Yesterday
was the occasion of one of the largest dealer
visitations to the Atwater Kent plant in Philadelphia so far this year. More than 500 Atwater
Kent dealers from points in Pennsylvania and
Cesco
Repeater
For Repeating Phonograph Records

Zenith

Plant

Jay E. Shaw, secretary of the Olmsted Co.,
Zenith distributor of Syracuse, N. Y., who recently attended the Automotive Equipment Association Convention at the Hotel Stevens,
Chicago, was one of many Zenith distributors
who spent several days at the Zenith factory.
Other distributors who visited the plant were
P. H. Lyon, vice-president, Chanslor & Lyon
Co., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland and Oakland; Dave Goldman, president,
North American Radio Corp., New York; T. O.
Quanrud, of Quanrud, Brink & Reibold, Inc.,
Bismarck, N. Dak.; C. A. Clark, of Repass Automobile Co., Waterloo, la.; M. J. Murphy, of
W. M. Dutton & Sons Co., Inc., Hastings, Neb.;
C. M. Weidermer, of the Joseph Strauss Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

H.

W.

Dutton

Sonora

Joins

Sales

Staff

According to an announcement by Donald S.
Rockwell, Sonora Phonograph Co.'s field sales
manager in Zone 3, the headquarters of which is
Baltimore, Herbert W. Dutton has now been
added to the Sonora sales force in that territory.
Mr. Dutton was first connected with the Columbia Phonograph Co. as sales representative
in Virginia, which State will be part of the
territory he will cover for Sonora. In addition
he will travel in the northern half of North
Carolina. His experience has been extensive.
Federal

Coast
Visits

Jobber
Buffalo

Plant

William Kemper, manager of Listenwalter &
Gough, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal., Federal Orthosonic wholesalers, recently visited the Buffalo
plant of the Federal Radio Corp. for several
days to become acquainted with company officials and observe factory production. Mr.
Kemper also joined the reception committee
which greeted W. H. Tait, Federal wholesaler
of Toronto, Ontario, who came to Buffalo by
airplane to get a supply of Model H Orthosonic receiving sets.
RCA

Petitions

Slogan

POPULAR CHRISTMAS NOVELTY.
RETAIL
PRICE SI.
We would like to connect with a responsible distributor of phonograph accessories to market this
device. Will give exclusive sale or will sell patents, tools, etc., to someone in the industry.
RAPID REPEATER COMPANY
260 Van Alst Ave.
Long Island City

Stresses
in

Campaign

"Found! The Lost Notes of Radio" is the
slogan selected by the Splitdorf Radio Corp. to
be stressed in advertisements of the company
A series of articles by Hal P. Shearer, general
manager of the company, gives some explanations for the choosing of this slogan. In these
articles Mr. Shearer states that low notes and
high notes were formerly lost in radio reception, but since the development of the "250'
heavy-duty tube, electrically co-ordinated with
the oversized dynamic speaker, the "lost" notes
are now heard.
The Splitdorf campaign is unusual in that
musical range is its principal topic taken in conjunction with the capabilities of the "250" tube
and dynamic speaker. The tube in particular is
given great credit by Mr. Shearer for the advance in the quality of reception, and he says
"dynamic" speakers without heavy-duty tubes
are like large cars with underpowered motors."
The Splitdorf Radio Corp. has prepared newspaper matrices with space for the dealer's
name and address with the slogan "Found! The
Lost Notes of Radio" as the outstanding feature
of the advertisement.
Broadcasters

Assn.

Meets

The annual meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters was held at the Washington Hotel, Washington, D. C., on October
15, 16, 17. A number of important problems
were discussed, including the copyright situation, technical problems and the establishment
of educational programs. Bond P. Geddes.
executive vice-president of the Radio Manufacturers' Association, spoke on the relations
between the broadcaster and the manufacturer.
Victor

Chile

Co.

Formed

The Victor Talking Machine Co. of Chile
was recently incorporated in Delaware to build
a manufacturing plant in Chile similar to that
built by the Victor Talking Machine Co. of
Brazil. The American company has a factory
branch in Argentina which is not a separate
corporation. The Chile company will be concerned with the manufacture of phonographs,
records and equipment.

Court
Allen

A

York, November, 1928

The Radio Corp. of America has petitioned
the United States Supreme Court to decide
whether, in licensing other manufacturers to use
its patents in their receiving sets, it can require them to purchase the tubes made by the
Radio Corp. of America. The lower courts have
held that this agreement was a violation of the
Clayton act.

Coast

Jobber

on

Trip

Racixe, Wis., November 2. — Walter Faggan.
president of Pacific Distributors, Inc., Los
Angeles, Cal., recently paid a visit to Chicago,
where he was in conference with Allen-Hough
executives. Mr. Faggan reports gratifying results in distributing Allen portables in his territory and says that the outlook is excellent.
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FERRYMAN

RADIO

TUBES

FERRYMAN

Elected!

m
Elected

by engineers

because

tion is fundamentally

sound

the construcand

the

More

per-

profit

by

and

dealers

our

because

cordial

Elected

by consumers

money's

worth — and

of

the

of Service

per tube . . . because of the
SHOCK-PROOF
BRIDGE

formance unsurpassed.
Elected

Hours

extra

cooperation.
because

Wholesalers

they get their

Please

Note

more.
Proof that we have an interesting proposition for wholesalers will be furnished to you
on request. Not by us alone,
but by Perryman Wholesalers
who have been with us for
years and who will write you

If you are interested in Perryman Radio
Tubes, we suggest that you anticipate
your requirements by several months.
Perryman Tubes are selling as fast as
we can make them.

Perryman
33

Electric
West

60th

LABORATORIES

Street,

AND

PLANT

PERRYMAN
A

Complete

directly, telling you of their experiences with regard to sales,
profits and cooperation.

Line of Standard

Company,

New

York,

NORTH

RADIO
Equipment

N.

BERGEN,

Y.

N. J.

TUBES

for every Radio

Purpose

Inc

1
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Demand
Is

for

Combination

Feature

of

which include a second prize of $5,000, will be
announced December 28. The judges of the
contest, announced for the first time, are Nathaniel Finston, Edwin Franko Goldman,
Roger Wolfe Kahn, Arthur Lange, George 01sen, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Domenico Savino,Frank Skinner, Fred Waring, S. L. Rothafel
(Roxy) and Tito Floridia.
The Victor contest for a composition of symphonic type, for which a prize of $25,000, said
to be the largest sum ever offered for a single
musical work, is offered, closes May 28, 1929.
Already many manuscripts have been received
for consideration by the judges, who, in the

Units

Pittsburgh

Trade

High-Priced Radio Receivers and Combination Talking Machine — Radios Are in Urgent Demand — Records Selling Well — Superior Jobbing Freshman Line — Other News
Pittsburgh, Pa., November 7. — The outstanding
feature of the radio market here is the urgent
demand for radio sets. Another outstanding
feature is the satisfactory demand for Victor
combinations as well as the Columbia-Kolster
models and the attractive Brunswick Panatropes and Panatrope-Radiolas.
George H. Rewbridge, manager of the wholesale Victor department of the W. F. Frederick
Piano Co., stated that sales of the Victor line
and Zenith radio sets are most satisfactory.
At the Standard Talking Machine Co., Victor
?.nd Sparton distributors, Wallace Russell, general manager, emphasized the steady demand
for the high-grade line of Orthophonic Victrolas as well as the radio combination sets.
Miss Elizabeth Weemer, Red Seal record expert with the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
spent two weeks in Fayette County among Victor dealers, making her headquarters in Uniontown. From the latter place Miss Weemer
came to Pittsburgh, where she will spend the
month of November in an advisory capacity to
Victor dealers, especially aiding in the sales
promotion of Red Seal records.
E. H. Schnitzler, factory representative of the
Victor Talking Machine Co., who spent over
six weeks in Uniontown at the W. F. Frederick
Piano Co. store in special work, has returned
to the factory at Camden, N. J.
The Chas. Freshman Co., of New York, has
appointed through its Pittsburgh representative,
Leo Reed, the Superior Auto Accessories Co.
as distributor for western Pennsylvania, eastern
Ohio and West Virginia.
The Pittsburgh Radio Co. has been appointed
a distributor for the Temple speakers. A full
line of the magnetic, air chrome and dynamic
speakers is displayed at the offices.
Sales of the Atwater Kent line are reported
by local dealers as very brisk. Model 40 AC,
Model 42 AC and Model 152 AC are very popular with the public, it is stated. The Esenbe
Co., local distributor, is pleased at the marked
increase of business the past few weeks.
The C. C. Mellor Co. has added the RCA
line. The firm also handles Sparton radios as
well as the Victor and Brunswick lines.
Hamburg Bros., distributors for the Majestic

MAKE

radio sets, staled that their distribution to local
dealers "is far behind." The firm recently received a carload of the Majestic sets, which
were about as speedily disposed of as they were
unloaded from the freight car.
H. S. Schohe, formerly connected with the
radio and talking machine department of the
S. Hamilton Co., is now associated with the
Rosenbaum Co.
The East Liberty Music Shop, a new store
in the East Liberty section of the Steel City,
is located at 122 North Sheridan avenue. Roister, Steinite and Freshman lines are handled.
Troup Bros., 8 North Market Square, Harrisburg, exclusive dealers of the new Sonora
radios and the new Sonora Melodon, had a
display of the entire Sonora line in their warerooms. A half-page advertisement in the local
newspapers was used to call the attention of
the public to the Sonora line.
The Stewart-Warner Sales Co., with offices
and display rooms at Baum Boulevard and Millvale avenue, held a "radio show" of their own
at which all of the models of the StewartWarner radio line were shown.
Under the auspices of Knerr, Inc., Atwater
Kent distributors at Harrisburg, Pa., 152 radio
dealers from central Pennsylvania points inspected the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. plant in
Philadelphia on October 30. A special train of
Pullman cars was chartered from the Pennsylvania railroad for the occasion.

Name

Judges

Entertain

Visiting

Brunswick

Officials

J. E. Henderson, manager of the Brunswick
record sales department, and other members of
the Brunswick organization, were entertained
by officials of the Oriental Record Co., on the
occasion of Mr. Henderson's recent visit to San
Francisco. Part of the program was a visit to
the Chinese Theatre, where they attended a
performance and later garbed themselves in
Mandarin costumes.
Writes

on

Foto-Cells

D. E. Replogle, of the engineering staff of
the Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass., has
written a very interesting article upon "FotoCells and Their Application." The Raytheon
Mfg Co. was among the pioneer manufacturers
of foto-cells for television broadcasting and
pick-up and has developed a line of foto-cell
tubes for the various demands of television.
Increased

Contest

Steinite

Sales

Camden, N. J., November 3. — With hundreds
of manuscripts received from American citizens
in all parts of the world the Victor Talking

The Steinite Radio Co., Chicago, 111., reports
earnings of $103,527 for the month of September
compared to $17,682 for the same month of
1927 and $451,114 for the full year ended August
31, 1928. Shipments .for September, 1928, totaled
$417,900 compared to $125,000 for September of
1927, a remarkable increase in sales.

Machine Co.'s $10,000 prize competition for the
best concert composition within the playing
scope of the American dance or jazz orchestra
closed yesterday
at midnight.
The awards,

John Donahue recently joined the staff of the
Yorkville Radio Co., 147 East Eighty-sixth
street, New York City.

Competition for Work Within Scope of
Dance or Jazz Orchestra Closed — Announce Winners in December

YOUR

Radio

symphonic competition, are Mme. Olga Samaroff, Rudolph Ganz, Serge Koussevitzky, Frederick Stock and Leopold Stokowski.

in Victor

Composition

WINDOW

Attract Thousands

Miniature

York, November, 1928

of Shoppers
with a

Broadcasting

A

$ SO00
Ten Day

PAY

Station

to Your

or

DIVIDENDS

Store

Novel

Dance

Display

tor
Run

Check for One - Half j?
Must Accompany Order

We pay express charges
Every Dancer in Motion
Every Figure in Motion
Display 2 ft. wide, 2 ft. high, 8 inches deep. Beautifully finished
in gold bronze; concealed lighting effects; silver cloth background
and other colorful features.

W.

P.

PRINGLE

DISPLAY

Display 3 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, 1 ft. high. Dancers are dressed in vari-colored silk
dresses; other features colorfully finished. Either display run by an electric fan or
piano motor. Complete set of attachments sent with each display. Shipped in one unit
and requires only a few minutes to set up in running order.

CO,,

627

Lexington

Place, N.

E., Washington,

D. C.
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RMA

Sponsors

Series

itative Articles

of
on

AuthorTelevision

R. P. Clarkson, Well-Known Radio Author, Prepares Six Articles Designed to Give
Complete Information on Television — Is Still in Experimental Stage, He Says
A series of six authoritative articles is being prepared by R. P. Clarkson, well-known
radio author, under the sponsorship of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association, designed to
give complete information on television. The
first article, dealing with television broadcasting, states that reception by the general public at the present time involves one of two
things: Either the sending of images must take
place writhin the broadcast band, the 200- to
oOO-meter band, or the public must buy special
television receivers, as the usual commercial
set has great difficulty in getting down to the
short-wave stations. It is admitted that most
up-to-date receiving sets could be used for reception, and in place of the loud speaker one
could merely plug in a device to make the
signal visible instead of audible. However, the
number of stations which are sending images
is so small, the results to date are so crude
and so difficult to receive, the apparatus to
create the image is so cumbersome and involves moving machinery, which, in turn, requires electrical connections entirely apart from
the set, and incessant attention is required for
the instant-to-instant regulation of the device,
while no one device can be used except for
the particular station it matches, so there can
be no possible appeal to the general public.
The first step in any wide development of
television, states Mr. Clarkson, will be for the
establishment of sufficient transmitting stations
so that a purchaser, wherever he may live, has
at least one possible program he can tune to.
It is also obvious that there must be a stand-

the images themselves are of different "screens,"
so that in order to get them widely different
receivers and different television apparatus
would be necessary.
At the present time there is no general
tendency for broadcasting stations to enter the
field, and it is a question whether the Radio
Commission will permit the stations now indulging to continue, except, as has been suggested, that it be done after midnight. The
idea of this limitation is that, in view of the
congestion and interference in the ether and
extremely limited number of those who can receive the crude broadcasts, it seems unwise to
permit good broadcasting time to be taken up
by experimental work on waves entirely unsuited to television purposes.
The unsuitability of the broadcast band,
which limits the frequency transmitted from
any station to 5,000 C3rcles, ample enough for
voice and music, is largely responsible for the
lack of interest on the part of broadcasters.
This limitation makes impossible either quality of action for television purposes. If sixteen pictures per second are transmitted, no
one picture can be made up of more than 312
impulses or dots. Assuming a square picture
with the quality of an ordinary newspaper cut
the maximum size possible would be about one-

YOUR

THE

COPY

OF

CATALOG

ard adopted by various stations that will permit a receiver to be used equally well on all
of them, providing proper facilities.
A number of stations are broadcasting images
at the present time, but they vary widely in
the speeds at which the images are sent, and

IS

UDELL

NOW

READY

real interest and importance to every
buyer is the new catalog just off the
press showing the many exclusive designs of
Radio Cabinets by THE UDELL WORKS of
Indianapolis, famous makers of fine cabinets
for fifty-five years.
The illustration at the left is a reduced
reproduction of the cover of the new UDELL
Catalog .... and the buyer will find the
catalog is not only a presentation of the
artistic and moderne in radio cabinets, BUT
the announcement of an important new
policy on the part of UDELL, as a maker of
DEPENDABLE radio cabinets .... Mean-

Most

Quality
Moderate

Now

at

Prices

Every Radio Cabinet Buyer in the country
redly should have this new catalog because
the presentations therein will appreciably reduce selling efforts. As the edition is limited,
today?
may we suggest that you write your request

Makers of
THE

UDELL

28th St., at Barnes Ave.

WORKS
Indianapolis, Ind.

Dependable Cabinets
for 55 Years

quarter of an inch square. In one or two instances, where the Radio Commission has
granted permission to ignore the legal limitations, fair results have been obtained in an
image about three inches square. Ignoring any
difficulties to be overcome, it is certain that even
20,000 or 40,000 cycles separation of stations
will not ultimately suffice. That means television must go down to the short waves, states
Mr. Clarkson, who adds that new stations must
be built and a new style receiver will have to
be developed and marketed.
In his second article Mr. Clarkson treats of
visual broadcasting, and describes the four distinct methods now being employed to carry
visual matter through the ether by radio communication. Two of them, he states, provide
permanent records at the receiving end in the
form of photographic prints. The other two
produce transient images lasting but the fraction of a second. The first two are utilized largely for commercial purposes by communications
companies, news associations and individual
newspapers or newspaper chains. The second
group, or transient methods, are for public entertainment. The transient images are produced
by methods called television, but should be
divided into (a) television and (b) radio
images.

Television properly applies only where objects or scenes which are before the televisor
can be observed at the receiving set. This is
the hoped-for development now in a crude and
unsatisfactory stage. Radio images, on the
other hand, are transmitted from a film at the
station studio and are received as transient
images at the receiver. The films are not of
the ordinary movie variety, but are made by
photographing a succession of drawings especially for radio transmission.
It is apparent that television when it passes
out of the present experimental state will be
capable of doing everything that any of the
other methods will do. It is not in sight, however, and business has turned its attention to
the companion methods whereby the wheels of
progress are made to turn a little faster toward the television goal.

Satisfactory

OF

ing- Udell

York, November, 1928

Summer

Freed-Eisemann

Sales

Joseph D. R. Freed, President, States
Months of June, July and August
Showed Best Quarterly Results
The months of June, July and August of
1928 showed the best quarterly results by far
of any similar period in the history of FreedEisemann radio products, according to Joseph
D. R. Freed, president of the Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, X. Y. Mr. Freed states
business done during these months always
furnishes the sign on which expectations of Fall
and Winter business may be based, and he predicts the best Winter radio business since broadcasting began.
Mr. Freed stated that field reports as well as
home office analysis indicated that higherpriced merchandise is moving more swiftly than
any other, adding that it is apparent people
are willing to. pay a little more to get the best
in performance as well as appearance.
Decision

on

Important

Suit

In a decision handed down on October 29
the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. was
denied title to the "regenerative" or "feedback"
circuit, a basic feature in radio amplification
said to be used extensively in receiving sets,
broadcasting stations, trans-oceanic and marine
radio communication. The DeForest Radio
Co. claimed the circuit under patents granted
Dr. Lee DeForest. The Westinghouse claim
was based on patents granted to Edward H.
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new

the

Webster

you

tone

all

Electric

Pick-up

these

plus

offers

faithful

The Webster Electric Pick-up embodies engineering refinements that make it highly superior
to the general line of pick-ups. It has been
specifically designed to overcome the objections
so common in less finely-developed products.
Sweeping public acceptance is now accorded the
Webster Pick-up, for it is the one reproducer that
faithfully recreates all recorded music!

Test the Webster in your own showroom! Note
the thrilling realism of its reproduction — the

orchestra— the
unbelievable delicacy of the solitary tone of the
violin — the distinct whisper of a
low human voice.
This is indeed

reproduction!

Each individual part of the Webster Electric
Pick-up is perfectly matched and delicately
balanced. A frictionless stylus bearing — a
pick-up head encased in a die-cast dead-metal
housing, that eliminates objectionable resonance
— and a supporting arm of the cantilever type,
suspended in snugly fitting bearings — these
features are all tangible selling points which you
can convert into additional profit!

PROFITS

brilliance of the
full symphony

perfec t i o n for
you and your
The Webster
public!
Electric Pick-up is
available in two
Models. Model
i- A includes pickup head, supporting arm with a volume control
incorporated in the base — an exclusive Webster
feature — and necessary adapters. The Model
i-B includes pick-up head, separate volume con
trol, and necessary adapters. Model i-A is
priced at a list of $17.50, while Model i-B is
priced at a list of $12.50.
A very complete and practical assortment of
sales helps — catalog pages, envelope enclosures,
etc. — are supplied. Both models are packed in
attractive self-selling counter display cartons —
one Model i-A to a carton and three Model i-B
to a carton — a small enough quantity to permit
a constant stock yet secure quick turnover. The
usual wholesale and retail discounts apply.
WEBSTER

silf-sellxng
The attractive ay
counter displ carton
Model
one
which contains
i-A 0' three Model i-B.

A Universal adapter and
full
instructions
ed with
each modelaresopack'
that
pickrup is readily adapta'
ble
to
either
battery
opera'
ted or A. C. sets.

/

Your jobber now has the Webster Electric
Pick-up in stock, and is ready to fill your orders.
If he has not yet received his supply, order
direct from us. Get in on this new business as
quickly as possible — it's a daily profit proposition!
Webster
Another

Power

Amplifiers

Precision-Built

Webster

Line

Skillfully engineered and built to precision
standards, Webster Power Amplifiers provide
vocal and musical amplification of new high
standards of perfection. A Webster Power.
Amplifier used in conjunction with the Webster
Electric Pick-up is the ideal combination.

Model A-210 two-stage amplifier provides great
volume with splendid tone quality. List $105.00.
Model A-310 three-stage amplifier produces exceptionally great volume but retains all tone
qualities over entire musical range. List $1 1 5.00.
Model A-271 two-stage amplifier for home use
with phonograph or radio. Fine tonal quality.
List $67.50. Prices slightly higher west of
Rockies. Send for full details.

ELECTRIC
RACINE,

.

...

COMPANY

WISCONSIN

"Pick-up

Wsbsier
Electric
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Nation's

Leaders
Tribute
to

Participate
Thomas
A.

York, November, 1928

in
Edison

Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon Presented Medal Voted by Congress to
Mr. Edison and President Coolidge Paid Compliments in Message Over Radio
The entire American nation, represented by
President Calvin Coolidge and Andrew W. Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury, paid tribute to
Thomas Alva Edison, at his laboratory, in
Orange, N. J., on October 20, when the noted
inventor was formally presented with a gold
medal voted to him by Congress for his achievements in the field of science and invention.
Although the President was unable to attend
in person, he, nevertheless, paid high compliments to Mr. Edison in a message broadcast
over the radio. In the course of his talk the
President said:
"The life of Thomas Alva Edison, master of
applied science, has been represented as a
romance. He has been called a genius, a
wizard. While these terms may well be
used to describe his great abilities, yet this
remarkably modest man has constantly refused
to attribute such qualities to himself. In his
blunt and homely way he is quoted as having
said that genius is made up of 1 per cent inspiration and 99 per cent perspiration. Even if
not literally true, this expresses an important
idea which he has not failed to apply. Carrying
on the same thought, he is said to have made
an adaptation of the well-known maxim to
the effect that everything comes to him who
hustles while he waits. Rather than to any
mysterious power, he attributes his success to
intelligent and persistent hard work along the

and benefactor of mankind, may you long be
spared to continue your work and inspire those
who will carry forward your torch."
Mr. Mellon, who was present in person at
the laboratory in Orange, then presented the
medal to Mr. Edison.
"In the space of a single lifetime," said Mr.
Mellon, "he has changed the conditions under
which men live; and, more than any one else
now living, has helped to bring about a new
social order based upon the achievements of
modern
science."
Describing
Edison as one who had acquired
the habit of doing the seemingly impossible,
Mr. Mellon called attention to his aid to other
inventors. He recalled that Edison had made
the telephone of Alexander Graham Bell practical by the invention of a transmitter, and he
remembered that Edison had had a hand in
the successful development of the typewriter.
He greatly aided the value of the telegraph
also, said the Secretary.
"Edison's own inventions," he continued, "included the phonograph, the mimeograph, the
stock ticker, the alkaline storage battery, the
motion-picture camera and many others too
numerous to mention here. But his greatest
achievements were in the field of electricity;
and so vast and varied have been his contributions to its use that there are some men who
even believe that electricity itself is merely another one of Edison's
Secretary Mellon
inventions."
recounted other inventions which followed in rapid flow
from the Menlo Park
laboratory, and in
closing
he declared:
"America
is proud
that
such

she has given
a man to the

world; and, as an expression of what the
nation feels, Congress
has directed that a
Medal Presented to Thomas A. Edison — Face and Back of Medal
gold medal be struck
in commemoration of what Thomas A. Edison
practical lines of applied science. . . .
has done 'in illuminating the path of progress
"The field of electricity will be most closely
associated in future years with the name of through the development and application of inventions that have revolutionized civilization in
Edison. It has been asserted somewhere that
there is scarcely an electrical process or instruthe last century.' It is my privilege, Mr. Edison,
to present to you this medal as a token of the
ment of to-day which does not reflect in some
high esteem and grateful appreciation of your
way changes wrought by his researches. Steinmetz, who should be an authority, said Edison
coun
try.Edison's
Mr.
had done more than any other man to promote
"
face was flushed as he rose and
the art and science of electrical engineering.
took from Mr. Mellon's hand the red morocco
leather case in which the medal was enclosed.
"In his invention of the incandescent lamp
He
handed the case and medal to Mrs. Edison
and in the perfection of means for developing
responded as follows:
and
and distributing electrical energy he literally
brought light to the dark places of the earth.
"Mr. President, Mr. Secretary and honored
guests, in accepting the medal which has been
Th rough these and other products of his genius
awarded to me I do so with a keen appreciation
old industrial processes have been revolutionof the great honor that has been conferred upon
ized, new ones developed, and our daily lives
me. To my mind there is a profound signifihave been made easier, our homes pleasanter
arrd more comfortable.
cance in this token of the esteem and good
will
of
my fellow countrymen as expressed by
"Although Edison belongs to the world the
their representatives in Congress.
United States takes pride in the thought that
his rise from humble beginnings and his un"This medal will be a source of pride and
veneration to my family as well as to myself
ceasing struggle to overcome the obstacles on
the road to success well illustrate the spirit of and will be preserved in my home with my
our country. We are happy to share his
choicest possessions.
Thank you."
Another notable figure at the reception was
achievements as our contribution to progress.
He represents the finest traditions of our citi- Ronald Ian Campbell, Charge d'Affaires of the
British Embassy, who, acting for the British
zenship."
Ambassador, who was visiting Europe, returned
At the conclusion of his address President
to Mr. Edison the original model of the first
Coolidge delivered his personal message:
phonogra
ph lent by him to the South Kensing"Noble, kindly servant of the United States

Andrew

W.

Mellon
Presenting
Thomas A. Edison

Medal

to

ton Museum, in London, thirty-nine years ago.
The return of the first phonograph was suitably acknowledged by Mr. Edison, who took
occasion to declare that his original electric
lamp still in the South Kensington Museum
would remain there as a present from him.
The last speaker of the evening was Dr. John
Gr ier Hibben, president of Princeton University, who tendered to Mr. Edison the tribute
of the scientific men of the country.
In addition to those who made addresses a
notable company was present in the laboratory
to observe and participate in the ceremonies,
including Senator and Mrs. Walter E. Edge;
and Representatives Randolph Perkins, Frederick D. Lehlbach and Franklin W. Ford, of
New Jersey; Major-General Geo. S. Gibbs,
U. S. A.; Rear-Admiral L. R. deSteigner, U. S.
N.; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford; Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Firestone; Adolph S. Ochs; W. H.
Meadowcroft; Samuel Insull; Alexander Dow;
David Sarnoff; Mayor S. Rollinson. and a number of others, including the members of Mr.
Edison's family and the executives of his business organization.
Kolster

Expands

Its

Radio

Research

Plant

Negotiations have been completed by the
Kolster Radio Corp. for expansion of its Newark, N. J., plant for radio research and development. Land and building in Fourth street, near
the outskirts of Newark, have been purchased
for that purpose, according to an announcement
by Ellery W. Stone, president of the company.
It is said that the building will immediately
afford double the space now employed at the
plant on Mount Pleasant avenue, and the additional land will permit further expansion of
facilities for Kolster radio production.
Major research activities will be continued
at Palo Alto, Cal., where a large staff, under
the direction of Dr. F. A. Kolster, is employed
in the development of radio receivers, loud
speakers, electric phonographs for the Columbia Phonograph Co., communication equipment, talking motion picture equipment and aircraft radio beacons for landing fields.
In addition to the new Eastern research
laboratory the Kolster Radio Corp. is also planning the erection of a three-story factory unit
to adjoin its existing plant buildings on Thomas
street, in Newark, N. J. This new unit will be
ready in advance of the 1929 manufacturing season, and it is said that it will greatly enlarge
the company's manufacturing facilities in the
eastern United States. Other plants are now in
operation at Toronto, Canada; Slough, England,
Palo Alto, Cal. The business of the Kolster
Radio Corp. has enjoyed a steady increase.
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Opened
Concerts

Damrosch

Music Educational Series Sponsored by Radio Corp. of America Heard Over Big Network— Every State East of the Rockies and Parts of Canada Participate
Classrooms and school auditoriums from
every State oast of the Rocky Mountains, and
from some parts <>f Canada, were welded together into one vast "university of the air,"
Friday, October 26, when Walter Damrosch,
world-renowned musician and educator, conducted the opening broadcast of the music educational series sponsored by the Radio Corp. of
America, over WJZ and twenty-five associated
radio stations.
In New York alone, according to George H.
Gartlan, director of music for the Department
of Education, over 125 public schools equipped
with radio receivers listened to the concerts.
Mr. Gartlan predicts that in a year this number
will be increased to 500, as a result of the vast
strides which are being made in education by
radio as typified by the Damrosch concerts. At
Teachers College, Columbia University, the
faculty and students of the music department
listened to the opening concert on an electric
super-heterodyne receiver installed especially
for the purpose. Headed by Professor P. W.
Dykema, the music department will follow all
of the Damrosch broadcasts as part of a scientific study which it is making of this new and
far-reaching method of education.
Simultaneous with the inauguration of the
RCA Educational Hour, the Radio Corp. demonstrated a new type of auditorium radio
apparatus, in the assembly room of Public
School 95, at 10 Clarkson street, New York
City, before 1,000 pupils. It consists of a newly
designed electrically operated super-heterodyne
receiver combined with an electric phonograph

in a cabinet about the size of a small organ.
The reproducing unit is similar to the type developed for the Photophone talking motion picture technique.
Telegrams and letters from all over the country and some parts of Canada are pouring into
the RCA Division of Education, requesting advance program information, and telling of the
arrangements they are making for providing the
schools with radio receivers. In Texas, Miss
Sudie Williams, supervisor of music in Dallas,
L.

F.

Nixdorf

to

Berg

Added

Sales

Staff

New Artone Line Now in Production —
Plant Rushed to Handle Largest Demand in History of Firm
E. R. Manning, treasurer and sales manager
of the Berg A. T. & S. Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., manufacturer of Berg Artone portables,
has announced the appointment of L. F. Nixdorf to the sales staff of that organization. Mr.
Nixdorf is experienced in the talking machine
field, having been connected at one time with
the Pittsburgh branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., the Ideal Phono Parts Co. and the
Vincennes Phonograph Co. He will assist Mr.
Manning in the Eastern territory.
The new Artone line, which was somewhat
delayed in its presentation to the trade, is now
ip production.
Mr. Manning reports that com-
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has enlisted the aid of the Parent-Teachers'
Association to promote the installation of radi"
sets in all the public schools of Dallas. Miss
Mabel Glenn, director of music in Kansas City
schools has followed the same procedure for
equipping over a hundred classrooms in Kansas City, Mo., evidence of interest in the plan.
The widespread interest in education by radio
is reflected in the effective organization for
radio reception of the public schools in Michigan and bordering States. Here, much pioneer
broadcast work in the right direction has been
done by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra. Mr.
N. Serle Light, State Director of Rural Education, has perfected complete plans by which the
Connecticut schools will be prepared to receive
the Damrosch concerts. Similar encouraging
reports have been received from Nebraska,
Iowa, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh and Tennessee,
with many other letters from State, city and
county schools coming in almost hourly.
pliments upon the performance and appearance
of the new models have been paid wherever the
new line has been shown. He also points out
that the new Artone line is definitely designed
for the purpose of enabling the retailer to obtain the proper retail price with profit to himself in the face of price cutting in cheap portables. The Berg factory is extremely busy.
More men are being employed than ever before
in the history of the organization, and the
month of October has proved to be the biggest
month in its history.
Seek

Fine

Arts

Department

A movement has been started to create a
Federal department of fine arts with a secretary
at its head and as its representative in the
President's Cabinet. Frederick Philip Stieff, of
Baltimore, has been appointed chairman of a
committee on foundation for the movement,
which is creating widespread interest.
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Licensee

The American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
and the Western Electric Co. have been granted
a non-exclusive license under the Hazeltine
patents, according to a recent announcement by
Edgar Rickard, president of the Hazeltine
Corp., New York. The announcement states
that this agreement makes available the use of
the inventions of Professor L. A. Hazeltine in
radio communication, including trans-Atlantic
telephony, ship-to-shore telephony, aircraft communication, and all other uses in which the Bell
System may be interested, with the exception

of broadcast receiving sets. It is stated the
agreement further provides that in event the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. or Western Electric Co. enters the broadcast receiver
held, either by radio or "Wired Wireless," the
Hazeltine Corp. agrees to grant a license to
either or both companies for those purposes.
Convalescent
Mrs. George Hough, wife of the popular vicepresident of the Allen-Hough Mfg. Co., has
recently undergone a major operation. She is
recuperating nicely at this date, and the amiable
George Hough is again in active contact with
Ihe trade throughout this mid-Western section.
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The popular Model 83 Neweombe-Hawley Portable Reproducer with Magnetic Cone Unit is now
offered in the New Model 83-B which has the additional feature of the Condition Equalizer.

Dealers everywhere are reporting
tremendous interest in the Model
83-B because the Condition
Equalizer affords cont rol over the
quality of the reproduction. The
simple adjusting knob on the
back panel does the trick. Be
sure to investigate the sales features of the Model 83-B.

A

NEW
Model

TABLE

REPRODUCER

81-D — with Dynamic

Cone

Unit

Here is a new table reproducer by Neweombe-Hawley
for the larger all-electric sets. It is designed especially for table model sets not over 30 inches in width.
The Neweombe-Hawley Dynamic Cone Reproducer
is concealed by a cloth-covered grill and perfect baffling is provided. The table is walnut, beautifully
finished, and designed to harmonize with all interior
appointments. Be sure to investigate the Model
81-D with the beautiful Neweombe-Hawley Dynamic Cone Reproducer.

THE COMPLETE NEWCOMBE-HAWLEY LINE
portable table and console
The Neweombe-Hawley
models. There is a Newline includes dynamic,
eombe-Hawley reproducer
magnetic, and air column
for every purse and pur■ipeakers. They are offered
in chassis form and also
Send for complete
catalogpose.today.
in a scries of bcuutiful
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Philadelphia, Pa., November 6. — Bids for the
erection of a huge additional manufacturing
plant for the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. opened
on October 29. The new plant will cover sixteen acres, directly across Abbottsford avenue
from the present fifteen and a half acre plant.
It will connect with the present plant by means
of a bridge across the avenue.
The addition will be a one-story structure of brick and steel with saw-tooth roof
construction similar in design to the older
building.
Construction begins this month.

Models

JUST

A.

Manufactured by
NEWCOMBE-HAWLEY
Division of
United Reproducers Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois
Export Department
130 W. 42nd St., New York,N. Y.
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Business
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in

Excellent

Year

Howe & Co. Settled in New Home — Wahn Radio Co. Moves to New Quarters — Many
Dealers Add Brunswick Line — New England Dealers Take on Columbia Line
has been greeted with great enthusiasm
throughout New England. Two new combination models, the 3KR8 and the 3NC8, have just
been received at the local quarters and have
been inspected by dealers and the prospects
look bright for these.
Some new dealers who have contracted to
handle the Brunswick are the Summerfield Furniture Co., in Boston; Shapiro's, at Athol;
Brown's Music Store, Fitchburg; Allen &
Woodworth Co., Greenfield; Oscar's Radio
Shop, Worcester; Dimock & Turner Radio Co.,
West Newton and Jackson and the Caldwell
Co., located in Somerville.
Columbia Sales Gain
Norman B. Smith makes a most encouraging
report of Columbia gains in the New England
territory, and together with a big demand for
the high-priced goods there is an urgent call
even now for the Columbia's new portable.
The department is quite sold out on the Columbia radio combinations, and now awaits a new
shipment. A number of new dealers have lately
become linked up with the Columbia line, including Fay's in Springfield, the M. L. Howard
Piano Co. at Milford; O'Hern Music Co. at
Waltham; Falmouth Radio Service at Falmouth; Fine & Son at Barre, Vt.; Albert J.
Gaudette at Marlboro; F. A. Lutz, Inc., at
Pawtucket, R. I.; Harry G. March at Quincy;
Medford Radio Co. at Medford; The Music Box
at Somerville; Newton Music Box at Newton
Center, and the Surprise Department Store at
White River, Junction, Vt.
Callers at the Boston quarters of the Columbia, have included C. L. Christopher and Mrs.
Christopher, of Lindonville, Vt.; H. O. Baker,
of Hyannis, who has been doing a big business
in radio lately; Charles Dolinsky, of Kaplan
Bros., of Fall River, who reports a marked
increase in record sales; Harry Pelinck, of Fay's
store in Springfield; G. C. Hodge, special rep-

Boston, Mass., November 7. — Business this Fall
in both talking machines and radios has been
very good and there are strong indications that
the year will make an excellent showing.
Wahn Radio Co. in New Quarters
The Wahn Radio Co., Zenith distributor, and
division of the George H. Wahn Co., is now
•-ettled in its new home at 737 Boylston street.
The company is confining its efforts to the

New Home of Wahn Radio Co.
Zenith receiver line with such accessories as
Peerless reproducers, Cunningham tubes and
Eveready batteries. H. B. Vaughan and D.
Gordon Jerauld head the new division.
Howe & Co. Open New Offices
The new offices of Howe & Co., Atwater
Kent radio and Pooley and Red Lion cabinet
distributors, at 841 Boylston street, have been
officially opened. The new headquarters, in
the heart of the business section, occupy 10,000
square feet of floor space. A special demonstration stage is one of the features of the
new location.
Strong Brunswick Demand
All models of Brunswick radio have been
oversold, one learns at the Brunswick headquarters inStuart street, and the indications are
good for a big business for the rest of the year.
The new B speaker put out by the company

to the

before

types — and
A

in the Victor
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Ditson
Boston

Co.

history

a notable

stock

on

hand

with the J. H. Burke Co. and the business during October, so the concern reports, was the
largest since the company has handled this line.
Just now there is a marked shortage in Model
42, AC receiver. During the past few weeks
the Burke Co. has been busy at the various fairs.

has there

been

offered

line of instruments

of all

puts the Victor

dealer beyond

of competitors.
Ditson Service Can

Oliver

Enjoys Record A. K. Sales
Atwater Kent outfits have been going big

the best of all types.

complete

the reach

such

An interesting bit of news of the month is
the announcement of the engagement of Alan
Steinert, manager of the Eastern Talking Machine Co. in Essex street, and Miss Claire Newman Hyman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harris
Hyman, of New Orleans, La. Mr. Steinert is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Steinert, of
New Haven, Conn.

OPPORTUNITY

GREATEST

Never

resentative for the Schubert Centennial Committee, and Oscar Grogan, recording artist for
the company, who was recently a headliner at
the Orpheum Theatre.
F. D. Pitts Expands
The F. D. Pitts Co., which has been doing
a big business with the Majestic line of radio
outfits, has taken a lease of a large warehouse
in Commercial street, Portland, Me., to house
merchandise demanded by its Maine patrons.
Alan Steinert Engaged
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VICTOR

THE

Enjoying the Harvard-Dartmouth Football
Game With Kolster K24 at Headquarters of
Lewis Elec. Supply Co., Distributor, of Boston
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Dealer

Attractive

Has

Speed

Display

Testing

of

Ortho-sonic

Line

St. Joseph Railway, Heat, Light & Power
Co. Attracts Considerable Interest by
Unusual Window Trim

Installation of Conveyor System Results
in Greater Production of Ortho-sonic
Sets by the Federal Radio Corp.

Kansas City, Mo., November 6. — The window
of the St. Joseph Railway, Heat, Light & Power
Co., of St. Joseph, Mo., was recently devoted

A new conveyor system is now in operation
in the test department of the Federal Radio
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., with the result that this
operation has been
speeded up more than
100 per cent, according to officials of the
company. It is said
that the new system,
which was installed
under the supervision
of Ken Henderson,
chief of the test department, has led to

greatly increased outof Ortho-sonic
radio put
receivers.
It is stated that
Federal now has the
largest daily output
in its history, and is
Unusual Majestic Window Display
concentrating producto the display of Majestic radio receivers as
tion at this time on its new type H receivers,
herewith illustrated. The attractive display
for which a heavy demand is being experienced.
pictured the average country general merchan
dise store in detail and attracted considerable
Imports
and Exports
attention from the residents of St. Joseph and
surrounding territory and stimulated sales
of Talking
Machines
This establishment is served by the Majestic
Radio Corp., distributing the Majestic receivers
Figures on Exports and Imports of Talkexclusively in eastern Kansas and western Mising Machines and Records for August —
souri. Irving Alter, president of the company
General Increase Over the Year Previous
and one of the four Alter brothers, of the
Harry Alter Co., of Chicago, states that the
Washington, D. C, November 3. — In the sumMajestic Radio Corp. succeeded in selling more
mary of exports and imports of the Commerce
than twice its quota of Majestic sets in the
of the United States for the month of August,
short space of two months. The company
1928, the following are the figures bearing on
travels four men and is organized to handle
talking machines and records:
any and all repairing that is necessary.
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
Brunswick
Ties

Up

Dealer

With

Hardeen

New Rochelle Brunswick Shop Challenged
Hardeen, the "Escape King," to Escape
From Brunswick Packing Case
One of the smartest publicity stunts that a
music dealer has ever used in tying up with a
vaudeville artist is that of Mr. Cohan, of the
New Rochelle Brunswick Shop, New Rochelle,
N. Y. Hardeen, who escapes from all kinds of

Excellent Brunswick Publicity
handcuffs, chains, trunks and boxes, was challenged by Mr. Cohan to escape from a Brunswick packing case on the stage of the theatre.
Hardeen, of course, escaped, but not before the
publicity value of the stunt was fully utilized.
The Electric Supply Co., 221 East McDaniel
street, Springfield, Mo., recently added r. radio
department and is featuring the Fada line.

parts during August, 1928, amounted in value to
$43,590, as compared with $53,368 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1927.
The eight months' total ended August, 1928,
showed importations valued a.t $345,379; in the
same period of 1927, $426,223, a substantial decrease.
Talking machines to the number of 23,673,
valued at $685,607, were exported in August,
1928, as compared with 14,429 talking machines
valued at $552,188, sent abroad in the same period of 1927. The eight months' total showed that
we exported 119,573 talking machines, valued at
$4,316,834, as against 87,017 talking machines,
valued at $3,291,830, in 1927.
The total exports of records and supplies for
August, 1928, were valued at $306,721, as compared with $279,382 in August, 1927. The eight
months ending August, 1928, show records and
accessories exported valued at $2,385,090.
The countries to which these machines were
sent during August and their values follow:
Europe, $31,285; Canada, $38,283; Central
America, $38,987; Mexico, $99,889; Cuba, $14,113; Argentina, $120,960; Brazil, $59,030; Chile
$48,751; Colombia, $42,430; Peru, $13,491; othei
South America, $56,182; China, Hong Kong and
Kwantung, $17,862; Philippine Islands, $20,370,
Australia, $17,552; New Zealand, $9,072; British
South Africa. $2,826; other countries, $44,524.
Max

Strasburg

York, November, 1928

Two Freshman girls, Misses Matt and Nolan,
employed in the Chicago office of the Charles
Freshman Co., Inc., displaying the Model N
console receiver

Temple
Issue

Corp.

Stock

Oversubscribed

The Temple Corp., Chicago, loud speaker
manufacturer, formerly known as Temple, Inc.,
recently issued an offering of 35,000 shares ot
no par convertible preference stock, priced at
$27.50 per share. On October 31 announcement
was made that the offering had been heavily
oversold and the books closed. The stock ientitled to cumulative dividends at the annual
rate of $1.80 a share, and is convertible share
for share into common stock at any time to and
including redemption date. Earnings for the
fiscal year ended October 1, 1928, were $199,764,
or at the rate of over $5.50 a share on the class
A stock. At this writing it is expected that
application will be made to list the shares on
the Chicago Stock Exchange.
Radio

Popular

in Spain

Major W. J. Avery, in charge of the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co.'s export department, who sailed
recently on the S. S. "Homeric" for a tour of
European centers, reports a splendid volume
of business in Spain, where the demand for
A. K. sets is especially strong. According to
Major Avery there is every indication of a
100 per cent increase over last year's sales.
After visiting Atwater Kent distributors in
Central Europe, Major Avery will return to
the United States late in November.
Speeds

to Meeting

by Plane

Dead

Max Strasburg, pioneer phonograph dealer
of Detroit, Mich., died the early part of last
month. Mr. Strasburg retired from business
some five years ago and had lived in California
and Florida ,_. in an effort to regain his lost
health. He was a well known and popular
member of the retail trade.

sic Co., Tulsa, Okla.. one of the largest Victor
dealers in the Southwest, starting on his trip
to the Caravan Meeting at Oklahoma City,
which developed into one of the largest meetings held in the Southwest, traveling by aeroplane to save time
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2,000,000

"and

why

RECEIVER No. 2,000,000 was completed in
the Atwater Kent factory a few days ago.
It took four years to make
Atwater

Kents.

to make

the second

It has taken less than two years

demand has doubled.
it has trebled.
Mere

the first million

million.

In two

years the

Yes, and in the past year

bigness of the Atwater

Kent

factory,

mere production ability, wouldn't make
2,000,000 sets sell. There must be something
else. It was summed

up by a man

who

said :

"Atwater Kent started with the intention of
making fine radio, of making it by modern
methods
and

so that the price could

of making

Atwater

Kent

be kept low,

it so carefully
set, when

would make everybody
have one like it.

placed

who

that

every

in a home,

heard

it want

to

"That was his intention — and he has stucktoit.'"
The result of these six years of "sticking to
it" is the overwhelming popularity of the 1929
Atwater Kent all-electric set, now selling at
the average rate of 33,000 a week.
Now
Kent
ATWATER

watch

the third million

sell as Atwater

dealers "stick to it," too.
KENT

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

*1
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Model 52 in the home o/Irvin S. Cobb, the writer

MODEL 52 A. C. SET. Combining electric receiver and speaker in satin-finished
compact cabinet. For 110-120 volt, 50-60
cycle alternating current. Requires 6 A.C.
tubes and lrectifyingtube. Without tubes,

A. Atwater Kent, President

On the air — every Sunday night — Atwater Kvnt Hour — listen in!

4725 Wissahickon Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies

"RADIO'S
MODEL 40 A. C. The 1929 improvement
on the famous Model 37. More powerful,
more sensitive. New sealed power unit.
Full-vision Dial. Satin finished in dark
brown and gold or deep golden bronze and
_■■■!']. Requires six A. C. tube3 and one rectifying lube. For 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle,
alternating current. d£^T^7
Without tubes «fp i i

TRUEST Kent
VOICE"
Atwater
Radio
Speakers:
finished— someSatin
in dark
lirown and gold, some
in;inddeep
golden
bronz»-E.
gold.
Models
K-2,andE-3,9amequality, different
insize.
Each, 5&^\J

MODEL 42 A. C. Similar electrically to
Model 40, with addition of automatic line
voltage control. Many refinements in cabinet design — crowned lid, panelled corners,
ball feet. Full-vis ion Dial with over-size
numbers. Requires six A. C. tubes and
one
tube.current.
For 110-120 volt,tD»0/C
50-60
cycle,rectifying
alternating
Without tubes, 85 oO

MODEL 44 A. C. Extra-powerful, extrasensitive,
lid. Panelled extra-selective.
corners. Ball feet.Crowned
Automatic
line
voltage control. Local - distance switch.
Full-vision Dial with over-size numbers.
Requires seven A. C. tubes and one rectifying lube.
For 110-120 volt, 50-60
alternating
current.
&~\ cycle,
C\£~
Without tubes, <b J- Ul)
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Record Attendance of More Than 70,000 Attracted to Exposition of New Models —
Changes Reported in Columbia Sales Staff — Adds Phonograph Department
Philadelphia, Pa., November 8. — Making
the record attendance of more than 70,000
persons, the Philadelphia Radio Show, held
the week of October 22, was the center of
trade attraction this month. The newest radio
types were shown at the 108th Field Artillery
Armory with all the leading manufacturers of
radios and accessories in the group of exhibitors. From the day of the opening when
Mayor Harry A. Mackey, of Philadelphia, extended greetings to the exhibitors and the public at the Armory and over broadcasting station
WCAU the crowds of visitors to the Show demonstrated the keen interest that is being taken
in the development of radio.
From the nation's most prominent factories
the largest list of radio manufacturers ever
showing here in a single group were rounded up
at this 1928-29 Show. Handsome cabinets, the
artistry of the furniture designers and combinations of latest improved electric radio devices
gave to the Show the attractiveness that drew
the public to view the latest achievements of
these trade wares. These radio devices coupled
with the newest but still young television
whetted the public's curiosity as well as attracted the interest of dealers from all parts of the
territory, including Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia, who journeyed here to witness the assembly of modern developments in radio.
Among the exhibitors and the lines featured
were: Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Atwater Kent
receivers, including those in Pooley and Red
Lion cabinets; Schimmel Electric Co., distributor Balkite and Steinite radio receivers;
Colonial Radio Corp., Colonial sets and the

The

Automatic

Cutting Dynamic power speaker unit; R. E.
Tongue & Bros. Co., distributors, Federal
Ortho-sonic receivers, Newcombe-Hawley reproducers, Temple speakers, Valley B power
units and Sylvania tubes; Sonora Phonograph
Co., Inc., Melodon phonographs and combination Melodon phonographs and Sonora receivers and allied products; Bornstein Electric
Supply Co., distributor, Pierce-Airo radio receivers, Electrovox, Phonovox and phonomotor; Uhr Electric Supply Co. and Motor Ignition Co., distributors, A-C Dayton radio receivers and Superior cabinets; Sylvania Products
Co., Sylvania radio tubes; Royal Electric Supply Co., distributor, Case radio receivers and
combination radio-phonographs; D. H. Shallcross, distributor, Sterling Mfg. Co., products
featuring the Sterling speakers, testers and
power units; Jones-Beach Co., distributor, Splitdorf receivers; J. V. Kane Co., distributor,
Sparton Equasonne radio receivers and combinations and the products of the Phonocraft
Corp.; Acousti-Cone Laboratories, Acousti-Cone
speakers and Vitalitone dynamic speakers; J.
B. McCullough & Son, distributors, FreedEisemann receiver line, Adler-Royal cabinets
and Findlay radio tables; Motor Parts Co. and
Wilkening, Inc., distributors, Philco, Amrad
and Crosley radio receivers and speakers; Philadelphia Motor Accessories, distributor, AilAmerican Mohawk Lyric receivers, Eveready
receivers and Peerless speakers; La Salle Electric Sales Co., La Salle receivers; Lyons Radio
Sales Co., Shamrock receivers, De Jur Amsco
parts, Ultratone loud speakers, Empire ship
speakers, Speed radio tubes and the Robert W.
Irwin Co. line of radio furniture; Trilling & Mon-

Orthophonic

List

Price

Victrola

only

$365.00

An automatic Victrola — with full orthophonic reproduction — selling at a price
which makes it the desirable instrument
for the average home.
It will create many

new

prospects in

your neighborhood.

Model 10-35
Automatic Orthophonic
Victrola
"Everything

Will be backed by a huge Victor advertising campaign.
Order

Musical

now!

Since 1864"

H.A.WEYMANN
# SONjNC.
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia, Pa.
Victor Wholesalers
82

tague, distributors, Zenith receivers, Kolster receivers, Magnavox speakers, Peerless speakers
and the Jensen dynamic speakers and the Q R S
cameras and projectors; Berrodin Auto Supply
Co., distributor, Kellogg radio products, made
by the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.;
Dickel Distributing Co., Fada radio receivers
and speakers; Keystone Radio Co., distributor,
Buck radio tubes; Hubbell Cabin, Daven radio
products, including Daven television; Girard
Phonograph Co., Edison phonographs, radio receivers and combination units and Komins Bros.
Champion radio tubes.
Columbia Sales Conference
With the early days of the current month
the group of sales representatives of the Columbia Phonograph Co. were assembled at
headquarters here for the sales conferences on
the new types of Kolster radios and combinations of these sets with the Columbia phonograph, which recently were added to the line
of the internationally known manufacturer. The
line was placed on display last month and
showed the two new table Kolster models in
Columbia cabinets and in the combination highboy types. The dealers have been buying freely of all available shipments that the Philadelphia branch has been able to secure and all incoming factory allotments are immediately absorbed by the trade.
Changes in the sales staff of the Columbia
during the past month were effective with the
resignation from the company of J. D. Westervelt, who for fourteen years looked after this
territory. His successor is R. A. Young, who
hails from Baltimore and who will be confined
to Philadelphia, and two additional men who
will cover the field, N. M. Biro looking after
the foreign sales, while C. M. Wilson covers;
north Philadelphia.
Adds Phonograph Radio Lines
For the first time in its business career the
Household Outfitting Co., 306 Lackawanna avenue, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has added to its furniture stocks a complete line of the Columbia
radio and phonograph combinations. A special
program was arranged for the opening of the
Columbia department, under the direction of
Sol Drieson, of the firm. Manager J. J. Doherty, of the Quaker City branch of the Columbia, provided the firm with his own special
merchandising campaign and journeyed to the
Wilkes-Barre opening of the agency to participate in the introductory sales and welcome to
the many visitors.
Big Demand for Panatrope
As the new types of the RCA and combinations in the Panatrope grow in popularity the
Quaker City branch of the Brunswick is being
cleaned of all available supplies as soon as received from the factory. The same conditions
exist in the new electrically operated Panatrope
introduced on November 1 when dealers took
all incoming shipments. There has been a record sale of the Brunswick records within
the past month and the year's total to date in
the local territory caps all previous normal
business years apart from the inflated war
period. In the Al Jolson records alone the
sales of No. 4033 — "Sonny Boy" and "Rainbow
'Round My Shoulders" — reached a total of 76,000 sold during the past month, classifying this
as the best-selling record ever found among the
list in the local trade. Jolson is an exclusive
Brunswick artist and the sales mounted with
the appearance here of the picture "The Singing Fool," featuring this well-known character
artist. The screen version has been running
for some time at the Aldine Theatre and is
booked for more than six months' rounds of
(Continued on page 84)
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Tungars
You

4

can
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all
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them,

too.
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0

Prices
$2
4
East
of
2 -AMP. the Rockies
TUNGAR.
ungar
REG. u's- S^^PAT' OFF.
Section TMW-11
Merchandise Department
General Electric Company
Bridgeport, Connecticut

BATTERY

CHARGER

Tungar — a registered trademark — is found only
on the genuine.
Look for it on the name plate.

AL

5 -AMP.
TUNGAR
TRICKLE
TUNGAR

ELECTRIC
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the local amusement field in moving picture
houses, so that dealers will have a splendid opportunity to tie up with appearance at neighborhood houses after the Aldine run. Manager
E. F. Germain has stimulated the business in
the Brunswick materially since his assumption
of the district management and now the line is
carried by all the leading central city department stores and music houses as well as neighborhood stores of consequence. Speedy shipping service from the factory has facilitated
the sales of the Brunswick, so that dealers are
able to garner profits while the public is enthusiastic over the new AC sets.
With its prestige as the leading central
Pennsylvania department store of high-class
standing, the Bowman Co., of Harrisburg, Pa.,
has devoted a portion of its beautiful building
to the Brunswick, featuring a complete line of
radios, Panatrope combinations and records,
opening the new division during the month.
The new music department, under management
of H. C. Chubb, will handle the complete line
of Brunswick on the fourth floor of the structure along with the RCA and Atwater Kent
radio receiving sets.
C. W. Bahl Seriously 111
Those dealers who are associated with the
wholesale Victor department of H. A. Weymann & Son, 1108 Chestnut street, regretted to
learn of the serious illness of Charles W. Bahl.
manager of the department. Manager Bahl is
confined to the Samaritan Hospital under observation for an operation for a critical internal disorder and his condition is considered
serious. During his illness the business is being carried on by his assistant, W. H. Wendt.
The wholesale Victor department is preparing
to issue its Xmas list of Victor records for
dealers. The new Automatic Victrolas are expected to be stocked and ready for distribution
to the trade with the closing days of the current month.
Markets New Reproducer
An entirely new reproducer with an improved
tone device produced for the factor of quality
rather than price was brought out during the
month by the J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market
street. The new reproducer is called the Duophonic and its particular attractiveness is in the
larger volume of tone and trueness of reproducing the recordings and bringing out the full
range of sound. J. A. Fischer is now traveling
the Keystone State and Ohio, introducing the

new device, while Irvin Epstan, of the firm, is
covering the Southwest; Ben Krupnick, the
South, and Martin Krupnick is making the
rounds of New York with the Duophonic. Reports back to headquarters here from the men
on the road are encouragingly backed up with
substantial orders. The Valley Forge main
springs and repair parts are in heavier demand
as the season advances, evidencing the improvement in the trade.
Plans to Feature Edison Line
The Girard Phonograph Co., distributor of
Edison radios and phonographs, Broad and
Wallace streets, will make the Edison in its
newest electrical type the feature of a convention
to be held in Baltimore on November 8 and 9.

in the Mt. Royal Hotel, where the local manager of the Girard Co., Joseph T. Donohue,
will welcome the dealers with the Oriole City
representative, L. H. Collison. The entire Edison line will be on display and demonstrated
while a dealers' conference and social features
will be part of the program.
The Girard Phonograph
Co. has become
Philadelphia distributor of the De Forest Audion tubes. The tubes will be carried in stock
ready for the trade needs in the local territory.
Talks on Radio Advertising
President John Benson, of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, addressing
the annual convention of the Association of National Advertisers at the Ambassador Hotel, in

The Edison dealers' convention will be staged

Atlantic City, advocated that radio advertisingbe done by regular agencies. Mr. Benson, who
is a New York advertising man, stated that
radio advertising should be a feature of regular
advertising agencies and not a separate feature
of the profession conducted through outside
channels. He urged the conventionites to take
up this phase of their trade and link it with
the usual advertising methods and business.

Distributors for Eastern Penna., Southern New Jersey & New Castle County, Del.

Heppe Stages Special Exhibition
A special exhibition of radios and talking
machines in the Victor and Brunswick lines was
"GROW
is

our

slogan,
two

1

O

WITH
and

held by C. J. Heppe & Sons in October in conjunction with the Radio Show at the 108th Field
Artillery Armory. The Heppe Show was a
unique display of the models of the Atwater
Kent, Zenith, RCA, Majestic and Orthophonic
at headquarters, 1117 Chestnut street, arranged
under Manager Leo Cromson.
Sonora Branch Opened

US"

it expresses

things:

That our business is developed on the seeds of CONFIDENCE,
' planted by selling RELIABLE merchandise of nationally recognized manufacturers; and by giving our dealers a Service
that leaves nothing to be desired.
That Trilling & Montague's dealers subscribe to the same
business principles in their relationship with their customers
in order to "grow with us."
TRILLING
WHOLESALE

N. W. Cor. 7th and Arch Streets

&
RADIO

MONTAGUE
MERCHANDISERS

^QroWlOjtllUs''

PHILADELPHIA,

Branch — 218 Chestnut St., Sunbury, Pa.

PA.

Quaker City distribution branch of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., has been acquired
at 2206 Chestnut street, where is on display
the entire line of Melodon with radio combinations and in the straight electric reproducing
instruments and the phonographs and radio
combinations. The Philadelphia branch and
showrooms were opened during the past month
with a staff of capable executives and sales representatives who are well known to the trade.
The Sonora will be represented in this section
by the manager, L. E. Hilduser, who will cover
the field as chief executive of sales and who
will have three assistants, in F. J. Hogan, to
(Continued on page S6)
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Furniture

for

All

AT

WATER

KENT

Radios

add up

the figvires and see
at how low a price
yon can sell this
fine combination:
Atwater Kent
Receiver

$-

Atwater Kent
Speaker
Tubes

$$-

Cabinet with
Phonograph
and Motor
TOTAL

$135.00
$-

You

will find no other

And

this combination

cabinet

date in every detail of design
Note

these

already

points particularly

installed,

and

cabinet

are

closed,

hybrid
Red

RED

LION

design
one

is of the most

sees only

a

cabinet

of the Red

comes

is already

expense

modern,

very

that allows

radio cabinet

a combination

Lion

line, up-to-

construction.

: The

or extra

and

to give so great

is the latest model
and

Combinations

to you
equipped

with

phonograph

with

an electric

for a motor.

all-concealing

beautiful

type. When

the doors

piece of furniture — there

is no

effect.

Lion

among

price or

the phonograph

motor — no hand-winding,
The

phonograph

combination

so low a combination
Lion 115.

you to make
value as Red

in

Value

Biggest

The

115

is both

combination

the most

advanced

achievement

and

the greatest value

cabinets.

CABINET

COMPANY

RED

LION,

PA.
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cover up-State Pennsylvania; J. G. Weir, to
make the Philadelphia trade his specialty, and
F. X. Donovan, who will travel through the
Pittsburgh territory. The local distribution
branch will look after the trade requirements
in Pennsylvania, Delaware and parts of New
Jersey, Ohio and West Virginia and all under
Eastern District Sales Manager H. B. Haring.
There will be kept in the warehouses here stock
for the immediate needs of the trade with a
permanent attractive display of all the models
of Sonora products in the Melodon, phonographs and combinations.
Leading Dealers Add Sonora
John Wanamaker has added to the talking
machine department of the store a complete
stock of the Sonora and radio combinations.
These will be featured extensively by the Wanamaker store with a wide range of displays and
exploitation of the line. During the month the
Wanamaker store made an announcement in a
full-page ad of the addition of the Sonora.
Other well known and representative dealers
who will feature the Sonora are Gimbel Bros.;
Troup Bros., Harrisburg, Pa.; W. J. Farley Co.,
Chester, Pa.; Nagle Music House, Reading, Pa.;
F. W. Young Music House, Reading, Pa.;
Joseph Zakerewicz, Shenandoah, Pa., and Hugh
Dunlap, whose business has been established in
Philadelphia for more than twoscore years.
J. M. Leonard has been added to the local staff
to look after the service to the dealers in both
radio and talking machines.
Distributor Adds to Lines
The Bornstien Electric Supply Co., 918 Broadway, Camden, has become distributor of the
Pierce-Airo radios and the Pacent Electrovox,
the modern music reproducer made by the Pacent Electric Co., Inc., 91 Seventh avenue, New
York. The Pacent also produces the Phonovox
and Phonomotor, electrically operated talking
machines in portable and other models. These
electrical motor parts for talking machines are
to be had in separate parts and turntables for
conversion of the old hand-wound type machines into those of electrical operation.
Bankers Visit A. K. Plant
Several score of the bankers who attended
the annual convention of the American
Bankers' Association in Philadelphia last month
visited the Atwater Kent plant and made a tour
of inspection. John F. McCoy and W. O.
Kimberly, both of the Atwater Kent staff, entertained the visitors.
Emil Bauer a Distributor
Emil Bauer has entered the sales representative and distributing field and has established
headquarters at 629 Chestnut street. The lines
carried will be portable talking machines, piano
benches and radio furniture.
Mr. Bauer needs no introduction in the music
field. He is one of the pioneers in the talking
machine industry and can look back to the days
when some of the largest present-day manu-

KOLSTER
Wholesale

DAVID

M.

Set and
No

Penn
913

Arch

RADIO
Distributors

TRILLING

HARRY

MONTAGUE

CAM-RAD
DISTRIBUTING
7th

and

Arch

Streets,

Wholesale

CO.

Philadelphia,

Branch — Sunbury,

Pa.

Pa.

Distributors

and

PROJECTOR

CAMERA
facturers presented their first products g
to the MOVIE
field. Mr. Bauer Q
has been connected with a
Big Demand
for Jolson
number of talking machine enterprises throughBrunswick
Recording
out the history of the industry and during the
many years he has spent in it has built up a
wide circle of friendship.
Al Jolson's Brunswick record of "Sonny
Boy," the theme song of his sensational VitaIn selecting the products which his own organization will distribute he has chosen those
phone production, "The Singing Fool," is meetthree with which he is most intimately familiar
ing with a sweeping demand, and the Brunswickfactories are working night and day in an enand plans to put behind them his many years
deavor to keep pace with the avalanche of
of knowledge and experience in the trade.
orders.
Brunswick has sold more records of
William Anderson in New Post
"Sonny
Boy"
in the first month of its release
William Anderson, who formerly was assothan any record that the firm has introduced
ciated with the Philadelphia Victor Distribufor years. Jolson recorded this number in
tors, Inc., as service manager, is now affiliated
California, shortly after he finished with the
with the Louis Buehn Co., 835 Arch street, as
picture, and the record was made under the
credit manager. The Buehn Co., of which
direction of Jack Kapp, manager of the BrunsLouis Buehn, president of the Philadelphia Vicwick Chicago recording laboratories, who was
tor Distributors, Inc., is head, is linked with
on the Coast at that time. It is said to be the
the Atwater Kent radio as Quaker City distributor for these products.
most perfect "picture" of Jolson's voice that has
ever been recorded.

Adds

Philco

Line

United

The Burkholder Music Co., 308 State street,
Madison, Wis., has added the new Philco line
of radio receivers and is engaged in a vigorous
advertising and selling campaign in the interest
of this radio product.
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The United Music Co., operating a chain of
music stores throughout New England, has just
opened a new branch in the McGrath Building
on Main street, Wakefield, R. I.
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PAM-16 or PAM-17
List Price $125.00 each
without tubes

T

IKE

the

football

player

Free

who

has

eluded

-L>

is free in an open field, so is the
from the tackles of service calls*

If you sell phonographs with "PAM" electrical amplification, you are not only assured of good quality of
reproduction, but freedom from service.
If you sell loud speakers, what better demonstration
can be given than by a "PAM" with a good magnetic
phonograph pickup and proper records?
If you have old style talking machines with mechanical reproduction, a "PAM" amplifier and associated
equipment will bring it up to date, and will allow you
to turn this inventory into cash.
If you demonstrate records, a "PAM" with associated
equipment and any good reproducer, either inside or
outside of your store, will increase record sales and bring
new customers.

the

last tackier

and

"PAM"

Amplifier

free

Not only do manufacturers incorporate "PAM"
amplifiers in their products, but dealers and jobbers
everywhere are selling them for use in furnishing radio
programs, the reproduction of phonograph records or
the spoken voice to a number of speakers in hotels,
clubs, apartment houses, hospitals, etc.
The PAM-17 is identical with the PAM-16 except
that it furnishes in addition field current for a dynamic
speaker designed to have its field energized by 90 to 165
volts direct current. For all other types of speakers,
including dynamics, having their field energized from
storage battery or AC 110 volt 60 cycle, use the PAM-16.
Both amplifiers are designed to operate from 105 to 120
volts 50 or 60 cycles AC.

Send for Bulletin TM-1
the above and other PAM

describing
Amplifiers

Factories

Main Office: Canton, Mass.
Manufacturers Since 1882

at Canton

and Watertown,
MANUFACTURERS SINCE 180?
MCMaet

Mass.
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Velvaloid
Record
Brush
Ideal for advertising purposes or resale. Write us for full information.
PHILADELPHIA
BADGE
CO.
Manufacture™
942 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

3V4 lacta dlaaatcr
Patented 1911

Victor Co. Representatives
Meet With Frederick Go.
TJniontowji, Pa., November 7.— G. L. Richardson, Southeastern district sales manager for the
Victor Talking Machine Co., Miss E. Weemer, Red
Seal record expert, also from the factory, and
Howard Tangert, Pittsburgh district Victor
representative, held a special meeting of the
managers and sales staff of the W. F. Frederick
Piano Co. stores at the White Swan Hotel. W.
F. Frederick, president of the Frederick Co.,
addressed the meeting. H. F. Schnitzler, a Victor representative, also from Camden, was at
the meeting.
Sherzer

Co.

and

Opens

Radio

Phonograph

Section

Philadelphia, Pa., November 3. — After more
than forty years' association with the piano industry of Philadelphia the Sherzer Piano Co.,
539 North 8th street, is planning to extend its
business to include other lines of trade commodities. There has been added a talking machine
and radio section featuring the Kolster, which
later will be extended to other well-known
makes of radio. Columbia phonographs also
are carried in stock.
Stieff Handles

Radio

Philadelphia, Pa., November 8. — The first radio
department to be featured in conjunction with
its piano business was inaugurated by Charles
M. Stieff, Inc., in the Philadelphia store, at 1717
Chestnut street, under management of James
A. Spencer. The new radio department, which
will be for the present confined to the Quaker
City store, will carry the Crosley, Amrad and
Philco Radios, distributed here by the Motor
Parts Co., 818 North Broad street. It is under
management of Daniel A. Sadler.

Many
Add

there

Cleveland
New

Sonora

Stores
Line

Models Shown by H. C. Schultz, Inc., Distributor— Taylor & Son Co. Has Radio
Show — A. K. Co-operative Ad
Cleveland, Ohio, November 7.— The new Sonora line made its bow to the Cleveland public
this month and H. C. Schultz, Inc., distributor,
was more than pleased with its reception. A
four-page section in the Sunday Cleveland
Plain Dealer was run on November 4 in which
was featured the entire line and was tied up to
by the dealers of the city. New accounts are being opened right along, and Lyon & Healy are
the largest of the downtown stores to handle
the line. Others include the Goodman Music
Co., 10526 St. Clair avenue; Basta's Music Store,
6032 Broadway, and Frank Cerne, 6033 St. Clair.
The H. C. Schultz, Inc., organization has grown
very rapidly since coming to Cleveland and the
new quarters at the southeast corner of Payne
avenue and East Seventeenth street are one of
the most complete wholesale establishments in
the State. In addition to the Sonora line, thfe
company is exclusive distributor of the Carryola line of portables and a number of nationally known lines of small goods and radio.
The second annual radio show of the William
Taylor & Son Co. was staged in the company's
arcade, which was specially decorated for the
occasion. The leading makes of radio receivers
were shown in separate booths, and Victor,
Brunswick and Columbia instruments were also
shown and demonstrated.
The Meisel Tire Co., operating a chain of tire
stores in Cleveland and other cities, has taken
the agency for the Stewart-Warner line of receivers and is featuring them in all stores.
The Cleveland Distributing Co., Atwater
Kent distributor, has been rushed with orders
and anticipates this season will be by far the
largest ever experienced.
An advertisement
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Crosley"

This will be Crosley's biggest year. Dealers are invited
to inquire for particulars of the full Crosley line.
Wholesale Distributors
For Eastern Penna., Southern New

Jersey and Delaware

WILKENING,
Inc.
820 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia

that Atwater
was decidedly
out of the
ordinary
was "run
by
Kent dealers
during
the month
in
Cleveland newspapers and showed pictures of
a number of Cleveland's prominent men who
are owners of Atwater Kent receivers, and the
names of the dealers who sold them. Ray
Bechtol, president of the company, headed a
party of dealers for a visit to the factory at
Philadelphia and upon their return the members
of the party expressed themselves as both
pleased and impressed with what they had seen.
The new Victor models are gaining in popularity throughout Cleveland and are being
featured by all dealers with great success. The
Cleveland Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor, has heavy orders from the trade.
There was an informal meeting of officers of
the Ohio Music Merchants Association in Columbus, November 3 and 4, for the purpose
of discussing plans for the coming year. A. L.
Maresh, treasurer, and Rex C. Hyre, secretary,
of Cleveland, and President C. M. Alford were
present and were guests of Otto B. Heaton, of
Columbus.
Cleveland has another radio industry through
the Rola Mfg. Co. opening an assembly plant
here this month. H. C. Tenney, president of the
company, spent three weeks in Cleveland organizing the branch factory, which is located at
2570 Superior avenue.
At a luncheon given by Mr. Tenney at the
Hotel Winton, the new Rola Auditorium
speaker was demonstrated for the first time and
fulfilled every claim made for it.
Several important downtown concerns added
the Sonora line during the month, these being
Sterling & Welch and the Ott Piano Co. A
number of new accounts have also been opened
in the suburbs and outlying towns by the H. C.
Schultz Co., distributor.
The most pretentious radio show ever staged
by a retail merchant in Cleveland was put on
by the H. Le sser Co. at the Winton Hotel,
October 25 to 28, inclusive, and drew thousands
of people. A ten-page section in the Cleveland
News was run, besides other advertising. Fifteen makes of instruments were shown, including the Victor and Edison combinations. From
a small beginning a few years ago the H.
Lesser Co. is now the largest retail radio
organization in northern Ohio. H. Lesser is
president of the organization, and W. A. Lesser
is treasurer. R. E. Clady is sales manager and
George Doliva is manager of branch stores.
The Grossman Music Co., of High avenue
and East Second street, is now handling ukes,
guitars and mandolins. It is also distributing
the Allen line of portable phonographs and
Phono-Link Pick-Ups. Okeh and Odeon record
business is steadily increasing in the three
States for which the company is a distributor.
The largest music store on the South side
of Cleveland was opened by the Maresh Piano
Co. at 6710 Broadway. It has a floor space of
40 by 150 feet and was formerly a department
store. Charles Maresh is the manager. The
company's main store on East Fifty-fifth street
near Broadway is being continued, and Joseph
Hajek has been appointed its manager. The
company has added the Crosley line of receivers and also the Victor line.
The Newman Stern Co., located at East
Twelfth street and Walnut avenue, opened two
additional store units on East Twelfth street.
The Cleveland Music Trades Association held
its first meeting of the Fall and Winter season
at the Hotel Winton, with President Anthony
Maresh presiding. There is a possibility that
the Association will sponsor a radio hour each
week over one of the local stations for the purpose of creating greater interest in good music.
H. J. Whitney is now connected with the
band instrument and small goods department of
the Lyon & Healy store.
The George Bowman Co., 224 Euclid avenue,
held the formal opening of its enlarged radio
department the earl)- part of the month. A
diversified stock is featured.
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The

Automatic

WHEN
a twist of the wrist shoots a new blade
into your razor holder, when the furnace heat
comes at the click of a thermostat and a subway ride is
bought by the drop of a coin into an automatic turnstile,
you know the public is thinking, living and BUYING in
terms of The Automatic Age.
A year ago the Victor Talking Machine

Age!

Thousands upon thousands of people will become
immediate buyers of this prepossessing, fascinating and
sensational "musical wizard." And at the extremely
popular list price of $365.00, volume sales are a certainty.
It will be good business, YOUR

BUSINESS,

Mr.

Victor Dealer, to tell the world the "how and why" of
the new Automatic. Common sense will tell you that

Company

linked the world's most famous musical instrument, the
Victrola, to public consciousness, automatically, by

here is a new opportunity to cash in, another era that
will witness the pre-eminence of Victor.

introduction of the Automatic Victrola — a "human"
mechanism that plays twelve records without manual
adjustment.
The broad and instantaneous success of this innovation

Let everybody see and hear the new Automatic Victrola, No. 10-35. Have them appreciate its tonal quality
through Orthophonic reproduction. Have them marvel
over its perfect mechanical performance . . . and when
you tell them the price, the sale is made. Here indeed
is an exclusive musical instrument at a value that stands
alone. There is no parallel.

has brought about production economies, so that to-day
a new Automatic Victrola (No. 10-35) is available to a
great NEW buying public, at a NEW and LOWER
price.

Bruno seeks the opportunity of helping alert Victor
dealers to develop a bigger and more profitable business

C
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&
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Acoustic

Products

Rights
New

to

Co.

Secures

Bristolphone

Patents

Corporation to Be Formed Combining Wm. H. Bristol Corp., Asher, Small &
Rogers, Gotham Bristolphone Service Corp. and Lesser-Warner Productions

P. L. Deutsch, president of the Acoustic Products Co. and the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.,
announced last week that the Acoustic Products
Co. had secured the right to acquire the full
rights and interests of the Wm. H. Bristol
Talking Picture Corp.. the Asher, Small &
Rogers, the Gotham Bristolphone Service Corp.
and the Lesser-Warner Productions in the
world-wide Bristolphone patents. Upon the
acquisition of these rights the Acoustic Products Co. will also take over all the contracts
which the Gotham Bristolphone Service Corp.
and the Lesser- Warner Co. have outstanding
for the distribution of Bristolphone machines,
and all outstanding licenses for producing pictures with sound under the Bristol patents.
"A new corporation will be formed," said
Mr. Deutsch, "in which all of the above interests will be combined and in the management
of which Chas. R. Rogers will be actively engaged. This new corporation will probably
combine the names of Sonora with Bristolphone, and will have exclusive distributing
rights on the Sonora Bristolphone for the entire world; the company will also have the sole
rights for the licensing of producers to employ
the Bristol process of synchronizing sound with
pictures. The Acoustic Products Co. will
manufacture the machines which the new company will sell and service."
The Wm. H. Bristol Talking Picture Corp.
already has extensive manufacturing plant and
film studios at Waterbury, Conn., and the producing corporations have modern studios at
Hollywood, and there is now added to this
organization the vast manufacturing and distributing resources of the Acoustic Products
Co. and the Sonora Phonograph Co., including
the plants at Saginaw and Stamford, and the
studios and laboratories in the Sonora Building,
at SO West Fifty-seventh street, New York
City. Negotiations are already well in hand
with independent artists and producers for the
production of "talkies" by this proposed organization. Talking pictures covering the whole
wide realm of cinema possibilities will be pro-

A

duced— industrial, educational, religious and entertainment. In addition arrangements will be
made to make talkies of 104 short subjects during the next twelve months. The Sonora Bristolphone Corp. artists will include some of the
best-known figures in the film world and from
the legitimate stage. Present plans call for the

Percy L. Deutsch
production of pictures by Asher, Small &
Rogers, by the Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corp., Lesser- Warner Co. and other producers. The firm of Asher, Small & Rogers is
one of the best-known producers in the film
business — their list of popular successes includes
"McFadden's Flats," "The Cohens and Kellys"
and many First National feature pictures.
Mr. Deutsch also states that the new corporation plans to supply at least 250 Sonora Bristolphones a month, ready for installation in the
picture theatres. "We believe," concluded Mr.
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in
Field

Grand

Rapids,

Michigan

phonograph and record department of the "J. K.
Gill Company, was unanimously elected president to succeed James W. Condon, Jr., of the
Condon Co., Inc. H. W. Brown, of the Electric Corp., was elected vice-president, and H. A.
Killam, of Killam, Inc., and M. E. Harris, of
Radio Headquarters, were re-elected treasurer
and secretary, respectively. Board of directors
elected were as follows: E. R. Lucas, of Stubbs
Electric Co.; C. W. Hunter, of Hunter Radio.
Inc.; Joseph Hallock, of Hallock & Watson;
W. C. Brown, of W. C. Brown Radio Service;
L. W. Finch, of Star Electric Co.; M. A. Dobbin, of Marshall-Wells Co., and J. W. Condon,
Jr., of Condon Co., Inc.
H. J. Zensler, of San Francisco, manager of
the Edison Distributing Co., was a Portland visitor the la.st week in October, and on October
29 he demonstrated the new Edison radio and
at the Hotel Multnophonograph
mah in this instruments
city.
Sherman, Clay & Co. are offering to their
customers an exclusive Atwater Kent radio.
They have installed the Atwater Kent model
40 in an attractive console cabinet which they
have made in their own shops and have added
a Jensen Dynamic speaker to the set.
A. R. McKinley, manager of the BrunswickCo., announces business excellent in this territory with the new Brunswick line of radios going over exceptionally well. He announces that
he has called a dealers' meeting for the near
future at which time dealers from all over the

No.
No.
No.
No.

L.

Activities

Portland, Ore., November 3. — The election of
officers for the 1928-29 season for the Oregon
Radio Trades Association took place October
12. H. P. Harrison, manager of the radio,

Our Six models cover the entire field for
table model sets. All are attractive —
Deep
Well made and excellently finished
in
either Walnut or Mahogany.
30" Wide
No. 12— Dimension

H.

talking picture field."
theTheentire
offices of the company will probably be
in the Sonora Building, at 50 West Fiftyseventh street, New York City, so that this complete organization will be housed under the
roof of Sonora's own home.
It is proposed that the distribution of the
new "talkies" will be handled through a distributing organization to be formed as a separate unit. A budget is now being prepared to
provide for an extensive and powerful advertising campaign in the interest of these product^
designed to blanket the country.
It is understood that arrangements are being
made for the organization of two further companies, one to manufacture Sonora Bristolphones and issue manufacturing licenses in
Furope, and the other to perform similar functions in Canada.

the

Tables

SEND

Deutsch, "that the exclusive Bristol patents,
which include the only resynchronizing mechanism on the market, coupled with the tonal qualities for which Sonora has always been famous
will put the new Sonora-Bristolphone into a
position where it will be an important factor in

Trade

Wonderful

Speaker

York, November, 1928

14"
14" 15"
13" "
14

16"

State will gather in Portland to inspect the newFall line and to receive a sales talk.
The main window of the Sherman, Clay & Co.
store was the center of attraction Saturday
noon, October 27, due to the fact that George
McMurphey and his orchestra, who are exclusive Columbia artists, were in the window
playing for the pleasure of the great throngs
who gathered there.
A Panatrope P IS was featured in a clever
act at the Portland Theatre the last week in
October, attracting much attention from capacity attendances at performances.
Many radio dealers took advantage of the
October Home Economics Show held at the
Meier & Frank store to show their wares and
the radio booths were quite the center of attraction for the 143,000 who attended during
the week of the show.
C. A. Christensen and Mildred Larsen, both
formerly of the Hyatt Music Co., have joined
the sales force of the J. K. Gill Co.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed. If these records do not
prove better than any records you have ever purchased, even as high as 20 cents, you may return
them at our expense any time within ten days after
you receive them, for full credit. Records are absolutely on trial. Unless they please you, they will not
cost you a cent.
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the Night
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We manufacture and ship over 40,000 records daily,
to music stores, variety stores, etc., all over the
country. Shipment is made within twenty-four hours
of when order received. Catalogs, posters and window display supplied FREE.
This offer is for a short time only. Mail your
order today.
Our regular wholesale prices, to dealers only,
are as follows:
Popular Dance and Song Records, 14^ cents each,
F. O. B. Boston.
Famous Old Favorites and Other Standard Records, \iy2 cents, F. O. B. Boston.
*NOTE: Table above, figuring 150 records at
14% cents ($21.38) is based on our estimate that your
order will consist mainly of "popular" records at
the 1414 cent price.
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Stockholders
and

Ratify

public and the trade quality merchandise at a
fair price. It has always been my belief that
a sale is only a temporary advantage, but a

Freshman

Freed-Eisemann

Merger

Identities of the Charles Freshman Co. and Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. Not to Be
Lost by Action — Expect Large Savings in Management and Production
The proposed merger of the Charles Freshman Co. with the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.
was ratified by a large majority vote of stockholders of both companies at a, special meeting 'held in New York on October 31. It is
announced that the identity of the Freshman
and Freed-Eisemann companies will not be lost

York, November, 1928

director of the Charles Freshman Co., and vicepresident of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.;
W. J. Keyes, vice-president and treasurer of
both the Charles Freshman Co. and the FreedEisemann Radio Corp.; Harry A. Beach, vice-,
president, Charles Freshman Co.-; Arthur A.

satisfied customer is a permanent asset."
"This is a logical business step and will prove
beneficial to both parties," said Mr. Freed.
"It will enable both companies to effect valuable economies in purchasing, manufacturing,
selling and administration and to greatly expand research and engineering facilities. The
administrative and selling policies ot the FreedEisemann organization will continue as heretofore. Products of both companies will be
sold under their present trade-marks, and they
will have additional benefits of increased
strength behind them. Inasmuch as both companies have outgrown their present factory
quarters, we intend in the near future to seek
new factory locations where both concerns will
be under one roof."
Trade

News

Detroit

Clarence A. Earl
in the merger, but will be carried on as in the
past, and the same relations of both lines with
the trade will continue. It is said that this
merger will mean great savings in management
and production and at the same time will build
up the quality of both products, and officials
explain that it will strengthen the position of
both organizations in the production of highgrade receiving sets.
The officers of the merger are as follows:
Clarence A. Earl, president, Charles Freshman
Co., and chairman of the board of directors of
the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.; Joseph D. R.
Freed, vice-president and director of the
Charles Freshman Co., and president of the
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.; Arthur Freed,

Britain's

"The merger of the Freshman and FreedEisemann companies was a natural procedure
in the interests of the radio-buying public and
the trade," said Mr. Earl. "The advantage of
such a move is obvious. I wish to have it
clearly understood that the Freed-Eisemann
high-quality line of radio receiving sets will be
continued to be manufactured on a bigger and
broader scale for their distributors and jobbers
than ever before. The merger will make it
possible to effect very advantageous savings in
the general operation of the combined businesses. We are going to give the radio-buying

Best

"MUSIC

TRADES

DIRECTORY

and

1929
A Complete

J. D. R. Freed
Trostler, vice-president, Freed-Eisemann Radio
Corp., and George Eltz, vice-president of the
Charles Freshman Co.

Reference
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and Allied Trades

From
Territory

Detroit, Mich., November 8. — R. F. Bolton,
general manager of the foreign record department of the Columbia Phonograph Co., was a
recent Detroit visitor, and was very much impressed with the sale of foreign records out
of the local wholesale branch. It is a fact that
Detroit has the largest foreign population of
any large city in this country — the approximate
percentage is 65 per cent. The number of
foreign records sold by all of the recording
companies is tremendous, taking the volume in
any given year.
Thomas Devine, Detroit branch manager for
Columbia, is immensely pleased with the demand for the new Columbia models. The only
thing bothering him is that shipments are not
arriving fast enough to take care of the dealer
demand. Incidentally, Mr. Devine tells us that
he is selling a great many of the ColumbiaKolster 930 machines which dealers are using
for outside demonstration of records. It has
helped to materially increase record sales and
bring people into stores.
Talking machine dealers are certain to cooperate 100 per cent with the committee which
is sponsoring (in connection with the National
Committee) the Schubert centennial celebration
later in the month. There will be special window displays, special sets of Schubert records,
the motion picture theatres and the various
musical organizations throughout the city and
State are lending aid to the celebration.
The Good Housekeeping Shop, whose main
store is at Broadway and Grand River, operating nine or ten branch stores in the city and
in nearby suburban towns, reports excellent
business since adding a radio department. The
lines featured in this new department are RCA,
Atwater Kent, Kolster and Majestic.
With the advent of the Sonora Phonograph
Co. into the sound picture field, the local factory expects to be extremely busy with the
manufacture of the new Sonora-Bristolphone,
a device for synchronizing records with pictures, it is stated here.

Comprising
Columbia

CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY of verified and selected names
and addresses of manufacturers and dealers at home and
abroad.

in Japanese

DIARY — Spacious for notes, convenient arrangement of one
week to the opening; also memoranda space.
FREE

ABROAD
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CLOTH
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&
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England

Proprietors of the "Music Trades Review" the most influential Music Trade Journal
in Great Britain

Coronation

In conjunction with the recent coronation
ceremonies in Kyoto, Japan, a huge exhibition
was opened. The exhibition was similar, on a

YEAR BOOK — A volume of information of real value to
those interested in music industries.

PRICE, POST

Participates

smaller scale, to our World's Fairs.
One of the big features at the exhibition consisted of a Columbia tower, in which the Columbia products were displayed. From the top
of the tower four huge Western Electric loud
speakers broadcast daily concerts played on a
Columbia-Kolster Viva-tonal Electric reproducing phonograph, located on the ground floor.
Thousands of people took in the Columbia exhibit daily, the salient attraction being the first
of Columbia's Japanese records.
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Dealers

Edison

and

View

New

Brunswick

Models

radio departments of the Fitzgerald Music Co.,
reports excellent sales of Splitdorf radio and
combination sets which are sold by the Fitzgerald Music Co. exclusively in Los Angeles,
Hollywood and Glendale.
Scores of Brunswick dealers visited the Biltmore Hotel October 30 to view the latest
Brunswick instruments, which included new
radio receiving sets, Brunswick radios, Brunswick Panatropes and Brunswick Panatropes
with radio combination.
The regular monthly meeting of the Radio
Trades Association of Southern California took

Los Angeles, Cal., November 3. — A special preview of the new Edison phonograph, combination and radio models was given at the Ambassador Hotel. Music dealers from far and near
attended and expressed admiration and satisfaction at the appearance and performance of the
new models. H. J. Zeusler, Pacific Coast manager, was a special visitor from San Francisco
and assisted W. J. Carson, Southern California
representative, and E. J. Dustin, from Orange,
in receiving visitors and demonstrating the
new instruments.
Ed. L. Hayes, manager of the phonograph and

place at the Breakfast Club on Thursday, No93
vember 1,under the chairmanship of Herb Zenker, of the Blue Bird Furniture Mfg. Co. The
principal speaker of the morning was F. P
Woellner, Professor of Education, University of
California, who spoke most eloquently on
"Radio as an Educational Need." An announcement was made by H. E. Sherman, Jr., of the
Leo J. Meyberg Company, president of tht
Radio Trades Association of Southern California, to the effect that a new policy had been
introduced by the Association whereby a regular expert on radio will be employed to investigate and correct, wherever possible, radio interference, regarding which a considerable number
of complaints are being received.
The Piatt Music Co. has opened a new store
on Whittier boulevard, which will be known
as the Piatt Music Co. Radio Shop.
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Important Problems Affecting Organization Discussed at Recent Meeting — To Investigate Insurance and Finance Plans — Many New Members Elected — Plan Drive
The Board of Directors of the Radio Wholesalers' Association held a meeting in October
to discuss important problems affecting their
organization at that time. The tube situation
and the change in discount of October 1 were
discussed very thoroughly with a result that
a second resolution will be drafted by the
Radio Wholesalers' Association urging the
manufacturers to provide adequate profit for
both the wholesaler and the retailer.
The meeting was adjourned at noon to enable
the members to attend the luncheon with the
Chicago Association of Commerce at which
Major Herbert H. Frost was the honored guest
and speaker.
The board reconvening in the afternoon discussed very thoroughly the traffic problems
which are now present. They further instructed
the Traffic Committee to do everything possible
in order that better freight rates for wholesalers be secured as quickly as possible. The
committee is to work hand in hand with the
Traffic Committee of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association in an attempt to secure the passage and approval of the docket which was submitted in June. Great hopes were held by the
members of the committee that a satisfactory
reduction will be made within the near future.
President Sampson appointed a committee to
investigate the insurance problem from all
angles. A prominent trade Association insurance man spoke at some length concerning the
Radio Wholesalers' Association entering into
the insurance field to provide all forms of insurance for our members at a saving in premi-

Interest

in

ums. The executive officers have been working on this proposition for the past six weeks,
and with the aid of the newly appointed committee will have complete insurance plans for
adoption by the Association during the February meeting.
A national finance plan to enable all members
of the Radio Wholesalers' Association to
finance their dealer sales at a minimum amount
of cost and loss was thoroughly discussed, and
a committee appointed to further investigate
the proposition.
A new membership campaign is about to be
inaugurated with nearly all the board pledging
themselves to secure five new members for the
organization. A confidential survey which has
just been completed among members revealed
the fact that the members of the Radio Wholesalers' Association are doing over $100,000,000
worth of radio business this year. It also shows
the keen interest which the wholesalers have
for a national insurance plan and one for
financing dealer sales.
The executive officers announce the election
of the following companies to membership:
K. W. Radio Corp., New York City; Specialty
Service Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Frederick H.
Thompson Co., Los Angeles, Cal.; Majestic
Radio Corp., Kansas City, Mo.; Harrisburg
Standard Electric Corp., Harrisburg, 111.;
Rochester Auto Parts Corp., Rochester, N. Y. ;
Starter & Ignition Service Corp., Rochester,
N. Y.; B. W. Smith Co., Cleveland, O.; Charleston Electrical Supply Co., Charleston, W. Va.,
and the Straus-Frank Co., San Antonio, Tex.

Elections
lates Buffalo

StimuRadio

Business

Volume of Radio Business for Past Six Weeks One of Greatest in Radio's History —
C. N. Andrews Sponsors Meeting — Federal Wholesale Department Moves
Buffalo, N. Y., November 9. — The past six
weeks has developed one of the greatest volumes of business in radio history in this territory, due to election interest. Talking machine
business was good for the season, althoug'h
there was of course not the pressure for delivery that was exerted on the radio trade at
election time.
Goold Bros., Sonora representatives in this
territory, report a fine reception of the first
broadcasting of this company. The local distributors tied up to the broadcasting with display advertising.
Patricola & Wassinger have opened a new
radio shop at 441 Genesee street. They carry
full lines of Columbia-Kolster combinations,
Viva-tona.l phonographs, Atwater Kent, Zenith
and Majestic sets.
Another new radio shop is that of the Modern Radio & Equipment Co. at 191 Franklin
street handling a complete stock.
Keeny & Wentz have opened a new radio
store at 103 North First street, Olean, featuring
the Sparton Equasonne and Steinite lines.
In their forty-seventh anniversary sale J. N.
Adam & Co., of Buffalo, featured an attractive
offering of Models 71 and 72 Majestic sets, with
large sales of each during this special merchandising event.
G. L. Goodsell, district sales manager for the
Sparks-Withington Co., has been giving a series
of educational addresses to Sparton dealers
assembled at points in New York, Pennsylvania
and Ontario, stressing the advantages of these

sets and instructing the retail dealers in their
installation and operation.
Sympathy of the trade is being extended to
Benjamin E. Neaj, of Neal, Clark & Neal, and
Olin L. Neal, of the Buffalo Talking Machine
Co., following the recent death of their father,
the Rev. James E. Neal.
One of the largest trade gatherings of the
season was that held in the Hotel Statler by
C. N. Andrews, local distributor of RCA products. Mr. Andrews had dealers as his guests
at dinner following an afternoon demonstration
program. Harry E. Coston, sales engineer of
the Radio Corp., demonstrated the new sets,
while A. R. Beyer, district sales manager; William R. Cone, of the advertising department,
and C. H. Westbrook also spoke. A promotional motion picture was shown.
Robert Darlington, manager of the radio
department of H. D. Taylor Co., Crosley distributor, reports an unprecedented demand for
this line.
Martin Bros, have installed an RCA department in their furniture store at Akron, N. Y.
The wholesale department of the Federal
Radio Corp. has been moved from the main
plant here to what is known as Plant No. 2
at 1200 Niagara street, where quarters four
times as large as those formerly used are available. L. W. James, manager of the Federal
wholesale department, is in charge of the 100
per cent complete displays which are shown in
the new quarters. Federal's Fall business has
been very large and the two plants here are
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operating at capacity with a considerably augmented working force.
A new radio store has been opened at 307
West Third street, Jamestown, by S. B. Burchard, Jr., and associates. Oliver Erickson is
sales manager of the establishment.
Max Pies, South Jackson street, Batavia,
N. Y., has b een granted a Victor franchise and
is carrying a full line of these talking machines,
combinations and records.
Brunswick business was fine during the preelection period it is reported at the Buffalo
branch office, with prospects bright for a
record-breaking holiday business.
Radiola dealers from this territory, together
with members of their sales and service staffs,
attended a meeting sponsored by Curtis N.
Andrews, RCA distributor, at the Hotel Statler
on October 25. Luncheon was served to the
assembled dealers at 12:30 and the afternoon
was devotecl to a Radiola service talk by an
engineer from the service department of the
Radio Corp. of America. This session was followed by dinner, after which several representatives ofthe Radio Corp. outlined sales
and advertising policies for the coming year.
A representative of the Commercial Investment
Trust, Inc., explained the RCA plan of
financing instalment paper. The complete line
of Radiolas, including the new models, Nos. 41
and 64, were on display.
Sues

on Radio

Patent

An order signed by Federal Judge Goddard
requires the Grigsby-Grunow Co., maker of Majestic radio receivers, to show cause why it
should not be restrained from continuing an alleged infringement of one of the patents covering an invention by Prof. L. A. Hazeltine during pendency of an action filed by the Hazeltine Corp. The K-W Radio Co. of New York
is named as a co-defendant.
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Show

Interested

Attracted
Audiences

Entire Arena Space of Convention Hall Occupied by Exhibits — Radio Compass and
Television Exhibits Prove Popular With Crowds — Special Demonstration Booths
Kansas City, Mo., November 7. — The annual
Kansas City Radio Show opened its doors for
the inspection of the newest types of radio receiving equipment and accessories Tuesday evening, October 30, and continued for one
week. The exhibition, given over entirely to
radio and allied displays, drew large and interested crowds each day, and the visitors
evinced special interest in the newer things exhibited by manufacturers.
The entire arena space of Convention Hall
was occupied by the forty attractively decorated
booths of the individual exhibitors, giving the
appearance of a huge radio studio. The booths
were used entirely for display purposes, demonstration being forbidden on the arena floor.
The demonstration feature was satisfactorily
taken care of by the use of soundproof demonstration booths erected in the corridors of the
Hall. This is the first time that a radio show
has offered facilities which allowed a prospective customer to hear the sets in operation.
Factory representatives of each company were
on hand to instruct in the proper method of
tuning in to get the maximum distance and the
clearest reception.
The radio compass and the television apparatus, developments not before exhibited in
Kansas City, were popular points of the Show,
sharing interest with the beautifully encased
radio sets. The largest single exhibit was that
of the Kansas City Power & Light Co., showing the Majestic, Kolster, Radiola, Graybar,
Eveready and Brunswick radios. Among the exhibits shown were the Rudolph Wurlitizer mod-

els, featuring the Magnavox dynamic speaker.
The Apex and the Bremer-Tully were shown
in the booth of Richards-Conover Co. The
Steinite Co. showed four attractive models.
Zenith radio sets, Stromberg-Carlson AC receivers and other Stromberg-Carlson equipment
were displayed in the booth of the Duff-Repp
Co. An interesting exhibit was the specially constructed exhibition piece showing the inner
mechanism of the Bosch radio shown in the
Beach-Wittman booth. Brunswick, Majestic,
Kolster and Sparton were displayed in the
Mace-Ryer booth. An especially attractive
booth in distinctive decorations was that of the
Faeth Co. showing the latest radio products of
Stewart-Warner Co. An extensive display was
that of the Atwater Kent products, and an interesting item was the showing of their twomillionth Atwater Kent set which left the
Philadelphia plant October 24. New Sparton
equipment was shown by the Gustin-Bacon
Mfg. Co. The Majestic trade-mark, "The World
at Your Door," distinguished an attractive
booth featuring all-electric receivers. A new
feature of the Graybar exhibit was the new 24inch cone, which was prominently displayed as
a central feature of their booth. The Harbison
Mfg. Co. featured the products of the Crosley
Radio Corp. Jones Store Co. made a, showing
of the Capehart Phonograph Corp. An attractively furnished display was that of the
Gist Co., showing cabinet models. The Schneitter Radio Co. featured the model 83 Lyric.
Radio Cabinets in several colors were displayed
by the Philco Co.

Duo-Tone

graph record producers are available in addition to an especially prepared selection of
records which is followed on a cue sheet supplied for every motion picture released.
To relieve the exhibitor of the inconvenience
of pre-viewing the picture in order to arrange
his required phonograph records, a cuing
service has been established whereby a definite
number of standard selections are purchasable
to provide the necessary library. At a small
cost, a cue service is furnished which provides
a line-up of all
needed selections
corresponding t o
the picture to be
shown. A sheet
gives not only the
cue from the action or title on the
screen as well as
the number of the

Popular

Sound
With

Mirror

Film

Theatres

The new Duo-Tone Sound Mirror, introduced
recently by the Western Electric Piano Co.,
Chicago, and already being sold and distributed
very successfully by a number of representative
dealers throughout the country, is said to make
a particularly strong impression upon operators
of motion picture theatres who are seeking some

phonograph
record, but also states
definitely the number of minutes or
fraction thereof
Electric Sound Mirror
each particular
record is to be
$59522
Duo-Tone
Sound Mirror
played to properly
means for bringing about a more perfect cuing
interpret that portion of the film showing.
of film presentation.
The Duo-Tone Sound Mirror is described as
There is a definite reason for the large de- consisting of two independently motored phonograph discs with two tone-arms fitted with allmand existing for an inexpensive cuing device
of this kind. The cost of installation plus the
electric pick-up and amplification. The case is of
hand-rubbed satin-finish mahogany, ornated with
leasing fee of "talking" motion pictures makes
designs of Adam motif. Complete control of
it prohibitive for the theatre of small seating
capacity to install profitably this most highly
sound volume is provided as well as an arrangedeveloped equipment. The Duo-Tone sells for
ment for immediately switching from one
record to the other without interruption. Thus
less than $600 f. o. b. Chicago, and yet provides
reproductions of pipe organ, orchestra in symthe cuing of the picture may be done to perphony, or jazz, vocal selections, vaudeville diafection. A jack is provided for inserting a
logue, etc. Besides, it is possible by the use
microphone plug coupled with a separate control switch.
of phone equipment to make announcements to
the audience. The libraries of all leading phonoTwo reproducers or "horns" are provided as

regular equipment and can be quickly attached
to the wall at the proper place within the theatre. "Behind the screen" and concealed installations of other kinds are frequently found desirable. A hammer and screwdriver are the only
necessary tools for making a full and complete
installation of the Duo-Tone, thus making it extremely simple.

New

Electric

Phono-

graph Motor Marketed
Prime Manufacturing Co. Announces New
Motor of Improved Induction Type —
Has Several Exclusive Features
The Prime Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., manufacturer of reproducers, tone arms
and cabinet hardware, is announcing in this

Prime Electric Phonograph Motor
issue of The Talking Machine World a new
electric phonograph motor of the improved induction type. A feature of the motor is the
fact that it may be operated under water without burning out. It is a two-bearing balanced
motor, the governor acting from one bearing
and the driving gears for the turntable extending from the other bearing. This feature is
said to add considerably to the life of the motor
and to prevent vibration even after long service.
Installed in a phonograph, the motor is cushioned at its four points of contact with springs,
which is said to make it vibrationless. The
Prime Manufacturing Co. has spent considerable time in experimental and development
work in connection with the new electric phpnograph motor, which will be sold to manufacturers, distributors and dealers.

Moving
Dealers

Displays
Are

for

Popular

Washington, D. Q, November 6.— The W. P.
Pringle Display Co., of this city, is the manufacturer of two moving displays which are appearing
in a number of talking machine and radio dealers'
windows. One of these displays is a miniature
radio broadcasting station with every figure in
motion. The display is two feet wide, two feet
high and eight inches deep, and finished in gold
bronze with concealed lighting effects, a silver
cloth background and other colorful effects. The
other display is a ballroom with the dancers in
motion. This is slightly larger than the broadcasting display, and the dancers are dressed in
vari-colored silk dresses with the background and
other features colorfully finished. These displays
may be run by an electric fan or a piano motor.
W. P. Pringle reports an exceptional demand
for these moving window displays. He recently
completed a trip through the East and reported
that dealers are realizing the possibilities of this
form of window display, and wherever tried very
satisfactory results were reported. As an instance, Mr. Pringle referred to the O. J. DeMolI
Piano Co., of this city, which has used one of
these displays for more than nine consecutive
months. It still continues to draw crowds to
the window and has increased sales.
The Lake Eberhardt Co., Wilmington, Del.,
was recently incorporated to deal in musical
instruments with a capital of 1,000 shares of no
par value. Harry K. Hoch, Charles I. Hoch
and G. B. King are the incorporators.
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St. Paul and Minneapolis, November 8. — If
the supply of merchandise would keep step with
the orders all would be well with the Lucker
Sales Co., Sparton distributor, according to
A. L. Toepel, sales manager. There is a tremendous demand for the Sparton Equasonne.
The Sparks Ensemble is attracting much attention. The Ail-American Mohawk Lyric line
holds great appeal for the dealer in the complete range of sets. The Lyric radio offers
models from 6-tube table instruments to the
high-priced radio and phonograph combinations. The Lucker Co. has added many fine
accounts, among them the Glass Block, of Du-

Years

High

and Lyric Lines — Columbia

Appearance — View

"28

Cities

Making

Totals
Dealers to Tie Up

Edison Models — Plan Schubert Week

luth; Borgen & Powers, of St. Paul; Genia
Bros., of Virginia, and the New England, of
Minneapolis. Magnavox dynamic speakers are
going well, says Mr. Toepel, a,nd a great many
more dealers are calling than is usual.
The Lucker Sales Co. has added several new
members to the force. E. L. Madigan covers
southwestern Minnesota, A. G. Neilson calls on
the central Minnesota dealers and Gordon W.
Volkenant is in the engineering and service department of the organization.
The Belmont Corp. enjoyed an excellent
month during October with the Sonora line.
George A. Michel, president, attended the first

Qood

Instruments"
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dealer display in Chicago and also the distributors' meeting in New York. A. G. Freed, of
the Sonora engineering department, was in
Minneapolis and talked to the Belmont organization late in October.
Columbia officers are looking forward to the
appearance in St. Paul on November 21 of
Paul Whiteman and his band. The Columbia
artist will be at the St. Paul auditorium, and
dealers
planning extensive advertising and
window are
displays.
Edwyn Johnstone, special representative of
the Columbia Co. for the Schubert Centennial,
was in Minneapolis November 1. Churches,
schools, libraries, theatres, civic and music organizations, radio stations and art study groups
are assisting in plans for making Schubert week
a success in the Northwest.
Edwin R. Dyer, president of the Metropolitan
Music Co., states that October showed a big
advance in radio sales over last year. The firm
features the Stromberg-Carlson and Fada lines.
KSTP, St. Paul station, has a morning program
from 7:30 to 11 in which new records are played
and accredited to the Metropolitan record department. Neil Schumacher, who for many
years was with the Cable Piano Co., has returned from Florida and will be with his old
firm this Winter.
Newton Davis, brother of Harry Davis, of
the radio department of the Rubin Furniture
Co., died recently.
Ernest Hilber and John Church, of the
Charles Freshman Co., were Twin City visitors
and stopped at the Kern O'Neill offices.
J. E. Date reports an excellent business done
in October with the Radiomaster Cabinet line.
The public and the trade showed much interest and enthusiasm over the Edison exhibit
held at the new Nicollet Hotel, October 31, November 1,2 and 3. Although the complete line
was not available the models shown have been

Pattern No. 150
Tube Checker
Operates on Alternating
Currents

Test

Tubes

Without

Batteries
Obviously, the elimination of A, B, and C batteries in tube testing would save a
lot of time and trouble in making connections, getting the right voltage combinations, besides saving cost of batteries.
But that is what the Jewell Pattern No. 150 A. C.-D. C. tube checker does.
No batteries whatsoever are needed. All that is required to prepare it for testing
tubes is to plug the attached cord into a 110 volt, 60 cycle outlet, thus making use
of alternating current.
Filament voltage is read on a 0-4-8 A. C. voltmeter and plate current is read
on
a
is used.0-15 milliammeter, which also gives a second reading when the grid shift

highly praised. Louis Wommer, of Minneapolis; James Carson, Chicago representative,
and G. P. Morrow, of the home office engineering staff, were in charge of the presentation.
Mr. Wommer, who has charge of the Minneapolis Edison branch, is confident that the
new line will go over tremendously and all that
is necessary is sufficient supply.
During the month of October an unusual
full-page advertisement was inserted in the
three leading local papers by the Foster &
Waldo Piano Co. featuring the Majestic line
of radio receivers. Under the caption "Truth
Is Stronger Than Fiction" there appeared the
facsimiles of two checks, one for $88,150.32 payable to the Roycroft Co., Majestic jobber, the
other to the La Belle Safety Storage Co. for
$5,781. Explanatory paragraphs declared that
the payment to the Roycroft Co. was for one
month's (September) purchases of Majestic receivers and to the La Belle Co. for the delivery
of Majestic products and other merchandise
during the same month.

A five-prong socket is supplied with an adapter for four-prong tubes and a
compound rheostat, for adjusting filament voltage in conjunction with the filament
voltmeter, is built in as part of the tester.

Attest

All tubes from the WD-11 up to the 210 can be tested.
This new tube tester is fully described in our descriptive circular No. 2004.
Write for a copy.

Ortho-sonic Radios Are Demonstrating
Worth in Distance Reception

dEWEUL

JEWELL

Electrical
1650

Instrument
Walnut

St., Chicago

Co.

Federal

Distance-Getting Ability

Exceptionally fine reports are being received
by the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., in
regard to the distance-getting qualities of the
F models of Federal Ortho-sonic receivers,
according to W. R. McAllister, sales manager
of the company. The Federal organization
recently added two new models, the F-ll and
F-42, to their line.
Paul Godley, international amateur of
Newark, N. J., reports that on twenty consecutive Saturday nights he picked up Pacific Coast
stations. T. J. Telaak, with a model F in his
Buffalo home, received verification of reception from station JOOK in Japan. Reports
from New Zealand stated that the model F is
picking up American stations frequently.
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Dealers

Holiday

Business

Christmas Stocks of Merchandise Now in Hands of Dealers and Displays Are More Extensive Than Ever — Fantle Co. Doubles Display Space — All Lines in Demand
Cincinnati, 0., November 5. — Dealers in talking
machines report that the holiday demand is beginning to manifest itself, and all expect to be
very busy during the next few weeks.
The George P. Gross Co. is now showing
three new Brunswick combinations, namely, the
2-KR-O, selling for $250; the 3-KR-8, selling for
$750, and the 3-MC-8, selling for $700.
Howard L. Chubb, of the Chubb-Steinberg
Music Shop, reports that the store is experiencing an excellent demand for talking machines,
combinations and records, as well as for
straight radio. Because of its splendid location
his store has a large amount of drop-in trade.
The Starr Piano Co. has added a radio
department in space formerly occupied in its
store by the Biddle Brunswick & Radio Department. At present it is carrying the Atwater
Kent and the Graybar lines, but other makes
will be carried later on. "Our new Starr talking machines are moving well and records are
in fine demand," said Manager G. E. Hunt.
The E. M. Abbott Piano Co. has just received
its new Fall stock of talking machines and
radio, which includes a large shipment of various models of the Majestic.
In order to make room for displaying its
fine new lines of radio cabinets, the M. W.
Fantle Co. has more than doubled the floor space
of its salesroom. "This new line is already
moving very rapidly," stated Mr. Fantle, "and
as a matter of fact the demand is so great that
it ha£ at times been larger than the supply."
"The Columbia-Kolster electric pick-up machines are moving in a most satisfactory way,"

Pierson

said Miss
branch of
are also
Columbia

Rose Helberg, manager of the local
the Columbia Phonograph Co. "We
having a fine demand for the new
portable, which is one of our latest

models.
Records are in splendid demand."
The Ohio Talking Machine Co. is, according
to C. H. North, vice-president, having a truly
wonderful demand for the three new instruments it has just received. These are the 10-35
Automatic Orthophonic, the 10-69 Automatic
Electrola, and the 9-54 Automatic Electrola
Radiola instrument.
The Brunswick Co.'s local branch has just
received a supply of three new combinations,
the 2-KR-0, the 3-KR-8, and the 3-MC-8; according to H. H. Sellers, manager, these are going
out as fast as they can get them. Their new
radio, he stated, is also in splendid demand. A
large and successful meeting of Brunswickdealers was held here the afternon of October
26, with several out-of-town concerns represented, as well a,s a large number of dealers
of this city. Following a dinner, served in the
evening, there was a talk by Fred Delano, of
Chicago, who is in the Brunswick record
department. Another speaker was W. C.
Hutchings, of Chicago, assistant general sales
manager. The meeting ended with a dance and
general frolic. On the following day there was
a conference of sales executives, at which plans
for the season were made.
The many friends of Howard Wurlitzer,
former president of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
were very much shocked to hear that he died
suddenly in New York City on October 29.

PhonO'Radio
LOOK at the illustration of the ORLEANS
at
the
Plenty. left. Eye Value
and Sales Appeal —
4

LOOK

at these specifications: General Electric Motor, Highest
grade Electric Pick-up;
Felt-lined (patented)
Record File; Newcombe-Hawley Magnetic
Speaker;
Special 2 -way
Switch; Adapter
Plug
and Volume Control.
LOOK— This Beautiful
Walnut Phono-Radio
equipped
specified
at a Listas Price
of
$185.00.
LOOK around at all
lines on the market.
Nowhere can you find
such a value — and Remember, Pierson Quality is built into this job.

maris
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The Model number equipped as above is No. 502-A. Order Direct from this ad.
you plan to install A.C. or D.C. Radio.
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COMPANY

Street

Rockford,

111.

Majestic Balloon Riding on High Above Madison Square Garden During the Recent Radio
World's Fair in New York City

Graybar

Employes

Purchase

to

Business

President of Western Electric Co. Announces Sale of Electrical Supply Concern to Officers and Employes
The Graybar Electric Co., New York City,
one of the largest electrical supply concerns in
the world, which recently entered the radio
field, will be sold to its officers and employes,
according to an announcement by Edgar S.
Bloom, president of the Western Electric Co.
The sale is scheduled to take effect at the close
of 1928. The Graybar Electric Co. was organized in 1925 to acquire the Western Electric
Co.'s merchandising business, and full ownership of its
Electric
Co.stock has been held by the Western
Under the plan, all Graybar Electric stock
will be acquired from the Western Electric Co.
by the Graybar Management Corp., an organization of the officers and employes of Graybar. The capitalization of the Graybar Electric
Co. will consist of $6,000,000 preferred and $3,000,000 common stock, in shares of $100 par
value, all of which will be owned by the Graybar Management Corp. Officers and employes
may subscribe to stock of the latter company
pro-rata to their salaries under three plans:
An outright purchase of stock at $100 a share;
subscriptions at the rate of $2 per month per
share, requiring about four years to complete
payments; and subscriptions at the rate of 20
per cent per annum, to be completed in a period
of five years.
Under its new ownership the Graybar Electric Co. will remain exclusive agent for the
sale of Western Electric equipment in this
country and will continue to market other electrical products.
The Graybar Electric Co. recently announced
to the trade a line of receiving sets for both
battery and all-electric operation, under the
trade name Graybar.
Otto

Heineman

Sails

Otto Heineman, president of the Okeh
Phonograph Corp., New York, sailed on the
Mauretania November 7 for a business trip
abroad and, according to his present plans, will
be back at his desk about December 15.
Landay Bros., New York City, operating a
chain of music-radio stores, recently increased
their capital stock from 230,000 to 430,000 shares
of no par value.
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radio receiver is the famous B-T Eight employing five
tuned stages, Bremer-Tully s
patented Counterphase circuit,
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patented station indicator, exclusive rejector stage and builtin dynamic speaker of highest
quality operating from filtered
current.

from Europe's finest craftsmen.
Overlays of Carpathian Elm
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The

folding doors of genuine ivalnut burl.
B-T Radio-Phono combination isone of seven radio
models which comprises the

is operated by best

grade electric motor. Turntable for records is conveniently
accessible and is equipped with
automatic stop. Two 12-inch
record albums are furnished
and compartments provided in
cabinet for them.
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Installed
Graf

Radio
Protective
Ass'n
Elects New
Directors

Zeppelin

Captain Knute Eckener Showed Great Interest in Majestic Set — First Time Complete Set Was Exported by Air

Plans Made at Annual Meeting to Continue Campaign to Demand Action by
Congress on Dill Bill

The fame of Majestic ra.dio has reached Europe as evidenced by the interest taken in this
famous radio set by Captain Knute Eckener,
the hero of the Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst, N.
J., flight, and son of Commander Hugo Eckener,
of the Graf Zeppelin, which has made the return
flight to Europe. Captain Eckener, upon his
arrival in the United States, visited relatives in
Philadelphia and very much to his surprise
heard the Majestic playing — the very s_et which he
heard about in Germany and made up his mind
to hear and see when he arrived in- the States!
Captain Eckener immediately got in touch with
the New York office of the Grigsby-Grunow
Co., and E. H. McCarthy, Majestic's metropoli-

The annual meeting of the Radio Protective
Association was held during the Chicago Radio
Show week and plans were made for the continuation of the Association's campaign and
voted to demand immediate action by Congress
on the Dill bill. The following new directors
were elected at the meeting: I. R. Freed, Buckingham Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.; Ernest
Kauer, CeCo Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.; Louis
Mandel, Metro Electric Co., Chicago, 111.; E. A.
Tracey, Northern Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.; Alex
Weiss, Marti Electric Radio Co., West Orange,
N. J.; J. Wiechers, Western Coil & Electrical
Co., Racine, Wis. The hold-over members of
the board of directors are: Harry G. Sparks,
Sparks-Withington, Jackson, Mich.; R. W.
Augustine, Joy-Kelsey Corp., Chicago, III.;
Fred S. Armstrong, Fray Mfg. Co., Chicago,
III; Harry Chirelstein, Sonatron Tube Co., ChiNewark,cago, 111.;
N. H.
J. R. Rose, Shamrock Mfg. Co.,

Not

E. H. McCarthy Presents Majestic Set

only

beauty

in

appearance
but beauty
of tone
sponsors

the

demand

for

Stevens
Speakers

tan manager, paid a visit to the Graf Zeppelin as
Captain Eckener's guest and made arrangements to place a Majestic No. 72 Model in the
Salon of the Graf Zeppelin. The set was installed Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and was
working and receiving broadcasting by the time
the Commander gave instructions to release ballast. This is the first time in the history that
a complete radio set, for the purpose of entertainment, has been transported to any foreign
country by air.
Herr Carl Buerelle, Chief Engineer of the
Graf Zeppelin, also heard the set working and
was very enthusiastic about it. He ordered a
set to be sent to his home in Germany on the
next steamer leaving the United States.
New

Kolster

for

A magnetic speaker that is
setting new standards in
perfection.
The new Magnetic and
Dynamique models are now
being exploited in an extensive consumer advertising
campaign and warrant the
immediate consideration of
all distributors and dealers
interested in more satisfactory and profitable business.
Write for trade information

tevens
"The Speaker
that l&llis its csz&m story"
STEVENS MANUFACTURING CORP.

4648 E. Houston Street
New York City

Audak

Remote

Salesman
Great

Receivers

Shipped

by

Plane

The first export shipment of radios by airplane from the United States, according to the
Federal Radio
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., was

Control

Reports

Interest

in Line

E. A. Schroder, of the sales staff of the
Audak Co., New York, has just returned to
headquarters from a trip which carried him as
far as the Pacific Coast. This is the second trip
Mr. Schroder has made to the Pacific Coast so
far this year in the interest of the Audak line,
which includes the Audachrome and the Polyphase, Singlephase and Revelation Ultra-phonic
reproducers. Mr. Schroder's trip included every
part of the country, as well as Canada. He
reported good conditions prevailing everywhere,
great interest manifested in the line, and a very
bright outlook for the future.
Opens

Federal

Device

A new device for controlling the tuning and
volume of a radio receiver from a distant point
has been developed by Dr. F. A. Kolster, chief
research engineer of the Kolster Radio Corp.
It is stated that' the device will be featured on
some of the company's 1929 sets. With this
new invention it is claimed that a receiver may
be operated from any point in the building in
which it is installed by means of a small control unit which may be held in the hand. The
same unit provides control of volume.

Model S-28

Fred S. Armstrong is treasurer of the Association, and Oswald F. Sc'huette is executive
secretary with offices at 134 South LaSalle
street, Chicago, 111.

Branch

Store

The Hyde Music Co. of 301 Central avenue,
Jersey City, N. J., has opened a branch store,
the Hyde Radio Store at 696 Bergenline avenue, Union City, N. J.
The Hillgrove Parts & Service, Inc., La
Grange, 111., has been incorporated to deal in
phonographs, radio, etc.

Loading Plane With Ortho-sonic Radios
recently dispatched to the Tait Radio Sales,
Toronto, Canada, to meet a rush demand. The
accompanying photograph shows the Orthosonic models being loaded on the plane which
flew from Buffalo to Toronto for this purpose.
Columbia
Schubert

Features
Symphony

The Columbia Phonograph Co., in commemorating the 100th anniversary of the death of
Schubert, also celebrates the 100th birthday of
the "C Major Symphony"' by having the Halle
Orchestra under Sir Hamilton Harty interpret
the composition. Besides his world-renowned
"Symphony No. 8, in B Minor" — the "Unfinished"— no other composition of Schubert has
gained so much popularity a,s the "Symphony
No. 9, C Major." Written in the closing period
of his life, in fact, so very near his death that
he never heard it played, it is the typical Schubert— rich in melody and poetic beauty, and
colored with faint tinges of the various emotions. The first American presentation of the
C Major Symphony was made on January 11,
1851, by the Philharmonic Society at the Apollo
Rooms in New York City.
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Opportunity
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Schubert

for
Week

Dealers
Observance

Centennial of Death of Famous Composer to Be Observed Throughout Entire World —
Columbia Phonograph Co. Prepares and Distributes Aids for Dealers
After ten months of active work the culmination of Schubert Week — Back to Melody —
organized and sponsored by the Columbia
Phonograph Co., will be reached during the
period of November 18 to 25 when the commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary
of the death of Franz Schubert will be observed.
The Schubert Centennial is being supported
and endorsed by committees of musical organizations, music lovers, civic and social associations throughout the nation and in Europe, and
it is estimated by the National Headquarters of
the Centennial Committee, of which Otto H.
Kahn is chairman of the advisory body, that
100,000 musical, educational and civic units are
participating.
From a musical standpoint the activities
planned for Schubert Week are most interesting
and cover tiie widest range. No less interesting and of more interest to the trade are the
opportunities which await dealers who take
advantage of the public interest in the music
of Schubert and the material which the Columbia Phonograph Co. has issued to tie up with
the centennial observance. This includes eighteen Masterworks albums of Schubert music, a
large percentage of which is said to be unattainable on other makes of records. Columbia
dealers who participated in the Beethoven Centennial a year or so ago will need no urging
to convince them of the profit-making advantages which accrue from an active part in
observances of this type. The countless columns of newspaper publicity given the anniversaries and the thousands of concerts and
recitals of the great composers' music arouse
the interest of the music-loving public to an
extent thai i-- easily converted into profits for
the wide-awake music dealer.
The record albums issued by the Columbia
Co. cover the outstanding Schubert works,
ranging from songs and piano compositions to
quartets, quintets, octets and impressive symphonies, all recorded by artists and organizations of recognized merit.
Columbia dealers have been provided with an
abundance of educational literature with human
interest appeal touching on various phases of
Schubert's life and his works to be distributed
to customers and prospects. These include facsimiles of original manuscripts, letters and
early programs and a series of twenty essays
written by musical authorities of world-wide
fame. It has been estimated at Centennial
Headquarters that more than a million pieces
of such literature have been distributed through
dealers, music clubs, educational institutions,
fraternal and civic organizations and libraries
and museums.
In order that Masterworks
dealers might
Nickel in the
Slot Electric
Automatic
Phonogr
fraph
Holds and plays 5 disc
records autom
lly
Don t nave to atica
keep our
machines a lifet
ime to
t0J.. th6mselve8 at
Writa for photo or
new
Model $295.
Q At $195.
Amplif
$FtMc^ amplifled5; ied.
ATLAS
SALES

CO.

Taylor St.
Kaukauna,
Wisconsin

secure the utmost benefits from the week of
observance of the Centennial, dealers have been
urged to co-operate with the national advertising campaign sponsored by the Schubert Cen-
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pating and more than 2,000 cities have formed
Schubert committees to arrange exercises, concerts, lectures, etc. Practically all the music
clubs of the country will hold centennial observances as will the leading colleges and conservatories ofmusic, over 100,000 public schools
and many of the churches of the country.
The calendar for the week has been announced as follows: November 18, Schubert
Sunday in the Churc'nes; November 19, Schubert Day in the Schools; November 20, Schubert Civic Day; November 21, Schubert Fine
Arts Day; November 22, Schubert Library Day;
November
23, Schubert
in Industry, and
November 24 and 25,
Schubert Radio Days.
The Columbia Phonograph Co. and the
Schubert Centennial
Committee have been
unsparing of money
and effort to make
the Schubert Centennial an outstanding
success. As a prelude
to the Centennial

Schubertlimf
-in [his Monumental Edition of
Columbia Mastenvorks.

proper an InternaContesttional
was Composers'
initiated
under the patronage of
the Columbia Co. and
$20,000 was awarded in prizes to the
composers who submitted symphonic
works that would revive the romantic and
lyrical elements of
the music of Schubert.
This contest aroused
world-wide interest,
and the winning compositions will be featured in concerts dur-

Schubert
Week
NOV. 18 -NOV. 25
_ Columbia Phonograph Company

Ploy Schubert during
HUBERT WEI
your
own Program
IromolPloythe
Centennial
Collect,
Columbia
Mnslerwork:,
ILUMBIA PHONOG

ing the week's observadealers
n c e. Masterworks
have already
found a decided public interest in Schubert and have profited
greatly through sales
of Schubert recordings. More than 1,000
dealers have added
the Columbia Masterworks albums to their
record stocks during

Window Display Prepared by Columbia Phonograph Co. for Its Dealers
the past few months
and are prepared to take advantage of next
tennial Committee which is appearing in a numweek's extensive activities.
ber of leading newspapers throughout the counThe real benefits, however, will not be limited
try and to insert their own advertisements in
to any such period. The tremendous interests
close proximity to the national copy and thus
aroused by the Centennial will live for years
identify their stores as the local headquarters
and the dealer who uses this anniversary to
for Schubert music. The window display illustrated herewith is another method by which the
form the foundation of a business in the betterColumbia Co. has assisted its dealers by giving class records will secure the benefits for which
the Centennial was inaugurated.
them a means of identifying themselves with
the anniversary. The trade is also being urged
to take an active interest in the plans of the
A. Allen Woods Is Alllocal committees of their communities in whatAmerican Mohawk
Engineer
Week. ever is being sponsored during the Centennial
An idea of the scope of Schubert Week can
be gained from the fact that the Governors of
forty-eight States and the Mayors of 100 leading cities have issued proclamations urging the
importance and proper observance of the week;
over 1,300 Chambers of Commerce are partici-

M'f'g. Radio & Phonograph
HARDWARE
PERFECT
Portable Needle Cup
Opea Stays Opes
Cloaed Keeps Closed
Star Mach. & Not. Co.
Bloomfield, N. J.

A. Allen Woods, captain in the United States
Signal Corps during the World War, has been
appointed chief engineer of the All-American
Mohawk Corp., manufacturer of the Lyric receivers, itwas announced recently by officials of
the company. Mr. Woods comes to the AllAmerican Mohawk Corp. with a splendid background of electrical and radio experience,
gained in the army and in commercial life. The
engineering staff of the All-American Mohawklaboratories now consists of fifteen engineer^
and draftsmen, including Paul A. Chamberlain,
William Schnell, W. J. Morey and H. J. Moos.
The business of Joseph F. Stroehlein, at
Catalpa and Myrtle avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y., has
removed to 2856 Myrtle avenue, Glendale.
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Radio engineers still agree that the ideal
"B" current for really satisfactory reception is the pure direct current which can
be furnished only by dry batteries.
Television, now an accomplished fact,
must use the same unvarying direct current, obtainable only with dry batteries.
And the ideal "B" battery — the only
one in which its makers have such confidence as to guarantee it unconditionally for
a full year — is the Bright Star Amplipower!
There is no doubt, no uncertainty about
its performance — the full resources of the
Bright Star Battery Company stand behind
the battery and the guarantee!
And

what's more — Bright Star's consistent sales policy helps you to speed your
turnover and increase your profits.
BRIGHT

STAR
BATTERY
HOBOKEN, N. J.

Chicago
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Co.

Airplane Equipped With Positive Voice
Electrical Amplifier Enables Pilot ft
Speak Clearly to People on Earth

Listing of Steinite Stock on the Chicago
Stock Exchange Discloses Combination
of Two Important Firms

An interesting experiment was recently conducted by the Operadio Mfg. Co., of St. Charles,
111., which proved the feasibility of using an
airplane equipped with a positive voice electrical amplifier for speaking from the plane to
persons on earth while in flight. The airplane
flew over a wide area and at frequent inter-

The recent listing of the stock of the Steinite
Radio Co. on the Chicago Stock Exchange revealed that this organization is now combined
with the Leslie F. Muter Co., of Chicago. The
latter firm manufactures speakers and other
essential radio parts, and their dynamic speakers will now be used in conjunction with the
Steinite Electric AC radio. The Steinite firm
dates back to 1922 and in its steady growth in
the past six years has built up a large and
successful radio manufacturing business.
Authorizes

Plane Equipped With Operadio Amplifier
vals the pilot gave the following message
through the microphone: "If you hear me, call
St. Charles 2300." This is the telephone number of the Operadio Co. and within three minutes the switchboard was blocked with calls
from all towns along the route, isolated farm
houses, and from individuals in automobiles
along the roads, etc.
The equipment used consisted of a microphone on the instrument board, a four-tube
power amplifier and batteries in the cockpit and
an especially designed high-powered exponential
tone chamber beneath the wings as shown in
the accompanying photograph.
The Supreme Radio & Phonograph Co., New
York, has been incorporated.

Visual

Victor

Record

Signal

Phonograph

San Francisco

LINE"
Electric
Marketed

Is Especially Designed for Console Mounting— Is Power Amplified and May Be
Quickly and Easily Installed
This month the Signal Electric Mfg. Co.,
Menominee, Mich., is announcing to the trade
several new appliances that have been popular
with radio retail outlets for the past several
months.
The Signal Electric phonograph, il-

Broadcast

The Federal Radio Commission in an announcement on November 2 stated that Television and picture transmission will be permitted on the broadcast band until January 1,
1929, under "rigid conditions designed to prevent interference with reception from broadcasting stations." Television broadcasting is
to be permitted only upon written application
to, and forma] authority from, the Commission,
on frequencies above 1,500 kilocycles, the exact
frequencies, or bands of frequencies, to be
determined later.
Issue

QUALITY

CO.

Hangers

The Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc.,
recently issued two window or interior hangers
to Victor dealers. One lists thirty of the outstanding film theme songs with the Victor
recordings of the selections and the other deals
with the Victor Musical Masterpieces, listing
the various album sets included in this category.

Signal Electric Phonograph
lustrated herewith, especially designed for console mounting, is power amplified and may be
installed complete in ten minutes. This phonograph is furnished in a walnut cabinet and includes the Signal Electric phonograph motor,
turntable, automatic stop, phono-radio switch,

Signal Phonograph Motor
electric
pick-up and adaptors, speed control and
needle cups.
The Signal phonograph motor, including a
turntable and an automatic switch, is the result
of years of experience in the manufacture of
motors, since Signal fractional horse-power motors have been on the market for over thirty
years, and are well known in the field.
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Much

Raytheon
Research

C. Lescarboura

SOME wise men in centuries past stated
that wherever there is smoke there is fire.
And the wise man of the radio industry
to-day states in much the same way that wherever there is Fred D. Williams there is a big
merchandising job under way. Fred D. picks
out good products, and then proceeds to merchandise them. This time the good products
are the Raytheon tubes, old and new alike; and
the merchandising of these products is a story
that is now being written bit by bit for the
enduring history of radio.
Fred D. Williams knows that selling actually
begins in the research laboratory and with the
engineering staff. The product, he contends,
must be right; otherwise, selling simply approaches the basis of highway robbery, with
the sole aim of parting the buyer from his
money.
Now the Raytheon Mfg. Co., of Cambridge,
Mass., is essentially an organization of research
workers and engineers, engaged in converting
the fruits of its efforts into marketable products. For years past this organization has
been engaged in the development and production of tubes of many kinds. It has been essentially an organization of tube specialists.
The first contribution of the Raytheon organization to the radio art was the well-known
Raytheon gaseous rectifier. Introduced early
in 1925, this simple bulb, without filament to
break or burn out, soon made radio history. It
was the practical basis for pioneer socketpower operation in the form of the efficient
Raytheon B-eliminators. The Raytheon organization did not stop with the development and
production of the Raytheon gaseous rectifier;
it went ahead in the development of suitable
circuits and components, made these available
to selected manufacturers, and then checked up
on Raytheon units to ensure consumer satisfaction. Hundreds of thousands of Raytheon Beliminators were produced and sold. And even
now, more than three years later, there are
more Raytheon gaseous rectifiers being sold
than ever before.
Prior to the introduction of the present AC
tubes, the Raytheon organization developed
devices and means for operating the usual battery type tubes on AC socket power. From
just the B supply, the research and engineering
staff proceeded to practical solutions of the
A and C supplies. With the introduction of
AC tubes, however, the Raytheon organization
realized that a simpler and more direct solution of the A supply problem was now in sight.
The development of AC tubes was watched
with the keenest interest. The difficulties encountered byothers were noted and studied and
unraveled. Finally the Raytheon staff decided
to engage immediately in the development of
a line of such tubes.
It reads like a romance, this development of
a new and improved line of AC tubes by the
Raytheon organization. It is, if anything, much
the story of the House That Jack Built, for
one solution led to another problem, and the
solution of that to a second problem, followed

by another solution and
a third problem, seemingly without end. Research problems led to
engine ering problems,engineering problems to
production problems, and
production problems to
merchandising problems.
To-day, however, all
solutions are apparently
well in hand.
Just what are the requirements ofa good AC
tube? Obviously we
must have some basis
for judging the goodness
or badness of an AC
tube. First of all an AC
tube must operate without hum. Radio tone
quality is such to-day that a noisy background
cannot be tolerated. In studying the causes of
hum in the usual A-C tube, Raytheon research
workers found several, such as electrostatic and
electromagnetic fields within the tube itself,
variation in emission, due to alternations of the
current, and the materials employed. With the
causes known, the staff finally evolved a satisfactory filament of sufficient thermal lag, or
slowness of cooling during the low swing of the
alternating current cycle, to maintain an even
filament emission despite the uneven flow of
alternating current. The result in the form of
the Ray X226, can be employed for radio-frequency and audio-frequency applications with an
absolute minimum of hum.
The greatest problem, however, still remained,
namely, a suitable A-C tube for the detector
function. In this application the filament emission variations are more noticeable. The solution was sought in the indirect or heater method of making a cathode or emitter. Immediate
and numerous difficulties arose, due to mechanical design. In the absence of prior art, there
was no guidance in the matter of what materials to use. Design data was completely absent. Among the problems might be mentioned
life, spacing of elements, mechanical rigidity,
non-microphonic operation and positive uniformity of characteristics.
Nevertheless, rather than follow in the wake
of other tube manufacturers, the Raytheon organization worked from an entirely fresh start.
The first problem was one of life. A study of
the usual insulator type construction, with the
hair-pin heater wire threaded through two parallel holes, brought out the wear and tear on the
filament due to unequal expansion of heater
wire and insulator tubing, as the cause for short
life. There was also need for an oxide coating
that would emit copiously at relatively low
temperatures.
And so there followed an extensive study and
development of emitters, until a satisfactory
coating was found, capable of copious emission
at low temperatures. In doing away with the
insulator tubing, the Raytheon engineers evoly-

Fred D. Williams
ed a metal cylinder carrying the coating on the
outside, and containing a coiled heater wire
stretched and carefully centered by means of insulating plugs or corks at both ends of the
cylinder. Instead of having to heat a large
mass of insulating material, the heater wire in
this instance delivers its confined heat directly
to the cylinder. There is no mechanical wear
a^d tear due to abrasive action between wire
and insulating tubing. The heater wire can be
operated at a lower temperature than usual, because of the greater efficiency of the emitter
and the better means of utilizing its heat, resulting in quicker operation, longer life and
marked economy.
The accurate spacing of elements has always
been a grave problem in all three-element tubes.
It is a fact that present-day radio sets of the
uni-control, tuned radio-frequency type with
marvelous sensitivity and selectivity depend
upon definite tube characteristics. Yet, no
matter how carefully the vacuum tubes are assembled at the factory, and irrespective of tests
or inspections, the characteristics are likely to
be altered during shaking up incidental to the
process of shipment and handling.
It was to attain and maintain accurate characteristics that the Raytheon engineers sought
a more rigid form of construction. This finally
led to the characteristic four-post construction,
in which the tube elements are rigidly supported in four directions or two planes at top and
bottom instead of the usual two-directional,
single-plane support. This odd design led to
many production complications, for special machinery had to be developed and constructed to
produce the cruciform stem. However, the efforts have been richly rewarded, for the fourpost construction insures positive standardization of Raytheon tubes. A Raytheon tube can
be dropped on the floor not once but several
times, and it retains its characteristics. Normal shipping and handling, therefore, cannot
alter the tube in any way. Microphonism, due
to the vibration of tube elements, has been disposed of entirely with this rigid construction.
(Continued on faqe 107)
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chandising experience. H. G. Zimmerman,
president, was associated with the General Motors Corp. in an official capacity for many years.
Iv. L. Zimmerman is vice-president and general
manager and Charles R. West is merchandise
manager.
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Chicago's
Increased
Radio
Sales
Combined Stimulus of Presidential Election, the Football Season. Chicago Radio Show
and Improved Quality of Product Have
Chicago, III., November 8. — The combined
stimulus of the presidential election, football
season, Chicago Radio Show, and the general
improved quality of product have served to
bring about the best radio season in the 'history of the mid-West trade. Hardly a single
manufacturer of radio receivers, loud speakers,
tubes or standard accessories can be found who
is able to keep pace with orders, and in the majority of instances factories are five and six
weeks behind in production.
This unprecedented demand for radio apparatus, contrary to opinions held by many a few
years ago, is not having the effect of injuring
the talking machine business, for the phonograph makers have kept pace, and in keeping
with the demand for improvement in product
have introduced and are selling phonographs
embodying the latest in sound reproduction.
Combination instruments are much in demand,
and those radio manufacturers who have not
included such instruments in their lines are
planning to do so in the near future. The interest in recorded music is well evidenced by
the heavy demand which is being felt for electric pick-ups for phonographs, which will bring
to life thousands of talking machines which
have not been in active use in the home, and
which will increase the sale of records.
Records have enjoyed a heavy demand
throughout the Fall season, the demand for
electrical reproduction, either through the
talking machine or through the means of radio,
having had its good effect. Portable phonograph manufacturers, after a successful Summer, report no lull in demand, but, instead, a
healthy nation-wide interest in the smaller machines which is reflected in sales.
Zenith Publicity Tie-Up
A publicity tie-up was effected between the
Zenith Radio Corp. and the Lubliner & Trinz
Theatres in Chicago for the broadcast of election returns on November 6, direct from the
stage of each L. & T. theatre. This included
the Lynch Theatre Circuit and the Stern & Myers circuit, comprising thirty theatres in all.
Model 35 automatically tuned Zenith radio receivers were used and immediately after the
last performance in each house election returns
were given the audiences until 1 a. m. The
Zenith radio receivers were on display in the
various theatre lobbies, in operation, for one
week prior to election night, and trailers on
all the screens carried excellent publicity for
Zenith. This same publicity stunt was carried
out throughout the entire United States, according to W. J. Pohlman, publicity director
for Zenith. Dealers throughout the country
co-operated with the local theatre managers in
their respective towns, resulting in Zenith receiving wide publicity on a, national scale.
Establishes Music-Radio Store Chain
The H. G. Zimmerman Co., 333 N. Michigan
avenue, Chicago, recently established a chain of
music-radio stores in Bloomington, Galesburg,
Rockford, Peoria, Aurora and Moline. The first
store was opened early in November, and in
addition to music-radio products automotive
and electrical supplies are also being handled.

Helped Make

Chicago Kolster Dealers' Club Meets
The second meeting of the Chicago Kolster
Dealers' Club sponsored by Waken & Whipple,
Inc., distributors, was held at the Lake Shore
Athletic Club on October 16, with a large attendance. The principal speakers of the eve(Cotitinncd on page 106)

Best Radio Season

The Zimmerman organization is laying extensive plans for its chain of stores and the
firm is headed by men with many years of mer-
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ning were Carroll Van Ark, publicity director of
ihe Kolster Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., and
Harry Fogleman, vice-president of the Sheldon
School of Scientific Salesmanship.
Mr, Van Ark explained in detail the various
ways of securing publicity and the things done
by Kolster in order to keep the Kolster name
before the public. He also described the radio
equipment taken by the Byrd Polar Expedition,
as well as giving interesting facts concerning
the Kolster background.
Mr. Fogleman's talk was on the science of
salesmanship. He gave many good ideas on the
proper approach and handling of customers.
Following Mr. Fogleman's address, the meeting
was thrown open for the discussion of dealer
problems.
Zenith Automatic Tuning Scores
Zenith automatic tuning made a great hit with
"Our Gang," Hal Roach's famous comedy kids
of the movies during their last visit to Chicago.
"Just pwess the button and there she am," said
Farina in demonstrating its amazing simplicity

(Continued from page 105)

unimportant as far as retail shopping is concerned, the display attracted a large number of
consumers. The Diamond Exerciser retails for
$100 and a direct current motor may be secured
at an additional cost of $10. The Diamond Vibrator retails for $160, with $10 additional for
the direct current motor.
Hi-Jackers Steal Majesties
On the morning of October 12, a truck carrying twenty-five model 72 Majestic radio receivers from the factory of the Grigsby-Grunow
Co. to the warehouse of the company's northern Illinois distributor, the Harry Aiter Co.,
Eighteenth and Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.,
was held up by armed bandits and driven off.
The driver was forced into a closed car at the
point of a gun, taken to a distant part of the
city, and abandoned.
The Grigsby-Grunow Co. immediately sent
serial numbers of all the stolen sets to all
police stations of the city and to all Majestic
distributors, in an effort to recover the receivers and deliver them to their rightful owners. In addition to this a reward of $500 was
posted by Grigsby-Grunow for information leading to the recovery of the merchandise and the
arrest of those concerned.
Late in the evening of October 16, a man
walked into a Majestic dealer's store on the
north side of Chicago and said that he wished
to have some repairs made on a Majestic Model
72, which he had in his car. When it was
placed upon the dealer's floor, the dealer noted
that the set had been very roughly handled, and
said it would have to go back to the factory
for repairs. The supposed owner-of the set became frightened and said that he did not wish
to have his set returned to the factory. With
these words, he got in his car and drove away,
leaving the set.
The dealer noted the license number of the
car as it drove off and through the police the
license was traced to the owner of the car. Detectives Burns and O'Donnell of the Chicago
police department arrested the owner, Frank

"Our Gang" Enjoy the Zenith
to the rest of the "gang." Zenith radio receivers
are popular in Hollywood, many of the most
prominent stars being owners of Zenith sets.
Stocking Exercising Devices
During the past few months an increasing
number of retail dealers in the music-radio field
have included in their stock vibrating exercising
machines which have recently achieved widespread distribution and sale. Exercising machines were first used in beauty parlors to give
treatments for reducing and health purposes.
Later the products were so manufactured that
they might be installed in the home and used
regularly each day by the purchaser. The sale
of such an instrument does not suffer because
of seasonal influences and dealers who are selling vibrating exercising machines report that
there is a steady and increasing demand for the
products.
One of the leading manufacturers, the Diamond Appliance Co., South Bend, Ind., is
launching a vigorous campaign in the radio
field and at the present time a number of prominent radio distributors are handling the Diamond Exerciser and Diamond Vibrator, selling
them through dealer outlets. Among these distributors are Telephone Maintenance Co., Chicago, 111.; M. & M. Supply Co., Cleveland, O.;
K. W. Radio Co., New York City; Trilling &
Montague, Philadelphia, Pa., and Peaslee-Gaulbert Corp., Louisville, Houston, Dallas, Atlanta.
In order to stimulate sales and create interest
in the product, the Diamond Appliance Co.
furnishes lady demonstrators for the retail
trade. The distributor arranges a schedule
whereby the demonstrator appears at the dealer's store and gives three full-day demonstrations in the dealer's window per month. Early
in November the Telephone Maintenance Co. in
Chicago staged a series of successful window
demonstrations.
Situated on a street which is
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Sampson
A.

Co.
K.

Holds

Exhibitions

One of the most intensive programs of dealer
co-operation in recent years was launched by
the Sampson Electric Co., of this city, distributor for Atwater Kent radio, during the month
of October. This progressive distributor instituted a series of Atwater Kent radio salon exhibitions inassociation with resident dealers in
the following cities: Aurora, Decatur, Danville,
Rockford, Rock Island, Galesburg, Peoria, Ottawa, Bloomington, La Salle and Streator, 111.,
and Valparaiso and South Bend, Ind.
In each instance an elaborate display at the
leading hotels in each city was made of the
advance Atwater Kent models, including Model
43 dynamic receiver, and its companion piece,
Model F dynamic speaker.
The public was invited to attend through
newspaper and direct-mail invitations sponsored by the Sampson Electric Co. and local
dealers. The attendance at each of these events
was record-breaking and an unusually large
volume of business was booked. The exhibitions were conducted under the direction of

Manufacturers
Altoof the
Fibre
Needle
Cutter

Accurate!
The
Alto
Automatic Stop
For Phonographs
Accuracy at low cost means
satisfied customers. Fits under the turntable. Simple to
attach. With a record of
dustry.
ten ice
yeare
in thesatisfactory
phonographservin-

Alto Mfg. Co., 1647 Wolfram St, Chicago, 111.
Canadian Distributor: Universal Supply Co., Toronto, Out.
Munger, that evening, and through him were
able to get back two of the hi-jacked Majesties.
While Munger was not actually one of the
thieves, it was indicated that he had been hired
by them to install the stolen sets. It was also
discovered that hi-jackersr had taken orders in

Police Protect Majestic Shipments
advance for the twenty-five Majesties and then
had stolen enough sets to fill them.
This is probably the first time in the history
of the radio industry that popular demand has
made it profitable for thieves to steal radio receivers and sell them to waiting customers, and
due to this condition, trucks leaving GrigsbyGrunow Company's plant to go through parts
of Chicago in which such criminal operations
are liable to occur have been placed under an
escort of motorcycle police.
tributor for Italy and Codina & Roig, of Barcelona, for Spain. Both of these concerns have
distributed Crosley products in the past, but
the new arrangements call for their covering
a much wider territory. Mr. Hopkins also
visited Paris, where he investigated the subject
of high-wave broadcast receivers. In London
he had a conference with the Rothermel Corp.,
Ltd., Crosley distributor in Great Britain.

Large

Outlets

Add

S. Freshman

Line

Many large radio outlets have arranged to
handle the President receiver of the S. Freshman Co., Chicago, 111., according to an announcement by the Martwel Corp., New York,
Eastern distributor. Among these outlets are:
Hearn's Department Store, City Radio and F.
P. Altschul, New York City; Loeser's Department Store, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Frank & Seder,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Eisenberg's, Baltimore, Md.;
William Moses Sons, Washington, D. C; Meier
& Frank, Portland, Ore., and Bing & Co.,
Cleveland, O.

George Wertzler, sales manager of the Sampson Electric Co., and Charles Weisser, assistant
district manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.

Magnavox

Appoints

The Magnavox Co., Oakland, Cal., recently
prepared and issued to its dealers an attractive
three-panel window and interior display poster
featuring the Magnavox dynamic speaker,

Crosley

European
Distributors

Charles J. Hopkins, manager of the foreign
department of the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O., who recently returned from a business trip to Europe, has announced the appointment of Sig. Viganti-Menotti as Crosley dis-

Co.

Attractive

Issues
Poster

stressing the phrase "Realism." The poster is
multi-colored, the two side panels depicting a
thrilling play in a football game and a dance orchestra and the center panel showing a family
of three members listening to the broadcast.
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{Continued from page 104)
And still the Raytheon job could not be considered complete. At this point the matter
swung into the province of Fred D. Williams,
vice-president in charge of sales. He must
merchandise these tubes in a manner befitting
the original research and development work
which they represent. And Fred D., entirely in
his element, has lost no time in working up
a complete merchandising plan. He has dressed
up his tubes in the most attractive carton with
white, black, red and green, arranged in a futuristic pattern of curves and bull's-eyes. He
has arranged to pack the Raytheon tubes in
boxes of 12, 24 and 48, so as to save the jobber the trouble and expense of breaking up an
entire 48-tube box and repacking 12 or 24. He
has organized a live force of salesmen covering
the entire country. He has arranged for a nation-wide advertising campaign, seasoned with
a live-wire publicity campaign, so as to acquaint the public with these improved A-C
tubes. The final link in the merchandising
chain is the jobber and dealer, and here the cooperation of those out to build a. permanent
trade on the basis of good merchandise is
awaited.
The Raytheon line of receiving tubes begins
with a group of the four most popular tubes today—the Ray X 226, Ray 227, Ray X 171-A,
and the Ray X 280. Others are to be added in
due turn, until the line will include not only the
standard types now used, but entirely new
types based on original Raytheon research.

Interest
Buys
American
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in AilMohawk

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., one of the largest manufacturers, importers and dealers of
musical instruments, has acquired a substantial
interest in the All-American Mohawk Corp.,
Chicago, maker of Lyric radio receivers. E. N.
Rauland, formerly president of the All-American Mohawk organization, continues as chairman of the board of directors, and Eugene
Farny, formerly of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.'s
Chicago branch, has been elected president of
the All-American Mohawk organization. Gustave Frankel continues as vice-president of the
organization, as well as Otto N. Frankfort,
vice-president in charge of sales. The company's manufacturing facilities in Chicago were
enlarged and greatly improved through the
merger last Spring of the All-American Radio
Corp. and the Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, and
since wide national distribution has already
been accorded the Lyric receiver, aggressive
advances in the entire scale of operations of
the corporation are anticipated.

QUALITY

News

Richmond

in

been making a tour of Virginia and North Carolina territory, demonstrating the new Edison
radio and radio-phonograph instruments. They
first gave a demonstration here. They then
visited other points in the territory. A new
Edison dealer at Elizabeth, N. C, is M. G. Morrissett & Co.
The Columbia Furniture Co. has taken on
the Fada line of radios, in addition to the
Atwater Kent, which it was already handling.
The Kaufman Department Store has added
the Atwater Kent line.
Goldberg Bros., distributors of Lyric and
Artone lines, announce new warehouses 'in Norfolk, Lynchburg and Washington.
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ALL-AMERICAN

MOHAWK-LYRIC

EVEREADY
R. C. A. RADIOTRONS
NEWCOMBE-HAWLEY
ANSONIA

Trade

D. T. Moore, formerly with its Martinsville ,
Va., store, will be in charge of its local unit.
Brunswick and Columbia lines of phonographs
will be carried, and also the Radiola and
Atwater Kent radio lines.
Together with A. A. Bombe, field engineer of
the Edison Co., and R. R. Krach, general supervisor of all branches, P. J. Costello, manager of
the Richmond branch of that company, has

until 10 p. m. It, too, has long been a Victor
dealer. It is featuring Victrola-Radiola combinations and Stromberg-Carlson radios.
A new music' store is being opened here at
315 North Second street by J. T. Wallace, who
was formerly with James K. Polk, Inc., at
Atlanta. It will be known as the Okeh Music
Store, handling phonographs, Okeh records,
portables and accessories.
The Richmond branch office of James K.
Polk, Inc., held a sales meeting here November 2-3, which was attended by P. C. Brockman, general sales manager of the company,
and Thomas Rockwell, director of Okeh record
recording at Atlanta. Another in attendance
was John Casagra.nde, of the Caswell Manufacturing Co., of Milwaukee, maker of portables. Salesmen traveling the territory served
by the Richmond branch office, which includes
Virginia, North Carolina and eastern West
Virginia, also participated in the meeting.
The Graves Co., of Danville, Va., which is
opening a music store at 23 West Broad street,
operates a chain of eight stores altogether.

SPEAKERS

SPEAKERS

the

Territory

Richmond, Va., November 8. — Friends and well
wishers of the firm turned out in large numbers the evening of November 1 to attend the
formal opening of t'ne new home of the Corley
Co. at 213 East Broad street. The entire building was open for the inspection of the public
from the hours of 7 to 11 p. m. No business
of any kind was transacted during the evening.
The former Corley store was destroyed by fire.
Several representatives of the Victor Co.,
which the store has long represented here, were
present extending their well wishes and assisting in receiving the public during the evening.
During the same week Walter D. Moses &
Co. also held the formal opening of their beautiful remodeled store at 103 East Broad street,
keeping open each evening throughout the week
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less motor. Needle cups and four
hand-tooled record albums provided.
Connection for radio and phonograph
operated by a switch. Radio receiver
is all-electric neutralized tuned radio
frequency, using six 227 indirect heat-

in

Radio

Complete line of Raytheon foto-cells,
made in both hard vacuum and gasfilled types, as well as in bulb and
tubular shapes. Now available in two
spherical bulb types and three tubular
types, to meet a wide variety of uses
in television,
daylight
recording
photometer, fire alarm
system,
laboratory,
experimental and other applications.

speaker unit is equipped with positive
and instantaneous automatic line vol- *j
tage regulating feature which insures
normal operation on any electric light
line voltage from 90 to 130, and said to
prevent tube burn-outs from voltages
even in excess of 130. The Cutting
dynamic and
speaker
oversized.
The
receiver
power is
units
are mounted
inside
sponge-rubber
set in the
the cabinet
wooden on
supports.
These
cushions
absorb the vibration which
r
—
—
otherwise would be set up throughout
the entiremendous
apparatus
to the
tredriving power due
of the
Cutting
speaker.
— B
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Kadiola Model 41
Radio Corp. oi America, New York.
Radiola 41, tuned radio frequency
type,
AC operated,
utilizing
four UX226 Radiotrons
as first
audio frequency
and radio frequency amplifiers. A
UY-227 serves as the detector and a
UX-210 power Radiotron is used as
the second audio frequency amplifier.
This circuit and tube combination designed to provide keen sensitivity and
selectivity,
with output
of large,
undistorted volume.
New type
of electro
dynamic
speaker
built-in,
with
direct
current delivered by a junction type
rectifier attached to the speaker unit.
Cabinet of walnut finish, decorated
with carved moldings. It is 50l/i
inches high, 2G'4 inches wide and
inches deep. Front doors are hinged
in such a way that they may be
turned back along the sides of the
cabinet. Loud speaker grilled opening
is in the upper portion, with tuning
and volume controls below for convenient chair height operation. This
arrangement provides loud speaker
with unusually large baffle area for
electro dynamic reproducer. Current
may be provided from any 50 to CO
cycle, 105
125 volt,of ACplate
lighting
circuit. to
Rectification
and grid
power
supply
provided
by
UX-2S0
Radiotron. List price $215, without
Radiotrons.
H. L. Hubbell, Grand Rapids, Mich.
No. 22 phonograph console combination cabinet designed to house practically any table model radio receiver
with but a few exceptions. The cabinet can be secured equipped with magnetic speaker and Gordon electric
phonograph
motor
and pick-up or

WSBS-

Hubbell Combination Cabinet
without speaker, or pick-up or with
pick-up and motor but without
speaker. The electric pick-up , is
complete with starting switch; automatic shut-off switch and other essentials. Is finished in either walnut or
mahogany with two coats of lacquer,
dull rubbed. List prices: console complete with phonograph motor and pickup, speaker and panel, $100; console
with phonograph motor and pick-up
without speaker, $S5; console only, $40.
No. 22A table model designed to accommodate phonograph motor and pickup, radio receiver and speaker with
space for records. Similar in finish
and equipment to console model. List
prices : table model with phonograph
model, pick-up and speaker complete,
$85; with phonograph motor and pickup, without speaker, $70; cabinet only,
$25.
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., Long Island
City, N.
Model utilizing
72. radio-phonographY.
combination,
the same
chassis as the Fada 70 and a phonograph with super-dynamic speaker,
powered and motored electrically from
the AC light socket. Phonograph
equipped with automatic stop, electric
pick-up, volume control, and turntableis driven by an induction type noise-

Fada Radio-Phonograph
er type AC tubes, two 210 type power
tubes and one 2S1 type rectifier tube.
Completely
shielded. Single
dial control, with combination
pilot light
and
illuminated station finder. Concealed
looptheantenna
in the
left-hand
door
of
console, iswith
switch
to change
from loop
to
antenna
operation
if
sired. For use on 50 to GO cycle, 90 de-to
130 volt power lines.
Model 15 Fada electric dynamic
power speaker for use on 50 to 00
cycle, f)0
130 bevoltused
alternating
current. Cantoalso
with storage

Model IS Fada Speaker
battery, or operated from direct current if special connection instructions
are followed. Seven-inch cone with
extra heavy electro magnet. The unit
is of open construction with TJ yoke
type magnet with contact surfaces.
Built-in dry power supply requires no
rectifier tube. The cabinet is-of mantel clock type, finished in walnut. May
be obtained separately for installation
in console models. List price $55;
chassis alone $40.
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge.
Mass. Four new AC tubes: Ray-227.
detector amplifier (AC Heater), 2.5
volts, 1.75 amperes, plate 180 volts
(maximum), list price $4.00; Ray X220, amplifier (AC filament) 1.5 volts.

Kellogg Model 520 Table Type
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago, ni. Model 520 table type reembodying brown
the "B"
chassis.
Cabinet ceiver
combines
metal
side
panels with walnut top, corners and
bottom. Height -'9$5 inches, depth 12'A
=*---■
Ortho-sonic Model F-ll
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, X. Y.
Federal Ortho-sonic models F-ll and
F-42. F-ll is a table type and F-42
console model in mahogany and walnut. Both are seven-tube receivers.

Ortho-sonic Model F-42
operated on ground and aerial, and
are obtainable for either battery or
all-electric operation. The electric
sets are also made for 25-cycle curAmoroso Manufacturing Co., Boston,
rent.
Mass. Gap-Less Lightning Arrester.
Made of brown porcelain, nickeled brass
hardware, ilA inches long, 1J| inches

Gap-Less Lightning Arrester
wide and 1 3 /16 inches high. Has been
tested
and is listed
by the Underwriters Laboratories
as standard.
Intended
retail price 75 cents. Included in Amoroso arately
aerial
kit, or may be had sepif desired.
Carryola Co. oi America, Milwaukee,
Wis. Carryola electric pick-up for
phonographs,producer.
replacing
mechanical
reReproduces records
through
speaker of radio receiver, volume con-

1.05 amperes, plate 180Kay
voltsX-280
(maximum),
list
price
$2.25;
Ray
4-171-A,
power amplifier, 5.0 volts, .25 ampere,
plate ISO volts (maximum), list price.

Carryola Electric Pick-up
trolled by knob on modulator. Pickup attaches to tone arm and is
connected by wires to detector tube
prong
and inground
Furnished
either post
AC orof DCreceiver.
form.
Retail price $7.50.
Colonial Radio Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y. Colonial Model 31 AC,
consisting of three units, the radio
receiver chassis, power speaker chassis and console cabinet in which both
Ray
X-171-A
$2.75.Raytifier,
and5.0X-22G
Ray
X-2S0,
full
wave
recare housed. The receiver unit has 12volts, 2.0 amperes, plate 300
point
plug for electrical connection to
volts AC (maximum), .125 ampere DC
the power speaker unit and also a
(maximum), list price $4.25.
10Sphonograph pick-up jack. The power

Kellogg Model 521 Console
inches, width 28 inches. List price,
including Kellogg AC tubes, $115.
Model 521, walnut console receiver
with built-in magnetic cone speaker.
Height 41 inches, width 30 inches,
depth 12 inches. List price, complete
with tubes and speaker, $199.50.
Quam
Radio Corp., Chicago, III.
Model A Quam clock type cone speaker. Lacquered steel base and sturdily
built frame of gold bronzed finish.

Quam Clock Type Speaker
Faced in gold silk. Thirteen inches in
diameter. List price $17.50.
Modeland
B, design
Quam cone
speakerA. same
finish
as Model
954
inches in diameter. List price $15.00.
Arcturus Radio Co., Newark, N. J.
Type 126 H heater tube for use in the
conventional amplifying circuits employing the 26 type of tube. Filament
voltage 1.5 volts, filament current 1.05
amperes. Can be plugged into the
standard four-prong socket, and no
circuit changes are required.
Typecharacteristics
126 heater as
tube,
the
same
type having
126 H, but
employing an emitting filament.
Type 071H heater tube. Operate?
from a five-volt direct current or AC
source. Designed to be substituted
for the 71 type tube without changes in
wiring orteristicsvoltage.
Emission
of the heater
type characremain
constant throughout the life of the filadue toSaid
the to
relatively
large cathodement,area.
have average
life
in excess of 2,000 hours
DeJur-Amsco Corp., New York. Radio frequency choke, suitable wherever
radio frequency
are toencased
be retarded. The unit currents
is completely
in bakelite, hermetically sealed and
furnished with two metal binding
posts. Mounting holes are located on
base
permitting baseboard or sub-panel
location.

The
Pooley Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Model 7400 desk cabinet for Atwater
Kent radios. Installation of receiver
made from front or back of cabinet,
and grille panel for the installation of

Pooley Model 7400
speaker. Height 44 inches, width 29J-6
inches, depth 14 inches. Model 7900,
known as the radio-automatic phonograph de luxe. In addition to radio
set and speaker housing, is equipped
with automatic phonograph which will
play ten records continuously, chang-

Newest
anced capacities coupled to the light
wire, and in most cases imparts an
unusual degree of selectivity to broad
tuning receivers.
Voltage regulator

in

receivers. Provides electric power for
dynamic speaker and radio chassis.
Complete light socket operation with
only onequiresplug
in the wall
socket.
no lightning
arrester
andRe-is
said to reduce static and local interference. May be mounted inside or
outside of radio cabinet. Retail price
$4.50.
Fanstecl Products Co., Inc., North
Chicago, 111. Model B-7 Balkite high
frequency radio receiver employing the
same circuit as in Balkite Symphion
Model B-9. Sixty cycle, converts regular AC current to a frequency of

X-I Link
controlled with single knob. May
be installed inside or outside of cabinet. List price $5.75.

Radio
A-500. Model A-51 is equipped with
O'Neil standard reproducing unit in
two-tone walnut piano finish cabinet.
Width li'/i inches, height 14 inches,
depth 11 inches. With table to match
$10 extra.
Stevens Mfg. Corp., New York. Dynamique-110 Speaker, 110 volt AC op-

Stevens l)ynami<iue Speaker
eration. Housed in modernistic cabinet
faced with silk grille on mahogany
ground. Burtex diaphragm. List
price, cabinet model $05; chassis alone

Market Electric Products, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Tables and benches for
radio receivers, wrought in metal.
Model B, Heraldic design, hand-hammered, with crest and shield symbolic
of ninth century craftsmanship.
Equipped with magnetic speaker.
Bench to match with rounded corners,

Signal Electric Mfg. Co.. Menominee,
Mich, Signal electric pick-up, for use
$45.

Balkite Model B-7
three million cycles thereby making
possible the use of 201-A tube circuit
with greater range and forcefulness.
Uses 5 201-A tubes, 2 181 tubes, 1 210
and 1 250 tube. Cabinet is Berkey &
Gay high-boy type same as Balkite
Model A-7. Retail price $475.00.
Aston Cabinet Manufacturers, Chicago, 111. No. 223, radio cabinet, height
55 inches, width 35 inches, depth 1814
inches. Entire front of five-ply butt
burl walnut. Satinwood overlay on
doors. Grille
French Doors
polychrome with finished
dash of in color.
Pooley Model 7900
ing and restacking them automatically.
Control knob also makes it possible to
select any number of records less than
ten. Has electric pick-up using audio
amplification of radio set with special
power amplifier and dynamic speaker.
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y. Tables 1/60 and 1/60A, designed for the Radiola 00. On Table
1/60A the RCA 100A speaker unit is
concealed in a specially constructed

Markel Table Model B
upholstered in velour, turkey red or
moss green.
Model A, Conventional type, available with either dynamic or magnetic
speaker equipment. Bench to match
with rounded corners, similar to bench
available with Model B. Sizes and

Signal Electric Pick-up
in electric reproducing phonograph or
radio-phonograph
combination
ments. Volume control
in base ofinstrutone
arm. Dark antique finish ; AC and
DC adaptors included. List price $13.
Otto N. Frankfort on Trip
Otto N. Frankfort, vice-president in
charge of sales of the All-American
Mohawk Corp., Chicago, left recently
for an extended tour of the western
part of the United States. He first
visited the Lyric distributors : Listenwaiter & Gough, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. In other Western States
Mr. Frankfort planned to visit Lyric
distributors,
presiding at a number -of
dealer
conventions.
"Sonny Boy" Releases
The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently announced the special release
of two records of "Sonny Boy," the
theme song of the Vitaphone feature
picture, "The Singing Fool." They
are a vocal selection by Elliott Shaw,
coupled with "Forever," sung by
Lewis James, and an organ recording
by
Jesse
withTou"I
Loved
YouCrawford,
Then ascoupled
I Love
Now," by the same organist. These
records, together with a dance recording of "Sonny Boy" by George Olsen
and His Music, will be featured in the
Victor car card advertisements.

Findlay Radio Table
metal housing. This acts as the loud
speaker and is decorated with a pentagon grille, firmly fastened to the face.
Table 1/60 has neither housing, grille
nor speaker unit. These console tables
are entirely of metal and artistically
colored in walnut and gold (electroplated), matching the set which they
are to accommodate.

Markel Table Model A
finishes to harmonize with leading
numbers in nationally known lines of
receivers, including RCA, Atwater
Kent, Crosley, Freshman, King, Kolster, Sparton, Steinite and StewartWarner. List prices range with integral speaker $29.50 to $47.50. Available with RCA, Peerless and Utah
speakers.

X-L, Radio Laboratories, Chicago.
The X-L Link, which makes possible
the complete operation of a radio receiver from the light socket. Provides
antenna, ground, voltage regulator,
double receptacle outlet, switch to control receivers using A and B power
units and a fuse that protects the set.
Enclosed in small compact unit that
can instantly be connected to anv receiver
operated from
lighttrimmed
socket. "Furnished in brown
Bakelite
with
buffed silver finish. Antenna and
ground are obtained by special bal-

Yahr-X,ange Kabinettenna
Yahr-Eange, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kabinettenna, inside aerial for radio

Aston Cabinet No. 223
when opened leave ll^-inch opening
for dials. 11-inch by 24-inch baseboard, removable for easy mounting
of chassis. Mounting panel 11 by 12
inches. Speaker compartment 14 by
31 by sy2 inches.
O'Neil Mfg. Corp., West New York,
N. 3. Model A-51 Speaker. List price

O'Neil Speaker Model A-51
$50, designed
to cover
priced
field than
models slightly
502, 503lowerand
109

Appoints Wholesalers
Negotiations have been completed
by the Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo.
N. Y., with Bunnell-Stevens Co., Inc.,
Binghamton, to act as Federal Orthosonic wholesaler in the Binghamton
trading area. Another Federal Orthosonic wholesaler recently appointed is
Stevens & Rathkey, Inc., well-known
distributor of Portland, Ore.
RMA Congratulates President-elect
The following telegram was sent to
President-elect Hoover on November
7 by Major Herbert H. Frost, of New
York, president
of the
turers' Association
: Radio Manufac"Radio Manufacturers' Association,
representing 98 per cent national radio
distribution, extends sincerest congratulations your virtual 9S per cent
victory. Wish you all success new
administration. Radio interests, of
course, especially gratified that you
have long experience, broad knowledge
and sincere sympathy with radio and
its problems."
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Dealers

Predict

Machine-Radio
Greatest

Season

Consensus of Opinion of Leading Dealers Is That Present Year's Business Will Rank
With Best Ever Experienced — Conroy Co. Adds Phonograph and Radio Sections
St. Louis, Mo., November 7.— That the present
year will be one of the greatest experienced in
the talking machine and radio trades in the St.
Louis district is the consensus of opinion expressed by virtually all of the leading concerns
of the city and adjacent territory.
"Our business is far ahead of last year," was
the comment of officials of the Koerber-Brenner Co., local Victor distributor. With deliveries of new instruments being made, the company's total volume of business for the year
will be comparable to 1926, a record year.
The Conroy Piano Co. has entered the talk-

—

FINBLAY

—

Metal

Radio

for

Tables

added

profits

Since the inception of Metal Furniture and its acceptance by the Radio public, Findlay has maintained
leadership in popularity and sales.
The incessant demand for Findlay
Metal Radio Tables has increased
production a fourfold in the last
ten months, enabling the public to
get the finest in Radio Furniture
at the lowest possible price.
Findlay Tables are endorsed by
leading set manufacturers. The
tables are designed individually
for — ■
American Bosch
Apex
Atwater Kent
Bremer-Tully
Crosley
Eveready
Fada
Federal
Freed-Eisemann
Graybar
Howard
King
Kolster
Philco
Radiola
Shamrock
Steinite
Stewart- Warner
Zenith
"FINDLAY

Illustrating one of the Findlay Tables for the Radio Set.

CONSOLES

SELL SETS"

Write to your distributor for details
or address
Robert

Findlay

Manufacturing

Co., Inc.

"Makers of Fine Metal Console Tables"
Offlce tnd Works:
METROPOLITAN & MORGAN
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sh»wro*ms:
242 FIFTH AVENUE
New York, N. Y.

AVES.

ing machine and radio field. The company has
acquired the complete line of Victor and RCA
products. The Sampson Radio Co. also added
the Victor line.
The Koerber-Brenner Co. is preparing to
formally introduce to the public the new 10-35
Orthophonic Automatics, the 10-69 Electric
Automatics and the new combinations to the
trade. Large orders are anticipated.
Announcement was made by the KoerberBrenner Co. that H. J. Tucker, who formerly
traveled the Missouri-Illinois territory for the
Brunswick Co., had been placed in charge of
the southern and western Missouri and Kansas
territory of the company. He will succeed E.
R. Rauth, who will devote the entire time to
the city of St. Louis.
Columbia business in the St. Louis district
was reported as "phenomenal" by H. A. Pope,
assistant manager of the local branch. He declared that the demand for Columbia instruments had exceeded expectations.
E. L. Estes, formerly of the Atlanta, New
Orleans and Dallas branches of the Columbia
Co., has been transferred to St. Louis and will
have charge of the Illinois-Indiana-Kentucky
territory.
He is now in the field.
R. F. Bolton, manager of the Columbia foreign record department, was a visitor to St.
Louis during the month. He spent two days
going over the foreign record situation here.
Artophone business has been stimulated by
Ihe recent announcement that the company had
assumed the distribution of Vocalion and Paramount records in four of their principal
branches. The company announced the additions of Jack Rice to the Kansas City sales
force, H. L. Gruppe, R. D. Dobbins and H. A.
Miller to the Dallas branch; J. Nauman and
Joe Lippel to the St. Louis force, and H. M.
Crowe and W. H. Mattingly to the Memphis
^aff to care for increased business.
The Brunswick Co. reports a continuance of
the good business that characterized the previous months of the year, while the local branch
of the Edison Co. announced that great interest
was being manifested in the new combinations
recently introduced to the trade.
The Leacock Sporting Goods Co. here has
added a radio department, with R. J. Liebe as
manager.
Leading lines are carried.
The Rich Electric Corp. and the Brandt
Electric Co. have been appointed Graybar
dealers in St. Louis.
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testimony of several witnesses, speedily returned the indictment.
This case is being followed closely by manufacturers, jobbers and dealers of radio-music
products throughout the country who have
found it necessary to identify their products by
serial numbers for the protection of themselves
and their customers.
Plaza
New

Announces
Portable

Two
Models

Kiddiepact Is Particularly Suited to Holiday Season — Pal, Jr., Is Other New
Model — C. J. Kronberg Returns
The Plaza Music Co., New York, has announced two new portable phonograph models.
The Kiddiepact is particularly appropriate for

Pal Junior
holiday sales, although the former model enjoyed year-round business. It is described as
not just a toy, but a real portable phonograph
built on the same principles as the large machine, and a sturdy phonograph that will stand
up under a child's uses. It is produced in rose,
green, red and brown, with a juvenile decalcomania on the inside of the top cover. The
Kiddiepact lists at $10, while its running matt,
the Kiddiepact, Jr., lists at $7.50.
Another new model announced by the Plaza
Music Co. is the Pal, Jr., to list at $15. While
other members of the Pal family list at $30,

Arthur Kaemmerer, formerly of the Kaemmerer Music Co., has joined the Laudel Radio
Co. He will be sales manager. The firm is
to handle Brunswick receivers and Panatropes
and Atwater Kent receivers.
Grand

Jury

Congress

Indicts
Radio,

Kiddiepact
Inc.

The Grand Jury recently filed an indictment
against Congress Radio, Inc., a radio dealer in
New York City; and Isaac Greenberg, their secretary, for having in their possession Majestic
radio receivers from which identifying serial
numbers had been removed. Mr. Greenberg was
first arrested and held in $1,000 bail in September on complaint of E. H. McCarthy, New
York representative of the Grigsby-Grunow
Co., and at a hearing on September 28 he was
discharged by the magistrate sitting in the
court. This decision, however, seemed so contrary to the wording of the law that the district
attorney's office presented the matter to the
Grand Jury and this body, after hearing the

$25 and $13.50, respectively, the Pal, Jr., is the
Plaza Co.'s contribution to the $15 field and is a
result of the endeavor to produce the greatest
amount of value for this specified price.
C. J. Kronberg, of the Plaza organization,
returned from Europe recently and was immensely enthusiastic over the growth of the
talking machine business abroad.
Broadcast

From

Plane

The Tracy-Brown Recording Orchestra, exclusive Columbia artists, gave Dallas, Tex., a
musical treat on the morning of October 19.
From a giant plane, in which they played popular selections, the musical waves were sent
earthward, after being amplified on board.
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Display

for

Radio

Trade

Striking Display in Brilliant Colors Prepared for Dealers by the Kolster Radio
Corp. — Size Is 18 by 26 Inches
A striking window display, illustrated herewith, has been designed by the Kolster Radio

industries to guide us in radio. Unquestionably, the radio
dealer must apply the old common sense to trade-ins just
as he must do to every phase of his business if he is to
prosper.
"Not claiming this to be a cure-all, I contend that the
same old rules govern and among them, first of all, this:
that to sell right one must buy right. Buying right in
radio means buying the type of receivers as to quality
and discount-to-dealer that permits the rightful profit. I
have gone into this in more detail in other articles, but
now just want to say that making a sale means nothing
unless the other factors are taken into full consideration.
Selling five cheap sets and possibly taking in two tradeins at disproportionate figure may prove (in fact, in
most instances would prove) far less profitable than selling a single higher-priced set with the right sort of tradein if that had to be a requirement of the replacement.
I don't wish to discount the necessity of making the
right deal on a trade-in, but I do want to point out that
if things are on the proper basis in the beginning the
trade-in becomes a much simpler business operation.
Figuring on close margins, comparatively speaking, and
on low-priced merchandise gives little leeway for the dealer
to do right by his customer and by himself."
The Campbell Piano Co., Spring Valley, 111.,
recently opened a radio store in the Valley
Theatre Building. The new radio store handles
Bosch radio products.

MAGNAVOX

Columbia
Adds

Stores

Spokane

Co.

Branch

On October 24 the Columbia Stores Co.,
progressive Columbia jobber in the West,
opened a branch at South 163 Howard street,
Spokane, Wash. This branch will distribute Columbia phonographs, radio and records.
The Columbia Stores Co. is taking over the
territory in and around Spokane, which formerly was served by the Columbia branch in
Seattle, and will continue the efficient service
for which Columbia distributors are so well
known throughout the country.
Files

Petition

The Crown Phonograph Co., Inc., cabinetmaking, 125 Christopher street, New York, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy; liabilities $23,695.03, assets $7,223.93.

DjWffltttC"S PEAK

E R.S

New Kolster Window Display
Corp., Newark, N. J., as a merchandising aid
for Kolster authorized dealers. Brilliant colors,
used by means of a new oil paint process which
does not fade, make the display stand out, and
spotlights can be placed so as to give the effect
of realism to the set and background. The display measures 18 by 26 inches.
Discusses

Radio

Re-

placement Problem
Hal P. Shearer, General Manager, Splitdorf Radio Corp., Commends Talking
Machine World Editorial
The replacement market with its allied
problem the trade-in is, in all probability, the
outstanding topic of discussion with the radio
dealer to-day. There can be no doubt but that
a great many radio set buyers at the present
time are people who have owned receivers for
some time and wish to possess the latest models
with their improvements and refinements. This
class of trade, welcome as it is, brings to the
dealer the question of an allowance on the old
receiver and this question must be solved correctly by the dealer if the transaction is to show
a real profit. An editorial touching on this
matter appeared in the October issue of The
Talking Machine World and brought forth the
following interesting letter from Hal P.
Shearer, general manager of the Splitdorf Radio
Corp. of Newark, N. J., maker of Splitdorf radio
products:
"Noting with interest your first editorial in the October
issue of The Talking Machine World on "The Big Replacement Market" and the warning sounded therein, and
having placed myself on record in the same issue that replacements will run 1,000,000 radios in the higher price
ranges, I wish first of all to commend you for the general tenor of the editorial and then to point out an allied
consideration or two.
"Having been in the piano business for nearly a score
of years I, for one, appreciate the reference in your editorial to over-allowances sometimes leading to inventories
'consisting almost exclusively of second-hand instruments
rather than of new products.' Yet we have seen no
abandonment of the idea, proving, as you intimate, that
it is a question of working it right.
"It is fortunate that we have the experience in other

"Mac," leader of the famous
broadcasting "Haywire Orcbestry"
110 volt,bining
60 rectifier
cycle and
AC. power
Comamplifier. Takes place of last
audio stage in set. Handsome
walnut cabinet. List $175.

•7" ^
Beverly Model
UCENSED
APPAI
Gracefully
cabinet finished proportioned
in light mahogany.
For ABattery Operation . . $55
For AC Operation $70
Units only; DC $35/ AC $50. THE MARK OF THE GENUINE*

Magnavox Dynamic reproduction
is infinitely finer . . . richer, fuller,
more realistic. . . Those who wince
at distorted music or who must
strain to hear other speakers clearly
welcome the beauty and generous
volume of Magnavox. That's why
fourteen leading set makers have
chosen it for built-in equipment.
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Well

in

Toledo

Area

Lion Store Music Rooms Celebrating Seventy-fifth Anniversary — Greene
Sales for October Double Those of Last Year — Herbert Foster With
Toledo, O., November 8. — Retailers and jobbers
are closing an unusually large radio business
here. Both declare that it is production and
not sales that is keeping them from rolling up
a record volume. Victor, Columbia and Brunswick combinations are moving forward at a
steady stride. With the holiday season only a
few short weeks away merchants assert this
year will far outstrip last in sales.
At the Lion Store Music Rooms a special
effort is directed to corral a large total Victor
combination business. The seventy-first anniversary sale is in progress. The Victor Christmas Club has been organized and is doing
fairly well, according to reports.
Lawson S. Talbert, radio department manager, stated radio is running away with the
entertainment field. Sparton, Majestic, Atwater
Kent, RCA, Crosley are showing large turnovers in the receiver field.
At the J. W. Greene Co. radio sales were
double those a year ago in October — combination volume is 40 per cent greater and records
are 25 per cent ahead, so that these departments, which are under the direction of William W. Baillie, are making rapid strides. The
new Sparton and the Sonora radios are attracting much attention. Also the Brunswick radio.
A recent window showing of Sparton disposed
of all available sets here. The need is for more
sets. Charles McKinley has been made promotion man for the new Orchestrope, for which
thi^ house is Toledo agent. Not a few restaurants have purchased this instrument, and sev-

Co. Radio
Grinnell

eral more are on back order, Mr. Baillie stated.
Frank Flightner, Columbia dealer, during
October closed a far larger volume than a year
ago. The Columbia-Kolster and the Kolster
and Sonora outfits have found favor with patrons
who are purchasing them almost before they are
uncrated, he said. He will shortly launch a
holiday drive on new models.
At Grinnell Bros. Victor sales are satisfactory. Radio volume is much greater than in
1927, with high-priced models in demand.
Robert C. Elwell is now sales promotion
manager of the Majestic radio division of the
J. E. Dilworth Co., Memphis, Tenn., jobber.
Holiday
"Sound

Selling
Facts"

Is
Theme

Plaza Music Co.'s House Organ Contains
Material Covering Christmas Business
Possibilities — Other Articles
Holidy selling is the principal theme of the
November issue of Sound Facts, the monthly
house organ of the Plaza Music Co., New York.
Its pre-election issuance made the front cover
particularly appropriate with its caricatures
of the two presidential nominees, and its caption, "No Matter Who's Elected — Christmas Is
Coming." An article upon the subject of holiday selling has been surrounded by a number
of display announcements of the various mer-
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Herbert Foster has joined the Grinnell Bros,
force. He was formerly a member of the sales
staff of the Baldwin Piano Co., Cincinnati, O.
The Toledo Radio Co., Sparton wholesaler,
is closing an unusually large volume of trade.
A radio and phonograph exhibition was held
recently at Lima, O. It was wrell attended and
resulted in a large number of direct sales and
a list of prospects that will keep salesmen busy
for some time to come.
The Radio Show at Marion, O., was a pronounced success, merchants stated. In all, fourteen exhibitors displayed their wares, which
included the leading sets of the day. Some of
the jobbers assisted dealers in promoting sales.
Edgar A. Kopf, of the Toledo Radio Co.,
assisted Thibaud & Mautz Bros, in making people acquainted with the Sparton. After the
show the Marion Radio Trades Association
was formed to promote radio tnroughout central Ohio. J. Brown was elected president.
Radio was the outstanding feature of the
Kenton Industrial Show, Kenton, O., and largecrowds were attracted to the exhibits.
chandise manufactured and distributed by the
Plaza Music Co. particularly adaptable to
Christmas trade. In this same issue Miss L.
M. Guth, credit manager of the Plaza Music
Co., and vice-chairman of the Bankruptcy Committee of the New York Credit Men's Association, has contributed an article upon the subject "How Are Your Collections?" and giving
therein some concrete suggestions for foolproofing a credit system.
The advertising department of the Plaza
Music Co., under the direction of Leo B. Bernstein, has prepared a number of valuable dealer
helps that are particularly timely. A special
Christmas display card for the dealers' use has
been prepared in attractive colors announcing
"Pal Portable Phonographs — Ideal for Gifts."
New display hangers for Playtime records have
been prepared which show the complete lists
of forty-three records, and new envelope
stuffers on each of the individual models of the
Pal portable phonograph line
Radio-Keith-Orpheum

Electric

Phonograph

Electric

Pick

Phonograph
Quick Sales on These Live
That Meet the Demand

=

* up
Motor

Up-to-the-minute Items
Cor Something New

Signal Electric Phonograph
An inexpensive electric phonograph that plays phonograph
records electrically -with all the tone quality, realism and
beauty of the expensive electric phonograph — operation simple.
Model TJ-2, shown here, includes Signal Electric Phonograph
Motor, Turntable, Automatic Stop, Phono-Radio Switch, Electric Pick-up and Adapters, Speed Control, Needle Cupscomplete in a cabinet especially designed for console mounting. Can be installed in 10 minutes complete— beautiful Walnut Cabinet. It is a power amplified phonograph in 15 minutes.
Signal Electric Pick-up
With volume control in base — amplifies tone from phonograph-gives quality
not possible
reproducer. Wherever
there is through
a radio the
you regular
have aphonograph
prospect for
the
Signal Electric Pick-up and Electric Phonograph.

Signal Phonograph Motor
Includes Turntable and Automatic Switch, as shown here. Investigate these three items now. They are sure sales builders.
See your jobber now.
SIGNAL
ELECTRIC
MFG. COMPANY
Manufacturers of Electrical Phonographs, Motors and Appliances
MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN

Directors

Elected

Members of the board of directors of the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. representing the
Radio Corp. of America have been announced
as follows: David Sarnoff, vice-president and
general manager of the Radio Corp., chairman
of the board; Owen D. Young, chairman of the
board of the Radio Corp. and the General Electric Co.; Gerard Swope, president of the General Electric Co.; General James G. Harbord,
president of the Radio Corp.; H. P. Davis, vicepresident of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co.; Edward W. Harden, director of the Radio
Corp., and M. H. Aylesworth, president of the
National Broadcasting Co.
The Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. was recently formed to acquire the stock of the KeithAlbee Orpheum Corp. and F. B. O. Productions.
Swinford

on

Sonora

Hour

Jerome Swinford, baritone, was the featured
artist on the Sonora Radio Hour on November
8. Among the selections on his program were
the "Vision Fugitive" from "Herodiade" of
Massenet and "On the Road to Mandalay,"
Kipling's famous poem set to the music of Oley
Speaks. Other artists on this program included
the Sonora, Symphony Orchestra, the Picadors,
popular orchestra, and the Mayfair House Salon
Orchestra.
The Karotkin Furniture Co., the King Furniture Co., the Household Furniture Co. and the
Fox Co., all of San Antonio, Tex., were admitted to membership in the San Antonio Radio
Trades' Association at the last meeting.
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Atwater

Kent

RCA

Sell
Sets

Prior to launching a national drive on the
new model 52, radio receiver and speaker unit,
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. made test merchandising campaigns in Trenton, N. J., and in midWestern cities. The campaigns were unusuallysuccessful, attributable in large part to the attractive window displays.
The publicity campaign opened in Trenton
with newspaper advertising on October 12 and
during the week two Atwater Kent display men
in conjunction with a member of the sales promotion staff trimmed nineteen windows.
In addition to these displays an Atwater Kent
model No. 52 was featured in the lobby of the
Stacy-Trent Hotel. Within twenty-four hours
three permanent guests of the hotel gave orders for the new 52. Within forty-eight hours
three dealers had reported twelve sales, in each
instance being attributed directly to the window displays, prospects coming in from the
streets, asking that the set be demonstrated.
Boards
of

and

RCA

Announces
Suits

on

Patents

Wave

Are

The Radio Corp. of America has announced
that suits have been filed against alleged infringers of its patent rights in the Central West
and on the Pacific Coast. On October 17 suit
was filed in Cleveland, O., against the SparksWithington Co. on the Alexanderson tuned
radio frequency patent and nine other patents.
Papers were also filed on October 22 in Los
Angeles, Cal., against Fritz Falck, doing business under the name of Advance Electric Co.,
for alleged infringement of the Alexanderson
and seven others of the corporation's patents.
In announcing this action the Radio Corp.
stated that licenses under the foregoing and
many other patents have been granted to twenty-seven radio manufacturers, and the suits were
filed for the protection of itself and these licensees. Other suits are pending in New York
and New Jersey.

Subsidiaries

Help!

Theatre
More

Inquiries

Dealers

Put

Changes
Into

Effect

New Allocations of Wave Lengths For
Broadcasting Stations Work Well in the
Change in Radio Wave Lengths
The change in radio wave lengths went into
effect on Sunday, November 11, and the new
allocations, according to advices received as
The Talking Machine World is going to press,
worked out smoothly with the exception of
rare instances where stations refused to cooperate on programs until such time as their
cases are heard by the Federal Radio Commission. Engineers from the New York office
of the Federal Radio Supervisor made a comprehensive test of all New York stations on
Sunday and found only two serious deviations
of stations, and they expressed pleasure at the
general results obtained from this important
broadcasting move.

Help!

Have

Needed

Swamped
to

Close

Retail
22
$595
f.o.b.
Chicago

The Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass.,
recently filed a bill of complaint in the Federal
Court in the district of Connecticut against
Frank Caplan, doing business under the name
of the Crown Light & Radio Co., a distributor
of C. R. gaseous rectifier or B eliminator tubes,
claiming infringement of a number of patents.
The company also filed a bill of complaint in
the Federal Court of the district of Connecticut
against the Triplex Stores, Inc., a distributor
of Sonatron gaseous rectifier or B elimina,tor
tubes, claiming patent infringements. The patents involved in these suits were the subject of
a suit in the same court defended by the Q R S
Co. and resulted in a decree in favor of the
Raytheon Co. A decree was also given to the
latter concern against the Q R S Co. in the
Federal Court for the Chicago district.
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Thirty billboards of the type illustrated above
feature Kolster on the Pacific Coast

An

all electric amplified reproducing

device

filling completely the present crying need for
music

Announcement

and

"sound"
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Western
Electric
Piano

Co.

Specialists in Sound Reproduction
8 50 Blackhawk Street
Chicago, Illinois
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£lectric Sound Mirror

Bill of Complaint
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Radio

Officials

Announcement of the formation of a board
of directors and the election of officials of the
RCA of Argentine, Inc.. and the RCA of Brazil,
two new subsidiary companies which were recently organized, has been made by General J.
G. Harbord, president of the Radio Corp. of
America. The first meeting of the boards of
both companies was held on November 8 at
the general offices in New York.
The following officials of the Argentine company were elected: Chairman of the board,
General J. G. Harbord; president, David Sarnoff; vice-president and general manager, Van
Ness Philip; vice-president and resident manager (Buenos Aires) George W. Hayes; treasurer, George S. De Sousa; secretary, L. C.
MacConnach. The officials of the Brazilian Co.
are the same, except that Paul A. Dana is vicepresident and resident manager (Rio de Janeiro).
The board of the Argentine company is composed of General J. G. Harbord, chairman;
David Sarnoff, Joseph L. Ray, Van Ness Philip
and George W. Hayes. The board of the Brazilian company is the same, except that Paul
A. Dana takes the place of George W. Hayes.
Files
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Opening
Crosley

of

Powerful

Station

WLW

(Continued from page 34d)
dedication ceremonies and the broadcasting in
the ballroom of the hotel.
During the course of the banquet C. A.
Hinsch, one of the foremost industrialists in the
Middle West, paid a well-deserved tribute to
the beneficial services rendered by Mr. Crosley
to the entire nation in the construction of this
50,000-watt station. Mr. Hinsch pointed out
that Mr. Crosley is the only individual in the
radio industry who owns a radio station of national importance and also emphasized the fact
that this is the sixth radio broadcasting station
which Mr. Crosley has dedicated for the Crosley Radio Corp.
During the course of the broadcasting program at the Hotel Gibson short addresses were

made by representatives of the Governor of
Ohio, the Governor of Kentucky and the City
of Cincinnati. Mr. Crosley, in dedicating this
mammoth station, broadcast a most interesting
and informative address, in the course of which
he stated as follows:
"This is, I believe, the sixth broadcasting station that I have helped to dedicate for the
Crosley Radio Corporation. The first you
could hardly call a dedication. It was a little
20-watt transmitter back in 1921 that I had in
my home. Its dedication consisted of saying
one-two-three-four-hello-hello-hello into an old
carbon-grain microphone, followed by a few
phonograph records, but it was our first broadcasting station and I was quite as proud of it
as I am of this 50-kilowatt outfit, which is, we
believe, the most powerful broadcasting station
in the world.
"This new transmitter was developed by the
engineers of the Bell Telephone Co., at Whippany, N. J. It contains many new features, in-

Marvelous

Realism

Dynamic

now

$67.50

The Rola Dynamic is the radio sensation of the
year. Out'demonstrating every other speaker it is now
priced to insure even greater sales for Rola dealers!
At every demonstration radio users instantly proclaim this new Rola a winner above
r\
all others. At the radio shows in Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York,
V. St. Louis, and other cities, this new speaker "brought down the house." It offers
today unquestionably the finest sound re-creation it is possible to.secure.
((The new Rola dynamic table Model 30 is equipped with the now famous D-110 Rola
Dynamic Power Unit. It operates directly from the electric light socket and performs
efficiently with type 171, 210 or 250 tubes. This new Rola gives a response approximately
twice that of any other dynamic on a given input. From the deepest bass to the highest
treble it reproduces with marvelous accuracy — gives matchless realism.
IN ADDITION to the Model 30 the following Rola speakers are
furnished equipped with the new Rola D-110 Dynamic Power Unit,
providing dealers with just the loudspeaker for every radio installation.
Model 35. A console dynamic speaker. Top dimensions
sufficient to accommodate any standard radio set. Operates directly from 110-volt AC
<(£ 1 1 A
socket
List Price, MP1-1-"
Model 25-D. A radio speaker table with built-in <ttor)
dynamic power unit
List Price- Hr^*»

Model D-110. A comple te, self - contained, dynamic
speaker unit, with built-in transformer-rectifier for exciting field from 105/125 volt, 60-cycle current, and with
base bracket, 20-1 input transformer, equalizer filter,
tinsel cord and ten-foot power cord with d£ cn
through-switch
List Price. WJ*J

for installation
readyWrite
are sets.
U FAL
1 UivIlJ\5:
following
Thecabinet
pp c. jn
A fTTTT?
"XTTTF
and units
~\/f AA IN
console
for prices.
to 1,950 ohms for excitation by 40 to 80 milliamperes
Model D-180. A dynamic unit with field coil wound
of direct current at 75 to 150 volts.
to 7,000 ohms for excitation by 20 to 30 milliamperes
at 150 to 225 volts.
Model M. A magnetic-armature unit combining surpassing performance with ruggedness and dependModel D-90. A dynamic unit with field coil wound
ability, at moderate cost.
<-Ask your jobber for full details on the 1929 loudspeakers,
or write faitory for name ofl^pla jobber neareH you. - •»
THE

ROLA

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

2570 East Superior Avenue

COMPANY
OAKLAND,

CALIF.

Forty-fifth & Hollis Streets

cluding a crystal oscillator frequency control
which in turn makes possible an entirely new
method of modulation. Our carrier wave instead of fading into a whistle after a comparatively short range is modulated 100 per cent so
that the music or voice goes on and on. I
personally have always been an advocate of the
use of high power, not merely because we could
reach more people, but because we could serve
those people whom we do reach better. In the
earlier days of radio you heard much talk about
static eliminators, none of which have proven
to be of great practical value. On the other
hand, there is one solution to the static problem, and that is increased power. This station
is the greatest static eliminator that we know
of, because it has more power than any other
station that we know of and will, therefore, cut
through static, override static and deliver a
satisfactory signal at much greater distances
than is possible with less power.
"Some people have asked me:
" 'Why do you broadcast?'
"'Do you make any money out of it?'
" 'Or does it cost you much money?'
"'If it is expensive why do you keep it up?'
"Being in the business of manufacturing radio
sets, we feel a certain obligation to every radio
listener to help in providing the entertainment
for which his receiving set was designed. Of
course, it may seem to some that it is similar
to an automobile-manufacturing concern supplying the gasoline after they had sold the car.
And I rather imagine that it is something like
that, for if there were no other source of supply
for gasoline than that which would have to be
provided by the automobile manufacturers, I
feel certain that they would be compelled to
go into the oil business.
"But it is more than that. I feel that the
broadcasting station is a tremendous means of
developing good will. Good will is essential in
business. The more friends we are able to
make in providing an excellent broadcasting
service for the greatest possible number of people the greater the good will we can build up.
"To answer the question:
" 'Is it expensive to operate a broadcasting
"The last two months our records show that
the operating deficit for WLW and WSAI has
station?'
been
$10,000 per month. Of course, it has cost
a great deal more than that, but we do have
some revenue which has been deducted from
the total operating cost to make the net cost.
"Are we justified in spending this much
money each month for broadcasting?
"It is impossible to translate the service that
we are rendering into a dollar-and-cents investment basis and I can only feel, as I said
before, that anything which creates good-will,
and so much good-will, must be worth all of
the money that we are spending for it. . . .
"I say to you that I am glad I am in the
radio business, and while broadcasting presents
its problems and its worries, I can assure you
that those of us who are in the business actively have our compensations, and if that saying is true, 'it is more blessed to give than to
receive,' I feel that we are at least thrice
blessed.
"In conclusion, may I take this opportunity
of thanking all who have had a part in making
this station-possible. Those people outside of
our organization, as well as in, who have
worked hard since last June to get this station
on the air at the earliest possible moment.
Those people who by their expressions of
friendship and confidence have encouraged us
to build this station. Those in all parts of the
country who have expressed their good will toward us and this station on this the day of its
opening, and last but not least, the Crosley distributors and the Crosley dealers in all parts of
the country, and, moreover, the users of Crosley radio apparatus who have made it possible
for us to build this station."
The 50,000 watt transmitter designated as
WLW and owned by the Crosley Radio Corp.
is probably the most powerful in the world.
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Test programs have brought in thousands of
letters from every State in the Union as well as
Canada, Mexico, Hawaii, Central America and
from ships far at sea. For over a year the
equipment, a duplicate of 3XN, has been undergoing service tests at the Bell Laboratories
result of years of research of broadthe
and is
cast engineers of the largest research organization in the world. According to engineers
the test, its rating of 50 kilowatts
designed
who
is purely conventional and falls short of indicating the relative performance possibilities of
the transmitter in delivering a good quality
program over a tremendous area. The actual
maximum power the equipment will deliver to
the antenna in transmitting loud tones may
reach 200, KW. Every unit of the new equipment presents a magnification of broadcast apparatus hitherto considered super-powered. The
towers are 300 feet high and more than 30 main
units make up the complete transmitter.

AWestern

Division

in Luncheon

Meeting

RM

Republican and Democratic Chairmen Discuss Political Influence of Radio — Announce 1929 Trade Show Dates
The first Fall luncheon meeting of the Western division of the Radio Manufacturers Association was held at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on Thursday, November 1, when Thomas
F. Donovan, national committeeman of the
Democratic headquarters, and James W. Good,
Western manager of the Republican national
headquarters, spoke on "The Political Influence
of Radio," the program being broadcast over
station WMAQ. Both speakers compared the
1928 campaign, conducted principally through
radio channels, with former days, when the
stump speaker and the torch-lighted platform
held sway. John C. Tully, RMA treasurer,
presided at the meeting. Harold J. Wrape, in a
short address, urged his listeners to a fuller appreciation of what radio had done for politics,
and, in return, the benefits brought to the radio
industry this Fall because of interest in the
presidential election. A. J. Carter discussed the
progress which is being made in the field of
television. M. F. Flanagan, RMA secretary,
announced that the annual radio trade show
would be held in Chicago, at the Hotel Stevens,
during the week of June 3, running concurrently with the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce convention, held at the same time at the
Drake Hotel, in Chicago.
A

NEW

Several
Branch

Sonora

Offices

A.

J. Bell

Opened

Atlanta and San Francisco Branches

Joins

Carry ola
in

New Quarters — Mid - West Branch
Opens Offices in Three Sections

Co.

Staff

A. J. Bell, formerly advertising and sales promotion manager of the Consolidated Talking
Machine Co.. Chicaeo. recently ioined the Car-

During the past month the branch offices of
the Sonora Phonograph Co. throughout the
United States have rapidly settled into new
quarters. The Atlanta, Ga., offices under the
management of H. D. Berkley, field sales manager, have been located at 249 Peachtree street,
and will serve the territory comprising Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, South Carolina and part of
North Carolina. The San Francisco office, under the charge of Henry E. Gardiner, is now
located in a two-story building on the south
side of Mission street, between Fourth and
Fifth streets, an excellent location.
The mid-West division, under the supervision
of Harry Bibb, district manager, has opened
branches in Cincinnati, St. Louis and Dallas,
Tex. Each of these newly established branches
will carry warehouse stocks, service departments and sales offices for the territories they
serve in the interest of Sonora products.
E.

A.

Petrtyl

Zenith

New

Ad.

Manager

The Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, announces
the appointment of E. A. Petrtyl as advertising
manager. Mr. Petrtyl has had many years of
experience in the advertising field, and is well
known in advertising circles. He comes to
Zenith after seven years with the Diamond T
Motor Car Co., manufacturer of heavy-duty
trucks, as advertising and sales promotion manager. Prior to that he was associated with
various Chicago manufacturers in advertising
capacities. Since taking over his new duties Mr.
Petrtyl has concentrated upon an extensive
Christmas advertising campaign for Zenith dealers and distributors. This is in line with

A. J. Bell
ryola Co. of America, Milwaukee, manufacturer
of portable phonographs.
Mr. Bell is well known in the music-radio
trade, having made his first connection in the
music business eleven years ago with the Chicago office of the Columbia Phonograph Co.
After serving four years with the Columbia
Co. he joined forces with the Consolidated Talking Machine Co., manufacturer of Swanson
portable phonographs and jobber of Okeh and
Odeon records. For three years he served as
assistant to E. A. Fearn, president of the Consolidated organization, and then took over the
advertising and sales promotion work of the
company, which position he left recently for his
present connection.

Zenith's policy of trade co-operation.
Nema

Handbook

Reduce

of Standards

The National Electrical Manufacturers' Association has issued the fourth edition of the
Nema Handbook of Radio Standards containing
general standards, transmitter standards, receiver standards, battery and socket-power
standards and vacuum tube standards.

EXCELLO

Highest

New

CABINET

Quality

and

Wide

OF

Imported

Tube

In granting claims of three San Francisco
firms, the United States Customs Court stated
that imported radio tubes, taxed upon entry at
the rate of 40 per cent ad valorem as manufactures of metal not specially provided for,
should have been assessed at only 30 per cent
ad valorem as parts of machines not specially
provided for.

RARE

BEAUTY

Popularity

Designed for the new Radiola Model 18
as well as any other A. C. or D.C. receivers.
Accommodates set, speaker and eliminator.
A drawer below receiver compartment provides space for stationery, etc., and has a
hinged lid for writing bed.
A

high example of true Excello craftsmanship in make and finish. Walnut
throughout with matched butt walnut
doors; rich piano finish.
Catalogue on request.

K^y

T^cidio

Excello

Consoles

Duty

Style R-43
Open View

Products
Corporation
4824 W. 16th St., Cicero, 111.
Suburb of Chicago

Dealers and Distributors are invited to write for complete details of franchise offer. The Excello is nationally advertised and nationally preferred.
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QRS
"Still" Kamra
Has
Many
Features

Uses 35 M.M. Motion Picture Film — Designed to Meet Popular Demand —
Easily Used by the Layman
The QRS Co., Chicago, 111., is introducing to
the trade at the present time the QRS 35 m.m.
still Kamra, which embodies a number of revolutionary features, a.nd uses 35 m.m. motion picture film — the same
as is used in making
motion pictures.
Discussing this new
product and its sales
possibilities, H. H.
Roemer, manager of
the QRS camera division, said: . "To
meet a popular dema n d, particularly
for articles heretofore considered technical, the manufacturer should first
create and design the
article to fulfill the
requirements of the
majority who, as we
well know, have practically no technical
knowledge. Our company, in introducing
the 35 m.m. still
Kamra, is maintaining its policy of proNew QRS Kamra
ducing exactly what
the public demands- -namely, an instrument
which may be used and employed by the average layman who is neither interested in nor
understands the handling of technical apparThe Kamra is a daylight loading camera with
atus."
specially constructed spools provided with
safety paper leader and trailer which protects

Income

Shows

Substantial

Increase

The largest gross income for any third quarter in its history, amounting to $23,643,332, was
announced recently by the Radio Corp. of
America. This was. from sales, communications,
real estate operations and other income for the
three months ended September 30. Net income
for this period, $5,221,145, was the greatest for
any quarter in the company's history. Net income for the first nine months of 1928 totaled
$9,745,924, which was $1,267,604 greater than
the net income for the entire year 1927.
Earnings amounted to $4.22 a share on the
common stock for the September quarter, and
$7.53 for the nine months ended September 30.
Each of these figures is a record, the latter
comparing with $2.87 a share for the first nine
months of 1927. Earnings were $6.32 a common
share in the full year 1927, and it is predicted
in financial circles that RCA's earnings for the
full year 1928 will be $12 per common share.
Okeh

Artist

in

to

Motion

Star
Picture

the thousands of colored people interviewed by Metro-Goldwyn for talent for the
new picture "Hallelujah" to be directed by
King Vidor, one of the foremost directors in
the country, Miss Victoria Spivey was selected
as one of the stars because of her natural talents as a singer. At the present time Miss
Spivey is in Memphis, Tenn., where the exteriors of the picture are being made, and from
there she will go to Hollywood, Cal., for the
synchronization.
Miss Spivey was located by one of the talent
scouts of the Okeh Phonograph Corp. at Moberly, Mo., two years ago, and at that time
she had never been outside of the small town

Model 4-B— Three factors make this 7-tube, A.C.
electric, one dial, complete radio exceedingly popular: beauty of cabinet, mechanical perfection, low
price. At $149.50, list, nothing can touch it.

Among

BUILT

LIKE

A-«Sir

FINE

PIANO

of Moberly. Her first record was "Black Snake
Blues" and was an instantaneous success, being
one of the race-record hits of all time. With experience her style improved and to-day she is considered aleading colored attraction.

Beautiful Louis
inet gives class
XVI period
cablisted
at tubei
$225.00,
to less
Model
9-C.

Model
its
art 11-C
moderaein
tinct
hit.
cabinettubes
Is aListed
disat $335.00,
less

Will

All
models A.C.
are
7 - tube.
electric single
dial
with circuit
licensed
under
E eltine
C. A. and
HazPatents

Console
Modelin
7-C is rich
both tubes
tone and
beauty. Listed
at $235.00. less

Finance

Sonora

Instalment

Sales

The Acoustic Products Co., New York City,
has entered into an agreement with the Bankers-Commercial Security Co., Inc., New York
City, whereby the latter will finance instalment
sales of the new Sonora line for authorized retail representatives of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., Inc., subsidiary of the Acoustic Co.
The finance company will purchase from dealers, acceptable to them, retail instalment paper
covering the Sonora musical instruments as well
as other approved makes of phonographs, radio sets and combination instruments. The paper is to be paid in monthly or weekly instalments and must meet various requirements of
the Bankers-Commercial Security Co. Paper is
to be submitted in lots of $500 or more.
QRS- Kamra Is Easy to Handle
the film against fogging. It is always ready for
instant use, requiring no preparation before
"shooting." The Kamra is constructed of bakelite reinforced with "canvas fibre.
The risks to be encountered by the amateur
in developing his own films have been reduced
to a minimum by the use of the QRS Reel
developing tank, and various kinds of accessories for the Kamra will be introduced from
time to time in order to build up a repeat business for the dealers handling QRS photographic
products. The Kamra will retail at $22.50 with
specially made Kamra rolls retailing at 85 cents
and accommodating forty separate pictures.
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Adds

New

Radio

BUILT

LIKE

A

FINE

Side by side with concert grands, Bush & Lane
Radios are We
mademake
in one
piano
factories.
our ofownAmerica's
cabinets —finest
considered
the finest in the radio world. A liberal franchise
offered high calibred dealers.

Lines

Meyer & Weber, prominent music-radio store,
on North Michigan avenue, Chicago, recently
added the Majestic and Bosch lines of radio receivers and during the past few weeks attractive
window displays have been devoted to both of
these products.
Belmont

Radio

Go.

Opened

The O. R. Martin Co. has opened a new
radio store at 826 Belmont avenue, Chicago.
The new shop operates under the name the
Belmont Radio Co.

PIANO

Holland
Michigan
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Imports

and

of Talking

Exports

Samson

Electric

Starts

Sales

Co.
Drive

Is Offering Special Power Amplifier Designed for Use in Theatres, Churches,
Hotels, Dance Halls and Clubs
Canton, Mass., November 7. — The Samson Electric Co., of this city, manufacturer of Samson
Fain power amplifiers, is instituting a sales
campaign which covers all fields in which the
power amplifier may be used. In addition to
the Fam model for amplification in the home,
the Samson Electric Co. is offering a model
which will operate twelve to sixteen loud speakers or 500 to 700 head sets, and another model
operating sixteen to forty loud speakers or 700
to 1,500 head sets. These latter models are
especially designed for use in motion picture
theatres, churches, hotels, apartment houses,
clubs, dance halls, etc. The demand for truetone amplification is marked and the Samson
Electric Co., which has been established since
1882 in the electrical field, is giving particular
attention to this demand.

Radio

Played

Part

in

Great

Campaign

Washington, D. C, November 8. — In the summary of exports and imports of the Commerce
of the United States for the month of September, 1928, the following are the figures bearing
un talking machines and records:
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during September, 1928, amounted in value
to $36,967, as compared with $51,784 worth
which were imported during the same period o)
1927. The nine months' total ended September,
1928, showed importations valued at $382,346; in
the same period of 1927, $478,007, a substantial
decrease.
Talking machines to the number of 17,126,
valued at $595,255, were exported in September,
1928, as compared with 15,486 talking machines,
valued at $477,387, sent abroad in the same
period of 1927. The nine months' total showed
that we exported 136,699 talking machines,
valued at $4,912,089, as against 102,503 talkingmachines, valued at $3,769,217, in 1927.
The total exports of records and supplies for
September, 1928, were valued at $224,808, as
compared with $243,994 in September, 1927. The
nine months ending September, 1928, show
records and accessories exported valued at
$2,609,898.
The countries to which these machines were
sent during September and their values follow:
Europe, $20,612; Canada, $50,590; Central
America, $38,275; Mexico, $80,729; Cuba, $12,296;
Argentina, $76,649; Brazil, $94,447; Chile,
$19,585; Colombia, $78,729; Peru, $14,476; other
South America, $33,471; China, Hong Kong and
Kwantung, $14,889; Philippine Islands, $16,394;
Australia, $11,342; New Zealand, $8,477; British
South Africa, $794; other countries, $23,500.
William E. Beatty Named
Roister Patent Attorney
The appointment of William E. Beatty as
general patent attorney of the Kolster Radio
Corp., with offices at the company's plant at
Newark, N. J., has been announced. Mr. Beatty
has been for many years patent attorney for
the Western Electric Co. and its subsidiary,
Electrical Research Products Co., Inc. Recently Mr. Beatty went to London to organize the
foreign patent operations of Electrical Research
Products Co., and is returning from London
to take up his new duties with the Kolster
Radio Corp.
Additions

to Harry

Alter

Staff

The heavy demand for Majestic radio receivers has made it necessary for the Harry
Alter Co. to add a number of salesmen to cover
the territory in a more intensive way. The
Harry Alter Co. is exclusive distributor of
Majestic receivers in Chicago, northern and
central Illinois. The roster of the new men
added this month consists of Jos. A. Loughran,
John J. Egan, Fred F. Schuberth, Garrett W.
Davis, Meyer Levy and A. F. Biehl.

The part that radio is playing in carrying current news to the homes of the country, supplementing the work of the newspaper, was never
better illustrated than on Election Night, when
approximately 100 stations devoted practically
all their facilities to giving the returns to the
millions of interested listeners-in. It was only
fitting that the results of this- great political
campaign should be made known by radio, because of the part it played in carrying the campaign to the citizens by means of the broadcast speeches of the candidates and party orators. It has been estimated that the Republican
and Democratic campaign committees expended nearly $2,000,000 in the broadcasting of
campaign speeches, with the result that the
voters of the country were : better informed on
issues than in any other campaign in the history of the nation.

TheJ,Plaza Music Co., New York, has added
two more verses to the age-old nursery rhyme
"Jack and Jill." Heretofore the rhyme has consisted of only three verses, the first of which is
perhaps the best known. The second and third
are almost as well known, dealing with the
mending of Jack's head with vinegar and paper.

Frank B. Taylor, Jr., recently opened a Radio
store in Casper, Wyo.

The Russell-Pierce Furniture Co., Glendale,
Cal., has added a radio department.

Adds

to Nursery

Rhyme

York
Form

Machines

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking Machines and Records for September— General Increase Over Last Year

Frank P Hart, who recently joined the staff of
the Grigsby-Grunow Co., maker of Majestic
radio products, as assistant to General Sales
Manager Herbert E. Young, has had a long
and interesting career in sales activities in the
Middle West, covering a long period of years
For sixteen years he was connected with Pope
& Eckhardt, Chicago Board of Trade operators,
leaving them to join the sales division of the
Rit Products Co. His experience should prove
most valuable in his new post.

New

Dealers
Association

Lawrence Greenberg Is Elected President
of Newly Formed Organization — Program of Activities Outlined
During the past month a new retail radio
trade organization has been formed by dealers
in the Bronx, New York City, known as the
Radio Retailers' Association. Several meetings
have been held and officers have been elected
as follows: Lawrence Greenberg, president;
Victor J. Tomasiello, vice-president; Irving J.
Fajans, treasurer; Irving E. Cohen, secretary.
George Wesmann has been named chairman of
the Finance Committee. The Association meets
the second and fourth Thursday of each month.
The following code has been accepted by the
members of the program of the Association:
PROGRAM OF OUR WORR
1. To co-operate with the State Associations of Radio
Dealers to get legislation desperately needed to make
it possible for radio retailers to continue to earn a
self-respecting living.
2. To aid in the formulating of uniform standards and
regulations in service departments.
3. To have uniform forms of financing.
4. To acquaint the public with the facts so that they
will understand that service charges are generally fair.
5. To have a Grievance Committee to correct the methods of unscrupulous dealers who are a menace to
the public.
6. To give expert counsel on business problems.
7. To correct unfair business methods.
8. To hold meetings bi-monthly ito give retailers the
benefit of expert knowledge and experience.
9. To seek better protection for the store owner against
patrons who abuse courtesy in extending credit.
10. To keep a record of dead beats.
11. To correct present objectionable conditions and secure proper relations and co-operation from the
manufacturers with whom you do business.
12. To eliminate unethical and unfair business methods.
13. To make an exhaustive survey of everything relating to the industry and to keep comprehensive records
and statistics for the benefit of the trade.
14. To develop favorable public relations.
15. To study and perfect economies of operation.
16. To secure economies through joint compensation,
liability and other insurance.
17. To secure dependable employes.
18. To arbitrate disputes between members and those
with whom they do business, to avoid delays and
expense of litigation, and to have people who understand the trade decide such matters.
19. To handle any problem you have.
20. To handle new problems that may come up.
Graybar

Management

Corporation

Formed

The Graybar Management Corp., through
which the employes of the old Graybar Electric Co. will acquire ownership of their company, has been incorporated with a capitalization of $9,000,000, divided between $6,000,000 of
preferred and $3,000,000 of common stock.
The corporation will acquire and operate the
Graybar Electric Co., paying over the new preferred stock to the Western Electric Co., owner
of the old Graybar. The common stock will
be sold to Graybar employes on a basis dependent upon length of service and rates of
salary, and may be paid for outright or on the
instalment plan.
H.

Emerson

Talking

Yorke

Picture

in
Field

H. Emerson Yorke, widely known in the
music industry, and recently recording manager of the popular music' division of the
Brunswick recording laboratories, has become
affiliated with the Paramount-Famous PlayersLasky Corp., where he will function in the new
talking picture division. He will work under
the supervision of James R. Cowan, chief executive of the talking picture activities of
Paramount. Mr. Yorke, prior to his connection
•with the Brunswick Co., was mechanical manager for M. Witmark & Sons.
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Deutsch

Intro-

duces Sonora Hours
President of Acoustic Products and Sonora
Phonograph Cos. Explains Reasons for
Series of Radio Broadcasts
On the occasion of the first Sonora Radio
Hour on November 1, sponsored by the Acoustic Products Co., on behalf of the Sonora Phonograph Co. and Sonora dealers, a number of
distinguished guests were entertained at the
Sonora studios by Percy L. Deutsch, president
of the Acoustic and Sonora Cos. Mr. Deutsch
opened the broadcast program with a brief
speech in which he said in part: "In introducing this Sonora Hour — the first of a series of
hours sponsored by the Sonora Phonograph Co.
and its parent organization, the Acoustic Products Co. — I would like to explain the underlying reasons for these broadcasts.
"This is the age of electricity, and it has
revitalized Sonora.
Sonora has taken new ad-

IDEAL

vantage of the latest electrical developments.
All the Sonora resources, the experience of
eighteen years in the business of making talking machines, new knowledge of electrical appliances, new inventions and discoveries — all
have been gathered together by Sonora and
applied in a series of musical instruments for
the purpose of adding to the sum of human enjoyment and entertainment. We, who are responsible for Sonora and its policies, feel a
measure of pride that we are now able to accomplish this great aim. It is only natural
that one of the newest and greatest developments in electricity — -the Radio — should be
used to convey Sonora's message to you tonight. We offer these weekly programs, then, as
something in the nature of thanksgiving. They
justify, I believe, Sonora's existence and they
give us an opportunity to present to music lovers
within the sound of my voice so clearly carried through the air to you — the newly developed reproducing instruments, the new Sonora
Melodon and the Sonora Melodon with radio.
"The Sonora Hour will be broadcast at this
time every Thursday.
This program will come

TABLES

Here are two brand
new additions to the
Ideal line of radio tables
and console cabinets,
which offer a wide
range of artistically designed models at attractive prices.
All

models

may

be

equipped with RCA
100A, Peerless or Decatur magnetic speakers;

Table for Atwater Kent, Crosley and
Steinite.
12"x23".
Equipped
with
RCA
100A,Size
Peerless
or Decatur
magnetic
speakers; Jensen, Newcombe-Hawley or
Peerless dynamic speakers.

Jensen, NewcombeHawley or Peerless dynamic speakers.

to you to-night and henceforth direct from the
recording studios in Sonora's new home, the
Sonora Building, New York City. The artists
whom you will hear will be those artists whose
music will shortly be available for you in permanent form on Sonora records."
The
program
was of Allan
the "variety"
orderCroy,
and
included Ruth Breton,
Jones, Helen
Sonora Symphony Orchestra, Picadors, Mayfair House Salon Orchestra and the Trianon
Instrument Trio. It was broadcast from the
Sonora recording studio and -carried by remote
control to the Columbia key stations.
New

Allen-Hough

and the company's plans for the new year will
undoubtedly receive the enthusiastic approval of
jobbers and dealers generally.
Rola

for samples
and full
details of our
dealer and

proposition

Home

Formal

Opening

Adds

to Floor

Space

Dallas, Tex.. November S— The Will A. Watkin Co. has increased its radio display space
Special table for Radiola 18. Size 12"x30".
Equipped with RCA 100A, Peerless or Decatur magnetic speakers; Jensen, Newcombe
Hawley or Peerless dynamic speakers.

West

in New

The Rola Co., Oakland, Cal., manufacturer of
Rola loud speaker products, has announced the
opening of a new factory at 2570 East Superior
avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. In this new factory
the Rola Co. will manufacture all models of
Rola loud speakers and auditorium reproducers
and will maintain its sales headquarters for the
entire Eastern territory under the supervision
of Leon Golder, former Chicago district manager. This new plant, according to the announcement, was made necessary by the steadily
increasing demand for Rola products, which has
grown beyond all expectations.

Watkin

jobber

151

Go.

Rosenberg Bros, recently held the formal
opening of their store at 8213 Cottage Grove
avenue, which will take the place of their store
at 811 East Seventy-fifth street, which has been
closed. Rosenberg Brothers continue to operate their store at 6713 Stony Island avenue. The
new store is located in a three-story building
owned by the firm. Rosenberg Brothers handle RCA, Zenith, Crosley and Howard radio
receivers; Sonora, Carryola and Swanson portable phonographs, and in addition they carry
a line of small goods and sheet music.

or wire

Ideal

Products

Racine, Wis., November 5.— Judging from activities at the plant of the Allen-Hough Mfg.
Co. in this city, manufacturers of Allen portables and the Phono-Link pick-up, the company is planning to make a very important announcement to the radio-music industry about
January 1. It is understood that new products
will be introduced at that time embodying important manufacturing developments with unlimited sales possibilities. The officers of the
company are not quite ready to give out exact
details as to the characteristics of the new products, but it is possible that preliminary data
will go forward to representative jobbers and
dealers during the latter part of this month.
Don Allen, president of the Allen-Hough
Mfg. Co., is one of the recognized leaders in
the portable phonograph industry and has contributed many constructive developments in the
manufacturing and marketing phases of the
business. Mr. Allen and his associates, . George
Hough, vice-president, and Jack Price, Eastern
sales manager, have won the esteem and
friendship of the trade throughout the country

Stage

Write

York, November, 1928

Radio
19th

St.

Cabinet
Mfg.
Co.
Phone
New York City
Chelsea 5234

to 13,000 square feet in anticipation of an increase in the volume of radio sales. Twelve
salesmen are employed in the radio section of
the store, and the mezzanine floor has several
booths for radio demonstrations.
With the opening of the Bolotin-Drabkm
Furniture Co., Federal and Walnut streets, another radio and talking machine department
came into existence in Youngstown, O.
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Baltimore

York, November, 1928
in

Territory

Satisfactory Sales Volume of Talking Machines and Radio Sets Reported by
Dealers Throughout This District

Qet

Now

Ready
the

for

Xmas

Rush

Baltimore, Md., November 8. — Conditions in
the talking machine and radio trades of this
city which have been uniformly satisfactory
through practically the entire year have continued so with an increase reported in all lines
during the past month. The interest in the
campaign speeches of the two candidates for
President and the desire to hear the election
returns were said by many dealers to have had
a big part in the volume of radio sales reported by the trade.
The addition of the Columbia Viva-tonal
phonograph, radio and combination phonographradio line together with Columbia records by
the Stieff Piano Co. has been one of the outstanding features of the trade in this territory.
The Stieff organization is now located in the
beautiful new building on North Howard street,
and is featuring the Columbia line extensively
in attractive window displays and in a special
musical salon. The Stieff branch in Washington,
which has also added the complete Columbia
line, is likewise engaged in drawing the attention of the public to the Columbia products,
and all indications point to the fact that the
Stieff Co. will prove to be one of the outstanding Columbia outlets in this territory. All
forms of advertising and publicity are being
used to link the names of the Stieff organization and the Columbia products together, including newspaper space and exhibits in local
expositions such as the Food Show which took
place in Baltimore recently.
Herbert W. Dutton, formerly connected with
the sales staff of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
has been added to the traveling staff of the
Sonora Phonograph Co., and will cover Virginia
and the northern part of North Carolina.

The Kranz-Smith Co. has found canvassing
to be a most effective method of building radio
receiver business, and the volume of sales
brought in during the past month has been exceedingly satisfactory to this aggressive retail
organization.
Emmet M. Redding, Inc., radio dealer, located at Charles street and Lafayette avenue,
recently added the Crosley radio line to supplement the Sparton line, which had been featured exclusively heretofore.
Cohen & Hughes, Inc., Fada distributors, re-

port a gratifying demand for the Fada line of
receivers. This firm covers the territory of
Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia and part of
Delaware, and states that the reception accorded
to the Fada line throughout the entire area
has been hearty.
Park & Hull, Inc., Atwater Kent distributors,
occupied two booths at the recent Food Show,
and co-operated with their dealers who concentrate upon the sale of Atwater Kent products exclusively in presenting the line to the
many thousands who attended the show.

Acoustic

Adopts

Harry

Elects

Prod.

New

Co.

Directors

Novv's the time to get
your stock ready for what
points to a record-breakson. ing Christmas buying seaCash in on this buying
wave by displaying and
playing
sales
clinchingColumbia's
line of phonographs, electric reproduc-

ing phonographs, radio
sets, radio-phonograph
combinations, and records
by America's most popular dance, vocal and instrumental artists.
Special Columbia
Christmas sales helps now
available. Write us for

yours.
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and

Resolutions

B.

Bergere

Decatur

Executive

Officers Appointed at Special Meeting of
Stockholders — Plans Announced for
Common Stock Conversion

Term, "Power Speaker," Held to Be Meaningless— Recommend That Number of
Power Tubes in Set Be Stated

Appointed Field Sales Manager and Assistant to the President of Decatur Mfg.
Co. — Has Long Experience

At a special meeting of the stockholders of
Acoustic Products Corp., held last week, Robert
LeRoy, E. F. Gillespie and R. G. Martin were
elected directors for a term of one year; the directors elected for a two-year term were A. J.
Drexel Biddle, Jr.; Adam Stein, Jr.; A. D. Mendes and John R. Dillon, while the following
were elected for a three-year term: P. L.
Deutsch, Harris Hammond, John S. Snelham
and Victor C. Bell.
A special meeting of the newly elected directors was held on the same day, at which the
following officers were duly appointed: Chairman of the Board, Harris Hammond; President,
P. L. Deutsch; Vice-President, Adam Stein, Jr.;
Secretary, Robert LeRoy, and Treasurer, W. B.
Puckett.
A further special meeting of the preferred and
common stockholders was held at which a resolution was adopted on the recommendation of
the directors providing for an amendment of
the certificate of incorporation. This amendment gives preferred stockholders the privilege
of converting their preferred shares, including
any dividend arrearages that may exist at date
of conversion, into common stock. The period
during which this privilege may be exercised is
limited to the six months, April 1 to September
30 next year. The rate of conversion is four
-hares of common for one share of preferred.

Committee and section meetings of the Radio
Division of the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association, which held its Fall meeting
at Briarcliff Lodge, Briarcliff, N. Y., October
29-November 1, resulted in the adoption of resolutions on the subject of power speakers and
specifications of kinds of tubes in a radio receiving set. The term, "Power Speaker," was held
to be meaningless and without technical significance, and a resolution to that effect was
adopted by the Radio Receiver Section following discussion by Aural Devices Committee.
All loud speakers involve a certain degree
of power output, and it was the opinion of
those members present that many purchasers
were being misled with respect to the term,
"Power Speaker." The adopted resolution declared that "the use of the term should, therefore, be discouraged." At the recommendation
of the Receiving Set Committee, the Radio
Receiver Section of the National Electrical

Harry B. Bergere has been appointed field
sales manager and assistant to the president of
the Decatur Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
according to a recent announcement by Stephen
Decatur, Jr., president of the company. Mr.
Bergere recently returned from an extensive
trip in the interests of the Decatur line of
speakers, and announces that he was successful
in opening many satisfactory jobber and distributor accounts.
Mr. Bergere is well known in radio, being
one of the pioneers in the loud speaker field.
His nine years of selling to the radio industry
in general fit him particularly well for the responsibilities of his post. He was the sales
representative for many years of various manufacturers of permanent magnets.

Now is the time for retailers to prepare for
holiday sales campaigns.

Manufacturers' Association adopted the following resolution: "In stating the number of tubes
in a radio receiver it is recommended that the
number of tubes used for power conversion
(rectify) or regulation, if included in the count,
be specified. It should be appreciated that the
number of tubes utilized in a . radio receiver
does not necessarily give an indication of its
performance."
Low allowances on radio trade-in deals safeguard the dealer against loss.

Victor

Combination

Is $1,750

The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently announced that the list price of the Automatic
Electrola Radiola 9-56 has been established at
$1,750. This instrument, which is practically
custom built, has a hand-decorated panel in
raised Chinese lacquer, and this and the coloring throughout are the work of skilled artists.
The Red Front Radio Stores, New York City,
have been incorporated to deal in radio parts
and cabinets with a capital stock of $5,000. The
incorporators are Henry Zeigler, Theo. Periman and Benjamin Shapiro.
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Duograph
New

Markets

Home

Will

Projector

Duograph, Inc., New York, manufacturer of
motion picture projectors, has come into the
field with a home projector of mechanical precision, embodying novel patented improvements
and innovations, to accommodate 16 MM. films,
which will be marketed through the music-radio
trade. The projector is known as Model A and
retails at $35.
The Duograph was invented and designed by
E. William Nelson, noted motion picture engineer, who has devoted eighteen years to the
building of the most intricate machinery for the
motion picture industry and who, fourteen years
ago, designed and built the first home motion
picture machine, using narrow-width film, now
known as the 16 MM. film. His crystallized ideas
are said to be embodied in the Duograph projector, which, although an example of mechanical simplicity, has a precision movement which
insures clear and steady projection and, it also
is claimed, ease of operation.
President Walter E. Greene, of Duograph,
Inc., is a well-known and prominent motion picture executive, and was formerly connected
with Artcraft Pictures and later vice-president
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. He is now
also president of Brenda Pictures Corp., producing special film productions.
His wide knowl-

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without
cost. Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.
POSITION WANTED— Would like position with Talking Picture company who make their own records. Have
had
experience Salary
in record
manufacturing
with seventeen
the leading years'
manufacturers.
at start
$5,000 per
year. Address Box No. 1658, care of Talking Machine
World, 420 Lexington Ave., New York.
Salesman Wanted
ONE quires
of salesman
New who
York'sis largest
music
stores wltn
rethoroughly
familiar
the Columbia Phonograph products, particularly
Columbia records. Neat appearance, pleasant personality essential. Excellent opportunity for the
-ight man. Write stating age, experience, salary
desired. Address Box No. .1666, care of Talking
Machine World, 420 Lexington Ave., New YorK.

Phonograph Motor Business
For Sale
INCLUDES all machinery and equipment for t7ie
manufacture of up-to-date phonograph motors; also
raw material, parts in process and finished motors,
from which a large percentage of the purchase
price may be realized. As we must at once have
the space occupied by this business we will seTl
for 25 per cent of actual value. If you are interested write for full particulars. Address Box
No. 1669, care of Talking Machine World, 420
Lexington Ave., New York.

Help Train
wick Record

BrunsClerks

Mrs. Florence Haenle Appointed Representative of Brunswick Record Sales
Department — Will Work With Dealers

Walter Greene
edge of the film industry and motion picture
apparatus has eminently fitted him for his new
duties, and it is pointed out that his personal
supervision of the manufacture of Duograph
projectors insures professional quality in the
amateur branch of the industry. As the Duograph is designed for home use particular care
has been given to its appearance. It has been
designed along symmetrical lines and is finished
in black, red, blue or green.
New

One phase of the record business that is of
vast importance to the music dealer is the
proper training of record clerks. The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., realizing this need,
has announced the appointment of Mrs. Florence Haenle as special representative of the
record sales department. Mrs. Haenle will
travel throughout the entire country and work
with dealers and the record clerks everywhere.
She has a most comprehensive appreciation of
the problems that confront the girl behind the
counter, and just how that girl can be made a
valuable asset to any music merchant. For 'six
years she was connected with a large retail
store in Philadelphia in the capacity of manager of the record department, where with a
staff of fifteen clerks she built up an enormous

Electrically
Driven

Carryola

Milwaukee, Wis., November 7. — Another new
Carryola, Model 61, was announced by the
Carryola Co. of America to-day. It is bigger
(13% inches long, 12*4 inches wide, 854 inches
high) but still retains advantages of easy portability. The new electric Porto Pick-up is a
handsome, convenient and perfect reproducer
of phonograph records, easily attached to and
operated from any electric light socket, and
specially designed for use in connection with
the modern radio loud speaker. It is electrically driven and is powered by the new Prime
electric motor eliminating winding annoyances.
The new Prime motor is the very latest improvement in induction type motors — having

Mrs. Florence Haenle
business from a comparatively poor beginning.
In that time she evolved many plans for the
selling both of records and instruments, and she
is eminently capable of passing on the results
of her experience to other record clerks. She
was also connected with the Brunswick Co. for
several years as special record representative
and as manager of record departments in the
Eastern branches. Mrs. Haenle's knowledge of
music, from a recording standpoint, is remarkable, and this knowledge is enhanced by a
keenly developed commercial sense which is a
prime necessity in record selling.
Some of the most salient points of her talks
to record clerks are based on theories gained
through individual experiences. Some of the
maxims used in her present work with the

Factory Representative Wants Lines
A PIONEER in the talking machine
and radio business is desirous of connecting with several good manufacturers as
factory representative. I am thoroughly
familiar with the trade in and around
Philadelphia. Address Box No. 1667, care
of Talking Machine World, 420 Lexington
Ave., New York.

record clerks are ' One record is not a sale,"
"Know what is on your shelf," "Study your
customers," and "Keep a file of their likes,"
thus providing practical co-operation.
To

WANTED
BY HOLLAND
IMPORTER
PHONOGRAPHS WITH RADIO AMPLIFICATION (NO RECEIVERS)
WITH OR WITHOUT AUTOMATIC
RECORD-CHANGERS. SEND DETAILED QUOTATIONS WITH
PHOTOS, ROCKBOTTOM PRICES,
ETC., CURRENT 220-VOLT ALTERNATING.
ADDRESS BOX NO. 1670, CARE OF
TALKING MACHINE WORLD, 420
LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

York, November, 1928

Erect

Radio

Transmitters
Electrically Driven Carryola
speed regulator, four-point spring suspension,
with all gears enclosed and revolving in oil.
The new portable model is covered with rich
brown fabrikoid with padded top, with all hardware and counterbalanced tone arm oxidized.
The new model is a worthy addition to the
Carryola line and volume production for holiday gift-giving business is assured by the
manufacturer.

in China

The Nanking Nationalist Government has
signed a contract with the Radio Corp. of
America for the erection of two radio transmitters and three receivers in the vicinity of
Shanghai, China, according to an announcement
by David Sarnoff, vice-president and general
manager of the Radio Corp. The equipment is
to be manufactured by RCA in the United
States and RCA engineers will supervise its
erection in China. Approximately $200,000 is
involved in the transaction.

Musical

Manufacturers

Hold

Joint

and

Meeting

75,000

Dealers

in

York

New

Eligible to Membership

in Dealers' Organization

furnished free to dealers who write for them to
the headquarters of the Association, 10 East
34th street, New York. The Association which
sends 400 window posters to metropolitan dealers each month, devoted the October poster to
the slogan under the caption "$1,000 For a
Thought." These posters are being used widely.
The Associated Musical Instrument Dealers
have arranged a plan whereby the smaller retail
dealers in the metropolitan district may become
associate members of the organization at a
nominal fee, and thus derive the same benefits
from promotional work as are enjoyed by the
regular members who are active in the Association's work. An exceptionally large attendance of members were present at the meeting.

M.

Banjo

Association

Meets

in

Chicago

H. C. Lomb, President of Musical Instrument & Accessories Manufacturers, Is
Principal Speaker at Meeting
pHICAGO, ILL., November 1.— The first
^ Fall meeting of the Association of Musical
Merchandise Manufacturers was held Thursday
evening, October 25, at the Auditorium Hotel.
The Association had as guests H. C. Lomb,
president of the National Association of Musical Instrument & Accessories Manufacturers,
and Alfred L. Smith, secretary. The latter, in
reviewing the meeting of the National Association held recently in the East, emphasized the
promotional work that is under way to promote
fretted instruments.
Mr. Lomb read his address delivered at the
National meeting stressing such important
points as creating a market by encouraging
playing among young people; possibilities of
the export trade as a virgin field; the importance of the slogan contest in stimulating an
interest in music and the work of the National
Bureau for the Advancement of Music in promoting fretted instruments and drums.
Alfred L. Smith further explained the work
that has been done in promoting the $1,000
Slogan Campaign in sending out letters to dealers with display cards, advertising literature,
etc. He appealed to the members of the Association to co-operate in distributing the circulars to the dealers as an aid in selling them
upon the importance of the contest in stimulating interest in music.

Fans

Praise

B6?D

Silver

for

Booklets

Three Weeks' National Publicity Leads
to Remarkable Returns — Thirty-one
National Publications Now Being Used

\ JOINT meeting of the Associated Musical
Instrument Dealers of New York, Inc., and
the Musical Merchandise Manufacturers' Association (Eastern District) was held at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel, New York, last week, when the
chief speaker was Wm. J. Haussler, president
of the National Musical Merchandise Association, who reviewed present conditions in the
small goods business and gave considerable
attention to a discussion of the slogan campaign and ways of promoting it.
The Associated Musical Instrument Dealers,
by the way, have contributed a substantial fund
to the slogan campaign, and are distributing
many thousands of the slogan leaflets to their
customers.
Slogan circulars in lots of 100 are
M.

Hohner

Zone

William J. Haussler Discusses General Conditions and the Slogan Campaign — Smaller
Retail Dealers Made

Requests

Bell

Groton, Conn., November 6. — David L. Day, of
the Bacon Banjo Co., this city, has recently
received numerous letters from artists using
the B & D Silver Bell banjo. These letters
have come from all over the United States
and one from England as well. Fred J. Bacon,
president of the Bacon Banjo Co. and banjo
artist, has been touring the country. While
in St. Paul banjo players assembled at a banquet table at the Athletic Club to greet Mr.
Bacon, who holds cups bearing the title of the
World's Champion five-string banjo player.
Mr. Bacon made his headquarters while in St.
Paul with W. J. Dyer & Bro.

CEVENTY-FIVE thousand consumer inquiries for harmonica instruction booklets is
the result of a three weeks' national advertising
campaign of M. Hohner, Inc. These 75,000
booklets have been sent out by M. Hohner,
Inc., with the result that a great number of
harmonica prospects have been created fur
music dealers in every part of the country.
A vigorous advertising campaign featuring
Hohner harmonicas has been carried on for the
past three weeks, and will continue through the
Fall and Winter season. Thirty-one national
magazines are included in the list as follows:
The Saturday Evening Post, The Ladies' Home
Journal, American Weekly, People's Home
Journal, Household Magazine, American Boy,
Boy's Life, Boy Scouts Handbook, Baseball
Magazine, Open Road For Boys, Popular Mechanics, Popular Science Monthly, American
Girl, Every Girl's Magazine, Girl's World.
Scholastic, St. Nicholas, Youth's Companion,
Peabody School Book Covers, Child Life, Children, Normal Instructor, American School
Board Journal, Journal of National Education
Association, Music & Youth, The Etude, The
Elks Magazine, Junior Bulletin — National Federation of Music Clubs, Country Gentleman,
Successful Farming and Progressive Farmer.
Hohner advertising is placed by the Charles
C. Green Advertising Agency, New York, under
the direction of William J. Haussler, general
manager of M. Hohner, Inc.
The E. E. Forbes Piano Co., Birmingham,
Ala., has added a small goods department and
is putting a vigorous campaign behind the line.
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Total Value in 1927 Amounted to $15,217,839 Compared to Total Value of $13,835,375
in 1925 — 119 Plants Publishing Music Make Returns to Federal Census
\\J
vv ASHINGTON, D. C, October 22.— Sheet
and book music published in the United
States in 1927 had a value of $15,217,839, an increase of 10 per cent over the value of $13,835,375 reported for 1925, according to figures
just made public by the United States Census
Bureau. In addition, the publishing plants reporting to the bureau showed other products,
such as book and job printing, lithographic,
photo-engraving, etc., amounting to $663,794 in
1927, against $1,254,261 in 1925.
Information was secured by the Census Bureau from 119 plants last year, of which fiftythree were located in New York, twenty-two in
Illinois, nine in Massachusetts, eight in Pennsylvania, six each in Missouri and Ohio, five in
California, and ten others scattered throughout
the States of New Jersey, Texas, Connecticut,
Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan and Nebraska. The figures for 1925 were predicated
upon returns from 109 establishments, indicating an increase in the number of plants of 9.2
per cent since that year.
The average number of wage-earners employed in the industry last year was 987, compared with 955 in 1925, an increase of 3.4 per

Film

Theme

the

Songs

Music

and

Publisher

New

Development Places the Motion Picture Film Theme Song in the Same
Price Category as Production Music

An interesting situation has arisen with the
growing importance of theme songs as a featured and integral part of major motion-film
presentations. During the past few months an
abundance of songs have been advertised as the
themes of this, that and the other film, and publishers have vied with each other endeavoring to
have their publications chosen as the musical features. An interesting and authoritative statement
by a music publishing executive, who has spent
many years in the business, on the new development is timely and is herewith reproduced:
"With the widespread synchronization of
theme songs in motion pictures a new development and a new problem confronts the publish-

FIVE

cent, but total wage payments were $1,677,680,
against $1,461,661, an increase of 14.8 per cent.
Expenditures for contract work by publishers
whose printing was done by others last year
totaled $2,819,352, compared with $2,763,429 in
1925. The cost of materials, shop supplies, fuel
and purchased power totaled $1,658,367, against
$1,828,230, a decline of 9.3 per cent.
The value added by manufacture in 1927, the
value of products less cost of materials, shop
supplies, fuel and purchased power, was $14,223,266, against $13,261,406 in 1925, an increase
of 7.3 per cent. It is stressed by the Census
Bureau, however, that the amount of manufacturers' profits cannot be calculated from these
figures, for the reason that no data are collected
in regard to a number of items of expense, such
as interest on investment, rent, depreciation,
taxes, insurance and advertising.
In addition to the production reported by the
bureau, music is printed and published to some
extent by establishments engaged primarily in
other branches of the printing and publishing
industry, but the output of music by such establishments isrelatively small. It is not included
in this report.
ers of this type of song. In the beginning of the
theme song era, the producers of motion pictures were quite willing and even glad to incorporate into their synchronization a song submitted by the publishers for the advertising
value their picture would get from the exploitation of the song by the publishers, figuring that
every copy of music distributed by the publisher
was just so much good advertising for the film.
Spurred on by the success of 'Charmaine,'
'Ratnona,' 'Angela Mia' and other theme songs
they are now no longer contented with the
mere advertising and exploitation hook-up, but
insist that the publishers pay them a royalty on
each copy sold, and in some instances have
asked fer an advance payment for the privilege
of having the song used in their picture.
"This places the theme song in exactly the
same position as a song from a musical corned}'.
It has long been the practice of publishers to
pay a substantial cash advance for the publishing rights to a musical comedy score, and in
addition the royalty paid on this class of music
is two or three times as much as the royalty

RECORD
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paid on popular songs, the producer of the
musical comedy sharing in this royalty as well
as the lyric and melody writer of the score.
"The same condition now exists with theme
songs, and it is only a matter of a very short
time when theme songs will be placed (if in
fact they are not already) in the same price
category as show music.
"So highly do the motion picture producers
regard the potential value of songs synchronized with their films that several of them are
going into the music publishing business for
the express purpose of publishing all songs
used in their pictures. Two of the big producers have already made this step; Famous
Players-Paramount having just formed a music
publishing alliance with Harms, Inc., the new
company to be known as Famous Music Co.,
Inc., and the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Co. having
affiliated with the Robbins Music Corp. and
in the future is going to publish all their theme
songs through this house. Other deals are
pending between some of the big producers and
publishers for exclusive publication rights,
while other producers are preferring, for the
time being, to be free lances and award the
synchronization rights to the publishers who
will pay the biggest royalty and who can deliver the most intensive exploitation campaign.
All of which is going to add to the cost of
theme songs, and, while they are popular in
character, will eventually take them out of the
popular-price range and put them in the price
class of show music "
New
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The new Feist dance folio, the first to be
issued in some time, was placed on sale on
November 10, and sales have been most satisfactory. This folio, known as No. 2-A, contains such well-known hits as "Ramona," "Blue
Heaven," "Ohio Home," "You're a Real Sweetheart," "Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me,"
"Baby Your Mother (Like She Babied You)"
and many more, thirty in all. An attractive title
page in seven colors has been prepared
for the folio and is expected to attract instant
attention on dealers' counters. Reduced reproductions of the original title pages of the six
above numbers are contained on the cover, making a most effective display of well-known songs.
An introductory order blank has been mailed to
the trade by Leo Feist, Inc., New York, and has
brought large numbers of orders from all parts
of the United States.
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on whistling "The Prisoner's Song," discovered
and fostered by Mr. Shapiro.
New De S., B. & H. Numbers
The new catalog of De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., New York City, includes in addition to a wealth of production music, theme
songs and hits by the firm members, the following songs which look like certain winners:
"You'll Never Know," by Al Jolson, Billy Rose
and Arthur Franklin; "That's How I Feel
About You," by Archie Gottler and Benny
Davis, and "Are We Downhearted? No," by
the same writers.
"Dusky Stevedore" Abroad
An arrangement has been completed whereby
the Lawrence Wright Music Co., of London,
will be the sole publisher of "Dusky Stevedore"
for Europe. The company has agreed to go
behind the song in a big way and hopes to make
it one of the outstanding hits of Europe.
"Jeannine" on Top
A recent circular sent to dealers by Leo
Feist, Inc., reproduced a portion of the column
"Sid Says About Songs," which appears in the
Motion Picture World, and which showed
"Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time" as being
the biggest hit in the United States. "Sid" is
Sidney Berman, manager and buyer of the sheet
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THAT'S HOW I FEEL ABOUT YOU
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
ARE WE DOWNHEARTED? NO!
FOR OLD TIMES' SAKE
(That'sYOU Just My Way
of) FORGETTING
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Publisher

The following new publications of Leo Feist,
Inc., New York City, are listed as Class "A,"
or 20 cents per copy until December 1, after
which they become Class "B," or 22 cents per
copy: "My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now," by
Irving Caesar and Cliff Friend; "High Up on a
Hilltop," by Abel Baer, Ian Campbell and
George Whiting; "A Bungalow, a Radio and
You," by Fred Dempsey and Dick Leibert, and
"Sleepy Baby," by Gus Kahn, Ward Perry and
Abe Lyman.
Eliott Shapiro Married
Eliott Shapiro, of the firm of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., New York City, was secretly married to Dorothy Maurice, at Tarrytown, N. Y.,
on October 15, but the news leaked out shortly
afterwards because of the groom's beaming
countenance. Judge William C. Duell performed the ceremony, and it is said that outside the window some disconsolate soul insisted
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Theme

SONNY BOY from "THE SINGING FOOL"
ANGELA MIA from "STREET ANGEL"
SOME
DAY,
SOMEWHERE
(We'll Meet
Again) from "THE RED DANCE"
MARION (Love theme) | from
DESTINY (Dramatic theme) } "4 DEVILS"
JUDY
from "ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD"
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc.
745 Seventh Ave.
New York

or

123

or
Two

music department at Lyon & Healy's, Chicago,
and is a recognized authority on sheet music.
Al Piantadosi Hits
A printed list of twenty of Al Piantadosi's
biggest hit songs was recently sent to the trade
and professional entertainers by the Al Piantadosi firm, of 1576 Broadway, New York City.
Some of the outstanding hits are "The Curse
of an Aching Heart," "Pal of My Cradle Days,"
"I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier,"
"That's How I Need You" and "I'm Tired of
Making Believe."
On to Hollywood
A trio of song writers consisting of Archie
Gottler, Con Conrad and Sidney Mitchell recently left for Hollywood, Cal., to fulfill a contract entered into by De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., with the Fox Film Corp. for a
movietone musical comedy. Each member of
the trio is well known in the song-writing profession.
Another Triangle Hit
The new "Joe Davis" song "Take Your Tomorrow and Give Me To-day," by Andy Razaf
and J. C. Johnson, looks like another big hit for
the Triangle Music Publishing Co. catalog. This
song is by the same writers as "Dusky Stevedore," and bears every mark of reaching the
same spot as did that number. It has been
recorded 100 per cent, and is being featured by
the leading orchestras and radio artists. The
dance arrangement was made by Bob Haring.
"Four Devils" Theme Song
The Fox film success, "Four Devils," possesses two strong theme songs in "Marion" the
love theme and "Destiny" the dramatic theme,
both of which are published by De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson, Inc. Both songs are by
Rapee and Pollack, who have to their credit
an unbroken line of film theme-song hits, including "Charmaine" and "Diane," which were
among the first to be linked up with film
presentations.
Triangle Piano Novelty
Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music Co.,
has just announced that the new piano novelty
"Punch and Judy" will be the big "plug" number in his instrumental catalog. It was written
by Paul Vincent and is being featured by some
of the leading radio dance orchestras over big
networks. A special phono-dance arrangement
by W. C. Polla has been issued; $1 for small
orchestra and $1.50 for full.
Theme Song Tie-ups
Among the outstanding film theme songs now
on the market which afford dealers with opportunities for stimulating the sale of records and
sheet music by effecting tie-ups are:
SongBattle of the
Film
Sexes
Just a Sweetheart
Beggars of Life
Beggars
of
Life
Neapolitan Nights
The
First Kiss
The First Kiss
Fazfl
Four Sons
Little Mother
Four Walls
Four Walls
Gang War
Kiss Before the Dawn
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
Time
Jeannine,
I Dream of Lilac Love
Lilac Time
That
Melody of Love
Loves of an Actress
Sunbeams
Man Who Laughs
When Loves Comes Stealing The
Mile.
Modiste
Kiss Me Again
Ramona
My
Man
Revenge
My Man
Ramona
Revenge
Dolores
Red Dance
Some Beggar
Day Somewhere
The
Secret Hour
Seventh Heaven
Diane
Sonny Boy
The Singing Fool
There's a Rainbow 'Round Speedy
My Shoulder
Speedy
Boy
Street Angel
Kiss
Warming
AngelaBefore
Mia the Dawn
Up
The
Tempest
Spider
Out of the Tempest
Out
of
the
Dawn
Paradise
The
Ma rch
What Wedding
Price Glory
Charmaine
White Shadows
Flower of Love
Destiny
Four Devils
Marion
Wings
Romance
of the Underworld
Judy
Submarine
Pals Just Pals
Wings
The
Godless
Girl
Love, All I Want Is Love
I Love You Then as I I-ove Dancing Daughters
You Now
Sunrise
Sunrise
and You
Mother Machree
Mother Machree
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LIST FOR NOVEMBER 2
21684 I Wanna Be Loved By You (From "Good
Kane 10
Is Boy")
There Anything Wrong in That?..Helen
Helen Kane 10
21683 Sonny Boy (Theme Song of the Motion Picture
Production, "The George
SingingOlsen
Fool")
Fox-trot,
and— His
Music 10
Beggars of Life (Theme Song of the Motion
Picture Production, "Beggars The
of Life"),
Troubadours 10
21681 Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (Theme Song
of the Motion Picture Production, "Lilac
Time")
Jesse Crawford 10
Kin"- for a Dav
Jesse Crawford 10
21680 Low Down — Fox-trot
The Virginians 10
Blazin' — Fox-trot
Coon-Sanders Orch. 10
21682 Some
Sweet Someone (From The"Good
— 10
Fox-trot
High Boy")
Hatters
I Wanna
Be Loved by You (From
Boy") 10
Fox-trot
The "Good
High Hatters
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 9
21701 Doin' the Raccoon —George
Fox-trot,
Olsen and His Music 10
It trot,
Goes Like This (That Funny Melody) — FoxTohnny Johnson and His Statler Pennsylvanians 10
21689 That Old Sweetheart Don
of Mine
Bestor— Waltz,
and His Orch. 10
If I Lost You— Waltz,
Jean Goldkette and His Orch. 10
21688 I'm Sorry, Sally Shilkret's Rhyth-Melodists 10
I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Baby!
(From "Blackbirds of 1928"),
Shilkret's Rhyth-Melodists
21700 Roses of Yesterday
Lewis James 10
10
Just a Sweetheart (Theme Song of 'Battle of
the Sexes")
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 16Lewis James 10
21704 The Bum Song— No. 2,
"Mac" (Harry McClintock) 10
The Big Rock Candy Mountains,
"Mac"
McClintock)
21714 The St. Louis Blues (Harry Gene
Austin 10
10
TheHome)
Voice of the Southland
Callin'
Me 10
- (Keeps Gene
Austin
21713 Just a Night for Meditation Jesse Crawford 10
Roses of Yesterday
Jesse Crawford 10
21716 I Loved You Then as I Love You Now (Theme
Song of the Motion Picture Production, "Our
Dancing Daughters") — Waltz, The Troubadours -10
Forever — Waltz.
Ben Pollack and His Park Central Orch. 10
21715 High Up On a Hill Top— Fox-trot.
Waring's
Pennsylvanians 10
What a Night for Spooning
— Fox-trot,
Waring's
10
LIST FOR NOVEMBER Pennsylvanians
23
21733 Sonny Boy (Theme Song of the Motion Picture
Production, "The Sinking Fool"). Elliott Shaw 10
Forever
Lewis Tames 10
21734 I Loved You Then as I Love You Now (Theme
Song of the Motion Picture Production, "Our
Dancing
Baur 10
Sally
of Mv Daughters")
Dreams (Theme Song Franklyn
of the Motion
Picture Production, "Mother Knows
Best").
Franlyn Baur 10
21727 Where Were You— Where Was I? (From the
Musical Comedy, George
"Billie")Olsen
— Fox-trot.
and His Music 10
Right Out of Heaven (From the Musical Comedy, "Cross My Heart") — Fox-trot
The High Hatters 10
21729 Here's That Party
Now in and
Person
Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret
the —Victor
Orch. 10
Come On, Babv! — Fox-trot.
Ted Weems and His Orch. 10
21728 Sonny ture
Boy Production,
(Theme "The
Song Singing
of the Fool")
"Motion— Pipe
PicOrgan, with Steel Guitar
Jesse Crawford
10
I T oved You Then as I Love Yo.u Now (Theme
Song of the Motion Picture Production. "Our
Dancing Daughters") — Pipe Orgpn, with Harp,
Jesse Crawford 10
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 30
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL
21735 A Gay Caballero
Frank Crumit 10
I Learned About Women From Her,
Frank Crumit 10
21742 The Land of Going-To-Be Irene Bordoni 10
Don't Look at Me That Way.... Irene Bordoni 10
35940 Gems From Aida— Part 1 (Verdi),
Victor Light Opera Company 10
Gems From Aida — Pait 2 (Verdi),
Victor Light Opera Company 10
21745 The Land of Going-To-Be (From the Musical
Comedy Irving
"Paris")
— Waltz, and His Commanders 10
Aaronson
Let's Do It (Let's Fall in Love) (From the
Musical Irving
ComedyAaronson
"Paris")and
— Fox-trot.
His Commanders 10
21726 You Tell Me Your Dream— Waltz,
The Troubadours 10
Good-Night — Waltz
The Troubadours 10
21731 Whispering — Fox-trot,
' Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
The Japanese Sandman
— Fox-trot, and His Orch. 10
Paul Whiteman
21744 My Varsity Girl I'll Cling to You (Theme Song
the Motion
"Varsity")
—of Fox-trot.
. Nat Picture
ShilkretProduction.
and the Victor
Orch. 10
Blossoms That Bloom in the Moonlight — Foxtrot Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch. 10
21746 Marie (Theme Song of the Motion Picture Production, "The Awakening") —The
Waltz,
Troubadours 10
Love (All I Want Is Love) (Theme Song of the
Motion Picture Production. "The Godless
Girl")— Waltz
The Troubadours 10
21743 She's One Sweet Show Girl (Theme Song of
Motion Picture Production, "Show Girl")
—theFox-trot.
Ben Pollack and His Park Central Orch. 10
Buy, Buy for Baby (Or Baby Will -Bye Bye
You) (Featured in the Motion Picture Pro"Show Girl")
— Fox-trot,
Ben duction,
Pollack
and His
Park Central Orch. 10
21732: JoAnne—
Fox-trot.
.
.Edwin
J.
McEnelly's Orch. 10
All of the Time — Fox-trot,
Edwin J. McEnelly's Orch. 10

21730 Cherry
Fox-trot
McKinley's Cotton Pickers
Some —Sweet
Day — Fox-trot,
McKinlev's Cotton Pickers
RED SEAL
1348 LaPadilla)
Violetera (Who'll Be My Violets)
Lucrezia(GoetzBori
Seguidilla (Arr. by H. Reimann) . Lucrezia Bori
1349 Mazurka (Popper, Op. 11, No. 3). Pablo Casals
Musette (Bach-Pollain)
Pablo Casals
6867 Song of the Viking Guest (From "Sadko")
(Rimsky-Korsakow)
Feodor Chaliapin
Prince Igor — How Goes It Prince? (Aria of
Khan Kontchak) (Borodin) . Feodor Chaliapin
1352 Adeste Fideles (Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful)
Pochon)
Flonzaley Quartet
The(Arr.
Firstby Nowell
(Arr. by Pochon),
Flonzaley Quartet
6863 Les(Liszt),
Preludes (Symphonic Poem No. 3) — Part 1
Alfred Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch.
Les(Liszt),
Preludes (Symphonic Poem No. 3) — Part 2
Alfred Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch.
6864 Les(Liszt),
Preludes (Symphonic Poem No. 3) — Part 3
Alfred Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch.
Les(Liszt),
Preludes (Symphonic Poem No. 3) — Part 4
Alfred Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch.
6844 Thais
— Meditation
Fritz3), Kreisler
Tambourin
Chinois (Massenet)
(F. Kreisler, Op.
Fritz Kreisler
8104 Forza del Destino— Finale — Part 1 (Verdi),
Rosa Ponselle-Giovanni Martinelli-Ezio Pinza
Forza del Destino — Finale — Part 2 (Verdi),
Rosa Ponselle-Giovanni Martinelli-Ezio Pinza
6857 Troika en Traineaux (In a Three-Horse Sleigh)
(Tschaikowsky, Op. 37, No. 11),
Sergei Rachmaninoff
Polka de W. R. (W. Rachmaninoff),
Sergei Rachmaninoff
Columbia

Phono.
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CELEBRITY SERIES
167-M Tallahassee (After Sundown) (Scott) — Violin
Solo
Efrem Zimbalist
The Zephyr (Hubay) — Violin Efrem
Solo, Zimbalist
50091- D Old Vienna— Parts 1 and 2 (Schubert-Friedman)— Piano Solo
Ignaz Friedman
164- M Homing
Riego and Salmon)
MezzoSoprano (Del
Solo
Barbara— Maurel
Hindu Slumber Song (Ware-Naidu) — MezzoSoprano Solo
Barbara Maurel
165- M Sylvia (Speaks-Scollard) Alexander
— BaritoneKisselburgh
So'o,
The Last Hour (Kramer, Op. 34, No. 6, and
Brown) — Baritone Solo,
Alexander Kisselburgh
162- M Tango (Albeniz-Godowsky) — Piano Solo,
Jose Echaniz
L'Arlesienne:
Minuet (Bizet-Rachmaninoff)
—
Piano Solo
Jose Echaniz
163- M Lord
Peter's
Stable
Boy
(Grainger)
(Danish
Folk Songs collected by E. T. Kristensen
and P. Grainger) — Piano, Harmonium,
Brass and Strings — Percy Grainger (Piano),
Ralph Leopold (Harmonium)
Shepherds Hey (Grainger) — Instrumental.
Columbia Symphony Orch. (P. Grainger, Con.)
CHRISTMAS RECORDS
50098-D Silent Night, Holy
— Instrumental,
Paul Night
Whiteman
and His Orch.
Christmas Melodies: Noel; Adeste Fideles —
Instrumental . Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
50092- D The Messiah:
(Handel)—
mental ....SirOverture
Thomas Beecham
and InstruOrch.
TheInstrumental,
Messiah: Pastoral Symphony (Handel) —
Sir Thomas Beecham and Orch.
50093- D The Messiah: Surely He Hath Borne Our
Griefs (Handel) .. Sir Thomas Beecham and
British Worthy
Broadcasting
Choir
The the
Messiah:
Is the Company's
Lamb (Handel),
Sir Thomas Beecham and the
British Broadcasting Company's Choir
50094- D The Messiah: Every Valley Shall Be Exalted
(Handel)
— Tenor of
Solo,Sir with
Orchestra
under the direction
Thomas
Beecham,
Hubert Eisdell
The Messiah: His Yoke Is Easy (Handel),
Sir Thomas Beecham and the
British
Broadcasting
Company's Choir
50097-D O Holy Night (Adam),
Columbia Mixed Chorus
Nazareth (Gounod). .. Columbia Mixed Chorus
1566- D Angels From the Realms of Glory,
Columbia Mixed Chorus
The Birthday of a King,
Columbia Mixed Chorus
1576-D Jingle Bells— Male Quartet. .Shannon Quartet
The Quilting Party — Male Quartet,
Shannon Quartet
STANDARD AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
50095- D Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time — Instrumental, with Vocal Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Gypsy — Instrumental,
with VocalandRefrain,
Paul Whiteman
His Orch.
50096- D Traviata Selections— Parts 1 and 2 (Verdi) —
Instrumental . ...Dajos Bela and His Orch.
1567- D Cayalleria
Rusticana: Intermezzo (Mascagni)
— Instrumental,
Columbia Symphony Orch.(R.H.Bowers,Dir.)
Tales
of Hoffmann: Barcarolle (Offenbach) —
Instrumental,
Columbia Symphony Orch.(R.H.Bou erSfDir.)
1565-D Angelia Mia (My Angel) — Pipe Organ,
Emil Velazco
If You Don't Love Me — Pipe Organ,
Emil Velazco
1590-D Angela Mia (My Angel)— Violin
HaroldSolo,Leonard
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (Intro. :
I Mu"st Have That Man, from "Blackbirds
of 1928")— Violin Solo Harold Leonard
FOREIGN NOVELTY RECORDS
38002-F Eloping— Waltz,
Berkes Bala124
Hungarian Gypsy Orch.
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At Midnight
— Waltz.
Berkes
Bala Hungarian Gypsy Orch.
38003-F On Board— Waltz,
Jahrl's Swedish Novelty Quintet
Sunlight — Waltz,
Jahrl's Swedish Novelty Quintet
DANCE MUSIC
1558-D ThewithSidewalks
of New York — Medley Waltz,
Vocal Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
In the Good Old Summertime — Medley
Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
1573- D Shim-Me-Sha-Wabble—TedFox-trot,
Lewis and His Band
Clarinet Marmalade — Fox-trot,
Ted Lewis and His Band
1561- D Once
in a —Lifetime
(From
"Earl Refrain,
Carroll's
Vanities")
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Leo Reisman
and His Orch.
Vaniteaser
"Earl Refrain,
Carroll's Vanities")
— Fox-trot,(From
with Vocal
Leo Reisman and His Orch.
1562- D Just Another Night—frainWaltz,
RePaul Ash with
and Vocal
His Orch.
MyRefrain
Sorority Sweetheart
—
Waltz,
with
Vocal
Paul Ash and His Orch.
1575-D Someday,
Somewhere
(We'll Meet Again) — ■
Waltz, with VocalBenRefrain,
Selvin and His Orch.
OutRefrain
of the Tempest
—
Waltz, andwith
Ben Selvin
His Vocal
Orch.
1592-D Avalon Town — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Clicquot
Club
Eskimos
(H.
Reser,
Dir.)
Refrain,
Come
On, Baby! — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Clicquot Club Eskimos (H. Reser, Dir.)
1556- D I Mine)
Can't —Make
Her with
HappyVocal
(ThatRefrain,
Old Girl of
Fox-trot,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
Refrain, and Lonely — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Heartbroken
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
1574- D Bless You! Sister — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain California Ramblers
You're trot,Just
a
Great
Big
Baby Doll — Foxwith Vocal Refrain. California
Ramblers
1557- D Flower of Love — Fox-trot, The
with Knickerbockers
Vocal Refrain,
Masquerade — Fox-trot, withTheVocal
Refrain,
Knickerbockers
1588- D When trot,
Sweet
SusieRefrain,
Goes Steppin' By— Foxwith Thelma
Vocal
Terry and Her Play Boys
Dusky Stevedore — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain by Joe Davis,
Thelma Terry and Her Play Boys
1587-D The Whistlin- Farmer Boy,
The
Fillmore Band (H. Fillmore, Con.)
Golden Friendships,
The Fillmore Band (H. Fillmore, Con.)
VOCAL NUMBERS
1560-D Two Black Crows in the Jail House — Parts
1 and 2 — Comedy Sketch Moran-Mack
1578-D Just a Sweetheart —Ukulele
Vocal, Ike (Cliff Edwards)
Roses of Yesterday — Vocal,
Ukulele Ike (Cliff Edwards)
1563- D Sonny Boy — Vocal
Ruth Etting
I Still Keep Dreaming of You — Vocal,
Ruth Etting
1572-D Somebody Else May Be Telling Her Something (She'd
Love to Pianist
Hear From
You) —
Vocal. The
Whispering
(Art Gillham)
My HeartTheCries
Out
for
You
—
Vocal,
Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
1584- D Mississippi Mud — Vocal,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
I Must Have That Man! (From "Blackbirds
of 192S")—
Vocal, and Her Blue Grass Boys
Lee Morse
1589- D What
D'Ya — Say?
(From "George
Scandals")
Vocal
Little JackWhite's
Little
Ev'rybody Loves You — Vocal,
Little Jack Little
1571-D If I Lost You— Vocal
Seger Ellis
I Mine)
Never — Thought
(That Some Day Seger
You'dEllis
Be
Vocal
1564- D Paradise — Vocal
Maurice Gunsky
Dolores — Vocal
Maurice Gunsky
1591-D Anything Your Heart Desires (From "Just a
Minute") — Vocal
The Nifty Three
Dog-gone! (From "Just a Minute")
— Vocal,
The Nifty
Three
1559-D Syncopated Yodelin' Man — Vocal.. Roy Evans
Jazbo Dan and His Yodelin' Band — Vocal,
Roy Evans
1585- D Who Said I Was a Bum?— Vocal,
Vernon Dalhart
Wanderin' — Vocal
Vernon Dalhart
Brunswick
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LIST FOR NOVEMBER 15
264 I Violin
Wish I and
Was Guitar
a Single Gal Again — Vocal,
Juliettawith
Canova
TheViolin
FrogandWent
a-Courtin'Anna
— Vocal
Duet, with
Guitar
and Julietta
Canova
4054 Woman Disputed (I Love You) (Theme Song
of the Motion Picture, "The Woman Disputed") (Grossman-Ward)Harold
— Tenor,(Scrappy)
with Orch.,
Lambert
Beggars of Life (Theme Song of the Motion
of Life")
—Picture,
Tenor, "Beggars
with Orch
Harold(Brennan-Hajos)
(Scrappy) Lambert
4062 Yesterthoughts (Herbert); — Concert Orch;,
Miniature Concert Orch.
Punchinello (Herbert) — Concept Orch.,
Miniature Concert Orch.
4063 I'll Be Ready When the Great Day Comes
(Henry) — Negro Spirituals,
Forbes Randolph's Kentucky Jubilee Choir
Deep River (Burleigh) — Negro Spirituals,
Forbes Randolph's Kentucky Jubilee Chojr
4064 Jo-Anne
(Silver-Pinkard-Ward)
— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
by Eddy Thomas,
Herbert Gordon's Hotel Adelphia Whispering Orch.
If You Want the Rainbow (You Must Have the
Rain) (Rose-Dixon-Levant) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Francis Luther,
Herbert Gordon's Hotel Adelphia Whispering Orch.
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15190

57010
266
267
3983

4047

4080

4086
4087

Wonder
(Silver-Pinkard-Davis) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Edmund Ruffner,
268
The Clevelanders
Why? (Do I Love You Like I Do) (Gold-HaysRockwell) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Edmund Ruffner
The Clevelanders 218
Good Night (Woods-Bibo-Conrad)— Waltz, with
Vocal UpChorus
Eddy When
Thomas
Carter's
Orch.
I Tore
Your byPicture
You Said
Good4077
Bye (But I Put It Together Again) (MorseDonelly) — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Eddy
Thomas
Carter's Orch.
Wedding of the Winds (La Boda del Viento)
(John T. Hall — Int. Instrumental) —Municipal
Waltz, Band 4081
My Treasure (Tesoro Mio) (E. Becucci — Int.
Instrumental) — Waltz
Municipal Band
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 22
Poor Boy Long Ways From Home — Voice and
Banjo
Buell Kazee
You
False But I'll Forgive You —Buell
Voice
4033
and Are
Guitar
Kazee
My Dream Sweetheart (From "Wendell Hall's
Six Sentimental Songs") (Hall) — Vocal, with
Orch.,
Wendell Hall (The Red-Headed Music Maker)
Easy Goin' (DeRose-Trent) — Vocal, with Orch.,
Wendell Hall (The Red-Headed Music Maker) 40g8
I with
Need Vocal
Sympathy
Chorus (Lynch-Palmer)
by Jane Jones,— Fox-trot,
Jesse Stafford and His Orch.
(Formerly Herb Wiedoef's Orch.)
I'm Writing You This Little Melody (Weeks) — ■
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Jane Jones, 4089
Jesse Stafford and His Orch.
(Formerly
Herb(Ross-Silesu)
Wiedoef's —Orch.)
A Little Love, a Little Kiss
Popular Concert Fredric Fradkin and His Fiddlers
Jalousie (Gade) — Popular Concert,
Fredric Fradkin and His Fiddlers 4090
Here's That Party Now in Person (YellenAger) — Baritone, with Piano,
Chester Gaylord (The Whispering Serenader)
You're
in LovewithandPiano,
I'm in Love (Donaldson)
— Baritone,
Chester Gaylord (The Whispering Serenader)
The Prune Song (No Matter How Young a
Prune May Be It's Always Full of Wrinkles)
52390
(Crumit-DeCosta) — Novelty Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Tom Stacks,
Six Jumping Jacks
I Never Kissed a Baby Like You (JohnsonTobias-Sherman) — Novelty Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Tom Stacks.. Six Jumping Jacks
52391
Polovtsian Dances (From "Prince Igor") — Part
1 (Borodin)The
— Symphony
Cleveland Orch.,
Orch. (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
Polovtsian Dances (From "Prince Igor") — Part
2 (Borodin)The
— Symphony
Cleveland Orch.,
Orch. (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
Polovtsian Dances (From "Prince Igor") — Part
52399
3 (Borodin)The
— Symphony
Orch., (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
Cleveland Orch.
Polovtsian Dances (From "Prince Igor") — Part
4 (Borodin) — Symphony Orch.,
The Cleveland Orch. (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
Jolly Fellows Waltz (Lustige Brueder) (Woll52402
stedt) — Waltz,
Brunswick Concert Orch. (L. Katzman, Dir.)
TheWaltz,
Skaters (Les Patineurs) (Waldteufel) —
Brunswick Concert Orch. (L. Katzman, Dir.)
52410
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 29
Tell It Everywhere You Go (Rowe-Walbert)—
Mixed Quartet, with Organ,
Flat Creek Sacred Singers
Home on the Banks of the River (Taylor) —
Mixed Quartet, with Organ,
Flat Creek Sacred Singers
524 If.
Sleep, Baby, Sleep (Tucker-Schuster) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Ed Smalle,
Arrowhead Inn Orch. (A Meyer Davis Unit)
Good Little Bad Little You (Green-Stept) — Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Ed Smalle,
52392
Arrowhead Inn Orch. (A Meyer Davis Unit)
Jumping Jack (Bloom-Seaman-Smolev) — Novelty
Fox-trot
Varsity Four
Kiddie Kapers (Shilkret-Pollack-Sherman) — Nov52393
elty Fox-trot
Varsity Four
Brother Pollasses' Sermon on the Letter "S"
(Bernard) — Comedian,
with Orch.; Vocal
Effects by the Orch
Al Bernard
Read
'Em andwith Weep
Comedian,
Orch.;(Bernard-Haenschen)—
Vocal Effects by the
52394
Orch
Al Bernard
Faust: When All Was Young (Si Le Bonheur a
Sourire
(Gounod)
(Act III)
— Mezzo52395
Soprano, t'invite)
with Orch.;
in French.
. .Karin
Branzell
Faust: The Flower Song (Faites — lui mes
aveux) (Gounod) (Act II) — Mezzo-Soprano,
with Orch.; in French
Karin Branzell
Mariechen — International Waltz ....Municipal Band
Jolly Peter (Bummel Petrus) (Werner-Kersten)
52403
— International Polka
Municipal Band
LIST FOR DEMECBER 6
The Gal That Got Stuck on Everything She Said
52404
(Macon) — Voice, with Banjo. .Uncle Dave Macon
Worthy of Estimation (Macon) — Voice, with
Banjo; Banjo-guitar by Sam McGee,
Uncle Dave Macon
The Girl I Left Behind Me— Fiddle and Guitar,
with Dance Calls,
52421
Kessinger Bros. (Clark and Luches)
Sixteen Days in Georgia — Fiddle and Guitar,
Kessinger Bros. (Clark and Luches)
52429
Oh!withLucindy
Orch., (Hollingsworth-Deppen) — Vocal,
Wendell Hall (The Red-Headed Music Maker)
Hot Feet (From "Wendell Hall's Red Pepper
Rhythms")
Vocal,Red-Headed
with Uke-guitar,
Wendell(Hall)
Hall — (The
Music Maker)
You Tell Me Your Dream (I'll Tell You Mine)
(Kahn-Daniels)
Steve
Bowers, — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
Tom Gerunovich and His Roof Garden Orch. 52386
Sincerely I Do (Davis-Burke) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Steve Bowers,
Tom Gerunovich and His Roof Garden Orch.
That's
How Iwith
Feel Vocal
AboutChorus
You (Davis-Gottler)
52389
— Fox-trot,
by Roy Ingraham
Arnold Johnson and His Orch.
Memories of France (Dubin-Robinson) — Waltz.
with Vocal Chorus by Roy Strom,
52397
Arnold Johnson and His Orch.
My Man (Mon Homme) (Theme Song of the
Picture, "My Man") (Pollock- Yvain)
—Motion
Comedienne,
with Orch
Belle Baker 52401
That's
How I Feel
You (Davis-Gottler)
Comedienne,
with About
Orch
Belle —Baker
Come to Me (Eastman-Heltman) — Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus by Howard Hafford,
_
,
All Star Entertainers 52405
Dream of Heaven — Waltz All Star Entertainers

LATEST
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LIST FOR DECEMBER 13
Budded Roses,
Roy Harvey and the North Carolina Ramblers
What Is Home Without Love?,
Roy Harvey and the North Carolina Ramblers
Gambling Blues — Voice and Guitar. ... .Buell Kazee
A Married Girl's Troubles — Voice and Buell
Guitar,Kazee
Anything You Say (Donaldson) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Harry Maxfield,
Ray Miller and His Orch.
If I Have You (Milanese-Ellison) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Harry Maxfield,
Ray Miller and His Orch.
Forever
(Yellen-Ager) — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Eddy Ihomas,
William F. Wirges and His Orch.
I Can't Make Her Happy (That Old Girl of
Mine) (Pollack-Clare) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Haroid (Scrappy) Lambert,
William F. Wirges and His Orch.
Querida trot, (Sweetheart)
— Foxwith Vocal Chorus(Valdez-Simon)
by Walter Cummins,
Bernie Cummins and His Hotel Biltmore Orch.
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now (CaesarFriend)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Bernie —Cummins,
Bernie Cummins and His Hotel Biltmore Orch.
Then Came the Dawn (Dubin- Warren) — Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Tommy
Colonial Weir,
Club Orch.
Lonesome in the Moonlight (Russell-Baer) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus byColonial
Jack Parker,
Club Orch.
Ten Little Miles From Town (Schaebel-Kahn)
— Comedienne, with. Ray Mayer at the Piano.
Edith Evans
That's What Puts the Sweet in Home, Sweet,
Home (Newman-Lowry-Gordon) — Comedienne,
with Ray Mayer at the Piano
Edith Evans
Oh! Is She Mad at Me? (Friend-Caesar)—
Comedian, with Orch
Dick Robertson
She's
(Donaldson-Kahn) — Dick
Comedian,
with Wonderful
Orch
Robertson
Edison

Disc

Records

DANCE RECORDS
Vaniteaser
(From Earl (Jones-Cleary)
Carroll's "Vanities") —
(Seventh
with
Vocal Edition)
Chorus by Ed. Kirkeby,— Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.
All of the Time (Woods) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ed. Kirkeby Golden Gate Orch.
Take Your To-morrow (And Give Me To-day)
(Razaf-Johnson) — Fox-trot, with Singing,
Piccadilly Players (M. Morris, Dir.)
Sonny
Boy (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson-Jolson)
— Fox-trot,
with Singing,
Piccadilly Players (M. Morris, Dir.)
('Cause
I Feel)
Low Down
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Chorus. (Trent-DeRose)
. .Golden Gate — Orch.
Lonely
Little
Bluebird
(Woods)
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Chorus by Happy Jack,
Al. Lynn's —Music
Masters
It with
Must Vocal
Be Love
(Derickson-Brown)
Fox-trot,
Chorus,
B.A.Rolfe(Trumpet
Palais d'Or
Roses
Yesterday Virtuoso)
(Berlin) —andFox-trot,
withOrch.
Vocal ofChorus,
(Trumpet Virtuoso) and Palais d'Or Orch.
I B.A.Rolfe
Can't Give
You Anything
LoveNovelty
(Fields- Band
McHueh)
— Fox-trot
...GreenBut Bros.
I Wanna Be Loved by You (From "Good Boy")
(Stothart-Ruby)— Fox-trot,
Green Bros. Novelty Band
Get Out and Get Under the Moon (TobiasJerome-Shay) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Golden Gate Orch.
Do You? Don't You Love Me? (KoehlerMagine) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
TommyINSTRUMENTAL
Weir
Duke RECORDS
Yellman and His Orch.
The Rosary (Nevin-Parlow) — Violin Solo, with
Piano and Organ Accomp ..Kathleen Parlow
Ballet Music from "Rosamunde" (SchubertKreisler)
— Violin
Solo, with Raymond
man
at the
Piano
KathleenBauParlow
Echo d'Armour (Echo of Love) — Valse Caprice
(Hollinshead) — Piano Solo,
Ursula Dietrich-Hollinshead
Twilight Follies — Novelette — Piano Solo,
Ursula Dietrich-Hollinshead
Orpheus Overture- — Part 1 (Offenbach),
Orpheus Overture — Part 2 (Offenbach),
Edison Concert Orch.
Highland
the Piano,Fling— With John F. Burckhardt at
Baltzell (Champion Old-Time Fiddler)
Piano, ReelJohn
Scotch
— With John F. Burckhardt at the
J. Baltzell-S. C. Shultz (Two Old-Time Fiddlers)
In Chorus
a Monastery Garden
(Ketelbey)
— MaleOrch.
.Edison Concert
Entr' Acte and Barcarolle (From "Tales of
Hoffman") (Offenbach) ...American Concert Orch.
My Violin
AngelSolo,(Angela
Mia) Akst(Pollack-Rapee)
with Harry
at the Piano, —
Buddy Sheppard
Revenge
(Lewis-Young-Akst) — Violin Solo,
with Harry Akst at the Piano. ... Buddy Sheppard
Fashionette (Glogau-King),
Kellner's
Dinner Music Ensemble
The Roses Murray
Honeymoon
(Bratton),
Murray Kellner's Dinner Music Ensemble
Jeannine,
I Dream
kret) — Organ
Solo,of Lilac Time (Gilbert-ShilHenrietta
Kamern
Moller Organ at Loew's
Rio Theatre,
New on
Yorkthe City
My Organ
AngelSolo,(Angela Mia) (Rapee-Pollack) —
Henrietta
Kamern
Moller Organ at Loew's
Rio
Theatre,
New on
Yorkthe City
It's Sinful to Flirt, SONGS
Ernest Love,
V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Careless
Ernest V. Stoneman and His Dixie Mountaineers
Sleep, Baby, Sleep (Tucker-Schuster),
Jack Parker-Will Donaldson
That's Grandma (Barris-Cavanaugh Crosby),
Jack Parker-Will Donaldson
All of the Time (Woods)
The Rollickers
Pickin' Cotton (From "George White's Scandals") (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson) The
, Rollickers
Eat and Grow Thin (The Hypochondriac)
(Weslyn) — With ArthurBobSchutt
the Piano,
Pierceat (Old
King Cole)
Etiquette Blues (Grubb)— With Arthur Schutt
at the Piano
Bob Pierce (Old King Cole)
Nagasaki (Dixon-Warren),
Jack Kaufman and the Seven Blue Babies
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52406
52407

52413
52414
52418
52422
52427

52428

It Goes Like This (That Funny Melody)
( Caesar-Friend ),
Jack Kaufman and the Seven Blue Babies
Yascha Michaeloffsky's Melody (Berlin),
Arthur Fields
King for a Day (Lewis-Young-Fiorito), Arthur Fields
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me (KahnLombardo) — With Will Donaldson at the
Piano
J. Donald Parker
Dear
Met You at(Brown-Von
WithWhen
Will IDonaldson
the Piano, Tilzer) —
J. Donald Parker
Jack of All Trades (Luther-Robison),
Frank Luther and His Pards
Who Said I Was a Bum (Johnson),
Frank Luther and His Pards
As We Sat Beneath the Maple on the Hill,
Posey Rorer and the North Carolina Ramblers
I'll Meet My Mother After All,
Posey Rorer and the North Carolina Ramblers
Somewhere a Voice Is Calling,
Eileen Newton-Arthur F. Tate
Mavis
L. A. Lefevre-Harold Craxton
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now (CaesarFriend)
Billy Murray-Walter Scanlan
Twelve o'Clock Waltz (Rose-Dixon-Warren),
MurrayWalter
Scanlan
I Will Magnify Thee, Billy
O God
(Psalm
CXLV:
1, 3, 15, 18) — Thanksgiving Anthem (Spence)
—kret),
Mixed Voices
Metropolitan Quartet
O Lord, How Manifold Are Thy Works (Psalms
CIV:24, LXV:14, CIII :2)— Harvest Anthem
(Barnby) — Mixed Voices. .. .Metropolitan Quartet
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (Gilbert-ShilVaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl) and Her Buddies
Ev'rything We Like We Like Alike (FainSeigel)- — With Muriel Pollack at the Piano,
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)

Edison Blue Amberol
5586
Sweet Sue — Just You
J. Donald Parker
Ten Little Miles From Town
Dick Robertson
5574
5587 Away Out on the Mountain,
Frank Wallace and His Guitar
5588 Lord, I'm Coming Home — Baritone and Mixed
Voices. .Vernon Archibald and the Calvary Choir
5589 Maui Girl (Girl of the Island of Maui),
5590
Mid-Pacific Hawaiians (WL Kalama, Dir.)
That's My Weakness Now,
Jack Kaufman and the Seven Blue Babies
5591 Mr.the Hoover
Piano, and Mr. Smith — Dave Kaplan at
The Happiness Boys (Billy Jones-Ernest Hare)
Out of the Dawn — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by
Roy
Rogers
The McAlpineers
5592
5593 Laugh, Clown,
Laugh — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
5595
by HappyBoy
Jack Frank Luther
Jack Stillman's
Orch.
Butcher's
and His Pards
of My Dreams — Organ Solo, with Vocal
5594 GirlChorus
by Theo. Alban,
Henrietta
Kamern
Moller Organ at Loew's
Rio
Theatre,
New on
Yorkthe City
5596 Barbara Allen
F rank Luther and His Pards
5597 Our Bungalow of Dreams — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
.Harry
5598 Dream
— Fox-trot, with
VocalReser's
RefrainRounders
by
5599 VaughnKisses
de Leath. .Irwin Abrams with His Orch.
Casey Jones — Singing, Jews Harp, Harmonica,
Fiddle and Guitar. .Vernon Dalhart and Company
Okeh
41120
41121

41119

41122
45260

45261

45262
518
8619

8620

Records

LIST FOR OCTOBER 25
DANCE MUSIC
Dolores (Grossman-Ward) — Waltz, with Vocal
Refrain by Seger Ellis. Justin Ring and His Orch.
Revenge
(Lewis-Young-Akst)
Vocal Refrain
by Seger Ellis, — Waltz, with
Justin Ring and His Orch.
Roses
Yesterday (Berlin) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal ofRefrain,
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
Jumping trot, Jack
— Foxwith Piano(Bloom-Seaman-Smolev)
by Rube Bloom,
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
VOCAL RECORD
Sentimental Baby (Palmer) — Vocal, with Orch..
Beggars of Life (Brennan-Hajos) — Vocal,Seger
with Ellis
Orch
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
Come Back, Chiquita (Wayne) — Hawaiian Instrumental Ferera-Paaluhi
Dreamy
Waikiki (Williams-Davis) — Ferera-Paaluhi
Hawaiian
Instrumental
OLD TIME TUNE RECORDS
You Will Never Miss Your Mother Until
She Is Gone (Carson-Brockman) — Pipe Organ
Solo, with Vocal Refrain
Harry Smith
The Death of Floyd Collins (Jenkins-Spain) —
Pipe Organ Solo, with Vocal Refrain, Harry Smith
Death's River — VocalPaulDuet,
with Instrumental,
Crutchfield-John
Clotworthv
Sweet,
the
Memory
of
My
Mother
—
Vocal
Duet,
with Instrumental,
Paul Crutchfield-John Clotworthy
House of Prayer — Sermon,Rev.
withWalt
Piano,
Holcomb. D.D.
Safety First — Sermon, with Piano,
Rev. Walt Holcomb. D.D.
RACE RECORDS
Stay Out of Walnut Street Alley (Johnson) —
Singing, with Guitar
Lonnie Johnson
Broken Levee Blues — Singing, with Guitar.
Lonnie Johnson
TallSolo,Tillie's
Too TightAccomp.
(Crawley)—
Clarinet
with Singing;
by Piano
and
Guitar
Wilton Crawlev
Shadow of the Blues (Crawley) — Clarinet Solo,
with Singing, Accomp. by Piano and Guitar.
Wilton Crawlev
West
(Oliver-Williams) — Vocal,
PianoEndandBlues
Trumpet
HazelwithSmith

GetwithUp Piano
Off and
Your Trumpet
Knees (Wrilliams)—Hazel
Vocal.Smith
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 5
DANCE
MUSIC
41123
It Goes Like This (That Funny Melody)
(Caesar-Friend) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Fred (Sugar) Hall and His Sugar Babies
(I Like What She Likes— She Likes What I
Like)
Ev'rything
We Like
Alike
(Fain-Siegel)
— Fox-trot,
with We
VocalLike
Refrain.
Fred
(Sugar)
Hall
and
His
Sugar
Babies
{Continued on page 126)
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41127

41130

41131

45266
45267
45268

8625
8626
8627

High Up on a Hill Top (Baer- Whiting-Campbell)— Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Frankie Trumbauer and His Orch.
My Waltz,
Window
of
with VocalDreams
Refrain (Bryan-Klenner)
by Seger Ellis. —
Southern Melody Artists
Forever
(Yellen-Ager) — Waltz, with. Vocal
Refrain
Southern Melody Arists
VOCAL RECORD
Dream House (Foxe-Cowan) — Vocal, with Orch..
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now Seger
(Mac- Ellis
Donald-Axt-Mendoza) — Vocal, with Orch.,
Seger Ellis
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Tell Mother I'll Be There (Fillmore)— Pipe
Organ, with Silver Bell Male Quartet.
Richard Jordon
When They Ring the Golden Bells for You
and Me (Marbelle) — Pipe Organ, with Silver
Bell Male Quartet
Richard Jordon
Angela Mia (My Angel) (Rapee) — Violin Solo.
with Piano by Rube Bloom
Marie Caslova
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (Shilkret) —
Violin Solo, with Piano by Rube Bloom,
Marie Caslova
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
Uncle
Hiram's Trip
the City— Parts
and 2
■ — Monologue,
with toGuitar
Paul1 Crutchfield
Sauerkraut Is Bully — Yodel, with Instrumental
Trio
Ralph Richardson
Little Dog Yodel — Yodel, with Instrumental Trio.
Ralph Richardson
Did You Ever See the Devil, Uncle Joe?—
Instrumental, with Singing,
Fiddlin' Powers and Family
Old Molly Hair — Instrumental, with Singing,
Fiddlin' Powers and Family
RACE RECORDS
Sweet
Emmalina
(Williams-Palmer-Razaf )—
Vocal, with Piano
Andy Pendleton
Dreaming the Hours Away (Dulmage-Ferguson)
— Vocal, with Piano
Andy Pendleton
New Black Snake Blues — Parts 1 and 2 (Spivey)
— Voca! Duet, with Piano and Guitar,
Victoria Spivey and Lonnie Johnson
Paducah (Redmond) — Fox-trot ...Chocolate Dandies
Four or Five Times (Hellman-Gay) — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Refrain Trio,
Five Little Chocolate Dandies
Vocalion
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41124 Out of the Dawn (Donaldson) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain ... Dorsey Brothers and Their Orch.
'Round trot,
Evening
— Foxwith Vocal(Whiting-Steiner-Coots)
Refrain,
Dorsey Brothers and Their Orch.
VOCAL RECORD
41125 Roses of Yesterday (Berlin) — Vocal, with Justin Ring's Trio, with Celeste Noel Taylor
Sonny Boy (Jolson-DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
— Vocal, with Justin Ring's Trio, with Noel
Celeste,Taylor
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
41126 Jeamiine, I Dream of Lilac Time (Theme Song
of the Motion Picture Production, "Lilac
Time") Refrain
(Gilbert-Shilkret)— Pipe Organ,
Vocal
Richard with
Jordon
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now (AxtMendoza) — Pipe Organ, with Vocal Refrain,
Richard Jordon
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
45263 Whistling Coon — Guitar and Fiddle,
W. T. Narmour-S. W. Smith
Who's Been Giving You Corn? — Guitar and
Fiddle
W. T. Narmour-S. W. Smith
45264 My Dixie Home (Jenkins) — Vocal Duet, with
Instrumental Accomp
Jenkins-Robison
I Hear Dem Bells — Vocal Duet, with InstruAccomp Jenkins-Robison
45265 Lead Me mental
Saviour — Vocal
Friendship Quartet
Jesus Saviour Pilot Me — Vocal. .Friendship Quartet
RACE RECORDS
8621 Sweet Like a Honey Bee (Houdini) — Vocal,
with Gerald Clark's Iere String Band,
Wilmoth Houdini
Song No. 99 (Houdini) — Vocal, with Gerald
Clark's Iere String Band
Wilmoth Houdini
8622 Stop
for the Red Light — Sermon, with Singing;
Deacon L. Davis and Sisters Jordon and Notman Assisting
Rev. J. M. Gates
The Rattlesnake Coils Before He Strikes — Sermon, Jordon
with Singing;
Deacon Assisting,
L. Davis- and Sisters
and Norman
Rev. J. M. Gates
8623 Hot and Bothered (Ellington) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain
Duke Ellington and His Orch.
The Mooche (Ellington) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Ouke Ellington and His Orch.
S624 No Refrain
More Women Blues (Alexander) — Vocal,
with Guitar
"Texas" Alexander
Sitting on a Log (Alexander) — Vocal, with
Guitar
"Texas" Alexander
EUROPEAN RECORDINGS
3231 Waltz Dream — Selections Parts 1 and 2 (Strauss)
— Orch
Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
3232 Cavalleria Rusticana — Selections Parts 1 and 2
(Mascagni) — Orch... Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
3501 Dollar
Princess — Waltz. . .Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Gypsy Love — Waltz Dajos Bela and His Orch.
3502 April Rose — Waltz; Accordion Solo. . .Emile Vacher
Dream of Love — Waltz; Accordion Solo,
Emile Vacher
5152 Die Goetterdaemmerung (The Dusk of the Gods)
— Bruenhildes Tod— Parts 1 and 2 (Wagner)
■ — Symphony Orch.,
Prof. Dr. Max Von Schillings and the
Symphony Orch., Berlin
5153 La Forza DelGrand
Destino (The Force of Destiny)
— Overture Parts 1 and 2 (Verdi) — Symphony
Orch
Dr. Weissmann and the Orchestra
of the Sate Opera House, Berlin
3503 Radetzky March (Strauss) — Orch.,
Grand Odeon Orch.
Fredericus Rex Grenadier March (Radeck) —
Orch
Grand Odeon Orch.
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 15
DANCE MUSIC
41128 Sentimental
Baby
(Palmer)
— Fox-trot,
withOrch.
Vocal Refrain. .Frankie
Trumbauer
and His
41129

The Talking Machine World, New

Records

LIST FOR NOVEMBER 1
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
15707 Chinuita (Gilbert- Wayne)— Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Eddy Thomas. .. .Miami Marimba Band
Marimba Melody (Coslow-Klickman)
Waltz, Band
Miami —Marimba
15724 'Cause I Feel Low-Down (Trent-DeRose) — Fox-

15725

15726

1157
1211

1212

1213

5247
5248
5249
5250

15727
15728
15729
15730

1208
1214
1215

5251
5252
5253

5254

trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Sammy Stewart and His Orch.
Ol'Hammerstein)
Man River (From
"Show
Boat")
Sammy
Stewart
and (KernHis Orch.
Moonlight
Madness
(Davis-Coots)
—
Comedian,
with Orch
Harry
Richman
Out of the Dawn (Theme Song of the Motion
Picture,edian,"Warming
Up") (Donaldson)
with Orch
Harry— ComRichman
Grieving (Axtell) — Tenor, with Orch.,
Elmo Tanner
That Old Sweetheart of Mine (Shay-Goodwin) —
Tenor, with Orch
Elmo Tanner
RACE RECORDS
Your Time Is Out,
Rev. A. W. Nix and His Congregation
Robbing God. Rev. A. W. Nix and His Congregation
Don't Let Your Mouth Start Nothing Your
Head with
Won't Piano
Stand
(WilliamsJohnson)Johnson
—
Voice,
Stovepipe
I with
Ain't Piano,
Got Nobody
(Williams-Graham)
—
Voice,
Guitar and Clarinet,
Stovepipe Johnson
The Blood Done Sign My Name (Hardaway)
— Spiritual Unaccompanied,
The Novelty Four Quartet
Little Wheel Rolling in My Heart (Hardaway)
— Spiritual Unaccompanied,
The Novelty Four Quartet
Trouble Blues (Blackwell) — Part 1 — Vocal, with
Guitar
Scrapper Blackwell
Trouble Blues (Blackwell) — Part 2 — Vocal, with
Guitar
Scrapper Blackwell
OLD SOUTHERN TUNES
Drunkard's Hecups. .Reaves White County Ramblers
Flying Engine — With Reaves
Dance White
Calls, County Ramblers
Wild Horse (Country Breakdown) — Fiddle and
Guitar, with Dance Calls,
Kessinger Brothers (Clark and Luches)
Patty on the Turnpike (Country Turning) —
Fiddle and Guitar, with Dance Calls,
Kessinger Brothers (Clark and Luches)
The Rich Man and Joe Smith (ThompsonGuernsey) — Vocal, with Guitar Emry Arthur
Ethan Lang — Vocal, with Guitar and Harmonica,
Emry Arthur
It Can't Be Done (Gray-Fields) — Vocal, with
Guitars, Banjo and Violin,
Otto Gray and His Cowboy Band
Adam and Eve (Gray) — Vocal, with Guitars and
Banjo
Otto Gray and His Cowboy Band
LIST FOR NOVEMBER 15
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
Gold and Silver (Lehar) — Waltz. . .Municipal Band
Milhcent (McKee) — Waltz
Municipal Band
Fare Thee Joe
WellMannone
(Kelly-Marr)—
and HisFox-trot,
Club Royale Orch.
Downright Disgusted
(Shand-Freeman)
Fox-trot,Orch.
Joe Mannone
and His Club— Royale
Skinner's Sock (Skinner) — Fox-trot,
Louisiana Rhythm Kings
Hallucinations (Sanders) — Fox-trot,
Louisiana Rhythm Kings
Is It a Sin (My Loving You) (Carus-BryanLeopold) — Vocal, with Piano and Charles
Violin, C. Locke
The Torch (Lyman-Hamm) — Vocal, with Piano,
Violin and 'Cello
Charles C. Locke
RACE RECORDS
Freight Train Special (Henry) — Novelty Vocal.
with Piano
Hound Head HenrySteamboat Blues (Henry) — Novelty Vocal, with
Piano
Hound Head Henry
Mean Old Train Blues (Carr) — Vocal, with
Piano and Guitar
Leroy Carr
Low Down Dirty Blues (Carr) — Vocal, with
Piano and Guitar
Leroy Carr
Oh! Sister Ain't That Hotl (Donaldson-White)
— Fox-trot Jimmie Noone's Apex Club Orch.
Blues (My Naughty Sweetie Gives to Me)
(Swanstone-McCarron-Morgan) — Fox-trot,
Jimmie Noone's Apex Club Orch.
OLD SOUTHERN TUNES
Whosoever Meaneth Me (McDonnell) — Steel
Guitar and Guitar. . .J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
The Lily of the Valley — Harmonica and Guitar.
J. L. McGhee-Frank Welling
Lulu Wall — -Vocal and Banjo,
B. L. Lunsford (The Minstrel of the Appalachians)
Little Turtle Dove — Vocal and Banjo,
B. L. Lunsford (The Minstrel of the Appalachians)
TheCarroll)
Trail . Floyd
of theThompson
Lonsome and
Pine'His(MacDonaldHome Towners
(With
Jack
Tilson
and Frank Owens)
Guernsey),
I Hear the Meadows Calling Me (ThompsonFloyd Thompson and His Home Towners
(With Jack Tilson and Frank Owens)
Easy Rider — Voice, with Banjo-Guitar. . Sam McGee
Chevrolet Car — Voice, with Banjo-Guitar, Sam McGee
Domino

4207
4208
4209
4210
4211
4212
4213
4214
4215
4216

Records

DANCE RECORDS
It Goes Like This (That Funny Melody)— Foxtrot Lou Gold and His Orch.
Louder and Funnier — Fox-trot,
Fred Hall's Jazz Band
Was It Love— Waltz,
Adrian
Schubert's
Salon Orch.
If I Lost You— Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
High Up on a Hill Top— Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Some Little Someone — -Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Blue Shadows — Fox-trot
Carolina Collegians
Why (Do I Love You Like I Do)— Fox-trot.
GoldenMarimba
and HisPlayers
Orch.
Forever — Waltz Ernie Dixie
You're in Love and I'm in Love — -Waltz,
Dixie Marimba Players
Sleep, Baby, Sleep— Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Querida — Fox-trot
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Some Night When You're Lonely — Fox-trot.
Collegians
Stolen Moments — Fox-trot Carolina
The Bostonians
West End Blues — Fox-trot. .. Fred Hall's Jazz Band
Missouri Squabble — Fox-trot. .Fred Hall's Jazz Band
Twelve o'Clock Waltz— Waltz.Dixie Marimba Players
Revenr"? — Waltz
Hollywood Dance Orch.
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now — Waltz,
The Bostonians
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now — The
Fox-trot,
Bostonians

VOCAL RECORDS
4217 Old Man Sunshine — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Rodman Lewis
I Can't Make Her Happy — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
4218 Sonny Boy — Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder — Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
4219 I Solo,
Can't with
Give Orch.
You Anything
But
Love
— Tenor
Accomp
Irving
Kaufman
Then Came the Dawn — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
NOVELTY RECORDS
0263 The Porto Rico Storm — Tenor Solo, with Novelty Accomp
Frank Luther
Where
Sunset
Turns the Ocean's Frank
Blue Luther
to
Gold — the
Tenor
Solo
0264 Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time — Hawaiian
Guitars, with Vocal Ref rain . . . . Lani's Hawaiians
Angela Mia (My Angel) — Hawaiian Guitars,
with Vocal Refrain
Lani's Hawaiians
4220 Give Me That Old Time Religion— Mixed
Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
Ezekel Saw the Wheel in the Middle of the Air
— Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
Banner
7238
7239
7240
7241

7242
7243

7244
7245
7246
7247
7248
7249
7250
.7251

7252
7253
7254
7255

7256
7257
7258
7259

7260
7261

Records

DANCE RECORDS
Blue Shadows — Fox-trot
Carolina Collegians
Georgia Lullaby — Fox-trot ....Imperial Dance Orch.
High Up on a Hill Top — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Tenessee Mammy — Fox-trot ....Missouri Jazz Band
Twelve o'Clock Waltz — Waltz.Royal Marimba Players
Wond'ring What's Become of You — Waltz.
Hollywood Dance Orch.
It Goes Like This (That Funny Melody)—
Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
They Don't Come Better ThanHollywood
Betty — Fox-trot.
Dance Orch.
Forever — Waltz
Royal Marimba Players
Twilight Dreams of You — Waltz.
Majestic Dance Orch.
Why (Do I Love You Like
Do) — Fox-trot,
Ernie I Golden
and His Orch.
When Summer Is Gone — Fox-trot,
Carolina Collegians
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds
Now — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden
and His Orch.
Stolen Moments — Fox-trot
The Bostonians
Was It Love — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Just a Kiss in the Moonlight —Majestic
Wa'tz, Dance Orch.
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now
The— Waltz,
Bostonians
Easy — Fox-trot
Mendello's Dance Orch.
Querida — Fox-trot Ernie Golden and His Orch.
My Wonderful You — Fox-trot.Hollywood Dance Orch.
West End Blues— Fox-trot. . .Fred Hall's Jazz Band
Sunday Afternoon — Fox-trot,
Mendello's Dance Orch.
Sleep, Baby, Sleep — Fox-trot
The Bostonians
Among the Georgia Pines — Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band
You're in Love and I'm in Love — Waltz,
Royal Marimba Players
My Dreams Are DreamsNathan
of YouGlantz
— Waltz,
and His Orch.
Revenge — Waltz
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
In the City of Smiles and Tears — Waltz,
Majestic Dance Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
Sonny Boy — Tenor Solo, with Orch Accomp.,
GeorgeOrch.
Beaver
Happy in the Rain — Baritone Solo, with
Accomp
Ralph Haines
There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder — Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
George Beaver
Sunday Afternoon — Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
George Beaver
Old Man Sunshine — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Ralph Haines
I Never Knew How I Cared for You — Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Arthur Fields
I Can't Give You Anything But Love — Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
George Beaver
Everyone
Knows — Tenor
Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Howard Wilson
Then Came the Dawn — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Ace .ip
Ralph Haines
Evening Brings Memories of You — Tenor Solo,
with Orch. Accomp
Howard Wilson
I Can't Make Her Happy — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Ralph Haines
What's the Answer — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Arthur Fields
NOVELTY RECORDS
Angela Mia (My Angel) — Hawaiian Guitars.
with Vocal
Refrain
Hawaiian
Bluebird
— Hawaiian Trio,Lani's
with Hawaiians
Vocal
Refrain
Kula's Hawaiians
The Porto Rico Storm — Tenor Solo, with Novelty Accomp
Frank Luther
Where the Silv'ry Colorado Wends Its Way —
Tenor Solo, with Novelty Accomp. .. Frank Luther
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time — Hawaiian
Guitars,
with Vocal
Hawaiians
Sweet
Hawaiian
GardenRefrain
of FlowersLani's
— Hawaiian
Guitars, withRACE
Vocal RECORDS
Refrain Kula's Hawaiians
Ezekel Saw the Wheel in the Middle of the Air
— Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
What's You Gonna Do When the World's on
Fire — Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
Marathon

Records

DANCE RECORDS
227 Dusky Stevedore — Novelty Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Jackson and His Southern Stompers
Take Your To-morrow, Give Me To-day — Novelty Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Jackson and His Southern Stompers
228 Two Lips, Kiss My Cares Away — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Pennsylvania Dance Orch.
It's the Last Time — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus.
Pennsylvania Dance Orch.
229 I'm on the Crest of a Wave — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Southern Melody Syncopators
I'm Trying So Hard to Be Happy — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
Marathon Dance Orch.
230 I Can't Give You Anything But Love— Fox-trot.Orch.
Marathon Dance
with Vocal Chorus

The Talking Machine World, New

You've
Got That
Certain Something
with Vocal
Chorus
California— Fox-trot,
Dance Orch.
231 Old Man Sunshine — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Pennsylvania Dance Orch.
To-night's
the Night
withDance
VocalOrch.
Chorus
Fred— Fox-trot,
Hall and His
232 Sonny Boy — Fox-trot, with
Vocal
Chorus,
Southern Melody Syncopators
You're
Only Girl for MeMarathon
— Fox-trot,
Vocal the
Chorus
DancewithOrch.
233 Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life — Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus
Marlborough Dance Orch.
True Blue — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus.
Marlborough Dance Orch.
234 High
Up on a Hill Top—
Fox-trot,
withSyncopators
Vocal
Chorus
Southern
Melody
OnChorus
a Moonlight Night — Fox-trot,
VocalOrch.
MarathonwithDance
235 Roses of Yesterday — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Southern Melody Syncopators
Tell Me When — Fox-trot, with
Chorus,
Fred Vocal
Hall and
His Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
236 There's
a Rainbow 'Round My ShoulderGeorge
— Tenor
Solo
Beaver
Dancing With My Baby — Tenor Solo. George Beaver
237 Angela Mia — Tenor Solo
George Beaver
Because You're Mine — Tenor Solo. .. .Arthur Fields
238 King for a Day — Tenor Solo Sydney Mitchell
After the Rain
— TenorRELEASES
Solo
Sydney Mitchell
SPECIAL
049 Hallelujah, I'm a Bum — Comedy Solo. Jerry Hogan
The Hobo Song — Comedy Solo
Jerry Hogan
048 The Little Green Valley — Old-Time Tune,
John Albin
Climbing Ltp the Golden Stairs — Old-Time Tune.
•
John Albin

S646
8647
S648
8649
5650
5651
5652
8653
8654
8655
8656
8657
8658
8659
8660
S661

Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS
High Up on a Hill Top— Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Some Little Someone — Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Forever — Waltz
Dixie Marimba Players
You're in Love and I'm in Love
Waltz, Players
Dixie— Marimba
It Goes Like This (That Funny
Melody)
Fox-Orch.
trot Lou Gold and — His
Louder and Funnier — Fox-trot,
Fred Hall's Jazz Band
Sleep, Baby, Sleep— Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Querida — Fox-trot
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Blue Shadows — Fox-trot
Carolina Collegians
Why (Do I Love You Like
Do)— Fox-trot.
Ernie I Golden
and His Orch.
Twelve o'Clock Waltz— Waltz, Dixie Marimba Players
Revenge — Waltz
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Some Night When You're LonelyCarolina
— Fox-trot,
Collegians
Stolen Moments — Fox-trot The Bostonians
Was It Love — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
If I Lost You— Waltz,Adrian Schubert s Salon Orch.
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now
The— Waltz.
Bostonians
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now — The
Fox-trot,
Bostonians
West End Blues — Fox-trot. . .Fred Hall's Jazz Band
.Fred Hall's Jazz Band
— Fox-trot.
Missouri Squabble
VOCAL
RECORDS
I Can't Give You Anything But Love — Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Then Came the Dawn — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
Old Man Sunshine — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Rodman Lewis
Accomp
I Can't Make Her Happy — Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Rodman Lewis
Sonny Boy — Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder — Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
NOVELTY RECORDS
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time — Hawaiian
Guitars, with Vocal Refrain. .. .Lani's Hawaiians
Angela Mia (My Angel) — Hawaiian Guitars,
with Vocal Refrain
Lani's Hawaiians
The Porto Rico Storm — Tenor Solo, with Novelty Accomp
Frank Luther
Where
Turns the Ocean's Frank
Blue Luther
to
Gold— the
TenorSunset
Solo
Give Me That Old Time Religion — Mixed
Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers
Ezekel Saw the Wheel in the Middle of the Air
— Quartet
Dixie Jubilee Singers

745- H

746- H

762-H
74S-H

761-H

749-H

760-H

Harmony
Records
DANCE RECORDS
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Tom Frawley,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
My Heart Belongs to You (From "The ScarLady") — Waltz, Lou
withGold
Vocal
by
Tom letFrawley
and Chorus
His Orch.
Motherhood
— Waltz.
with Vocal (From
Chorus "Motherhood")
by Irving Kaufman,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
I Can't Make Her Happy (That Old Girl of
Mine) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman
The Harmonians
I Wanna Be Loved by You (From "Good
Boy") — Wood
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by
Robert
The Harmonians
A Night of Memories — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Tommy Weir... The Harmonians
Where the Shy Little Violets Grow — Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Edmund Ruffner
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
JustChorus
Because
It's You
— Waltz, with Vocal
by Arthur
Seelig,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
Just a Sweetheart (From "The Battle of the
Sexes") —Young,
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Marvin
Jerry Mason and His Californians
Happy Days and Lonely Nights — Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Marvin Young,
Jerry Mason and His Californians
There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder
(From Chorus
"The Singing
Fool")Kaufman,
— Fox-trot, with
Vocal
by Irving
The Harmonians
I Vocal
Can't Chorus
Get Enough
You — Fox-trot, with
by Mellof Lou,
Barth's Mississippians
MywithOldVocal
Girl'sChorus
My New
Girl Now—
Fox -trot,
by Irving
GoldenKaufman,
Gate Orch.
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FROM

LEADING

CITIES

Milwaukee, 62 — Pittsburgh, 70 — Boston, 78 — Philadelphia,
82-86 — Cleveland, 88
Portland, 90 — Detroit, 92 — Los Angeles, 93 — Buffalo, 94 — Kansas City, 95 — ^Minneapolis and St. Paul, 96 — Cincinnati, 98 — Chicago,
105-107 — Richmond
107 St
Louis, 1 1 0 — Toledo. 1 1 2 — Baltimore, 1 I 9.
Don't Be Like That — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Bye and Bye, Sweetheart — Vocal,
Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Frank Mater (Accomp. by His Collegians)
Golden Gate Orch. 10
758-H Woman Disputed (I Love Lou) (From "The
755-H Diga
Diga Doo with(FromVocal"Blackbirds
Woman Is the
Disputed")
Vocal Clyde Dunn
— Fox-trot,
Chorus ofby 1928")
Tom
Where
Song of— Songs
for Me? (From
Frawley. . .Arthur Ross and His Westerners 10
"Masquerade") — Vocal
Clyde Dunn
Crazy Rhythm — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
756-H It Goes Like This (That Funny Melody)
by Tom Frawley,
Vocal
Happy Martin
Arthur Ross and His Westerners 10
Do You? That's All I Want to Know'
751- H I Fox-trot,
Must Lovewith You Vocal
(From Chorus
"Chee by Chee")
—
Vocal
Robert
CHRISTMAS RECORD Happy Martin
Wood
Musical Comedy Orch. 10 754-H Santa Clans, That's Me! — Vocal.. Mack \llen
Moon of My Delight (From "Chee Chee') —
Hooray for St. Nick — Vocal Mack Allen
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Robert

10
10
10
10

10
10
10

752- h ^i-^-^^^r^t
10
Victor Alternate Model 7-26
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Mell Lou,
Mason— and His Californians 10
Some LittleJerry
Someone
Fox-trot, with Vocal
The Victor Talking Machine Co. announces
Chorus by Marvin Young.
,
. .
,
Jerry Mason and His Californians 10
that It IS placing an alternate model 7-26 On the
743- H Girl of My Dreams — Vocal Chorus by Tommy
mark-pt idpntiVol (4,= 7
„„
a
identical with the /-26 now on the marmarket,
McHugh's
Waltz..
Weir—Love
When
ComesJimmy
Stealing
(From Bostonians
"The Man10 ket
except that it is equipped
with a new
^
.
,
Who Laughs") — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus .
by Tommy Weir,
electro-dy namic speaker.
This speaker is ca-

volume free from disdelivering
>-ble ofand
llf"by,0 tortion
Y^-wh^Vat
747-H Where
"Billie")Were
— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
embracesgreat
the entire tonal range of
mun
u n«.ome Conrad and His 0rch ]0 musical sound. The list price will be $475.
Billie (From "Billie")— Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Edmund
Jerome Ruffner,
Conrad and His Orch. 10
A
K
VI *W \t A C in ( \-»l rk**o
744- H Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (From
Av« 1V1UUC1S
111 V^UlUlS
"Lilac Time") — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Danny Meyers,
_
__
FrankFourFerera's
Trio io
t he Atwater Kent
52, known as
One, Two, Three,
— Waltz,Hawaiian
with Vocal
..n
~ Modell i
t • the
all-in-one house current set, has appeared m a
Chorus by Danny Meyers.
,„„„
„
Frank
Trio io
bright
array of colors. A limited number of
753H You „,11 Never
Know —Ferera's
Fox-trot, Hawaiian
with Vocal
,
ChorusEd.byBlossom
Tommy and
Weir,
these /.nl^rc
sets finished
in ivory,
green
and
His New Englanders 10
ntVipr
l,«,.a
^i„ red,
i :„ blue,
„
itin several Eastern
Placed
beensales
other colors
by
Love?- Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
WasJohnIt Lawrence,
, j
as parthav.e
of , the
promotion campaign
Ed. Blossom and,
His New Englanders
10 cities
,« ■
,
on thls neW model.
DS
742-H Sonny
Boy VOCAL
(From RECOR
"The Singing
Fool") —
.
Vocal
Irving Kaufman
10
~
Dusky Stevedore— Vocal Irving Kaufman 10
StilTf*
( ll*f~hr».erkr»ir» Hniif"
741-H The Bully Song— Parts 1 and 2— Vocal.
Oldl L»
V^l U1U"5>UI11C JTlOUr
Mack Allen 10
740-H The Bowery Bums— Vocal,
,
,
"Hobo" Jack Turner io
A weekly 'Ortho-sonic Hour" has been inThe Bums' Rush — Vocal. ."Hobo"
Jack Turner 10
jnoitrctnA k,r T
H„ e r-~. u t
t? j
augurated by Eistenwalter & Gough, Inc., Fed757-H Away Out on the Mountain— Vocal.
wholesaler
Blue
Gal, K?mp.'?i"
Lucille)
.
,
_ , „ , _in San Francisco
10 eral, T Ortho-sonic
r ■ Fra£k,
,u Loving
v a i ™No. 2o (My
ni Yodel
—Vocal
Frank Kamplain 10 ancl J-os Angeles, Lai. Each Thursday evenine
750-H Lonesome (From "Lonesome")— VocaL^^^ ^
a musical program is broadcast from station
,r„„?rcv,er7vScal
Danny Meyers io KFWB
It is said that the re759-H Doin the Raccoon — Vocal,
.. ■ at , Hollywood.
Frank Mater (Accomp. by His Collegians) 10
SUltS ln sales are Proving very satisfactory.

_PQ - JV-UV.
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At

Chicago,

too,

the

Hdison

Radio

led

the

field!

The same amazing story! The same astounding interest! ... At the Chicago Radio Show the Edison

poured in . . . splendid proof that this most asked-for
radio in America has struck gold.

Radio was again the center of attention — just as it

What better way to make sales than to bring this buying interest to your store. What easier way to sell

was at the Radio World's Fair in New

York.

than to offer the beauty of the Edison cabinets and
Dealers, consumers,

radio engineers — all were satis-

fied that the long-awaited

Edison

Radio

justified

every expectation held for it. Orders and more orders

Model R-2
Radio with Dynamic Speaker.
Price, including
Dynamic Speaker,
less tubes: $26o.

Model R-l
Radio with Dynamic Speaker.
Price, including
Dynamic Speaker,
less tubes: $31 5.

Oh*

and

RADIO

the perfection of Edison performance.

Edison

Model C-l
Phonograph.
Radiotricand
ElecPrice, including
2 Dynamic
Speakers,
less
tubes: $1100.

Model C-2
Radiotricand
ElecPhonograph.
Price, including
DynamicSpeaker,
less lubes: $495.
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PITTSBURGH
909 Perm Ave.

RICHMOND
1204 East Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO
1267 Mission St.

CLEVELAND: B. W. Smith, Inc., 2019 Euclid Ave,
OGDEN : Proudfit Sporting Goods Co., 2321 Grant Ave.

more

dependable name in industry to tie to — than Edison.
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J.

EDISON

-PHONO

What

PHILADELPHIA: Girard Phonograph Co., Broad and Wallace Sts.
ST. LOUIS: Silverstone Music Co.: 1114 Olive St.
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Get

it Better

Satisfactory

Satisfied

with

aGrebe

Profits;

Customers;

/
Satisfactgp^

Sfgivice

dealers
ERPRIS
ENTwho
the
pushing
are ING
No. 2249
Table
This table
converts the Grebe
Synchrophase A-C
Six into an impressive piece of
furniture. It conmenttainsfora compartdynamic
type speaker.

Q

Grebe Synchrophase A-C, Six this
Christmas are reaping three-fold
profits — profit from a monetary standpoint —
SO
profit from the friends it makes — and profit from
the minimum of servicing required.

fee

The wide acceptance of the Grebe Synchrophase
A-C Six this Christmas, and also of the new and
beautiful Grebe line of consoles and tables, means
that more people than ever will discover that they

Console
No. 820
An Italian type
cabinet which
combines with
its beauty the
incomparable
features of the
Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six.
For Grebe Synchrophase A-C
Six and Grebe
Synchrophase
Seven A-C.

can "Get it better with a Grebe" — a pretty sound
indication of bigger Grebe business during the
coming year.
Grebe
Synchrophase
Six
List Price
(less tubes)A-C
$227.50

Grebe
Synchrophase Five
List Price (less tubes)

An A-C operated receiver with
distinctive Grebe improvements
for better local and distance receptionthatwill instantly appeal
to the buyer.

Grebe Natural Speaker
List Price $105.00
$35.00

Grebe
Seven$195.00
A-C
List Synchrophase
Price (less tubes)

Grebe No. 1750 Speaker
List Price $17.50

Send for Booklet TW
A. H. Grebe

& Co., Inc.

109 West 57th Street, New York City
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 South San Pedro Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
JVtakers of quality radio since 1909

De Luxe Console
The last word in radio
reception
— athe
receiver
flexible that
volumeso
can be controlled from
a whisper to the lull
tone of a brass band.
Equipped with Grebe
Synchrophase A-C Six.

CHR0PH&F
»AOE
MARK. REO. US PAT". OFF.

Grebe
A-C
Six
Synchrophase
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every

I
Sonny

Boy

record

Portrait

Al

of

Jolson

FREE

—mention

it

f

free portrait of Jolson with every "Sonny
THE
Boy" record is a feature that will appeal to
thousands. Be sure to give this unusual offer prominence in your window.
thousands of records.

"Sonny

It will help sell added

Boy" has proved the biggest selling rec-

ord oi 1928. That

doesn't mean

the contrary, the Vitaphone
ing Fool" will be shown

it's through.

picture of "The
in hundreds

all over the country in 1929. "Sonny
in 1929 should beat those of 1928.

On

Sing-

of theatres
Bov"

sales

Tie in with this big record. It is Brunswick's
Christmas "bonus" to the Brunswick dealer!

Panatropes
uartmsudck
'anatrnnes
• Radio
Radio
•• Rernrds
Panatrone-Radiolas
Records •• Panatrope-Radiolas
THE

BRUNSWICK-

BALKE-COLLENDER

CO,,

CHICAGO

New

York

^^»^

« Toronto

The
Vol. 24.

Talking

No.

12

New

Looking

Machine

York,

December,

Back

—

World

1928

Price Twenty-five

and

Cents

Ahead

year now rapidly drawing to a close has witnessed
THE
a quiet but none the less remarkable development in
the trade. The trend has been definitely towards

a fair degree of assurance that the trade next year will witness acontinuation of the present prosperity, and perhaps

stabilization in every branch of the business. While leading

even show considerable improvement.

manufacturers of talking machines and radios have introduced new products, no radical changes have taken place.
Improvements have been confined largely to refinements.
This has reacted to the benefit

this year there is nothing startling on the horizon. In other
words, as far as can be determined at the present time, there

An analysis of the foregoing enables one to predict with

is no suspicion of a disturbing element in the field of musicradio merchandising. On the

of the retail dealer in several

contrary, all factors are of the
most favorable kind. The stage

ways. In the first place, the
lack of startling developments
has eased the public mind
has

induced

and

filling of

the

is set for good business in 1929
Every

Dealer

Read

These

Should
Articles

immediate consumer requirements. Also, this has largely
eliminated the factor of obsolescence with which the dealer

The Customer Is Often Wrong
By S. L. Brevit
{Page 6)

in the past has been faced, in

Concentration Pays Jones-O'Neal
—By C. N. Tunnell
{Page 8)

many

cases, disastrously.
Sell the School
New

development

in the

year now nearly completed has
been the marked

improvement

in methods of merchandising.
The retail music-radio merchant has come to realize as
never

before

that hit-or-miss

methods are dangerous. The
dealer knows he must have a
complete

knowledge

products he handles.
know

Market

{Page is)

Methods
Practical

Another

of

Record

System

for

Music-Radio Dealers — By Frederick P. Altschul
{Pages 18-19)
King

Profits from Customer Cooperation, Home Demonstration and Practical Service — By
Archie Oboler
(Page 20 1

He must

$80,000 Radio Sales— By
Reher

B. C.
(Page 26)

He must keep his overhead to
the minimum. Last, but not

him.

Aggressive

for more

Their profits will increase. On
the other hand, those who lag
behind

naturally will get the

leavings and the chances are the
year will not be such a prosperous one for them.
Planning

Wins

This is true because the retail music-radio business has
now

reached

the stage where
plan their sales

campaigns and carry them out
most forcefully are the ones
who will get the cream of the
business. There is a strong
tendency toward departmentalizing music-radio stores and of

scientific management.

realize the need

If a radio department

shows a profit and the service department eats it up, the
position of the dealer is obvious. Another favorable factor

in their particular lines of endeavor.

The year, too, has seen the ironing out of many difficulties
merchandising.

dealers

should show gains in business.

be and indicates concretely that merchants

dodo. The clerk is passe. Men make business. The most successful retail houses in the country are the ones manned by

of production, distribution and

to

making every department show
a profit. This is as it should

least, he must get out and sell.
The chair warmer is as obsolete as the one tube radio or the

the most efficient men

but — there always is a but —
what advantage the dealer takes
of the situation is entirely up

dealers who
Radio - Phonographs Provide a
Broader Market — By Louis G.
Pacent
(Page 24)

the

his costs of operation.

Just as was the case

is the fact that dealers now for the first time know

that they

Service,

cannot be successful by handling only one line or by han-

formerly the bugaboo of the retail trade, is now looked upon
not only as a means to further business, but in itself as a

dling a great number of lines. It is the happy medium in
this case that proves most profitable. Merchandise must be

source of revenue.

selected with keen judgment. Experience has proved that
several lines which adequately cover the entire price and
style range will give the dealer the greatest return on his
investment and put him in a position where he can most

The year has witnessed a steadily grow-

ing demand for many products. Talking machines have
been selling in good volume. Records have shown a remarkable increase in demand.

Radios have jumped ahead
to a startling degree, especially AC sets. Accessories have

effectively fight competition.

In 1929 the tendency on the

brought profits to dealers who are farsighted enough to
realize that there is a vast field for these items and that their

part of the public to purchase modern radio equipment will
be more pronounced than it was this year. Prosperity should

sale can be made a profitable part of the business.

be general — but it is up to the dealer.

See second last page for Complete Index of Articles in this issue.
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Brunswick- Panatrope *V
(exponential type)
Model 9-8 List $95

Model P-13

any

Panatropes

Brunswick

List $395

• Radio

Models,

other

Brunswick
(electricalPanatrope
type)
Model P-ll

Brunswick
Panatrope-Radiola
Model 148
List $995

Typical

BRUNSWICK

than

Brunswick Panatrope
(electrical type)

Brunswick Panatrope
(exponential type)
Model 15-8
List $150

THE

♦ ♦ ♦ Records

List $395

Brunswick Portable
List $25

$25

to $995

• Records • Panatrope'Radiolas
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•
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Diversified

Combinations

♦♦♦

More

manufacturer

offers!

Line...

to

choose

BRUNSWICK, and Brunswick only,
offers the music dealer the advantages of the most complete and diversified line of reproducing musical
instruments and radio, backed by an
established line of electrical records.
Just as in the automobile field the
dealer has found a complete and diversified line essential to maximum profits,
so in the music field its advantages are
becoming more and more apparent.
The "sign of musical prestige" offers you instruments of every type and
in every price class. Musically, in beauty
of cabinets, and in every other way
these Brunswick instruments represent
perfection. Why accept any line which
offers less either in variety or quality?

Brunswick
Super-heterodyne
Model 5NC8
List §375
(less tubes)

Brunswick Panatrope-Radiola m
Model 3KRO
List §395

Typical

Panatropes

THE

BRUNSWICK

Brunswick

• Radio

-BALKE-COLLENDER

Models,

$25
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to $995

• Records • Panatrope>Radiolas

CO,

♦
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Demonstration Room of Schwabacher-Frey Co
— Note Appearance of Comfort
By S. L. Brevit
aerials, and the monthly radio servicing plan.
Distance reception is especially treated in
the "Guarantee and Service Agreement," which
also contains a condensed summary of the other
points. Made in duplicate, this "Guarantee and
Service Agreement," quoted below, is signed by
both purchaser and dealer and one copy is retained by each party to the transaction.
Does all this make for customer-satisfaction?
Schwabacher-Frey finds that it does; this firm
finds that the customer feels several hundred
per cent better when his objections are forestalled before he gives expression to them! It's
an old principle that a complaint headed off is
no complaint at all. Better far to say even a
bit too much at the start than to attempt to
ignorance of the manufacturer's limited guaransatisfy complaints after they have been extee, the dealer's free service limited to thirty
pressed by a disgruntled customer.
days
after
date
of
sale,
the
warning
against
Nash's list will sound rather familiar to every
Inasmuch as Schwabacher-Frey has placed
radio dealer. Below are a few samples.
tampering with the set, the non-guarantee of hundreds of the battery sets, Mr. Nash believes
The set is defective in the material used by
tubes, the suggestion
as to reinstallation of
it best to retain the
the manufacturer.
mention of these sets^n
Demand for long-time
his forms, at least until
No.
free, and very often unAC sets are in the large
GUARANTEE AND SERVICE CERTIFICATE
necessary, service.
Date
192
Tinkering, resulting in
cusmajority of his
is,
tomer-homes. That
It is hereby understood and agreed between SCHWABACHER-FREY STATIONERY CO., and
'.rouble, followed by
purchaser of Radio Receiving Set.
the firm does not want
complaints.
Make
Model
Finish
customers who own
its
Number
and/or
Demand for free resets to feel
battery
That the SCHWABACHER-FREY STATIONERY CO., will service the above-described Radio Set
placement parts, such as
"orphaned." Hence the
free of charge and agrees to keep same in good working condition for a period of thirty (30) days from
tubes, batteries, etc.
the time of delivery of Radio Set, and at the termination of the free service period the purchaser
"Service Certificate,"
Complaint regarding
agrees to pay standard rates for further services required.
quoted on page 9, which
lack of distance in reThe SCHWABACHER-FREY STATIONERY CO. agree to hold the Manufacturer responsible for
ception.
defects in material and workmanship in so far as the Manufacturer guarantees the set to them.
covers the monthly servIt is further understood and agreed that SCHWABACHER-FREY STATIONERY CO. DO NOT
ice plan continues to
It need hardly be said
MAKE ANY DEFINITE PROMISES OR GUARANTIES AS TO LONG DISTANCE RECEPTION,
dwell largely on the care
that even to halfway
there being many conditions beyond their control, such as atmospheric changes, interference, etc. NEITHER
of the batteries.
forestall and satisfy such
DO THEY GUARANTEE TUBES AND BATTERIES AS TO THEIR LIFE DURATION, AND
This "Service Certificomplaints would add
UNLESS THE MANUFACTURER WILL MAKE REPLACEMENTS THEY CAN ONLY BE REcate" is also in duplicate,
PLACED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE.
immensely to radio sales,
The SCHWABACHER-FREY STATIONERY CO. have properly installed the above-mentioned Radio
radio profits, and would
signed by the merchant,
Set and it is now in proper working order. I have read the above agreement and, accept the conditions.
make life a lot happier
and one copy retained
Date
day
of
192
,
San
Francisco,
California.
WITNESS:
for the radio dealers.
by the customer. The
service charge is $18 a
And Mr. Nash's solution
Purchaser.
-goes far more than halfyear
for every model of
SCHWABACHER-FREY STATIONERY CO.
way. The secret of his
By
(Continued
9)
set,
payable on
in page
advance.
successful method is

Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., of
THE
San Francisco, operates one of the most
successful radio departments in that section of the country.
E. Roy Nash, manager of this department, has
built up profits largely because of his solution
of that two-headed question — how to forestall
and how to satisfy customer complaints. Mr.
Nash made a careful study of the "kicks" registered by radio purchasers, not only at
Schwabacher-Frey's, but also by talking things
over with other San Francisco radio merchants;
and he finds complaints that are so often made
that they might be almost called "standard
complaints"!
Although no two customers will express these
complaints and requests in the same way, Mr.

that Schwabacher-Frey consistently believes in
having everything down on paper! Of course
the salesmen, installation men and service men
are instructed to as far as possible forestall
complaints by means of verbal explanations at
the time the set is first purchased and installed.
But the matter does not rest there. Immediately after the set has been placed in the purchaser's house a multigraphed form letter, with
name and address of customer typed in to
match, is put in the mail.
It's worth noting how these six I-told-youso's cover "standard complaints," beginning
with the manufacturer's 90-day guarantee. With
this letter before him no customer can plead
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No. 636 Stromberg-Carlson, Art Console.
Operates on A. C. Tubes. Price less tubes
and Speaker
$245.00
Slightly higher Rockies and West and Canada

GIcORIOUS

Tone:
Back

STROODMRG-CflKlfSOD

• • •^esjgf

of every Stromberg-Carlson

dealer is a mighty

invisible, intangible, yet nevertheless
of Stromberg-Carlson
Because

Receivers.

in radio — PRESTIGE

desired and

elusive quality

attaches to the store of the merchant

has the Stromberg-Carlson

line.

as profit always comes

is undeniably

selling force,

real — the superb tonal quality

of this glorious tone — the most

PROFIT,

• * •2&gBi

And

with

who

this prestige comes

with merchandise

where excellence

attained.

Stromberg' Carlson models for A. C. and D. C. areas
range in price from $185 to $120$, East of Rockies.
STROMBERG-CARLSON

TELEPHONE

MFG.

CO., Rochester, N.Y.

There is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson

toil
Makers of 'voice transmission and voice reception apparatus for more than thirty years.

'

Concentration

s-O'Neal
By C.
N. Tunnell
ne
Jo

Pays
selling of more than 450 cabinet type
THE
talking machines and more than 500 portables within the past nine months is proof
enough that the Jones-O'Neal Furniture Co.,
Houston, Tex., is making a success in retailing
this merchandise.
Miss Jessie B. Scapley, manager of the talking machine department, says,
"We sell more talking machines by concentrating our entire sales effort on one particular
model of machine at a time and concentrating
on one outstanding merit of this model."
Built a Sales Organization

planning something that they, too, may put
over with honors in their work of selling.
Featuring "Talking" Points
As the sales force has been thoroughly impressed with some one big point of a model
of talking machine, this impression is easily
carried over to the customer. A concrete example of one such model illustrates this point.
It appeared that this model had a different
type tone chamber from all others. It was a
point well worth consideration, but it was also
a point completely overlooked by the customer
and easily overlooked by the average salesman.
After having this feature demonstrated the
salesmen for this firm would take out the grille

A consistent follow-up of each sale enables
these extra five sales to be credited to the
firm instead of the desire merely created and
allowed to flicker out. Ten days after delivering a machine, the salesman calls back to see
if everything is satisfactory. Although this -is
done on the explanation that the Jones-O'Neal
Co. maintains a service policy that means satisfaction, at the same time the salesman makes
inquiries about the friends that have seen the
new model machine. In this way these sales
leads are followed up from first-hand information. Not only has the enthusiasm of the first
customer helped to sell these other prospects
on the one big point of the particular model,
but the ice has been broken that

Miss Scapley joined the Jones-O'Neal firm in
February, 1928, after having spent four years
in sales promotion work for the Brunswick Co.
She organized a small sales
'Neal ^^^^^^^m
five Jones-O
force for
stores
in the
Houston.
Her force
of outside salesmen was organTT/'HEN
a dealer sells 450 cabinet type talking
ized as a force of regular yearand more than 500 portable instrumachines
rr
around salesmen that would not
be increased for special campaigns, while a record girl was
selected for each of the stores.
"Sell" Model to the Sales Force
"Our first step after buying a
particular model
talking machine is that of selling our sales
force on this model and some
one outstanding feature of this
one model that is not the chief

gives the salesman the right inprospect's
home wheretroduction
heinto the
too can
stress

ments, the achievement of the Jones-O'Neal Co.,
Houston, Texas, over a period of only nine months,
there must

be a good

reason

for it. There

is, and the

accompanying article outlines clearly the merchandising policies that have made this extremely high
sales volume possible with a comparatively small sales
organization.

The

story is not only interesting
read it.

informative and every dealer should
feature of any other model,"
explained Miss Scapley.
She ^S^b
,
continues
"After selling our
and call special attention to this desired type
small sales force on the predominant merit of
of tone chamber.
the phonograph, it comes easy for them to sell
In some instances the customer would come
the customer on this one big point."
The sales force is sold on the merchandise
into the store and quickly select this model machine before the demonstration could be made.
chat is featured through regular weekly meetBut even this type customer was not allowed
ings. At these meetings demonstrations of
to go away with a mere talking machine. After
sales methods and appeals are given as concrete
the sale was made the salesman in charge
examples of how to make the sale in the field.
thoroughly demonstrated the outstanding merit
The outside salesmen meet each morning at one
of the phonograph; and the customer went
store to go over plans for the day with Miss
away knowing that his machine was more than
Scapley. At these little pep meetings a goal
a talking machine, it was a special kind with a
is set. Every salesman knows what is extone chamber different from that of any other.
pected of him for the day and any fresh lead;
Concentration Wins Sales
or sales information is gone over at this time.
Set Daily Sales Quotas
By demonstrating the outstanding merit of
each model machine, either in the store or in
This department manager points out that the
the home, the salesman is able to make the
daily meetings and setting of a goal for each
purchaser a salesman. To be certain, every feaday enable every person to keep his eye on the
ture of the model talking machine is stressed
figure to be attained instead of merely expectand its many merits are brought out; but the
ing to do a big month's volume and probably
entire sales theme is centered around the one
waiting until the month is half gone before debig point selected for that one particular model.
ciding to get up and fight for more business.
And this same method is used with the record
In this way the customer does not tell his
friends that he has a good machine or the best
girls, who are actually phonograph sales girls,
model because of the many good points it has,
according to Miss Scapley. The record girls
he uses a concrete point to show his friends
meet in the regular weekly meetings, but little
where his machine has some feature that no
social meetings are actually the ones that proother model has.
duce increased volume ©f both records and talkFollow-up Creates Business
ing machines. At these little social meetings
Concentration on this outstanding merit of
conducted by Miss Scapley for her five girls
the model has meant that each machine sold
mention is made of the outstanding sales made
by this firm directly sells five additional talking
by record girls during the past few days. For
instance, one girl made seven sales of phonomachines. Miss Scapley finds that on an average there are enough friends and visitors to the
graphs one day. At another time, one girl
home of a purchaser of a new talking machine
sold thirty records of one number on Saturday,
and twenty-five the following Monday by merely
within six days' time that this customer sells
five of these visitors on this same model phonofeaturing this one record. These little compligraph, an exceedingly profitable condition.
ments put the entire force to thinking and
8

.

but
.

.

this important sales point.
A personal type letter from
the phonograph department of
this firm is used as a follow-up
for each sale even before the
salesman makes the personal
follow-up. These letters remind
the customer that he has something to be proud of, and something that he can well afford to
show his friends.
Likewise a follow-up of each
sale is made by the record girl.

^^^^^m^^ This girl tells the customer that
as he has purchased a new talking machine she will be glad to serve in helping
select desired records. At the same time this
telephone conversation takes place this sales
girl makes inquiries about the expressions and
comments of neighbors and friends. As a result, sales leads are obtained.
Each of the Jones-O'Neal stores has a loud
speaker at the outside of the display window.
Suggestive displays of talking machines and
popular records are kept in these display windows. Popular records are played continually
in the stores to interest prospects in music.
"Everybody is a talking machine prospect.
If they have no machine, they can at least be
sold a portable. If they have a machine, this
one can be supplemented by a portable or replaced by a larger model or a model that has
some outstanding feature that appeals to the
prospect, it is our purpose to discover and sell
our public on this point," says Miss Scapley.
And when we know that this saleswoman has
used a small sales force and worked with them
to make every day a banner day to sell more
than five hundred portables and more than four
hundred and fifty cabinet talking machines in
nine months, it is easy to see the merits of this
sales plan of concentrated effort on one point
of one model machine at a time. And the success of this plan may be better understood
when we know that it is not specials but regular merchandise at standard prices that makes
this volume; and payments are pretty closely
adhered to, a ten per cent down payment with
ten months to pay.
Not only has this merchandising policy built
a strong clientele and a profitable business in
talking machines, but the direct profits from
sales of records have been considerable.
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RCA RADIOLA 30A— Custom-built cabinet model of the famous RCA SuperHeterodyne with RCA Loudspeaker. At
the new price this is an unusual value in
fine,radio receivers. Operates directly
from the house-current.
S285 (with Radiotrons).

RCA RADIOLA 51— The narionally popular "18," with A. C. electric operation, in
a specially designed cabinet with RCA
Loudspeaker enclosed. All ready to connect to aerial and ground, and bring in the
best rhat's on the air.S175 Hess Radiotronsi

RCA RADIOLA 64 — De luxe cabinet
model of new RCA Super- Heterodyne,
with improved RCA Electro - Dynamic
Speaker. Incorporates new features never
before used. Automatic volume control.
$550 (less Radiotrons),

f

1
RCA RADIOLA 41 — Cabinet receiver
Ituned-radto-frequencyi with RCA Electro*
Dynamic Speaker. A. C. electric operation
from house currenr Walnut finish.
S2 1 5 'less Radiotrons)

RCA
RADIOLA
62— Cabinet The
modelenclosed
or" the
new RCA
Super-Heterodyne.
Electro-Dynamic Speaker is an improved
model or the incomparable RCA reproducer. Superior fidelity of reproduction
over the entire musical range.
$375 'less Radiotronst.

RCA RADIOLA 16— Designed to give the
finest radio entertainment in homes not
wired for electricity. Battery operated. A
receiver
for its wondetful performance
and known
long life.
S82.75 (wirh Radiotrons!.

. C . , V-

±
RCA RADIOLA 60 — The tamous RCA
Super-Heterodyne, now u ith the new A. C.
lubti, for simplified house-current operation. Remarkably faithful reproduction
Ideal for congested broadcasting areas—
highly sensitive for places remote from
broadcast stations. S147 (less Radiotrons).
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RCA RADIOLA 18— Most populat type of
Radiola ever built. A finely designed receiver of broad range and capacity for
simplified A.C. lighting-current operation.
$95 (less Radiotrons).
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RCA ELECTRO DYNAMIC SPEAKER 106— The incomparable reproducing instrument ot the rype used in
the new cabinet Radiolas now available as a separate unit.
Operates from A. C. house-current. A beautiful piece of furnirurc as well as a reproducer of amazing range and tout. S8K

Tbu markt the
UaditiK
dealer in
every community.

RCA LOUDSPEAKER 100A— Over three quarters
of a million of this type of RCA speaker are now
in use. Their sturdy construction and uniformly
fine performance have made them the most popular
of all reproducers
$29
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as well as utility. Tapestry covered A beautiful
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Business

Customer

May

by J. W. de Haas upon his return from a more
than 20,000 mile trip to Africa and across the

on
Be

Wrong

{Continued from page 6)
wrong and who leaves the store after a purchase
The "Questionnaire" on the back of the "Servhaving a different idea of the arrangements
ice Certificate" is also worthy of attention,
SERVICE CERTIFICATE
12-Months $. . .
Date.
192.
No.
Received from
Address
The sum of
Dollars ($
)
which entitles the holder of this CERTIFICATE to the following:
(A) A complete inspection of your Radio Equipment once every thirty (30) days during the life of
this Certificate, this inspection to include:
(1) A thorough test of your "A," "B" and "C" Batteries, your tubes, speaker, charger (or elimination
system) and your Radio Receiver.
(2) Cleaning tube contacts, battery and switch contacts, and tightening battery connections.
(3) Distilled water in battery, charger, etc., when required.
(B) The delivery to your home and the installation of any batteries, tubes or other accessories purchased from Schwabacher-Frey Co., provided such installation does not require more than thirty (30)
minutes or one-half hour's time.
(C) The privilege of one additional call per month, provided any trouble should develop between
regular inspection periods, this call to be made between the hours of 9:00 A. M. and 5:00 P. M.
This agreement does not in any way entitle the holder to any service or labor other than that set
forth in this Certificate. Other service or labor will be billed at our regular stated charges of $1.50 per
hour.
Inasmuch as the essence of this Contract is Service, Schwabacher-Frey Co. assumes no further obligation or responsibility than that stipulated above.
Make all checks payable to Schwabacher-Frey Co. This Certificate is void unless signed by an
authorized Officer of this Company.
By.
Good for a period of
months from date hereof.
covering as it does all needed details of the
purchaser's address, references, radio possessed, etc.
And Mr. Nash keeps a close tab on his customers and their wants. He keeps an individual file-folder for each customer. In this

vast stretches of the "Veld" country.
The African Broadcasting Co. has showrooms in Cape Town, Johannesburg, Durban,
Pretoria and Bloemfontein, where they arc
equipped to exhibit and demonstrate Fada sets.
Among the points at which sub-dealers were
appointed are the following: Entecourt, Natal;
New Castle, Natal; Potchefstroom, Transvaal;
Standerton, Transvaal; Greylingstad, Transvaal;
Heidelberg, Transvaal; Vereeniging, Transvaal;
Odenaalsrust, Orange Free State; Kroonstad,
Orange Free State; Bultfontein, Orange Free
State and Kimberley, Cape Colony.

Theatre
Profit

Sale
and

Publicity

McCoy's, Stromberg-Carlson Dealer, Sells
Receiver, Four Speakers and Pick-up
An interesting story of a sale which included
a Stromberg-Carlson radio receiver, four loud
speakers and a Stromberg-Carlson magnetic
pick-up outfit and in addition assured the dealei
of a considerable amount of weekly publicity
which has greatly stimulated phonograph record
sales, recently came to light.
Gene Oviatt, of McCoy's, Inc., StrombergCarlson dealer of Waterbury, Conn., learned

QUESTIONNAIRE
Owner's Name .<
Home Address

Bill....

Business Address

Bill....

individual file are kept the copy of the "Guarantee and Service Agreement," the copy of the
"Service Certificate" and the "Questionnaire,"
copies of the service records as actually performed month by month, copies of bills and of
correspondence, so that at any instant Mr. Nash

Home Phone

can lay his hand on the customer's complete

"A" Battery
"B" Battery
"C" Battery
Charger
Eliminator

Now that you are one of our Radio customers,
it is our task to see that you get the most enjoyment possible from your equipment. With this
thought in mind we ask that you please co-operate
with us in the following:
1. Read and keep the enclosed signed Manufacturer's 90-day Guarantee.
2. 'Phone us immediately should anything go
wrong with this equipment, as we "Free Service"
it for 30 days from date of sale.
3. Do not let anyone tamper with it, for by
doing so you "void" both Guarantee and Free
Service Agreement, copy of which we are enclosing
and ask that you sign the original and return in
enclosed envelope.
4. We thoroughly check all equipment and accessories with the latest testing apparatus before delivery to see that it is in the best possible condition. Tubes are not guaranteed by the Manufacturer, so we in turn cannot guarantee them.
5. Inadequate Aerials are a constant source of
trouble and also retard the proper working of
Radio apparatus. If your Aerial is not right it
will pay you to have one properly installed.
6. Our "MONTHLY SERVICE" Plan, at a very
nominal cost, assures you a continuous operation of
your set. Just check the place provided on the
"Free Service" Agreement and we will gladly explain it to you.
7. By following the above you will save any
misunderstandings and get the best results from
your equipment.
Thanking you for this co-operation and assuring
you of our appreciation of a continuance of your
favors, we are
Yours very truly,
Manager Radio Department.
record up to date. A full addressograph record
is also kept of each customer, with signals
covering make and model of radio, whether
monthly service is in operation, and also any
phonographs or records purchased.
Summing up, Mr. Nash's experience demonstrates the wisdom of supporting oral statements with very explicit written statements —
the surest precaution against that "aggrieved
customer" who is so sure he's right when he's

Brings

Business Phone

Make of Receiver

Type....

Make of Loud Speaker

Type....

Number of Tubes

Type....

References

Address

Remarks
Service Certificate for
Months ($.
Date
Salesman

which he has entered into with the proprietor
from that which the salesman or clerk wished
to express. Extend every possible courtesy
and service to the customer but protect your
own business at the same time.
Survey

Shows

That

Is Radio's

Music

Best

Feature

A nation-wide survey conducted by Daniel
Starch, of Harvard, on behalf of the National
Broadcasting Co., during which personal interviews were made at the homes of 17,099 families
in twenty-four States east of the Rockies, clearly
indicated the public preference for music on
broadcast programs. The investigators found
that in communities of all sizes, from farms to
big cities, the highest vote was, first, for orchestra music, and second, for popular entertainers.
The third and fourth most popular types were
dance music and musical programs generally.
The report indicates that the larger the community the greater the popularity of classical
music and grand opera.
Fada

African

Distributor

The African Broadcasting Co., with headquarters atJohannesburg and branches throughout the Union of South Africa, has been appointed Fada radio distributors for the territory. Announcement to this effect was made

that a local theatre was to be opened by a stock
company and that the producers were having
difficulty in obtaining an orchestra at a price
that was satisfactory. Mr. Oviatt went to the
producers with the suggestion of using a Stromberg-Carlson receiver with a magnetic pick-up
for phonograph record reproduction, and several
loud speakers. He succeeded in convincing
them of the feasibility of the installation.
A No. 635 receiver was installed under the
stage with a monitor receiver for the operator,
together with the phonograph, magnetic pick-up
and switching devices that would throw the
radio or pick-up outfit reproduction into either
the auditorium speakers or the monitor loud
speaker or both. Two of the speakers were
placed near the stage in the auditorium and
two others under the gallery so as to provide
even distribution of the music all over the
theatre. This eliminated all possibility of excessive volume in the front of the house with
possible dead spots in the rear of the balcony.
McCoy's supplies a full set of new records
each week, ranging from either an overture or
symphony at the opening of the show to concert and popular numbers for filling in between
acts. For this service the store receives free
space in the theatre program. The installation,
in addition to supplying the musical program,
also furnishes the public with the broadcasting
of events of national interest and the proprietors
and the public have expressed themselves as
being pleased with the arrangement.
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Arcturus
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Acquisition of Large Plant With Additional 100,000 Square Feet Will Enable
Company to Double its Output

City Chosen Because of Its Accessibility
— Results of Surveys to Be Considered —
Will Study Trade Practices

Space and Production Facilities Are
Tripled
by Acquisition
— Executive
Offices Moved
to 220 Elizabeth
Avenue

Further evidence, of the steadily increasing
demand for radio receiving sets and speakers
was given when the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., maker of Philco
all-electric radios, announced the purchase of
an additional 100,000 square feet of ground with
a large factory building, which will enable the
company to double its output of radio sets. Improvements to cost nearly $750,000 have already
begun on the property and buildiugs, which are
located at Allegheny and C streets, just one
block from the present Philco factory.
"Purchase of the property became a vital
necessity some time ago, when it became apparent that no matter what was done to speed
production in our present factory we could not
keep up with the orders which are pouring in
from every State in th« Union," said J. M.
Skinner, vice-president of the Philadelphia
Storage Battery Co. "When you recall that
Philco has been making radio sets only since
July and that we have been oversold every
week since production began, you can understand that this immediate demand of the public
for our product has been a surprise even to our
own executives. Within a short time we will
be geared to double the production of our pres-

The Federated Radio Trade Association has
definitely decided upon the city of Buffalo,
N. Y., as the scene of its next convention to
be held February 18-19-20, 1929. Buffalo has
been chosen because of its eastern and northern location which makes it accessible to radio
tradesmen throughout the United States and
Canada. This convention will be the most important ever held by the radio trade.
At this time the results of various surveys
made by the Executive Offices will be given
consideration by the visiting tradesmen. All
local associations throughout the entire country are taking part in this meeting and will
have delegates attending the Convention from
nearly every city in the country.
Standard terms and conditions of purchase
will be outlined for all retailers and a campaign will be waged to eliminate fraudulent and
misleading advertising. The work of the entire convention will be helping the radio industry to so increase the value of its services that
the public will secure better results.

The Arcturus Radio Co., of Newark, N. J.,
exclusive manufacturer of AC radio tubes, has
recently acquired two new plants, located on
Frelinghuysen and Elizabeth avenues, tripling

ent plant."
The newest Philco purchase gives this concern a total of six factories in and near Philadelphia. The new building will be used first
of all for production of parts, and secondly it
will be used to relieve the Philco speaker factory, at Germantown, Pa., of its present congestion. Officials of the company believe that
output can be doubled.
present
the

W.

R. McAllister

Ends

PLAKT 11*4
LABODATOBY
Arcturus Factories
space and production facilities. The company
now operates four plants, one in Harrison, N. J.
and three in Newark, as well as a separately
situated laboratory also in the latter city.
The Newark plants are located within a few
blocks of each other, the production line virtually running between them. Plant No. . 3 is
devoted to receiving, and the manufacture of
small parts. The assembly and evacuation takes
place in plant No. 2, while the tubes are based,
tested and shipped from plant No. 4. The
Harrison factory, plant No. 1, also performs the
intermediate operations.
The executive offices have been moved from
Sherman avenue to 220 Elizabeth avenue.

Trip

Buffalo, N. Y., December 1.— W. R. McAllister,
sales manager of the Federal Radio Corp., recently returned to headquarters here following
a trip through the East, including stops in the
key cities of New York and Philadelphia. While
in New York City, Mr. McAllister lunched with
all the Eastern representatives of the company,
and received encouraging and gratifying reports regarding business in all sections.
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Pierre
RCA

Boucheron
District

Is

Manager

Former

Advertising and Publicity Manager of Radio Corp. Appointed Southern
Sales Manager — Offices in Atlanta

The appointment of Pierre Boucheron, formerly advertising and publicity manager of the
Radio Corp. of America, to the post of Southern

C. R. Westbrook, formerly connected with
the New York sales offices, has been appointed
assistant district sales manager at Atlanta.
"The primary purpose of establishing the new
offices with warehouse and service station facilities in Atlanta," said Mr. Ray, "is to provide
added facilities for our distributors and dealers
in developing the large potential purchasing
power of the Southern district. Shipments of
radio apparatus to this area will now be made
direct from warehouses in Atlanta. The territory which will be served includes North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee,
Alabama, Mississippi, and the eastern portion

Co.

Wins

Patent

Suit

The Victor Talking Machine Co. of Canada
was sustained in its right to use the Orthophonic horn in a decision by the Exchequer
Court at Ottawa. The action was brought by
E. Grissinger, of Buffalo, N. Y., who charged
infringement.
Acme

Pierre Boucheron
district sales manager with headquarters at
Atlanta, Ga., has been announced by J. L. Ray,
general sales manager. Mr. Boucheron is one
of the best-known executives in the advertising
and publicity fields, and brings to his new position a wealth of merchandising experience.
L. R. Galvin and E. C. Carlson, formerly
assistants to Mr. Boucheron in New York, are
now in charge of advertising and sales promotion respectively.

Wire

Co.
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CeCo

Radio

Tube

Show

Decided

Manual

An unusually attractive sales manual was
recently issued to the trade by the Acme Wire
Co., New Haven, Conn., maker of radio condensers, coils and other parts. The company's
products are illustrated and described in detail
and processes of manufacture are made clear.
The Federal Ortho-sonic Model F-10 was the
choice of the management of Shea's five Publix
theatres in the Buffalo area to receive election
returns for the benefit of their audiences, election night. This proved to be excellent publicity for the Ortho-sonic.

Increase

A shipment of Fada radio receivers from F.
A. D. Andrea, Inc., to Harispuru Hnos., Montevideo, Uruguay, formed a part of the cargo lost
on the ill-fated S. S. Vestris when it sank off
the Virginia Capes.
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Peerless quality is uniform
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Sales

Business for October Double That of September— Additions to Production Facili-Plan New Building
ties MadeProvidence, R. I., December 6.— Despite the fact
that material additions to the production facilities of the CeCo Manufacturing Co. have been
made, and much new equipment of the latest
design to speed production has been installed,
two shifts are still required to meet the constantly increasing demand for CeCo tubes. The
expansion of the business has been such that
plans are now in preparation for an additional
building of large dimensions.
The CeCo Co., which manufactures radio
rubes exclusively, states that the business for
October of this year shows a 100 per cent increase over the sales volume for September and
an even greater increase over sales of last October. While there is unquestionably a vastly
increased demand for all radio tubes, both AC
and DC, it seems evident that the splendid reputation which the CeCo product has enjoyed is
largely responsible for the overwhelming business which has come to it.
Officials of the CeCo organization have
prided themselves on making shipments on the
day orders are received and a large stock is
carried at all times in order that this policy
might be lived up to. Despite all efforts to
meet demands, the plant is somewhat behind on
deliveries, but the added facilities and the double shifts are expected to take care of customers in the near future.

of the State of Louisiana."
RCA opened another new branch office recently in Dallas, Texas. Other district sales
offices of the corporation are located in New
York, Chicago and San Francisco.
Victor

World, New
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The new Balkite SYMPHION
. . . SYMPHION through an
entirely neiv principle converts
the ordinary 60-cycle AC house
current to 3,000,000 cycles . . .
This makes possible the use of
the 201A tube with its far wider
range of frequencies and excludes heterodyning and hum. . .
Result: every tone is reproduced
— as it is played. Two models:
B-7 Highboy at $475, and
B-9 Combination Radio Receiver and Electric Record Reproducer at $950. Both in cabinets
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Standard Oil Co. of California. ~
Dr. Damrosch, in commenting
on the purpose and value of
these concerts, said, in part:
"The purpose of
the RCA Music
Education Hour is

One Instrument Used for
Entire School If Desired

radio receiver has in the past been
THE
regarded and sold mainly as an instrument, the chief purpose of which is to
provide entertainment and, in occasional instances, enlightenment on topical happenings
and current news. From the beginning of
broadcasting however it has been realized that
one of the greatest contributions which radio
could make to mankind was that of being an
educational factor and this phase of the capabilities of radio is now being developed.
The most forward step ever taken in making
radio a part of the school curriculum was inaugurated on October 26. Then the first of a
series of forty-eight educational concerts,
divided into four series of twelve one-half-hour
programs, especially prepared and arranged
according to the mental development of children and young people from the third grade
through high school, was broadcast by Walter
Damrosch and His Symphony Orchestra over
a network of twenty-six broadcasting stations

primarily to arouse
enthusiasm and a better understanding of music as an
artistic expression of human
emotions. Secondly, 10 encourage self-expression in
music among the pupils and,
therefore, the study of music
in the regular curriculum of
the schools. This should develop, first of all, singing, a
knowledge of musical notation, and in the high schools
and colleges, the formation of school orchestras. My experience of over thirty years in this
field has proven to me that all these things
come inevitably and naturally. At all of these
concerts I shall give very short and simple
explanations of the music that the orchestra
will play, of the nature and character of the
different orchestral instruments, and something
about
the composers."
Dr. Damrosch
has formulated a list of about
twelve questions for each of the forty-eight
programs embodying' the principal points of
his explanatory comments. These questions,
together with the proper answers and additional
information, form the contents of an attractive
manual which has been furnished to the
teachers of the schools connected with the concerts by radio.
Before deciding to sponsor the concerts
which are now in progress the Radio Corp. of
America in February of this year arranged two
experimental programs for school children, a
successful experiment. Despite the fact that
these experiments were launched with hardly
time for proper exploitation the response was
immediate and encouraging.
It was estimated

Sfeck'l
Enables Control
Tuning Board
in on
Any Station

that Dr. Damrosch received more than 10,000
letters from pupils, teachers and music directors
all over the country, commending the programs
and urging their continuance.
Although this series of concerts is primarily
intended to utilize radio in its sphere as a vital
factor in education and is not directly designed
as a dealers' aid, every radio dealer in the
country should regard it as a happening of real
moment to him in his business life.
The school market is, or until the very recent
past has been, a practically virgin field and
there are many thousands of schools throughout the United States not equipped with radio.
Every dealer should regard the schools in his
community as likely prospects and stress every
effort to secure an order from the school board
or the Parent-Teachers' Association or some
civic body which has the interests of the pupils
as its object and purpose. Although this series of
educational concerts is the first broadcast feature which has a sustained interest to the
pupils of the schools of the country, frequent
broadcasts have occurred during the past two
years, every one of which should have been
listened to by the school children. The following partial list taken from "Radio in Education," published by RCA, gives an idea of the
programs which should be used by dealers in
attempting to sell school boards and other educational bodies on the necessity of having radio
equipment
in their schools: "Pan-American
Conference, Havana, Cuba, at which President
Coolidge and President Machado spoke; memorial services at Gettysburg at which President Coolidge spoke; annual convention of the
American Farm Bureau at Chicago,
New
York
Symphony Orchestra
Children's
Concerts
in February
and Republican
and Democratic
-conventions
at which
the presidential candidates were chosen."
This list does not mention regular
broadcast lectures on dietetics, foreign language lessons, Christmas
choral concerts and lectures by renowned educa.tors.
Naturally, with the great variety
in the siz'es of schools and the number of pupils enrolled, the demand
for receiving equipment will cover a
wide range. In the rural schools
with a small number of pupils a

the A^an"
covering the entire country between
This
tic Coast and the Rocky Mountains
series of orchestral concerts under
the direction of Dr. Damrosch, the
dean of American musicians, has
been arranged and is being sponsored by the Radio Corp. of
America, which has spared no expense, not only in arranging for the
programs but in providing supplementary material to teachers so that
the fullest benefits of the Damrosch
concerts will be available to every
pupil in rural schools a,s well as in
the larger city institutions. A similar series of thirty-six lecture
recitals is being broadcast every
Thursday morning over a network
of five Pacific Coast broadcasting
stations to students in upper grades
and also in high schools. These
recitals are being provided by the
Speakers Installed in Assembly Room and All Classes Bring Programs to Pupils
16

single receiver installed in the meeting room or auditorium where all
{Continued on page 17)
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Columbia

Electric Viva-tonal

andCombination
Kolster Radio
"like life itself"
S900

Columbia

Model

Electric Viva-tonal
and
Kolster Radio Combination

Columbia-Roister Viva-tonal
cing
The Electric Reprodu
Phonograph

"like life itself"
S600 Model

"like life itself"
£525

Model

Columbia-Kolster Viva-tonal
The Electric
Reproducing
Phonograph
"like life itself"
$395

Prices shown are list

Instruments

of

vatue^

antt

churm

Model

Superlative
perfection
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COLOMBI

Columbia Radio Receiving Set
beautiful period cabinet
$285
Model
(West of Rockies, $300)

Viva-tonal Columbia Phonograph
$125

Model

Viva-tonal Columbia Phonograph
$90

Model

Viva-tonal Columbia Portable

$50

Model

'''•like life itself" Viva-tonal
Radio Combinations, with

Columbia Phonographs. Radios and Phonographtheir living tone, are unbeatable sales makers.
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Masterworks*,
FROM
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WORKS
... And
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velous Columbia Schubert Centennial group
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greatest record
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library.

SETS

the Master

of Melody—
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cross-section
nius of Franz

gems from

Demonstrate the other eomposers
sented in Columbia Masterworks

— a

of the geSchubert.

repre-

Bach

WAGNER

Beethoven

Haydn
Hoist

Berlioz

Lalo

Brahms

Mendelssohn

Bruch

Mozart

Chopin
Debussy

Ravel

DEBUSSY

Saint-Saens
Riehard

Dvorak
Grieg
Franck

TSCHAIKOWSKY

Strauss

MOZART

Tschaikowsky

Wagner
in a selected list of symphonies, eoneertos,
sonatas, and chamber music. All works in
five or more parts are enclosed
tive art albums.
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Catalog.
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(Continued from page 16)
the pupils can gather would suffice. On the
R's. The school board must be 'sold' the idea,
just as other ideas have been sold.
other hand, the large city school will in many
"As for philanthropically minded local citicases require equipment that will bring a prozens, that is a question of how fortunate is the
gram to a room or rooms without interfering
community in this rare commodity. It is
with the classroom proceedings of pupils who
always possible, of course, to get a group of
have no interest in the broadcast. The Radio
citizens together for the purpose of equipping
Electric
General
the
with
Corp., in conjunction
the schools with radio apparatus, just as it is
Co. and the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
possible to secure funds for a,ny other worthy
to cover this need has produced a special cencause.
The philanthropical citizen who donates
tralized radio receiver equipment which prolibraries
may see the wisdom of donating a
distribution
and
control
reception,
the
vides for
located
point
single
means
of
bringing the world of music and edua
from
programs
radio
of
cational material into the school.
in a place convenient for supervision by the
"Never before has the radio merchandiser
proper authorities.
had
the opportunity which is now unfolded by
dealers
for
opportunity
In commenting on the
the Damrosch educational broadcasts. Not
and the methods to be used in securing sales,
alone is there radio equipment to be sold to
David Sarnoff, vice-president and general manschools, but there is installation work which
ager of the Radio Corp., said in part:
the
radio merchandiser may undertake himself
"It is necessary to secure the active co-operaor turn over to an electrical contractor. Certion of radio merchandisers in every part of
tainly there never was a better opportunity to
the country, so that their help, together with
the basic effort in the form of the national
sell to a virgin market at a fair price."
In connection with the RCA-Damrosch Hour
campaign undertaken by RCA, will convince
a vigorous campaign has been launched by RCA
school boards everywhere of the necessity for
to enable its dealers to sell to schools a.gainst
radio equipment in schools.
the least possible resistance. Forty-three school
"Now as for the question of whom to sell —
journals which are read by teachers and school
school board or philanthropically minded local
boards throughout the country are carrying
citizen — it is difficult to say. Local conditions
full-page advertisements on the subject. All
vary widely. What might work in one comthe leads received through this source are being
munity may fail in the next. Therefore, the
turned over to the nearest RCA dealer.
peculiar local conditions obtaining in the community should guide the selling campaign. The
While the dealer's chief interest in soliciting
the school radio business is in making immeschool board, usually, is the logical point of
diate sales, it must not be lost sight of that
attack, for there is as much reason for installing
the millions of pupils who will listen to the
a radio receiver as a domestic science layout.
apparatus as part of their classwork exert a
Both are intended for educational purposes,
tremendous influence in the buying selections
although neither falls strictly within the three

SELL

by the eminent conductor: "It is needless to
say that it will be our endeavor to grade the
programs in such a way as to lead the children
gently along until they are able to understand
and enjoy music of a more complicated character. During some of the concerts I shall have
the various instruments of the orchestra play
alone, so that the children can gain a good
knowledge of their qualities and possibilities. I
have found from experience that the results are
lemarkable. Many of the children take an
enthusiastic liking for this or that orchestral
instrument, and begin the study of it themselves
and the natural result of this is eventually the
formation of school orchestras."

Appointed

Splitdorf

Jobber

Hal P. Shearer, general manager of the Splitdorf Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., recently announced the appointment of the Sprague Electrical Co. as a Splitdorf distributor. The
Sprague Co. has just purchased the Park City
Electric Co. of Bridgeport, so that Splitdorf
products are well represented in Connecticut.
The Velazco Music Center, New York City,
was recently incorporated with a capital of 100
shares of common- stock.

SYMPHONIC

For those who want the finest reproducer that
can be made, we present the Low-Loss Symphonic Reproducer, the result of the most painstaking experiments and trials. Exquisitely made,
it is encased in a handsome bronze finished
housing, with nickel or gold plated centerpiece.
LOW

of their homes. The instruments sold to
schools play the double duty of bringing in
profits and acting a,s exploitation agents for the
dealer and the merchandise carried in his store.
A great percentage of the pupils will in the next
few years be customers for radio receivers for
their own homes and the foresighted dealer
who is building for the future will keep this
fact in mind.
The music-radio store which carries a complete line of musical instruments, including
orchestra and band instruments, has still another reason for using his every effort to have
the schools in his community participate in the
Damrosch concerts, as witness this statement

A remarkable reproducer at a remarkable price.
Beautifully finished in polished nickel or gold
plate. A great seller.

J LOSS

rtun
PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
MADE SY_SYMPHONIC. ,

fHONOGRfPH REPRODUCER

"Symphonic
independent

This is the $8.00 number that has been so popular with phonograph dealers everywhere. A wonderful reproducer whose performance is so unusual that it sells immediately on demonstration.

is the

first and

phonograph

original

reproducer.

It

is, by test, still the best."

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER

Symphonic

370

Seventh

Sales
Corporation
Pioneers and Leaders
in the Independent
Reproducer Industry
New
York
Ave.
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Illustrations show
various forms
used by Frederick
P. Altschul in
simplifying the
management of
the six stores he
operates in New
York, Baltimore
and Washington

Fre

der
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sch
ul

of faulty merchandising methods and maximum efficiency in retailing demand an exact knowledge of the status
of the various departments of the business, whether it be the retail talking
machine-radio business or a.ny other form of
retailing. In selling talking machines and radios the dealer is faced with a situation that
confront
the retail
requires the highest type of management. Comstore
operator
and
s
ing
record
plete
regard
every phase of the operations involved in buying and selling, as well
they can be solved if the dealer
the guesswork from
as the important problems associated with the removes
his methods and makes certain
granting of credit and financing, must be availthat he knows exactly what he
able if the store is to run like a machine.
The mark-up on talking machines, radios and is doing at all times. There is only one way
other merchandise handled by the dealer is to know and that is through the use of some
sufficiently high to insure a good profit on the system that supplies the exact knowledge reinvestment provided the
quired when it is wanted.
These are the thoughts
merchant does nothing
IMPORTANT - Read at Once
in back of the success
to endanger his income.
Radio material absolutely not returnable.
In other words, the
Complete sets installed by us serviced for 90 days.
of our retail music-radio
Manufacturers can not guarantee any specified distance
stores in New York,
dealer must exercise a
or Stations.
strict supervision on his
Baltimore and WashingA new storage battery should be charged the first week
as a new Battery does not hold a charge as long as one
ton. We have systembuying and selling and
that has been charged several times.
atized our business to
on his credit. He must
Thereafter get yours charged every 2 or 3 weeks — This
such
an
extent that it
is
very
important.
*
carry a line complete
Keep your
battery and charger always filled with disis
a
simple
matter to
tilled
water.
enough to insure satisfaction of the demands
determine the sales volYour reception depends entirely upon the condition of your
tubes, batteries, location and atmospheric conditions.
ume of any of our chain
made by the public. He
Don't always blame poor reception on youf set.
of stores for any given
must make a continued
Sometimes the broadcasting stations have difficulties.
period of time. The
drive to achieve a turnTest your "A" and 4'B" batteries and Tubes occasionally.
same holds true of the
Run down batteries and tubes account for 95% of all
over that will give him
Radio troubles.
stock of each establisha fair return on his inVoltmeters and Hydrometers eost very little.
ment and the credits.
We have them for sale.
vestment. He must
We cannot guarantee against interference - there are
Briefly,
we know what
watch his step regarding
too many stations on the air.
we are doing because
obsolescence of merAll distant stations do not come in with same volume.
we have a system of
chandise and he must
Fading stations are due to atmospheric conditions.
records, installed by
Get
acquainted
with
your
set
learn
how
to
work
it
properly.
make a special effort to
We made a service charge of $2.50, C. O. D. if a service
Neidle & Frank, a firm
call
is
made
to
Test
dead
Batteries
or
Tubes.
get rid of slow-moving
stock. That is a real
Afier your free service period is over and you should
of Certified Public Acdesire a service man, a small fee of $2.50 C.O.D. will be
countants, New York
merchandising job.
charged for this accomodation.
FREDERICK
P.
ALTSCHUL
On the other hand,
City, for our particular
MAIN OFFICE - 6 EAST 14<h ST.. NEW
YORK CITY
business, that gives us
there are also some
BRANCHES
BRANCHES
3. Moitt & Sen.. Wa,hinii°a. D. C.
Sm.lh Bra,.A Trtolon.
the data we must have.
r Biot. EUiabath. N. J.
Co. IS Jnd N.Si.J.A 3rd An.
don'ts that retailers
It is not a complicated
must observe. Experiplan, nor is it costly, but it is accurate and
ence has taught many dealers that it does not
complete. We can tell at a, glance from the
pay to give too much free service. It does
various reports that come from the various
not pay to make too lew a charge for service.
stores regularly whether business in any of the
It does not pay to make trade-ins unless the
dealer can make the trade-in sale on a basis
stores is maintaining volume or dropping" behind, as a whole, or in any department. The
that gives him absolute protection. These are
plan of retail records has made it possible to
only a few of the outstanding problems that
ELIMINATION

18

develop imum
maxprofits
for the volume ofdone
business
by
the

elimination of costly and inefficient sales methods.
Each of our six retail stores has its own
complete sales organization. These men know
their stock and know the district in which they
work. They know the type of people with
whom they come in contact. Each store also
is under the direction of a store manager. The
manager is responsible for the showing of his
store. All of the stores are controlled by the
headquarters in New York and the advertising,
collecting, etc., are also handled from headquarters. It can readily be seen that where there
are a number of stores there must be a, multiplicity of records. Each store keeps its own
records but we receive daily reports of the business transacted and other pertinent information.
Each month inventory is taken in all of the
stores. This inventory is not taken by the
manager of the store but by one of the managers located in another of our stores. Here
is how we work our inventory plan. At inventory time the managers of each of the stores
receive telegrams from me directing them to
go at once to a certain store to take inventory.
Thus these men visit a different store each
month for the purpose of taking inventory.
This is done for several reasons. In the first
place, it is good training for the men to get
around to the various stores. Secondly it gives

System

rd

Radio

Accurate

Records

Dealers

Eliminate

Merchandising — Modern

Management
Stock

fies Operations Through
Planned

Selling — Record

tive and Inexpensive

Guesswork

to Install

a check on the manager of each store. This
is not done because we suspect the honesty of
the men in our employ. It is done because it
keeps the store managers on the alert to maintain the particular part of the organization
in their charge as prosperous as possible. It
induces alertness.
Also we get a monthly profit and loss
statement, enabling us to know the exact
status of our business financially each
month.
This is very important, especially
when
a business
reaches the stage in
its development when
the financial prob-

Simpli-

Control

Systems

Are

and

in

and

Effec-

Operate

number. On this card there are ruled spaces
for insertion of money collected on account,
so that by referring to the card we know instantly how promptly the customer meets his
or her obligations, amount collected, reasons
for non-collection, in case of delinquency, and
RECEIVING RECO
RD
BRANCH

Frederick P. Altschul
has not received any service. We simply refer
to our file in such an instance and show her
our record and her signature after each call
made by the service man.
The form illustrated which is headed "Important— Read at Once" is of the utmost importance, because it outlines our policy in clear
English for the customer.
It explains our
stand on returning merchandise, care of the
set, and our plan of extending service. This
card is given to each customer at the time of
purchase of a set. We believe this thorough
understanding of what a radio set will do and
how to properly care for same has been instrumental in saving us a considerable amount
of money not only in reducing excessive demands for service but also by creating customer
satisfaction it has paved the way to future
business with the customer as well as her
friends. The purposes of the Purchase Order,
Return Sales, Shipping- Ticket, Receiving Record, Cash Receipt,
Inter-store Charges
and Return Purchase
are obvious and need
no further elucidation,
although it is safe to
say that few stores
have
the complete
records
needful for
intelligent manage-

lems involved are of
siderable magnitude.
The forms illustrated are
largely self-explanatory and give a concrete
idea of our complete record system. Notice
that all forms are numbered. This is done for
a purpose. These records are made out in
triplicate, one remaining in the book, another
being filed in the store and the third goes to
our headquarters, so that we have a complete
record of all transactions, both in the store
and in the main office. At the time of making
a sale a collection card and service card are
filled in at once, so that at the very start the
record of the customer becomes part of the
store's business. On the collection card, of
course, are noted the name and address of the
customer, type of instrument sold, date on
which collections must be made, amount due
weekly or monthly, as the case may be, account

the name of the individual
connected with the organization who received the money.
The service card is similar in form and size,
and constitutes a complete record of the service given to the customer. There are ruled
spaces under which are noted dates of service
calls, the name of the serviceman, his report,
time he arrived at the home of the customer,
time of leaving, and whether the work was
satisfactory. Under the latter heading the customer signs his or her name so that later there
can be no question as to the satisfaction of
the work performed. This saves endless
trouble and results in a cutting down of unreasonable demands for service. Nor can the
customer tell us at some later date that she
19

ment. Where our
forms are made out
in triplicate because
of the fact that the main office is operated
separately from the stores, in the case of a
single store it is necessary only to make out
the forms in duplicate. Where a dealer operates only one store the record is just as important as in our case, where a number of
stores are controlled. The music-radio store of
to-day handles a variety of lines and is more
or less departmentized, making accurate records
absolutely indispensable.
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Horwich
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It is understood by all parties concerned that the aforesaid equipment is
on demonstration only and remains the property of the King Radio
Co. until
purchased and fully paid for.
It is further understood that the undersigned is not obligated in any way
to purchase the above mentioned equipment if not satisfactory.
Patron's Signature —
Salesman Signatun
{This Ticket Must Be Returned to Our Files)
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start our checks flying

SERVICE

Name
Address.
Battery Set □

when business is poor," said Harold Horwich,
head of the organization. "And by 'follow-up'
I mean not only for new business, but also to
make certain that the service we are giving is
perfectly satisfactory, and that nothing which
might cause customer dissatisfaction has arisen."
It is to this regard for the customer after the
sale is made that a great deal of the King Co.'s
success can be attributed. The King Co. begins
a complete service record of each transaction
from the moment delivery is made. The service
slip (illustrated) is perforated into three sections, one of which the customer gets, one of
which is the service man's report, and the third
of which~:is a house record.
Upon delivery of the radio, the house record

ryhing
Radio Street
and Uu
809 E.in 79th
CHICAGO

P.S. START VOW. We an

section goes into a file under the customer's
name. After any future calls, the service report
is filed, together with this original record, so
that the status of that particular customer's
service record is always available to settle any
misunderstandings or complaints that might
arise. "There is no guess-work about it," said
Mr. Horwich. "By referring to these cards we
know just what service has been given gratis,
what service has been charged for, and just
what the condition of the set was when last
examined. No man takes an unreasonable attitude very long when the facts of the case are
spread before him in this way."
Every few months a letter, (illustrated)
offering an interesting commission for set prospects, ismailed to the customer list. This letter
offers from $5 up for each sale made as a re-

REPORT
Date

Phone_
Electric Set □

Complaint or Instructions

Practical

meris tinkl
ter truck
regis
cash deliv
ng
ery
and the
runni
is ing
WHEN rilythe
itself to an early grave, then it is usual,
in the average business house, for the sales department to smile complacently and begin to
regard the individual customer as but one of
many accounts. It is not until business begins
to slack up that pressure is again brought to
bear on watching the welfare of each of the
clientele and fighting to retain good will.
Not so with the King Radio Co., of Chicago,
a concern which, in a little more than two
years, has become one of the outstanding radio
retailers in the south-side district. "We follow
up our old customers all the time, not only

HOME DEMONSTRATION TICKET
Name __.
Address
Phone
Set Demonstrated .
-Serial No.
-Serial No.
Speaker
326 371A 380
Tubes
Cabinet .

Oboler

Trouble Report

m

fro

sult of the recommendation. In order to prevent any misunderstandings, the letter further
states all the conditions upon which the commission will be paid: the sale must be made
within 90 days and the name must not already
be iri the concern's prospect file. According to
Lawrence Strauss, in charge of outside sales,
the response from this sort of campaign has
been very gratifying. In the month of March,
out of 500 letters mailed, there were 100 responses, resulting in 75 sales. And the business
developed in this way has been, for the most
part, very easily closed, as the customers' prospects were generally 'qualified' prospects in
the full sense of the word, having heard the
radio in their friends' homes.
The particular neighborhood in which the
King store is located is a rapidly growing one.
To let the newcomers know of the existence
of their concern, the King Co. has been getting
the names of all new arrivals from the local
real estate companies, and has been mailing to
their people a letter of welcome. Sent in an
inviting envelope, this little courtesy has attracted a great deal of trade which ordinarily
would not have been developed.
For example, phone calls are frequently received from people new in the neighborhood
asking for a service man. Investigation generally proves that it was from the "welcome
letter" that the customer got the firm's phone
number; many new contacts, and, resultantly,
new sales have been made in this way.
"Furthermore, we give this list of names to
our outside sales force," said Mr. Strauss.
"People, on moving, sometimes either leave
their old obsolete set behind or shove it off into
a corner in the new apartment without hooking
it up rather than mess up the place with wires
and batteries. By calling on such people, after
the way has been smoothed by the 'welcome
letter,' our men have been able to get sales
which ordinarily would not have come our way.
"And, talking of follow-ups, I wonder how
many dealers make use of their outside service
calls as a source of new business? By that I
mean how many, when they get a call from a
non-customer for • batteries and so on, send a
(Continued on page 25)
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Model Ten-sixty-nine.
Victor Automatic Electrola.
Volume adjustable from whisper to full-orchestra
power. A de luxe instrument for those who appreciate
fine things. List price, $850.

Model Ten-thirty-five. The Automatic Orthophonic
Victrola. The musical instrument that millions have
—"'.ted for. List price, only $365!

Model ISine-fifty-four. Victor Automatic Electrola with
new Radiola Super-Heterodyne. The tcorlcTs greatest
musical instrument, beyond contradiction. List price,
complete with Radiotrons, $1350.

VICTOR
"HIS masters voice
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By Louis G. Pacent
President, Pacent Eleotric Co., Inc.

dealer who wants to be a bit ahead
THE
of the coming trend, rather than a step
behind, will do well to give serious
thought to the growing importance of the radiophonograph combination. A survey of manufacturing plans for the coming year and a careful analysis of buying sentiment in many parts
of the country convince me that the development and perfection of the combination machine
will be the most important of any we shall see
in the next year.
Important Factors
The two most important factors contributing
in a big way to the coming trend to radiophonograph machines are high quality and low
price. Developments in both fields in the last
three years have been little short of amazing.
Quality has been the keynote, and while quality has been definitely on the upgrade, the trend
in price has been generally downward. The
emphasis on quality has been noticeable in both
radio and phonograph, and the improvement
in both fields can be traced to a large extent
to better and more powerful amplifiers, more
efficient tubes and improved speakers.
It is generally admitted by impartial observers to-day, I think, that radio has made a
valuable contribution to the phonograph. The
quality we are getting from electric radiophonograph combinations is made possible, to
no small degree, by the improved design of
audio amplifiers, tubes and speakers. On the
other hand, the phonograph, since the advent
of electrically reproduced records, has made a
great and worth-while contribution to the merchandising of radio. The broadened field of
home entertainment made possible by the union
of radio and phonograph has appealed to the
great buying public which consists both of prospective buyers of radios and phonographs.
Two Instruments Combined
Now I claim that when the two sources of
home entertainment are combined in a single
cabinet at a moderate price, the radio-phonograph is certain to assume a role of importance
heretofore unknown. My confidence in this
regard is not based purely upon personal opinion. The New York and Chicago radio shows
TYPE

M

RECORDING

WAX

Developed for Electrical
Recording. Works at 70* or
Normal Room Temperature

F. W. MATTHEWS

MaTcVH!

brought the point home strongly. A swing
through the West which included dozens of
large manufacturing concerns emphasized the
point even more. In both radio and phonograph plants development work is being pushed
steadily forward on combination machines.
Most of the manufacturers foresee the trend.
To my mind the growth of radio-phonograph
combinations as a great factor in radio merchandising iscoming at the right time. Developments in radio during the past three years have
placed the industry on a basis which it could
never before boast. The public demand for better quality has been met most satisfactorily.
So has the long-heard cry for electric operation
from the light socket. These two features have
reached an amazing degree of perfection, and
it remains only for engineers to develop them
to an even higher point of perfection.
No Radical Improvements
There is nothing in sight of a revolutionary
nature, nothing to compare in importance to
the development of the AC tube. There is,
however, a very promising source of new buying impetus. It remains for the phonograph in
combination with the modern, electric radio
receiver to carry on. I believe that there are
many great undiscovered possibilities in the
union of the two. The real trend is just starting. With more and more research effort devoted to making the combination better at a
lower price there is every reason to welcome
the combination as the biggest single merchandising item for both radio and phonograph
dealers for some time to come.
No one can dispute the important part played
by improved tone quality in stimulating the
sale of both radio and phonograph. Thousands
of people waited the day when radio sets would
have natural, full tone, pleasing to the ear. That
day has arrived and the increase in volume of
radio sales can be directly traced in a large
degree to truer reproduction. The great rebirth
of interest in the phonograph can also be
attributed to the amazing improvement in
fidelity of reproduction which has been made in
the past few years.
The argument which clinches the future of
the radio-phonograph combination is present-

Louis G. Pacent
day prices. Who doesn't want both mediums
of entertainment when he can have them together for little more than the price of one
alone? Comparatively few buyers can afford
to own a separate electric radio and a separate
electric phonograph. That is a little too much of
a strain on the family pocketbook, as desirable
as both of them are. But the combinations
which will be offered during the next year will
place the combination machine within the grasp
of every purchaser.
The combination of high quality with lowered
price is the factor which will sell the radiophonograph combination in a way it has never
sold before in the history of the trade.
The dealer should welcome the trend to combinations with open arms, for it means much to
him. To-day a good part of the radio dealer's
business is in machines in the class under one
hundred dollars. The average sale has dropped,
and at the same time increased competition has
made the sale of sets more difficult. Much of
the business in the low-priced field this year is
replacement business. Many people are willing
to spend a hundred dollars this year for an
electric set because it is a new model, somewhat better than the one bought last year. This
set replacement business introduced the problem of turn-ins, always a source of worry and
annoyance. Battery sets which are turned in
are next to impossible to sell in many localities.
Now the radio-phonograph combination will
undoubtedly tend to step up the average sale
and give the dealer greater profit with a less
number of sales. Service troubles and service
department costs will naturally go down. The
most common complaint of the retail store today, namely, a too small unit of sale, should
tend to disappear. No business man is anxious
to take on ten seventy-five-dollar sales with ten
time-payment risks, ten installations and possible sources of service- when he stands to do
much better by himself by selling four combination machines at, let us say, two hundred
dollars apiece. There will invariably be more
money in the four sales with a higher unit price.
Increasing Demand
Combinations in greatly increasing numbers
are on the way: The trend is already under
way. It seems to me it will be a great thing
for all concerned in both the radio and phonograph fields, from the manufacturer through to
the retail outlet. With better quality and lower
prices both possible and profitable, the combination machine is destined to appeal to the buying .public in a way that will give new sales
impetus and many new channels of profitmaking for aggressive dealers.
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your first reaction is— "Wonderful if it's as good as it looks" —
and it is— listen to it play — and
you will notice the superiority of
tone at once — examine it carefully
and see how solidly it is constructed— an ideal phonograph to
sell because it looks real value and
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Pick-Up

A superior pick-up . . . double the volume you
find in ordinary products of this kind . . . tone
quality which is real electrical reproduction.
The "Super-Magnet" of the United pick-up
is the secret of its tremendous success. Retails for only S16.50 complete with arm, cord,
plug,
today and
! volume control. Send for sample . . .
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a new standard of value, known and appreciated throughout the industry.
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Trade

Gayly topped with its bright red frame casting, the REDCAP is as handsome in appearance as it is sturdy and
reliable in performance. Worlds of power . . . incredibly
quiet, strong, smooth action . . . all-United construction
and exclusive features for long life and utmost dependability ... the No. 5 RED-CAP has all these features, in
great abundance.

NE of the most gratifying features of our business
this year is the fact that we are able to give you a
o
motor as fine as the RED-CAP at a price that has
broken all records for real value!
To you, Mr. Dealer, and Mr. Jobber, this means that
manufacturers can offer you better value than ever before
in cabinet jobs. It means that the United-equipped phonograph is the standard of comparison in the trade, and it
gives you more, dollar for dollar, than any other you
could buy!

Its improved triple worm gear and specially designed governor enable it to play six selections on a single winding,
with power to spare! Look for the red frame casting
which identifies this superlative motor. It is your assurance
of recognized quality, accepted value and proven performance . . . over 150,000 better type cabinets were equipped
with the United No. 5 last season.

To you, Mr. Manufacturer, it means that you can give
your trade the finest
motor in the field
at a cost no greater
than would be incurred byusing just
an ordinary motor!
The RED-CAP sets

Our
A

Dealers, Jobbers, Manufacturers! Build greater volume,
realize greater profits and enjoy greater good-will in 1929
with United products! We will gladly
send you samples and quotations of the
products shown. Send for them . . .
today! The coupon below is for your
convenience.

Sincere
Merry
to

Wish

for

Christmas

You

All!

The United No. 2 for Better Portables
The most modern of portable motors is the United No. 2 .
sturdy, silent, strong pulling and durable.
Lasting power,
which revolves the turntable vigorously and at an absolutely
uniform speed. The No. 2 has all the United features, insuring perfect performance ... an important sales point!

EXPORT
9705

OFFICES,

COTTAGE

163 WEST
GROVE

WASHINGTON

STREET,

AVENUE,

CHICAGO,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
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|ONTVECT this new Quam speaker with your favorite
demonstration set and wateh the result. Will your customers want it? Will it hring you volume husiness and
splendid profits? From the way orders are pouring into our
factory from Dealers and Jobbers, there is only one answer.
It doesn't take Mr. John Public long to recognize a quality
product at an amazingly low price like this!
We know you'll want to feature the new Quam at once. All
we want you to do is send for a sample, without any obligation
on your part. Examine it closely. Listen to it. Never have
you seen or heard a speaker selling at anywhere near this price
built with such an eye to beauty, with such built-in
quality. Instrument
It's more ! than
speaker. of volume
It's a Fine
Musical
Tt hasa worlds
. . .
wonderful clarity of reproduction . . . deep, rich,
resonant tone. Perfect for both A.C. and battery
operated sets.
This unusual speaker calls for ACTION . . . NOW!
It offers you a real opportunity for volume business and liberal profits
throughout the entire big
selling season. Don't delay . . . Mail
the coupon . . . to-day!

Prices slightly higher
west of the Rockies.

Beautiful clock-type Speaker, attractively faced in
Sold silk, with sturdy gold bronze lacquered steel
base and frame, only 9Vi inches in diameter.
Convenience — beauty — and performance plus!

Manufacturers —
Send today for samples
of units shown at right.
Model 1
Model A—List Price $17.50
Attractive lacquered eteel base and
frame of gold bronze finish. sturdily
built, faced in gold silk, size 13
inches in diameter— lasting beauty !

Model 3

Model 2

Units Kited exactly for attractive cabinets. Mod**? 1
has unit and cone complete in lacquered steel drum
with silk screen. Model 3 is unit complete with
cone and mount ins bracket. Model 2. unit complete with cone in lacquered steel drum, but without
silk screen. All priced right for manufacturers* use.

Quam Radio Products Co.
9707 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, III.
Send samples at once of Models B, A, 1, 2, 3
buy.
(Check those desired.) This does not obligate me to

Quam Radio
Products Co.
9707 Cottage Grove Ave.
Chicago. 111.

Name
Address
CONE

SPEAKER.
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Co-operation
{Continued fro m page 20)
salesman around with an offer of an AC set
for free trial? That's one place where our
policy of keeping a service file serves us well.
Periodically we go through this file and pick
out the cards with legends like 'Recharge battery,' 'Check eliminator,' 'Test B's,' and so on.
Our salesmen call on these people — they have
no difficulty getting a hearing after introducing
themselves as 'from the radio store that serviced
your radio' — and try to place a new set on free
demonstration.
"The sales argument used to get this free
trial is: 'Let us place this set on trial now even
though you may not intend to buy right away.
We feel that it is good advertising for us, for,
having heard our set in your own home, we are
certain that when the time comes when you are
ready to buy, you will undoubtedly remember
us.' The persistence of our men in trying to
put the set in on trial lies in the fact that our
records show that three out of five of such
trials result in an immediate sale, for, once the
customer hears the tremendous strides modern
radio has made in tone quality, ease of tuning,
and simplicity of upkeep, the set generally remains sold."
From the above remarks, it can well be
gathered that the King Co. is a strong believer
in the value of outside sales and home demonstrations. In fact 60 per cent of the total business of the concern is closed right in the consumer's home. Throughout the Summer months
an outside sales force of at least four men is
maintained, which number is augmented to as
high as twenty as soon as the colder weather
sets in. Sets are placed by these men on a
three-day maximum trial; at the end of that
time either a contract or the radio must be
returned to the store. Sets on demonstration
are delivered and installed by the salesmen
themselves; a short piece of wire is used as a
temporary aerial. By having the salesmen install their own sets, the regular duties of the
service men are not interfered with, and the
much discussed "cost of home demonstrations"
is reduced to a negligible figure.
A demonstration ticket is used to protect the
concern on these home trials. This ticket explicitly states that the set is being put in on
free trial; consequently there is no difficulty in
getting the customer to sign it and thus establish the fact that such merchandise was actually
delivered. Further, aside from protecting
against loss in this way, the tickets, filed under

Music-Radio
Stockton
Formed
Association

Customer
and

Service

the attending
salesman's
check the number of sets which
the manname,
has out.
A straight commission of 10 per cent is paid
the outside men, for, as Mr. Horwich put it: "A
salary generally ruins a good outside man, since
it is the stimulus of unlimited earnings which
Dear Mr.
:
We have been informed that you are a new
neighbor of ours and we extend you best wishes
for your success and happiness in this community.
You will like our business district . . . and
King's Radio Co. . . . which with its "friendly service" ever exemplifies the desirability of trading
with your neighborhood merchant. Call Triangle
5448 or 49 within one week after receiving this
letter, and we will INSPECT and SERVICE YOUR
RADIO SET FREE OF CHARGE, putting it in a
state of highest efficiency.
We are authorized dealers for RCA Radiolas,
Atwater Kent, Zenith, Freshman, Kolster and new
Majestic radios. We shall be glad to demonstrate
any of these in your home without obligation. Ask
about our liberal payment plan.
You will find also that we have a most wonderfully complete stock of Brunswick and Columbia
Phonographs and records, sheet music and musical
instruments. Also the Brunswick Panatrope . . .
the PHONOGRAPH SUPREME!
We shall be waiting for that telephone call, or
a personal call from
you. Let's
Cordially
yours, get acquainted!!
KING'S RADIO CO.
Manager.
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Goldberg

on your part they won't last very long.
"The future of radio sales, it seems to me,
lies more and more right in the customer's
home, and the dealer who sees the handwriting
on the wall and organizes an efficient outside
sales unit, watches the welfare of his clientele,
and accepts trade-ins judiciously need have no
fears for his future in the business."

Bros.

Enter

Radio

Co.
Field

Goldberg Bros. Co., Inc., who have been connected with the phonograph industry for a good
many years, have entered the radio field. They
have taken on the distributorship of the Freshman radio covering the entire State of Virginia
and the eastern section of North Carolina.
B. H. Hoffman has been appointed manager
of that division and manufacturers are invited
to send literature and prices on their complete
lines of radio sets and accessories.
Atlas

keeps him active and aggressive; why, then,
slow him up with a guarantee? The statement
that paying men a straight commission results
in a large turnover of help is not true if the
concern co-operates with its salesmen properly
in the matter of leads, deliveries, and assistance
in closing difficult sales. Of course, if you pay
men commission and then expect them to make
their own salvation without any aid whatsoever

Plywood

Opens

Branch

Buffalo, N. Y., December 5.— The Atlas Plywood Corp., manufacturer of material for piano
boxes, has opened a branch factory at 60 River
street, Jamestown, N. Y. Production will start
early in December with about forty men employed in the plant which will be under the
direction of Ernest Laughlin, of Camden, N. J.,
and Ralph Hanson, of the company's main plant
at Boston, Mass.
B. H.

Noden

a Benedict

B. H. Noden, secretary of the Pacent Electric
Co., Inc., New York City, recently joined the
ranks of the benedicts. The present Mrs. Noden
was Miss E. Weigand.

Safeguard
Your

THE

Stockton, Cm,., December 4. — The Stockton
Music and Radio Trades Association was organized here recently with a comprehensive plan
for the furtherance of music and radio reception in the city agreed upon. The Association
voted as its first step towards comprehensive
service to radio owners the employment of a
permanent trouble shooter who will answer all
calls connected with improper reception.
The following officers were elected: R. E.
Durk, manager, phonograph-radio department,
Sherman, Clay. & Co., president; L. J. Kitt,
proprietor of the Kitt Radio Co., treasurer, and
George Turner, of KWG, and A. H. Green,
of KDGM, publicity committee men.

A*

C*

Installation

Satisfactory and economical operation of A. C. receivers is
contingent upon maintaining close regulation of operating
voltages, by means of suitable A. C. measuring instruments.
This is necessary because of the wide fluctuation in the
potential of secondary lines furnishing current to house
lighting circuits.
Set manufacturers, dealers and electric light and power companies everywhere are cooperating to the
end that voltage regulation, both on supply lines and in connection with voltage control equipment of
the receivers themselves, may be effected for the better operating service of all set owners. For this
reason, as well as for other testing requirements outlined in tie following, all purchasers of A. C.
receivers are urged to provide themselves with an instrument such as is shown in the illustration —
known as the Weston Model 528 A. C. Voltmeter, range 150-8-4 volts.
When you find that there IB an excessive- in-put voltage, it follows that there is too high a voltage on
the filament which shortens the operating life of the rectifying tubes. The Model 528 VoltmeteS
therefore checks the line supply voltage at all times and indicates when adjustments should be made
to manually operated line voltage regulators between the power supply and the power transformer.
This voltmeter also indicates when the line voltage is over-rated, thus enabling the operator to make
an adjustment in the set for the higher line voltage so that normal life can be obtained from his tubes.
The Model 528 is also made as Ammetersi which are especially useful in checking the total load of tlie
A.
in filament
conformitycircuits
with set
manufacturers'
instructions.
The instrument.
determination of A. C. filament flow
in A.C. C.Set—
tube
is easily
obtained by
means of this
Write for your copy of Circular J fully describing the Weston Radio Line.
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
606 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, N. J.

WESTON
RADIO
INSTRUMENTS

0

$80,00
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Austin,

Tex.,

Up
by

by J. R. Reed
Efficient

Music

Co.,

Merchandising

By B. C. Reber
assist the dealer in the sale and distribution of
so we took plenty of time in looking up the
DESPITE the fact that the sale of radio sets
these sets. The name of a manufacturer before
record of the man we employed and made sure
has shown- an enormous increase during
that he was competent and reliable.
the past year, there are many dealers who
the public in magazines, newspapers or on billboards
has
a
powerful
effect
oninfluencing
the
are still complaining about the lack of co-opera"The service department inspects everv retion from manufacturers and wholesalers, while
customer to decide. A name that is constantly
ceiving set as soon as it comes into the store.
before the public has half sold the merchandise,
others are reaping big profits and making many
While we know that every precaution is taken
friends and customers.
and in a great many instances it is this constant
by the manufacturer to make sure that these
The difference in these is apparent. One sits
advertising that will influence the prospect to
sets are in good condition when they leave the
back waiting for the business, while the other goes
come into the store and ask for a demonstrafactory, because they have a lot of sensitive
out and gets it. One is content to do a volume
parts and are often shipped a great distance, we
tion. For that reason a good line of merof business sufficient to get by, while the other
•check each one thoroughly to assure ourselves
chandise, backed by a strong, well-planned sales
is constantly seeking more business, more volume
and advertising campaign, practically assures
that it is in good working order before it goes
the dealer of success in his sales.
and more profit. It is in this latter class that the
out on the floor of our establishment.
Efficient Sales Force Necessary
radio department of the J. R. Reed Music Co., of
Service That Builds Consumer Satisfaction
Austin, Tex., should be placed. During the past
"After he has selected the line of merchandise
"Occasionally we will have complaints come
in when a set has not been in
two years the business of this department has increased by leaps
service very long. When such
and bounds. Total sales for the
a thing occurs the service man
current year will reach close to
immediately goes to the home
77* VERY
phase of retail merchandising oi radio
$80,000, more than double those
where that set has been in■Lj receiving sets and accessories is carefully planstalled and makes a thorough
of last year.
How this is acinspection not only of the set
complished istold by Newt Brunned by this live concern. From the start oi selection
son, department manager.
but of the wiring, the home and
oi merchandise to the wind up oi service aiter the sale
Reorganizes Radio Department
the neighborhood. In his report
has been made, the Reed Co. has developed deiinite
he sets down what trouble was
"During the past two years, or
found and what steps were
since we began to give greater
policies. How consumer satisiaction is careiully built
attention to the sale of radio sets,
taken to remedy it permanently.
up to the end that repeat business may be enjoyed is
we have shown an enormous in"His report is filed one week
crease in our sales in this deahead, and one week from that
described by Newt Brunson, who has been with the
partment. Two years ago we
date, if we have not heard from
radio department irom its very beginning and who has
the customer, we call up over
were handling only one line, and
of that we only carried a few
made a study oi the merchandising iactors involved
the telephone and make sure
that the set is giving perfect
sets on hand. Then we began to
in the radio retail merchandising Held
satisfaction. If the customer is
see the possibilities for more
business in this line of mer- Smbbbi
not just satisfied with the rechandise. We realized that radio
ception that is coming in, we
make
another
inspection,
often going out to
he
is
going
to
handle,
he
must
organize
an
was not a fad nor a novelty, but something conefficient sales force who will take advantage of
crete and permanent that would earn and hold a
the home in the evening and tuning in while
the family is at home to assure ourselves that
place in the musical world.
the dealer helps brought out by the manufacturer.
He
must
bring
together
a
group
of
men
they known how to properly tune in the re"We reorganized our radio department, and
who will get out and work. Men who have
ceiving set to get the best broadcast returns.
I was given full charge. Heretofore our busiconfidence in their product and in their firm.
ness had been handled under one head; the men
"We find that many people are not getting
full value from their sets because they do not
Men who know their merchandise, and can get
who sold pianos also sold phonographs, radio
understand how to tune in properly. A few
sets or musical instruments. Now we realized
the prospect as enthused over it as they are.
that the time had arrived when we should demoments spent in showing them how - this is
"With his line of merchandise selected and
his sales organization intact, the next step is done will often turn a dissatisfied customer
partmentize our business and give more detailed
to give these salesmen local support through
into a booster, and will result in more business.
attention to each line; that each department
local newspaper and billboard advertising. We
should have a manager and a crew who would
"Since we are in a university town we capitalize this by reporting all important games,
are consistent advertisers, and I will state right
devote their entire efforts to one line of merhere that we have never regretted a single
sporting events and other university topics.
chandise and push it hard.
At times professors from the university will
penny we have spent for advertising, for we
"In looking over the field we found that some
know that it is this keeping the firm name
broadcast an interesting talk over the radio, or
of our prospects had a preference for one make,
before the public that has been responsible for
while others preferred another. So in order to
some musical club will put on an entertaintake care of all this business we added another
ment. As this is all of local interest, we use
a large part of our success.
Make Use of Dealer Helps
line. We now have three, and we find that we
every effort to capitalize on it. We have a
bulletin board on which we announce what is
are doing an excellent business in each.
"We further carry out the sales effort by
arranging attractive window displays. We make
going to be broadcast locally during the day or
Selecting New Lines
the week, and this keeps up interest and results
use of all the dealer helps that are brought out
"In selecting a new line I should like to stress
in many sales.
by the manufacturer. Some of these are placed
the importance of thoroughly looking up the
in the window, others are used in the store, and
record of the manufacturer before entering into
"We make a large number of friends, and
they are of great help to us in running down
the direct-by-mail literature is sent out each
an agreement. Not only must this manufacmonth as another means of constantly keeping
turer produce a good line of radio receiving
prospects and making sales. We keep them
the public aware of our firm and our radio sets.
thinking that we could never do the business
sets, but he must have a complete line to offer
without
their interest. This appeals to their
to the trade; 3 line that will have a set for
"Following this, we have inaugurated a service
vanity, and they help us the more. We never
department that is parallel with any in the
every purse; a line that will bring in good returns without a service man on hand all the
country. It may not be the largest, and it may
pass up an opportunity for getting more business. We are constantly on the alert for a
time. Such a line is profitable to handle.
not be the most complete, but it is the most
sale. And in this manner we have been able
efficient.
In
the
first
place
we
employed
an
"Then, in addition to having a complete line
to more than double our sales during the curexpert in radio repair work and engineering.
to fill any demand, he must have a well-planned
26 about these experts,
We had heard quite a little
sales and advertising campaign with which to
rent year."
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RADIO

TUBES

Launches

Broadcast

Largest

Advertising
2.5 NV
TYPE
175 AMP.

Program

in

History!

HERE
£^ O

WOR —New York
WNAC— Boston
WEAN — Providence
WFAN —Philadelphia
WCAO— Baltimore
WFBL — Syracuse

THEY

ARE—

Sparkling, Entertaining Programs over these stations of
the Columbia Broadcasting System. Every Monday Evening, 8:30 Eastern Standard Time. 7:30 Central Standard Time.
WMAK— Buffalo
WJAS —Pittsburgh
WADC— Akron
WKRC— Cincinnati
WGHP— Detroit
WCWK-Fort Wayne

Reaching
20,000 Tubes
a Day!

76%

people
These

CeCo now adds to its reputation for quality the distinction
of being the Largest Exclusive
Radio Tube Manufacturers in
the world. Regular daily production now exceeds 20,000
tubes a day.
This is due to three things: the
clear flawless performance, the
rugged, lasting durability of
the tubes, and vigorous sustained sales building advertising.

WHK
WLBW
WMAL

WMAQ— Chicago
KMOX —St. Louis
KMBC —Kansas City
KOIL —Omaha
(Council Bluffs)
WSPD —Toledo

programs

—Cleveland
—Oil City, Pa.
— Washington, D.C.

of the

of the

forcefully present

United
CeCo

States

advertising to

approximately 9,000,000 set owners, with. a potential "listenership" of four persons to a set or 36,000,000- people. Divide
this great audience by four, to be conservative as to the
number

of people actually
listening
that gives
you to any one program —

Estimated
and

CeCo

Actual

Listeners— 9,000,000
.1
all prospects for CeCo Tubes

Mfg.

Co.- Inc.,

Providence,

RX

Each month W.
Braid White will
suggest methods
of s t i mulating
retail sales of

Creating
for

Demand

a

Intelligent
pro- ■
motion of sales

Record
Music

Finest

means
more music
subof good
stantial success
for

high-class music

A

t
course, one is expected to talk abou
Schubert this month. But then, what
new thing is there that anyone can say
to-day about this little man, dead a hundred
has beyears, over whose memory ever?y one fact,
of
come suddenly so enthusiastic The
celebracourse, is that the Schubert memorial er,
than
tion has been bigger, very much bigg
itely
defin
t
mos
.
has
It
cted
any one expe
and decidedly been a vast success; and the lesson which it should teach to the phonograph
dealer is so very plain that nothing which I
could say could make it the least bit plainer.
With all due respect, then, I shall this month
let the others do the talking about little Franz,
his pitiful life and his glorious music, while I,
just now, go into something else, just as interesting inanother way and properly speaking
quite as startling as the more sensational events
which have crowded it from the center of the
stage during the last few weeks.
I am referring to Victor's publishing in the
United States Fritz Kreisler's recording of the
Brahms violin Concerto with the Berlin Opera
Orchestra conducted by Leo Blech.
This Is Epochal
a startling event. This really
is
this
For
marks an epoch in the development of the phonograph, ared-letter day in phonograph history. A few years ago neither Victor nor Columbia, not to mention less adventurous concerns, would have dreamed of producing such
a work in its entirety even in England, where
most of the great experiments in fine music recording have been done. Two or three years
ago it might have been ventured by H. M. V.,
but this year it has been published in America
only a few months after the first announcement
in London. And that is really something to
talk about.
For if it means anything at all it means that
now definitely the era of high-class records,
published as a matter of regular policy by the
great American houses, has finally been established. For this concerto of Brahms is a bigger thing, musically, than even the C major
Symphony of Schubert. Think how only a few
epityears ago Brahms was regarded ase,the
so that
ome of the obscure and the recondit
audiences presumably made up of cultivated
music lovers used to complain when Gericke
in Boston, Damrosch in New York and Stock
in Chicago infrequently gave one of his symphonies; and now contrast the situation as it
OF

PHONOGRAPH

Remarkable

stands to-day! Victor has had Stokowski and
the Philadelphia Orchestra do his first symphony, and its London House has done the
erudite and profound Fourth, with the London
Symphony directed by Abendroth, of Cologne.
Columbia has had Damrosch with the New
York Symphony do the lovely Second. And
now Victor comes out with Fritz Kreisler doing the violin concerto. These are portents.
A Great Melodist
Just before I began to write this I got out
the album and spent half an hour listening
again to this very remarkable work. And the
first thing I should like to say about it is this:
Brahms was one of the world's great melodists.
His musical nature was a blend of the classical
and the romantic. His form was classical, that
meaning only that he stuck to the rules and
refused to wander about vaguely without saying anything definite. On the other hand, he
filled the classical form with modern content,
modern treatment of the instruments, modern
harmonies, modern melody. When he wished
to draw upon it— and that was nearly always —
he had at his command a deep stream of
melodic inspiration as fresh if not so joyous
as Mozart's; and he used it generously. In the
concerto which Kreisler has just played, most
ably backed up by Dr. Blech and the Berlin
Orchestra, all of Brahms' most remarkable gifts
are seen at their best. We have the flow of
lovely but robust melody, we have the loving
care bestowed on every well-finished detail,
the complete command over all the material,
the authoritative voice of mastery and control,
in a word, we have Brahms at his very best.
That Man Kreisler
Kreisler is a remarkable artist. To be candid, electric recording does not yet do justice
to the finest beauties of his violin playing. All
the strings indeed are still a bit too metallic,
brilliant and biting. But what we do get is in
every other way so vastly superior that to
complain would be in the highest degree ungrateful. Ifor one certainly don't complain,
but am replacing my old-style orchestral
records just as fast as the electric recordings
are coming out; faster almost than is prudent.
Kreisler is a great artist. As I write, the
electric pick-up is at it again in the next room,
and the Austrian's marvelous fingers are just
taking the second theme of the first movement
on the second entrance of the solo instrument.
What a marvelously sensitive artist the man is,

RADIO

and
Custom

Built

the retailer

Recording

Record

to be sure. How clean his intonation, how he
plays always in tune, how clear and definite
his fingering in even the most difficult passages.
And how extraordinarily melodious the music
is! And now the cadenza is coming, while I
write, the cadenza which the Viennese violinist
himself has written upon the Viennese master's
own themes, obeying the impulse which seizes
every violinist capable of the task when he
looks on Brahms' score and sees how the master left the paper vacant at the place where the
solo cadenza is to come in, marking only a
pause sign and the significant words "ad
lib" — as if he would say "Go in now, Herr Soloist, and do your best (or your worst) with
my themes — but see that you get back home
safely on the keynote ere we close." And
Kreisler does it, makes a cadenza which calls
for all the double stopping, all the pulling of
lovely tones that a master violinist can think
of and put into practice.
So It Goes
The pathetic tones of the oboe which open
the exquisite second movement — alas, all too
short — play their way right into every sensitive
heart. Follows a brooding melody, sustained,
thoughtful and very Brahmsian. A pause and
the solo violin enters, taking up a variant of
the first theme while the orchestra behind him
weaves a web of counter melody, shimmering
and transparent. The noble sounds of the horn,
a favorite of Brahms, the solidity of the gently
played mass-ed strings, form a rich background.
Another pause and we are in the middle of a
gypsy dance, wild and abandoned, albeit tinged
with the Zingari melancholy. How charming
it all is, and how Kreisler carries it off! No
longer a young man, he is still the marvel he
always was, the greatest all-round violinist of
the age, the one man who can go from lightsome drivel to the heights of celestial inspiration without a pause and without giving the
hearer even a sense of artificiality!
Please!
And now gentlemen dealers please do something with this new Victor Album. Just forget
it, if you please, all that you ever heard or
thought about the so-called "classical music"
and just remember that the phonograph companies have now proved their case. Fine music
does sell, and there are enough men and women
in the country to make the production of it
profitable. Dealers who are overlooking the
album business are simply out of date.

MANUFACTURERS
Albums

For use in fine phonograph and combination radio cabinets, our record album is the best filing method
for records that has ever been devised.
IN ADDITION TO THE UTILITY, THE BEAUTY AND APPARENT
QUALITY OF OUR ALBUMS WILL HELP TO SELL YOUR CABINETS
We

are equipped to supply you with albums of exclusive design in large quantities.
anteed to conform with your cabinet shipping schedules.
Write us today for samples and quotations
NATIONAL

PUBLISHING

Executive Offices and Factory
239-245 SO. AMERICAN ST.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

CO.

New York Sales Room
225 FIFTH AVE.
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HERE

is more to this business of yours and ours than
the earning of profit. For we have
made possible, through Utah
Speakers, a keener enjoyment of
the joy and laughter, the song and
sweetness which radio affords.
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
1615 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago

UTAH DYNOLA SPEAKER
Equipped With 110 A. C. an/T pnA
Dynamic Unit . . . .»ODUU
Equipped With 6 volt dhf" (\(\
Dynamic Unit . . . .^DD""
Equipped With 110 D. C.:;$5500
Dynamic Unit ...
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Discusses
in

Scientific

Connection

Problems
With

Television

David Sarnoff, Vice-President and General Manager of the Radio Corp. of America,
Declares That Television Is Still in the Experimental Stage

than thirty million people in the
MORE
United States, through the electrical
"ear" developed by radio, are now regularly receiving a service of information, education and music broadcast through the air. We
may hear, through sound-broadcasting, the drop
of a pin across the continent. When will radio
equip us with electrical "eyes" that will permit
us eventually to see across an ocean?
The horizon is as bright with promise for the
radio "onlooker" as it is for the radio listener,
David Sarnoff, vice-president and general manager of the Radio Corp. of America, declared
in a statement on "The Dawning Age of Sight
by Radio." Within three to five years we may
expect not only to see television broadcasting
on an organized scale, but even to receive distant scenes transmitted by radio in their natural
colors, he declared.
Nevertheless the immediate situation, Mr.
Sarnoff points out, is: That television is still
in the experimental stage; that many refinements, improvements and even new engineering
solutions are required in the transmission and
reception of light images by radio; that the
broad highway in the ether necessary for the
establishment of a television service requires
continued research into the problem of locating
suitable wavelengths.
"The great problem of television," Mr. Sarnoff continued, "is not the problem of making
a magic box, through the peep-hole of which
one may view diminutive reflections of passing
men and events. The fundamental principles of
sight transmission and reception are well understood. The greater problems of television
are still bound up in the secrets of space.
"Simply stated, the engineering problems involved in serving the eye, as radio now serves
the ear, are the conversion of light waves into
suitable electro-magnetic waves that can be
propagated through space and converted back
into light waves at the receiving end. Recent
demonstrations have shown how these problems have been met experimentally.
"But much further development is required.

M AG

N AVOX

We are now working towards photo-electric
cells of much greater sensitivity, for more brilliant and readily controlled lighting devices, for
better means of synchronizing light elements on
the scanning apparatus at each end of the radio
circuit. In the enthusiasm of invention, various
steps in this direction may be announced as 'solutions' of the television problem.
"But while we are forging the electric eye, as
we have forged the electric ear, we have yet to
build a road through space broad enough to
accommodate the necessities of visual transmission. We can use a wave 'side-band' of
5,000 cycles for sound transmission, but we need
a wave band of somewhere between 20,000 and
100,000 cycles or even more for visual broadcasting of continuing public interest. Nor is
this the only problem which television faces.
"Radio broadcasting found a pliable and sympathetic organ of reception in the ear. The ear
will stand for a considerable amount of noise interference, both natural and mechanical, with
only a moderate loss of musical or tonal values.
Thus we have been able to overcome great obstacles to sound transmission by going over or
around them. And so the sound of music may
be heard over the roar of interference regis-*
tered in the vacuum tubes.
"But in attempting to serve the eye, radio
stands squarely before the fundamental problems of electro-magnetic wave propagation
through space. Engineering solutions alone
will not suffice to lift the bandage that has limited human vision. A sudden blur of interference, hardly noticeable in sound broadcasting,
may for an instant blot out a distant scene projected by visual transmission. Static, now overridden in the broadcasting of sound, may vitiate
entirely the broadcasting of sight.
"Within three to five years, however, I believe we shall be well launched into the dawning
age of sight by radio, involving the following
developments :
"1. Transmission of Still Pictures by Radio:
With the progress already made in photographic or facsimile transmission, a new and univer-
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sal form of telegraphic service is being developed, when messages, pictures, documents and
other business forms will be transmitted photographically.
"2. Radio Motion Pictures: The transmission
in rapid succession of a series of still pictures —
otherwise, motion pictures — is a logical element
in the development of sight transmission.
"3. Radio Television: The instantaneous projection through space of light images produced
directly from the object in the studio, or the
scene brought to the broadcasting station
through remote control, involves many further
problems. Special types of distribution networks, new forms of stagecraft, and new studio
equipment and technique are required.
"4. Television in Natural Colors: The problem of transmitting electrical currents, translatable into light waves that will reflect objects
and scenes in their natural colors, is a further
development which may be reasonably expected, once the fundamental problems of radio television have been solved."
Radio

Merger

Stock

Is Oversubscribed
C. A. Earl, president of the Chas. Freshman
Co., Inc., made the following statement recently
regarding the stock subscription on the recent
Freshman-Freed-Eisemann merger:
"I regret exceedingly that there is not a
single share of the syndicate allotment available
in the Freshman-Freed-Eisemann merger, as
the stockholders have exercised their right in
oversubscribing this and have taken up the
entire issue. This action shows an undoubted
appreciation on the part of the public in the
stability of radio stocks in general, and the
recent Freshman-Freed-Eisemann merger in

particular."
Publicity

Features

Higher-Priced

Radio

Hal P. Shearer, general manager of the Splitdorf Radio Corp., recently stated that a checkup of newspaper ads revealed the fact that there
are far fewer advertisements on low-priced
radio merchandise. "The higher-priced quality
apparatus must be the type of set that is selling, else merchants would not continually be
advertising these receivers to the public," continued Mr. Shearer, who predicted that a million higher-priced sets would be sold next year.

Grosley 'Family" Dinner
Five hundred executives and employes of the
Crosley Radio Corp. and their friends were
guests of Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the
corporation, at a "family" dinner in the Hotel
Gibson, Cincinnati on November 19. Mr. Crosley was called out of town on important business just prior to the dinner and F. Clifford
Estey, assistant to the president, acted as
master of ceremonies. After an excellent dinner the Crosley Family was addressed by H.
Curtiss Abbott, general sales manager; Ralph
H. Langley, director of engineering, and O. N.
Taylor, director of publicity.

STJe
(.Aristocrat
Beautiful butt burl
walnut ishedcabinet
finin two tones.
For A-Battery
Operation . $60
AC Operation . . $70

"FIRST
SPEAKER
FIRST

World, New

"And ev'ry voice is heard repeating
The merry burthen of glad song. ' '—carmen
Startling illusion . . . studio realism in the
home. Only a dynamic speaker can so faithfully
reproduce the full, rich beauty of the original
... in volume. . .undistorted. Magnavox created
the dynamic, makes only dynamics, supplies
leading set makers.

Oakland, California

Chicago, Illinois

284

Predicts

Record

Year

L. P. Naylor, sales manager of the Arcturus
Radio Co., manufacturer of AC tubes, predicts
a 20 per cent increase in business for set manufacturers during the coming year, due to the
conversion of the West to AC operation.
The Clark Music Co. store in Watertown, N.
Y., has moved to 16 Public square and is now
settled in the new quarters. A new window
was installed with special lighting fixtures for
display purposes.
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If your jobber has no Webster

Electric

Pick-ups in stock, send your order for
a sample and display carton direct to
us. You can cash in on the big demand.

not anticipate such an immediate response. And, though highly gratified,
we regret that deliveries
temporarily delayed.
Production

on

have

the Webster

been

Electric

Pick'Up is now being doubled. Delays in
delivery will soon be eliminated.
If you have not yet investigated the sales
possibilities offered by the beautiful
appearance, fine tone qualities, and precision workmanship so evident in the
WEBSTER

Webster Power Amplifiers used in conjunction with
the Webster Electric Pick-up provide new standards of
perfection. When used in conjunction with the Webster Electric Pick-up you have an ideal combination.
Model A- 2 10 List $ 1 05 .00
Model A-310 List $115.00
Model A-271
List $67.50
-up
Prices slightly higher west of Rockies.
Send for full details.
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Chicago

All Sections of Country Attend Three-Day

to

Meeting

Convention — Radio Phono-

graph Feature of Line — Firm Heads Receive Tokens of Jobbers' Esteem
Majestic radio distributors from all parts of
the country met in Chicago on Monday, December 10, for a three-day convention as guests
of the Grigsby-Grunow Co., the convention
activities being centered at the Stevens and
Blackstone Hotels.
New radio receivers perfected by the GrigsbyGrunow Co. were shown to the distributors for
the first time, and a radio-phonograph combination instrument was the featured product. The
factory will be in production on the new line
early in January, and it is said that the proportions of the output contemplated for 1929 will
far exceed the high figures achieved in 1928.
Recently the Majestic factory established a new
high record for one day of 4017 radio receivers
and additional factory facilities at both the
Dickens avenue and Armitage avenue plants are
already in preparation. The new Majestic
products will be described in detail in the January issue of The World.
The Blackstone Hotel housed the distributors, while at the Stevens Hotel across the
street, the Majestic factory officials, department
executives and the entire staff of field representatives were quartered.
The Monday business session was opened
with a meeting in the Tower ballroom of the
Stevens Hotel where Herbert E. Young, general sales manager, welcomed the distributors.
B. J. Grigsby and W. C. Grunow were presented with watches by the distributors as a
token of the esteem in which the two heads of
the company are held by their friends and business associates in the distributing division.
A feature of the convention, during one of its
lighter moments, was a burlesque playlet whose
plot was built upon the many "Majestic rumors"
Three

Firms

Chicago

in

Big

Combine

Chicago, III., December 10. — The Case Electric
Corp., Apex Electric Mfg. Co., and Radio Allied
Manufacturers Corp. have consolidated and
formed the United States Radio & Television
Corp., with the following officers : Alen G.
Messick, chairman of the board; W. C. Perkins,
president; John L. Nelson, vice-president;
Stanley Prince, vice-president; A. E. Case, vicepresident; M. M. Scribner, treasurer, and John
O. Campbell, secretary. Sixty-two thousand
shares of capital stock have been listed on the
Chicago Stock Exchange. The sales of the
company for 1928 were approximately $4,000,000.
The net profit of $514,000 after all charges equal
to $4.11 a share on 125,000 shares of stock currently to be outstanding. The company is
licensed under the Radio Corp. and Hazeltine
patents. Temporary headquarters were established at 1340 South Michigan avenue, this city.
Sales and distributing policies of each of the
merging companies remain the same as heretofore for the present.
W.

E. Henry

in New

Post

W. E. Henry, one of the "real" veterans of
the phonograph industry, has been appointed
Pacific Coast representative for the Okeh Phonograph Corp. "Pop" Henry, as he is familiarly

which have been circulated throughout the
radio industry and financial field during the
past year.
The Tuesday business session was devoted
to "Alerchandising Sales Quotas and Dealers'
Meetings" discussed by Herbert E. Young; the
1929 advertising campaign, outlined by Duane
Wanamaker, advertising manager, and sales
promotion, discussed by James J. Davin. An
advertising exhibit containing samples and illustrations of the Grigsby campaign was on display at the Blackstone Hotel throughout the
convention, attracting much attention.
On Wednesday, Robert Foster, of the Foster,
Waldo Co., distributors, addressed the convention on the topic "Majestic Retail Dealers' Problems and How They Were Solved." Outdoor
advertising was discussed by M. T. Cole, of the
General Outdoor Advertising Co., and Charles
L. Searcy, of H. W. Kastor & Sons Advertising
Co. in Chicago, Majestic advertising counselors,
discussed "Co-operation Between Distributor
andTheFactory."
convention was climaxed on Wednesday
evening by a banquet in the grand ballroom of
the Stevens Hotel where entertainment was furnished by Wendell Hall "The Red-Headed
Music Maker," Mauric Sherman and his orchestra and other artists. Mr. Grunow, at the banquet, was presented with a magnificent Rolk
Royce motor car by the distributors as a memento of his revolutionary developments in factory production methods and the gigantic scale
upon which he has conducted manufacturing in
the two Grigsby-Grunow plants which has
made it possible to produce consistently
throughout the season such an amazing and
astounding number of Majestic receivers.
known to music dealers throughout the
country, has been associated with the phonograph industry for something like thirty
years, spending practically his entire business life in important posts with the
Columbia Phonograph Co. on the Pacific Coast
and other territories. Mr. Henry spent a fewweeks in New York recently prior to assuming
his new activities, and the friendship and
esteem in which he is held by music dealers
in every city along the Coast insure for him
an outstanding success in his new work.
F.

B.

Travers

Magnavox

New
President

F. B. Travers has been elected president and
general manager of the Magnavox Co., San
Francisco, succeeding J. C. Sperry, retired.
Richard A. O'Connor, sales manager for the
company, has also become vice-president and
assistant general manager and E. S. Pridham,
chief engineer, will also become second vicepresident. Mr. Travers, the new Magnavox
president, has been identified with the Magnavox Co. since its organization, and is widely
known throughout the industry. A detailed
announcement as to Magnavox merchandising
plans for the coming year will be issued soon.
The Van Fossen Music Co. recently held the
formal opening of its new store in Perry, la.
32a

Over

Co.
New

Takes
Factory

Nathan Chirelstein, President, Discusses
Increased Earnings — Stock Split Planned— Dividends Declared
In a recent statement Nathan Chirelstein,
president of the Sonatron Tube Co., announced
that its new factory in Newark, N. J., has been
turned over completely to the company and
that tube production
is increasing regularly.

Nathan Chirelstein
Air. Chirelstein disclosed that the company isacquiring, and has recently acquired, new properties for the purpose of increasing production
in the near future. Earnings for the month
of November, it is stated, will be higher than
the figures for October, which were $1.70 per
share. Chirelstein stated that he was gratified
by the Supreme Court's recent denial to review
the decision of the Circuit Court of Philadelphia on the tube clause in the Radio Corp. of
America licenses to manufacturers.
A post-Thanksgiving announcement to Sonatron stockholders contained the news that the
stock would be split 4 for 1, as of December 11.
The new stock will be on a $1 per share annual regular dividend basis with extra dividends
as warranted by the earnings. The first dividend to stockholders of record as of December
20, payable January 2, will be twenty-five cents
per share regular dividend and twelve and onehalf cents per share extra dividend. Sonatron
at present has authorized 100,000 shares no par
capital stock, of which 72.000 are outstanding.
Sonatron shares were listed on the Chicago
Stock Exchange about the middle of May, 1928,.
at which time about 60,000 shares were admitted. In October an additional listing of
12,000 shares was made in order to take care
of stock purchase rights which were offered.
These additional shares were offered to stockholders on the basis of one new share for five
held at $60 a share. The stock was originally offered at $22.50 per share, and at this writing the
quotation is seven or eight times as high.
Gross-Brennan

in New

Home

Gross-Brennan, Inc., sales representative for
the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., moved its executives offices
on Saturday, December S, from 342 Madison
avenue to 205 East Forty-second street. New
York City, tripling its. floor space.
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the figures of the census of manufactures for 1927 in which comparisons are made with 1925, and here we find in statistical but
interesting form the real storv of the increase. The number of
phonographs made in 1927 amounted to 1,046,387, or 63 per cent
more than were made in 1925. Their value, however, increased
117 per cent, which indicates that the market for higher-priced
instruments has been capitalized to some degree at least. Record
production in 1927 represented an increase of 28.7 per cent over
1925. though the values were less, and even needle production for
the year showed 9.6 per cent increase over 1925. This means that
not only were the instruments bought, but they were played. Taken
all in all. quite an interesting story could be woven about the
facts shown by those solemn census figures.
Schubert

Celebration

TOO high praise cannot be given to the Columbia Phonograph
Co. for the success of the Schubert Celebration last month
and the manner in which that movement was carried on from start
to finish. It is doubtful if any similar movement, of such wide
scope, was ever quite so free from any taint of commercialism, so
far as the general program was concerned. This was evident by
the co-operation given not alone by music clubs, business, social
and art organizations, churches, schools and even Governments
throughout the world, but by those ordinarily regarded as competitors. It goes to prove that the surface of musical interest has barely
been scratched, and where there is interest there is demand.
The
NEARLY

Public

Has

Money

lllllllllllllllllllll'

llllllllllS

reporting, or something over a half-million individuals, had incomes
in excess of $5,000. Let the phonograph and radio dealers who
follow the easiest path in specializing in outfits of low unit value
give thought to these figures and go after some high-class business.
If only half of those with incomes of $5,000 or more purchase $800
and $1,000 instruments, there is a pretty nifty little business, and
the low-priced instruments will continue to take care of themselves
as products of mass demand.
Killing

Value

of Demonstrations

' I "HAT phonograph dealers can be so thoughtless as to demon-L strate the modern records on an old type machine or so canny
as to use an old machine to save wear and tear on a new one seems
hardly possible, and yet reports come of some dealers who are
doing just that thing. In other words, they are doing their best to
discourage the verv oeonle thev seek to interest — those who come
directly into the store — and are losing about 65 per cent of the
effectiveness of the demonstration.

No. 12

Figures Tell the Story
THIS trade of ours has had a ringside seat from which to
watch the comeback of the phonograph in its various new and
improved forms during the past couple of years, and those with
the proper energy have found that the rejuvenation has added
materially to their bank accounts. The public, too, has displayed
its confidence in the phonograph and its possibilities by buying
liberally of its stock and has not been disappointed. Now come

The

^oiillllllHI

to Spend

two and a half million citizens reported taxable incomes for the year 1927, according to the Treasury Department, and the income so reported amounted to the very noble figure
of $18,082,600,000. It means that just that many men and women
had, if single, incomes in excess of $1,500, and if married, incomes
in excess of $3,500.
As a matter of fact, 22 per cent of those

Eliminating

Free

Trial

Qraft

RADIO dealers in many sections of the country are individually
and collectively putting the ban on the practice of sending
radio receivers into homes on free trial. The reasons given are,
first, that with several receivers in the home simultaneously or at
different times the mind of the prospect becomes confused and the
sale of a particular set is delayed rather than hastened. Another
and very pertinent reason is that there have been discovered a surprisingly large number of families who have taken that means of
getting radio entertainment without cost over a considerable period.
The demonstration of the set in the home with the salesman present, ready to give arguments and close the deal, is quite another
thing from the free trial, and although the latter plan still has its
advocates they appear to be decreasing in number steadily.
Passing

Along

Prosperity

OXE of those statistics sharks has discovered that the man who
invested $500 in Columbia stock in 1923 and allowed it to rest
quietly has $30,500 to his credit to-day. Those who had the foresight to dig into the old stocking and invest the $500 will pass into
tlv* celebration through ihe small door at the right while the police
keep at bay the howling mob of wise ones who wish they had invested but didn't. And there could be named other stocks in the
radio-music field that during the past few years have paid something better than savings bank interest.
Enlightening

the Public

on

Television

THE efforts of those prominent in the radio field to set the public
right regarding the status of television through the medium of
the spoken and printed word are rendering a real service to that
industry. Sensational reports of television's progress in the early
stages held many a radio sale in abeyance until the new device
was obtainable, and the publication of the truth is going to switch
many of those sales from the future to the present.
The story is told that, following the recent assignment and adoption of the new wave lengths for broadcasting, a manufacturer
of the efficiency type in the metropolitan district called in his engineers to see if a saving could not be realized by eliminating the
upper third of the tuning dial. He will probably have the support
of those dealers who are called upon to demonstrate receivers and
explain why so few stations are picked up on the higher reaches.
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Last-Minute

News

of

the
Lee

Continental

Radio

Corp.

Trade

Wichelns

Kolster
to

Continue

Slagle

Radio

Line

Fort Wayne Business Men Form Corporation Chartered With Capital of $300,000 —
Charles W. Niezer Is Board Chairman and Carl D. Boyd President of New Company
Ft. Wayne, Ind., December 5. — It was announced last week that the Continental Radio
Corp. had been formed by a number of prominent Ft. Wayne bankers and business men to

industry, is president of the new company. The
Continental Radio Corp. has been incorporated

Carl D. Boyd
take over and continue the business of the
Slagle Radio Co. of this city. Charles W.
Niezer, president of the First National Bank,
is chairman of the board of directors and Carl
D. Boyd, widely known throughout the radio

Charles W. Niezer
with a capitalization of $300,000, consisting of
30,000 shares with a par value of $10. As soon
as the present production season is over the
entire plant on East Pontiac street, which has
(Continued on page 108)

James

Davin

Majestic

Joins

Sales

Force

Will Devote Activities to Sales Promotion
Work Among Majestic Distributors and
Dealers — Well Qualified
Herbert E. Young, general sales manager of
the Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago, manufac-

James J. Davin
turer of Majestic receivers, announced this
week the appointment of Tames J. Davin as
a member of the sales department.
Mr. Davin,

Named

Formed

who is widely known throughout the music industries, will concentrate his activities on the
development of sales promotion work among
Majestic jobbers and dealers.
The appointment of James J. (Jimmy) Davin
as a member of the Majestic sales organization
has been received with enthusiastic approval by
Majestic distributors and dealers throughout
the country, who recognize in Mr. Davin one of
the most capable executives in the music industry. A student of merchandising and thoroughly familiar with every problem incidental
to the marketing of quality products, Mr. Davin
brings to his new work a most unusual and
invaluable experience.
"Jimmy" Davin's association with the music
industries dates back some fifteen years when
he became identified with the New York
Talking Machine Co., the largest and most
successful Victor wholesaler in the country.
From the day that he entered the business, he
devoted the major part of his activities to sales
promotion work, visiting the dealers constantly, familiarizing himself with their problems
and going through every phase of their merchandising activities. He gained the esteem
and friendship of dealers throughout the East
in this important work and in later years became identified with prominent national organizations whose interests were directed primarily
to the stimulation of sales among distributors
and dealers in the music industry. For the past
several years, Mr. Davin has been identified
with the Ampico division of the American Piano Co., visiting dealers from coast to coast
and broadening his knowledge of sales promotion plans through the discussion of retail
problems incidental to the marketing of highpriced quality merchandise.
32d

Ad.

Manager

Promoted From Assistant Advertising
Manager Post — Long Connected With
C. Brandes, Inc., Headset Manufacturer
Lee Wichelns, who for several years has
been assistant advertising manager of Kolster
Radio Corp., has been promoted to advertising manager. Mr. W'ichelns was formerly in
the advertising department of C. Brandes, Inc.,
maker of the famous Brandes headsets, that
every amateur and professional wanted in the
old days of wireless.
When Brandes merged with Federal Telegraph Co., of California, to form Kolster Radio Corp., Mr. Wichelns remained in the advertising work of the combined companies. As

Lee Wichelns
a result of his long association with the department's activities, he is thoroughly acquainted with it and with the Kolster trade
organization.
D.

A.

Kelly
the

Rejoins

Carryola

Co.

D. Allcott Kelly, who came to the Carryola
Co. of America, Milwaukee, Wis., late in 1927,
has again rejoined the company after an absence of three months. Mr. Kelly has, in the
comparatively short time he has been in the
industry, made many friends. His background
and experience include all types of selling, advertising and sales promotion, having former!}been associated with the James M. Walsh Co.,
a mail order house selling direct to the consumer, in the capacity of assistant sales manager. He was advertising manager of the MoeBridges Co., Milwaukee, one of the world's
largest lighting fixture manufacturers, and has
also had experience with advertising agencies
in copy and contact work.
Mr. Kelly directs the advertising and sales
promotion campaign of the Carryola Co. of
America, and during the past few weeks this
organization has introduced several new developments in the portable phonograph and
electric pick-up line. It is said that the company is now working on other important developments which will be announced to the
trade in the near future.
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of

Pictures

Left — Luncheon meeting of
the Brooklyn Radio Service
Corp.'s sales and service departments. Benjamin Gross
and Herbert A. Brennan
were guests of honor. Drive
on the Stromberg-Carlson
radio line is planned.

Above — A. Atwater Kent using a silver spade to turn
over the first spadeful of earth for new S3.000.000 factory
Below — Miss Jane Zimmerman, who shared honors with
new Stromberg-Carlson, at an exhibit staged by the Central Hardware Co., Loraine, O.

Above — Shipment of Philco AC radio by air mail from
Philadelphia to Milwaukee
Beloiv — One of several new trucks added to Lyric radio
fleet in Chicago by Ail-American Mohawk Corp.

r

LYRIC
RADIO

E_EELl

Above — Mrs. Cora Dennison Fowlkes, world's
first television bride, inspects one of her gifts,
a new Edison radio receiving set.

Left — Futuristic window
staged by
thePortland.
Powers Ore.
Furniture Co.,
This company is boosting
Atwater Kent sets and
finds window displays
productive of considerable
radio business.

Left — This "lunch
time
a noon
hour follies"
feature isatop
the
North Ward Radio
building in Newark.
These young ladies
find sandwiches and
jazz music a perfect
diet with the aid of a
Majestic receiver.

Left — A feature of the
county fair at Crown
Point, Ind.. was this
Kellogg radio booth
sponsored by Schmal
& Seberger. aggressive
dealers in that community, who are
ing a strong
bid makfor
radio business.
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Corp.
600

Closes

Important

be of great strategic value to the Kolster Co.,
still further improving the strong position 3.:;
h
already occupies through the ownership of important patents previously acquired. With an
exceptionally strong patent situation and with
contracts that insure for a considerable period
a large volume of profitable manufacturing business, the outlook of the Kolster Radio Corp. is

Deal
Patents

Acquisition of Patents and Inventions by Kolster Corp. Marks Largest Single Transfer in Radio's History — Contracts Entered Into With Wired
Frank L. Dame, president of the North
American Co.; Rudolph Spreckels, chairman
of the board of Kolster Radio Corp.,
and Ellery W. Stone, president of Kolster
Radio, announced the closing of two contracts
of far-reaching importance between Wired
Radio, Inc., a subsidiary of the North American Co., and the Federal Telegraph Co., a subsidiary of the Kolster Radio Corp.
Under the first of these contracts, Kolster
Radio Corp. secures title to some 600 patents,
patent applications and inventions in the communications, radio, wired radio, electric phonograph, television and talking motion picture
fields. These patents and inventions have been
acquired by the North American Co. during
the past six years, and their acquisition by
the Kolster Radio Corp. marks probably the
largest single transfer of radio patents in the
history of the industry.
Mr. Stone, discussing the contracts, said,
"These 600 patents acquired by Kolster Radio
include several groups which patent attorneys
state are widely infringed in the radio industry
to-day, and are expected to yield large royalties
to Kolster as well as to place the company in
an exceptionally strong position in the radio,
electric phonograph and talking motion picture
fields.
"Exclusive licenses are granted back to Wired
Radio, Inc., by Kolster in the field of wired
radio only, and Kolster retains full title to all
of the patents and exclusive manufacturing and
selling rights in all fields other than that of
wired radio. By acquisition of the North
American group of patents, Kolster has further
increased its already strong patent position in
the radio and allied industries.
"The second agreement, which remains in
force until September 2, 1941, with renewal
options, provides that Wired Radio, Inc., will
purchase not less than one-third of its total
requirements for apparatus from Kolster Radio
Corp. on a cost plus 25 per cent basis."
Mr. Dame said: "The second contract forecasts the arrival of the industry's latest development, wired radio, which in the future will supplement but not displace present broadcasting
on the air. Wired Radio, Inc., has been doing
very important development work during the
past six years, on the transmission of radio programs over electric light and power lines.
Experimental installation is now being made in
Cleveland. There has been sufficient progress
to make it necessary for the company to be
assured of manufacturing facilities upon a large
scale. In the contracts with Kolster, Wired
Radio, Inc., is retaining all rights . necessary to
the development in its particular field. When
plans have been completed, wired radio will
become available to all of the major public
utilities of the United States."
The sending of wired radio programs into
homes over electric light wires will require
special socket plug-in receiving equipment which
will be manufactured by Kolster Radio Corp.
and furnished to electric light customers at a
nominal monthly rental. The sets will also be
adaptable for reception from present-day radio
broadcasting stations.
Rental charges for wired radio apparatus,
which will include maintenance, will be a moderate monthly fee. There will be three channels in operation at the outset, according to
present plans. One will carry a program of
classical music, another of more popular entertainment, and a third will be devoted to lectures
and educational programs. It is planned to
establish a master studio for the entire United
States from which programs by well-known

Radio, Inc.

now exceedingly promising."

artists will be sent out to wired homes in all
parts of the country.
The North American Co. is one of the oldest
and largest public utility holding companies,

United

Reproducers
Open

an

Export

Dept.

The United Reproducers Corp., Rochester,
N. Y., manufacturer of Newcombe-Hawley and
Peerless reproducers, has organized an export
department to handle foreign trade. Offices
have been opened at 130 West Forty-second
street, New York City, under the management
of H. H. Pollock. The company makes a complete line of dynamic, magnetic and air column
reproducers in a variety of models.
N.

Y.

State

Dealers

Visit

the A. K. Plant

New York State Atwater Kent dealers headed by their respective distributor organization
representatives visited the Atwater Kent plant
on November 14 and attended a meeting at
which a series of talks by department heads
were delivered. Dealers served by the following jobbers formed the party: Albany Distributing Corp., Albany; Stiefvater Electric Co.,
Inc., Utica; Roth & Zillig, Inc., Buffalo; Elliott
Radio Sales Corp., Binghamton, and Starter &
Ignition Service Co., Rochester.
RMA
Ellery W. Stone
controlling through stock ownership five main
groups of electric light and power companies
operating in important areas of the United
States. The electric properties in each group
form a distinct inter-connected power system,
serving 1,150,000 customers in more than 800
communities.
Rudolph Spreckels, chairman of the board of
the Kolster Radio Corp., and of its subsidiary,
the Federal Telegraph Co., when interviewed
regarding the contracts executed between Wired
Radio, Inc., and the Federal Telegraph Co.,
pointed out that "radio patents acquired will

When

Inspires

Protest

An attempt in Brazil to secure exclusive
trade-mark rights to the word "Radio" has
caused an official protest by the United States
Government to Brazil, and the Radio Manufacturers' Association, representing virtually all
American manufacturers, was recently advised
by the Federal Government that protests
against the proposed Brazilian monopoly would
be successful.
The Robert B. Rose Corp., New York City,
was recently incorporated at Albany to deal in

radio with a capital of 200 shares of common.
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Grand Model — $35.00 list. A strictly de luxe portable with amazing
performance.
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Quality
Portables
-at reasonable

prices

Beg C.S.Pat. Off.
During the last four years this trade mark has
been used on hundreds of thousands of our portable phonographs, shipped to nearly every country in the world/
The sterling Qualities of Artone Portables have
been proven by their phenomenal success and by
the fact that complaints or returns for any cause
whatever have been negligible.
The eye value and performance of our portables
have always been a step ahead of the crowd.
Our new line, now ready, continues to justify
these claims. You will be amazed that such
fine portables can be produced at such reasonable prices.
The above facts are important for
portable buyers to consider
Ask your jobber — or ask us
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James

K.

Polk,

High
Southern Phonograph

Inc.,

Rank

Has

in

Won

Seven

Years

Distributor Celebrated Seventh Anniversary as a Phonograph

Jobber in October — Foresight of P. C. Brockman

a Big Factor in Firm's Success

the company's sales volume has increased year
after year and the prestige of the organization
has become national. Prior to joining James
K. Polk, Inc., Mr. Brockman had been identified with the Atlanta branch of the Simmons
Co., manufacturer of Simmons beds, as a traveling representative. During his association
with the Simmons Co. he had occasion to call
on furniture merchants and allied trades in the
Southeastern territory and observe the interest
manifested by these dealers and the volume of
business which they were closing at that time
in their phonograph departments.
Therefore, when Mr. Brockman joined Polk's

During the past few years one of the outstanding distributors in the phonograph industry has been the well-known firm of James K.

World, New

York, December, 1928

ganization. All business was solicited by mail
and the products handled consisted solely of
records and needles. This business grew month
after month and after about six months of operation James K. Polk, Inc., secured the distributing rights for Okeh records in Atlanta
territory and in September, 1921, started an
aggressive campaign on these products. The
organization gradually grew in clerical help as
well as sales, and the phonograph business became so profitable that the retail furniture business which had been operated for 36 years was
sold in 1924, all capital being devoted to the
wholesale phonograph interests.
About this time Mr. Brockman and his associates began to realize the possibilities of the
phonograph business in its entirety and the
opportunity which existed for a distributing
house in the South handling "anything and
everything" in the phonograph line. Accordingly the company added portables, a cabinet
line, mainsprings, parts and a complete line
of phonograph accessories, setting out with a
definite idea of extending operations throughout
the South. In 1925 the first move was made in
this direction by opening a branch in Richmond, in 1926 a branch was opened at Dallas
and in 1927 another at Memphis. During these
years a sufficient volume of business was built
up in cabinet machines and they established a
factory at Austell, Ga., a manufacturing town
just outside of Atlanta. Okeh records are distributed exclusively so far as records are concerned throughout the entire Polk organization
and mainsprings and replacement parts are
marketed under

Polk, Inc., maintaining exclusively wholesale
organizations in Atlanta, Ga.; Dallas, Tex.;
Memphis, Tenn.; and Richmond, Va. James
K. Polk, Inc., celebrated in October of this
year its seventh anniversary and the congratulatory messages received from manufacturers
of phonograph products as well as hundreds of
dealers throughout the South testified to the
high esteem in which the company is held
throughout the industry.
The business was founded in 1888 by James
K. Polk and was operated as a retail furniture
store by Mr. Polk personally until the business
was incorporated in 1921. At that time, P. C.
Brockman joined the organization as secretary
and director of sales and under his management
A

trade-mark "Perfection."

P. C. Brockman
staff, which at that time was in the retail furniture business exclusively, he organized a retail phonograph department and after a year
with this department came to the conclusion
that the wholesale phonograph business offered
greater possibilities. A wholesale record business was then launched with Mr. Brockman in
complete charge and handling the entire or-
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H. A. Brockman
In seven years the Polk organization has
grown from one man to approximately 80
people and 18 salesmen, who are constantly
visiting dealers throughout the South. The
success of the company may be attributed to
the capability and experience of its executive
officers, particularly P. C. Brockman, and the
fact that each and every man in the organization understands the requirements of the phonograph dealers in Southern territory, and
leaves nothing undone to co-operate with the
dealers in the development and stimulation of
their sales activities.
Radio

Service

Information

A new clearing-house of radio information
has been established by the Radio Treatise Co.,
New York, for the purpose of supplying radio
data and conducting a consulting service for
the dealers' service men and custom set builders. It will be conducted under the supervision of John F. Rider, engineer, and includes
wiring diagrams of old and modern sets.
After the holidays is an excellent time to
follow-up interested prosnects.
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Discusses

NEMA

Meeting

Radio Division Vice-President Says That Premature Public Enthusiasm Is Misleading
and Dangerous to the Progress of Radio — Many Obstacles to Be Overcome
Louis B. F. Raycroft, vice-president of National Electrical Manufacturers' Association in
charge of the Radio Division, in an address at
the Fall meeting at Briarcliff Lodge, Briarcliff
Manor, N. Y., said in part:
"A new factor is entering the situation threatening new complications. The public is expecting another kind of broadcasting service
popularly known as television. The Federal
Radio Commission is even now considering the
formulation of regulations to govern this field
of endeavor so the public will benefit most.
"The great public interest

Dyn
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in

television is

; ;
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founded upon exaggerated newspaper reports
of brilliant laboratory demonstrations rather
than upon the actual practical status of this virgin field, which is as yet entirely unprepared for
commercial development. A diligent study of
the subject leads to the inevitable conclusion
that the premature stimulation of public enthusiasm in television is misleading and dangerous
to the progress of radio, because there is no
means of satisfying the demand for reliable
home television equipment. Television remains
a laboratory experiment with a number of major and vital problems still unsolved. There are
certain specific technical obstacles to practical
television which cannot be overcome unless a
fundamental and original invention or inventions are made and no technically qualified observer will predict whether they will be made
within twenty-five, ten or five years or less.
"The process of transmitting television images is a matter of reflecting a ray of light from
the subject to a photo-electric cell and sending
an electrical impression of the reflected energy
point by point; this process is continued in a
progressive and predetermined manner until the
entire subject has been subjected to an immense number of electrical observations. An
electrical impulse is radiated for each point so
examined or scanned. Thousands of these 'intensity impressions' are required to send one
complete image or subject. The amount of detail and realism attainable at the receiving
point is proportionate to the number of impressions to which the subject is resolved.
"In the reception of still pictures, these electrical intensity impressions are converted to
light and collected on sensitive photographic
paper so that several minutes may be used to
assemble a single picture consisting of hundreds of thousands of separate image impressions. In television, as with motion pictures,
to give the impression of motion, however, the
entire scanning of the subject must be repeated
each sixteenth of a second. This rigorous requirement of television is fundamental and imposes an obstacle, to this time insuperable, to
sending anything other than the crudest and
simplest kind of image. The ability to send a
television subject of one thousand image impressions has led the public to expect that to
one hundred-fold the detail is a relatively simple
matter. Such an improvement would make a
television reproduction of eight or ten square
inches of average magazine quality possible, far
short of the layman's conception of television.
Hundred-folding the speed of any process,
whether it be a man's walking pace from four
to four hundred miles an hour or an automobile
from 70 to 7,000 miles an hour, is a tremendously ambitious scientific evolution.
"In appraising the commercial future of television we must not overlook the fact that we
are still limited to sending crude subjects consisting of a few hundred image points. Building
more elaborate transmitters is quite feasible,
but this involves the utilization of enormously
increased frequency bands for the transmission
of the resultant signal. If every broadcast station were shut down and the entire radio broadcast band given over to a single television service, the 1,000,000 cycle ether space thus made
available could accommodate the transmission
of an image equivalent to that obtained with
a home motion picture projector, and the cost
of
the experiment would stagger human imagination.
"I do not wish to imply in any sense of the
word that television will never be accomplished
or that its numerous problems are beyond the
ingenuity of the American
inventor. Only

Louis B. F. Raycroft
when we learn to combine visual impressions
in the same manner that sound impressions are
molded into a single audio frequency, permitting
us to abandon the method of sending an electrical impression successively for every point
of the transmitted image each sixteenth of a
second, an entirely new phase of the situation
will be entered upon. In the absence of some
such invention which effects the essential conservation incarrier channels necessary to make
television practical, it is an injustice to the public at large to encourage it to expect television
in the immediate future and a duty to warn it
that, rapid as has been recent progress, television is now only in the status of development
of aviation in 1910 and the motor car in 1905.
Stewart- W arner

Earnings

Net earnings of the Stewart - Warner
Speedometer Corp. and subsidiary companies
for the quarter ended on September 30 were
$1,863,639, after all charges and Federal taxes,
equivalent to $3.10 a share on 599,996 outstanding shares. For the first nine months of this
year net earnings amounted to $5,476,974,
equivalent to $9.12 a share, as compared with
$6.99 a share for the same period last year.
Finds

Canvassing

Pays

A. Fancher, cashier in the Bank of Carrollton, Carrollton, Miss., a town of 515 population,
has sold fifteen Majestic radio receivers within
eight weeks. He has no shop but takes a model
72 around in his car and gives demonstrations.
In INew

Post

M. P. Zoeller has been placed in charge of
the radio department of the San Antonio Music
Co., 316 West Commerce street, San Antonio,
Tex. The RCA, Majestic and Crosley lines are
carried as well as other leading makes.
Visit

Federal

Plant

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Getke were recent visitors to the Federal Radio Corp. at Buffalo. Mr.
Getke is president of the Metropolitan Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, Federal Orthosonic
wholesaler.

Expands

Store

The Belmont Radio Store, 5459 Belmont avenue, Chicago, 111., has enlarged its floor space
to twice the original size and has added the
Brunswick record line.
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is the lowest priced high quality
DUOGRAPH
16 MM. Home Projector. In construction,

DUOGRAPH
is the acme of simplicity, hence
easily demonstrated. A child can learn to

appearance and performance it compares favorably
with any other machine, regardless of price.
Thousands of home movie converts have refrained from buying on account of the high price

operate it in five minutes.

of desirable equipment. Duograph meets this
waiting demand with unprecedented quality and
price.
The

symmetrical lines and artistic finish in exquisite colors make Duograph an article of rare
beauty and an ornament to any home. It is absolutely devoid of fire hazard.
WRITE

Duograph

FOR

OUR
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necessary

to stock up.

Only a small outlay
It is service free. Acces-

sories alone are a profitable business.
The highest grade of materials and mechanical
skill are incorporated in Duograph. Moving parts
are case-hardened

steel. Die castings are supplied

by Aluminum Co. of America; electrical appliances by General Electric Co., and the optical
system
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L.

T.

Breck

Kolster

Named

Sales

DeForest

Manager

Announces

Replacement

Has Been Assistant to Major H. H. Frost
— Was Formerly Western Sales Manager of the Yale Electric Co.
L. T. Breck has been appointed sales manager of the Kolster Radio Corp. His promotion follows within a few months his appoint-

L. T. Breck
ment as assistant to Major Herbert H. Frost,
vice-president in charge of merchandising. Mr.
Breck came to the company last July, when
he resigned his position as Western sales manager of the Yale Electric Co. He has an extensive trade acquaintance.
Mr. Breck was a student at Washington University, in St. Louis, when the United States
entered the World War. He also studied law
at the Kansas City Law School. He enlisted
in the Naval Reserve Flying Corps the day
war was declared, April 6, 1917, and was discharged as an ensign in 1919, when he became a
salesman for the Inland Machine Works of St.
Louis. He entered the automotive parts business in Kansas City in 1921 and later became
vice-president and sales manager of the Peerless
Auto Supply Co. of Kansas City.

Policy

World, New

Arthur

for

EDISON
Jewel
Jewel
Jewel
Jewel
Jewel

Needle
Needle
Needle
Needle
Needle

A replacement policy which is at once fair
to all parties concerned, simple and prompt in
its adjustments, is announced at this time for
the DeForest Audions by H. C. Holmes, general sales manager of the DeForest Radio Co.,
Jersey City, N. J.
"While every effort is made in production,
inspection and test of DeForest audions to produce only perfect tubes, the possibility of defective tubes occasionally reaching the consumer is fully recognized, and we have therefore endeavored to take care of such a situation
by a satisfactory replacement policy. Our dealers are being provided with DeForest audion
replacement labels in booklet form, with permanent stub. The customer is asked to return
any defective tube to the dealer from whom i.
was purchased. The dealer fills out both stub
and label with the necessary information called
for, using his own system of numbering in the
spaces provided. The label is affixed to the
defective audion, and the defective audions are
kept separate from the regular stock. On the
iirst and fifteenth of each month the defective
audions are returned to the DeForest distributor, who sees that adjustments are made
promptly. The distributor forwards all defective tubes to the DeForest Radio Co., where
they are tested not only for the basis of adjustment, but to check up on any possible production, inspection or shipping details that might

Arthur Moss, treasurer of Electrad, Inc., New
York City, in charge of sales and advertising
since the company was formed some five years
ago, has been elected to the presidency of the
company. Electrad, Inc., manufactures a wide
range of high-grade radio products^ which
since the inception of the company has met

need improvement."

Under Mr. Moss's management the company's
sales have rapidly increased, and the organization is now recognized as one of the leaders of
the industry. The accession of Mr. Moss to
the presidency is significant as indicating a distinctly progressive policy that points to a
greater growth of the business.

Weston

Profits

Increase

A net profit of $380,430 in the nine months
ended September 30 was reported by the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark,
N. J. This compares with $349,778 in the same
period last year.
A new issue of 35,000 shares of no par common stock of City Radio Stores, Inc., priced at
$28.50, was recently offered. The company
plans to operate, through subsidiaries, a chain
of ten retail radio stores.

Needle

Equipments

Arthur Moss
with a ready reception on the part of radio set
makers and the general public.

Music

No. 50
No. 45
NOM-Y-KA
CONCERT
No. 35

Nickel
Nickel
Nickel
Nickel
Nickel

No.

PHONOPARTS

Dearborn

St.

Slogan

Contest

Ends

The music slogan contest, sponsored by the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, closed
on December 1 with every indication that it
has fulfilled its purpose of stimulating public
interest in musical instruments. The contest
has been in progress since September 1, and
many thousands of descriptive leaflets were distributed to the public. An award of $1,000 will
be made to the person coining the slogan accepted from the thousands which have been
submitted to the judges.
to Open

New

Store

(or

List
6.00
$5.00
7.50
8.00
8.50

MANUFACTURERS Attention! We have six different models S-shape brass tone arms
to fit all phonographs from Portables to the Finest Machines. The Prices will interest
you
write.

510

President

Has Directed Sales and Advertising Since
the Formation of Company Some Five
Years Ago — Steady Sales Growth

NOM-Y-KA and CONCERT equipments are Universal
— will play all makes of records —
The No. 35 is a specially designed and perfectly balanced equipment for playing the new
records made by electrical method of recording . . . no other needle equipment is
quite so good in tone quality and it has great Volume.

JEWEL

Elected

H. C. Holmes, General Sales Manager, Explains Method by Which Adjustments
on Defective Tubes Are Made

PHONOGRAPHS

Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

Moss

Electrad

Davega
Headquarters

York, December, 1928

COMPANY
CHICAGO

Davega, Inc., operating a chain of music and
sports stores, will soon open its fourteenth
store and the sixth during the last year, at
166-07 Jamaica avenue, L. I., N. Y. Officials of
the company state that sales for October
showed an 85 per cent increase over any previous October
in the
fifty years
of the firm's
existence,
a most
satisfactory
showing.
Purchases

Music

Store

George Oschwald has purchased the music
business of Charles Olendorf, knows as the
Olendorf Music Store, Lawrenceville, 111., and
is conducting it under his own name. Mr.
Oschwald has been connected with the store as
manager for the past seven years.
The Rex Music Shop, 2169 Broadway, Gary,
Ind., was recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $10,000 to deal in musical instruments,
radio sets and accessories. The incorporators
are Don Whitman, Orville Shelton and Mrs.
P. M. Shelton.
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Stromberg-Carlson
Installation

Made

on

Yacht

No. 633 Receiver and Phonograph Equipment Installed on Onaire II, Yacht of Walter
Todd — Receiver Is Built Into Wall With Speaker Mounted Face Downward
Inasmuch as a yacht is a home on the water,
it is not hard to understand how the radio receiver has enjoyed an ever-increasing popularity as a part of yacht furnishings. Boats that
are large enough to erect a good antenna, as
a rule, are provided with exceptionally fine entertainment, inasmuch as there are no obstruc:ions to shield the radio waves, and in sailing
vessels there is none of the electrical disturbance which often makes reception difficult for
the city dweller. The Stromberg-Carlson Co.
has made a great number of such marine in>tallations in recent months.
One of the newest is that which has been
made in the 68-foot yacht of Walter Todd, of
Rochester, New York. Mr. Todd is vice-president and general manager of the Todd Co., of
Rochester, known the world over as manufacturer of Todd protectographs and safety checkpaper. The yacht has accommodations for ten
people, a crew of three and seven passengers.
The Onaire II, as the yacht has been christened,
is equipped with a Stromberg-Carlson No. 633
receiver and phonograph equipment from the
Stromberg-Carlson No. 744 instrument in order
that both radio and record reproduction may
be had. Space, of course, is always limited in
a yacht, and everything must be made immovable in order that rough weather will not disturb the interior of the cabin. Consequently,
the receiving set was built into the wall of the
cabin, as shown in the illustration. The loud
speaker is mounted with its face downward
from the ceiling. The phonograph equipment
is built into the other corner of the cabin, the

wire from the magnetic pick-up running be' neath the floor to the receiving set to give

/1 /

£5^

Radio-Phono Installation on Todd Yacht
phonograph records electrical reproductionThe receiving set is battery-operated, and
runs off the yacht's power plant. Being a sailing vessel, there is no motor noise to disturb
radio reception, while the yacht is in motion.
There are two keys on the radio, one connecting it with the phonograph, and the other cutting in a loud speaker, located on deck. A
rather ingenious antenna arrangement has been
made. The ordinary horizontal antenna, or
one strung from the tops of the mast would
be impracticable, inasmuch as sails are raised
and lowered, and the wind causes the spars to

sway back and forth. Consequently the aerial
wire was run up through the center of the main
spar. This spar being hollow for the passage
of ropes to the mast head, allows an ideal
vertical antenna to be had. There is a thought
in this for dealers located near yacht clubs. It
is a good market for radio sets.
Satisfactory Television
Is Still Far in Future
The fourth of the series of articles on television being issued by the Radio Manufacturers
Association deals with conditions in this country and abroad, and states that experts on both
continents are agreed that television is a laboratory development for skillful and experienced
experimenters. Its possibilities on a small
scale have been proven, but television receivers
for the home, giving entertainment comparable
with even the earliest radio receivers, is so far
in the future that no scientist of reputation is
willing to admit the probability of such result'.
The United States Radio Commission permits
experimental television broadcasts under definite limitations, but the British Broadcasting
Corp., in control of all broadcasting in the
British Isles, refuses to undertake or permit experimental transmission.
Urges

Outside

Selling

Arthur Freed, vice-president of the FreedEisemann Radio Corp., recently stated that
many dealers have reported increased sales due
to intensive direct selling. The company has
been urging its dealers to seek business outside the store and the results have been most
satisfactory. One of the best plans in increasing sales, many dealers have found, is to check
over lists of old customers, owners of battery
sets, and then solicit them on the purchase of
the attractive new models.
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The Reesonator is not a so-called "Wave Trap," but is rather a "Wave
Amplifier." Its purpose is to tune the aerial and the first untuned tube.
This tube is generally called the Antenna Coupling Tube and is of an
untuned nature. Naturally by the addition of the Reesonator to tune the
aerial and this first untuned radio frequency stage to properly balance
with each other, at all wave lengths, the all around efficiency of the
radio receiver is greatly increased. The Reesonator requires no current
to operate ; in fact, it decreases battery consumption from 20 to 30 per
cent, as less current need be applied to obtain the desired results. This
also naturally greatly prolongs the life of the tubes. It does not require
tuning for each station which is to be received ; only when additional
selectivity, power or distance is necessary.

(Pat. Pend.)
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Combined,.

TN my opinion, this consolidation is one of the most conX. structive moves that has been made in the radio industry
in some time. It is in keeping with the trend in other industries that has proven sound and has been beneficial to the
public at large, as well as the trade. This move means more
economical management and will reflect itself in additional
profits to the dealer and even higher quality goods to the
consumer. The identity of both lines will remain unchanged
as to policy — the only change will be improvement of product wherever it can be possibly effected by the combined
efforts of both organizations.
C. A. EARL,

President, Chas. Freshman Co. and
Chairman of Board of Directors of
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation.

IT has been a great pleasure for those associated with the
management of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation
to have been able to play their part in bringing about this
consolidation with Freshman. These two lines represent
many of the best accomplishments in radio history and the
consolidation will make it possible for both organizations to
contribute to the improvement of each other so that we may
give the trade and the radio buying public even better value
for their money than we might have through our individual
efforts. I consider this move of distinct value to FreedEisemann distributors and dealers.
JOSEPH

D. R. FREED,

President of Freed-Eisemann Radio
Corporation and Vice-President and
Chas. Freshman Co.

1EISEMAMH

V

RADIO

.

'

V
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Why

?

THIS combination of two of the leading radio manufacturers will
add materially to the strength of each and will make possible a
greater and more
It will mean

comprehensive

service to the trade and the consumer.

great savings in management

turn can be utilized for the development
structive ways that will make

and production
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is an even
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possible greater profits for dealers.

The identity of these organizations will remain
objective of this merger
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1927— $191,848,665
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Turntable

No
No
No
No

Brushes
Commutator
Sparking
Interference

THERE'S a big market for high-grade electric turntables. The sale of a pick-up paves
the way for the sale of an electric turntable.
Get this extra business by featuring the Bodine
Electric Turntable. No exposed gears. No
noise. The rugged induction motor has ample
power for all records. The accurate governor
maintains constant speed in spite of voltage
changes.
Send for latest Bodine bulletin and prices.
Do it now!
For Radio Manufacturers
A Bodine Electric Turntable will be submitted
to any radio set or cabinet manufacturer for
test and trial. Write for sample and prices.
TWO OTHER BODINE UNITS
FOR THE RADIO TRADE
Bodine
Television
Motors

terchangeably.

A special motor
for driving scanning discs. Speed
may be varied 25
p.c. above and be\• low
tors normal.
supplied Mofor
i 18, 20 and 24 inch
.X discs. Motors run
j
on alternating or
direct current, inWrite for latest price list.

Model

1031-R

Motor'Qenerator Set
Built especially for demonstrating A.C. Sets
and Phonographs in D.C. districts. Converts
110-115 volt D.C. into 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C.
Filter, voltage regulator, etc., included. Just
the unit for radio stores, hotels, department
stores, etc.
Mail the Coupon

Today !
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Department of Commerce Census Shows
Decrease in Number of Sets Made as
Compared With 1925— Gain in Value

Philip Van Doren Stern Returns to FreedEisemann Corp. in Advertising Capacity
— Is Planning Big Campaign

A statement by the Department of Commerce
shows that radio manufacturers produced radio
apparatus and tubes aggregating $191,848,665 in
1927, an increase of 8.4 per cent over the production of 1925. In 1927 1,928,192 tube-type
receiving- sets were produced, a decrease of 19.1
per cent from 1925, but an increase in value as
the sets were valued at $94,050,031 as compared
with a value of $93,356,546 for the 2,385,790 receivers produced in 1925.
The complete table of statistics for 1927 and
1925 is herewith presented:
1927
1925
Aggregate value
5191,848,665 $176,990,33-4
Radio apparatus : Total value $174,802,051 $155,819,724
Loud
speakers—
Number
2,446,264 2,844,652
Value
$18,868,849 $18,955,916

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. recently
announced the appointment of Philip Van
Doren Stern as advertising manager.
In his

Head
sets —
Number
267,34y 1,352,422
Value
$316,726 $2,164,529
Receiving sets —
4-tube and smaller —
Number
30,962
Value
$613,715
5-tube and largerNumber
1,907,230 2,395,79C
Value
$93,436,316 $93,356,541.
Transmitting set, value
$2,233,483 $1,355,764
Transformers —
Number
4,093,160 5,295,507
Value
$5,446,550 $7,614,774
Rheostats —
Number
2,327,275 3,562,543
Value
$1,420,780 $2,018,592
Socket-power devicesNumber
1,405,191
Value
$23,357,814 $30,353,599
Miscellaneous parts, value ... $29,107,818
Radio tubes, value
$17,046,61i $21,170,610
Not including combination phonographs and radios,
which are classified for census purposes in the "Phonographs" industry.
The total value of all batteries produced in
1927 is given as $150,451,796 as compared with
$155,247,811 for 1925, a decrease of 3.1 per cent.
The figures for 1927 are preliminary and subject to correction.

Philip Van Doren Stern
new association, Mr. Stern finds himself among
familiar surroundings, for he was the company's
first advertising manager back in the days when
broadcasting began. He built up the advertising department and supervised it until 1926
when he left to go abroad. Returning home a
year later, he became advertising manager of
the Kolster Radio Corp.
In association with Freed-Eisemann's advertising agency, Groesbeck-Hearn, Inc., he is
planning an extensive advertising campaign for
the company during the next year.
Philco

Finance

Company

Lists

Sets

The General Contract Purchase Corp., New
York, has issued a compendium of various
types of radio receivers acceptable for accommodation instalment financing. It is announced
that new editions of this compendium will be
issued whenever there are changes in list prices
of radio receivers listed as acceptable. The
General Contract Purchase Corp. recently announced details of instalment finance plans
available to dealers throughout the country.
The

Atwater

Kent

Abroad

Major W. J. Avery, of the export department
of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., recently returned
from a tour of foreign countries, including
France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and
Czechoslovakia. He stated that the Atwater
Kent receiver operated satisfactorily in all
climates and under all conditions and is steadily
growing in popularity throughout the world
because of this excellent performance.

Coupon

Bring

Good

Ads
Results

Philadelphia, Pa., December 5.— Harry Boyd
Brown, merchandising and advertising counselor for the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.,
maker of Philco radio products, expressed great
satisfaction over the results of the coupon advertising which has been used to assist dealers
in selling Philco receivers. In part, Mr. Brown
said: "We used the coupon for a number of reasons. The main one, of course, was to secure
leads for our jobbers and dealers. Secondly,
the coupon method brings immediate results.
The effects of the ad can be noted at once. No
waiting for future and intangible results, socalled cumulative effects or illusive prestigebuilding. They further give us the knowledge
as to what sort of copy makes the strongest appeal and what publications are the more effective for our purpose."
New

Victor

Numbering

Series

On Monday, November 19, just one week
after the S. S. Vestris sent out its S O S call,
the Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., New

Starting with records listed in the January
supplements the Victor Talking Machihe Co.
will assign a separate block of numbers to foreign-domestic, Irish race and Southern records.
To distinguish these numbers from those of domestic records a "V" will appear before the figures. There will be two minor exceptions to
the use of "V" on these records. First, an occasional Red Seal record will be issued under

York, announced the release of a record '"The
Sinking of the Vestris," a vocal number with
violin and guitar accompaniment by the Carson
Robinson Trio.

the regular domestic numbers without the "V",
and second, Portuguese and Spanish-Mexican
records will not use the.'V," as many of these
records are listed in the export catalog.

Special

Pathe

Release
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Announcing

Americans
Finest

Distance

Receiver

HE
Federal

sensational

distance

F-l 1 is now
T,offered in a beautiful

range of the

console

cabinet

with built-in speaker.
This set with full 7-tube
tenna and ground,
greatest distance

performance,

operating

has been proved, beyond

on

an-

question, the

getter ever offered in the radio industry.

Verified reception

from

607

stations (14 in Europe,

Asia

and South America) is the undisputed World's Record
held by a New Jersey owner of a Federal Receiver.
For

those

who

insist on

distance

range — coupled,

course, with the finest selectivity — Federal

of

retailers have

no competition.
Prices [without tubes)
F 43 (for battery operation) $295
F 43-60 (60 cycle)
$370
F 43-25 (25 cycle)
$395
Slightly higher west of Rockies. May also be had with dynamic speaker
FEDERAL
RADIO
CORPORATION,
BUFFALO, N. Y.
OPERATING BROADCAST STATION WGR AT BUFFALO
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio, Ltd., Bridgeburg. Ont.

Radio
ORTHO-SOjflC
Licensed
under
patents
owned
andlor
controlled
by
Radio
Corpora*
Federal's
fundamental
exclusive
Orthotion of America, and in Canada by Canadian Radio Patents, Ltd. sonic reproduction
is patented
underdevelopment
U.S. Lettersmaking
Patent possible
No. 1, 582,^70
FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION
1738 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York
Please send me complete details of the Federal proposition.
Name
Address.
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Stuart

C.

Now

With

Kolster

Radio Editor Will Establish a Market Research Division of Kolster Radio Corp.
— Is Widely Experienced

A

Complete

Mahanay

List

RECORD
Distributors
GEORGE CAMPE
611 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227 W. Washington St., Chicago, I1L
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GROSSMAN BROS. MUSIC
COMPANY
2144 E. 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio
JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

Stuart C. Mahanay, radio editor of the Curtis
Publishing Co., has increased his field of activity by joining the Kolster Radio Corp. of
Newark, N. J., to establish a market research
division under the direction of Major Herbert
H. Frost, vice-president in charge of merchandising. He has just left New York for an extended survey along the Pacific Coast.
Kolster is one of the first, if not the pioneer
radio manufacturer, to establish a department
for the purpose of making a national survey of
the electric and battery set market. The* information gathered by this new division will
be of great value not only to the company in
estimating production, but to Kolster jobbers
and dealers as well.
Past radio experience has ably fitted Mr.
Mahanay for the work he has undertaken. He
built and operated one of the first amateur
radio stations in St. Louis. In 1917 he enlisted in the Signal Corps where he did notable
work. When broadcasting came into popularity, Mr. Mahanay, who holds a Government
commercial radio operator's license, was active
in the establishment and operation of station
KSD in St. Louis. In addition to operating
and announcing he was for more than two
years in charge of the radio department of the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which position he resigned to become associated with the Curtis
Publishing Co. in Philadelphia as radio editor.
In this capacity he has carried on extensive research work for the publishing company, which
has given him valuable experience to guide him
in carrying on his work with Kolster. When
fhe National Association of Radio Writers was
formed in Washington at the Hoover Radio
Conference in 1925, Mr. Mahanay was elected
treasurer, to which office he has been re-elected
each succeeding year.

HAWAII MUSIC COMPANY
1021 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
L. D. HEATER
469^ Washington St., Portland, Ore.
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, INC.
433 E. Twelfth, Cor. Wall Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
217 Whitehall St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
1315 Young St, Dallas, Texas
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
McCall Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.
JAMES K. POLK, INC.
803-05 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
THE

Q. R. S. MUSIC
1017 Sansom St
Philadelphia, Pa.

STERLING

CO.

ROLL & RECORD
COMPANY
322 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

World, New

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
Immediate delivery — all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
. All Mica Products
INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Phone
, , i . fa.
D Filasse,
CablePhila.
Baring
535 DL.i
Philadelphia,

Arcturus
Card

Phonograph

and

Radio

Patents

Phonograph. Robert Y. Barrows, Rutherford, N. J. Patent No. 1,690,267.
Combined Phonograph and Radio Apparatus.
Martin Nystrom, Chicago, 111., assignor to the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., same place.
Patent No. 1,691,987.
Combined Phonograph and Radio Apparatus.
Joseph W. Bishop, Muskegon, Mich., assignor
to the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago,
111. Patent No. 1,692,797.
Power-Supply Unit for Radio Sets. Francis
DeWilly, New York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,690,814.
Radio Apparatus. Alfred F. Sanford, Knoxville, Tenn.
Patent No. 1,691,413.
Radio Aerial Support. Carl Wicke, New
York, N. Y. Patent No. 1,691,864.
Radio Direction and Position Finder. Martin
L. Patterson, Bogota, N. J., assignor to the
Sperry Gyroscope Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Patent
No. 1,692,051.
Radio Receiving Apparatus. Arthur M.
Trogner, Takoma Park, Md., assignor to Wired
Radio, Inc., of Delaware.
Patent No. 1,692,064.
Radiofrequency Amplifying Circuits. Wladimir J. Polydoroff, Chicago, 111., assignor to
Johnson-Williamson Laboratories, Inc., same
place. Patent No. 1,692,763.
Radio Loud Speaker. Frank Mattis, Dayton,
Ohio. Patent No. 1,692,994.
The Collway Radio Laboratories, Inc.,
Newark, N. J., have been incorporated with a
capital of 1,000 shares of common stock to
manufacture radio parts.

Display

Issued

to Trade

The Arcturus Radio Co., maker of Arcturus
AC tubes, has prepared and distributed to its
dealers an attractive window and counter dis-

ARCTURUS
.CMS

Arcturus Display Card
play card. A flashing border and the name
Arcturus are in orange, while the sub-head and
the tube are in blue, which are the characteristic colors of Arcturus tubes, and which are
used in the Arcturus trade-mark. The tube
base is in black,. offset by a gold Arcturus star
in the background. The display is embossed
on a buff card.
Atlas

Latest

York, December, 1928

Plywood

2,500,000

Produces

Sq. Feet

Weekly

Earnings of the Atlas Plywood Co. for the
first four months of its fiscal year are $99,859,
or $1.65 a share on the 60,600 no par shares.
Indications are that results for November and
December will bring earnings to around $3.50
a share for the six months' period. With the
acquisition of additional properties last year
and recent expansion the Atlas organization
now has seven manufacturing plants and eleven
assembling plants. The productive capacity of
all the factories is 2,500,000 square feet of plywood a week, and the capacity of the combined assembling plant is 750,000 square feet.
African

Radio

Market

J. W. de Haas, Fada radio export representative, who has just returned from South Africa,
found that region excellent as a radio market
capable of great expansion. He found money
plentiful and free spending prevalent.
The demand is not so much for the lowpriced articles but more for the articles of
quality at moderate prices. Mr. de Haas spent
four months in making radio trade investigations and establishing connections on his trip,
during which he traveled over 20,000 miles.
Interesting

Address

Manton Davis, general attorney of the Radio
Corp. of America, New York City, delivered an
interesting address on "Radio — the Latest Electrical Word" before the Industrial Traffic
League, at New York City, on November 22.
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Finest

Electric

Reproduction

Phonograph

♦ ♦ ♦ at

The

lowest

PACENT

cost!

Phonovox

The largest selling pick-up on the market
today. Offers a flawlessly beautiful tone.
Simply and easily attached. Switches
from radio to records without removing
a tube. Balanced tone-arm and patented
needle holder assures perfect contact
between the record and the needle. Uses
fibre needle without any loss of volume.
Good-looking, sturdily constructed,
it will last for years. List price, $13.50.

Phonovox

PACENT

Electrovox

The PACENT

Electrovox

A complete electric phonograph— when
played through a radio — that provides
tone quality that is absolutely unsurpassed by machines costing hundreds
and hundreds of dollars. Instantly hooks
up with the radio and switches from
radio to phonograph without removing a tube. Electrically driven by the
famous Pacent Phonomotor. Sturdily
constructed and neatly installed in a
cabinet decorative enough to grace the
most beautiful room. List price, $75.00.

These

Two

Items

and

Profits

are

Building

Business

for Thousands

m
NEVER BEFORE in the history of the radio-phonograph industry
have two products been more enthusiastically received than the
Pacent Phonovox and Pacent Electrovox. Dealers all over the country
report constantly increasing sales and are featuring them as ideal leaders
to stimulate both the record and the radio business. Here is business that
you don't have to struggle for. Merchandise that your customers will
almost buy on sight. The market is ready and waiting for you. Don't
let somebody else take it away from you. Write today to your jobber
for complete information, discounts, prices, etc., or write direct.

Quickly
PACENT

installed
^
No
Service
Required
ELECTRIC
CO., INC. , 91 Seventh Ave., New York City
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for Over 20 Years
Manufacturing Licensee for (great Britain and Ireland, Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford, England
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cally to belong in the province of those men
who are familiar with acoustics through the
Sees

Affinity

Radio

Between

Field

and

Music-

Talking

Movies

P. A. Powers, Veteran Talking Machine Jobber and Motion Picture Executive, Says
Talking Pictures Have Opened Up Lucrative Field for Music Jobbers
[P. A. Powers will be remembered as one of the earliest
and largest distributors of talking machines and records.
He was closely connected with the Edison and Victor companies in the pioneer days of the industry and at one
time operated over forty talking machine and record stores
in the Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo and Rochester territories. He organized and operated the Eclipse Music Co.,
of Cleveland, distributor of Edison and Victor machines
and records; Powers & Henry Co., of Pittsburgh; P. A.
Powers Co., of Buffalo, and 'the Talking Machine Co., of
Rochester. — Editor's Note.]
That the "talking movie" has established a
merchandising affinity between the talking machine, radio and motion picture industries, and
opened a new and lucrative field for distributors
in the talking machine trade, is pointed to by
P. A. "Pat" Powers, veteran talking machine
distributor, motion picture magnate, and president of the Powers Cinephone Equipment
Corp., of New York, manufacturer of the
motion picture sound device, "The Cinephone."
"The talking picture has opened a gap in the
merchandising methods of the motion picture
industry," says Mr. Powers. "In my opinion,"
he says, "this gap creates a definite opening for
the sales and service forces of the talking machine and radio industries, and I believe that
within the next year many of the leading talking machine distributors will be established as
important factors in the motion picture business. The film companies all have branches in
thirty-two 'key' cities throughout the United
States, but their organizations, as a whole, know
little about the technical phases of sound devices and are wholly untrained in acoustics.
The time of the field forces of the film companies is taken up with the sale of film and an
additional force of especially trained men is
needed to handle the sale of sound equipment.
"This situation presents an unique opportunity for the well-organized talking machine distributors to expand their activities into a new
and potentially rich field. The selling forces of
the talking machine distributors are exceptionally well qualified to take on the sales of sound
picture equipment, and the service men are
technically fitted to handle all necessary service
requirements.
"From the sales angle, there is little difference between marketing an especially con-

Private
the

Label

structed sound device to theatres for public entertainment in reproducing the sound accompaniment of a motion picture and the selling

a pioneer. This time in the "talking motion
picture" field, which brings together in basic
principles his earlier experiences in the field
of sound and his later activities in the world
of silent drama.
Under the trade name of Powers Cinephone,
Mr. Powers has perfected two separate devices.
One is a recording machine for synchronizing
music, dialogue and sound effects on motion
picture film in synchrony with photographicaction. This device is used in the studios by
motion picture producers. The other machine
is a sound reproducer for use in theatres. This
reproducer is an interchangeable device which
will play all standard forms of talking pictures,
whether recorded on the film or on discs.
Kolster

P. A. "Pat" Powers
of standard talking machines for private home
or club use. The talking movie has created an
entirely new phase of the motion picture, industry. It has opened up a virgin commercial
field. This field at the present time is any
man's territory, but in my opinion the talking
machine distributors are in the best position for
its invasion.
"From these facts one naturally draws the
conclusion that the distribution of motion picture sound equipment, parts and accessories,
and the servicing of the equipment, seems logi-

Radio

Mail

RADIO retailing is fast approaching standardization. Let us
compare. On the one hand, we have "restricted" dealers
handling "national brand" sets — at narrow, factory-controlled
prices and profits with competition everywhere, with a big radio
stock to carry an their inventories.
On the other hand are the independent dealers selling Premier sets with
their own private label — at unlimited profits and no competition because of
exclusive
rights. stock.
They have no territory restrictions — no fixed price — no problem of unturned

Console
Model

The wise radio dealers today — the ones who are making most money —
Beautiful walnut finished
select Premier for their private brand.
This is the answer to the present
cabinet neticequipped
Magor DynamicwithSpeaKer.
radio sales question and it spells
P-R-O-F-I-T-S.
Every set you
Size 26"x40"xl6" deep. Furnished in
Chassis
li-tube and
standard
No. PC-2829—
sell advertises for you — and
RAC-G
7-tube Code
Push-Pull
Code No.
you only.
PC-2829— RAC-7.
Specifications
Premier Private Label Radio Receivers are equal
All:metal chassis;
in tone, power, looks, distance and selectivity to any
rigid, strong, stays
sets offered today. No other receivers outperform them,
put. Unconditionally
regardless of price, because high , price and costly adverguaranteed. Apparatus 100% shielded.
tising do not make radio quality. That is determined by enLicensed under U. S.
gineering skill, materials and careful manufacturing. Premier
comes in both Table and Console Models — finished standard in 6Navy Patents and
Hogan Patent No.
tube and 7-tube "Push Pull." Also combination phonograph with electric
1.041,002.
pick-up.
Write for price and full details.

No obligation.

3809 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Campaign

Five letters, written to appeal to the person
who is considering the purchase of a modern
ladio receiver, are being mailed at three-da>
intervals to prospects in Canada by authorized
Kolster dealers in the Dominion, with the assistance of Canadian Brandes, Ltd., of Toronto,
makers of Kolster sets in Canada. Illustrations
and descriptions of two of the most popular
Kolster models are found on the margins of
the letters sent out.
WLW

Broadcasts

Aid

Dealers

Hudson-Ross, Inc., and the Aitken Radio
Co., Crosley distributors in Chicago and Detroit, respectively, report that the broadcasts
of WLW, the new Crosley 50,000-watt national
broadcasting station at Cincinnati, are being
taken as a DX standard by dealers in their
cities for demonstration purposes. Dealers in
Waco, Texas, and in Michigan and Iowa have
informed the Cincinnati office that the daytime
broadcasts of WLW are so strong that they
are used for demonstration purposes and have
had the effect of aiding sales.
Pilgrimages

Answer!

Established 1905 — Manufacturers Ever Since

handling of talking machines and radio sets."
Considering Mr. Powers' long and successful
experience in both the talking machine field and
the motion picture industry his views and opinions are of exceptional interest.
It was "Pat" Powers who introduced Edison's automatic slot machine and started the
"Penny Arcade" fad, which proved to be the
school for showmanship from which most of
the present-day motion picture magnates graduated. Pat himself became, and still is, a motion picture magnate. And once again he is

to A. K. Plant

More than twelve hundred dealers from
Greater New York visited the Atwater Kent
manufacturing plant in Philadelphia during the
week ending November 24. As it was deemed
impractical to entertain all of the Metropolitan
dealers at one time, the visitation was split
into two squadrons, some six hundred being
in Philadelphia, Tuesday, November 20, the
balance arriving Thursday, November 22. They
were accompanied by the New York Atwater
Kent distributors,, E. B. Latham & Co., E. J.
Edmond Co. and E. A. Wildermuth.
Pilot

Parts

Catalog

A new radio parts catalog was recently issued
by the Pilot Electric Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y. This catalog describes and illustrates
the complete line of Pilot parts for set building purposes, available to dealers as well as
manufacturers.
A petition in bankruptcy was filed against
the Bosco Battery Corp., New York City, and
Catherine Noyes was appointed receiver.
Liabilities are listed at $20,000 and assets at
approximately $8,500.
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for

W.

Installations

Dealers Should Find Passenger Buses a
Profitable New Market for Radio Receivers— Good Dealer Publicity
New fields for the sale of radio receiving sets
are being discovered and developed constantly.
Many of these, however, are of a purely local

Note A. K. Set Over Driver's Seat
nature, based on local conditions and as a consequence may be capitalized only by local
dealers who are awake to the opportunity.
A glance at the photograph of the Atwater
Kent bus installation made by the Robert
Simpson Co., Ltd., of Toronto, Canada, for the
bus owners will serve to indicate sales opportunities— bus transportation — and opportunities
for some very effective and very economical
publicity for the dealer making the installation.
The passenger bus business in some sections
of the United States is highly competitive — bus
line vying with bus line. In other sections it
is so regulated that buses do not compete with
each other, but almost invariably they do have
real competition of one kind or another at the
hands of the older established common carriers,
the steam roads, electric roads and in some sections even boats.
Business should come in increasing quantities
to the bus operator who advertises "Radio as
You Ride," "Blank's Big Buses Radio
Equipped." And, by the same token, business
should come to the dealer whose name plate
appears on the installation.
Makes

Theatre

Tie-ups

The Rothauser Radio Co., Fada dealer of
46 Market street, Newark, N. J., secured much
favorable publicity for Fada products and its
store by installing a Fada 70 receiver in both
the Schubert and Broad street theatres on election night, giving the audiences direct returns.
Both the Fada name and the store's name were
prominently displayed.
Kolster

Employes

Dance

The Kolster Welfare Association, composed
of employes of the Kolster Radio Corp., held
its annual dance at the 113th Regiment Armory,
Newark, N. J., on November 24. Music was
provided by Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Sam Lanin and the Ipana Troubadours and
Gene Laistner with the Kolster Radio Orchestra. It was a most enjoyable evening.
Demand

Lower

Freight

J. Barkley
DeForest

Columbia

With

Radio

Co.

Race

Catalog

One of Pioneers in Radio Industry Is Appointed Assistant to President — Has
Wide Experience in the Field

Replete With Practical Information for
Dealers — An Attractive and Handy Catalog for the Retail Columbia Trade

William J. Barkley, a pioneer in the radio industry, has joined the DeForest Radio Co., of
Jersey City, N. J., in the capacity of assistant
to the president, according to the announcement
of James W. Garside, president of that company. "Mr. Barkley has been actively engaged in
radio developments since 1912," stated Mr. Garside, "when he became associated with the
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. In 1914 he
was elected president of the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Co., and continued in that capacity
until 1918, when a combination was formed between the United Fruit Co., which controlled
the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., and the
General Electric Co. Mr. Barkley was retained
in a consulting capacity after his resignation.
Subsequently, he engaged in the production of
mica condensers, followed by his entry into

The new Race catalog issued by the Columbia Phonograph Co. for the coming year is a
mine of Race record information. The cover,
done attractively in two contrasting colors,
features five of Columbia's exclusive Race artists. There is an alphabetical listing of artists on
the first page. This is followed by the recordings of indhidual artists together with their
photographs and a short story about each. On
the last. page appears an index of the selections
together with their respective numbers.

the field as a manufacturers' representative,
handling various electrical products in the New
England territory. I consider myself fortunate
in having such a worthy collaborator as Mr.
Barkley, and I feel that his many contacts and
friends in the radio industry are a decided asset
to our company."
Talking

James Wallace will open a music-radio shop
on Tillson avenue, Hillsboro, 111.
=tatr»

FINDLAY

RADIO

CONSOLES
Machine

Appoint

Men

Secretary

Announcement of the appointment of Robert
J. Kelly as executive vice-president and secretary of the Talking Machine and Radio Men of
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, was
made at the regular monthly meeting held at
the Cafe Boulevard, New York City, on November 21. Mr. Kelly has had a wide experience as a newspaperman and organizer, and
was active on the senatorial campaign committee of Senator-elect Hamilton F. Kean, of
New Jersey. Mr. Kelly was introduced to the
assembled members by President Irwin Kurtz.
Bond P. Geddes, executive vice-president of
the RMA, attended the meeting and asked that
dealers solicit the opinions of their customers
regarding the reallocation of wave lengths, the
opinions to be forwarded to the Federal Radio
Commission. Warren F. Scanlan, of Stanley
& Patterson, gave a brief and interesting talk
on "Service and What It Means to the Dealer."
Byron Forster, chairman of the entertainment
committee, stated that the annual dinner-dance
of the Association would take place in April,
1929. Following its usual custom the Association will not meet in December because of the
rush of holiday buying.

Allen-Hough
Returns

Official
From

Trip

George Hough, vice-president of the AllenHough Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis., has recently returned from an important business trip to the
Twin Cities, where he discussed the sale of
Allen portables and Phono-Link electric pickups with the Kern O'Neill Co., Minneapolis
jobbers. Mr. Hough discovered a great interest in the Northwest in the Allen-Hough developments announced for the first of the year.

Rates

Demands and information upon which the
radio industry is urging reduced and equitable
freight rates have been presented by the Traffic Committee of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association to the Joint Classification Committee of the principal railroads.

New

Issues

In New Home
The United Electric Supply Co., Salt Lake
City, Utah, is now occupying its new and larger
quarters at 117 West Fourth street. The continued demand for Majestic radio receivers
necessitated the move.

— the
aid

greatest
in

single

selling

sets

FINDLAY CONSOLES represent a buying
market that acclaims them the greatest companion for the Radio Set.
Distinctively built by masters, FINDLAY METAL RADIO CONSOLES produce sales that are
decidedly amazing. They are the keynote sellers
in modern radio furniture — they bring attractive
FINDLAY

RADIO

CONSOLES

are endorsed

by leading set manufacturers. Consoles are speprofits.cially designed to Ki
ng
harmonize
in line and color
with the following sets:
Phiko
American Bosch Federal
Pierce-Airo
Crosley
Freed-Eisemann
Radiola
Atwater
Kent
Bremer-Tully
Graybar
Eveready
Apex
Shamrock
Howard
Stewart- Warner
Steinite
Zenith
Fada
Kolster
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Inc.
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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Here's

a
Record!
One of the best-known radio cabinet manufacturers in the country
reports that during a period of a few months they shipped 90,000
cabinets in Plywood Cases without a single travel injury. On the
strength of that record they adopted ATLAS Plywood SPEEDPACK
Cases for their entire output ofT cabinet furniture — complete suites of
ED
case goods.
ATLAS Plywood Packing Cases have been standard with leading
phonograph and radio manufacturers for years. Try these superlatively protective containers — if you are not already using them — on
your next shipment. They will prevent damage to your cabinets and
save you money.

y
THE WEIGHT VE FREIGHT
ATLAS
PLYWQOD CORPORATION
General Offices
Park Squaw Building, Boston, Massachusetts
Chicago Office— 649 McCormack Building
New York Office, M West Broadway
Southern Division (formerly Empire Mfg. Company)— Goldsboro, H. C.

Improved
Help
Retail and Wholesale

Employment
Sales
Radio-Music

in

Conditions

Milwaukee

Area

Firms Report Exceedingly Active Demand

for All

Types of Instruments — Victor Record Girls' Club Entertain "Bosses"
Milwaukee, Wis., December 8. — Retail and
wholesale radio and talking machine dealers, in
reporting on business for November, and during the pre-holiday season, in almost all cases
stated that the demand , is exceedingly active.
Improved employment conditions through
Wisconsin, reaching a peak in the employment
history in Milwaukee, and showing good gams
in other key cities of the State, is one cause
for the demand, in the opinion of the dealers.
Others are the approach of the holiday season,
and the work of dealers on early Christmas
shopping campaigns.
H. J. Allen, manager of the radio, record and
phonograph department at the BrunswickBalke-Collender branch at Milwaukee, reports
that business during the past two months has
been very good. "Last month the biggest
record business which has been done to date
was seen, and November has shown a 25 per
cent increase over that record."
The November meeting of the Milwaukee
Victor Record Girls' Club arranged a "Bring
Your Boss" night, and in addition to the regular constructive program of the club it had
as its central theme the selling of the "boss"
on the idea of featuring combinations. Each
member of the club took up the discussion of
some particular recording, and presented and
demonstrated it as if to a customer. A discussion of presentations and of the appeal which
a record would have to various types of customers followed. The meeting opened with a
buffet supper in the Badger Talking Machine
Co. display rooms at which the employers of
the members of the Club were guests.
The J. B. Bradford Piano Co., at 411 Broadway, has announced plans for an expansion
which will give about 3,000 additional square
feet of space to the firm. According to Hugh
W. Randall, president of the concern, the company has leased the entire second and third
floors of the building at 90 East Wisconsin
avenue occupied by the William A. Kaun Music
Co., and the space vacated by the Baldwin

r

IS

SIGNIFICANT

that every record manufacturer in the United States
is a user of our standard
Cotton

CLAREMONT

Flocks
WASTE

for

Record

MFG.

New

Piano Co., which is opening in new and larger
quarters in the University building on Broadway and Mason street. The new area will be
given over to the phonograph and radio departments and merchandising plans include a strong
sales drive.
The Wisconsin Radio Trade Association has
announced that there is need for many radio
service men to fill various positions throughout
the State. Those seeking the positions will be
given an examination each Tuesday between
nine o'clock and twelve noon at 421 Twentyseventh street in Milwaukee, and those desiring
to take the examination are requested to give
advance notice to the Association offices in the
Kesselman building.
The retail division of the Wisconsin Radio
Trade Association has named Lloyd Roberton,
president of the McCoy Roberton Radio Co., at
Whitefish Bay, a suburb of Milwaukee, chairman of the retail section, succeeding A. J.
Wolfe, manager of the radio departments for
the Edward Schuster & Co., Inc., stores, who
recently tendered his resignation.
Henry M. Steussy, formerly manager of the
Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co. store, which has discontinued its business, purchased the phonograph, record and radio departments and has
opened up a store which will feature these sections exclusively. The new store, Henry M.
Steussy, Inc., is located in the Kesselman Building at the corner of Broadway and Mason
street and it has been fitted out in the most
modern manner as a music-radio store.
A consistent demand for radios continuing the
trend noted during the past few months is reported by G. K. Purdy, manager of the Milwaukee branch of the George C. Beckwith Co.,
Crosley distributor in Wisconsin.
Vernon Maurer, of the Badger Radio Co., distributor of the Majestic line, commented on the
heavy activity which has been seen in radio
business. He stated that since July 1 and up
to December 1 the Badger Radio Co. has distributed 13,500 Majesties in Wisconsin.

E
IT

CO.

Manufacture
Claremont,

A. F. Matthies, manager of the radio department at the Flanner-Hafsoos Music House, Inc.,
reports that retail radio business has been exceptionally consistent in showing heavy sales,
and that the Philco has been an outstanding
seller in his department during the pre-holiday
season up to this time.

N. H.

'S

Electric

for

Sign

Kellogg

Dealers

An Attractive Display Reading "Kellogg
Radio — For Tone - Conscious People"
Is Being Sold to Dealers
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago, is supplying to its dealers a new electric sign reading "Kellogg Radio— For ToneConscious People." The case of the sign is
made of heavy metal, gilded, and the glass
background is of dark green with the letters

New Kellogg Electric Sign
in red. A yellow border runs partly around the
sign. The new Kellogg sign has been sold to
a large percentage of Kellog dealers at an attractive price, part of the cost of the sign being
paid out of the regular advertising appropriation. An illustration and description of this
sign appeared in the November issue of the
"Kelloggram," the interesting and informative
house organ of the Kellogg organization.

Consolidated
New

Go.

Radio

Opens
Department

Salt Lake City, Utah, December 6. — The Consolidated Music Co. has opened a large radio
department which takes up the entire fourth floor
of its building on South Main street. H. C.
King, with the company for the past twelve
years and secretary for some time past, will
have charge of the new department. It is one
of the best radio departments in the Mountain
States territory.

Raytheon

Carton

Aids

Sales

Fred D. Williams, vice-president of the Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass., reports that
sales of the Raytheon BH tube, used in Beliminators, are most satisfactory. The standard display carton in which these tubes are
packed is given a great deal of credit for the
success which this type tube is encountering
throughout the country.
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Rola

Co.

Sponsors

Cleveland

Victor

Records

Boston

Meeting

the

Symphony

Distributors and Dealers Attend Meeting
at Which Pre-Production Model of Rola
Auditorium Type Reproducer Is Shown

Victor Experts Install Recording Apparatus in Symphony Hall for a Series of
Recordings — Long Contract Closed

Cleveland, O., December 4. — A meeting of distributors and dealers handling Rola radio
products made by the Rola Co., of Oakland,
Cal., was held at the Hotel Winton, this city,

During the past month a number of recordings of the Boston Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Serge Koussevitzky have been
made by the Victor Talking Machine Co. at

World, New

Sees
for

a

Big

Radio

York, December, 1928
Demand
Accessories

Cleveland, O., December 11. — W. B. Nevin,
sales manager of the Sterling Mfg. Co., of this
city, manufacturer of power units, dynamic
speaker products and other important accessories, advanced the opinion recently that there
will be during the coming year a larger demand
for radio accessories than ever before. Mr.
Nevin pointed out that there are three features
in the present-day radio market which tend
to make the public more or less dissatisfied
with their radio receivers unless they are thoroughly modern and up-to-date. These three
features as noted by Mr. Nevin are dynamic
speakers, electric socket operation and improved
power amplification. According to Mr. Nevin's
observation; many owners of otherwise satisfactory receivers desire these improvements but
refuse to accept any trade-in loss in buying a
new set. As a result of this inclination on the
part of such set-owners, the demand for accessories is growing steadily and the Sterling
factory is now working to capacity to take care
of the requirements of this trade.
Lantern
for

Distributors and Dealers at Cleveland Rola Meeting — Note Rola Reproducer
on November 6, election day, under the auspices
Symphony Hall, Bo'ston. Experts from the
Victor plant installed recording apparatus in
of the Cleveland division of the Rola organizathe famous auditorium so that the entire ortion, of which L. Golder is manager. Approxichestra, playing exactly as it would at a public
mately 100 dealers and jobbers attended and an
enthusiastic gathering resulted, the introduction
performance, was recorded and will be availof a pre-production model of the auditorium
able to record buyers in the near future. '•• The
contract between the Victor Co. and the Bostype Rola reproducer being given a particularly
good reception by those present.
ton Symphony is of long duration so it is probable that many other recording sessions will
Henry S. Tenny, president of the Rola Co.,
be
held
in Symphony Hall in the future.
made an address outlining the company's plans
Other world-famous orchestras which have
for increasing sales in the Cleveland area. The
complete line of Rola loud speakers was on
been recorded by Victor include the Philadeldisplay, as were the products of a number of
phia Orchestra, conducted by Leopold Stokowmanufacturers who use Rola equipment.
ski; the London Symphony, Albert Coates, conductor; San Francisco Orchestra, Alfred Hertz,
On election night the Cleveland branch made
an installation in the Cleveland Auditorium
conductor; St. Louis Symphony, Rudolph Ganz,
where some 50,000 people had assembled to
conductor; Chicago Orchestra, Frederick Stock,
conductor; Detroit Symphony, Ossip Gabrilohear the election returns. The "Rola" furnished practically all the entertainment for the
witsch, conductor, and Berlin State Opera Ofi
chestra, conducted by Dr. Leo Bleck.
evening at this large gathering.
New

Canadian

Federal

Jobber

Southard Motors, Ltd., 1233-39 Georgia
street, Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed a
distributor for the Federal Ortho-sonic radio
line, it was recently announced. Negotiations
for the line were made by A. H. Southard, on a
recent visit to Buffalo, N. Y., where he conferred with officials of the Federal Radio Corp.
Leo

Freed

Married

Leo Freed, vice-president of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., was married on November 27 to Miss Nettie Matz at
Louisville, Ky., the home of the bride. Mr.
and Mrs. Freed will make their home after
January 10 at 12 East Eighty-sixth street, New
York City.
The Cable Piano Co., of Waukegan, 111., recently exhibited a Crosley Gembox radio receiver that went through a severe fire and still
works satisfactorily.

Crosley

Quantity

Selling

A sale of four Crosley Bandboxes to one
customer was recently related in the columns
of the Atwood, Kan., Citizen Patriot. Donie
Lintner heard a demonstration of the Bandbox
at the O'Leary Hardware Co. and ordered a
set sent to his home and one to each of his
married daughters. He felt he could enjoy his
set much better if he knew his children were
enjoying the same programs.
R.

W.

Parker

in New

Post

Ralph W. Parker, former manager of the
Portland, Me., branch of Post & Lester, and
an ardent Federal enthusiast, has been made
manager of the radio and automotive departments of J. E. Goold, Federal Ortho-sonic
wholesaler in Portland.
Rudolph Frachtman, proprietor of the four
Rialto Music Stor-es, in Chicago and Gary, has
opened a new shop in Chicago.

Slide

Folio

Columbia

Dealers

The Columbia Phonograph Co. has just distributed a new lantern slide folder to its dealers. It contains facsimiles of twenty-three
slides, each numbered. Every slide is executed
in full colors, and carries a photograph of the
artist or Columbia product with a space for
the dealer's imprint. For the wide-awake
dealer, lantern slides have long proven themselves a means to getting "plus" business
through the local theatres.
Fine

Brunswick

Publicity

The Clark Music Co., Brunswick dealer of
Syracuse, N. Y., with branch stores in Watertown and Eastwood, the latter a suburb of
Syracuse, has popularized the Brunswick Panatrope in that section, by installing as part of
the permanent equipment of the fine Syracuse
broadcasting station WSYR, Hotel Syracuse,
a Brunswick Panatrope which is used on an
average of four times each week, for several
hours at a time, to play the latest Brunswick
recordings. -.
Timely

Kolster

Tie-up

A sheet of news photos, issued while the
news was "hot," was sent out by Kolster Radio
Corp. to all Kolster dealers and distributors,
for posting in their windows, the day after the
S. S. American Shipper arrived in New York
harbor with survivors from the S. S. Vestris
disaster. In addition, the day of the ship's
arrival saw three of the officers from the American Shipper taking part in the Kolster Radio
Hour, telling the story of the rescue. The
American Shipper used a Kolster radio compass
in its rescue work.
Seeks

Increased

Shipments

D. W. May, president of D. W. May, Inc.,
Crosley distributor for northern New Jersey,
made a flying trip to Cincinnati, November 23,
in an effort to arrange for increased shipments
of Crosley receivers for the Newark territory.
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a butterthe unheard sigh of
FROM
fly's wing to the roar of a great city,
back of every sound there must be
power.

portable
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practical
motor.

source

phonographs

power
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is the

crank

keeps

tight.

It seldom

To
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spring

perform

correct power

graph is a hard

job — much

big clock spring has.
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gear train and

harder

than
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governor

a

resistance.
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a

and the turn

the speed must
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powerful ribbon of steel coiled in the spring
barrel of a successful motor must have the
equivalent

Producing

the

World, New

life, or mettle,

For the best performance

re-

of the phono-

graph there must be perfect co-ordination
in the motor. The gear train and governor
must

serve

source,

that high-strung,

their spring, as the

vital power
racehorse

is

served by his finely made harness — even
down to the precise weighting of his dainty
shoes.
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The new improved
Master Flyer Motor,
for standard portables

Motors

Superior
for

their famous predecessors
LIKE
and Junior Motors, the new
Master
above

Flyer
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Master
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Junior

Portables

the Flyer
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The new
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Motors

are
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records through

choosing the best motors, which
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spring, new

Master
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performance.
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satisfaction.
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"Built like a fine ship's clock"
quick, silent, "little finger"
This trade mark on your motors means the highest value. Motors made and guaranteed by a
large and reliable company, manufacturing
spring motors uninterruptedly for fifteen years
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Salesmanship

Post
Won

"Top"

Position

Former Assistant General Sales Manager
Now Represents CeCo Mfg. Co. as Sales
Manager of the Metropolitan Area

Harry C. Grubbs, Commercial Vice-President of the Victor Co., Demonstrated
His Sales Ability to Advantage

Edward R. Fiske, formerly assistant general
sales manager of the CeCo Manufacturing Co.,
Providence, R. I., now represents the company

An interesting story regarding a Victor
Talking Machine Co. official was related in the
November 8 issue of Printers' Ink by the "Little Schoolmaster." The story follows: "The farreaching consequences of making a good sale
can never be added into a total. The combination of a good salesman, selling a good product,
and making the most of his opportunities, may
have a marked effect upon the cause of human
destiny for all concerned, as the following incident well illustrates:

Edward R. Fiske
as sales manager for the metropolitan territory,
with offices at 154 Nassau street.
Mr. Fiske has been connected with the
radio industry for the past eleven years, having
been connected with the Waage Electric Co.,
Chicago, manufacturer of "B" eliminators, and
before that he was buyer for the radio department of the John Wanamaker department store.
During the war Mr. Fiske was connected
with the radio communication division of the
United States Navy and graduated from the
radio institute at Harvard, which was conducted under the supervision of the United States
Navy during the period of hostilities.
President-elect Herbert C. Hoover was entertained on his good-will tour of South America by a Kolster radio receiver installed on the
U. S. S. "Maryland," a present of Dr. F. A.
Kolster.

"Several years ago a salesman representing
the Dalton Adding Machine Co. called on the
purchasing agent of the Victor Talking Machine Co. and closed an order for a number
of Dalton machines. The Victor purchasing
agent was so impressed with the Dalton salesman's demonstration of the service possibilities
of his machine and with his intensive and
effective sales methods, that he introduced the
salesman to his chief. His chief likewise became much interested in the salesman and the
way he had made his sale. So much so, indeed,
that he took occasion to learn something more
of the salesman's abilities and achievements.
"A number of years later the chief of this
Victor purchasing agent became the president
of the Victor Talking Machine Co.— E. E. Shumaker. On May 1, 1928, Mr. Shumaker
appointed Harry C. Grubbs to be commercial
vice-president of the Victor Co. And Harry C.
Grubbs was the Dalton salesman of Act I. Thus
the position which Mr. Grubbs holds to-day is
one of the consequences of the impression
which his sale of Dalton adding machines made
on Mr. Shumaker some years ago."
New

Aircraft

Radio

Set

The Signal Corps of the United States Army
has developed a new radio receiver for use
with aircraft radio sets that will supersede the
receivers now in use. The new receiver is
lighter in weight, occupies much less space, is
rugged, receives continuous wave signals as
well as tone modulated and radio telephone.
Successful tests have been made.

Attractive Sparton Radio Display Arranged by
Thibaud
& Mantz Bros., of Marion, O., at
Local Radio Show Recently
Growing

Demand

for

Record

Line

Marathon

Gratifying response to the new sales plan
on Marathon records, recently announced to
the trade by the Nutmeg Record Corp., New
York, is reported by B. W. Bunker, vice-president and sales manager. The plan provides
for the retailing of Marathon records in units of
six for one dollar, and full details may be obtained in a new booklet entitled "Concen-tradMarathon is a seven-inch record, playing"The
for Profit."
ing as long and as well as a full-size record,"
said Mr. Bunker. "It is a quality product
throughout and the latest dance and vocal hits
are released monthly. Under our new plan of
retailing, the dealer can add a profitable line
without affecting his business in larger records
or tying up expensive floor space. Our dealer
helps include a striking display rack in colors,
window and showcards, window strips and
many other sales promotion features designed
to make ready sales, as well as an efficient sales
log for stock control and inventory purposes.
Dealers can now sell Marathon records six and
twelve at a time, 'by the book,' with the assurance that their customers will be satisfied in
every respect."
Sterling

Mfg.

Co. Publishing House Organ

A house organ planned particularly for salesmen and sales executives in the radio field is

3

veal

sales

builders

Signal Electric Phonograph
An inexpensive electric phonograph that plays phonograph
records electrically with all the tone quality, realism and
beauty of the expensive electric phonograph — operation simple.
Model U-2, shown here, includes Signal Electric Phonograph
Motor, Turntable, Automatic Stop, Phono-Radio Switch, Electric Pick-up and Adaptors, Speed Control, Needle Cups — complete in a cabinet especially designed for console mounting.
Can be installed in 10 minutes complete — beautiful Walnut
Cabinet. It is a power amplified phonograph in 15 minutes.
Signal
Phonograph
Motor
Includes Turntable and Automatic Switch, as shown
here.

Signal Electric Pick-up
With volume control in baseamplifies tone from phonograph
—gives quality not possible
through the regular phonothere isgraph
a reproducer.
radio youWherever
have a
prospect for the Signal Electric
Pick-up and Electric Phonograph.
Real sales builders that meet the demand for something newbacked by over 30 years experience making motors and electrical
appliances.
See your jobber today.
SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
Manufacturers of Electrical Phonographs, Motors and Appliances
MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN

being published by the Sterling Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. The publication will be known as
"Sterling Radio Salesman." The magazine will
feature successful ideas and methods for increasing sales, according to W. B. Nevin, sales
manager of the Sterling Mfg. Co. "We are
gathering experiences of radio salesmen
throughout the country in an effort to make the
magazine of real help to everyone in the radio
business," he said.
"Jobbers' and dealers' salesmen are out on
the firing line of this newest and fastest-growing industry. They are the men who are largely
responsible for making the radio industry what
it is. We hope that this magazine, which is
particularly a salesman's paper, will help them
in their work," Mr. Nevin said.
The paper is being mailed gratis to anyone
who wants to be put on the "Sterling Radio
Salesman" mailing list.
Interesting

Radio

Talk

Mac Harlan, manager of advertising and sales
promotion of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, addressed the Rochester Ad
Club on November 5 on "Radio Merchandising
and Advertising." Mr. Harlan displayed a keen
insight into his company's merchandising problems and the methods used for their solution.

m
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Brunswick

Striking

L.

Display

A striking window trim was used by A. F.
Byer's Music Store, Brunswick dealers at San
Antonio, Tex., to feature Brunswick portables
and records, which were attractively displayed
amid velour crushers and flower decorations;
these blending harmoniously with the leather-

M.

Clement

Kolster

With

Radio

Corp.

The Kolster Radio Corp. recently announced
the engagement of Lewis M. Clement, until
recently chief engineer of F. A. D. Andrea,
Inc., to head the Kolster research laboratories
in Newark. Mr. Clement, prior to his connection
with Fada Radio, was for many years a radio
engineer for the Western Electric Co. and took
a leading part in the development of carrier
current and wired radio for Western Electric.
Mr. Clement's appointment is part of the expansion program planned by Kolster in connection with the important contracts just consummated with the North American Co. for
the manufacture of apparatus for North American's subsidiary, Wired Radio, Inc.
John

W.

Million,

Stromberg-Carlson

in

President's
Palace
Luiz Corcao, the Brazilian representative for
the Stromberg-Carlson Co., has recently reported the sale and installation of a No. 744
Stromberg-Carlson combination instrument in
the Palacio Guanabara, the palace of the President of Brazil. This instrument, the finest of
the Stromberg-Carlson line, contains an allelectric seven-tube radio receiver and an electrically operated phonograph which reproduces,
by means of an electro-magnetic pick-up out-l
fit, the recorded music through the audio system of the receiving set and using a cone
speaker as in radio reproduction. The installation included five wall type Stromberg-Carlson
speakers, which were placed in different parts!
of the palace.
Chrome
for

Plated

Empire

Finish

Products

Cleveland, O., December 10.— W. J. McNamara,
president of the Empire Phono Parts Co., of
this city, manufacturer of Empire tone-arms and
reproducers, announced recently that these
products are now available in chrome plated
finish. The company has enlarged its plating
department, adding chrome, which is a nontarnish finish, and is similar to nickel plating.
It is stated however that the new finish never
tarnishes, retaining its luster permanently.
Within the past few weeks, Mr. McNamara has
received substantial orders for Empire products
in chrome plated finish and, judging from all
indications, this new finish will be one of the
outstanding features of 1929 activities at the
Empire plant.
Speaker

Publicity

The Pathe loud speaker made by the Pathe
Phonograph & Radio Corp., New York City,
leceived much favorable publicity following the
recent election when several metropolitan newspapers ran pictures of Governor-elect Franklin
D. Roosevelt, listening to the returns via the
Pathe product.
The Elbee Radio and Electric Co., New York
City, was recently incorporated at Albany with
a capital stock of $5,000.

Go.

Receives

Big Orders

The lengthening of the radio season is the
overshadowing development of the present year
in the opinion of N. P. Bloom, president of
the Adler Manufacturing Co., maker of AdlerRoyal radio cabinets. Mr. Bloom states that
gratifying commitments have been placed by
distributors for January, February and March
delivery. The stabilization of the industry and
the splendid work being done by broadcasters
are responsible, in Mr. Bloom's opinion, for radio
being no longer regarded as a seasonal business.
Freed-Eisemann

Exports

Freed-Eisemann sales officials report an immense jump in their export business. Arthur
A. Trostler, vice-president of the sales division,
reports three big shipments to Italy; also heavy
shipments to other trade centers in Continental
Europe.
The outlook is steadily brightening.
Visit

Grosley

Radio

Corp.

S. E. Bryson, sales manager, and Frederick
Schwartz, general manager of the Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., New York City, were visitors to
the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O., last
month. They attended the Crosley "Family"
party held at the Hotel Gibson.
Will

Pathe

Mfg.

John W. Million, Jr., well known in radioengineering circles, has joined the engineering
staff of the Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Mr. Million brings to his new connection a
wide experience, having served two years as research engineer with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, working with vacuum tubes and radio
receiving sets of all types.
He is a graduate of the University of Michigan and spent one year as assistant to Dr. A.
W. Gray of the L. D. Caulk Research Laboratories. Later he served for three years as
chief engineer of the King Mfg. Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., one of the group of fourteen manufacturers operating under the Hazeltine "Neutrodyne" patents.
Adler

A. Watkin

Stewart -Warner
Sales

Co.

recommends

Jr., Joins

the Bremer-Tully

Byer's Fine Brunswick Display
ette cases of the portables. This is part of a
campaign sponsored by this company to sell
the smaller instruments.
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Holds

Sale

Arcturus

"We

Tubes

have sold a large num-

ber ofArcturus Tubes", writes
the Stewart-Warner Sales Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio. "They are
proving very satisfactory, especially when used in sets operated in localities with high
line voltages. We highly recommend them to anyone,
particularly those who have
been having trouble with
the A-C Detector Tubes
they have been using."
Stewart -Warner Sales Co., of
Cleveland, Kaufmann

of Pitts-

burgh, Walthal of New Yorkleading retailers all over the
country— have discovered that
selling Arcturus Tubes is selling
tube satisfaction — the first step
to increased sales.
This Arcturus Detector Tube
which, as Stewart-Warner has
discovered, is immune to line
surge — is also the fastest acting
detector tube in the world. Acts
in 7 seconds against 30 to 60 seconds for other tubes.
Recommend Arcturus Tubes
for every socket — for quick action,
undistorted volume, better all
around reception. Arcturus
Tubes assure satisfaction — boost
tube sales.
Watch for the Arcturus Dealer's "increased sales" plan. Valuable— original — profitable. In-

The Will A. Watkin Co., Dallas, Tex., resale' during the concently held
structionaof aremodeling
new store front on the Elm
street store. The lines featured included RCA,
Atwater Kent and Philco radio receivers and
the Brunswick line of Panatropes and combination instruments.
The Galperin Music Co., Charleston, W. Va.,
handling leading makes of radio as well as
Columbia-Kolster and Victrola-Radiola lines,
reports a steady development in sales.

vestigate the dealer's proposition
—write, right now. ARCTURUS
RADIO COMPANY, 220 Elizabeth
Avenue, Newark, N.J.

ARCTURUS
A-C
LONG LIFE TUBES
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Peirce-Phelps
to

Majestic

Mr. Peirce read a congratulatory letter from B.
J. Grigsby, president of the Grigsby-Grunow
Co., and another from Herbert E. Young, general sales manager.
On November 13 a similar dinner was tendered dealers in the Harrisburg territory by

Hosts
Dealers

Philadelphia Distributing' Firm to Spend
$100,000 for Sales Promotion — Luncheon
Meeting Was Well Attended

the Harrisburg branch. Earl O'Brien, manager
of the Harrisburg Peirce-Phelps headquarters,
presided and introduced the speakers. Nearly
100 dealers attended. E. D. Cameron, of the
Cameron Piano Co., Allentown, Pa., spoke on
"How Radio Has Developed Into a Sales
Leader
for the Music Dealer," and L. M.

Philadelphia, Pa., December 3. — An expenditure of $100,000 during the year for sales promotion was announced by J. Trevor Peirce, of
Peirce-Phelps, Inc., Majestic distributors at a

Dealers at Dinner Sponsored by Peirce-Phelps, Majestic Distributors
business luncheon recently tendered by PeirceCronson, of C. J. Heppe & Sons, spoke on "InPhelps to about 200 dealers at the Elks Club.
creasing Sales by Instalment Selling."
Mr. Peirce presided as toastmaster, and among
About 120 dealers in the Wilke-Barre area
attended a similar dinner tendered by the
I hose at the speakers' table was James Phelps
and James Peirce, of the firm; P. C. Richardson,
Wilkes-Barre branch on November 14. D. O.
the new sales promotion manager; Milton BarManseau, manager, presided at the dinner and
introduced the speakers.
rett, sales representative for the Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago, 111.; Earl O'Brien, Harrisburg branch manager, and D. O. Manseau.
who is the Wilkes-Barre branch manager for
Expanding Sales Force
Peirce-Phelps.
In an effort to secure more concentrated work
Mr. Peirce in his address pointed out that
this appropriation was being placed behind Mr.
among their dealers after the first of the year,
Richardson in his sales promotion work to lay
the Roycraft Co. of Minneapolis is enlarging
its sales force. The first appointments are R.
the foundation for good business for PeircePhelps, Inc., and the dealers for years to come.
A. Roberts, who will devote his entire time to
At the present time all merchandise is being
sales promotion in the field, working direct with
the dealer, and M. F. Hegerle, who has been
sold as fast as it is received, but Peirce-Phelps,
Inc., realize the need for a co-ordinated plan of
put in charge of the sales promotion departmerchandising between the distributor and
ment at the home office. Additional salesmen
dealer which will serve as a basis foundation
will be added by January 1.
for the future.
The featured speaker was Paul A. Scott,
The Claude P. Street Piano Co., Nashville,
divisional manager of the Maytag Washing MaTenn., has taken on the Majestic line, distribchine Co. During the course of the luncheon
uted bv the J. E. Dilworth Co., in that city.
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CeCo Mfg. Co. Suggests a Plan That
Should Aid Retail Merchants in Building a Large Volume of Tube Sales
The CeCo Mfg. Co., Inc., of Providence, R. I.
manufacturer of CeCo tubes, makes the following suggestion on building sales of tubes:
It is just as important to have spare tubes
for your radio set as it is to have spare tires
for your automobile. The people of to-day want
to get there and back, and do not want any interruption oftheir pleasure or entertainment.
Radio tubes of the better class have reached
a high state of perfection, but the fact remains
that as long as they do most of the work in
a radio set they require replacement occasionally. There is also the possibility of damage to the tube through accident, such as dropping or receiving a sudden jar. Set owners
should get one spare tube for every different
type in their set as the best insurance against
possible annoyance. Remember that a radio
tube wears out only through use, and a spare
tube will always be as good as a new one for
an indefinite period. In purchasing a new set it
is always well to have the dealer supply the
spare tubes necessary. In case the set owner
already has his equipment the dealer will be
able to tell him what types of tubes to provide
for. There are twenty-five different types of
CeCo tubes available at authorized CeCo dealers
and there is one for every purpose.

Ayer

&

of

Son

Ad

Victor

Tells

Business

Some interesting facts regarding sales of the
Victor Talking Machine Co. constituted the advertisement of N. W. Ayer & Son, advertising
agents, on the front cover of the November 15
issue of Printers' Ink. A chart showing the
trend of Victor sales from 1922 to 1927 was
shown, the line making an almost perfect "V."
The text matter then followed under the caption "The 'V of Victory" reading: "The talking machine industry is back. And by 'back'
we don't mean in arrears.' Look at the chart
above. In 1922 Victor sales were $41,577,067.23.
Next year they tapered off to $36,951,879.29, and
in 1925 they hit bottom at $20,857,955.76.
"In 1925 the Victor Talking Machine Co.
joined hands with N. W. Ayer & Son. The
Orthophonic Victrola was introduced and in
1926 the sales curve shot up to $47,754,221. Business for 1927 was just over forty-seven million dollars. Sales for the first half of 1928
exceed the corresponding period of 1927 by
fifty per cent.
"When an outstanding product is given outstanding advertising, the result is outstanding

HUMAN

VOICE

N. Y.
NEEDLES

Speech

Via

Kellogg

Henry J. Rowerdink, Rochester, N. Y., Kellogg distributor, arranged during the recent
presidential campaign for a broadcast of one
of Governor Alfred E. Smith's speeches. The
speech was picked up by a Kellogg radio receiver and transmitted to the Vitaphone of the
Rochester Theatre through a microphone installed in the theatre manager's office.
New
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SELLS

Each stand holds 50 packages Extra Loud,
25 Loud and 25 Medium

YOUR
COST
YOUR RETURN

World, New

Portable

Motor

The phonograph division of the United Air
Cleaner Co., Chicago, will introduce to the trade
a new portable phonograph motor in January,
according to F. F. Paul, general sales manager.
Details of the construction of this new United
Motor will appear in the January issue of The
Talking Machine World.
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AC

Radio

Set

With

Prosperity

Record Production of the Radio Industry
Is Due to the Success of the Electric
Set, Says Arthur Freed
The great success of the electric set has resulted in the record breaking production of the
radio industry, which is indicated by the pros-

merely to plug in — that is what has brought
radio to a sensationally successful year. This
year's success is comparable in enthusiasm to
the early years when novelty furnished the
mainspring to the demand. Production facilities are immeasurably greater and precision
manufacture and convenience have replaced
novelty as mainspring to demand."
Develops
Loud

Burtex

Speaker

for

Material

The Stevens Manufacturing Corp., New York
City, has for years been engaged in developing
"Burtex," a material which is said to be vastly
superior to paper in the manufacture of cone
speakers. Burtex is a thin fabric from which
the cones are formed in a single piece under
high pressure and then impregnated with a
waterproof compound which possesses valuable
acoustic properties. A second variety of this
material, adaptable to light, non-resonant exponential horns, is also available. This is composed of many layers of fabric impregnated
with a compound which is also waterproof but
non-resonant. The scientific laboratories which
have been studying this material for standardization have succeeded in widening its applications and establishing standard specifications
for different types of speakers.
The Stevens Manufacturing Corp. has retained the services of acoustic experts and laboratory facilities which are available for such
co-operation as loudspeaker manufacturers may
need to enable them to obtain the best results
from their products utilizing Burtex material.
Arthur Freed
perity of the wholesale and retail divisions of
the industry, according to Arthur Freed, vicepresident and secretary of th-e Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp.
"Demand has been accentuated," he said "by
the radio emphasis given to the presidential
election and other news events which found
their release via radio, but even without these
this radio season would have been greatly successful. The electric set has done it.
"Radio now has reached the position that the
motor-car reached when it was developed to
the point where a driver needed no technical
knowledge or adaptability in order to use it
enjoyably.
"By eliminating the need for batteries, by
making unnecessary an understanding of even
the simplest wiring; by making it possible

Does

Big Majestic

Business

Leonard Welling, of the well-known wholesale firm, the K. W. Radio Co., New York,
Majestic distributor, points with pride to the
achievement of C. A. Trueblood, Majestic dealer in Bellmore, L. I., N. Y., a town of only
2,500 population. During the past six months
Mr. Trueblood has sold 132 sets in this small
town, and this record is made more impressive
by the fact that Bellmore is located under the
shadows of the WEAF broadcasting station,
one of the most powerful stations in America.
Paul A. Dana, a member of the board of the
newly formed Radio Corp. of Brazil, who was
one of the survivors of the ill-fated "Vestris,"
left to take up his new duties in Rio de Janeiro
on Saturday, November 17.

World, New

Ray

Thomas,

Inc., Now

OccupiesNewQuarters
Southern

California Atwater Kent Distributor Moves to New Building — Huge
Warehouse Is Feature of New Home

Los Angeles, Cal., December 4. — The new home
of Ray Thomas, Inc.,' Atwater Kent distributor,
is now occupied by the organization, although
the formal opening will not be held until the
return of Mr. Thomas, who is on a pleasure trip
to South America. The beautiful two-story
structure is of Spanish design and designed specially for the adequate handling of radio equipment. It is located at 1224 South Hope street.
In addition to the beautifully appointed
offices, sales and demonstration rooms, one of
the outstanding features of the Thomas building is the huge warehouse and trucking depart-

Ray Thomas, Inc., Warehouse
ment. The warehouse has a capacity of
approximately 20,000 radio receivers. When
this was first used the capacity was taxed and
in a very short period it has been half emptied.
In anticipation of the holiday rush General
Manager Smith has made a trip to the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co. plant at Philadelphia to arrange
for special shipments.
Book

for Radio

Fans

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., maker of Fada Radio,
recently issued a book prepared for radio fans
explaining in non-technical language the whys
and wherefores of antenna and ground connections and giving details as to the different kinds
of antenna available and in use.
Announcement was recently made by Fred
D. Williams, vice-president of the Raytheon
Mfg. Co., of Cambridge, Mass., that the new
Raytheon filament-type tubes are being packed
in standard packages of 12, 24 and 48 tubes.

PRESENTS
NEW
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THREE

MODELS

No. ment95.
Equipsame as
No.
50 Beautiful
nut finish.
genuine
burl Supwalonly with
electric plied
motor.
No. 51. Consolette. Genuine burl walnut finish. Two spring motor plays six
selections with one winding. Latest type
tone arm arid reproducer. Large amplifying chamber assures great volume and
fidelity of tone.
Write for Descriptive Bulletin Covering
Our Complete Line of Radio Cabinets and
Phonographs.

mbination Radio Phonograph.
Beautiful Genuine burl walnut cabinet.
PhonogTaph equipped with electric pick-up
and Peerless speaker. Radio panel opening 7"xl8". Ample space for radio power
supply and records. Furnished with either
electric or spring motor.
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Manufacturing
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Pittsburgh

Retail

Merchants

pect Extensive

Holiday

ExVolume

Victor Program Over Local Station Attracting Much Favorable Attention — Standard
T. M. Co. Celebrates Silver Anniversary — Important Meetings
Pittsburgh, Pa., December 8. — One of the outstanding broadcasting programs from station
KDKA here is that of the Blue Monday Cheer
Program of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
which is given every Monday morning. This is
an innovation which was launched through the
enterprise and thoughtfulness of Wallace Russell, general manager of the Standard Talking
Machine Co., Victor distributor. Mr. Russell
stated that hundreds of letters from various
sections of the country are being received daily.
On Friday afternoon the new Victor record
releases for the week are broadcast. This feature is one that results in drawing the attention
of machine owners to the new records and is a
brisk drawing card for sales.
The Standard Talking Machine Co., Victor
distributor, celebrated the silver anniversary of
the company last month. An interesting leaflet
containing photographs of the officers, sales
staff and entire staff of the company together
with interior and exterior views of the officers
was sent to the trade during the observance of
the culmination of twenty-five years of service
and progress in the trade.
Radio will be used in the George Ross public
school at Lancaster as an aid in teaching music,
home economics, and health subjects. Adoption of a modern receiving set as a permanent
part of the school equipment was decided on
following the successful concert held recently
to raise funds for financing the plan.
Majestic radio dealers of central Pennsylvania
were entertained at a dinner at the Penn Harris
Hotel, Harrisburg, by the Pierce-Phelps Co.,
wholesale distributor of Philadelphia. More
than one hundred dealers were present.
Pittsburgh talking machine dealers are anticipating amarked increase in sales for holiday
delivery of talking machines such as the new
Orthophonic Victrola, the Brunswick Panatrope, the new Edison, the Columbia and the
new models of the Sonora. A feature of the
demand by prospects, it is stated, is the uniform inquiry that is made for high-grade instruments and combinations.
Some 50 saleswomen from this city engaged

TONE

ARMS

By the Manufacturers
of the world'famous
Thorens Motor
COMPLETE line of
OS JL tone arras made by
Hermann Thorens, Ste.
Croix, Switzerland, including the popular
straight and "S" shapes;
acoustically correct in design. The workmanship
is of the highest quality
with prices exceptionally
low.
A wide variety of sound
boxes, spring motors, electric motors, and other
accessories is also available. Write for complete
details.
Hermann
Thorens
Ste. Croix, Switzerland
American Branch House:
THORENS, Inc.
450 Fourth Ave.
New York City

in the sale of Victor records were guests of
the Standard Talking Machine Co. and the W.
F. Frederick Piano Co., at a dinner meeting in
the auditorium of the Congress of Women's
Clubs of western Pennsylvania. The meeting
was opened by George W. Rewbridge of the
Frederick Co., who welcomed the guests, and
he then introduced Wallace Russell, of the
Standard Co., who outlined the purpose of the
assembly. Miss Davies, of the Victor Talking
Machine Co.'s record department was the
speaker of the evening.
H. L. Tangert, formerly Victor representative
in the Pittsburgh district, has resigned to
assume a position with the W. F. Frederick
Piano Co., in the wholesale Victor department.
He was succeeded as Victor representative by
J. L. Robinson.
The Superior Auto Accessories Co., wholesale distributor of Freshman Radio, reports an
increased demand for the new AC models. The
Royal Credit Clothing Co., at 917 Liberty
avenue, Banner Electric Co., 5831 Forbes street,
and the West Penn Radio Co., with stores at
309 North F Craig street; 311 South Mam street,
Pittsburgh, and 34 East Main street, Carnegie,
are new local Freshman radio dealers.
A. A. Buehn, of the Esenbe Co., Atwater Kent
radio distributor, stated that sales of this line
are exceptionally brisk and he anticipates a
new sales record to be made for December.
$125,000,000 Atwater
Kent Sales Predicted
"Better Than $125,000,000 Sales for A-K
Dealers" is the caption of a message to Atwater
Kent dealers contained in a recent bulletin
issued by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. The
message reads: "Based on present demand and
production it is not unreasonable to believe
that during the next twelve months Atwater
Kent dealers will do a gross business in excess of $125,000,000 on Atwater Kent sets and
accessories. How much of this vast sum will
be yours? Outside selling will add to your
volume and profits. A consistent telephone
campaign will secure scores of live prospects
for you. Your service department can secure
many valuable leads. The 2,000,000th Atwater
Kent radio set was produced October 24, 1928.
With your co-operation the 3,000,000th set
should be sold before October 24, 1929. How
many for you?"
Davega

J SPRING LUBRICANT
II ^ I FV'<i GRAPHITE PHONO
Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitely.
Put
in 1, 5, 10,
25 andput50-pound
for cans
dealers.to
This uplubricant
is also
up in cans
4-ounce
retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of
uvnunfl
MACHINE LUBRICANT
FUR FK A noiseless TALKING
Writt for special proposition to jobbers
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St.. NewYork
Patent
on

Now

Co.

Staff

Realizing the importance of patents as a
foundation for permanent radio enterprise, the
Raytheon Mfg. Co., of Cambridge, Mass., has
established a patent and legal department under
the supervision of LeRoy Williams. Mr. Williams
has been associated with the Cadillac Motor
Co., and with the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., in the capacity of patent counsel.
He is a recognized authority on radio patents
and litigation, having specialized in the radio
patent art during the past few years. Mr.
Williams has been elected secretary of the Raytheon organization and also was made a member of the Board of Directors of the company.
Closes

Important

Deal

Contracts have been closed by which SilverMarshall, Inc., Chicago, manufacturers of power amplifiers, will supply all equipment of this
character for the Orchestraphone and Phototone interests. Negotiations are said to be
pending between Silver-Marshall and various
other manufacturers of double turntable theatrical phonographs for similar equipment.
Now

Quam

Radio

Prod.

Go.

The Quam Radio Products Co. is the new
name for the firm formerly known as the Quam
Radio Corp., Chicago. The company was recently reorganized so that it might be enabled
to increase the scope of its activities, and its
range of manufacture. The Quam Radio Products Co. manufactures the Quam line of radio
loud speakers and units which are enjoying increasing popularity with the trade.
Insuline

Issues

Catalog

A new catalog of radio and television products has been issued by the Insuline Corp. of
America, New York. The complete line of Insuline apparatus is fully illustrated and described in this catalog, which is available to
all manufacturers and dealers.
Tube

Construction

Kolster

Ellery W. Stone, president of the Kolster
Radio Corp., has announced the closing of an
agreement with the fourteen Davega Stores,
Inc., as a recent and important addition to the
retail outlets of Kolster merchandise in the
New York Metropolitan area.
Livingston & Milhauser, Queens borough,
New York City, were recently incorporated at
Albany with a capital stock of $1,000 to deal in
musical instruments and radio accessories.

M'f'g. Radio & Phonograph
HARDWARE
PERFECT
Portable Needle Cop
Open Stays Open
Closed Keeps Closed
Star Much. & Nov. Co.
Bloomfield, N. J.

Authority

Raytheon

New
Adds
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In order to insure proper positioning of tube
elements the Raytheon Research Laboratories
have developed the four-post construction, with
mica spacer at the top, which is claimed to
provide maximum rigidity.
Adds

Edison

Line

The Iversen Phonograph Co., Richmond, Cal.,
has added the Edison line of radio receivers.
Mr. Iversen, pioneer music and radio dealer,
has carried the Edison phonograph line for
many years, and is enthusiastic over the new
products which, he declares, are meeting with
consumer approval in his community.

In

Bankruptcy

Ernest E. Kidney, Middletown, N. Y., dealer
in radio and automobile accessories, recently
filed a petition in bankruptcy, listing liabilities
of $13,194 and assets of $1,351.
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The Jensen
Model 7 Cabinet
This beautifully designed cabinet harmoniously fits into
artistically furnished music and
draining rooms.
Jensen Dynamic Speakers are
made in types to operate with
110 volt A. C. house current,
6 volt storage battery :A" eliminator or trickle charger, 110
volt D.C. house current and 90
to 180 volt D.C. current as provided by many of the late model
radio sets. Sensitivity of the instrumentsis the samein any case.
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Will Cover Virginia and North Carolina — B. H. Hoffman Is Sales Manager of New
Department — Reports Big Demand for Edison Radios and Combinations
Richmond, Va., December 6. — Goldberg Bros.
Co. has taken on the Freshman radio line, becoming distributor for it in Virginia and North
Carolina. Heretofore this company has restricted itself to the distribution of phonographs
which it will continue to handle. It manufactures and distributes the Lyric line, and is exclusive distributor in Southern territory for
Artone portable phonographs. It announces
the appointment of B. H. Hoffman as sales manager for its radio department.
Harry J. Segal, who operates a music store
in the vicinity of Seventeenth and Franklin
streets, has opened a branch store at Second
and Jackson streets which is handling the
Lyric line of phonographs and Pathe records.
This store is in charge of Irving Gary.
P. J. Costello, manager of the Richmond
branch office of the Edison Distributing Corp.,
distributor of the Edison line of phonographs,
says that the combination machines which the
company recently put on the market are going
strong and that he is finding it difficult to meet
the demand for them. The new individual radio
sets are also popular with the trade, particularly in the Virginia territory.
He recently

Toledo

Dealers

Outlook

staged a display of the line in a ballroom of
the Washington-Duke Hotel at Durham, N. C.
Following are some of the new dealers added
to his list: Young Motor Co., Smithfield, N. C;
McLean Furniture Co., McLean, N. C. ; Gibson
Co., Washington, D. C, and the Goldenberg department store, Washington, D. C.
James K. Polk, Inc., has a new instrument
on the market called the Panola. It comes in
four models retailing from $95 to $175. A fifth
model, retailing at a higher price than the
others, is soon to be announced, according to
Charles J. Rey, manager of the Richmond
branch office of the company. The company
also announces a new line of portables in four
models, Plaboy, ParlorGrand, Concert and
Polk President.
The Graves Co., of Danville, which recently
opened a branch store here at 23 West Broad
street, is featuring the new Orchestrope.
Manly B. Ramos, associated for some years
with the Lee Piano Co., of Lynchburg, has
come back home to assist his mother and two
brothers, Burgess and Joe, run the music store
here which was run for many years by his
father, the late Manly B. Ramos.

Report
for

Excellent

Holiday

Business

Radio Sales for November Far Ahead of Last Year — Lion Store Music Rooms Concentrate on Victor Combinations — Columbia-Kolster Combinations Sell Well
Toledo, O., December 7.— Radio sales for the
past month here were much larger than a year
ago and the outlook for a big Christmas demand is very promising.
The Lion Store Music Rooms, according to
Wilber Markwood, assistant manager, are concentrating on 7-11 and 7-26 Victor combinations. Outside men are featuring the instruments as Christmas specials. Letters, telephone
calls and personal visits are all a part of the
regular prospect solicitations.
In the Radio Shoppe volume is far above the
1927 volume for the three quarters of the year.
The average value of a set sale this year is

Perfected Electric Operation
For Alternating or Direct Current
Chassis and Cabinet Models
8-Tubes — Self-Contained
Power Supply
Write for prices and discounts
or send for a sample for test
PIERCE-AIRO, Inc.
123 Fourth Avenue
New York City

about $130, whereas last year it was $150. The
electric set is dominating the field.
Flightner Music Co., dealer in Columbia, Roister, Majestic and Steinite instruments, according to Frank Flightner, proprietor, is closing a
much larger volume of radio and combination
business than a year ago. The prospects for an
excellent Christmas total never were brighter,
he added. In order to care for the large number of trade-ins a nearby store has been secured
where used sets are displayed.
In the Polish section of the city two Columbia retailers are setting sales records with the
new Columbia-Kolster combinations. The Atlas
Book & Music Store, on Lagrange street, and
H. Moccek, on Junction avenue, are the concerns. Each merchant is employing the rather
unusual plan of renting the instruments for
weddings, celebrations and events of which the
Polish people have many. Often this rental
amounts to considerable, for weddings usually
last two or three days. Therefore, instead of
paying the rental the bride and groom will purchase the instrument and apply the rental as a
down payment. The plan has sold many machines, for Polish weddings are numerous, and
music plays a leading part in the feast.
The Sparton Radio Service Schools for dealers conducted by the Toledo Radio Co., at convenient points in their territory, were well
attended, Chas. H. Womeldorff, president of the
company, stated. The school opened at Defiance, O., where the meetings were held in
the rooms of the Edison Co. Six service men
attended. At Delphos, O., the sessions were
conducted in the rooms of the F. Lehman
Music Store and fourteen men were present. At
Upper Sandusky, O., the meetings were attended
by thirteen retailers and were held in the hotel.
Twenty-four dealers and service men were present at the Toledo sessions, which were held in
the board room of the Toledo Radio Co. All
of the meetings were addressed by Kenneth
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Lee, service manager of the Sparks-Withington
Co., maker of Sparton sets, who spoke on
servicing sets, and by Everett Troup, district
service man on the Equasonne circuit, its possibilities and advantages.
At the J. W. Greene Co. radio sales continue to outstrip all previous records, according
to W. W. Baillie, manager. The shortage of a
number of makes has made it necessary for
the house to purchase other lines in order to
care for the growing demand for electric sets.
The new Victor combination, automatic, 9-54
is attracting much attention. Brunswick combinations and radios, also the Sparton line, are
displayed in an attractive holiday window in
which the instruments are featured as Christmas gifts par excellence.
Geo. S. Minter, manager of the B. S. Porter
Sons Co., Findlay, O., general music house, died
recently. He was associated with the Porter
Co. for more than twenty years.
The United Music Store, Victor, Columbia,
Brunswick and Sparton retailer, is employing
the testimonial form of selling in windows.
That is, according to Harry L. Wasserman,
proprietor, machines are shown and along with
them cards state that Mr. Soandso chose this
instrument for his home. With a Sparton radio
set this card ran, "this Sparton combination is used personally by Maurice J. Francill,
the radio wizard." The plan is producing many
inquiries and selling instruments.
The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co. is enjoying a large radio trade. The Lyric and
Mohawk radio have been added here. A considerable assortment of Victor foreign records
is carried here, these include Chinese, Yiddish,
Polish, Hungarian and German. Miss Betty
Caperon stated "Sonny Boy" is leading the
popular
discs.
The Ulmer-Shell
Radio Shop, New Washing- •
ton, O., Sparton
and Majestic dealer, has
experienced a large Fall radio trade and is
looking forward to a holiday demand that will
outstep any previous season.
Jobbers'

Costs

Analysis

An analysis of wholesalers' operating costs,
recently conducted by the National Carbon Co.,
Inc., New York, through the co-operation of
representative wholesalers in the electrical,
hardware, automotive and drug fields, has been
printed in pamphlet form for the benefit of the
jobbing trade. This report covers the question
of operating costs in exhaustive fashion.
Leases

Newark

Showrooms

McPhilbin-Keator, Inc., Kolster distributor,
has leased the showroom at 252 Central avenue,
Newark, N. J., to be used as a distributing
center and showroom for Kolster radio.
The Jamaica Music Store, Jamaica, L. I., N.
Y., was recently incorporated at Albany with a
capital stock of $10,000.

Cesco
Repeater
For Repeating Phonograph Records

A POPULAR CHRISTMAS NOVELTY.
RETAIL
PRICE $1.
We would like to connect with a responsible distributor of phonograph accessories to market this
device. Will give exclusive sale or will sell patents, to61s, etc., to someone in the industry.
RAPID REPEATER COMPANY
260 Van Alst Ave.
Long Island City
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an all elec-

tric radio and phonograph

NOW!
combination

-Phonograph

...
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beauty
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mance, without an equal.
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advantages

of this modern

marvel

Simplicity of installation and
Extreme

and

are:

operation.

sensitivity to signals from distant

broadcasting

stations.

Exceptional selectivity, without impaired
tone quality.
Dependability

and freedom

from

operat-

ing troubles.
Tone

quality of timbre, whether the volume is of a delightful delicacy or sufficient to fill an auditorium.

Loop concealed

in swinging

able for any direction — no
Fada

dealers

always

held

antenna

necessary.

will find that Fada's

into the combination
ation of the

front door adjust-

field assures

outstanding

in the radio

For information

entrance

they

have

world.
a Fada

franchise — write or wire.
F. A. D. ANDREA,
LONG

ISLAND

CITY,

gold plated metal trimmings and beautiful hand
carved effects, dignified and classic in execution, it
will harmonize with tlie furnishings of any home.

the continu-

position

regarding

The cabinet of the Fada "72" reveals a command over
artistic and technical resources unsurpassed in the
records of woodwork. Embellished with 14 Karat

INC.
NEW

YORK

Specifications
: walnut, hinged top.
Hand carved, burl
Height 45", Width 20", Length 35", Weight 230 lbs.
Radio : Illuminated single dial; completely shielded; uses
nine vacuum tubes, six of the 227 indirect heater type,
two 210 power amplifiers (push pull) and one 281 recti&er.
Phonograph: An especially designed noiseless electric
phonograph turn table driven by an induction type motor; automatic stop; electro-magnetic pick-up of improved design; makes use of the radio receiver's push pull
amplifier which employs the powerful 210 type tubes.
Speaker: Super-dynamic moving coil tvpe speaker with
extra large cone: improved design, no adjustments.
Record Albums : Four artistically hand tooled phonograph
record albums add to the exquisiteness of the cabinet.
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Coin-Operated

Victrolas

New

Market

Sales

Open
for

Dealers

Two New Models of Coin-Operated Instruments Placed on Market — Broadside Sent to
Victor Dealers Gives Sales Suggestions and Outlines Big Market for Products
A new field for instrument sales has been
opened for dealers by the marketing of two
completely equipped coin-operated models of

compartment covered by a glass panel; single
lock secures control panel, playing compartment and record compartment; wall boxes to
receive coins; concealed switch enabling
proprietor to play records without inserting coins, and a new automatic
mechanism which plays ten- and twelveinch records without adjustments.
A number of practical suggestions for
selling the new instruments are contained in the broadside which says in
part: "In this field you can, in fact, must,
choose your prospects with a great deal
of care. There are dozens, or perhaps
even hundreds, of possible buyers within your easy reach.
"You can quickly determine who they
are and which of them really needs one
of these marvelous instruments in his
business. Study each prospect's problems before approaching him. Then approach your man with conscious assurance and determination that you will
make him your customer. Picking your
prospects is half the battle in this field.
If you choose wisely your effort will be
rewarded by sales.

New Victor Coin-Operated Orthophonic
Victrolas by the Victor Talking Machine Co.
They are No. 11-25 Orthophonic Victrola, listed
at $550, and No. 11-50 Electrola, listed at $950.
Shipments on both these instruments are being
made to the trade this month.
A broadside recently sent to Victor dealers
describes both models, and lists some of the
selling arguments which will enable dealers to
make the coin-operated instruments a profitable
line. Among the features possessed by each
model are: beautiful and practical cabinets with
durable finishes that will not show finger
marks; low list price with the instrument paying for itself in a short time; lighted playing

"In presenting the coin-operated Victrola to your prospects remember that
you are selling a profit-producing service. Get the buyer enthused over the
income
he will collect from the instrument. Enthuse him over the increased
patronage the instrument will attract. Clinch
the sale with the thought that a coin-operated
Victrola will pay for itself in a short time,
and after that it will continue to earn substantial profits for him. It is the income and
profit ideas that sell coin-operated instruments
as well as the entertainment value to patrons."
The broadside then states that wall boxes to
be placed near tables and other advantageous
locations can be obtained from distributors, and
these make it easier for patrons to deposit
coins. It further urges dealers to give demonstrations of short duration to likely prospects.

Wonderful

Speaker

Tables

Line

for

of

$15,00

Our Six models cover the entire field for

SEND

table model sets. All are attractive —
Well made and excellently finished in
either Walnut or Mahogany.
14" Deep
30" Wide
(1
II
No.
15—
Kalster-6J
N». 14- "
515.00
No. 17— Radiola (18 * 60)
. 29
24"" ""
15" " 18.00
14" "
SINGLY
CRATED
" "
1440
APPROXIMATE SHIPPING 31WEIGHT
""
II
"" LBS.
13
II
32" "
"
"
16
FOR CATALOG
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Among the outlets for the new instruments
listed in the broadside are: luncheonettes, restaurants, confectionery stores, cafes, dance halls,
clubs, small hotels, pool rooms, wayside stands,
barber shops, drug stores, news and cigar
stands, community houses, Summer parks, shoeshine parlors, waiting rooms, beauty parlors,
pleasure boats, roadhouses and auto camps.
The Victor Co., in order to lend every possible assistance to dealers, is advertising in the
following trade journals: American Restaurant,
Restaurant Management, Cafeteria Management, Association Men, Automatic Age, Billboard, Fountain and Candy Topics, Soda
Fountain,
Drug Topics and Roadside Refreshment Topics.

Attractive
for

Display

Kellogg

Dealers

One of Series of Monthly Displays Has
Unusual Color Background — Was Designed by O. N. Mecum of Ad. Staff
The Kellogg November window display, a
striking addition to the stores of hundreds of
Kellogg dealers throughout the country, is furnished as one of the series offered in the special
monthly window display service which is a

Kellogg November Window
feature of the advertising program for the dealers of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
The background is executed in royal purple,
purple, heliotrope, and amber, with this color
scheme in the window cards as well. The display was designed by O. N. Mecum, of the
advertising staff of the Kellogg Co., which specializes inthis type of work for Kellogg dealers.
The cards for this display are offered free of
charge to all Kellogg franchised dealers who
take advantage of the service.
H.

A

World, New

S. Brown
R-K-O

Elected
President

Hiram S. Brown was elected president of the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. at a recent meeting of the board of directors of the company.
At the same time the United States Leather
Co. announced that Mr. Brown had resigned
his position as president of that company to
take effect January 1, 1929, but that he would
remain as a director and member of the executive committee of the company over which he
has presided since August, 1924.
David Sarnoff, chairman of the board of the
R-K-O Corp. and vice-president and general
manager of the Radio Corp. of America, in anelection
of Mr.
Brown
said: "The
selection nouncing
of theMr.
Brown
is the
consummation
of a step that has been under consideration for
the past three weeks. It is the selection of an
unusual man for a post requiring exceptional
constructive and administrative ability."
Incorporation

H.
59 Market

Avenue,

L.

HUBBELL

N. W.

Grand

Rapids,

Michigan

McCombers, Syracuse, N. Y., was recently incorporated atAlbany to deal in musical instruments and radio accessories with a capital
stock of $10,000.
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JOHN HAVILSON, Manager
324- WASHINGTON

New

MQSTON
ST,BOSTC>N,MASS

England

Dealers

Brunswick

and

Add

Brockton and Lynn; Codman Square Music Co.,
Dorchester, and the Rivoli Song Shop, New
Bedford. Manager Smith states that business
is forging ahead splendidly, and the November
business made the best showing of the year
thus far. Big holiday demand is assured.
In New Post
F. Gerald Macomber was recently appointed
assistant sales manager of the radio distributing
firm of Stern & Co., of Boston and Hartford.
He has been connected with the company for
a number of years.

the

Columbia

Record Business Continues in Satisfactory Fashion — Brunswick

ENGLAND

Lines

Combinations

in Big

Demand — Columbia Artists' Appearances Aid Sales — Schubert Centennial Observed
the local house will find ample use, for dealers
are calling for goods lustily from all over New
England. The latest shipment has been divided
between its local storehouse and those at Portland, Me., lately opened as mentioned last
month; and that at New Haven, Conn.
Columbia Artists in Local Theatres
Walter McNally, the Irish baritone, and Columbia artist, has been appearing at the Keith
Memorial Theatre this past week, and while
here he paid a visit to the Boston wholesale
quarters of the Columbia Co. where he was entertained by Manager N. B. Smith. Another
local caller was Ted Lewis, who also was appearing at this same theatre, and whose Columbia records are big sellers. A looked-for
visitor in a few days is Paul Whiteman, who
with his band is to be here for a concert in
Symphony Hall, December 9. His records also
are splendid sellers. And again speaking of
Columbia records there are those of the music
in "Blackbirds" which is the attraction at the
Tremont Theatre, which local dealers can't
supply enough of. A new instrument which
Columbia dealers are inspecting with great interest is the Columbia-Kolster combination 980
built in Tudor Gothic style, samples of which
are now at the Boston headquarters.
Schubert Centennial Observed
The Schubert anniversary celebration was
widely observed under Columbia auspices
throughout the New England territory. In
twenty-one cities and towns in Greater Boston
there were all sorts of observances in schools,
public halls and over WBET and WBZ broadcast stations, and in every instance there were
both vocal and instrumental numbers used. In
this territory the local Columbia quarters had a
busy time of it supervising programs.
New Columbia Accounts Opened
New Columbia accounts include: Harry Elfbaum, of Dorchester; E. H. Bickford Music
Rooms, Franklin, N. H.; C. C. Harvey Co.,

Boston, Mass., December 4. — The holiday rush
of business is nearing its height, and while a
few concerns report a slackening of business
there are others that found November big all
through to the end.
New Brunswick Dealers Appointed
The record business at the Brunswick headquarters is reported as being very large, and
November was the best month in the company's
Boston business. The new 2KRO combination came and went in short order; in other
words the entire stock was quickly depleted.
Some of the newest representations for the
Brunswick are Sprang's Radio Co., Boston;
Arvens Music Shop, Roslindale; J. F. Denno
Store, Millbury; Marcellus Roper Co., Worcester; Billy Murray's Song Shop, Barre, Vt. ;
Rivoli Song Shop, New Bedford, and the Music
Box, Milford.
Big Atwater Kent Yearly Volume
The J. H. Burke Co. has been experiencing
a slight falling off in the demand for Atwater
Kent products which the house says is not surprising in view of the enormous demand for
goods during September and October, and well
into November for that matter. The prime call
of course was for goods anticipating the national election, and that demand now satisfied
it is to be expected that there is a lull. Nevertheless the earlier insistent demand helped most
materially to bring the average up high so
that the current year is bound to make a splendid showing, for there is yet the Christmas
rush to be supplied.
Record Business Continues Big
The Eastern Talking Machine Co. had a very
big November business, and for some time past
the record output especially has been extremely
large and this is likely to continue right through
to the end of the year.
Receives Big Majestic Shipment
The F. D. Pitts Co. has just received a big
shipment of Majestic merchandise for which
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Let Ditson

Ditson

Go.

Goes

on the Air

Dealers throughout the country will be glad
to receive the good news that the CeCo Couriers are to be on the air for 52 consecutive
weeks. The assurance of this has just been made
public by the CeCo Mfg. Co., manufacturer
of the CeCo tubes, and the Columbia Broadcasting System. This is the largest broadcasting campaign ever presented to the American
public exclusively in behalf of a radio tube,
it is claimed. The new contract involves an
expenditure of over $125,000 and will be heard
over the air through the 22 stations of the
Columbia Broadcasting System which, by the
way, reaches approximately 76 per cent of the
total number of set owners in the United States.
The CeCo Couriers began their programs on
September 17 of this year, it being their first
venture in radio broadcasting as an advertising
medium. The first contract was of a test nature, the principals deeming it advisable to
try out radio as a medium before entering into
long-term agreements. The series has met
with overwhelming success, soliciting unlimited
approval from radio audiences in the form of
applause mail, and what is more important,
increasing the sale of CeCo Tubes so tremendously that the CeCo Mfg. Co. has been forced
to add greatly to its facilities and has, in turn,
decided to enter into a long-term broadcasting
contract. Programs go on the air at eight-thirty,
Eastern Standard time each Monday evening.
The recently
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chain of stores
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All-American
Mohawk Corporation
LYRIC Radio has
gainedleadership:
and will
retain
— in the exquisite beauty of
finish
— in the stalely designs
— in the purity of every toiie
-in the positive and magiclike control
— in the amazingly fine degree of selectivity
— in fulness
of volume
— in extreme excellence of
every detail of construction
— in efficiency of every phase
of operation

Money
Makers
for
Dealers
IMCRACKS are fine for LYRIC Radio will make
Christmas merry in
youngsters — anything
that twists, squealsor buzzes
sands of homes. They're
brings shouts of glee from
money makers for thoualert
dealers because they possess
the kiddies — a momentary
amusement — that is all merit the public demands.
that is expected.
There are a few unallotted
territories,
choice dealer
When it comes to selectfranchises. Write or wire us
ing a radio for a Christmas
for complete particgift — and thousands of today
ulars.
them ivill be given this
ALL-AMERICAN MOHAWK
year — that is a different
CORPORATION
matter. Radiohas graduated
4201 Belmont Ave., Dept. 6-C
Chicago
from the toy class. It's no
longer a novelty. With perfection of performance
buyers now want assurance
of permanency, of continuously satisfactory service.
Accredited Dealers are invited to write or
wire immediately for complete details regarding desirable dealer franchise available in open territories.
[

Model 65
,\ handsome console finely finished
in rich walnut with overlay on froni
doors- tainsEnclosed
a One Dialconesix speaker.
tube set.ConFor
operation on 110 Volt A. C. 60 Cycle
Current- Less tubes. $137.50.
Model 60
An attractive Walnut Veneer Table
Model; hand rubbed piano finish
Illuminated one dial six tube, nonoscillating
tained powerreceiver
unit. Forand110 self-convolt A.C.
operation. Less speaker or tubes,
$92.50.
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well rounded with a portable to suit every requirement. The samples that have been shown
have been enthusiastically commented upon,
and it is expected that the new line will make

on

Models

Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co. Speeds
Manufacturing to Meet Demand for
New Models After Long Preparation
Production has been entered into on the new
line of the Berg Artone portable phonographs,
made by the Berg A. T. & S. Co., Long Island

Artone Model 229
able value, and that in performance it is equal
to the $35 model of last year. The next in
line is model No. 529, listed at $20. The No.
529 plays over two records, has a new horn
and is increased in size. It is said it equals

Artone Model 829
1929 one of the most successful years in the
history of the Berg organization.

R

Q

Artone Model 529

Los Angeles, Cal., December 4.— P. S. Lasher,
Pacific Coast manager of the Q R S Music Co.,
was visiting in Los Angeles recently, and with
the help of Phillip Meisenzahl, Southern California district manager, selected offices for the
new Southern California branch at 1607 West
Ninth street. Mr. Meisenzahl reports very good
business with the new motion picture camera
and the establishment of a number of leading
music houses and also states that the new
electric portables are selling very readily.

the former $25 model. Model No. 829 at $15
completes the line. This model has been increased in size and is now produced with a
long horn, throw-back arm and padded top.
Mr. Manning points out that the 1929 line is

The Hillgrove Parts & Service, Inc., has been
incorporated in LeGrande, 111., by George F.
Rezek, John E. Rezek and Harry LeBahn, for
the purpose of engaging in the manufacture and
sale of radios, phonographs, etc.

Artone Grand
City, N. Y. This new line has been in the
process of preparation for many months. Great
care has been exercised in the development of
every detail and E. R. Manning, treasurer and
sales manager of the organization, reports that
every model passed the final exacting tests before production was entered .into.
The new line consists of four models. The
Grand model at $35 is described as the de luxe
model of the line and as a particularly high
quality portable. What will probably become
the leader of the 1929 line is model 229 at $25.
This model is described as presenting remark-
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promise
concerning

BRIGHT
J5MPLI

STAR
POWER.

THE PROPHECY: Radio will always need the drycell "B" battery. Radio experts agree that for thoroughly satisfactory
reception,
the idealonly
"B" from
current
is the pure
direct current
obtainable
dry
batteries. Radio owners realize this — and large numbers of them are still using their good battery-operated sets.
Television, too, requires the same unvarying direct
current which can be obtained only from dry batteries. And after television, what? No man knows,
and few can guess — but all agree that for the most
delicate, accurate electrical work the dry battery is
the ideal source of current.
THE PROMISE: The Bright Star Amplipower—
itself the perfected development of two decades of
experience in battery making — will be still further
improved in accord with scientific progress.
AMPLIPOWER IS GUARANTEED TO GIVE
SATISFACTORY SERVICE FOR 12 MONTHS
FROM DATE OF PURCHASE, WITH ANY
TUBES OF STANDARD TYPE.
The Bright Star Battery Co. is the only manufacturer
of dry batteries having enough confidence in its
product to cover it with a binding 12-month guarantee— and the full resources of this company stand
squarely behind the battery and the guarantee.
BRIGHT

STAR
RATTERY
HOBOKEN, \. J.

Chicago

TWENTY

YEARS

Cincinnati
Said

to

BUILDING

Music-Radio
Violate

THE

Dealers

Anti-Noise

Law

Eight Retailers Cited to Appear in Court — If Not Acquitted Cases Will Be Carried to
Higher Courts — Chubb-Steinberg Co. Opens New Store — Other Trade News
Cincinnati, 0., December 10.— Holiday buying
is well under way and the demand is growing greater day by day, report dealers.
Eight talking machine and radio dealers have
been cited to appear in the City Court, the
charge being that they have been violating an
anti-noise ordinance. Unless there is an
acquittal, it is stated, the matter will be carried
to a higher court. The first defense is that the
ordinance is not valid. If the court holds that
the ordinance is valid, then will come up the
question of whether music is noise. Then if
it is decided that all music is not a noise, to
the extent of being a nuisance, up will bob the
very perplexing question: Where is the line
between the two kinds of music? Another question involved is whether demonstrations could
be made in a store, in case any of the sound
could penetrate to the street.
The Chubb-Steinberg Co. has opened up another fine store, this being at 905 East McMillan
street, Walnut Hills, one of the city's largest
residential suburbs.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. celebrated its
seventy-third birthday the past month.
Morris Krauss, who operates four stores
under the name of "Krauss, the Radio Man,"
is opening up a fifth place of business at 111
East Fifth street, opposite the post office.
District Judge Smith Hickenlooper has appointed United States Marshal Stanley Borthwick custodian of the assets of Leo J. Becht,
dealer in talking machines and small goods,
doing business in Wyoming, a prosperous
suburb of Cincinnati.
The Miami Music Co. has opened up a store

at 1208 Main street, with M. Levine in charge.
This is affiliated with the A. & N. Music Co.,
dealers in talking machines and records, of
which William Apple is the head and which
has six other stores in various sections of the
city. The new store is most attractive.
The E. M. Abbott Piano Co., which now is
specializing on talking machines and records,
has finished the work of rearranging and remodeling its store, and as a result it has con-

Stockton
Trades

Music-Radio
Ass'n

Formed

First Move of New Organization Will Be
to Secure Better Radio Reception —
Trouble Shooter to Be Engaged
Stockton, Cal., December 3.— The Stockton
Music & Radio Trades Association was organized here recently with some fourteen local
firms listed as members. Ray Durk, of Sherman, Clay & Co., was elected president; L. J.
Kitt, treasurer, and Geo. Turner, KWG, and
A. H. Green, KGDM, publicity committeemen.
The Association voted as its first step towards comprehensive service to all radio owners in the city the employment of a permanent trouble shooter who will be on hand to
answer all calls connected with improper reception.
His chief duty will be to locate electrical interference such as shorted power lines, improper dynamo brushes and the like, and the

QUALITY

CO.

San Francisco

LINE*

siderably more display space than it had before and a much finer establishment.
Ray Lammers, dealer in small goods, has
added a radio department, in which he will
handle the Zenith, Brunswick and Steinite lines.
He plans a vigorous sales drive.
At the local branch of the Brunswick Co.
it was reported by H. H. Sellers, manager, that
although the peak has not been reached at this
writing, the holiday demand is excellent.
"Our new models are moving rapidly, and the
demand is increasing steadily as the holiday
season gets nearer," said W. H. North, vicepresident of the Ohio Talking Machine Co ,
Victor distributor.
"We are fairly flooded with orders for our
different models," said Miss Rose Helberg,
manager of the local branch of the Columbia
Phonograph Co. "And as to records, they are
selling in a way that is phenomenal."
Association will aid set owners in gaining the
necessary adjustment.
The newly formed organization voted to invite G. T. Lundlee, Ellis Marks and Stewart
Upson, of Kimball & Upson, officers of the
Sacramento Music & Radio Trades Association,
to meet with the ,local Association at a dinner
meeting November 27 to aid the Stockton body
in perfecting by-laws and other details.
Those present at the first meeting were R. E.
Durk, Sherman, Clay & Co.; J. E. McCarty,
Bright Spot Electrical Co.; A. H. Green, Peffer Music Co.; S. Chabin, Montgomery Ward,
Stockton; J. W. Reed, Radio Exchange; G. A.
Turner, KWG; L. J. Kitt, L. J. Kitt; F. H
Blewett, F. H. Blewett Co.; L. Abrams, Stockton Dry Goods; C. L. Gould, Gould's Radio &
Electric Shop; V. J. Derwin, Wilson-Schultz
& Co.; G. R. Wishart, Yost-Dohrmann Co.; W.
E. Yost, Yost-Dohrmann Co.; L. R. Shipley,
John Breuner Co.; O. R. Bowman, Sherman,
Clay & Co.; W. K. Lark, Lauxen & Catts.
The Perry Music Co. has opened warerooms
in the Pattee Hotel block, Perry, la.
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Model C-227
List Price

The

Buckingham

Electric

Pick-up

The
Buckingham
Engineering
Staff has made it possible for you

The Buckingham Electric Pick-up
is a quality product backed by a

to hear and enjoy the world's
greatest musical artists with that
degree of perfection that
.

complete guarantee but made on a
mass production basis, thus enabling it to be sold at a

heretofore was only possible with the highest
priced

electric

Made

price
all.

in

with

phono1

graphs.

The

Combinations
The

competitive

Buckingham

Buckingham
Electric Pick-up is a unit of
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tric Pick-up is a precision made unit and in performance
is second to none. Made of the

out-put and uniform response over
a wide range of frequencies, giving

finest materials,

The
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crafts-

a definition

men, under the constant
vision of expert engineers.
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Street,
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ILL.

Model B-227
List Price

$15.55
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Oklahoma
for

Branch
Zenith

New
Radio

Fred R. Roterberg, Formerly Assistant
Sales Manager of Chicago Office, Is in
Charge of Important New Branch
The Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, has established abranch office and warehouse in Oklahoma City for the distribution of Zenith radio

Peerless
Will

'JL he
New
Offers

NEW

Louis

Marketed

Several Portables and New

Album

to Be

Placed
Market
in January
Year's
Business onShows
Increase
Over —1927
Several new models of Peerless portables, as
well as a new album, will be placed on the
market in 1929, according to Phil Ravis, president of the Peerless Album Co., New York.
"These new numbers will be as fine as anything ever placed on the market at or near
the price," said Mr. Ravis. "The new line will
be announced in the January issue of The Talking Machine World. The new album will be
far superior to anything the Peerless organization has ever made, and has many exclusive
features that should be popular.
"Business in 1928 was entirely satisfactory,
showing a nice increase over 1927, and we close
(he year with more customers on our books
than ever before. The outlook for 1929 is
splendid, and orders now on hand will keep the
Peerless factory busy for several months. In
fact, we anticipate prosperous business conditions during the next four years."
Handling

F. R. Roterberg
receivers for the entire State of Oklahoma, the
Panhandle section of Texas and the western
section of Arkansas. This factory branch is under the management of Fred R. Roterberg, former assistant sales manager of the Zenith Chicago office. The Oklahoma branch will be a
distributing unit only, equipped and stocked to
give prompt and immediate service to all Zenith
dealers in that territory.
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Sterling
a Visit

on
to

Japan

Chairman of the Board of Columbia
Phonograph Co. Visiting Nipponophone
Co. — Will Return to U. S. in January
Louis Sterling, chairman of the board of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., and managing director of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,

Line

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., December 7. — A complete
musical instrument department featuring pianos,
radios and talking machines has been opened by
the Wilkes-Barre Household Outfitting Co.
The new department which was opened recently will be under the management of Sol
Drieson, of the firm, and is to occupy the first
floor of the furniture house at 306 Lackawanna
avenue, Wilkes-Barre. Radios included in the
new lines of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
Columbia cembinations and records will be
stocked by the company.

Louis Sterling
left New York with Mrs. Sterling on November 18, en route for Japan. They sailed from
San Francisco on November 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling stopped at Honolulu
for a brief visit, and arrived at Yokohama on
December 10. They will visit the properties of
the Nipponophone Co., of Japan, the largest
phonograph company of the Orient, which was
recently acquired by the Columbia organization.
They plan to return in January.

Europe
You

PROFITS

Come to the Leipzig Trade Fair in March.
The latest products of 22 different countries
at your fingertips. See over 200 exhibits of
musical instruments

TWICE a year 10,000 exhibitors show their
newest and most salable merchandise at the
Leipzig (Germany) Trade Fair, the world's
greatest buying and selling center.
At the spring Fair last year 185,000 buyers
from 44 countries attended. Over five hundred
million dollars worth of goods changed hands.
Over 2,000 American buyers found profit and

Plan this very minute to attend the General
Sample Fair from March 3 to 9. Send the
coupon below and let us tell you about special
offerings in your particular field, about concessions in travel rates and generous, helpful, free
service. Write us immediately, for the time is
getting short. Send the coupon today.

pleasure.
No matter what your line of business is, you
will find it well represented. For Leipzig offers

LEIPZIG

you everything . . . from lavallieres to locomotives . . . from toys to trip-hammers . . . from
dusters to dye-stuffs . . . everything.

TRADE

FAIR

LEIPZIG TRADE FAIR, Dipt. TM-12
11 West 42d Street, New York City.

1

Gentlemen : Please send me a ccpy of the book- |
let "A Save-Money Trip to the Make-Money Fair" ,
which
contains complete
information"
profit
possibilities,
special travel
rates "regarding
and your |I
free service.
Name
Address

For 700 years — the market place of Europe
Business

*
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electrically-recorded
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Records

you

with

Radiex

offer—
4118 |
Famous

Any
Any

150 Records @*14^c
50 Records Free

$21.38
00.00

200
$21.38

Averaging

less

than

11c

each

Satisfaction Guaranteed. If these records do not
prove better than any records you have ever purchased, even as high as 20 cents, you may return
them at our expense any time within ten days after
you receive them, for full credit. Records are absolutely on trial. Unless they please you, they will not
cost you a cent.
Standard
Both

10 inch

Records — Music

Sides — Play on Any

on

Phonograph

We manufacture and ship over 40,000 records daily,
to music stores, variety stores, etc., all over the
country. Shipment is made within twenty-four hours
of when order received. Catalogs, posters and window display supplied FREE.
This offer is for a short time only. Mail your
order today.
Our regular wholesale prices, to dealers only,
are as follows:
Popular Dance and Song Records, 14% cents each,
F. O. B. Boston.
Famous Old Favorites and Other Standard Records, 12% cents, F. O. B. Boston.
*NOTE: Table above, figuring 150 records at
14% cents ($21.38) is based on our estimate that your
order will consist mainly of "popular" records at
the 14% cent price.

Grey

Gull

Records,

Manufacturers
Radiex

and

16 Macallen

St.

Grey

of

Gull

t. m. 32

Inc.

Records

Boston,

Mass.

Popular
Price to Dealers
F. O. B. Boston
DANCE
1567 '( Nobody
Sally of My
But Dreams
You
2441
There's a Rainbow
'Bound My Shoul1566 ^ der
In Eyes
Tour Big, Brown
1565 •(High
Top Up on a Hili
Dreamy Moon
Happy Wing
Days and
1564 { Bed
Lonely Nights
1563 ( 'Bound Evening
You Want the
( If
Lassies
1562 J Love
Bainbow
Is Just a
Dream of You
My Blackbirds Are
1561 •( I'mBluebirds
NowGal
Sonnya One-Man
Boy
1560 •( LettheTJsNight
Waltz Thru
I Loved You Then
As I Love You
1559 4 Now
GeeOverButYouI'm Blue
Someday,
Some1558 ■{Dream
where Daddy

Hits

4183
Favorites
^

14Vic
VOCAL
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I Love You
You Then
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y
r
o
t
S
t Yearning
for You
Tell Me the Old, Old

f Blue Grass
2439 J Time
HasChange
Come My
for
Man to
Me
Little You
ouend ThMy
'Bth
ose TenBrea
der Words Again

2432 i Dancing 'Neath
1' Memories
Dixie Moon
of France
2416 { Through
all
the
Years

Over 100 more records of
old favorites like these
available at same price.
Write for 4complete
catalog.
133 |

Boll 'Em Girls
King for a Day
1555 •( God Madederful aMotherWonI Can't Give You
Anything But
1554 -j Love
Dancing
'Neath
Dixie Moon
f Jeannine, I Dream
1553 I of Lilac Time
\[ When
Golden Bod
Mia)
Is Blooming
Boses
Bye
, of Yesterday
Gloaming

INSTRUMENTAL
York
O'Leahy's Lullaby
4189 f Drowsy Waters
New
lks ofDream
SidewaGirl's
Herd
4217 Iff
Irish
Washerwoman
Whistler
and His
;' Mrs.
4193 -I
Dog McLeod's Beel
Powder Puff
Gems from Gi and
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Opera, No. 1
Gems from Grand
' Dixie
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Opera,
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Old
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4161 • Medley of Southern
f Merry Widow Waltz
4218 •( Lullaby from Er4068 f(Arkansas
Traveler
mlnie
1 Turkey In the Straw
Catalog
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VOCAL
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I Saw Sweet Nellie Home
Wreck
Wreck of
of Titanic
Old '97
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Tell Them You Saw Me
Bed
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Aching Heart
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By
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Kingdom
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Home
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Old Man Sunshine
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Old
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My Darling, Nellie Gray
Where
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Its Way
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Somebody's
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Butcher Boy
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Boston Burglar
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Casey Jones
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Break
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I Wish I Was Single
If Again
You Want to Find Love
Flows Blver Shannon
Where
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Under
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Old Apple
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Units Indicates Breaking of All Sales

Song Records Enjoying Big Sale — Other Trade News

Philadelphia, Pa., December 8. — As the merry
whirl of holiday buying of radios brings about
a new era to the talking machine and music
dealers there is assured prosperity for those
carrying these lines in the Christmas season.
This is to be truly a radio and radio-phonograph
combination season, smashing all records, and
where dealers have been able to secure sufficient
goods to meet the needs of their customers
profits will be swelled when the totals of the
year are recorded.
Heavy Demand for Records
Recordings of the well-known manufacturers
;ire likewise in great demand although a few distributors report that buying did not begin until
late November, so that dealers are likely to be
found wanting in those numbers which will
prove big sellers as the gift season demands
grow. Holiday numbers and theme songs of
the leading moving picture dramas are tiie
most sought of records as dealers tie in with
the current showings at the local moving picture theatres. Christmas selections are in demand, though not as active as the theme songs
or popular artists who appear as local attractions in the amusement field.
Showroom for Victor Automatic
In order to give customers an opportunity for
selecting and hearing the newest automatic
types of the Victrola, the Philadelphia Victor
Distributors, Inc., 234 North Eleventh street,
have fitted up a showroom with the complete
samples of new machines ready for demonstration, where dealers may bring their patrons to
select machines. There are shown the 9-54 at
$1,350, the 10-69 at $850 and the 10-35 at $365,
on the first-floor showroom fitted with attrac-

tive furnishings showing the effectiveness of the
new cabinets for household purposes, as well
as entertainment. There now are being shipped
for the Christmas season the 9-54, at $1,350
which is being generously bought for gift purposes, while the other machines will be ready
for the dealers in the current mid-month, in
time for the dealers to take advantage of the
holiday shopping. The Philadelphia Victor
Distributors, Inc., record department, under
Manager Raymond J. Boldt, is selling many of
the theme songs to the trade to tie in with the
local movie house attractions. Manager Boldt
has prepared a list of theme songs for the
dealers and this has been helpful in promoting sales. A special Christmas catalog also
has been compiled showing the listings of foreign and domestic Yuletide numbers that are
in demand for the coming holidays. There also
has been listed an especially attractive assortment of gift records.
New Officers for J. R. Wilson Co.
Otic of the most important group of retail
dealers shops during the late November days
was transferred to new management as the reorganization ofthe J. Ralph Wilson Co. was
effected on November 26, when election of officers took place and resulted in the choice of
the following: President, L. R. Haas, who will
also become active manager of the concern;
vice-president and treasurer, A. W. Atkinson,
and secretary, L. C. Russell. Mr. Atkinson is a
former director of the Victor Talking Machine
Co., while Mr. Haas was the former vice-president and treasurer, having been elected to these
offices when he joined the firm last May. J.
Ralph Wilson, who was president of the com-

VICTOR
Presents the most complete

line of musical
Four

instruments

of the

Latest

ever offered

Products

Automatic Electrola No.
List Price $850.00

10-69

Electrola Radiola No. 9-18
List Price $925*00
Automatic
No. 9-54
Automatic Orthophonic
Victrola
No. 10-35
List Price $365.00

Electrola
List Price

Radiola
$ 1 350.00

These instruments are backed by a powerful advertising campaign in newspapers and magazines.
Order now!

"Everything

Musical

Since 1864"

H. A.WEYMANN
& SONjNC.
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia, Pa.
76
Victor Wholesalers

connection with the conpany, has Thesevered hiswill
be continued as J. R.
cern. business
Wilson Co. and will retain the six stores operated in various parts of the city devoted to the
sale of the Victor talking machine and radio
and musical instruments.
M. L. Stern Re-enters Business
Morton L. Stern, who long has been identified with the talking machine trade of the
Quaker City and who is a son of the late
president of the original firm from which sprang
the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc.,
Eugene Stern, has again entered the industry as
proprietor of the firm bearing his name at 3628
North Broad street. The new Morton L. Stern
Co. is featuring the Victor and radios and a
line of musical instruments. The head of the
firm retired from the trade about two years ago
after sale of Mortons, Inc., his old business, at
5528 Germantown avenue, to the J. R. Wilson
Co. He formerly was associated with his father
in the conduct of a string of retail Victor
talking machine houses.
Meeting Sponsored by Girard Co.
More than 150 dealers were present at the
pre-holiday demonstration convention which
was held by the Girard Phonograph Co., Broad
and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, distributor
of the Edison phonographs and radios, on November 27 and 28. The introductory convention of the Edison new type phonographs and
radios and their combinations, was held at the
Mt. Royal Hotel, where Joseph T. Donohue,
manager of the Girard Co., presided and greeted
the Monumental City dealers and those from
other sections of Maryland and where he explained the operation of the new Edison radios
and combinations on display with L. H. Collison
and R. N. Spender, territory sales representatives of the Edison. The two-day session produced much enthusiasm among the dealers and
Christmas stocks were freely purchased after
hearing the new Edison models. There was a
social side to the Baltimore meetings when the
dealers mingled at the luncheons served at the
noon hours of the two-day programs.
J. A. Fischer Co. to Move
With the mid-month the headquarters of the
J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street, which recently merged with the Superior Phono Parts
Co., of New York, will be removed to 393
Seventh avenue, New York. The New Yorkaddress will be the main office of the Fischer
Co., which maintains a factory here at the Market street quarters. With the consolidation of
the Superior Co. with the local firm and manufacturers of the Val Phonic reproducers and
the Valley Forge parts and main springs, last
month, the personnel of the companies combined and have been assigned to duties under
the Fischer concern. Nat Golden, who, with
J. Sukon, of the Superior Co., conducted that
business, is now traveling through the Southwest as the Valley Forge representative, while
Mr. Sukon is looking after the New England
trade. Irvin Epstan, of the Fischer Co., is in the
extreme Southwest territory while Ben Krupnick looks after the Southern States and Martin Krupnick after the Middle West.
Important Retail Consolidation
With the consolidation of the stores owned by
William Dubrow and his sons, and known as
Dubrow's Music Stores, into a single large
property at 420 South street, the old branch established at 632 South street has been discontinued. The store at 420 South street has been
considerably extended by the addition of a
large rear property in which will be shown the
various lines of radios of the Zenith, RCA, Atwater Kent, Fada, Kolster, Balkite, Majestic,
(Continued on page 78)
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MODEL 40 A. C. The best-selling radio in the world. More powerful, more sensitive. Full-vision Dial. Requires six A. C. tubes and one rectifying tube. For 110-120
volt, 50-60 cycle alternating current. Without tubes, $77.
MODEL 41 D. C. Full-vision Dial. For 110-120 volt direct current. Requires five
D. C. tubes and two power tubes. Without tubes, $87.
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ATWATER
KENT
4752 Wissahickon Ave.

MANUFACTURING
A. Atwater Kent, Pres.

COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.

On the air — every Sunday night — Atwater Kent Radio Hour — listen in!
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies

"RADIO'S
TRUEST VOICE "
Atwater Kent Radio Speakers in a variety of beautiful
finishes. Models E, E-2 and
E-3, same quality, different
in size. Each 820.

MODEL 42 A. C. Similar electrically to
Model 40, with addition of automatic line
voltage control. Many refinements in cabinet design — crowned lid, panelled corners, ball feet. Full-vision Dial with oversize numbers. Requires 6 A.C. tubes and 1
rectifying tube.ForllO-120 volt,50-60 cycle
alternating current. Without tubes, 886.

MODEL 44 A. C. Extra-powerful, extrasensitive, extra-selective. Crowned lid,
panelled corners, ball feet. Automatic
line voltage control. Local-distance switch
FuLL-VISION Dial with over-size numbers,
Requires 7 A. C. tubes and 1 rect
fying tube. For 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle
alternating current. Without tubes, 8106

THE

THEY

CHRISTMAS

GIFT

WON'T

FORGET

MODEL 52 A. C. Combining receiver and speaker in beautiful compact cabinet. Full-vision Dial. Uses
6 A. C. tubes and 1 rectifying tube,
with automatic line voltage control.
Without tubes, S117.
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Steinite and their combination in talking machines will be permanently displayed. Here also will be an attractively arranged array of the
Brunswick and Columbia, with music rolls and
records in the up-to-date showroom that just
has been completed.
A special mail order division devoted to the
sale of foreign language records and rolls has
been perfected under direction of Samuel Dubrow, of the company. An intensive campaign
in foreign newspapers and other means of mail
follow-up has been accomplished, so that a wellconducted sales policy has increased this department. William and Harry Dubrow have
been active with their father in developing the
enterprising Dubrow Stores.
Record Brunswick Demand
As the sales of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. radios and Panatrope and combinations
expand in the Quaker City field the local offices at 40 North Sixth street report that there
is a 100 per cent increase in the current year
over the ten months up to November as compared with the same period of 1927. There has
been a record-breaking demand for recordings.
Within the last forty-five days sales of the Al
Jolson record, "The Singing Fool," have been
over 100,000. There also has been a lively demand for theme songs of other moving picture
shows that bring sales up to record-breakingheights. Lists of these are made up for the
dealers with Brunswick numbers in the listings.
There also have been introduced a new series
of Christmas selections by popular artists. Sales
of the Panatrope and Radiolas and combinations in the Brunswick have been topped for
all time in the current year.
New Vocalion Distributor
The Brunswick Co. has appointed a new Philadelphia distributor linked with the recently acquired jobbers, the Atlas Player Roll Co., to
take over the distribution of the Vocalion records, which it controls. The headquarters of the
Atlas Player Roll Co. are in Newark, N. J., and.
these manufacturers of the Atlas Rolls have
branches operating in New York, Boston and
Philadelphia, where the Vocalion will be carried
in large quantities. The Philadelphia headquarters are located at 200 South Tenth street.
Carson's Expands
Carson's Music Stores, live-wire South street
house, alert to up-to-date methods of business,
have been forging ahead with advance ideas of
displays. There has been added to the store at

518 South street another store property located
in the adjoining building, 516 South street, solely for the purpose of giving broader display
space to the line of talking machines and radios
carried in the Victor, Zenith, Atwater Kent,
Majestic, RCA and Colonial just added, with
several records of the well-known makers.
Profited by Schubert Tie-ups
Dealers who were tied in with the big Schubert Week program which the local headquarters of the Columbia Phonograph Co. arranged
were able to mark profits for these classic recordings in the Masterpiece group of records.
In all the leading houses in the central city section and in prominent neighborhood establishments there were banners, displays and lists of
the records of the great master with photos of

We offer the largest stock of this nationally known radio
line in the East, together with a Service, not infallible, but embodying the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation to the limits of our
power.
Our continuous growth is
an unfailing sign that our efforts are helping an increasing host of
radio dealers to
"Grow With

WHOLESALE
N. W. Cor. 7th and Arch Streets
Branch Office:

€t
RADIO
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LOCALITY — (Continued from page 76)

Distributors for Eastern Penna., Southern New Jersey & New Castle County, Del.

TRILLING

World, New

MONTAGUE
MERCHANDISERS

Us."
^roitflOjtflUs''

PHILADELPHIA,

218 Chestnut St., Sunbury, Pa.

PA.

Schubert that drew attention to the programs
of the Columbia for celebrating the centennial
of that composer. Dealers were tied in with
renditions on the Viva-tonal before leading
musical organizations and amusement houses
where high-class music is fostered, and so sales
mounted well above the average for these better
recordings. There were soaring sales of the
Ted Lewis records as that Columbia artist appeared here at the Grand Opera House, Broad
and Montgomery avenue, in early December.
On the stage of the Opera House there was featured a program on the Viva-tonal 901 of Ted
Lewis records in conjunction with the Kolster.
Dealers tied in with the appearance of this artist in window features and record exploitation.
There has been rapid sales extension on the
Columbia since the newer types of radio combinations have been introduced and record sales
are mounting with the approaching holidays.
E. S. White Adds Radio
Elmer S. White, who is well known to the
trade as the former factory representative of
the Sonora Phonograph Co. in the earlier days
of that organization, is now conducting an attractive talking machine, radio and music store
at 4804 North Broad street. There has been
added a radio division with the Atwater Kent
and Radiola, besides the Victor combinations
and talking machines.
C. W. Bahls Passes Away
Charles W. Bahls, who was connected with
the firm of H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., for
the past twenty years, during fifteen of which
he occupied the position of sales manager of
the wholesale Victor department, died recently.
Big Demand for Majesties
President Thomas W. Barnhill, accompanied
by W. Mayberry, sales manager, and H. W.
Yeager, sales promotion manager, of the Penn
Phonograph Co., 913 Arch street, distributor
of the Majestic radios, journeyed to Chicago
to attend the first convention of the Majestic
radio distributors to be held by the manufacturers in the Windy City at the Hotel Blackstone, from December 10 to 12, inclusive. Sales
of the Majestic at the Penn Co. are far
in excess of available factory supplies being
sent here despite the fact that the shipments
(Continued on page 80)
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Following the passing of Charles W. Bahl,
former manager of the wholesale Victor department of H. A. Weymann & Son, 1108 Chestnut
street, during the month, William H. Wendt
was appointed his successor. Mr. Wendt is
well known to the dealers as the assistant to
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the late manager and long has been connected
M
Electric Co., 50 North Sevg
enth street, there has been an unprecedented
with the Weymann Q
Co.
demand which consumes all available factory
Actively Managing His Business
A. W. Mosley, who purchased the former
shipments as soon as they arrive at the warerooms of the company.
business of Joseph Heim Co. three years ago,
Adds Crosley and Amrad Lines
is now actively managing the store at 3800
Crosley and Amrad radios have been added
North Broad street. After having placed the
to the radio division of the P. A. Starke Piano
management under a representative since his
Co., Twelfth and Chestnut streets, within the
purchase of the business he now is looking after
month. The complete assortment of both these
the interests in person.
manufacturers is now being carried by the piano
Featuring Zenith and Kolster
house. There has been a heavy demand for the
Trilling & Montague, distributors of the
Crosley
and the Amrad for the holiday season
Zenith and Kolster, are disposing of many holiand
shipments
from the factory are sold before
day orders for the new model with automatic
they arrive here.
power controlled with aerial switch enabling
Peirce-Phelps Sponsored Meetings
selectivity of stations. This new type of
State
dealers in the vicinity of Harrisburg,
Zenith regulates the stations so that they can
Pa., and Wilkes-Barre, Pa., representing the
be tuned in very sharply and in any volume
anthracite region, gathered at these centers to
desired by a lever control. The Zenith Models
attend the November conventions and sales
3S-APX, 35-PX and 39-AX all are on display.
conferences held by one of the Philadelphia
The Kolster, with superdynamic speaker K24,
distributors of the Majestic radios, the firm of
has been displayed as one of the newest holiday
Peirce-Phelps, Inc., 224 North Thirteenth
offerings and with many sales for gift-giving
street. There were 110 dealers assembled at
purposes. Model K-23, with dynamic speaker,
the Penn-Harris Hotel, Harrisburg, Pa., where
operated on 171 output, is another Christmas
number that has been favored by the dealers.
Manager A. E. O'Brien presided, with J. T.
Peirce and W. G. Peirce, of the company, from
Day-Fan Radio Popular
the
State Capitol branch at 116 South Second
As the Day-Fan is gaining sales through the
street. The meeting at Wilkes-Barre was held
exploitation of the radio in co-operative adver(Continued on page 82)
tising and the campaigning of the local distrib-
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from the manufacturers axe exceeding several
thousand sets monthly. These several thousand
radios represent a small portion of the orders
already on file. There will be a pre-holiday
assembly of the representatives of the Penn
Co. on December 9, when a sales conference
will convene under the sales manager, W. Mayberry, and President Barnhill.
Sonora Sales Grow
Mounting sales of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., recently acquiring a new Philadelphia distribution headquarters at 2206 ChestnHt street,
have created a condition where shipments from
the factory are not keeping pace with the heavy
oversold territory needs. The Sonora Melodon
has been in heavy demand both in the straight
machines and in the combination types, which
have been favorably received since their introduction to this section. The big department
stores, such as Wanamaker, Gimbel Bros., and
leading music houses have been enjoying an excellent demand for the new styles. Troup
Bros., in Harrisburg, Pa., large music dealers,
and the Lindy Piano Co. have taken on the
Sonora and are well sold up on all available
supplies. L. E. Hilduser, district sales manager, announces the appointment of a new
Philadelphia representative, H. T. Nolan, who
will cover the city and South Jersey and Delaware and who formerly was connected with the
Atwater Kent Co. and Victor Talking Machine
Co. The 'Sonora Co. held special demonstration
conventions at the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh, Pa., where L. E. Hilduser and F. X.
Donovan presided, and at the Traylor Hotel,
Allentown, and the Sterling Hotel, WilkesBarre, where F. J. Hogan, territorial representative, greeted the trade on behalf of the
company with District Manager Hilduser, who
is well known in that section, where he renewed
old acquaintances.
Growing Interest in Movie Cameras
Many radio dealers are stocking the latest
moving picture cameras which the Trilling &
Montague Co., Seventh and Arch streets, is
distributing through its Cam-Rad Distributing
Co. branch. There has been acquired the distribution of the Q R S camera, which is under
management of Sydney Bacal and his assistant,
Philip Schleifer.
Jacob H. Keen in New Home
Jacob H. Keen, who formerly was identified
with the Guarantee Talking Machine Supplies
Co. and lately engaged in business on his own
account at 109 North Tenth street, is now removed to 140 North Eighth street.
W. H. Wendt Promoted
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Velvaloid
Record
Brush
Ideal for advertising purposes or resale. Write us for full information.
PHILADELPHIA
BADGE
CO.
Mmnufacturers
942 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

at the Sterling Hotel, where Manager D. O.
Manseau, of the Wilkes-Barre headquarters, 119
North Main street, with the members of the
local firm addressed the 155 dealers attending.
A Busy Distributor
Though carload shipments of the All-American Mohawk Lyric radios are coming into local
distributors' warehouses with frequent schedule,
the jobbers, the Philadelphia Motor Accessories
Co., 3129 North Broad street, are not able to
fill the urgent needs for orders that are coming
daily from dealers. There also has been a
mounting holiday demand for the Peerless
speakers, also distributed through the firm. The
Eveready radios are fast forging to the front
ranks of prominent sets.
Raytheon tubes, made by the Raytheon Mfg.
Co., Cambridge, Mass., will be distributed in
the Philadelphia, territory by the Philadelphia
Motor Accessories Co.
Eveready radios were broadly exploited during the month when a billboard campaign was
inaugurated through the General Outdoor Advertising Co. by the Philadelphia Motor Accessories Co.
Stages Steinite Convention
More than 500 radio dealers from eastern
Pennsylvania, South Jersey, Delaware and other
territory represented in the Philadelphia section were present when the Fall session of the
Steinite convention was held at the Hotel Adelphia on November 22, in conjunction with the
manufacturers and the local distributor, the
Schimmel Electric Co., 526 Arch street. Among
those who participated were representatives of
the leading music houses and department stores
carrying the Steinite line. In the Rose Room
of the hotel were displayed the complete Steinite
radios and the Balkite sets with Temple
speakers, the trio of trade wares representing

the leading firms of the city. The organization was formed to end alleged unfair practices
and trade abuses. A. M. Leslie, president of
the Radio Board of Trade of New York City,
lent his assistance in the formation of the new
Association.
Charles Gomprecht, of Trilling & Montague,
presided. He was elected temporary chairman
and will serve as chairman of the Board of
Directors, composed of the following: Harry
Gausman, of H. C. Roberts Electrical Supply
Co.; Raymond Rosen, of Raymond Rosen Co.;
Davis Weiss, of Philadelphia Motor Accessories;
August Wilkening, of Wilkening, Inc.; J. V.
Kane, of the J. V. Kane Co.; George Dickel,
of the Dickel Distributing Co.; Samuel Schimmel, of the Schimmel Electric Supply Co., and
Joseph B. Suess, Stewart-Warner Sales Co.
Holiday Service
In order to better serve dealers during the
holiday season the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., are keeping their offices open
until 4 p. m. on Saturday afternoons.
The Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., recently sent a letter to dealers urging them to
consider using the Fuller Art Poster Service to
keep their display windows attractive in appearance. This service was recommended in a recent issue of "The Voice of the Victor."
Sees Big Holiday Demand
T. W. Barnhill, president of the Penn Phonograph Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., Majestic distributor, recently expressed the opinion that
the coming holiday season would show an unprecedented demand for receivers, especially
those containing the dynamic speaker. The
Penn organization exhibited the Majestic
products with the co-distributor at the Philadelphia Electrical and Radio Show held at the
Commercial Museum last month.

the lines' featured by the jobbing house.
Form Radio Distributors' Board of Trade
The radio wholesalers of this city formed the
Radio Distributors' Board of Trade at a dinner
at the Penn Athletic Club on November 21.
The meeting was attended by practically all

The Fry Music Shop, Vincennes, Ind., has
moved from 429 Main street to 409 Main street,
that city, where larger quarters are available
for
company's line of pianos, phonographs
and the
radios.
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Formal Opening of Elaborate New Quarters Marked by the Semi-Annual Meeting of the Store Managers
St. Petersburg, Fla., December 6. — S. Ernest
Philpitt & Sons recently held the formal opening of their elaborate new music store at 516Central avenue, this city, designed to reflect
the progress that has been made by the company since it established a modest branch store
here some six years ago.
The store has a frontage of forty feet and
depth of one hundred feet and is equipped with
two large show windows for the display of
musical instruments. On the right of the main
floor as one enters are the display counters and
musical instrument cases together with the
cashier's office and the record demonstration
booths. On the opposite side are two large
booths for the demonstration of pianos and
radios. Each booth is equipped with ventilating
and exhaust fans to insure the comfort of the
customers.
A special concert was given in the store to
mark the opening, the artists including Miss
Marie Hlavety, soprano; Clifford Hicks, baritone; Miss Kent McCord, dancer, and the
McCord Twins, ensemble dancers. There were
some 500 visitors to the store on the opening
day and at least half of them attended the
concert, which was an outstanding success.
Mr. Philpitt gives full credit to C. R. Putnam
for the laying out of the store and the supervision of the various details connected with its
decoration and equipment. Mr. Putnam, who
was for a number of years secretary of the
National Association of Music Merchants,
has been with the Philpitt organization for
the past eight years and in charge of the pipeorgan department with headquarters in Tampa.
Mr. Philpitt took advantage of the formal
opening to hold in St. Petersburg the semiannual meeting of the company's store managers which convened at the Hotel Pheil. The
sessions were devoted to the discussion of business problems and plans for the future, and
those who attended appeared enthusiastic over
the prospects.
Pueblo
For

O^ySryEPf

World, New

Radio
Better

Dealers
Radio

Work

Reception

Pueblo, Col., December 3. — Continuing their
drive to better radio reception conditions in
Pueblo, members of the Pueblo Radio Dealerers' Association report that many causes of interference have been eliminated.
Through the efforts of a radio specialist, engaged by the Association, the source of interference that has marred reception in many
sections of the city has been eliminated. The
noise has been located by a test set built for
the purpose.
Takes

on

Kolster

Line

Davega, Inc., operating a chain of fourteen
metropolitan stores, recently added the Kolster
line of radio products and will feature Kolster
instruments. The Davega chain represents one
of the most important retail radio outlets in
the New York territory.
This will be Crosley's biggest year. Dealers are invited
to inquire for particulars of the full Crosley line.
Wholesale Distributors
For Eastern Penna., Southern New

Jersey and Delaware

WILKENING,
Inc.
820 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia

Distributes

Orchestrope

The Chalmers Music Co., 62 East Flagler
street, Miami, Fla., is distributor of the Orchestrope, the remarkable phonograph made by the
Capehart Corp., of Huntington, Ind.
The Mallory Piano Co., Inc., Philadelphia,
Pa., has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $150,000 to deal in musical instruments.
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Orchestrope

The Famous Capehart
Record Changing Device
The simplicity — the straight line
movement — the ease of operation
— the sturdy construction and unfailing operation, continuously
and automatically and without attention, have completely changed
the entire automatic phonograph
industry — and made the CAPEHART AUTOMATIC ORCHESTROPE the undisputed leader in
its field.

Model 200
Capehari Auxiliary
Dynamic Speaker
Designed and built primarily for hotels,
clubs, lodges, restaurants and other businesses
needing good music in different rooms or
places, all from one source, the CAPEHART
AUTOMATIC ORCHESTROPE.

The simple mechanism of this revolutionary instrument is an
achievement that is significant of all the outstanding features of
ORCHESTROPE
superiority. Though almost human the workings
of this machine are as near trouble-proof as any mechanism can be
made. The vital parts are scaled to a precision of one-hundredths
of an inch. Each working part is mounted on an all-metal chassis
that will not permit a misjudgment of a single movement.
To see the instrument in motion is a revelation. The genius, the
hours of experimentation, the efforts behind the birth of the
ORCHESTROPE
have been well rewarded.

A most enthusiastic public is dancing and whirling its leisure
time away to the clear and powerful strains of this wonderful
instrument. Establishments that cater to the
public are winning new
customers with this

Auditorium Model
Capehart Automatic
Orchestrope
To meet ficationtheand reproduction,
present need this
for powerful
amplinew Auditorium
Model is recommended tor such installations
having large areas, such as public auditoriums, dancing academies, outdoor park use,
skating rinks and in fact any place where a
great amount of volume is desired and exceptional tone quality required.

„ ' -"Wi

new and ultra-modern
means
of
entertainment.

Model 28F
Capehart
Automatic
Orchestrope
The old reliable — the instrument which has completely
changed all previous conceptions of the automatic phonograph. In regular, profitable
use all over the country. The
only fully automatic phonograph
on the market today.

Sold
Through

Club Model
Capehart Automatic
Orchestrope
entirely enclosA dignified, beautiful, cabinet
gs
ing the mechanism for richof surroundin
furnishings,
quality
demanding the highest clubs,
lodges,
hotels,
such as the better
funeral parlors, etc.

Capehart

Factory

Automatic

and

Qeneral

Only
Dealers
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Offices Huntington,

Indiana

Corp.
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Brunswick Branch Reports Increase for November of 50 Per Cent Over October —
Many Victor Dealers Employed Christmas Club Plan With Success
Minneapolis and St. Paul, December 6.— Many
things are contributing to a large volume of
business, but Northwest merchants all have the
same complaint — not enough goods from the
factories to meet the demand.
Brunswick headquarters may well look festive, for the report is that November passed
by 50 per cent the month of October, which
had bettered the previous year with an increase
of 100 per cent.
The Brunswick offices have sent out samples
of their Christmas releases in holly paper
packages. Among the records are several
selections from Gilbert and Sullivan operas,
the old favorite hymns and carols by different
artists and some "kiddy" records. "Silent Night"
as played by Chris Chapman with organ and
chimes will be a popular number. A new
recording by the Minneapolis Symphony
Orchestra is "Roman Carnival" and it is declared the finest yet made by that organization.
Of the Northwest States in this territory
Montana has had a particularly fine month with
a big increase in all lines. Several new Brunswick accounts have been opened in November,
among them the Poplar Piano Co., of Grand
Forks, N. Dak.
Over 71 per cent of the Victor dealers, both
city and rural, have adopted with enthusiasm
the Victor Christmas Club plan. This involves
special offers, window displays, circulars, movie
trailers and canvassing. Dealers have taken
more straight Orthophonic Victors than were
sold in the previous three months. Records,

YOUR

COPY

OF

loo, are going splendidly, according to C. C.
Hicks, sales manager of the Beckwith Co.
R. C. Coleman, in charge of the radio division
of the George C. Beckwith Co., says that this
year is the first that radio can definitely be
said to have arrived at the status of Christmas
gift goods. Mr. Coleman believes that it is
because the electric receiver has been perfected
to such an extent that the public no longer
feels any fear of the mechanical hazards of the
radio receiving sets and accessories.
Radiotron and Sylvania tubes are oversold.
Crosley Showbox and Gem Box are ordered in
carload lots but fail to keep up with the demand, which is consistently expanding.

Newark

York, December, 1928

The Beckwith Co. opened many new rural
radio accounts in November it is reported.
Orders on Sparton and Lyric lines amount to
a landslide, is the complaint at the Lucker Sales
Co. Protests are not very vigorous, however,
as dealers crowd the offices signing up for the
next shipment. There is a strong demand for
combination instruments, and the Ensemble,
which is an automatic phonograph, playing any
size record with radio combination, is extremely
popular with the trade and public.
The new Newcombe-Hawley magnetic
speaker with condition equalizer has made a
decided hit with the trade, as has the Utah
dynamic speaker.
November was the biggest month of the
year at the Foster & Waldo store, and R. O.
Foster believes that December will show three
times the volume of November.
E. R. Dyer, of the Metropolitan Music Co.,
states that the books present figures showing
that radio sales are double those of last year.
There is a good demand for portables and records. The Stromberg-Carlson line is the radio
that the Metropolitan Co. features.
items carried being tables and cabinets designed for Kolster receivers; RCA Radiotrons
and Eveready batteries.

McPhilbin-Keator
Opens

World, New

Branch

McPhilbin-Keator, Inc., metropolitan Kolster
distributor, with offices at 68 Thirty-fourth
street, Brooklyn, and 17 West Sixtieth street,
New York City, opened a branch at 250 Central avenue, Newark, N. J., on December 1.
The new branch is carrying its own stock of
merchandise, servicing its own accounts and
making its own deliveries. A. G. Nordholm,
who for the past three years has been Eastern
district sales manager for Kolster, is manager
of the Newark headquarters.
McPhilbin-Keator, Inc., concentrates its
energies on the Kolster line, the only other

Federal
in

Ad

Drive

Mining

District

R. E. Tongue Bros., Inc., Federal Ortho-sonic
radio wholesaler in Philadelphia, has begun an
intensive advertising campaign for Federal
receivers in the Wyoming county, Pennsylvania, district, appealing particularly to miners
in that section who are recovering from the
depressing effect of the recent coal strike. A
radio broadcasting program sent each Tuesday
evening from station WBAX, at Wilkes-Barre,
designated as Ortho-sonic hour, plays a significant part in Tongue' Bros, plans for forceful
exploitation of Federal in that section of the
State of Pennsylvania.

UDELL

THE

Freed-Eisemann-Freshman
CATALOG

IS

NOW

READY

OF

real interest and importance to every
buyer is the new catalog just off the
press showing the many exclusive designs of
Radio Cabinets by THE UDELL WORKS of
Indianapolis, famous makers of fine cabinets
for fifty-five years.
The illustration at the left is a reduced
reproduction of the cover of the new UDELL
Catalog .... and the buyer will find the
catalog is not only a presentation of the
artistic and moderne in radio cabinets, BUT
the announcement of an important new
policy on the part of UDELL, as a maker of
DEPENDABLE radio cabinets .... Meaning-

Udell

Quality

Most

Moderate

Now

THE

UDELL

28th St., at Barnes Ave.
S^_?

WORKS
Indianapolis, Ind.

Dependable Cabinets
for 55 Years

Stock

Exchange

Plan

Stockholders of the Freed-Eisemann Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., have been notified by
the Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New York,
that they have the privilege of exchanging their
shares of stock in the ratio of three shares of
Freed-Eisemann for one share of Freshman.
It is said that fractional shares are not to be
issued, but will be adjusted on the basis of
$9 a share of Freshman stock. This action was
taken in accordance with the merger of the
Charles Freshman Co., Inc., and Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., which was ratified by
Freshman stockholders on October 31.
Stockholders desiring to exercise the right
of exchange must deposit their certificates on
or before February 20, 1929, with the Chatham
Phenix National Bank & Trust Co., New York,
according to the announcement.

at

Prices

Every Radio Cabinet Buyer in the country
really should have this new catalog because
the presentations therein will appreciably reduce selling efforts. As the edition is limited,
today?
may we suggest that you write your request

Makers of

Go.

Busy

With

Zenith

Meetings

Zenith dealer meetings throughout the East
have commanded the attention of Thomas H.
Endicott, general sales manager of the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, during the past few
weeks. Mr. Endicott's recent trip ended with
a visit to Buffalo and Erie. At Buffalo, he
was guest of honor at a dinner and sales meeting of Zenith dealers of western Pennsylvania,
sponsored by the Joseph Strauss Co.. Zenitli
distributor. Following the dinner at Buffalo.
Mr. Endicott made a flying trip to Erie where
he addressed the Erie dealers at a similar banquet as guest of the Epp Furniture Co., of that
city. These meetings were outstanding successes.
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and

Lesan

Consolidate

Consolidation of the John H. Dunham Co.,
and the H. E. Lesan Advertising Agency of
Illinois, two nationally known advertising and
merchandising organizations, was announced
late in November. The new corporation is to
be known as the Dunham-Lesan Co., and the
merger was effective as of December 1. The
seventeenth floor of the Tribune Building, Chicago, will house the offices of the firm. The
operating officers are John H. Dunham, president; G. E. Ingham, executive vice-president
and H. R. Van Gunten, vice-president. The

THE
HI

John H. Dunham Co., widely known in the
radio field, has served as advertising counsel
to the Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago, 111., maker of Balkite radio receivers for
several years.
Polymet

Increases

Capital

Stockholders of the Polymet Mfg. Co., New
York City, recently authorized an increase in
the company's no par capital stock from 30,000 to 60,000 shares. Of this increase, 15,000
shares are to be issued to stockholders to
whom rights will be issued to subscribe for
one share of the new stock for each two shares
held as of November 23 at $20 per share.
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PORTABLE
By
DYNAMIC
REPRODUCER

NEWCCMCEPAWLEy

For A. C. Sets
$65.00
For Battery

Sets

$55.00
Chassis only
S IO.OO

A

PORTABLE

DYNAMIC

REPRODUCER
AT

A

POPULAR

PRICE

THIS new Model 989 Portable Reproducer is so
attractively priced that every radio set owner
can now enjoy a dynamic speaker.
The

Model 989 is equipped with a full wave
Kodel rectifier and rectifier transformer,
which permits the unit to be operated
with, an) A. C. set. No storage battery or
other source of direct current is required.

cabinet of beautifully grained walnut harmonizes with the most refined appointments.

There is plenty of volume in reserve for those
who wish to use this speaker for dancing, and
the tone quality is unsurpassed.
Send

for latest literature

and

Demand

H. H. Donnelly, vice-president of the Heat
& Power Engineering Co., Toledo, O., distributor of Zenith radio receivers, was a recent visitor to the Zenith plant in Chicago. Mr. Donnelly expressed much enthusiasm over the increasing demand for Zenith sets in his territory, his main worry seeming to be the difficulty of securing enough Zenith merchandise
to fulfill the present demand and the record
holiday business he anticipates. All indications
point to a continuation of brisk business after
the holidays.

NEW

I I I

Jobber

discounts

today!

-HAWLEy
CMDE
NEWC
Division
of United Reproducers Corporation
203 First Avenue
Export Dept. 130 W. 4 2nd
ST. CHARLES, ILL.
NEW YORK CITY, X. Y.
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First Electrical Recordings Ever Made in St. Louis Recorded by Allister Wylie and
His Hotel Coronado Orchestra — Kornblum Bros, to Distribute Okeh Records
St. Louis, Mo., December 10. — The first electrical recordings ever made in St. Louis were
made on November 29 and 30 by the Brunswick
Co., when Allister Wylie and his Hotel Coronado dance orchestra recorded four numbers for the company. The recordings were
made at the local branch of the Brunswick Co.
and were witnessed by a group of local dealers.
The recordings constituted the highlight of
the past month's activity of the local branch of
the Brunswick Co., a period that was featured
by a marked upturn in business, and with the
holiday season now in full swing, officials anticipate that their volume for the year will show
an increase of between 70 and 80 per cent.
One of the contributing factors to the heavy
volume of the past month was the opening in
St. Louis of the "Singing Fool" another of Al
Jolson's talking movie triumphs. The local
branch of the Brunswick Co. sponsored a fourpage newspaper tie-up with the opening of the
picture, and in addition conducted a window

was present and told the guests of present
manufacturing conditions and sales possibilities.
Arthur H. Kaemmerer, who until a year ago
was actively identified with the Kaemmerer
Music Shops, has opened a radio retail establishment at 2000 South Thirty-ninth street here.
What is believed to be one of the largest
single orders ever given, has been sent to the
Atwater Kent Co. by the Brown-Hall Supply
Co. here, local distributor. The order was for
$1,170,000 and included 19,000 pieces of radio
apparatus, speakers and receivers. On the basis
of 500 sets to a car this, it was said, will
approximate 20 carloads of radios.
One of the outstanding teams in the Municipal Soccer League of this city is the Kolster
Radio aggregation. The team is composed of
well-known soccer stars, joined under the name
of Kolster by Gene Straus, St. Louis Kolster
distributor. The Kolster Club is favored to
boot its way to the championship.

campaign featuring the record "Sonny Boy."
Three new combinations were formally introduced to the trade by the company during the
past week. They included the new 2KRO, $250
combination; the 3KR8, $675 instrument, and
the 3NC-8, $700 combination.
The recordings by Wylie and his band coincided with the release by the local Columbia

Jesse

branch of Ed Lowry's new record "My Arms
Are Open." The record was a special St. Louis
number and contributed materially to the record
volume of business recorded by the Columbia
branch during the past month. The Columbia
Co. also introduced the new 980 combination
to the trade, and officials predict that with normal deliveries of this and other instruments,
their business for the year will be approximately 30 or 40 per cent ahead of last year.
W. C. Fuhri, vice-president of the Columbia
Co., spent several days in St. Louis in conference with the Kornblum Bros. Music Co. which
has just been appointed Okeh jobber in this
section. The company has taken over the distribution of Okeh records in the territory
formerly served by the Artophone Corp.
With combinations moving in fair volume
and record business showing a comfortable increase over the previous months of this year
and the same period last year, the KoerberBrenner Co., local Victor distributor, was well
on the road to another record year.
C. R. Wagener, sales manager of the
Koerber-Brenner Co., has just returned from
an extensive trip over virtually the entire territory served by the company, and reports that
conditions are good throughout the section.
The Artophone Co. of St. Louis recently released a new radio set that is meeting with
hearty approval, officials report. The company
also has released a new portable. Model 77,
listing at $30, which is equipped with an air
column tone chamber and tone modulator.
Several new members have recently been
added to the company's sales force. They include: W. H. Mattingly and H. M. Crowe, who
have been added to the Memphis force, and
will cover the States of Tennessee and Florida,
Alabama and Georgia respectively; R. D. Dobbins, who will work in the eastern Texas division, and H. L. Gruppe, who will cover Arizona and New Mexico, both working out of
the Dallas office; and H. Nauman, who will
cover the city of St. Louis.
More than 125 dealers of the Kolster sales
organization in St. Louis and surrounding territory, attended the monthly Kolster Club session held at the Coronado Hotel last month.
Ted Breck, sales manager of the Kolster Corp.,
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The Jesse French & Sons Piano Co., New
Castle, Ind., entered the radio manufacturing
field last month with the introduction of the
Jesse French radio receiver employing eight
tubes and operating from the electric light
socket. The first model marketed is known as
the Madrid Console, follows the Spanish style,
and is finished in hi-lited lacquer. This AC
receiver will be available in a short time in a
number of attractive cabinets designed and
built in the company's case department.
Washington
for

Sonora

Station

Than

Want
a

More

Salesman

Our expansion program definitely
includes the employment of a thorhigh-grade competent
salesman foroughly
an important
sales position.
The remuneration will run large
enough to interest the highest type
of specialty salesman.
This is a factory connection with a
large manufacturer, national in scope,
selling direct through distributors and
dealers. Our proposition is highgrade, dignified and requires the merchandising type of salesman. The
demand for our product is here but
does not require that we employ the
first man we can secure.
Our business has shown a tremendous national growth in the past
year, proving the sales ability of our
line. Applicants should be between
the ages of 30 and 45, and preferably
men who have had experience selling dealers in the music, radio, piano
or phonograph fields, with a clean
record, able to furnish surety bond
and get into the field immediately
after special factory training.
Make application by letter, giving
full information regarding yourself,
together with latest photograph. Also
full address with telephone number,
when prompt arrangement will be
made for interview. Box No. 1672,
care Talking Machine World, 420
Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

Eva

Turner
Is Exclusive Columbia Artist

World-Famous Operatic Star Has Sung
in European and American Music Centers— With Chicago Opera This Year
Eva Turner, internationally acclaimed prima
donna, and exclusive Columbia recording artist,
makes her bow this month to America's record
audience.
Born in Lancashire, England, Miss

Broadcasts

An interesting and varied program was heard
over the Columbia Broadcasting System during
the Sonora Phonograph Hour on December 6.
Among the artists heard during the hour were
the Sonora Symphony Orchestra, the Picadors,
Sonora Male Trio, Mayfair House Salon
Orchestra, Helen Croy and Allan Jones.
Station WMAL, Washington, D. C, recently
was added to the list of stations broadcasting
the Sonora program in place of the Columbus,
O., station which has been dropped until it is
cleared.
Final

Decision

in Tube

Suit

Radio tube manufacturers throughout the
country were gratified a few weeks ago at a
decision handed down by the United States
Supreme Court whereby this tribunal declined
to review an injunction issued by the Federal
District Court in Delaware restraining the Radio Corp. of America from enforcing a patent
license agreement with manufacturers of radio
receiving sets requiring them to purchase from
the Corporation all tubes used in sets manufactured under that agreement. The clause in
this agreement referring to the use of tubes
is known throughout the trade as "Clause 9."
This suit was brought by a number of wellknown tube manufacturers, including the DeForest Radio Co., Sonatron Tube Co., Televocal Corp. and others. The decision of the
lower United States Courts held that Clause
No. 9 was in violation of the Clayton Act, and
the United States Supreme Court upheld the
lower court in this contention.

Eva Turner
Turner evinced great interest in operatic work
at a very early age. Sent to the Royal Academy
of Music she quickly grasped the fundamentals,
and soon her great ability was recognized.
After completing her training in England,
which country witnessed her stage debut, as
a member of the Carl Rosa Opera Co., Miss
Turner went to Italy, where she gained an
enviable reputation as an operatic artist.
Among her outstanding successes are roles in
"Aida," "Fidelio," "Cavalleri. Rusticana" and
"Turandot." Miss Turner has scored tremendous successes in Germany, Vienna, Portugal
and South America. Her debut in the United
States was made with the Chicago Opera Co.
this year and she scored instant success.
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Cleveland

Area

Banks Pay $6,000,000 to Christmas Club Members— Employment Situation Better Than
It Has Been in Years — Schubert Centennial Aided Record Sales — Other News
Cleveland, O., December 10. — Every indication
points to 1928 being a banner year for radio
in this territory. The only complaint heard is
that deliveries on some models are too slow.
A number of concerns enlarged their departments. Cleveland banks announced that six
million dollars would be paid to members of
Christmas clubs. Employment conditions are
better than they have been for several years

The William Taylor Sons Co. opened a radio
annex in the store formerly occupied by the
Wolfe Music Co., on Prospect avenue and the
Taylor Arcade.
The Haas Electric Sales Co., 512-518 Huron
road, distributor of Kolster Radio, has doubled
its business this year. Its territory comprises
twenty-two counties and 175 dealers.
W. Burton Pettibone, who was works manager of the Willard Storage Battery Co. for
the past twenty years, passed away recently
while on a trip South.
The formal opening of the Newman Stern
Co.'s "Radio Hall" drew large crowds of peo-

past. Schubert's Centennial helped record business and sheet music. A number of sales are
reported in combination instruments. Both
Cleveland and suburban schools purchased quite
a few band instruments
during the month.

J. P.
World's

Leading
1510

Seeburg
Manufacturers

DAYTON

Piano

of Automatic

Co.

Musical

ST., Dept. D, CHICAGO,

Instruments
ILL.
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ple, and many beautiful floral pieces were sent
by friends in the trade. The opening marked
the twentieth year in the radio business of the
company which has made steady progress.
Charles Corbett, manager of the radio department of the Starr Piano Co., has resigned
and has been succeeded by Hyman Stein. The
company is building up an outdoor sales force
and securing considerable business in this manner. It has added RCA and Majestic lines.
The Cleveland Distributing Co., Atwater Kent
distributor, made a big hit with a special radio
section in the Cleveland Sunday Plain Dealer.
It was done in color, the first time that such
a thing has been done in Cleveland, and attracted a great deal of attention. The company has inaugurated a series of concerts over
station WHK four afternoons a week from

2 to 4 o'clock for the purpose of aiding their
dealers giving demonstrations.
Lyon & Healy put on a special demonstration week of accordions and piano accordions
during the month. Joe Baldi, well-known
player and teacher, gave a series of recitals
each day and many people were attracted to
the store. The company had several special
window displays during the month that attracted much attention. One was a Columbia
window, showing the process used in making
Columbia records and a display of Columbia
machines. The other was an attractive display
of small goods.
The first announcement to the public of
northern Ohio of the new Sonora Melodon was
made through a special section in the Sunday
Plain Dealer, sponsored by the distributors,
H. C. Schultz, Inc., and which many Cleveland dealers tied up with. The new Sonora
dealers' organization is already a strong one,
and includes many of the most prominent music
dealers in the city, such as Lyon & Healy,
Euclid Music Co., Goodman Music Co., Maresh
Piano Co. and Sterling & Welch. E. N. Quarters, manager of the Cleveland branch of H. C.
Schultz, Inc., is enthusiastic over the new line
and business generally. The company also distributes the Carryola line of portable phonographs, which is very popular.
Cleveland has a new industry in radio with
the opening of a branch plant of the Rola
Mfg. Co., at 2570 Superior avenue, and which
has a floor space of five thousand feet.
Ray Bechtol, of the Cleveland Distributing
Co., Cleveland and Toledo, arrived in Philadelphia recently accompanied by his entire
sales force for the express purpose of having
the "boys" see at first hand the magnitude of
the Atwater Kent properties. Especially interesting was the progress being made on the new
A. K. plant, which when completed will make
it possible to produce 2,000,000 sets per year.
A four-day radio exposition at the Hotel
Winton during the latter part of October was
sponsored by H. Lesser & Co., music and radio
dealers operating four stores in this city, and it
resulted in greatly stimulating the volume of
sales for that organization. On the day preceding the opening of the exposition a special
twelve-page section devoted exclusively to Lesser news and advertisements was issued by the
Cleveland News. The lines handled by the
Lesser stores include Victor talking machines
and combinations,. Majestic, All-American Mohawk, Lyric, Freshman, Philco, Crosley, Steinite, Sparton, Edison, Federal, President, Kolster, RCA and Atwater Kent radio products.
In addition to the wide variety of lines exhibited the RCA Telephoto apparatus and the
Kolster compass attracted much attention. Entertainment was furnished during the afternoon
and evening of each day by favorite radio
artists.
R. E. Clady, general sales manager, states
that holding the show at the hotel made it possible to exhibit the receivers in a home atmosphere and attracted the better class buyers, with
the result that sales at the show and for some
time after it showed a higher average percent
figure than preceding the event.
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Roland
Joins

W.

Foster

Brunswick

Co.

To Act as Song and Talent Scout With
Headquarters at New York Brunswick
Laboratories — Widely Experienced
Roland W. Foster has been appointed as
Brunswick song and talent scout with head-

several companies which supply raw material
for the Ail-American Mohawk plant.
"Our problem at this time is securing material fast enough to fill the orders for Lyric
sets, which are literally pouring in daily,"
Mr. Frankel declared before starting East
"We had, of course, anticipated a large business this year, but we have been overwhelmed
by the success of the new Lyric receiver as
indicated by our present inability to keep up
with the great demand. We are at present
completing plans to increase our production
facilities to a great extent, and a definite announcement of the changes and additional facilities will be made about the first of the year."

Zenith

Export

Ship-

World, New

Magnavox
for
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Plaque
Distributors

Cast in Aluminum With Barye Lion in
Relief — Is Fifteen by Twenty-two
Inches — Also Available for Dealers
The Magnavox Co., of Oakland, Cal., manufacturer of Magnavox speakers and tubes, recently prepared and issued to its distributors
an aluminum plaque, with a Barye Hon in relief, cast in aluminum. The Barye lion is
adopted from the Magnavox trade-mark of
many years. The plaque is fifteen inches by
twenty-two inches in size.
Distributors have been requested to place the
plaque in the display room in order to inform

ments Curtailed
To fulfill its tremendous volume of domestic
orders, the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, recently stopped all export shipments of Zenith
ladio receivers and will continue to withhold
all foreign orders until after the first of the
year. Over a quarter of a million dollars' worth
of merchandise for foreign distributors has
been canceled since the middle of November
in preference to domestic orders. In order to
cope with the present demand for sets, the
Zenith plant has been working on a twentyfour-hour shift production schedule for the past
six weeks with anticipations pointing to topnotch production until Spring.
Roland W. Foster
quarters at the New York laboratories of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. Prior to this
connection Mr. Foster was identified with the
Mayer Davis Organization, but his experiences
as a versatile musician cover a number of years,
during which time he played with Harry Richman, Arnold Johnson, Vincent Lopez and was
the feature of the original "Kentucky Serenaders" of Atlantic City. Foster was also on the
Keith Circuit in an act.

Increasing
for

Demand

Lyric

Seedman-Balkite
Dealers'

Special

Meeting

The initial meeting of the Seedman Balkite
Dealers' Association was held on November
23, at the Cafe Boulevard, New York City,
and was attended by Balkite dealers from New
York City, Brooklyn, Westchester and Long
Island. The gathering was sponsored by the
G. J. Seedman Co., and prior to the sales meeting a luncheon was served. George Seedman
presided and explained the purpose of the Association and the benefits to be derived.

Receivers
In New

Magnavox Plaque
the radio world of the connection between the
distributor and the Magnavox Co. The same
plaques are available for Magnavox dealers and
can be ordered through the distributors at a
net price of $5.
A.

K. Section

Pittsburgh, Pa., December 5. — The Esenbe Co.,
local distributor of Atwater Kent radio products, recently sponsored a special eight-page
section in the Pittsburgh Sunday Press. The
section was given over to the various models
of Atwater Kent receivers and speakers, and
the dealers who handle them. Short biographies of the officers of the Ensenbe Co. with
photographs occupied part of the display, together with pictures showing Atwater Kent
sets being used by prominent local personages.

Post
Incorporation

Gustave Frankel, vice-president and general
manager of the All-American Mohawk Corp.,
manufacturer of Lyric radio receivers, left Chicago recently on a hurried trip to New York
City, where he conferred with the officials of

M. O. Mattlin, formerly in business in Cleveland and Akron, has returned to Cleveland,
and is now connected with the United Music
Co., on Kinsman road and East 149th street.

Morris & Beyer, Brooklyn, N. Y., were recently incorporated to deal in radio equipment,
talking machines, etc.

j^fidio Consoles
Meet the most exacting demands for beauty and quality in
a pleasing variety of models. Cabinet work of character
. . . walnut throughout . . . matched butt walnut veneer
doors . . . rich piano finish.
Combination

Phono

- Radio

New
"EXCELLO"
Console
The very attractive model illustrated, No. R 44, has sliding
drawer which accommodates any radio set up to twenty-four
inches long. Equipped with phonograph turntable. Electric
Phonograph motor, switch and adapter, volume control, electric
pick-up with tone-arm and automatic shut-off attachment. Also
Cone or Dynamic Speaker.
Model R44
Closed
EXCELLO

Nationally Advertised — Sell the Excello — Nationally Preferred

PRODUCTS

Model R44

Write for Catalog of Complete Line
CORP.

4824 W. 16th St., Cicero, 111.
(Suburb of Chicago)

Open
Dealers and Distributors ask for
particulars of Franchise Proposition
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is the biggest Harmonica month
DECEMBER
of all the year — and this December, for
dealers who have watched the growth of
Harmonica sales, should be the biggest December
they've ever experienced.
Practically every family in the nation will find the
Christmas advertising of Hohner Harmonicas in
their favorite periodical.
To millions of boys and girls, men and women, the
outstanding gift values of the Harmonica will
make a powerful appeal.
There is no question as to whether Harmonicas
will sell big at Christmas. Everybody knows that,
from years of experience.
The question is— Who
the profits?

will make

the sales and get

And the answer is— The merchant who lets the
public know, by proper display, that his is the
store where a real variety of genuine Hohners can
be secured.

Here's

for Your

Customers

HOHNER,

Inc.,

You

Need

You need, first, a plentiful stock of the numbers
which we are illustrating in our Christmas advertising. These are:
TO RETAIL AT
Hohner "Marine Band." No. 1896
S .50
Hohner "Up-to-DaLe" Tremolo, No. 47%
2.25
Hohner "Chromonica," No. 260
2.75
Hohner "Tuckaway," No. 777
75
Hohner "Auto Valve," No. 105
1.00
Hohner "Trumpet Call," No. 220
2.75

Twenty-four page, fully illustrated booklets containing full
instructions for playing the
Harmonica will be supplied to
you free for distribution to your
trade. These books give added
satisfaction to the purchaser
and make them come back later
for another, and more expensive,
Harmonica. Ask your jobber
for a quantity, or (if his supply is exhausted) write us
direct.

M.

What

And remember, it's at Christmas time that the
higher priced instruments are eagerly bought by
grown-up
as gifts to their children and young
friends.
Second, you want to ask your jobber about the
special window and counter displays which will
"spotlight" your Harmonica stock. You get them
practically for nothing with popular Harmonica
assortments.
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Music-Radio

Trade

Expects

Big

in

Buffalo

Holiday

World, New

Our

Federal Radio Corp.'s two Buffalo plants
have been working at capacity in an effort to
catch up with orders, and while this has not
been entirely accomplished Federal dealers will
have ample holiday stocks. Federal has added
several jobbers to its family recently, giving it
increased representation in several territories.
These include the W. W. Conde Hardware Co.,
of Watertown, N. Y. ; Dyke Motor Supply Co.,
Pittsburgh, and the Rock Island Hardware Co.,
Rock Island, N. Y. A large number of new
Federal retailers also have been enrolled in
time to participate in the holiday trade.
Victor business for the Christmas season is
very promising, according to the local wholesalers, the Buffalo Talking Machine Co. and
C. N. Andrews. All retailers look for brisk
trade and a very substantial sales volume.
Mr. Andrews reports the dealers greatly
pleased with advance showings of Radiola 41.
An extensive co-operative advertising campaign
is planned in this district as soon as this model
is delivered in quantity.
Howard J. Eynon has purchased the controlling interest in the stock of the Pure Carbon Co., of Wellsville, N. Y., manufacturer of
radio batteries.
Joe Malott, manager of the Southern territory
of the Amrad Corp., is on temporary duty with
the H. D. Taylor Co., Buffalo distributor of this
line. He will remain here for several weeks
aiding in the formulation of plans to obtain
wide distribution of Amrad products in this
territory and meeting the dealers who are handling the line.
G. A. Ellis, proprietor of a large radio busi-

Fitzgerald

Edison

Music

ness in Bridgeburg, Buffalo's principal Canadian suburb, has purchased a building at Central avenue and Dufferin street in that place
and will remodel it for opening as a radio store.
Thomas H. Endicott, general sales manager
of the Zenith Radio Corp., was a recent visitor
at the Joseph Strauss Co., Buffalo district distributor. He later spoke at a largely attended
meeting of Zenith dealers in western New York
and northern Pennsylvania, in Erie, Pa., being
accompanied to the Pennsylvania city by E. T.
Ball, sales manager of the Strauss Co.
The Medo Electric Corp. has just opened a
fine branch store at 1234 Jefferson avenue. It
features Columbia phonographs and radio combinations as well as a general radio line, including several popular makes. The company's
main store is at 18 East Chippewa street, in
the downtown section.
Burchard Radio Sales Co. has opened a
new radio store at 307 West Third street,
Jamestown, featuring the Sparton line.
The remodeled store of the Buffalo Radiophone Co., at 260 Main street, is attracting
much attention. The interior has been refurnished to resemble a broadcasting studio with
heavy drapes, fine Oriental rugs and other appropriate furnishings. Atwater Kent, Kolster,
Majestic and Peerless sets have prominent
place on its shelves and in its displays.
Columbia record sales have been very large
during the past month. Columbia's Schubert
week was well advertised here and brought
heavy sales of the records of this great composer, while the personal appearance for two
weeks at the Arcadia ballroom of Charlie Boulanger and His Georgia Melodians, of Columbia and Edison record fame, also helped dealers
handling these lines. Columbia franchise holders also report a fine pre-holiday business.

Co.

Adds

the

Phonograph-Radio

Line

New Piatt Music Co.'s Stock Issue Oversubscribed in Few Hours — Record Managers
Favor Radio Commission Action Regarding Broadcasting of Records — Other News
Los Angeles, Cal., December 3. — The amended
ruling of the Radio Commission in regard to
the broadcasting of phonograph records, and,
at the same time, the announcement that in
future many of these records will be manufactured specially for broadcasting with regular
broadcast opening announcements, instead of
ordinary phonograph records, has been received
with anticipatory favor here. There has been
a feeling among record department managers
for some time that the broadcasting of ordinary, newly released records has been harmful
to their sale. "As soon as a new hit is issued
by one, two or more of the phonograph companies," said Miss Johnson, manager of the
record departments of Piatt Music Co.'s eight
stores, "the radio broadcast stations play it, and
continue to play it at such frequent intervals,
that the average record buyer — -who is often a
radio listener-in as well — is utterly tired of it
before he has had a chance to purchase it at
the music store."
Ed. L. Hayes, manager of the phonograph
departments of the Fitzgerald Music Co., announced that the Edison line of phonographs
and radios has been installed. The Splitdorf
radio will, of course, be discontinued, due to
the fact that manufacture has been taken over
by Thos. A. Edison, Inc.

Otto May, president of the California Victor
Distributing Co., arrived in Los Angeles early
in the last week of November, spending
Thanksgiving Day here. He reports splendid
business at both headquarters and anticipated
the greatest sales in history for the month of
December, he said.
O. K. Smith, well-known phonograph and
radio man, has been appointed manager of the
radio department of the Broadway store of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
With assets of over four and a quarter-million
dollars, including lease contracts of $1,800,000,
and with liabilities of about half a million dollars appearing in the auditors' statement, the
Piatt Music Co. has offered, through the 'wellknown brokerage house of Alvin H. Frank &
Co., additional stock of $1,000,000, which was
oversubscribed in a few hours. The stock,
when issued, will appear on the exchange, it
is said, at $27.50 per share.
Following the fashion set by the Radio
Trades Association of Southern California,
which holds its regular meeting at the Breakfast Club once each month, the DownTown Radio Dealers' Division met at the City
Club, November 18. George H. Nicholson,
manager of the phonograph and radio departments of the Birkel Music Co., presided and

Rapidly

Growing

Dealer Organization
Makes Necessary

Business

Increasing Our
Sales Force

Federal Radio Corp.'s Two Plants Working at Full Capacity — New Federal Jobbers
Named — Plan Co-operative Campaign on RCA Products — New Stores Opened
Buffalo, N. Y., December 8. — With bright
prospects for a record holiday business the
talking machine and radio trades have enjoyed
a very fine Autumn.
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Ever since the first CAPE HART
AUTOMATIC
ORCHESTROPE
was shipped last March, our production has had to be continually increased to keep pace with our rapidly
growing DEALER organization.
The CAPEHART one-plan, oneprice policy of merchandising exclusively through DEALERS has resulted in the growth of a large
DEALER organization stretching
from coast to coast.
The demand for the CAPEHART
AUTOMATIC
ORCHESTROPE
is growing, owing to its many exclusive features, chief among which
are its marvelous tone qualities and
its continuous playing automatic record changing mechanism, which plays
28 records — 56 selections — continuously, on both sides, changing and
turning the records automatically —
and WITHOUT ATTENTION.
We will consider applications to join
the CAPEHART sales organization
from men who have had experience
in the piano or phonograph fields
selling dealers and who want to be
associated with a successful company
— and who can also appreciate earning money far in excess of the ordinary salesman.
Write fully concerning yourself
and your selling experience, enclosing
photograph.
All replies will be confidential.
J. E. BROYLES
General Sales Manager
CAPEHART AUTOMATIC
PHONOGRAPH CORP.
Huntington, Indiana, U. S. A.

a number of interesting subjects were discussed. The matter of fair and reasonable
trade-in allowances was also debated, and the
more general use of the Radio Trade-in Book,
as issued by the publishers of that name, was
urged by the Association.
Kierulff & Ravenscroft, Crosley distributors
in California, in wiring H. Curtiss Abbott, general sales manager, for more Gembox and
Showbox receivers, state that Pacific Coast
sales have been stimulated by the reports of
excellent reception of the new 50,000-watt transmitter of WLW, the Crosley station in Cincinnati, which is featuring fine programs.
Miss

Elsa Meiskey Scores
in Town Hall Recital

Miss Elsa Meiskey, soprano and recording
artist, made her debut in a recital on December 3 at the Town Hall, New York, where she
>ang in Italian, German, French and English.
Miss Meiskey's recital received favorable comment from metropolitan music critics, and an
audience of good, size was cordially disposed.
The following extracts from the New York
Times are typical of the way in which the music
critics reviewed Miss Meiskey's concert:
"What showed forth and promised pleasantly
for the future was the inherent loveliness of the
voice and certain phrases that were sculptured
with a fine feeling for line and a true emotional
expression. Miss Meiskey has vocal capacity
and talent. She is a pupil of Mme. Sembrich.
and it is evident that this singer has material
with which to build and the benefit of distinguished guidance in her studies."
Thomas H. Endicott, general sales manager
of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, recently
addressed a sales meeting of the Indiana Zenith dealers at the Severn Hotel, Indianapolis.
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the names of the country's broadcasting stations
from mere call letters to beautiful names," Mr.
Frankel declared. "Such a change would necessarily entail a good deal of trouble and expense
and might not be as practical as the present
system. But in our own case, although it is
taking a substantial advertising appropriation

Name

to "Lyric"
Change
Gustave Frankel, Vice-President and General Manager of AU-American Mohawk
Corp. Comments on Line's Name

to make the change in name from 'Mohawk'
to 'Lyric' known, we feel that in the long run
it will add to the dignity and significance of

The All-American Mohawk Corp., Chicago,
in keeping with taste for beautiful names, calls
its new receiver the "Lyric." The radio set
produced by this pioneer company was formerly
known as the "Mohawk."
Commenting on the change in name, Gustave
Frankel, vice-president and general manager of
the All-American Mohawk Corp., pointed out
that the new "Lyric" was selected because it
exemplifies much of the musical entertainment
which is the delight of so many fans. "Changing the name of our receiver does not necessarily imply that we are in favor of changing

Lyric receivers manufactured by the Allthe set."
American
Mohawk Corp. include twelve
models, both for battery and electric operation,
and in 6- and 8-tube models. Besides the table
and console models, the company makes a combination radio-phonograph in two models.
The Whitehall Radio Corp., New York City,
has been incorporated to deal in radio and musical instruments with a capital of 100 shares
of common stock.

SAFER

Edison

in

to Be

New

Under

One

With the leasing of the entire sixteenth floor
of the building at 261 Fifth avenue, New York,
comprising floor space of approximately 16,000
square feet, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., took the
first step last month towards consolidating its
various activities in New York under one roof.
The new quarters will house the radio phonograph division, including the recording studios
now located at 79 Fifth avenue, the export
division at present at 26 West Broadway, and
the Ediphone division at present at 412 Broadway, and the Edison Portland Cement Co.
The several divisions will move soon.
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Radio

Finals

16

Ten Finalists From All Sections of United
States Will Be Heard Over Wide Network of Broadcasting Stations
The finals of the Second National Radio Audition, sponsored by the Atwater Kent Foundation, will take place during the regular
Atwater Kent Hour on Sunday, December 16,
and the voices of the contestants will be heard
from coast to coast over a network of stations
of the National Broadcasting Co. The finalists,
each the winner of local, State and district
singing competitions, and chosen from approximately 60,000 amateur vocalists, are South,
Carmen Rosell, New Orleans, soprano, and
Ernest Paul Ferrata, New Orleans, baritone;
Far West, Dove Irene Kilgore, Oakland, Cal.,
coloratura soprano, and Donald Novis, tenor,
Pasadena, Cal.; mid-West, Gladys Morrison
Ball, Kansas City, Mo., coloratura soprano,
and Wilfred A. Engelman, Detroit, Mich., baritone; Northeast, Hazel C. Arth, Washington,
D. C, contralto, and Kenneth D. Hines, Buffalo, N. Y., tenor; Southwest, Anna Mae
Chandler, Fayetteville, Ark., coloratura soprano,
and Patrick Henry Wilson, Jr., Galveston, Tex.,
baritone.
The contestants in the finals will be judged
by a board of renowned musical authorities
consisting of Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink,
Mme. Louise Homer, Mrs. Otto Kahn, Mrs.
Edgar Stillman Kelley and Edward W. Bok.
The girl and boy adjudged best will each
receive $5,000 cash, a gold decoration and a
two-year scholarship at a leading American
conservatory. Those placed second will receive
$2,000 and a one-year scholarship; third, $1,000
and a year's scholarship each; fourth, $500
each, and fifth, $2-50 each.
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Attractive

World, New

Display
Zenith

Sets

Haverty Furniture Co., of Dallas, Tex.,
Stresses Automatic Tuning and Distance
Getting Ability of Zenith Sets
The value of an effective window trim from
a merchandising standpoint is readily seen in

Haverty Furniture Co.'s Zenith
this attractive display used by the Haverty
Furniture Co., Dallas, Tex., for the exclusive
showing of Zenith radio receivers. Six different models were displayed with a center
display of automatic tuning featured prominently by the use of miniature broadcasting
towers designating various stations from coast
to coast, connected to the automatic tuning device by means of ribbon streamers. The idea
pointed out that coast to coast stations were

Talking

Machine

Distributors

A long established, well known radio manufacturer is interested in
securing a few additional distributors in the music-radio field. This
organization has had well established distribution in other channels for
a number of years but will add a limited number of talking machine
distributors who are well familiar with the particular needs of the musicradio dealer. Address Box 1671, care of The Talking Machine World,
420 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

immediately available at the touch of the buttons once they were set automatically on the
tuning device. The Haverty Furniture Co. is
a newly appointed Zenith dealer, with a branch
store in Houston, served by the C. C. White
Co., Dallas, the Zenith distributor for the large
southern Texas territory.
Trade
Kansas

News
City

From

the

Territory

Federal Radio Inspection Office Is Opened
in Kansas City — Nederman Adds Radio
Department — Other News of Trade
Kansas City, Mo., December 10. — The Nederman Music Co. has recently put in a line of
radios. It has been carrying the Victor combinations only, but to meet the public demand
found it necessary to add the separate receivers.
The record trade has been exceedingly good
here, scoring a big increase over the sales of
the same period last year. The most outstanding demand has been for the records popularized through the movies.
The C. J. Brown Radio & Electric Service,
formerly located at Twentieth and Baltimore,
has opened a spacious display room at 3605
Broadway. It is handling Kolster, Majestic,
Atwater Kent and Sparton radios, and showing
a variety of table model speakers.
Four record demonstrating devices have been
recently installed in the record department of
the Mace-Ryer Co., which reports a very good
business in the Columbia and Brunswick records, with all indications for a good holiday
season and a busy new year.
Silcott & Weller have opened a store at 3825
Main street as Missouri and Kansas distributors
for the Sterling Radio
Co. of Chicago.
Kansas City has now a
Federal radio inspection
office which has been
opened in the Federal
Building with William J.
McDonell, U. S. assistant
radio inspector, in charge.
This office functions under the direct supervision
of the district headquarters at Chicago, which is
directed by H. D. Hayes,
U S. supervisor of radio.
The entire district which
functions under the Chicago office includes twelve
and one-half States, and
the Kansas City office will
be in direct charge of
about one-third of this
Window
district and will include
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, southern Iowa,
southern Illinois, southern Indiana and Kentucky. The work of the office includes examination of radio operator applicants and the
issuing of licenses, also the inspection of all
classes of radio stations. There are approximately seventy-five major broadcasting stations and one thousand amateur stations under
Mr. McDonell's direct supervision. A radio
test car which will be the equivalent of a port-

able radio laboratory will be assigned to this
office early in the new year. At that time an
additional inspector will be assigned to this
office to assist Mr. McDonell.
Another sub-division office, under the supervision of the Chicago headquarters, has been
authorized for Denver, Col., and will be opened
some time after July 1, 1929.
The Retail Merchants' Association, of which
J. W. Jenkins, of the Jenkins Music Co., is
president, is responsible for the Yuletide decorations in the Kansas City shopping district.
Ten thousand dollars have been spent, and
Christmas greens arch the streets, sheathe the
light and trolley poles and furnish heavy garlands of festoons throughout the downtown
streets. Colorado spruce is used for the decoration this year and a holiday atmosphere has
been accomplished.
Trade

Activities
Detroit

in

Territory

Detroit, Mich., December 8. — Jay Grinnell, sales
manager for Grinnell Bros., reports that the
talking machine and radio business is the best
in the history of the company, and this takes
in all of the forty stores throughout Michigan,
Ohio and Canada. Grinnell Bros, feature in
their retail stores the Victor line, the FreedEisemann and Kellogg, and are distributors for
the Victor. The company will hold its annual
convention of branch managers the second
week in January in Detroit.
The radio department installed by the J. L.
Hudson Co., on the second floor of the main
building, is doing a phenomenal business.
The Detroit Electric Co., distributor for the
Majestic line, continues to be oversold and
finds it impossible to get enough machines from
the factory to meet demands of dealers.
Thomas Devine, Detroit branch manager of
Columbia Phonograph Co. reports that the $285
new Columbia radio receiving set is passing all
sales expectations. "Far beyond what we anticipated," he said. "What is worrying us is
not sales, but getting enough of them to supply
our customers. We are doing everything possible to fill orders as fast as we get them. The
$285 model is proving the most popular, although we also are having a big call for the
$350 model." Record business is exceptionally
good and sales on Columbia-Kolster combination outfits are going to break all previous sales
lecords this month."
Revise Radiola

60 Price

The list price of RCA Radiola 60, table
model super-heterodyne has been reduced to
$147, less Radiotrons, it has been announced by
the Radio Corp. of America, New York. The
list price heretofore was $175, less Radiotrons
It was said that the popularity of this model,
resulting in greatly increased production and
consequent savings in manufacturing costs,
made the reduction possible.
The H. G. Zimmerman Co. recently opened a
music-radio store at 1416 Fifth avenue, Moline,
111. This is one of the finest local stores.
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3,317

Columbia

With

Dealers

Schubert

Week

Tied

Up

Observance

Retailers Co-operated With Local Committees, Furnished Viva-tonal Phonographs and
Masterworks Albums to Meetings and Distributed Literature About Composer
The Schubert Centennial, observed during
the week of November 18 to 25, was a tremendous success, viewed from every angle, and a
large percentage of the credit is due to the unceasing efforts of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., which sponsored the centennial, conducted

the public conscious of the music of Schubert,
and the slogan "Back to Melody" was lived up
to during the seven-day period.
The phonograph trade played its part in cooperating with the event, as is evidenced by
some interesting figures recently issued by the
Columbia Phonograph
Co. The report states
that 3,317 Columbia dealers took active part in
the observance of the
celebration. These dealers tied up with local
Schubert committees in
arranging suitable programs, furnished Columbia Viva-tonal instruments and Schubert
Masterworks albums to
halls and meeting places
where exercises were being held, used the special Schubert window
display and distributed
over 250,000 pieces of
literature regarding the
life and works of Schubert. The accompanying

Schubert Window

photograph, showing the
window
display which
occupies the front window of the Carnegie
Hall Music Shop, which is located next door
to Carnegie Hall, New York City, is typical
of the attractive manner in which Columbia
dealers presented the recorded music of Schubert to the public. The co-operation of the
dealer group is said by Columbia officials to
have played a large part in making the observance the success which it was.
It cannot be doubted but that the tremendous sale of Columbia Masterworks albums of

at Carnegie Hall Music Shop

a. contest for a composition in the spirit of
Schubert and organized committees throughout
the entire United States in order that the greatness of Schubert and his compositions might
be made known to the millions of the country's
population. In the October issue of The Talking Machine World details of the wide scope
of the centennial observance were given. Summing up after the conclusion of the week's
observance, suffice it to say that Schubert Sunday, solemnized in 59,000 churches, Schubert
Day in the Schools, Schubert Civic Day and the
numerous other musical events which tied up
with the anniversary of the death of the great
composer were eminently successful in making

Schubert's compositions brought some return
to the company for the large sums which it
expended in preparing and carrying out the
Centennial observance.
The manner in which
A

Case

Radio

for Every
from
ELECTRIC
An

Outstanding

Opportunity

Consider these facts —
1 . Case ranks with the five largest manufacturers
in production this year, proving the quality and
popularity of the set.
2 . Fully licensed by Neutrodyne, Hazeltine,
Miessner — combined with our own patents —
producing a set that outperforms any on the
market.
3 . Case sets are built and engineered within our
own plant, assuring uniform high quality at an
unusually low price.
4. Beautiful, Well Built Cabinets.
5 . A price range from $98 to $500 (with phonograph attachment) and each model an outstanding value.
WRITE NOW— for details of the liberal Case franchise and
outline of our helpful sales plan for Case Jobbers and Dealers.
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it was planned and executed brought forth
naught but the highest praise. The following
extract from an address of Otto H. Kahn,
chairman of the International Advisory Body,
at a reception at his home, is typical of the
comments by leading musicians and educators:
"It is but plain justice to state that I know
of no instance in which a service of that nature
has been performed with larger generosity,
broader scope, greater dignity and higher
efficiency than the far-sighted conception and
the splendid organization and carrying out of
the Schubert centennial commemoration by the
Columbia Phonograph Co."
Lyric

Receivers

Popular

on

West

Are
Coast

Pacific Coast Distributors Visit Chicago
to Speed Shipments — Name Change Has
Won Complete Acceptance
William H. Kaemper, San Francisco and
northern California manager of Listenwalter &
Gough, Inc., distributors, was recently in Chicago, where he visited the Ail-American Mohawk Corp. general offices and plant. Mr.
Kaemper came to Chicago in an effort to speed
up shipments of Lyric radio receivers, manufactured by the Ail-American Mohawk Corp.,
for which Listenwalter & Gough are the California distributors.
Charles Walter, manager of the Los Angeles
and southern California branch of Listenwalter
& Gough, was also a Chicago visitor this Summer, and he spent considerable time with officials of the All-American Mohawk Corp.
Otto N. Frankfort, vice-president in charge
of sales of the All-American Mohawk Corp., is
in California at this writing, conferring with
officials both in Los Angeles and San Francisco. According to Mr. Frankfort, the new
name of the All-American Mohawk Corp.'s receiver has met with remarkable acceptance
throughout the West. "Here in California," Mr.
Frankfort writes, "it is really amazing how
well-known the 'Lyric' is. The old 'Mohawk' is
still spoken of, but advertising, publicity, and
sales promotion, backed by good distribution,
have succeeded in putting the 'Lyric' in the
front rank."
Radios

Survive

Fire

Test

Recently passersby in the streets of Des
Moines, la., noticed smoke issuing from the
basement windows of the Herring Block in the
downtown business section of that city. By
the time the first engines had reached the scene,
fire was raging throughout a large portion of
the lower floors of the building. Among the
business stocks destroyed by the conflagration
was that of the Eagle Auto Supply Co., Majestic dealers. When the sets were finally
resurrected, they were almost hopelessly battered. Out of curiousity, J. A. Gottstein, president of the Eagle Auto Supply, connected up
the sets one after another and found that in
spite of fire, water, smoke and the long fall
from the balcony to the basement, all of the
sets were in perfect mechanical condition.

- i
Record

THE GLORITONE
Radio's ment.
supreme
The finermusical
CASE instruNinetube Neutrodyne (including rectifier) in combination with electric phonograph. Dynamic
speaker.uriousLoop
operated.
Lux-*
cabinet, gold
<tCr\f\
5
fitted. Less tubes.. S>Jw

CeCo

Production

CeCo Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., reports that
its production of radio tubes in October was 101
per cent greater than in September, or the
equivalent of $1.07 per share of outstanding
stock, and it is expected that November will be
the best month in the history of the CeCo Mfg.
Co., Inc., both as to earnings and production,
according to Ernest Kauer, president of the
company. In order to take care of this increased
business, and with a conservative anticipation
of future growth, this company is planning to
erect a new plant having a floor space of 50,000
square feet on each floor.
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speaker. Rola Model M is the same unit as installed in the Rola Models Fifteen and
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Real

Television

Needs

a "Spreading"
System
Fifth of Series of Articles Sponsored by
RMA Says That No Man Can Predict
When Method Will Be Found
The fifth of the series of six articles on the
status of Television experiments, sponsored by
the Radio Manufacturers' Association, deals
with the fundamental principle of the art, the
succession of lights which when thrown upon
the screen of the television receiver forms the
picture. In speaking of the necessity of being
able to "spread out" the succession of impulses
over a surface to create a form the article says:
"The problem of television lies wholly in this
spreading out of our signal. It is possible to
send a succession of signals fast enough if we
may choose the wave length on which to
transmit and have no legal limitations on the

IDEAL

speed of transmitting. It is not now possible to
spread out this succession of signals over a
large surface fast enough for the eye to see
the individual dots or fluctuations and recognize a complete image. It can be done on a
tiny scale with our scanning disks. Even then
it is hard for the receiver disk to be held in
exact synchronism with the transmitter disk
except by the most skillful operator. We must
find some automatic way to hold the two disks
together, and then on this tiny scale the present
type of experimental television will be commercially feasible in a modest way.
"Real television by which we hope to see
fights and ball games awaits a new 'spreading
out' method. The transmission is possible. We
have the transmitter and the photoelectric microphone. We can probably build a receiver,
and we have the silent, flickering lamp to make
the signal visible. The thing that must be
found is some way to present each portion of
the view in rapid sequence before the mike
and to take this sequence of impulses on the

York, December, 1928

receiving end and coil them up to form an
image. When that can be done television will
have arrived. Someone may conceive of the
method to-morrow, or it may not be discovered during the present century. No man can
predict when inspiration may visit him."

Majestic

Window

Dis-

play Service Started

North Ward Radio Co., New Jersey Jobber, to Supply Displays Each Month to
Dealers at Nominal Cost
As a feature of its service to its dealers,
Herbert Fink, president of the North Ward
Radio Co., of Newark, N. J., Majestic distributor for northern New Jersey, has announced

TABLE
FOR

DYNAMIC

SPEAKER
North Ward Majestic Window
a window display service at a nominal cost. The
first "Window of the Month" is shown in the
accompanying photograph. The plan is to carefully plan out a number of suggestions, and
when one is finally accepted it is carried out
in the windows of the North Ward Radio Co.
A photograph is then made and copies are sent
to all dealers. Arrangements can then be made
by each dealer for the North Ward window
display service department to send one of its
service men to the store where he will reproduce the window exactly as shown, or with
slight variations to suit the individual dealer's
requirements.

Sponsored
Baltimore

This table can be supplied with any of the following dynamic
speakers built-in: RCA, Jensen, Newcombe-Hawley, Peerless,
Utah or Temple.
The following magnetic speakers are also available and may be
installed in this table, if desired: RCA 100A, Peerless, Amplion,
Ansonia, Decatur or Newcombe-Hawley.
Write or wire for samples and full details
of our dealer
and
jobber proposition.
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Show

Baltimore, Md, December 5.— Chas. M. Stieff
Co., Inc., of this city, sponsored an attractive
booth at the Baltimore Food Show held recently at the Fifth Regiment Armory. Columbia phonographs, Columbia-Kolster radio phonograph combinations and Columbia and
Kolster radios made up a display which attracted considerable attention and proved one
of the features among the exhibits that attracted approximately 20,000 people. A plan
by which printed questionnaires were used was
responsible for securing the names and addresses of a large number of interested people
and also information relative to ownership of
a phonograph or radio. More than 300 names
were added to the mailing list. Follow-up resulted in many sales, and the entire list will
be used for mailing out literature pertaining
to records.
Modern

Merchandising
Built Success for Udko

M. Udko & Co., Inc., 224 Flatbush avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., one of the most successful
talking machine and radio dealers in this section, has built a large business entirely by utilizing the most modern methods of merchandising. Consistent newspaper advertising and
other forms of sales promotion have stepped
up business to such an extent that the company
is undergoing a constant expansion.

The Talking Machine
Magnavox

World, New

Principle

The Magnavox Co., Oakland, CaL, recently
issued a booklet which explains simply but
thoroughly the fundamental principles of operation of the dynamic loud speaker, and gives a
concise history of the development of the Magnavox dynamic loud speaker. It points out that
while many people regard the dynamic system
of speaker construction as something new, it
was discovered and put to use by Magnavox
engineers as far back as 1911.
Simple descriptive paragraphs and easily
comprehended charts show the various stages
of the development of the principle so that by
careful perusal a layman can grasp the true
meaning of the word "dynamic."
Interesting historical sketches are contained
telling of how in 1915 when the principle was
applied to a phonograph music played was heard
for miles. Using the principle on Christmas
Eve in 1915, the mayor of San Francisco spoke
to an assembly of over 50,000 people. This
was the first occasion in history that a public
address was made by means of a microphone,
amplifier and loud speakers.
These sketches, with a wealth of other interesting information, make the booklet one of
real value. It has been distributed to Magnavox dealers and enables them to give a comprehensive and intelligent answer to questions regarding the dynamic principle.
Portland

quarters and to hear a sales talk on the advantages of the Brunswick line.
The Hyatt Music Co., 386 Morrison street,
has announced its appointment as Portland
representative of the new Edison radio-phonograph combination.
E. J. Seroy, Northwest representative of the
Grigsby-Grunow Co., manufacturer of the Majestic radio receivers, was a visitor to Portland
the latter part of November to confer with
F. E. Davis, manager of the radio department
of the Forbes Supply Co., distributor.

Explains

Dynamic

Trade
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Complaints
Dealers

to court as having violated the anti-noise ordinance by playing phonographs or radio receivers in such a manner as to constitute a
nuisance. The complaints were dismissed by
Judge A. L. Luebbers in Municipal Court on
December 5, who held that the anti-noise ordinance is invalid, cannot be enforced and discriminates against music-radio dealers.
Hazeltine

at Hotel

Portland, Ore., December 3. — The Brunswick
dealers held a meeting at the Brunswick headquarters, 125 North Tenth street, on Wednesday evening, November 14, at which time the
new Brunswick models were shown and demonstrated for the dealers, and for the dealers to
see and inspect the new salesrooms at head-

Extra

Adds

Dividend

PRICE

Mohawk

Federal

Radio

Line

Buffalo, N. Y., December 10. — Federal Radio
Corp. announces that complete lines of its receivers have been placed in the Erion Music
Stores in this city. This is regarded as one of
the most advantageous retail outlets for radio
in the city, as the Erion company has always
confined its activities to a few high-grade selected instruments in each of its departments.

The Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago, 111.,
manufacturer of Majestic radio receivers, has
declared an extra dividend of 25 cents per
share on new stock, directors placing the issue
on a $3 annual basis at the same time by declaring a quarterly dividend of 75 cents per
share. The new rate is equal to $12 per share
on the old stock which paid $3.20 annually
prior to the four-for-one split.

STARTLING

for

The Hazeltine Corp., New York City, recently announced the granting of a license to the
All-American Mohawk Corp., of Chicago, under the patents on neutrodyne receivers.

Exposition

Majestic

License

All- American

Played

High honor was paid the Capehart Automatic
Orchestrope during the recent National Hotel
Exposition held at the Grand Central Palace,
New York City, when the instrument was used
to entertain the executives and managers of
the United Hotels Co. and American Hotels
Corp. at their meeting and dinner attended by
managers of all their American and Canadian
hotels. The Orchestrope furnished music on
all four floors of the exposition.

News

Dismissed

Cincinnati, O., December 5.— In the news letter covering the music-radio trade activities of
this city, in this issue, mention was made of the
fact that several dealers had been summoned

Art Gillham, the "Whispering Pianist" and
exclusive Columbia recording artist, was the
headliner at the Pantages Theatre during the
third week of November, and while here dealers
tied up with the artist in full-page advertisements in the daily papers.
Orchestrope

Against

Popular

Vocalion

Records

Vocalion dealers are experiencing at this
time a phenomenal business on Vocalion record
No. 1216, "It's Tight Like That," by Georgia
Tom and Tampa Red, and Vocalion Record
No. 1191, "How Long Blues," by Leroy Carr.
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Thomas

A.

Control

Edison
of

Acquires

Splitdorf

Radio

Corp.

Entire Facilities of Splitdorf Organization to Be Employed in Conjunction With Edison Plant — Charles Edison Is Chairman of the Board
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., last month acquired
a substantial interest in the Splitdorf Radio
Corp., and after December 31 the entire facil-

With the change the Splitdorf Radio Corp.
acquired a number of new officers. Chas. Edison, president of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., be-

York, December, 1928

By this new arrangement the finances of the
Splitdorf Radio Corp. come under the control
of the newly created Finance Committee, consisting of these three members: Charles Edison, president of Thomas A. Edison Industries;
Ralph Allen, vice-president in charge of
finance and operation of Thomas A. Edison Industries, and Ronald Ross, vice-president of
Splitdorf Industries. This committee will act
in the same capacity for the Splitdorf Bethlehem Electrical Co. — the parent company of all
Splitdorf interests.

Electric-Radio
Held

Charles Edison
ities of the Splitdorf Radio Corp. will be employed in conjunction with the plant of Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., in the manufacture of Edison
machines. At the same time the manufacture
of Splitdorf radio apparatus will be discontinued, it is reported.
The move was brought about through the
great and steadily increasing demand for Edison radio following its introduction to the public this Fall, and the increased facilities that
are thus provided, will enable the company to
catch up with orders in some measure at least.
The manufacturing facilities are of the distinctly modern type, there is provided an excellent research laboratory, and the Edison
interests will also find available a number of
basic radio patents for the use of which the
Splitdorf Corp. holds licenses.

Arthur L. Walsh
comes chairman of the board; while Walter
Rautenstrauch and David Ross, formerly president, vice-president and secretary of the Splitdorf Corp., respectively, will continue in those
offices. Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president and
general manager of the radio-phonograph division of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., becomes vicepresident in charge of sales of the Splitdorf
Corp., and Ralph H. Allen, also vice-president
of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., becomes vice-president in charge of finance and operation for
Splitdorf. H. F. Miller, treasurer of Thos. A.
Edison, Inc., becomes treasurer, and Henry
Lanahan, general counsel for all Edison industries, becomes general counsel for the Splitdorf Radio Corp., which, by the way, retains
its separate identity and will profit through the
production of Edison radios.

in

Show

Philadelphia

Philadelphia, Pa., December 3.— The Electric
& Radio Show held at the Commercial Museum
during the period of November 17 to 24 under
the auspices of the Electric Club of Philadelphia, contained exhibits of the latest models
of leading radio manufacturers. This exposition, following closely on the regular annual
radio show, had its effect in stimulating sales,
according to dealers. In addition to the usual
exhibits lecture demonstrations were given
each day, as were Televox, the mechanical
man, demonstrations, and a pageant, "Overture
of 1812," of Tschaikowsky. Musical entertainment was provided by the Auditorium Orthophonic Victrola at intervals during the afternoon and evening of each day.
Included among the exhibitors were Apex
Electrical Distributing Co., Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., Bosch Radio, Louis Buehn Co., Cam-Rad
Distributing Co., Decorative Lamp & Shade
Co., De Forest Radio Co., Federal Radio Corp.,
Freed-Eisemann Radio Co., General Electric
Co., Graybar Electric Co., Jones-Beach Co.,
Lewis Radio Jobbers, Lyric Radio Agency,
Majestic Radio Co., Marti Electric Radio Co.,
J. H. McCullough & Son, National Carbon Co.,
Norden-Hauck, Inc., Peirce-Phelps, Inc., Penn
Phonograph Co., Philadelphia Electric Co.,
Pooley Co., Radio Corp. of America, Red Lion
Cabinet Co., H. C. Roberts Electrical Supply
Co., Samson Electric Co., Stewart-Warner Sales
Co., Sylvania Products Co., Tower Mfg. Co.,
Trilling & Montague and the Victor Talking
Machine Co.
David

Sarnof

f Heads

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

indisputably
RN,
MODE
so, but a piece of furniture that will never lose its
charm.

Its 100% Burl Walnut front and Satinwood over-

lay topping the doors instantly
catches the eye. The sliding
reveal a French polychrome speaker grille with a
dash of color that completes
the symposium of beauty.
doors

Its practicability has not been
overlooked.
Send for a catalog
of ASTON designs; they are
unmatched for beauty.

Aston
1223-1229

Cabinet
W.

Lake

St.

Manufacturers
CHICAGO,

ILL.

David Sarnoff, vice-president and general
manager of the Radio Corp. of America, has
been elected chairman of the board of directors
of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., the theatre
chain and vaudeville subsidiary of the recently
formed Radio-Keith-Albee Corp. Mr. Sarnoff
was also elected chairman of the board of directors of the Orpheum Circuit, Inc.
Bosch

Reports

Big Earnings

The American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass., estimates that net profits for the
current quarter will reach $400,000 at least, it
was recently reported. The company also reports that it is enjoying the best earnings in
its existence and radio business is such that
the supply cannot keep abreast of orders.
Profits for the first nine months of the year
were $362,921 before taxes.
Udell

Works

Rushed

Indianapolis, Ind., December 10. — The Udell
Works, of this city, manufacturers of radio
cabinets, have been operating their plant to
full capacity for the past ninety days with the
employes working overtime and extra employes on the payroll. The company has already closed a large volume of business for
1929, and will soon introduce new models.
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Dies

Sixty-one

Secretary and Advertising Manager of
Q R S Co. Passes on as Result of Complications Due to Operation
Ernest J. Delfraisse, secretary of the Q R S
Co., one of the most widely known and popular men in the trade, passed away unexpectedly
Wednesday night, November 14, aj: the Illinois
Central Hospital in Chicago, four days after he
had successfully undergone an operation for the
removal of his appendix.
He was recovering from the operation successfully, and in fact had expected to be removed to his home the following Saturday for
recuperation, but on Wednesday night an embolism developed and he died, to the sorrow
of a wide circle of business associates and
friends.
Mr. Delfraisse was born in 1867 in New Orleans, La., and was first associated with the
tuning profession. About twenty-five years
ago Ke came to Chicago to join the Melville
Clark Co., which later developed into the
Q R S Music Co., now the Q R S Co. During
his twenty-five years' association with the company Mr. Delfraisse took an active part in the
growth of the organization. At the time of his
death and for years prior he was a director, advertising manager and assistant secretary of
the company.
He is survived by his widow, Ella McKenna
Delfraisse, and two married daughters, Mrs.
Robert Beebe and Mrs. Herbert Starr, a sister,
Mrs. A. D. King, and a brother, Leon Delfraisse.
The funeral services were held on Saturday,
November 17, at the home of George H. Starr,
7621 Saginaw avenue, with interment at the
cemetery of Holy Sepulchre. The large number of friends attending and the profusion of
floral tributes attested the respect in which he
was held by all who knew him.
Columbia
Report

Columbia dealers throughout this territory
are highly enthusiastic over the new Columbia
product, an addition to which has been made in
the No. 980 model Columbia-Kolster radiophonograph combination, which lists at $900.
This instrument has many newly improved Columbia-Kolster features.
W.
►

Roy

McCanne

Chicago

Attends

Telephone

Meeting

W. Roy McCanne, president of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., was in Chicago, Friday, December 7,to attend a meeting of the executive
committee of the United States Independent
Telephone Association. The meeting was held
at the Hotel Sherman.
George A. Scoville, vice-president and sales
manager of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., and
Mrs. Scoville are leaving December 8 for California. They expect to spend the holidays with
Mr. Scoville's brother-in-law in Monrovia.

New

Garside

Heads

Television

Firm

J. W. Garside, president of the DeForest
Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J., has been elected
president of the Jenkins Television Corp., which
was recently organized for the purpose of
manufacturing and selling the new radio television device of C. Francis Jenkins. The Jenkins apparatus is designed to transmit motion
pictures by radio directly into the home.
J. K. Utz

Visits

East

J. K. Utz, radio sales manager of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., recently
spent several days in New York City visiting
the Boley-Oliver Co., metropolitan distributor
for Kellogg radio products. While in the East,
Mr. Utz visited the Kellogg Co.'s Philadelphia
distributor, the Berrodin Auto Supply Co.

LESS TUBES
Model 4-B (left)— A rich Walnut Console that
houses an 8-tube, one-dial A.C. electric radio
and magnetic speaker. An outstanding value
— beautiful, selective, popular.

Wholesalers
Big

J. W.

Demand

Baltimore Distributor Declares Volume
Continues to Grow — New Models Stimulate Trade and Public Interest
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Baltimore, Md.,
report a splendid volume of business for the.
month of November. The sales of the Columbia-Kolster electric phonographs and ColumbiaKolster radio-phonograph combinations haTe
been particularly heavy throughout the territory. They attribute this in a large part to
the fact that dealers are realizing more and
more the importance of store-door demonstration. Largely increased record sales also are
reported. Heavy sales are being enjoyed on
the special Christmas records as well as on the
other classifications of music, such as dance,
"old time" and blues selections. The Masterworks sets are also enjoying fine sale, especially
the Schubert Centennial recordings.
The aggressive Baltimore distributors are
constantly keeping the name of "Columbia" before the eyes and ears of the public by tremendous newspaper advertising, Columbia record
broadcasting over seven radio stations in their
territory, and by most effective tie-ups with
appearances of Columbia artists. They are
constantly making demonstrations of the Columbia-Kolster electric phonographs and radiophonograph combinations before every public
gathering presenting an opportunity for good
publicity and prospects for these machines.
This activity represents demonstration before
Kiwanis, Rotary and Civitan luncheons as
well as bazaars, schools, churches, clubs, theatres, etc. Dealers in this territory report a
large number of sales on the Columbia-Kolster
radio combinations to schools.

Side by side with concert grands,
Bush & Lane Radios pass through
the skilled hands of master craftsmen. To these men it is but natural to mate mechanical perfection with exquisite beauty. A
resulting excellence gives to
Bush & Lane Radio an apparent
distinction which is doing more
than anything else to place this
piano-like radio in the homes of
people whostrationsreally
Demonnever fail care.
to reveal
that
the outward beauty of choice
woods and piano finish is but the
spokesman for a higher standard
of radio performance.
Within the limits of production,
Bush & Lane are seeking and
finding the high type of dealers
who are prepared to profit by this
line of superbly fine radios. A
liberal franchise awaits you if you
are the type of dealer we want.
We suggest that you write and
find out.

Bush

&

Lane

Holland,

Piano

Michigan

Bush & Lane Model
7-C — A stately allelectric8 console
radio
with
tubes, single
dial,er. Doors
built-in
swing speakback
out of way. Less
tubes, $185.00.

Bush— A
& Lane
Model
9-C
strikingly
beautiful radio in its
Lcuis XVI period
cabinet. All-electric,
single dial, 8 tubes,
built-in speaker. No
piano tubes,
is made$225.00.
finer.
Less

Bush & Lane Model
11-C — At perfect exof modernity in a pression
colorful
Gcabinet
o n c a 1ofo
Alver veneer.
Allelectric,
9 tubes,
single
dial. Decided-it
sellsly different,
well. but
Less
tubes, $350.00.

Co*
Commander
the Air
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Recording

R 60
This beautiful walnut table is designed for
use with the Radiola 60 receiver and
similar table models.
Price
$20-oo

SO Console
THE
is a Model
splendid example
of the latest design of radio
furniture.
It is well constructed of
fine walnut veneers and
cabinet hardwoods, beautifully finished and handrubbed to a satiny finish.

Model 50
Open
The sliding doors are of finely grained
burled walnut.
The Model 50 is suitable for use with
Arwater-Kent Arborphone
Stewart Warner
Crosley Shamrock Steinite
Federal Bremer Tully
and many others.
External Dimensions:
Height
47 inches
Width
25 inches
Depth
15 inches
Dimensions of Receiver and
Speaker Compartment:
Height
20 inches
Width
21 y2 inches
Depth
11
inches
Width between slide doors when open,
93/i i'nches.

Machine

Plymouth.

Furniture

25 E. Juneau
Milwaukee,

Ave.
Wis.

Window

Display

Featured

A new phonograph studio recording machine,
electrically operated, and said to be different (
from any such apparatus now on the market,
has been developed by Joseph E. Rudell, president of the Vitaphonic Products Corp., New
York, in association with prominent engineers.
An important feature of the new machine is its
adaptability to the manufacture of twenty-fourinch records for motion picture sound apparatus. It is said that the recording may be
synchronized w-ith the motion picture film if
desired. The machine is now in production
and is on demonstration at the executive offices
of the Vitaphonic Products Corp., 43 West Sixteenth street, New York.
"This studio recording machine embodies a
number of brand new ideas," said Mr. Rudell.
"Nothing like it has ever been produced before.
It is electrically operated throughout. Simplicity in operation is one of its main features,
and it is a product of many years of engineering experiment. No gears are used. It works
from the center to the outside, as well as from
the outside to the center, and makes its own
finishing spiral. The recording speed ranges
from eighty to thirty revolutions per minute.
If rigid recorders are used the machine is so
constructed that it may be utilized for both
shaving and recording. It is built on the unit
principle. For shaving purposes the speed can
be increased to 200 revolutions per minute by
throwing an electric switch. It is of rigid construction with no vibration, and weighs about
300 pounds. A unique feature of the machine
is the apparatus provided for synchronization
of records for motion picture films, and the
fact that it will record a twenty-four-inch record makes it available for motion picture purposes as well as for ordinary phonograph

The accompanying photograph shows an un:usual Ail-American Mohawk Corp. Lyric radio
display in the radio department of the Glass
Block Store, Duluth, Minn.
It is the creation

Court

Decision

in Hazeltine Corp.'s Suit
The United States Eastern District Court in
Brooklyn, N. Y., in a decision handed down by
Judge Grover M. Moscowitz on November 15,
ruled that the patent rights of -the Hazeltine
Corp. had been infringed by the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co. The nominal defendant was E. A.
Wildermuth, Brooklyn distributor for Atwater
Kent products, and sixteen charges were listed
by the complainant.
This was a suit in equity brought by the
Hazeltine Corp. for infringement of their "plate
circuit neutralization" patent as employed in
neutrodyne radio receiving sets, said to cover
a device designed to prevent howling in radio
sets. The decision enjoined the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co. from further infringement and ordered
an accounting. The Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
has appealed this decision.
W.

O. Kimberly

With

A. K.

W. O. Kimberly has been appointed to the
sales promotion staff of the Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., to engage in special field
work among Atwater Kent dealers.
Antenna

Co.

Lyric

Glass Block Store of Duluth Uses Enlargement of Newspaper Advertisement as the
Centerpiece of the Display

Price

0
$52-5

Fine
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New Apparatus Has Been Developed by
Joseph E. Rudell, President of the Vitaphonic Products Corp., New York

recordings."
District

Model 50

World, New

Plugs

Popular

Socket antenna plugs are gaining in favor
and more are being sold to-day than ever before, according to Charles Golenpaul, sales manager of the Clarostat Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
The improvement in broadcasting conditions is
the chief reason for the increased interest.

Eye-Arresting Lyric Radio Display
of Harold A. Grinden, display manager of the
store, which is one of the largest in the State.
The display is original and unique. The sign
in the center represents an enlargement of one
of the popular All-American Mohawk Corp.
L}'ric radio newspaper advertisements and the
figures are of wax.
Columbia

Wholesalers

Extend

Territory

Baltimore, Md., December 5.— Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., have been awarded the exclusive
distribution for the products of the Kolster
Radio Corp. in the States of Virginia and
North Carolina. The expansion of territory is
said to be a result of the excellent representation which the distributing firm has given Kolster in Maryland and adjacent territory. A.
M. Calais has been appointed manager for the
North Carolina territory and W. H. Lonney
will perform a similar function in Virginia.
Size

of Cabinets

Radio

Effects

Sales, Survey

Shows

A survey recently made by the Graybar Electric Co., New York, reveals that the size of
radio cabinets had a greater effect on radio
sales this year than ever before. The survey
was made at each of seventy-one distributing
houses of the Graybar company, and was based
on consumer demand covering a period of four
months. According to the report, radio cabinets are tending toward more compactness in
size with emphasis placed on console types.
The small, long, low-type console introduced
unusually sucby Graybar this year has beenofficials.
cessful, according to Graybar
Brunswick

Dividend

We are pleased to notify you that the directors of this company have authorized a dividend
of one and three-quarters per cent payable
January 1, 1929, on the outstanding preferred
stock, as of record December 20, 1928.
A. N. Dingee

Promoted

Albert N. Dingee has been appointed advertising manager of the Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tom

Oo

333
North QU
Michigan \i
Ave.
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Telephone State 1266
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LEONARD P. CANTY

&

Unprecedented
Features

Demand

for

Mid- Western

Co., Chicago's
largest department store.
The Chicago Stadium, at Warren Boulevard
and Wood street, will open on April 5, 1929,
with an exposition, which might be termed a

Radio

"pageant of progress," since prominent manufacturers in all types of industries will exhibit
their products, showing the progress which has
been made in manufacturing during the past
few years. The exposition will continue until
April 14, and it is expected that one million
people will pass through the turnstiles of the
Stadium. One of the largest display spaces in
the Stadium has been contracted for by the
. (Continued on page 104)

Market

Slight Slackening of Demand Followed Election But Business Is Expected to Climb
to New Heights With Holiday Buying — Records and Pick-ups Selling
Well — Other Activities and News of Trade
Chicago, III., December 10. — The unprecedented
demand for radio receiving sets and accessories
has continued unabated throughout the Middle
West, although there was a slight slackening
of orders immediately after the presidential
election, a reaction which was not wholly unexpected. However, dealers, manufacturers
and distributors were so far behind in the filling
of orders that the reaction was of minor consequence. The Christmas buying season has
opened, and it is expected that radio and phonograph sales will soar to another high peak by
Christmas Eve.
Records have been selling heavily throughout
this territory, and the orders which have been
received by distributors of the discs clearly
indicate that an increasing number of old phonographs are being revived, and the good
effect of the radio-phonograph combination instrument isbeginning to make itself felt in increased record sales. In addition a tremendous
number of electric pick-ups have been sold, another indication of the growing use of the talking machine in the home.
The most serious shortage of merchandise
has be«n noted in the radio tube field, and
there is hardly a tube manufacturer who is in
a position to supply the unusual demand. With
the increased production which many of
these manufacturers are planning, and which
will be in effect shortly, this shortage promises
to be relieved in the near future.
Meeting of Kolster Dealers Club
The third meeting of the Chicago Kolster
Dealers Club, sponsored by Waken & Whipple,
Inc., Kolster distributors, was held November
IS at the Lake Shore Athletic Club. L. T.
Breck, sales manager of the Kolster Radio
Corp., New York, spoke on the history of the
Kolster Co. A very interesting talk was also
given by E. J. Ashton, specialist on merchandising, on the matters of service, proper window displays and others very important to the
successful radio dealer.
Opening of Lazar & Son Music Center
The Lazar & Son Music Center held a formal
opening of its new home at 1917 Milwaukee
avenue on November 24. A huge crowd of
music lovers was in attendance to enthuse over
one of the most elaborately appointed radio
stores in this city, if not the United States.
Grigsby-Grunow Activities
Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago, maker of Majestic radio receivers, will maintain an exhibit
at the January Furniture Market, which will
be held at the American Furniture Mart, Chicago. A large attendance is expected.
Arthur C. MacMullan was recently appointed
assistant advertising manager of the GrigsbyGrunow Co. Mr. MacMullan was formerly an
advertising counselor in Chicago, and has been
associated in the past with the R. E. Sandmeyer Co., advertising agency of this city.
During the recent convention of the Chicago
Chapter of the American Banking Institute
250 bankers inspected the large, modern plants
of the Grigsby-Grunow Co.
The exhibit of the Grigsby-Grunow Co.,

which
Show,

was maintained at the Chicago Radio
in October, is now on display in the
extensive radio department
of Marshall Field
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HEADQUARTERS — (Continued from page 103)

Grigsby-Grunow Co. The Majestic Super Dynamic Speaker, Grigsby-Grunow Co. house
organ, made its appearance on December 1.
Duane Wanamaker, advertising manager of the
Grigsby-Grunow organization, is editor of the
publication, which will be known as a "Majestic
family paper."
Selected as the "Lyric Girl"
Now the radio manufacturers are conducting
their own beauty contests: Miss Beatrice Choitz
was chosen by the judges appointed by the
Ail-American Mohawk Corp., Chicago, manufacturer of Lvric radio receivers, in the All-

the signs, which are manufactured by the Electro Gas Corp., of Chicago, placed on top of a
Majestic console receiver which was on display at Mann's Rainbo Hippodrome, a popular Chicago amusement place.
Instructive Meetings for Salesmen
A most effective series of sales meetings was
recently organized by Ray York, of the O. R.
Martin Co., 3158 North Clark street. The O.
R. Martin Co., one of the largest retail radio
operators on the North Side, has long been
known for its enterprise. Employing nine outside salesmen in addition to its inside staff, it
is amply equipped for a volume of business.
Each Monday noon the sales staff is called together for a luncheon and conference. Distributors and factory representatives of the
various lines of radio sets handled are invited
to be present and address the meetings.
The first of the series was inaugurated Mon-

the installation by the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway, recently, of Majestic radio receiving
sets on all of its principal trains for the purpose of receiving election returns.
Majestic radio receivers seem to be regarded

day, October 29, and was known as the "Sparton Meeting." The speaker was H. E. Richardson, of Young, Lorish & Richardson, local
Sparton distributors. Subsequent meetings are
to be attended by distributors of other radio
lines, thus giving the sales staff a complete
understanding of the various products they sell.
Mr. York expressed enthusiasm over the results
of these meetings, stating that the sales made by
his men already indicate a better understanding
of the merchandise they sell.
Kolster Set for Restaurant
A sale of a Kolster receiver model K22,
ten Newcombe-Hawley magnetic reproducers,
a phonograph pick-up and a library of Columbia records was recently made to the Hopper

in the light of "ready money" by bandits all
over the country, for twenty-five sets were recently stolen in the holdup of a truck on its
way to a Chicago distributor and a similar
attempt is reported from Sacramento, Cal. A
carload of Majestic products consigned to the
Kimball-Upson Co., distributor, when shunted
to a siding was met by a party of men with
a large truck. The party broke the seals of
the car, but a pile of power packs becoming disarranged wedged the door tightly so that it
was impossible to remove the contents. The
party was identified later as being bandits.
On one of the busy corners of the north side
of Chicago the Rose Radio Co., 3601 Broadway,
is featuring the attractive Kellogg radio win-

restaurant, this city, by Lloyd's
and enterprising music house.
Over 600 dinner guests at the
Athletic Club, Chicago, listened to
returns on a Kolster Model K20
Miss Beatrice Choitz, "The Lyric Girl"
American Mohawk beauty contest held recently
at the company's factory and general offices.
More than four hundred young ladies enrolled
;uid Miss Choitz was an easy winner. She is
shown seated at one of the larger Lyric consoles, manufactured by the Ail-American Mohawk Corp. According to officials of the company beauty contests to select the "Lyric Girl"
will be held annually.
Neon Signs for Majestic Dealers
The Harry Alter Co., Chicago, Majestic distributor, recently made arrangements whereby the dealers served by that company could

Majestic Neon Sign
secure, at an attractive price, one of the popular Neon signs, reading "Majestic Radio,"
which could be placed in the store, window, in
the store interior, or at exhibits or displays in
which the dealer participated, such as conventions, local radio shows, etc.
The accompanying photograph shows one of

Manufacturer!
of the
Alto
Fibre
Needle

Accurate!
The
Alto
Automatic Stop
For Phonographs

Cutter

Accuracy at low cost means
satisfied customers. Fits under the turntable.
Simple ofto
attach.
With a record
dustry.
ten ice
years
in thesatisfactory
phonographservinAlto Mfg. Co., 1647 Wolfram St., Chicago, 111.
Canadian Distributor: Universal Supplr Co.. Toronto, Oat.

well-known
Lake Shore
the election
mounted on

an S20 table. Every inch of space in the club's
large dining-room was filled with members
eager for the election returns. A Kolster set
is also at the edge of the club's swimming pool.
The club is making a membership drive and is
giving for first prize a Kolster radio receiver,
Model K22.
News Gleanings
The Targ & Dinner Music Co., Chicago,
wholesalers, located for many years at 229 West
Randolph street, will move on December 26
to a new location at 425 South Wabash avenue,
on "Music Row." The firm will have larger
quarters and improved facilities for serving its
dealer clientele.
Morris Metcalf, vice-president of the American Bosch Magneto Corp., was a recent Chicago visitor, spending some time with C. S.
Tay, president of C. S. Tay, Inc., local Bosch
distributor.
C. S. Tay, Inc., Chicago, has been appointed
a distributor for De Forest Audion radio tubes
by the De Forest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J.
Glick's Music House, 3358 Lawrence avenue,
recently completed alterations in the store interior and a considerable amount of additional
space is now devoted to radio merchandise.
The Benson Music Shop, 5225 West Chicago
avenue recently completed an additional room
which is used for demonstrating radio receivers and loud speakers.
George Snyder, president of the Pittsburgh
Radio Co., distributor of Kellogg receivers,
spent a day recently at the Kellogg factory in
Chicago. It is reported that Mr. Snyder was
interested in increasing the allotment of Kellogg receivers to the Pittsburgh territory, for
his activities with the Kellogg line have brought
orders far surpassing his anticipations.
The Wesco Co., 1022 Wilson avenue, Chicago, recently had an exhibit in its music store
of the complete Kolster display as shown at
the Chicago Radio Show last month. This
display brought into the store huge crowds and
the sale of merchandise was greatly increased.
A striking instance of the importance of
radio in the American scheme of -things was

How

Rose Co. Features Kellogg

dow shown here. The three models displayed
are said to be proving popular in the community served by the Rose Radio Co. The background is executed in two shades of red and
amber with window cards in colors.
New

Federal

Distributors

The Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.,
manufacturer of Federal Orthosonic receivers,
has announced the appointment of the Jordan
Music House, of Charleston, S. C, as a Federal distributor. The Jordan Co. is one of the
oldest music houses in the South. A similar
announcement was made regarding the appointment of the Archibald Motor Co., Inc., of Halifax, Nova Scotia, which will represent Federal
in that territory.
Graybar

Price

Revised

The Graybar table model 330 Superheterodyne
receiver has been reduced in list price to $147,
less tubes, according to an announcement by
the Graybar Electric Co., Inc., New York. The
new price was effective on December 1. The
list price heretofore .was $175. This announcement follows closely a similar reduction in
price on the Graybar console model 320 from
$195 to $175, less tubes, and Graybar model
310 from $115 to $95, less tubes.
Mrs. M. L. Pintner has opened a music
at West Twenty-fifth street and Memphis
nue, Cleveland, O. She was formerly in
ness with her husband, who passed away
eral years ago.

store
avebusisev-
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Enthusiastic Support of Schubert Week
by the Trade and Public Is Reported by
the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
Baltimore, Md., December 8. — Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., this city, report wide and enthusiastic activities in honor of Schubert throughout their territory, marking a fitting climax to
the extensive plans set forth by the Columbia
Phonograph Co. in sponsoring the Schubert
Centennial, in commemoration of the 100 anniversary of Schubert's death.
Local Schubert committees organized in ten
of the leading towns in the territory worked
in close co-operation with the National Schubert headquarters and the Baltimore Columbia
distributors. These committees comprised the
most eminent and prominent men and women
in the educational, religious, art, musical, civic,
and industrial circles. Schools, churches,
libraries, music clubs, radio stations, as well
as thousands of individual music lovers, joined
as one in these "Schubert Week" observances.
In the schools there were special concerts
of Schubert music, during which were read
articles in connection with the life and works
of Schubert which were sent to music supervisors and teachers by the Columbia Co. A
large number of the churches in Washington,
Baltimore and Norfolk paid tribute to Schubert by the incorporation of Schubert music in
their musical programs on Sunday, and allusions in their sermons to the religious aspect of
Schubert's life, and his contribution to church
music. This activity was in response to a
letter sent out by the Schubert committees to
over 600 churches in this territory.
Displays of special Schubert literature
throughout the week were arranged at the
Enoch Pratt Central Library, and its twentyseven branches in Baltimore. This was duplicated in Washington at the Public Library
and its eight branches. Several book stores
also had special displays of the same literature.
"Schubert Week" was officially opened in
Baltimore on Sunday, November 18, at a joint
recital at the Baltimore Museum of Art, by
Emmanuel Wad, pianist, and Maude Albert,
contralto, both prominent in Baltimore music
circles. Beginning Monday, and continuing
each day for the entire week, there were special
concerts of Schubert's music at the Preparatory Department of the Peabody Conservatory
of Music. On Wednesday, "Schubert Week"
was marked by the Maryland Casualty Co., of
Baltimore, by having for the employes during
the luncheon period a special presentation
of the Schubert Centennial Edition of Masterworks, through the medium of a Columbia-Kolster electric phonograph, playing on the stage
of the large auditorium, the center of special
Columbia-Schubert displays.
On Thursday this presentation of the Schubert Centennial recordings was duplicated at
the Kiwanis Club luncheon at the Emerson
Hotel. On Friday evening the Charles M.
Stieff Co., which has just recently taken on
the whole Columbia line, sponsored a Schubert
concert made up of the Schubert centennial
recordings at Stieff Hall. This concert was
attended by 200 persons, a most representative
group of Schubert enthusiasts. The new $900
Columbia-Kolster combination was used for the
musical presentation, and an explanatory introduction was given to each selection played.
Both the Schubert centennial recordings and
the reproduction of the Columbia-Kolster
phonograph and radio combination won open
praise from a group gathered around the machine afterwards. As a result of this concert
the Stieff Piano Co. is not only enjoying fine
sales on the Schubert centennial recordings, but
has also won a number of prospects for the
new 980 model.
Throughout the week, Schubert music pre-

Columbia

Records
Now is the time to sell Columbia New Process Records.
Many of your customers have
purchased or received phonographs for Christmas.
Whether the phonograph is
a portable or an electric
reproducing instrument — it
plays records — and its owner
is in the market for records,
right now.
Columbia Records offer your
customers
every
type of

—

Now!

music, no matter what their
musical tastes may be, from
the latest dance and popular
vocal records to the Album
Masterworks Sets, And
they're all recorded electrically on Columbia's smooth,
scratchless surface.
If you haven't
complete
formation on every
type inof
to-day.
Columbia records, write us

ColumkiaWholei
LL. Andrews

—
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ExclusivelyWholesale
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Camden
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Baltimore.

dominated in radio programs. In addition to
the official Schubert broadcast over Stations
WRC in Washington, and WCAO in Baltimore,
and regular studio Schubert programs, there
were also Columbia record programs of Schubert selections broadcast twice during the week
over stations WFBR, WCAD, WLBG, WHRF
and WPTF, of this territory.
At the Fox Theatre, Washington's finest motion picture house, arrangements were made for
a Schubert overture throughout the week and
also for the showing of a special film based on
the life of Schubert, along with the Schubert
music that the showing of this film would
necessitate.
Other Schubert centennial activities noted in
Timely

Kolster

Window

A novel window attraction is being sent to
the Kolster radio distributor and dealer organization, showing in a "scene in action" display

Timely Kolster Dealer Help
the conditions under which Kolster equipment
is being used by Commander Byrd.
In colors, the scene shows the S. S. "City of
New York" in the ice of the South Polar region
and a plane leaving the ice base on an exploring
trip. A moving strip of lettering flashes across
the sky saying, "On Byrd Antarctic Expedition," and along the base of the scene are the
words "Kolster Radio."
Big Edison

Demand

The B. W. Smith Co., distributors for Edison,
Federal and Lyric radio, Cleveland, O., state
their greatest problem is not the selling of
merchandise, but in getting delivery of it.

Md\

this territory were in Hagerstown, Frederick,
Durham, Raleigh, Norfolk, Richmond, Lynchburg, Roanoke and Winston-Salem. Schubert
Centennial observances included a recital at the
Maryland Casualty Auditorium on December 2.
Several of the finest singers in Baltimore participated in this recital. On December 16 the
Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Gustav Strube, will have as their second concert
of the year a Schubert Centennial performance
at the Lyric Theatre.
The Eisenbrandt Radio Co., 216 West Franklin street, has secured the exclusive distributing
rights for the Majestic radio line in Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, northern Virginia and West Virginia.
Fischer
Offices

Co.
to

Moves
New

York

Philadelphia, Pa., December 6. — The J. A.
Fischer Co., of this city, manufacturer of the
Duophonic reproducer, Valley Forge mainsprings and talking machine repair materials,
has moved its office from Philadelphia to 393
Seventh avenue, New York City. J. A. Fischer,
president of the company, in a statement relative to the removal, said: "The principal reason
is that we operate our own factory at Murray
and Austin streets, Newark, N. J., which is
twenty minutes from New York City. That in
itself would be the impelling reason to have
the office close to the factory. This makes for
closer co-operation between the factory officials
and the office, and enables us to eliminate our
stocks here in Philadelphia and to give much
service."
prompter
Revised Radiotron

Booklet

A new and revised edition of the Radiotron
booklet has been prepared by the Radio Corp.
of America and is now ready for all RCA
authorized dealers. This booklet describes and
illustrates the complete Radiotron line, and
also contains a broadcast station directory of
American and Canadian stations with their
wave lengths and frequencies.
Clyde O. Knight has opened a new music
store, at 627 St. Joe street, Rapid City, S. D.
He was formerly in the music business in
Williston, N. D.

The

Newest

Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., New York
City. Model No. 17 all electric sixtube tuned radio frequency design receiver embodying the Freshman system of stabilization.
Employs three

in

voltagenals are
condenser.
Convenient
termiprovided for
the negative,
detector, intermediate, amplifier and
power voltages. The Allen-Bradley
high torresistance
is inadjusted
the detec-to
circuit and control
may be
meet the requirements of every set.
This unit has two C battery taps :
A 9-volt tap for use with the 112-A
power tube, and a 40-volt tap for the
171 power tube. All terminals, voltage
taps and controls are mounted under
the cover of the unit. It is designed
to
give 135
to ISO
volts of continuous
power.
Retails
at $35.

Radio

Model

Pick-up

Model A, except special mounting
bracket is fastened to the back of
pick-up, fits all standard mechanical
phonograph tone arms. List price,
Model C, electromagnetic phono$10.45.
graph pick-up. Tone arms made of
Newcombe-Hawley Reproducer
United Reproducers Corp. (Newcombe-Hawley Division), St. Charles,
111. Table reproducer. Model 81-D, designed to hold the larger all-electric
sets and will accommodate any set up
to 30 inches in width. Is equipped
with a standard Newcombe-Hawley
dynamic cone unit which is concealed
behind
a gold screen in a walnut cabinet.
Model 989 popular priced portable
dynamic reproducer is attractive in
design and constructed of walnut with
Freshman Model 17
stages
tunedstages
radio offrequency,
tor andofthree
improved detecaudio
a customHoused
amplification.
built cabinet of selected inwalnut
with
folding doors. Has built-in dynamic
opIlluminated
speaker. eration
with volume single-dial
control and
switch. Is 27% inches wide, 16 inches
deep and 53 inches high. List price,
$250, less tubes.
Insuline Corp. of America, New
York City. Kesistovolt-Antennavolt
automatic
controller.
Is aircooled
and voltage
on an extreme
overload
of
10 volts per hour remains cool. Is all
metal in design with polished nickel

Newcombe-Hawley Reproducer
a gold screen covering the cone unit.
Is furnished complete with NewcombeHawley dynamic cone unit, rectifier
transformer, full-wave dry rectifier,
input cord, AC connecting cord with
switch and plug, fuse block and hum
neutralize!-. A Model 9S7, using the
same cabinet,
is provided
operation at 100-200
volts, andfor a DCModel
980 is provided for 6-volt battery sets.
F. & H. Radio Laboratories, Fareo,
N. D. Reesonator designed to balance
the aerial and to tune the first untuned
radio frequency stage. The addition
of the Reesonator, to tune the aerial
and the first untuned antenna coupling tube in exact resonance with the

Model 0 Pick-up
die-cast brass carefully designed to
give correc support to pick-up unit
Bearings tcaref
ully machi
and
smooth operating. Weight of ned
tone arm
calculated to insure correct amoun
t of
inertia for best reproduction. Pick-up
mounted so as to counter-balance part
of weightList
record.
, in price,
order $14.
to reduce wear on
Model C227, same as Model C. with
volume control unit and Model 227

Gulbransen Model 360
Gulbransen Co., Chicago, 111. Model
No. 360, seven-tube AC receiver, single-dial control, pilot light. Cabinet
of American butt walnut with matched
satinwood side panels. Sliding doors.
Carpathian elm overlays on front and
sidesall grille
of top.
Insidedesign
of doors
is overof fancy
for speaker.

Model B 227 Pick-up
with special volume control unit and
227
(for AC radio receivers).
List adapter
price, $15.55.

Kesistovolt-Antennavolt
ends and lacquered body. This model,
in addition to being a voltage controller, houses a tap for the aerial
connection to the set which allows the
use of the wall plug for aerial purposes without tying up the plug for
providing current to the set. The light
socket antenna is said to sharpen tuning and reduce static.
Davenvision
Corp.,
Telereceiver Newark,
containedN. inJ.walnut
finished cabinet which is 26 inches
high, 26 inches wide and 13 inches

Daven Television Receiver
deep. Is equipped with a sliding
visor and a combination disc, making
it possible to be used for either 24,
36 or 48-line pictures by simply adjusting the visor and neon lamp. Another feature is the motor control, regulating the speed of the motor which
revolves the combination scanning
disc. By means of this control it is
possible to keep the scanning disc
synchronized with the scanning disc
at the broadcasting, station with little
effort. This television receiver is connected to the detector tube (the audio
of the radio set not being used) of
any
standard
broadcast or short-wave
receiver.

Model C 227 Pick-up
adapter. For use with AC radio receivers. price,
Pick-up finished
in statuary
bronze. List
$19.
Model C201, same as Model C227
List price, $19.
but is for DC sets. Uses 201 adapter.'
Model B201 consists of Model A
(pick-up alone, without tone arm)
with volume control unit and 201
adapter
DC radio receivers).
List price,(for
$15.45.
Model B227 consists of Model A
(pick-up alone, without tone arm)

F. & H. Reesonator
coming signal, is said to increase the
volume, power and selectivity to the
equivalent of an addition of two extra
tubes. It is especially adapted for
use in conjunction with certain machines, the most prominent of which
are the single-dial Atwater Kent,
Radiola and Crosley instruments.
Lists at $4.75.

Valley B Power Unit Model 828
Valley Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The B Power Unit, Model 82S, designed for all radio receiving sets up
to ten tubes. It is finished in Berkshire Green; employs the Raytheon
rectifying
The essential
elements aretube.
the oversize
transformer,
special designed chokes and high-

Gulbransen Model 270
Height H\i inches, width 26 inches,
depth 15% inches. List price with
magnetic
$192.50,Both
withprices
dynamic speaker
speaker $222.50.
less tubes.
Model ceiver.
No. Single-dial
270, AC
eight-tube
recontrol,
pilot light.
Cabinet of American butt walnut with
Carpathian and Zebra wood overlays.
Sliding
Insidedesign
of doors
is overall grilledoors.
of simple
for speaker.
Height 4S%, width 25M>, depth 17
inches. List price with magnetic
speaker $245, with dynamic speaker
$2S0. Both prices quoted less tubes.
Buckingham Radio Corp., Chicago.
Model
pick-up only,
type. A,
Furnished
with manufacturers'
tapped mounting holes in frame and 2 or 3-foot cord.
Cord is terminated with standard
phone tips. List price, $10.
Model A-l, pick-up only, same as
106

Rotary Converter
Janette Mfg. Co., Chicago. Rotary
converter, type CF-34-F, designed for
the operation of from four to six AC
radio receivers
simultaneously.
verter transforms
DC current to ConAC
current and is used in DC districts of
many largeusually
cities.
Converter is ofbeing
unrugged construction,
made with massive iron frame, large
commutator, adjustable brush holders
and Timken roller bearings. Develops
one KVA AC output. List price, $206.
DeForest Radio Co.. Jersey City,
N. J. Five new DeForest audions:
DeForest 401-A, general utility tube
for
radio-frequency,
and detector
functions. audio-frequency
Provided with
new oxide-coated filament, said to be
capable of enormous emission as usual
5-volt rating and ample emission on
filament voltages as low as 3.5. Mica
spacer to insure positive character-

The
istics and complete elimination of
microphonic noises.
Deforest 110, power amplifier for
socket-power sets and amplifiers. Is
highly evacuated with active getter
a "hard"
insure and
present tovoltage
constantly
tube
for high-plate
quiet
for maxfilament
Special
operation.
Oxideemission and long life.
coated imum
filament.
DeForest 112-A, detector, amplifier
and power amplifier. Highly evacuated
with active getter to maintain high
vacuum. Oxide-coated filament mica
spacer.
DeForest 150, a super-power amplifier, highly evacuated with active
getter always present. Has special
ribbon filament with oxide coating for
high emission and long life. Mica
spacer.
DeForest 4S1, a half-wave, heavydutv rectifier of 110-milliampere, 425volt output. Has special DeForest
ribbon type filament with heavy oxide
coating.

Findlay Model for Apex
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Three metal tables designed
especially for the Apex Model 36 and
Fada Models 11 and 50 AC receiving

Muter Dynamic Type 4S10
Leslie F. Muter Co., Chicago. Muter
dynamic speaker unit, type 4310, for
use with 110-volt alternating current.
Equipped with Westinghouse Rectox
dry rectifier unit and special Muter
step-down transformer. Manufacturer states normal line voltage fluctuations do not affect speaker operation. All working parts completely

Muter Table Model
encased. Each unit provided with 8foot lamp cord and switch. List price,
$39.50.
Muter dynamic speaker unit type
4306 is designed for use with storage
battery or external trickle charger.
Operates at from 6 to 12 volts. List
price, $29.50.
Muter dynamic speaker unit type
4390, designed for use with power amplifiers, heavy duty B eliminators, etc.
It is the same as type 4306 and 4310
except that the field has a resistance
of approximately 2,500 ohms, and
should List
be supplied
DC.
price, $33.with 90 to 135 volts
Muter dynamic table type speaker.
Cabinet of solid walnut, supplied with
any one scribed
of the
types of
unit4406,
deabove. three
List price,
types
6 volts DC operation, $44.50. Type
4490, 90 volts DC operation, $48. Type
4410, 110 volts AC operation, $54.50.

Pathe Gothic Speaker
out electric turntable and in the finishes named, are $120 and $125, respectively.
Colonial Radio Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y. DC electric receiver (companion toan Model
AC receiver)
taining
antenna31 coupling
stage, contwo
high-gain tuned radio frequency
stages, detector and first audio-frestages, second
all utilizing
UX-226 or
CX-326 quency
tubes;
audio-frequency
stage is in the power speaker unit and
uses two UX-171A or CX-371A tubes.
Set and Cutting dynamic power
speaker are housed in console cabinet.
Refinements include single-dial tuning, full-vision control panel, antenna
compensator,
phonograph pick-up jack,
ing.
all-steel chassis and complete shieldJe9se French & Sons, New Castle,
Ind., one of the oldest and most prominent manufacturing organizations In
the piano industry, recently entered
the radio field, introducing three radio
receivers. The line includes one table
model,
the Seville
ette andthetheSeville,
Barcelona
console.consolEach
model contains the same radio chassis,
which is an eight-tube AC receiver,
with one rectifier tube. The set employs push-pull
and uses
two 171-A
power amplification
tubes. The consolette
and console models are equipped with
built-in speakers, and a purchaser
may have the choice of a Rola magnetic loud speaker or a Utah dynamic
speaker. The cabinets are of figured
Name

Freshman

walnut, finished with four coats of
hand-rubbed lacquer. Each receiver is
equipped with phonograph Jacks which
allow it to be used for the electrical
reproduction of phonograph records.
Rudiart Laboratories, Inc., Cleveland,former
O. Adjustable
step-down
transwith which the
AC receivers
and eliminators manufactured in the
United States are made applicable for
use in all the foreign markets. Is
equipped
with is
a connected
special four-point
switch which
to the
tapped oughly
primary
It is thorinsulated winding.
from the transformer
and positive in action. The switch is
readily accessible and full instructions
are given on the nameplate that is on
each transformer. Two models are required to cover the range of 130 to 250
volts. One is wound to convert either
130, 150, 170 or 190 volts to 110 volts;
the other to convert either 200. 220,
240 or 250 volts to 110 volts. Each
transformer is supplied on the primary
side with necting
eight
feetconnecting
of cord andto conplug for
the
power supply
The with
110-volt
ondary side is line.
equipped
two secfeet
of cord and special receptacle so that
the connecting cord to the appliance
can be readily plugged into this receptacle just as if it were a standard
wall receptacle. The transformers are
totally enclosed and the windings are
impregnated to protect them against
moisture. Bushings protect the cord
entering
enclosing container, and
all leads the
are enclosed.
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O.
Dynacone adapter plug that makes
possible the use of the Dynacone
power speaker with sets other than
those of Crosley manufacture is placed
in the last tube socket and the tube is
placed
in the for
plug.
put terminals
the The
loud regular
speaker outare
shorted and the type E Dynacone
plugged into two pin jacks provided
on the adapter. By this means the
output condenser and choke or the
output transformer are eliminated
from, and the Dynacone put directly
in, the output circuit of the last tube.
Thus it gets the DC current to take
care of energizing the electro-magnet
in the speaker as well as the regular
pulsating current which actuates the
speaker
itself.plugBy it use
of the Dynacone adapter
is possible
to use
this power speaker with all sets
equipped with 171-A output tubes
using 135 or more volts on the plate
or on receivers having an output with
a plate current of 20 milliamperes.

Freed-Eisemann

Directors

Successive directors' meetings of the Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., and
the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., held recently, have caused the election of officials of both concerns to the directorates of each, thus completing the final step in the unification of the two companies.
C. A. Earl, president of the Chas. Freshman Co., at the conclusion of
the directors' meeting of that company, announced that Jos. D. R.
Freed and Arthur Freed had been made directors and vice-presidents
in the Freshman Co.
Jos. D. R. Freed, president of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., after
a meeting of his directorate, announced that five directors of the Chas.
Freshman Co. had been elected to the board of the Freed-Eisemann
firm. The five are Mr. Earl, W. J. Keyes, Millard Tompkins, Edgar
Miller and S. P. Woodard.
Mr. Earl heads the board.
A formal statement signed by Mr. Earl and Jos. D. R. Freed states
that the identity of both organizations will remain unchanged . . .
that both the Freshman and Freed-Eisemann lines will be manufactured and sold as heretofore . . . that this combination of two of the
leading radio manufacturers will add materially to the strength of
each and will make possible a greater and more comprehensive service.

Findlay Model for Fada II
sets. The Apex table is finished in
walnut and bronze with provision being made to suspend the Apex loud
speaker in the console of the table.
The tables for the Fada receivers are

Findlay Model for Fada 50
designed In Gothic style and finished
in an attractive brown and bronze.
The loud speaker, with an attractive
grille and metal housing, is built in
the console of the table.

Radio

in

Newest

Bremer-Tully 8-22
Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago,
111. Model 8-22 radio-phonograph combination, containing the B-T 8-20
eight-tube receiver, employing five
tuned stages, patented Counterphase
circuit, station indicator, rejector stage
and built-in dynamic speaker. Phonograph is operated by electric motor,
and turntable is conveniently located
for changing of records. Two 210
tubesinet employed
in thefigured,
output.
Cabof walnut, with
matched
burl doors, decorated with Carpathian
elm. Height 48 inches, width 28%
inches. Operates from 110-volt AC
current only. Price, less tubes,
Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.,
New York. Gothic model cabinet type
speaker listed at $28; dynamic type
100-volt AC speaker, listing at $70.
Both models are finished in genuine
walnut.
Magnetic
chassislisting
No. 3atfor$16,installation In cabinets,
and a
dynamic demonstrator with electric
turntable at $140, in oak or dark red
finish, and $150 in walnut. The prices
for this dynamic demonstrator, with-107

RCA

Southern

Dealers

at Dinner

Meeting

An informal dinner meeting of RCA distributors and dealers, held
in the Georgian ballroom of the Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.,
on December 12, proclaimed the opening of executive, sales and service
facilities for products of the Radio Corp. in the Southern territory.
Pierre Boucheron, formerly general advertising and publicity manager of RCA, who was recently appointed Southern district sales manager, was host to the gathering. Among the RCA officials who attended
this housewarming party were J. L. Ray, vice-president and general sales
manager; C. S. DeSousa, treasurer; E. A. Nicholas, manager Radiola
division, and Meade Brunet, manager Radiotron division.
As this issue of The Talking Machine World goes to press, announcement has been received from A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York, of
a reduction in price of the Grebe Synchrophase AC-6, which formerly
listed at $227.50 and is now listed at $197.50.
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The Talking Machine

Will

Continue

Radio

Co.

Slagle
Business

(Continued from page 32d)
been used in the past for the manufacture of
the Slagle radio and the Utenco automatic
ironer, will be devoted exclusively to the manufacture of Slagle radio receivers.
Besides Mr. Niezer and Mr. Boyd, the other
officers of the company are: B. Paul Mossman,
vice-president and John A. Thieme, secretary
and treasurer. The officers and William C. Rastetter constitute the executive committee. The
organization becomes effective immediately.
The members of the board of directors are:
Mr. Niezer, Henry J. Miller, president of the
Hartford City Paper Co. and Wayne Paper
Goods Co.; John A. Thieme, formerly of Thieme Bros. Co., now retired; W. H. Noll, president of the Pinex Mfg. Co.; B. Paul Mossman,
president of the Mossman- Yarnelle Co.; W. J.
Vesey, attorney for the First National Bank and
the Tri-State Loan Trust Co.; Max B. Fisher,
president of the Fisher Bros. Paper Co.; William C. Rastetter, president of the South Side
bank and Louis Rastetter & Sons, and Mr.
Boyd, all of Ft. Wayne; O. W. Brown, treasurer
of Brown & Caine, Chicago; Joseph Lush,
treasurer of the Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.,
New York, and S. A. Loeb, president of the
Webster Electric Co., Racine, Wis.
Carl D. Boyd, president of the Continental
Radio Corp., needs no introduction to the radio
and music industries for he has won the friendship and esteem of distributors and dealers
from coast to coast. He has been identified
with the electrical and radio business for twenty
years, having been associated with such prominent organizations as the Kellogg Switchboard
& Supply Co., and the French Battery Co.
Since the organization of the Radio Manufacturers' Association, Mr. Boyd has been one of
its most active members, having served as a
director of the Association as well as vice-president.
Referring to the new organization, Mr. Boyd
said: "I am confident that the Continental Radio Corp. holds within its grip what is absolutely the most promising future of any company in the radio business. The sale of the
Slagle radio extends practically across the
breadth of the land and is marketed through a
jobber-dealer structure of the highest caliber.
Its advertising has appeared in trade publica-

tions of national scope, as well as in newspapers in metropolitan centers. We have the
product, the company is adequately and soundly financed, and I cannot stress too strongly
the value of our substantial board of directors
which will bring to us a wealth and diversification of experience such as is paralleled only
in the largest corporations of the country."
R.

W.

Mounteer

New

Kellogg

in
Post

In Charge of Central Station Sales for the
Company — Was Special Representative
of Radio Division
Newly appointed in charge of central station
sales for the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply

World, New

Davis-Hunt

Added impetus has been given the sale of
Stromberg-Carlson in the Philadelphia territory by the appointment of the Davis-Hunt Co.
as factory representative. The partnership
consists of Rufus Davis, long a salesman for
the Stromberg-Carlson Co., and Clifford Hunt,
a radio retail salesman of experience, and was
formed especially to take over the sale of
Stromberg-Carlson products in Philadelphia.
They are located at 538 Real Estate Trust
Building. Mr. Davis joined the StrombergCarlson organization July 1, 1916, and has handled the territory of Philadelphia, eastern and
western Pennsylvania. Mr. Hunt came from
St. Louis, where he has been associated with
Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney, and where he enjoyed remarkable success in the retail radio
department of that store.
Davis-Hunt Co. inaugurated va far-reaching
merchandising and sales campaign Wednesday
evening, December 5, when all Philadelphia
dealers assembled at the Adelphia Hotel for a
dinner, at which Ray H. Manson, chief engineer, and James S. Gibson, radio sales manager of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., spoke.

at RCA

Electrical
1650

Walnut

Instrument

St., Chicago, III.

"28 Years Making Good Instruments"

Co.

Acted
Meeting

The board of directors of the Radio Corp. of
America, at its meeting last week made the following promotions: Vice-President and General
Manager David Sarnoff to be executive vicepresident; Joseph L. Ray, to be vice-president
and general sales manager; Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, to be vice-president and chief broadcast
engineer; Colonel Manton Davis, to be vicepresident and general attorney. In the RCA
Photophone Co., Elmer E. Bucher was promoted to be executive vice-president. The RCA
board also took action to create a separate subsidiary company for its communications business, the plan being to transfer to such company all its communications assets.
M.

Michael

Sonora

A service man cannot be expected to
provide good service unless he is first
equipped with good and suitable service
equipment.
In this connection the Jewell Radio Set
Analyzer is probably the best portable service set available. It was designed with a
knowledge of radio service needs and covers
practically every test of a radio set. Dealers everywhere recognize it as the outPattern No. 199
standing value in service equipment.
Radio Set Analyzer
This test set together with all Jewell
service equipment is obtainable through
your regular jobber. Ask him to show you one of these set analyzers or else
write us direct for descriptive literature.

Phila.

Company Appointed Factory Representative of Stromberg-Carlson Line
in Philadelphia Territory

on
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New

Promotions

R. W. Mounteer
Co., Chicago, is R. W. Mounteer, former special representative of the radio sales division
of the same company. Mr. Mounteer will devote his time to promoting the sale of Kellogg
A-C receivers among public utilities throughout
the country. His five years of experience with
the company, during which time he has contacted a number of large utilities, eminently
qualifies him for his new work.

Co.

Organized

Neil

Jewell

York, December, 1928

Branch

Now
Head

H. B. Haring, Eastern district sales manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., announced this week the appointment of Neil
M. Michael as manager of the Sonora branch
at Baltimore. Mr. Michael, who is widely
known throughout the Baltimore territory, was
formerly secretary-treasurer and general manager of the Chickering Warerooms in that city.
Sonora products are making very rapid headway throughout Maryland and adjoining territory and, under Mr. Michael's direction, it is
expected that the sales volume will show a
steady increase. Don Rockwell, formerly Baltimore manager, is now located at the Sonora
executive offices in New York, doing special
work in the record division.
Okeh

Jobber

Appointed

Otto Heineman, president of the Okeh Phonograph Corp., New York, has announced the
appointment of Kornblum Bros., St. Louis,
Mo., as Okeh jobbers. This concern is well
known in the music field in this territory, having served music dealers for many years with
musical merchandise. The deal whereby Kornblum Bros, became Okeh jobbers was closed
by W. B. Ockenden of the Okeh traveling staff.
A strong campaign is planned.
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National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music Announces Regulations for New
York State and National Contests

Demand for Bacon Banjo Co. Products
Both From Home and Abroad Indicates
Improved Conditions

Representative Leaders of Northern California Form Organization — State Contest During San Francisco Music Week

Regulations for New York State and National school band contests to be held in 1929
under auspices of the Committee on Instrumental Affairs of the Music Supervisors' National Conference have been announced by the
National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music.
Band contests in both State and National
events will be open to five classes, instead of
four as heretofore. The first four classes will
consist of bands in high schools and other public and private institutions with (A) an enrolment of more than 600; (B) an enrolment of
from 250 to 600; (C) enrolment of less than
250; (D) bands organized less than a year. The
fifth class will be composed of bands in junior
high and grammar schools. Only bands in
classes A and B will be eligible to compete in
the national contest which will be held in
Denver next May 23-25, but bands from other
classes may participate but will have to play
class A and B music.
The closing date for entries in State contests
has been set for March 1, and the committee
will award prizes in States with a minimum of
three entries. State trophies will be awarded
the winners of first places in Class A in each
State, and the winners of first and second places
in the first two classes in State contests will be
eligible to compete in the national contest.
In the Year Book issued by the committee,
containing information about the 1929 contests,
the National and State contests of 1928 are
reviewed. The committee co-operated in thirty
State contests, beside those of the New
England section and the National contest held
in Joliet, 111. In the latter event twenty-seven
bands from fourteen States participated, the
contesting organizations representing the pick
of more than 500 bands in States as widely
separated as New York and California. It is
estimated that a total of at least 25,000 youthful
musicians took part in these State contests. The
Toliet High School band at the 1928 meet, won
the national trophy for the third time, thereby
retaining it.
The school band movement, the report states,
has had a remarkable growth since 1924 when
the first State contests were held under the
auspices, or with the co-operation of the committee. The State contests culminated in the
first National contest in 1926, when thirteen
bands from ten States competed for the National trophy at Fostoria, O. In 1927 twentythree bands from fourteen States participated
at Council Bluffs, la.

Groton, Conn., December 6. — Telegraph and
cable orders for B. & D. Silver Bell banjos are
being received daily by the Bacon Banjo Co.,
this city, a sure sign of healthy trade conditions,
according to D. L. Day, treasurer and general
manager of the company. One nice order came
through recently from South Africa, and a shipment of twenty-three banjos was made to Australia a short time ago. The Chicago Musical
Instrument Co. sent in a telegraphic order for
sixteen instruments, six of these being for Roy
Smeck stage model gold-plated Silver Bell
banjos and four for Montana Special Silver
Bell instruments. Another telegram from
George Peate, Canadian distributor for the
Bacon concern, ordered a Ne Plus Ultra Silver
Bell plectrum model.
Letters of praise for the Silver Bell banjos
have never been so abundant. Below is one
from a professional, Lee Warren, Drexel Hills,

San Francisco, Cal., December 6. — The school
bandmasters of northern California, who
have effected preliminary organization, met
recently and completed the details of permanent organization. E. J. Delano, of Sherman, Clay & Co., was in the chair and there
was a good representation of the bandmasters
present. A constitution and by-laws were
adopted, and it was resolved to adhere to the
national rules. Officers and directors elected
are, president, E. P. Alwyn, Princeton, Cal.;
vice-president, Thomas Willis, Sacramento;
secretary, Eugene Broe of Burlingame; treasurer, Earl Morton, Berkeley, and in addition to
the foregoing officers the board of directors includes George D. Ingrim of the Mission High
School, San Francisco, member at large.
It was voted to accept the invitation of the
San Francisco Civic Association to hold a State
school band contest in San Francisco during
the 1929 Music Week, as was done during the
past two annual music weeks. Delano said
that the band contest committee in 1929 will
be practically the same as in the past and will
include the local dealers in band instruments.
The only difference at the coming Music Week
will be that the contest committee will have a
tie-up with the executive committee of the
Northern California School Bandmasters' Association, and this will result in more co-operation, especially regarding some of the details
of the contest.

Philadelphia, who writes as follows: "I am
writing to let you know that I bought a Silver
Bell in Portland, Maine, last week. I had a
chance to sell my banjo. I liked the tone and
power of that particular instrument so well that
I bought it. It has 'guts' like iron. The tone
cuts through the rest of the band so that I
don't have to play loud and cover up any other
instrument, and when I play the 'upper-register' I see why you have named it 'Silver Bell.'
The notes have a quality which can best be described as 'bell-like.'"
The King Music Co., New Orleans, La., recently equipped the McComb, Miss., city school
band with King instruments and Ludwig drums.

The Melody Music Shop, Memphis, Tenn., is
now located at its new quarters at 13 South
Main street. Saul Bluestein is manager.
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QRS

Still

Projector

Introduced

to Trade

Close on the heels of the introduction by the
QRS Co., Chicago, of the QRS 35 m. m. instantaneous Kamra, comes the announcement
of important and unique accessories which will
be supplied to the dealer trade, to be sold in
conjunction with the Kamra.
Foremost among these new products is the
QRS still projector, Model K-2, which introduces new and simpler

principles in construction and amazing performance on the screen.
This projector will
throw a picture on the
screen in clear detail
ranging from the small
size of 10 x 4 inches
up to that covering a
wall 10 x 14 feet. The
electric bulb is not of
the usual high voltage
high candle power protype, — but is
Jector
Still ProjectorModel
7r
K-2 S Shown
Without the merely an ordinary 6-8
Kamra Attached volt standard single
contact automobile headlight bulb. The amplification of screen illumination is accomplished through the QRS
condenser system. The projector is free of confusing complicated operative mechanism, and is without
fire hazard dangers. The Kamra supplies
the lens for the projector and mechanism for
propelling the film through as it is being projected. The projector is priced at $15, and the
user may thus secure a complete outfit, Kamra
and projector, for a total of $37.50.
The Kamra lid is removed, the Kamra fastened to the front of the projector, becoming an
integral part of it, the lamp cord connected and
it is ready for operation. The Kamra may be
fastened in either an upright or horizontal position, depending upon the position used when
the pictures were "shot."
Another new product is the Kamra rack, used
in "close-up" still photography, upon which the
Kamra may be placed to safeguard against vibration, and to predetermine the correct focus.
A Kamra Lens Kit, comprising three lenses
for sharp focusing and portrait work, and
pocket carrying case, and the "Reelo" tank for
developing films are other new devices now

being introduced. By using the "Reelo" tank
the exposed film can be developed by the user
in less than 30 minutes and at a cost of less
than 12 cents a roll.
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Record

Radio

a

Tie-Up

All
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aggregation of stations
ever used outside of
such important national
occasions.

Edison Certificate of Performance
tificate of Performance is attached to it and
receives the endorsement of the technical inspector and chief engineer. Dealers as well
as the public have shown much interest in this
Certificate of Performance, always reflecting
the fact that for many years past products of
the Edison laboratories have been recognized
as reflecting quality and care and skill in their
production.
Jack

Kapp

Uses

Portable

Labs,

in Recording

Work

Unique recording laboratories were set up
by Jack Kapp, head of the Chicago recording

"It was stated that Sonora's original contract,
which provided for a weekly broadcast over a
period of three years, represented a probable
expenditure of more than a million dollars for
time and talent. This new contract will nearly
double our expenditure for time alone."
The first broadcast over this huge network
of forty-three stations will take place at 9.30
Eastern Standard Time, on Thursday, December 27, and, as hitherto, the Sonora program
will originate in the Sonora recording laboratories in New York City, being carried by remote control to the key stations of the Columbia chain for transmission, to every part of the
country.

D. W.

May,

Inc., Has

Warming

SALES
MANAGER
WANTED.— One of
Brooklyn's large radio concerns, due to expansion of its business, has an opening for
a sales manager. Exceptional opportunity with
good proposition for the right party. Do not
call but write confidentially to Mr. M. Udko,
M. Udko & Co., Inc., 224 Flatbush Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED— Recording engineer with twenty
years' experience would like to connect with a "talking
picture"
company.Machine
Address World,
replies420to Lexington
Box No. 1674.
care
of The Talking
Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Sonora

York, December, 1928

The largest radio hook-up ever to be used
for a commercial program will carry the Sonora
broadcast over the Columbia chain, according
Edison
Radio
Sets
to an announcement by P. L. Deutsch, president of the Sonora Phonograph Co., with headquarters in New York.
Each Edison receiver that leaves the factory
"Up
to
the present time," says Mr. Deutsch,
has attached to it a special "Certificate of Per"we
have
been using some twenty of the Coformance" to indicate to the purchaser that it
lumbia chain's stations, owned and operated by
has undergone exhaustive tests in the Edison
the United Independent Broadcasters in the
laboratories at the hands of the staff of Edison
East and Middle West. But under the new
radio technicians— tests more exacting than
contract which was signed yesterday we shall
those demanded under normal operating condibe using forty-three stations stretching literally
tions. Each Edison receiver must equal the
from coast to coast, and from North to South,
performance of the master receiver at the
and bringing the Sonora weekly program withlaboratories in every particular before the Cerin the range of every
country.receiver in the
radio
"This hook-up, the
||
(Certiorate of Performance
f|
Columbia people tell
er undergoing the
This Edison Receiv.
us, will be the largest
most thorough facto,
n, has also been
ever employed for any
ison Laboratories
given an exactin
commercial broadcast.
There have been larger
by
Edison
Rad
We hene&ySc
t this Edison Receiver
hook-ups, of course,
-77 /e. the Edison
erformance
for the broadcasting of
ned in the Edison Laboraequals i
standard of comparison.
Master Rto
speeches and descriptions of events of naw
tional importance, but
Technical Insnfedtor
our new contract with
RADIO
)MMITTEF.
the Columbia chain
calls for the biggest

Certificate

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a ■
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without
cost. Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If bald-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.

LINES WANTED.— Desire to represent
either radio manufacturer or jobber in northern
Indiana and southern Michigan. Well acquainted with both radio and music dealers.
Experienced in dealers' sales promotion work.
Twelve years selling to dealers only. Highest
references. Open for position January 1. Address replies to Box No. 1673, care of The
Talking Machine World, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

World, New

Brunswick Portable Recording Laboratory
laboratories of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., on a recent tour of the South. One of
these pictured here is of rough-and-ready
"makeshift" construction, and not because of,
but in spite of, these conditions Mr. Kapp
claims that he has recorded and will have read)'
for dealers in the early part of 1929 a large
number of very excellent recordings for the
"Hill-Billy" section of the Vocalion record
catalog. Pictured with Mr. Kapp are Harry
Smith, Brunswick electrical engineer, and
Harry Goldsmith, general sales manager of the
Artophone Corp., Memphis, Tenn.

House

in New

Home

Thursday and Friday, December 6 and 7,
were the days devoted by D. W. May, Inc.,
radio distributors, to a housewarming party on
the occasion of the opening of their new building at 393-395 New Street, Newark, N. J. The
new building is in the rear of their old location
at 380 Central avenue. A host of dealers in
the northern New Jersey territory inspected
the new and improved facilities which the May
organization has provided for their - benefit.
Buffet luncheons and suppers, with other refreshments, were -served on both days.
D. W. May, Inc., are distributors for Crosley
and Amrad receivers, RCA Radiotrons, Sandar
speakers, Ray-O-Vac batteries, Daven television
products, Brach accessories, Raytheon tubes,
Sterling A and B eliminators and the Radio
Lite-Tenna.

Successful

Week-End

Shooting

Twenty-nine plump ducks were the trophies
exhibited by Mac Harlan, advertising manager
of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., upon
his return from a week-end hunting trip along
the Illinois River. C. C. Fogarty, of Matteson, Fogarty, Jordan Co., advertising counsel
of the Kellogg Co., accounted for an equal
number in two days of shooting.
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Robbins
Weymann

Features

Corp.

"Dusky
Vitaphone

Stevedore"

in

Attractive

Display
Triangle Music Publishing Co. Reports Gratifying Response to Campaign on "Dusky
Stevedore" — Dealers Report Demand for Sheet Music and Record Releases
T HE special campaign on "Dusky Stevedore"
now being conducted by the Triangle Music

where an entire window was devoted to the
single song with very satisfactory results.
Executives of the Weymann concern are firm believers in the value of window displays in building
up demand for songs, and
much drop-in business in
the sheet music department
is attributed to this source.
The "Dusky Stevedore"
window contained a large
a scene
poster,theportraying
from
lower Mississippi
River, which is in the mood
of the song. Several dozen
copies were distributed
about the window as well
records of
as phonograph
the
song.

On December 14 the Victor Co. will release a vocal
record of "Dusky Stevedore," made by the Revelers, and about the time a
new Brunswick record will
be released, made by the
Clevelanders. A new Columbia dance record of the
song has been made by
Thelma Terry and Her
Playboys, with a vocal
chorus by Joe Davis, and
will also be released this
month. Mr. Davis anticipatesmandabig
sheetof music
dein view
the new
recordings, all of which are
second recordings in the
catalog of the company,
Weymann Display of "Dusky Stevedore"
Since the introduction of the song it has
Publishing Co., New York, is meeting with
great success, according to Joe Davis, head of proven exceedingly popular with radio entertainers.
the company. Many dealers have co-operated
with window displays, tying up with record
Dan Winkler, sales manager of De Sylva,
releases of this song made by the principal
Brown
& Henderson, Inc., New York City,
mechanical companies. One of the most athas
finally
left for his much-needed rest and is
tractive of these displays created by music dealers was the one used by H. A. Weymann &
now basking in the sunshine of Florida on a
Sons, Inc., 1108 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,
long delayed vacation.
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total of $93,599. The two-year record is a compliment to J. J. Robbins' pioneering work in
picture music, for, whereas the other publishing
firms had extensive catalogs of popular hits to
offer, the Robbins contributions were chiefly
standard, demonstrating the substantiality of a
musical catalog of this nature.
Discussing the latest Vitaphone statement
Mr. Robbins had the following to say: "The
results are especially significant when it is
taken into consideration that the men who built
the foundation of our catalog, such as Erno
Rapee, Dr. William Axt and others, have used
less of their music in synchronizing than have
other synchronizers. It is, therefore, not a
case of these men showing partiality to their
own compositions."
New

Ballads

has just released
tell Gordon and
has just been
famous tenor of

is "Ceasing to Care," by WesGranville English. This song
recorded by James Melton,
the Seiberling Radio Hour and

recording artist. Mr. Melton introduced "Ceasing to Care" for the first time on the air over
Station WEAF on the Seiberling program, December 13.
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ACTS FROM

Broadway,

Issued

by Berlin
Standard
The Irving Berlin Standard Music Corp. has
been extremely successful with the exploitation
of its new high class ballad series. The releases included the beautiful song "To Be Forgotten" by Irving Berlin, and a new ballad by
Westell Gordon and J. Will Callahan entitled
"Down the Highway of Dreams." Mr. Gordon
will be remembered as the composer of "Far
Away Bells" and "One Little Dream of Love,"
which have enjoyed unusual popularity.
Another new high class ballad that the firm
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PALS JUST PALS

Royalties

The Robbins Music Corp., New York, is receiving the congratulations of the trade in
securing for the second successive year the
highest Vitaphone royalty earnings assigned to
any music publisher. The Robbins organization leads the list on the point computation
system, each point representing the use by
Vitaphone of a selection being valued at $30.73.
This year the sum of $9,526 or practically onetenth of the entire $100,000 paid out by Vitaphone to seventy-five separate publishers was
earned by the Robbins Music Corp. Last year
the Robbins concern received $8,777 out of a
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Zamecnik

Composing

for "Redskin"
Score
Will Employ Color Technique to Produce
Score as Colorful as Technicolor Spectacle— Sam Fox to Publish Score
A new color technique in musical interpretation developed with Paramount's latest Technicolor spectacle "Redskin" starring Richard Dix,
will be introduced by J. S. Zamecnik, composer
of original scores for motion picture productions. His thought is to produce a music score
as colorful as the picture, rich in Indian lore
and tradition. This special and original music
setting for a picture that boasts the greatest
footage of natural color film ever made has been
arranged between Paramount-Famous-Lasky
and the Sam Fox sound synchronization department, recently organized.
Just as Technicolor presents to the human
eye all the beauty of nature, the bizarre and
lurid colors in the trappings and costumes of
the Navajo and Pueblo Indians and places before the motion picture fans the color illusion
perfect in its reproduction, so Zamecnik's new
idea is to develop orchestration to such superperfection that every changing emotion and
episode will be carefully studied, not only to
have a correct and effective musical interpretation but also to insure its orchestral coloring
by incorporating some extremely modern musical ideas to the betterment of the score.

Into his musical synchronization of "Redskin," Mr. Zamecnik will bring the ancient
plaintive melodies of the Navajo and Pueblo
Indians. The composer will not change the
richness and close harmony of the Indian songs,
but he will modernize them sufficiently so as to
make possible their use by an ultra-modern
sound-recording orchestra. Old musical instruments used by the Navajo and Pueblo Indians
have, by a fortunate circumstance, been unearthed and Mr. Zamecnik proposes to write
special parts into the score for these ancient instruments so that when the picture is soundrecorded, a convincing interpretation of the Indian melodies will be secured.
Opportunities for the development of this new
thought in color orchestration are particularly
suitable in "Redskin" because the entire Indian
background is, in itself, essentially colorful, because it is the drama of a race of people clinging to old traditions, yet seeking to adapt themselves to the new. It is the romance of a boy
of the Navajos, a girl of another tribe. Tribal
hatreds that have come down through the centuries rise to keep them apart, despite the fact
that they are both products of the white man's
schools, modernized, educated, madly in love.
In order to study intimately the locales, atmosphere and character of "Redskin," Zamecnik
has been present at the filming of many of the
important scenes that have been made against
the magnificent backgrounds of the Indian
country of the Pacific Southwest. He recently
witnessed a pre-view of the assembled reels
without titling or cutting. He declared " 'Red-
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IFyou
you should
are a carry
wide-awake
dealerof
the newrecord
releases
our latest song successes:
THE
DREAM
SUNNYTOYMAKER'S
SKIES
DON'T DO THAT TO THE POOR
PUSS CAT
KISS BEFORE THE DAWN
DOWN SOUTH
as well as the 100% ELECTRICALLY
RECORDED familiar favorites:
IDA, SWEET AS APPLE CIDER
MY GAL SAL
SHIM-ME-SHA- WABBLE
ORIGINAL DIXIELAND ONE-STEP
PARADE OF THE WOODEN
SOLDIERS
recorded again by popular demand for all
the companies
by such artists as RED
NICHOLS, NAT SHILKRET, TED LEWIS
and PAUL WHITEMAN.
Write for further details or catalogue
EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC
223 West 46th Street
NEW YORK CITY

CO.

skin' is a great picture, and one that will inspire
me to do the best job of my life." He has
already written the theme song for the picture
and there is every indication that it will achieve
great general popularity.
Mr. Zamecnik is composer of the original
music score for "The Wedding March" and his
love theme song in that picture, "Paradise," has
met with marked public favor. He arranged the
music score for "Abie's Irish Rose," and wrote
that picture's two love theme songs, "Rosemary" and "Little Irish Rose." Other outstanding Zamecnik successes include the musical setting and theme of the great epic of the

emeS

war, "Wings."
Robbins
"Show

(Oh, Nights Of Splendor)
■
The Enchanting Love Sony
NIGHTS
P'lWEAPOllTAN
OF The William Fox Production " FAZIL'

THEME

50N6

Acquires
People"

Theme

The Robbins Music Corp., New York City,
which is rapidly becoming recognized as one of
the foremost and most prolific of the theme
song publishers, announces with pardonable
gratification that "Cross Roads," a composition
by William Axt and David Mendoza, of the
Capitol theatre organization, has been selected
as the musical "rider" to "Show People," the
latest Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film offering.
"Show People" will feature two great stars,
Marion Davies and William Haines, who, until

OF

now, have been "solo-flighting" in filmdom.
Other famous screen satellites, among whom
will be Charles Chaplin, Greta Garbo, etc., will
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_
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w

Paramount- l^/cture

supply realism for the film's background.
A greater-than-usual nation-wide campaign of
propagation will be begun shortly by the Robbins organization on "Cross Roads." Retail
stores are tying-up with the film.
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Flaherty
De

S., B.

With
&

H.,

Inc.

De Sylva, Brown and Henderson, Inc., has
announced a new addition to its staff in the person of Pat Flaherty. Mr. Flaherty resumes
duties as assistant to Dan Winkler, sales manager. He is to handle a great deal of the
mechanical work and his knowledge of this end
of the business and his wide acquaintance with
recording managers will serve him very advantageously inhis new position.
Mr. Flaherty is very well known in the music
business, having formerly been general manager of the Stasney Music Co., and more recently New York manager for Ted Browne
Music Co., Chicago publishing firm.
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Issuing
New
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For more than seven years, or ever since
"The Parade of the Wooden Soldiers" marched
to its first crashing success, various people
have tried to influence Edward B. Marks, the
publisher, to accept songs which they predicted
were sure to be the logical follow-up number
to that phenomenal march success. At least
twenty such songs have been submitted to the
firm but in every case there has been something
lacking. Often they were just imitations, more
or less feeble, and those that resembled the
original too closely were rejected on the
grounds that they would only damage "Wooden
Soldiers" which has developed into a steady
seller of huge dimensions.
Recently, however, Ernie Golden, orchestra
leader, showman, composer and general musical
authority, brought a song to the Marks offices
entitled "The Toy Maker's Dream." This was
in no sense an imitation of "Parade." Except
for the fact that both are characteristic fox-trot
marches there is no similarity. However, it
seemed to the Marks executives just the type
of number that stood an excellent chance of
striking the public as different enough and
tuneful enough to become another "Wooden
Soldiers" in popularity.
"The Toy Maker's Dream" has been orchestrated brilliantly by Joe Nussbaum, who has
deftly incorporated both his own and Golden's
best ideas. It is expected that Mr. Golden's
ability as a full-fledged composer, long overshadowed by his orchestra conducting activity,
will be definitely established by the success of
this new piece. The Marks concern is starting
in with a big Christmas campaign upon it, following which it is to be the chief song for 1929
along with "Sunny Skies" and the comical
"Don't Do That to the Poor Puss Cat."
Mr. Nussbaum has just completed a special
modern arrangement of the famous tango "El
Choclo" for the Marks firm.
As a result of the success of the first four
Scheidlmeier tenor banjo arrangements, "Glow
Worm," "Down South," "Wooden Soldiers" and
"Ida," it has been decided to issue three more
in 1929 by this same Pittsburgh expert. These
are to be Rosey's "Espanita" and Lincke's
"Amina" and "Fireflies."
The second series of Red Nichols modern
hot recording arrangements for orchestra will
appear early in the year. It is expected to equal
the success of the first series, which every dealer
agrees, has set a sales record that has never
been approached. Several new folios of every
description are either already in work or under
consideration. Most important of all, perhaps,
is the position assumed by the firm in the field
of foreign music. Mr. Mark's recent trip to
Europe served to cement many of the vital connections entered upon with leading European
music houses recently.
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New

Songs

Device Invented to Give Publishing House
Opportunity to Plug New Issues in Theatres
Using Only Mechanical Entertainment Features
One of the major disadvantages from the
viewpoint of music publishers of the present
tendency of motion picture theatre owners to
dispense with orchestras, organists and the human entertainers and to depend entirely on
mechanized mediums for the entertainment of
audiences has been the utter impossibility of
featuring new song issues. In the past the
theatre "plug" has been regarded as one of the
most important means of popularizing a newsong and the present situation obviously caused
some concern and worry. Leo Feist, Inc., in
a recent announcement has the solution of
the problem as far as it was concerned through
the invention of the Feist Slide-a-phone, an
ultra-modern medium for song exploitation.
This device consists of a set of slides with
synchronized musical accompaniment to include
singing and comedy dialogue. A twelve-inch
record playing for four minutes carries a Feist
song which the booth operator reproduces on
the usual Vitaphone turntables and projects the
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DUSKY STEVEDORE
TAKE YOUR TOMORROW

With

the Qreatest

(And Give Me Today)

GUESS WHO'S IN TOWN?
IT ALL GOMES OUT IN THE WASH
MY BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN HOME
I AIN'T GOT NOBODY
MY CAROLINA HOME

(And Nobody

Cares for Me)

Appreciation

Collection

Now

to Our
the

of Songs

I WANT A GOOD MAN
RIGHT OR WRONG

Austin,

Many

RATHER

TRIANGLE
MUSIC
PUB.
CO., Inc.,
P.S. — OUR NEW PLUG SONG FOR 1929 WILL BE "SUSIANNA," B' SPENCER

Inc.

Most
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Friends
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Published

(And I Want

Him Bad)

YOU CAN'T TAKE MY MEM'RIES FROM
THE SINKING OF THE VESTRIS
HONOLULU SWEETHEART OF MINE
MY HANDY MAN
YOU'D

With

to popular listings. "Then Came the Dawn"
and "Voice of the Southland" are the firm's
two biggest sellers.

to Express

the Year

N. Y.

Al Dubin, one of the best-known lyricists on
Broadway, has signed a two-year contract with
Gene Austin, Inc., New York City, to write
and assist Marty Bloom in the professional department. The Austin organization is rapidlyforging to the fore and plans have been completed to occupy larger quarters at 745 Broadway. A standard catalog of semi-classic and
sacred numbers will be published in addition

Wish

Close

Dubin
Gene

We

We

Sineerest

York,

slides to synchronize with the lyrics.
Although the use of the Slide-a-phone represents an expensive outlay, the Feist organization will receive the cost in rentals as the device will be used by many theatres as featured
"shorts." The first release is on "I'm Sorry
Sally" and the second and third are expected
to be "I'm Betting on You" and "High Up on
the Hilltop." The records are made on what is
known as Vitaphone stock, thick records which
insure durability. The same selection is carried
on both sides for the convenience of the operator and to give the record double wearing
value. First issues will be announced shortly.
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Initial Catalog Issued by Firm Lists Concert Selections by a Number of Leading
Composers — Leo Edwards Manager

70.
7',
w

/ i.

Announcement has just been made by De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., New York,
of that firm's entrance into the field of standard
music publication.
Following in the train of

7/

1 AAV

WEW

6IR.L

NOW

Robert Crawford
its success in the popular, show music and
theme song fields since the firm's organization less- than two years ago, this new move
marks another important mile-post in the career of the concern. Formation of the new department has been in progress for the past
4c few months, during which time a sizable standard catalog has been gathered, comprising the
works of some of the best-known composers in
the concert field.
Some of the composers whose works are represented in the new department include Charles
Wakefield Cadman, Oley Speaks, Geoffrey

0

•III

O'Hara, Frank Grey, Lily Strickland, and others are being secured. Leo Edwards has been
appointed manager of the standard department
and will build up a staff capable of exploiting
concert music in the proper way. Mr. Edwards
was responsible for introducing "Guns," a forceful, descriptive composition by Geoffrey

'9
flu

O'Hara, recently in a gorgeous production at
the Roxy Theatre in New York.
The success of De Sylva, Brown & Henderson as music publishers in the short space of
about twenty months has won the admiration
of the entire trade. The firm owed its start to
the talents of the three members of the firm,
B. G. De Sylva, Lew Brown and Ray Henderson, as song writers, the first dozen songs exploited having been written exclusively by
them. Later, due to Robert Crawford, president of the company, and his assistant, Dan
Winkler, in the sale-promotion end of the firm,
the company branched out with many big hits
by outside writers. Among these was the popular "Among My Souvenirs" and the comic
novelty "Henry's Made a Lady Out of Lizzie,"
both of which sold to most satisfactory totals.
The next steps were in the production field,
"Good News" being the initial publication of
this sort, which is still selling over a period
of fifteen months. The company has published
the hit songs and scores for four new musical
comedies this Fall, and in addition has released
theme songs for nearly a dozen large photoplays. It is as a result of this experience that
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., comes in
for a large share of discussion in popular music
circles, and too much credit cannot be given to
Robert Crawford as head of the enterprise.
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Collection to Contain Twenty-five of the
Composer's Hits of the Past Quarter of
a Century — Ready January 1
Will Von Tilzer of the Broadway Music
Corp., New York City, announces the release
on January 1 of a folio of Albert Von Tilzer's
"Famous Songs of the Past." This collection
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and all because

is rejuvenated,

the theme

Of course, we mean

song.
hook-up;

Qheme

song with a definite
the musical

song that is to the picture what
the theme

song is to the show;

song that is sung

and played repeatedly throughout the picture, — the ROBBINS
THEME SONG, in other words. ROBBINS THEME SONGS are
sung in foremost
country.
contacts

An

picture theatres

exclusive

in every city throughout

tie-up with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

with other leading film producers
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make
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CROSS
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Songs

ROADS

The Song Feature of
"SHOW
PEOPLE"
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Special with
Marion Davies and William Haines

LIVE

AND

LOVE

The Song Feature of
"THE

MASKS
OF THE DEVIL"
A John Gilbert Classic

LOVE

DREAMS

The Song Feature of
"ALIAS

JIMMY

VALENTINE"

M.-G.-M.'s Two-Dollar Broadway Special with William Haines

LOVE'S
FIRST
The Song Feature of

KISS

"A WOMAN
OF AFFAIRS"
The Latest and Greatest Metro Film Starring Gilbert and Garbo
WATCH

FOR

OTHERS

NOW

IN

recent popular songs "Dear When I Met You,"
and "A Happy Ending," are already being listed
amongst the season's successes.
New

Feist

Publications

The following numbers issued by Leo Feist,
Inc., are listed as class "A" or 20 cents per
copy until December 31, after which they are
class "B" or 22 cents per copy: "My Old Girl's
My New Girl Now," "When the Right One
Comes Along," "My Suppressed Desire," "1
Want a 'Yes' Girl" "(Why Did You Kiss Me
Last Night) Ya' Coming Up Tonight, Huh,"
and "Gypsy."

PREPARATION

ROBBINS THEME SONGS ARE RE-CREATING Music Business
for the Enterprising Dealer.
Now is the time to get on the Theme
Song Band Wagon with the Firm That Knows How!

Robbins
Music
799 Seventh Avenue

Albert Von Tilzer
contains some of the outstanding hits of the
last twenty-five years, including "Honey Boy,"
"Oh By Jingo," "Smarty," "Take Me Up With
You Dearie," "I'll Be With You in Apple
Blossom Time," "Chili Bean," "Take Me Out
to the Ball Game," "My Little Girl," "Dapper
Dan," "Oh How She Could Yacki Hacki Wicki
Wacki Woo," and others in the million copy
hit class.
Some of these songs have been out of print
and are now available for the first time in years,
and there has been an insistent demand for
many of them due in part to the use of old-time
favorites over the radio. This collection is a
real tribute to the genius of Albert Von Tilzer,
one of America's great composers, who has
written all of the songs in this folio as well as
many high-class successes such as "Forever Is
a Long Long Time," "Waters of Venice," and
"Goodbye Sweetheart, Goodbye," also the musical shows, "Bye Bye Bonnie," "Honey Girl,"
"Adrienne," and "Gingham Girl." His most

Corporation
New York

Featured in "Whoopee"
"Ever Since the Movies Learned to Talk,"
published by Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., is making a tremendous hit as one of the features of
the musical comedy success "Whoopee." Eddie
Cantor sings the comedy hit.
Billy Jones and Ernie Hare, the Happiness
Boys, radio, record and vaudeville favorites,
recently introduced for the first time the new
Berlin novelty "So Far So Good, So Good So
Far, But Whatya Gonna Do, Do Now."

The

Victor

Latest

Talking Machine Co.
LIST FOR DECEMBER 14
21765 Dusky Stevedore
The Revelers 10
Blue Shadows (From Earl Carroll's The
"Vanities").
Revelers 10
21766 Ten Little Miles From Town,
California Humming Birds 10
It Goes Like This (That Funny Melody).
California Humming Birds 10
21767 You're the Cream in My Coffee (From the
Musical Comedy, "Hold
Ted Everything")
Weems and —HisFox-trot,
Orch. 10
Anything Your Heart Desires (From the Musical Comedy, "Just Ted
a Minute")
Fox-trot,
Weems —and
His Orch. 10
21771 Just a Sweetheart (From the Motion Picture
Production, trot"The
Battle and
of thetheSexes")
Fox- 10
10
Nat Shilkret
Victor — Orch.
Was It Love?— Waltz
The Troubadours 10
21772 Another Kiss (From Paramount Pioture. "Manhattan Cocktail") — Waltz ...The Troubadours
Gotta Be Good (From Paramount Picture, "Manhattan Cocktail")
— Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret
and the Victor Orch. 10
LIST FOR DECEMBER 21
21780 There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder (From 10
Warner Bros. Picture, "The Singing Fool"), 10
Johnny -Marvin
Happy Days and Lonely Nights. .Johnny
Marvin 10
21779 Sonny Boy (From Warner Bros. Picture, "The 10
Singing Fool")
Gene Austin
She's
That 'Way (I Got a Woman,
Crazy
for Funny
Me)
Gene Austin
21778 Oh! You Sweet Old Watcha May Call It— Fox- 10
Aaronson's Commanders
My Scandinavian trotGalIrving
— Fox-trot,
Irving Aaronson's Commanders 10
21773 I Found You "Out" When I Found You "In"
Somebody Else's Arms
Fox-trot,and His Orch. 10
Ted —Weems
Take Your Tomorrow — Fox-trot.
Edwin J. McEnelly's Orch. 10
21774 Ups-a-Daisy! (From the Musical Comedy, "Upsa-Daisy 1") — Fox-trot, Victor Arden-Phil Ohman 10
Will You Remember? Will You Forget? (From
the Musical Comedy,trot Victor
"Ups-a-Daisy
— Fox- 10
Arden-Phil1") Ohman
LIST FOR DECEMBER 28 '
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL
35951 Prelude in C. Sharp Minor (Rachmaninoff, Op.
3, No. 2)
Victor Concert Orch. 12
Prelude in G Minor (Rachmaninoff, Op. 23,
No. 5)
Victor Concert Orch. 12
35952 Three Shades of Blue— Suite— Part 1 (1. Indigo)
(Grofe),
Paul Whiteman and His Concert Orch. 12
Three Shades of Blue— Suite — Part 2 (2. Alice
Blue. 3. Heliotrope) (Grofe),
Paul Whiteman and His Concert Orch. 12
21574 My Little Old Home Down in New Orleans,
Jimmie Rodgers 10
Dear Old Sunny South By the Sea,
10
Jimmie Rodgers 12
35953 Twisting the Dials — Part l.The Happiness Boys 12
Twisting the Dials — Part 2. The Happiness Boys
21787 Cross Roads (From the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 10
Picture, "Show People") Franklyn Baur
Marie (From the United Artists' Picture, "The
Awakening")
DANCE RECORDS Franklyn Baur
21783 Say That You Love Me (From "Hello Your- 10
self")— Fox-trot Waring's Pennsylvanians
I Want the World to Know (From "Hello 10
Yourself") — Fox-trot . Waring's Pennsylvanians
21786 I'll Get By as Long as I Have You— Fox -trot, 10
Irving Aaronson's Commanders 10
Sleep, Baby, Sleep — Fox-trot. .McEnelly's Orch.
21788 Pompanola (From the Musical Comedy, "Three
Cheers")
..Waring's
Pennsylvanians
Maybe
This— IsFox-trot.
Love (From
the Musical
Comedy,
"Three Cheers") — Fox-trot,
Waring's Pennsylvanians
21658 Shreveport — Stomp,
Jelly-Roll Morton's Red Hot Peppers
Shoe Shiner's Drag — Slow Blues,
Telly-Roll
RED Morton's
SEAL Red Hot Peppers
1354 Souvenir (Drdla) — Violin
Mischa Elman
Orientate
(from9)
"Kaleidoscope") Mischa
(CesarElman
Cui, 10
Op. 50, No.
12
6875 Forza Del Destino — Pace, Pace Mio Dio (Peace,
Peace, Oh My Lord) (Act 4) Rosa
(Verdi)—
In
Italian
Ponselle
Ernani — Ernani Involami (Ernani, Fly With
Me!) (Act 1) (Verdi)— In Italian,
Rosa Ponselle
6835 Valse — Serenade (Tschaikowsky),
Detroit Symphony Orch. (O. Gabrilowitsch, Dir.)
1. Marche
Russian Miniature
Soldier's(Tschaikowsky),
Song (Altschuler) ; 2.
Detroit Symphony Orch. (0. Gabrilowitsch, Dir.)
Amelita Galli-Curci 10
1355 Home, Sweet Home (Payne-Bishop),
Last Rose of Summer (Introduced in Flotow's
"Martha") (Moore)
Amelita Galli-Curci
6876 Traviata — Dei miei bollenti spiriti (Wild My
Dream of Youth) (Act 2) (Verdi)
— In Italian,
Beniamino
Gigli 12
Lucia
—
Tombe
degl'
avi
miei
(Tomb
of
My
Sainted Fathers) (Finale, Act 3) (Donizetti)
— In Italian
Beniamino Gigli 12
8105 Trovatore — Ai nostri monti (Home to Our
Mountains) (Act 4) (Verdi) — In Italian,
Louise Homer-Giovanni Martinelli 12
12
Trovatore — Mai reggendo all' aspro assalto (At
My Mercy Lay the Foe) (Act 2) (Verdi) —
In Italian. .Louise Homer-Giovanni Martinelli
1353 Serenade a la Poupee (Serenade for the Doll)
(No. 3bus y)— Piano
from "The Children's
Corner")
(DeVladimir
Horowitz
Capriccio (Scarlatti) — Piano.. Vladimir Horowitz
1356 Carmen Suite — Habanera (Act 4) (Bizet),
Philadelphia Orch. (L. Stokowski, Dir.)
Carmen Suite — (Prelude to Act 1) (Bizet),
Philadelphia Orch. (L. Stokowski, Dir.)
6873 Carmen Suite— Gypsy Dance (Act 2) (Bizet),
Philadelphia Orch. (L. Stokowski, Dir.) 12
Carmen Suite — Intermezzo to Act 3 and Les
Dragons Philadelphia
d'Alcala (Act
(Bizet),
Orch.2) (L.
Stokowski, Dir.) 12
6874 Carmen Suite — March of the Smugglers (Act

Record

3) (Bizet),
Philadelphia Orch. (L. Stokowski, Dir.) 12
Carmen Suite — Soldiers Changing the Guard
(Act 1) (Bizet),
Philadelphia Orch. (L. Stokowski, Dir.) \&
MUSICAL MASTERPIECES
Hollywood Bowl Orchestra (Symphonies Under the Stars)
Conducted by Eugene Goossens
In Album M-40 (Nos. 6868-6872). On Five Double-faced
Victor Records with Explanatory Folder.
6868 Carneval Overture — Parts 1 and 2 (Dvorak, Op. 92)
6869 Therew)Fire Dance (Manuel de Falla)
Fantastic
Symphony
— March
to the Scaffold (Fourth
Movement)
(Berlioz,
Op. 14a)
6870 Islamey — Parts 1 and 2 (Tone Picture) (Balaki6871 Thedes Sleeping
Beauty— BalletOp.Suite—
Lilas (Tschaikowsky,
66a) Part 1— La fee
The Sleeping Beauty — Ballet Suite — Part 2 — Adagio
— Pas d'Action (Tschaikowsky, Op. 66a)
6872 The Sleeping Beauty— Ballet Suite— Part 3—1. Pas
de caractere (Le Chat Botte et la Chatte blanche)
2. Panorama (Tschaikowsky, Op. 66a)
TheEurope)
Sleeping Beauty
Ballet Suite — Part 4 — Valse
(Tschaikowsky,
Op. — 66a)
Tristan und Isolde (Wagner) (Act 3) (Recorded in
World Famous Wagnerian Singers and Orchestra
In Album M-41. On Five Double-faced Records (Nos.
with3, Explanatory Folder
92659265-9269)
Prelude Act
Albert Coates and London Symphony Orch.
Kurwenal! He! Sag', Kurwenal! (Kurvenal! Ho!
Say, Kurvenal),
W. Widdop, H. Fry, K. McKenna and
London Symphony Orch.
9266 Wo du bist? (Where Thou Art?— In Safety)
Bist du nun todt? (Art Thou Then Dead?)
Walter Widdop, Howard Fry
London Symphony Orch.
9267 Und Kurwenal, wie, du sah'st sie nicht? (And
Kurvenal, ThouWalter
Saw'st Widdop,
Her Not?)
Charles Victor and
London Symphony Orch.
O Diese Sonne! (Oh Sun That Pourest!)
Gota Ljungberg, Walter Widdop and
London Symphony Orch.
9268 Die wunde? Wo?
(Art Wounded? Where?)
Gota Ljungberg and London Symphony Orch.
Kurwenal! Hor! Ein zweites schiff! (Kurvenal!
Hear! Another Ship!)
Ivar Andresen Assisted by E. Habich, M. Noe,
G. Guszalewicz and Berlin State Opera Orch.
9269 Todt denn alles! (All Are Dead, Then!),
I. Andresen, G. Guszalewicz and
Berlin State Opera Orch.
Mild und leise wie er lachelt (Fair and Gently He
Is Smiling)
Gota Ljungberg and Orch.
Brunswick
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LIST FOR DECEMBER 20
Jesse James — Voice and Guitar,
Williams— Voice
("The and
Cowboy
Crooner")
Little Joe, theMarcWrangler
Guitar,
Marc
Williams
("The
Cowboy
Crooner")
Yes,Guitar,
I Know (Waterman) — Vocal Duet, with
Rev. Calbert Holstein and Sister Billie Holstein
Ring the Bells of Freedom (Casey-Pollack) —
Vocal Duet, with Guitar,
Rev. Calbert Holstein and Sister Billie Holstein
Stay Out of the South! (If You Want to Miss
a Heaven
on Earth) (Dixon) — Hawaiian
Instrumental
Randolph's Royal Hawaiians
I with
Can't Vocal
Do Without
(Berlin) — Kinney;
Wialtz,
Chorus You
by Raymond
Hawaiian Instrumental,
Randolph's
Roses of Yesterday (Berlin)
— OrganRoyal
Solo;Hawaiians
Recorded at Lew White Organ Studios, New
York City
Lew White
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (Theme Song
of the Motion
Picture,Solo;
"Lilac
Time")at (Gilbert-Shilkret)
— Organ
Recorded
Lew
White Organ Studios. New York City. Lew White
Mia Bella Rosa (My Beautiful Rose) (MagineKoehler) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Ray Miller and His Orch.
I'mVocal
SorryChorus
Sally (Kahn-Fiorito)
— Fox-trot,
withOrch.
Ray Miller
and His
Dusky
Stevedore
(Razaf-Johnson)
—
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Dick Robertson,
The Clevelanders
Guess Who's in Town (Nobody But That Gal of
Mine) (Razaf-Johnson) — Fox->trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Dick Robertson The Clevelanders
Louisiana (Razaf-Schafer- Johnson) — Fox-trot,
Duke Ellington and His Cotton Club Orch.
Awful Sad (Ellington) — Fox-trot,
Duke Ellington and His Cotton Club Orch.
Forever (Yellen-Ager) — Tenor, with Orch.,Glen Wick
Roses of Yesterday (Berlin) — Tenor, with Orch.,
Glen Wick
LIST FOR DECEMBER 27
Old Joe — With Vocal Chorus and Dance Calls,
Dr. Humphrey Bate and His Possum Hunters
My Wife Died Saturday Night^With Vocal
Chorus and Dance Calls.
Dr. Humphrey Bate and His Possum Hunters
I Am Coming Home (Ackley-Ackley) — Vocal
Duet, with Guitar and Harmonica,
J. L. McGee-Frank Welling
Have Thine Own Way Lord — Vocal Duet, with
Steel Guitar and Guitar,
J. L. McGee-Frank Welling
I Wanna
Be
Loved
by
You
"Good Boy")
(Kalmar-Stothart-Ruby) — (From
Comedienne,
with
Orch
Grace Johnson
Take Your Tomorrow (And Give Me Today)
(Razaf-Johnson) — Comedienne, with Grace
Orch., Johnson
Happy (Moret-Yoell) — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Quartet,
E. Burtnett and His Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel Orch.
Sally of My Dreams (Theme Song of the Motion Picture,with
"Mother
Best") (Kernell)
— Fox-trot,
VocalKnows
Quartet.
E. Burtnett and His Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel Orch.
MyFriend)
Old —Girl's
My with
New
Girl Chorus
Now by
(Caesar116 Vocal
Fox-trot,
Eddy

Bulletins

Thomas
Meyer Davis' Swanee Syncopators
1113 I Couldn't If I Wanted To (I Wouldn't If I
Could)
(Mills-Palmer)
— Fox-trot,Hotsy
withTotsy
Vocal Gang
Chorus by Milton Irving
I Love That Girl (Aitken-Ross) — Comedienne,
with Orch
Jay C. Flippen
Do You?
That's All I Want
to Know!
(Russell-Yellen-Tobias-Tobias)
— Vocal,
with Piano,
Violin and Guitars The Yacht Club Boys
4114 Put on Your Old Gray Bonnet (Murphy-Wenrick — Male Quartet, with Piano. . Dixieland Four
Down by the Old Mill Stream (Taylor)— Male
Quartet, with Piano
Dixieland Four
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS RELEASE
Album No. 13 — Seven Records — Brunswick Light Opera
Company — Mixed Voices, with Orchestra.
The 20072,
Mikado 20073,
(Gilbert-Sullivan)
— Parts 1 to 6— Records
20074.
Patience
(Gilbert-Sullivan)
—
Parts 1 to 4— Records
20078, 20079.
20081.
Iolanthe (Gilbert-Sullivan) — Parts 1 to 4 — Records 20080,
Album No. 14 — Six Records — Brunswick Light Opera
Company — Mixed Voices, with Orchestra.
Pinafore
(Gilbert-Sullivan)
— Parts 1 to 6 — Records
20075, 20076,
20077.
The3— Pirates
Penzance
(Gilbert-Sullivan) — Parts 1 to
Records of20084,
20085-A.
The20085-B,
Gondoliers
(Gilbert-Sullivan)
— Parts 1 to 3 — Records
20086.
3847 Elijah— If With All Your Hearts (Mendelssohn)
— Tenor, with Piano by Thomie Prewitt Williams Dan Beddoe
Elijah — Then Shall the Righteous Shine Forth
(Mendelssohn) — Tenor, with Piano by Thomie
Prewitt Williams
Dan Beddoe
4005 High School Cadets (Sousa)— Military Band,
U. S. Military
Academy Band
Washington Post March (Sousa) — Military Band,
U. S. Military
Academy Band
4096 March of the Tin Soldiers (Pierne) — Concert
Orch
Brunswick Concert Orch
Funeral March of a Marionet (Gounod) — Concert Orch
Brunswick Concert Orch
4097 Valse Blultte (Air de Ballet) (Drigo-Auer)—
Violin Solo, with Piano by Dan Lieberfeld,
Frederic Fradkin
Orientale (Cui) — Violin Solo, with Orch.,
Frederic Fradkin
4098 Love's
Delight (Liebesfreud) (Kreisler)
— Piano
Solo
Ignace
Hilsberg
Music Box (Boite a Musique) (Sauer) — Piano
Solo
Ignace Hilsberg
15154 Serenade to Zanetto (Serenade Du Passant)
(Massenet) — Contralto, with Orch.; in French;
Piano by Frank Rupp
Sigrid Onegin
Open Your Blue Eyes (Ouvre Tes Yeux Bleus)
(Massenet) — Contralto, with Orch.; in French;
Piano by Frank Rupp
Sigrid Onegin
15191 The Rosary
(Rogers-Nevin) — Contralto and
Male Trio, with Orch
Marie Morrisey
Calm
as the Night (Dole-Bohm) — Contralto,
with
Orch
Marie Morrisey
15192 Tosca — Strange Harmony (Recondita Armonia)
(Puccini) — Tenor, with Orch.; in Italian,
Mario Chamlee
La Gioconda — Heaven and Ocean (Cielo e Mar)
(Act II) (Ponchielli) — Tenor, with Mario
Orch.:Chamlee
in
Italian
15193 Indian
Love
Call
(From
"Rose
Marie")
(Harbach-Hammerstein-Friml) — Soprano, with
Orch
Florence Easton
Kiss Me Again som-Herbert)(From
(Blos— Soprano,"Mile.
with Modiste")
Orch.,Florence
Easton
50149 March — Entrance of the Boyards (Einzugs
March
der Bojards)
SymphonyCon.)
Orch
Cleveland(Halvorsen)
Orch. (N.— Sokoloff.
Valse Triste, Op. 44 (Sibelius) — Symphony
Orch
Cleveland Orch. (N. Sokoloff, Con.)
50154 Freischutz Gebet (Agatha's Prayer) (Act II)
(Weber) — Soprano, with Orch.; Elisabeth
in German,Rethberg
Otello — Ave Maria (Act IV) (Verdi) — Soprano,
with Orch.; in German
Elisabeth Rethberg
50155 Ave Maria (Gounod) — Tenor, with Organ and
Piano: in Latin; Violin Obbligato by Frederic
Fradkin
Mario Chamlee
Elegie (Gallet-Massenet) — Tenor, with String
Orch.; in French
Mario Chamlee
Columbia

Phono.

Co., Inc.

MASTERWORKS SERIES
Set No. 98 — Grieg: Concerto in A Minor, for Pianoforte
and Orchestra; Op. 16; in Eight Parts, on Four
Twelve-inch Records, with Album — By Ignaz Friedman, with Orchestra Conduoted by Philippe Gaubert.
Set No. 99 — Liszt: Concerto No. 2, in A Major, for
Pianoforte and Orchestra; in Six Parts, on Three
Twelve-inch Records, with Album — By Josef Pembaur,
with Orchestra Conducted by Dr. Weissmann.
COLUMBIA MODERN MUSIC ALBUM SET NO. 2
Records Nos. 7166-M, 7167-M, 7168-M, 7169-M— 12 Inch.
Kurt Atterburg: Symphony No. 6, in C Major; Op. 31:
Grand Prize Composition, Columbia Schubert CenContest,Thomas
"HomageBeecham
to Schubert."
Eight
Parts — BytennialSir
and Royal InPhilharmonic Orchestra.
CELEBRITY SERIES
50100-D Gioconda:
Solo, with Suicidio
Orchestra(Ponchielli)
conducted — Soprano
by Sir
Thomas Beecham
Eva Turner 12
Tosca:
d'arteconducted
(Puccini) —by Soprano
Solo,
with Vissi
Orchestra
Sir Thomas
Beecham
Eva Turner 12
50099-D Aida: Ritorna vincitor — Parts 1 and 2
(Verdi) — Soprano Solos, with Orchestra
conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham,
Eva Turner 12
170-MI Love You Truly (Jacobs-Bond) — Contralto
Solo
Sophie Braslau
JustContralto
a-Wearyin'
for
You
(Jacobs-Bond)—
Solo
Sophie Braslau
4043-M Tosca: E lucevan le stelle (Then Shone
Forth the Stars) (Puccini) —Charles
Tenor Hackett
Solo,
Martha:
M'appari (Ah, So Pure)
(Flotow)
—
Tenor Solo
Charles
Hackett
168-M Two Little Sonatas (Scarlatti) — Piano Solo,
Myra Hess

10
10
10
10
10
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10
10
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Bagatelle (Beethoven) ; Intermezzo (Brahms) 10
J. Donald
On Schubert-Romberg)
the Road to Mandalay (Kipling; Oley
Speaks),Parker
Don't Be Like That — Vocal,
— Piano Solo
Myra Hess
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
10
169-M Berceuse
(Cradle
Song)
(Faure)
—
Violoncello
Solo
Felix Salmond
52441 Melodies of Long Ago, No. 1 (Intro.: Roger
"In theKinne
That's What Puts the "Sweet" in Home,
Sweet, Home — Vocal
Ed. Lowry
Gloaming,"
"Sunbonnet
Sue"
and
"Dear
Old
1620-D
Largo (From
Chopin
Sonata,
Op.
65
—
Violoncello Solo
Felix Salmond 10
10
Girl") Hank Simmon's Show Boat Quartet
MyVanities")
Arms Are
Open (From "EarlEd.Carroll's
SACRED MUSIC
— Vocal
Lowry 10
Melodies of Long Ago, No. 2 (Intro.: "Stars of
Since You Came Into My Life —Oscar
Vocal,Grogan 10
1607-D Tell It Wherever You Go — Tenor Solo,
the
Genevieve,"
"Red
Wing"Summer
and Night,"
"Wait "Sweet
Till the
Sun Shines,
William McEwan
1608-D 'Tho' You Threw Me Down — Vocal,
Nellie")
Hank
Simmon's
Show'
Boat
Quartet
Carry Your Cross With a Smile — Tenor Solo, 10
Osoar Grogan
52446 Alice
in Pollock
Wonderland
(de
Leath-Bibo) — With
William McEwan 1 J
Muriel
at
the
Piano,
10
Woman
Disputed
(1
Love
You)
(Theme
Song
STANDARD AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
1626-D from Motion Picture, "The Woman Dis50107-D Preludes Nos. 1 and 2 (Gershwin) — Piano
Little Yaller
10
Solo
George Gershwin
puted")— Vocal
Pete Woolery
lock at the Dog
Piano,(Gallatly)— With Muriel PolMarie
(Theme
Song
from
Motion
Picture,
Prelude No. 3; Andante from Rhapsody in
Vaughn de Leath (The Radio Girl)
"The Awakening") — Vocal. ... Pete Woolery 10
Blue (Gershwin) — Piano Solo,
(Klages-Coots),
High Up on a Hill Top — Vocal.. Don Roberts 10 52448 Doin' the Raccoon
George Gershwin 12
Billy
Murray
and the Seven Blue Babies
1602-D
The Whole World Knows I Love Don
You —Roberts
Vocal,
50102- D The Bat (Die Fledermaus) : Selections— Parts
Ho-Ho-Ho-Hogan
(Tucker-Schuster)
1 and 2 (Strauss) — Instrumental,
FORTY-MINUTE
RECORD ... Billy Murray
I Loved You Then As I Love You I\ow 10
Johann Strauss and Symphony Orch. 12
1614-D
30006
Frasquita
—
Serenade
(Lehar-Kreisler);
Aria
50101-D Fidelio:
Overture — Parts 1 and 2 (Beethoven)
(Theme Song from Motion Picture, "Dancfrom "Pur Dicesti" (Lotti-Flesch) ; Paradise —
— Instrumental,
ing
Daughters")
—
Vocal
James
Melton
10
Viennese
Folk Song
(Krakauer-Kreisler) ;
Sally of My Dreams (Theme Song from MoBand of the Garde Republicaine 12
El Pano Moruno
from "Suite Populaire
50104- D Casse Noisette Suite: Overture Miniature
tion Picture, "Mother Knows Best' )— Vocal, 10
Espagnole"
(De
Falla-Kochanski)
; Hejre
(Tschaikowsky)— Instrumental
— -Scenes de la Csarda (Jeno Hubay,
Op. Kati
32,
James Gunsky
Melton 10
I'm
Sorry,
Sally
—
Vocal
....Maurice
British
Broadcasting
Company's
Wireless
1577-D Good Night — Vocal
No. 4)
—
Violin
Recital,
with
Raymond
BauMaurice
Gunsky
Symphony Orch. (Percy Pitt, Dir.).... 12
man at the Piano
Carl Flesch
Ho-Ho-Ho-Hogan — Vocal Duet,
Casse Noisette Suite: Marche (Tschaikowsky)
— Instrumental,
30006 Marsh (Handel-FIesch) ; Reverie (Henry Viede
Leath-Frank
Harris
1594-D Pat's Night OutVaughn
tuxtemps, Op. 22, No. 3); Prayer (Handel— -Vocal Duet,
British
Company's
Wireless 12
Flesch); Pastorale (Handel-FIesch); Jota
Vaughn de Leath-Frank Harris
SymphonyBroadcasting
Orch. (Percy
Pitt. Dir.)
from "Suite— Violin
PopulaireRecital,
Espagnole"
FallaThe Children's Party — Parts 1 and 2 (Nursery 10
50105- D Casse Noisette Suite: Danse de la Fee Dragee;
Kochanski)
with (De
Raymond
1624-D Rhymes) — Vocal
Vaughn de Leath
Danse
des
Mirlitons
(Tschaikowsky)
—
InBauman
at
the
Piano
Carl
Flesch
strumental,
British
Broadcasting
Company's
Wireless
Symphony Orch. (Percy Pitt, Dir.).... 12
Okeh Records
Edison Disc Records
Casse Noisette Suite: Danse Chinoise; Danse
LIST FOR DECEMRER 5
Russe,
Trepak
(Tschaikowsky)
—
InstruDANCE RECORDS
mental,
DANCE RECORDS
41137 Doin' the Raccoon
(Klages-Coots) — Fox-trot.
52411 High Up on a Hill Top — Fox-trot, with Vocal
British
Broadcasting
Company's
Wireless
12
with Vocal Refrain Billy Hays' Cathay Orch.
Symphony Orch. (Percy Pitt, Dir.) ....
Chorus
The
McAlpineers
I Can't Get Enough of You (Gold) — Fox-trot,
50106- D Casse Noisette Suite: Danse Arabe (TschaiCame the Dawn — Fox-trot, with Vocal
with Vocal Refrain Billy Hays' Cathay Orch.
52417 Then
kowsky)— Instrumental,
Chorus
The McAlpineers
41138
Sonny Boy (Theme Song in "The Singing
British
Broadcasting
Company's
Wireless
12
Symphony Orch. (Percy Pitt. Dir.) ....
Paquel
EarlwithCarroll's
"Vanities" — 7th
Fool")
■
Edition)(From
— Waltz,
Vocal Chorus,
Fox-trot, (Jolson-DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
with Vocal
Refrain.Five and Their — Orch.
Casse Noisette Suite: Calse des Fleurs
The Goofus
B.A.Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and Palais d'Or Orch.
(Tschaikowsky) — Instrumental,
Grieving — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now (CaesarBritish
Broadcasting
Company's
Wireless 12 52419 B.A.Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and Palais d'Or Orch.
Friend) — Fox-trot,
Vocal
Symphony
Orch. (Percy
Pitt, Dir.)....
The with
Goofus
FiveRefrain,
and Their Orch.
Blue
Idol
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus
by
1606-D GoSolo
Down, Moses — Negro Spiritual
—
Soprano
41141
Beggars
of
Life
(Theme
Song
of the Motion
10
Edna Thomas
Happy
Jack
Duke
Y'ellman
and
His
Orch.
Loving
Like I Weir,
Do — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Life") (Brennan-Hajos)
Run,
Mary, Run — Negro Spiritual
Chorus You
by Tommy
—Picture,
Waltz, "Beggars
with Vocalof Refrain,
Solo
Edna— Soprano
Thomas 10
Ted Wallace and His Orch.
Duke
Yellman
and
His
Orch.
52424
1593-D Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes (Jonson) 10
Where
Were
You?
—
Where
Was
I?
(From
10
Blue
Shadows
(From
"Seventh
Edition of Earl
— Tenor Solo
Lewis James
"Billie") — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
CarrollVocalVanities")
(Klages-Alter)
—andFox-trot,
Beauty's Eyes (Tosti-Weatherly) — Lewis
Tenor James
Solo,
with
Refrain
...
Ted
Wallace
His Orch.
B.A.Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and Palais d'Or Orch.
Billie
(From
"Billie")—
Waltz,
41142
Makin'
Frien's
(Teagarden-Condon-MacPartland)
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Refrain,
50103- D I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
52437 B.A.Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and Palais d'Or Orch.
"Blackbirds
Eddie Condon and His Footwarmers
There's trot,a withRainbow
'Round My Shoulder
Fox-Orch.
Vocal
Refrain,of 1928") — Instrumental, with
Vocal Chorus
Golden —Gate
12
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
I'm
Sorry
I
Made
You Cry (Clesi) — Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Refrain,
Forever — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Sweet Sue — Just You — Instrumental, with
Golden Gate Orch.
Eddie Condon and His Footwarmers
Vocal Refrain,
VOCAL
RECORD
52445 Woman Disputed (I Love You) — Waltz,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
41143
Then
Came
the
Dawn
(Dubin-AVarren) — Vocal,
B.A.Rolfe
(Trumpet
Virtuoso)
and
Palais
d'Or
Orch.
1618- D Tu Sais (You Know) (From "The Grand 10
Good
BoyChorus
(Fromby "Good
Boy")
— Fox-trot, with
with Justin Ring's Trio
William Dutton
Vocal
Tommy
Weir,
Street
Follies")
—
Instrumenal,
There's
a
Rainbow
'Round
My Shoulders (Al
Von Hallberg Trio (Sven and Jene Von 12
Al Friedman and His Orch.
Jolson's Hit in "The Singing Fool") (JolsonHallberg and Albert Kavelin)
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Rose-Dreyer) — Vocal, with Justin Ring's
WilliamTrio,
Dutton
Someone to Admire, Someone to Adore (From 10
80902 (Frasquita (Serenade) (Lehar-Kreisler) — Violin
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
"The
Grand
Street
Follies")
—
Instrumental.
Solo, with Raymond Bauman at the Piano,
Von Hallberg Trio (Sven and Jene Von
Carl Flesch
41139 Hark! The Herald Angels Sing (Mendelssohn)—
Hallberg and Albert Kavelin) 10
Pipe Organ, with Vocal Refrain by Mixed
Paradise — Viennese Folk Song (Krakauer-KreisFOREIGN NOVELTY RECORDS
Quartet
Richard Jordon
ler) — Violin Solo, with Raymond Bauman at
38005-F The Broken String — Waltz,
10
Silent Night, Holy Night (Gruber) — Pipe Organ,
the Piano
Carl Flesch
Russian Novelty Orch. 10 52412 Zampa
with
Vocal
Refrain
by
Mixed
Quartet,
DIALOGUE
Overture — Part 1 (Herold),
The Swallow Waltz. . .Russian Novelty Orch. 10
Richard Jordon
_
Edison Concert Orch.
38004-F Kosovo Waltz
Serbian Tambouritza Orch.
Zampa
Overture
—
Part
2
(Herold),
Theresa Polka ....Serbian Tambouritza Orch.
41140
Fowl
Talk
(Beard-Bernard)
—
Dialogue,
with Piano,
Edison Concert Orch.
DANCE MUSIC
52425
Billy Beard-AI Bernard
Starlight Waltz— Piano by John F. Burckhardt,
1615- D Louisiana — -Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Black Opinions (Beard-Barnard) — Dialogue, with
John Baltzell (Champion Old Time Fiddler)
10
Jan Garber and His Orch. 10
Piano
Billy Beard-AI Bernard
Wooten Quadrille — Piano by John F. Burckhardt,
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
Outside — Foxntrot, w'th Vocal Refrain,
52430
John
Baltzell
(Champion
Old
Time
Fiddler)
10
Jan Garber and His Orch.
45272 Christmas Holds No Joy for Me (RobisonI McHugh)
Can't Give Y'ouB. Anything
But His
LoveConcert
(Fields-Orch.
1616- D Salty— Fox-trot Paul Ash and His Orch.
Luther) — Vocal, with Instrumental. . .Harry Black
A. Rolfe and
Deep Blue — Fox-trot, Paul Ash and His Orch.
Jesus the Light of the World (Elderkin) — Vocal,
King for a Day (Lewis- Young-Fiorito),
with Violin and Organ
Harry Black
B.
A.
Rolfe
and
His
Concert
Orch.
52438
45273 Christmas
Time Will Soon Be Over — Vocal,
1617- D I'm Sorry, Sally — Fox-trot,
with and
VocalHisRefrain,
A Bunch of Roses (Chapi) — Spanish March,
Ben Selvin
Orch.
with Instrumental,
Green Brothers' Novelty Marimba Band
If You Want the Rainbow (You Must Have
Fiddlin' John Carson and His Virginia Reelers
Four Little Blackberries (O'Connor) — Schottische,
the Rain) — Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Refrain.
Old and in the Way — Instrumental, with Vocal,
10
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Green
Brothers'
Novelty
Marimba
Band
52439 Pastoral
Fiddlin' John Carson and His Virginia Reelers
from
"The Messiah"
(Handel),Symphony
45274 Wild
Hogs in the
Square Dance1625-D Watching the Clouds Roll By (From "AniInstrumental,
withRedCallsBrush—
by Hutchison,
mal
Crackers")
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
ReEdi
son
Symphony
Orch.
(Carlo
Peroni,
Dir.)
frainClicquot
.
Club Eskimos(H. Reser, Dir.)
Frank Hutchison-Sherman Lawson
Dream
Pantomime from "Hansel and Gretel"
Cross Roads (Theme Song from Motion Pic(Humperdinck),
Hutchison's Rag (Hutchison) — GuitarFrank
Solo, Hutchison
ture, "Show People") — Fox-trot, with
Edison Symphony Orch. (Carlo Peroni, Dir.)
RACE
RECORDS
Vocal Refrain,
10
Clicquot Club Eskimos (H. Reser, Dir.) 10 52447 Indian Summer — An American Idyl (Herbert),
8631 Skip the Gutter Louis
(Williams)
— Fox-trot,
Carillon from "L'Arlesienne'' Edison
10
Armstrong
and His Hot Five
Suite (Bizet),
1603- D MyRefrain
Window of Dreams—
Waltz,
Concert Orch.
Leo Reisman
and with
His Vocal
Orch. 10
VOCAL RECORDS
Knee Drops (Hardin)
—
Fox-trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
Billie
(From "Billie")—
Waltz, andwith
52400 Just Another Night (Donaldson) Elliott Stewart
Refrain
Leo Reisman
His Vocal
Orch.
8632 Where Will You Be Christmas Day?— Sermon,
The
Gateway
of
Dreams
(Callan-English),
with
Deacon
Leon
Davis and Sisters Jordon
Elliott Stewart
1605-D There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder
52409
and Norman Assisting Rev. J. M. Gates
(From Refrain.
"The Singing
Fox-trot,
with 10
10
Vocal
... Ben Fool")
Selvin— and
His Orch.
Sleep, Baby, Sleep (Handley) — Yodel Song,
Will the Coffin Be Your Santa Claus? — Sermon,
Frank Kamplain and the Alpine Serenaders
When
Summer Is Gone — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
with Deacon Leon Davis and Sisters Jordon
Song, Stream
Refrain
The Columbians
TheYodelMountain
(Underwood-Simon) —
and Norman Assisting Rev. J. M. Gates
52415
1604- D I Wanna Be Loved By You (From "Good
Frank Kamplain and the Alpine Serenaders
8633 (Norfolk)
Church — Street
Blues (LadaBoy") — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Refrain
by 10
Crawley-Nunez)
Guitar Sobbin'
Solo, with
Kaena. . .. Mid-Pacific Hawaiians (W. Kalama, Dir.)
Vaughn
de Leath
Broadway
Nitelites
BlindPiano.
Willie Dunn
Ko Leo (Your Voice)
You're the Cream in My Coffee (From "Hold
Mid-Pacific
Hawaiians
(XV.
There'll
Be
Some
Changes
Made
(Overstreet)
Kalama,
Dir.)
52420 Roses of Yesterday (Berlin)— With Will DonEverything!") — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain,
GuitarINTERNATIONAL
So'o. with Piano
Blind Willie — Dunn
Broadway
Nitelites
RECORDS
Parker
Donald
J.
Pian
the
aldson
at
o
(Odeon Label)
1622- D Pompanola
"Three Cheers")
My Treasurers (Goldberg-Gensler) — With Will
with Vocal(From
Refrain
Broadway— Fox-trot,
Nitelites
3504 A Midsummer Night — Waltz,
52423
Donaldson
at
the
Piano
J.
Donald
Parker
MyFox-trot,
Silver with
Tree Vocal
(FromRefrain,
"Three Cheers") —
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
The(Herbert-Maltin-Raskin),
Choir Boy (Sings All Alone To-night)
10
Oh, Charles! — Fox-trot. ... Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Broadway Nitelites 10
Vernon Dalhart and Company
3505 King Frederick March — MilitaryOdeon
Band,Military Band
1596-D Doin' the Raccoon — Fox-trot,
Vocal ReThe Old Bureau Drawer (Smith),
frain Thewith
Knickerbockers
Max
Otto
March
—
Military
Band,
Odeon Military Band
_
Happy
Days Refrain
and Lonely TheNights
— Fox-trot,
The Train That Never Vernon
Arrived Dalhart
(Hall), and Company
with Vocal
Knickerbockers
3506
Tosca
Fantasia
(Puccini)
—
Band,
10
52426
Pop
Collins
(Old
Timber)
and
His
Boys
The New Master Orch.
1623- D I Loved You Then as I Love You Now 10
A Mother's Dying Wish (Hall),
La Boheme, Fantasia (Puccini) — Band,
(Theme Song from Motion Picture, "DancPop
Collins
(Old
Timber)
and
His
Boys
52431
The New Master Orch.
ing Daughters")The
— Waltz,
with(Waltz
Vocal Artists)
Refrain,
Cavaliers
EUROPEAN
RECORDINGS
I'd. White)
Love to Be a Monkey in the Zoo Edith
(Hanlon10
(Odeon
Label)
Thayer
Marion (Theme Song from Motion Picture,
Don't You Want a Pussy Cat? (Fitz). Edith Thayer
"Four Devils") — Waltz, withThe
VocalColumbians
Refrain,
3233 Tu Congress),
es Petrus (From the Mass, 29th Eucharistic
52432 The
Recitation,
—
Three Trees (McNaughton
)
Mac, of Mac and Lennie
VOCAL NUMBERS
Polyphonic Choir (Maestro M. Pettorelli. Con.)
Dot Good for Nodings Dog (Brooks) — Recita1595-D My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now—
RuthVocal,
Etting
AveEucharistic
Verum Congress),
Corpus (From the Mass, 29th
tion G. Underhill Macy
52433
While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks (PraePolyphonic
Choir (Maestro M. Pettorelli, Con.)
You're in Love and I'm in Love Ruth
— Vocal,
Etting
torious-Salter) — Male Voices. . .Arion Male Chorus
10
3234 Poet and Peasant — Overture Parts 1 and 2 (von
Arise, Shine; For Thy Light Is Come (Isaiah
1609-D Just a Night for Meditation,
Suppe) — Orchestra Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Ukulele Ike (Cliff Edwards)
LX:1, 2, 3) (Lloyd) Arranged by George B.
3235 Artist's Life (Strauss) — Waltz,
Arion Male Chorus
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
52436 Nevin — Male Voices
Anita— Vocal ..Ukulele Ike (Cliff Edwards)
Ben Dewberry's Final Run (Jenkins) — Novelty
1619- D Chinatown, My Chinatown — Vocal,
Southern Roses (Strauss) — Waltz,
10
The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
Singing, with Violin,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Frankie Marvin and His Guitar
Just for Tonight — Vocal,
3236 Gems from Favorite Operettas Parts 1 and 2
The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
In the Jailhouse Now (Rodgers) — Novelty Sing(Strauss- von Suppe-Millocker) — Orchestra,
ing, with Violin. . .Frankie Marvin and His Guitar
52440
1621 -D Old Man
Sunshine (From "Little Boy Blue(Continued onEdith
pageLorand
118) and Her Orch.
bird)— Vocal,
Serenade from "Blossom Time" (Donnelly-
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3237 Was It a Dream? (Coslow-Spier-Britt) — Orchestra Dorsey Brothers and Their Concert Orch.
Silver
Threads AmongEdith
theLorand
Gold and
(Danks)
Orchestra
Her — Orch.
5154 Martha — Overture Parts 1 and 2 (von Flotow)
Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
5155 Hungarian Dances, Nos. 5 and 6 (Brahms)—
Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
Slavonic
Orchestra,Dance, No. 10 (Dvorak) — Symphony
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
5156 Tales of Hoffmann (Entr'acte and Minuet)
(Offenbach) — Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
Tales of Hoffmann (Barcarolle) (Offenbach)—
Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,Berlin
LIST FOR DECEMBER 15
DANCE RECORDS
41144 Sensation
(Edwards) — One-step, with Vocal
Joe —Venuti's
The Refrain
Blue Room (Hart-Rodgers)
Fox-trot,Blue
with Four
Vocal Refrain by Rube Bloom,
Blue Four
41145 Take Your To-morrow (And JoeGiveVenuti's
Me To-day)
(Razaf-Johnson) Frankie
— Fox-trot,Trumbauer
with VocalandRefrain,
His Orch.
Love
Affairs
(Dubin-Robinson)
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Refrain,
Frankie Trumbauer and His Orch.
41146 Someday,
Somewhere
(We'll Meet Again)
(Theme — Song
"The Vocal
Red Dance")
(PollackRapee)
Waltz,of with
Refrain by
Seger
Ellis
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
Paradise (Theme Song of "The Wedding
March")
Refrain by(Kerr-Zamecnik)
Seger Ellis, — Waltz, with Vocal
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
VOCAL RECORDS
41148 If You Would Say "I Love You" (WoodruffHodge) — Vocal, with Justin
Ring's
Joe Davis
(TheTrio,
Melody Man)
I'm Sorry, Sally (Kahn-Fiorito) — Vocal, with
Justin Ring's Trio. .Joe Davis (The Melody Man)
41149 Somewhere a Voice Is Calling (Newton-Tate) —
Vocal, with Justin Ring's Ensemble, Henry Burr
Good Night, Litle Girl, Good Night (HaysMacy) — -Vocal, with Justin Ring's Reed
En- Burr
semble Henry
41147 Humoresque (Dvorak) — Violin Solo, with Harp
Accomp. by Steffy Goldner Ormandy,
Dr. Eugene Ormandy
Souvenir
(Drdla) — Violin Solo, with Harp
Accomp. by Steffy Goldner Ormandy,
Dr. Eugene Ormandy
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
45275 Will the Angels Play Their Harps for Me?
(Hirsch-Wilhite) — Vocal, with Instrumental
Accomp
Jimmie Black
The Sinking of the Vestris (Robison) — Vocal,
with Instrumental Accomp
Jimmie Black
45276 Heel and Toe Polka— Instrumental,
W. T. Narmour-S. W. Smith
Little Star — Instrumental,
W. T. Narmour-S. W. Smith
45277 Farewell to Thee — Instrumental,
Homer Christopher-Raney Van Vink
March in "D" — Instrumental,
Homer Christopher-Raney Van Vink
45278 C. & N. W. Blues— Harmonica Solo Bert Bilbro
Mohana Blues — Harmonica Solo
Bert Bilbro
45279 Silver Bell— Instrumental Scottdale String Band
Green Mountain Poker — Instrumental, with Calls,
Scottdale String Band
INTERNATIONAL RECORDS
3507 O Faithful Pine — Christmas Carol,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Silent Night, Holy Night — Dajos
Christmas
Bela Carol,
and His Orch.
RACE RECORDS
8634 No, Papa, No (Spivey) — Vocal, with Victoria
Piano, Spivey
Mosquito, Fly and Flea — Vocal, withVictoria
Piano, Spivey
8635 Careless Love (Johnson) — Singing, with
LonnieGuitar,
Johnson
When You Fall for Someone That's Not Your
Own (Johnson) — Singing, with Guitar,
Lonnie Johnson
S636 Black Beauty (Ellington) — Piano Solo,Duke Ellington
Swampy River (Ellington) — Piano Solo,
Duke Ellington
Pathe

The Talking* Machine

Records

DANCE RECORDS
36885 Where Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Waltz.
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
Marie
—
Waltz
Sam
and His Orch.
36886 Just a Sweetheart — Fox-trot, withLanin
Vocal Dance
Chorus,Orch.
Casino
Wings — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Broadway Broadcasters
36887 My Heart's Longing for You, Elaine — Waltz,
with Vocal Chorus
Majestic Dance Orch.
Woman Disputed (I Love You) — Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus
Majestic Dance Orch.
36888 In a Little Hideaway — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Levee Loungers
You're
in
Love
and
I'm
in
Love
—
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Chorus
Levee Loungers
This Is Love — Fox-trot, with Vocal
368891 Maybe
Chorus
Mississippi Music Makers
My Silver Tree — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Mississippi Music Makers
36890 Rhythm King — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Deep River Orch.
Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Broadway Broadcasters
36891 All Because of You — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Majestic Dance Orch.
I Can't Make Her Happy (That Old Girl of
Mine) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Majestic Dance Orch.
36892 Dardanella — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Oppenheim's Benj. Franklin Hotel Dance Orch.
I Don't Care — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Benj. Franklin Hotel Dance Orch.
36893 Sally ofOppenheim's
My Dreams —..Sam
Fox-trot,
VocalOrch.
Chorus
Lanin with
and His
A Happy Ending — Fox-trot,SamwithLanin
VocalandChorus,
His Orch.

36894 Where the Shy Little Violets Grow — Fox-trot.
Vocal Chorus
Deep River Orch.
Adorable Dora — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Casino Chorus.
Dance Orch.
36895 Say That You Love Me — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Mississippi Music Makers
Watching the Clouds Roll By — Fox-trot, with
Vocal
Chorus
Mississippi Music Makers
36896 You're the Cream in My Coffee
— Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus
Majestic
DancewithOrch.
Let's Do It — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus,
Majestic Dance Orch.
36897 High Up on a Hill Top — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Lou Gold and His Orch.
At Last — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Casino Dance Orch.
36898 Marion — Waltz, with VocalSamChorus,
Lanin and His Orch.
Lenora — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Sarrt Lanin and His Orch.
36899 The Mooche — Fox-trot
Whoopee Makers
Move Over — VOCAL
Fox-trot
RECORDS Whoopee Makers
32404 There's a Rainbow 'Round my Shoulder — Tenor
Solo
Al Foster
Everybody Loves You — Tenor Solo Al Foster
32406 Where
Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Tenor
Solo
Walter Scanlan
— Tenor Solo
Walter Scanlan
32407 Marie
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now — Tenor
Solo
Joe Wilbur
Joe Wilbur
32408 Marion — Tenor Solo
Just a Sweetheart — Tenor Solo Walter Scanlan
Where the Shy Little Violets Grow — Tenor AlSolo.Foster
32405 (Blue Yodel No. 2 Walter Dalton and His Guitar
Goin' to Have a Big Time Tonight,
Carson Robison Trio
32409 The Spell of the Blues— Tenor Solo Al Foster
You'll Never Know — Tenor Solo
Al Foster
32410 Barber's
Blues
Walter Dalton and His Guitar
Poor
Man's
Blues.
.
.Walter
Dalton
and
His
Guitar
21203
HAWAIIAN RECORD
I Chorus
Can't Give You Anything ButHawaiian
Love — Vocal
Islanders
Sonny Boy — Vocal Chorus
Hawaiian Islanders
Domino
4222
4223
4224
4225
4226
4227
4228
4229
4230
4238

4231
4232

4233
4234
4235
4236
4237
4239
4239

8664
8665
8666
8667
8668
8669

Records

DANCE RECORDS
How About Me? — Fox-trot. .. The Rose Room Orch.
'Round Evening — Fox-trotTed Wallace and His Orch.
Sally
of MyFox-trot
Dreams Ted
(From Wallace
"Mother
Best")—
and Knows
His Orch.
Fashionette — Fox-trot
The Rounders
There's a Rainbow 'Round
Shoulder
Fox-Orch.
trot TedMy
Wallace
and — His
It Must Be Love — Fox-trot. . .The Rose Room Orch.
Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
I Must Have That Man — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Where Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Only a Dream— iWaltz Lou Gold and His Orch.
Love Dreams — Waltz Hollywood Dance Orch.
Moonlight Madness — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Me and the Man in the Moon — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Glorianna — Fox-trot The Rose Room Orch.
You're the Cream in My Coffee
— Fox-trot,
Lou Gold
and His Orch.
When Polly Walks Through the Hollyhocks—
Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Paradise
(From "The Wedding March") —
Waltz
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Marie (From "The Awakening")
— Waltz,Salon Orch.
Adrian Schubert's
Doin' tie Raccoon — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
Don't Be Like That — Male Duet, With Nov.
Accomp ".
The Radio Imps
Ever Since the Movies Learned to Talk — Tenor
Solo, With Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
How About Me? — Baritone Solo, With Orch.
Accomp
Rodman Lewis
MyWith
Old Orch.
Girl's Accomp
My New Girl Now— Tenor
Irving Solo,
Kaufman
NOVELTY RECORDS
The Wedding March — Pipe Organ.... Leo Le Sieur
Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin — Pipe Organ,
Leo Le Sieur
Sonny
Boy
(From
"The
Singing
Fool")
PipeSieur
Organ
Leo— Le
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows
Best") — Pipe Organ
Leo Le Sieur
Sonny Boy — Instrumental Trio, With Vocal
Chorus
Roy Smeck's Trio
Neapolitan
(From "Fazil") — Tenor
With Nov.Nights
Accomp
FrankSolo,
Luther
A Solo,
ChoirWith
Boy Nov.
SingsAccomp
All Alone TonightFrank
— Tenor
Luther
The Baby on the Doorstep — Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Will the Angels Play Their Harps for Me? —
Tenor Solo, With Nov. Accomp Frank Luther
AnAccomp
Old Man's Story— Tenor Solo, With
FrankNov.Luther
The Sinking of the Vestris — Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Goin' to Lay Me Down in the Cold, Cold
Ground — Tenor Solo, With Guitar Accomp.,
Frank Luther
Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS
How About Me? — Fox-trot The Rose Room Orch.
'Round Evening — Fox-trot,
Ted Wallace and His Orch.
There's a Rainbow 'Round
Shoulder
Fox-Orch.
trot TedMy
Wallace
and — His
It Must Be Love — Fox-trot. .The Rose Room Orch.
Paradise (From "The Adrian
Wedding Schubert's
March")-^Waltz,
Salon Orch.
Marie (From "The Awakening") — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
I Must Have That Man — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
You're the Cream in My Coffee
Fox-trot,
Lou —Gold
and His Orch.
When Polly Walks Through the Hollyhocks—
Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows

Best") — Fox-trot Ted Wallace and His Orch.
Fashionette — Fox-trot
The Rounders
8670 Where Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Only a Dream — Waltz Lou Gold and His Orch.
8671 Me and the Man in the Moon — Fox-trot,
Orch.
Glorianna — Fox-trot SamTheLanin's
Rose Dance
Room Orch.
8672 Love
Dreams (From "Alias Hollywood
Jimmy Valentine")
— Waltz
Dance Orch.
Moonlight Madness — Fox-trot
The Rounders
8680 Doin' the Raccoon — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
8673 Don't Be Like That — Male Duet, With Nov.
Accomp
The Radio Imps
Ever Since the Movies Learned to Talk — Tenor
Solo, With Orch. Accomp Irving Kaufman
8674 How About Me? — Baritone Solo, With Orch.
Accomp
Rodman Lewis
MyWith
Old Orch.
Girl's Accomp
My JNew Girl Now — Tenor
Solo,
NOVELTY RECORDS Irving Kaufman
8675 Sonny
Boy (From "The Singing Fool")
PipeSieur
Organ
Leo— Le
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows
Best") — Pipe Organ
Leo Le Sieur
8676 Sonny Boy strumental
(FromTrio, With
"The Vocal
Singing
Fool") — InChorus,
8677
8678
8679
8681

Smeck's Trio
Neapolitan
(From "Fazil") —Roy
Tenor
With Nov.Nights
Accomp
FrankSolo,
Luther
A Solo,
Choir With
Boy Nov.
Sings Accomp
All Alone To-nightFrank
— TenorLuther
The Baby on the Doorstep — Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
The Wedding March — Pipe Organ Leo Le Sieur
Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin — Pipe Organ,
Leo Le Sieur
Will
the
Angels
Play
Their
Harps
for
Me? —Luther
Tenor Solo, With Nov. Accomp Frank
An Old Man's Story — Tenor Solo, With Nov.
Accomp
Frank Luther
The Sinking of the Vestris— Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Goin'
DownWithin Guitar
the Cold,
Cold
Groundto — Lay
TenorMe Solo,
Accomp.,
Frank Luther
Harmony

Records

DANCE RECORDS
770-H You're the Cream in My Coffee (From "Hold
Everything!") — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus
by Tom Frawley .... Lou Gold and His Orch.
Jane — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus by Tom
Frawley. Ed Blossom and His New Englanders
768- H Sally
Dreams With(FromVocal
"Mother
Best")of— My
Fox-trot,
ChorusKnows
_ by
Robert Wood
The Harmonians
When Summer Is Gone — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Robert Wood,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
773- H That's How I Feel About You— Fox-trot, With
Vocal Chorus by Leroy
Montesanto,
Ernie Golden
and His Orch.
Then Came the Dawn — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Montesanto,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
772-H Pompanola
(From
Cheers")
— Fox-trot,
With Vocal Chorus"Three
by Marvin
Young,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
Maybe
This Is
(From Chorus
"Three by
Cheers")
Fox-trot,
WithLoveVocal
Marvin—
Young Arthur Ross and His Westerners
774- H Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Ernie
Montesanto,
Golden and His Orch.
That's Why Girls Go Wrong (From "Why Girls
Go Wrong") — Waltz, With Vocal Chorus by
Irving Kaufman
The Harmonians
778- H Me and the Man in the Moon — Fox-trot, With
Vocal Chorus by Billy Murray,
Golden Gate Orch.
Cross
Roads
(From
"Show
People")
With Vocal Chorus by Billy Murray,— Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.
769- H Marion
(From by"Four
Devils")^Waltz,
With
Vocal Chorus
Irving
Kaufman,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Forever — Waltz, With Vocal Chorus by Irving
Kaufman ....Bar Harbor Society Orch.
779- H My Inspiration Is You — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Mitchell Vogel....The Harmonians
Sweet Dreams — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus by
Mitchell Vogel
The Harmonians
763-H Here's
in Person—
Fox-trot,
With That
Vocal Party
Chorus Now
by Irving
Kaufman,
The
Harmonians
I Don't Care — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus by
Al Shayne
Jimmy McHugh's Bostonians
775- H I'llWith
Get By
Long asby IRobert
Have You)—
Fox-trot
Vocal(AsChorus
Wood,
The
Harmonians
Watching
Clouds Roll
(FromChorus
"Animalby
Crackers")the— Fox-trot,
WithBy Vocal
Billy Murray
Golden Gate Orch.
781-H How About Me? — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus
by IrvingBarney
Kaufman,
Trimble and His Oklahomans
Are We Downhearted?
No! — Fox-trot, With
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Barney Trimble and His Oklahomans
776- H Glorianna — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Johnny Morris
The Georgians
Let's
Do —ItFox-trot,
(Let's Fall
Love)
(Fromby
"Paris")
with in
Vocal
Chorus
Johnny Morris
The Georgians
777- H Won't
You —Tell
Me Honwith(When
Gonnaby
Be
Fox-trot,
VocalWe're
Chorus
Tom One)
Frawley,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
Gypsy — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Tom
Frawley. . .Arthur Ross and His Westerners
782-H Sonny
Boy with
(From
Singing
Fox-trot,
Vocal"The
Chorus
by GayFool")—
Ellis,
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
Sweet Lei Lehua — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Gay Ellis.
.FrankRECORDS
Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
VOCAL
771-H There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder
(From "The Singing Fool") Irving
— Vocal,Kaufman
OldVooal
Man Sunshine Little Boy
BlueKaufman
Bird —
Irving
785-H You're the Cream in My Coffee (From "Hold
Everything! Gay
" — Vocal.
Ellis and Her Novelty Orch.
My Inspiration
You and
— Vocal,
Gay IsEllis
Her Novelty Orch.
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BULLETINS— (Continued from page 117)

3237 Was It a Dream? (Coslow-Spier-Britt) — Orchestra Dorsey Brothers and Their Concert Orch.
Silver
Threads AmongEdith
theLorand
Gold and
(Danks)
Orchestra
Her — Orch.
5154 Martha — Overture Parts 1 and 2 (von Flotow)
Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
5155 Hungarian Dances, Nos. 5 and 6 (Brahms) — ■
Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
Slavonic
Dance, No. 10 (Dvorak) — Symphony
Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,Berlin
5156 Tales of Hoffmann (Entr'acte and Minuet)
(Offenbach) — Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
Tales of Hoffmann (Barcarolle) (Offenbach)—
Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Weissmann and Grand Symphony Orch.,
Berlin
LIST FOR DECEMBER 15
DANCE RECORDS
41144 Sensation
(Edwards) — One-step, with Vocal
Refrain
Joe Venuti's Blue Four
The Blue Room (Hart-Rodgers) — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Refrain by Rube Bloom,
Blue Four
41145 Take Your To-morrow (And JoeGiveVenuti's
Me To-day)
(Razaf-Johnson) Frankie
— Fox-trot,Trumbauer
with VocalandRefrain,
His Orch.
Love
VocalAffairs
Refrain,(Dubin-Robinson) — Fox-trot, with
Frankie Trumbauer and His Orch.
41146 Someday,
Somewhere
(We'll Meet Again)
(Theme Song of "The Red Dance") (PollackRapee) — Waltz, with Vocal Refrain by Seger
Ellis
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
Paradise (Theme Song of "The Wedding
March")
Refrain by(Kerr-Zamecnik)
Seger Ellis, — Waltz, with Vocal
Sam Lanin and His Famous Players
VOCAL RECORDS
41148 If You Would Say "I Love You" (WoodruffHodge) — Vocal, with Justin
Ring's
Joe Davis
(TheTrio,
Melody Man)
I'm Sorry, Sally (Kahn-Fiorito) — Vocal, with
Justin Ring's
Trio..IsJoe
Davis (Newton-Tate)
(The Melody — Man)
41149 Somewhere
a Voice
Calling
Vocal, with Justin Ring's Ensemble, Henry Burr
Good Night, Litle Girl, Good Night (HaysMacy) — Vocal, with Justin Ring's Reed
En- Burr
semble Henry
41147 Humoresque (Dvorak) — Violin Solo, with Harp
Accomp. by Steffy Goldner Ormandy,
Dr. Eugene Ormandy
Souvenir
(Drdla) — Violin Solo, with Harp
Accomp. by Steffy Goldner Ormandy,
Dr. Eugene Ormandy
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS
45275 Will the Angels Play Their Harps for Me?
(Hirsch-Wilhite) — Vocal, with Instrumental
Accomp
Jimmie Black
ThewithSinking
of the Accomp
Vestris (Robison) Jimmie
— Vocal,Black
Instrumental
45276 Heel and Toe Polka — Instrumental,
W. T. Narmour-S. W. Smith
Little Star — Instrumental,
W. T. Narmour-S. W. Smith
45277 Farewell to Thee — Instrumental,
Homer Christopher-Raney Van Vink
March in "D" — Instrumental,
Homer Christopher-Raney Van Vink
45278 C. & N. W. Blues—
Harmonica Solo Bert Bilbro
Mohana Blues — Harmonica Solo
Bert Bilbro
45279 Silver Bell — Instrumental Scottdale String Band
Green Mountain Poker — Instrumental,
with
Calls, Band
Scottdale String
INTERNATIONAL RECORDS
3507 O Faithful Pine — Christmas Carol,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Silent Night, Holy Night— Dajos
Christmas
Bela Carol,
and His Orch.
RACE RECORDS
8634 No, Papa, No (Spivey) — Vocal, with Piano,
Victoria Spivey
Mosquito, Fly and Flea — Vocal, withVictoria
Piano, Spivey
8635 Careless Love (Johnson) — Singing, with Guitar,
Lonnie Johnson
When You Fall for Someone That's Not Your
Own (Johnson) — Singing, with Guitar,
Lonnie Johnson
8636 Black Beauty (Ellington) — Piano Solo,
Duke Ellington
Swampy River (Ellington) — Piano Solo,
Duke Ellington
Pathe

The Talking Machine

Records

DANCE RECORDS
36885 Where Is the Song of Songs
Sam for
LaninMe?—
and Waltz,
His Orch.
Marie — •Waltz
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
36886 Just a Sweetheart — Fox-trot, withCasino
Vocal Dance
Chorus,Orch.
Wings — Fox-trot, with Vocal Broadway
Chorus, Broadcasters
36887 MywithHeart's
for You,Majestic
Elaine —Dance
Waltz,Orch.
Vocal Longing
Chorus
Woman Disputed (I Love You) — Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus
Majestic Dance Orch.
36888 In a Little Hideaway — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Levee Loungers
You're
Love and I'm in Love — Fox-trot,
with
Vocal inChorus
Levee Loungers
368891 Maybe This Is Love— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Mississippi Music Makers
My Silver Tree — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Music
Chorus, Makers
Mississippi
36890 Rhythm King— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Deep River Orch.
Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Broadway Broadcasters
36891 All Because of You— Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Majestic Dance Orch.
I Mine)
Can't —Make
Her
Happy
(That
Old Girl of
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Majestic Dance Orch.
36892 Dardanella — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Oppenheim's Benj. Franklin Hotel Dance Orch.
I Don't Care — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Oppenheim's Benj. Franklin Hotel Dance Orch.
36893 Sally of My Dreams — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
..Sam Lanin and His Orch.
A Happy Ending — Fox-trot,SamwithLanin
VocalandChorus,
His Orch.

36894 Where the Shy Little Violets Grow — Fox-trot.
Vocal Chorus
Deep River Orch.
Adorable Dora — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Casino Chorus,
Dance Orch.
36895 Say That You Love Me — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Mississippi Music Makers
Watching the Clouds Roll By — Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Mississippi Music Makers
36896 You're
Cream in My CoffeeMajestic
— Fox-trot,
Vocal the
Chorus
DancewithOrch.
Let's Do It — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus,
Majestic Dance Orch.
36897 High Up on a Hill Top — Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Chorus
Lou Gold and His Orch.
At Last — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Casino Dance Orch.
36898 Marion — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
Lenora — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Sam: Lanin and His Orch.
36899
The Mooche — Fox-trot
Whoopee Makers
Move Over — Fox-trot
Whoopee Makers
VOCAL RECORDS
32404 There's a Rainbow 'Round my Shoulder — Tenor
Solo
Al Foster
Everybody Loves You — Tenor Solo
Al Foster
32406 Where
Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Tenor
Solo
Walter Scanlan
— Tenor Solo
Walter Scanlan
32407 Marie
I Loved You Then as I Love You Now — Tenor
Solo
Joe Wilbur
Marion — Tenor Solo
Joe Wilbur
32408 Just
a Sweetheart — Tenor Solo Walter Scanlan
Where the Shy Little Violets Grow — Tenor AlSolo,Foster
32405 (Blue Yodel No. 2 Walter Dalton and His Guitar
Goin' to Have a Big Time Tonight,
Carson Robison Trio
32409 The Spell of the Blues— Tenor Solo Al Foster
You'll Never Know — Tenor Solo
Al Foster
32410 Barber's
Blues
Walter Dalton and His Guitar
Blues. . ..Walter
Dalton and His Guitar
21203 Poor Man's HAWAIIAN
RECORD
I Chorus
Can't Give You Anything ButHawaiian
Love — Vocal
Islanders
Sonny Boy — Vocal Chorus
Hawaiian Islanders
Domino
4222
4223
4224
4225
4226
4227
4228
4229
4230
4238
4231
4232

4233
4234
4235
4236
4237
4239
4239

8664
8665
8666
8667
8668
8669

Records

DANCE RECORDS
How About Me? — Fox-trot. . .The Rose Room Orch.
'Round Evening — Fox-trotTed Wallace and His Orch.
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows
Best")— Fox-trot Ted Wallace and His Orch.
Fashionette — Fox-trot
The Rounders
There's a Rainbow 'Round
My
Shoulder
Fox-Orch.
trot Ted Wallace and —His
It Must Be Love — Fox-trot. . .The Rose Room Orch.
Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
I Must Have That Man — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Where Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Only a Dream— tWaltz Lou Gold and His Orch.
Love Dreams — Waltz
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Moonlight Madness — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Me and the Man in the Moon — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Glorianna — Fox-trot The Rose Room Orch.
You're the Cream in My Coffee
— Fox-trot,
Lou Gold
and His Orch.
When Polly Walks Through the Hollyhocks—
Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Paradise
(From "The Wledding March") —
Waltz
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Marie (From "The Awakening")
— Waltz,Salon Orch.
Adrian Schubert's
Doin' the Raccoon — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
Don't Be Like That — Male Duet, With Nov.
Accomp
-.
The —Radio
Ever
Since the Movies
Learned to Talk
Tenor Imps
Solo, With Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
How About Me? — Baritone Solo, With Orch.
Accomp
Rodman Lewis
MyWith
Old Orch.
Girl's Accomp
My New Girl Now— Tenor
Irving Solo,
Kaufman
NOVELTY RECORDS
The Wedding March — Pipe Organ Leo Le Sieur
Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin — Pipe Organ,
Leo Le Sieur
Sonny
Boy (From "The Singing Fool")
PipeSieur
Organ
Leo— Le
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows
Best") — Pipe Organ
Leo Le Sieur
Sonny Boy — Instrumental Trio, With Vocal
Chorus
Roy Smeck's Trio
Neapolitan
(From "Fazil") — Tenor
With Nov.Nights
Accomp
FrankSolo,
Luther
A Choir Boy Sings All Alone Tonight — Tenor
Solo, With Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
The Baby on the Doorstep — Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Will
the Solo,
Angels
Harps forFrank
Me?—Luther
Tenor
WithPlay
Nov.Their
Accomp
AnAccomp
Old Man's Story — Tenor Solo, With
FrankNov.Luther
The Sinking of the Vestris — Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Goin' to Lay Me Down in the Cold, Cold
Ground — Tenor Solo, With Guitar Accomp.,
Frank Luther
Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS
How About Me? — Fox-trot The Rose Room Orch.
'Round Evening — Fox-trot,Ted Wallace and His Orch.
There's a Rainbow 'Round
Shoulder
Fox-Orch
trot TedMy
Wallace
and —His
It Must Be Love — Fox-trot. .The Rose Room Orch.
Paradise (From "The Adrian
Wedding Schubert's
March'O-^Waltz,
Salon Orch.
Marie (From "The Awakening") — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
I Must Have That Man — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
You're the Cream in My Coffee
Fox-trot,
Lou —Gold
and His Orch.
When Polly Walks Through the Hollyhocks—
Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows

8670
8671
8672
8680
8673
8674

Best")— Fox-trot Ted Wallace and His Orch.
Fashionette — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Where Is the Song of Songs for Me? — Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Only a Dream — Waltz Lou Gold and His Orch.
Me and the Man in the Moon — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Glorianna — Fox-trot
The Rose Room Orch.
Love
Dreams
(From
"Alias
Jimmy
— Waltz
HollywoodValentine")
Dance Orch.
Moonlight Madness — Fox-trot
The Rounders
Doin' the Raccoon — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Come On, Baby! — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS
Don't
Be Like That— Male Duet, The
WithRadio
Nov. Imps
Accomp
Ever Since the Movies Learned to Talk — Tenor
Solo, With Orch. Accomp Irving Kaufman
How About Me? — Baritone Solo, With Orch.
Accomp
Rodman Lewis
MyWith
Old Orch.
Girl's Accomp
My iNew Girl Now — Tenor
Solo,
Irving
Kaufman
NOVELTY RECORDS

8675 Sonny
Boy (From "The Singing Fool")
PipeSieur
Organ
Leo— Le
Sally of My Dreams (From "Mother Knows
Best") — Pipe Organ
Leo Le Sieur
8676 Sonny Boy strumental
(FromTrio, With
"The Vocal
Singing
Fool") — InChorus,
8677
8678
8679
8681

Smeck's Trio
Neapolitan
(From "Fazil") —Roy
Tenor
With Nov.Nights
Accomp
FrankSolo,
Luther
A Solo,
Choir With
Boy Nov.
Sings Accomp
All Alone To-nightFrank
— TenorLuther
The Baby on the Doorstep — Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
The Wedding March — Pipe Organ Leo Le Sieur
Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin — Pipe Organ,
Leo Le Sieur
Will
the Solo,
Angels
Harps forFrank
Me? Luther
—
Tenor
WithPlay
Nov.Their
Accomp
AnAccomp
Old Man's Story — Tenor Solo, With
FrankNov.Luther
The Sinking of the Vestris— Tenor Solo, With
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Goin'
to
Lay
Me
Down
in
the
Cold,
Cold
Ground — Tenor Solo, With Guitar Accomp.,
Frank Luther
Harmony

Records

DANCE RECORDS
770-H You're the Cream in My Coffee (From "Hold
Everything!") — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus
by Tom Frawley .... Lou Gold and His Orch.
Jane — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus by Tom
Frawley. Ed Blossom and His New Englanders
768- H Sally
Dreams With(From Vocal
"Mother
Best")of — My
Fox-trot,
ChorusKnows
_ by
Robert Wood
The Harmonians
When Summer Is Gone — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Robert Wood,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
773- H That's How I Feel About You — Fox-trot, With
Vocal Chorus by Leroy
Montesanto,
Ernie Golden
and His Orch.
Then Came the Dawn — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Montesanto,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
772-H Pompanola
(From
Cheers")
— Fox-trot,
With Vocal Chorus"Three
by Marvin
Young,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
Maybe
This Is
(From Chorus
"Three by
Cheers")
Fox-trot,
WithLoveVocal
Marvin—
Young Arthur Ross and His Westerners
774- H Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Ernie
Montesanto,
Golden and His Orch.
That's Why Girls Go Wrong (From "Why Girls
Go Wrong")— Waltz, With Vocal Chorus by
Irving Kaufman
The Harmonians
778- H MeVocal
and Chorus
the Manby inBilly
the Murray,
Moon — Fox-trot, With
Golden Gate Orch.
Cross
With Roads
Vocal (From
Chorus "Show
by BillyPeople")
Murray,— Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.
769- H Marion (From "Four Devils")— Waltz, With
Vocal Chorus by Irving
Kaufman,Society Orch.
Bar Harbor
Forever — Waltz, With Vocal Chorus by Irving
Kaufman ....Bar Harbor Society Orch.
779- H My Inspiration Is You — Fox-trot, With Vocal
Chorus by Mitchell Vogel....The Harmonians
Sweet Dreams — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus by
Mitchell Vogel
The Harmonians
763-H Here's
in Person
— Fox-trot,
With That
Vocal Party
Chorus Now
by Irving
Kaufman,
The Harmonians
I Don't Care — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus by
AlGetShayne
McHugh's
Bostonians
775- H I'llWith
By
LongJimmy
asby IRobert
Have You)—
Fox-trot
Vocal(AsChorus
Wood,
The
Harmonians
Watching
Clouds Roll
(FromChorus
"Animalby
Crackers")the— Fox-trot,
WithBy Vocal
Billy Murray
Golden Gate Orch.
781-H How About Me? — Fox-trot, With Vocal Chorus
by IrvingBarney
Kaufman,
Trimble and His Oklahomans
Are We Downhearted?
No! — Fox-trot, With
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Barney Trimble and His Oklahomans
776- H Glorianna — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Johnny Morris
The Georgians
Let's Do It (Let's Fall in Love) (From
"Paris") — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Johnny Morris
The Georgians
777- H Won't
You —Tell
Me Honwith(When
We're
Gonnaby
Be
One)
Fox-trot,
Vocal
Chorus
Tom Frawley,
Arthur Ross and His Westerners
Gypsy — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Tom
Frawley. . .Arthur Ross and His Westerners
782-H Sonny
Boy with
(From
Fox-trot,
Vocal"The
ChorusSinging
by GayFool")—
Ellis,
Frank Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
Sweet Lei Lehua — Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Gay Ellis.
.FrankRECORDS
Ferera's Hawaiian Trio
VOCAL
771-H There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder
(From "The Singing Fool") Irving
— Vocal,Kaufman
Old Man Sunshine Little Boy Blue Bird —
Vocal
Irving Kaufman
785-H You're the Cream in My Coffee (From "Hold
Everything! Gay
" — Vocal.
Ellis and Her Novelty Orch.
My Inspiration
You and
— Vocal,
Gay IsEllis
Her Novelty Orch.

10
10
10
10

10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10

10
10

10
10
10

\

119
York, Decetr-her, 1928
10
laaaauaaaBiRiisii
766- H My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now — Vocal,
Gay Ellis and Her Novelty Orch. 10
If You Want the Rainbow (You Must Have
the Rain) — Vocal,
CONSTRUCTIVE
ARTICLES
IN
THIS
Gay Ellis and Her Novelty Orch.
764- H I Loved You Then As I Love You Now
(From "Dancing Daughters") — Fred
Vocal,Waters 10
ISSUE
OF
THE
WORLD
You're in Love and I'm in Love (From "The 10
Hit ofSincethe the
Show")—
784-H Ever
MoviesVocal
LearnedFred toWaters
Talk 10
10
10
(From "Whoopee") — Vocal Billy Murray 10
m Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads
Don't Do That to the Poor Puss-Cat
—
Vocal,
Billy Murray
780-H Outside — Vocal
Happy Martin
Sleep, Baby, Sleep— Vocal Happy Martin 10
Louis
B. F. Raycroft
Talks of
767- H Watching tie Trains Come In — Vocal,
Looking Back — and Ahead
3
Mack Allen 10
10
Television
at
Nema
Meetings
..
38
Wanderin' — Vocal
Mack Allen
The Customer Is Often Wrong ...
6
783-H Sing Hallelujah— Vocal
Mack Allen 10
Radio
Production
for
1927 —
The Frog Song — Vocal
Mack Allen
Concentration
Pays
The Jones
ORGAN SELECTIONS
$191,848,665
44
765- H Just a Night for Meditation — Organ Solo,
O'Neal Co
8
with Vocal Chorus by Sidney James,
Latest Phonograph and Radio PatCarol Wynn 10 Sell the School Market
16
ents 46
Last Night I Dreamed You Kissed Me — Organ
Solo, with Vocal Chorus by Sidney
Carol James,
Wynn 10 Practical Record System for MusicSees Affinity Between Music Radio
Field and Talking Movies
48
Radio Dealers
18-19
Vocalion Records
King Profits from Customer CoCredits
AC
Sets With Radio's
LIST FOR DECEMBER 1 AND 15
Prosperity
60
operation, Home Demonstration
POPULAR VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
and Practical Service
20
Coin-Operated
Victrolas
Open
New
15731 Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time (Theme Song
Sales Market for Dealers
66
of" the Motion
Picture,with"Lilac
(GilRadio
Phonographs
Provide a
bert-Shilkret)
— Tenor,
OrganTime")
and Violin,
3,317 Columbia Dealers Tied Up
Broader Market
24
Elmo Tanner
Sonny Boy (Theme Song of the Motion Picture,
With Schubert Week Observance 96
Eighty
Thousand
Dollar
Radio
26
"The
Singing
Fool")
(Jolson-DeSylva-BrownHenderson) — Tenor, with Organ and Violin,
Sales
26
Elmo Tanner
Television
Needs
a "Spreading"
15732 Sonny Boy (Theme Song of the Motion Picture,
System
98
Creating a Record Demand for
"The
Singing
Fool")
(Jolson-DeSylva-BrownHenderson) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Newest in Radio
106-107
Finest
Music
28
Harry Maxfield,
The Wolverines (Richard Voynow, Dir.)
In the World of Music
111-115
Discusses
Scientific
Problems in
There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder (From
Connection
With
Television
...
32
Latest
Record
Bulletins
116-119
"The Singing Fool") (Jolson-Rose-Dreyer) —
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Harry Maxfield The Wolverines (Richard Voynow, Dir.)
15733 Twelve o'Clock Waltz (Rose-Dixon-Warren) —
CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES
— IWaltz, with Vocal Chorus by Jack Parker,
Miami Marimba Band
My Window of Dreams
(Bryan-Klenner) —
Milwaukee, 50 — Pittsburgh, 62 — Toledo, 64 — Richmond, 64 — Boston, 68 — Cincinnati,
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Francis Luther,
Miami Marimba Band
70 — Philadelphia, 76-82 — Minneapolis and St. Paul, 84 — St. Louis, 86 — Cleveland, 88
15734 Crazy Rhythm (Meyer-Kahn) — Fox-trot,
Sammy Stewart and His Orch.
—
Buffalo, 92 — Los Angeles, 92 — Kansas City, 94 — Detroit, 94 — Portland, 99 — ChiWob-a-Iy Walk (Green-Warren) — Fox-trot,
Sammy Stewart and His Orch.
15735 Mauna Loa (Scholl-Mills)
cago. 103-1 04 — Baltimore, 105.
-.^
— The
Waltz,Waikiki
with Serenaders
Vocal
Chorus
Bells of Honolulu (Dixon-Mills) — Waltz, with
There's
Only One WayNathan
for the
Wayward
Vocal Chorus
The Waikiki Serenaders
8172 La with
JaulaOrch
(Valle) — Cancion; Tenor and Baritone,
— Waltz
Glantz
and HisOneOrch.
15736 Sonny Boy (Theme Song of the Motion Picture,
Los Cuates
6209
When
Polly
Walks
Through
the
Hollyhocks—
"The Singing
Fool")Solo
(Jolson-DeSylva-BrownAyBaritone,
Julia, Julia!
(Valle) — Cancion; TenorLos and
Fox-trot
Lou Gold and His Orch.
with Orch
Cuates
Henderson)
— Organ
Edward K. House
Marie (Theme Song of the Motion Picture,
8173 El Vuelo de Carranza — Primera Parte (RamosDon't Send Your Wifey to the trotCountry
Fox- Band
Missouri —Jazz
Mayo) — Trio, con orquesta
Ramos Trio
"The Awakening") (Berlin) — Organ
EdwardSolo,
K. House
6210
You're
the
Cream
in
My
Coffee
(From
"Hold
El Vuelo de Carranza — Segunda Parte (Ramos15737 My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now (CaesarEverything") — Fox-trot. .Lou Gold and His Orch.
Mayo) —OLD
Trio,SOUTHERN
con orquesta
Ramos Trio
TUNES
Friend) — Tenor, with Orch
Les Backer
That's What's Good for Me —Hollywood
Fox-trot, Dance Orch.
5230 Going Around the World — -Tenor, with Guitar
I Can't Give You Anything But Love (From
and Harmonica
Emry Arthur
6211 Ev'rybody Loves You — Fox-trot,
Lew Leslie's "Blackbirds of 1928") (FieldsSam Lanin's Dance Orch.
McHugh) — Tenor, with Guitar and Piano,
Nobody's
Business — Tenor, with Guitar
Blessings — Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
Les Backer
Harmonica
Emry and
Arthur
15739 I'm Sorry Sally (Fiorito-Kahn) — Tenor, with
6212 Love
Dreams (From "Alias Jimmy
Valentine")
5255 Looking This Way (Van DeVenter)— Vocal
—Waltz
Majestic
Dance Orch.
Orch
Frank Sylvano
Duet, with Piano, ViolinFrank
and Guitar,
and
James
McCravy
Waltzing
—
IWaltz
Majestic
Dance Crch.
When Summer Is Gone (Harrison-Wilhite) —
with Orch
Frank Sylvano
6213 Me and the Man in the Moon— Fox-trot,
Trundle
with Piano,
15740 I'm Tenor,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Violin Bed
and (O'Kane)
Guitar — Vocal
Frank Duet,
and James
McCravy
SorryChorus
Sally by(Fiorito-Kahn)
— Fox-trot, with
Vocal
Frank Sylvano,
5256 Barefoot Boy With Boots On (Fields) — Vocal,
High
Hattin'
Hattie
—
Fox-trot,
Mendello's Dance Orch.
Danny Altier and His Orch.
with Guitars and Violin; Vocal Chorus by
6214 I Must Have That Man — Fox-trot,
My Gal Sal (They Called Her Frivolous Sal)
Owen Gray ....Otto Gray and His Cowboy Band
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
(Dresser) — Fox-trot. .Danny Altier and His Orch.
I Had But Fifty Cents — -Vocal, with Guitars,
RACE RECORDS
and Violin; Vocal Chorus by Owen Gray,
Dixie
Drag
—
Fox-trot
Mendello's Dance Orch.
1187 Hard Hearted Mama Blues (Cole) — Voice, with
Otto Gray and His Cowboy Band
6226 Doin' the Raccoon — Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Harmonica and Guitar
Kid Cole
5257 The Old Rugged Cross — Sacred, with Guitar,
Smoky Mountain Sacred Singers
Niagara Falls
Blues (Cole) — -Voice, with Kid
Har- Cole
Crying Blues — Fox-trot, Willie Creager and Hi3 Orch.
monica and Guitar
Abide With Me — Sacred, with Guitar,
1216 Grievin' Me Blues (Dorsey) — Vocal with Piano;
6227 Come On, Baby!— Fox-trot,
Smoky Mountain Sacred Singers
5258 Billy Boy,
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
Guitar by Tampa Red
Georgia Tom
F. Thompson and His Home Towners, with J. Tilson
On
a
Balmy
June
Night
— Fox-trot,
It's Tight Like That (Tampa-Dorsey) — Vocal,
Willie
Creager and His Orch.
Get Away, Old Man, Get Away (Crumit),
with Piano and Guitar. . .Tampa Red-Georgia Tom
1217 Begin
VOCAL
RECORDS
F.
Thompson
and
His
Home
Towners,
with
J.
Tilson
a
New
Life
on
Christmas
Day
—
Parts
1
and 2
Rev. A. W. Nix and Congregation
6215 How About Me?— Baritone Solo, With Orch.
5259 Soldier Boy in Blue — Vocal Duet, with Mandolin
1218 Shake Your Shimmy (Blythe) — Fox-trot,
Accomp
Ralph Haines
and Guitar ... .Lester McFarland-Robert Gardner
The Midnight Rounders
Tonight Sweetheart, Tonight — Tenor Solo, With
Hold Fastdolin,toGuitartheandRight
— Vocal Duet, with ManNov.
Accomp
Howard
Wilson
Harmonica,
Crying My
BluesAl Away
— Fox-trot,
with Five
Chorus.
Wynn (Hill)
and His
Gut Bucket
Lester McFarland-Robert Gardner
6216 Don't
Be Like That— Male Duet, The
WithRadio
Nov. Imps
1219 De'sVocal
Accomp
5260 Arkansas Pullet — With Singing by Lloyd Reaves,
Bones Gwine Rise
The Again
Southern(Traditional),
Plantation Singers
Put Your Loving Arms Around Me— Male Duet,
Reaves' White County Ramblers
With Nov. Accomp
The Radio Imps
My Lord Delivered Daniel (Traditional),
Reaves Waltz
Reaves' White County Ramblers
The
Southern
Plantation
Singers
5261 The Coon That Had the Razf.r (Macon)—
-6217 MyWith
Old Orch.
Girl's Accomp
My New Girl Now— Tenor
1220 Down by the Levee (Wynn) — Fox-trot, with
GeorgeSolo,
Beaver
Voice, with Banjo; Banjo-Guitar
by Sam
McGee
/
Jncle
Dave
Macon
Vocal Chorus by "Punch,"Wynn's Creole Jazz Band
Light
the
Way
to
Somebody's
Heart
—
Male
Duet, With Nov. Accomp
The Radio Imps
The New Ford Car (Macon — Voice, with
6218 Ever Since the Movies Learned to Talk — Tenor
Parkway
Banjo
| Uncle Dave Macon
Skee DaStomp
Vocal, (Wynn-Dorsey) — Fox-trot, with
Solo, With Orch. Accomp
George Beaver
Albert Wynn and His Gut Bucket Five
Oh, How I Love to Look at You — -Tenor Solo,
1221 The Wrong Way to Celebrate Christmas (ClayBanner Records
With Orch. Accomp
George Beaver
born). ..Rev. E. W. Clayborn (The Guitar Evangelist)
6219 Neapolitan
(From "Fazil")—
This Time Another Year You May Be Gone
With Nov.Nights
Accomp
• Tenor
FrankSolo,
Luther
6200
DANCE
RECORDS
(Clayborn),
On
a
Blue
Lagoon
—
Male
Duet,
With
Nov.
Rev. E. W. Clayborn (The Guitar Evangelist)
Sally
of
My
Dreams
(From
"Mother
Knows
Accomp
Carson
J.
Robison
and
Frank
Luther
Best") — Fox-trot Ted WalUce and His Orch.
1222 There Was No Room at the Hotel,
NOVELTY RECORDS
Lucy Smith Jubilee Singers
— -Fox-Orch.
od Dance
6201 Smiles Are Making the WorldtrotGoHolyw'Round
6220 Sonny Boy (From "The Singing Fool") — Instrufor Me
Lucy Smith Jubilee Singers
1223 Seeking
mental Trio, With
Smeck's
Paradise (From "The Wedding Marc -") — Waltz,
Michigan River Blues (Mays) — Blues Vocal,
On a Mountain
Trail Vocal
in OldChorus.
HawaiiRoy
— Vocal
and Trio
Adrian Schubeit's Salon Orch.
with Piano Accomp
Bert M. Mays
Instrumental
Quartette
The
Four
Aristocrats
If I Lost You— Waltz,
YouPiano
Can'tAccomp
Come In (Mays) — Blues Vocal,
withMays
Adrian Schubert'." Salon Orch.
6221 A Choir Boy Sings AH Alone Tonight — Tenor
Bert M.
6202 How About Me? — Fox-trot.
. .The Rose Room Orch.
Solo, With Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
1224 Weary
Money Blues (Hill-Offett) — Vocal, with
An Old Man's Story — Tenor Solo, With Nov.
Piano; Guitar by Tampa Red
Chippie Hill
I Could Stand a Lot of Lovin' — Missouri
Fox-trot, J.'zz Band
Accomp
Frank
Luther
Christmas Man Blues (Dorsey-Carter-Williams)
6203 There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder (From
— Vocal Duet, with Piano and Guitar,
6222 Sally
of
My
Dreams
(From
"Mother
Knows
Best") — Pipe Organ
Richard Dexter
"The Singing Fool") — Ted
Fox-trot,
Wallace and His Orch.
Oh, Promise Me — Pipe Organ Richard Dexter
MEXICAN Chippie Hill-Tampa Red
Just Today — Fox-trot
Majestic Dance Orch.
8158 Las Tres Milpas (The Three Plants) (Cantu)
6223 Sonny
Boy (From "The Singing Fool")
— Pipe
6204 Marie (From "The Awakening") — Waltz,
Organ
Richard
Dexter
— Cancion
Trio Del Mar-Gilbert
La Paloma — Pipe Organ
Richard Dexter
Pero, Oyes, Maria (But, Mary, Listen to Me)
Adrian
Schubert's
Salon
O"
h.
I
Never
Knew
How
I
Cared
for
You
—
Waltz,
>\
S-6224
Turkey
in
the.
Straw
—
Square
Dance.
With
— Cancion
Trio Del Mar-Gilbert
Imperial Dance O. .a.
Calls
Hobbs Brothers
8169 Oro(Cantu)
y Plata (Lehar)— Vals; Para Baile,
6205 Glorianna — Fox-trot
The Rose Room Orch.
Banda Municipal
Hell
Amof» t'ipe Yearlings — Square Dance,
With
Calls
Hobbs
Brothers
Millicent (McKee)— Vals; Para Baile,
6206 Baby's Coming Back — Fox-trot,
Banda Municipal
5-6225"Will
the
Angels
Pby
Their
Harps
for
Me?
— Luther
Mendello's
Dance
O.
'i.
Tenor
Solo,
With
Nov.
Accomp.
..Frank
8170 Hijo Prodigo (Valle) — Waltz,
It Must Be Love — Fox-trot ... The Rose Room Orch.
6207 Cool
The Baby on the Doorstep— Tenor Solo, With
Orquesta de Jose Reyes
Papa — Fox-trot
Mendello's Dance Orch.
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
'Round Evening — Fox-trot,Ted Wallace and His Orch.
Mundo Enganoso (Valle) — One-step,
S-6228 The Sinking of the Vestris— Tenor Solo, With
Orquesta de Jose Reyes
Nov. Accomp
Frank Luther
Maybe I Was Made for You — Fox-trot, Jazz Band
8171 Ay Julia, Julia! (Valle) — Dueto con orquesta,
Dueto Regional
Where
Sunset
Ocean's
Blue to
6208 Where Is the Song of Songs forMissouri
Gold —the
Tenor
Solo,Turns
WiththeNov.
Accomp.,
Me?— ■>Waltz,
De Las Que Vienen
Ahi (Valle) — Dueto
Frank Luther
con orquesta
Dueto Regional
Imperial Dance Orch
The Talking Machine World, New
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